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38

p.

England, Laxton, May,

70

p.

Arizona, Jan.,

2

p.

Mississippi River, June, p. 60
Nelder Grove, Sept., p. 78
Plants, Oct., p. 46
Porcupine, May, p. 62
Proteas, May, p. 70
Rain forest, Feb., p. 42
Sea, Mar., p. 60
Taru Desert, Sept., p. 36
Tropical, June, p. 36
Ecosystems, Feb., p. 2; Apr.,
June, p. 60

8

p.

)TANY
Agriculture,

52
Biological systems, Feb.,
Desert organisms, Oct.,
Bats, June, p.

Forests, May,

Roosts, Feb., p.
'.

GEOLOGY

ECOLOGY

82

Sept., p.

3o,

^aintings,

Bones, May,
p.

16

p.

Dinosaurs, Mar.,

78
p.

26;

Dec,

p.

83

2

Hall of Pacific Peoples,

Hayden Planetarium,

Feb.,

Mineral sciences, Jan.,
Oo bird, Sept., p. 82

Whale, July,

Neanderthal's artifacts, Jan., p. 4
New Zealand, Maori, July, p. 36
Nuts, Jan., p. 92; Mar., p. 78

30

p.

Russia, June,

Siberia,

72

p.

Oct., p. 92

Oceanography, currents, June,
Odor and sex, Nov., p. 24
Oo bird, Sept., p. 82

86

p.

78

p.

MAMMALS
p.

2

Antelope, Nov.,

p.

40

Echidna, Sept.,

30

p.

2

p.

Foxes, red, Jan., p. 46
Hyena, spotted. Mar., p. 90
Marten, Nov., p. 108

Mongoose, dwarf, Sept.,
Monkeys, rhesus, Feb.,
Odor, Nov., p. 24

p.

52

Maya

Indians,

Flamingos, May,

Moment,
Mar.,

p.

p.

Jan.,

104

p.

Feb.
132

Sept.,

Dec,

Nov., 108;

98;

p.
p.

Oct.,

p

90

Mar.,

50; Apr.,

p.

p.

p.

Sierra de Tuxtla, Nov.,

p.

50
48

Mississippi River, June,

p.

42

Ramsey's

46

p.
p.

p.

36
62

North

Mountain,

Carolina,

38
132

p.

harbor, June, p. 94

Sequoia, Sept.,

78

p.

Sky pilot flower, July, p. 28
Sky Reporter see Astronomy

Cobra, Aug.,

p.

78

Snails,

Egrets, Oct.,

p.

116

SOUTH AFRICA

Sept., p. 54, p. 56

June, p. 94
Humpback whale, Jan., p. 97
Jellyfish, Feb., p. 94

Afrikaner food, Nov.,

Ontario, Nov., p. 108

Reptile parks, Aug., p. 78

Rain forest, Apr.,
Snakebite, Apr.,

2

p.

104

Birds, Jan., p. 38

Proteas, May,

98

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, July,
Venus, Jan., p. 82; Nov., p. 34

p.

76

Australia, July, p.

Apr.

82

Whales, Jan., p. 97; July, p. 78; Oct
p. 52
Wisconsin lakes crayfish, Aug., p. 32
Zoque Indians, Mexico, July, p. 46
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tlie

American Woodlar

72
Audubon Society's Videoguide
Birds of North America, Nov.,
Indians,

Sept., p.

Children of the City:
Play, Oct., p. 86

to
p.

ti

80

At Work and

Strategies, June, p. 72
Golden Hoard of Bactria, The, Dec
p. 68
Highlanders of Thailand, Feb. p. 74
Karl Bodmer's America, Apr., p. 26
Nations Within: The Past and Future
Jai
American Indian Sovereignty,
p.

70

p.

SOUTH PACIFIC
Samoa, June,

p.

36

Spain, countryside, Nov., p. 68

90

Speciation, Feb., p. 2

Superstitions, Aug., p. 6

THIS LAND
Arizona, Jan.,

p.

p.

30

34

,

seal,

p.

p.

Female

Australian cockroach. May, p. 96
Beetles, Sept., p. 98

May,

Dec,

Ancient Art of

Ships, abandoned, June, p. 42

bears.

Sept., p. 62

Trinidad, Sept., p. 56; p.

BOOKS

NATURAL MOMENT

p.

ants,

TREES

Western

78

p.

Russia, Siberia, June, p. 86
Seal,

6

Viper, Apr., p. 2

42; Mar., p. 50

p.

Sea anemones, Apr.,

NATURALIST AT LARGE

46

90

Mount Magazine, Arkansas, Oct., p. 82
Mount Pel6e, Martinique, Jan., p. 30
Mummies, Oct., p. 74

Rainbow bee-eater, July, p. 82
Sea anemones, Apr., p. 132
Spotted hyena, Mar., p. 90
Underwater photography, Dec,

p.

Viper, Apr., p. 2

Roan

p.

Treehoppers and

Trilobites,

Draft, Virginia, Nov., p.

Cobra, Aug.,

60

86

p.

Trigonian, Feb., p. 14

REPTILES

Mites, July, p. 56

Mongoose, dwarf, Sept.,
Monkeys, rhesus, Feb.,

10

Radicchio, red lettuce, Apr., p. 34
Radishes, wild, Oct., p. 46

Rain forest, Feb.,

El Chichon Mountain, July,

p.

26

Oct., p.

fossils,

Quails, Feb., p.

p.

Dec,

Toys, Dec,

May, p. 38
Colorado Rockies, Jan., p. 58
Hemlocks, Canadian, Nov., p. 76
Palms, Oct., p. 64; Dec, p. 40
Rain forest, Feb., p. 42; Mar., p. 50
Sequoia, Sept., p. 78

70

p.

Prince Albert National Park, Jan.,
Proteas, May, p. 70

86
70

p.

Tofu,

Bristlecone pine,

22

p.

Population growth, India, Jan.,
Porcupine, May, p. 62

Primate

14

Breadfruit. Mar., p. 34

Wildflowers, July, p. 28
Platypus, Aug., p. 10

Selva Lacandona, Mar.,

Brown

p.

96; June, p. 94; July, p. 82

Proteas, May,

MEXICO

Harbor

97;

p.

Apr.,

90;

p.

78;

p.

Feb., p. 14; Dec, p. 22
Platypus, Aug., p. 10
Fossils,

36

p.

12

12

p.

Fleeming Jenkin, June,

Sept., p. 44

of,

p.

Evolutionary theory, Mar., p. 6
Facts of nature, Jan., p. 16

58

p.

p.

July,

Evolutionary clock, Apr.,
p.

66

p.

Alpine gardens, July,
Ecology, Oct., p. 46

food, Oct., p. 108

Dec,

Jan.,

94;

116;

Sept., p. 30

Vodka,

Evolution, July, p. 12; Oct., p. 12

May,

Nuts. Jan., p. 92: Mar., p. 78
Quails, Feb., p. 90
Radicchio, red lettuce, Apr., p. 34
Scones and muffins, June, p. 82
Tofu,

12

Babassu, Dec, p. 40
Fan, Oct., p. 64
Phalarope, red-necked, Aug.,

Aug.,

74
Coconut, May, p. 90
Grain,

PALMS

34

p.

PLANTS

Afrikaner food, Nov.,

Gourmet

2

p.

MATTER OF TASTE

28

p.

THIS VIEW OF LIFE
p.

Natural

p.

June, p. 31

p.

History

Maori, July, p. 36
Marten, Nov., p. 108

Aug.,

76
West Virginia, Aug.,
p.

Essences, Nov.,

Maori, July,

Primates, Oct., p. 26
Seal, harbor, June, p. 94
Whale, Jan., p. 97; Oct.,

22

p.

p. 38;

Anteater, Sept.,

Dec,

Eskimos,

Platypus, Aug., p. 10
Porcupine, May, p. 62

Nov.,

Virginia,

PHOTOGRAPHY
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p.

p.

North Carolina, Apr.,

Fossil primates, Oct., p. 26

Trilobites,

Bears, brown. May,

Chilies,

42

p.

78

38; Sept., p.

p.

76
Illinois, Feb., p. 86
Missouri, Mar., p. 82
New Hampshire, July,

PALEONTOLOGY

Bats, June, p. 52

Dec,

Florida,

PALEOANTHROPOLOGY

Anteater, Sept.,

May,

California,

76

of the Golden Triangle:
Tribes in Thailand. Feb., p. 74

Peoples
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p. 64
Within a Rainbowed Sea, Mar., p. 6
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Bach
The Goldberg

RECORDING

RAVEL:'

WYNTDN MARSAUS
L£PPAHD,

GREAT
LOVE SCENE

BOLERO

NATIONAL PHIL

NO. 5 and NO. 6

Variations

PLACIDODOMINC

CLASSICAL DEBUT

BEETHOVEN
SYMPHONIES

H"

PAVANE,

Glenn Gould

DAPHNIS

ET CHLOE
-SUITE NO. 2

VLADIMIR

KIRl TE

ASHKENAZY
323170-393173

317081

BACH
326983. Bach: Organ
Masterpieces—Toccata S,
Fugue in D Minor etc. Anthony Newman (Sine Qua Non)
171504. Switched-On-

Bach— Moog versions of
Air onaG Suing: Wachet
Auf, etc.— played by
Wendy Carlos (Columbia)
319434. Bach: Sonatas for
Viola De Gamba and Harpsichord—Yo-Yo Ma. cello:
Ken Cooper, harpsichord
(Digital-CBS Masterworks)

306464.

Little

Bach Book

—Glenn Gould plays favorites

from French

Suite;

(Digital—Vox

fD/g/fa/— Nonesuch)

CHOPIN

(or Rute; Teiemann: Rule
Suite in A Minor— J. Balder

A. Newman. Madeira Festival
(Digital—Vox
Laude)

Cum

328054. Bach's TopsGavotte: Sleepers Awake:
more. Kapp. Philharmonia
Virtuosi of New York (CBS)

BEETHOVEN
273409. Beethoven: 3

Rano Sonatas— (Moonlight.
Appassionata. Pathetique)
Horowitz, piano (Columbia)

326918. Beethoven:
Piano Sonatas No. 3 & 23
(Appassionata)— beautifully
played Andre-Michel Schub
(Digital—Vox Cum Laude)

325340. Beethoven: "Hammerklavier" Sonata; 11
Bagatelles— Rudolf Serkin

(Masterworks

— Ormandy and the Phila-

delphia Orch. (Columbia)

325654-395657 Beethoven:
Piano Concertos No. 1 & 5
(Emperor)— Brendel. piano,
Mehta and Boettcher. cond.
(Counts as 2-Vox)
230425. Beethoven:
Violin

Concerto— Isaac

Stem: Bernstein.
York

Phil.

New

(Columbia)

173674. Beethoven's

Greatest Hits-Ode (0
Joy: excerpt from

Moon-

light Sonata: etc. Various
artists (Columbia)

BRAHMS
307884. Brahms: Double
Concerto— Zukerman,
Harrell: Mehta. New York
Philharmonic (Columbia)

328039. Brahms: Symphony No. 3; Haydn Variations- Wehta. New York
Phil. (CBS Masterworks)

325365. Mozart: Eine
Kleine Nachtmusik; Symph.
No. 40— Casals. Marlboro
(Masterworks Portrait)
318311. Mozart: Sympho
nies 36 (Lmz) 38 (Prague)

Etudes, etc.—Vladimir
Horowitz, piano (Columbia)

-Rampal.Mostly Mozart
Orch. (CBS Masterworks)

306183. Chopin: Piano
Concerto No. 1— Murray
Perahia: Zubin Mehta and
NY Phil. (Columbia)

314955. Mozart Symphonies No. 40 & 41 (Jupiter)
-Szell, Cleveland Orch.
(CBS Great Performances)

DEBUSSY
322826. Debussy: La Mer;
Nocturnes— Michael Tilson
Thomas. Philharmonia Orch.
(Digital-CBS Masterworks)

326975. Mozart: Violin
Concerto No. 4; Adagio;

Rondos— Zukerman plays,
conducts St. Paul Chamber
Orch.

(CBS Masterworks)

SCHUBERT

328005. Debussy: Images
(complete);

322487 Schubert: "Death
and the Maiden"; "Quartet-

(Digital—Vox

tsatz"—Tokyo Stnng Quartet
(Digital—Vox Cum Laude)

Estampes; etc
—Ivan Moravec. pianist
Cum Laude)
296830. Debussy: Quartet;
Ravel: Quartet—Tokyo
String Quartet (Columbia)

328401. Debussy: Sonata
for Rute, Viola and Harp;
Syrinx for Solo Rute—
plus works by Ravel. Faure.

317677 Schubert Symphony No. 8 (Unfinished):
Rosamunde Overture and
Ballet Music— von Karajan.
Berlin Philharmonic (Angel)

etc.

321729. Schubert; The
Impromptus, Op. 90 & 142
—Murray Perahia. piano
fD/g/(a/-CBS Masterworks)

est Hits- C/a/r ere lune,

325092. Schubert Sonata

Reverie, etc. Bernstein.

in

Ormandy

Larrocha (D/gita/— London)

Orpheus Tno (Digital
—Vanguard Audiophile)
191874. Debussy's Great-

etc.

(Columbia)

GERSHWIN

Portrait)

322362. Beethoven:
Piano Trios No. 1 & 3—three
virtuosi: Barenboim. DuPre,
Zukerman (Vox Cum Laude)
315457. Beethoven:
Symphony No. 3 (Eroica)
-Szell, Cleveland Orch.
(CBS Great Performances)
252874. Beethoven:
Symphony No. 9 (Choral)

294264. Mozart Piano
Concerto No. 21 (Elvira
Madigan) and No. 17—
Ashkenazy plays, conducts
Philharmonia Orch. (London)

246843. Chopin: Mazurkas,

many more (Columbia)
316216. Bach: Suite No. 2

Cum Laude)

312439. Brahms: Liebeslieder Walzer; Neue Liebeslieder Walzer (complete)
— L. A. Vocal Arts Ensemble

MOZART

318295. Gershwin Live!—
Sarah Vaughan sings The

Man

I Love, etc. Thomas.
Los Angeles Phil (CBS)
321471. Gershwin: Piano
Concerto in F; An American
in Paris; Rhapsody in Blue
—Andre Previn and the

London Symphony (Angel)

HAYDN
326561. Haydn: 3 Favorite

Concertos— Cello in D
(Yo-Yo Ma): Violin in C
(Cho-Liang Lin): Trumpet

B Rat etc.— Alicia de

MAHLER

BAROQUE
323543. Handel: Royal
Rreworks Music; Oboe
Concertos 1-3— Karl Munchinger. Stuttgart Chamber
Orch. fD/g/fa/— London)

324087 Handel's Top Tunes
—Richard Kapp and Phil-

245043. Rachmaninoff
Piano Concertos No. 1 & 2

324533. Respighi: Feste
Romane; Pines & Fountains
Of Rome— Dutoit. Orch. de
Montreal (D/g/ta/— London)

Greatest Hits— Vocal/se:
Piano Concerto Wo. 2:
3 Preludes: etc. Various

326223. Schoenberg;
Pelleas

& Melisande—

Arioso, Largo, etc. (CBS)

Barenboim. Orch. de Pans
(CBS Masterworks)

329615. Handel:

324046. Shostakovich:

harmonia Virtuosi of NY!
Vi^ater

Music— Malgorie. La Grande
Ecurie & la C!nambre du Roy
(Digital-CBS Masterwortts)

326595. Music For The
Kings of France— harpsichord suites by Marchand

and Coupenn. Igor Kipnis
(Nonesuch Silver Senes)

Celk) Concerto No. 1;
Kabalevsky; Cello Cone.
No. l-Yo-YbMa.cello:
Ormandy Philadelphia Orch.

(Dig/ta/-CBS Masterworks)
281493. Stravinsky: Rite
Of Spring. Zubin Ivlehta.
NY Phi\ (Columbia)

ber Orch. (Dig((a/-MMG)

326405. Stravinsky: The
Rrebird (complete ballet)
— Dohnanyi. Vienna Philharmonic (D/g/fa/- London)

324525. An Isaac Stern

326322. Varese: Density;

316406. Pachelbel

Canon

& Other Baroque Favorites
—Boyd Neel. Toronto Cham-

Vivaldi Gala:

Concertos

For 2 and 3 Violins; etc—
Stem, Zukerman, Perlman,
others (CBS Masterworks)

MODERN

lonisation; Integrates;

Quar (CBS Masterworks)

TCHAIKOVSKY
312777 Tchaikovsky:
Capriccio Italian; RimskyKorsakoff: Capriccio Espagnol; etc.— Bemstein
(CBS Great Performances)

308874. Tchaikovsky:
Piano Concerto No. 1—
Gavhiov: Kitaenko cond.
Moscow Radio/TV Sym.
Orch. (Col./Melodiya)

Swan Lake and Sleeping
Beauty Ballet Suites
Philadelphia

Portrait)

Rute and JazzPiano—
Rampal. Boiling (Columbia)

240473. Copland: Appa-

Spnng (complete)
—Copland conducts London
Symphony (Columbia)
lachian

309500. Copland: Rodeo;

Kid— popular
scores played by
New York Phil.
(CBS Great Performances)
Billy Tlie

ballet

Bernstein.

329060.

The Gardens Of Spain;

(CBS Masterworks)

317685. Mahler: Symphony
No. 4— Ameling: Previn,
Rttsburgh Sym. (Angel)

304352-394353. Tchaikovsky: The Nutcracker

Symphony No. 6 (Pathetique)— Ormandy and
Phila.

Orch. (Columbia)

(complete)— Andrew Davis.
Toronto Symphony (Counts
as 2— Columbia)

Portrait)

Falla:

Nights

In

ROMANTICS
Berlioz: Leliosoloists.

London Symphony & Chorus
Portrait)

325282. Bruch: Violin Concerto; Lalo: Symphonie
Espagnole— Francescatti:

(Masterworks

Portrait)

326926. Dvorak: Legends—
Zinman, Rochester Phil,
(D/g/ra/— Nonesuch)
325381, Grieg: Piano Concerto; Schumann: Piano

Suites

1

and

2; Bizet:

Camien Suites— Leonard

Three-Cornered Hat (Suite
No. 2): etc.— Osono. piano:
de la Fuente. Xalapa Sym.
(Digital—Vox Cum Laude)
319004. Glass,

March; etc.— Boskovsky
Phil Hungarica (Angel)
305730. Mendelssohn:
Symphony No. 4 (Italian):
Overtures— Andre Previn,

The Photographer— Some
of his best

music

to date

-Time (CBS)
201665. Grofe: Grand

Canyon Suite— Ormandy.
Phila.

Orch (Columbia)

326272. Hoist: The Planets
—Bernstein, New York Phil.
(CBS Great Performances)

321190. Liszt Hungarian

Rhapsodies

1,

4, 6;

Rakoczy

London Symphony (Angel)
309492. Mussorgsky:
Pictures At An Exhibrtion;
Night On Bald MountainBernstein,

New York Phil,

(CBS Great Performances)

© 1985 Columbia House

Scheherazade— Svetlanoi
London Symphony (Angel)
325100. Saint-Saens:
Carnival of the Animals
—also works by Debussy
Satie. Philip Jones Brass

Ensemble fDig/ta/— Londor
300871. Saint-Saens:
Piano Concerto No. 3;
Africa; more— Entremont.
Rasson. cond (Columbia)
314260. Salieri: Sinfonia
Veneziana; more— Pesko.
cond (CBS Masterworks)

234237 Schumann: Piano
Concerto; Mendelssohn:
Piano Concerto f^o. 1—
Rudolf Serkin: Ormandy

Orch (Columbia)

Bartered Bride Overture,
Dances; Dvorak: Carnival

Overture— Bernstein.

NY

Phil

(Columbia)

310870-390872. Johann
Strauss' Greatest Waltzes
Ormandy, Szell, Bernstein
(Count as 2— Columbia)
320424. Richard Strauss:

Mitropoulos. Schippers, cond. Ein

326454. Dvorak; Cello Concerto; Bruch: Kol Nidrei—
Harrell. Ashkenazy, Philharmonia Orch ©igKa/— London)

Bernstein and the New
York Phil. (Columbia)

Philip;

(Columbia)

318436. Rimsky-Korsakov

22588a Smetana: Moldau

326439. Copland: Rodeo;
Concerto— Leon Fleisher:
El Salon
Mexico; Fanfare tor the Com- Szell, Cleveland Orch.
(Masterworks Portrait)
mon Man— Dorati. Detroit
Sym fDigita/- London)
228684. Grieg: PeerGynt

329169. Tchaikovsky:
Symphony No. 4— Lonn
Maazel, Cleveland Orch.

artists

Phila.

Portrait)

Dance Symphony;

Orchestra (Columbia)

176578. Rachmaninoff's

(Masterworks

32530a

Philadelphia Orch,

—Ashkenazy: Previn,
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Breaking

Even in its infancy, modern humanity displayed a

talent for innovation

by Richard G. Klein
Nearly a century ago, archeologists
in Europe learned that the Neanderthals and their anatomically modern
successors, the Cro-Magnons, made very

working

different kinds of artifacts.

nomenclature

The standard
Ne-

reflects the distinction:

types of artifacts produced, the forms of

shaped into myriad forms. These matd
als were the media for most of the earlil

environmental exploitation, and the size of

known

human

sion

may

be explored through archeology: the

populations.

To compare

artifacts,

archeologists analyze assemblages

complete

sets of artifacts

found at

The percentages

—

the

differ-

anderthal artifacts are placed in the Mid-

ent

dle Paleolithic cultural stage, while those

types of tools in an assemblage, for exam-

Cro-Magnons are placed in the succeeding stage, called the Upper Paleolithic. The transition occurred between
40,000 (or perhaps before) and 35,000

ple,

of the

years ago.

Upper

Some

specialists believe the

Paleolithic culture in

Europe de-

veloped out of the local Middle Paleolithic,

possibly at different times in differ-

ent places; others argue that the
Paleolithic

was an

The

tied to the question

issue

is

Upper

intrusive replacement.
oi'

whether

European Cro-Magnons evolved from local Neanderthals or whether they evolved
somewhere else and then spread to Europe, displacing or, by interbreeding, absorbing the Neanderthal population.
Proponents of the idea that the Cro-Magnons and the Upper Paleolithic intruded
into Europe have long pointed to evidence
that both anatomically modern people
and Upper Paleolithic culture appeared
earlier in the

Near East than

in

Europe.

sub-Saharan Africa
indicate that modern people may have appeared there even earlier. In addition, the
African Middle Stone Age, broadly similar to what in Europe and the Near East is
called the Middle Paleolithic, was re-

Recent discoveries

in

sites.

may

of different

be more significant for charac-

terizing or identifying a culture than the

presence of one particular

tool.

For Africa, the differences
types are

in artifact

being worked out, since few

still

from the beginning of the Later
Age have been excavated and described. However, the differences are well
established in Europe and the Near East.
Middle Paleolithic assemblages tend to be
dominated by stone flakes on which one or
more edges have been retouched by chipping to form tools known as sidescrapers,
points, denticulates, notches, and so forth.

sites

Stone

artistic expij

and on rock surfac

Perishable materials, such as

wood

were probably also used. Coned
there were artists in preceding ag

leather,
ably,

who confined their work to
more

terials;

perishable

likely, earlier

i

people did

produce art as we know it.
Middle Paleolithic and Middle Stc
Age artifact assemblages also vary little
space and over time. Contemporanec
assemblages from regions as far apart
France and the Ukraine tend to cont;
basically the same artifact types, as do
semblages from separate parts of Afrii
What variation there is can be largely
cribed to differences in local stone r
material or in the precise activities carri

on at different

sites (for

food preparation at one

example, m(
more wo(

site,

the Middle Paleolithic or Middle Sto

These are frequently
modified into tool types known as end
scrapers and burins. End scrapers and burins have been found in Middle Paleolithic
assemblages, but they are rare and are of-

Age

ten less carefully made.

semblages often

much

assem-

ogists call blades.

What

is

more

striking

is

that

Middle

Paleolithic assemblages lack easily identifiable types of

present in the

bone

artifacts,

which are

Upper Paleolithic.

contrast exists in Africa.

And

A similar

not until the

Age do

Upper

/Q^

in clay

portion of elongated flakes, which archeol-

Paleolithic

items appear that can be unequivocally

1

although some

working at another). Similarly, there is
tie indication of temporal change witi

Upper

contrast.

by the Later Stone Age, comparable in
important ways to the Upper Paleolithic.
To assess these major arguments, however, one must first understand the extent
to which the two cultural stages differ.
At least three major points of contrast

T-IicTr*DV

art,

found

higher pro-

In

blages tend to contain a

placed at least 35,000 or 40,000 years ago

Maxi^dai

is

Paleolithic or Later Stone

termed
ments.

art

objects and

personal orna-

The "invention" of art was perhaps

bone and related
materials such as ivor>', antler, and shell
could be carved, polished, or otherwise
tied to recognition that

—even

assemblages

separated

tens of thousands of years tend to be

damentally

fi

alike.

In contrast,

contemporaneous Upj

Paleolithic or Later Stone
differ

Age

artifact

<

markedly, ev

when they come from neighboring
gions,

and change through time

is

di

matic. These variations have led archeo
gists to

recognize a multiplicity of

Upp

Paleolithic cultures, each with an avera

duration of only a few thousand years.

A

parently these peoples had an ability to

i

novate and to adapt to local circumstanc
that

was lacking

in their predecessors.
^

Like those

who came

before them,

Age pe
made their living by hunting and gat

per Paleolithic and Later Stone
pie
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And because

train

'

n

r

more
comes from
the coast of southern Africa, where Later
Stone Age sites contain abundant bones of
flying sea birds and especially of fish,

The

effectively.

best evidence

The implicaLater Stone Age people

rarely found in earlier sites.

What are
Robin Hood,
Churchill

AMD

tion

that only

is

could systematically obtain

fish

and

fowl.

SPECIAL OFFER?

splinters,

which could have been
fish, and

available animals, including such

dangerous prey as wild

pigs.

Unlike their

predecessors, these hunters had the

bow

and arrow and perhaps other weapons that
allowed attack from a distance.
events that occurred at the very
Paleolithic, 12,000 to

people differed from their

later

mammal

large

number

of

species on various conti-

nents and the beginning of plant and animal domestication, most evident in the

Near

East.

peared

Among

the species that disap-

Europe and Asia 12,000

in

to

10,000 years ago, the most prominent

were the woolly
global

marking the
cial to the
in

skiing. ..

mammoth and

About

the woolly

time there was a
environmental/climatic change,

rhinoceros.

cross-country

this

from the

transition

present interglacial.

last gla-

One

result

Europe and Asia was that the area cov-

ered by forest increased at the expense of
the open grassland favored by the

moth and

rhinoceros.

While

this

mam-

change

duced

A

reasonable inference

in

numbers and

is

much

re-

distribution.

Similarly, Later Stone

Age

falo, giant hartebeest, giant

injuries.
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within the

periods of decline in

same region sugge

human

populatioi

In Africa particularly, there

is

clear

e-

dence that human populations thinned o
over large areas several times between tl
Middle and Later Stone Age and with
the Later Stone Age. The reason w
probably recurrent hyperaridity. Nevj

Upper Paleolithic and Lat
Stone Age people apparently were mo
numerous than earlier people living und
similar environmental conditions. In par
theless.

of Europe,
at

more

any period

larger

and

fleets a

sites

were occupied thj
and many a

in the past,

richer, suggesting that this r

genuine increase

in

human popul

not simply greater mobility fro

tions,

site to site. Sites

with multiple dwellini

may

have been simultaneously occ
pied suggest that group size was large
This may have been both a cause and d
feet of advances in hunting ability,
that

southern Africa,

human

crease in the Later Stone

population

Age

is

also

cated by the smaller size of limpet

and

tortoise

occupation

i^

i

shell

bones that accumulated

sites, as

would

result

from

ij

ii

creased exploitation of these resources.

Cape

people also expanded into previously

i'

ui

occupied areas, particularly northeaster!

most Europe, northern Asia (Siberia), tb
Americas, and probably Australia. TW'
main obstacle to earlier occupation (
northeastemmost Europe and norther
Asia was almost certainly the harshnei
and length of the winters, whether duriri '

horse,

*

Upper

Pi

adaptation to these extreme

cl

glacial or interglacial periods.

and other species to disappear from subSaharan Africa at approximately the
same time. As in Europe and Asia, the extinct species had survived comparable
environmental change during the Middle
Stone Age and earlier times. Finally, people were probably partly responsible for
the especially dramatic wave of large

dwellings than any that can be inferrei

mammal extinctions that swept the Amer-

from

icas.

The number

of species involved was

far greater than in the
likely

Old World, most

because people were a relatively

new element

6

Europe and Asia, as well as Afric

In

^

hunters, in

combination with environmental change,
probably caused the so-called giant buf-

Can be used by men

of their limited ability to innovate.

Besides increasing their numbers

rhinoceros populations already

— no jarring impact on bones and

change did n

same way, probably becau

long-occupied regions. Upper Paleolith)i

more effective hunter-gatherers applied the coup de grace to mammoth and

weight control.

environmental

in the

both species had previously survived simithat

•

matic change. Once again. Middle Pak
lithic (and earlier) people experienci:

probably contributed to their extinction,
lar episodes.

ExceUent for

speci

as a result of c

many sites

people exploited a higher proportion

all

rences were the extinction of a

By siTnuIafing

and plant

becoming rare

Age
of

plant and animal resources. These occur-

Avoids running related

that were

simultaneous gaps in the occupation

predecessors in their capacity to exploit

TA8SA

maintain a longstandi

stone net sinkers. In general. Later Stone

these

9.

to

relationship with animal

adapt

10,000 years ago, reinforce the idea that

See pages 8 and

steps represent a successful attem

similar

bone

of plant and animal domi
remain controversial. I believe t

by some people

ing implements, including double-pointed

Two

joints.

first

Confirmation comes from fishing or fowl-

end of the Upper

• Ruid motions

tication

baited to catch either birds or

WASHINGTON
DOING IN
THE SAME

.

The causes

ering wild resources, but they did so

in

American ecosystems.

leolithic

matic circumstances involved well-coi
structed dwellings, tailored clothing, an

probably also advances

in hunting, th

means of obtaining food.
The ruins found at many Upper Pale(
lithic sites indicate far more substantis
principal

earlier sites. In addition,

some

ruin

contain complex hearths designed to

hance

•

<

a-.

air flow and, thus, heat productior

is indicated by the pres
ence of well-made bone needles and mor

Tailored clothing

1

suggest attach-

posed similarities between local Middle
and Upper Paleolithic artifacts. However,

Some Up-

the similarities are far less striking than

by skeletons girdled with strings

l-ectly

beads

in positions that

;nt to close-fitting

clothing.

Paleolithic sites also contain

ir

large

the dilTerences, and they

may

coincidental. Everywhere, the changeover

jnably the vestiges of skins used for
[;ir warmth. There is no evidence that

appears to be abrupt, with one possible ex-

jiddle Paleolithic people

sought or ob-

What do

ception: the recent discovery, in France, of

a Neanderthal

ned fur-bearing animals on such a scale.

leolithic level.

The occupation of Siberia between
,000 and 30,000 years ago was a precon-

came

very early

in a

Upper Pa-

Isaac Newton,
RASPUTin

Before the skeletal remains

i

I

!

i

I

[

Americas,

ion of the colonization of the

made

jrocess

possible by a broad land

dge that linked Siberia to Alaska dur-

to light, however,

some

specialists

had questioned whether the kind of artifacts involved were truly Upper (versus
Middle) Paleolithic. I have suggested that
they reflect contact between Middle and

^aska at this time, the ice sheet probably

Upper Paleolithic people, before the former were displaced altogether.
The evidence that the Upper Paleolithic and Cro-Magnons intruded into Europe is more compelling. As already mentioned, fossils indicate modern people
were already present in the Near East

'icked their passage south until the start

while Neanderthals occupied Europe. In-

Upper Paleolithic times. The land
dge emerged because of the vast

[,;

I

i

i

from the sea by the
sheets, especially the one

lount of water taken
glacial ice

t

covered Canada from coast to coast.

It
I

may

people

though

have

reached

terestingly, the earliest

The

the

colonization of the Australian

30,000 years ago or somewhat

tural advances.

showing that biological change preceded cultural change. Then, sometime
before 40,000 years ago, they began to
manufacture Upper Paleolithic stone artifact types and bone points. These appear
40,000 years ago or before in southeastern
Europe, but only about 35,000 years ago
in western Europe, as we would expect if
there had been a movement of Upper Paleolithic people from east to west.
Recently, it has been suggested that
modern people appeared even earlier in
Africa than in the Near East. Conceivably

,

then, the earliest

itinent,
ore,

interesting because Australia

is

then, as

s

ian
jper

now, separated from the

mainland by open water. During
Paleolithic times, there may have

n less water to cross, but there
ys some.

The

first

was

al-

Australians must

have had boats, a further indican of the innovative ability of even the
irefore

anatomically modern people.
comparison of Middle and Upper Palithic gravesites gives evidence of other
liest

\\

Middle Paleolithic peowhen they buried their dead at all,
ried them in simple pits containing only
body. Other items found in these
;

5

—almost always animal bones or stone
—may be "grave goods" more
or,

Is

accidental contents of the

;ly,

fill.

In

Upper Paleolithic and Later
Age graves often contain art objects

itrast.

)ne

Dther special artifacts that
ly

were deliber-

placed there, perhaps to reflect the

modern Near Easterners

were themselves migrants from Africa.
However, the African evidence requires

and amber, that had
These relatively

hyperaridity.

Such a climatic

crisis

and the Later Stone Age.
Whenever and wherever the Upper Pa-

ple

or

leolithic

Later Stone

Age

first

ap-

peared, a broad relationship with anatomi-

modern people

And

the extraordinary differentiation in

red for earlier people. In sum, in every

newer cultures and of subsequent history
has occurred without any fundamental

)tic

portant respect that archeologists could
ic to observe, the cultures of

Upper Pa-

and Later Stone Age people repent a quantum advance over the Midlithic

Paleolithic.

Those

who

lithic

evolved locally

5S

believe that the
in

time and space that

change

in

human

is

is

well established.

a hallmark of the

several times, point mainly to sup-
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biology. In contrast, cul-

and biological evolution
appear to have gone hand in hand in earlier times, and at a painfully slow pace.
tural evolution

Upper Pa-

Europe, per-

IN 30

may

goods imply a web of social relanships far wider than any that can be in-

distant origins.
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fossils.
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more
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ditional information

hind the appearance of both modern peo-
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We also need adon the culture of the
early Later Stone Age, which appeared
during a period when much of Africa was
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human

complete

on to an

;h as sea shells
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confirmation with fresh, well-dated, more

have supplied the selection pressures be-

afterlife.

riAPOLEON
HAVE in

tools,

:eased's social status or to ease the tran-

5ome Upper Paleolithic sites contain
ifacts made of stone from distances up
100 miles away or "luxury" materials,

AMD

modern humans in
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deglaciation, about 14,000 years ago.
first
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be totally
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"One Son

Is

No

Strateg/

Sons"

Despite increased acceptance ofsterilization and a lowered birthrate,
India's massive population growth remains unchecked

by Stanley A. Freed and Ruth
Devi and her
in their village

Freed

S.

children were sitting

five

home

watch-

in north India

ing "Star Trek" on television.

Caught up

in the adventure, the children struggled to

understand

Their

words.

English

the

families in an era of largely free, easily

available contraception

is

that sons are the

only dependable insurance against misfortune, poverty,
age.

The

and the

disabilities of old

vast majority of Indians have no

why

social security, private pension plans, or

she was not interested in the government's
program of birth control. Noting that her

annuities; they rely instead on their sons.

Devi

son, for the rate of infant mortality, while

mother, meanwhile, was explaining

had been

four children

first

said, "I

would have gotten

girls,

sterilized if

had had sons instead of daughters
beginning.

My

six-year-old son

why

I

in the

very

is

Few

couples are satisfied with just one

steadily declining,

high enough to

is still

make parents with only one son very
ious. "One eye is no eyes, and one son

anx-

no

is

to

sons," runs a popular saying. People try to

have one more son. Girls get married and
leave the village to live with their hus-

have two or three sons, hoping that one of

weak

physically,

which

is

I

want

bands; they are no longer your own.
in the

family

is

A son

about

15

percent

of

the

globe's population. This figure includes

36 million persons added since the census of 1971, an increment larger than the
total population of Brazil, which ranks
1

sixth in the world.

crease of about

1

The

current annual

5 million

will survive to

care for

them

in their

old age.

While a great deal of modernization has

necessary."

Already endowed with five children
and intending to have at least one more,
Devi and her husband contribute to making India a demographic giant second only
to China. In 1981, India had 684 million
inhabitants,

them

is

in-

more than
York City.

double the population of New
India's population, now estimated at 735

taken place

in India since

independence

in

1947, the basic economic arrangements,

which tend to
support the desire for a large family, have
been generally stable. Even though India's birthrate has dropped and the use of
contraception has mounted, India's average annual rate of population growth in-

and family

values,

roles,

The endeavor

to check population grow^ij
was most intense during the politid
Emergency legally proclaimed by Prii;
Minister Gandhi on June 25, 1975, aftel
period of political unrest and demars
that she resign. During the 21 -month ]riod of the Emergency, which lasted url
March 21, 1977, couples were strong/

—by
measures—

publicity, plus a combinatii

urged

of cash payments and various disincenti;
to undergo sterilization. T:
governmental slogan "Two or three c\-

was widely disseminate.
Because the program was often perceivl
as coercive, the ruling Congress Party sifered a temporary electoral defeat. Edren, enough!"

spite the popular reaction against the

«•

cesses of the Emergency, however,

t

government of India did succeed, mu
faster than might otherwise have h£
pened, in establishing sterilization as
routine and acceptable option for coup!

wishing to terminate childbearing.

Today

sterilization

cause

1970s—from

parents do not use

—because lowered
population
stubbornly high
estimated
growth —
times
of

cent

mortality. It

is

rate of

this

the

three

rate

1981—that

the principal cc

permanently ends childbearir
it until they have all t

creased slightly from the 1960s to the
2.20 percent to 2.23 per-

is

traceptive technique used in India. I
it

children they want or think they will ne(

The

present government, concerned wi

fertility control, extols

and publicizes

the

small family of two or three children.

dian parents think in terms of two sons

and may surpass China's soon after 2025.
Devi and her husband are not illiterate,

government of India is fighting to control.
As the late Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
was fond of saying, India adds an Austra-

poverty-stricken villagers, often thought

lia

million, will

approach one

billion

by 2001

United States

for the

in

I

ai

one daughter as the ideal "small" famil
but in trying for at least two sons they ei

up with an average of about 4.2

a year to her population.

t

childre

be at the heart of India's problem of
massive population growth. Devi finished
five years of school, and her husband is a

Indian cen-

In general, the minority of Indian parer

sus after independence, the size of the

who choose to be sterilized do so about tv

population was of sufficient concern to

children too late from the

high school graduate with a well-paying

lead to a national program of family plan-

point of view, and the large majority shi

to

clerical job in Delhi

nearby

village.

perous.

What

and a sizable farm

The family

is

in a

quite pros-

impels people like Devi and

her husband to continue to have large

10
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In

1

95 1 the year of the
,

first

it was presented in terms of maand child health care rather than

govemmen'

wanting to be ve

ning, but

sterilization altogether,

ternal

sure that they will never be left without

Serious efforts to reduce

least

did not begin until the mid-1960s.

fate"

fertility control.

fertility

one son. "To be sterilized is to tern
summarizes a common attitude.

.
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The government would like to achieve a
norm of two children by the turn of

family

the century, at which point India's population

would begin

to stabilize, reaching a

beginning their married
their parental

bring

their

lives shortly after

Men continue to live at

menstruation.

first

home

brides

and

after marriage
to

with them.

live

m

technique of laparoscopy, which has
!e
female sterilization easier. The govin-

ment also suggested a somewhat higa
payment to women undergoing sterilation, compared with the incentive to n-ji

plateau of 1.2 billion by the middle of the

Women

twenty-first century. Is this goal realistic?

ing as soon as possible, for both the eco-

Moreover, villagers

The answer must be sought

nomic and political strength of a family
and a woman's own status depend on the
number of sons. "Marriage is not for plea-

tirely

chiefly in In-

where 76 percent of the
At various times during
the 25-year period from 1958 to 1983, we
have had the opportunity to investigate

dia's villages,

population

lives.

population growth in a north Indian

vil-

we call Shanti Nagar (the name is fictitious). The study is of particular interest
lage

encompasses the demographic
watershed between the time that family
planning barely existed and the period
because

when

it

became

fertility control

a serious

are expected to begin childbear-

sure," say the villagers. "It

the duty of a

is

vasectomy

fortunate

woman

and

that chance

ily

planning and, particularly, sterilization

chance of making

little

way.

Therefore,

Nagar

Shanti

in

significant head-

when we returned

to

1978 after an absence of

done impropey,

is

a pregnancy can follow, exposing the

Because attitudes in the 1 950s were so
strongly in favor of having a goodly number of children, we would have given fam-

,»

to suspicion of aduh"j

to village gossip

when

and

scorn.

Why t;e

a tubectomy will a\

Most of those

Shanti Nagar

in

who

s-

cussed reasons for not being sterilizeor

am-

for postponing the operation cited
sufficient

number

of sons.

On

the

ot!r'

hand, the expense of raising children

>

for

93

(January through December 1984)

may

munity such as Shanti Nagar provides an
appreciation of the motives and attitudes
that underlie people's everyday decisions
about childbearing, family size, and ster-

be obtained by writing

to:

INDEX
Natural History

New

Couples also frequently cited the gov«imental sterilization campaign, princip;y
its coercive aspects, as a motive for be|
sterilized, and a few people mentioid
that sterilization was seen as the solutn
to specific health

Central Park West at 79th Street

problems of women.

The emphasis on economic

York, N.Y. 10024

reasons

cuses attention on the changing value

ilization.

typical of the region

is

that includes the northern states of Pun-

Haryana, western Uttar Pradesh, and

From
1950s to the 1980s, Shanti Nagar has
dergone an economic revolution. The

the Union Territory of Delhi.

have replaced

mud

twenty years, we were startled

to

many

own

hear so
ster-

We

un-

eventually found that there were 68 ster-

houses, and streets

have been paved. In agriculture, bullock
power and hand labor have largely given

Paved roads and init easier to commute to urban areas, where many men
have jobs. Radios are now commonplace,
there are some TV sets, and newspapers

make

if

where child i
participate on the family farm from n

ilizations

involving both males and fe-

early age, the value of their labor remais

considerable.

However, the modemiireduced the n(d

tion of agriculture has
for child labor.

At

the

same

time, the

males, tantamount to 26 percent of the

has

women

opportunities that require an educatiod

of childbearing age (15 to 45

-years) at the time.

were 93

to machinery.

creased bus service

people discussing their

ilizations or those of their neighbors.

vil-

>

child labor. In rural India,

the

lage has acquired electricity, brick houses

;s

overwhelmingly the main reason that
lagers gave for undergoing sterilizatii.

Natural History, Volume

a single village, the study of a small com-

Shanti Nagar

d

the problem?

1-

The annual index

cautious about drawing conclusions from

way

proof. If a

wife to have children."

governmental concern and sterilization
was established as the major contraceptive technique. Although one should be

jab,

may not have beennconvinced that vasectomy was f J-

in

By

late

1983, there

sterilized individuals.

an uneven course
was accepted slowly at

been an increase

in

employmil

qualification.

Many

parents aspire to

ter jobs

their

children and prer

for

more educated children to more

Sterilization has run

fewer,

Shanti Nagar.

merous, uneducated offspring.

It

t:.-

Few

i-

(u

it must be borne in mind tit
most couples have not been steriliz.
Overall, completed families in the 19's
were larger than those of the 1950s (

composed of a couple, their married son
(or sons), and his wife and children. Sometimes two or more married brothers live as
members of the same family, the eldest

From 1968 to 1974, 3.4 individuals
on the average were sterilized annually.
Then came the twenty-one months of the
Emergency, which began in 1 975, and the
average number of persons who underwent sterilization jumped to about 20 per
year. After the Emergency, the figure returned almost to the pre-Emergency
norm: from 1977 to late 1983, 4.7 persons
were sterilized per year. The big jump in
sterilizations during the Emergency was
due to the strong campaign mounted by
the government. Governmental pressure
was especially effective with men holding
government jobs. Most of the men sterilized during the Emergency were in government service.
When the Emergency ended, there was
a noteworthy change in the proportion of
men to women undergoing sterilization.

brother acting as family head. Families

Prior to 1977, 53 percent of the operations

pate at least a slight downturn in the n;

American stanmore than
seven members. Men are young when they
marry, and women are very young, often

were performed on men; for the period
from 1977 to late 1983, this figure had
fallen to 1 5 percent. The shift is probably

of

The educational

are delivered daily.

has risen dramatically for both

women. The

village

prosperous and

level

men and

has become more

informed about

better

government programs.
Although one would expect that the
modernization of education, communications,

and the economy would

cantly alter family

life,

has generally maintained

form and functions.
ily

may

include

signifi-

the village family
traditional

its

A single

Indian fam-

more people than

just a

couple and their children: often a family

are relatively large by

dards, consisting on average of

12

Natural History

is

first.

related to the introduction of the surgical

afford to educate all the children that
can possibly have.

The

findings

from Shanti Nagar

tly

si?

gest that a significant drop in the grovi
rate of the population cannot be expecl

The parents

in the near term.

Nagar who chose

in

Shai

sterilization did so

g

erally after having four or five living cl-

dren, and

eraging 5.2 versus 5.0 living childre.

Even the women who were sterilized
whose husbands were sterilized) in 19i
had almost as many living children (an
erage of 4.9) as had the women with cO'
i

;i

pleted families in

1958, almost

whom used no contraception.
On the other hand, persons who

all

!

anti-

population growth can find soi;
grounds for optimism in the statistics fni
Shanti Nagar. In 1978, sterilized mothii
had fewer living children than nc

1./85
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becoming more pronounced:
Emergency in 1 977 unti
in 1983, couples underwent sterilizatii
a younger age and had fewer children d
before 1977. But they still averagecil
living children, enough to produc
tion

rather high rate of population growt

A startling consequence of the sterj
tion

-«

is its

effect

on the propo

o

population. In 1958, forever,' lOOfenk
there were 104 males; about twenty

Also enjoy our

^

program

of males and females in Shanti Na,r

class champagnes are
created.
"k

is

the end of the

m

i.

or,-,

average). Moreover, the effect of ster

j^

'

mothers who had comp

their childbearing (4.9 versus 5.5

later,

two exquisite varietals, Korbel Blanc
de Blancs and
Korbel Blanc de
Notts. Uncork

there were 111

males.

}ii

Somo
mal

tribute such a preponderance of

children.

They

are said to be relativell

prived of such necessities as food, a
tice

was more prospei
w;
pected to find a more equal balanci
lane
males and females. That, on the com
:onta
the proportion of males had substani
tanfl
increased was a surprise. The re;
eas«
clearly the practice of sterilization,
1, w|
offers couples some opportunity for
in

Korbel

p

perhaps deriving partly from povt

Because the

the Magic!

i

suspected mistreatment of fen

the

village

the late 1970s than in the 1950s,

I

Champagne

1

j

trolling the sex of their children.

Theji

schedule the operation after having d

number of sons,
number of daughters.
sired

regardless ofl

Sterilized couples had,

on the aveu

about three sons and two daughters.

:

imbalance is no accident: couples ain:'i
between two and three sons before
going sterilization, but almost no onei

more than
a
From 1977 to

perately wants to have

daughter. This sexual imbalance
pears to be increasing.
sterilized couples

averaged twice as ni
It requires no ^3

sons as daughters.

foresight to see that the further spree
sterilization

i

could lead eventually

noteworthy shortage of women.

From an American and Western Eii
pean perspective, one might assume
population control could be achieve
India by instituting a system of socizs
curity, such as is found in the Ur<
States, to reduce the need for so ni
sons and make the two-child family p;

ii

many couples. In developed ci
much of the economic support

ble for
tries,

o

care of the aged comes from outside 1

may assume minor fit
and custodial roles or none at all. ]
feature of Western society is not of rea
origin: it appeared in England, for e?n
family; children

cial

pie, several centuries before the Indusi

Revolution, the source of sustenance

si

from the mK
and the guild to the parish and to the s
But India is a different world, where!
ing through the centuries

<i

I

and support of the aged have always
hn a family affair. Indians do not be\-e that the government or anyone but
)e

ir

I

Their experience

old.

I

them when they

sons will take care of
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I

ght into India's demographic future
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up
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children, India will continue to

to its reputation as

a demographic

gernaut. In that case, India's currently

program of family planning
have to be replaced by more Draco-

:jntary
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No

and the birthrate has been declining
some time, these developments do not
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This View of

The

Sinister

and the

Lii;

Trivial

"We meet the world in many styles,
worthy ofattention"

all

by Stephen Jay Gould

When

the old curator of entomology

many

died

years ago, his successor went

despised and rejected by decent folks (but
providing a handle for

my title).

First,

ab-

through his rooms and cabinets, cleaning

errancy as recorded in reversed, or

and sorting to start the new regime afresh
(improbable as this anecdote will seem. 1
know two people who swear that it is true

handed, coiling of some peculiar snails.
These oddballs are technically called sinistral, as opposed to ordinary righthanded, or dextral, snails. The predominance of right-handedness in another

and that they were there). He opened one
drawer and found a box designated

left-

winds around and down an axis of coili

By convention,

a dextral snail opens

erture to the right of the axis

hold

it

of

>

face to face; a sinistral snail wi

s

way and opens its aperture to

e

the other
left

its

when

its

axis.)

For aficionados of

—

snails

I

am

the distribution of sinistral coiling

ont
is

bh

chock-full of items so identified, lay an-

source of our words sinister and dexter-

odd and mysterious. No one has ever p
posed an even vaguely plausible argum

other container labeled "pieces of string

ous. Second, insignificance as reflected in

for

not worth saving."

a debate about

"pieces of string for future use."
it.

We

Next

to

note, in this tale, the stereotype of

the professional taxonomist

—calm,

pretentious, orderly to a fault,

un-

and unre-

lentingly dull. His task, the allocation of

nature's diversity into appropriate pigeon-

and the composition of descriptive
catalogs to order and access the inhabitholes

ants of the holes. Yet the debates of taxon-

among

omists are

acrimonious

the most spirited and

in science.

can't print (even

I

what I heard
in the great wars recently mounted against
traditional systematics
first, by numerical taxonom)': more recently, by cladism.
These vitriolic debates may only reflect an
inverse relationship between importance
and intensity the essence of our concept
in this liberal journal) half of

—

—

of pettiness. Yet

I

prefer to think that they

accurately reflect the vitality and excite-

ment of a gutsy profession saddled with an
image both unfair and untrue.
This essay describes two tiny taxonomic
debates, separated by a century, seemingly unrelated
tant in

two

and apparently unimpor-

senses. First, they treat biologi-

cal variation at the lowest level of dif-

ferences within a species. Second, they

have been expunged from the record of
memory for all but a very few specialists
"forgotten even by God," as Brown-

—

ing wrote.

If.

They also embody two concepts

M.TT n.l

V ,^T-nr,^,

1

species

name

of

is,

course,

the

chauvinistic

how taxonomists should

biological variation at

its

lowest rec-

level of subspecies. (The etymology is, again, curiously appropriate. The
second part of a species' designation the
sapiens in Homo sapiens, for example
is
called, technically, its trivial name. The
debate about subspecies rested upon a
proposal that geographic races be recognized by adding another trivial term to

ognized

—
—

make

the

name

full

a trinomial

—

for ex-

Homo sapiens sapiens for modem
humans and Homo sapiens neanderample.

thalensis for a
ial

has

its

famous

extinct race. Triv-

vernacular meaning of "irrele-

vance" and

its

technical

sense,

which

why

an advantage. Indeed, ml
seem to go righii
left with equal facility. But snails have
jured this ambivalence and have vol
with their foot in an overwhelming w;
should

off"er

other coiled creatures

the vast majority are dextral. To be

few groups are entirely

sinistral,

sum

and

so

species within otherwise dextral grois

have opted for

left

deviation (usually p

ing for their apostasy with an impoii

badge of their dubious distinction, asi
Busycon perversum, the lightning cone
But, within most species, sinistral sn;
are either

unknown

or surpassingly

occurring at frequencies of one

dreds to one

in millions. In

in

my own

ra

h

fav

West Indian land

spurred the debate about subspecies de-

ite

etymology
refers to the town gathering spot where
three roads meet, hence commonplace.
Three roads in the etymology; three
names in the taxonomic debate.)
Both small tales also embody, I think,
an important lesson about the impact of
evolutionary' theor\' and the nature of sci-

Cerion, exactly six sinistral individu

scribed later in this essay.

Its

creature, the

sr

have been found (one by me). And I del
even want to think about how many zill
Cerion have passed before the inspect

1

1

of scientists. C.J. Maynard, greatest
onologist of
trals

them

all,

found three

among an estimated 300,000

C(
sir

sna

We may regard the late eighteenth o

entific discovery.

tury as the great, or heroic, age of descr

Although Aristotle had denied the possouthpaws among snails,
occasional lefties in dextral species had
long been prized as curiosities. (A snail
shell is a tube closed at its top, or apex, and
open at its bottom, or aperture. The tube

tive

sible existence of

l

either dextral or sinistral coil 5

taxonomy. Linnaeus had codified

1:

modem
in

system of binomial nomenclati
1758. A network of collectors follow

armies and missionaries into

all

comers

the earth and sent back hundreds of

1

recorded species to the private cabin

/Qg
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and embryonic museums of Europe.
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hand-colored plates. Taxonomy was a science in the forefront of thought and aes-
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shells of mollusks are

of natural objects.
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by species, group by
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that,

scriptions, species
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to nearly all
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therefore cled
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eral learning to
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you never know when.)
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eautiful,

Conversion from wood to
coal takes 30 seconds.

El
Standard probe thermometer

&

polished cooktop.

ig appearance

we never

Even while

,

Address
City.

-Zip-

State

you may call (loll free) for yout fne
catalogue. 1-800-225-8277 or 1-800-722-5556

Or.

(in

but also increases our stoves' radiant

urfaces by over one-third.
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Name

Mass. 617-747-1963)

stress-

forget performance.
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COMPLETE UNIT
Too often they
features which must be pur-

Diafchwis

Ve don't believe in options.

lask essential

hased to make a stove useable. Our

list

of op-

Front (£ side doors provide
for easy loading of wood.

Slide out ashbin

makes

emptying easy and clean.

Box
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DepL 5NH1.

PI>-mouth, .Mass. 0236C'

The Living Museun

The Glowing Avalanche
the island just the day before, and from

caded

the mountain and swept

1'

people to their death before roaring

in

greater historical than scientific value.

aboard ship Hovey could see the vast
cloud of steam and ash, punctuated by
lightning, hovering over the northern end

One

of the island.

yards,

The collections at the American Museum of Natural History contain a number of odds and ends that are probably of
of the most curious

saddest

—

collections

is

—

and, in

buried

in

its

way,

the store-

rooms of the Department of Mineral Sciences. Gathered about the turn of the century by Edmund O. Hovey, the curator of

Museum's mineral

the
sists

collection,

it

con-

of a twisted and partly fused street

newspaper

Letters,

stories,

and

ac-

Electricity failed, but

had been many

signs that

the volcano was about to explode.

A year before, a picnic party to the sumMount

Pelee had discovered a

melted pewter tankard, and an assortment

small fumarole, or vent; noxious gases and

of "bread-crust" volcanic bombs, ash sam-

steam emanating from

charred wood, and other bits and
at the site of

one

of the most devastating volcanic disasters

modern times

1902, of

—

Mount

smoke.

make

report, take photographs,

a

first-

and gather

later,

Hovey

the

the rivers that flowed off the

number

to rise,

and people no-

of dead fish being carried

On May 2, a series of

small eruptions dropped a layer of ash on

This was followed by a larger

eruption and a

mud

flow that swept

down

the mountain, carrying huge boulders and

uprooting

trees.

On

the evening of

May 3,

officials

leaving.

he and

the morning of

tl

black ash shot out of the top of the

v(

cano. Immediately afterward, a secoi
puff"

of ash burst from one of the slopf

This cloud, dense and brownish blac

as the volcano belched forth a great cloud

didn't rise as the other had, but settled

of ash, the residents of the city could see

the slope of the mountain and rushf

great heaving waves,

gan dropping out of the sky. Quietly, like
falling snow, an inch of warm ash

city.
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e

enj

mountain, and he later described the ki
ing eruption. First, he said, a big cloud

apparently felled by poisonous gases, be-

fol-

An

neer was standing on deck, looking at

Volcanoes almost never erupt once;

almost always

tl

Roraima was

tering the port of Saint Pierre.

speed as

is

To underscore tl
went to Sai

eighth, a ship called the

downward toward

explosion

tl

his wife

tinuous thunder on the mountain. Birds,

initial

shot

soldiers into the city to preve

from

great flashes of light and hear almost con-

An

tragically

French Governor at Fort-de-France d
clared that the danger would not increa

expert volcanolo-

Hovey knew

lowed by even more violent eruptions,
mud slides, and earthquakes.
The Dixie arrived at Martinique on
May 21. A second explosion had rocked

30

,

along by the current.

city.

a

stem the panic,

the dangers of the expe-

surviving islanders.

dition.

1

mountain started
ticed a

In

to

At about 7:50 on

cloths.

By May

city.

effort

Pierre.

boarded the Dixie, a United States relief
ship carrying food and medicine to the
gist,

the

sighted

outside without covering their faces with

the

the

days

fleeing

point, both

When

tl

eruptions increased, and people beg;

of the inhabitants of the city could not go

to the scene of the disaster to

Five

black cloud issued from

On

evening of the seventh, the number

and the

30,000 inhabitants.

collection.

April 25, two weeks before the

little diffe

with the outside world went dead.

and sent

send the scholarly, bespectacled Hovey

a

On

disaster, a great

wet

hand

the erup-

Saint Pierre, and the volcano began to

news of the eruption (and that of the previous day's eruption of Soufriere on the adjacent island of Saint Vincent) reached
New York on May 9, Museum president
Morris K. Jesup immediately called a
meeting of the trustees, and they decided
to

month before

made

ter telegraph cables connecting the islai

in the annihi-

lation of the city of Saint Pierre
its

killed the ad-

it

was illuminated by a conti
ual lightning display, accompanied
sheets of flame and thunder from the v(
cano itself. One by one the seven underw

the mountain; in a few days, the fumes
and ashes had become so thick that many

Pelee, on the island of

Martinique, which resulted

death of

May 8,

the eruption, on

A

had

three loud explosions had rocked

tion,

Hovey gathered these
of

jacent foliage.

it

1(

and then just as slowly returned, i
undating the city's sea walls and jetti(
ence; the city

eruption. There

itse

slowly subsided for a distance of

picture of the events that preceded the

mit of

pieces.

the sea. Minutes afterward, the sea

counts of survivors have given us a vivid

sign in French, several melted bottles, a

ples,

off"

blanketed the

The

May

5,

first

city.

human

when

tragedy occurred on

a torrential

mud

slide cas-

The

it

the

city,

(

gatherii

went. Surging and rolling
it

spread over

tl

engineer, seeing the cloud racii

toward his ship, took refuge in the engii
room, while a friend remaining on dec

was

A

killed instantly.

second witness, observing from

tl

r

r

-
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top of a nearby

blanketed the

said that as the cloud

rise,

"there was a blinding

city,

and in a moment the whole
beautiful city was in flames. The flame
seemed to travel like lightning over the
city from north to south; but it was not
flash of fire,

lightning. It looked as

if

the black cloud

from the mountain had been ignited as
soon as it reached the city." Within three
minutes, the black cloud had incinerated
Saint Pierre and killed about 30,000 people. The only survivor was a man named
Samson Cil-Barice, who was imprisoned
in the Saint Pierre jail at the time. Badly
burned, he

later described to

Hovey how

hot sand had spilled through the windows

of his cell during the avalanche.

The cloud

gas and steam, a nuee ardente, once
ejected, may race down the side of a vol-

cano at speeds of more than 100 miles an
hour It is probably the most deadly of all
volcanic phenomena. The entire city of
Saint Pierre literally burned to the ground
in a matter of minutes.
On nearby Saint Vincent, Soufriere had
erupted the day before, killing 1,500 peo-

and destroying one-third of the island.
Most of the people on Saint Vincent were
killed by a wall of boiling mud, five stories

ple

high, created

when

the crater's large, blue

lake was heaved out by the eruption.

These were the scenes of devastation
that

Hovey encountered when he

at the islands on

arrived

May 2 1 He spent his first
.

nuee ardente,
was what
or "glowing avalanche," a mixture of incandescent ash, superheated steam, and

two days surveying and photographing the
ruins of Saint Pierre and talking to some of
the witnesses. He especially wanted to

noxious gases spewed out by certain types
nuee ardente may reach
of volcanoes.

make

volcanologists call

A

temperatures

and

in the

thousands of degrees

will instantly ignite

in contact with.

At

anything

it

comes

Cushioned by expanding

the

raphy of the two volcanoes themselves,
and his first chance to do this was on Saint
Vincent, where the volcano had temporarily abated. He arrived at Saint Vincent on

will

explore the vanishing world of seafaring
and boatbuilding. Neil Hollander will lec-

and show his film. The Final Days of
Working Sail, narrated by Orson Welles.
Hollander spent two years traveling

ture

aboard a 32-foot sailboat, meeting sailors
from countries as diverse as Brazil, India,
and Indonesia. The program is free and
open only to members. It will take place
on Tuesday, January 15, at 7:30 p.m. in
the Auditorium and advance tickets are
required. For more information call the

i

i

down

periodically cascaded

the crate i

inner slopes.

The initial explosion, Hovey observ,
had knocked down the trees over mostf
the mountain in a pattern radiating d
from the crater, and their roots had bn
charred and carved into fantastic shap,
"as if they had been subjected to the
tion of a powerful sand-blast." Hovey c•

lected samples of "bread-crust" bons

(hardened pieces of lava thrown out by 1;
volcano) and took photographs of the dolate scene.

When Hovey returned to Martinique!
early June, Pelee
ertheless,

was

still

erupting.

N

he was determined to climb

1:

The Violent Universe. Starting January
4 at the Hayden Planetarium, this new
Sky Show, narrated by Leonard Nimoy,

the

Membership

Office at (212)

873-1327 for additional information.

—

Museum's

Naturemax Theater,

spec-

will feature

films in January: the long-running
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To

and much more. All pre
and open to the public an
take place from 1:00 to 4:30 p.m. on wee!

grams are

free

ends in January.

Program

An

senting cultures of the Pacific islands wi

array of special effects enhances this
dynamic and ever changing

ages three through

Through dialogue,

six

A

series of ethnographic films reprt

be shown on Saturday and Sunday, Jam
ary 26 and 27, from 2:00 to 4:30 p.m. i
the

Kaufmann

Theater. All films are fre

and open to the

public.

explore the day and

and $1.50 (children). For information

call

(212) 873-5714.

Laser Zeppelin and Laser Floyd. Laser
and the music of two famous rock
groups combine to create a dazzling experience of sight and sound. See Laser
Zeppelin on Fridays and Saturdays at
7:30 and 10:30 p.m., and Laser Floyd on
Fridays and Saturdays at 9:00 p.m. Admission for participating, donor, and
elected members is $4.00. Tickets can be
purchased on the night of the show. For
visuals

more information,
York's largest indoor screen, the

play featuring traditional foods and rec
pes of Polynesia; traditional music of th

Pacific Peoples Film

call

(212) 724-8700.

Naturemax Theater
four-story screen of the

di:

black holes, exploding galthe universe
axies, even the birth of the cosmos itself.

Wonderful Sky.

11:00 A.M., and 1:00 and 3:00 p.m. The
program is free and open only to members. Advance tickets are required; please

T

traditional beliefs of Polynesia; a

delves into the mighty forces that shape

night sky, sunsets, rainbows, and distant
twinkling stars. Tickets are $3.75 (adults)

theater

demonstrates

a

Philippines;

Planetarium Events

experience that
hidden workings of
planet Earth. Using storytelling, movement, audience participation, and a grab
bag filled with treats for children, the program teaches children, ages four to eight,
about the atmosphere, rainstorms, the
seasons, and more. Three programs will
be repeated on Sunday, January 20, at

participatory

32

1

hiti;

Naturemax TheFor information about tickets and
schedules, call (212) 496-0900.

song, and audience participation, children

two

From the

huge abyss with a boiling ml
pool at the bottom, rose a giant plume
steam and ash. With a thunderous noi
tremendous avalanches of rock and ea
crater, a

ater.

The January family program for members features Circles and Starbursts, a

tacular

nally reached the crater rim.

daily showings in the

tour of our

Office at (212) 873-1327.

Circles and Starbursts

New

/

number of free weekend programs in th
People Center. These include Maoi
dances from New Zealand; dances of

Fly! and the lush Living Planet. Members
are still entitled to discount tickets for

universe.

contact the

summit of Soufriere. Accompanied
Hovey ascend
the hardened mud and ash flows andseveral other geologists,

American Museum

The Last Sailors
The January members' program

Membership

first-hand observations of the topog-

May 23 and on May 31 decided to climb)
the

Pacific Peoples Celebration

To mark the opening of the Margaret
the Museum's Education Department has planned

Mead Hall of Pacific Peoples,

Black Film and the Directive Image
A more positive view of blacks in our sc
ciety is the theme of an anthology of fre
films to be shown at 7:00 p.m. on thre
successive Wednesdays, in the Auditc
rium.

Wednesday, January

16.

The Spoo.

Who Sat By the Door A story of the firs
black CIA agent, who uses his training t
organize a black revolution.

Wednesday,

January

23.

Save

th

Children. This film of a concert organize

by Rev. Jesse Jackson intercuts montage
of black children with performances b
such groups as the Temptations and th
Jackson Five.
Wednesday, January 30. Ganja an
Hess. A tale of a black anthropologist trj
ing to unravel the mysteries of an ancieni
pre-Egyptian civilization.

—
|)untain,

and on June

1

8 he finally

-

,

made

the crater with a party of geologists

.0

Jim various institutions.

He

later wrote,

upon the rim of the great active
Iter and looked upon a scene of wild and
e stood

I

I

Hovey took photo-

rifying grandeur."

and made extensive

iphs of the scene

,

jics for his scientilic

report.

|0n June 24, Hovey decided to attempt
mountain, the most
j: western side of the
ngerous route. Since the

eruption,

first

mountain had been shrouded by storm
uds and raked by lightning for much of

y.

I

On

time.

y.

[iipanions

the

up,

Hovey and

his

After making more observations at

.ns.

crater, they

:

way

were soaked by torrential

began

to

descend through

I

Suddenly, behind them, the main

[orge.

began to erupt, enveloping them in
and steam and obscuring what little
w they had. Closer at hand, but invisi-
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If

|i

crew could hear a regular series of
They had just
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:,
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through
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you want to be
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jge when the ground began to tremble

A

a ten-foot wall of black, boiling
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ere they
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il
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an explosion of steam that shot bunds of feet into the
ers barely

air.

Hovey and

escaped with their

lives,

Dept

Jom witnessed,

The most terrifying sight of
the city of Saint Pierre

^

itself.

Hovey
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le extent, however,

from Hovey's pho-

They show acres of ruined

iraphs.
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on the remains of cobbled streets.
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«

;rc volcanic

I

hick iron boilerplate. In another photo-

!
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i

11
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inllicted
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6.

7
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Museum

administra-
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i

ilaycd, but the

storage.

in

)

c for

the Volcano! exhibition in 1979,

will

probably not be displayed again
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Oak Creek
Canyon,
Arizona
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock
One

of the most abrupt geological fea-

tures in the nation

is

Mogollon (mugeon')

Rim, a 75-mile-long

cliff

that separates

the cool, moist high country of northern

Arizona from the hot, dry deserts to the
south. Alternate Highway No. 89 plunges
over the 1,000-foot rim and twists down

bottoming out along

steeply, finally

Creek.

The highway then

Oak

continues south,

through a corridor of populated private
lands surrounded by the wilderness of Coconino National Forest. In a few miles,
close

to

Sedona,

postcard-pretty

the

town

of

Oak Creek Canyon's red rock for-

mations burst into view. Traffic slows as

each turn

in the

road reveals

cliffs,

buttes,

and occasional arches tinted in pink, purple, and fire-red. Finally, at Bell Rock, a
few miles south of Sedona, the red rock
country vanishes as suddenly as

it

ap-

peared.

The canyon

walls consist of five layers

of rock, each formed by a different geological

process.

The bottom

stratum,

the

Supai formation, is a series of brilliant red
siltstones and shales, up to 1,800 feet
thick, laid down by streams on an ancient
flood plain. Above this is a 500-foot band

Coconino sandstone
buff-colored
formed by windblown sands, 200 feet of
white Toroweap sandstone deposited bv
water, and a 300-foot layer of gray Kaib.ir
limestone created from the shells si
other remains of sea animals. Black h

of

•.

from several volcanic flows caps the whui
at certain places.

Sometime during the canyon's

geoiogi

cal history, these rock strata slipped venically,

creating

faults.

Normally, when

rock bends along a fault, the layers
layers
Willis

in the

downward, and the
that move down bend upward. In

uplifted portion bend

Pelerson

,

Oak Creek Canyon and some

of

its

side

the rarest

woody

plants in the southwest-

phenomenon can be

ern United States. This hornbeam, which

bend
upward and the downward-dropped strata
bend down. Geologist Brainerd Mears
suggests that Oak Creek Canyon's rocks
did not bend when the faults were first
formed. Sometime later, he argues, hori-

was discovered in the Grand Canyon, also
grows sparingly in southern Utah and
again in the trans-Pecos area of Texas and

zontal compression buckled the layers at

cal distribution, ecological requirements,

canyons, an unusual

seen: the layers of the uplifted rock

the faults to create the pattern

we now see.

This feature, called reverse drag,

one of

ticularly evident along

is

par-

Oak Creek

New

Mexico.

The box elder and Knowlton's hop hornbeam provide examples of how geographi-

—

and external features
tinuous

including the con-

discontinuous

or

characteristics

—

gradation

of

are important in deter-

ignated a portion of West Fork as a Re-

mining whether a plant is a distinct species. The box elder, a member of the maple family, has one of the broadest
geographical ranges of any woody plant in
North America. Common in the eastern
United States from Vermont to Florida, it
found throughout the nation's
is also
heartland and as far west as central Montana, Nevada, and California. It even penetrates southern Canada and Mexico.

search Natural Area.

Throughout

all

plays similar

compound

Canyon's side canyons. West Fork, whose
steep cliffs and gentle benches were cut by
water draining from Mogollon Rim.
(Zane Gray lived here for a while and was
inspired to write his Call of the Canyon.)

West Fork supports an exceptional diversity of plants and plant communities for
such a small area. To preserve the region
has des-

for study, the U.S. Forest Service

The West Fork stream runs through one
of the richest riparian habitats in Arizona.

Dense colonies of jointed-stemmed horsegrow in the shade of box elders, Arizona walnuts, New Mexican alders, bigtooth maples, and Gambel oaks. During
tails

the summer, patches of the showy, yellow

monkey

flower alternate with the horse-

On my

tails.

Fork,

first

hike along the West

encountered

I

a

small,

much-

branched tree whose fruits resembled
hops. The tree proved to be Knowlton's
hop hornbeam {Ostrya knowltonii), one of

Oak Creek Canyon
[

1

•

\

\

\
i

\

i
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Cm,

of

its

range, the tree disleaves

and pendu-

Golden cdttonwoods occupy part of Oak
Creek Canyon's West Fork.

pointed-leaved manzanita, mountain

m

hogany, silk-tassel bush, and shrubby

li'

winged fruits. While box elders along
West Fork have leaflets that are a little
thicker and a little hairier than those of
box elders back east, in all other aspects

oak. Prickly pear cacti and century plant

the plants are the same, including the

areas are stands of Douglas

stream bank habitat. In addition, box elders from all across the United States

derosa pine, trees normally expected

show only a gradual transition in thickness
and hairiness of the leaflets. For this rea-

itself.

lous,

son, botanists confidently classify the

box

elder as a single species.

On

the other hand, botanists recognize

two species of hop hornbeams in North
America. The eastern hop hornbeam
(Ostrya virginiana) lives from Nova Scotia to Florida, and west to the Dakotas,
eastern Texas, and into Mexico. This
small tree usually inhabits moist but well-

drained slopes and ridges.

It

has pointed

and two-inch-long fruits. Several
hundred miles to the west, a second hop
hornbeam with rounded leaves and fruits
that barely reach one and one-half inches
in length grows in isolated rocky canyons.
This is Knowlton's hop hornbeam, considleaves

found

in openings in the chaparral, are r
minders that the desert is not far away.
A short distance from such warm, d
fir

and po

higher elevations, such as Mogollon Rii

These are able to grow where tl
canyon bottom is densely shaded. Sue
cool and moist conditions are especiall
evident in West Fork's narrow side cai
yons, where the steep walls block the sun
rays. The upper ends of these side canyor
are natural channels for cool

air.

Beneath these conifers is a contrastin
mixture of the pink-flowered New Mexic
locust and the Gambel oak. The quiet ol
server may hear or see an Abert's squirre
a golden-mantled ground squirrel, a wes
ern tanager, or a
scurries

down

pygmy nuthatch

as

a tree trunk.

Although Oak Creek and West For
canyons can be visited at any season of th
year, the traveler must be prepared fc

geo-

temperature fluctuations. Summer ten
peratures average 75 degrees Fahrenhei

graphical isolation from the eastern hop

but occasionally climb to 100. In winte

hornbeam and because of the marked

the average temperature

ered a distinct species because of

variation in

its

leaves

The remarkable
West Fork

is

and

its

fruits.

biological feature of

that within just a few hun-

dred feet of the wet, riparian habitat,
there are two other, very diff'erent environments. Where the canyon runs almost due
east-west, the slopes that face southward

enjoy relatively dry conditions, and the

i

is between 3
and 40 degrees, but it can fall below zer
on the rim. Afternoon thundershowers ca
be expected during July and August, an«
there may be snow or light, steady raij

during the winter.

"This Land" highlights the biologicc
phenomena that can be explored in th

Forest Supervisor

veloped into a brushy, dry plant

Coconino National Forest
2323 E. Greenlaw Lane
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001

chaparral are almost impenetrable be-

153 United States national forests. Roh:
H. Mohlenbrock, a professor of boi
any at Southern Illinois University a
Carbondale, is author of The Field Guidi

cause of the entangled growth of the

to

For
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visitor inlorniation write to the
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branched, leather-leaved shrubs have denity called chaparral.

Many

commu-

areas of the

ert

U.S. National Forests.

—
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Bald ibises nest exclusively on cliffs and are found only
in the highlands of southern Africa.
Peter

Johnson

Birds of Fire
Is the

bald ibis's

affinity for

burned grasslands an acquired taste?

Or is it an ancient product ofevolution?
s^-

.

by David

Manry

E.

The Drakensberg escarpment

of south-

ern Africa rises abruptly out of the gently
rolling

From

landscape of the Natal midlands.
a distance,

it

resembles a colossal

fortress wall, towering

5=*=^-'ir-^:J;

more than 3,000

eled to the province of Natal, South Africa,
in

May of

1978 to begin a three-year

process
in its

I

discovered

how important events

annual breeding cycle are timed to

abundance
by grass fires.

feet

above the fractured sandstone terits base and surmounted by
a lofty, summit plateau almost two miles
above sea level. From the Soutpansberg

exploit the pattern of insect

races skirting

and

Mountains in the Transvaal (the northernmost province of South Africa) to
Xalanga Peak in the eastern Cape Province, the escarpment winds almost con-

nithidae, found on

tinuously for

more than ,000
1

miles, creat-

ing the twisted mountainous backbone of

the southern African subcontinent.

From

field

investigation of this unique bird. In the

availability created

The bald

ibis is

one of thirty-two

differ-

ent species in the avian family Threskiorall

Often

Antarctica.

continents except
gregarious,

highly

ibises forage in flocks during the

day and

communal roosts in the evening.
They are commonly associated with
retire to

marshes and other aquatic environments
where, by probing in soft mud with their

June through August (winter in the Southern Hemisphere), its basaltic crags and

long, curlewlike bills or groping in shallow

precipices are often completely blanketed

animals, including worms, mollusks, crus-

in

snow; on sultry

summer afternoons (De-

cember through February) dark thunderclouds loom ominously above its jagged
Crestline before

sweeping over the adja-

cent foothills.

Extending from the escarpment on both
sides is a vast expanse of open grass country, referred to by ecologists as the South
African grassland biome. Rising gradually from about 900 feet to more than
1 1 ,000 feet above sea level, and covering
an area of approximately 1 26,000 square

water, they prey on a wide variety of small

taceans, insects, fishes, and amphibians.
In keeping with their sociable habits,

most ibises breed in colonies numbering
from a few pairs up to several thousand,
although for some species, solitary nesting
is the rule (a few species nest both colonially

and

solitarily).

—

Most

ibises place

bowl-shaped platforms composed of loosely interwoven
sticks and twigs and lined with a thin layer
on a
of grass or some other fine material
their

nests

sturdy,

—

branch

in

a

tall

tree or bush, in

dense

habitat "island," surrounded at lower ele-

ground when nesting
on remote islands safe from predators.

vations by heath, woodland, and semides-

The bald

miles, the grassland

ert plant

is

communities.

a self-contained

Many

plant and

animal species are unique to this sprawling grassland, which may have originated
as recently as sometime during the Pleistocene period. One of the rarest and most
peculiar of these

is

the bald ibis (Geronli-

cus calvus), found nowhere else in the
world but the wind-swept grasslands flanking the Drakensberg escarpment. I trav-

reeds, or even on the

ibis,

however, breeds exclusively

on sheer cliffs. Mated pairs construct their
nests well out of the reach of most predators

—on narrow, exposed

ledges, in pot-

up on mountainsides, in river
gorges, and at waterfalls. The only other
ibis species that breeds exclusively on
holes high

cliffs is

the bald

ibis's sole

congener, the

waldrapp (G. ereniila) of Morocco and
Turkey, an endangered species very simi-

39

Nearly fifty bald ibis pairs nest on the cliffs beside the Mooi River, below, in
Natal Province, South Africa. The local landowners 'practice of burning back
ungrazed pastureland, left, provides the birds with a windfall diet of roasted
insects during winter and spring.
David Manry

Mandy Hedden

lar in habits

and appearance

to its south-

ern African counterpart.

The bald

confined to rugged,

ibis is

mountainous country in the eastern Republic of South Africa, extending marginally into the adjacent kingdoms of Lesotho
and Swaziland. In South Africa the species was formerly found in the Cape Province as far west as the Atlantic coast, but

by the turn of the century the bird had
vanished from the western portion of its
range, perhaps as a result of overhunting

and other human disturbances. Today

it

no longer breeds in the Cape Province.
Moreover, recent decades have seen its

some areas where it
The contraction
range and its diminution

numbers diminish
has

managed

of the bald
in

in

to survive.

ibis's

numbers are

particularly

cause the waldrapp,

its

ominous be-

closest living rela-

has suffered an even more drastic at-

tive,

trition in

recent years and today ranks

among the rarest of birds.
Some conservationists believe
bald

ibis is also in serious

jeopardy. Up-to-

97 1 its
breeding population was estimated

date information
total

is

lacking, but in

at only 2,000 birds.
bility

The

species' vulnera-

its

in-

feeding ecology, habi-

requirements, and reproductive po-

tential.

40

1

underscores the need for basic

formation about
tat

My study area was
that the

located at approxi-

mately 4,000 feet above sea level in what
was predominantly open grass country,
punctuated by scattered, cultivated

fields

and crisscrossed by plantations of exotic
trees. Winters are cold and dry, with temperatures dropping well below freezing almost every night, while the spring and
summer months (September-February)
are generally warm and rainy. For three

consecutive
1980),

I

breeding

seasons

(197!

lived in a rustic, mud-and-that(

hut near a spectacular,

1

30-foot-high

w

on the Mooi River, where appro)
mately forty-eight pairs of bald ibis
nested each year. Throughout my inves
terfall

gation
in the

I

kept track of the number of ibis

colony at different times of the ye£

and during each breeding season (prima
ily June-November) I monitored the r
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A yearling bird {foreground} forages with an adult on recently burned grassland.
Winter burning offirebreaks is particularly well timed to provide abundant,
easily procured protein during the coldest time

type of vegetation they were foraging

in,

and sundry details such as foliage height,
weather conditions, date, and the time of

As my

day.

observations accumulated,

I

was surprised to discover that the bald
ibis, unlike most members of its family, is
feeds exclu-

preferring level terrain

in,

where the foliage has been either cropped
short by grazing ungulates or burned off.
Here they move rapidly with little interference from the sparse vegetation, which
an

was

my

to elucidate the bald

Irding ecology

by examining

its

re-

ibis's

choices

foraging habitat in different seasons.

V
>
t
t

sampling technique was straightfor-

rd

and nondisruptive: each time

jntered the birds feeding,
;

number of

I

I

en-

recorded

individuals present, the

owners burn wide

strips

of grassland

across their properties from late

May

till

the end of July, creating a protective net-

work of firebreaks throughout the landscape. This

is

the

first

burning phase. Dur-

burned

and other

insectivores.

fire-killed insects are

only slightly

that persist in the grassland long after the

is

littered

bald

ibises

scorched and no

recently

with dead insects

less edible

than their

liv-

fires

are extinguished. Since firebreaks

quire no additional pursuit, so the birds

are burned annually, the birds are assured
of a plentiful and predictable supply of

time and energy chasing after

easily procured food during the coldest

ing counterparts.

(One of the primary goals of

fires.

ing winter bald ibises forage extensively

fallen victim to the fire, providing a feast
for

runaway

Therefore, as a safety precaution, land-

on these firebreaks, feasting on the numerous dead insects present immediately after burning and returning periodically in
succeeding weeks to search for live prey

bonus,

additional

grassland

These

tive,

As

provides scant cover for fleeing prey.

snrcii

nutri-

ents in their leaves to their root systems

mable, increasing the threat of destruc-

they forage

S nesting pairs.

dormancy, withdrawing most of the

fields,

It

birds are rather fussy in selecting the areas

rate of

the grasses prepare for their long winter

sively in natural grassland

a terrestrial forager.

and cultivated
where it consumes beetles, grasshoppers, and other small animals. The

and success

ing autumn (March-May), as rainfall and
ambient temperatures steadily decline,

and releasing surplus moisture to the air.
As the foliage withers and dries out, the
entire grassland becomes highly inflam-

strictly

I)ductive activities

of the year

spend

less

Once

located, they re-

meals.

Burning occurs annually in the bald
ibis's grassland habitat, and the bird's
relationship with fire is remarkably complex.

Modern landowners bum

the grass-

land in two distinct seasonal phases. Dur-

and driest time of year
With the arrival of the

first

spring rains,

usually in late August, landowners again

burn the grassland, this time in vast secThis second, far more extensive controlled burning eliminates moribund fotions.

41

Pair bonding often extends beyond the breeding period, so that copulation,
below, does not always signal readiness for egg laying. Males of adjacent nesting

combat of ritualized bill sparring. An
Both sexes
incubate the eggs; the changing of the guard is accompanied by an "ecstatic"
greeting gesture, bottom right.

pairs, top right,

engage

in the bloodless

incubating adult, far right, turns

Ail

photographs by Da

liage

eggs, while another sits tight.

its

M

over from previous growing

left

seasons and promotes fresh growth for
Hvestock.

As

the season advances, grasses

from

their

mates or

duration of the controlled-buming season

May

from mid-August to the end of October.
Throughout this period bald ibises forage
extensively in these vast burned areas,
preying on the numerous insects attracted

lier in

may be

total

from

firebreaks.

up

to

is

and unbumed grass

that has been heavily grazed.

The bald

ibis's

annual cycle, and par-

ties,

tie

in

closely

burning rhythm

its

breeding activi-

with the controlled

in its

grassland domain.

Birds that temporarily vacate their colonies during the nonbreeding period return

42

May

to early

afield, retiring to the

colony in late eve-

ning to roost overnight, beginning in late

they return to the colony

much

ear-

the day, sometimes after only three

or four hours of active foraging early in
the morning.

Such a

drastic reduction of

fined to their natal ledges,

where they

ar

cared for by both parents. They are fed n

gathered

primaril

courtship activities, mating, nest building,

any

other foraging habitats, resorting mostly

ticularly the timing of

Whereas from January

the birds spend most of the day foraging

40 per-

in

amount

burned apart
The birds must then seek

to cultivated pastures

ries.

grassland area

burning

burned, while during a severe

drought almost no grass

re-

burned grassland, fror
older, greening bums, and from cultivate
ryegrass pastures, which serve as a backu
food source when burned grassland is i
short supply. During the last stages of il
development, the nestling frequently pei
forms flight exercises in situ, flapping it
wings energetically while jumping up an
down on its ledge, preparing for the da

How-

before and during the pre-

more of the

form new pair bonds and

gurgitated

scribed period. In wet years

cent or

to

establish their ledgetop breeding territo-

be found on burned
firebreaks during winter. For the remainder of the day, the birds may be found at
the breeding colony, guarding their nest
sites against intruders and engaging in

given year depends greatly on the
falls

early winter,

the daily foraging period attests to the

to the nutritious, postfire regrowth.

of rain that

in

burning, to join up with their previous

emerge from their winter quiescence and
resume active growth, sending up new
shoots to the surface and providing optimal forage for grazing ungulates and herbivorous insects alike. In South Africa, national and provincial laws limit the

ever, the extent of grass

wanderings

soon after the resumption of firebreak

abundance of food

to

preening, loafing, and bathing in the
Ironically, winter

sure for the bald

is

river.

a time of relative

ibis,

lei-

when most other

from

insects

freshly

grassland inhabitants are struggling for

when

August, the
females begin to lay clutches of two or

able year with abundant rains,

survival. In late July or early

three eggs.
In late August, as fresh growth reemerges on the firebreaks, the first ibis
hatchlings emerge from their eggshells.
Completely helpless at birth, the nestlings
spend their first seven weeks or so con-

it

makes

its first flight.

In a favoi

when

ir

abundant and burning wide
spread, 45 percent of all breeding ai
tempts produce one or two fledged ofl
spring. During a severe drought, howevei
little grass is burned and the birds suff'e
on two accounts. Prey is not only mor
sects are

scarce but also

more

difficult to

catch

i;
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bald ibises shift to feeding in heavily
grazed grassland and cultivated pastures,
where the foliage is kept comparatively
short. Plant

growth

is

rapid and nutritious

However, the height and density of the

began

grass. In

such years most

ceding attempts end in failure, and
Ime pairs refrain from nesting altoI

.

I

After fledging, the young
piore the cliffs

around

its

ibis

begins to

nest site, min-

nesting cycle before

more

in

raising their

fledging period ex-

nds from mid-October to late Decemr, although most chicks are fledged by
id-November. Two or three weeks after
dging, the young initiate accompanies
parents to the feeding grounds for the
St time and begins to develop the forag;

? skills

The

necessary to

become

self-sufli-

adults continue to provide sup-

omental feedings to their offspring for
other two months.

By early summer, when most burned
are covered in

tall,

ar-

postfire regrowth.

this

region in the early

ing

the

winter

months.

Because sour

grasses withdraw most of the nutrients in
their foliage to their root systems during

autumn, they are

relatively unpalatable to

grazing ungulates until the renewal of

growth

in early spring.

Before the advent

of artificial feed supplements, livestock

the extra time needed to locate prey in

had to be herded to lower altitudes each
autumn, to rangelands dominated by
sweet grasses, which remain nutritious
year-round. There they could graze

suboptimal habitats; the time previously
spent traveling between hunting ground

throughout the winter, before being rotated to the highlands again in early

when the new fledglings are able
commute to the feeding grounds with

to

parents to return peri-

The

abundant but are
burned areas.

readily available in

waiting for

s

summer,

insects are generally less

iiile

;nt.

made

each hour of hunting.
Interestingly, most pairs complete their

Later on,

its

settling

800s designated the highland grasses as

their low nutritional value to livestock dur-

of successful captures

with other fledglings in the colony
with food.

1

"sour," referring not to their flavor but to

ling

ically

concen-

slowing their progress and reducing the

ledge-bound progeny during spring, when

ther.

is

carefully for their inconspicuous quarry,

number
unburned

not distributed through-

Drakensberg escarpment and its main
between 3,000 and 7,000 feet
above sea level. The first Europeans who

outliers,

more

ibis is

trated in the high-rainfall zone along the

herbage abounds, and insects are now approaching their annual peak in numbers.
vegetation force the ibises to search

le

The bald

out the grassland biome but

their parents, the adults

and

nest

can better afford

can now be used

for capturing in-

sects with the fledglings at their sides.

Moreover, early nesting allows the young
birds to develop their

own hunting skills

in

summer, when insects are most numerous. Thus the number of free-flying
birds in the colony and the number of insects in the grassland reach a peak together in late December.
the

spring.

Although grassland ecologists have yet
determine why some grasses are sour
and others sweet, they do know that sour
grasses tend to grow at high elevations,
where annual rainfall is high and soils
heavily leached and highly acidic. Sweet
ones, on the other hand, predominate at
to

lower altitudes, where the climate

is

drier

43

A male parent stands guard over two nestlings, below. A full-time guard is
necessary to insure survival ofyoung chicks, which are often harassed by
unrelated adults. Opposite: River bathing may be particularly important when

ash accumulates in a bird's feathers.
David Manry

late flowering in important food plar

that conceal their edible portions und(

ground and to attract game close to th(
encampments. Stone Age cave paintin
in the Drakensberg depict the bald ibis
characteristic foraging posture, su

its

gesting that

occupied a special place

it

the folklore of these communities.

No one

knows when people

first

beg;

burning the vegetation of southem Afrit
although recent archeological findings

Zambia

indicate that central African ci

tures were proficient in the use of fire

750,000 years ago. Ho
a growing body of evidence suggei

least as early as

ever,

that fire

was a regular event througho

the grassland biome long before people b

gan using

it

mo

there. Today, the single

important natural cause of fires in veget
tion

lightning,

is

and the grassland bion

experiences the highest frequency of ligl

ning in

all

southem Africa,

of

more than

averagii

distribution of sour grasslands along the

rarely practiced.

major watersheds and does not extend into

stricted to the type of grassland subject to

the sweet grasslands covering the lower

the highest frequency of burning under

ground strikes
square mile annually. Along the Drakei
berg escarpment, the abmpt topograph
changes provide ideal conditions for tl
formation of thunderstorms, and the ligl

basin regions. Could

be that the birds
also recognize the distinction between
sweet and sour grassland, and if so, why

modern farming systems and

absent

ning frequency increases to forty groui

almost

strikes per square mile annually.

are they so partial to the latter?

quency may be an important factor determining the present limits of its restricted

ignited fires

range.

the

and the

soils less acidic. Intriguingly,

breeding range of the bald

ibis follows

the

stock. Otherwise, burning

the

couraged

it

Regional differences

in

burning

fre-

quency could be of crucial importance to a
pyrophilous species like the bald ibis. Nurtured by abundant annual rains, sour
grasses produce tremendous amounts of
herbage during each growing season.
Ungrazed foliage must be burned off once
every two or three years or the grasses begin to die under the burden of their own
accumulating litter and are replaced by
weeds, shrubs, and tree seedlings. On the
other hand, this problem is rarely encountered in the drier sweet grasslands, where

from those areas where grass

is

ibis is re-

is

fires

never occur suggest that burning

fre-

Modem grass-burning procedures have
developed gradually over the past cen-

and the bald

tury,

itself to

ibis

has accommodated

these artificial

fire

posed by recent European

regimes im-

settlers

on

its

grassland domain to such an extent that

may now depend on

frequent grass

for its viability as a species.

But

it

fires

fire is

not

Obviously, the potential for lightnin

extremely high througho

is

the grassland biome, particularly aloi

Drakensberg

Cons

escarpment.

quently, the local flora has evolved

withstand frequent burning. Indeed, wit
out occasional
ually invaded

precursors

fires,

the grassland

of successionally

vanced plant communities and
ally

is

gra

by weeds, shmbs, and oth

more
is

a

event

converted into forest, heath, or woo

land

vegetation.

Thus,

the

grasslai

biome may owe its origin to the high fi
quency of lightning storms general*
along the Drakensberg escarpment, whic

less

munities that migrated to southern Africa

ignited fires at sufficiently short interva

growth. Here excess foliage rarely

from the north approximately 1 ,800 years
ago tended sheep, goats, and cattle and

to prevent

more thoroughly graze the

has a chance to accumulate.

Landowners may

bum

their sweet pas-

new

to this region,

bumed grass regularly in a manner similar

turage once every ten or fifteen years to

to the

eliminate undesirable plants that invade

rival,

during a prolonged absence of fire or after

an exceptionally wet rainy season, when
the sudden flush of growth greatly exceeds the grazing capacity of resident
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sweet grassland and

That the bald

thirteen

and the bird's relationship with fire is probably an ancient one.
Undoubtedly, the Iron Age pastoral com-

livestock
prolific

in the

generally dis-

is
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live-

modem

practice. Prior to their ar-

the grassland was populated for mil-

shmbs and tree seedlings fro
becoming firmly established, and whic
promoted the fire-resistant grasses ai
forbs in their stead. If this scenario
rect, the

bald

ibis's

is

co

predilection for fee

bumed areas may be the result of
ongoing process of natural selectio
rather than a fairly recent accommod

lennia

by nomadic Stone Age communisubsisted entirely by hunting and
gathering. These early inhabitants bumed

ing in

ties that

long,

off large areas of grassland both to stimu-

tion to

human

burning practices.
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The Little Foxes
They may look endearing, but young redfoxes fight
and, when necessary, steal foodfi-om one another

by J. David Henry
It

happens during the coldest part of the

year—a time when northerners bundle up
against twilight days and

-40 degree

air

with parka and wind pants, gauntlet and
mukluk. It is a time when darkness per-

vades the forest, when everything seems
brittle.

Yet, during this inhospitable period in
late

January or early February, while most

animals are simply trying to survive the
frozen wastes of a boreal winter, red foxes
begin to court.

It is

know

not difficult to

when the foxes are feeling amorous; a
musky odor begins to emanate from the
urine they leave in the snow. This scent is
particulariy strong in the urine of males.
In Prince Albert National Park in north-

ern Saskatchewan, where

I

do

my

re-

search, foxes develop this breeding odor

week or so. Then, for
month or six weeks, a skunky fragrance permeates the woods wherever a

over the course of a
the next

red fox and his vixen have established
their territory, the area they use for hunting

and scavenging and defend against

other foxes. After studying foxes for years,

can say with confidence that
more than anything, that

I

nose,

me

it

is

my

first tells

the foxes are courting.

During this amatory interlude, the dog
fox and vixen, both of which have been
leading solitary lives on the territory, now
begin to seek one another out. They travel
together for several weeks, becoming increasingly confident about touching one
another, until they finally breed. During
the courtship period, the vixen visits and
cleans out several lairs on the territory,

one of which she

will

choose as her whelp-

ing den.

Why does a vixen choose to give birth to
her pups in one place rather than another?
What does she see in a particular piece of
earth? After surveying thirty-five whelping dens,

I

found that they have certain

The den

is

usually

located on a hillside in sandy loam.

It is of-

typical characteristics.

ten in the forest but close to a

open

slope.

meadow

or

And it usually has multiple en-

trances, the largest one about ten inches in

This article was adapted from Red Fox: The CatLike Canine, by J. David Henry, which will be published this year by Smithsonian Institution Press.
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violently

A redfox plunges through a January
blizzard in Ontario. At Prince

Albert National Park in northern
Saskatchewan, redfoxes begin to seek
out mates in the worst cold of winter,
and their urine takes on a musky

breeding odor.
Wayne Lankinen: Bruce Coleman

Inc.

#

diameter. Finally, the den retreat

is

nor-

mally within one hundred yards of a water
source, although this source can be anything from a large lake to a

humble pool

in

a muskeg. With these requirements, vixens have to be selective about where they

bear and raise their cubs.
Certain features, such as the nearby
drinking water, have obvious advantages;

but

I

was not sure

Why

I

ing about them,

understood the others.

common? After

are they so

feel that vixens

I

reflect-

probably

sandy loam because they can dig
more easily, but it could also be that
this soil, combined with the hillside location and nearby open area, may make for a
site where snow melts early, frost leaves
the ground quickly, and drainage is always good. Vixens use the surrounding
forest for shelter and escape; they can sun
themselves in the adjacent meadow and
select

into

it

their

rambunctious pups can play there.

A vixen may use the same whelping den
year after year, and

may
One

when she dies,

the site

be passed on to one of her daughters.
fox lair near

my

cabin, for instance,

has been active for nine of the

last

twelve

years. Since adult foxes in the wild usually
live

only three to seven years, this den was

probably occupied by several different fox
families.

On

the other hand, abandoned

lairs that deteriorate

may be renovated by

foxes after a long vacancy.

The

first

den

I

ever studied in detail, in 1972, was active
until

1

974. After that,

lay vacant until a

it

young fox couple reoccupied

it

and raised

she had decided enough was

not being blessed with the nose of a fo

enough. She waited until the middle of the

spent the next seven days searching in va

acted as

if

moved the pups, not carrythem as other canids do but marching
them along behind her. About first light

for the

Foxes never seem to rely on just the
whelping den, however. In my area, they

ing

new den site.
But I am getting ahead of myself. L
me backtrack and follow the pups throuj

always have other, smaller burrows hidden away on their territory. If disturbed or

the dog fox returned to the den with a rab-

their eventful early

mouth. He went to the main entrance and called the pups with the rapid

period of fifty-two days, the kits are bor

a family there during the spring of

threatened at the whelping
or dog fox will simply

new

site,

move

1

980.

the vixen

the pups to a

location. Frequently, the vixen initi-

ates the

move, which sometimes leaves

her mate

in

a quandary.

night and then

bit in his

"wuk
use,

wuk

wuk" chortle that foxes
but no one came forth. Setting the
.

.

.

.

.

.

rabbit down, he began to smell around the
area.

He apparently was able to figure out

in

my

life.

After a gestatic

study area this occurs during

March

or early April.
five

but a

of nine cubs

is

not

Regardless of the size of the

uncommo

litter at birt

remember one such experience when,
an extended period, I was observing
foxes at a den twenty-four hours a day in

what had happened by the odors that remained on the ground. Sniffing the site

some cubs

thoroughly, he finally detected the

upon the amount of food the adult

how the six-week-old
pups were being raised. One afternoon, in
an attempt to get some photographs, I un-

that the vixen

wittingly crossed an invisible but impor-

down

I

for

order to document

and the vixen

tant vulpine boundary,
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re-

through the

and four

forest.

kits

trail

had taken

He returned to the den,

hid the rabbit, and then began to track
his

family,

through the bush.

following their scent

On

the other hand,

I,

survive

The number thi
among other thing

usually die.

depends,

can find on their

When

la

litt

whining, hungry mouth

comprises
litter

The average

fox(

territory.

the kits are bom, they are hel;
and weigh less than a quarter of
pound. Except for their smaller size, the
are remarkably similar to newborn coyoi
less

—

couple of redfox kits, left, with their juvenilefur a sandynurse outside their den. Youngfoxes suckle until
>lored coat

—

are about five weeks old, at which point they start spending
nger periods outside the den and are weaned. Below: A pair

<ey

'older siblings play at fighting.
Milne; Animals

^

Animals

weeks

old,

The

when she begins

early life of a kit fox

wean them.

to
is

not the care-

one might

free, leisurely existence that

imagine.

During
grow

their

to

come

in

second week, the

and

faster

—canines

and

sors,

business from an early age.

It is

finally,

kits

milk teeth

their
first,

begin

start to

followed by inci-

premolars. During their

third week, they begin to experiment with

They chew and suck on meat
them and

their teeth.

that the parents have brought

learn to enjoy the juices found in a freshly

Now

killed rabbit.

they enter an impor-

tant phase of their development.

At

from
and have been above-

this time, the fox kits are far

fully coordinated

ground only

for short periods.

Yet at about

twenty-five days of age, they begin to fight

each other in
and sometimes fatal contests. (Fatalities are rare, however.) Fox
kits do not act like cute, cuddly puppies
viciously; they clash with
short, serious,

wolf pups

id

—with one important

ex-

most young foxes
curious white tip on the tail. Red

ption.
ive a

Even

at birth,

xes retain this white tag

throughout

and they are the only North
merican canid species to show this diseir lives,

ictive

marking.

During their

first

month of

life,

young

xes do not possess the brilliant red coat
at

is

the hallmark of the species; instead,

eir coats
)t

are charcoal gray. Foxes are

the only canids with this feature.

of wild

species

,her

Daked with dark gray

At
and

the whelps of coyotes, wolves,

rth,

canids are also
fur.

As

far as

I

can

::termine, this special natal fur does not

any physiological function.

i!ve

It

may

camouflage while the young
remain in the darkness of the den.
Fox kits grow slowly during their first
as

iTve

i.nids

w

weeks; their eyes do not open until

cy are ten or twelve days old. During
,rly

life,

jjem. In
(

the vixen constantly attends

many

re out of the

areas, the vixen

may

ven-

den after only two days, but

northern Saskatchewan she remains in-

e

male

lis
;

She

is

is

during early

life

that the vixen

this period.

the vixen unwilling to leave the

They are tough, month-old

thugs,

a period of ten days, establish a

inance hierarchy.

inside
colder.

is

a chilly 32 degrees Fahrenheit or

The vixen

acts literally as a ther-

little

street fighters that initiate fights and, over

becomes increasingly important the farther north one goes. At the time the kits
are born, the ground in northern Saskatchewan is still frozen and covered with snow.
The den is damp, and the air temperature

nant)
self,

member

strict

dom-

(or

domi-

The alpha

of the

litter

establishes

and the process continues

all

the

it-

way

down

to the weakest animal.
Evidence suggests that these dominance relationships among the cubs remain stable and have a great bearing on

mal blanket, protecting the cubs in their
frosty underground chamber One could

their survival. If the adults are bringing

almost say she incubates them.

petition for

The

vixen begins to leave the den and

when her cubs
By then they are

the kits only a limited supply of food, com-

food from

are about two weeks old.

the

and large enough to maintain
their own body temperature. She now
spends more and more time away from the
well furred

hunting for prey for herself, but she
continues to receive some food from her
lair

mate.

And

she does return to the den

regular intervals to nurse the

kits.

While

at
in

cubs and then grooms them —

their ears, licking their groin regions,

eating their waste products.
tains

this

routine

until

and

She main-

they

are

five

it is

keen.

By

establishing a hi-

erarchy, the kits determine

resume her normal travels

completely dependent on

for her food during

such as those of the domestic dog; rather,
they have always seemed to me to have a
slightly demonic character about them.

are to survive. This maternal protection

cleaning out

he provides with regularity.

Why

and vulnerable
must surround them with her warm body if they
that the kits are so small

approximately ten

rth until the kits are
lys old.

David Macdonald, who has studied

red foxes extensively in Britain, suggests

the den, she attends to her other maternal
duties as well. She plays or naps with the

constantly from a few days prior to

le

kits?

whom. The

who can steal
member of

largest

litter, whether male or female, usually
becomes the alpha pup. Using either

intimidation or direct attack, this animal

steals food

from its littermates. Each pup
from littermates below it in ihe

hierarchy.

It is

steals food

a blunt fact of a fox's

life

dominant pups get a larger portion of the food and have the best chance
of surviving, while smaller and submissi\c
that the

ones

may perish. The

ally dies first,

runt of the

litter

then the second lowest

hierarchy, and so on.

It is

usu-

in

the

a brutal process;

but given the constraints of the hierarchy,
it is the only way healthier kits can sur-
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A redfox mother stalks a ground squirrel
The
and about
the vixen had a mealfor

that ventured too farfrom

its hole.

squirrel bolted, the fox leaped,
ten yards later,

her kits. In fox families, both parents
usually hunt in order to feed the young.
Brian Milne; First Lignt

vive.

Nor have

parent foxes evolved to

in-

terfere with this sibling rivalry, since the

competition results in a

litter

composed of

the healthiest whelps. Pared down, the
ter size

is

also

lit-

now in balance with the food

Reflecting on the sandy-colored coat, I
began to realize that this juvenile pelage
had come about from an interesting series
of events. I can imagine it evolving something like

this:

At

first

the vixen tended to

resources of the territory.

dig her whelping den in sandy loam simply

By early May the fox kits in my area become aboveground for longer periods of time. At this point, the hierarchy is

because

gin to

time, the fur of the kits slowly evolved to

solidly established and, with that crucial

states that, if the sandy-colored

matter out of the way, the aggressiveness
playful,

even a slightly better chance of surviving,
all fox kits will eventually develop this coloration. As this happened, there was

time that most

greater pressure on the vixen to locate her

of the cubs actually diminishes. Gradu-

they

ally,

become more

and puppylike.
people

first

It is

social,

at this

see young foxes.

How much
we

den

in

soil's color.

Evolutionary theory

sandy-colored

soil.

pups have

Consequently,

a parent fox returns to the den

adapted to protect the young during their

during early

before

May

the juvenile pelage of the kits are co-

and chortles

they stumble out

for the

—unsteady

on

and still dark coated.
But at about this time an important
change takes place: at about five weeks of
age, they start to lose their dark natal coat
and get a new pelage. Once again it is not
the brilliant red of an adult fox, but a
their feet, blue eyed,

sandy-colored juvenile coat that almost

matches the sandy soil of the den
site. This coat helps to camouflage the
pups around the den and protect them
from occasional predators, such as hawks,
owls, and coyotes.
perfectly

50

match the

the selection of the den by the vixen and

in their lives

even aware of them!

pups,

afforded good digging. But over

are

has happened

When

it
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vulnerable

first

month

outside the den.

This buff coat of the young foxes

is

ac-

tually a specially colored underfur (the

underwool of adult foxes is a dark gray).
kits keep this juvenile coat for approximately five weeks, but starting in
early June, outer red guard hairs begin to
grow through. By the end of June, kits display the bright red coats normally associ-

the vixen

ated with adult foxes.

persist,

The

When

the kits are five weeks old, they

begin the transition that
into adult

life.

solid food,

will

launch them

The pups now begin

and the vixen

starts to

them. Weaning fox pups
cated procedure.
rolls

If

is

an uncompl

the kits try to nursi

over on her stomach.

If the

she threatens them and runs off

short distance.

She becomes

increasing!

unreceptive to their suckling, and by

th

eating

time they are eight weeks old, the pups ar

wean

completely weaned. But being weane

A young dogfox ranges the Alaskan tundra
Lake Clark National Park.

Overleaf:
in

Jim Brandenburg; Woodfin

Camp and

Associates

A vixen hurries homeward with the results of her latest expedition.
Very youngfoxes suck and chew at meat but don 't swallow it.
Only during weaning do they start eating solidfood.
Stephen J Krasemann,

fOesn't

mean being

cut

otT.

The parents

and scavenge at different
mes of the day and night in order to
ippiy the icits with sustenance. These
idults bring in an assortment of prey
Jntinue to hunt

lid
ii

present

it

to their pups.

one week the

liice, voles,

menu

squirrels,

For example,

included rabbits,

groundhogs, song-

birds, grouse,

DRK

Photo

and a spawning long-nosed

Distributing this food
ual in a fox family

the

is

a household

rit-

and always happens

same way. Carrying

the item in

in
its

mouth, the adult fox arrives at the den,
chortles, and one or more of the pups rush
out to greet

parent crouches low and beats

about wildly. The

sucker.

it.

The

first

pup

to reach the

kit

its

tail

whines and creeps

to-

ward the adult and then reaching up, if
smells, licks, and bites at the cornel's of the
mouth.
There seems

adult's

to

be a consistent rule

in

fox families that the adult will give the

food to the

first

pup

that begs for

it.

This

.

.
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W- Ruth; Bruce Coleman Inc

Below: An older kit (left) takes foodfrom its parent (right) while another (center) waits
for a chance to break in. Foxes clash violently with each other when still very young,
setting up a dominance hierarchy. This determines which pup can stealfrom which
and, iffood is scarce, may decide which ones survive. When kits reach the age of nine
or ten weeks, parents start supplying less food, as part of a campaign to make
the youngsters more independent. Right:
DRK

Stephen J Krasemann:

A parent checks the den.

Pnoto

y/

way, supplies are more or
tributed.

Basically,

less

evenly dis-

grasping. People in love sometimes coo

pup

and baby-talk to each other; we sometimes
stammer or show shy juvenile behaviors
when introduced to famous people.
The role of the dog fox in raising the kits
has been debated among naturalists and
field biologists. Some state that the male
fox is never seen around the den, while
others conclude that he supplies most of
the food for the pups. There must be con-

hungriest

the

keeps the best watch, gets to the parent
first,
it

and

is

given the food. However, once

has received

defend

its

its

ration, the kit

still

has to

prize against littermates, either

by running off or by threatening any
lings that
lier,

come

a dominant

near.

pup

As

I

sib-

explained ear-

will frequently chal-

lenge and steal the provision from

its

subordinate littermate.

many months

later

completely different context
the submissive behaviors
foxes.

—

but in a

as part of

shown by adult

When two full-grown animals

the subordinate fox often acts as

meet,

if it

were

young pup, begging to be fed. It
crouches low, whines, and beats its tail
madly in every direction. This keeps the
white tip of the tail in constant motion
(much like waving a white handkerchief)
and lets it function as an attention-getting
a

device.

up

The subordinate

fox slowly creeps

dominant fox and carefully
reaches up to smell and lick the corner of
its mouth. This use of infantile behavior
by adults is not unique among red foxes.
Embracing among adults, which is used as
a greeting and reassuring gesture not only
among humans but also chimpanzees and
baboons, may be derived from infantile

54

t

V

i

siderable variation

Food-begging behavior, by the way,
also appears

among red foxes of difThe causes of these differ-

4^

to the
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ferent areas.

will

number

leave the greatest

of

ol

ences are not fully understood. But in

spring.

Prince Albert National Park, an area

gist

where the foxes are almost
protected from hunting and
have consistently observed
bringing food to the pups until
proximately ten weeks old.

completely

vidual's relatives are also important.

trapping,

example, red fox helpers are as closely

I

male foxes

lated to their full siblings as they

they are ap-

to their

occasionally feed the pups. These

"helper" foxes are an interesting phenomenon.

Most often the

own

assistant appears to

be a daughter from the previous year's

lit-

Foxes that aid
benefits.

definite

contribution to rearing.

may

perience that will help

more

may

gain e

them rear their ow

successfully.

may

young

also derive othi

For example, they

cases, they

makes a

This helper illustrates an

I
i

some of h(

in raising their

brothers and sisters

offspring

present, she

r

survive into future generation

When

is

would

an assistant

brothers and sisters, she helps

own genes

on the family territory
but not given birth to pups of her own.

ter that has stayed

she

offspring. If

P

creases the survival rate of her youngi

In addition to the parents, other foxes
will

But twenty years ago, British biol
WD. Hamilton stressed that an inc

In

a

fe

also inherit part of the

parents' territory.

important

Hamilton's theory makes another pr

young

point about evolution. Evolutionary the-

diction about these

ory states that individuals of a species that

that

are most physically

help raise and feed her mother's

and behaviorally

fit

if

food

is

vixens. It stati

scarce, the daughter wi
litte

I

—

owever,

j

jiill

s

;

if

food

abundant, the male fox

is

breed with both the older vixen and

daughter, and both vixens will raise

rs

on the family

lit-

The male will
and the vixens,

territory.

ling food to both litters,

stead of competing, will tolerate each

Why

her.

I

.ents?

does the theory predict these

Because when food

is

abundant

imsidering the genetic relationships in-

—each

on more of his
her genes to the next generation if mul3le litters are reared on the territory.

)lved

My
i

field

fox will pass

iint

the pups. These observations

and may have been

trol

related.

These prelimi-

nary data are interesting, but before

draw any

final

conclusions about this as-

pect of the fox's family

research

is

we

life,

more

detailed

late June, the pups'

transition to adult life continues.

They

same den.

In both cases the vixens got

have some other arrangement in
fortunately for them, they con-

And

the situation.
for

When

an

the adults to arrive with food.

pup gets the
which he quickly consumes. Then

adult finally does appear, one

the adult often takes one or several of the

pups on exploratory

have grown to be nearly two-thirds the size
of adults; they are fully coordinated and

site.

At

and

later

ter a

riod the parents start to visit the

(one year, for example, there was a

to

During June the pups wait endlessly

food,

needed.

During middle and

study

when prey was abun-

seem
mind.

my

during years

adult foxes, which have been run ragged,

suggest that the vixens were acquainted

exhibit a bright red coat. During this pe-

snowshoe hare population), I
ive occasionally observed two vixens
lising separate litters several hundred
;irds from each other, and once, within
e

all

seem

;ak in the

,

food to

observations tentatively

support these predictions. In

iea,

along amicably and one dog fox brought

frequently,

den less
and the amount of food they

bring starts to diminish.

At

this point, as in

many

species, a clas-

between parent and offspring
arises. The fox kits appear perfectly content to remain at the den, play continually,
and be fed by the parents. However, the
sic conflict

first

trips

away from

the

the parents lead the kits a\va>

accompany them home. But

al-

few of these excursions, the kits return on their own. I wish I could have gone
along, but the parent foxes never tolerated
me on the expeditions, and this aspect of
fox

life

The

has always eluded me.
kits,

while hanging around the den,

fruit and to hunt insects
and whatever other prey they can find.
Gradually they become more confident.

begin to eat wild

venturing forth slightly farther each day

and spending less time at the lair. Thus it
seems that a combination of boredom and
hunger eventually drives the kits away
from the den site, whereupon they start a
predatory, scavenging

At

first

life

of their own.

the pups travel in twos or threes.

However, since the prey they hunt are
small and quick, to capture one, the fox

must hunt

in

a stalking, catlike manner us-

ing a surprise attack. These constraints

become

slowly force the young foxes to
solitary predators.

Occasionally, the vixen and pups will
rendezvous on the territory during late

summer and

early

fall.

When

pens, the foxes greet, play,

enjoy each other.
the dog fox

is

By

hap-

this

and generally

this point,

however,

Dur-

intolerant of his cubs.

male

ing September, the

kits

begin to ma-

and this increases the combetween father and son.
No one is certain what causes the kits to

ture sexually,
petition

finally

leave

the

territory

altogether.

Adult foxes have not been seen aggressively driving their young away, but they
may exclude them from the best hunting
and scavenging sites. Whatever the cause,
during late September or October, the kits
begin to disperse. Males leave first and
travel the farthest.

one direction

Each tends

to travel in

he has found an availOnce male kits have left

until

able territory.

their birthplace, they usually don't return.

Female
ful,

may remain on the family terDecember, and if food is plenti-

kits

ritory into

may

one or several female offspring

stay on.

Such

is

the

way

it

happens.

Each
em-

spring, kits are born; as helpless as

would freeze without their
mother's constant attention. In the course
of six short months, these tiny, helpless
bryos, they

creatures grow into self-sufficient, graceful,

flame-colored predators that leave

and seek out their own part
a young fox leaves, it
becomes self-reliant and takes on the ways
and manners of adults. It claims a territory and inhabits it with another fox
its
their families

of the forest.

When

—

prospective mate. During the frozen darkness of winter, the pair set up the territory

and court, and the cycle inherent
life completes itself.
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in a fox's

D

These drowsingfoxes have their second

—

—

coat offur
a sandy one which
matches the soil of the den site and
therefore

may protect them from

occasional predators, such as
owls, hawks,

and coyotes.

Jen and Pes Banlen: Bruce Coleman

Inc

So Grows the Tree
The misshapen shrub at tree line may be the same species as the spire-shaped conifer
farther down the slope. Are their differences more than bark deep?

by Jeffry
At

B.

Mitton

ten thousand feet on the front range
fir and
and up-

of the Colorado Rockies, subalpine

Engelmann spruce stand
right

—

examples

classic

shaped conifers of alpine
tle

farther

tall

of

the

spire-

forests. Just a

up the slope

at

tree

lit-

line,

however, individuals of the same species
have a markedly different look. Here they
are called flag trees, because their stems
are often so pruned by severe winds that

limbs grow only on the leeward side; trees
tree line also have dense skirts of
branches encircling the stems near ground
level. Even greater changes in tree shape

a:

apparent higher up the mountain

are

slopes in the alpine tundra,

where the

trees

have a dramatically altered growth form
called krummholz, or elfinwood. Those
trees

grow both upward and outward but

are so pruned by drying winds that they

spread

laterally,

forming prostrate shrubs.

Branches on the leeward side often put out
roots, while wind and windblown ice crystals

abrade and erode the windward

consequently, the trees grow and

downwind, leaving a

trail

side;

move

of wind-carved

"driftwood."
Biologists have long known that wind
and other environmental factors determine what form a seedling will acquire.
There has been debate, however, over
whether these diff'erences in shape are accompanied by genetic differences. For

evolutionary biologists,

derstand

the

who

conditions

strive to un-

that

produce

adaptive genetic change in populations,

change that may ultimately lead to the
emergence of new species, the resolution
of this sort of debate is important.
Genetic experiments with such slowgrowing and long-lived organisms as trees
have rarely been carried out, however.
(Some mature trees at our site may be as
much as 700 years old, obviously impractical subjects for tracking through several
generations.)

And until recently, evoluwho wished to monitor

tionary biologists

genetic differences in populations could

track only such visible traits as color and

and spots in
moths and butterflies. Evolutionary studies were therefore restricted to species
that were small (so they could be kept in
laboratories) and that reproduced rapidly
striping in land snails or colors
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Extreme cold and severe winds at tree line (about 1 1, 000feet in the Rockies) force the
tall, spire-shaped Engelmann spruce into a prostrate growth form called
elfinwood, or krummholz. In this tundra region, the spring and summer growing
season is only about forty-five days long, and many trees fail to produce pollen, seeds,
or seedlings. In this event, branches touching the ground may put out roots, in an
asexual mode ofreproduction known as layering.
normally

4

£
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and Pat Leeson

ft:

Subalpinefirs stand tall over huckleberry and mountain azalea

the relatively

moderate environment below tree line. Below: Such

re-shaped individuals become scarcer with increased elevation,
idually giving way to the low-lying krummholz.

geographic areas and within single generations, regardless of the size or generation
1

time of the organisms being studied.
have been using electrophoresis in the

Rocky Mountains, attempting to discover
some genetic pattern among the three
growth

forms

(krummholz,

and

flag,

Engelmann spruce {Picea
mannii) and subalpine fir (Abies
spire) of

engellasio-

carpa). These are the most abundant trees

around tree line (approximately 1 1 ,300
feet) on Niwot Ridge, a mountain research facility maintained by the University of Colorado on the eastern flank of the
Continental Divide in the Rockies.
climate on the ridge

is

The

challenging. Al-

though summer temperatures may reach
85 degrees Fahrenheit, winter temperatures have been known to plunge to —37,
and eighty-mile-an-hour winds are not uncommon. Permafrost can be found below
the surface here, and the growing season
defined as the time between the last
hard frost of spring and the first hard frost
of fall
is seldom longer than eighty-one
days and may be as short as thirteen days.
Snow may fall any day of the year.
In this rigorous environment the distribution and shape of trees are largely determined by wind, temperature, snowpack,
and sunlight. Winter winds sweep the
snow from exposed ridges, and drifts more
than fifty feet deep pile up in troughs. At
our tree line study site, biologist Peter
Wardle demonstrated that exposed parts
of trees are dried out and eroded by windblown ice crystals. Limbs buried in the
snow are protected from extremes in temperature and are sheltered from the wind;

—

—

genetic variation could be
;r

many generations).

watched

In the last few de-

however, techniques adopted from

les,

have enabled evolutionto study a much greater di-

ilecular biology

biologists

'

sity

of plants and animals.

3ne such technique, now
is

;,

common

This laboratory

allows biologists to see genetic differ-

1

;es
:

electrophoresis.

in

among

individuals by showing

products of genes, the enzymes,

how

differ.

enzymes are made of proteins, and cergenes are the blueprints for making
icific proteins. Remaining stable while
iucing chemical changes in other sub-

i

n

sin-

but if the snow cover persists long into the
summer, the needles are attacked by snow
molds and the photosynthetic tissue is destroyed. Thus, some trees are harried by
too little snow, others by too much. In the

gle population, biologists can chart that

very harsh environment at the uppermost

stances,

enzymes mediate myriad physio-

logical processes essential to the

and maintenance of

When

electrophoretic

all

living

analysis

formed on a number of individuals

growth
things.

per-

is

in

a

population's pattern of genetic variation

limits of tree line, trees often fail to pro-

Here some

for a specific

duce

sary to

enzyme. It is not even necesknow the enzyme's function. The

species persist by "layering," an asexual

beauty of electrophoresis is that it permits
biologists to see, through enzyme staining,
genetic variation that would otherwise remain invisible. This information allows an

form of reproduction in which roots form
from branches that touch the soil.
The influence of snow upon the distribution of trees is most clearly seen in the

exciting, hitherto impossible look at the

dynamic processes occurring within small

pollen, seed, or seedlings.

ribbon forests of the subalpine regions.
trees in these forests act as snow

The
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and seedlings do {xwrly in both the
wind-scoured areas upwind of the fences
and in the deeply drifted snow glades in
fences,

the shade of existing
shrubs.

It

may

and saplings need shade

the lee of the fences.

mer environment.

not

one of the

common

stands of trees at right angles to prevailing

seedlings;

if

winter winds.

reaches

The resultant forest is
continuous, but is composed of narrow

In the

krummholz zone, above tree

line,

seedlings need the protection to get established.
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Here, they are most successful in
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krummholz and

be surprising that seedhngs

the

in this cool

In fact, too

sum-

much sun is

causes of death for

surface

temperature

30 degrees, the seedling's cortex,
which transports water and nutrients, is
1

destroyed.

To determine whether the morphologi-

cal differences observable at tree line

Niwot Ridge were associated with gene
variation, Michael Grant and I used elf
trophoresis to look at peroxidases,

em

matic proteins in the needles of Eng
mann spruce and subalpine fir.
samples included krummholz, flag, a
the

common

spire-shaped

within each species.

same

for

The

individui

results

were

t

both species: there were substE

All plants capable ofsurviving at tree line keep a low profile. Left: A
cushiony patch of alpine avens blooms among the krummholz forms

of subalpine fir and Engelmann spruce on Niwot Ridge.
Below: Ribbon forests, long stands of trees that act as snow fences,
are the result of the combined effects of snow and wind.

Unlike the morphological differences,

which are both conspicuous and environmentally created, the enzymatic differences

among

the three populations are not

only hidden but are also the result of real

What

and
maintains such genetic variation? Could it
be chance? Probably not, because wind-

genetic

differences.

causes

mold, and the frequencies of the particular peroxidase genes thus may reflect the
degree to which the trees are at risk of infection from this fungus. Unlike the

chance hypothesis, this explanation does
not deny that pollen and seeds may move
among the three growth forms, but rather
it

suggests that natural selection, through

differential survival of trees of different

the three

borne pollen and seeds can easily move
among the three populations, thereby eve-

pulations, and in each species the pro-

ning out the gene ratios. Perhaps the force

determining the pattern of genetic varia-

genetic ditTerences

li

\

•tions

among

of the different kinds of peroxi-

in the flag trees were intermediate
ween those of spire-shaped and
immhoiz trees. The disparities existed
:n though the sampled tree populations
re within a few hundred yards of each

c ies

b
!

I.

\

liier,
t

•

so pollen could

tree types.

move

easily

among

is

natural selection, but

how

the

various

we do

peroxidases

not

know

influence

plant survival in these three environments.
Peroxidases perform many functions,

among them

protection of tissues against

fungal infection.

One

possibility

is

that the

forms of peroxidases exhibit
varying degrees of protection against snow

alternate

genotypes,

plays

the dominant

role

in

tion across tree line.

On a hillside near the University of Colorado, another species of forest tree, ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosd), also exhibits

genetic variation, but here the pattern

does not seem to be produced by natural
selection. Yan Linhart and 1 and our students have undertaken a long-term study
63

)

1

The closer a plant grows to the ground, the less it is subject to the
pruning effects of wind and ice. Right: The sparseness of needles
"
and branches on the tops ofthese wind-sculpted "flag trees
testifies to the difference a few feet can make. These trees are
on an exposed ridge slightly below tree line.
Tom and

Pat Leeson

of 21 7 trees on the south-facing slope that

forms the entrance to Boulder Canyon.

We

are monitoring genetic variation, re-

production, and predation. Age, growth

and seven protein genotypes are
for each tree. The production of
pollen and female cones, as well as the
level of infestation by insects and the intensity of browsing by deer, has been folrate,

known

lowed for the

As

in

last

many

on

pine, the trees

evenly spaced.

seven years.

other stands of ponderosa
hillside are

this

They grow

not

in six clusters,

each cluster containing fifteen to fiftyfour trees. Although the six clusters are all

on the same
the

hillside and appear to share
same environment, they differ in some

important characteristics.
things, the clusters vary in

Among

other

cone produc-

one cluster may produce
many cones as another cluster
of similar size. And although all of the
trees appear quite similar to the human
eye, herbivores discriminate among them

live

and exercise consistent choices: the extent

tains,

of deer browse ranges from 30 to 50 per-

very demanding environment.

tion; in

any

year,

ten times as

Like the krummholz spruce and

more than a mile higher
ponderosa pines at

fir

in the

that

moun-

this site exist in a

They can-

cent from cluster to cluster, and the level

not produce seeds regularly. In the seven

of woolly aphid infestation ranges from 9

years for which recorded data are avail-

49 percent. These groups also differ in
gene frequencies for several proteins. In
this case, the trees are clustered by genetic

able, the annual production of cones

to

affinities,

but this pattern of genetic varia-

by

the 217 trees varied from zero to 17,900.

Since a mature, healthy cone produces an

average of

fifty

good seeds,

new

it

would seem

an opportunity to act. Analyses of prot<
genotypes, growth rates, and cone prodi
tion reveal that these three variables

<

Ponderosa pines that rej
produce many cones typically

interrelated.
larly

growth rat
gene combinatic
grow more erratically from year to y*
but produce cones in more regular nu
bers than trees with other gene combii
lower-than-average

hibit

with

Trees

certain

seedling getting

tions.

Such

started are very good indeed. However, an

type,

growth

analysis of the ages of the trees (by count-

production could only have been discc

responsible for the clustering pat-

ing the annual rings from small cores ex-

ered

Photographs of this area taken a century ago show a much lower density of

tracted from their trunks) revealed that

netics.

tion

not conspicuously associated with

is

variation in the environment.

A historical perspective can help reveal
what

is

tern.

The

that the odds of a

seedling establishment was highly erratic.

offspring of one or a few maternal parents

Sometimes no seedlings were established
for several decades. Then there are occa-

unknown number

sional years, apparently salubrious to pine

trees.

in

present clusters appear to be

a small area and of an

when many new

of paternal parents from a greater area.

seedlings,

Much

long lifetimes.

falls

of the pollen from any given tree

within several hundred feet, but

grains

may

travel

on the wind

for

some

many

An

trees

accounting of cone production by

individual trees reveals that seed produc-

random

Ponderosa pine seeds are also carried by the wind, but most land very near
the tree that produced them, within a cir-

dously from year to year, there

cle with a radius equal to the height of the

pattern. In

miles.

began

tion

is

not a

event.

number of cones produced

Although the

in

interrelationships of prote
rate,

and schedule of

long-term studies of ecological

;

j

Both plant and animal studies have be
from electrophoresis. Biologists c
survey about one hundred enzymes for \
netic variation, and ecological gene
studies have now been conducted
American eels on the Atlantic coast
North America, starfish living miles t
efited

neath the surface of the ocean, salama
ders living high in the trees of tropical

ra

data are available, a minority of trees

and cheetahs from the plains
Africa. With the tools now in hand to cc
duct rigorous and comprehensive genel
studies of the ways in which populatio

probably corresponds to loose family aggregations pro-

(about 10 percent) produced most of the

adapt to their environments, we are near

cones (from 64 percent to 92 percent).

than ever to looking directly at the

duced by highly

This imbalance

plex and

tree.

Thus, clustering of genetic charac-

teristics

on

this hillside

restricted dispersal of

seed.

64

mance may

varies tremen-

most of the years

in the

is

for

some
which

reproductive perfor-

present natural selection with

forests,

coi

dynamic processes of evolution

natural populations.
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A group oflnuitpose on board the
schooner Eva. The ship's captain, George
Comer, who served on whaling vessels in
the Hudson
Arctic,
life in

Bay area of the Canadian
began taking photographs oflnuit

the early 1890s.

Mystic Seaport

Museum

mm
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Captain Back to the Bay
Photographs taken by a nineteenth-century whaling captain
evoke memories among present-day Inuit

by Dorothy Harley Eber
"Quite often in the summer months we
used to meet the Americans. You often

amongst them. They favored him a lot."
In 1983, under the auspices of the Ca-

heard people talking about them, so we
knew who they were. They would be hunt-

nadian Ethnology Service of the National

ing for whales

whales

—beluga whales, bowhead

—and walrus and polar bear

hides.

"The Americans were mostly around
Katitellik [Cape Fullerton]. They would
winter there and then sail up toward Repulse Bay. My father was the man for the
Scottish people so we didn't travel with
they had their own Inuit,
the Americans
Harry and his group but I remember
Captain Comer. We used to call him
Angakok [the shaman] because he was
able to take photographs. They would ap-

—

pear just

like that,

The speaker

is

—

out of a piece of paper."

Joe Curley, of Eskimo

Point in Canada's Northwest Territories,
born, he

the late

tells
1

me, "not

800s,"

when

in the

1900s but

in

the Inuit (as the Es-

kimo here prefer to be called) pursued the
bowhead whale from small boats among
the ice floes for American and Scottish
whaling vessels in Hudson Bay. His uncle
and adopting father, Anutimarek, or
Scotch Tom, was a chief of the Aivilik, the
who, for the fifty-five years
860-1 9 1 5) that constituted the whaling

hunters
(

1

era in the bay, put their skills at the disposal of the foreign whalers.

As we

talk

Museum

of Man, in Ottawa, I visited the
new small towns on Hudson Bay's west

have made their

coast,

where the

homes

since the erosion of the

tem.

My

Inuit

camp

purpose was to meet and

sys-

inter-

view descendants of the Inuit whalers, as
well as the very few people
in their

still

alive

who,

youth, sailed on the last of the

vessels. My talks were made posby the bilingual generation of young
adults who had attended school. For the
interviews with Joe Curley my principal
interpreter was a granddaughter, Madelaine Napayok Anderson ("At school
English was my favorite; I like a proper
past participle."). Later the tapes were
carefully checked by Rosie Aggark, a
daughter who works for the Interpreters'

whaling
sible

Corps.

my

In preparation for

trip

I

obtained

number of Comer photographs.

prints of a

The captain had worked

closely

with

Franz Boas, the "father" of anthropology,
and had helped build up arctic ethnographic collections for a number of muse-

ums, including the American Museum of
Natural History. According to Fred
Calabretta,

who made

a study of the capMystic Seaport Museum

about those distant days and the personalities of the time, spread out on a table in
front of us are copies of the photographs

tain's life for the

that gave Capt.

George Comer, one of the
American whaling masters, the
nickname by which he is still recalled up
and down the west coast of Hudson Bay.
"He had a camera he would cover with
a cloth," Curley continued. "He had glass

tographs).

great

in the

negatives.

hundreds of other photographs survive,
taken in igloos, forecastles, and in all arctic weathers while Comer whaled with the

He

brought

equipment and
ing

that's

photographs

of

in

various pieces of

how he
the

started tak-

Inuit.

People

thought he was a shaman. An Inuit knows
a shaman as a person who is able to make
things appear or happen in a way no ordinary person can. If he had not produced

in

Connecticut (one of several institutions

that hold important collections of the photo use a

camera

Era (1897-1905) and the A.T. Gifford
(1907-12). The task was not easy. In the
904, Comer
Era journal for February
1

,

1

wrote of the difficulty he experienced

Era

the

in

"The

probably did not

first

right as

him Angakok. He didn't mind;
Angakok was his nickname. But people
didn't respect him so highly as a shaman
that they weren't able to talk to him. They
could have a normal conversation. They
made friends with him and he used to eat

cabin off

it

flash light

I

I

fi.\

came near

taking the roof of the

least

the report sounded

—

at

loud enough to have done

As

in

cabin:

photographing Inuit

these magical things they would not have
called

Comer began

Arctic as early as 1893. Calabretta
has been able to locate at Mystic only two
images definitely predating 1900; but

visited the

it."

new Keewatin towns

(the Kccwalin coast borders

come Sound,

the principal

Roes Wel-

Hudson Bay

whaling theater), the photographs were

al-

67
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"
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Captain Coiner's picture-taking ability

made him known to the Inuit as Angakok
(the shaman}, "a person who is able to
make things appear or happen in a way no
ordinary person can.
Mystic Seaport

Museum

another told of the additional hezbreak that followed the death of the n:i
of the family. "My grandmother cril
Still

when my

grandfather's other wife was

ing to another family; they didn't want

be separated."

Most of the people

in these poign;

studies were identified, but generally

oi

by the names the whalers had bestowed
them. "The people here would still reci
nize their own relatives if their real nan
had been used," I was told. Wrappi;
tongues around Inuit names was a pre

lem

for the foreign whalers, so they

sorted to their

own system

of

nomenc

handing out common English nan.
(Charley, Mary, Harry) or names tl

ture,

identified helpers with specific ships a

captains or odd nicknames:

StarboE

Eye, Bye and Bye, John Bull, Jumbo, a
Stonewall.

Apparently
problem, the

by the sai
went in for nan

perplexed

Inuit, too,

"The whalers weren't too fu;
about names in those days; so by wl
they were doing, so they were called,''

calling.

was explained. Physical characteristics
ten inspired Inuit names for foreigne

The well-known

Scottish captain Jo

Murray, for whom Joe Curley's adopti
father worked, was known as Nakunay
(Cross-eyes).

While the names the foreign whal(
had bestowed often made it difficult
learn about the sitters in Comer's pho
graphs, fortunately, some of the nam
perhaps the most unusual or those given
the most distinguished Inuit whalers, v/t
remembered. Some are still in use, son
times in corrupted form.
Almost everyone was aware that Sh(

was the whaling name of Nivisenai
Comer's close companion, who alwa
traveled with the captain on shipboai
The mere mention of her name spark
lively comment wherever I visited up a
down the Keewatin coast. "Her captf
gave her that name because she was
fly

ways popular exhibits and provoked many
stories.

As informants

told

about spring

whaling, about bringing ice blocks to the

"Oh

it

was necessary

for a great hunter

he needed two wives to work on his skins,"
one woman told me.) And many times I

whaling vessel in winter, the scenes their
words conjured up were often there, visi-

heard what good friends the wives

ble in the pictures.

to joke with her husband-sharing partner

Among my pack of pictures were many
of people: groups, families, and especially

images of a man and his wives. (In Comtime most Inuit men had two wives.

er's
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family had been.

"My

in

a

grandmother used

about how, after they died, they must
have their boxes close together. They had
been great friends in life and wanted to
stay together," another woman explained.

ways shooing away the flies," an
mant explained. She was one of the
of Tugaak,

known

tween Inuit
(white
cepted.

infi

wi\

as Ben, but liaisons

women and

the

1

kadlu

man) were commonplace and i
Ben "knew the captain h

—

of a number ofphotographs of Tom
adopted when he was a little boy by
tier's Inuit companion. Shoofiy, and
led after the owner of the ship Era.
s portrait was entitled Tom Luce at
•

e.

1905.

Tiller, July,
Seaport

:

Museum

She wears her long hair in laced
manner northern educator
George Diveky says indicates a woman
has borne a male child. She is wearing her
most famous amoutik the women's
parka with a pouch for carrying a baby
dent.

braids in the

—

purchased by Comer

in

1906

American Museum of Natural

On

for

the

History.

the front, beside the designs of high-

heeled boots and compasses, her

Shoofly (hidden
braid),

embroidered

is

name

the picture by her

in

in

white beads.

On

the back of the parka, a kneeling hunter

takes aim at a caribou.

isenark as a girlfriend, but they were

1

I

ceive presents of clothes and checks. But

number of Comer's photo-

a

in

sometimes

identified,

sometimes

but often recognizable by the two
gnilicently

beaded parkas she

is

known

lavc worn.

Rankin

n

Inlet

I

called

upon Shoofiy's

it

was born that Angakok
living with Shoofiy. My grandmother
could bear no more children. She had to
adopt them. John Ell had no kadluna
blood. He was a true Inuit."
Ookpik and her husband are proud of
was
was

after

John

Ell

the great reputation that Inuit hunters

earned during the whaling years. (Up here
they remember that the Inuit "caught

were whalers;

Joe's ancestors, too,

.

ler

worked

for

— Coopie.

his

the Scottish captain

more whales than the

kadluna.''^) "I've

name he

heard," she says, "that

some of the

n Murray. Joe has a whaling

Inuit

coffee,

whalers were really good. In the whale-

he says,
aybe every morning the whalers would

boat they used to have an Inuit for cap-

erited

ecting

a

comes from

It

accent

Scottish

out 'Coofie! Coofie!'

;

"

known as Ookpik
name from French mis-

Jernadette Ookpik,
;';

got her

tiaries),

is

first

the daughter of Shoofiy's

Oudlynnock, or as the
jilers called him, John Ell (from John
Sullivan). John EH participated in
ny arctic expeditions and was said to be
f/

biological son,

.

best
d

IK

known

Inuit of his generation.

He

and wrote English, played chess, and
and developed photographs. Inuit
I

Comer's
i«on and some declared he was Comi actual son. Ookpik does not consider
]

to re-

born about 1917, and her husband,

I

I

had pictures of the captain and used

nddaughter Bernadette Ookpik Pat,;,

1

grandmother had a

he helped with the burial. Shoofly ap-

[phs,

,

my

captain friend," she told me. "In fact she

:rs

'

this likely. "Yes,

good friends to each other." When
died. Comer recorded in his diary

ke to often referred to

him

as

The tradition was you'd take the man
who had the most experience and let him

Low

also photo-

graphed Shoofly with a group of women
on the sleeping platform of an igloo. In this
picture Shoofly is wearing a borrowed
amoutik. An Inuit woman showed me a
much treasured copy of this photograph
that had been sent long ago to her grandmother and explained that Shoofly had
dressed up for the camera in the grandmother's amoutik.
Ookpik told me that she had once possessed some parka decorations that had
belonged to Shoofly. "My grandmother
gave her amoutik decorations to her
daughter-in-law. My mother had them,
and later they were given to me. But they
got lost. I actually had them, but at the
time we were moving to the mainland
from Southampton Island and we had to
leave much of our stuff behind because we
had only a small boat. I never saw them
again. I heard they were given to an older
can remember of those decobands for the sleeves. The
beads came from the whalers, and it was
the desire of every young girl to have an
person. All

I

rations are the

tain.

amoutik

be the leader."

During an interview farther up the
coast in Chesterfield Inlet (here in 1912

Ookpik had her own picture of her
grandmother and brought it out to show
me. It was from a folio of old photographs
of Inuit life published by the Northwest
Territorial government; the photograph is
not by Comer but by A.R Low, commander of the Canadian government expedition vessel Neptune, which wintered
beside the Era at Cape Fullerlon in 9031

Picture-taking apparently enlivened

04.

the long winter.
In

Low's shot, Shoofiy's appeal

is

c\i-

like that."

the Catholic oblates established the

mission

first

among Hudson Bay Eskimo),

discovered that

in

I

our pack of photo-

graphs we had a picture of Shoofiy's sister. Leonie Egalak Sammurtok exclaimed
with delight when she found a photograph

young woman identified only ;<s
Jumbo. "Jumbo! She was my aunt. Her
Inuit name was Kognatalurctuk." Jumbo
was born into the same family as Shoofiy
but was then adopted into Egalak's famof a

ily.

"I

used to see a

lot

of her," Egalak con-

'

Shoofly.

who lived on board the Era

with

Captain Comer, was also photographed
by A. P. Low. conmtander of the Canadian
ship Neptune. She is shown wearing an
elaborately beaded amouUk

—a parka

with a pouch for carrying a baby.
PuOlic Archives

Canada/PA 53548

the regular fringes but

and the

tip

it

had a longer

of this used to turn up

il

inle

Later on when
young woman began to bear children
would get the proper clothing for carr {
a baby. I wore the parka only for a yr,
then my mother asked the beads bach

just to your heels.

le

le

my

sister."

In Chesterfield Inlet,

was able

I

to

>

firm another important identification

^

h

Viewing Con:'s
of photographs takei>

reasonable certainty.
fascinating series
side igloos, a

number

of people, indues

a missionary, recognized Siatchiak

important Inuit whaler known to the

r-

eign whalers as Bye and Bye) in one oft

He had died in the mission's hciW.O. Douglas, a sergeant in chargif
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police h
tion at Cape Fullerton, described Bye t
Bye's prowess in an article in North na
photos.

tal.

zine about a whaling expedition with

1

Eskimo skipper about 1919, after e
American and Scottish whalers had gd
"Bye n' Bye, I soon discovered, was at
perb whaling skipper Bye n' Bye shoio
orders in a mixture of Eskimo, Engli

and whaler jargon and every man did;The skipp's
actly as he was told.
warnings about what he would do to e^
one who made a noise were almost as tf
fying as some of the yams I had hed
about the destructive power of a whss
.

.

.

i-

thrashing

tail."

Within an hour. Bye and Bye andi
crew took two bowhead whales, an
traordinary feat. "The whales were
chored to the ice and cut up at the edgit'

;•

i-

the floe

of a

man

I

shall never forget the

going

down

si.i

a ladder inside

carcass and sending up pieces of heart
liver

e

li

with a block and tackle," DoujJ

wrote.

Southampton Island
"She used to be lots of fun. She
was tall and ver\' fat and her whole body
tinued.

used

to

shake because of her pounds.

grandmother and

My

my mother used to tease

Jumbo a lot because, compared with
them. Jumbo was very fat. 'You should be
her"
Looking at the beaded costumes in the
photographs caused Leonie Egalak to reslim, like us,' they used to tell

member a beaded parka she had worn the
70
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is

where man;

year before she began living with her hus-

the Inuit whalers settled in the last day-i

band. "I once had a costume with beads

whaling, encouraged initially by Cort.

was not quite a proper amoutik but
that was rather heavy. It was before I had
children. In those days the Inuit had various ways of making clothing, and just as
little children would wear overalls we used
to make a special parka for young girls
that was not for carrying a baby. It was almost like the regular amoutik it had all

who

that

—

1908 left the greater part of*
crew to winter there. Today my

in

Inuit

descendants
only

live in

Coral Harbour,

community on the

Bruce

is

c

island.

Kan;k

the granddaughter of

Mel«

("the American") Aussaar, a nephev
the Inuit chief Harry,

and carvings

for

who made

drawi

Comer. "He was

notn

I

—

Natural History & Cultural
Expeditions

Comer labeled

holograph that

imo Gals, caused present-day Inuit to
iilale that the two women might have
the wives of the Inuit whaler Uvinik.

•I

women are known to have been
ed in a whaling accident in 1913.
Seapon Museum
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fellow,"

,

Kanyuk remarked, looking
Her

Isomer's impressive photograph.
:band, Mikitok Bruce,

a son of

Tom

Named after the owner

'vas a little boy.

Tom Luce was

:he Era,
|ie

is

who was adopted by Shoofiy when

ix.

the subject of

of Comer's most appealing shots.

Angakok was a very

"He

heard.

likable

drawing on

iiyuk told me,

got his

man,"

stories she

name because

of

great respect for their powers. Although

mans, most people found these photographs of considerable interest, and informants gave slightly differing versions of
activities depicted. Looking at the picture
of Powty lifting Harry's head with what
appears
said,

to

be a leather thong, Joe Curley

"This person's head

may become

so

I

i

I

i

heavy

would wind up.
pie here never used to have those menical things. Every so often Harry was
ted to dinner with the Captain and
1
in turn Angakok would share with
inuit and eat some seal meat."
larry, whose Inuit name was Ipatok

ask this person what his head contains

irt")

Tasseok, appears

in

many

of the

sometimes with his Inuit
i.v on shipboard or in a snowhouse,
jietimes alone wearing one of the plaid
^ ts Joe Curley remembers as the type
t n owned by those who worked for the
tographs,

I

ericans.

(t;,

IS

used

he

'

I

Harry, along with his
a series of photo-

showed the techniques sha-

in their

spirit

in

contacts with the forces

world. In the whaling days

mans were powerful

*ld
1

And

Powty, starred

Iphs that
r

They

photographs and because he had those
e technical things that

summon

ving"

— and

a ship

— "they
indeed

when people were

whaling

captains

had

FROM

today the Christian Inuit sometimes do
not like to remember or talk about sha-

it is

not possible to

they will ask

Of

the

many

shaman

"This person
cause he

is

a

is

lift it.

will

different questions."

Curley said:
up completely but be-

tied in ropes,
tied

shaman he

will

be able to free

seeing the

same photograph, Joan

Attuat of Whale Cove supplied some additional information.

"Here you

are witnesses watching to

f

times, to
will

Members are
entitled to

10%
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discount.
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Museum's
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shaman
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I

$

trickery.

hold on to the rope that

ties

him."
beAfter my visit to Coral Harbour,
gan the journey back to Rankin Inlet,
where I was to catch a plane out of the
north. While there must certainly be Kcewatin Inuit did not interview who would
I

1

C.ty

Zt>

Stale
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"All the people
[Shoofly]

was the

knew

first

that Nivisem;

to use a

sewing

r-

chine in the north. She was really gd

and could sew

really well.

She

started

st-

ing cloth material for friends and

re-

when we

clii

—

lives

the photograph

for clothes.

that's

—

started using

I'm not sure what kind of

cl(

heard she used to mi:

evoked a story of tragedy. Several of those
who saw the picture wondered if the two
beautiful young Eskimo women might be
Hakaluk and Ikoak, wives of Uvinik, who
were crushed to death in a terrible accident in the dangerous currents off Wager
Bay about 1913. Many members of the
family crew of the whaling boss Harry
perished in this accident, and Uvinik, Harry's adopted son, later shot himself in his
misery. The accident probably happened
after Comer had departed from the north
on his final whaling voyage, and it spelled
a tragic end to the whaling days for Har-

exactly

ry's Inuit crew.

she adopted more children from other p-

saw Joe and Ookpik
Patterk again and checked a few points
In Rankin Inlet

the mysterious

machine.

evidence to sup-

cent work.

CHINA & BURMA

the photograph of Shoofly with her sew

Particularly tantalizing, for instance,

was a photograph of two young women
and a child that Comer titled Eskimo

k

I

with regard to the photographs.

Ookpik's suggestion,
nie

Towtoonee,

a

I

And on

paid a call on Euge-

lively

older

person

Ookpik believed would "have some historical material." Towtoonee had known
Shoofly and was particularly taken with

I've

She used
The captain m
have taught her how to make a pattern
dresses and she started making dres;
dresses out of thin cotton.

make them on

and

skirts.

terial

Maybe

they had the cloth

on Baffin Island or

Quebec

i

the ship.

region, but people

in the

n-

Arc'

remember tl:

was Nivisenark who started the n
clothing up here."
it

Shoofly

is

remembered

as a pioneer a

As v
number of cl-

trend setter in another sense, too.
the custom, she adopted a

dren. "Nivisenark bore only one child

pie,"

Eugenie explained. "Inuit adc

children because they

know they will gp

and become sick. If her oldest son h
happened to die she would have had
child to care for her; so she adopted so s
would have some support and help. S
adopted children who were half and he
Probably she was not the only one w
old

'

•

'

How

Here's

to

Stop Foot Pain

INSTANTLY!
opted this kind of child but in our area
was the first to adopt the half-breed
;

ildren."

\n

Inuit

woman

she believed

were generally

babies

half-white

It

me

told

perhaps because "in
)se days so few children were being
rn." However, in a letter to explorer
ed and cared

for,

(now in the SteCollection, Dartmouth College

:hjalmur Stefansson
isson

Comer

Drary),

;ny children

"there

alers,

suggested that while

were fathered by white
not the affection for

is

by the Native Father that he has for
ull-blooded child." In the dreadful fam-

•.m

that

1

in

order that the hunters might sur-

"children of the white

e,
;t

\

sometimes occasioned cannibal-

:s

are the

Some of Shoofly's adopted children
led with her on board ship, and after the
aling days

i

man

be allowed to starve or perish."

to

were done

it is

remembered
up

the captain continued to send

:il

othes and other

•During

my

little

things."

interviews

I

asked various

ormants, descendants of the Aivilik,
put the impact of the whaling years.

Whalers

;ey gave reasoned responses.

hught
iiich,

liquor,

but they drank "not too

only a bit."

They brought guns, but

simunition sometimes ran out.
iiion Inuit

whaled so

Upon

oc-

late in the fall that

were newas hardship, even starvan. But whalers had their virtues. They
not seek to dominate in the way Inuit
onetimes feel the present-day kadluna
As one informant said, "Inuit and
t^dluna worked together, helping each
icr." A young interpreter added, "They
In't establish power bases." "They were
1

usual preparations for winter

;

tcted; there
1

I;

I

[j.
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—

.

In the interview in

I

lion,
-nt

Comer

Aivilik:

"We

"Retiring as a golf professional uos my oti>n decision Being forced to stop playing altogether uwisomething my son' aching feet forced me to do
It got to the point where I uvula play a few holes
because of my feet I just
and hme to quit

com-

t

ctiuldn

natives.

.

.

.

:

1,:

Uple

.

I

.

.

ever met."

go on'

seemed

ing

1
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I

had tried everything and noth-

to urnrk

.

.

my

they have worked

(

t

springs my feet are absolutely pain-fpcc
step again'
finally got a spring in

got attached to

[among
whalers] since Civil War times, and
Tiing in contact with them has changed
natives.
Whalers perhaps have not
^ivays been what they should be, still I
1 ve found them just as good as any other
\.'

.

I

on the interaction between the whal-

and the

i

in unsolicited

testimonials, about Feathersprings

the Stefansson Col-

also left on record a

.

.

*
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in
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—

—
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1
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Books

in

Revie

Toward Indian Nationhood
by Wilcomb E. Washburn
The Nations Within: The Past and Future OF American Indian Sovereignty, by Vine Deloria, Jr., and Clifford M.
Pantheon Books, $11.95; 293 pp.

Lytic.

—

"book"

a detailed consideration of the

is

Indian Reorganization Act of 1934; the

identity.

The two

ately joined

hearts of snooping anthropologists, guilt-

eral study of the bill that,

title

new

sections are appropri-

Vine Deloria, Jr.! The name to some
contemporary white Americans conjures up emotions similar to those raised in
the nineteenth century by the names Geronimo and Red Cloud. For many years
Deloria, with his pen (and now with his
word processor), has struck terror in the

under the

felicitously

The Nations Within, which

chosen

signifies

both the achievement of self-government
under the Indian Reorganization Act and

movement toward a

the current

national

(and international) Indian identity.

The

part

first

—

a well-researched, gen-

and others who grapple with the contemporary or historical Indian, whether as an

federal government's conduct of Indian

economic "problem," a

affairs fifty years

literary

symbol, or

match the

a political force.

The

secret of Deloria's success in be-

ies

—does

ago

In contemporary
ist's

may

be the raw

i

but not the substance of history

role

is

America the joun-

often that of advocate,

-A

Deloria and Lytle have too openly

sumed this role. This is particularly t;
when they move on to consideration o
"movement toward nationality" on
part of Indian tribes.

sympathy, d
mixed in all con;erations of the American Indian, it is d
cult to obtain an unemotional, realis,
and impartial assessment of such a vola

Because special

interest,

guilt are inextricably

under the guidance of Commissioner of Indian Affairs
John Collier, completely reoriented the

laden editorial writers, obtuse historians,

terial

second deals with the recent and as yet not
fully defined Indian struggle for a

—

shaky sources, which

not seek to

scholarly detail of earlier stud-

of Collier and the Indian Reorganiza-

subject as

Indian sovereignty.

Desp

their sophistication, the authors fall

i)

the trap of judging John Collier's achie-

ment

(in getting

Congress to pass the

dian Reorganization Act, which est-

Act by such scholars as Kenneth
Lawrence Kelly, and Graham Taylor. But while The Nations Within is popular and readable, it is not unscholarly except where the reader is asked to accept on

lished

faith the authors' attribution of motives.

for the

success at shaking his self-confidence or

For example, the authors allege that Sen.

denting his reputation. In the present vol-

Sam

skeptil
comprehending,
sometimes
Congress, but by what he failed to obt;

ume, as in the earlier American Indians,
American Justice, Deloria shares author

order to

kill

that, if

did exist, was unsuccessful. This

coming the preeminent Indian spokesman
is his inexhaustible energy, his wry good
humor,
gifts,

his not inconsiderable scholarly

and

his

diplomatic

his detractors

among

Deloria has

skill.

Indians and whites,

but his critics have had amazingly

credit

with Clifford

league

in

M.

Lytic,

little

his

col-

the Department of Political Sci-

ence at the University of Arizona. The
partnership, unequal though

it

may

be,

is

tion

Philp,

Ervin attached

Rights

Bill to

it

speculation

the

a fair housing

the housing

is

Indian
bill in

bill

—

1968

in

a strategy

presented without any cita-

tion of authority or tangible proof.
will

Civil

Some

accept the authority of Deloria on

the legitimacy and defined
powers of Indian self-government as an
tegral part of the
ideal, rather

Collier

is

law of the land) by

•

i

than a practical, standa,

judged, not by what he wres

i

Indians from a sometimes

such as a formal declaration of Indian
litical

sovereignty.

Neither Deloria

other critics of Collier consider the pro

•

ble fate that Collier averted: the total

struction of Indian tribal identity and
ereignty.

To say

s-

that Collier's legislate

fruitful.

Lytle's participation seems to
have added depth and responsibility to the

such matters because of the prominent
role he played as executive director of the

struggle "in most respects represented

sparkling, cynical, but often careless ap-

National Congress of American Indians

fered radically from the original propel

from 1964

is

proach

that

characterized

some

of

Deloria's earlier works, such as Custer

Died for Your Sins.
There are two books here. One, sober
and scholarly, deals with the Indian past;
the other, imaginative and speculative,
deals with the Indian future.
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The

first

to

1967 and because of

his in-

and continuing access to
both Indian and white political leaders before and after his tenure as head of this organization. But such personal reminisfluential

role

cences are unreliable guides to the past;
they smack too

much

of the journalist's

solid defeat"

because the

final version c

to miss the forest for the trees.

The publisher claims that,

in

addition

their analysis of the Indian Reorganition Act,

Deloria and Lytle trace the rise of Indi
militancy and the decline of tribal gove-

I
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programs in 1985
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ment
show

and

Peter Matthiessen wrote an entire book,

fend the radical Indian positions on

the political effects of Reagan's crip-

In the Spirit of Crazy Horse, in 1983), the
activist currently in prison for shoot-

issues,

into near welfare-agency status,

pling budget cuts.

They conclude with

a set

of sound proposals that take into account
current economic realities while suggesting

how

traditional institutions can be used to

AIM
ing

two FBI agents

tron saint of

resurrect sovereignty today.
if

only publishers' blurbs would cor-

respond to objective truth! Deloria and
Lytle give a too-sympathetic account of

American

the militant activities of the

Movement (AIM) radicals
Wounded Knee and elsewhere, but fail
Indian

ern

AIM, and

become a
to blunt

West-

treatment

Soviet

of

criticism

in

pa-

has been

his plight

by the Soviet Union

cited

Alas,

Wounded Knee

at

1973. Peltier has virtually

Within do more than allude to the radiindictment of the United States for

at

cals'

to

alleged crimes against humanity, such as

and

demonstrate that these actions have advanced the cause of Indian nationhood

genocide

and sovereignty. The authors ignore the
"work" of Leonard Peltier (about whom

Tribunal. Deloria

Indian

of

sterilization

women, before

such as himself for an evolution of
self-government into

the Russell International
too honest a scholar

is

and too sophisticated a

politician to de-

full
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Deloria

is

equally vague as to the

pi:ti

must be taken before

nationhood

Iria

is

He

achieved.

wistfullal

ludes to the "famous Twenty Points
which he was a principal author)
sented to White House officials Leo.j
Garment and Bradley Patterson din
the 1972 election-week March on Vil
ington. These points, which included a
o

ri

toration of constitutional treaty-man

authority and the provision that

BY PRIVATE TRAIN

'i

hood."
cal steps that

Neither do the authors of The Nations

di

or no merit

little

he makes use of the radical rhetoric t
press the vague hope of Indian lei
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Andrei Sakharov.
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all

d

ans be governed by treaty relations,

;r
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la

they had no chance of influencing
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thli

trashinjii
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1972 protesters and
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phrased

in

party convention languag

encompass everything, please everj
and offend no one. Thus Deloria and
assert that "relations between the
and the federal and state governn
must be stabilized, and mutual res
and parity in political rights must b
]

i

I

!

i

shed." Yet the authors are belittling
eir

references to the "government-to-

ers.
is

Of all the land claims, the Sioux claim

the most famous.

The Sioux

are

still

vided on the question of whether to accept

assert incorrectly that "the ideology

ing a series of earlier judicial determina-

i

rally

tions

adopted by Republican admin.

.

.

makes Indians wards of the

Supreme Court

the 1980

Deloria, a Sioux, does not

c,

one creates a different

reality. Call-

tell

it.

As he

pointing out the shortcomings of other

us where he

groups."

The Nations Within takes a

Whether the Indian

satisfying in terms of fulfilling ancient

proach.

if

promises and disruptive

achieve the

'expands the membership) or cause

it

an inordinate amount of time and energy

that the authors visualize

away from other reservation activities that
would be more profitable in the long run."

doubtful.

a national council does

exercised "in a

i:

iner."

more comprehensive

Calling policemen peace

offi-

When

)does not constitute a "structural re-

between "traditional"
modern Indian tribal governments

sis for

eal differences

be accomplished with pious plati-

or easy criticism of elected tribal of-

s

Is.

to

laid the ba-

future by Indian tribal leaders.

done

this, first

of

all,

They have

by providing a

well-

written and basically accurate consider-

have a substitute for elective gov-

ation of the Indian Reorganization Act.

curiously, the authors

by majority

raditionals

and

They grudgingly

Erratum:

radicals.

for

peared with the reproduction of Claes Oldenburg's "Proposal for a Cathedral in the

adjudicated by the Indian Claims

iimission.

Court of Claims, and the

Supreme Court,
sensitive issues

An

rule, the bete noire of

dian claims against the U.S. governt,

have

however,

is,

Office

a more mature consideration of that

do not

Most

lent

tion to the Indian future,

nations will

extent of the sovereignty

full

Wilcomb E. Washburn is director of the
of American Studies at the Smithsonian Institution and the author of a
number of books on the American Indian,
includingThe Indian in America and Red
Man's Land/White Man's Law.

and done, Deloria and

Lytle, while not providing a practical solu-

<\

I

said

they take

ng of the police function." Resolving

hot
I

all is

in that

significant

step toward creating this responsible ap-

;Tiaximize tribal sovereignty (even

tribal council

involves

having a responsible group that has pride
in itself but does not generate this pride by

"Claims are both

notes,

"Self-determination

anti-white.

stands on the issue, preferring instead to
straddle

for

Indian tribes must be sustained by
rhetoric that is pro-Indian rather than

United States owes the Sioux for the tak-

and Lytle also seem to think
by calling something by a different

they point out that a suc-

movement toward nationhood

all

amount of compensation the

tions of the

ing of the Black Hills over a century ago.

ieloria

cessful

decision replac-

rnment. ..."

!

built. Thirdly,

di-

rnment relationship" that underlies
ident Reagan's Indian policy. The au-

;

'

—

'

constitute particu-

among

Indian lead-

give John Collier credit
what he did accomplish, even while
chiding him for not doing more. Secondly,

they recognize that the act

is

Form

the funda-

mental and indispensable foundation on
which the movement toward Indian nationhood,

if it

is

incorrect

credit

of a Colossal Faucet"

line

ap-

(November

1984, page 20). Permission to reproduce

was granted by the Whitney
American Art.
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Venus Shows Off
by Thomas D. Nicholson
After months as a not too prominent
evening star (bright enough but not well
placed

the sunset sky), Venus

in

now

is

sundown, visible
nearly three hours. It improves as it

Leo's bright

nearly together,

rise

star,

climbing up the eastern sky before midnight.

But the moon rises nearly an hour
each night and Regulus rises four

glorious in the west after

later

for

minutes earlier.
January 11-13: The moon spends these

goes past

greatest easterly elongation

its

toward greatest brilliancy in late Februwe have a number of weeks of good

three nights in Virgo, at perigee (nearest

Mars, Jupiter's companion of November, is now near Venus,
and both nearly keep pace as they move
left through the stars, this month. But

on the 13th will be at 6:27 p.m., EST It
steadily approaches Spica, the brightest

Mars does close slowly with the brighter
Venus. After dark each night, while Ve-

about midnight.
January 14: Jupiter ends its recent reign
as an evening star and technically be-

ary, so

viewing ahead of

nus

up

is still

Mars,

us.

the west, look below

in

only

the

object

bright

it

for

nearby.

Watch throughout the month as it moves
toward Venus. They will be especially
prominent near the moon on the 24th.

the earth) on the

1

1th; last-quarter

star in Virgo, passing

ning of the

3th,

1

comes a morning

above

on the eve-

it

when both

star

when

phase

rise at just

it

passes the

sun (conjunction) today. It will reappear
in our sky in a few weeks.
January 16-17: The late crescent moon

Jupiter goes over into the morning sky

now belongs

mid-month when

the stars and planets to the sun's right.

at

it

passes conjunction

to the

morning

sky, joining

dawn on

It is

the 16th

with the sun. Saturn improves as a morn-

close to Saturn before

ing star in January, rising about three

and to Antares Scorpius's bright star
on the 17th. When it nears Jupiter on the

hours past midnight at mid-month, well

up

Libra,

20th, however, both will rise only a few

and above Antares, the bright

minutes before the sun, excluding any
chance of our seeing them.

the southeast by dawn.

in

to the right

reddish star of Scorpius.

you nicely

—

to that star

It is in

The moon guides

on the morning of

is

in

in the

calendar below are given

time unless otherwise stated.
January 1 The early evening moon,
:

ter, lights

first

in

quar-

the sky until after midnight.

January

Mercury

3:

is

at

maximum dis-

tance to the sun's right, favorably located
as a

morning

star low

the rising sun before

weeks.

The earth

is

and

dawn

to the right of

for the next

easterly

:

two

at perihelion, nearest

the sun.

ning

star.

at 9:28 p.m.,

When Venus reaches great-

elongation

tance to the sun's

in local

Aries and about two days past

est

moon,

Capricornus.

January 2 1
Events

New

January 20:

EST,

the 17th.

(maximum

left), it is

But not

all

elongations are

equally favorable. Today's
not the best. Venus

is

is

a good one,

high and bright

dimmer, ruddy-looking obMars. Venus's evening appearance can be enjoyed from now until
mid-March, when it sets too soon after

eral hours; the

ject near

it is

sundown

for successful viewing.

January 22: The new crescent moon
should surely be visible

if

Hyades and the fuzzy

tonight after sundown.

High and

sun's

dimmed somewhat by the moon's light.
January 6: Full moon is in Gemini. The

bounces off

its left

are Pollux

and Castor;

Orion's prominent stars and the two

Dog

Stars stand out below in the bright moonlight.

The

latest sunrise of the

winter oc-

curs today; morning light will brighten noticeably earlier in a few days.

January

82

9:

The moon and Regulus,
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left,

the sky

is

clear

to the

a slender crescent of sunlight

patch of stars called the Pleiades, both

twin stars to

if

in

the sunset glow and early darkness for sev-

January 3-4: Aldebaran, in Taurus, is
below the moon both evenings. Nearby
are the V-shaped

dis-

best as an eve-

its

several nights,

right side.

it

will

move

Over the next
Venus

closer to

and Mars, above to its left, as the crescent
grows thicker.
January 24: The moon passes below Venus and Mars in the early evening, making
for a pretty sky if the weather lets us see it.
The two planets are above the moon to its
left. After the moon passes Venus (about

Celestial Event.^

7:00 P.M., EST),

it

moves slowly

to the left

(but fast enough for viewers to notice the

change in about half an hour) between the
two planets until it passes Mars about four
hours

later.

January 25: The crescent moon is at the
border between Cetus and Pisces. The star
below to its left is Diphda (in Cetus); Pegasus (note the large "square") is above and
to its right.

January 27: Apogee moon (farthest
from the earth) is in Pisces.
January 28: First-quarter moon (at
10:29 P.M.,

above

it is

EST)

is

in

Hamal, the

Aries.

The

star

brightest in Aries.

January 30: The gibbous moon is between the Pleiades (to the right) and Aldebaran (the reddish star to the left), all in
.

—

Taurus.

_.

.

-^

/ \

January 31:

^-y
'

:':ff

•:

«/'

We

won't notice

but

it,

Mercury passes Jupiter (a conjunction)

to-

Both morning stars rise too late in the
dawn to be visible. The evening moon is
above Aldebaran. Look along the right
side of the V of stars (the Hyades), which
includes Aldebaran at its tip, past the
moon to El Nath, the star marking the
day.

Bull's left horn.

The winter Sky Map shows the sky for
months of January, February, and
March, as viewed from latitude 40°
north at the evening hours given below. To
use the map, hold it vertically in front of
you with north (Nj at the bottom and
match the lower half of the map with the
stars you see when you face north. As you
the

map

to

you face

to

turn in other directions roll the

bring the compass direction

the bottom of the map.
The stars move west slowly during the
night.

By morning

(before dawn), stars

the western half of this
.

on

map will have set,

those on the eastern half will be in the
west, and new stars (those of the spring

i;..itjs(i?

evenings) will have risen in the east.

map represents the sky at about

Helmul Wimmer

The

2:00 a.m.

on January l; 1:00 a.m. on January 15:
midnight on January 31; 11:00 p.m. on
February 15; 10:00 p.m. on February 29;
9:00 P.M. on March 15; and 8:00 p.m. on
March 31. The map can be used for an
hour or more before and after the times
given.
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The Comet That
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by Stephen
As

P.

Maran

famed

the

comet

Halley's

proaches, to appear

in

the sky in

of this year and the spring of

1

ap-

autumn

986, the ac-

companying hoopla might easily obscure
the fact that a number of other comets,
many of comparable scientific importance, are also under study.

On

the

first

of

January, Halley was
lion miles
its

still almost 404 milfrom the earth, a long way from

projected

when

position

in

March

1986,

a fleet of European, Soviet, and Jap-

anese spacecraft

will

sweep past

it,

taking

photographs, spectra, and measurements,

and when U.S. astronauts

will

pilot

space shuttle payload of powerful

a

tele-

from the earth's orbit.
Meanwhile, other comets and related
undergoing concentrated
objects
are
study. One notable example is Comet
Giacobini-Zinner, which on September
11, 1985, will be intercepted by NASA's
International Cometary Explorer (ICE)
space probe. Another is a recently discovered object called 1983 TB, which, although classified as an asteroid, follows
the path of the Geminid meteoroid stream
(the tiny objects that produce the Geminid meteor shower on Earth each December) and is almost surely a dead comet.
To brush up on nomenclature, a comet
is a celestial body consisting of a solid nucleus (a few miles or less in diameter) that,
as it approaches the sun, develops a surrounding atmosphere (the coma, tens to
hundreds of thousands of miles across),
and one or more tails. The tails may extend for a hundred million miles or more.
A meteoroid is a rock or dust particle outside the earth's atmosphere in interplanetary space. Falling through the earth's atmosphere, a meteoroid is heated by
scopes to observe

friction that

it

makes adjacent

air

molecules

glow, producing the short-lived streak of

light called a meteor, or "shooting

st.'

meteoroid that lands on the earth
face

is

called a meteorite.

of meteors seen during a short

(from hours to days) and
nearly the

same

s

A large nm
timisj

all arrivinj'r

direction

is

know

a

meteor shower. (The most prom
showers are the Perseids, which aju
about August 12 every year, an
Geminids, which occur about Decni
14.) The huge collection of meteoros
biting the sun, which produce a give

r

teor shower,

is

called a meteoroid sta

Meteorites are chunks of rock amr

but they don't seem to

come from me

oid streams. Instead, they are appan

fragments of asteroids, the

solid Id

that range from big rocks to tiny p

ii

and are confined mainly to the asi
belt between the orbits of Mars andu
ter. Asteroids differ from comets ill
they lack atmospheres and tails.'
meteoroids involved in meteor showe
not chunks of rock; they appear to b(i
flulTy dust particles. Some have ac
been captured by U-2s and other su

a

1

equipped, high-altitude jet aircrali

meteoroids seem to come u
The nucleus of a comet, acco

ther, these

comets.

il

famous dirty iceball theor\, co
of water ice and various frozen gasi
terspersed with dust particles. As ih
zen material at the surface of a conm
to the

r

cleus evaporates under heating b\ th
and turns into gas, the outward-streaii
gases blow the dust previously trapp
the ice back from the head of the com
•

the direction opposite the sun, thd

forming a dust
dust

tail is

forever as the
the head.

tail.

All of the matter

subsequently

The

tail

lost to

the

streams backward

lost

dust gradually

space around the comet's orbit

i

J

d
)

fill!

in a s]

-

.
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tained for years that the earth-crossing

scopes at California, Hawaii, and else-

from the asteroid
belt but comets that have somehow lost
their vital powers and can no longer pro-

where showed that it lacked any hint of an
atmosphere or a tail, confirming that it
should be classified and named as an asteroid. However, the computed orbit of
1983 TB is almost the same as that of the
Geminid meteoroid stream, and since we

identification of

know

that meteoroid streams consist of

comets, a possible collision betwet

dust from comets and cause meteor show-

asteroids might produce a sufficien

asteroids are not visitors

duce a coma or a

much

tracted

This theory

tail.

although none from me.

past,

As an ardent

believer in the dirty iceball theory of
ets,

found

I

at-

favorable attention in the

it

com-

hard to imagine an iceball

some astron-

ers,

omy books do depict a big rock, beneath all

TB

turning into rock. Sketches in

the ice, at the center of a comet's nucleus,

but there has been no direct evidence that
such rocky cores actually exist. My concept of the death of a comet has always

been that repeated bouts of solar heating,
as a

comet makes numerous

orbital passes

around the sun, turn the dirty ice into outflowing gas and dust and gradually lead to
the comet's complete dissolution.
There are some meteor showers for

which the parent comets have not been
identified. Such was the case, until very

Geminid meteors. As

recently, of the

cently as February 1983, three British

re-

me-

Queen Mary College

teor experts at

in

London and the University of Sheffield
commented that the parent comet of this
meteor shower "has not been detected and
probably completely decayed a long
time ago." Thus, they seemed to share my
feeling that comets are gradually reduced

However, by December
1983, when the article in which this comment appeared was actually published,
those three British scientists had made an

to nothingness.

important addendum: they noted that the
parent comet had apparently been found,

form of object 1983 TB.
Comets are usually named for their discoverers. Comet Kohoutek was named for
Lubos Kohoutek, the Czech astronomer
who found it, and Comet IRAS-ArakiAlcock (see "Thereby Hangs a Tail," Natural History, June 984) was named for
the Infrared Astronomy Satellite (IRAS),
in the

1

which discovered it, along with codiscoverers Araki and Alcock, in Japan and
England, respectively. A famous exception to the rule

not for

its

is

named
one knows who

Halley's comet,

discoverer (no

that was) but for the English astronomer

who first

predicted in the early eighteenth

century that the comet would return.

When an

asteroid

is

discovered,

it is

given

a temporary designation consisting of the

year of the discovery and some

letters.

Eventually, an international commission
will

name

the asteroid, usually after any-

thing or anyone but the discoverer. Thus,

when IRAS found a
earth-crossing

1983,

it

Soon
1983

86

unknown
November

previously

asteroid

in

was named 1983 TB.
its

discovery, observations of

TB made

with ground-based tele-

after

Natural History

1

/85

there

is

a good possibility that 1983

Lacking supporting evidence f u
1983 TB as an oldin^
tive comet, we have to ask if there
aj

way, consistent with the
it

known

fact

tlj

could be just a plain asteroid. Oiij

swer

is

as follows:

Although

streams are thought to be

all

met)r^

debrisfro

ber of small particles of debris to

t|

iij|

ciat^

comet of the
Geminid meteors. Somehow, as Wetherill, the Carnegie geophysicist, had long
maintained, an icy and dusty comet seems

phenomenon resembling a metwj
stream. Such a collision would be o)

have been transformed into a presumably rocky asteroid, lacking both an atmosphere and a tail.
The orbits of 1983 TB and the Geminid

persists for

is

the long-sought parent

time event, so the stream would not

.si|

long as the debris shed by a comet,

h]|

almost any astronomer would be con-

hundreds of thousands ce\|
millions of years, as the comet keep:;h(
ding each time it passes the sun. Riia|
sightings of the Geminid meteor son
have only been reported since 182,j
contrast to other meteor showers s&

vinced of a causal association between the

ularly since antiquity. Further, coitSj

to

meteoroid stream are so nearly alike that

asteroid

and the meteoroids. And 1 983

TB

:\

the occurrence rates of the Geminid m

show that there are strong variat n^
number of meteoroids withi
Geminid stream's orbit. This sugges

has other unique properties that tend to

ors

support

the

its

identification as the missing

between comets and earth-crossing
asteroids. For example, as an asteroid (so
classified because of its lack of atmosphere and tail), 1983 TB comes closer to
the sun than any other known asteroid,
while as an inactive comet (producing no
outpouring of gas and dust), it has the
smallest orbit of any known comet.
I should mention that there have been
link

\

tt

the meteoroids have been shed by
ent object, 1983

TB,

tl

p

in the relativyl

cent past and are not debris that aciq
lated over the millennia.

These two

may be consistent with the putative

TB

and another

ri|

hm

of the meteoroids in a collision

1983

oil

asteroid, bulJi]

are probably good counterargumerJ

previous accounts of purported missing

balance, since other meteoroid

links

between comets and earth-crossing
asteroids and between asteroids and meteoroid streams. However, the earlier evidence has never been persuasive.
Personally, I am convinced from its orbital characteristics that 1983 TB is the
asteroidal or asteroidlike remains of the
comet that produced the Geminid meteor
shower, but as of this writing (October

are definitely associated with come!,

1984), no solid supporting evidence for

none are associated with other astioi
the case that TB is a dead comet isjtn
ger than that the Geminid meteoro s]
debris from an asteroid.
Short of visiting and inspecting 3J
1983 TB, the best way to verify th c
elusion that comets evolve into ai
crossing asteroids would be to icnt
other likely examples of such an evo ti

and
Cochran and

slaj

that belief has been cited. Asteroid

Astronomers are earnestly pursuir

comet

line of investigation.

Edwin

investigators Anita L.
S.

Barker, of the University of

Texas in Austin, obtained spectrograms of
1983 TB with the 107-inch telescope at
McDonald Observatory near Fort Davis,
Texas, and found no trace of emission
from cometary gases. Photographs made
at Palomar Observatory in southern California show no hint of a coma or tail. Infrared measurements made with NASA's
120-inch Infrared Telescope Facility on
Mauna Kea, Hawaii, by Glenn Veeder of
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, have been
combined with other data to determine
the diameter of 1983 TB. Veeder reports
that the diameter is about three to four
miles, comparable to the size of most
earth-crossing asteroids but large

com-

pared to the estimated diameters of the
nuclei of most observed comets.

word

on

the

tive

it

too

asDr

may be a in

comet. Lucy McFadden, an inv

tor of asteroids at the University of

land

ti

la

College Park, reported

in

t

In fact, theal

earth-crossing

Oljato suggests that

f

t

October 1984 meeting of planetolojit!
Honolulu that Oljato reflects sunlig:
i

"distinctly

that

it

non-asteroidal"

reflects

the earth in a

manne

a

radar transmission; fr

way suggestive of "a

m^

regular, if not grotesque shape."

that be the shape of a

oi

comet nuclei

tl

has

lost its

surface deposits of ice?

also

seems

to interfere with the solawi

in

a manner suggesting that unseen

similar to the debris in a

behind

comet

iji

cb

taikn

it.

Studies of 1983

TB

and other

crossing asteroids are of special

ai

iier

probably begin

jse space probes will

these objects in the not too distant

it

and we need to know what to exThe suggestion has even been made

e

uture astronauts or robot space vehi-

mine these asteroids for useful
There has been much discus)f such missions in the United States,
recent report from the Central Reh Institute for Physics in Budapest,
;ary, by well-known Soviet and Hunn physicists describes methods of
ing the surface of an asteroid by
)arding it with particle and laser
'is from a nearby space probe. Thus,
lussians are also thinking about a
flight to a nearby asteroid. In view
night

rials.

I

:

this,

we would

like to
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know beyond

nable doubt whether the earth-cross-

remains of comet
hunks of rock.

steroids are the

or are big

lis

hope

/

is

that future investigations

;onfirm whether, as

now

I

believe

apologies to the late Gen. Douglas
'\rthur), "old

comets don't

die,

they

'ade away."
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your garden

may want
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is an acre or more you
buy a big tiller. If it's any
less you should buy a Mantis-20 (and
hire somebody to plow or till your
garden once a year).
Big tillers weigh almost 300 lbs. The
Mantis weighs just 20 lbs. (women and

If

label

07621

it

to

We have a 30' x 100' garden thai Is
fenced lo keep woodchucks out. We
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Not any more! With our Mantis,

fence
till.

older gardeners love it)!
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on the other hand, starts with a flick of
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I
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Books/Publications
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AFRICAN CARVINGS. Hand carved by tribesmen in
Kenya- Send $2 for catalogue which is refundable with
your first order. Write now and receive a free gift- Write

AMERICAS PIONEERING NATURALISTS— hardcover.
256 pages, illustrated. Lives of Catesby, the Bartrams.
Wilson, Audubon, Burroughs, others, "A superb introecology" Pubduction to our founding fathers in
lishers Weekly- Autographed Copy. $13,95, Robert Elman, RR.l. Box 582. Stewartsville, NJ 08886

LETTER WRITERS seek correspondence on v
topics. Send SASE. Letter Exchange. Box 6218

PC

Africa

Box 11217, Dept

A,

Albuquerque.

NM

87192

AFRICAN MASKS AND FIGURES. $13-$275. request
photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

,

AVOCET BOOKS

1744

NATURAL HISTORY

and

2

David Wheeler.

list,

BOOKFINDING LIBRARIANS

locate any subject or title.
150.000 different titles in stock, indexed by author,
subject & title. "PAB ". 2918 Atlantic Ave.. Atlantic City.
or (609)

344-1943

int(^

AZ

4

PENPAL ORGANIZATION
Ages

10-89: IPF,

Box

with 100,000 mer
65, Brooklyn, NY 11229

Education

"CASH FOR COLLEGE, New Directory describ

history, biograpfiy, fiction,

subjects:

most complete catalog

Ttie

a

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIEN*

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS
—
arL
all
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ernment programs. $4 95 Unifunds. Box 19749-f
dianapolis. IN 46219

IF

for

of bargain

FREE

your

Hamilton, Box15-Y. Falls Villagt
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please call Susan Pinskv and Mars'
Bartow at (212) 606-7li7. Sotheby's,
1334 York A\enue at 72nd Street,
New York. N.Y. 10021.

lasting

age,
Free reply Harmony, Box 37955NH. Phoenix,

loan, grant, scholarship opportunities

books available anywhere! Write

Exhibition opens Wednesday,
January 23.
The complete original Havell edition
will be auctioned in 435 separate lots.

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA, Make
ships through correspondence. Send

"

and mucfi more,

pm each day.

rare

Box 507, Freeport, TX 77541

All publisfiers

Auction: Monday and Tuesday,
January 28 and 29 at 10:15 am

and

Collectible quality color

plates, important authors. Free

NJ 08401

John James Audubon's
Birds of America

fine

natural history books and prints 18th-20th century,
$2 00. 827 South Horner, Sanford, NC 27330
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SOTHEBY'S
FOUNDED

,

catalogue of

offers a

(

CA 94706

bany,

YOU ARE NOT INTIMIDATED
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sci.
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'^^''

i
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copy;

i
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CT06031
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HOW TO BECOME

A SPARETIME TRAVEL AGENT,

SAV

commissions, travel benefits explained, $3,95
Travel. Box 571-NH, Hicksville. NY 11802

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK'

Join our successful authors.
All subjects invited- Publicity, advertising, beautiful
books. Send for fact-filed booklet and free manuscript
report, Carlton Press, Dept NHA, 11 West 32 Street,

New

Over 400 pnvate re 3
camps, summer programs and schools in U J
abroad, serving children 6-16 Most visited b^
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subscription to Box 668DD. Essex, CT 06426
,

scape Painting, Katibalah

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Northwest Coast

Indian

masks, totems, graphics Eskimo sculpture. Southwest Indian pottery, baskets, rugs, kachinas West Afncan pieces No catalog Call.'write for photos and data.
Priced $100/up,Box 5896, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413,
(818) 789-2559

AUTHENTIC MEXICAN DANCE

MASKS— Color photo-

graphs available upon request, Kodros Ethnographic
Art (415) 668-1843

of-State

Book

City.

CA

POLARIZED LIGHT MICROSCOPY, workshop

Camps
WILDERNESS CANOEING/BACKPACKING: For ages
13-18 young men/worflen, BCWA, northern Ontario
and beyond,
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YMCA Adventures, 4
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Expeditions have

made

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU!

young people to explore

tion!

It

EXQUISITE BUTTERFLY PRINTS: Monarch. Buckeye.
Spicebush, Tiger Swallowtail, Color. 8' X 10". $4,00
each Specify choices. Order from artist: Elias Marge.
342 Pierrepont Street, Saint James. NY 11780

IN

MUSIC CARDS:

Renoir's

Clown

with Violin; Lipchitz's Sailor with Guitar, Send $1,00
(handling and mailing) AIMS, 5 Pinepoint Drive. Bridgeport,

CT 06606
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tin
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1 1
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MOUtn'AIN BUWOS AND DESERT SEAS
A two-vwek natural history expedition for adults into tne
Borderlands of southwest New Mexico and southeast Arizona,

OVERSEAS— ALL OCCUPATIONS'

Led ty Dr. Frederick Gehlbach of Baylor University. June9-23.

Opportunities,

FAMILY TRQC

tory

into Indian Country beginning

Worldwide
and complete information $3.00. Intern
Box 19107-RM, Washington, DC

—

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLE

24 For details contaa THOFAAS BILLINGS. JR..
DIRECTOR. P.O. BOX 4Q4S 1 NH. INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA
46240 (317) 896-3842.
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Free
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ANTIQUE SCIENTIFICA:
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Medical.
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scopes, Globes. Scales, Three illustrated catalogs
$10.00. Alex Peck, POB 710-5. Charleston, IL 61920,
(217)348-1009

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY! Free

MASKS, BATIK ART. HANDICRAFTS from
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TWO ART

Newest Handbook,
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AUSTRALIA— THE WORLD!
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CA
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Service,
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Alaska— Denali Park (Mc
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San Mateo, CA 94401

Wtorld.
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Australia

02162
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WORLD OF THINGS TO EXPLORE!

BIRKENSTOCK footwear Over 20

i<ire

150 Ivlajor compaiZ FURNITURE— 40%
(ee brochure Sobol House. 103 Richardson
.ilack Ivlountain, NC 2871 1 (704) 669-8031
Off

,

Free Catalog of

styles

brochure Footloose & Fancy, 1219 P

& colors. Free

St,,

Lincoln,

OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS"

ihelection of weird

photographs

Discover

and unusual succulents

68508(402)476-6119

CHICKaDEE FEEDER,

other birds/squirrels won't rob,
$2/15, Postpaid, Check to Shultz f^fg., Winchester. OR

of succulent crests, variegates,

and oddballs. Send $1,00, "Catalog of
Succulents," Dept, 1,553 Buena Creek, San
CA 92069

DON'T HAVE ENOUGH DINOSAURS'? We have
sands. Dinosaur catalog
10982, Send $1,00

B»ND EXOTIC HOUSEPLANTS FROIVI SEED,
eig
l|

Trees

— Vines — Unusual

-Bonsai— much

more

i Acacia Tree, Dept, H.

Fruits

Catalog

— Desert

$1.00— Re-

Box 22866, Lexington.

i:2

11

et Interests

ijlOTA WILD RICE $6 00 per lb prepaid, 5 lb,
Floura Brothers, Box 44C, Black Duck, f^N
i
,

-I

'I.

public market, Seattle

NH51,

Middlebury, Vermont 05753

STIMULATING VALENTINES for smart sweethearts!
Austen, Einstein, Freud, Colette and 600 other authors,
philosophers, scientists, artists, composers and miscellaneous historical personages on buttons and
magnets. Free, illustrated, unique catalog! Buttonworks. 671 State Street #11, Portsmouth. NH 03801

Miscellaneous
FLORIDA opportunities! Looking toward retirement,
new |ob, your own business? Wall's Florida Newsletter
presents valuable information on housing, employment, living costs, culture, lifestyle, much more. Three
monthly issues only $1 1 ,95, Walls. Dept, EE. Box 347.

Mims. FL 32754
thou-

DIG DINOSAURS'? DIG THIS! Here's the

big-

for the money on dinosaurs since Gigantosaurus: 1) ^9V^ X 33 full color wall chart features 16
dines with complete descnption by experts, 2) 64frame filmstrip and cassette describes their evolution
and how they lived, fought and died through the 140
million years of the fvtesozoic Period in earth history, 3)
35-piece set of fauna and flora flash cards, 4) Castable
mold of actual dino footprint, 5) 76-page fully illustrated
guide to the Dinosaur Age, 6) Self-testing program 7)
Dinosaur discoveries newsletter. Save 50%! All this exciting material for only $30 00 if ordered now. Please include your check or money order: M.Ft Low Sales,
Marlow, NH 03456

gest deal

the Newest, Exotic Leather

Folio $1 00, I^H IvIacFadden,

Box 546NH, Tallman. NY

!)ones,

DO YOU

Import: Eelskin

NE

97495

<ning

—

LEATHER FROI^ THE SEA,
original

unique, nature-related gifts Coldwater Creek. Box
2069. Department 110, Sandpoint, Idaho 83864

i—

ifOG

f^/IILLIONS

cost Jeeps included! "Nationwide Government Buy-,
ers Guide/Directory"— $2,00, Disposal, Box 19107-

Countries!

CA 92629

HEALING HERBS Hand-painted print— in color—
20"x25" 18 healing herbs and their properties great
wall poster Cost $8,50 + $1 ,50 shipping. Check, cash,
money order. Visa, MC, Kemp Krafts, Dept, NH, 50
West Oak Hill Road. Williston, VT 05495

Government Surplus

Mer chandise/Gifts

Free Brochure

4/$2,98

p

Coffee, Tea, Spices, Herbs, Potpourn,

Grandma's Spice Shop, RR
448NH, Burlington. NC 27215
Free catalog

INVENTORS! Apply Now! 9th Worldwide Inventors
Expo '85 Sheraton Exhibition Centre. New York, tvlay 37, 1985, RO. Box 114, Cooper Station, New York (212)
683-3326

"IVOWLS "Bumper Sticker, Send$1
dling:

00 postage/hanCA 93755

The Owl's Nest, Box 5491 NH, Fresno,

I^EET OTHERS WORLDWIDE— For hobbies, sports,
correspondence, vacations friends nearby, worldwide. Electronic Exchange, Box 68-H1. fvlanhattan
Beach, CA 90266

—

1

!

J1ieMarl^lL_
Music
PLANNING TO BUY A PIANO? Send for valuable Free
Booklet. A must before you buy. Enclose 254 P & H.
Music Group, dept. D2-03-15, 352 Evelyn St.. Paramus.

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS Virgin Gorda deluxe seaside villas Two kingsize bedrooms with private baths
Spectacular view. Private beaches Tradewinds Villas.
2213 Bond Street. Pittsburgh. PA 15237

AFRICA:

West

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY

Very small, very special hotel
into a 30 acre plantation on the island of Bequia.
Vincent Grenadines. W.I Ten rooms, pool, beautiful
beach, snorkeling. hiking, photography, birding. tennis. Wnte or call: Spring on Bequia. Box 19251 Minneapolis. MN 55419 (612) 823-1202 or your travel agent

NJ 07652

Wildlife

& Cultures Kenya.

Tanzania,

Rwanda. Seychelles. Botswana, Kj
Sahara Crossings From $1288,!
teen days. (Airfares. Hotels. All Meals!) Also: Ca
Hiking Tours Forum Travel. 91 Gregory Lanei
Pleasant Hill. CA 94523

gascar.

Africa.

tucked

AFRICAN TENTED/CAMPING SAFARIS, Keny

St.

Photo/Optical

zania.

berry Road. Syosset.

.

IF

YOU LOVE NATURE.

.

new

life

of adventure.

Noted Phoiojournalist Bill Thomas.
author of The Swamp. The Island and many other books and magazine
how
m
just
one
articles shows you
day to one week. Upcoming: Hunting
Island, S.C., March 30-31. Everglades-lO.OOO Islands, FL. March 10-16:
travel

and

pe^so'^al success.

Oketenokee Swamp. Cumberland Is GA. Apr, 14-20: Smokies. Apr. 2728 Bill Thomss' Touch of Success Seminars, P.O. Box 51532. India,

napolis. Indiana 46251

IDAHO WILDERNESS.
beautiful

Selway

Repairing binocusince 1923. Alignment performed on our U.S. Navy
and our article "Know Your
Binoculars, published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel
Optical Co.. Inc 331 Mansion St West Coxsackie, NY
12192. (518)731-2610
lars

"

,

TRINOVID
World's best

roads.

Access by horse-

(

back along histonc Nez Perce Trail. Comfortable cabin
accommodations, home-style meals, fishing, riding,
hiking, rafting. Two weeks (minimum) $895. Selway
Lodge. Box 1100-H. Hamilton. MT 59840
ST,

JOHN

Luxury

villa

I'

I

near National Park, snorkeling.

gardens Two bedroom suites accommodate 2-4: (212)
580-9405

ARCHEOLOGY FOR UNDERGRADUATES.

Tours/Trips

credits. Enrollment limited to 20. For cost infer a

venture for the discerning traveler Destinations include Nepal. Japan. Yemen. Madagascar. Peru. Transylvania Alps. Yugoslavia Call or write for information
PO. Box 398N. Worcester. MA 01602 (617) 799-4499

wnte: Dr. Richard

BCA
BCA

S208.15'
218.14'

390

Rubber
Green
shown)
S331.67
7x35 BA
S879
Full U S.A. Lifetime Warranty
For literature and discount list on
a complete line of sporting
Size.
(not

Full

optics write to

tk.

BINOCULARS— SWAROVSKI.

ZEISS,

Fujinon. Free Optics catalog.
Machine Tool. Box 541 -H. Scranton.

neli.

B&L,

Bush-

Mack Optical &
PA 18501 (717)

Hawaiian Sunrise Excursions

\
Small group natural history
Explore active volcanoes vie\\:
lorest birds

& Nepal

to

35 day programs from S670 00

-*

seabirds with resident natur

Ten days tour islands Deoai
every month Also personal
watching guide service
Hawaiian Sunrise Excursions
PO Box 492 Volcano HI 967
Reservation Intormation
Toll

ART.

(203)

CT 06830

622-0055

Toll

/

ARCHITECTURE TOUR OF SCANDINAVI

>

Leningrad, 21 days, late Ivlay-June Specially p<
visits to museums, design centers, stave chrs
palaces Fjord cruise Expert guiding, limiteJ
group Free brochure, write: Jacqueline Moss M J
Tours, Dept N. 131 Davenport Ridge Lane. Stai

TrAvel, Inc.

PO BOX481-NH
Greenwicfn.

Free 1-800-367-5183

i

airfare-

Free Broctiures

HiwaIavjam

humpback wfialesl

Free (800) 243-5330

CT 06903

ADIRONDACK

SKI TOURS. Explore the Easts greatest wilderness on crosscountry skis and snowshoes
with naturalist guides Experience the peaceful beauty
of a northern winter and pristine lakes, forests and
mountains in the land of deer. bear, beaver, otter, pine
marten, bobcat, coyotes and great-horned owls. Each
five-day session is limited to 12 adult guests and
geared to both novices and experts Daily excursions

or call (203)

322-8709

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

natural histor (
by expert naturalists. Small group:'
Write Nature Expeditions Intern;'
Dept NHCA. 474 Willamette Street. RO. Box
Eugene. OR 97440, Tel. (503) 484-6529

ditions led

brochure

i

BAJA CALIFORNIA GRAY WHALE EXPEDITIOI

followed by relaxed evenings in cozy backwoods
lodge. Hearty meals, congenial company, fireside programs featuring distinguished ecologists. photographers and conservationists. For brochure write or call
Adirondack Ski Tours. Saranac Lake, NY 12983 (212)

i

expert naturalist on ship Qualifer 105. February,
departures- Free brochure. Wnte Nature Expi
International, Dept NHCBC, 474 Willamette
Box 11496, Eugene, OR 97440, Tel (503) 484

i

260-7685

961-2542

BALI, JAVA, SINGAPORE, HONG KONG: A
tour with Cornell's Johnson Museum of Art, Vo
NH1. Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851

Tfie

Real Estate

LANDS
FROM
$7 50/ACRE!
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
Buyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings $3.00
Lands. Box 19107-RM. Washington. DC 20036

GOVERNMENT

UtalJ

Utah 84720

Trekking (walking) expeditions to ttie foot
01 Ml Everest & Annapurna, Wildlife
safaris tn searcti of rare Asian birds and
mammals Explorations of remote Btiutan.
Sikkim. Ladakfi and tropical Sri Lanka 10

Before S25.00 LEITZ Rebate

Armored

A Thompson. Southern

City.

!(

Rubber

S375,

Cedar

AFRICA, England to Kenya Overland Safari,
Small group Africa Outback. Box 1711. Ashtabula.
Ohio 44004 (216) 998-0923

India

SALE

College.

ACROSS

Made to fit your pocket 'or
purse With quality the biggest
thing about them.

•

BIRDINC

ABOVE THE CLOUDS TREKKING offers worldwide ad-

Unusual

LIST

8 wi

Creek Field School in archeological excavati a
complex Pueblo Western Anasazi site in SV 3
June 10 to August 4 Intended for undergradu;;
lege students. No expenence required. 15
tie

II

binoculars

8x20
10x25

11971

;i

No

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE.

Compacts, Black
Armored

fi

i

AlvlAZON. ANDES. INCAS & IGUANAS: Adve™
Tours. Expeditions. Groups/Individuals to Peru
dor. Galapagos, Venezuela, Costarica, Argenti
livia, Brazil, Mexico. 8d Amazon Exploration, $9Sj
USA! lOd Fascinating Peru, $1067, Airfare indue
Galapagos, from $400! Etc. Forum Travel. 91 Gn
Lane (#21 ). Pleasant Hill. CA 94523 (415) 671-2;
Aeroperu (213) 488-0515 (California: 800-252-0't

Small family homestead on

River.

collimator. Free catalog

,

NY

Africa,

.

Document what you see and feel wrth photography
"and share your love and concern thru publishing while
earning big dollars. Discover a

Rwanda. Botswana. Studytravel

,

,

.

—

Gentle
Rafters

^

I

Quercy & Lot Ve
BICYCLING IN FRANCE
May: Provence in September, Small groups: ci
able hotels: 10-speed Raleighs Write Nan R
RED Box 111. Vineyard Haven. MA 02568

CX L/ater\
'ATERWAYS

.

Silence, solitude, and unspoiled primeval beautv' For

.

.

an unforgettable experience float the Coppermine

NEAR PARIS

(40 miles from Notre Dame) 300 Year old
cottage in its natural condition (well
no electricity)
but in natural setting, two rooms in basement and studio with loggia To sell-rent or trade for similar property
in the US. Write: Prof, Almeras. c/o French American
Study Center. Lisieux 14104 Cedex

—

Rentals
Mexico, Fully equipped. Sleeps

the beautiful Gulf of
6,

$275/weel< (205)

968-6188

Hicxr,D%-

1

/R^

Northwest Territories Large, safe

CAMPING VACATIONS Adventure rental ve!
sink, stove, refrigeratorCampers sleep 4
available too! Reserve now (718) 224-6100

motors' Skilled guides, good food'
of the Midnight Sun
above the Arctic Circle with its flora and wildlife for
you to photograph and experience' Fish for arctic
char, grayling and trout m teeming waters. Sex or age
no barrier. Good health and a love of the outdoors
are the only prerequisites'
-^L
Two week tnps July & August.
V.
trips also available

ARCTIC WATERWAYS

Inc.
StevensviHe. Ontario, Canada

LOS ISO

AFRICA,

BELIZE— RUM POINT INN— small oasis of calm on the
Western Caribbean. Diving. Maya Ruins. Birds, Library.
Dine on the veranda. Retire to spacious, private,
beachfront cabanas. Bevier, Placencia. Belize (415)
752-8008

s

No

-

Small groups. The lundra - Land

OUR

Resorts

M»7

Canada

More remote

LUXURY. 2 Bedroom Condo on

on

River in

inflatables.

10th

ph (416) 382-3882

M

YEAR ON THE COPPERMINE!

AMAZON AND GALAPAGOS,

Wildlife

and

natural history tours with expert naturalists. Tanzania &
Kenya safans, Rwanda mountain gonllas Ultimate 2week Galapagos cruises, remote Amazonia canoe &

Over 60

worldwide. Free 1 985
color catalog. Wilderness Travel. 1 760-NA Solano Avenue. Berkeley. CA 94707. (415) 524-51 1
rafting expeditions.

trips

CANOE CANADA'S ARCTIC Remote

12 and "
canoe expeditions in the heart of North Arr I
the tundra and taiga of
great wilderness
da's Northwest Territories Photograph caribou
white wolves, muskoxen, moose, gnzzlies, rich tj
Spectacular fishing Groups of 6 to 8 persons d
bled and guided by Alex Hall, wildlife biologist ar
eran arctic canoeing guide. Can accommodatel
ited numer with no previous canoeing experiencj
For brochure write Cant
1 1th year of operation
Box 130C, Fort Smith, N W.T, CanadjO
tic Inc
fly-in

—

last

'

,

OPO
CANOE

TRIPS in Wilderness Nova Scotia, Ju '
tember Small groups, licensed guides. Exceller'
Wnte: Granville Nickerson. RR4N. Annapolis
N.S.

BOS 1A0 Canada

I*

:

1

EDVENTURES

Utah
National
geology experts. Rafting,
leisurely hikes, horseback Small groups Box
lioab. UT 84532

3NLANDS

-natural

i

history

•

j

BICYCLE TOURS. The

program InChinese country-

original

leisurely exploration of the

angtse Valley, Inner t\/longolia. East and South
Small groups, fully escorted Bi-monthly depariroughoul the year, 1 8-26 days, $1 995-$31 74 inair (west coast), China Passage. 302 Fifth Ave|5W York, NY 10001 (212) 564-4099
,

'

I

KNAPSACKING SUMMER/FALL

I

PANDA

'SS:

GALAPAGOS

ISLANDS. Economic tours from $1666
1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals.
Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon, Cuzco/Machu
Picchu. University credit available Joseph Colley,

NATURE LOVERS!

including airfare 8,

ral

Last, Inc., 43 Millstone Rd,. Randallstown,
(301)922-3116

cance 60 miles from Tucson Renowned

Circle Z Guest Ranch special natuhistory program. May 15-26, 1985 Lectures, guided
fieldtrips by specialists in fields of birds, plants, geol-

GALAPAGOS/PERU.

Beautiful area of diverse ecological signififor birds, wildexperience in
learning
flowers.
Enjoy indepth
recreational setting Riding, swimming, tennis. AttracBasic price
tive accommodations, marvelous food

Galapagos

$990

fvID

21133.

Natural history plus adventure.
$1880 Inca trail trek/
Many river expedition, 6/21-7/13/85, $1900. TamboPicchu, 8/10-30/
expedition/Machu
pata river-rafting
85 $1700. Small groups. Peruvian Adventures, 444
Redlands Avenue, Claremont, CA 91711 (714) 626islands, 7/12-28/85,

2905

Emeishan Mts.. Terracotta Army. Bei|ing
7 days Tibet October, 24 days Yukon: Retrace
ildrush by foot and canoe, Seattle to Dawson
M days Non-profit organization. Free brochure:
institute. Box 2236, Leucadia. CA 92024. (819)
le,

ogy, etc

Write, call: Circle

Z Ranch, Box 194N, Patagonia.

Arizona 85624 (602) 287-2091

NATURE TOURS

Free brochure listing our specialty
China. Costa Rica, Trinidad, Galapagos, Florida,
Texas. Anzona, Africa, Argentina. Australia, more
World Nature Tours. Box 693a, Silver Spnng, MD 20901

I

Himalayan _Excursions

•

1

.27

A unique

f

southwestern Yunnan and Hainan
and other famous places in Central and
1 China
Three week tours from $3400 World Naurs, Box 693a, Silver Spring, MD 20901

company

wide

offers a
in

Nepal.

Himalayan Excurs

nalayan Excursions
r.O.

tropical

G.P.O.

Box 11204

Box 1221

PERU ADVENTURES:

Midland. Texas 79702

Beijing

t

i

WULONG PANDA WALK

I

Exclusive walking ex-

through the Wulong Panda Reserve in
1. Small groups, fully escorted Departures April
1 October
1985 24 days, $3,250, including
•rom West Coast China Passage. 302 Fifth AveY, NY 10001 (212)564-4099
s

HIKE THE SWISS ALPS Special hiking tours led by author/mountaineer Fred Jacobson Appenzell. Kandersteg. Lenk. Murren. Pontresina. Saas-Fee, Sils

TROPICAL ADVENTURE. Superb

birding
of twelve led by

Mana

Zermatt. Spectacular scenery. Challenging trails De
lightful country inns. Superb cuisine. 12th summer!
Wnte: Jacobson, Dept. K, Chappaqua Travel, 24 S

Greeley Ave
IN

t RICA

,

Chappaqua, NY 10514

CASE YOU LIKE TO PLAN YOUR OWN Galapagos
we offer cruises around the islands on two

J

JOURNEY WITH WHALES ALONG Baja California,
Mexico aboard the Pacific Queen Gray whales, ele-

'
,FRICA— $1 995! An authentic wilderness campi/enlure to Kenya. 18-days: includes air, land,

hch more. 32-days: $2695! Wnte Voyagers, RO.
(5, Aurora. NY 13026

EXPERIENCE THE RUCCEDNESS
OF NORTHERN ALASKA
50% oH il booked belore 5- -HS
7S% oH to all icoul & lamtly groups ol B or more
Back Pack the Brooks Range Cates ol the Arctic, gold
panniog Raft Touts Cuslotnized Fishing Trips Cross
Countrv Sk. Tours -Photography Guided & Unguided
Write or call
16 years ol gualrty guiding
1

-

.

-

A motor yacht

with 3 double cabins. Please contact:
Bernhard Schreyer, Santa Cruz, Galapagos, Ecuador

ALASKA FISH
1

AND

77 Shypoke Dr

TRAILS UNLIMITED

Mathews,

Ft Collins,

Dolomite Treks,

725a
CO 80524 (800) 621-8387 ext. 224
Sardinia.

i

CA 94523

K

'b'ENCE

phant seals, dolphins: island, lagoon exploration: superb bird photography Excellent crew and biologists.
8/9 day expeditions December-April. Pacific Queen/
Fisherman's Landing, 2838 Garrison Street, San
Diego, CA 92106 (619) 726-2228: (619) 224-4965

KENYA

Individually

ence. Perry

designed safans, 28 years experi1 643, Darien, CT 06820

KENYA. Outstanding leaders and itineraries VoyagPO Box 245, Aurora, NY 13026

(415) 671-2900

exciting

safari through Kenya or Tanzania. From
+ airfare Optional Kilimanjaro climbs Also
tMrica, Egypt, Botswana, more Free 12 page
agents for Bnlain's Tracks Travel,
H ochure
li s in African adventure travel
Himalayan Travel,
l-NH, Greenwich, CT 06836 (800) 243-5330

NATURALIST'S DELIGHT! Baja California, Mexico.
Abundant Birds, Marine Mammals! Sea of Cortez Islands! Desert Flowers! Cave Paintings' Pacific Lagoons! Photographers Paradise! Personalized Wilderness Travel Since 1966 Write for brochure: Baja's
Frontier Tours, 3683-A1 Cactusview Drive, San Diego,
California 92105 (619) 262-2003

J)

US

MONUMENT

VALLEY, Anasazi Cliff3s, Desert Ecology, Geology Navajo-Hopiland
r
g Adventures, 1556N Georgia, Boulder City, NV
0(702)293-5758
il

AND TONGA

coral reef ecology. 10-day
Arctic sailing, Alaska whale
& birding in Australia, India, Galapaica Over 60 trips worldwide, expert naturalist
Free 1985 color catalog Wilderness Travel,

jlHITI

'(.ises.

Also

.

0,3

summer

Solano Avenue, Berkeley,

CA 94707

(415)

AGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS
•

roups. Departures

1985, January-December.

Machu Picchu, Inca Floats, 1606N
;a 94920, (415)435-4622

Juanita,

;

584-8300

(800)431-1515
orwrite:PerilloToursDept.12Pearl River, NY 10965!
call:

(212)

SPECTACULAR HAWAII-UNIQUE

natural history/culVolcanoes, lush valleys, tidal pools, whaling,
snorkeling, etc. 1-5 islands Join guided groups or design own tour 1-5 years experience. Hawaii 2000
(NH84), 2810 Manoa Road, Honolulu, HI 96822 (808)
ture

—

988-4554

VIRGIN ISLANDS WILDLIFE— March 3, naturalist-led, 8
days. 95' schooner, $675. Blue Sky Adventures, 126N.
Oakridge, NJ 07438. 1985 brochure. (201) 697-7233

Ti-

stone National Park on

field

wildlife,

seminars

in

Yellow-

geology, plants,

his-

and more Two to six days. Write about fees, accommodations, credit. Yellowstone Institute. Box 117,
Yellowstone National Park, WY 82190
tory,

YUKON WILDERNESS UNUMITED

"Gentle Adven-

tures "—enriching naturalist oriented northern wilderness sojourns, river, mountain— special appeal for
older or inexperienced people— our 21 si year— top references—Box 41 26, Whilehorse, Yukon, Canada (403)

668-5244

VICTOR EMANUEL

PHOTO

SAFARIS

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION
The

following

new

rates are effective with the January

1985 issue.

NORTH AMERICA

•

BAJA

ALASKA GALAPAGOS
MACHU PICCHU HAWAII
•

•

; h Wildlife

U

of Italy North/South,
Cruises/Italy & Ireland
For Free Brochure see your travel agent

Med

YELLOWSTONE— Summer

MIDEAST

THE REAL EAST AFRICA on an

|

Italy!

Choice

Mason Safaris, Box

(203) 838-3075

ifg

'IRE

PeRILLOIOURS F¥VNr/^IVI

ers,

Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

Fascinating Hiking. Skiing and Special Interest Tours Groups
iduals. Forum Travel, 91 Gregory (#21), Pleas-

i

Craft/Cul-

rapher Gordon Frost Eighteen years experience
Small groups. Write: Gordon Frost, Box 471 -NH,
Newhall, CA 91321

or

479 7b30or a79.'4732

rEi ASIA (CHINA!),

SOUTHERN MEXICO

ture tours Travel with expert folk art collector/photog-

Save $1000 a person on
ITALIAN SPECIALTY TOURS, INC
Photography Workshop,
Venice

.

1

PERU, GUATEMALA,

boats A schooner, 6 participants—

different family-run

jert naturalists,

Trek the spectacular Cordillera
Blanca or ancient Inca Trail to Machu Picchu Overland
expeditions by 4WD vehicle. Amazon wildlife extensions. Complete Peru travel service. Free illustrated
brochure Himalayan Travel, Box 481 -NH, Greenwich,
CT 06836. Toll Free (800) 243-5330

Expedition

Limited to group
one a native ornithologist. Spect habitats include primary rainforest, rare cloud
magnificent mountains, mangroves, savanf,
hnd Pacific beaches Great lodging and out)ig dining Join us April 5-14 or December 21,
flanuary 1. Nature World Explorations NH, 11442
lay Drive, Columbia, MD 21044 (301) 730-0877
•tural history.

Es-

,

For brochure please write:

Ur Northeasts Zhalong Crane Reserve and
[lite Mountains: far West's Sinkiang and Pamir
iins:

trekking

variety of excursions exclusively

NATURE & CULTURAL ADVENTURE TOURS

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS

corted and independent nature and hiking tours. Hike
in New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford
Track, Explore Australia's Outback, Far North, and
Great Barrier Reef South Pacific itineraries designed
for individuals and groups Pacific Exploration Co Box
3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

LEADERS
BONES RANDY GREEN
DAN GURAVICH MIKE LACEY
ROBERT TAYLOR
JIM

•

•

PO. BOX 33008. DEPT C
AUSTIN. TEXAS 78764/(5 2) 477-509
1

$2.25 per word: 16 word ($36) minimum. D/sp/ayc/assrtied IS $225 per inch. All advertisements must be prepaid. Rales are not structured for agency or frequency
discounts. All advertisements are accepted al NATURAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send check/money order
payable to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market. NATURAL HISTORY Magazine. Central Park West at 79th
personal
St., New York, NY 10024. Please include your
address and telephone number, issue preferred, and
suggested heading. Deadline— 1st ol the month, two
months prior to cover date (the January issue closes
Nov. 1 ). Camera-ready art is required (or display ads A
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent

upon publication

^ TENNESSEE^
DelUXE TUX

A Delectable Drupe
Both political uphea\>al and tax breaks have influenced
the success of the American pistachio nut

by Raymond Sokolov
Somebody must have

forgotten about

Steven K., for that exuberant tyke rampaged without supervision in our base-

ment

rec

room one afternoon

in the fifties,

spreading expensive pistachios and redstained finger

Be the

talk of the

town

m BASIC BLACK OVERALLS.
Guaranteed to make you the best-dressed
'country cousin' around. Our exclusive
TEJIMES'SEE DeLUXE TUX comes complete with
shiny brass buttons and a touch of gold embroidery on the bach ... all with the famous
Jack Daniels logo. They're tailored from a
blend of 35 cotton/65 polyester that makes
them comfortable and easy to wash and
wear! For only $30
less than a one-time tux
rental
you can own the most fun formalwear ever! Please give your size when ordering. (Waist 28-42 in 34" lengths, waist 30-38
in 36" lengths.) We promise quick shipment,
so mail the coupon today. Or, for faster service on credit card orders call toll-free now.

—

—

1-800-251-8600

marks everywhere. He had

been driven into a frenzy by his inabihty to
open most of the nuts. Cleaning up after
him was a major job, but I can now look
back benignly on the chaos he caused beit is unlikely to be repeated. These
days red-dyed pistachios are scarcer, the

cause

price of

all

pistachios

VES. send

me

pair(5| of

IN 37352

TENMESSEE DeLUXE TUX(S)

(=96760) at $30.00 each plus $2.75 per order for shipping
and handling. (Add 7^4% sales tax forTh delivery.)
Waistsize

Length

Waist size

Length

D Enclose SI

for

and

their

shells are easier to open, less frustrating to

and grown-ups alike.
Probably no foodstuff has gone through
more thoroughgoing change in the last decade. Events and influences as widely
scattered as the fall of the shah of Iran and
the installation of an aqueduct in California have turned the exotic pistachio nut

booming American crop, perfected
by the latest techniques, and launched by a tax loophole.
The pistachio began as a wild tree,
probably in Asia Minor, where Neolithic
into a

new Lynchburg Catalog only.

its

grapelike clusters

of red-hulled fruit and learned to like the

D Check/Money Order Enclosed D MasterCard
D American Express DVISA D Diner's Club

set-

deciduous

Mediterranean.

Iran

tree,

around

became the

centered

known

for

in
its

the

Kerman

region,

also

rugs.

For the pistachio, botany was destiny.
Credit Card

Mumber

Expires

Signature

Q?

NjTtpjjt HiCTnov

1

/8_S,

fli

vor also

and

common to some strains of r na

to

unripe

all

mangoes.

Ir;ei

Pistacia terebinthus, a cousin of the

chio of commerce,

is

sE

the original sou eo

turpentine.
In

most parts of the world, the nut)f)
still harvested and process h

vera are

hand. The red clusters are

sun and then, at a

later,

left to

more

dry

th

conviiet

time, soaked in water to facihtatean
hulling.

The

defect of this method, e

countries like Iran where labor

na

is ch(D,i

allows the pigment of the hit
and mottle the shells. Now if st>
were sold as naked, slUe
Chios
nutmeats, this would make no diffeiKX
But they are almost always roasteiu
that

it

stain

salted in the shell because, idealban

emerge from the

usually, they

hull 'rf

an enormous advantage from selling iM
unshelled. You could say, moreover la

Carbonized nuts from Stone Age

five- to thirty-foot

Zip

;

i

have been dated to about 7000 b.c. Between that time and the 1970s, people

inside the hard ivory ker-

world's pistachio leader, with production
State

m
two other drupes of great economic pa
tance, the mango and the cashew. ' se
the relationship between them gp
cally, cut open the stone of a mangan
note the cashewlike nut hidden ther Pis
tachios do not look anything like ca5;w
but certain varieties have a turpenti

tlements excavated in Jordan and Turkey

nels.

the
City

a mem:ro

family, Anacardiaceae,

one end asi
for the eater to shell on his own. Sinohei
are small as nuts go, the producer d vc

meat they found

spread Pistacia vera, a smallish, twenty(Please print)

same

the

tots

peoples latched on to
lHain Street. Lynchburg.

falling,

botanically, harvested

8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. (CST) M-F.

60A

is

side. In fact, the pistachio is

Like the peach, the pistachio

is

a drupe;

its

ing," with their shells split at

the pistachio nut

by

its

(This

a naturally paclgo

shell,
is

but relatively easy

not always true.

it"

to «'

A certain pe:»

age of the nuts do not split and are aMi
to dentists with pistachio fanciers inifi
practice.

One

of the

pistachio culture

is

main aims of m-^^'
to develop culan

grow fewer or no unsmiling,

hull surrounds a hard-shelled kernel, with

that

a crunchy, oily green or yellow "nut"

nuts.)

in-

is

convenience food, protected from

cs(

Matter of Taste

WELCOME TO THE EXOTIC
ISLE OF SRI
Sri

LANKA.
enchanting that Arabian

Lankans are waiting

proud
and loN'ely island. Ha\e
tea with them and listen
to .show

you

to tlieir tales

sailors called

their

of a culture

2,500 years old.

\'isit

ancient monuments in
I\)k)nnaruwa. built in the
11th century, an oasis
adorned with shrines,

people. This \ear inake

your vacation some-

palaces and temples.
See exotic wildlife
parks and zoological
gardens. In Anuradhapura, view the
2,200 year old Bo Tree. Shop for precious gems. Or relax on beaches ,so

from

lask the mottling left

them the

Second Garden of Eden.
Nowhere else in the
worid can you find such
a fascinating blend of
history, culture, sheer
beauty and friendly

thing special, visit Sri
Lanka and enjoy our leg-

endary

hospitality.

You

us as Ceylon, now get to knoii\'
us better V;'rite for our informative
and colorful travel brochures.

knew

dilatory,

hioned processing, traditional pis-

merchants dyed their nuts red. Un-

Ceylon (Sri Lanka) Tourist Board

hed nuts were sold

609

in their natural

most Americans came to know
tachio as a red nut sold in vending

out
I

;ies.

And most

of these nuts used to

"rom Iran, where a tree said to be
ars old

i

still

stands as a symbol of the

Fifth

Avenue,

today, the pistachio

1

NameAdd re.s^
Cit)'

.

is

venue. Iranian tourists,

who

i to

them

as part of a

program of re-

nt for Syria's Iranian oil bill, get off

ne in

|i,

Damascus

which they

s'.treet.

toting bags of pis-

sell for

hard currency

In Dubai, there

is

also a brisk

trade in pistachios carried in

j

{'rom Iran.
;rce goes
;ice

A

more

by

official pistachio

on with Europe, where the

of Iranian pistachios currently

AL)Vj1<1N 1 UKJl* June 28-July

I

dollar.

.

in this

I

:.

:;

country, the Iranian crop

ough sledding for the first time in
To a certain extent, the rise of the
regime of the
Khomeini has undermined
\merican pistachio sales. As Albert
fundamentalist

;:

lah

I

American pisdistributors
Zaloom Bros, in
j;us, New Jersey, puts it: "The nor;in,

of the pioneering

1^

ttern of business
iied.

The

with Iran has been

traditional

15,

19851

Join Kenneth A.Chambers, Lecturer in Zoology at the American Museum,
a journey to America's last great frontier Cruise through fabulous Glacier
Bay with its v^hales, seals and teeming birdlife. Explore scenic Denali (Mt.
McKinley) National Park and see giant moose, white mountain sheep, barren ground caribou, and golden eagles, Visit volcanic Katmai and watch
brown bears fishing for salmon
Fly to the remote Pribilof

for

Islands,

them competitive with California
lios grown in the land of the high-

c

'

SKANW

travel

a to spend blocked Syrian currency

i

_Zip_

a crucial

n roughly half of Iran's nonoil ex-

;

State-

NH-185

nent of Iran's economy. Pistachios

,

10017 (212) 935-0369

most important pistachio crop.

I)

;

New York, N.Y.

Please send your packet of travel brochures.

to

summer home

W

over a million fur

seals and countless,
rare nesting sea birds.^^^
Limited to 25
participants. For

further informa-

^^^
^^

American

Museum

of

Natural
History

DiscoveryTours

tion write to

DISCOVERY TOURS
American Museum
of Natural History,

CPV\/at79thSt.
NY, NY 10024,
or

call

(212) 873-1440

merchants have

comeconomy run
lahs. This year they shipped a huge
t here even though they knew that
ii'nia had a bumper crop."
nere's no such thing as orderly

'

Iran

is

a controlled

r

>,

93

Better than ^^ Jogging,

"
'

.

.

Swimming, or Cycling.

'..
.

Mr. Zaloom anticipates that the g:ve
San Joaquin and Sacramentcai

.

in the

ordic/rack
Jarless Total Body

leys will harvest

40

nuts this year.

He remembers

Even Better Than Swimming
NordicTrack more effectively exercises the largest
muscles in the body, those located in the legs and
buttocks. Vl'hen
often cited by physiologists

most perfect form of cardiovascular exercise
for both men and women. Its smooth, fluid, total
body motion uniformly exercises more muscles so
as the

higher hcan rates seem easier to attain than

when

jogging or cycling, N'ordicTi2ck closely simulates the

swimming, the body

is

supponed

by the water, thus preventing these muscles from
being effectively exercised. The stand up exercising
position on the NordicTrack

much more effectively

A Proven, High Quality Durable Product

convenience of your home, year round.
Eliminates the usual barriers of time, weather,
chance of injury, etc Also highly effeaive for weight

day

motion and provides the same

cardiovascular endurance-building benefits-right
in the

trial

More Effective Than Exercise Biltes
NordicTrack's stand-up skiing motion

period with return privilege.

uni-

come

into full matur/ji

California pistachio

boom

jt

ii

on this "seed money," growers applieao
vanced plant science and mechanica tar
vesting to their

vera

new

trees. In Califorr.,i

typically grafted onto hardier xn

is

stocks from other

members

of the

|>u

placement of the pollinating

lai

"Peters" variety (one for each eight

tte

tegic

female "Kermans") have helped
Conventional

Folds and stands on end
to require only 1 5 " x 17 "
storage space.

Call or write for.

estalisi

soft-fruit

type harvein

equipment collects nuts from two tretjx
minute, shaking the nuts loose,

them, removing leaves and twigs. >

.

FREE BROCHURE

men can

4i

harvest an acre in an hour.
But the most dramatic improve ei
mechanization brought to pistachio "a

Minnesota 612-448-6987

is

the ability to dry and hull

theiul

colleiia

which greatly reduces mottling o
Most nuts are now hulled b

^3

An

Exclusive
-^^^At^
Sir Thomas Lipton Collection

friction of rubberized belts
lei

to

each other and at different

more

Empty

wel-

nuts

float; filled

tti

tt

jra

spsi
h,le

nuts into a water bath that washes

come than

1211

ones sink an ai

a cup of tea... alone. So for
those special times we've created this
pretty Tea-Fbr-Me: a 10-oz. porcelain
cup, saucer and lid with charming
morning glory pattern. And just for
you we've included our 12-Tea Bag
Sampler; 2 each of English Breakfast, Earl Grey, Fmest Ceylon,
y
Darjeeling, Golden Assam

sent on to a forced-air drier for a ten 01

and Yunnan. A pretty
and perfect set.

fourteen to the ounce.

eye then

ot

California pistachios are not only

re

tier

nuts.

than Iranian ones; they are

ger. Iranians

"^

alsoii

range from eighteen to m

nuts per ounce. Califomians run as

l^i

And many mo)

ui

Iranian nuts reach market.

But do the Califomian nuts tas
good?
"Considerable controversy exists tl
i

^

i

fastest service call toll-free 1-800-932-0488

call 1-800-624-0793)

electric

sori

split

(

New Jersey,

An

any blemished

/

For
(In

treatment.

/

$16.50 (shipping
included)

7 days a week. 24 hours a day. Credit card orders only.

United States concerning the retii
merits of home-grown, as opposed t in
ported,

Please send me
Tea-Fbr-Me Cup Set(s) with a 12-Tea Bag Sampler at $16.50 each,
shipping and handling included, (7014S)

^

^
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D
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pistachios,"

writes

Fresr

The Book of Eik
Nuts. "The American importers oil
nian and Turkish pistachios describ
Rosengarten,

Jr., in

ti

California counterparts as beautifubi

Address

Credit Card

t^

tasteless.
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•^''y

)

Zip

TRADING COMP*N
415

150 South Main Street, Dept.
Ridge, NJ 07075

Wood

Natl'r.\l History 1/85
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The

California producers,

other hand, claim their pistachios

Exp. Date

Sir Thomas Upton's
PO. Box

94

running

This pinching conveyor spews the

for thee.
there's nothing

_

cle;iii

shells.

Sometimes

,

chio genus. Systematic pruning and :ra

within twenty-four hours of

Tea

i

tax-sheltered pistachio orchards. BuiJDi

essing

From The

as

flourishing, efficient groves.

ToUFree 1-800-328-5888

more

not timid about preia

the trees planted in Ca'or

major push when the Internal Re\iii
Service allowed Americans to inve

control.

More Complete Than Running
N'ordicTrack gives you a more complete work outconditions both upper body and lower body
muscles at the same time. Fluid, jarless motion does
not cause joint or back problems.

lyi

mia

exercises these muscles,

NordicTrack is in its ^th year of production. NordicTrack is quiet, motorless and has separately adjustable arm and leg resistances. We manufacture
and sell direct. Two year warrantee, 30

pleasant X-C skiing

the

1.5

100 million pounds.

The

is

is

only

the 1990s, the domestic crop will su

formly exercises the large leg muscles and also adds
important upper body exercise. Higher pulse rates,
necessary for building fitness, seem easier to attain
because the work is shared by more muscle mass.

Cross-countn- skiing

when

ing that

nia in the 1970s

Duplicates X-C Skiing for the
Best Motion in Fitness

50 million pounioi

when America grew
pounds, and he

Cardiovascular Exerciser

to

Signature (required)

Offer valid only in U.S.A.
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iS

about the same as the imported nuih
are larger, fresher, and easier to ope."

Mr. Rosengarten, an associate ir»
at Harvard's Botanica*!

nomic botany

.

"

.

much

from whose new book

of the

3n pistachios in this article derive,
lot

take a stand on this dispute. Mr.

m

says he

is

buying far fewer

"The Ameri-

than ever before.

luts

jonsumer

he says. "The California pistachio
attractive nut,

and the consumer

is

discriminating about .subtle dis-

lat

The California nut does
seem drier. The drying process is

)ns in taste.

than sun drying. But

:r

it's

from

nuts

The

Iran.

number

As

to taste, the

They were

out.

Californias

faintly aromatic,

fectly

good

nuts, however,

and

ate

I

more
per-

all

them

leaving a large pile of tan shells on

see for myself,

bought two

I

differla-

supermarket. Unable to

any Manhatwent to Atlantic

Iranian pistachios at

mrmet food shop,

I

le in

Brooklyn, the national center

rect

food imports from the

desk.

This was a highly informal

Near

chio feast feeling largely content with the
first

fruits of the California

that the price of pistachios

boom, glad

was Zenobia's Shah variety,
four kinds of nuts I tasted were un-

Raymond Sokolov

There were

Pudding with

virtu-

dropping

is

and completely unsated

rapidly,

petite for this delectable drupe.

ihed and undyed.

in

my ap-

chill

(adapted from Classic Indian

.cups milk
tablespoons long-grain rice

'

I

;

packed

and

thoroughly.

Check

the

tablespoons

slivered

blanched

\

Pistachio and

1

:

ring the milk to a boil in a heavy-bot-

;

imcd 3-quart pan. Add the rice and
ir for a few minutes to prevent its set-

Reduce heat to medium-low,
cook the milk at a bubbling boil for

1

Vi
1

ting.

minutes.

The

ighly cooked

1

2.

rice

will

be thor-

and the milk reduced

V half. Stir often to insure that no skin
dd carrots and continue cooking, unjvered, for 15 minutes or until the
irrots are cooked and most of the
jiilk has been absorbed by the carrots,
jlir often to prevent burning. (The
intents of the pan should reduce to a
lick, pulpy sauce.)
dd sugar and almonds and cook, stir-

3.

:

4.

is

and begins to stick to the
Mtorn of the pan (about
minutes),
lirn olT heat, and let the pudding cool
room temperature,
tir in cardamom,
rose water, and
:ry

Me Fistikia)

under the Midnight Sun

Greek Islands

&

September

Small Groups
Expert Leaders

Zip

WILDERNESS TRAVEL
1760-NV Solano Avenue, Berkelev.

California 94707

(415) 524-5111

Join us in the remote
towns of Tuscany...
pastoral Verdi Country...
and the mystical cities
of Umbria

pound

fresh, unsalted pistachio nuts

thick

1

5.

Adagio

cups sugar
cup honey
Butter or oil
Preheat oven to 250 degrees.
Peel and place pistachios on a baking
sheet, then roast in the oven for 20 minutes. Remove from the oven and cut
into quarters.

irms.

ng constantly, until the pudding

sailing

(adapted from The Food of Greece, by
Vilma Liacouras Chantiles)

salted pistachios

3

Honey Candy, Peloponnese

Style (Pasteli

cup heavy cream
tablespoons chopped, blanched, un-

id

Spitzbergen

Summer

It

al-

cardamom

teaspoon rose water

Arctic Sailing Expedition:

hill

monds
teaspoon ground

Galapagos Islands
One & Two week cruises with expert naturalists

consis-

Yield: Six to eight servings

cup sugar

I

i

peeled

pound)

1

Alaska: Humpback Whale
Expeditions in the Inside Passage
July 6-18* July 19-Aug 10 • Aug 11-18
Aug 19-31 • Sept 1-10

Free 40-page color catalog

should be slightly thinner than American rice pudding, but not runny. If it
looks very thick, add a little milk.
Serve in individual dessert dishes,
sprinkled with chopped pistachios.

Cooking, by Julie Sahni)

firmly

Hawaii: Humpback Whale
Expedition off Maui, Lanai, Molokai
Feb 26-Mar 10 • Mar 12- Mar 24

cream. Cover with plastic wrap and

Cardamom and

grated carrots (about

Aboard Historic Brigantine
"Varua"

June
is

tency of the pudding before serving.

cups

Hawaii & Alaska
Whale Research Expeditions

& Turquoise Coast

a writer whose spethe history and preparation

cial interest is

World of Discovery

Sailing the

offood.

Pistachios (Gajar ki Kheer)

'

of

test,

and it did not include Albert
Zaloom's favorite kind of pistachio, the
tough little nuts grown in Sicily and rarely
exported. But I emerged from my pista-

At Sahadi's market, I obtained two
of Iranian nuts, one unlabeled, the

'

my

course,

rands of California pistachios,

arrot

were

Zenobia Shahs stood

complex. The other three were

all,

The Wilderness Travel

of unsplit

slightly larger.

a very

difference.

as such, in a

small but noticeable

California

the

prefers

Ira-

no unsplit nuts in the two vacuumpacked jars from California. There were a
ally

Designed and directed by artist
Frieda Yamins. whose second home is
Florence, and Renaissance historian.
Robert Lear, They have transformed
their love and knowledge of people,
places, language and traditions into a

Meanwhile combine the sugar and
honey with Wi cups water in a heavy
pan and stir over medium heat until
dissolved. Lower the heat and boil to
the very firm ball stage (250 to 256 degrees), toss in the pistachios, and stir.
Then remove from the heat.
Butter or oil a marble slab, jelly roll
pan, or any aluminum baking pan and
quickly spread the candy over it. using

For the perceptive traveler who enjoys
the diversity of Italian culture,
congenial company, superb hotels and
the fine Italian art of exuberant

a spatula or knife.

Detailed brochure available from:

Allow to
and store

Then cut into squares
covered containers.

cool.
in

felicitous blending of familiar cities
set in splendid

and unknown towns
landscapes.

dining!
to 23 days— Departures in
May, June, July, Sept., Oct,,

From 14
April,

1985.

Italia Adagio

=Ltd

I

Yield: Fifty one-inch squares

162EWhaley Street, Freeport,
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Chart (34 inches high and 8 feel long!) is a fascinating 6000 vc
chronology of the world's people and events to the present da;
understand the wealth of information contained in the Chart, t
history of the United States is only 2 inches old over 8 feet of lit
Just ask yourself the following questions. Who came fir
the Romans or the Vikings? Did the Babylonian Captivity of t
Jews pre-date the Athenian Republic? Who brought the Greek
gods to Egypt?
If you don't know (or even if you do), you'll find that Th
History Chart is a uniquely enriching educational experience f(
everyone. The History Chart has been on display in the Library
of Congress.

11.00

There's no better
• ASSMun
ISHAUKANESEfl

is

should send for The History Chart today. Because The Histoi

way

to see the

panorama of human his 7
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t

even includes suggestions for further reading.
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for shipping and handling) today. You'll soon be enjoying hist(
as you never have before.
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The Natural Moment

The Long Goodbye

D'Vincent and her husband, Russ Nilson, saw this
Admiralty Island in

thia

lack whale breaching near the tip of

two summers ago. Cynthia,
'

reports that the whale

breach after a long feeding session with seven other

to

wasn't sure

I,

who

what sent

it

skyward. "It could have been

we had been watching them all day," she says. "I
jit maybe it was trying to help itself digest its food."
'/ do whales breach? To answer that question, Natural
organized a symposium on breaching behavior in hump'hales and, to save everyone a lot of time and airfare, we
no one. Instead, we talked to researchers from disparate
jit,

i

but

I'

I

•

?f the
ft

was

United States and present here an edited transcript
said.

\
'

L

Hello.

t

of the water, then crash

fvARD
]

Why do humpback whales hurl themselves head-

.:

Winn

(University of

why they breach.

A

down to the surface?
Rhode Island): Nobody

really

long time ago people thought they

I'ying to get rid of parasites

such as whale

lice.

Tyack (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute): Well,
b lose a large mass of skin when they breach.
n: They may be responding to excitement or it may serve

^:r

{

1

I

^
s

whale out of a territory.
You mean on the breeding ground?
n: That would be one instance. They also breach when

ggressive display, to drive another
.:

is

rough.

Dale Rice (National Marine Mammal
I

Laboratory, Seattle):

think the excitement idea corresponds to what I've seen.

They

breach on the breeding grounds and on the feeding grounds in
summer, and it looks to me like they're just having fun. Sometimes they slap a flipper
C.

Scott Baker

down and you can hear

it

a mile away.

(University of Hawaii): I've seen three basic

types of situations in which breaching occurs. Calves breach
the time and this

is

probably just play,

mammals. When whales
turbed by humans
affiliate

are under stress of any kind or are dis-

—say by research

often. Finally, I've seen

all

like frolicking in lots of

it

in social

may

or disaffiliate, you

boats

—

they'll

encounters.

breach more

When

whales

see breaching. Don't forget,

though, that while a breach is spectacular to us, it's probably lost
on every other whale in the vicinity. The main thing is the noise.
Sometimes it may be a warning noise that says, "This is how big
and excited I am."
Tyack: But they do have better ways of producing sound.

Their song, for example,
breach. But the breach

is

acoustically higher than the noise of a

may

be a more dramatic sound.
N.H.: Mr. Baker, could you elaborate on your reference to

and disaffiliation?
Baker: Well, sometimes when pods of whales come together,
you'll see a few breach as they're coming together. Or if two
whales are splitting up, they may both breach as they swim off.
N.H.: Both of them? You mean as if they're saying goodbye?
affiliation

Baker: Well, something

like

ihal.—D.lV.

Photographs by Cynthia D'Vincent
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Additional Reading

Bald Ibis

(p.

York) summarizes the bird's population,

38)

Endangered Birds, edited by

S.

Temple

(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press,
1978),

is

a collection of articles from the

Symposium on Managing Techniques
Preserving Endangered Birds.

It

for

reviews

the current methods used to save bird spe-

some of which go

cies in trouble,

yond the old techniques
life

far be-

for helping wild-

(such as legal protection and habitat

preservation) to specific and intensive intervention into a species'

life

history

and

ecology. For example, to prevent the ex-

of a small population of wal-

tinction

drapps (bald

ibises"

closest relatives) in

Turkey, ornithologist U. Hirsch took

He widened

lished in

but

97 1

1

,

it is

now slightly out of date

good starting point for
ibis. To understand
of the Drakensberg escarp-

valid as a

still

those interested in the
the bald ibis

ment and
tem,

the timing of

useful to

it is

A

ecology.

fire

breeding sys-

its

know about

the area's

recent book. Ecological

of Fire in South African Ecosystems, edited by P. de V. Booysen and

Effects

N.M.

Tainton

Verlag,

1

(New

York:

Springer-

984), takes a wide-ranging look at

this field, exploring grass-burning

ment techniques and other

manage-

related topics.

Red Fox

(p.

the birds" breeding

According to J.D. Henry, the red fox

ledges and built additional ones; he pre-

has evolved to become a very catlike
canid, particularly in the

above and protected the site from other
human disturbances: he identified the
birds" preferred feeding areas and studied
the etfects of insecticides: and he tried to

Henry,

who

ways

it

hunts.

studied red foxes in northern

Saskatchewan, discusses their predatory
strategies

and proposes a theory of conver-

gent evolution between foxes and cats in

Natural History, "Fox

revive the local people's traditional ibis

his last article for

celebrations to engender concern for the

Hunting" (November 1980, pp.60-69).
Henry is also working on a new book due
out from the Smithsonian Institution
Press, Washington D.C., sometime this
year in which he expands on these ideas.

The bald

ered endangered by

ibis is

many

now

consid-

ornithologists.

G. Archibald et al. discuss the bird's status and its chances of sur\'ival in "Endangered Ibises (Threskiornithidae): Their
Future

in

the Wild and in Captivity,"

—

—

Two other books devoted
particular are

to this species in

H.G. Lloyd's The Red Fox

(London: Batsford Limited, 1980,

which appeared in the 1980 International
Zoo Yearbook (pp. 6-17), an annual

uted

in the

publication of the Zoological Society of

New

York), which concentrates on foxes

London.
the Bald

WR.

Siegfried's

Ibis of

"The Status of

Southern Africa" {Biolog88-91, pub-

ical Conservation, vol. 3, pp.

lished

by Elsevier Publishing Co.,

New

distrib-

U.S. by David and Charles,

and The Red Fox: Symposium
on Behaviour and Ecology- (The Hague:
Junk, 1980, distributed in the U.S. by
Kluwer Boston, Higham, MA), a collection of articles edited by E. Zimen. A
more general work is The Wild Canids:
in Britain,

Their Systematics, Behavioral Ecology,

W

Fox (New
and Evolution, edited by M.
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1975).

York:

This thorough review of canid biology includes studies of the red fox's behavior

and ecology, its status in the United
States, and its genetics and physiology.

D.W

Macdonald

number of
among them "Help-

has written a

on red foxes,
Fox Society" {Nature, vol. 282, pp.
69-71), which takes a look at these animals' social organization and ways of rear-

articles

ers in

ing their young.
R. McNeil:

100
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Bruce Coleman

Inc.

19J),

charming children's book on redw
that is both amusing and scientifica acurate. M. Taketazu's Fox Family vet
York: John Weatherhill, Inc., 'Tj\
translated from the Japanese and adite:
for Western readers by R.L. Ga
highly recommended for its excepM
,

collection of photographs recording

;ea

Hokkaid

Ji

pan's northernmost island. Coyots

ii

in the life of the foxes of

members of the canid family an
foxes in many ways; for compisa
see Coyotes, edited by M. Bekoff
York: Academic Press, 1978), whiiii
also

iic

ilar to

'Js

management. Bekoff and M.C.

46)

vented rubbish from being thrown from

birds' welfare.

thor of Vulpina (London: Collins,

eludes articles on biology, behavioan

some

unusual steps, using highly untraditional

methods.

and other general data. Pub-

distribution,

Macdonald

is

also the au-

We

«

plore the coyote's behavioral adapt ioi

and
"The Social la
ogy of Coyotes" {Scientific Amtca
April 1980, pp. 130-48). RD. Moelra
different

to

food

supplies

proaches to predation

ii

a|

in

looks at the altruistic behavior of

aitb;

of the

".:L

fox's

close

relatives

in

Helper and Pup Survival" {Natur

\x

277, pp. 382-83).

Genetics and Trees

(p.

58)
'

you are interested in learning w
about this topic, you will probably h'ei
resort to technical journals, where
If

lUt

of the pertinent material

is

found.

^iO£

the most directly related articles an'G
netic

Differentiation

among

G'"'

Forms of Engelmann Spruce and te
pine Fir at Tree Line," by M.C. Gra ai
J.B. Mitton {Arctic and Alpine Resrc
!

vol. 9, pp.

259-63); "Genetic Variami

Space and Time in a Population oPo
derosa Pine," by Y.B. Linhart et zH
redity, vol. 46, pp.

407-26); "Relatiisk

Between Heterozygosity for EnzymLa
and Variation of Morphological Cn
in Natural Populations," b} J!
Mitton {Nature, vol. 273, pp. 66 6!
and "Observations on the Ecolog as
Evolution of Quaking Aspen, Piul\
tremuloides in the Colorado w

ters

•

Range," by Mitton and Grant {Arnica
Journal of Botany, vol. 67, pp. 1041-4:
Easier to understand, although pite
not as closely connected to this issue

arl

on trees and genetics, are Land bo
the Trees, by H. Zwinger and B. Vila.'

cle

^

r
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(p.

66)

by D. Francis (New|and: Breakwater Books Ltd., 1984),
jse history of whaling in the Canarctic, is available as an inexpensive
ic Chase,

'

but

>ack,
j

it

much inOne book

doesn't contain

about Inuit whalers.

ion

gap is W. Gillies Ross's
,ig and Eskimos, an exploration of
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5 and available from the National
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Henry

(p.

46) was in

lives

were

like

in

the wild.

Prince Albert National Park, Saskatche-

words, he was hooked.

wan, working on a black bear management project, but he kept getting distracted.
Everywhere he turned he

habit

noticed red foxes, and the

way they

hunted and interacted with each other
intrigued him. Henry found that if he
was patient, he could watch these animals and piece together what their daily

And

In o!

for the

fourteen years, he has been feedingi

—

conducting red
stus
fox
mainly in northern Saskatchev;
where he lives, but also as far nortls
the Arctic islands.

Henry teaches

University of Regina and

is

at<

presider)!

the National and Provincial Parks A>
elation in

Canada.
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is

in natural

differ genetically

beguiled by

"I

and how the

ences affect their physiology,

life

interested

in

gatl]

Eskimo
while interviewing the Eskimo artl
Cape Dorset on Baffin Island," exi
Dorothy Harley Eber (p. 66). "Sini
1950s, the Eskimo have made[
mark as graphic artists and scu(
and while learning about the old

differ-

span,

He has examined genetic
many plants and animals that

and fecundity.
variety in

became

whaling stories from

populations

inhabit a wide range of environments.

His attraction to this subject, however,
did not begin with the spruces, firs, and

'

life

that they express in their art,

I

which he writes about in this issue
of Natural History, but with three ma-

learned that whaling was an imp!

organisms: the blue mussel, the

journalist with a special regard fori
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rine

common
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and the American

part of their past experience."

El

mentary reportage and the match!
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The End of the Lines
Mass extinctions could change the course of evolution
before the baby boom generation grows old

by Norman Myers

As many scientists and conservationists
now know, we are on the verge of wave
upon wave of extinctions. As is less commonly recognized, these extinctions may
change the course of evolution. Human societies have long had an effect on the planet's biological

many

of

systems, leading to the end

species and occasionally to the

formation of

ones. But unless we act
impending spasm of extinc-

new

superfast. this

tion will surely surpass all others in prehistory, in

terms of the number of species

volved and the speed with which

happen. As
arise,

in the past,

new

centuries.

more

(minimum

By

tended over several million years at

which cover only 7 percent of the earth's surface, have been under assault in Latin America, tropical Africa, and in Asia. These forests, which

stake

is

obviously far smaller in the

systems than

in tropical forests,

bd

are no less important. Coral reef|

and estuaries all have an
abundance and diversity of
and are unusually complex in thej
lands,
tional

i

Moreover, since

logical workings.

will

enormous

rate.

A

third of

ready gone. Ecuador has

and

ests,

them

are

al-

lost half its for-

Madagascar, which has a

in

out of the

figure)

on Earth.

which occur nowhere else, 90 percent of
the forests have been cut. This is the case
for country after country. Seventy percent
of these losses have been brought about by

is

re-

who

peasants

and farther

new

in

the gaps.

have always been
spasms of natural extinctions. The demise
of the dinosaurs and their kin, together
with numerous marine species, during the
there

practice slash-and-burn ag-

and have had

many plants and animals gone, there will
be a fundamental shift in evolution itself,
as evolutionary processes go to work on a
vasth' reduced pool of species and as a few

into the forests

tence crops. Another
is

due

ica

—

to cattle

1

5 percent of the loss

ranching

the so-called

roam farther
to grow subsis-

to

in

Latin

hamburger connection

lumber

If this

pattern continues,

mean

nated between one-third and one-half of

the middle of the next century.

animal and plant groups (although

Amer-

which large fast-food outlets in the
United States and Europe foster the clearance of forests to produce cheap beef. And
1 5 percent of the forests have been cut for

"great dying" 65 million \ears ago, elimi-

all

II,

tropical forests,

riculture

course,

some countries into a sub
The number of spe|

environments, along with tropical

probably have disappeared, possibly a
and conceivably even more. With so

Of

Worid War

th

shipping lanes. Coral reefs a|

for concrete.

now

in

make

verted in

century. Particularly since

in th|

and sometimes dynamited

few decades and is likely to do much
of its damage by the middle of the coming
last

quarter of a million species, two-thirds of

losing

ters,

the current catastrophe has begun in the

third,

fill

least,

Tanzania have dredged reefs

cleared for agriculture and logged at an

stored, at least one-quarter of all species

species arise to

have ex-

support about half of all species, are being

forms

the time ecological equilibrium

will

to

one or

species a day right

five million

appear

in-

coming decades

We are surely

other major episodes

five

in the prehistoric past,

will

it

but not at a fraction of the rate they

are going to be lost in the

and

life

Permian, and of

it

could

the demise of two million species by

Two other

crucial ecosystems that have

1

are the preeminent "powerhouses"
lutionary processes
off

many more

ments

—

likely to

is

I

they

species than other eJ

their loss

Not only

—meaning

would be profoui

the current catasi

be relatively instantaneoua"

undoubtedly affect mol
forms than ever before because mo|
will

also

cies exist
to

now than ever before. Ace

David M. Raup and

his collead

the University of Chicago, the averJ

"background rate" rang|
tween 2 and 4.6 families per million
and the figure can rise to an averl
19.3 families per one million years
a period of mass extinctions. By col
in the next few decades we shall
[
witness the demise of one-quarterj
plant families, or more than 50 faj
together with many of the animal (i[
tinction

|

insect) families that live with then

The average duration

of a sped

there were rather fewer species overall in

suffered terribly in recent decades are

roughly speaking, about 5 million j

those far-back times than today). There

wetlands and coral

was an even greater megaextinction, during the late Permian 230 million years
all

example, cover about 220,000 square
miles of the ocean floor in the Indian
Ocean and the western Pacific, among

much smaller to-

other areas, and support about 200,000

According to Raup, there has
crude average of 900,000 natural
tions per one million years, or one
extinction every one and one-ninth]
The present human-caused rate of t
tion is at least 400 times higher.

ago,

when

possibly three-quarters of

species were
tal

lost,

out of a

than exists today.

But whereas the extinctions of the

2
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Coral reefs, for

During the past fifty years, counsuch as the Philippines, Kenya, and

species.
tries

reefs.

i

i

But just as

significant as these!
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new

When
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from one another, which

tions are cut off

occurs
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disruptive
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when humans
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natural

tf

the introduction of

is

i v

sources or other materials into a

environment.

Hawaii, for

In

there were no bananas until

C3

evoluina'

;«i

exnf!

human

niri

new

else,

while

in

hi:

fe(

s[i

thi

rgi

other insects, that are

DDT

and other
that grow on the

species.

None

is,

of these are

headed

new

in thatira

environments leads to fragmentatn:
wildlife habitats, the process of adaiitio

and change speeds up massively.

The disturbance
ments

also tends to

of natural

open up new

ei;n)i

nic

s,ii

ecological living spaces. This allow;

fei

species to expand and then to

diver;).!

North America, for example, the :ra
of agriculture and the proliferation!
ban refuse created a rapidly expifc
niche that remained vacant until th

ui

:ffi

lish

sparrow (sometimes known

house sparrow) arrived

in

the ISSOTli

sparrow exploited the man-made
it

found and quickly

entire continent.

which

new

From

opirt

coloniz'

this sort of

emerge

North America

little

more than a

bei

distinctive races, even subspecies.

cichlid in
past,

common. At some

point in the

an ancestral species living as a single

population began to

split

up

into smaller

populations, probably because of small

changes
off

some fish
Over the course of mil-

in the shoreline that cut

from

others.

lions of years, the microhabitats of

each of

these populations led to the formation of

hundreds of new species. In a small
shoot" of Lake Victoria,

known

as

"off-

Lake

Nabugabo, which only 4,000 years ago
was separated from its parent lake by a

now

The coyote appears to be another

herds offer

much

range during the presen;es

of

them endemic. These

its

prey, the coyote h

es

it now lives in every state isi
consequence, the eastern coyote, wlhi

tury until

about one-quarter larger than the wi er
coyote and perhaps has some genes on
the Algonquin wolf, now deserves tcuii
as a subspecies.

All of these are examples of the
ative" effects

marked

five

am

tended

ruption

less

iffl

Because the wolf and other coiKt
tive carnivores have been widely mi
nated, and because growing liv(OCi

than two miles

is

has developed

pie.

wide, there are six species of Haplo-

sandstrip that

ii

hulra

years, but already

it

m

in rehre^

The sparrow has

short order

tb

prci:

scientists call adaptive rad

bird species can

ti

;

Lake Malawi

there are about 200 such
Although the two lakes are no
more than 200 miles apart (they were once
one big lake), they possess not a single

of

:x.<

Where human exploitation of run

nities

neighboring

jiiv

tailings of lead ar

as yet, but they are
tion.

imme

pesticides, plus

species.

chromis,
Or The Trinidad

ranks as a

it

species that are endemic, that

fish

forested Northern

C^K-f*

can no longer interbreed with them,

can discern the results of this when
we consider the great lakes of East Africa.
In Lake Tanganyika there are 134 cichlid

And Lodge

a

it

We

Nature Centre

wildlife sanctuary in the rain

own

enough from the others

distinct

whereupon

The Asa Wright

A 200-acre

its

way. Such a population eventually be-

Trinidad

processes

per mines.

lost.

In short, as M.E. Soule and Bruce A.
Wilcox have written, "Death is one thing;
an end to birth is something else."
Even as this megaextinction episode is

species.
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converted into pastureland within a single
season), the time required to produce a

new

species

is

much

longer. It takes de-

to

make any prognostications right now.
What we can suppose with some confi-

dence

is

that the reduced stock of species

world, where they often

become pestj

amples include the English sparrovj
European starling, the housefly, ths;
bit, and the rat, plus many "weed"
p]
But this trend toward opportunist

cades for outstandingly capable contend-

that survives the present burst of extinc-

not

tion will likely contain a disproportionate

other invertebrates;

number of opportunistic, or "clever," species. Such species rapidly exploit newly
vacant niches (by making widespread use

ries

and hundreds of thousands or even millions of years for most mammals.
factor in encourag-

of food resources), are usually short-lived

that a broad-scale extinc-

(with brief gaps between generations),

North American birds, notably blue!
wrens, and swallows. Entire populatij
these species are being displaced am
planted, leaving them with less proi
prospects of survival. The same i
happening in other regions of the

ers

such as certain insects; centuries,

millennia, for

many

The most important
ing speciation

is

many

if

niches.

feature high rates of population increase,

new species to emerge
more rapidly than when there are diverse
and abundant numbers of species, as there
are today. But we know too little about

and are adaptable to a wide range of environments all traits that enable them to
exploit new environments and to make excellent use of "boom seasons." These are

tion of species will vacate

This

will

allow

—

with

it

example,

a sizable cost.

is

stocks and nesting sites of

too long to reveal itself in practice, for us

species to prosper in a human-disrupted

rica,

it

wit|

South America, Soui
southeastern Australia, and

help, especially

and

thi

many

that the sparrow has colonized

the attributes that enable opportunistic

this process in principle,

sparroj

adept at usurping

take

will

The

N

Zealand.

A parallel situation has arisen in

Zeiss.

western Europe. The herring

For a lifetime of unforgettable moments.

lations

gull's

the North Atlantic

in

arel

than at the beginn]

thirty times larger

the century, mainly because of the
ing

amounts of domestic garbage,

and

As

fishing offal.

sei

a result, several

birds, notably the rarer terns, are sul

through competition for nesting
Britain, there are now only about
seate terns
in the

left,

spa|
2,01

or one-quarter as mi

mid-1960s. Both the sparrc

how

the gull illustrate

the rise of

can contribute

tunistic species

o|

furtl

the extinction pattern.
If generalist, or opportunistic,

S]

from the coming crash, thi
notably predators and par;

will profit
cialists,

will

probably suffer disproportioi

high

losses.

are

and

ists';

much
ists

This

much more

is

because their

life

refined than the op

their

numbers are gem

smaller anyway. Since the

spi

are often the creatures that keep

i'

the populations of opportunists, there

i

be little to hold the pests in check. T.
probably less than 5 percent of all i!i
species deserve to be called pests. E
extinction patterns tend to favor c

»l

species, the upshot could soon be a
tion

where these species increase ^i
enemies can no longer

their natural
trol

them. In short, our descendants

find themselves living in a world

"pest and
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become an

island of intact nature in a sea

optimistically,

environments; and the species on that

ever see a distinctive variation of thijgei

pared with what was living there when the
area was part of a "continent": an island

or the cheetah or any other large cat lie

much

life.

Generally

90 percent of an original habiand the remaining
10 percent is protected, we can expect to

and photography experiences. Cruise Endicott Arm, Tracy
Arm, Ford's Terror Wilderness Area, and
Glacier Bay National Park aboard m/v Glacier

One

of the world's great naturalist
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foife

ing the prospect that our decendanviij

tat

>

To

species.

are probably

is-

speaking,

DISCOVERY.

we

land will steadily decline in number, com-

can support only so

CRUISES OF
ADVENTURE
ALASKA'S MARINE WILDERNESS.

new

pacity to throw off

of human-dominated, and hence ahen,

if

which require huge ranges to maintj th
size of populations on which natural la
tion can work.
All this raises questions virtua

grossly disrupted,

is

large

conservationists can

as

\

visiia

save no more than about half the species in

Would we be content

that area.

present pool of species, vast as tha ii!

This means that,

in operational terms, a

to hold on

•

tl(

would be? Or should we not pay eq

tropical park of, say, 4,000 square miles

tention to the future of evolution?

(larger than Yellowstone National Park,

Franklin of the Genetics Resourceii

park in the conterminous
United States) could well lose about half
of its large mammal species in a few thou-

oratory near Sydney, Australia,

managers master
"constructive interference," that is, management to safeguard depleted gene pools
(a challenge we are barely coming to grips
with). It further means that if all that

that

is,

will

permit evolutionary adaptatic.

eventually remains of the tropical forests

just the

Amazonia amounts to the areas
currently protected, we can expect, ac-

have, or should

the

largest

sand years

—

unless park

of, say,

Do we wish

the issue this way:

J

i,

,

f

iiti

to pr

;ni

precise phenotypes of particular

-

spia

maintain the status quo, or «
wish to maintain phylogenetic lineij

it

new

thereby leading to

spec

?!

sufficient for us to keep, for exEpIt

two elephant species we

a^a*

we also try to hold op

option of further elephantlike

cording to Daniel Simberloff of Florida

the distant future?

State University, to lose roughly two-

City

thirds of the region's half million (mini-

These are enormous
enormous implications

tin

specii;

mum

strategy. Elephants, along with most k

mammals,

For sure, a few thousand years is a long
time by some standards. But in the con-

good deal, which enables them to
tain gene flows across large territori A
a result, their gene pools are fairly urin

an

evolutionary

it is

the twinkling of

The spectacular

eye.

throngs of East African savannas

—

the

vast herds of elephants, giraffes, zebras,

and antelopes, together with their lions
and other predators probably face the
same deadline. Because we have established so few parks of suitable size, and because our options for establishing any new

—
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move

an elephti

in scope. In this respect,

East Africa

may

not be so differenfa

one 2,000 miles away in South /la
Some biologists would assert that t

rt

maining stocks of elephants, extens;!
they are, may well be the minimi ii
keep open the possibility of speciat
Furthermore, elephants have verb
i.

breeding rates (one calf every
at best).

mammals and birds within an-

arcidi
aii

such as Soule and Wilcox, believe
that we could well lose many, if not most,
of our large

will lead a

are inclined to

parks are rapidly running out, certain observers,

Norgay,

till

few thou-

servation perspective,

Daku Tenzing Norgay,

questions,

for conserdu

sand years.

figure) species within a

Many

by

insects,

immense breeding

fourtlet

contrast. a»

capacities and

turnover rates, offering them quick

|*

apt

other 5,000 years^"large" meaning any-

ability

thing heavier than a few pounds. If we use

changes get passed along quickly "k

the crash at the end of the Cretaceous as a

leaves

model, we can anticipate that the eventual

ronmental upheavals of

mammal

in the

survivors of the

will likely

imminent

crisis

be small-sized creatures, such

as bats, rodents, rabbits, small

canids,

weasels, and raccoons.

More
for

important, a park-based strategy

protecting

species

would not help

much in safeguarding the future course of
evolution. Of course, were we to establish
extensive networks of outsized parks,

many more

could keep
this

would certainly not assure the
of evolutionary

petuation

they operate today.

mammals

we

species alive. But

Even

per-

processes
fairly

as

small

apparently need unexpectedly

large areas

if

they are to retain their ca-

\

,

persist,
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.
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•

and

to

ecological

G;li

changes.

them well suited to survive thtiv

human

act

tic

decades ahead. Elephants, w te
other mammals that reprw

slowly, with a comparatively tiny

capi';

for genetic adaptation, will be at ex

ns

evolutionary disadvantage. All the

w

they should get special attention
These, then, are some of the

fro

issu

Homo sapiens to bear in mind as we
to

impose a fundamental

tion's course.
is

that as

it

biggest

shift

on

f"

gs
i)l»

dilemma ^

we proceed on our

1

disn^**

give scarcely a moment's th

gt*

what we are doing. If we thought
a bit more, would this truly be wh

o«i

way,
to

we
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rank as one of the most challengin]
lems that humankind has ever e:
tered. After

all,
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The mass extinction
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spirit emerj;:

of species
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seen as a preoccupation of cutesy-crt uii
enthusiasts and ecofreaks.

It is

beinx:

ceived as a vast rending of the fabric

with pragmatic implications for

lii

cie;,

around the world, now and for gener|
to come. In turn, the message is
picked up by political leaders mosi
by the government of the United
In 1981, the State Department coni

—

A

an international Strategy Conferei
Biological Diversity (meaning bioli

£?•"'%<.

depletion).

And

1983 Congress
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the International Environment Proti

which requires the govern

Act,

through
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foreign aid programs,

a;
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species communities and gene resem

throughout the world.
By comparison with the needs
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situation, this
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m
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far too late.
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to
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over the earth.
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This View of

Nasty

Little Facts

In science, one fact, like a singlefoot soldier,

almost never decides a great battle

by Stephen Jay Gould
As a devotee

Grade B

of

detective

from Charlie Chan (in all his incarnations) to the Thin Man, I have, perforce, spent an undue amount of time passively engaged in conversations about
films,

fingerprints. Since these discussions are

interminable, one might suspect that they

have also been eternal

the annals of

in

criminology.

Yard

In fact, Scotland

duced

officially intro-

fingerprints as a tool for identifying

criminals in 1901 (replacing the older Bertillon

system, based on complex series of

body measurements and the accompanying assumption, not always vindicated,
that no

two people

will

be alike

in so

many

The chief architect and promoter
of the new system was Francis Galton, Enways).

gland's most eccentric scientific genius.
In

his

autobiography, Galton

tells

a

story of Herbert Spencer's visit to his fin-

gerprint lab. Galton took Spencer's prints

and "spoke of the

failure to discover the

and how the
gers of unborn children had been

Galton then ends

his

anecdote by giving

undo big

Little facts rarely

theori

—the myth of David

the original source for one of the top ten

by themselves

among

Goliath notwithstanding. They can

scientific quotes. Spencer, dining

little,

naeum, stated that he had once written a
tragedy. Huxley replied that he knew all
about it. Spencer rebutted Huxley, arguing that he had never mentioned it to anyone. But Huxley insisted that he knew
anyway and identified Spencer's debacle
"a beautiful theory, killed by a

jecture about lefty periwinkles, but

—

nasty, ugly little fact."

may be subject to such
and unambiguous rejection. I stated last month, for example, that
no left-coiling periwinkle had ever been
Some

theories

instant, brutal,

found among millions of

rarely

slay

and

grand

No

views of nature.

single, pristine ici
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A Black Hole for Sure?
Astronomers have the best evidence yet

by Stephen R Maran
For years astronomers have tried to
learn

if

At

blacic holes really exist.

least

one observed object, the X-ray source
Cygnus X-1 in the Milky Way, is widely
regarded as a black hole, although that
conclusion is not beyond doubt. However,

shaped structure around the hole. As the
gas in the doughnut spiraled inward, it
would be compressed by the powerful
gravity of the black hole and would get
denser. Since compression produces heat,

the doughnut gas would

become very hot

X-3, in

and would therefore shine brightly in Xrays. Thus, binary stars that produce Xrays are considered prime candidates for

the Large Magellanic Cloud galaxy, con-

study as possible locations of black holes.

recent observations provide near-certain

evidence that a binary star associated with

LMC

the powerful X-ray source

tains a black hole.

(A black hole

is
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that has collapsed to a diameter of just a

few dozen miles.

Its

gravity

is

so powerful

Cygnus Xextensively monitored by Uhuru, an

them indirectly by
effects on companion stars

try to detect

means of

their

binary systems (two stars that orbit

in

each other because of mutual gravitational attraction).
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of binary systems, so

stars are

members

we assume

that
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black holes are binary stars as well.
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binary system contains a blaclhol
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The observation revealed
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observatory
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970, was found to be associ-

member

of a binary

our galaxy, the Milky Way. Analysuggests that the unseen companion is

probably a black hole, and recent text-

books describe
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much

less

Cygnus X-1 binary
its visible com-

massive than

panion, a supergiant

star.

Conceivably, the unseen object

Cygnus X-1 binary
star, lost in

is

in

the

a relatively ordinary

the glare of

its

companion

su-

However, a variety of observa-
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that the

lit
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Cloud, although their positions cou

tions are inconsistent with this hypothesis,

two sources was what we now

around

and most astronomers believe the object

X-3.

orbital ve-

to be a black hole. Nevertheless, a nagging
doubt remains. This concern about Cygnus
X-1 does not apply to the unseen member
of a binary system associated with the X-

a

unseen companion

common

center of mass.

in orbit

The

would help us
estimate the mass of the unseen companlocity of the ordinary star

ion:

the faster the ordinary star goes, the

more massive its companion. The greater
the mass of an ordinary star, the brighter
it shines, so that a sufficiently high mass in
a star whose light is not detected can be
the telltale clue that the unseen star

is

a

black hole.
In close binary stars,

mass

is

often trans-

ray source

LMC

X-3. In that binary sys-

binary star does not necessarily imply that

two other

streaming toward the hole from the com-

and white dwarfs are sometimes also
surrounded by accretion disks (as the in-
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X-ray sources

in the

ipa

Cloud, desijiW

LMC X-1, LMC X-2, and LMC X-.Th

visible

types of small, dense stars

form

rieal

edly scanned by Uhuru. Those scaiei

positions of the sources

member is more massive
companion star. If it were
an ordinary star, it would far outshine its
companion and would thus be seen.
The mere observation of X-rays from a
its

a black hole

would

December 1970 and January 971

the Large Magellanic Cloud was

than

binary system contained a black hole, gas

star

In

call M(

tem, the unseen

ferred from one star to the other. If a close

panion

no

be accurately determined. In retrciecl
most astronomers agree that one of losi

pergiant.

its

-rai

from the Large Mageanii
Cloud was not a diffuse glow froi tk
whole Cloud, as had seemingly beeindi'
cated by an earlier rocket observatid.
stead, the X-rays appeared to con' pn
marily from two localized sources tN
emission

posed of an ordinary star and a black hole,

and

o

star in

X-ray

orbiting

we would expect

to find the ordinary star

yti\

LMC

X-3 X-ray sourcjwi
first observed on September 24, 19], b
X-ray sensors on a Thor missile laupe
to an altitude of more than 185
above Johnston Atoll, in the mid-P;ilic

ated with an unseen

Since black holes are invisible, astrono-

nJ

do not exceed about 4 mi
that mass, whereas even the visible a
ber of the LMC X-3 binary star e) »(
these mass values.
The recent conclusion that the LV.l

1,

the collapsed star cannot be seen

mers

times the mass of the sun, and
stars probably

comes

launched

—hence

dwarfs, however, cannot exceed abd

In particular, the X-ray source

that not even a ray of light can escape, so

the term black hole.)

flowing doughnut-shaped gas stru|
are called) that glow in X-rays,

is

present, since

—

—neutron

stars

were mesire

show that they were r co
incident with any of the prominent sirs
cataloged nebulae in the Cloud [!i
Uhuru investigators, a team of as «
mers from American Science and n
neering (a private research and mai
well

enough

to

t

oil

i

turing

company

located in

Massachusetts), found that

Cambj

LMC X

V.

">.
Of
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al^

the reas"ofts for ov

.if-
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'

orie than the
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'
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kM to stay that way.
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:

LMC

X-3 (which correspond to the two
X-ray sources detected by the Thor payload) "are two of the brightest X-ray stars

ftrfect!

ever observed."

Sun Line to the

It

thus

became of great in-

what kind of stars they
it was necessary to pinpoint the X-ray sources and learn which of
the numerous stars in their general vicinities were associated with them.
The Uhuru measurements established
that LMC X-3 was located within a limterest to learn

To do

were.

Greek Islands,
Egyptjsrael,
Turkey.

that,

ited area in the sky, called the error box. In

astronomers

1973,

from the Harvard-

Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, also
in Cambridge, traveled to the Cerro Tololo Inter- American Observatory near La
Serena, Chile, to investigate stars in the

vatory) during the

since the
in

1

1

LMC

showed that

Uhuru

970s. These

,

1

X-3 had brigl

observations werdf

970-7 1 and now surpassed LI

as the brightest X-ray source in the^

Magellanic Cloud. The X-ray souesf
tensity of
X-3 continued to c

LMC

<

much

varying by as

as a factor of

t

cording to observations by the Brih.\
ray satellite Ariel

reported in

5,

19'. \

LMC

X-3 was perh&jti
strongest stellar X-ray source yet iind
Further measurements from Sou A!
rica showed that the seventeenth- ign
tude star seemed to vary erratics/,!
light changing by as much as 60 p
However, there was no proof that wi
brightest,

its

:eii

LMC

the optical counterpart to

'3,1

the South Africans had suggested \il
rect correlation

The annual index for

light

Natural History, Volume 93

in

between changes in siW

X-ray intensity could

bsakj

as proof of the association, but no ev era

(January through December 1984)

and

X-ray

correlated

of

may be obtained by writing to:

visible

brightness changes was obtained.

INDEX

astronomers again turned to

measurements

Natural History
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LMC

posioB

(the

tl

salliii

High Energy

first

vii

X-3.

new, more powerful X-ray

HEAO-1

ligl

Iiiea

search for

in their

ble counterpart to

Central Park West at 79th Street

\

and

,stn

LM

physics Observatory) scanned

X-

about 700 times during a three-mo

3, 4, 7

LMC

riod in the

dence

observations reduced the error box

X-3 error box. They found no evifor an association of any observed
star with the X-ray source, but pointed out
a ninth-magnitude star as a promising can-

Day

Greek Islands/Turkey

Observations with two X-ray telescopes

Cruises

on the

Copernicus, also

satellite

made

in

1973, ruled out the ninth-magnitude can-

7,

Day

14

didate

star.

More

Cruises

My tra\'el

much

five

of

by virtue of

blue color and slight but

its

certain increase in brightness over four

with

They proposed

this star as

the most likely candidate for association

LMC

X-3.

.

As astronomers worked
optical counterpart of

Zip

State

stars

ninth-magnitude,

than

Name.^

City

many

X-3

one of the five, a previously uncataloged
star of seventeenth-magnitude, stood out

Phone

to pinpoint the

LMC X-3,

Sun Line Cruises
Sail the

Stella Solaris

/

Stella

Legend

Oceanis

/

I

Stella

Maris

stars in this smaller error box.

gram of the other

star,

brl

A

obtained

si

in

I

1978, with the 141-inch telescope!

European Southern Observatory oi[

interest

La

Silla in Chile, indicated that th

LMC

further,

was both the bluest and the bright]
The hunters were closing in.

ject.

By November 1982

the identifl

of the seventeenth-magnitude

blil

and the X-ray source had been con|
thanks to measurements by the
satellite, the most powerful X-ray ol
tory

yet

launched.

The

Einsteia

and the X-ray j
were coincident. During that mon
cause the coincidence showed th
blue star was associated with thel

showed that the

star

source, a crucial series of thirteen si

and by an X-ray telescope on the

observers,

satellite

narrowel

still

error box, the seventeenth-magnitu

grams of the

OSO-7 (the seventh Orbiting Solar Obser-

second three mon

X-3 error box

X-ray source increased, thanks to
additional measurements by Copernicus
in this

agent is_

able blue star was one of the two

A

Sun Line, One Rockefeller Plaza,
Luxury ships of Grecian registry.
NY, NY 10020.
.

m|

The seventeenth-magnitud

observations

nights of study.

.

LMC X-3 by about a factor of threl

HEAO-1

fainter

cruise plans now. Ask your
about our 1985 Cruise
Program and our Sun Line 11-14 day
Cruise/Tour Vacations. Or call Sun Line
800-468-6400. In New York City:
212-397-6400. Or send for our brochure.

his

properties.

LMC

which were observed from the South African Astronomical Observatory at the
Cape of Good Hope. In November, 1974,
the South African observers reported that

travel agent

977.

ders of the smaller box.
error box did contain

Launch your

1

was probably just a foreground oti
our own Milky Way, with no inte|

Nevertheless, the reduced

Sailing April through October
frprn Athens (Piraeus).

of

measurements reduced the size of the error box within
which LMC X-3 must be located. The
ninth-magnitude star was outside the bordata, the Copernicus

Egypt/ Israel
Greek Islands/Turkey

Address

Uhuru

precise than the

fall

that based on the Copernicus

ments.

didate.

summer and

b|»

star

was obtained wl

158-inch telescope at Cerro Tolol|
copy, were

all

experts on stellar sp

Anne

P.

Cowley

(now.;

Tempe) and DaVampton and John B. Hutchings,
of the Dominion Astrophysical ObState University in

)n

d
3t

Columbia,

iptory in Victoria, British
hi

compared the thirteen spectra with

i(j

other and with a few earlier observa-

3t

of the star, extending

10

iiscovered that the lines in the stellar

back

to 1978,

iqrum move rhythmically back and
'
I

|

ei

wavelength, with a cyclic period

in

ir)

changes

e cyclic

in

the spectral lines

strong evidence that the blue star fol-

\^an orbit with a period of
)f
li

The Doppler
with the same

;.

makes the

its

high speed,

seventeenth-magnitude

h:

lines

period.

motion was

orbital

it 1

effect

about forty

most striking aspect of that new-

'le

blue

star,

ii

an estimated mass of about six times

II.

)f

the sun,

is

charging around

its

orbit

.pre than 500,000 miles per hour, indithat

it;g

hh has
C)

its

to

unseen companion

star,

inside that orbit,

even

massive; the best estimate

H-'n star

'lat
C(d

is

has ten solar masses.

is

did,

)

her star

it

is

would

spectrum of LMC X-3, made with HEAO
According to Nick White, of the European Space Research and Technology
Center in Noordwijk, Holland, and Frank

because the long side of the egg

1

.

Marshall, of the

Center

made

Goddard Space

LMC

it;

yet

shining there.

her evidence supporting the identifi-

X-

the spectrum

for

The powerful

in

ward or

the seventeenth-magnitude

star,

LMC

hole: the rapid orbital

elongating

it

in

the

X-3 binary system is a black
motion of the com-

direction of the black hole. Confirmation

panion blue

came

variations of the blue star, from

January 1983, when two astrono-

Amsterdam remade with a sixty-

at the University of

ported on observations

inch telescope at the European Southern

They found

Observatory.

that slight varia-

tions in the brightness of the star repeat

periodically as

hour

orbit.

it

The

goes around

its

forty-

brightness changes indi-

esized black hole than

it

it is

inferred

the conclusion that the unseen object in
the

mers

facing

end of the egg is facing us and the star
seems fainter. The degree of distortion of

magnitude blue
in

is

when the axis points roughly toaway from the earth, the small

the earth;

black hole would deform the seventeenthstar,

broadside to the

hole.

of radiation

toward a black

gravity of the

is

presumed

its

ray spectrum agrees with theoretical pre-

from gas spiraling

the axis

from these variations in its brightness, is
what would be expected if its unseen companion had ten times the mass of the sun.
In summary, much evidence supports

along the axis connecting

far outshine

who

X-3,

No

star

Flight

Maryland,

Greenbelt,

in

a careful study of

cate that the diameter of the star

mass (other than a black hole)
in the orbit of the blue star, and

if it

earth, the egg-shaped star looks brighter

that the

fit

't

.

fit

shape."

comes from observations of the X-ray

dictions

out forty hours.

When

cation of the unseen object as a black hole

is

larger

star;

distorted shape

the periodic brightness

is

inferred; the

which its
deduced

mass of the unseen object; its small size inferred from the necessity of fitting within
the small orbit of the blue star; that the ob-

and the strength and spectrum of the X-rays. In view of all this evidence, it seems that at least one black hole

ject is unseen;

has

now almost

certainly been found.

to the hypothat right angles

As Cowley, of the spectroscopy team, wrote later, "The gravitational

Stephen

P.

Maran

is

a senior staff scien-

the Laboratory for

Astronomy and

to that axis.

tist in

pull of the

Solar Physics at NASA 's Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt. Maryland.

that

the

.

.

star

.

black hole ...
is

distorted

is

so strong

into

an egg

The opinions expressed here are

his own.
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Even

Celestial

Them Now

See

by Thomas D. Nicholson
Our

February

most comfortable,

best, if not the

come

views of the stars usually

in

the win-

months. The main reason, of course,

1

:

The waxing gibbous moon,

three days past

its

first-quarter

phase

to-

night,

brightens early February nights.

the long winter nights, which enable us to

Today,

it is

see the sky in the early evening and late

Gemini, midway between Taurus's reddish star Aldebaran, to the right, and the
twin stars of Gemini, Pollux and Castor, to
the left. The bright star above the moon,

ter

is

morning, dark hours when we are ordinarily stirring about. In addition, winter
skies can be exceptionally crisp

so

moon

clear,

Even the winter

moisture.

little

and

when they hold

especially at their coldest

cooperates, in that

its

full

very high path

near the border of Taurus and

apex of a triangle that includes Aldebaran and the twins at its base, is Caat the

pella, in

the lower, denser air through which the

February 3: The brighter, fatter moon,
below and in line with the twin stars, forms

summer

a threesome with Pollux and Castor.

moonlight

results in less scattering of

Adding

full

moons shine

all

combined

earth's orbit have

night long.

changes

to all this, cyclical

in

in

point us, on winter nights, toward

the

brightest of our stars, which extend in a

i

cent moon, in Sagittarius, trace
the peak of the

lid.

tl on

moon

vernea

Look before

da;rea

a teapot, with the

is

cen-

tered between them, bright enough to

dim

down

February

4:

moon

Tonight's

helps in

finding the twins again, and also Regulus,

The moon

the brightest star of Leo.

in its easterly

motion after

gj|

the south

the fainter, nearby stars. Regulus, to the

elongation on January 22. In a few

(below the Southern Horizon for most of

under a circular group of
stars (forming a backward question mark
with Regulus as the dot), where the head
of Leo would be.
February 5: Full moon, at 10:19 a.m.,
EST, is in Leo, above Regulus.

you

great sweep from

Canopus

in

us) to Capella in the north.

We will also enjoy the best of all the evening stars, Venus, in

its

optimal posture

in

the Northern Hemisphere's evening sky.

This

usually

comes

March, when the

in

ecliptic

February and
and orbit of Ve-

nus climb steeply upward from the west in
the after-sunset sky.

We

owe

to this

Venu-

sian posture our spectacular views of the

planet this month, and of

even though the

latter, far

Mars near

from

its

it,

opposi-

tion with the sun, isn't very bright.

moon's

left, is

February

morning stars this month. Saturn,
Libra, is up by midnight at month's end,

7:

The moon

is

(nearest the earth) tonight.

moon
higher

in

our sky

Mars have continued
fairly

low

as

Venus

will

and when the sky around

it

in twilight,

darkens.

the only obvious object near

Mars

If you

ob-

tions as

is

in

served the two planets in January, you will

the brightest "star" in
piter, after

its

constellation. Ju-

passing the sun in mid-Janu-

ary, lets its brilliance

speak for

morning. By the end of February
ily

seen

Events

in

in the

it is

eas-

the southeast before sunrise.

in the

calendar are given at local

time unless otherwise indicated.

30

it
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notice

how much

Mars's right ag^

mor

the last

is

see the late crescent

moon

beforel

comes new. You might be able
piter

above

it

to fil

in the early twilight,

star this season.

evening stars

be visible

to

This

17:

While the

west for several hours af-

in the

Venus

February

time the planet has appeared as a

month, Venus and

this

ing, with

it.

closer they are now. Ve-

February

[

they are slowly sa

will see that

at perigee

has pointed out the brighter stars

ter sunset.

Saturn and Jupiter improve their posi-

li

dims the stars, even though the rrmij
low. Venus and Mars, in the wesufia
sundown, haven't separated mucfuinJi
Venus passed Mars only a week ago
Mars passes Venus, and the lattei)

in the

our era to

pass;

from right to left on the 9th.
February 12: Last-quarter moi,
2:57 A.M., EST, is in Libra, where y.
see it after it rises about an hour pa;mii
night. The bright object above it is Siun
February 13: The reddish star belvil
moon this morning is Antares, in SccM
February 15: The stars below there
line of

Auriga.

The moon

bright star Spica.
star

Mercury

19:

is

tl

fiis

m^ninj

at su:n«

conjunction with the sun, passing

i'rom

right to left to enter the evening sk)]

moon
sun

in

occurs at

1

:43 p.m.,

EST, joinij

Aquarius.

February 21: Coming out
sun's glare to the

moon should be

left,

the

froil

new

crj

visible after sun

near the southern border of Pisce

nus passes Mars (conjunction) about 9:00

south of the vernal equinox.

EST, moving
what happens later

February 22: The moon is near|
and Venus until they all set at abou
P.M. Look above the crescent whe ll"
sky is dark enough to see some stars, to
will be nearest the moon, and brillia Vf

But watch
in the month.
February 8-10: The waning moon rises
shortly before midnight on the 8th and 9th
and drifts through Virgo on the mornings
P.M.,

of the 9th and

1

east of

0th,

it.

where

it

marks the

nus

much

higher.

^

.
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February 23: The moon is farthest from
the earth about :00 p.m., EST.
1

February

The

24:

moon

crescent

past the Pleiades, the fuzzy cluster of stars

sometimes called the Seven Sisters.
at

them with binoculars

if

Look

possible. Venus,

crosses the border between Pisces

below the moon early

ies,

greatest brilliancy in this evening cycle.

and Arand the brighter stars of Aries, Hamal,
and Sheratan are above it.
February 26: One day before first quarter, the moon enters Taurus and moves

27-28:

February

been following
drifted slowly

its last

1

appearance

away from

in

The

is

1910. Since then,

it

the evening of the 28th, the m|

|.

nestled between the two stars that

the Bull's horns.

at

Editor's Note:

first-quarter

Map

The Sky

in the

and

stars for this

month and

giv(|ll),

times and dates for use.

has

the sun in a long, narrow elliptical or-

mous with the awe, the mystery, and the drama associate(\i
The most famous of all such objects, with the ka

comets.

Halley

record of appearances, dating back to 250

B.C.,

the earth's sky every 75 to 76 years.

named

teenth-century British astronomer

accurately predicted

it

comet sightings

It is

Edmund

retiisit

after

Halley,

theigl*

who inlOl

would return in 1758, after a seatiof
led him to believe that several ver«

948 a point called aphelion, at which it was farbit,
thest from the sun, beyond the orbit of Neptune. On its current
return, it has been gradually accelerating, and in February 985,

earlier

be near the orbit of Jupiter (but nowhere near the planet
as the illustration shows), heading toward perihelion
(nearest the sun) on February 9, 1986. During subsequent

spective orbits, and the orbit of Halley's comet, inclined

reaching

in

1

1

it

will

itself,

months, we

and

comet as it comes nearer the earth
will be shown each month relative to the

will depict the

the sun. Its position

sun and planets, and then relative to the stars of our sky when the
comet is expected to be visible to us, until it fades in the spring of

32

successive appearances of the

of the legendary Halley's
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comet

is

synony-

same object

at regular

inte'als;

In this month's illustration, the planets are located in thrw

enteen degrees to the earth's orbit,

The

is

shown

position of Halley's comet in February

b;se«l

in relation to

is

;eiii

marked by ami

cometlike symbol even though the object itself is still smaa«l
undistinguished, much like a faint, fuzzy star detectable o\i^
modern instruments. Most of Halley's path lies south of thtolai
system's plane of orientation.
the comet

1986.

The very name

m

ary issue shows the evening constell ion

Comeback

985/ 986. "Celestial Events" will
document the comet's journey in a monthly countdown to show
you where it is and where, when, and how it can be seen.
We begin the countdown with a view of where the comet has
1

the evening,

moon, at 6:41 p.m., EST, on the 27th, is
above Aldebaran, Taurus's brightest star.

Halley's

Halley's comet returns in

in

On

will

move

move south

Not

until

October of this

north of the planetary orbits; in
again.

ycM

March
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Among the most populous roosts in the world
are those of the red-hilled quelea of Eurasia and Africa.

These birds were photographed at night
Peter Johnson,

in

Botswana.

NHPA

The Birds' Communal
Connection
There is relative safety for seniors but some risk for juveniles
when huge numbers of birds roost andflock together

by Patrick J. Weatherhead
My

memories of Alfred Hitchcock's
The Birds have dimmed with the
years, but I still remember my sense of
wonder at scenes of birds converging,
slowly at first, and then by the thousands.
film

^J^

And a question persisted

How

mind:

L-.»-'

in the

back of my

did Hitchcock get so

avian extras to assemble

in

many

one place, at

one time?
several years ago,

when saw
I

communal
Fort Camp-

a

roost site for the first time in
bell,

Kentucky.

some colleagues

rm^:
^V'^?.*?/"-

''''

.ri

^*i

I

arrived at the site with

evening before

in the late

At the

in tree cavities.

extreme are the most populous
roosts, involving mind-boggling numbers
of birds. Winter blackbird and starling
other

roosts in

North America regularly exceed

red-billed quelea roosts in

mated

in

numbers

esti-

the tens of millions. But the

all-

time record must go to the now-extinct
passenger pigeon, estimated to have had

more than two billion birds
an area of several thousand

single roosts of

covering

was an impressive accumulation of droppings in the pine stand where the birds

acres.

roosted, our lack of familiarity with roosts

species are well represented throughout

made us skeptical about the estimate, issued by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser-

above, there are even

blackbirds

million

and

Long

after there did not

one more

—

is

nal roosting.

seem

Communal

to

be space

roosts,

an example of

this behavior.

territory against trespass

b_\'

another male.

Within weeks of the beginning and end of

de-

the breeding season, however, those same
males roost side by side every night and remain gregarious throughout the non-

I

in-

breeding season.

Another variation

of resting or sleeping. All birds roost: but

is

some roost alone, some roost communally,
and some switch from solitary to communal roosting on a seasonal basis. Even

cies.

among

roosting

is

fur-

The European

starling, for instance,

habitats.

I

wetland habitats:

seem doomed to failure. The size of communal roosting populations, for example.

roosts

has perhaps the most catholic taste in

liming of the roosting aggregation.
vival value of various roosting patterns

communal

variation exists even within a single spe-

roosts in cattail, reed,

about the sur-

in

the choice of roosting habitats. This

ther variation in the size, location, and

to generalize

is

During the
breeding season, male redwings are the
epitome of intolerance, each defending his

human terms

the gregarious species there

commu-

The red-winged blackbird

pour

simply a daily period of

the equivalent in

Attempts

species that

Our

Hitchcock filmed.
Roosting

some

starlings.

cided on the spot, must have been what

activity

And, as mentioned

switch seasonally from solitary to

bird, they continued to

out of the sky.

the avian kingdom.

four

the roost and funneling into the trees.

for

Both communal and solitary roosting

numbered

doubts vanished quickly when the sky began to fill with birds all flying directly to

.c

clusters of creepers or nuthatches that

gather at night

the birds began to appear. Although there

vice, that the population

K^

one of the most variable features of the
At one extreme are the small

several million individuals. In Africa, the

did not have a plausible answer until

I

is

behavior.

in

have seen starling
and alder stands in
pine, cedar, maple,

and mixed deciduous stands in upland
habitats; and under bridges, on buildings,
and in bell towers. When one adds to the
list the clitT faces used bv vultures, the is-

Barn swallows roost communally but
only

move close together in cold

weather They also forage together
for flying insects.
Frith

and

Frith:

Bruce Coleman, Inc

m

.

m-

Wf:'

'i»i'ym^

^_j
lands used by sea birds, and the tree cavities

used by creepers,

it is

apparent that

communal

The

tages of the behavior.

first

of these,

the predation-avoidance theory, presumes
safety in numbers. Consider a bird

roosting cannot be explained
on the basis of the characteristics of any

there

particular habitat.

the odds of that bird being eaten are nec-

What makes

the question of

why some

is

by a predator,

that roosts alone. If found

essarily

100 percent.

two birds

If

roost to-

the

gether and a predator finds them, the odds

apparent disadvantage of that behavior.

that either individual will be eaten drop to

birds roost

communally so intriguing

is

Birds are creatures of habit and return to

50 percent (since predators can presum-

same roosting sites night after night,
month after month, and year after yean
Thus communal roosting would seem to

ably only grab one victim at a time), so the

provide would-be predators with a predict-

millions of birds.

able and abundant source of food and

ual roost

hunters with an ideal target (witness the

tor are extremely small.

the

extinction

of the

passenger pigeon by

birds are clearly better

Apply

off.

this rea-

soning to roosts that contain thousands or

The odds

member being

of any individ-

taken by a preda-

The

larger the

roosting population, however, the easier

it

humans). Another disadvantage of thousands of birds returning every night to the

should be for predators to find the birds.

same

tract attention.

location

is

that their search for food

The

noise level,

if

nothing

communal

every morning takes them over the same

dividuals in a

general area in which they fed the previ-

if

ous day. This should put a substantial

weighs the increased

tition

on the food supply, create compebetween roost members, and require

them

to fly ever greater distances

strain

from the

Paradoxically, the

seem

to

same

make communal

advantageous

—

factors

that

roosting dis-

the ease of predation and

—

should

at-

to in-

roost only holds

the diminished risk from predators out-

more

In other words, even
difficulty capturing

use that
risk

risk of

being ever

easily located as roost size increases.
if

site as

predators have no

some

roost, the other birds

roost to find food.

else,

Thus the advantage

should continue to

long as they are at lower

than they would be

alone.

birds in a large

if

they roosted

Although no good data are

avail-

communal
would expect them

densely clumped, and so loathe
the roost that

by hand, suggests that the birds

Related to the advantages birds

by reducing individual predation
the advantages they derive while

Most

the basis of the two major traditional hy-

roosting populations,

birds feed in

potheses proposed to explain the advan-

to
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also

form

I

be high. That roosting birds are often

iieii

ar^asy

pickings for skillful predators.

able on the predation rates on

the difliculty of finding food

to;av£

humans can capture

species

iiliz^

ris^are

for;ing

communally rctin?
flocks. As in a comnnal
of

roost, individuals in a flock reducejheif

Each black vulture picks its own
cactus as the sun goes down in the
Sonora Desert.
M.P.L Fogden

and increased

vigilance

their

foraging

rate.

An
flocks

additional advantage of feeding in
that short-lived food supplies,

is

such as swarms of
ripening

fruit,

insects, schools of fish,

patches of seeds, or the car-

more

casses of dead animals, can be
tively

located.

The

effec-

where these

sites

sources are found are often too large for

one individual

to search thoroughly in the

short time before the food patches are dis-

covered by other animals with similar
feeding habits. The suggestion has therefore been

made

of other flock

by feeding in flocks,
from the search effort

that

individuals benefit

members

despite the disad-

vantage of competition from them.
Granted that foraging birds can reduce
their risk of predation

why is

it

by feeding

in flocks,

necessary for the flocks to congre-

One

gate each evening for roosting?
pothesis

is

that the roost

—a

formation center
the food

is

is

hy-

used as an

in-

place to learn where

located. Observation of a flock

mem-

of feeding birds indicates that flock

bers do use each other to locate food.

When
tion

a few individuals focus their attenon one patch of ground, other birds

quickly congregate there. This

is

the

same

imitative behavior that causes vultures to

gather rapidly at a fresh

kill

and ducks

to

be attracted to hunters' decoys. If birds
feeding in flocks can find local food
patches more efficiently than birds feeding alone, then, according to the information-center hypothesis, those flocks should
also be better able to locate food patches

over a wider expanse.

By

roosting to-

gether, birds can take advantage of the

members

to locate

entire flock or a flock

member

search by fellow roost
food.

An

that returns to the roost without finding

food need only follow more successful innew food

dividuals the next day to locate
!<

t
li

t

ces of being the victim

should a pred-

utack. In addition, there

is

evidence

can more quickly dehe approach of predators than can in-

birds in a flock

presumably bemore eyes are on the lookout. Using
"\i^ goshawks as experimental predai\

1'

»«

uals that feed alone,

;

an ornithologist

i{

who

tested this hy-

wood
ins detected an approaching goshawk

Ojisis

found that larger flocks of

than did smaller
flocks, reducing the goshawk's hunting
success. Not only are more eyes an advantage in detecting predators: they also enat a greater distance

able each bird to spend more time looking
for food. The same advantage holds for a
bird in a mixed-species flock. Another re-

searcher found that

when downy wood-

peckers joined flocks of chickadees,

tit-

mice, and nuthatches, they reduced their

patches. Just as those

who argue

that the

principal advantage of communal roosting
is

the avoidance of predation also concede

a secondary advantage to greater success
in finding food, so proponents of the roost
as an information center concede that a
secondary advantage may be the avoid-

ance of predation.
A fundamental problem with the
formation-center hypothesis

is

that

it

in-

con-
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Within almost all avianfamilies there
are examples of communal roosting.
The gregarious rainbow lorikeet of

Australia
Stephen

J,

is

one of them.

Krasemann

an advantage on individuals that

fers

"cheat": birds that return to the roost but

never

about

information

share

food

patches they have successfully located.
related question

how

is

A

birds recognize in-

dividuals that have foraged successfully.

(Birds don't belch or pat their stomachs

good meal, so no one knows how

after a

they might indicate they have fed well.)

The "cheating" problem applies
older birds, which are more skilled

to the
at find-

ing food than their juniors. These older
birds

would seem

communal

be better off avoiding

to

roosts rather than using

them

and always having to share their food with
younger birds that follow them. In large
roosts those younger birds are not necessarily related to the older birds, so

it is

not

a case of the older birds sharing food with
their offspring.

As

why some

continued to ponder

I

birds roost communally,

occurred to

it

me

two main hypredation avoidance and the
potheses
communal roost as an information cenwas that both assume that all birds in
ter
that the shortcoming of the

—

—

a roost are there for the

same

reason. If

one assumes that different individuals
might benefit in different ways from roosting together, one arrives at an explanation
for

communal

roosting that

tent with both fact

and

The problem with
ter hypothesis

many

studies

blackbirds

is

more

is

the information-cen-

that older birds, which

tered on the periphery. Thus, a roost can

pelicans to

be thought of as a series of concentric layers of birds, with the lowest-ranking, youn-

—ranging from

—show

at finding food,

consis-

theory.

are consistently better

do not seem

to gain

any
But

ger individuals

in

the outermost layer and

advantage from communal roosting.
older birds usually dominate younger ones

the most dominant, older individuals in

and are therefore able to displace them
from preferred perches in a communal
roost. This ability would be highly advan-

vulnerable outer layers to insinuate them-

tageous

if

birds spending the night on cer-

the center.

selves into the

predators.

We know that among birds that

efforts of the birds in the

more secure inner

layers

could account for the high densities of
birds in

perches were more vulnerable to

tain

The

many communal

Given the advantage
center of a

roost,

roosts.

to the birds in the

why do

individuals

by a predator, subordinate
by membership

also benefit

birds

'Oi

in a ciimu

nal roost. This supposition, combiniiela

ments from the two traditional t'ona
about communal roosting, is what; wil
refer to as the two-strategies hypoi5sis

Although we need studies desig:du
test the specific predictions

strategies hypothesis before

of th
its

t»»

vidii)

and general application can be eva itci
some promising evidence already e>ts.A
study of rooks in East Lothian, Sci

ami

the colony usually suffer the highest pre-

at all

showed
younger

dation rates, and the suggestion has been

If

birds' ability to displace the youngeJifi'

made

strongly correlated, then the peripheral

breed

sites

in colonies, nests

on the periphery of

that competition for central nest

probably forces the younger birds to

Such a pattern may also prevail in communal roosts,
since a predator entering a roost would
the periphery of the colony.

probably attack the

38

first

birds
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it

encoun-

forced to stay on the periphery join a roost

and run the higher risk of predation?
dominance and foraging skills are

roost

members would be

those most in

need of information regarding the location
of food. As long as the advantage of following dominant roost members to feeding sites outweighs the risks of being killed

that the older birds don^ald
birds, as

evidenced by

thol

roost tre<

Tin

researcher interpreted the preferer

fa

from perches higher in the

higher perches as evidence that higlrpo
sitions

were

less

vulnerable to

teri^tria

predators, although no data in sup]rt
that interpretation

was provided.

Siid'^'

A flock ofyellow-headed blackbirds
feeds on insects and seeds. The birds
nest in colonies but roost both in
groups and solitarily.

was determined by species rather than
age, with the snowy egrets and great
egrets

displacing

the

other species of

which they roosted, forcing the younger
birds to roost in positions that appeared to

make them more

the

in

roost

trees.

Again,

the

higher

vulnerable to predation. Interestingly,

ing revealed that the greatest increase in

three of the heron species increased their

campus

on the Rice University

in

Q ton, Texas, and studies of red-winged
ia;birds roosting in a

park

c
iL i

in

Ottawa, Ontario, have also
dominant
hierarchy to gain access to

presumably safer roost

It

K)s in
)(

in

that older birds use their

ions in the

J!

stand of cattails

both of these studies

roosts in

D ontally,

Scotland

sites.

—

—were

The

unlike the
stratified

rather than vertically, with a

foraging

success

by

feeding

near

were being used to locate food.

If subse-

quent observation at the roosts in Mexico
and Panama reveals that the subordinate
species in the roost follow the

snowy egrets

to

older birds of access to safer roost

strategies hypothesis

ti

is

consistent with the two-strategies

attention by Danish ornithologist

n

roosting out-

above.

The

best evidence in support of the two-

Pape M0ller.
swallows

in

was brought

to

my

Anders

In a recent study of roosting

Bronderslev, Denmark, Mol-

when M0ller considered
niles.

ner

in

infer that, in

some man-

not yet understand, juvenile

the roost were able to recoghad foraged successfully

day and

to follow

them

turn, to their feeding areas

that a well-fed adult

to those feed-

is

a

may

indicate

more

reliable

source of information regarding feeding

is

111

the afternoon for-

ing sites the next morning. That the successful juvenile birds were not followed, in

they were also able to displace juveniles
from the lower perches in the reeds in

herons,

One might

we do

swallows

and other species in San
Mexico. In this instance, dominance

s,

in

aging success of adult swallows, not juve-

sites

&

an increase

where foraging had been
successful the previous day only held

found that older birds not only had
greater feeding success than juveniles;
ler

of juvenile birds.

flock size at sites

dominance hierarchy has also been
bived in a mixed-species roost of
!

number

Interestingly, this pattern of

that

if

communal

increase in the

pothesis will gain strength.

older birds

The advan-

for

of foraging birds occurred

number

nize adults that

number of

thesis

the

where the foraging success had been highest the previous afternoon, and that the increase in flock size was due primarily to an

to feeding areas, the two-strategies hy-

Dying central positions.

y

the

snowy egrets. When dummies of each species were placed in foraging areas, many
more birds were attracted to the artificial
snowy egrets than to dummies of the other
species, indicating that the snowy egrets

»«

isoportionate

away

from the roost during the afternoon. Observation at those sites the following morn-

a study of some of the same species of
egrets and herons in Panama revealed that

e;

success of flocks of swallows feeding

perches were thought to be preferred because individuals roosting there would be
less

)wn-headed cowbirds roosting in oak

vulnerable to predators.

Miller's study recorded the foraging

egrets and herons from the higher perches

than

is

a well-fed juvenile.

Because the evidence available to date
consistent with the two-strategies roosting hypothesis, one might e.xpect that the

39

hypothesis will prove to be valid under

most circumstances

for

most

species.

But

even general explanations of natural phe-

nomena have many
ple,

exceptions. For

have largely ignored the

I

communal

perature in a
their collective

body heat

exam-

temBecause

role of

roost.
loss

may

raise

the temperature within the roost, birds
roosting together probably lose less energy

than those roosting alone.

at night
ever,

How-

independent studies of jackdaws and

have shown that the energy the
by roosting together does not

starlings

birds save

compensate for the energy expended in
flying to and from the roost each day.
Nevertheless, for species such as pygmy
nuthatches, which gather in well-insulated
tree cavities and pack in so tightly that
they maintain body contact, energy savings may well be the primary benefit of
roosting. Species such as tree swallows,
barn swallows, and bank swallows regularly roost communally but form tight
clusters within the roost only in very cold

conditions. Therefore,

communal

cluster-

and communal roosting should perhaps be considered separate phenomena.
ing

This discussion of

communal

roosting

has so far been restricted to birds. But bats
also often roost

communally. Spectacular

aggregations of millions of Mexican free-

can be seen

tailed bats

Caverns

in

in the

Carlsbad

New Mexico. Whether all spe-

reasons,

do so for
and whether those rea-

same

as the ones influencing

cies of bats that roost together

the

same

sons are the

the behavior of birds,

My

expectation

is

is

not known.

that as empirical

up with the
new two-strategies theory, we will see both
general patterns and numerous exceptions. The generalizations would necessarstudies of roosting birds catch

have

and food
numbers of birds require large amounts of food
and represent just that for predators. The exceptions to the theory would include those
species that huddle only for warmth and
probably some species that we predict
should roost communally but do not.
ily

to involve predation

finding because large

—

Careful study of species of the latter type
will

determine whether they are excep-

tions that prove the rule or instances that

disprove the rule altogether.
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D

Blackbirds fly across a Louisiana field

on their way to their roosting site.
The numbers in which they and the
red-billed quelea roost are probably

among the highest of any extant species.
C C Lockwood

m

of the African violet family stands out against the dark green

r plant

Costa Rican rainforest.

'

-ogden

That Go Out on a Limb

loots

rainforest, trees tap into air plants

]e
:

mass on

their branches

M. Nadkarni

Valini

verity feet

above the

lin forest,

a pink orchid blooms in a

)f soft,

gray-green moss held aloft by

swordlike

,

Nestled

limb.

tree

)ul

floor of a tropi-

among

the

of bromeliads,

foliage

eafed ferns flicker in the sunlight.
ijs-eye
rial

parade of plants

hidden to

ty,

A

view of the forest canopy offers

all

in

extraordinary

but the keenest ob-

on the ground below. While they

r

^ometimes known as

air plants, these

op dwellers are generically classified

burrow through bark and tap

into

the host tree's vascular system), epiphytes

have no direct access to nutrients within
their hosts. Nor do they have root systems
that, like vines

and

lianas,

compete with

surrounding vegetation for their share of
nutrients on the forest

floor.

Rather, epi-

phytes take sustenance from the trace
amounts of minerals in rainwater and dust
particles that fall upon them as these nutrients pass

through the treetops.

lost trees.

have

)iphytes

fascinated

botanists

lorticulturists for a century, not

use of their diversity

only

—some 30,000
—

grow epiphytically but
because their unexpected presence in
crest canopy of foliage seems an inruous whimsy of nature.
es of plants

and other
and uneven.
Although rain passes through the canopy
with some regularity, it moves over
branches and trunks rapidly and leaves little residue. Compared with the warehouse
of nutrients on the forest floor, the canopy
cupboard is rather bare.

many

within the self-contained ecological

tropical regions

canopy. Paradox-

is

erratic

In the face of this sporadic supply of nutrients,

forests

in temperate and
have developed structural

epiphytes

and physiological characteristics that allow for efficient nutrient gathering and
storage. These mechanisms include such

somewhat superfluous

to the ecosys-

and

Traditionally,
trees has

their

relationship to

been regarded as nutrition-

harm nor

Washington,

is

con-

in a classic ex-

like structures

nutrients.

Some of the

lower orders of

epiphytes, such as mosses, liverworts, and

some

lichens, are characterized

by "poi-

it

a multistoried forest of massive ever-

greens, with abundant rainfall (nearly

1

50

inches a year) and highly leached, nutrient-poor

soil.

The profusion of epiphytes

in

the

Olym-

Rain Forest is greater than in any
other temperate rain forest in the world
and even rivals that of tropical rain forests
of South and Central America. Epiphytes
upholster the branches and trunks of the
Sitka spruce, Douglas fir, red alder, and
pic

black Cottonwood trees.
along the park's

were thought

onservation system?
itil

in

maples that grow

recently, epiphytes

play in this highly eflicient nutri-

were

investigations

ducted on the west coast of the Olympic

structures as absorptive trichomes, hair-

on the surface of leaves
that aid in water retention, and leaf formations that actually cradle and save water

es

My

canopy.

characteristics with tropical rain forests:

of essential nutrients, such as

interested in the place that epiphytes

in

ferred, or cycled, throughout the forest

mineral elements,

The supply

)ntemporary biologists are particu-

iiunity of the forest

their host trees and focused in particular
on how nutrients are stored and then trans-

nitrogen, phosphorus, calcium,

opy encounter feast-or-famine conditions.

branches and trunks of support-

of tolerance

extreme environmental conditions
of the exposed canopy.
As a graduate student in forest ecology
at the University of Washington, I studied
the relationship between epiphytes and
to the

Peninsula

use they grow, not in the earth, but
the

some epiphytes with a degree

ample of a temperate rain forest. The
Olympic Rain Forest, as it is popularly
known, lies within the borders of Olympic
National Park and shares numerous

Epiphytic plants of the rain forest can-

where heavy rainfall
les nutrients from soil, vegetation
rjs in profusion. What role do epi-

Dj

roots

iphytes {epi, "upon"; phyte, "plant")

i<\

ti

true parasites, such as mistletoe (whose

in

Hoh

On

the big-leaf

wet lowland

sites

River, epiphytes fes-

damp green fur, and
decomposing epiphytic mator detritus, form cushions as much as

toon tree limbs like
thick mats of
ter,

ten inches thick.

The epiphytes of the Olympic Rain

For-

belong mainly to the nonvascular and

kilohydric" foliage: special guard cells on

est

the plant's surface quickly absorb moi.s-

the lower order vascular plants: lichens,

ture

mosses, club mosses, and liverworts. With

hosts direct nutritional benefit in re-

when it is available, immediately shut
down to prevent water loss when exposed

fer

to

extremes of heat, and then rapidly resume metabolic processes when moisture
is again available. These qualities provide

order

ISneutral:

they neither

arly help

one another.

Now

evidence that epiphytes

par-

there

may

is

olTer

treetop support,

liphytes take only physical support,
utrition,

from

their host trees.

Unlike

the exception of the licorice fern, higher

epiphytes,

such

as

the

orchids,

bromeliads, and gesncriads found in tropical regions,

do not grow

there.

The Olym-
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Gathering moisture and dissolved minerals from the continuously
humid atmosphere, epiphytes, or air plants, cloak the trees
in the Monteverde cloudforest of Costa Rica.
Richard La Val

Rain Forest does not display the colorful patchwork of flowering epiphytes
found in the tropics, yet the diversity of
epiphytic mosses and liverworts is remarkably high; more than 130 epiphytic moss
species have been documented there.
pic

Among

more common

the

species are

the Eurynichium oreganum, Isothecium

stoloniferum, and the stepping-stone moss

{Hylocotnium splendens).
In the past biologists were limited to
studying canopy ecology by climbing trees
with spikes and ladders, constructing aerial catwalks or free-standing towers, or by
simply cutting down

Obviously,

trees.

these methods not only restricted move-

ment within the canopy but

also

fre-

quently harmed or even killed the trees.

number

In recent years, however, a

of

imaginative and intrepid biologists have

advanced

applied

rock-climbing

tech-

niques to gain safe access to the treetops

and easy mobility within the canopy.
the world of epiphytes

is

Now

accessible to

all

but the most acrophobic.

Climbing
ple.

A

into the

canopy

sturdy nylon cord

is

is

quite sim-

shot over a

branch with a crossbow or slingshot, then
tied to a standard mountain-climbing
rope. This rope

is

then pulled over the

branch and anchored at the base of the
trunk or that of a neighboring tree. Wearing a seat harness
sisted

by special

called

Jumar

and

sliding

leg loops

and

as-

aluminum clamps

ascenders, the climber can

inch up the rope with a

minimum of eff"ort.

able portion of the canopy's pool of available nutritional resources.
nutrients, intercepted

and held temporarily

ally across the canopy.

the ecosystem: epiphytes

within the canopy,

it is

possible to

estimate the magnitude of the entire epiphytic

community by weighing sample

of these

from rain or dust

By shooting lines from treetop to treetop,
one can use the ascenders to move laterOnce

Some

in epiphytic tissues,

are transferred, or cycled, to other parts of

floor,

fall

in

the

soil;

their

nutrients

leached from the canopy via

are

rainfall, or

Like a spider racing to build
slid

over the trees on

the plants are eaten by herbivorous insects

and deposited as they die or defecate.
As I continued to peel epiphytic mats
from the trees' surface, I made a totally
unexpected discovery that suggested yet

roots.

another means of nutrient transfer. Under

own

ple

(height,

sixty

feet;

diameter,

forty

was 100 pounds. Extrapolating
from these figures to the entire maple
inches)

Greatly excited,

was a shortcut

in

tender white root tips with tiny root hairs

the forest
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I

realized thihen
rieoi

big-leaf maple with heyf*
and a diameter of approxiiitel*
inches had canopy roots origiiti"?

where from three

44

1

crowns.

and trunk
of the maple tree where I was working.
The roots penetrated mats of decomposing epiphytes and ranged in size from

Mineral elements held within this mass
of epiphytic growth constitute a consider-

5b.

its

climbingofW

A typical

6,000 pounds per acre, four times the

weight of host tree foliage calculated by

ppf

cycling system. Host trees were cap k<i
tapping the arboreal cupboards iitheit

the epiphytes, an extensive network of

other researchers in similar forests.

my

the rain forest's n

grove, the dry weight of epiphytes totaled

roots crisscrossed the branches

;

and traced each system back to its pnioi
origin: the junction of a branch sysm*
the host tree itself. These were apif

fering sizes. For example, the fresh weight

ma-

lays

where epiphytes tapered off on
trunk and outer branch surfaces.

epiphytic mats from selected trees of dif-

of live epiphytes on a typical big-leaf

diaettfj

moist organic matter and were «i

to the forest

decompose, and join the pool of nu-

trients

to woody roots three inches in
They appeared only beneath

liage

forty
at

eighteen points along the

floor.

trunlan)'

to forty-five feetbovf

Some

of the

^^'

rcn't

By sprouting roots directly from trunks and branches,
exploit the nutrients contained in the cushiony

rainforest trees

mats of live and

decaying epiphytes. Below: A layer of epiphytes has been pulled back
to expose a tangle ofaboveground roots.
Richard La Val

{Acer macrophyllum), vine maple {A.
mature red alder {Alnus

ciation, called mycorrhizae,

circinatum),

belowground

rubra), and black cottonwood {Populus

tative parts of a fungus

trichocarpa). Anatomically, canopy roots

ments called hyphae

ter

common

:eration in

root structures neces-

ytes

was

this

in

What

kind of roots were they, and

did they do? In the following

weeks

and more lines dangled from the fornopy as 1 expanded my treetop sur-

Ropes were tossed and
ies

Jr

raced up and

of the seven

row

tied; tools

down

and

guidelines.

common

tree species

Olympic Rain Forest procanopy rooting: the big-leaf maple
in

the

with

same

microor-

essential to plant growth. This relationship

*Vhich trees put forth such root sys'

relationships

re-

the literature on

hidden root system

How common was canopy

d.

roots also exhibited the

root-

appearance,

Nowhere

symbiotic

is

manifested by the formation of nodules,

grapelike tissues, that appear on
belowground roots. Peeling away epiphytic mats on mature red alder trees,
which are known to be capable of fixing
nitrogen,
exposed roots high above the

or

1

forest floor that displayed well-developed

roots

from its surroundings. Some canopy roots
were also mycorrhizal.
Extensive

investigation

has

revealed

canopy roots were the same as
belowground roots in their structure and
anatomy, their capacity for forming symbiotic relationships, and their capacity for
nutrient storage and transfer. If, by providing efficient nutrient transfer from epiphytes to host trees, canopy roots serve as
a means of conserving nutrients within an
ecosystem, then canopy rooting should occur on trees in geographically distant

of the

but environmentally similar ecosystems

where high

rainfall

supports heavy loads

of epiphytes.
In 1980, soon after research

began

in

Olympic Park, I
journeyed to the cloud forests of Monteverde. Costa Rica, where epiphytes reach
their greatest abundance and include the
greatest number of species. Owned and
the temperate forest of

by the Tropical Science
Jose, the Monteverde Reserve protects approximately 10.000 acres
administered

nitrogen-fixing nodules.

Canopy

pacity for taking up mineral nutrients

that

nutrients.

ganisms as did the tree's underground root
system. One such relationship involved
root-dwelling microorganisms that can
"fix" nitrogen and make it available to the
host tree in usable forms. Through a metabolic process carried on by the microorganism, atmospheric nitrogen is transformed into nitrate and ammonium, both

as eager to learn the extent of this

)menon.

and

Canopy

d as far as twenty feet out along

Three canopy root systems
an upward direction; two
escended down the trunk completely
enetraled the forest floor below with

fila-

understood, seem to enhance a root's ca-

sary for absorption and conduction of wa-

nated.

threadlike

to tree roots and, in a process not entirely

hairs, all

:hed otf in

—
—attach themselves

belowground coun-

to their

terparts.

epiphytic mats and roots

to

Root sections observed under a
microscope revealed cortical cells, xylem
and phloem bundles, root caps, and root

were identical

:hes before

common

roots. In this case, the vege-

big-leaf

maple

demonstrated yet another symbiotic asso-

Center

in

San

45

Douglas Gruenau

Roots that grow on branches and trunks are anatomically identical to
their underground counterparts. Below: Nodules on a root emergingfrom a red
alder trunk contain microorganisms that can transform atmospheric nitrogen into
forms usable by the tree. Right: Shaggy mosses and tallferns carpet the
relatively sunny trunk of a big-leaf maple.
Doug Wechsler

rr:

i

of

mountainside

virgin,

along the Central Divide

Here

forests.

the Tilaran

in

South

Pacific, exploring the

cloud forest of Papua

mountainous
Guinea and
of New Zea-

New

Mountains, at an altitude of about 5,000
cloud-bearing trade winds sweep the

the temperate rain forests

feet,

land, both

peaks and valleys throughout the year,

forests

and fog envelops the mountain

acterized by wet soils and trees with di-

Again and again I encountered the same
phenomenon. Ten species of tropical trees
growing on Mount Missim (elevation

vided trunks, gnarled limbs, and leathery

9,700 feet) near the

thick, huddling mists.

On

the wet,

uppermost

forest,

leaves.

The

tute

commonly

opy.

grow

as elfin woodland, epiphytes

in profusion. In

worts,

char-

is

windward slopes of the
where trees are so

stunted that the forests are

known

crests in

forest

addition to mosses, liver-

and epiphytic

lichens, a

huge

vari-

ety of higher plants grows epiphytically,

clothing

wind-sculpted

the

with

limbs

in

I

Old World counterparts of the
had originally investigated.

Morobe

Wau

Ecology

Insti-

Papua

New

Province,

Guinea, had root systems high

of canopy-rooting trees expanded to

clude

Grisilinia

lucide,

in-

Meterosideros

The

umbellata, and Podocarpus totara.

and decaying matter.

not restricted to a single phylogenetic

surrounded by erect shrubs,
bromeliads,

flowering

—

common

was

line

lianas, vines,

tors

and evolutionary development

cyclanths

any

specific ecosystem. Rather,

the cloud forest canopy,

herbs,

("Panama hat" palms), and

I

fragile or-

mats of epiphytes as I had
done in temperate forests, I found canopy
roots emerging from the branches of these
tropical trees. Host trees belonged to a
diverse assemblage of species: Ocotea
chids. Lifting

Xylosma (FlacourtiDidymopanax (Araliaceae), and

to trees that share

is

ances-

—

or to

seems
to be a generalized response wherever epiphytic growth generates a source of waterit

epiphytes

Biologically,
sals:

they and

are

commen-

their host trees live in close

association but

do not harm one another.

Nonetheless, epiphytes do affect the nu-

aceae),

tritional status of their host trees, in a
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wide

range of interactions.
to the

In

all cases,

of support within the canopy:

epiphytes gain the benefits

higheieve!

of sunlight than on the dark

foresifloa

and avoidance of possible comp
from ground-dwelling herbs and nsstt
But if we look at the relation betweiep
phytes and their hosts on a continiin.i

itioi

kind of gradient of coexistence, wf:

phytes offer their hosts in return f
port ranges from the extreme of

ept

suf

prasil-

ism to a more positive mutualism.

The

and nutrient-holding organic matter.

(family Lauraceae),

Weinmannia (Cunoniaceae).
In 1981 I expanded my research

^m

While I was tree hopping in the Podocarpus forests of Pureora National Park,
North Island, New Zealand, my checklist

evidence was mounting: Canopy rooting

in

v^'"

in the can-

green and brown sleeves of living plants
Aloft

;#^vKA

best example of the negativcfei

upon their Istsii
by the relationship betwintlie
various epiphytic orchids and the
trees and shrubs in tropical citrus iania'
that epiphytes can have
illustrated

tions. In this case,

to orchid roots

strands of fungi nkc»

burrow directly

ir)

tl"

host tree's vascular system, robbirj it

i

E"*i,

3^-

-i'

-^^
f

|:ITect

infested oaks gradually put forth fewer

the University of Oregon. In this study, researchers computed nitrogen input of ni-

and fewer leaves and grow more

trogen-fixing lichens on old-growth

V'

one

avid Benzing, professor of biology at

that epiphytes indirectly

add

pounds per acre per year of nithe ecosystem through fixation

to three

phytic mosses inhabit the inner portion of

trogen to

the canopy where they exert minimal me-

and subsequent decomposition. This con-

moss and live oak trees,
coined the term "nutritional pi-

chanical stress and where light levels are

tribution

too low to support host tree foliage. Since

cial to host trees since nutrients are

the mosses grow

only in moderation, their

available to saplings, seedlings, and other

availability of airborne nu-

understory vegetation as well.
Tropical rain forest epiphytes were also

" to describe epiphytes that intercept

atmospheric nutrients before

become available

to

their

hosts.

more favorthe canopy and physio-

vn-dwelling epiphytes are

ii^ally

Doug-

temperate forests of Oregon.

College, in his investigation of

M positioned
;)

las firs in the

They found

1 seize

U

by the

moderate moss loads found on old-growth

e ing
,it

slowly.

typified

conifers in the Pacific Northwest. Epi-

their hosts has

dian Spanish

l(

is

effect of epi-

upon

'liin

:r

Nutritional neutrality

been described

indirectly negative

\\

h|i;s

M.

pirating can result in host decline: heavily

^jf vigor and eventual death.
;

,

condition,

The

as epiphytosis,

'n

ii>*«-'

'ilJia

can have a debilitaton the tree canopies, causing

resources.

stutritional
1'

l/1/i'S:iA\i^lt>M^

in

better equipped than their hosts

j.ploit

the limited supply of nutrients

Oie in dust

and

rainfall.

Ultimately this

effect

upon the

trients

is

negligible.

An example

of an indirectly positive ef-

fect of epiphytes on the nutritional condi-

tions of their hosts has
in a

been documented

study conducted by Larry Pike and

George

Carroll, professors of biology at

is

described as indirectly benefi-

made

described as indirect nutritional contributors to the canopy ecosystem. Richard

Forman, then a professor of biology

at

Rutgers University, estimated a nitrogen
input of one to se\'en pounds per acre per

47
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A temperate rainforest such as this one on
may
much as 6,000 pounds (dry

Washington's Olympic Peninsula

support as

weight) of epiphytes per acre.

year from lichens
est,

as

much

through

in a

Colombian

rainfall.

The epiphyte-host
shifts

rain for-

nitrogen as enters the system

tree

relationship

even further toward mutuality when

canopy rooting

is

considered. In this in-

stance, the host tree, which provides sup-

port for epiphytic growth, gains direct access to accumulations of organic matter

and decomposed mineral elements before
the nutrients

become

available to neigh-

A

boring trees and vegetation.
beneficial

association seems

to

mutually
prevail,

which a direct benefit is conferred
upon the host tree through access to epiphytic nutrients and to the epiphytes
through support and a suitable surface on
which to grow and reproduce.
When I first contemplated epiphyte research, I encountered some skepticism in
forestry and biology circles. Swinging
through trees with special rock-climbing
one

in

— fancy Tarzan
—seemed too

gear as some

apparatus
called

too

it

exotic or perhaps

much

search.

fun for serious scientific

There were,

after

all,

re-

plenty of un-

about plant life on the
Epiphytes were considered in-

settled questions
forest floor.

teresting from a strictly botanical point of
view but were not thought to be particu-

fundamental ecosystemsuch as nutrient cycling.

larly relevant to
level processes

Apparently

this treetop

community of epi-

phytes has a greater impact on canopy

ecology than previously suspected.

Whether epiphytes and

their host trees

coevolved for the express purpose of
tual aid

mu-

remains an open question. Their

association,

examined from a

different

perspective, could as easily be interpreted
as competitive, with host trees "snatching

back" the nutrients that otherwise would
have been theirs had epiphytes not intercepted them

first.

Whatever the driving force behind
these interactions, canopy rooting tightens
the link between two diverse elements

complex

forest

direct access to nutrients.

the often tiny plants that
air alone,

And

seem

in

on

the

nutrient conservation that
so

good

at holding

their limited supply of nutrients.
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a

epiphytes,

to thrive

can play a significant part

mechanism of
makes forests

in

by offering trees quick and
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The Nikon FA;
Winner 1st Annual
"Camera Grand Prix" Award

White House News Photogi hen
Association

WOttLD CONC1EBM

Award

^

I
Pulitzer Prize for Feature Photography

Communication Arts Award of Excellence

Annual "Camera Grand Prix" a/an]

For over 30 years Nikon cameras have
helped photographers win awards for their

of the 1st

pictures.

standing professional photographers, eqipment experts and editors, the FA receive tlH
honor primarily for its innovative Automdcj
Multi- Pattern metering system.
metering virtually ensures c;timum exposure even under difficult liglin?

In fact,
Pulitzer Prize

other

Given by a panel of judges consisting of cit

Nikon cameras have taken more
winning photographs than any

35mm camera.
But our cameras win awards too.
The Nikon FA has been selected winner

For more information write to Nikon

Inc.,

Dept. 55, 623 Stewart Ave.. Garden

City,

N.Y. 11530

|
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Of course this isn't the only outstandf iture youll find on the FA. It also has five
of operation, through-the-lens flash
eing with a Nikon Speedlight, a peak flash-

if;

l/250th of a second, and a top shutter
eofl/4000thofasecond.
And when you buy a Nikon you're eligible
eome a member of the Nikon U.S.A. Club
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d ions.
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It II
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simply by applying
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So visit your nearest Nikon Dealer
and see tlie FA for yourself. Mer all, you're
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Wfe take the worlds greatest

pictures.'

othe
For two weeks in JanuMtor Fd)nMkv, all work
the New Year
a^ omt'S to a halt as ChinAvillakers^£brate

'Fhoiographs by Ricmrd Gpn

actor from a semiprofessional opera
peeks
otdfrorn- behind a curtain.
c&mpany
on outdoor stages in
(wupe
performs
The
d'age' throughout Shaanxi Province.
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•
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I

-
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Dressed as a pig. a boy on stilts, above, sets offgiggles among
this group of children, who recognize Pigsy, a characterfrom
Journey to the West, one of the best-loved classics of Chinese
literature. Pigsy is a former deity who intended to come to earth
as a man. but he did something wrong and became a pig instead.
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i iiinghov.
'e

Id

fving

left,

him

has a vivid red circle painted on his face,
Monkey King, another character

to all as the

Journey to the West. The
-at

Monkey King possesses great

powers and can see through the disguises of even the

est

of demons and monsters.

y illagers gather to watch the traditional Lion Dance, below.
Inside each costume, two men coordinate their movements to

manipulate the lion, as it blinks its eyes, snaps its mouth open
and shut, and chases after a ball handled by a costumed manall to the great amusement of the crowd.
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small boy stands behind the makeshift wall and gate of a
newly constructed house. On the gateposts are New Year's
couplets, which are put up by every family. Traditional
couplets carry auspicious words about good weather, healthy

and long life. The couplet here reads, "Sweet, sweet,
is more and more sweet. Beautiful, beautiful,
beautiful. The days are more and more beautiful.
children,

sweet. Life
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As part of the two-week celebration, villagers build giant
and
and stone rubbings of

swings. This ancient custom has been mentioned in poetry

folktales for more than a thousand years,

giant swings have been found that date back to the Han dynasty

(202 B.c.-A.D. 220}. During the festivities, unmarried men and
women occasionally use the swings together, an activity

considered very risque.
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Ej laborately costumed young girls,

above, are carried on poles
a procession through the streets of a village. Although they
appear to be standing, the girls are strapped into small metal
in

seats attached to the top

of the pole. Their adult-size opera
costumes include false legs and tiny {false} boundfeet.

In the countryside, free movies are shown on outdoor scrA
about once a week. Opera, however, remains thefavorite
elderly people, who tend to find the movies too daring. At
a group waits patiently at the foot of an outdoor stage for
opera performance to begin.
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yi

slilt dancer dressed as an elephant rider proceeds down a
crowded street. The dancer may be impersonating one of the

Eight Immortals, characters from a legend.

vid of stilt dancers, left, parades down a village street.
reveals several female
>se inspection of the dancers

sonators in the group. Villagers feel that female

sonators have more freedom to flirt and dance in a
er that would not be appropriate for a woman.

1

he young girls, below, are riding in a decorated wagon being
part of a procession through the village

—

pulled by a tractor

Sunglasses are afashion fad in Shaanxi Province and
are considered a stylish necessity for all special occasions
streets.

—

especially at New Year's, weddings,

and performances.
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Rhesus monkey populations have declined seriously in Nepal
and northern India. Many people no longer hold monkeys sacred.
and somefarmers trap them or drive them away. As a result,
monkeysfind refuge in public places, such as this Buddhist
temple area in Kathmandu, Nepal.
Mark N. Boulton; Bruce Coleman
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ihesus

Monkey's
There

from Grace

Fall
place

is little

left in

modem

India for a sacred species

by Charles Southwick and M. Farooq Siddiqi
Admired

worshiped

and

some,

by

cursed by others, rhesus monkeys

fill

a

complicated ecological and cultural niche
in

India and Nepal. Orthodox Hindus con-

sider

monkeys sacred animals,

be

to

re-

rats,

and rabbits without incident and was

being used with tragic consequences by

—

women in Europe was banned
United States. All of this research
required monkeys, and in the late 1950s,
pregnant
in the

partly from the role of the

god,

India was exporting more than 100,000 of
them each year to Europe and the United

Hanuman, in the
Hindu epic, Sita,

clas-

States.

vered and protected. This reverence stems

monkey
Ramayana. In that

sic

Rama

(the reincarnation of

Lord Vishnu)

by

of

kidnapped

is

Hanuman
island of
in

forces

the

evil.

for labtest-

ing on the other. But for those of us

who

calls

on the monkeys

to gather

southern India and build a bridge.

Hanuman, Rama, and

followers

their

walk across that bridge, and after fierce
fighting, rescue Sita. According to the legend, this represented the victory of good
evil.

Today,

dedicated to the

Hanuman

is

many Hindu temples
monkey god.

are

monkey with

a black

But over the years, he has come to
stand for all monkeys, including the rheface.

all

of them have enjoyed the privi-

leges of deification to

some

extent.

wanted to study this fascinating primate
and understand its place in nature, there
was little to go on. We knew only a few
facts
for example, that the rhesus was
one of twelve macaque species and that it
ranged over more than 5,000 miles of
Asia, from Afghanistan in the west, across
India and Nepal, to Bangladesh, Burma,
and parts of Indochina. The most widely

—

distributed primate,

usually depicted as a lan-

gur, a long-tailed

and

was used

it

Lankah (modern Sri Lanka). But

Hanuman

sus,

one side of the world,

oratory research and pharmaceutical

is

party will have to cross the water. So

over

—

sort of

being held on the

learns she

order to get onto the island, a rescue

in

The rhesus thus had a contradictory
fame in the 1950s worshiped on

the beloved wife of

The

forests of

of that

is still

Kowloon, a mainland peninsula
Formerly,

city.

Now

was Peking.

its

northern limit

rare in

is

it

many

has disappeared from
its

once lived as far
found in the

it

Hong Kong and

east as

China and

other parts of

eastern range. But the center of the rhe-

rhesus ranges widely across India, but the

sus monkey's population, and the place

populated regions with the greatest num-

where

monkeys are often those connected
some way with the legend of Hanuman.

bers of
in

it

could be found

bers, was,

and

in greatest

num-

northern India.

is,

We also knew that the rhesus was versalived in cool

Hima-

Indeed, the religious associations that In-

tile

dian people have with monkeys are the

layan forests as high as

main reason these primates have been

hot lowlands of the Rajasthan Desert, and

tol-

erated and protected.

Western world, the rhesus mon-

In the

key has another sort of distinction, stemming from its role in biomedical and behavioral
years,

it

research.

fifty

has been a mainstay for scientists

ways

exploring
health

For more than
to

improve

—mainly because of

its

human

physiologi-

and immunological similarity to
humans. The Rh factor in our blood was

cal

named

after a similar protein found in the

blood of the rhesus monkey. This primate

was an experimental model for polio and
hepatitis vaccines and has been used
widely

in

search.

almost every

As

field

of medical re-

a result of tests on pregnant

rhesus monkeys, the tranquilizer thalidomide which had been tested on mice.

—

ecologically, for

it

1

2,000

feet, in the

in the tropical

mangrove swamps of the

Sundarbans

Bengal.

had, at

in

some

point,

sal relationship

We knew

that

it

developed a commen-

with

human

populations,

receiving food and other benefits from
that association. In India

and elsewhere,

the rhesus lived with people

—

in agricul-

tural areas, villages, towns, temples, rail-

way

stations, and even major cities. In the
crowded landscape of India, the rhesus
seemed to be a survivor the most intense
human commensal of all primates.
But in the late 950s no data were avail-

—

1

able on such basic matters as the animal's
habitat distribution, population densities.

group
ing

sizes,

habits,

knew very

sex and age structures, breedor social

little

about

organiz.aiion.
its

food habits.

We
As
63

960. we didn't know whether rhemonkeys actually had a mating season

late as

sus

1

or bred throughout the year. In captivity,

reproduction occurs throughout the year,
but we soon learned in our fieldwork that
rhesus have a definite breeding season

from September to January.
There were other questions as

well, per-

haps even more pressing ones, raised by
the human relationship to monkeys. How

many

rhesus monkeys actualh" lived in

What were

northern India?
tion trends?

their popula-

How were the populations or-

ganized, ecologically and socially?

What

did contemporary citizens of India think

And

could the

monkey populations continue
modern science with a harvest

to sustain

of the export of rhesus?

or

more

of 100.000

individuals per year?

When we began our study in 1959. we
planned a year of fieldwork. Soon after
our

season,

first field

we

realized that

we

needed three to four years. Now, as we
complete our twenty-fifth year of fieldwork, many topics still remain to be invesBut one alarming fact has
tigated.
emerged: the rhesus monkey population of
northern

India

1959.

since

has

Some

seriously

declined

may

attribute

people

the loss to the export of rhesus monkeys.

But we learned early
the exploitation of the

in

our studies that

monkeys was only

part of the circumstances affecting them.
in India is a complicated
and changing one, and to understand it,
we had to understand something of the

Their situation

changing identity of India herself.
Our first task was to find out how many
monkeys there were. When we began our

government officials, scientists,
and naturalists felt the rhesus population
numbered in the millions that it was so

studies,

—

large that the levels of export in the

1

950s

and 1960s were not having any impact.
Jim Corbett. one of India's respected naturalists,

estimated the

monkey population

of Uttar Pradesh, the north-central province occupying
sin, at

"not

less

much

of the Gangetic ba-

than ten million."

Some es-

timates ran as high as twenty million.
In 1959,
ies.

The

we began

first

three kinds of stud-

was an extensive population

survey throughout northern India, the second a more intensive study of one popula-
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Many rhesus monkeys in the central Indian city of Varanasi
known locally as the monkey
Hanuman. the monkey
who symbolizes the triumph ofgood over evil.

{Benares} live around Durga Temple,

temple. People feed rhesus as a tribute to

god.

Raiesh Bedi

tion

Aligarh

in

southeast of

eighty

District,

New

Delhi,

and the

miles
third a

behavioral study of groups of rhesus monkeys living near monkey temples in the

does one count monkeys

in

gan with seven different types of
veys, designed to cover

We

used

of transportation

available

—automobiles,

and most

trains,

field sur-

habitats sys-

all

all

often, our

the di-

We be-

verse landscape of northern India?

tematically.

means

bicycles,

own

feet

—

to

crisscross the landscape as carefully as

In

possible.

our

nine months,

first

we

logged more than 18,000 miles, talking
with local people and thoroughly inspect-

30 towns, and 1 5 cities in
censused more than
200 Hindu temples and more than 440
railroad stations, and we combed 6,400

ing

280

this category, past

cent of a numerically stable population.
Instead, they were only 5 percent of the to-

city of Aligarh.

How

two and one-half years old. Juveniles in
weaning but sexually
immature, should make up at least 25 per-

to

villages,

We

northern India.

acres of forestland in the

Himalayan

foot-

tal

population.

Monkeys

old,

were

in greatest

demand

From

these efforts

we learned that the
many monkeys

popular notion of how
lived in

India was greatly exaggerated.

Our survey

indicated that rhesus

monkeys

in Uttar Pradesh numbered 800,000 to a
million, or about 10 percent of what we

months

for research.

This meant that trapping for export was

making a serious dent
Where monkeys were
trapped
ests

—

—

the

in

in the population.
less

likely

to

temples and protected
age

population's

be
for-

distribution

was normal.

We also found that Indian villagers
were deeply ambivalent about the rhesus
monkey. Although they still professed to
respect

monkeys

for traditional reasons,

they considered the rhesus a pest

—

par-

ticularly in agricultural areas

where the

monkeys often

Many

pilfered crops.

lagers asked us to trap

hills.

age group,

in this

particularly those about eighteen

vil-

and take the mon-

keys away. Unwilling to

kill

nonetheless tried to drive

them, people

them

off or

break up groups. The monkey's status in
India had obviously changed. When we
explored the Terai, that band of forest

further estimated

running along the Himalayan foothills, we
saw another sign of the times. India's

that 88 percent of this population lived

greatest wildlife areas, the forests of the

had been
near

told.

human

And we

settlements

—

villages, towns,

roadsides, canal banks, or temples.

cities,

Only 12 percent lived in the forested areas. Almost everywhere we went, we
found that local people overestimated the
number of monkeys living near them.
Fifty

monkeys, by virtue of their

visibility,

Terai were being invaded to
for

make room

agriculture and grazing

land.

This

development inevitably had to aftect rhesus monkeys dependent on forest habitat.
What we were seeing, of course, were
the beginnings of India's change to a more
modern, industrialized, and growth-oriDuring

boldness, and activity, could create the

ented

impression of several hundred.

years in India, the

society.

twenty-five

our

human

population dou-

the patchiness of rhesus distribution. In

bled from fewer than 350 million people to
more than 700 million. Each ear we saw

towns of

increasing evidence of conflict between

Another factor that impressed us was

some areas, like the sacred
Ayodhya and Faizabad, there were many
groups, sometimes as
in just five

places

many

as seventeen

miles along the road. In other

we could

ride or

walk

for a

hundred

miles and find only one or two groups,

sometimes none. "There used
keys here," local people told

to

us,

be mon-

"but not

anymore."
But what most shocked us in those initial forays was the distorted age range of
the monkeys. There were conspicuous
monkeys one
shortages in one age group

—

_\

and the realities of surwere particularly struck by this
in small villages, where local people grew
their own crops and were entirely depen-

traditional beliefs
vival.

We

dent on local food production.

Rhesus monkeys consume

virtually all

vegetable foods that humans eat. They
raid crops and rob food stores at every
opportunity. They love mangoes, papayas,

bananas, sugar cane,

rice,

grams (legumi-

nous beans, somewhat like soybeans), peanuts, wheat, millet, and most vegetables.
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A triumvirate ofmonkeys holds court on a rooftop in Agra.
advertisement for a writing pen. Urban

)

'

The sign is an

monkey populations in northern India

have declined less than village populations, mainly because they don't threaten!
s livelihoods, and th us are tolerated. But even in rural settings, some
people have returned to a more traditional respect for the rhesus. At right, a
knife peddler stops to feed a roadside group in Tughlaqabad.
people

Ooranne Jacobson

With food

supplies a constant problem,

the average villager simply cannot afford

have a group of monkeys ready to
pounce on his crops. Small children and
elderly people are regularly employed as
to

chowkidors, or guards, to protect the
crops against the depredations of monkeys. Traditional Hindus believe that
monkeys have a "right" to whatever food

many
we spoke to

they need, but

of the contemporary

are more pragmatic.
They still believe in the legends of the
Ramayana. but they no longer accept the
villagers

idea that they can do nothing about pov-

and hunger, that they are powerless to
Without rejecting their religion, they are modifying some
of its teachings in practice. In the last two
or three years, there has been a noticeable
erty

act against the monkeys.

resurgence of classical Hinduism in India,
and more people are once again feeding
monkeys along roadsides and in temples
and parks.
Another major influence upon the rhesus monkey has been habitat destruction
of the sort

we witnessed

the early 1950s

in the Terai.

more than seven

Since

million

was a

fairly

accurate idea of rhesus popu-

we

lation trends,

predicted the

number

of

rhesus monkeys in India was declining.

Since

1

960 we've had the opportunity

to

test these predictions several times, first

1964 and 1965, and
1979 and

monkey groups. Twenty years

latg

of those villages had monkeys.
sure that the missing groups

moved

to other villages,

>

1

hadni.;;

we

surv

-.

additional 245 villages and foundii

numbers of
had declined 94 percent.

acres of Indian forests have been cut.

after five years, in

Much

again after twenty years, in

sus

1 980. We retraced our early work over a
broad expanse of northern India as pre-

Our intensive study of monkey::
garh District gave us a more deta:i

of this land has been taken over by

agribusiness,

and small farmers have had

to sell to larger landholders.

Now many

fifty or a hundred acres. Corpomanagers often show little tolerance
for rhesus monkeys; they certainly don't
consider them gods, and the traditions of
Hinduism are less of a constraint for them.
Reforestation efforts are under way in
I ndia, but most plantings are of single-spe-

same

sus in them. Total

what was happening

farms are

cisely as possible, using the

rate

methods, the same routes and study areas,

Aligarh

and basically the same

western Gangetic basin.

habitat

Between our

i

t

cultivated with wheat, gram, sug
millet, and other crops; moderat
watered with canals from theo.i

typical habitats, including temps.

roadside habitats disappeared over the

groups varied

some

the

fringes of the old

still

Natural History 2/85

first

twenty years.

River;

the rural areas. In this district, weilecw

seventeen groups of rhesus moieysi
in size

from

monkeys, with an average of twity
A typical group consisteof

group.

When we repeated a survey of
more than 180 miles in this habitat, we

one to three. These groups occup;!

found that 76 percent of the groups of rhe-

and

sus

monkeys had disappeared.
was alarm44 of the 280

In village habitats, the loss
ing. In

villages

our 1959-60 study,

we

visited

had resident rhesus

Tl

six to fc;y-M

Along canal banks, which are less disturbed by human traffic and which often
have ideal habitat, a similar situation prevailed.

•'

and densely populated by jpws
mately 500 people per square kiloeier!

drove rhesus monkeys to the

with

remained and where, outside of
villages and fields, they were less likely to
be bothered by people. More recently,
even these marginal areas have been cut
for lumber and firewood, and many roadside stands of fine banyan, pipal, neem,
jamun, and mango trees are gone.
During our first year of fieldwork, long
before we had a clear picture of these
other factors, but armed with what we felt
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There has been a serious decline

with relatively few local exceptions.

lar

It is flat,

words, three-fourths of the rhesus living in

roadsides, where
forest

dictions.

in rur

typical agricultural

Initially,

comparison

mixed-species forests being cut.
this practice

tunately, the data supported our early pre-

is

rich

relatively worthless as wildlife

in

teams. Unfor-

ture of

and second surveys,
roadside groups of monkeys in northern
India declined 26 percent; by 1980, that
decline deepened to 77 percent. In other

cies stands, especially eucalyptus species,

which are

field

field

vili:

adult males, eight females, six

[«

f<K

in:ntsiii

der one year of age, and two juven:s ast

w

sides, villages, schoolyards, cangbanki

forest patches.

With

contin' d sf

from the National
Health, we have censused
port

three times annually: in

Insti

tes

thesigroiip

March

just before the birth season, to

ai Apnl
olain

i!«

Rod Johnson

it is

going to an open zoo whose bor-

like

ders correspond roughly to the town's pub-

The ever adaptable rhesus

areas.

lic

scrounges and begs, and people supply the
food. In these settings, the rhesus
like the

pigeon

in

big

cities,

is

a

little

except rhesus

monkeys are much more animated. They

home on the ground, in
and all over buildings. They love to
dive and swim in ponds or lakes. They
chase, beg, quarrel, play, and occasionally
cause a minor furor when one of them
bites somebody. Rhesus generally inspire
that ambivalent mix of affection and dis-

are equally at
trees,

taste

one

feels for

an endearing but mis-

chievous pest.

Another habitat we have tracked

for

rhesus populations over these years has

been the

Our figures
we have

forests of the Terai.

there are less precise, but those

from Corbett National Park showed rhesus populations to be stable, with less than

one group
bility is

(0.7) per square mile. This sta-

encouraging, but Corbett

is

one of

only a few national parks inhabited by the
rhesus monkey. Most of India's forests are
not so well protected.

When we put all our figures together,
we estimate that since 1960, the rhesus
population of northern India has declined

between 80 and 90 percent. Based upon
population estimates from
initial

our

1960,
v(i

population count of the year; in

I;'

nd August, just after the birth sea-

and the highest
and in October and
)>'nber, just after the monsoon, to get
)rd of early infant mortality and
)t wn deaths.

th record

ail

births

plition of the year;

ri

I'i962, after three

began an erratic
e, dropping from a high of 403 mon-

Citse,
c'

years of moderate

y'n

the population

twenty-two groups to a low of 163

)i':ys in

only ten groups by

March

of

threw sticks and stones at monkeys and occasionally shot them with powerful slings.

The
towns.

picture

We

was somewhat better

more than 2,000

inhabitants, with mar-

kets, temples, parks,
eas.

Of

in

defined towns as places with

thirty

and other public

towns that we

ar-

surveyed,

twenty-one had rhesus groups in the early
study, and sixteen had them twenty years
later

—a decline of only 24 percent.

Why

in

more?

the

villages so

estimate the population of

sus population in

all

of India

now on

is

order of 160,000 to 200,000

much

the

monkeys—

certainly a dramatic difference from the 5

even 20 million, animals
thought to inhabit Uttar Pradesh alone in
to 10 million, or

the 1950s.

.

In the late 1970s, the Indian govern-

ment became concerned about

would rhesus in towns lose only 24

percent and those

we now

Uttar Pradesh to be 80,000 to 100,000
monkeys. We also conclude that the rhe-

its

dwin-

dling primate populations. In April 1978,
the

government placed a

total

ban on rhe-

monkeys are a

sus export. Export had declined signifi-

some, every individual

threat to survival. But in towns, most peo-

cantly to only 18,000 rhesus in 1977-78,

»;en trapped; other groups had been
'J n up or declined slowly by attrition.
were no significant animal preda^ but both dogs and people harassed
spnkeys. We saw one instance in a ca•|' nk group where a dog snatched and

ple are not farmers. They buy food at the
market, and rhesus monkeys in the town's
parks or shrines are not an immediate

but

threat to them. Townspeople enjoy the

of India.

7;

Twelve of twenty-two groups disap-

afi entirely In

fi^i

li'

a

young

infant.

Boys and

men

often

In

monkeys

villages,

— parents

and grandparents

of-

ten bring their children to feed them.
Sometimes it's a religious ritual, but often

officials felt

loss in

even

this

was too serious a

concert with other ecological and

social forces acting against the

Some

trapping

is still

monkeys
permitted

within India to obtain monkeys for biomedical research, but trapping for export

was stopped

in

1978.
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A monkeyfamily takes time to groom
and nap in Varanasi. Where monkeys are
protected, they show high birthrates

—

one study in Aligarh District recorded a
rate of 90. 3 percent

—and they can

increase their numbers rapidly.
Rajesh Bed!

In 1977, just before the export ban, the

government launched a nationwide survey
a major mobiliof primate populations

—

zation of scientific expertise covering not

only rhesus

monkeys but also langurs, bon-

net macaques, lion-tailed macaques, and

Hoolock gibbons.
The National Primate Survey of India,
under the leadership of K.K. Tuvari,
R.P. Mubherjee, and G.U. Kurup, took
twenty-one professional scientists and

more than

fieldworkers

thirty-five

five

years to finish. Field teams undertook one
of the most thorough national coverages of

primate

ever

populations

surveyed

they

twenty-five

virtually

provinces.

that Uttar Pradesh

attempted

They

found

also

had the greatest con-

More

centration of rhesus in India.
sive

India's

of

all

exten-

and detailed than our own, the na-

tional survey estimated that the rhesus

population of India was only
viduals in 1983.

One

now

a fraction of

its

83,000

indi-

populations was

nonhuman primate

est

1

of the world's great-

former

self.

In this discouraging situation, there are

some encouraging

exceptions.

One

of the

most striking to us was the case of a small
group of monkeys living in a grove of trees
surrounding a rural schoolyard

in

Aligarh

This place, known as Chhatarido-Raha, was rigorously protected by the
District.

schoolmaster

and two elderly guards.

They permitted no trapping or harassment of the monkeys, though the monkeys
were on their own once they wandered out
of the schoolyard compound and its shel-

None of the other groups in
our Aligarh sample had even this degree
of protection. During the eight years from

tering trees.

1962

to 1970, the

Chhatari rhesus popula-

tion actually increased

from forty-nine to
To us, this was a

seventy-four individuals.

dramatic example of how important the
human factor was. The Chhatari habitat

was not any better than many other sites in
Aligarh District; in fact, it was sparser in
cover and space. The difference was the
protection afforded by local people.
Throughout most of the 1970s, the
Chhatari population continued to thrive,
while the remainder of the Aligarh population declined.

By the summer of 1978,

Chhatari reached a population of 149
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People and monkeys mingle on the
steps of a Hindu temple. In Indian
cities,

much

rhesus are often ubiquitous,
New York or

like pigeons in

London, and they inspire the same
mixture of affection and distaste.
Thomas

Rrchie

monkeys, whereas the rest of AHgarh District had only 87. Throughout these years
of study, the Chhatari monkeys maintained a remarkably high (90.3 percent)
birthrate, and a low infant-mortality rate.

Juvenile loss was moderate (31.5 percent)
-and adult mortality was also low (only
12.5 percent per year).

The unprotected rhesus monkeys of Aligarh had a lower birthrate (76 percent)
and higher mortality rates in all age
classes (18 percent in infants, 54 percent

and 1 7 percent in adults). The
impact of human attitudes and behavior
on a nonhuman primate population was
unmistakable. Rod Johnson of the Univer-

in juveniles,

sity of

Colorado has been doing a detailed

behavioral study of rhesus mother-infant
relationships in an attempt to learn more

about the secret of Chhatari's success.
There are other locations in northern India

where the

local rhesus population

the

In

thriving.

archeological

site

is

of

Tughlaqabad on the southern outskirts of
New Delhi, Iqbal Malik has studied a
population of rhesus monkeys that has increased markedly in recent years. This is a
large protected area of two square miles,

surrounding the ruins of a fourteenth-century city, and it also contains several hundred acres of young forest plantation.
With complete protection and an improving habitat, the

Tughlaqabad groups have

increased from two to five and their total
population has more than doubled, from

20 to 286, in four years.
We have also censused rhesus groups in
Banda District of southern Uttar Pradesh,
where a local population on a sacred hill
1

increased from five groups with 109 mon-

keys

in

1960

monkeys

in

to eleven

1980.

groups totaling 267

RK. Seth, an anthropol-

found nine
other rhesus groups throughout Rajasthan, Haryana, and western Uttar Pradesh that increased 66 percent between

ogist at the University of Delhi,

1975 and 1980, with a total population
change from 400 individuals in 1975 to

665 by 1980.

Can

these small increases constitute a

major change in the status of rhesus monkeys in contemporary India? The evidence
is secure that rhesus monkeys can increase
rapidh in number when protected and
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supplied with adequate habitat. Since

in-

to their

new home

range.

They

e

re-

creased numbers of monkeys in some areas may create agricultural problems, one

producing

solution would be to relocate subgroups
from very large groups to unoccupied hab-

has

We have recently undertaken a pilot
study of this type by relocating twenty
monkeys from a large group of more than

some of the conflict between prima saw
people, between India's critical nd If

damage
them to an
unoccupied canal bank area in September
1983, and so far these monkeys are doing
well. We had to feed them for several
months to keep them in their new location,
but this supplemental feeding has now
been stopped and they seem fully adjusted

.WUc

itats.

a hundred that were doing serious
in a

mango

grove.

We moved

well.

Fortunately, India's agricultural

1

greatly

increased

970s, and

we hope

itpw

througho ^\

that this will n

food and the desire of her people
serve their rich store of wildlife,

igai'i

con-

which primates have such an inrrtan'
role. We do not believe the rhesus nnksy
population of India can ever be lai

it

—and

once was
imagined

it

hope that

it is

to

certainly not whatsoplf

be

—but we have

now

years of decline.

recovering

reon

fronlnan!

.

.
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DON'T
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GO WILD!
Get an insider's
view of wildlife
with the New York
Zoological Society.

The Hall That Mead h
The Margaret Mead Hall of Pacific
new permanent exhibition hall,
opened on December 14 at the American
Peoples, a

Museum of Natural History. In 1971,
Mead herself summed up the importance
of creating an exhibition for the

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
21-August 12

Visit the

remote

village of

Ubaigubi with

its

rare birds of paradise. Discover the natural

treasures of the Karawari River, the Baiyer
Bird Sanctuary

and

Mt.

Hagen.

TURTLE RESEARCH
AT TORTUGUERO
rive 18'Day Trips Beginning July 12, 26,

August

9,

23 and September 6

By night, tag and help save the endangered
green turtles of the Caribbean. By day,
explore the jungle and enjoy the beaches.

PERSONAL CONSERVATION

their work, looking

they

ahead

to a time

make an exhibition. This

will

is

when
a very

from organizing an exhibit from a random assembly of spears,
.When you
shields, baskets, and bowls.
make your own collection, you know why
you chose each piece, just how it was used,
and often who made it."
different matter

The

.

hall presents the cultures of the

Some

peoples of the Pacific islands.
artifacts illustrate

1,500

such cultural activities

as the puppet theater of Bali, the kava

drinking ceremony of the

Samoan

people,

and the Trobriand Islanders' kula exchange system, which uses shells and
necklaces to reinforce trade relationships.

At

Faces, a

for Children

eight to fourteen years old,

for children

being pub-

is

lished in cooperation with the

of Natural History.

It will

games, puzzles, and

con-

stories

GALAPAGOS
June 20-July 10

about world cultures, anthropology, and

Cruise the unique Galapagos Islands,

archeology.

miles off the coast of Ecuador, to

see lava lizards, marine iguanas, flightless

cormorants, blue- footed boobies and the
giant tortoises which influenced Darwin s

theory of evolutioh.

ST. CATHERINES ISLAND AND
WHITE OAK PLANTATION
April

19-21

Each

have a special theme;
be dragons, Indian
myths and legends, keeping warm, and
African gold.
Faces is published by Cobblestone Pubissue will

among them

endangered wildlife in two world- famous
consenation centers in Georgia and Florida.

Subscriptions are $13.95 for

Museum, $16.50 for nonmembers. To
make your check pay-

able to Cobblestone Publishing and send

Faces Magazine, 20 Grove Street,
03458. If the subscription is a gift, indicate whether you want a
gift card to be sent in your name.
it

to:

Peterborough,

For more information and a free brochure,
(212)

220-5085

NH

or write Travel

Department, hew York Zoological Society,
Bronx,

Museum.
members of

subscribe, please

Visit

call

will

lishing in cooperation with the

the

MY 10460

Return of the Osprey

The Membership

Office

is

presenting

Return of the Osprey, a film by Michael
Male and Judy Fieth. Their close-up view
of several osprey families on Long Island
nesting, raising young, hunting, and courting will be shown on Thursday, February
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facts

hi

from Java. Laran
are post- World War II. See 30
kris

pieces displayed in the hall were

clecie

by Mead.

Among

the

more unus

lai

facts are a

Maori

feast

bowl used

sei

a

dog flesh; a full-sized, intricatel) arvJ
Maori storehouse; a navigation chtusa
by the people of Micronesia; and a-vehii
foot-high cast of an Easter Island eai)

The

hall also features

an entire

sedj

voted to the art of the Sepik RiveBaw
Artifacts

range

from

the

natalisiit

(birds, crocodiles) to the highly
(spirit

masks).

The works

are

istrai

knvnlil

their bold, colorful forms.

Mead

wrote that the

hall shoulrefldl

free

7:30 p.m. in the Auditoriur

and open only

to

members.

i'

For

information call (212) 873-1327.

American

tain articles,

600

earliest piece displayed in e

an archaic

14, at

new magazine

The Mew York Zoological Society will help you
custom design the African safari of a lifetime.

Museum

is

American Museum

the

New Magazine

SAFARIS
September/ October 1985

The

"Anthropologists do collect as part of

.

July

Museum:

Other displays show the kinds ancsest
money; the use of coconuts and be! nuj
the types and uses of weapons; ie j
cheology, ethnology, and physi
thropology of the Pacific; and thcffeo
of contact with Western culture.

Black History Month
February is Black History Montf
Museum, and a number of event
been planned to celebrate contrit
by blacks to American and world o
People Center Events: Every we
the Leonhardt People Center will f
free lecture-demonstrations, musi
dance from 1:00 to 4:30 p.m. Progri
elude a demonstration of Africa aiw
American weaving styles and an e>.oni^

tion of black music.

Kaufmann

Theater.

On

SundayFei>

ruary 10, there will be two perfornnces
of African festival dances at 2:00 ar4:00
P.M. On Saturday, February 23, thenntr
Circle All-Stars will present a c

cert

Sarah Vaughan. Both proatns
are free, but tickets to each mi. 1"
picked up at the first-floor inforrtion
desk starting at 1 2: i 5 the day of tl pefformance. For more informatioi call
(212)873-1300, ext. 514.
tribute to

The Black West
One-fourth of

all

cowpuncher:^"

n

The Living Museum

BY PRIVATE TRAIN

PARIS TO PEKING
An

exclusive luxury rail adventure! Journey
art of Europe to Ihe exotic Far
i..iJoy a collage ofcultural festivities while
en route. Expert guides/lecturers. Superb regional cuisines. May. August. Septemoer. 24
days from S4990. Write or call 800-426-7794.
!.<.=..

Society l^xpedit ion
NH02

Depl.

jeof ihe sea, the bright sky, the far
nd sunlit shores" of the Pacific re-

the

in

r

Eugene B. Bergmann,
Museum's Department of

with

oricing

and Graphics, she approved
plans for a hall that achieves this

ion
ic

and a Manus (Admiralty Islands) village.
The Manus model is the only remaining
three-dimensional document of the

Manus

water-village.

Con-

structed in 1932, a few years after

Mead

completed her

Admi-

of

style

a

first

ralty Islands, the

designed so that color-coded

hall is

on a sea of
Each zone focuses on

islands

appear to

rrazzo

tile.

major cultural areas of the Pa-

iix

Indonesia,

\ustralia,
.lelanesia,
id

float

Philip-

Micronesia, and Polyne-

set off

is

the

by the colors of the

ng and display cases,

and

built

on a scale

snake clan

of the

rites

Samoan

foot,

the

in

nunga group of Central Australia,

cattle

up the Chisholm Trail were

thousands of blacks joined Indian

ibi.and

20 percent of the U.S. Cavalry

Cow-

Mack. The Black West: Black

n ind Indians, a lecture and dramatic
li

fetation lo be

i>

cbruary

i\\

a lagoon.

will

1

3, at

presented on Wednes7:00 p.m. in the Audi-

reveal

many

other

about the West. This free
possible in part by a gift
Dithe Evelyn Sharp Foundation.
'o ini is

made

of the Clouds

Peruvian yellow-iailcd woolly

;

ine of the

rarest

monkeys

from home

to

home. The people of this

gion abandoned this

life style

mon-

in

the

1

monkey will be
Kaufmann Theater,

about this elusive
in

the

about world-wide
endangered
tes. Presented with scientists from
orld Wildlife Fund, the program is
nd open only to members. For ticket

ber.s will

nation call the

Membership

Office
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from his new book of poetry, Darwin's
Ark, inspired by Charles Darwin's Origin
of Species, in the Hall of Ocean Life on
Tuesday, February 5, at 7:30 p.m. The
free program is open only to members;
contact the

873-1327

Membership

Office at (212)

for ticket information.
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iers

who come to stare and photo-

em

for a

few minutes or hours,

saw in Chiang Mai
sum up the changes that have
recently
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rought

these
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past

ten

years:

tribe village!

Only

ips

have visited before! Three-day

'es

Thursday, 600 baht!" (about
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arists, it is spoiled and no longer
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MONTPELIER,

International Coins &
Currency, Inc. a national distributor
of numismatic coins, is offering for
sale a limited number of original 200
year old coins
among the first

—

are often visible and serve to

authenticate the coins.
Because of the age and historical
significance of these coins, you might

expect

to

pay up

to several

hundred

dollars for one. But while supplies last,

large silver dollars minted in the

they are available on a first-come,

Americas. These magniflcent silver
coins once circulated in our original

served basis for $75 each

and the early USA.

Because of their high

silver content

and popularity, Thomas Jefferson
recommended that they become
official legal

can save up

number of

first-

and you

$75 by buying more than
Currency,

&

these coins to collectors and

investors at:

tender of the United

1

coin $75; 2 coins $150:

3 coins S215 (save $10):

Minted

from 1772-1821, these
were the most
popular coins of our 13 colonies and
were used as legal tender in the USA up
until 1857. As collectors and investors
turn to American coin classics, these
scarce silver dollars are becoming
increasingly sought-after and desirable.
Struck at the Americas' oldest mint in
Mexico City and denominated 8 Reales,
these silver dollars were the forerunners
of the first U.S. silver dollar minted in
1794
and served as the most favored
trade coin in the world. Yet huge silver
melts and the fact that relatively few
were saved from destruction make these
coins "sleeping" classics. Each silver
silver dollars

—

a big 39.5

—

Inc. is offering for sale a limited

5 coins

is

to

one. International Coins

States of America.

dollar

Dessaint

were the most popular coins of our

genuine "Chinese merchant markings"

January, 1985.

13 colonies

'e.
1

silver dollars

13 colonies.

rapidly

ay to Japanese synthetics and

nges

Minted from 1772-1821, these

mm

in

diameter,

$345 (save $30);

and 10 coins $675 (save $75).
There is a strict limit of 10 coins per
customer. Your 100% satisfaction is
guaranteed
you may return your
order for a prompt no-questions-asked
refund within 15 days (less postage and

—

insurance of course).

To order your coins by

credit card,
l-800451-4463. 24
hours a day, 7 days a week (including
Sundays).
If you prefer, send check or money

call toll free at

order

in full

amount

to:

International

&

Currency, Inc. Dept. 696, 11
East State, P.O. Box 218, Montpelier,
Vermont 05602. Add $3.75 for coin or
$5.00 for more than 1 coin to cover

Coins

I

postage and insurance. Special
presentation cases for individual coins

contains 27.07 grams of .903 pure silver,

are also available at $2.50 each. Mr.

and each comes with a Certificate of

Douglas Schneible, ICC's Numismatic
Director is Life Member No. 1305 in
the .AFiierican Numismatic Association.
All coins are available for prompt

Authenticity attesting to

and genuine

its

fine quality

status. This guarantee
never runs out. Because the supply was
originally discovered in the Far East,

delivery.

-

S

HieMarl^
Art

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY! Free Information! Mineral of the Month Club. 13057 HO Califor-

DANCE MASKS:

nia.

Authentic Mexican Folk Masks. Original Indian Molas, pottery. Request Photos. HMC, P.O.
Box 2578. Ardmore, Oklahoma 73402

Yucaipa.

CA 92399

—

HAWK

I

f

painted

Egyption sky god

Ancient

blue,

on

white

black,

red,

handmade papyrus, S'lS^.^SlS ppd.

<rk>

^
^

frame odd $13. Check/Chargt.
showing gods, symbols,

Lucite

—

BROCHURE

—

'Book of the Dead' ponels

25<.

tion instructions. $3.00.

SI.

•

NY 10023

•

TWO ART

IN

MUSIC CARDS:

0453 Mountain Shad-

CO 81601

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Make
ships through correspondence. Send

AZ 85069

Ages

Box

with 100.000 members.
65. Brooklyn, NY 1 1229

McCoy

Figures. $28Imports. Liberty, NY

20036

GET CASH GRANTS— FROM GOVERNMEI

(Nev

repay.) Also loans available. All ages eligibliiforir
tion $2 (refundable). Surplus Funds-NH. lOOCDnne

Ave.

NW. Washington, DC 20036

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS.
Education
loan, grant, scholarship opportunities

INDONESIAN DANCE MASKS, Puppets.

07-R

DISCOVER INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES ilrurks
Caicos. Write AC. Durham, South Caicos, Tits&c

icut

10-89: IPF.

"

$100. request photos.

avi

ppiic

'

PENPAL ORGANIZATION

"CASH FOR COLLEGE. New Directory describes 400

CT 06606

DC

Fundsearch, Box

cos Islands. BWI. Telephone 3261 or 3385

lasting friendage. interests.

Clown

Renoir's

with Violin; Lipchitz's Sailor with Guitar. Send $1.00
(handling and mailing) AIMS. 5 Pinepoint Dnve. Bridgeport,

ships, 153 Countnes, all ages.
Drive, Glenwood Springs.

ows

Friend-

DepL N2>5

— Gallery open by appointincnt only.
FREE:

Washington.

INTERNATIONAL PENFRIENDS. Worldwide

Free reply. Harmony. Box 37955NH. Phoenix.

ANCIENT WORLD ARTS
50 W. 76

LO^:)

able from nonprofit foundations! 340 source

Correspondence

TAfYRUS

Financial

CASH GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST

— plus

all

65 'luntrii
Sampler: 4/$2.98. Free Brochure. Multine pape
Box DE-202, Dana Point. CA 92629

gov-

ernment programs. $4.95. Unifunds. Box 19749-RN.
dianapolis. IN 46219

In-

Furniture

CLASSIC FURNITURE— 40%

12754

SCHOOL OF SACRED ARTS

Books/Publications

133 W. 4th Street
York, NY 10012

New

BOOKFINDING LIBRARIANS

locate any subject or title,
150.000 different titles in stock, indexed by author,
subject & title. "PAB ". 2918 Atlantic Ave., Atlantic City,

NJ 08401

or (609)

Classes in Tibetan T'hanka Painting, Icon Painting, Gold Leafing,
Nepalese Bronze Casting, Islamic

344-1943

Calligraphy, Chinese Landscape
Painting and Medieval Manuscript
Illumination are given by noted
teachers, using traclitional methods.
For inlormaHon call 212-475-8048

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK!

Join our successful authors.
subjects invited Publicity, advertising, beautiful
books. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report Carlton Press. Dept NHB, 11 West 32 Street,
New York 10001

All

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS
publishers —
biography,
All

all

subjects: art history,

fiction,

and much more. The most complete catalog
books available anywhere! Write

Hamilton

.

Box

1

for

your

5- Y. Falls Village;

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no
of-State

Book

Service,

of

FREE— PARENTS' GUIDE. Over 400 pnvate resident
camps, summer programs and schools in US and
abroad, serving children 6-16. Most visited by publisher. For guide and free referrals give child's age.
grade, interests, geographical preference and entrance date. Established 1940. Vincent/Curtis Rm.
216. 224 Clarendon St., Boston. MA 021 16

copy:

CT0603I

obligation. Out-

Box 3253J, San Clemente,

CA

92672 (714) 492-2976

Camps

Gardening
"CATALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS' Jiscoi
largest selection of weird and unusual suiiilenls
over 150 photographs of succulent crests. >iegali
living stones, and oddballs. Send $1.00. " talog
Unusual Succulents." Dept. 2—553 Buena liek.
Marcos, CA 92069

Gourmet

Interests

MINNESOTA WILD

RICE. $6.00 per

lb.,

pruid. 5

minimum. Floura Brothers, Box 44C, Blackuck,
56630

I

Government Surplus

bargain

FREE

Off. 150 Maj comf
Free brochure. Sobol House, 103 Fiatds
Blvd.. Black Mountain. NC 28711. (704) 66031

nies.

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
IF

YOU ARE NOT INTIMIDATED

by science

MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS! Many origi
Jeeps included! "Nationwide Goverrant Bi
,

cost.

Guide/Directory"— $2.00. Disposal, 8
RN, Washington, DC 20036

and math and want a secure career path, look
into the undergraduate or graduate program in
environmental science at UniwRity of San Fkwicisco.

er's

¥UljJ?
Td^l^
Wy

Merchandise/Gifts

^*" (415)666-6553
(800)CALLUSF

or

1911

BIRKENSTOCK footwear. Over 20 styles & ors.
brochure. Footloose

& Fancy, 1219 P

Fi

St., Icoln,

68508(402)476-6119

WILDERNESS CANOEING/BACKPACKING: For ages
13-18 young men/women. BCWA, northern Ontario
and beyond:

skill

development, comradeship, chal-

lenge lead to self-esteem and maturity. MenogynLodge. Minneapolis,

YMCA Adventures, 4 W Rustic
MN 55409: (612) 823-5282
PRAIRIE

TREK and

1926 the Expeditions have made

possible for

LOO N LOG

N-^

CftRRIEH

N

young people to explore

it

in ttie

SILKSCBENEI

ONTAN(NVi

Employment Opportunities

TURQUOISE TRAIL EXPEDmONS
Since

WELL. HELLO HALLEY! The comet IS coming. Share
our 54 pp of activities and information with your 10-16
year-old Home/Classroom $14 95 + $1 50 handling.
Triple Play, PO. Box 2427. Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067

AUSTRALIA— THE WORLD!

50,000 jobs! Big pay All
occupations. Transportation. Latest reports, $2.00.
Jobworld, Box 681-NH. Cypress. CA 90603

mountains, canyons and desert country of the

American Southwest. Empfiasis

is

on environmental studies,

arctiaeology. native crafts, backpacking and camping.

Seven

and four-v^eek sessions begin June 26 for boys ages
and girls ages 13 to 17.

to 17

1 1

Led ty Dr. Fredenck Gehlbach of Baylor Univeraty,June9-Z3.

July

24.

FAMILY TRK

For details

THOMAS

BILLINGS.

Collectors' Items

ANTIQUE BOTANICAL AND BIRD PRINTS:

18th. 19th

century engravings, lithographs. Request
Box 2578. Ardmore. Oklahoma 73402

list.

Nautical,

HMC.
Micro-

scopes, Globes, Scales Three illustrated catalogs
$10.00. Alex Peck, POB 710-5, Charleston, IL 61920.
(217)348-1009

82

tin

Natural History 2/85

tin

bulle-

environmental job openings throughout the
Free details: EOV, PO. Box 670. Walpole. NH

lists

US

We;jve

Dinosaur catalog. Box 546NH, Tto".

Send $1.00

03608

Miscellaneous
BIRD-WATCHER

BIMONTHLY NEWSLETS.

Ni

technical research abstracts, birds in ms cine,
relationship of egg shape/nest site. Every
weeks. 1 year $20. Bird-Watcher, Dept. IPO £
i

Jfl..

DIRECTOR.P.O. 80X40451 NH. INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA
46240 (317) 896-3842.

Medical,

DON'T HAVE ENOUGH DINOSAURS?
sands

into Indian Country beginning

contact

ANTIQUE SCIENTIFICA:

International.

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES— Monthly

natural history expedition for adults into tfie

Borderlands of southwest New Mexicoand southeast Anzona.
Also a ten-day

Jobs! Big Pay! Transporta-

Newest Handbook. $2.00. Australian
Box 19107-RN, Washington, DC 20036
tion!

10982.

MOUNTAIN ISLANDS AND DESERT SEAS
A two-week

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU!

OVERSEAS— ALL OCCUPATIONS!

—

Worldwide Direc-

and complete information $3.00. International
Opportunities. Box 19107-RN. Washington. DC 20036
tory

36066.

Ft.

Worth.

TX 76136

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!

DO YOU SPEAK A FOREIGN LANGUAGE'djoy mi

Colorado. Idaho. Montana. Wyoming! Current openFree
Information!
Interings—All
occupations!
mountain-4Y. 3115N Hancock. Colorado Springs. CO

lingual soirees sponsored by The Lariage
change. (212)255-1096, 7-10 PM.

80907

FLORIDA opportunities! Looking toward itireme
new job, your own business? Wall's FloridEewslel

TEACH HERE— ABROAD: School. College openings:
USA $6.00: Overseas $6.00. England. Japan. Saudi.
Australia $6.00 each. EISF. Box 662. Newton. MA

presents valuable information on housir empi
ment, living costs, culture, lifestyle, much nre Th
monthly issues only $1 1 .95. Wall's, Dept. E Box 3
Mims. FL 32754

02162

,

1

t'

WLS" Bumper Slicker, Send $1 .00 poslage/han-

h,

The Owl's Nest, Box 5491 NH, Fresno,

LURES— traps

|j';T

Apple Maggot

Orchards, gardens, loresls, bakeries
N 44 Street, Milwaukee, Wl 53208

lo

2

CA 93755
Gypsy

to

D

Walker,

technology wanted! Industry
niation/national exposition 1-800-528-6050x831

ri

In a magnificent mountain setting. Grand Teton National Park, Jackson's Hole, Wyoming 65 years of dude ranching experience providing
excellent riding, food, and service Ride when, where,
and with whom you choose (safety permitting) Pack

trips tailored to

ideas,

JTIONS,

r

WHITE GRASS RANCH

your wishes

AUSTRALIAN TROPICAL BIRDS The

Children's special pro-

gram and dining room. Junior Wrangler Program (Minimum month) Six boys 14-18, Daily rates: from 90 00
ea double Call or write Frank & Nona Galey, Box
230D, Moose, WY 83012 (307) 733-3329

The
Gentle

1

Rafters

,

'ATERWArS

ho/Optical
lt':ULARS— SWAROVSKI, ZEISS, B&L, Bushnell,
j' in Free Optics catalog
Mack Optical & Machine
PA 18501 (717) 961-2542
) 3cx 54t-H, Scranton,

:ULAR SALES AND SERVICE, Repairing binocunee 1923 Alignment performed on our US, Navy

ir

f,

ator Free catalog and our article "Know Your
» ulars," published in Audubon Magazine Mirakel
)i

alCo.,lnc ,331 MansionSt
>: (518)731-2610
(

,

WestCoxsackie, NY

YOU LOVE NATURE.

IF

Document what you see and

feel witn

.

.

photography and

Silence, solitude, and unspoiled primeval beautyi for
an unforgettable experience floal the Coppermine

Tours/Trips
SAFARIS

River

NATURAL HISTORY

Escorted/lnde
Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Zambia
Zimbabwe, Botswana, Trans-Sahara Asia: India, Ne
pal, Malaysia, Indonesia S America Brazil, Ecuador
A-1

IN

ing big dollars.
1;

Discover a

new

success Noted Photojournalist

life

Bill

ol adventure, travel

Thomas, author

Tha Island and many other books and magazine

i'

20;

I

Bill

Thomas' Touch

ndianapolis, Indiana

'

articles

one week. Upcoming Everglades-10,000
Is

,

GA

Maine Coast, Sept 8-14; Arizona Deserl— Oak Creek Can-

10-16

V

to

March 10-16, Okelenqkee Swamp, Cumberland

PL,

i;

i'

one day

in (ust

(

I

The
shows
of

of

Success Seminars, PC, Box

['

>

Send stamp

i

d Birding,

I

for

discount

list.

Specify literature

Orders filled postpaid day
Box 5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010

Large stock

:'3d

re-

,'isiles,

'S

,

ti.

,

FROM

,

295 Madison Avenue,

New

York,

ARCTIC WATERWAYS

OUR

Wildlife

rafting expeditions

nue, Berkeley,

Over 60

CA 94707

trips

worldwide. Free 1985
1760-NA Solano Ave-

(415) 524-51

—

J«

10th

YEAR ON THE COPPERMINE!

and

natural history tours with expert naturalists Tanzania &
Kenya safans, Rwanda mountain gonllas Ultimate 2week Galapagos cruises, remote Amazonia canoe &

color catalog Wilderness Travel,

Inc.

Stevensville, Ontario, Canada
ph (4161 382-3882

LOS ISO

NY 10017

AMAZON AND GALAPAGOS

AFRICA,

AUSTRALIA— 21 day

natural history tour with birding

focus led by Australian naturalist and photographer
Sponsored by Cornell University's Laboratory of Ornithology July, 1985 Contact Global Quest, PO Box
245, Aurora, NY 13026 or call (315) 364-7979

1

& Cultures Kenya, Tanzania, Mada
gascar, Rwanda, Seychelles, Botswana, Kalahari
West Africa Sahara Crossings From $1288, seven
Wildlife

teen days, (Airfares, Hotels, All Meals!) Also: Camping
Hiking Tours, Forum Travel, 91 Gregory Lane (#21),
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523

BAJA CALIFORNIA GRAY WHALE EXPEDITIONS with
expert naturalist on ship Qualifer 105 February, March
departures. Free brochure Write Nature Expeditions
International, Dept NHCBC, 474 Willamette Street,
Box

1

1496, Eugene,

OR

97440

Tel

(503) 484-6529

BICYCLING IN FRANCE
Ouercy & Lot Valley in
May; Provence in September, Small groups: comfortable hotels: 10-speed Raleighs, Write Nan Rheault,
,

RED Box

1

1 1

,

Vineyard Haven,

MA

02568

•«

$7 50/ACRE!

farming, vacationing, investment!

Large, sale

f^ore remote trips also available

Exclusive itineraries to Kenya
discriminating travelers at affordable
prices Call or write for descriptive brochures and
prices: 1-800-422-121 1 or (212) 686-6622, Metco Tours,
for

Himalayan .Excursions
LANDS

Territories

AFFORDABLE AFRICA

Safaricentre International

Islands,

Nationwide (800) 223-6046 California (800) 624-5342

Estate

iRNMENT

:

Nonhwest

s

and Tanzania

Galapagos

Peru,

AFRICA
,

Canada

inflatables.

Africa:

46251

ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT. BUSHNELL. NIKON OptoCelestron binoculars, telescopes and acces-

?;

in

No motorsi Skilled guides, good foodi
Small groups Ttie tundra - Land of the Midnight Sun
above ihe Arctic Circle with its flora and wildlife for
vou to pholograpfi and expenencei Fish for arctic
char, grayling and trout in teeming waters Sex or age
no barrier Good health and a love of the outdoors
are the only prerequisites!
^k
Two week trips July & August
^^.

pendent

'share your love and concern thru publishing while earn-

ional

best of small

group tours, 17 days birding Far North Queensland
from outback to Gt, Earner Reef. Wnte Goanna Tour,
55 Guide Street, Clifton Beach, 4871 Old. Australia

BIRDWATCHING ALONG THE INCA TRAIL

"Land

A unique

Guide' plus nationwide listings $3,00
Box 19107-RN, Washington, DC 20036

trekking

company

offers a

wide

Machu

to

Picchu, Nine days of trekking with British ornithologist
Barry Walker Plus Nazca, Ballestas Islands, Amazon
Basin, 7/10-20/85 $1950 land Peruvian Adventures,
444 Redlands Ave Claremont, CA 91711 (714) 626-

variety of excursions exclusively in Nepal.

For brochure please write:

,

tals

2905

IRY, 2

Bedroom Condo on the

Fully

:o.

equipped, Sleeps

6,

beautiful Gulf of

$275/week

CANOE CANADA'S ARCTIC Remote

(205)

AFRICAN

ESCAPES— Tropical Villas, Mountain ChaLuxury Condos— Worldwide, Free Brochure

i:iAL

iways International, Box

1459L, Concord,

TRAVEL-STUDY

Tented/lodge

groups/private Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Botswana
New Morning Farm, Route 2, Box 732, Bethel, Vermont

05032

MA

[2(800)843-4433

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND, "The

^00, RENT PRIVATE BEACH COTTAGES stone s
from sea, on cocoa plantation Swimming, snor-

Moderate optional length Day hiking tours Two or four
weeks Brochure Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P
Cliffside Drive, Akron, OH 44313

'

.),

scuba

fishing,

h Charles

Tobago, West

orts

;E— RUM POINT INN— small oasis of calm on the
em Caribbean Diving, Maya Rums, Birds. Library,
on the veranda

Retire to spacious, private,
Bevier, Placencia, Belize (415)

cabanas

nironi

Hikers Paradise"

Birdwatcher's paradise, Bro-

A, Turpin, Charlotteville,

AMAZON, ANDES, INCAS & IGUANAS:

12 and 18 day
canoe expeditions in the heart of North America's
great wilderness— the tundra and taiga of Cana

fly-in

safaris,
last

s Northwest Terntories. Photograph canbou herds
white wolves, muskoxen, moose, grizzlies, rich birdlife
Spectacular fishing Groups of 6 to 8 persons assem
bled and guided by Alex Hall, wildlife biologist and vet
eran arctic canoeing guide. Can accommodate a lim
lied numer with no previous canoeing experience. Our
11th year of operation For brochure write: Canoe Arctic Inc, Box 130C, Fort Smith, NWT, Canada, XOE

da

OPO
Adventures,

Tours, Expeditions Groups/Individuals to Peru, Ecuador, Galapagos, Venezuela, Costa Rica, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Mexico 8d Amazon Exploration, $999, from
USA! lOd Fascinating Peru, $1067, Airfare included! 8d
Galapagos, from $400i Etc Forum Travel, 91 Gregory
Lane (#21), Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (415) 671 -2900 Or:
Aeroperu (213) 488-0515 (California: 800-252-0458)

ARCHEOLOGY FOR UNDERGRADUATES, 8 week

Unusual
India

& Nepal

35 day programs from S670 00
Free Brochures
to

HiwAUvjAvt
Lit-

BBEAN HIDEAWAY Very

small, very special hotel
a 30 acre plantation on the island of Bequia
ncent Grenadines, Wl Ten rooms, pool, beautiful

ti,

into

snorkeling, hiking,

Vrite or call

photography, birding, tenMinne-

Spring on Bequia, Box 19251

,

credits. Enrollment limited to 20, For cost information
write: Dr Richard A, Thompson, Southern Utah Stale

College,

FASHIONED, Secluded Farm on Cape Breton

ART, ARCHITECTURE TOUR OF SCANDINAVIA AND
Leningrad 21 glorious days. May 18-June 7 Specially
planned visits to museums, design centers, stave

Cedar

City,

Utah 84720

airfare-

TrAvcI. Imc.

Greenwich, CT 06830
(203) 622-0055
Toll Tree (800) 243-5330

II

sIVIN 55419 (612) 823-1202 or your travel agent

•

PO Box4ei-NH

Creek Field School in archeological excavation of a
complex Pueblo Western Anasazi site in SW Utah
June 10 to August 4 Intended for undergraduate college students No experience required 15 quarter
tle

.'d

Trekking (walking) expedilrons to the foot
of Mt Everest & Annapurna Wildlile
safaris in search of rare Asian birds and
mammals Explorations of remote Bhutan,
Sikkim. Ladakh and tropical Sn Lanka. 10

CANOE

TRIPS in Wilderness Nova Scotia, July-September, Small groups, licensed guides Excellent food.
Wnte: Granville Nickerson, RR4N, Annapolis Royal,

NS, BOS lAO Canada
Is-

offers log

juests
a,

cabins, excellent meals, tranquility to a
Write John Gardner, Orangedale Nova

Canada

OHN
sns

Luxury

villa

Two bedroom

M05
T

suites

accommodate 2-4:

(212)
*

THOMAS,

V,l

M studio apts,
Terraces,
(800)

near National Park, snorkeling.

R D

-WATER ISLAND

872-8784

National

Moss Museum Tours, DepI N, 131 Davenport
Ridge Lane, Stamford, CT 06903 or call (203) 322-8709

CHINA BICYCLE TOURS, The

line

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
Private se-

EDVENTURES— UTAH

Parks with congenial experts. Comfortable, affordable,
optional adventure Inps, Also teacher seminars. Box
68N, Moab. UT 84532

'

and 3 Bedroom house Limestone
4, Princeton, NJ 08540 (201) 329-

CANYONLANDS

churches, palaces. Relaxing fjord cruise Expert guiding, limited size group Free brochure, write: Jacque-

natural history expe-

Small groups Free
Expeditions International,

ditions led by expert naturalists

brochure.

Write

Nature

Dept NHCA, 474 Willamette Street, PO, Box 11496,
Eugene, OR 97440, Tel (503) 484-6529

original

program

In-

depth, leisurely exploration ol Ihe Chinese countryside Yanglse Valley, Inner Mongolia. East and South
China, Small groups, fully escorted. Bi-monthly departures throughout the year, 18-26 days, $1995-53174 including air (west coast), China Passage. 302 Fifth Ave
nue. New York, NY 10001. (212) 564-4099

S.I

«

JlieMarl^t
CHINA KNAPSACKING SUMMER/FALL

PANDA

'85:

Reserve, Emeishan Mts., Terra-cotta Army, Beijing.
June, 27 days, Tibet: October, 24 days. Yukon: Retrace
'98 Goldrush by foot and canoe. Seattle to Dawson.
July. 21 days Non-profit organization. Free brocfiure:
Boojum Institute, Box 2235, Leucadia, CA 92024 (619)

436-3927

seabiids with resident naturalist
Ten days lour islands Departures
every month Also personal birdwatching guide service
Hawaiian Sunrise Excursions
P
Box 492 Volcano HI 96785
Reservation Information
Toll Free 1-800-367-5183

>

CHINA NATURE & CULTURAL ADVENTURE TOURS.
Northeast's Zhalong Crane Reserve and
Everwhite Mountains, far West's Sinldang and Pamir
Mountains; tropical soutfiwestern Yunnan and Hainan
Island; Beijing and otfier famous places in Central and
Eastern China. Three week tours from $3400 World Nature Tours, Box 693a, Silver Spring, MD 20901
far

WULONG PANDA WALK,

Exclusive walking ex-

cursions through the Wulong Panda Reserve in
Sichuan. Small groups, fully escorted. Departures April
through October 1985. 24 days, $3,250, including
airfare from West Coast China Passage, 302 Fifth Avenue, NY, NY 10001 (212) 564-4099

COLORADO ROCKIES WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE.
Horse Pack Trips along the Continental Divide

Trail. 4,

August. Uncompahgre Fur
Company, Box 935, Delta, CO 81416 (303) 874-8196
5 and 7 day

ture— Volcanoes,

Anasazi CliffdwellDesert Ecology, Geology. Navajo-Hopiland.
Learning Adventures, 1 556N Georgia, Boulder City, NV
89005. (702) 293-5758

trips in July,

natural histcciil.
lush valleys, tidal pools, wing
1-5
snorkeling, etc.
islands. Join guided groupsujesign own tour. 1-5 years experience. Hawai'Oij;

Manoa Road,

(NH84). 2810

GALAPAGOS HIKING AND

SAILING EXPEDITIONS.

^

Small group natural history tours
Explore active volcanoes view rare
forest birds humpback whales and

CHINA

SPECTACULAR HAWAII-UNIQUE

ings.

Small groups. Departures: 1985. January-December.
Options: Machu Picchu, Inca Floats, 1606N Juanita, Tiburon, CA 94920 (415) 435-4622

Hawaiian Sunrise Excursions

Visit

EXPLORE MONUMENT VALLEY,

Honolulu, HI

9682;')0fii

988-4554

WESTERN MONTANA COLLEGE

TRIP

to Taral

and Copper Canyon, anthropologist and psych

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. Economic

tours from

$1666

including airfare. 8, 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals.
Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon, Cuzco/Machu
Picchu. University credit available. Joseph Colley,
Last, Inc., 43 Millstone Rd., Randallstown, MD 21133.

guides. May 15, 1985 to May 25. All expenses jr.
trip from Tuscon $1.1 00.00. Write or call for deti Dii
Frank Tikalsky. Western Montana College. Dillim
.

59725 (406) 683-4851

'

(301)922-3116

HIKE THE SWISS ALPS. Special hiking tours led by author/mountaineer Fred Jacobson. Appenzell. Kandersteg. Lenk. Murren. Pontresina. Saas-Fee, Sils Maria,
Zermatt. Spectacular scenery. Challenging trails. Delightful country inns. Supertj cuisine. 12th summer!
Write: Jacobson, Dept. L, Chappaqua Travel, 24 S.
Greeley Ave., Chappaqua, NY 10514

ITALIAN SPECIALTY TOURS, INC. Dolomite Treks,
Sardinia.
Venice Photography Workshop,
725a
Mathews, Ft Collins, CO 80524 (800) 621-8387 ext. 224

New

JAPAN, NEPAL, SWITZERLAND, TAHITI,

Zealand,
Tuscany, Alaska. International walkabouts;
unique blend of natural history and culture. Small
groups. Free catalog. Wilderness Journeys, Box 807N,
Bolinas, CA 94924. (415) 868-1836

JeAFARERS:

Unique
week-long expeditions
off the Maine coast to
see
Right
Whales,

Humpbacks, Puffins,
and more.
For small groups and

Gannets,

the person who appreciates rare wildlife, excellent cuisine, elegant
inns, professional biologists as guides, i
the time to enjoy it all. Our 1985 season, JiOctober, includes Birding Trips, and Art 'i

Nature Photography Workshops. Join Us!
JIM BONES PHOTO ADVENTURES— Mexico to
Alaska The finest wilderness experiences and individual photographic instruction. Box 22, Tesuque, NM

—

SEAFARERS EXPEDITIONS
BOX 102 -B- NCR 70

87574

IVIachias,

Maine 04654 (207) 255-881Ci

JOURNEY WITH WHALES ALONG
COSTA

RICA, A TROPICAL PARADISE tor superb
and natural history. Two expert naturalist leadone a native ornithologist. Spectacular habitats explored include an incredible pnmary rainforest, rare volcano cloud forest, lush tropical Pacific liieaches,
savannahs, and magnificent mountains. Biological diversity one of the greatest in the world: 850 species of
birds, 230 mammals, 1,000 butterflies, 1200 orchids,
etc. Great lodging and beautiful weather. Join us April
birding

ers,

December

5-14 or
tions,

1

21-31, 1985. Nature World Explora1442 High Hay Drive NH, Columbia,
21044

MD

Baja California,
Mexico aboard the Pacific Oueen. Gray whales, elephant seals, dolphins; island, lagoon exploration; su-

perb bird photography Excellent crew and biologists.
8/9 day expeditions December-Aphl. Pacific Queen/
Fisherman's Landing, 2838 Garnson Street, San
Diego, CA 92106 (619) 726-2228; (619) 224-4965

Sailatallship

i^

^"

(301) 730-0877

V

to small Caribbean islands.
6 or 14 days from $425.

WHALE RESEARCH CRUISES Hawaii and Alasl*
summer

Arctic

EAST AFRICA— $1 995! An authentic wilderness camping adventure to Kenya. 18-days: includes

air,

and much more. 32-days: $2695! Write Voyagers, PO.
Box 245, Aurora, NY 13026

Doftfeef'CniiM/

Tuijoise

Berkelj CA

WHALE WATCH WEEKENDS. Cape Cod— ^ 1?|
May 31 June 5—3 days each, $260.00 include |ans|
1

portation, hotel, cruises, escort, more. Blue Sky
tures.

800-327-2600

land,

Greek Islands &

ness Travel, 1760-NB Solano Avenue,
94707(415)524-5111

,

Write for free Adventure Booklet.
Box 120. Dept. 100. Miami Beach. Fla. 33139.

sailing.

Coast, Wildlife tours Australia, India, Country vfim
Italy, Scotland, Norway, Over 60 tnps worldwii. e«"
pert naturalist leaders Free 1985 color catalog, Ida-

Oak

'ven

'

Ridge, NJ 07438 (201) 697-7233

YELLOWSTONE— Summer

field seminars in Jlowstone National Park on wildlife, geology, plartory, and more. Two to six days. Write about ff a
commodations, credit. Yellowstone Institute, B
Yellowstone National Park, WY 82190
tiis

EAST AFRICAN GEOLOGIC & WILDLIFE SAFARI

fea-

tunng Koobi Fora with Richard Leakey, July 25-August
11, 1985, A once-in-a-lifetime 2,000-mile educational
holiday adventure in the land of the Northern SerenAmboseli & Tsavo, Personally meet Richard Leakey at Koobi Fora Under the knowledgeable leadership of Chnstopher J
Schuberth Geologist and
Curator of Education, Illinois State Museum, Springfield, IL 62706 (217) 782-5955, Call or write for brochures & information,
geti,

EUROPE! ASIA

(CHINA!), MIDEAST: Fascinating Hiking, Biking, Skiing and Special Interest Tours Groups
or Individuals Forum Travel, 91 Gregory (#21), Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (415) 671-2900

Save $1000
a person
Tour Italy

Cruise the

See
is

For Free Brochure
see travel agent or call:

Med

Ireland

You save because

PERILLOlbURS
(212)

(800) 431-1515
Perillo Tours

Perillo

Pearl River

the world's largest

Am

Pan

customer

584-8300

NY 10965

Dept

EXPERIENCE THE REAL EAST AFRICA on an
camping

12

exciting

through Kenya or Tanzania. From
$85000
airfare. Optional Kilimanjaro climbs Also
South Africa, Egypt, Botswana, more. Free 12 page
color brochure US agents for Britain's Tracks Travel,
pioneers in African adventure travel. Himalayan Travel,
Box 481 -NH, Greenwich, CT 06836 (800) 243-5330

Individually

designed

Natural History 2/85

safaris.

ence. Perry Mason Safaris, Box
06820. (203) 838-3075

28 years expen-

1643,

Darien,

CT

.

1

KENYA. Outstanding leaders and itineraries. VoyagPO. Box 245, Aurora, NY 13026

ers,

NATURALIST'S DELIGHT! Baja California, Mexico.
Abundant Birds. Marine Mammals! Sea of Corfez Islands! Desert Flowers! Cave Paintings! Pacific Lagoons! Photographer's Paradise! Personalized Wilderness Travel Since 1966. Wnte for brochure: Baja's
Frontier Tours, 3683-A2 Cactusview Drive, San Diego,
California 92105 (619) 262-2003

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS:

Video

"GRAND CANYON"

VIDEO, helicopter

Breathtaking music. Details

3217

Arville,

Las Vegas,

free.

NV 89102

explill

Norman

B'ger,

(702) 876-23

Es-

corted and independent nature and hiking tours. Hike
in New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford
Track, Explore Australia's Outback, Far North, and
Great Barrier Reef. South Pacific itineraries designed
for individuals and groups. Pacific Exploration Co Box
3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

_

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION
The following new rates are

effective with the Juar

1985 issue.

,

PERU ADVENTURES: Trek the spectacular Cordillera
Blanca or ancient Inca Trail to Machu Picchu. Overland
expeditions by 4WD vehicle. Amazon wildlife extensions Complete Peru travel service. Free illustrated
brochure, Himalayan Travel, Box 481 -NH, Greenwich,
CT 06836. Toll Free (800) 243-5330

$2.25 per word; 1 6 word ($36) minimum. Displa^^Sitied is $225 per inch. All advertisements must pt^
paid. Rates are not structured for agency or fre 3ncy
discounts. All advertisements are accepted at|*iW

RAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send check/moneprde),
payable to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market
RAL HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West Wi
St., New York. NY 10024. Please include yourpranat

W

rapher Gordon Frost Eighteen years expenence.
Small groups. Wnte: Gordon Frost, Box 471-NH,

address and telephone number, issue preferri a'"'
suggested heading. Deadline— 1st of the mor two
months prior to cover date (the January issueoses
Nov. 1 Camera-ready art is required for displajps.
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will !swl

Newhall,CA 91321

upon

safari

-I-

84

KENYA.

PERU, GUATEMALA,

SOUTHERN MEXICO

Craft/Cul-

ture tours. Travel with expert folk art collector/photog-

).

publication.

I

i

Butterfly Notecards
Send your thoughts to your friends on the wings of six delicate species of butterfly. Produced
from extremely rare 18th and 19th century hand-colored engravings in the Rare Book Room of the
American Museum of Natural History, these notecards help support the work of the Museum as
well. Each group often notecards comes with envelopes, and is in its own packet. The entire set of
three packets

is

available for $13.50. Individual packets available at $4.95 each.

n

Name:

Yes, I would like to order
complete sets of notecards at $13.50
each including shipping.

D

Yes,

I

would

like

Address:
City:.

packets of notecards at $4.95

.

State:

can

each,

Museum

Charge to:
Account #:

shipping included.

Exp. Date:

-Zip:

(payable to Ameri-

Check enclosed

to order

of Natural History).
VISA
Mastercard
Signature
OINC

iTDQTSItl

American

Museum of Natural

Hislory

Cenlral Park West

at

"91h Street

,

New York, NY

10024
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This Land

laRue-Pine Hills,
Mohlenbrock

lobert H.
ago

ot long

I

The Pine

guided a group of natu-

from Chicago through an area in

!s

Illinois

Hills part of the

name

refers

ridge of chert-bearing

pine-laden

a

to

nwestern Illinois just forty miles from

limestone that extends along the eastern

edge of the area. The sheer, west-facing

some 400 million years ago, created the
Ozark Mountains to the west. As in adjacent southern Missouri, some of the lime-

'ig-fed

limestone

1

As we stood before a
swamp that stretched to the
of 350-foot bluffs, one member of the

slopes, result

!

p exclaimed appreciatively, "It sure

e

teach.

I

look like Illinois!"

n't

a five-mile

i,

No, LaRue-Pine

by two-mile

strip

running

Shawnee National

cliffs,

that,

For-

stone has dissolved, exposing acidic, or-

ange-red pebbles of chert. Plants adapted

in

the

soybean that dominate the central
northern portions of the state. Instead,
finds

limestone

iouri

Ozarks,

cliffs like

swampland

that mimics
and densely wooded

of Louisiana,

s

those in the

reminiscent of the Appalachians,

:s

plant

and animal

also reflects a

life

lionship to these peripheral areas,
everal events

region

and made

The

Is.

shaped the character of
it

a biological cross-

Ozark Moun-

uplifting of the

the inward spread of shallow Paleo-

s,

seas, the

to this habitat in Missouri

a

home

in this

corner of

comment

as early as

1

One is

860,

when

who lived in Peoria, wrote of it in
Farmer magazine. Aside from a

few ridges

in

the Pine Hills, this tree inhab-

its

only one other

it

is

abundant

Growing

in

although

Illinois location,

Missouri Ozarks.

in the

the chert beneath the pines are

pink azaleas, also confined

in Illinois to this

range from colorful wildflowers, such as
Boott's goldenrod

ns,

and the development of the Appa-

inconspicuous grasses and sedges.

mark. As

rocky ridges also support nu-

who have used it as an outdoor
more than a century have

over the ridges are often surprised to

natural area of

its

is

the most di-

size in the

Mid-

)ralory for
id that
lois's

it

supports a wide selection of

plant

and animal species, includ-

some that are otherwise rare
Unfortunately, certain of

e.

n nearly
ors.

°

dry,

bird's-foot violet, to

and possibly in the entire nation. Bi-

:ists

i.

The

and

merous post oaks, blackjack oaks, black
hickories, and red cedars, which grow
stunted and gnarled in response to the

•c
t

Dr.

strong westerly

their

them have

extirpated by overzealous col-

Prodded by

Forest Service
Hills as

;re

in the

local naturalists, the

now manages LaRue-

an inviolate ecological zone,

plants, animals,

are not to

and

all

be disturbed.

things natu-

—T

the

extension of the Ozarks. Other species

Range have all left
LaRue-Pine Hills

Hills

physician
Prairie

blowing across the prairies and

suit,

LaRue-Pine

German

Frederick Brendel, an immigrant

ds

lian

relent-

was cause

crushing and crunching of

inenlal glaciation, the

down

on summer days, causing such dryness that trees cannot grow. Westerly
lessly

have also found

Illinois.

shortleaf pine, whose presence
for

the hot afternoon sun beats

with steep, gravelly talus

from the same uplifting

does not evoke the flat fields of corn

h-soulh

velop mostly on west-facing slopes, where

harsh environment.

Hikers clambering

emerge abruptly from the woods

into

grassy, treeless areas.

Because these

lated openings harbor

some of

kinds of plants

common

ries to the west,
ries.

from

the

iso-

same

to the great prai-

they are called

hill

prai-

In the Pine Hills, they range in size
less

than an acre to about two acres,

although farther north on the blutfs along
the Mississippi River,

hill

prairies

may ex-

tend over several hundred acres. They de-

For visitor information, write:
Forest Supervisor

Shawnee National

Forest

Route 45 South
Harrisburg,

Illinois

62946
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AN© 0P ADVENTURE
Cuzco, Machu Picchu

& Lake Titicaca
Explore
the heart of the ancient Inca Empire

Amazon
A

Rainforest

The yellow-flowered bladderwort of LaRue Swamp.
winds, which contribute to drying the

lea-

\

slopes, pick

zoic seas covered the low-lying ans

plains

southern

Trekking in the Andes

grasses, such as big

Journey

to

wonderland of

glaciers,

hot springs, condors, llamas,

where

colorful Indians follow lifestyle of

Inca ancestors.

From

gentle float through
Sacred Valley of Incas to Whitewater
thrills of Andes to Amazon journey.
Write or call for free 40-page color catalog.
Wide variety of tours & expeditions available.
Also special interest trips organized for

groups and
Expert Guides
private

institutions

up seeds from the prairies and
and propel them eastward to lodge

and

oats grama,

little

clovers,

into

showy

The

nests of twigs

wood

is

evergreen

a true

No

is

a haven

known

ferns

as

fewer than nine different

from near the mouth of the Miss

ippi

River north into southern lUinoi

Al-

that land in the wetlands probabl

tinue to carry plant species along
ridor.

Among

themselves

con-

th cor-

the species that estahhed

LaRue Swamp we the
swamp iris and the .onge

in

rusty-flowered

plant, a floating, flowering plant hose
leaf cells inflate with gas bubbles tkeep

the heart-shaped leaves buoyed up )
water's surface. Other southern pla

the
spe-

biologists aren't sure, but in the crevices of

chert and limestone, side-by-side com-

The southern

binations of acidic and basic soils vary to

northward into the swamp, as

an extent rarely repeated

numbers of

in nature.

and
a vast area of standing wa-

foot of the limestone

cliff's

known as LaRue Swamp. Named after

now-abandoned whistle stop along the
Missouri

Pacific

railroad,

the

rice rat also

fish, reptiles,

including the banded

made

i:

way

diclarge

and ampbians,

pygmy

sunfii and

the green water snake.

on the surface of

Floating

Swamp,

often in sufficient

number

iRuc

o

weeds, the smallest flowering plant n

issue

world.

is partly fed by clear springs that
from the base of the cliffs. These wa-

ter sources

harbor the Ozark spring cave

a small, blind organism whose eye-

became dispensable

as

implies, this fish

is

it

evolved in

As

its

name

associated with similar

springs in the Missouri Ozarks.

ob-

scure the water completely, are luck-

swamp

the darkness of springheads.

(415)524-5111

ent

gum and pu pkin
two trees whose swollen trunbases
help anchor them in their watery ome,

sight

CA 94707

migrated up the Mississippi Emba>

the tongue-shaped trough that e:mds

cies include the tupelo

fish,

760-I^H Solano Ave. Berkeley,

sras

ash,

nearby

ivortdwide

for

scores of coastal plain species. Orga

kinds grow here, more than at any other

a

trips

swam and

behind became inviting habit

left

place in the world. 'Why there are so many,

ter

Qoer 60

is

of the erosion-pocked cliff

talus slopes lies

WILDERNESS TRAVEL

ters subsided, the extensive

of

wa-

vestiges of a former era, migrator) lirds

This

cliff's.

one 200-foot stretch that

small

these shallo

and leaves along the narrow

rat builds

pack rat, usually incorporating anything it
can find into its nest. At some time long
past, it probably migrated into the Pine
Hills from the Missouri Ozarks. Another
faces

When

though the swamps now remaining z- bul

ledges of the limestone

phenomenon

Illinois.

its

rare eastern

At the

Oty/State/Zip

wildflowers,

and rosinweeds.

spleenworts.

Address

into

bluestems,

such as pink prairie phlox, yellow prairie
evening primrose, butterfly weed, prairie

for

Peruvian Mationai Tourist Office

and

Indian grass, and the curious-looking side

Small Groups

ttv'^-j

They sprout

openings.

these

in

Whitewater Rafting

!

After the uplifting of the Ozarks,

World's largest variety
of plants and animals.
nature lover's dream come true!

Each one

body, which

The

may

the

consists of a timgreen

or

may

not

haviroots.

Wolffia, with body
less than one millimeter in diamer. On
tiniest

of

all is

rare occasions,

duckweeds produc

flo*"

minute that they can only seen
through a microscope. Botanists r&gniz*
ers so

"

different kinds of

boi thirty

duckweeds

Jr

including seventeen in North
, J world,
these, eleven appear in
of
lea;
id
interrupting
il': Swamp. Occasionally

;rr

Whether you're out in the bush or out on the town, you will
and practical garment.
Ruggedly constructed of tightly woven twill cloth in an
easy-care and breathable blend of 65% cotton/35% polyester
The four button-through flap pockets are roomy and
secure enough for all your essentials, the X-stitched epaulets
perfect for securing camera straps and other equipment.
Adjustable side tabs for full or more contoured fit. No belt to
flop around or get lost. Tailored with single-needle reinforced
sleeving and two deep action-back pleats for ease of movement.
Roomy enough to be worn over a shirt or sweater.
Manufactured for us by Van Heusen. backed by the Baker Street
find this a versatile

of the duckweeds are

DiUinuity

,c

of wine-colored, floating mosquito

atJ.'s

yellow-flowered

and

The Safari Jacket

bladderwort.

'

underwater structures bear
aplike bladders that suck in minute

"he Litter's
in\

animals for nutrition.
areas adjacent to

qii ic

slightly elevated

(

mp,

.

Shirtmakers guarantee of satisfaction or your money back.
The Safari Jacket ... for wherever your sporting life takes you.
Only $34.50 Long Sleeves, $29.50 Short Sleeves. In Khaki and Olive

the rich, moist land supports stately
of tulip poplar, American beech,

liH
jri

the coves of the limestone

in

•;

uc iibcr

magnolia, and Ohio buckeye,

with

an Appalachian connection,

ret

to the east, the

hundred miles

al

Range

lachian

n

four to five thou-

is

above sea

fcet

Drab, of course.

level.

D
D

lave
ls(

uii

shade. Freed from compegrow so thickly that walking
trampling them is difficult. There

th cove
ril;

m

/hi

:,

is filled

(54-781Y)

$34.50

Exp. date-

#

City-

.

State-

.

Zip-

Shirtmakers*

Baker Street

and yellow celandine poppy; elseMiami mist forms a light blue haze

Creators of Classic Attire At Affordable Prices
281 Centennial Avenue, Piscataway, New Jersey 08854

'yf

the forest floor.

>

have ground their

south into Illinois,

let:sl

made by

penetration,

FAMOUS FEDORA
A

pushing before

he anything that stood in the way.

revival of an old (avorjte
You sav^ a tedora like this in
"Indiana Jones & the Temple

The

the

Doom" — reminding us all
how much adventure a
man tn a fedora can find Our

of

Illi-

of

200,000 years ago,
loi 1 glacier some
to ed a few miles north of LaRue-Pine
i\\ but the groundwork was established
or.:w routes of migration for plants and
niils. The bulblet hemlock, a yellow
oo.itrife known as swamp candles, and
m fish as the spottail shiner and the
le-Pine Hills

Kenneth Weik, a botanist at Lake

LaRue Swamp

b

t

'n

h'lomonas, a genus of microscopic,

uj

nalike

hi|

-three

College, studied

algae.

inn

in

species

of

— including two new
the

the state.

for

His identification of

dilTerent

,-n^— tripled

VINTAGE

ADVENTURER
JACKET
Regularly $198

seems inexhaust-

bli

spheres

Introductory Special!

along this pathway.

c area's diversity

I

version is of special wool felt,
finer textured and slitter for
improved shape retention
over ordinary tells Features
a tapered 5" crown with
triangular crease and 2 side tucks, a 2Vz' brim and a deep
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A Matter of

Ta-i

The Case of Johanna's Quail
Can a new recipe be a success not only on
of law?

the dinner table but also in a court

by Raymond Sokolov
In

supermarket

the

yesterday,

we

into the juices that

had collected

there.

bought a package of four frozen quails.
The plump little birds cost less than $3,

Seeing that she had inadvertently created

which made us

at hand, she took tongs

feel

good about the world.

And we felt even better when we ate them
Sunday lunch, after having spent an ab-

at

minimum

solute

basic recipe

came

right off the
in. It

advised

"Italian salad

moistening the quails

in

dressing," then broiling

them over an

out-

for twenty-five minutes, and
them with more dressing every

fire

basting

minutes.

five

Much was left out in this

gave

and

stirred the

birds through the liquid in the pan,

ciently coating

The
I

package the birds were sold

door

tle

of time with culinary

fussing.

The

a fine basting liquid, but having no baster

them with

think Mrs. Sokolov

this

method

recipe

as her

is

delicious.

to publish the

Johanna"

or

"Cailles Roties a I'lnstar de Jeanne."
until recently

nothing

in

I

And

entitled to claim

own and

"Quail

as

it.

were

finished quails

lit-

effi-

even

the law then prevented a reader

from republishing the same recipe as his
own, for example as "Roast Quail Casimir
O'Brien." Certainly, nothing

have changed lasiun
American expatriate ool
ing teacher Richard Olney took le:l a(
tion against the book Richard Nuon
American Cooking and its puhhe
New American Library (NAL). 'Ine
claimed the new book contained lirD
odd recipes plagiarized from his mina(
mired Simple French Food (Athtjun

knew

when

the

1974).

And

would have thought that

may

All that

mer,

In a consent judgment,

NAL ag :d

stop publishing and selling the

book, and Olney was paid an undi;

sum

A

reported to be in the low

I

:lso

ose

five ture

consent judgment does not h;;

tli

effect of legal precedent, but the

slso

case could have what lawyers

chil

specific

beyond common decency or the risk of being stigmatized by other food writers,
would have compelled Mr. O'Brien to
seek permission from Johanna for the use

tents of the "Italian" dressing. Still

of her work.

mission or attribution.

recipe.

It

the consumer no sense, for instance, of

how

close to the outdoor fire the birds

should be.

all, it

More

important,

it

made no

recommendation about the conand
was hard to go wrong, and the tacki-

ness of the recipe concealed
larity to a great

its

basic simi-

many, much more sophis-

I

of,

ing effect on people

call

who used

to

In the bad old days before the
case, publishing lawyers

that no one could assert a right of p pen

an individual

Originaiy

in

meat marinated in a flavored vinaigrette
dressing and then broiled or roasted.

method was almost impossible

all

is

at the heart of

barbecuing and of

cookery.

Therefore,

much

almost

game
where we

classic

sensing

were on the culinary map, we went ahead
with the manufacturer's recipe, modify-

way

was uniquely ours but
heavily dependent on tradition. We mixed
up our own vinaigrette, soaked the birds in
it, and then set them to broiling in the
oven. At a certain point about halfway
along, my wife was inspired to smear the
quails with red currant jelly, which is a
traditional component of game sauces.
The jelly was at room temperature
therefore solid and hard to spread. It fell
off the quails into the pan, where it melted
ing

90

it

in a

that
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elso

would adveyo

ticated recipes that essentially consist of

This procedure

el r

compunction about borrowing the cifx
of others and reprinting them withctpe

recipe.

(

toirovi

while originality of expression was

ev;

i

nescent concept, easy to muddle vh

tli

change of a

ei

line or a

phrase that weld

able a pirate to claim the slightly dite

new

text as his

Apparently,
of the

way

own.
if

the Nelson case

ii si|

judicial winds are bwini

Johanna's quail recipe (which

I

pul

ha:

lished here with her permission ancor

consideration of one

new

Bolivian

sweater, brown, purchased at the g;

of the Organization of American

Washington,

D.C.,

for

an

tli

Ipac

she

Sites

i

und,;lose

price in the high two figures)

is

i

w d(

fendable as private property.

While

1

am

glad and proud abit

th:

quesyn

th

particular turn of events,

I

,--v<^^^
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VivaldVs ^'Unbridled Fantasy'*
At An Extraordinary Price!
The

L'ESTRO ARMONICO, list price— $24.00— can be
$2.00 when you join the Musical Heritage Society.

3 records of

ONLY

yours for

Dear Friend of Great Music,
Vivaldi is one of the most popular baroque composers, and the
12 concerti of L'estro armonico ("Unbridled Fantasy in the Realm
of Music'T are perhaps his finest accomplishment. These works burst
upon the musical scene in 1712 to stun and dazzle the music-loving
public. L'estro armonico is one of those musical milestones that
broke

down

the old barriers and

opened up

entirely

undreamed

beauty and creativity. Never before had any composer
achieved such total masteryof the sound palette while creating such
stunning works of symphonic richness and abundance; no previous
works provide such an atmosphere of freshness, lightness, and sheer
of areas of

virtuosity.

you can own this 3-record or cassette set of the complete
armonico (a $24.00 value) for only $2.00 upon acceptance

Now
t'estro

of

your application for membership

in

the Musical Heritage Society.

THIS SUPERB COLLECTION IS YOURS FOR ONLY
AVAILABLE IN RECORDS OR CASSETTES.
Send for it TODAY!

ANTONIO VIVAIDI

$2.00!

(1678-1741)

ARMONICO, OP.

3 (COMPLETE)
TOSO, Violin
TOSO, Nane CALABRESE, Violins
SOLfSTI VENETI
Claudio SCIMONE, Director

L'ESTRO

Piero

Piero

I

FROM OUR MASTER CATALOG"

GET "SELECTIONS

FREE!

With your introductory recording, the Society will include its
"Selections from Our Master Catalog" containing records and cassettes covering every musical period, carefully chosen from our collection of almost 3,000 records and cassettes.

The Musical Heritage Society issues each year about 200

new

recordings of the music of such great masters as Albinoni, the Bachs,

Beethoven, Berlioz, Buxtehude, Charpentier, Corelli, Couperin,
Handel, Haydn, Lully, Monteverdi, Mozart, Pergolesi,
Purcell, Scarlatti, Schubert, Telemann, Torelli, Vivaldi, and many
others. Its recordings cover all musical periods: Medieval,
Renaissance, Baroque, Rococo, Classical, Romantic, and Modern.
Cluck,

Over 200 of its recordings have been honored with the coveted
GRAND PRIX DU DISQUE and other international awards.

each issue-but there

A

special response

you may use

Even though the Society's records are of serious music,

it

has

some

for a short
I

(Vivaldi's

Society's

HOW THE
The

MHS

by the date specified. And if you want only the Featured Selecyou need do nothing-they will be shipped to you
automatically. What's more, you'll have at least 10 days in which
to make your decision-if you ever have less time than that, just
return the Featured Selections at our expense, for full credit.
it

ONE OF THE TRULY GREAT RECORDINGS OF THIS DECADE!
"A REVELATION IN MUSIC!"

To receive this splendid recording simply mail the request form
provided below along with $2.00. We're confident that you'll so
treasure this masterpiece that you'll be moved to acquire more of
OFFER OPEN TO

through the

They are offered

MUSICAL HERITAGE REVIEW magazine

at

three-week intervals. As a member, you'll enjoy substantial savings.
prices are $5.45 per LP or cassette (Canadian

prices are $7.50) plus
tions, digital
>

IN

THE CONNECTING UNITED STATES

BE SERVICED

FROM CANADA.

recordings, anid

compact

MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY

'0602707

1710 Highway 35, Ocean, N.J. 07712
Ladies and Gentlemen of the Society:
Please send me Vivaldi's L'ESTRO ARMONICO along with my FREE copy of "Selecfrom Our Master Catalog." You may enter my subscription to the Society's

tions

recording program and set up an account
may cancel at any time, and there
I

my part.
SEND "L'ESTRO ARMONICO"

D Record
NAME

#3M,

my name. However,

in
is

absolutely

IN THIS TYPE

it

is

understood

no purchase obligation on

OF RECORDING:

O

S2.(K)

Cassette #6Z, $2.00

members

postage and handling. (Deluxe-boxed edi-

ADDRESS

.APT. »

_

discs are slightly higher).

When the Society receives your request, sets up an account
your name and begins sending your free one-year subscription
it

in

NEW MEMBERS

AND CANADA ONLY.

that

SOCIETY OPERATES

Society's recordings are not sold in stores.

Member

be enclosed with each Review. ..and
any selections simply by mailing

for

1060 (Pachelbel's Canon). This
record, when played by radio stations, results in an avalanche of
calls that tie up their switchboard for hours afterwards!
We are certain that among the Society's 3,000 records and cassettes there must be many that will captivate you.

directly

will

it

Or consider the

'

form

to order or reject

CANADIAN MEMBERS WILL
Concerto

Mandolin) in our catalog,
When was played over a pops radio station frequently
period of time, over 80,000 records were sold as a result!
100

1

for instance.

to accept them. ..order only

tions,

that are "hits!"

MHS

no obligation

the Society's fine recordings.

MUSIC THAT CAPTIVATES!

Take

it

is

when you want them!

those you want

MUSICAL HERITAGE REVIEW for your edification and delight.
There is NO PURCHASE OBLIGATION and you may discontinue
of the

complimentary subscription at any time. As a subscriber,
outstanding selections will be scheduled for shipment to you from

C My

payment

is

enclosed or...D Charge to

my

Mastercard or Visa

ExpDate

Card #
Signature

.

(Required even

if

payment

is

enclosed)

the

NOTE: Be

C

sure to check one. ..Send

Records

my FUTURE

Featured Selections in:

D

Cassettes
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:

logic apparently underlying the Nelson-

Olney agreement, which

is,

at

any

rate,

EXPLORE

difficult to specify, since the court did not

THE EARTH

enunciate a doctrine.

Did the case hinge on the weak argument that the formula expressed in
Olney's recipes was uniquely his? Cooking

IN 30 WAYS.

is

not, after all, a field like

neering,

made

Choose your
a

wildlife or cultural

adven-

A

wildlife

safari in East Africa.
natural history trek through Bhutan. An
archeological tour to Peru
Easter Island.
walking expedition in New Zealand.

&

A

This year, our experts will lead these and
26 other expeditions, spanning 5 con-

which new discoveries are
and promptly reported in jour-

where they can be

nals

ture:

in

daily

easily retrieved

and identified. Indeed, almost no cookbook writer alive today does more than recombine processes invented long ago and
reinvented by many hands thereafter. Perhaps, every once in a great while, someone
will hit upon a new way of, say, poaching
eggs, but this

is

a rare occurrence at best.

More often, improvisation in the
kitchen will produce a dish a good cook

tinents.

thinks

is

Write for free color brochure. And discover 30 new ways to explore the earth.

bines

standard

Cmr. STATE.

chemical engi-

way

original in the

na's quail

is

ideas.

that

recom-

it

such a recipe.

I

also think

it

would be impossible to prove that claim in
court. How can we be sure that no one in
all of recorded and unrecorded time didn't
slip currant jelly into pan drippings, then

ZIP

NATURE EXPEDITIONS
INTERNATIONAL
NH

BOX

1H96, DEFT.
EUGENE.
97440
503/484-6529
P.O.

OREGON

douse a quail with the resultant juice?
The Nelson-Olney agreement, if it is
based on anything of substantial plausibility,

was most probably based on unique-

ness of language. In other words,

if

Mr.

O'Brien should happen to reprint the verbatim text of the recipe below, without
permission or attribution, he would have

am inclined to see justice in
my helpmeet (and my
over my own text). But in that

rights

wrote the

I

affects

parenthesis

lies

text,

the heart of the matter

which

is,

I

I

think, the only

aspect of the recipe that anyone can securely own. Doesn't this state of affairs
give too

much

to the person

down, even

for

one year subscription

My Child's Destiny,
P.O. Box 7337,

92

Dept. 1237,

San Francisco,

N.\TLRAL History 2/85

CA 94120

— must

home)

feel

I

saviie^

logically n

Olney learned about siiki
French food from French people, sifr!
how, somewhere. It takes away nol»
from the high value of his book oi

—

the best cookbooks produced in an
in

cookbooks

—

to say that

s-

He

does, indeed,

from time to tim
who have cookc

lude to other people

a regular effort to

tell

French Food where he found out ab
clearly traditional dish like Estofim
la rouergatte, a mixture of salt coc
sliced, boiled

Olney owes

potatoes that presun

to cooks of the

Rouergu

He does go so far as to imply th

trict.

recipe modifies tradition by substit
salt

cod

for stockfish: "Stockfish

origin of the preparation

requires a

than

number

cod

salt

—but

is

so;

" But where did

Was
salt

the

diiat

came upon it or did Olney hi
make the substitution? It would be n
know at which point the gifted Ame
first

cook-anthropologist intervened anc*p(,

own mark on

his

the recipe.

r.a

My interest in this question is nott
terest, primarily, of a professional

ci

about Olney's public claim of origina
tradition endj
I

care about

of food ideas, but most of the

source. Obviously,

I

t

I

of recipes gleaned from living infom

tell

when he

is

don't intend to argue

when he
less,

is

being a direct cq

is

synthesizing various

the transmission and preservation of tradi-

the latter possibility

I

see this an-

more

hi

m

on French practice but branchi

from

thropological side of food writing as

versii

inventing a dish based,

that the food writer plays a trivial role in

tional food ideas. Actually,

tl*

when

attribution to the

it

in

fresh

fig,

Olney

is

a personal way.
is

prosciutto,

An exam

Olney's

and

mint

quite open about the

noveBBa

adding mint (as a flavoring for a
sauce and as a garnish) to the tradi

cisely

combination of figs and ham.
But if he feels free, as indeed he si
to build on French ideas in his own w

I

his

anthropological

contribution

prize so highly in Richard Olney's

Simple French Food.

'm

recipt

important than anything else in gastronomy except cooking itself. And it is prethat

f!—

(

cod wh(bf

a dish into a version that appeals to

make

—

,

stocisii—

of days more

when he

I

i

can't

magazine,

-

readers of S/*

I

in this

:•

recorded the food that interests him. t:
think it is fair to say that he does not ikt

recipe and then print

even though

its

and cookery authc v
France, present and past, who have
enced him. And I do not think that Cn
would dispute this point in the slight
tents to the cooks

transcribe an interviewee's unpublished
it

ere

he owes

do know that

a twinge of thiers guilt

•

those J

ditions.

rity

written

flair?

always

Send S2

his

and

if it is

to

traditiorjfl

on Olney's direct experience of

want to know where
Olney begins because

Well, I'm not sure, but

European and .American clothing, beautiful
books, unique toys from around the ivorld,
and educational computer software.

who happens

—

France (particularly of Provence, wrI
he makes

with astonishing and memorable clarity

to write things

A very special catalog for children.

This praiseworthy impulse
gently dissipating regional

ready being done with

it

d

the need to succor them."

acquire his knowledge?

own

DESTINY

sipation of regional culinary traditions

pocketbook.
Naturally,

MY.CHILE)S

Olney writes: "The||t
book has been culled from allf
" And he
corners of France
goescW
express "an uneasy sense of the gentlej.In the preface,

exceeded the bounds of fair use, and
Johanna Sokolov could sue him with a fair
presumption of making him wince in his

this, as

'

in this

Johan-

think

I

"

(

*4

is

_
101

more

be

'

explicit in telling readers

h£

he departs from sources and

iiXj

sources are.

I

,gl

alize that

standard

insisting

of disclosure

on a very

Sterling
and Silverplate

ETRUSCAN

But

here.

Pattern Matching
Service

has defended the originality of his

In

Simple French Food with great
He told the Washington Post, "I

or n
n; ly.

CHATEAU ROSE

And

$250,000.

Nelson himself

1

humiliation.

jb

So

has

certainly

much

pain and

it

seems only

it

RAMBLER ROSE

le

opie

d;

ed and distilled (for

M|

iiost

It

formants' procedures into conven-

jn recipe

Just

the recipes he

may

tell

your pattern and the price for each. We will notify
you when we have additional pieces you might be
interested in. No obligation, of course. If you arc
not sure of your pattern name, ask for our FREL

one can tell
simply have
CASTLE ROSE

Ratware Pattern Identification Directory.

English) and then included in

ok he so fiercely defends as his own.

le

me

L

be very clear about

this.

I

or
ily

jggesting that the sophisticated act

FOR INFORMATION

hat the

down

V ting
)ef

PHONE TOLL FREE

LANCASTER

be-

book is in every legal and
sense Richard Olney's book. 1 am

.vt
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Walter Drake Silver Exchange
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eliminate or supervene upon the

ot
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us your pattern name and manufacturer.
We will send you a list of all the pieces we have in

OLD MASTER

should at least give credit to

of them, he

BUTTERCUP

stock are not available in retail stores.

)lney

all

^f^^:

patterns in stock— active, inactive and obsolete.
Get just the piece or pieces you need at substantial
savings today! Many of the patterns we have in

^•.wirrt-iv<« t*

fair

lal

who taught him

M WASHINGTON
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DAMASK ROSE

estimate, the Nelson lawsuit cost

:

\

»

MORE THAN

scare a few plagiarists to death."

ar

lO;

am

I

what

Building, Colorado Springs,
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whom we
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oc n food writers are merely educated

1

lo;

I
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interested
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Pattern
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Johanna's Quail
)uails

up olive

AFRICA

oil

CAMPING SAFARIS

iblespoon tarragon vinegar

GORILLAS AND VOLCANOES
KILIMANJARO CLIMB

all

BIOLOGY

Home

epper

Enjoy BIRD

iblespoons red currant jelly

the Laboratory of Ornithology

CORNELL UNIVERSITY

heat broiler.

anwhile marinate quails
ssing" stirred together
cgar, salt,

in a

"salad

from the

and pepper.
pan and
from the broiler

nc or element.
the birds every five minutes or so

n

each time you turn them,
the remaining vinaigrette,

baste,

I

h

cr

15 minutes, swirl the currant

pan juices. Using tongs,
and pan
.e mixture to coat both sides. ConJe broiling for another 10 minutes,
ning once more. The birds are done
;n they have browned outside and
juices from the breasts run clear.
\c immediately. Eat with your
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The Natural Moment

Jellyfish,

Sunny Side Up
Human beings spend thousands of dollars and travel almost as
many miles just to lie down in the sun, and they're
ones who take some trouble to expose themselves

not the only
to that fire.

Frogs bask, and the hotter the spot the better; sunflowers duti-

namesake all day; night herons perch on treemore intimate audience with the sun. But one of
the champs of sun worship has to be the mangrove jellyfish, Cassiopeia xamachana. which has literally turned its life upside
down for love of a good photosynthate. Sometime during its evofully follow their

tops to have a

lution, this jellyfish,

mangrove swamp,
It lives in

drift

shallow water and

upward

Why

which carpets the

—

it's

adriaticum, that

many

a Florida

bell

these changes for the sun? A number of
because of an alga, Symbiodinium micro-

all

lives

symbiotically within the jellyfish. Accord-

Mark Eakin and other researchers at the
C xamachana feeds on photosynthates

ing to

ami,

its

partly because of the bell's pulsations.

go through

scientists think

its

floor of

and then stayed there.
arms, instead of hanging down,

rolled over onto

University of Mi-

— the excess oxy-

gen and other nutrients produced by the algae when they photosynthesize during the day. In exchange, the algae borrow some
nutrients from the jellyfish, get to live in a safe environment
living inside

another creature has to be the ultimate way to keep

predators from noticing you

changes

in

—and are protected from sudden

the environment. If that weren't enough, the jellyfish

gently raises

its

arms

to bring the algae several inches closer to

the desired object.

much desired by photographers, although they
it as much as possible. Jeff Foott had his back
to the sun and his feet buried in the muck of a central Florida
swamp when he leaned over to take this picture. But something
The sun

is

also

turn their backs on

stopped him. The lighting wasn't right; he didn't know if he
would have a clear shot to the bottom. So Jeff Foott hooked up a
strobe to his

mean any

camera and then went back to his work. He didn't
But business, after all, is business. D. W.

disrespect.
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Southwick,

duced

thirty years ago, Charles

left

(page 62), was intro-

to primate research in

Panama

while he was studying for his Ph.D. at
the University of Wisconsin. Following

sity.

work at Oxford Univerhe conducted more than fifty over-

received his B.A. from

and

Ph.D. from Aligarh University. In

in Asia.

Colorado, where he teaches global ecol-

tion

to

his

his

work

Agn

M.A., L.L.B., and

sity,

professor of biology at the University of

in

He

is

University,

Southwick taught at Hamilton College,
Ohio University, and the Johns Hopkins
University, and since 1979, has been a

China

Siddiqi, right,

his postdoctoral

ecology and behavior, primarily

his first visit to

M

Farooq

an associate pro
fessor of geography at Aligarh Univer

seas trips for field research in animal

On

ogy and primate studies. His coauthor
and colleague of many years in India,

in

addi'

primate ecology

Geographer and
economics of village ag
ricultures. Southwick and Siddiqi shar
keen interests in animal populations
environmental
quality,
conservatior
and human affairs.
Siddiqi

is

editor of the

<

specialist in the

1975,

Richard Gordon, (page 52) lived and
worked there for two and a half

months

—

long enough to

sessed with

made

the country.

become obGordon has

China, learned to

"I've got the best job in the worldl

speak Chinese, and worked in several villages and in a Shanghai factory. He has
worked on assignment in China and on

brags Jeff Foott (page 94), a naturaliT

since

six trips to

the Tibetan Plateau and his photographs

have been featured in two Natural History stories, "Journey to the Tibetan Pla-

and photographer. "I can pick out a sul
and then go right to the expert aq
spend more time with him than I wou
if I were his graduate student." Foo|
who grew up in Berkeley, started stud

ject

—
—but found

teau" (September 1982) and "Growing

ing science

Up

ogy

in a

1984).

Chinese Village" (November

With Carma Hinton, Gordon has

fining.

in

Working

his

case marine bij

the academic route co
in the field,

howevi

codirected two films: Stilt Dancers and

looking "for portraits that have bel

Small Happiness: Women of a Chinese

sculpted over tens of thousands of years

—both have been featured

Village

at the

suits

him

fine.

When

he comes acrosa

Margaret Mead Film Festival. A dropout from the University of Pennsylvania,

wonderful

Gordon hopes to find the time
and resume his studies.

The Natural Moment was
with a 55-millimeter macro lens.
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to return

sight,

he goes to the expei]

His photograph of an upside-down
fish in

j
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"Have I got a beach in Spain
for you!^^

a We rode through an olive grove,

44

down

Florida. Spain's are great, with

a rocky

trail

to a secluded

beach

1

know good

down

on these great horses. .and went crash-

tains

ing through the ocean. Spain's both

seafood.

.

more
than

I

and more cosmopolitan
thought. Puerto Banus outside

rustic

all

.

—Ann Mxers

New

York. N.Y.

to the water.

Tm

from

mounReally good

.great nightlife. People

over the world.

And

it's

all

from

44 The beaches are where the young
people from all over Europe meet.
and there's every kind of water sport.
.

Plus the cleanest, bluest water.99

so easy

.and inexfjensive. I liked everything
about Spain. I even heard the other
coasts are spectacularly different, with
.

Marbella is as sophisticated and upscale as anything on the Riviera. Then
there are the Canan,' and Ballearic
islands in the Atlantic and the Med.
each with its own mood and life.W

.

beaches.

^

Spain. E\er>thing under the sun.

.

more

great beaches. I'm sure

back

to find

I'll

Rir

lull

^

intormation. just call toil-tree

1-Sl)0-3?1-I750 (Operator 222).
your iravel agent.

Or

see

(»

get

out.W

Spain.

It's all

Europe in a
—Peter Schnaedelbach
Ft. Liiuderdale, Fla.

single

countr

—Janice Carrerc
Chester, N.J.
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Letters

Perfect!

Sun Line to the
Greek Islands,

i

Egypt, Israel,
/Birkey.

The Sons of India
The informative article by Stanley
Freed and Ruth Freed, "One Son Is No
Sons" (January 1985) includes what I
think is an error. It is stated that the practice of

fied

voluntary sterilization after a speci-

number

of sons have been born

re-

is

population of Shanti Nagar,

born,

is

one way to look at the problem:

it

cannot change the overall sex

ra-

can, of course, change the relation

and family size; smaller
sibships will have more males. The size of
the sibship is something over which the
parents do have control. Sterilization
might lead to a distorted sex ratio in the
between sex

ratio

is

Line,

IN Y, JN

One

households.

Shanti Nagar.

James

F.

Crow

Luxury

Citv

My

Professor

Crow

is

correct. Sterilization

wrote

to

us,

in a population.

We

re-

and thank the readers who
thereby

permitting

the

prompt publication of this correction. We
especially hope to avoid the possibility
that our statistical mistake

may

be

inter-

preted as casting a shadow on the Indian

There was, of course, no such

in

northwestern India,

where high male-

Sail the

2

/

Stella

\

[family planning]

p

—

a dent in India's population groi

rate during the past decade."

Stanley A.

Ruth

Fri

S. Fri

One can only hope that in some othe:
mension when Raymond Mendez ('"
Natural Moment," October 1984)
helplessly screaming while being e£
alive by Trinidadian cockroaches, a yoj
bat happens by who has more clearly
i

justly resolved not only the issue of

m

s

interference in natural systems but alsof

—

and acts more quickly andumanely to alleviate his pain, natural or
Ruth A. Campo, N)
suff"ering

it.

Rutherford,
In

New

Je

my long years of reading Nat

all

History,

I

have never

felt

matic photograph

I

O'

the need to v te

was very moved by the
in the October "N
ral Moment." The death of the baby
presents nature at her grisliest, and I c
a letter, but

phenomenon. Various explanations have
been advanced, including the systematic
mistreatment of female children or their

Legend

Oceanis

clined. In

to-female sex ratios are a longstanding
travel agent is_

Stella Solaris / Stella

peo|

rate of the population has not as yet

intent.

Phnnp

Sun Line Cruises

Thus

are sometimes surprised that the grov

Bat Agony

The authors reply

The sex ratio in the village of Shanti
Nagar nevertheless typifies the situation
7ip

ing, receives less attention.

Madison, Wisconsin

tion.

.^tatp

that a couple has at the end of childbe

Professor of Genetics,

ships of Grecian registry.

Name_

t

University of Wisconsin,

policy of encouraging voluntary steriliza-

Rockefeller Plaza,

Y 10020.

e

number of perst,
who undergo sterilization or who accf
family planning. The other side of
coin, the number of surviving childi

make

in

males and females

Sun

India usually

in

males

gret the error
cruise plans now. Ask your
about our 1985 Cruise
Program and our Sun Line 11-14 day
Cruise/Tour Vacations. Or call Sun Line
800-468-6400. In New York City:
212-397-6400. Or send for our brochure.

a

Discussions

explanation of the increased proportion of

in royal

necessary to look elsewhere for an

cannot ordinarily affect the proportion of

Launch your

si

gramme's inception 37 million of th
in the decade between the censuses
1971 and 1981. This may seem a a
mendable achievement but it failed

It is

travel agent

g(

ernmental attempts to limit family
and the preference for sons as security

years since the

puted excess of males

Sailing April through October
from Athens (Piraeus).

of the article remai"

the conflict between

stopping further births after an heir

born, has been invoked to explain a re-

14 Day
Egypt/Israel
Greek Islands /Turkey
Cruises

—

population. But
change the overall sex ratio it won't.
The same false argument, based on

these constitute an

if

atypical subset of the

7,

however

an excellent evaluation of
most recent Indian census (1981), wh
appeared in India's Economic and Pol
cal Weekly, Pravin Visaria and Le
Visaria write that "the Departmenti
Family Welfare estimates that 42.8 n
lion births had been 'averted' in the;

sterilized sibships

&

involved, a

phasize the increasing

tio. It

Cruises

The major theme
valid,

population control

in the

cannot change the sex of children already

Greek Islands /Turkey

may be

males

Here

Day

of causes

the problem merits further study.

support for the elderly.

Since the decision to stop having children

3, 4, 7

number

sponsible for an increased proportion of

India.

f

possible undernumeration in censuses,

a*

^^

i

Maris
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;

I would have given the bat the
coup de grace. Bravo.

bt that
e

David Stever
Saint Paul, Minnesota
he photograph
the article

is

is

certainly stunning,

my criticism

powerful:

is

directed at the skill involved in the prolion

of the feature.

said,

to

t

someone
we really

just wish

I

wait a minute

zap them with

—do

one?

this

Julia C. Schieffelin

New

New

York.

York

sumer Fraud

Dm

Eisner's photograph

ng as a spider

is

esting,

particularly

There

ih.

is

it

of a

quite captivating.

behind the photograph

/

("The Natu-

November 1984)

Vloment,"

fly

The

also rather

is

the

final

disclosed

that

para-

Mr.

er placed the fly "in a refrigerator for
to

lile

slow

it

down" and

later

removed

d took the picture. This would seem to

"The Natural Moment" was

;ate that

natural after

50

the

fly

all.

1

do not believe

suffered any injustice; as for

readers, however, the subtitle
er
it

"ConFraud" seems to be (in a roundway) somewhat appropriate.

Thomas Goebel
Bolivar, Missouri

Johnsons' Paradise
.horoughly enjoyed "Shooting in Par-

(December

;"

1984). In the last few
have collected, read, and enjoyed
ally all of the Johnsons' books,

s,

I

am

writing

a question

hope that you can an-

in

— where

(exactly)

is

Lake

dise?

David

P.

Kelly

Westport, Connecticut

?

Paradise

•r

the GofSokorte Guda
of Mount Marsabit in

is in

at the top

hern Kenya.

It is accessible by road,
a modest airstrip nearby. Unmately, heavy poaching of elephants

'here is

w 1970s
herds,

severely depleted the ele-

and more

recently, droughts
caused the temporary disappearofLake Paradise, which depends on
'all as its source of water
D.J. P.

>t

—

—

1

)eep inside thelbwer of London

cs the world's single most valuable object

that matter,

WA Getaway "\kcations.
Imperial State Crown — one
Crown Jewels — contains no

The

ver than 3,179 gems.
It is

truly priceless.

Originally

made

las coronation,

for

it's

Queen Vic

been worn

)sequently by every sovereign on
te occasions. And although the

own Jewels

on display in the
.ver, they are, as you can imagine,
y well guarded. In fact the Cnief
are

irder locks the gates every night in

700'year'old

Ceremony of the

ets to

two West End shows. And
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Roman spa.
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hotels with a private bath
or shower, daily Continental

breakfasts in London,
and full English break-

and dinners in
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fasts

teed not to go up. If airfares go

down, you pay the lower
It's
.
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I if
H

Qii

to go because Britain's

Heritage celebration
continues, with special
attractions throughout

the country For more information
send for your "Britain Heritage"
and
"Britain" brochures.
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Then

see your travel agent.
Because now, more than ever,
the gems of Britain are within
your reach.
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—
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The
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Lake
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District.

tree color

Name

Britain

'lery

of the world
without taking
show. In the West End alone
re are no fewer than 50 theatres,
d tickets cost about half as much
hey do on Broadway.
One of the best ways to explore
radon, or the rest of the country for

me your

brochures.

I're

I

fare.

also the perfect time

frSend to: British Tourist Authority'
Super values
with TWA's
Super Saver

uses of Parliament

ital

TW&

you fly TWA, once you buy
your ticket your fare is guaran-

gives you up to 20% off at many
shops, clubs, and restaurants.
Then you're off to the countryside by private motorcoach. You'll

Like Big Ben
;ertainly the
5t famous clock
/er in the

Down

the perfect time to visit
The dollar is stronger
than ever Many of
vacation packages are priced
as low as last year And when
It's

Britain.

have plenty of free time to
explore London on your own
and use your discount card that

see

airfares are

guaranteed.

you'll

most of
idon's gems are
it more accessi'

are the

TWA3s

—

view.

rid.

tour prices are per
person, double occupancy,
not including airfare.

Take the lO-day "London Theand Countryside" tour, for example. Your five days in London
include a sightseeing tour of Buckingham Palace, Big Ben and the
Houses of Parliament
even tick-

Luckily,

ow

TWA

All

atre

g in April (every other
ming until then), but be
re by 11:00 to get a
id

shower Daily Continental breakfasts and dinners in many of the
towns are also included.

1

in Britain.

The best of Britain.

/s.

Buckingham Palace is also well
irded. But in this case the guards
the big attraction. You can see
Changing of the Guard at
30 every morning begin-

with one of TWAs

TWA Getaway Vacations.

great way to discover
itain's heritage.

;he

is

Getaway Vacations

(plcAsc

State

pnni

irlfjHv)
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VACATIONS.
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This View of Lif

The Flamingo's Smile
Ironically,

Darwin often gets credit for

Lamarcks great contribution to evolutionary theory
by Stephen Jay Gould
Buffalo
in

Bill

played his designated role

reducing the American bison from an

estimated population of 60 million to near

men

killed

just eight months,

under

extinction. In 1867, he

4,280 animals

in

and

his

a contract to provide food for railroad

crews. His slaughter

may have been

criminate, but the resulting beef

was not

heritage killed bison with even greater

abandon, removed the tongue only (con-

the sad

human

ples date

from the most infamous episodes

Roman

The

—

first

exam-

the orgies of

emperors. Mr. Stanley, Gilbert's

"modern major general," could "quote
elegiacs

all

in

the crimes of Heliogabalus"

(before demonstrating his mathematical
skills, in

order to cadge a rhyme, by mas-

tering "peculiarities parabolous" in the

study of conic sections).

Among

his

other

crimes, the licentious teen-aged emperor

presided

at

banquets

gulosis

featuring

plates

heaped with flamingo tongues. Suetonius
tells us that the emperor Vitellius served a

(My

red wing gives

cures regard
if

my

my

me my name,

but epi-

tasty.

But what

skinny

pointed

tongue as

tongue could sing?)

tongues, scarcely

fit

in large quantities.
its

later

an emperor, even

for

The

much

flamingo,

a large soft, fleshy tongue.

Why?

Flamingos have developed an exceedmode of feeding, unique among
birds and evolved by very few other vertebrates. Their bills are lined with

efforts of

modern

—

ters that

the casino veranda. In fact, they dwell in

Few

—

shal-

creatures can

tolerate the unusual environments of these
saline deserts.

Those that thrive can,

in

the absence of competitors, build their
populations to enormous numbers. Hypersaline lakes therefore provide predators with ideal conditions for evolving a

strategy of filter feeding

—few types of

and

po-

les

dense

filters sufficiently

i

blue-gn

algae and diatoms with diameters of

C?

mm.
I

Flamingos pass water through

their,

two ways (as documented ini
by Penelope M. Jeni.
"The Filter Feeding and Food of Flarifilters in

classic

article

Royal Society of London, 1957,
pp.

vol. 'X

401-93): either by swinging

heads back and

i-

by

e

ter to flow passively through, or

more

system that*

eflicient

—

the Roman gluttons
an act
maintained by a large and poweil

spired

pump

tongue.

The tongue

the lower beak.

up

forth,

It

fills

a large channi

r

moves rapidly back

£

to four times a second, dravij

water through the
pull

tr

forth, permitting the

on the backvd
on the forward de

filters

and expelling

it

The tongue's surface also sports nume

i:

denticles that scrape the collected

from the

filters (just

from their baleen

The

"J

as whales collect

a!

plates).

extensive literature on flami

has highlighted the unique
cussion of feeding
another,

—and

intimately

t.

filters in itsp;

often negle^

related

feafi

equally remarkable and long appreci:<l

by the great naturalists. Flamingos
with their heads upside down. The\ s
in shallow water and swing their IT'

.'d

down

to the level of their feet, subtl;

'

'-

at essentially uniform size. Phoeni-

or shortening the S curve of the V^

conservationists. In one

most familiar species of our zoos and conservation areas in the Bahamas and Bonaire), filters prey in the predominant
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flamingo, has

justing the head's position by lengthen^

copterus ruber, the greater flamingo (and

tigated the gluttony of his emperors (ca.

exj^

numbers

tential prey, available in large

Rome to the

of his most poignant couplets. Martial cas-

6

numer-

complex rows of horny lamellae filwork like the whalebone plates of
giant baleen whales. Flamingos are commonly misportrayed as denizens of lush
tropical islands, something amusing to
watch while you sip your rum and Coke on
ous,

low, hypersaline lakes.

port from the poets of ancient

small mollus|

But Phoeniconaias minor, the

usual and

ingly rare

Minerva and made of parrotfish livers,
peacock and pheasant brains, lamprey
guts, and flamingo tongues, all "fetched in
large ships of war, as far as from the Carpathian sea and the Spanish straights."
Lampreys and parrotfishes (though not
without their beauties) have rarely evoked
great sympathies. But flamingos, those elproclaims), have inspired passionate sup-

to

and unanticipated sorrow, evolved

one of the world's harshest habitats

name

—

goes," Philosophical Transactions off

have

birds

gigantic concoction called the Shield of

egant birds of brilliant red (as their

pie.

to 0.1

Nostra sapit: quid, siganula linguaforet?

Most

annals of

of gastronomical gluttony

Dat mihipenna rubens nomen;sed lingua

to rot.
in

range of an inch or so

crustaceans, and insect larvae, for

efficient to segregate cells of

some quarters),

and left the rest of the carcass
Tongues have figured before
rapacity.

80) by speculating about different

had the flamingo's tongue been
gifted with song like the nightingale's,
rather than simple good taste:

indis-

wasted. Other despoilers of our natural

sidered a great delicacy in

A.D.

scenarios,

This motion naturally turns the heai
side down, and the bills therefore re
their conventional roles in feeding,

anatomical upper

bill

i

i

of the flamingiisj
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lost birds,
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in
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(function-

feeding) has evolved unusual
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I
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moves up
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against the larger upper beak.)

The bones of each

gidity.

complement
small and

bill
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ly
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300 years before Martial's
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most birds (and mammals, including
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: skull;
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;

jaw into a
and shape, then
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'rted

lower jaw

must predict

in size

that, contrary to all ana-
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we up and down
V.

The flamingo,

and lowering

|ising

ith
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n has
)unt
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naturalists,

I

noted with plea-

--^N
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more than two thousand

— by
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should feed by
upper jaw.
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se in

against a rigid lower

in short,

all
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if,
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be opened and opera)
'*
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—
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had always expected.

stationary lower
naturalists

gil

The correspondence is complete-i
form and motion. The shapes are O'"
turned by bending, the sizes reversed,
t
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the buttressing tn

action, too,
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not

TILLER...

argue (as La-

rck might have done) that a

worm's

in-

"rative behavior (in turning over) trig-

for a small Job

ed an adaptive pressure for redesign.
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ite

the contrary: he contended, as a

'"'icturalist,

that

belly
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aningless terms of

'

.cribe

f ^foday,
^•ing

H

to

what

really

mat-

— abstract structural laws of form and

imitted

'

invention to

a superficial orientation utterly

'bout significance
j' '5

and back are

human

pathways of change.

we

reject Geoffroy's speculation

with his approach to form and func-

down

Lamarck's
jl<
im that substantial change in morphol^( usually arises as a consequence of bef't'ioral triggers. The famous fourteenthItury motto of that upstart institution,
Ww College, Oxford, seems to embody
If! essential truth about history as well as
I'^iduct: Manners Makyth Man.
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Is an acre or less,
and buy a Mantis-20
once a year
for yourself. Mantis tills and weeds a practical 6" to 9" wide,
turns on a dime and weighs only 20 pounds! Simply turning
a 300-pound tiller in a backyard garden is a challenge.
Most big tillers were designed to just till (but many now
offer clumsy "add-on" attacfiments as an attempt to justify
ttieir highi cost). Ttie Mantis was designed from the
beginning to precisely match a small, powerful engine

1 1 your garden

hire

somebody to plow

it
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and the history of science
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to a variety of useful attachments for

your yard and garden.

Most

big

tillers

The Mantis-20

is

cost an arm and a leg.
a tough, durable, pre-

cision instrument... yet it cosfs a fraction
of what you'll pay for a big tiller.

I Mantis Manulaclurlng Co.
1458 County Line Rd. Dept, 649
I

3-WEEK TRIAL
Most machines are partially covered
for 90 days to a year. Mantis has a
Lifetime Warranty on the tines, a Lifetime
Replacement agreement on the engine.
Best of all, you get a 3-Week In-Your
Garden Trial (if you don't like it we'll buy
it back for every penny you paid!).
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19006
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Superheroes in the Doll
Play patterns andfantasies help young children
define themselves as boys or girls

by Vivian Gussin Paley

Kindergarten
self-stereotyping.

is

a triumph of sexual

No amount of adult sub-

terfuge or propaganda deflects the five-

by sex.
Children of this age think they have invented the diiTerences between boys and
girls and, as with any new invention, must
year-old's passion for segregation

prove that

works.

it

The

doll corner

is

of-

ten the best place to collect evidence. It
not simply a place to play;

it is

is

a strong-

hold against ambiguity.

When

am more

the teacher,

often on the

I,

girls'

We move at the same pace and reach

side.

for the

same

activities,

while the boys bar-

ricade themselves in the blocks, periodi-

making

cally

disruptive

superheroes enter, for the cooking and

among

dressing and telephoning are usually private

aff'airs.

By

inclined to

forays into female territory.

tell

one another

who

they are

and what they are doing. They want
ordinate themes, but

ther,

The

not always pos-

it is

girls prefer

ters, pets,

to

one mother, one

and one baby per household and

play auxiliary parts

baby

to co-

because the boys are beginning

rebel.

when

necessary:

fa-

will
sis-

grandmothers, teen-agers, and

sitters.

They would

like the

boys to

be plumbers, carpenters, and firemen, but

some boys would rather be monsters or

The boys have been
ten.

trying to leave the

came

to kindergar-

They are superheroes now

they should be. The

giris

superheroes or robbers
as long as they play the

—

or feel

do not object

in the doll

way

to

comer

girls play.

The

four-year-old

boy

is

less

comfort-

able in the doll corner than he was the year

may

20
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"good" behavior is most often foid
the least mature boys. As e
superhero dominates boys' fantasy p/,
the girls turn to dramatic plots that eli
nate boys and bring in more sisters ;d
cally,

princesses.

Boys set the tone and girls follow on p rBoth seek a new social defition for "boy" and "girl." They search ierywhere for clues, hoping to cree
separate and final images. Society sy
plies Barbie dolls and Star Wars, but e
allel paths.

children invent equally interesting
bols

s;i-

by themselves.

In the class described, for example, u

hop

you are a boy d
if you are a jl.
Boys clap out the rhythm of certain sois;
girls sing louder. Boys draw furniture ito get

your milk

if

;

up

in

side four-story houses; girls put flowern

the doorways of cottages. Boys get tireof

the superhero clique has formed and the

drawing pictures and begin to poke ,.d
shove; girls continue to draw. But the iage they are quickest to promote and 2fend is separation by fantasy.

women's clothes
doll corner

is

occasionally dress

becoming a women's room.

Domestic play looks remarkably alike'
For their part, four-year-old girls may inboth sexes at age three. Costumes
termittently exchange domestic roles for
representing male and female roles are caWonderwoman and Supergirl, but the
sually exchanged. Everyone cooks and
mother and baby roles reign supreme and
eats pretend food together. Mother, fawill continue to do so throughout the kinther, and baby are the primary actors, but
dergarten year.
identities shift and the participants selThp atmosphere in the doll corner
dom keep one another informed. Policechanges dramatically among five- and sixmen sweep the floor and dress the baby,
year-olds. "They are bored," say some
and mothers put men's vests over negliadults. "They've had enough doll-corner
gees while making vague appointments on
play." The doll comer, in fact, is entering
the telephone. If asked, a boy will likely
its final phase, in which girls and boys try
say he is the father, but if he were to say
to end lingering confusion about the roles
they play, roles they will now examine in a
predominantly social context.
Excerpted from Boys and Girls: Superheroes in the
Although the girls officiate in the doll
Doll Corner, by Vivian Gussin Paley. by arrangement
comer, the presence or absence of boys dewith the University of Chicago Press. ®1984 UniverChicago. All rights reserved.

m

paradtP

or agree to be daddy, but

before; he

for

sity of

doll corner play;

skip to the paper shelf

superheroes.
doll corner since they

is its

i-

the age of four, the players are more

sible

the children separate by sex,

more cohesive the boys' group, the

mother, it would cause little concern. It
can be a peaceful place, the three-yearolds' doll corner, even if monsters and

termines the character of the play. The

The

four girls in the doll corner haven-

nounced who they are: Mother, Sist,
Baby, Maid. To begin with, then, tire
will be cooking and eating, crying id
cleaning. Charlotte is the mother beca e,
she tells the others, she is wearing thi
ver shoes. Leadership often goes to

who is most confident about
meaning of symbols.
Teddy watches the scene as he fill:
child

the

number board

for the

second

Charlotte returns his stare and says,

can be the father."
tiles

and enters the

He

tii

"

inserts the last

doll

comer.

"

'

.

"

THEY LIVED AND WROTE
TODAY, WOULD YOU
RECOGNIZE THEIR GENIUS?

llF

In their

own times, many great American

works attacked by hostile critics or ignored by an indifferent
public. Today, of course, the world acknowledges the genius of these authors.
Even so, many of their works have gone out
writers

found

their

One of the first great war
correspondents, he shocked
readers with his tough,
realistic novels about the

1

Now hailed as a brilliant
and

poet, critic

the

darker sides of urban

inventor of the detective

He bu med all the copies he
could find of his first book.
then secluded himself for
ten years to work on the

life.

stories that

story, his earnings as

a writer

would make hin

famous.

doomed him

to poverty.

only in expensive,
hard-to-find editions. But now you can
obtain the most distinguished editions of
of print or are available

America's literature ever produced and discover-or-rediscover the splendors of the
American imagination.
For the first time in

and enjoy

all

our history, you can

of Melville,

all

of

own

Hawthorne,

Twain, Emerson, Whitman, James, Poe,
Thoreau-and the collected writings of many
bther notable American novelists, historians,
poets, philosophers, essayists and statesmen.
The Library of America brings them to you in
a uniform series of handsomely printed and
,

oound hardcover volumes designed for hours
Df pleasurable and rewarding reading. Each of
these compact, elegant books contains from
1,000 to 1,600 pages and includes a number of
works by the same author.

4
The most famous American
poet wrote only one book of

Authoritative editions based on
superb scholarship
The Library of America offers you scrupulously
accurate unabridged texts, the product of
thorough research by distinguished scholars.

poetry-but then he spent
the greater part of his

life

rewriting and expanding

it.

The mother of seven, she
wrote long novels to
advance her unpopular
political beliefs; one book
became a transatlantic best
seller!

Vie first

edition of his

literary masterpiece sold

poorly, perhaps because critics
called the massive

Today considered one of
our greatest writers,

work "sheer

moonstruck lunacy.

Poetry

trash. ..rough, coarst,

THE LIBRARY OF AMERICA

and Tales

The Poetry and

Tales of

and

inelegant.

The collected works of America's foremost
Poe have received

authors in uniform hardcover editions

He

invented the modern
detective story and gave new form to science
fiction. Intensity, chilling suspense, a taste
for the macabre, the terrifying and the absurd
abound in his works. So, too, does a cool artistic calculation that creates an aura of
mystery and excitement in everything
he wrote.

world acclaim.

early critics called his

uvrk "the ivriest

Begin your Library of America
collection with Edgar Allan Foe's

1. Edgar Allan Poe, 2. Stephen Crane,
Nathaniel Hawthorne, 4. Walt Whitman,
Harriet Beedter Stawe,
Herman Melville

KEY:
3.
5.

6.
7.

Mark Twain

The Library of America
5

Nonden Lane •• Huntington

Slalion,

New lork

1

NHSM36

174t>

the first volume, for a I.^-day Irw
i would like to subscribe to The Librar>- of America, Please send me
examination period,'! will pav the special subscription price of S21.95 plus shipping and handling. I will
then receive future volumes, one approximately every other month. Each volume will be 521,95' (plus
S2.75 shipping and handling) and will come on the same 15-day examination basis. There is no minimum
number of books 1 must buy, and I may cancel my subscription at any time simply by notifying you.
will be cancelled, and
If I do not choose to keep the first volume, 1 will return it in 15 days, my subscription
I will be under no further obligation.

Yes,

"The most important
book-publishing project
in the nation's history.

-NEWSWEEK

Name
Address

_ Sta(e_

City_

my DVisa
Card No,_
Charge

you already have purchased one or more Library'
still subscribe and accept only the books you want.
If

.Zip_

D MasterCard
,

Exp, date_

of America volumes-or received them as gifts-you can
'Price subiKi to clianse. .W orders fubiecl to apprnvl

"Are you the father?" Charlotte

asks.

"Put on the red

She doesn't know
tell him

tie."

Teddy's

name

what

wear because she

to

The

yet,

but she can
is

mother.

girls look pleased. "I'll get

it

for

is

the maid.

"Now,

look pretty? This

is

don't that

baby

your daddy, baby."

Teddy begins to set the table, matching
cups and saucers as deliberately as he did
the tiles on the number board.
Abruptly the mood changes. Andrew,
Jonathan, Jeremy, and Paul rush in, fingers shooting. "We're robbers. Do you got

year, the girls begin with stories

little

families, while the boys bring

us a litany of superheroes and bad guys.

an adjunct of
follows existing play and intro-

This kind of storytelling
play;

you, honey," Janie says in a falsetto voice.

She

Every
of good

"Yes."

it

is

learn about from boys,

about boundary

'.

"Are you

sure,

Teddy?"

my mind, but the children take over

be on

the story-plays for a
to inform

ages for boys and

Teddy
the week.

more urgent matter:

one another of the preferred imgirls.

tells his first

story at the end of

The boys' response is immediate

strong.

The room is quiet. Noise comes in hi
and valleys in the kindergarten. Even
Star Wars drama will eventually wii
down, the players scattering into gentlpursuits. Calmness follows excitement
i

Cops and robbers is off to an early start.
The first week of kindergarten is usually
uneventful as children cautiously decide

Charlotte says.

play?"

an empty

pot.

Jeremy climbs on the

refrigerator

and

knocks over several cartons of plastic food.
"Put up your hands. You're going to jail!"

"We're

telling!"

search of me or

The

girls

stomp out

my assistant, Mrs.

in

Brandt.

what they can expect from one another
and from the teacher. They want to know
with whom they will play and how free is
free play.

The

four robbers in the doll cor-

"Once upon

"No
he's a

being bad guys

into

Uniformly exercises

more

muscles than
any other form
of exercise.

is

who

continue to

He

make

Teddy's use of "pretty" crosses over

female

territory,

a subject he will

physiologists as the most perfect
form of aerobic exercise. Its rhythmic
total body motion uniformly exercises
more muscles than other forms of
exercise and its smoothness causes no
joint pain or damage. NordicTrack lets
you get the same top fitness building
benefits year around in the convenience of your home. NordicTrack

Patented
flywheel
action provides fluid

eliminates barriers of time, weather,

chance of injury, etc. Very effective
for weight control.

smoothness
and continuity
from stride to

More Effective and Safer
Than Rowing Machines

stride. IMotion

and resistance

same

When rowing, the leg resistance
only as strong as the pull of the
arms. Since your legs are 3 times as

skiing.

is

strong as your arms either the arms are
over-worked or the legs loaf. In con-

NordicTrack's resistance is proportioned according to the individual
muscle strength - thus NordicTrack
provides a far more effective workout
because no major muscles are over
stressed or under worked.
NordicTrack is much safer because
no high back strain loads are imposed.
trast,

Quiet
motorless
action.

new
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le-

fantasies.

Andrew runs into the empty doll corrand begins dumping clothes from shehi
and hangers on the floor while Frankji
watches.
"Y'all playin' house?" Franklin asks"

Andrew

looks

around quickly,

se-

consciously borrowing Franklin's pate.

"This gonna be a spaceship. Y'wani

There are
the

out

first

six

boys in the doll corner.t

time they have been there wi

girls.

Gregory and Ned

-

totter ai

clump about in high heels, their ars
stuck awkwardly into unfastened dressi.^
They giggle and screech and stumble iia

Much

Better Than Exercise Bikes
More complete. Adds important
upper body exercise and provides more
uniform

leg

muscle usage. Higher pulse

rates, necessary for building fitness,

seem

easier because

more muscles

share

the exercise. Safer. Deeply bent knee
motion of exercise bikes can cause

knee problems. NordicTrack's erect
position causes no high joint stress.

Exclusive Patented Flywheel
Action Provides unmatched smooth
ness and continuity from stride to
stride. Motion and resistances are
same as in real skiing.
•
•

Fits in your home or office
Folds and stands on end
to require only 15" x 17"

storage area

Two
trial

year warranty,
period. Call

30 day

TOLL FREE

or Write for Free Brochure,

.

^^k

1-800-328-5888
Minnesota 612^48-6987
PSI 124-L Columbia Court,

Chaska,MN 55318

^ordic/rack
Thejarless Total

22

shifting bal;

Cross Country Skiing Exerciser
Better Than Exercise Bikes & Rowing l\^aciiine
The enjoyable sport of cross
country skiing is cited by leading

are the
as real

sions generate

is

not insulted, only curious.

mood

into restless gear as increased physical

if

boy he can't."

smiles at the boys,
faces.

nursery school.

a time there

he can't!" shouts Andrew. "Not

Teddy

ner are already a team, having practiced
in

ask.

I

"Yeah. I'm sure."

natural rhythms, the

stirring

mo

girls.

speaks.

was this little
boy and his name was Pretty. They called
him Pretty because he was so pretty. His
name was really Hansel. There was this
sister. He didn't know he had a sister. The
mother and father told him and then they
had candy and then they went for a walk."
Andrew, Jonathan, and Paul explode
with laughter. "He calls him Pretty!"
"Ugh!" "Pre-e-tty!"
"He can call him that if he wants,"

any gold?"
"No," Charlotte says,

care

"Anyway, his name is Hansel. Just c.
him that." Teddy looks at the boys as

duces new ideas for the future. Language
development and creative dramatics may

and

who

than do the

lines

Body

Exerciser.

ji

sLI

who laugh and

other boys,

le

wn.
Andrew

pull

them

darts questioning glances

my

NEW LOW PRICE
Thousands

ay as he surveys the mess: naked dolls

sold at $20

down under

ice

the crib, chairs over-

imed, hats and shoes heaped on piles of
esses and dishes. There

moment

a

is

SAVE 500/0
Now Only

of

and then Jeremy drags the oven

illness,

the middle of the

"This

floor.

$Q.95

the computer terminal," he de-

is

ares.

Put

He

over here," says Paul.

it

the fallen chairs

)

and

This is the same hL-a\> du[>. vhiurnc plau-J cmbusscr
used by librarians lo mark and identity books.

picks

Now

them in two
now covered by

you can have one with your own name and inon a '/:" diameter seal. It's easy to use.
insen
and "LIBRARY OF (your
name)" and initials will be clearK embossed (scv photo).

sets

itials

The oven is
shoe rack. Andrew turns two shoes

raight rows.
e

and

ick

and speaks

forth

into a silver

Snow

landing.

"Watch

down

Planet

Print

out! It exploded!"

two long

embosser
is fully guaranteed and
comes with a handy

seal to read?

way you want them

to

appear

j

I-

For additional embossers, simply print

Check One
C A Check or money

storage pouch.

_ Please

charge
Account «

wood bench. He

to the

Exp Date

and slams them on
"Quick! Emergency!

names and

paper

oi

c

<^^S
J
i^^^_.-#:

IHI^H
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is enclosed
purchase to:

order

this

on a separate sheet

initials

^^
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MMle*C«fB

Mary Ann

-Signature

.

Barnes
&NoUe
BOOKSTORES, INC

here's the red paint?"

126

"Thanks, miss,

I

won't forget this."

He

a red tip on each stick and rushes

"Am

the doll corner.

I

FIFTH AVENUE DEPT.

NEW YORK.

looks doubtful but hands

this item has lo be per
sonali/ed please allow 3 to 5

Since

weehs

NY,

E742

toi delivery

Name
Address

10011

Please send me
embo»ier<s) al only S9.95 each plus
S1.75 each for postage and Insurance. (N.Y. and N.J. residents:
Please add sales tax.)

her paintbrush.

ick to

exactly the

sticks

e painting table.

ints

initials

light sabers!"

Andrew runs

nn

.

This quality

"E-ek! B-e-e-p! Erk! Erk!"

ilabs

name and

NAME

below."

"Darth Vader is coming!"
"Millennium Falcon, where are you?"

"Get the

.

do you want your

pper: "Pilot to crew, pilot to crew, ready
r

1

the page, squeeze the handle

City

-Zip.

State
OHer good only

©

1963,

m

ine conlmenial

Bames & Noble

USA

Bookstores.

1193077
Inc,

too late?"

Vader found us,
we got away. Wait, he might be invis-

"Just in time. Darth
t

Paul kicks a pile of clothes.

e."

Join us in the remote
towns of Tuscany...
pastoral Verdi Country...
and the mystical cities
of Umbria

been turning
unseen steering wheel, making a siren

All the while, Franklin has
'

hill

and staring through squinty eyes.
I-m-m
M-m-m
Darth Vader, he
:apin'! Follow me, men. Ah knows his
and,

.

.

.

.

M-m-m

in.

.

.

.

.

.

K-k-k

.

.

)wed his ship to pieces.

P-p-ah-ah!

Ah

He back on

the

.

Nahmakanta l^ke

iath Star."

The boys gaze

Ned

n.

"He back on

ihimself:

The

girls don't

a place so

kk

much

the

are not there.

girls

area building a zoo.

(tied

Death Star."
It is

as an idea ready to be

Right now the

apted.

admira-

care what goes on in the

when they

corner

II

i

at Franklin in

repeats Franklin's words softly,

are in the

They have

the four rubber lions Mother, Fa-

and Baby and put them in a
Girls tame lions by
itting them into houses. Boys conquer
uses by sending them into space.
"I wonder, why do you suppose boys
'er tell stories about princes and prinir,

Sister,

house.

S)-story

'

<

ses?"

They
•'

lie

ask one day.

I

like

rougher games than

girls,"

says.

'Couldn't

'er

be a rough prince?"

rough," they answer in unison.

vlary

Ann

l..og

is

Cabins
I

12 miles from Mt, Katahdin, From your log
cabin's screened

in

porch one often hears

the wild cry of a loon, the splashing of a

moose

or deer, or a salmon rising for a fly.
These and other animals plus a vast variety
of unusual birds are often seen around our
lake. Many woodland trails lead to remote
ponds where there are canoes for either ex-

ploring or fishing for native brook trout or

salmon. An ideal spot for vacations, bird
watching, or just relaxing. Nahmakanta has
long been noted as one of Maine's most
beautiful lakes. We live close to nature and
serve fresh vegetables from our beautiful
to our guests. There are no roads,
TV's or telephones. No doors need
ever be locked. Over 100 years in operation.
Guests are flown to camp in about 12 minutes from Millinocket Lake by sea plane.

garden
traffic,

For brochure
it

The girls look surprised. "Princes are
I

V?tldcnic88

Here is one of the last few remaining wilderness areas left in Ivlaine, We are the only
camp on 4 mile long Nahmakanta Lake, only

landscapes.

For the perceptive traveler

who

enjoys

the diversity of Italian culture,
congenial company, superb hotels and
the fine Italian art of exuberant
dining!

From 14
.April,

to 23 days— Departures in
Mav. June. July, Sept.. Oct,

HI85.
Detailed brochure available from:

write:

Nahmakanta Lake
Wilderness Log Cabins
Box 85-N. Andover, ME 04216
Tel- (207)

Designed and directed by artist
Frieda Yamins. whose second home is
Florence, and Renaissance historian.
Robert Lear. They have transformed
their love and knowledge of people.
places, language and traditions into a
felicitous blending of familiar cities
and unknown towns set in splendid

392-2222 (Dec

to

May)

Italia Adagio

T-td

162EWhaley Street, Freeport, NY 11520
(516)

868-7825

•

(516)

546-5239

painting a row of red tu-
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"

lips.

"Boys don't

like to

be fancy. Not

kings or queens."

Charlotte nods. "Princes are good guys.

The boys

like

bad guys."

"Here's what

I

think," Charlotte then

"They don't want to be
fancy because girls do. They just like to be
not the same as us."

states definitively.

The boys take on their dragon's colorRed flashes and exploding rockets

should have been painted red

follow dotted lines until the dragon seems

should

to breathe fire

from every jagged point. It
and humps along the floor as the
boys collide and enter one another's territory, sounding warning cries. Mrs. Brandt
and I scurry back and forth, uttering
words of caution and applying masking
tape to twelve boys and an embattled

Any of these choices might have producl

shifts

a calmer dragon.

The boys cannot resist a giant anymore
than Jack the giant killer can. At our Chinese New Year parade they conquer a

dragon.

fourteen-foot dragon, one of a pair out-

where the godmother

day before by Franklin. The children want an even larger dragon, long
enough for the whole class to carry, but I

says, putting Cinderella

veto the idea.

we

lined the

"It will be too hard to stay in a single
line,"

I

insist.

"Two

A few feet away, the girls murmur over
"This

their brightly petaled flowers.

halo.

Soon there are

six

stays," Charlotte

under a rainbow

more Cinderellas

surrounded by rainbows and
paste on tissue flowers?"

"Can

tulips.

"Can

I

use

making valentines."
The boys observe the lady dragon with

the doilies?" "I'm

smaller dragons are

considerable interest, then plunge back

The morning of the parade, Andrew
and Jeremy arrive early and begin to color
in one of the dragons. Then Charlotte

other dragon

in,

glances briefly at what the boys

are doing, and runs to the second dragon.

which dragon to color, the boys
straddle the first dragon while the girls
head for its mate. Thirty minutes later, we
have a male and a female dragon, one
ablaze with Star Wars symbols and the

Not

into battle.

—

"Your dragon
quickly. "I'll put

is
it

this

dragon sees an-

done, boys,"

away

I

go

the boys

off to other activities, but their play re-

up more

veals that the dragon has stirred

excitement than can be channeled into
drawings. Mrs. Brandt and I have an attack of second-guessing:

We

shouldn't

imating grandeur!
fall cruises between Hong Kong and Japan
September
and October With a free three-day land
depart this
package in Hong Kong, two complimentary nights at one of
Beijing's modem, new hotels, and all shore excursions included.

Our 13-day

readers of Travel/Holiday voted us #1 in the world,

you know we must be #1 to China. We're
experienced.

certainly the

most

Come see for yourself!

Royal Viking's China/Orient
D Chim/Ormi
O Canada/Neui England O British hies O Crossings D Alaska
D Msdikrrmean O Holiday O South Pacific O Southiast Asia O Panama Canal/Carihbian O World
Cruise experience.- D None
D Royal Viking Line D Other

Please rush

me my complimentary brochure on Royal Viking Line cruises to:

Also

Ncrtfcern £uro))f

tO;

Royal Viking Line, One Embarcadero Center, San Francisco, CA 94111, or call 800-222-7485.
For reservations see your travel agent.
I'm enclosing $5 for your 40-minute audio cassette "Cruising
the Orient" recorded aboard the Royal Viking Star.

D

Name

Address

City/State/ Zip

Telephoi

Travel

Agency

Teltpho;

ROYALVIKING LINE
World Wide cruising. World Class style.
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over;

Or perhaps

;

tear,.

not.

any case, the parade lies ahead, i
hopes of rehabilitating the dragon, I rei
a story brought to school by Karen, whcs
Chinese. It is about well-behaved Chinis
children and smiling, gentle dragons.
"Here's a good idea," I say. "Let's h;e
each dragon carried by boys and girls
gether. Just like this picture in the boo
In

<-

The

children stare at

me

in astonii-

made a ly
Would a boy weaa

ment. They have purposely

and a

dragon.

girl

Cinderella costume on Halloween or a

|i

up as Darth Vader?
"Okay. I see you don't care for the idi.
Then I must insist that everyone wk
very, very slowly. No bumping or toutdress

ing.

No

roaring."

The parade route is the long corrinr
between our room and another kinderg-ten class. Our plan seems simple. The bfs
and

Once the dragon is out of sight,

China is a must in your travels. And it's a must to travel
there like Royalty on Royal Viking Line. No one else shows
you every important place— at just the right unhurried pace.
With every comfort and convenience. A spaciousness approx-

If the

say

until the pa-

rade."

told

other with a dainty flower garden.

"Pretend

all

have organized boy-girl

'

is

better."

walks

have made two dragons; the dragcs

ation.

girls

are to walk in adjacent

holding the two dragons as

if

posite sides of one animal: boys
right;

girls

on the

left.

roSj

they are >

on

In theory,

e
e

dragon will move quietly down the hlway; however, before we reach the firstitersection, the boys'

dragon

rips apari

»
nd Jonathan back for the mending tape,
by the time he returns, the dragon has

id

torn

;en

twice

more. The

rches and groans on

Mrs. Brandt and

I

side

girls"

dragon

flutters as the disfigured

irely

perform quick sur-

on the dragon, whispering directions.
Tome on, boys, people are watching,
;ry

calmly.

'alk

Stop

growling.

Breathe

ieply."

The more

I

glare at the boys, the less co-

dinaled they become. Heads, arms, and
.gs

are thrust in

all

directions, jerking

licking into the dragon,

and

which continues

People along the route cannot help

tear.

manic

'ughing as the boys increase their
ihavior.

Mrs. Brandt and

I

hurriedly confer.

We

two choices: send the boys back in
ssgrace or ignore them. One look at them,
live

-iwever,

shows they do not

e in disgrace, so
iithing

I'The

srten
«rn,"

unusual

is

we decide

realize they

to act as

if

going on.

tells us.

"On one side,"

reply.

I

e rush through a Chinese song that re-

"Good Luck, Happy New Year"
ree times and we return to our class. The

tats

lys

race through the hall waving pieces

the dragon, but Mrs.

ong slowly with the

Brandt and

girls,

lies in

a

The dragon

heap on the table.
did you think of the parade,

"What

ask.

I

I

walk

saying nothing.

TiACiii

r:

But no one else touched your

dragon. Only you boys.

Jeremy: The other side didn't
Teacher: The other side

get torn.

walked

slowly.

Wc

"Great!"

Franklin:

was too walkin'

slow.

"Wonderful!"

Andrew: Someone came and

tore

"We

had a great dragon!"
The boys mutilated their dragon and
disrupted the parade, yet seem unaware

up.

that anything

doesn't like dragons.

1

wrong.

is

turn to the

girls:

"How did you like the

parade?"

Teacher: Who? When?
Charlotte: Maybe some

Mary Ann: Some
them

"Wonderful!"

I

No one mentions the boys' behavior.

Ei-

ther the girls didn't notice the chaos or else

in

kid

it

that

kid that lights with

the playground.

decide not to lecture on the events of

the parade.

The

girls

remained calm be-

they expect boy dragons to be wild.

cause their fantasies placed them in an enchanted garden, for which they received

we could

compliments plus the added bonus of an

"You

said

tape our dragon to

undamaged dragon. The boys

the wall," Charlotte says.

"You

can. But

what about the boys'

dragon?"
I

put both dragons

in the

middle of the

and call everyone to sit down.
Teacher: The girls want to hang up

circle

march through the other kinderroom is brief. "Your dragon is
a girl

the room, the boys have already

boys?"

right side.

its

In

started to build with blocks.

their dragon.

Paul:

stroyed

it.

It is

expects dragons

who does not
who prefers and

the teacher

take dragons seriously,

—and heroes —

to

remain

inside the fairy tale book.

Andrew: Ours too.
Teacher: That's what
about. Yours

took the

dragon as seriously as Jack would have.
They confronted it, tricked it, and de-

is

Who

I

want

to talk

did

Vivian Gussin Paley has taught elementary school for twenty-five years

torn.

and

is

now

with the University of Chicago Laboratory Schools, where she was named a

it?

Teacher: You boys did it.
Jonathan: It only got torn two
'Member when I got the tape?

times.

Master Teacher Her two other books are
White Teacher and Wally's Stories.

Showered with honors in Hong Kong.
Served by an entire entourage in Nagasaki.

Summoned to the grandest Palace in all Beijing.
Royalty?

"^s. Royal Viking.
8fl

-I

—

The Living Museun

A Nest of Dinosaurs
mamMuseum of
History, Roy Chapman Andrews,

Early in the year

920, a young

mum

of five years in the

using Pe-

Desert stretching across

its

entire centi

malogist with the American

king as a base during the winter months.

portion. Politically, the area

was unstab

Natural

was a bold plan. Nothing remotely
like it had ever been attempted. Mongolia
a huge and nearly uninhabited area
of more than one million square miles
was split into two regions, the gentle hills
and fertile plains of Inner Mongolia, controlled by China, and the parched wasteland of Outer Mongolia, with the Gobi

Russia was just recovering from

1

Museum's

invited the

president,

Henry

Osborn, to lunch. After lunch, as

Fairfield

Andrews

reported by

autobiog-

his

in

raphy, Osborn leaned back in his chair,

lit

and asked, "Well, Roy, what is on
your mind?"
Andrews began to talk about his plan
for a new expedition, one that he had been
turning over in his mind for eight years.
When Andrews had finished, Osborn began asking questions. Finally, he said,
"Roy, we've got to do it."
Andrews's grand plan was based on an
earlier prediction by Osborn that central
Asia would turn out to be the birthplace
and dispersal point of the terrestrial life of
and that the
Asia, Europe, and America
area would yield the fossils of the earliest
hominids, the so-called missing link. Andrews wanted to test Osborn's theory with
his pipe,

It

—

field,

tion,

series of civil wars.

"We should

archy, overrun

ought to learn about

vegetation.

try,"

tiles.

We

geological

and rep-

birds, fish

map

should

the unexplored and

Gobi Desert."

little-known

To do

its

past climate and

We should make collections of

mammals,

living

its

life, its

this,

Andrews proposed

to lead

paleontologists

to

to

Mongolia.

As

proposed a

fleet

felt

transportation,

A

Andrews

of motorcars, which he

could cross the

Mongolia.

an

—from cartographers
— the heart of Outer

array of experts

level, gravelly

caravan of

125

sands of
camels,

loaded with gasoline and provisions, would
resupply the expedition every 600 or 700
miles.
tists

26

The

and

expedition's dozens of scien-

assistants

would spend a mini-
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a lo
Mongolia, which o:
its

o\

by

i

rifle-toting brigands.

The proposed expedition would al
some of the most extreme weath

face

past history of the central Asian plateau.

structure, fossil

revo^

revolution, existed in a state of virtual

he told Osborn, "to reconstruct the whole

We

its

in the throes of

year later (1921) would undergo

—

an ambitious expedition.

and China was

Roy Chapman Andrews inspects a dinosaur nest

C
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this,

he speculated that early land

evolved

Central Asia

in

Toucan, Crested
Oropendola, Antshrikes, Mottled Owl,
trogans, tanagers, bellbirds, and others.
Trinidad's species include an impressive
400 birds, 108 mammals, 55 reptiles, 25
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Individual and group tours to the Centre.
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something that would

When
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Shortly before

Peking

in

March

Andrews departed

r

1921, to set up his be

and prepare for the first leg of the jourr/,
he had one last meeting with Osborn. le
younger man expressed his fears that e
expedition would be his "swan song" in
ploration. "Nonsense, Roy," Osborn
.-

Zip10305

Q

:-

plied.

International
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r

was the mention of a search for e
missing link. During the following weei,
thousands of telegrams and letters pouii
into Andrews's office at the Museui,
most from people seeking a job with s

new brochure

Slaten IsJand NY

What especially caught popular

expedition.

_

»atv

I

28

pi;

newspapers across

tention

SWrrZERLAND,
IRELAND
and MOROCCO

MaU to, Europabus PO. Box 68

And

live foreve:

country published the story on their fn t

cl

Division of Conneclicut Travel Center, Inc.

a:

wit'

the annals of science.

for the expedition,

Please send

CT: 203-622-8989

(and himself)

possibly unprecedented scientific discj
ery,

Toll Free: 800-235-1216
In

hi

life

itself.

drews's plan. Here was a chance to
ciate the

i

,

—

forested Nortfiern

birds, channel-billed

(

-

00

The Asa Wright

—

r

Oi/

fail.

fossil
a rhinoceros tooth
had cr
been found in central Asia. Osborn's tl
ory was based partly on finds in Euro
India, and eastern Siberia
forming!
"ring" around central Asia. Because f

one

O
oc
3

& Tobago

tj

Physical dangers aside, the greatest

was that the expedition would

.__TOURS, INC.
I
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GERMANY- SCANDINAVIA!

are.

"The fossils are there,
and find them."

Go

I

know

tly
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less
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the ancient world of

areas visited help you explore

Agamemnon and

Alexander

the Great.

Our
London,
iiln

April 1922,

Andrews and

his

motor-

shore excursions

drove through the gateway of the

iide

.ree

Wall of China and headed out over
of Inner Mongolia. For
days the cars slid along a muddy

lick,

stopping along the

freat

e grasslands

way

to allow

An-

Andrews

Our

—

practically everything.

departures are bi-monthly starting on Feb.

28, 1985 through Jan. 3, 1986. All inclusive rates
start at

$2,362 including airfare.
for our 4-color brochure on Swan

Send
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lews to explore various outcrops.
|)0n the fourth day,
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air

arrived at

HFI

I

F1\IIC"

rendezvous point early and set up
mp. In the final expedition report, The

A Division of P&O Cruises

ew Conquest of Central Asia, he deibed the events that followed. As he re-
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two cars
the caravan drove rapidly into camp,
le men were obviously excited. The exdition paleontologist, Walter Granger,

(212)719-1200

sir

ced in front of his tent, the last

mbed

on

ote,

"he dug into

his

pipe.

"Silently,"

Andrews

his pockets

and pro-

ced a handful of bone fragments; out of

:lded

upper

his

them

Andrews and held out

hand.

his

Roy," he said, "we've done

it.

The

.^!m^.--^-i>tr^-^^- -"^W^i,-:,^
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other fossils." Granger laid

before

7ell,

a rhinoceros tooth, and the

of

folds

rious

I

came

And come

with us on a memorable
voyage of discovery.

Crusing Expedition Across A Continent

out of the lead car, puffing vio-

itly

shirt
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Hellenic Cruises.

Address

The

stuff really

was

there.

As they
City

inged deeper into Mongolia, they found

and more fossil evidence of dinoand early mammals. In the flat
isert, most outcrops could be seen miles
lay, and often all they had to do to disver new fossils was to drive from one
.ire
!trs
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The expedition continued to unearth
:jor fossils, and Osborn was pleased. Alugh they had not yet located the missi link, they had uncovered traces of ant nt human camps
some 20,000 years
-of an unknown people they called
Dune Dwellers. Andrews hypothc-
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t

s

;d that

Ciinal

the

Dune Dwellers were

descendants

of

the

the abearliest

Slimmer
and

hians; he hinted to Osborn that the
f

I

•sing link

iut

would turn up

on July

13,

at

any time.

1923, the expedition
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fossil

come

acros

eggs weathering out of th

barakh Usu. Andrews assumed the eggs t
be natural sandstone concretions, whic
could be found almost everywhere. Neve
theless, after tea, Olson led them to h
find, where three unmistakable, if broker
eggs lay next to a sandstone ledge, wit

more bits of shell sticking out of the rod
Could these be dinosaur eggs? No dim
saur eggs had ever been found, and sciei
tists didn't know how dinosaurs bore the
young. (While
eggs,

Extension 349

many extant

some bear

reptiles

young.)

live

do

They

la

crit

cized the conjecture from every viewpoii

but finally concluded that the eggs wei
dinosaurian.

With mounting excitement, they beg£
away the sand from the ledge, e
posing more of the remarkably well-pr
served fossil eggs. The usual bumf
rugosities, and pores were clearly visibt
to brush

Solid evidence that these were dinosa
rian

days a week.
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for

Georg

sandstone at the Flaming Cliffs of Shi

offers attractive yields that

cPf

made everyone

Olson, a young assistant in paleontolog;
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municipal bond fund

are

discovery that

get about the missing missing Hnk.

emerged

Lying on top of

shortly.

tl

eggs was the fragmentary skeleton of
tiny, toothless

dinosaur that, Andrews h

pothesized, had been eating the eggs wh(

both beast and nest were covered by

More eggs appeared

to

be encased

saU;
in

tl'i

sandstone, and Granger carefully cut

We
Ve

large block of

re a
M, rom
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fund-raisi;
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Colgate won out with a $5,000 bid (j
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when the Chinese and Mongolians hed

about the auction, they assumed that thr
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members. This misunderstand!^
was one of many factors that led to i;
dition
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cancellation of the expedition years

laf
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(The expedition also uncovered tiny ma'malian remains in the same strata, wh i
led to the theory that these

mammals wip

may have been

eaters and

;;egg

an impor-

SEE THE WORLD

tant factor in the extinction of the dino-

saurs
i

I

— a theory

still

debated today.)

The dinosaur eggs were only one of
many important discoveries made in Mon-

igolia; others

mains of

were the well-preserved

many

early

mammals and

and archeological

saurs

dino-

Although

finds.

the explorers never found the missing link,

they did shed substantial light on the evo-

and dispersal of mammals in Asia
gaps in our knowledge of di-

lution

and

filled in

nosaur diversity.
situation

political

ind rising hostility to Westerners forced

of the 1926 and 1927 ex-

But Andrews had made up his
Tiind that whatever happened, he was gong to make one last try to get into Mongo-
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By spring of 1928, however,
;onditions on the Mongolian plateau had
pecome very bad. Bandits swarmed over
he area in such numbers that everyone
vho could be robbed had been, and the
1928.

ia in

,

andits themselves were starving. Finally,
he Chinese government
vith the bandits,

made

a truce

allowing them to extract

amounts of "protection money"
$5 per camel and $100 per
lar. Andrews could only get as far as Inner
i/Iongolia, where he explored a remote
rea in the northeast. At the end of that
ear, a group called the Society for the
pecific

irom traders

—

reservation of Cultural Objects accused
le expedition of

having "stolen China's

(among them the diosaur eggs) and denounced its members
riceless treasures"

a gift of legend

,^.f

government" who
oil and minerals
nd smuggling opium." The Chinese aulorities at Kalgan seized the expedition's
ollections, and Andrews spent six weeks
negotiating with them to get his crates of
'spies against the

ad been "searching for

.

)ssils

back.

In 1929, the Society's
'fore
ike a

j,)n his

plans for that year. In 1930,

fews was able to
[ith

he

,

^

set out to explore

the expedition

fTie

j

An-

make arrangements

the Society for another trip,

5ain

and once

Mongolia. This

made outstanding

discoveries, especially of large

fos-

mam-

j|

among

was an entire gravemastodon skclpreviously known only from a few

als;

these

prd of rare, shovel-tusked

pns,
J

vnes.
II
I
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onerous demands

would allow Andrews to undernew expedition caused him to abanit
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man beings. In a bilingual (English a

epartment. Visitors can find the

first di-

)saur eggs in a glass case in the Hall of

Dinosaurs,
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in

their
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1893 Paul Gauguin painted a Tahitian

1

woman

aiding a breadfruit.
ifmrtage

Museum. Leningrad; Tass from Sovloto

rhe Great Breadfruit Scheme
bountiful tree

!

still

bears the stigma of its past

y Gerald Oster and Selmaree Oster
Children

Haitian village where

in the

have a home often approach visitors
om the city with the question, "Do you
e

Ke breadfruit?" This

is

a

game they
who are
from those who

little

first

peared

the

in

William Dampier's

in

Round

age

detailed description of the

published

West ap-

New

Voy-

the World, printed in 1697.

sympathetic. Although the breadfruit

Dampier was an English explorer of the
South Pacific who later became a buccaneer along the Spanish Main. (He also res-

and nutritious fruit, produced by
grows abundantly in the soft,

cued the shipwrecked Scottish sailor Alexander Selkirk, whose adventures pro-

many Hai-

vided the basis for Daniel Defoe's novel

ay to distinguish city people

)ntemptuous of rural
•e

The

breadfruit

a tasty

life

tree that

imid

soil

ins hold

of tropical lowlands,
it

in

low esteem. Perhaps one

ason for this attitude

that the bread-

widely used as food for pigs. An-

uit is

George III to discuss the botany of the
South Seas, inaugurating an enduring
friendship based on their mutual love of
gardens. It was Banks who convinced the
king that breadfruit would make a cheap
food for slaves

nies,

breadfruit found

its

champion

the British naturalist Joseph Banks,

in

who

West Indies.
West Indian colocoffee, cocoa, and in-

in the British

The products

of the

notably sugar,

were a principal source of revenue
England. To culti-

digo,

for eighteenth-century

only for pigs and

including Australia. Banks's enterprise,

and slaves needed time off" to plant
food. They were allowed Saturday afternoons, as well as Sundays during

employing

off-crop season, to

breadfruit tree (Artocarpus altilis)

gather information with a view to possible

reason

is

that eigh-

eadfruit into the Caribbean area to pro-

de food for slaves. In Haiti, which bethe

black republic, this infa-

first

may have

ous history

cling that the fruit

luntry

The

The

was no underbrush. At the end
Banks met with King

voyage.

of the

translated into a

likely

enth-century colonists introduced the

me

Robinson Crusoe.)

that there

accompanied Capt. James Cook on the
first (1768-69) of Cook's three scientific
expeditions to the Pacific. Banks himself
financed the expedition, which enormously expanded the West's knowledge of
the flora and fauna of the South Pacific,

more

her,

is

groves of breadfruit trees were so shady

is fit

bumpkins.

grown from root sucksome care to propagate. It
have originated in the Malay Ar-

a seedless plant;

appropriate

economic gain,

is

specialists

one of the

earliest

to

exam-

vate these cash crops profitably, slave

bor was needed, and a major factor
colonial

la-

in the

economy was the cost of feeding
Garden space had to be set

the slaves.
aside,
their

dens.

own

The English

work

their

own

gar-

efficiency experts rea-

soned that breadfruit would be the ideal

s, it

requires

ples of sponsored scientific research, a

fuel for the slave machines, or "pieces of

ems

to

commonplace

the Indies," as the slaves were called

lipclago,

where

ice antiquity.

it

has been cultivated

From

there people spread

to the Polynesian islands.

(According to

mythology of the Marquesas Islands,
e god Pukuha traveled to the under)rld to fasten a hook to the breadfruit
;e, and succeeded in gradually pulling it
e

1.)

The

tree

became

so crucial to daily

South Pacific that Polynesians
unable to conceive of a land where

e in the
re

e breadfruit did not exist. Traditionally,

)lynesians regarded the breadfruit tree
th the

same reverence accorded

ango tree

in India.

It

to the

yields bountiful

and provides welcome shade. It is
irdy and not easily damaged by strong
nds, an important consideration for a
3d

irricane-prone region.

today.

In the course of their travels.
his

men were

tuous

life

Cook and

impressed with the volup-

of the natives of Tahiti and at-

when

transported from Africa.

Banks's idea was quickly taken up by

wealthy British investors, who

felt

that im-

tributed their good fortune largely to the

porting the breadfruit into the colonies

Captain Cook

would reap even more profits for the slave
owners. (Even before any trees were delivered. Banks was being thanked for his efforts by the Jamaican House of Assembly,
which consisted mainly of slave owners.)
In 1789, George III commissioned Lieut.
William Bligh to carry breadfruit trees
from Tahiti to the British colonies in the
Caribbean. A botanist was assigned to

breadfruit.

wrote

About the

trees,

in his journal,

the Earth almost spontaneously produces
[the trees] or at least they are raised with

very

little

labour, [and]

in

the article of

may

almost be said to be
exempt from the curse of our forefathers
[since] scarcely can it be said that they earn
their bread with the sweet of their brow,
benevolent nature hath not only
[for]
suppiy'd them with necessarys but with
food these people

abundance of

Bligh's ship to carry out Banks's precise

written instructions, and under his super-

superfluities.
vision,

hiti

some one thousand

pots of

young

impression of Ta-

breadfruit trees were loaded in Tahiti.

was of a well-kept park, since the

Bligh had encountered the breadfruit be-

Joseph Banks's

first

35

Library,

The seedless breadfruit,

New

York Botanical Garden. Bronx.

New

Yorit

below, which probably originated in the

Malay Archipelago, was spread by human cultivation throughout
the Pacific islands. In the eighteenth centuA the British acquired
young plants in Tahiti, right, to providefoodfor slaves in their
West Indian colonies.
Robert Frerck; Odyssey Productions

while

fore,

ship's

master

on

Captain

Cook's third (and for Cook, fatal) voyage
in 1 776-79. Now he commanded his own

H.M.S. Bounty.
During the long sea voyage, the mainte-

ship,

nance of the

living

maica,

1793,

in

it

was described

as a float-

ing forest.

But the breadfruit investment scheme
was no bonanza. The slaves did not take
kindly to the

new

preferring the fa-

fruit,

cargo proved to be

miliar plantain, or cooking banana. (The

physically taxing, a chore beyond the call

Spanish had imported the plantain tree

of the seamen's normal duties.

into the

sand plants

The thousoil-filled wooden

year they initiated the African slave trade

in

their

West Indies

casks with gravel drainage bases had to be

to the Caribbean.) In

transferred daily from below decks, where

there against their

they were kept

warm

at night, to

above

The breadfruit, being
humid tropics, also required
copious amounts of water to stay alive.
deck

for sunshine.

native to the

Bligh's efforts to water

of the plants

all

curtailed the crew's supply of drinking water.

This, coupled with his overbearing

manner toward the men,

led to Bligh's

downfall. Following the celebrated
tiny, Bligh's

mu-

precious plants were thrown

overboard and he was put

in

an open boat.

After a precarious 4,000-mile trip at sea

and

his

subsequent return to England, the

indefatigable Bligh, again at the urging of

Banks, returned to Tahiti for a second

try.

Banks still felt that the great
breadfruit scheme was vital to the British
economy. This time the breadfruit plants
must have been well watered because
Evidently,

when

Bligh's ship Providence, with

its

1,200 trees, sailed into Port Royal, Ja-
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1500, the

in

any

will,

same

case, placed

the slaves prob-

new food
(A somewhat

mer

slave in the British colony of Sal

who became

Kitts,

the king of northei

Haiti in the early nineteenth century.

The

breadfruit

is

a starchy food

ably would have resented any

parable to the plantain

proffered by the colonists.

drate and vitamin

analogous situation was the reluctance of
Irish
1

Roman

Catholic tenant farmers,

in

845, to accept the British offer of maize

in

place of the potato.

The

potato crop had

been decimated by a fungal disease, but
Irish resistance to

maize was so extreme

B

in

coi

both carbol:

content.

breadfruit has considerably

But

more

fib

than the plantain. Soured by long storaj
the breadfruit also becomes very rich in

tamin C, just like the fermented form
cabbage, sauerkraut. In his second v(
age. Captain Cook demonstrated that 1

that people chose to starve rather than

hitian breadfruit contributed to his me;

grow

resistance to scurvy, a disease caused

it.

Also, the Irish could emigrate;

slaves did not have that option.)

lack of vitamin

In Jamaica, although Bligh's trees

were

propagated (and some of the originals survive in the botanical garden at Kingstown,
on the island of Saint Vincent), only pigs
ate breadfruit for half a century after the

The
came acceptable human
tree's

introduction.

breadfruit be-

food only after

the emancipation of the slaves in

1

Haiti, the breadfruit's introduction

838. In
is

pop-

ularly credited to Henri Christophe, a for-

C

in

the diet and
8

plague of sailors on long voyages. For
contribution to clinical medicine,

tl

Co

was awarded the prestigious Copl
Medal of the Royal Society of London

The

taste of breadfruit has often bei

praised.

quoted
the

One

in

of Captain Cook's seamr

the August 29, 1771, edition!

London Evening
when baked

"breadfruit
[bread]

made

Post,
is

said

tl

superior to

with wheat." Alexam

Cfci
•K
c^•:.

^^
A

^^l
~]-^l

ii

^M

J-.

'""

W

,—-.y

'umas,
ribed
2sh

who was of Haitian parentage, deits

taste as the crustless part of

bread with a slight suggestion of arti-

and Jerusalem artichoice. Dumas
convinced his friend Jules
;rne of the wonders of baked breadfruit.
r Verne's novel 20,000 Leagues Under
'eSea, Captain Nemo orders a break in
e travels of the submarine Nautilus to
'loke

;

f

iparently

arch for food on a desert island.
Itant

meal

The breadfruit

ig

I

is

suitable for cooking.

herical fruit

re-

is

ripe,

is

it

The

nearly

six to eight inches in di-

and weighs about six pounds. It
fis a green skin and a firm, white pulp.
Dmmonly, the breadfruit is prepared like
fneter

e potato or the plantain. Fried,
:e

it

tastes

French fried potatoes; boiled,

it

is

arly tasteless, unless eaten with sauces.
ur preference

is

for

baked breadfruit.

le

whole

fruit

id

baked

until the outer skin

le

skin

is

is

put in the coals of a
is

The

children of our village regard

fire

charred.

then peeled and the hot pulp

gary and

is

used to spice boiled, firm

The

the baking of breadfruit as a major event.

breadfruit.

They run through

serving breadfruit

ing fuel for the

the coconut groves seek-

fire,

and the meal

itself is

a

Cook

Tahitians'
is

method of

pre-

described by Captain

in his journals:

time for the great Haitian pastime of

Of bread

storytelling.
If

allowed to ripen, the breadfruit turns

brown and the pulp becomes yellowish,
mushy, and sweet. As with the banana, the
ripening takes place as enzymes convert
starches into sugars. Haitian families usu-

usually picked by be-

twisted off the tree before

l.ien it is

The

baked breadfruit.

is

eaten.

ally

feed

ripe

breadfruit to their pigs

used to be scavenged by pigs
as well, but because of a swine disease,
Haiti's freely roaming native pigs have
(fallen fruit

been

replaced

by

penned

imported

In Polynesia, however, the ripened fruit

part of the traditional cuisine. In

sweet form,

it

may

tastes vaguely like applesauce.

breadfruit

is

also used in pies

When preserved

time, the

makes a paste, mixing water or cocoa nut liquor or both with it and adding ripe plantains bananoes Sour paste &c^, this last is
made from bread fruit in the following
manner. This fruit from what I can find remains in season only 8 or 9 months in the
year and as it is the chief support of the inhabitants a reserve of food must be made
for those

to

do

months when they are without it;
is gather'd when upon the

this the fruit

is scraped
heaps and cover'd close with
leaves where it undergoes a fermentation

mushy

The

it

soft

and pud-

for a long period of

breadfruit

becomes

off

it is

laid in

its

be served uncooked as

a baby food. Flavored with lemon juice

dings.

they make two or three
it with a stone pestil till it

point of ripening, after the rinde

breeds).

is

fruit

dishes by beating

vine-

and becomes

soft

and disagreably sweet,

then taken out and the rest of the
fruit thrown into a hole dug for that purpose

the core

is

the sides and bottom of which are neatly
laid with grass, the whole is cover'd with
leaves

here

it

and heavy stones laid upon them;
under goes a second fermentation

37
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and becomes sourish in which condition
they say it will keep good 10 or 12 Months,
as they want to use it they make it into balls
which they wrap up in leaves and bake in
the same manner as they do the fruit from
the tree, it is then ready for eating either hot
or cold and hath a sour and disagreable
taste. In this last state

it

will

keep good a

Month or six Weeks, it is called by them
Mahai and they seldom make a meal without some of it one way or another.
38
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In Tahiti, where the rainy days are

The

breadfruit

is

a good source of

spread uniformly throughout the year,
fruit from one tree or another is available

bohydrates: a single fruit provides

over long periods. In the Caribbean, however, the breadfruit crop appears twice a

ric

most intense rainy
year
months, usually May and October. In season a tree will bear about 500 fruits, which
dangle at the tips of the branches like decorative balls on a Christmas tree.
following the

c;

2,7i

roughly the minimum daily ca
requirement for a fieldworker. Ho

calories,

ever,

a

diet

breadfruit

is

consisting

protein. Protein deficiency

acute

exclusively

incomplete because

in the tropics

dominance of such

is

it

lac

particulai

because of the pi
high-carbohydre

foods as taro, manioc, corn, and sug

Nicholas DeVore

woman,

left,

pounds

eventually, vinegary.
Nicholas DeVore

irce,

sugar

is

a mother

plentiful

and protein

may give sugary water to

weaning child

to satisfy its hunger.

III;

Bruce Coleman,

Inc.

measles, that are not serious for normal

plant, the breadfruit's botany

children.

cation

One cheap source

ch two- to three-year-olds can develop

well)

'ashiorkor, a protein-deficiency disease

of protein (and fat as

still

(Adding

have not been

to

and

classifi-

fully explored.

the confusion,

the

popular

breadnut, the seeded form of the seedless

terms breadfruit, breadfruit tree, and
breadnut also apply to a number of other

aracterized by sparse, reddening hair

breadfruit tree. Botanists are divided as to

species of plants.)

bloated appearance. These "sugar

whether the seedless form originated from
the seeded form or developed as a hybrid
of the seeded form and another seeded
species. Despite its importance as a food

id a
I

Inc-

unripened breadfruit for incorporation into a paste. Below: Women
gather a variety of breadfruit that has been picked while still green.
If allowed to ripen, the starchy flesh of thefruit becomes sweet and,

ir
t

Bruce Coleman,

In the Caroline Islands of Micronesia, a

there
i

III;

bies,"

most commonly seen

nine,

are

>ily

severely

succumbing

in

times of

immunodeficient,

to diseases,

such as

available

in

the

tropics

is

the

Breadnuts, which resemble chestnuts,

may

be boiled, then peeled, mashed, and
sweetened to feed small children. Others
eat

breadnuts roasted

—they

taste

like

39

Norman Myers: bruce uoieman.

.

inc.

Along with theirfruit, breadfruit trees,
right, provide shade, leaves forfodder,

a latex glue, and other dividends.
Opposite: The male catkin, the large

and the globularfruit of the

leaves,

breadfruit

roasted

tree.

Italian

chestnuts.

The French

brought the breadnut to Haiti and their
other Caribbean colonies in 1783, ten
years before the seedless breadfruit arrived in Jamaica. But for

some

reason, the

breadnut never became as popular, even
though it is easier to cultivate. For Hairemains I'arbre veri-

tians, the breadfruit

table, "the true tree."

The
it

more than

breadfruit tree provides

Because

food.

offers

it

bears leaves year-round,

ample protection from the intense
The fully grown

sunlight of the tropics.
tree

thirty to sixty feet high, with a

is

spread of about half

green leaves, which

its

height.

make

The dark

excellent cattle

fodder, are one to three feet long and of a
shape and texture very much like that of

which is in the same family.
bloom the breadfruit tree is particularly handsome. Bark cloth can be
made from the inner bark of the tree's
young branches, and its viscid, milky latex, which hardens on exposure to air, is a
the

fig tree,

When

in

convenient glue.
tex

is

birds.

to put

A ball

caulking

One

exotic use for the

la-

on tree branches to capture
of cotton soaked in it makes a

it

compound

The latex of
makes an excellent

for boats.

the breadfruit tree also

medicinal plaster and has been used in the

treatment of thrush, an oral fungus
ease of newborns. Dried latex

gum

chewing

in

is

dis-

a popular

the tropics.

Despite the breadfruit tree's bounty,
groves are fast disappearing from the

ported like the banana.
fruit occasionally

The fresh breadsome fruit mar-

seen in

re-

kets in the United States (such as the

placed by sugar cane and banana, both of

Hispanic market under the railroad via-

which grow well under the same conditions. These cash crops figure prominently

duct uptown in New York City), is flown
in from the Caribbean. (Attempts to grow
breadfruit in southern Florida have not

tropical landscape. Breadfruit

in

is

being

the gross national product of developing

countries, while locally
fruit gets

consumed bread-

scant recognition from econo-

mists. Haitian farmers prefer to

nanas because the plant

grow ba-

continuously

mid

damaging

climate.)

made from

An

frost

and the

less

hu-

excellent flour can be

the breadfruit, but so far no

pounds.

the

tropical

landscape, even

"If a

and the

is

sale price

is

ridiculously low.

Even

per area cultivated, forty times as

much

last

carbohydrate as the potato), the bread-

days without refrigeration.
At present, demand abroad is too low
for the excess breadfruit crop to be ex-

watered tree bearing twice a year yields
about 1,000 breadfruits, each weighing

picked

in its

green stage, the fruit can

for only three
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fruit tree

is still

more productive.

A

well-

;

in

urb;

backyards. Despite association with a ne

the most prolific of food crops (yielding,

other hand,

sale.

may occupy

ative past, both the seedless

forms of Artocarpus

man

altilis

and

seedi

deserve to

As Joseph Banks

e

wroi

should in the course of his

lil

such trees which if well do
might take the labour of an hour or thei
abouts he would as compleatly fulfill I
time plant

duty to his
tions."

1

own

(|
'

feet.

for the breadfruit in scattered corners

too great for kitchen needs,

household consumption or

tree

banana trees, each yielding annually oi
banana stalk of 50 pounds, a total of on
800 pounds.
In order to be profitable, bananas ai
especially sugar cane must be grown
large areas. Perhaps a niche can be foui

joy a renaissance.

fruit for

At any given time, one or anin a banana grove provides

The

The san
land surface could accommodate sixtei

seasonal supply of breadfruit, on the

other plant

40

six

area of about 800 square

one has produced it commercially so that
it might be exported.
The trend away from breadfruit is unfortunate. Although bananas are among

productive.

The

is

success, apparently because of

met with
occasional

about

as well as future genei

3
;l

l|

'

:i

/

Grierson:

Na Lima Kokua,

Pacific Tropical Botanical

Garden

Caterpillars are the food of choice for chickadee nestlings, fledglings,
nesting adults. Wintering birds eat berries and conifer seeds

and
and inspect twigs

and bark for anirtmlfoods such as insect eggs and pupae.
Irene Sacilotto

The Tiniest Established
Permanent Floater
Crap Game
in the Northeast
Unattached black-capped chickadees roam
waitingfor a lucky break

among regularflocks,

by Susan M. Smith

All winter long, black-capped chicka-

dees have been

among

over

visitors at bird feeders

Northeast.
familiar

Now,

little

common
much of the

the most

as spring arrives, these

birds usually disappear

from

the feeders, almost as though they have
left

the area.

The birds don't leave their winter neighbor-

fluence,

and other

At the

insect food.

time, they adopt a different social

They

are preparing for the

breeding of the next generation, the crucial
act of survival for all species. In the

months the successful ones

be

franti-

cally feeding clutches of five to nine nestlings

f

will

coming

adee

—extending

the black-capped chick-

lifeline into the

—

ing as

each

begun

many

fall

local

1979, involves band-

in

chickadees as possible

with unique combinations of col-

ored plastic leg bands. This allows
tell

to

individuals apart at a glance.

My
is

me

a wooded residential
It

deciduous forest and

district, well sup-

includes
is

some

can be

caught them, or

which

floaters,

among three or four flocks. What

in-

wondered, does the behavior of
floaters have on the social patterns of
black-capped chickadees'?
I

In the spring
live in

and summer, chickadees

monogamous breeding

pairs.

Each
and

pair of successful breeders stakes out

defends a territory against

capped chickadees.

all

other black-

Territories,

fourth of a square mile in

my

up

to one-

area,

must

contain an adequate supply o( natural
food, such as caterpillars, for both adults
nestlings. They must also have at least
one suitable nest site, typically a rotten
tree stump where chickadees can dig out a

hole for their nest. The entrance is usually
on the side of the stump, although it is not
uncommon for it to be on the top. Both

sexes share

in

the excavation duties: often

dug out before
made. Only the female builds the nest, although her mate
often accompanies her closely while she
several potential sites are

western Massachusetts study area

plied with feeders.

their social organizations

and

uncertain future.

Studying chickadees is addictive
I've
been hooked on them for years. My current study,

area are nonmigratory, the

In winter each chickadee adopts one of
two life styles: they are either regulars, always found in the same flock where I orig-

range

organization.

<f

and

inally

same

i^M|

birds

Since the chickadees

field.

in the

studied year-round.

round residents over most of their range.

caterpillars

1

by an old

breeding

Actually, these chickadees are year-

hoods, but abandon the feeders as they
switch diets to their more natural fare of

*

side

old

bordered on one

the final selection

works.

When

is

the clutch

is

completed, the

43
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A black-capped chickadee, right, pauses watchfully at its nest site, the stump ofa dead
birch.

Both males andfemales typically excavate such

cavities,

where the females

usually brood a clutch offive to nine eggs, below. Pairs that dominate the flock during
the winter are most likely to secure breeding territories in the spring.
Both photographs by Hal H. Harrison

female incubates, while the male defends
the territory and brings food for his

on the

nest.

When

mate

the young hatch, both

parents bring food for their nestlings. After leaving

the nest, young chickadees

generally remain dependent on their parents for

up to four weeks before dispersmoving several miles away be-

ing, often

fore settling

down on

their

own.

curred:

A supplants B (A arrives and takes
B off); A chases B;
unsuccessfully to supplant A; A

over B's perch, forcing

B

tries

and B arrive at a feeder simultaneously
and A takes a seed first and leaves before
B eats. I gathered most of my data on hierarchies at feeders, since in an earlier
study I had found that chickadee peck orders away from feeders were the same as

At the end of the summer, a major social shift occurs. The older birds, undergo-

those at feeders.

ing postbreeding molt, no longer defend

sode

their breeding territories but gradually

told

come

simple since I had to
two birds from their bands, ascertain what happened during their interaction, and determine which bird went off"
with or without a seed all in a few seconds through binoculars before I could
tell which bird was dominant.) After ranking the birds in an area, I had a better idea
of their chances of surviving, of the likelihood of their breeding, and of the relative
ranks of regulars and floaters.

together with several of the newly

fledged young chickadees to form flocks.

These

occupy and defend a
two to three times

flocks will

flock territory (usually

the size of a breeding territory) against

neighboring chickadee flocks. They per-

through the winter until the birds
break up into breeding pairs the following
sist

spring.

Floaters exist at

all

seasons within this

alternating social system, but I've concen-

trated on floaters in the winter flocks be-

This simple
in

the

test,

life

while only a brief epi-

of a chickadee in nature,

me a lot about a bird's status. (In fact,

the test

isn't all that

identify

—
—

Most chickadees

in

a flock are regulars,

cause every young chickadee must enter

which spend the entire winter within a

the system as these flocks form in the

gle flock.

fall.

The twenty-three

flocks

Both regulars and floaters had a clearcut linear pecking order in each of my
study flocks. To determine these hierarchies, I considered chickadee A to be

ied over five winters contained

dominant over B

by young

44

if

any of four things oc-
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I

sin-

stud-

anywhere

from six to fourteen regulars, with an average of nearly ten. The regulars apparently
paired right from the start. Pairing, even
birds,

may

actually be an inte-

gral part of

came

autumn

flock formation,

to this conclusion

because

twenty-three flocks had an even

first,

i

<

numb

of regulars by the time the last regular he
flocks had even si
dominance rankin
strongly suggested pairing; and fourth, o

joined; second,
ratios;

third,

all

the

servations of spring breeding confirm(

the identities of specific pairs. Thusi

members

flock of ten regular

made up
There

is

probab

grimmer fact abd
The area defended

another,

these winter flocks.

I

a typical flock of five pairs

enough

is

of five pairs of chickadees.

for five

breeding

is

not laq

territories.

Thi

i^

^ir'

n

if all

ten birds survive, only the few

jhest-ranked pairs will breed in the area
the end of the winter
!1

be driven away.

Most of the others

A few may find unde-

iided areas to settle in, but

most of the

t will not get to breed.

Several winter floaters associated with
ch of

my

flocks.

They

typically ranged

long three or four flocks, with an estab-

hed place
ley

were

in

all

the peck order of each,

young birds that had never

;d in the area before. Usually
iaters either

I

found

with a flock or moving

sin-

and quickly from one flock to
other Floaters always ranked below all
',

silently,

of the regulars of their sex in each flock hierarchy.

Significantly,

as

floaters,

they

showed no sign of pair bonding.
Floaters also had dominance relationships, and their relative ranking always remained the same if one bird ranked
above another in one flock, it would remain higher in any other flock where both

—

appeared.

What

possible interest can

we have

in

these low-ranked birds that don't even

have pair bonds? At

appear

to

be

first

glance they do

unsuccessful,

irrelevant

But wait. What happens when the
alpha male in a flock disappears
maybe
birds.

—

picked

off"

shinned

by the

local cat or

hawk (my two

by a sharp-

highest sources of

male take over?
male
the dominant male of

mortality)'? Will the beta

No.

Instead,

floater

moves

the
in as

highest-ranked

whole flock. Similarly, if a highranked female vanishes, her place in the
peck order is rapidly taken by the local
dominant female floater, which settles
down immediately and starts acting like
the regular she has, in fact, become.
Over the past five winters, I have seveneleven
teen records of banded floaters
that succeeded in
females and six males
getting a regular's slot in this manner. All
the

—

—
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Below: In winter, chickadees may freeze to death or starve. Other common causes of
mortality are predators, such as sharp-shinned hawks and house cats. Right: Just
before spring, the flocks may start breaking into pairs, with males attending closely oi
their mates. Chickadees are for the most part monogamous; winter flock
membership is made up ofseveral mated pairs joined by afew unattachedfloaters.
Bruce D Thomas

seventeen birds not only gained high-rank-

mate

ing positions with a regular

in

a flock

but also obtained a breeding territory the
following spring. Each bred with the mate
of the bird

Why

it

replaced.

by
can the

don't such vacancies get filled

How

the next highest regular?

beta male

sit

by and allow a previously

lowly floater to take over as the alpha

male?

When

the floater inserts itself into

the flock hierarchy and settles down,

all

bonds among the surviving regulars remain unchanged. Most regulars
may actually be locked into their rank by
intact pair

their pair bonds, so that only the unpaired
floaters are free to

move

in

when a

ranked opening occurs.
By far the most common
stitution (fifteen of

my

high-

'***WM*s*»

sort of sub-

seventeen records)

was a simple process involving

just three

birds: the regular that died, its

mate, and

the floater that took over the dead bird's
the regulars had joined the flock;

In two other cases, however, the prowas a bit more complicated. If a flock
contains at least two intact pairs of old,
high-ranked birds, and if a member of the

chance of attaining a higher rank by
spring. If both members of a top-ranked

all

pair disappear in a winter, they will not be

lars.

replaced by floaters because two floaters

floaters,

may

do not form pairs. Instead, the lowerranked pairs all move up one notch in the

flocks at this level.

be taken not by a floater (although one

by a member of

hierarchy, so the fourth-ranked pair be-

likelihood of gaining a breeding territo

comes

The lucky young chickadees

slot.

cess

higher-ranked pair vanishes,
will try at first) but rather

the second-ranked

old

pair.

floater will take over the

ranked

Then

the

vacant second-

regular

fill

a vacancy every time

disappears.

of

First

formed:

floater-floater pairs are

all,

no

if

the

mate of a newly inserted floater dies, a second floater will not insert and pair with the
first; instead, the first will take on its old
rank again and resume floating. Secondly,

move

floaters will only

when

in

a high-

ranking bird dies. In the five winters of the

below the top

study, thirty-eight regulars

three ranks of their sex lost their mates;
thirty-eight

widowed

mateless for the rest

all

remained
of the winter. These
birds

low-ranking positions apparently are

less

desirable because only the top two or three
pairs in a flock will get a territory

breed

in

and

the spring (the ultimate goal of

If only the top

few pairs

territory,

why

lower-ranked regulars

in

in

are

a flock get a
there

any

the flocks at all?

These low-ranked birds do have some
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its

chances

after they

become independent

of

young chickadees must enter the complex social system of their species. To be truly successful, a young chickadee should end the winter as a highranked regular, since normally only regulars can gain local breeding territories

come

spring. Potentially there are several

options that can lead to this goal.

By

enter as a high-ranked regular in the

is

to

fall.

local breeders die,

leaving high-ranked slots that will clearly

be the

to

first

be

filled in

the

fall.

When all

the top slots are taken, arriving young

chickadees

must choose among three

other possibilities: entering as low-ranked
regulars,

filled,

high-ranked

floaters.

or

low-

slots

are

floaters,

After the top

the next to go are usually those of

the high-ranked floaters. (Five of
cessful floaters

my

suc-

were banded and moving

regularly from flock to flock well before

settle in as

low-ranked reg

come join as
but some years no

low-ranki

last to

birds ent

This sequence reflects the decreasi

made

high-ranked

—even

if

a

be replaced by a
floaters

mate

dies,

floater.

to succeed,

that get

have

regulars
it

will

simp

For high-rank

a suitable openi

must appear in one of their flocks, and t
widowed bird that becomes the new m£
must survive the winter. Success for lo
ranked regulars depends on both mei
bers of at least one pair in their flock dyi
in the

far the easiest road to success

Every summer a few

The

enter as

their parents,

ranked

every chickadee).

breeding

third, greatly increasing

of breeding in the spring.

Soon

slot.

Floaters do not

a

its slot

Later arrivals

same

winter.

Low-ranked

float(

can succeed only if something (mortali
and/or successful insertion) removes
higher-ranked

floaters

and

a

suital

opening occurs.

Over the past

winter,

two sorts of chic

adees probably visited suburban bird
ers:

fe(

the regulars, which never stray fron

few neighboring yards, and the floate
which may range from feeder to feed
over many blocks. They each have a difl
ent strategy, but their goal

is

the san

The eventual winners may appear

in yd

yard next summer, busily gathering catj
pillars for their

hungry

off'spring.
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intelligently
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designed
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room not only for 5

interior

there's

sit.

But thanks

to

called ergonomics,

an engineering discipline
room for 5 people to sit

comfortably

And room for the things 5 people
.,gm

like to
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Because Topaz was designed around
way the human body naturally bends.

the

Not the way metal does.
Of course, Topaz seeks to reward the
as well as his passengers.

driv
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realm of everyday experience,

into

With an engine computer capable of
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And,
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if
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if
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aerodynamic

of
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fact
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nbustion efficiency
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Bearing Witness
The Lacandon Maya's traditional culture
of Gertrude Blom

survives in the images

by James D. Nations

1939, Swiss-born political activist

In

Gertrude Duby gained release from a fascist detention camp in prewar Europe and
emigrated to Mexico to begin a new, nonpolitical life as a journalist. Instead, she

became one

of Mexico's most outspoken

and
Alex Harris,
director of Duke University's Center for

jungle, reminding us of treasures lost

of what

we

still

stand to

lose.

Documentary Photography, describes her
and ex-

as "part journalist, social activist,

plorer, part anthropologist, photographer,

would not be an exag-

advocates for Indian rights and for the

and ecologist, and,

conservation of their tropical forest envi-

geration to state, part legend."

ronment. Simultaneously, she emerged as

one of Latin America's finest documentary photographers, producing images
that

illustrate

four decades of change

among Mexico's

indigenous peoples.

In Chiapas, the southernmost state in

Mexico,

Duby met and married Danish

archeologist Frans Blom. Together, they

explored and

mapped

the Selva Lacan-

dona, Mexico's largest tract of tropical
rain forest

Maya

and home

to the

Lacandon

Indians. Gertrude Blom's respect

for the Lacandones earned her their trust
and admiration, and she began to document both their traditions and their reac-

tion to the cultural threats of the outside

world.

Decades

later,

when economic

forces began to threaten the survival of the

Selva Lacandona

itself,

Blom began an

When

Frans and Gertrude Blom

journeyed

on

the

1943, they explored a

5,000
forest.

At the time, the only other people in the
area were 250 Lacandon Maya Indians, a
handful of mahogany loggers, a few teams
of chicle gum gatherers and crocodile
hunters, and an incipient trickle of immigrant Tzeltal farmers from the nearby
.

Maya highlands.
Down every jungle

trail

the couple rode

they found wilderness, pristine

rivers,

and

an abundance of rain forest wildlife. Peccaries and pacas dashed across the trails at
the sound of the approaching explorers.
Flocks of parrots and scarlet macaws flew
overhead toward mountains that had not
sects

Lacandon

first

blanketed by more than

seen outsiders

the living conscience of the

in

through

square miles of virgin tropical rain

region

people, plants, and wildlife.

Today, at eighty-three, Gertrude Blom

muleback

Lacandon jungle

ongoing struggle to protect the region's

is

it

in centuries.

A

million in-

hummed and whined and buzzed. By

night, tapirs, jaguars, and kinkajous
roamed the jungle near the expedition's

Excerplcd from Gertrude Blom: Bearing Witness, cdilcd by Alex Harris and
Margaret Sartor. Photographs ©1984 by Gertrude Duby Blom. Text ©1984 by
Center for Documentary Photography. Duke University. Published by the University of North Carolina Press and used with the permission of the publisher.

Maya ruins
campsites.

And as dawn appeared, the for-

est stretched

on

forever.

Today, more than forty years after the

Bloms'

first

expedition to the Selva La-

candona, the jungle

is

an entirely different

Almost half of the forest has been
cleared and burned, and much of the rest
has been degraded by loggers, colonists,
and ranchers. Thin Brahman cattle search
for forage where ceiba trees once arched
over jungle waterfalls, and felled mahogany trees weigh down logging trucks that
ply the region's growing network of asphalt and gravel roads. Bulldozers tear
paths through primordial vegetation in an
obsessive search for petroleum, and leftover hippies step down from second-class
buses to search for magic mushrooms in
place.

the debris of the

Once

Maya

past.

the secret refuge of

Maya

heri-

Lacandona has become
the frontier home of more than 150,000
immigrant farmers and 70,000 Guatemalan refugees from a neighbor's bloody war.
tage, the Selva

The

only remnants of the rain forest's un-

violated expanses persist in a few inaccessible valleys

and

in the

haunting photo-

graphs of Gertrude Blom.

The

ignorance, greed, and progress of

civilization

have begun their

final

round of

destruction in the Selva Lacandona.
politicians'

dream

The

to incorporate the rain

forest into the national

economy

will

soon

on eroded hillsides and in
weeded, wasted valleys.
Gertrude and Frans Blom's expedition
to the Lacandon rain forest in 1943 was
bear

fruit

not the only significant event that atfected
the Lacandones during the 1940s. That

decade also brought about the most dratwentieth-century
matic change the
Lacandones had ever seen the massive
invasion of their rain forest territory by

—
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colonizing farmers from other regions of

program similar to the
United States Homestead Act, thousands
of Indian and mestizo peasants were exhorted by government agents to move into
the Chiapas lowlands in search of land and
new lives. Ironically, many of these immigrant families were Tzeltal and Choi
Maya, the descendants of groups who had
been forcibly removed from the region by
Mexico.

In

a

colonial Spaniards four centuries befoi

The kaho, "the community
as the

dwellers

Lacandones called the invaders,

(

tablished colonies throughout the unJ

habited rain forest between the Lacandi
settlements.

They began

to clear

and bu

the forest to raise corn, beans,

squash, coffee, and cattle.

—

chilii

The Laa

dones who were reluctant to live
even nonrelated members of their

n£
o\

—

—were

not pleased with these

)up

They drew

ivals.

hter patterns, concentrating

and lakes

in

on the

riv-

the center of the jungle.

Unlike the Lacandones, the
ints raised pigs

and

new immi-

cattle for sale in

markets. Such activities

Timercial
i

new

their settlements into

the sheer

number of new people

in

the

;ion

— placed harsh burdens on the

est

environment. Eventually, the immi-

ints' activities

est itself.

al plots to

Tzeltal

:

began

rain

to eradicate the

family

and

settlements

ern world. During previous centuries the

photographs that allows us to see how
changes have affected them through the
decades. In watching these people adapt,

Lacandones had learned that by concealing their settlements they could avoid un-

But

we see

mil-

ditional peoples throughout the world. In

pas and houses hidden behind a wall of

turn, their transformation teaches us les-

necessary

with

contact

techniques acquired
jungle, trails that

proved

futile

outsiders.

in earlier

seemed

times

—

to disappear

the onslaught of

against

change during the 1960s. As the region's
exploded,

with outside groups became unavoidable.

Maya
in

seeded their

pasture grasses

blows to the forest began dur-

when

constant

contact

the effects of our civilization on tra-

sons about ourselves, for

During the 1970s government relocation
teams searched out the Lacandon families
still living in isolation in the forest and

continue to hunt today, but they use

moved them

as they have for centuries, but

into the settlements of

Men-

fathers.

Lacandon women

ging roads pierced the core of La-

centuries,

their traditions. Simultaneously, the La-

but most

candones began to

white cotton shikur,

the

Mexican govern-

nt
1

farm families,
second wave of immigrants ate

ssive influx of colonizing

num grinders manufactured in distant
ies. In recent years, some men have
their hair in

Western

their tunics for
still

cit-

cut

and traded
polyester shirts and pants,
dress

style

in

the traditional

even though the

world uninterrupted by radios, airplanes,

within the forest, burning copal incense

politicians in envisioning the rain

and chain saws. Where their fathers
hunted jaguars with bows and arrows,

and small rubber

te's

as one vast cattle ranch,

and they

set

)ut

turning

lere

toucans and tapirs had lived only

mths before,

that

the

vision

into

reality,

ranchers produced

cattle for export to

;xico City.

Villahermosa and

More than any other act,

the

eduction of commercial cattle ranchinto the

Selva Lacandona spelled the

of traditional

:heir rain forest

Lacandon society and
and

system that had supported both the old
ways and their lives.
Today's adult Lacandones are the transition generation in this

dramatic wave of

cattle-

forced the Lacandones to abandon

cloth

Maya

figures

to

the silent

gods.

now drive rattling trucks
down muddy jungle roads. A Lacandon

into

man in the

southerners, so called because of their

their children

1

chant as old as

end

it

may begin his day with a
the Maya themselves and

980s

hunched over a battery-powered

Modern Lacandones remain
two

Most southerners

live

music

the

a language he does not under-

stand. In a very real sense, the

Lacandones

the ancient

Maya and

the twentieth century.

the dubious gifts of

and

general location in the Selva Lacandona.

Chan Sayab, although

in

divided

distinct groups, northerners

record player blaring raucous mariachi

of today have inherited both the legacy of

environment,

rhe in-migration of farmers
In

—except

use alumi-

these colonists-cattlemen joined the

iches.

ith

lose the rain forest eco-

—they

change. Their predecessors lived in a

wealthy Mexican cattheir wake, buying up

families' cleared plots to create large

:f

and

ceremonies

grind corn

Supported by generous bank

forest,

Tien followed in

sst

their lives

for religious

still

comes from the city. In some Lacandon settlements, families have exchanged
the gods of rain, fire, and forest for the
flashlight slide shows of evangelical missionaries. Other families remain hidden

this

ough the

ns,

had protected

rifles

rather than the bows and arrows of their

idon territory and triggered another

960s,

too are a tran-

When Blom began to photograph the
Lacandon Maya, men still hunted forest
animals as they had for centuries. They

began a program of road construcaimed at extracting the jungle's
hogany and tropical cedar trees. These

1

we

sition generation.

sabak and Naja in the northern jungle and
Lacanja Chan Sayab in the south.
Through no choice of their own, the
Lacandones had lost the isolation that, for

the

gen-

this

eration of Lacandones in a sequence of

regenerate in natural forest,

and Choi

Gertrude Blom has captured

brought them face to face with the mod-

population

cattle.
final

isolated

their

Instead of allowing agricul-

indoned milpa plots
rhe

—

older

today at Lacanja

a few hang on at
community of San Quintin.

Northern Lacandones live on the shore of
Lake Naja and near Lake Mensabak and
in a few isolated family settlements scattered across the northern Selva Lacan-
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Deforested hillside

names for their southern relativeschukuch nok, "the long clothes."
Although many northern and southei
Lacandon traditions are similar, it is rel
gion that most differentiates the tW
groups.

Religious beliefs in north

south had always varied, but southemej

abandoned the
ing the

first

traditional

Maya gods di

half of the century,

when tb

leader died in a devastating yellow fev

epidemic and his successors failed to
feet a smooth transition in the chaos th
followed.

In

1957, after thirteen fut

years of missionary work aimed at co
verting the northern Lacandones of Na_

an American Bible translator set up ca
among the southerners. His efforts amo
the disoriented southerners were
warded by the mass conversion of almc
the families at Lacanja.

all

Recent missionary
inroads

among

efforts

have ma(

the northern

Lacandon

During the mid-1970s, a visit by
Maya from northe
Yucatan came shortly after the death
as well.

Yucatec-speaking
the

Mensabak

leader's only son.

sionary exhorted the
old religion. "Give

men

m

The

to reject th<

up your gods and de

worship and your children

will not perish

he promised. In the same breath, he

proi

ised a gasoline-powered electric genei
tor,

a road, and visits by a doctor.

The

si

tlement's leader accepted the promisi

dona. Counting

all

the families of both

groups, the Lacandones

number

slightly

over four hundred people.

Lacandon men
fall

let their long,

black hair

over the shoulders of their white tu-

nics.

Northerners distinguish themselves

from southern men by cutting bangs
across their foreheads. Southern women
leave their hair long and flowing and wear
colorful versions of the men's white robes.
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Northern

women

pull their hair

back

in a

Most of the settlement

followed, althou,

single braid decorated with the yellow

a few families slipped into the jungle to

breast feathers of the toucan, an exotic

sume

rain forest bird.

They wear

a shorter ver-

sion of the men's white tunic over a colorful skirt

decorated with ribbons. For both

men and women, the longer sleeves and
hem of the southerners' tunics give outsidand provide the
source of one of the northern Lacandones'
ers a clue to their origin

i

and prayers. Today
Mensabak, a Seventh-Day Advent
church stands on the tallest hill in
community, and the children sing "Jes
Loves Me" in Lacandon. They scoff at t
their chants

children of families

who have

not

cc

verted and call their parents "animals

the forest."

Men with hunting rifle

^w^'ii.

55

Lacandon man in a jungle thicket

*4?
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Lacandon men

in traditional dress

few isolated families and the
them Lacandones of Naja maintain
traditional Maya religion. Led by

iDnly a

an K'in Viejo, the octogenarian t'o'ohil
one) of Naja, they have resisted

e great

h missionary efforts and the tempta-

of the technological world.

is

iieone falls

or

ill

when

it is

When

time to pay

gods with balche', a mildly intoxicatdrink

made

•nted juice
il

1

pots

of tree bark and the fer-

of sugar cane, they

down from

lift

clay

the sacred shelf of the

house and place them gently on maboards covered with

;any

fresh-cut

m fronds. Chan K'in begins to chant in
ssonant voice: accusing, promising, of-

pay the gods with incense and
figures molded of rubber
tn trees in his garden plot. He leans
T the tiny rubber figures and whispers,

ing to

human

all

up,

'ake

wake up." Then he places

m on flaming copal incense in the god
s,

be consumed and carried to the

to

ife to

them food and corn

ve

af-

pat out the gods' tortillas and
gruel.

Gertrude Blom's first
to the Selva Lacandona, I stood on the

Thirty years after

d-and-grass airstrip in the

Lacandon

Jement of Mensabak and watched a
isna bush plane bounce to a halt before
"oup of thirty Lacandon Maya men and
nen.

The Lacandones waited motionMexican businessmen

while three

erged from the plane like space travel-

from a time warp. Standing at the edge
he rain forest, with bare feet and white
ton tunics, the Lacandones looked

from a lost Maya codex
a reception committee on a jun-

re like figures

n like

airstrip.

Vfter
ly

ng

the businessmen

had perfunc-

greeted the Lacandones, a

woman

in

buxom

high heels and polyester

dress stepped down from the plane and began snapping photos with an Instamatic
camera. The businessmen pulled bolts of
cheap cotton cloth from the plane and tore
them into sections to hand out to the
Lacandon women. Then, amid all the hubbub, they lifted thick documents from a
briefcase. None of the Lacandones could
read and only a few spoke Spanish, so no
time was wasted on fine print or negotia-

tions.

After the Mexicans' hurried ex-

planation, the

Lacandon men

lined

up and

eagerly affixed their thumbprints to the
contracts.

The conference completed,

the

group piled back into the plane and took
off for the settlements of Naja and Lacanja, where they would repeat the scene
and close two more deals.
Twelve months later, with legal contracts filed, the government-owned log-
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Lacandones

in

dugout canoes

repre-

of survival, progress, and profits, and an-

sented bulldozed roads toward the La-

other 40,000 square miles are degraded by

candon communities and began to rattle
the hills with chain saws and falling trees.
During the months that followed, they extracted thousands of mahogany, tropical
cedar, and ceiba trees from the Lacandon
lands. According to the foreman of one

logging,

glng

company that the businessmen

logging team, in a single period of twenty

days his group wrenched two million dol-

worth of logs from the rain forest. The
Lacandones grasped the full meaning of
the contracts they had signed when worklars

men began

to log the hillsides at the

edge

the Lacandones had been so

all

quickly duped into selling their rain forest
heritage.

Asked by government

to sign the logging contracts,

Viejo advised

hogany

trees

them

Wilson, will be worse than "energy depletion,

economic

collapse, limited nuclear

war, or conquest by a totalitarian govern-

ment.

It is

the folly which our descendants

are least likely to forgive."

we know

Ironically,

officials

Chan

that the jungle's

were not

six tropical

about

little

organisms has been described

and named by
maining rain

scientists.

forests

The

world's re-

contain twice as

species as scientists have

examined and classified since Linnaeus
began the process 230 years ago.

Some

K'in

world's

ma-

nomic

his to sell. "I didn't

very

what we are destroying. Only one out of

many unknown

of their settlements.

Not

and livestock grazing. The
Edward O.

fires,

repercussions, says biologist

of the reasons for conserving the
rain

tropical

forests

—new medicines, food

trial fibers,

gums,

are

eco-

crops, indus-

spices, dyes, resins, oils,

On

plant the trees," he said. "They're God's,"

lumber, cellulose, and wood biomass.

meaning Hachakyum, the major Lacandon deity. "Go ask him."
But of course they didn't. Instead,

the other hand,

through a suspect political manipulation,
government agents made the old man's

argument about why we should preserve

ethical

or

Rain

forests:

earth for

I

later learned that the devasta-

part of a
tion

much

—a process

nate

much

est, its

Lacandona

is

only a small

larger process of destruc-

that threatens to elimi-

of the world's tropical rain for-

peoples, animals,

and

plants, before

Throughout the world, almost 40,000
square miles of tropical rain forest are
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con-

forests

have enriched the

more than one hundred

million

years, they are the cradle of terrestrial

and they are "the richest and
most exuberant expression of life on
land," as ecologist Lawrence Hamilton

evolution,

has noted.

As

the

home

of almost half of

the earth's plant and animal species, rain
forests

form a crucial element

in

our

global ecosystem.
Finally,

some of the reasons

for conserv-

ing rain forests are humanitarian. Ger-

trude Blom's writings, speeches, and pho-

the turn of the century.

cleared and burned each year in the

Ecologically

large sections of the world's tropical rain

and obtained his signature in exchange for
a truck and a headful of promises.
Watching this greed-fueled destruction
of the Lacandon rain forest was my introduction to the problem of tropical defortion of the Selva

aesthetic.

scious individuals usually require only one

son the presidente of the Naja settlement

estation.

some of the reasons are

name

tographs bear witness to one culture being
lost to

the destruction that

is

overwhelm-

ing our planet's tropical forests.
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Future Farmers of the Sea
Tiny marine animals calledforaminifera
are waiting in eddiesfor a new geologic age to arise

by Pamela Hallock
Countless billions of
shelled creatures

tiny,

known

delicately

as foraminifera

have inhabited the seas of our planet beginning more than 500 million years ago

and

persisting

to

today.

Hundreds of

lineages of forams have evolved, diversified,

and gone extinct through the geo-

logic ages.

Forams are found everywhere

in

the

oceans, from deep beneath the Arctic

icecap to shallow tidal pools in the tropics.

Often smaller than grains of salt, forams
can be found attached to rocks and seaweed, where they capture food by straining bacteria or microscopic plankton from
the water through sticky strands of proto-

plasm known as pseudopods. Many forams move freely, though slowly, along
the sea bottom, using their pseudopods to
pull themselves along. Others hve as
plankton, drifting freely in the waters of
the open ocean.
In the late eighteenth and early nine-

teenth centuries, scientists thought that

forams were minute relatives of the chambered nautilus. Not until the mid- 1800s
did they realize that the living foram is
very
it

is

much

simpler than a nautilus

—

that

actually a single-celled, amoebalike

protozoan.

Alcide d'Orbigny, one of the

first

pa-

leontologists to study microscopic fossils,

recognized that the remains of these tiny
creatures were plentiful in

many

types of

rocks and predicted that they could be

used to correlate ages of rocks

in

widely

separated regions. In the early 1900s, Jo-

seph

Cushman

pioneered the use of

fossil

forams to tell the relative ages of rocks encountered in the course of drilling oil
wells. Because of their importance for economic geology, foraminifera have been

and cataloged. The
American Museum of Natural History
carefully described

has one of the most extensive collections of
these tiny

fossils,

and

its

voluminous tech-

nical publications about

them

are pur-

chased by oil companies and geology libraries throughout the world. But most
studies have stopped once the animal's
fossils

have been described, named, and

dated. Until recently, almost nothing was

known about the natural
ogy of most forams.
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history, the ecol-
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Foraminifera may be smaller than grains
ofsalt or as large as poker chips. Less
than one-tenth of an inch in diameter, this

foram was photographed at 600 times
magnification through a scanning
electron microscope.
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In the past two decades, however, scien-

from several discipHnes have begun

tists

to study the Hfe histories of forams, par-

ticularly the larger species that survive to-

day.

As

so often happens, these seemingly

simple, single-celled creatures turn out to

lead marvelously complex lives, and their

on some of the most

histories cast light

profound questions of evolution.

One

special group,

known

as the larger

some of

foraminifera, has received

this

newly focused attention. Larger forams
are structurally more complex than the
smaller varieties and range in size from
that of a rice grain to that of a poker chip.
(For a foram, being poker chip size

mammal

parable to a marine

whale

is

com-

being blue

size.)

Larger forams today are found mostly

warm, clear, shallow waters in the tropand subtropics, often living on seaweeds or seagrass. Most fossil larger forams are found in limestones of
in

ics

shallow-water origin. In fact, the
litic

nummu-

limestones, from which the pyramids

of Egypt were constructed, consist pri-

marily of larger foraminifera
In 1970,
in

when

I

oceanography

shells.

was a graduate student
at

the

University

of

Hawaii, geochemist Keith Chave suggested

I

use

my

background

in

biology to

study rates of sediment production by
rams. (The problem

is

fo-

of geologic interest

in

the sun's energy, carbon dioxide, water,

cific

and foram wastes

Hawaii a(id on other islands of the Pabecause foram shells make up so
much of the sand in the coral reefs and
beaches there.) At about the same time,
several other scientists
in the United
States, Europe, and the Middle East
were, independently of one another, begin-

—

ning to study various aspects of the larger
living forams.
ies is

One

result of all these stud-

the discovery

not reveal

—

—which

that almost

are hosts to algae.

chambers of the

The

all

fossils

would

large forams

outer, translucent

shells are,

in a

make

sugars and

some

other organic matter. Keeping

of

what they produce for themselves and giving up the rest, the algae provide their
because algae take up carbon dioxide
and give off oxygen, they serve as kidneys
and lungs for the forams. These functions
tion,

may have been

crucial as forams

larger, since they

became

lacked respiratory and

excretory organs of their own.

The algae-foram

sense,

many

answering

to

gle-celled plants.

foraminifera.

The

relationship

is

the key

questions about larger

easiest

is,

why do

larger

are present in the forams' waste products.

forams normally occur in relatively shallow water or in limestones of shallow-water origin? The answer is that their algae

These wastes provide the symbiotic algae

need sunlight, and

with a continual source of nutrients. In

tosynthesis

turn, algae photosynthesize

depth of about 500 feet (and then only

trients required for
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all plants,

that

is,

use

extremely clear water). Other

sufficient light for pho-

penetrates

to

a

maximum
in

diffidt

puzzles about these foraminifera

cerning their feeding methods,
plexity,

tinction

ci-

and episodes of evolution and

—

require

more

to live

(•

consideration.

captured organisms supply

needed

—

size, C(i-

For most animals that capture

hosts with an internal food source. In addi-

small greenhouses for crops of these sin-

Nitrogen and phosphorus, essential nu-

to

all

pre\', e

the ene

and grow. But larger

'

fonts

capture bacteria and plankton prima y
to supply nitrogen and phosphorus to le

Under what rcumstances is that symbiotic way of e
advantageous? One answer: when the iOply of dissolved nitrogen and phosphcis
algae living within them.

is

very low.

In the marine realm, the richest ei
ronments are near river mouths or in aiB
where upwelling currents bring dissolJ
nitrogen and phosphorus to the sea rface.

Most surface waters of

tropical

subtropical oceans, however, are far

id

fitn

ams use strands ofprotoplasm to capturefood and to move about. Left: Shells
ome species may be covered with delicate spines. Below: The whorled
Us of largerforams are common components of sand on Kahuku beach,
Bottom: Forams flourished during geologic eras when sea levels were
and theirfossils dominate many limestone strata. Foramfossils are easily

waii.
h.

7

in the

,e

base of the New York City

major sources of dissolved nutrients,

jestingly,
ifish in
-s

monument known as Cleopatra 's Needle.

of the

many

open ocean

ean shallows
iition

of the organisms that

nutrient-poor areas

is,

;tionship

just

—are

—from

fo-

to corals of the

Ca-

hosts to algae.

The

how does

symbiotic

this

improve an animal's

ability to

1

^\i.

?"ish itself?

\.

/hen an animal with algal symbionts
jiiiires another organism for food, the
jnal in

g

the association digests that food,

perhaps

[vth.

10

percent

led to live

less

or

for

more

is

provide energy

and capture more

lients originally

food.

The

incorporated in that

down into waste
The algae can use those "waste"

percent are broken
Hucts.
[

or

The other 90 percent

[led in respiration to
j

r^v

ients

and sunlight

nthesis nearly as
|is

the host used in

produce by phoorganic matemetabolism. Even if
to

much

iflSr.-vs.-'fefX NM'Sss.*

^iii HoJ0^*'
Townsend P Dcknson
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A largerforam may reproduce itselfasexually by undergoing multiple cell divisions.
Below: Hundreds of embryos have developedfrom the protoplasm of a single parent,
and each shares some of the algae that lived symbiotically within the adult.
Right: This foram has just added a row of new chamberlets on its outermost
margin. The thin shell allows light to penetrate so that the algae living
within may photosynthesize. The inmost chambers are darker because they have

been more thoroughly colonized by algal cells.
Rudolf Rottger

the algae give

some or most of that organic

ocean, the central Pacific, and reef envi-

some of its algae, the host will again
burn about 90 percent of what it gets; the
nutrients in that 90 percent will go back to
the algae for reuse. The nutrients can be
recycled again and again, providing an indefinite amount of energy. The host-symbiont system ultimately grows by nearly
the same amount of organic matter as

ronments worldwide where food is scarce
and sunlight is abundant.
And why are larger foram shells so complex? Most forams build chambered
shells, adding new chambers as they grow.
A shell is rather hke a house; the chambers are equivalent to rooms. Ceilings and
floors separate the rooms from the outside, as do the outermost walls. Interior

originally contained in the food captured.

walls separate chambers.

That

multistoried, with interior ceilings

matter back to the host or

if

the host di-

gests

is,

while an animal without algal

symbionts might grow 10 grams for every
100 grams of food eaten, the animal with
algal

symbionts can grow nearly

grams

for every

about a 10 to

1

100

100 grams eaten. That is
growth advantage for the

The scarcer the food,

the greater the ad-

99 percent of
the animal's food must be used to live and
find more food, the animal in the hostsymbiont system will have nearly a 100 to
1 advantage over the animal without symbionts. Most algae cannot survive on their
own when nutrients fall below a certain
level. As nutrients and food become even
scarcer, symbiosis becomes highly advantageous for both host and algae.
vantage of symbiosis.

With

—

isms

say,

algal symbiosis, certain organ-

and some
the warm open

larger forams, corals,

plankton
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If,

—

flourish

in

shells are

that also separate chambers.

floors

larger

and
In

complex interior
chambers divided into

foraminifera,

structures include

chamberlets; corrugated or pitted walls;

and

canal

internal

throughout the

symbiont-bearer.

Some

shell.

systems

that

run

These wall modifica-

tions increase the shell's

inner surface

Most of the algae are found close to
the walls and ceilings, while most of the foarea.

own protoplasm is concentrated in
center of the chamber or chamberlet.

ram's
the

The

ceilings

and

floors

must be thin

for

light to penetrate into a large shell, but ad-

ditional

wall structures provide added

Another interesting question is, of \
advantage is large size? Modern large^
raminifera must

grow

much

as a yea«

few tenths of an

incin

diameter Very large foraminifera of*
cient times must have lived for seval
years, perhaps as many as ten. Such ngevity

is

particularly perplexing in sin

le

creatures such as forams, whose prinry

mode

is an asexual t>
which the parent simply divide b
protoplasm among its offspring, endin B
own life as an individual. In such ciS.

of reproduction

cess in

long

life

means fewer chances

to re*

duce. So under what environmental edi-

may be
an inch or two in diameter and perhaps a
tenth of an inch in thickness. The internal
canal systems serve as a sort of circulatory
system, presumably an important asset in

tions

very large foraminifera.

gae to

strength, especially in shells that

live as

to a size of a

might longer

life

be a greater ad

tage than the ability to produce
in a short

When

period of time?
a foram divides asexually,

ht

symbioti

al-

parent cell passes along
its

n-

off'spnp

offspring.

its

(Forams

also

rc'O-
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*v>

.f'

.3|:

f

c

i

le,

I

1

y

Each newborn must

i

s

its

creased parent size can be a successful ad-

lying parts of the continents.

aptation to high juvenile mortality in fo-

subsequent tens of millions of years,

raminifera.

resultant shallow seas, several different

produced offspring survive.)
studies indicate that larger fo-

lead relatively safe lives

from the

Ihey reach a size of about a tenth of

;

nch

I

find

one of the reasons that very few sex-

icld
i

is

own

sexually, but sexual reproduction

iicr.

in

diameter

until

they reproduce.

^

U juveniles, on the other hand, per-

s

two species that produce a large
ibcr of fairly small young, more than

1

''

-in

tcrcent died.

I

;ry shallow,

)i

:r

;i

a
If

i

1'

'I

is

found

One

of these species lives

about
grows about three
;s larger, and most importantly, pro:s about three times as many young
parent. These observations indicate, as

li;omputer simulation models, that in-

lineages of smaller forams gave rise to
larger descendants. Then, about 66 million years ago,

roughly when the dinosaurs

perished, most of the larger species died

The

oldest group of larger forams, the

out abruptly for the second time. During

more than 300 million years ago in shallow lime- and shelldominated seas at about the same time
that the early amphibians and the first

the next 60 million years, communities of

fusulinaceans, evolved

swamps. The fusulinaceans died out about
225 million years ago when the seas receded as the then-existing continents collided to form the ancient supercontinent

longer,

in the

several times in the history of the earth.

deeper, quieter

the shallow-water species lives

times

and then died out

primitive reptiles were invading the early

flats;

ronments. Although otherwise simie

larger species evolved

the

wave-swept reef
in slightly

Far and away the most intriguing quesforams is why lineages of

tion concerning

During the

large,

died out twice
1

—
—and

complex forams evolved twice

about 55 and 30 million years ago

—

at

at

about 35 million and

5 million years ago.

The
level

fossil

record indicates that high sea

and a warm climate were the neces-

sary conditions for the evolution of larger

forams.

When sea

level

is

high, the earth's

of Pangaea.

surface becomes more evenly heated be-

About 75 million years later, Pangaea
was breaking up, dinosaurs roamed the
earth, and the seas again invaded low-

cause water holds heat better than land.

At those times, the marine temperature
gradient between the tropics and the poles

65

—

is

reduced, with sea water in polar regions

much as 25 degrees

as

Fahrenheit warmer

than during low stands of sea

level.

During higher stands of sea level, vast,
low-lying continental areas were covered
by shallow water. Warm, nutrient-deficient seas developed gradually over millions of years, providing time and selective
advantage for the evolution of long-lived,

heavily armored, highly specialized algal-

—including

symbiont-bearing

organisms

reef-building corals

and the larger forams.

A simple drop in sea level could have
caused the elimination of the most specialMost of their shallowbecame dry land, and much of

ized larger forams.

sea habitat

the remaining sea would have been

made

unsuitable by the sediments and nutrients
runoff from the increasing land

in river

area.

As

the seas receded and high

lati-

deep ocean circulation
would have brought nutrients, long
trapped in sluggish deep waters, up to the
surface. Fast-growing algae and animals
that fed on those algae would have
bloomed, preventing light from reaching
the underwater environment and thereby
tudes

cooled,

degrading the habitat for algal-symbiontbearing marine species.

The two most

recent episodes of the

evolution of larger forams, one about 55 to

35 million years ago, the other about 30 to
15 million years ago, coincide with the

development of high sea levels and warm
climates. Each episode ended as high latitudes cooled and deep ocean circulation
apparently as a

accelerated,

result

of

changes associated with the movement of
continental plates.

When

the larger forams proliferated,

more above
Now, because deep ocean
active in modern oceans,

sea levels were 1,000 feet or

present levels.
circulation

is

food resources, even
nutrient-deficient
cal

oceans

in

—such

areas considered
as the subtropi-

—are probably quite

rich

com-

pared with those of former times. Modern
larger forams are fairly small and their
shells are relatively

some

simple compared with

of their earlier relatives.

When

—

some time in the future
warmer climates return
the higher latitudes, very large and
at

sea levels rise and
to

complex forams may well

flourish for the

fifth time.
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D

Largerforaminifera are common in the warm, shallow waters
of this Hawaiian rock pool. The characteristic golden color of
some oftheforams comesfrom diatoms (microscopic algae}
living within their shells. The small, candy-stripedforam in
the foreground is host to a species of red algae.
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—they
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called architectural de-

work stands apart from

that of

many or most undersea photographers
who aim to show us the whole animal.
Some reef organisms display their

sin

it is

off"

Ha\iii

Kona coast at night.
The book's brief text is scattered aiar
the photographs. For the most part
plains

how Newbert

feels

when he

at night

when

the reef creatures the

day may

unexpected charms.
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spectrum of
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many

such xi
tli

re;

times

Newbe. n

when

he in
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Long-Term Portfolio— a tax-free bond
fund that's both insured and no-load.

The Portfolio invests in insured
long-term municipal bonds. Such bonds
are rated AAA. So there's potential for
high tax-free* yields plus a guarantee of
timely payment of principal and
interest. The insurance coverage does
not protect the share price against

normal market fluctuations caused by
changes in long-term interest rates.
Vanguard Insured Long-Term Portfolio ofTers:

Unlimited free checkwriting for $250
or more.
• Option to reinvest monthly dividends
•

Call 1-800-662-SHIP
Ask for our free Insured Long-Term
Portfolio Information Kit. Or send the
coupon below.
In Philadelphia, visit our new
Investment Center at 1528 Walnut Street.
'

Vanguard Insured Long-Term Portfolio
Investor Information Department
Valley Forge, Pennsylvania 19482
Please send me your Insured Long-Term Port-

'

Information Kit, including a prospectus
which I may read before I invest or send money.
1 understand that it contains more complete
information on advisory fees, distribution
charges and other expenses. Also send information on DIR A
n Keogh.
folio

Name
AddressCity

for tax-free compounding.
• Toll-free
•

exchange and redemption.

•Income is 100% free from Federal income tax but may be
subject to state and local taxes.
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American Museum of
can take a trek to the top
of the world for only $4.'?5! Join biologist

Members of

the

K.iturai History

George B. Schaller on his quest to study
and save the vanishing wildlife of the
auesome Himalayas, recounted in Stones of

—

Silence,

This

illustrated,

hardcover edition

regularly sells for $15. '55. Limited copies!

ADVENTURE ^CRUISES OF
ALASKA'S MARINE WILDERNESS.
One

of the world's great naniralist and photography experiences. Cruise Endicott Arm, TVacy
Arm, Ford's Terror Wilderness Area, and
Glacier Bay National Park aboard mV Glacier
Seal. Whale watching expeditions, cruising
seabird and sea lion rookeries, and exploring
glaciers. For reservations or free brochure, see

D

YES!

I

would

like to

order the

hardcover Stones 0/ Silence at the special
price of $4. '^5, plus $1 for delivery.

any travel agent, mail coupon or
Juneau 907-586-6883.

call

us in

Name:

GLACIER BAY
YACHT TOURS,

Address:

Please send the 1985 Glacier SeaJ brochure.
76 Egan Drive, Suite UO, Dept. CMO, Juneau

Cit7:

Make checks

.

State:

.Zip:

payable to American
of Natural History. Send to:
Members' Book Program. Central Park
West .It 7''th Street, New York, NY \002-i.

Museum

Name

INC.
AK 99802

_

Address _
Cily

Phone
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Southwest

Wing

Safaris

NATURAL HISTORY EXPEDITIONS
EXPLORE N MEX„ COLO.. UTAH, ARIZ
'•BUSH FLYING. JEERING, RAFTING
.

•

GEOLOGY ARCHAEOLOGY HISTORY
CAMPING OR LODGING, 1-5 DAYS
rreo

Box 945,

P.O.

Dept.

Brochun

SM

SH, Santa Fe,

B75G4

FACES
Exciting

new magazine

for children!

FACES: The magazine about people— all
over the world! For children 8 to 14 years
old. Published by Cobblestone with the

American Museum of Natural

History.

To

order (or give a gift) send $16.50 to: FACES
Magazine, Room 3, 20 Grove Street, Peter03458. Museum Members,
borough,
take $2.50 discount off subscription price!

NH

Natural Island Vacation

LITTLE ST.

SIMONS ISLAND
One of Georgia's "Golden

Isles"

Birding, beachcombing, fishing, hiking, horseback riding
canoeing or relaxation on a secluded 10,000 acre island
with miles of unspoiled beaches, forests, marshes, ponds and
over 200 species of birds. You rarely share the island with more
than 1 5 guests. Max. capacity 25. Excellent food and charming
accomodations. Resident naturalists ensure your full enjoy-

ment of

this beautiful island.

P.O. Box 1078 N

Simons Island, GA 3 1 522
Phone (912)638-7472

St.

UTTLESr/
SIMONS ISIAND

Cruise to the White Continent

ANTARCTICA

Spend your days with penguins and naturalists, your nights in comfort and style. Our luxury expedition ship offers the most civilized
way to leave civilization. November, December, January. 15 days from S4690. Write or
call 800-426-7794.

Depl.

Socict \ Expcdilious^
East Seatlle WA 98102

NH03 723 Broadwa>

Name

Arrow crab

Address
State

City

Zip

D Amazoit D Lost Islands D Iitdonesia Alaslta
Japan D Ctiilean
China
Passage D New Guinea
Fjords n Caribbean PRIVATE TRAINS D Orient Express
Pans to
India
d Trans-Siberia D Imperial Peking Express DADVENTURES
LAND EXPEDmONS GoJrMET
Peking

CRUISES

D NW

nal

amoeboids, the frosts of new chemicals, or
strange and wondrous things in an inventor's shop. All these images are landscapes

frame.

of the mind.

They deserve

careful study

by designers, sculptors, choreographers,
and others who find inspiration for their
art in the outdoor world.

Newbert, formerly a National Geolives on the isof two
author
the
is
and
Hawaii
land of

graphic staff photographer,

The Australians and The Hawaiians. The design of his latest book is a
tribute to the author's "fierce commitment to quality." Each photograph is
printed in glossy inks on white stock. The

best sellers.

surrounding page

is

beige, with a matte

surface. Thus any white parts of the
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photograph are saved, while t
is spared the distraction of a wW

scenes are jungles on undiscovered planets, sensual forbidden fruits, gatherings of

origi-

viewer

And there's a promotion appeal. Ea^
copy of the book (which can only be pi
chased at Walden Bookstores across 1
country) contains a coupon promising tl.
a tree will be planted, in the

name

of f

buyer, on Hawaii's Molokai Island.
This is a fine book. One can only wi

Chris Newbert happy hunting when ag;
he ventures into Shelley's realm of "T
sea blooms and the oozy woods whi.
wear / The sapless foliage of the ocear
Victor B. Scheffer

is

a naturalist and

c-

thor retired from federal wildlife serviHis most recent book is Spires of For

Glimpses of Evolution.
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Thousands of people just like you
are

making money in real estate today.

WHY NOT
¥XJ? FREE

Return the coupon below for two

steps

toward making your fortune.
Some

Acquire the know-how
of experts.

of the greatest fortunes in

have been made by perfectly
rage people -with average intelligence
average income - in real estate In the
O's, it seemed as if people made money
eal estate without even trying.
But what about today? 1985?

lerica

!

.

Ml you still make money
in real estate today?
Yes!

There are more opportunities

wealth than ever!
Consider: There's always a need for
:es to live, work, shop. And today, as

baby boomers come of age, demand
housing is racing ahead of supply.
Plus, opportunities for leverage
ng other people's money) are greater
n ever. Not to mention tax benefits.
estate profits can soar far beyond

So

i

investment profits.
But profits today are not as "autoic" as they seemed in the 70's. The
ket is changing. To amass wealth in
estate now, you have to know what

er

I

're

I

Only Successful Real Estate Investing
gives you the complete picture. Houses.

Lessons 1 and 2 and the Comprehensive Guide to Real Estate Terms are
yours to keep absolutely free.

2. You will always have 15 days to
evaluate each lesson. You may cancel
at any time.

Apartments. Rehabs. Shopping centers.
Office buildings. Farmland. Raw land.
Financing. Managing. Selling.

So you

In practical, easy-to-follow steps, you
.

.

.
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The

tip-offs to profitable locations

vour profits But where do you find

risk.

And no

Hume Advisory Board

63rd Secretary of the U.S. Treasury

Louis Rukeyser

profits 10-fold

Host of "Wall Street Week"

How to start with $1,000 -or less

Dr.

Morton Shulman

Self-made investment millionaire

you need to know!
In 1985 and beyond, great real estate
fortunes will be made by a select group of
people. And you -regardless of your curVirtually

no

William Simon

How to use leverage to multiply your
D

see, there's

better time than now to start your fortune.
Send the coupon below- today.

can acquire the ability to recognize potential gold mines. .sidestep common pitfaUs
.and use the experts' proven strategies
to build your personal fortune. You'll find:

all

Archie R. Boe
Past President of Sears Roebuck
J.

rent cash position or past experience can be one of them. By arming yourself
with the kind of expert knowledge in
Successful Real Estate Investing.

Trevor Eyton Q.C.
many prominent public corporations

Officer of

HUME FINANCIAL
EDUCATION SERVICES
An independent educational service
835 Franklin Court, Box 105641
Atlanta, GA 30348

doing.

And the more you know, the easier
safer your investments. And the big-

I

No-Risk Guarantee
1.

Prove it to yourself—
with 2 free lessons.

.

know-how

to

make the biggest profits?

Discover complete,
ip-to-date information.
To make

it

in today's

complex mar-

how-to books aren't thorough enough,

Mail this
coupon, with a
refundable $5

FREE TRIAL OFFER
YES, I wish toevaluate Successful Real K':tate
Investing ioT myself without risk according
to the terms described above. Please send
lessons 1 and 2 plus the Guide to Real Estate

registration fee,

and receive the
first 2 lessons free
along with your free

Terms - free.

,

(Circle onf)

Mr./Ms./Mrs./Miss

I

one person's view and
be inconvenient to attend.
Fortunately, however, complete
w-how is as close as your mailbox,
en you return the coupon on this page,
'11 discover -free
and without risk'urce of comprehensive, up-to-date
rmation to help you succeed in today's
id tomorrow's - market.
It's called Successful Real Estate
'.sting- a unique self-study program
ninars are often

gives you the combined knowledge of
ly successful real estate pros.

;

Comprehensive
Guide to Real
Estate Terms.
You'll then receive lessons 3 and 4,
with 15 days to decide if you want to continue with the course. If not, return lessons
3 and 4 and owe nothing. We'll promptly
refund your $5.
To go ahead with the course, simply
pay for lessons 3 and 4. You'll receive 2
lessons every 3 weeks, and be billed only
$10 per lesson, plus shippingand handling.
All payments are tax deductible
if the program is used to make investment
or business decisions.

City

St.1te

Zip

D My $5 refundable registration fee (paj-able to
Hume Financial EducationSer\nces)is enclosed.
Or, charge my DVISA nAmerican Express
DMasterCard

I

Aoiounl

Na

Exp- Date

Signature (charge card customers only)

Mail

to:

8681

HUME F1N.\NCI.\L EDUCATION

SERVICES

L

DDiners Club

835 Franklin Court. Box 105641,
30348

Atlanta, Georgia

I

—
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TheMarl^
Art

Forming Unity Toward Ultimate Regenerative Evolution
Monthly Newsletter Metaphysics, Planetary

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS,

Stewardship, Political Action, Astrology, International
Calendar of Events and more Introductory Offer;
$12 yr
$16 Canadian, $20 Overseas Send to:
FU,TU,R,E,. PC Box 228, Butte, ND 58723

—

Free booklet
220 Fifth Av-

available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings,

enue,

NYC

10001

,

Education

i.

"CASH FOR COLLEGE," New Directory describe^
loan, grant, scholarship opportunities— plus alL
ernment programs, $4,95. Unifunds, Box 19749-Ri
dianapolis, IN 46219

n

|

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS Northwest

Indian masks,

totems, graphics Eskimo sculpture Hopi kachinas No
catalog Call/vvmle for photos and data Priced $100/
up. Box 5896, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413 (818) 789-2559

CRAFT SUPPLIES— basketry,
carving, rug-making

partment NHM,

One

wood-

pottery,

fiber,

Catalog $1 00 Earth Guild, DeTingle Alley, Asheville, NY 28801

PUBLISH YOUR BOOKI

Join our successful authors
All subjects invited
Publicity, advertising, beautiful
books Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report, Carlton Press, Dept, NHC, 11 West 32 Street,

New

SCHOOL OF SACRED ARI
133 W. 4th Street
10012
Classes in Tibetan T'hanka Pai
ing, Byzantine Icon Painting, G
Leafing, Nepalese Bronze Casti
Islamic Calligraphy, Chinese La
scape Painting, Kabbalah Art, r
Medieval Manuscript llluminat
are given by noted teachers us
traditional methods. For infon
tion please call 212-475-804

New York, NY

York 10001

RARE & OUT-OF-PRINT NATURAL HISTORY BOOKS,
Catalog 7 includes 2,000-1- titles $3 Marchers Books,
N, Vermont, Oklahoma City, OK 73112

IROQUOIS FALSE FACES, $50-$130, request photos,
other masks available, l^cCoy Imports, Liberty, NY

6204

12754

YESTERDAYS BOOKS LOCATED,

no obligation, OutBook Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92672(714)492-2976
of-State

SACRED EYE OF HORUS

- A most

revered

protective

amulet.

Painted

handmade
Lucite

Egyptian

ancient

gold,

papyrus, 5" x 6"

frame

BROCHURE

—

add

white on

black,

$20 ppd.
Check/Charge.

$15.

.

.

.

PRAIRIE

— 25<.

ANCIENT WORLD ARTS
open by appointment

TREK and

TURQUOISE TRAIL EXPEDmONS

50W.76St.-NY10023-Dept.N385
Gallery

Camps

showing gods, symbols,

'Book o( the Dead' panels

FAfYRUS —

FREE— PARENTS' GUIDE Over 400 private resnr
camps, summer programs and schools in U S abroad, serving children 6-16. Most visited by
lisher For guide and free referrals give child's t

only.

WILDLIFE ART IN SOLID 14K GOLD, photorealistic,
hand crafted jewelry Sinking depth and detail, heirloom quality. Act Now Send $1 00 for catalog to A C
Wildlife Goldsmiths, PO. Box 3004 No 4, Corvallis, OR
97339

Since

1926 the Expeditions have made

it

young people to explore in the
mountains, canyons and desert country of the
American Southwest, Emphasis is on environmental studies,

Employment Opportunities

archaeology, native crafts, backpacking and camping. Seven

AUSTRALIA— THE WORLD!

li

i,

possible for

and four-iAeek sessions begin June 26 for boys ages
and girls ages 13 to 17

1

1

to 17

50,000 jobs! Big pi
occupations. Transportation Latest reports
Jobworld, Box 681 -NH, Cypress, CA 90603

MOUNTAIN ISLANDS AND DESERT SEAS
A two-week

natural history expedition for adults into the

Borderlands of southwest

New Mexico and southeast Arizona,

Led ty Dr. Frederick Gehlbach of Baylor University, June9- 23,
Also a ten-day

Books/Publications

grade, interests, geographical preference ant
trance date Established 1940, Vincent/Curtis
216, 224 Clarendon St.. Boston, MA 02116

July

24,

FAMILY TRD( into

For details contact

Indian

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU!

Jobsi Big Pay! Trans|

Newest Handbook, $2 00 Australian
Box 19107RO, Washington, DC 20036

tion!

Interna^

Country beginning

THOtVIAS BILLINGS.

JR..

DIRECTOR. P.O. BOX 40451 NH. INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA
46240 (317) 896-3842.

AVAILABLE 23 years Math/Science teaching
ence High school

e:

Peter Morley. Caril

certified.

School, La Rambla. Ponce,

PR 00731

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES— Monthly
All

publistiers—

all

subjects:

art, fiistory.

biography,

and much more The most complete catalog
books available anywhere! Write

Hamilton, Box15-Y, Falls

for

of

bargain

FREE

your

fiction,

copy:

CT06031

Village;

Collectors' Items

ANTIQUE SCIENTIFICA:
scopes, Globes, Scales

$10 00 Alex Peck,
(217)348 1009

POB

tin

Three

Nautical,

illustrated

Micro-

environmental job openings throughoi
Free details: EOV, PO. Box 670. Walpol^

lists

US
Medical,

03608

I

catalogs

710-5, Charleston, IL

61920

OVERSEAS— ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide
$300 Interna
tory and complete information
Opportunities, Box 19107-RO. Washington. DC J
|

—

BOOKFINDING LIBRARIANS

locate any subject or title,
150,000 different titles in stock, indexed by author,
subject & title PAB", 291 8 Atlantic Ave, Atlantic City.
NJ 08401 or (609) 344-1943

Correspondence

,

BOOKS ON NATURAL HISTORY

Guides (foreign
& domestic 10% discount on most) New and antiquarian books Quarterly catalogues ($200) and
search service Patncia Ledlie bookseller. Box 46C,
Buckfield, ME 04220 (207) 336-2969

—

Field

—

100,000 MEMBERSi Make fnends worldwide through
penpal club Stamped envelope to Box 65, Brooklyn,

NY 11229
PENFRIENDS ENGLAND-USA

Make

lasting

friend-

ships through correspondence Send age, interests
Free reply. Harmony, Box 37955NH, Phoenix, AZ 85069

TEACH HERE— ABROAD: School, College opej
USA $6.00: Overseas $6 00 England, Japan
Australia $6,00 each.

-

Box 662, Newtot

EISF,

02162

b
«[

Financial

CASH GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS
able from nonprofit foundations! 340 sources/af
tion instructions, $3 00 Fundsearch, Box 191

Washington,

DC 20036

DISCOVER INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES
& Caicos

Write

Caicos Islands,

IN T|

Durham, South Caicos. Tu
BWI Telephone 3261 or 3385

GET CASH GRANTS— FROM GOVERNMENT

i

ili

'ff

ages eligible. In
Funds-NH. 1 000 Col
20036
Ave. NW, Washington, DC

repay.) Also loans available.
tion $2 (refundable) Surplus
icut

*I

AC

All

k

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 Cou
Sampler: 4/$2 98

Free Brochure. Multinewsp

Box DE 203, Dana

Point.

CA 92629

Furniture

CLASSIC FURNITURE— 40%

Off 150 Major c
Free brochure, Sobol House. 103 Rich.
Blvd Black Mountain. NO 2871 1 (704) 669-80;

nies

,

.

Gardening
"CATALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS"

r^arket at Caldas

74

da Rainha, Estremadura Province, Porlugal
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Robert Baumgardner

ill

Di:

largest selection of weird and unusual succulisover 150 photographs of succulent crests, varied
living stones, and oddballs Send $1 00 "Cater
Unusual Succulents," Dept, 3—553 Buena Cree*
Marcos, CA 92069

1

3UAL HOUSEPLANTS TO

—
—

—

GROW FROM SEED

—

Trees
Vines
Exotic Fruits
Desert
s— Bonsai much more Catalog $1,00, Acacia
Box 22866-H, Lexington. KY 40522
;al

BINOCULARS— SWAROVSKI.

ZEISS. B&L. Bushnell,
Fu|inon Free Optics catalog Mack Optical & Machine
Tool, Box 541 H, Scranton, PA 18501 (717) 961-2542

A-1

SAFARIS

pal. Malaysia.

Peru.
tional.

rmet Interests
)rder

ly

H,

source

binoculars

RICE, $6,00 per lb,, prepaid 5 lb
lum Floura Brothers, Box 44C, Black Duck, MN

TRINOVID

With
)

Nationwide (800) 223-6046 California (800) 624

"no questions"

binoculars, every

damage

for 2 years, plus

USA

Discover the truly
simply wonderful flavor that comes from "Cob

7x35B
7x35BA
7x42B
7x42BA
8x32B
6x32BA

hams and

other fine meats the old-fashVermont way, over slow fires of corn-cobs and
,:wood Try Harrington's new "Smoke-Master's
al "— 2 lbs of lean, boneless, fully cooked ham for
17,95 ppd and get '/2 lb, each of Smoked Bacon
ged Cheddar Free, Satisfaction guaranteed Or
for our color catalog, Harnngton's, 6203-5 Mam
(Chmond, VT 05477 Tel (803) 434-4444

protection

full

defect warranty.

COB SMOKED MEATS

lifetime

Your
List

Cost

$798
879

$30569
331 67

34289'
951

789
870

342,89346, 65392,51

$100 Leitz rebate.
For literature and discount
lists on a complete line
•After

of sporting optics, write to:

DNS OF SURPLUS BARGAINSI Many

1

'ATERWAYS
an unforgetlable experience float the Coppermine
River in Canada s Norttiwest Territories Large, safe
inllatables No motorsi Skilled guides, good foodi
Small groups The tundra - Land of the Midnight Sun
above the Arctic Circle with its flora and wildlife for
you to photograph and experience! Fish for arctic

and trout in teeming waters Sex or age
no barrier Good health and a love of the outdoors

char, grayling

are the only prerequisites!
Two week trips July & August
More remote trips also available

ARCTIC WATERWAYS
ph

10th

("lie)

Canada
382-3882

^
^AjL

v.

YEAR ON THE COPPERMINE!

AFFORDABLE AFRICA

Exclusive itineraries to Kenya
discnminating travelers at affordable
pnces. Call or write for descnptive brochures and
prices: 1 800-422-1211 or (212)686-6622. Metco Tours,
for

295 Madison Avenue,

% original

Inc.

Stevensville. Ontario.

LOS ISO

OUR

and Tanzania

BIRDINC

irnment Surplus

The
Gentle
Rafters

Silence, solitude, and unspoiled primeval beautyi For

movement, every detail, every color
hue becomes vividly real. Now with

ON FINE TEAS, Coffees, Spices, Herbs, PotFree Catalogue Grandma's Spice Shop, RR 10,
48NH, Burlington, NC 27215

ing"

Indonesia S, America: Brazil. Ecuador,
Islands, Alaska, Safaricentre Interna

Galapagos

World's best

ESOTA WILD

e,

Escorted/Inde-

TRINOVID

of finest coffees, spices, flavonngs,

& unusual condiments. Low pnces & uncondiguaranteed quality. Free catalog, PO Box
Framingham, MA 01701

lONT

NATURAL HISTORY

5342

-:8R00KE COFFEE & SPICE CO. Convenient
ice

IN

pendent AInca: Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Zambia,
Zimbabwe, Botswana. Trans-Sahara, Asia: India. Ne

New

York,

NY 10017

I

[Jeeps included! "Nationwide Government Buyliuide/Directory"— $2,00, Disposal, Box 19107,/ashington,

DC 20036

AFRICA,

Real Estate

GOVERNMENT
ihandlse/Glfts
ST ENCYCLOPEDIC, unique, illustrated catalog
lous and obscure scientists, philosophers, artuthors, composers and miscellaneous historical
nages available on buttons and magnets. Free!
iworks, 671 Stale Street #12, Portsmouth,

NH

Over 20 styles & colors Free
jre. Footloose & Fancy, 1219 P St
Lincoln, NE
(402)476-6119

LANDS

,

,

FROM

$7,50/ACRE!

Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment! ""Land
Buyers Guide" plus nationwide listings— $3 00,
Lands, Box 19107-RO, Washington, DC 20036

Wildlife

and

&
Kenya safaris, Rwanda mountain gorillas Ultimate 2cruises,
remote
Amazonia
canoe
&
week Galapagos
rafting expeditions

Over 60 thps worldwide. Free 1985

color catalog Wilderness Travel, 1760-NA Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707 (415) 524-5111
Wildlife & Cultures Affordable Tours, AdvenExpeditions Kenya, Tanzania, Madagascar,
Rwanda/Zaire, Seychelles, Botswana, Kalahah, Sahara, many others From $1288, including airfares. Forum Travel, 91 Gregory (#21 Pleasant Hill, CA 94523

AFRICA:

Rentals

tures,

SPECIAL

ESCAPES— Tropical

—

Villas,

Mountain Cha-

Luxury Condos Worldwide Free Brochure,
Hideaways International, Box 1459L, Concord, MA
01742(800)843-4433
lets,

NSTOCK footwear

AMAZON AND GALAPAGOS.

natural history tours with expert naturalists Tanzania

),

,

HAVE ENOUGH DINOSAURS'' We have

"

Dinosaur catalog
Send $1,00

Box 546NH,

NG RED HEAD, Bacchus God
Handsculpted,

,

'erpnses, 116-11

thouTallman, NY

of

Wine. 10" with

Send $10 to FarMetropolitan Ave Queens, NY
truly beautiful!

ALASKA, BAJA, GALAPAGOS. Humpback whales,

Resorts

BELIZE— RUM POINT INN— small oasis of calm on the
Western Canbbean Diving, Maya Rums, Birds, Library,
Dine on the veranda Retire to spacious, private,
beachfront cabanas, Bevier. Placencia. Belize (415)
752 8008

,

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY:
CATALOG: Complete
),

camping,

inds of Items

line of

backpacking,

outdoor equipment
boating,

clothing,

100% satisfaction guaranteed

Full

^owest prices. Quality merchandise, Cabelas,
Sidney, Nebraska 69160

i3rd St,,

Emergency or Prime. New or
Diesel, gasoline, natural gas/propane. Send

flATOR'S

Southern Energy, Inc, PO
Jacksonville, FL 32247 (904) 268-4200

is

\i

)
gi

(212)255-1096. 7-10

LURES— TRAPS.

MN

OLD FASHIONED,

Secluded Farm on Cape Breton

PM

Apple Maggot

to

Gypsy

)rchards, gardens, forests, bakeries D. Walker,

44 Street, Milwaukee, Wl 53208

Scotia.

binocu-

Alignment performed on our US Navy
Hi' lor
Free catalog and our article "Know Your
10 ars,
published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel
>li
Co Inc 331 Mansion St. West Coxsackie. NY
15(518)731-2610
,

,

"

rWXaRAL HISTORY EXPLORATIONS
Amazon, Gala
pagos. Africa Trekking and wildlife safaris
remote parks and natural areas for
small groups or individuals. tHaturalist
ides, personal attention. Year round

to

lepartures. Trip catalog:

JOCRTEYS
P.O.

WHITE GRASS RANCH

In

your wishes Childrens special prodining room. Junior Wrangler Program (Minimum 1 month) Six boys 14-18, Daily rates: from 90,00
ea,. double Call or wnte Frank & Nona Galey. Box

gram and

83012 (307) 733-3329

Tours/Trips
A BETTER ADVENTURE'

Extraordinary wilderness experiences— fully tax-deductible costs Syllabus $1 50
University of the Wilderness, Evergreen, CO 80439-

BOX 7545

AMN ARBOR.

a magnificent mountain set-

ting. Grand Teton National Park. Jacksons Hole. Wyoming 65 years of dude ranching experience providing
excellent riding, food, and service Ride when, where,
and with whom you choose (safety permitting) Pack

1687

ex-

of Tibet, Himalayas, Andes,

580-9405

WY

all

"The Hikers Paradise
Moderate optional length Day hiking tours. Two or four
weeks Brochure Alpine Adventure Trails Tours. 783P
Cliffside Dnve. Akron. OH 44313

Is-

/Optical

SALES AND SERVICE. Repainng

including Arctic,

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND

Canada

230D. Moose,

M, JLAR
S' :e 1923

itinerary

penses from Seattle but meals, $2725. July 16 - August 1. 1985 Pnnceton Nature Tours. 282 Western
Way. Princeton. NJ 08540 (609) 683-1 1 1

land offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility to a
few guests Write John Gardner. Orangedale. Nova

trips tailored to

ideas, technology wanted! Industry
Ja lation/national exposition 1-800-528-6050x831
I'^riONS,

W

ALASKA: Special

ST JOHN Luxury villa near National Park, snorkeling.
gardens Two bedroom suites accommodate 2-4 (212)

U SPEAK A FOREIGN LANGUAGE"? Enjoy multisoirees sponsored by The Language Ex-

31 r

0!

Box

HIaneous

ai;

Jtj

brochure

Very small, very special hotel
tucked into a 30 acre plantation on the island of Bequia.
St Vincent Grenadines. Wl Ten rooms, pool, beautiful
beach, snorkeling, hiking, photography, birding, tennis Write or call: Spnngon Bequia, Box 19251. Minneapolis,
55419 (612) 823-1202 or your travel agent

Blue whales, Gray whales, Orcas, birds, islands,
oceans and more Over 15 years of successful trips.
Biological Journeys, 1876B Ocean Dr., McKinleyville,
CA 95521 (707)839-0178

/*»!

l>(H

48107

(313) 665-4407

AMAZON. ANDES. INCAS & IGUANAS: Over

100

Tours. Adventures, Expeditions Peru, Ecuador, Galapagos, Costa Rica, many others From $999, including airfares. Forum Travel, 91 Gregory (#21). Pleasant
'
Aeroperu (800) 252Hill. CA 94523 (415) 671-2900

0458

(California)

ARCHEOLOGY FOR UNDERGRADUATES. 8 week Little Creek Field School in archeological excavation of a
complex Pueblo Western Anasazi site in SW Utah.
June 10 to August 4 Intended for undergraduate colII

lege students No experience required. 15 quarter
credits Enrollment limited to 20. For cost information
wnte: Dr. Richard A. Thompson, Southern Utah State
College, Cedar City, Utah 84720

1

;

1

JlieMarl^t
TOUR—

Scandinavia-LeninARCHITECTURE
grad. May 18-June 7. Specially planned visits include
the Hermitage Museum. Louisiana. Edvard Muncti,
Moderna Museet; design centers, stave churcties, palaces. Magnificent fjord cruise. Expert guiding, limited
size group. Free brochure, write: Jacqueline Moss Museum Tours. Dept N, 131 Davenport Ridge Lane.
Stamford. CT 06903 or call (203) 322-8709

ART.

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

natural history expeby expert naturalists. Small groups. Free
brochure. Write Nature Expeditions International,
Dept, NHCA. 474 Willamette Street. RO. Box 11496.
Eugene. OR 97440, Tel (503) 484-6529

ditions led

AUSTRALIA! A 20 day

tour with a birding focus led by a
well-known Australian naturalist and sponsored by
Cornell's Laboratory of Ornithology, July 1 3 - August 1
Global Quest. PO. Box 245, Aurora. NY 13026 (315)
364-7979

AUSTRALIAN TROPICAL BIRDS, The

EXPLORE MONUMENT VALLEY.

EAFARERS: Unique
gweek-long
expeditions
off

Snorkeling reef exploring with expen-

atolls, islands,

enced driver marine biologist. Limited to 8 volunteers,
Apnl 27-May 5, $644 00 International Zoological Expeditions. Sherborn. MA 01770 (617) 655-1461
BELIZE WILDLIFE EXPEDITIONS— coral reef islands,
unexplored caves, primary rain forests, remote indians
See Belize with the experts, no one can show you the
wildlife and country as we can From $40 00 per day all

MA

Sherborn.

*&J

^

Expeditions,

Zoological

International

inclusive.

the Maine coast to
Whales,
Right

01770

EXPLORE THE WORLD AT 4Pleasant

the person who appreciates rare wildlife, excellent cuisine, elegant
inns, professional biologists as guides, and
the time to enjoy it all. Our 1985 season, July-

groups discovering Indian cultures, national pai
archeology and urban/rural west Free catalog. C
ExplorAmenca, 2000 Center St,, #1359-1
tact
Berkeley, CA 94794 (415) 540-5771

MA

Circle,

02138

FRANCE

(617)

BOX

102-82-

HCR

Alto,

70

CHINA'S Nature & Cultures. Panda Walk. Textile Arts.
Hiking/Biking. Forum Travel. 91 Gregory (#21). Pleasant Hill. CA 94523
CHINA/TIBETi September and October departures
Write for details Global Quest. PO. Box 245. Aurora.
NY 13026(315)364-7979

Join in the excavation of Sand Canyon, a massive 13th
century ceremonial center, or Ducktoot. a 9th century
hamlet in the Mesa Verde region of southwestern Colorado. Research teams of students or adults. No experience
necessary For free Catalog Contact:

CROW CANYON

/JIJ^Im
IL-^^^J

^^'

"

GALAPAGOS

a natural-

dream. Superb birding (850 species) and natural
history. You will explore an incredible primary tropical
rainforest, rare volcano cloud forest, savannahs, lush
tropical Pacific beaches, magnificent mountains. Spe-

(301)922-3116

low airfares from many major cities, including Toronto, Apnl 5-14, December 21-31. Nature World Explorations. 11442 High Hay Drive NH. Columbia, MD

clusive Zoological Research Institute.
01770 (617) 655-1461
Sherborn.

Washington

St..

& Nepal

canoe expeditions in the heart of North America's
the tundra and taiga of Canagreat wilderness
Territories, Photograph caribou herds,
Northwest
da's
white wolves, muskoxen. moose, grizzlies, nch birdlife.

fly-in

—

last

Spectacular fishing Groups of 6 to 8 persons assembled and guided by Alex Hall, wildlife biologist and veteran arctic canoeing guide. Can accommodate a limited number with no previous canoeing experience.
Our 1 1th year of operation. For brochure write: Canoe
Arctic Inc, Box 130C, Fort Smith. NWT.. Canada. XOE

OPO
CANOE TRIPS

in Wilderness Nova Scotia. July-September. Small groups, licensed guides Excellent food
Write: Granville Nickerson. RR4N. Annapolis Royal.

N.S.

BOS 1A0 Canada

CHIHUAHUAN DESERT BIRDS/FLOWERS,

Naturalist

guided float trips on the gentle water of the Wild and
Scenic Rio Grande For colorful brochure, write Far
Flung Adventures, Box 31. Terlingua. Texas 79852
(915)371-2489

CHINA ART. ARCHAEOLOGY
October
Turpan.

TOUR— September 21-

15. Guangzhou. Guilin. Beijing. Urumqi.
Dunhuang. Xian, Shanghai. Hong Kong.
giant Buddhas, terra cotta warriors, mu-

NY

EAST AFRICAN GEOLOGIC & WILDLIFE SAFARI

EXPERIENCE THE REAL EAST AFRICA on an

exciting

camping safari through Kenya or Tanzania From
$850-00 -I- airfare Optional Kilimanjaro climbs. Also
South Africa, Egypt, Botswana, more. Free 12 page
color brochure- US. agents for Bntain's Tracks Travel,
pioneers in African adventure travel Himalayan Travel.
Box 481-NH. Greenwich. CT 06836 (800) 243-5330

HlMALATAN —EXCURSIONS

l_3ni

35 day programs from $670 00

-

;

PO

TtavcI,

1

Box 481-NH

Greenwich, CT 06830
Toll Free (800| 243
(203) 622-0055

JAPAN, NEPAL, SWITZERLAND, TAHITI, New

^

Tuscany. Alaska, International walkab
unique blend of natural history and culture,
groups Free catalog Wilderness Journeys, Boxf
Bolinas, CA 94924 (415) 868-1836
land,

JOURNEY WITH WHALES ALONG

Baja

Califi

Mexico aboard the Pacific Queen, Gray whalesSfl^
phant seals, dolphins; island, lagoon exploratioi iirs~.
perb bird photography Excellent crew and biolo
8/9 day expeditions December-April, Pacific Qt
Fisherman's Landing, 2838 Garnson Street,
Diego, CA 92106 (619) 726-2228; (619) 224-4965
is!

KENYA- Individually designed safaris. 28 years
ence Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, Darie
06820 (203) 838-3075

f

KENYA— $1995!

Journey to The Source: 18-d
camping adventure includes air fare, a
modations. meals, and much more. 32 days:
Voyagers. Box 915. Ithaca. NY 14851
thentic

^j

company

wide

seums, imperial palaces, ancestral temples. Great

variety of excursions exclusively in Nepal-

Free brochure,
Jacqueline Moss Museum Tours. Dept, H, 131
Davenport Ridge Lane. Stamford, CT 06903 or call
(203) 322-8709

For brochure please write:

trekking

write:

Natural History 3/85

fea-

tunng Koobi Fora with Richard Leakey, July 25-August
11. 1985 A once-in-a-lifetime 2.000-mile educational
holiday adventure in the land of the Northern Serengeti. Amboseli & Tsavo Personally meet Richard Leakey at Koobi Fora. Under the knowledgeable leadership of Christopher J. Schuberth Geologist and
Curator of Education. Illinois State Museum. Spnngfield. IL 62706 (217) 782-5955 Call or write for brochure s & information.

A unique

76

::

14851

Mogao Caves,

Wall; expert guiding, limited size group.

Sikkim, Ladakh and tropical Sri

HimAlAt^AH

ornithology and natural history
Photography workshops with professionals.
Outstanding leaders and itinerahes. Voyagers, Box
safaris

915. Ithaca,

>

>:

Free Brochures

EAST AFRICA: Kenya
ARCTIC. Remote 12 and 18 day

Trekking (walking) expeditions to th
of Mt, Everest & Annapurna, Wildlife
safaris in searcfi of rare Asian birds
mammals. Explorations of remote B
to

MA

CANOE CANADA'S

b-

ITALIAN SPECIALTY TOURS, INC. Dolomite Ti.
i
Sardinia,
Venice Photography Workshop.
Mathews, Ft Collins, CO 80524 (800) 621 -8387 ext *

India

special or-

nithological research expedition-netting, banding, surveys, species accounts. March 15th-24th. $985 all in-

led

thor/mountaineer Fred Jacobson, Appenzell, Kar
steg, Lenk- Murren, Pontresina. Saas-Fee. Sils Mi
Zermatt Spectacular scenery. Challenging trails h
Ijghtful country inns. Superb cuisine. 12th sumr
Write: Jacobson. Dept M. Chappaqua Travel. 2J
Greeley Ave., Chappaqua, NY 10514

DIG IN THE BAHAMAS with professional archaeologist
on Loyalist settlement on beautiful Abaco. One-four
weeks ApnI-May Island Research. 6501 S,W 62nd
Ct., S, Miami, FL 33143 (305) 661-8217

.

SAILING EXPEDITICl,

tours from $ 6
including airfare, 8, 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all mn, Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon, Cuzco/M;i|Picchu University credit available, Joseph Cc"
Last, Inc., 43 Millstone Rd.. Randallstown, MD 21

BIRDS OF BELIZE— volunteers needed

.

AND

\

Unusual

,

HIKING

:

Small groups Departures: 1985, January-Decerr'
Options Machu Picchu. Inca Floats. 1 606N Juanit;
buron, CA 94920 (415) 435-4622

HIKE THE SWISS ALPS, Special hiking tours

Center for Southwestern Arclieology
Dept 10 23390 County Road K
Cone;. Colorado 81321
(303) 565-8975

>M-M'

3 trips in 1985 on pri-;
yachts, customized itineraries including highland)
see giant tortoises. Our tour escorts former Galapas
guides Exceptional trips: 6/19 - 7/3, 8/22 - 9/4. 1C
16 Pnnceton Nature Tours, 282 Western Way, Priiton, NJ 08540 (609) 683-1111

21044(301)730-0877

,

S.

94301

cial

IN

:

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. Economic

DIG WITH ARCHEOLOGISTS

y^ryf^

CA

Quercy & Lot Valley in
May; Provence in September Small groups; comfortWrite Nan Rheault.
Raleighs,
able hotels; 10-speed
RFD Box 1 1 1 Vineyard Haven. MA 02568

BICYCLING

:

,

GALAPAGOS/ECUADOR:

Machias, Maine 04654 (207) 255-8810

ist's

354-18~9

small international car

self-addressed stamped envelop (9x4) to: Intei
Adventure Video, 400 Webster. Suite 110, F

SEAFARERS EXPEDITIONS

"COSTA RICA TROPICAL ADVENTURE.

Cambridge

in

ing

FREE TRAVEL/ADVENTURE VIDEO CATALOG

-

Channing

CA 94523

tional

English Literary Landscapes
May 30 June 6
>-T

Hill,

EXPLORE WESTERN US

October, includes Birding Trips, and Art and
Nature Photography Workshops. Join Us!

^Serendipity '^urs

Sussex, Kent, Bath, Yorkshire

1 5 MPHI Hike or Bike
Travel, 91 Gregory, #
(415) 671-2900

Forum

rope. Asia. Mideast,

Puffins,
Humpbacks,
Gannets, and more.
For small groups and

best of small

coral reefs,

i

•

89005 (702) 293-5758

see

group tours. 17 days birding Far North Queensland
from outback to Gt, Barner Reef Write Goanna Tour,
55 Guide Street, Clifton Beach, 4871 Old. Australia

BELIZE SAILING EXPEDITION— to remote

Anasazi Cliffdwj
Desert Ecology. Geology. Navajo-Hopila
1
Georgia.
BoukJer City,
Adventures,
556N
Learning
ings.

offers a

Bffi

P.O.Box 11204
Midland. Texas 79702

KENYA: Second 1985 safari with Alec Forbes-W4
game warden and Curator Ornithology f*

former

National

Museum

Exceptional

itinerary.

Pnnceton Nature Tours, 282 Western Way,
NJ 08540 (609) 683 1 1 1

11/1
Prin

'

o<

.

**One of the great works of our time^* ^
*
I

I

lEAN

CULTURE

Discover

this

little

known country

^Extraordinary

* *

^

small groups

Hiking, meeting people, time for
other tours available. Broes. Far East Travel, Box 350234, Tampa, FL 33695
Ptiilippines,

jping!

968-1047

)

COASTAL

-JE'S

WILDLIFE— August

25-31

—

Ijamming & whales
puffins & penwinkles
& fun. Blue Sky Adventures, 126N, Oakridge, NJ
118(201)697-7233
.

JRALIST'S

.

.

.

DELIGHT! Baja

California,

.

.

Mexico,

idant Birds, fvlarine Mammalsl Sea of Cortez IsDesert Flowers! Cave Paintingsi Pacific Las!
is! Photographer's Paradise! Personalized WilderTravel Since 1966. Write for brochure; Baja's
tier Tours, 3683-A3 Cactusview Drive, San Diego,
ornia 92105 (619) 262-2003

ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA

WALKABOUTS:

Es-

and independent nature and hiking tours. Hike
';w Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford
Far North, and
<, Explore Australia's Outback,
South Pacific itineraries designed
't Barrier Reef
dividuals and groups. Pacific Exploration Co, Box
!;d

,

CA 93130

Santa Barbara,

•N,

VOYAGE— Join

NORTHWEST

FIG
lirium

(805) 687-7282

Scripps

and Whitewater Adventures on a

sailing

Georgia, British Columbiaseals and killer whales while sailing past snow'ed peaks Hike inland to lakes, enjoy birdwatch|nd fresh seafood. July 6-14 Scripps Aquanum, A-

through the

le

Strait of

CA 92093

.LaJolla,

ave $1000 iLl=l:IIINi['llLU
.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
a person
For Free Brochure
see travel agerit or call:

four Italy

Med

uise the

See Ireland
Pan

J

Pearl River

NY 10965

customer

ADVENTURES

la

The Way of the
Animal Powers

Perillo Tours

world's largest

Am

584-8300

(800) 431-1515

because Penllo

u save
s ttie

(212)

Dept

12

A limited number of volumes personally
autographed by Joseph Campbell are available at no

Trek the spectacular Cordillera

toMachu Picchu Overland
vehicle. Amazon wildlife exten-

or ancient Inca Trail

ditions

4WD

by

Complete Peru travel service Free illustrated
Himalayan Travel, Box 481 -NH, Greenwich,

extra cost

lure

243-5330

5836. Toll Free (800)

In a lucid text and peerless illustrations, Joseph Campbell explores the
IING NEW OR UNUSUAL TRAVEL Experiences?
today for free details! Unique & Exotic Travel Rer. Box 98833-N, Tacoma, WA 98499

dawn of humanity's mythic

traditions,

from the

rituals

of the earliest

I

JNTEERS
on.

Ram

NEEDED— Herpetological research ex-

extensions possible
|i;ation.

Jte,

many new species and
data needed for field guide

forests of Belize

August

$550.00 Zoological Research

9-18,

MA

Sherborn,

cultures to the mythologies of the Paleolithic Great Hunt. This celebrated

and long-awaited book contains over 300,000 words, 50 custom made
maps in full-color, over 175 full-color plates and 400 black and white
illustrations. Please hurry, copies are limited.

01770

n
RESEARCH CRUISES Hawaii and Alaska.

Also
Bier Arctic sailing, Greek Islands & Turquoise
Wildlife
tours
Australia,
India.
Country walking
^1.
Scotland. Norway Over 60 trips worldwide, exnaturalist leaders. Free 1985 color catalog. WilderTravel, 1760-NB Solano Avenue. Berkeley, CA
-E

copies of The Way of the Animal
Yes, I would like to order
Powers, personally autographed by Joseph Campbell, at $75 each, same

(Add $3

price as the unsigned volume.

for shipping.)

Name:
02WP

•(415)524-5111

Address:

fERU •GUATEMALA

City:

.

Make check

CHIAPAS MEXICO

payable to American

your credit card

(circle

Museum

State:

MASTERCARD

one)

Zip:

of Natural History, or charge

VISA

In with folk ort ralleclor/pliQlogroplier

Mn Frost.
m groups
•»

16

yeors

Acct No:

experience

Contort: Gordon Frost,
71-NHD, Newholl, CA 91321
Tel:

Exp:

.

Signature:

(805) 255-7577

I

1.
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E
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ROGUE RIVER WILDERNESS;
Bar Lodge,
476-4002

PO

Box 1356,

DWSTONE — Summer

~

solitude

Merlin.

OR

Half

97532

field seminars in YellowNational Park on wildlife, geology, plants, hisTwo to six days. Write about fees, acodations, credit Yellowstone Institute, Box 117,
'Stone National Park,
82190

nd more

Jeffrey

Hart

2.

New

York Times Book Revieu

Members'
MTO^rSm American Museum of Natural History
Central Park

West

at

79th Street,

New York, NY 10024

WY
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Tough Nuts
Despite some superficial similarities, Brazil nuts
and macadamia nuts present a study in contrasts

by Raymond Sokolov
The macadamia and the Brazil nut are
way except one. They

not related in any

I was once given a
bag of unsheiled spherical macadamias
that defied nutcracicers and hammers and

are very hard to crack.

only

surrendered

when

I

their

edible

kernels

pounded them between two large

aboard ship on the Tasman Sea, heading
for New Zealand. He had cracked his ribs
in

rough weather, contracted

pleurisy,

and

never recovered.

brought the macadamia to the big

land of Hawaii, where

even after several cent

nomically valuable wild

A

fruit.

modfii'

it

is-

flourishes today

we munch,

i

earthed Brazil nut shells dropped thu

Today, Brazil

is

still,

in the words!

Charley's Aunt, "where the nuts

co!

commer-

placing the traditional Hawaiian crops of

from." Indeed, they continue to

co'

macadamia plantings grow, nut stores
recommend screw-type nutcrackers fitted
with small cups to keep the macadamias

sugar and pineapple on thousands of acres

mostly from the northern state of PS

In Hawaii,

where the

largest

cial

from escaping as pressure

Some

is

applied.

people drive cars over them. But

The Johnny Appleseed of the
macadamia was William Herbert Purvis,
a prophetic soul who gathered seeds near
Mount Bauple in Queensland, Australia,
and put

macadamias at a fabulous price
$10 a pound approximately caused by
high Hawaiian costs and the multiple
harvesting necessitated by the maca-

waii,

—

damia's impractical habit of not bringing
all

of

its

fruit

to

maturity at the same

time.

Macadamia
less,

integrifolia

is,

neverthe-

a "modern" plant, intensely culti-

vated, hybridized,

and grafted. This

very recent. In fact, the

first

cultivar

is all

about 1882.

planted
its

Kukuihaele, Ha-

in seedlings at

is

alive

and

One
still

of the trees he

fecund as

it

enters

Today's

macadamia

industry

is

as

mechanized and up-to-date as money and
make it. Nuts are harvested
by motorized blowers and sweepers,
cracked by counter-rotating steel drums,
and culled by electronic color sorters.
science can

By contrast,

in Queensland, Australia,
where a Brisbane botanist named Walter
Hill planted it, from seed cracked in a vise,

the Brazil nut

is

barely cul-

had discovered

k

100-foot high branches of Bertholli

el

excels a.

s

Recent observers have not hesitatec
compare the life of the castanheiros V k

ai

self

is

Macadamia

nut

it

tanheiros trek through the jungle barel

'4

on narrow

jI

trails.

In the rainy season,

t)

months i
time, not knowing what their pay will
and steadily incurring debts for their a
live in forest lean-tos for six

sistence at the

company

store.

call Brazil nuts

grow

!t

i
il

s:

i

in c

iri

ters of twelve to twenty-four, inside woi

t-,

pods known as ouricos (or sea urchi
from their barbed outer shell. They we
four pounds and

this

worli

miserable and hazardous. C e

What we

1858.
Hill

where they grow wild in the Amazon jl
and are harvested by hand, as they
ways were, after they have fallen from

gle

gather these nuts to slavery. The

second century.

is still

producing nuts

in

is

of land.

most consumers buy mechanically prehulled

else and. as

-

200 years ago.

re-

as

rocks.

nowhere

all,

excavation in Alexandria, Virginia,

We also know the name of the man who
first

tivated at

of international export trade in this e

when they plummet fi

on high, occasionally

evergreen of

kill

people.

^

i;;

;';

c!

a

the Proteaceae family the year before on

In recent years, the export of these

!::

an expedition with that patriarch of Australian botan} Ferdinand von Mueller. As

boriously gathered nuts to their prind

c;

market, the United States, has brou s

Frederic Rosengarten recounts the story

Brazil millions of dollars in trade,

The Book of Edible Nuis (Walker and
Co.), Mueller named the "new" tree after
his friend John Macadam, a Scottish physician who was secretary of the Philosophical Institute of Victoria. By legend. Macadam never tasted a macadamia. Before
he was able to sample the nut that would
make him immortal. Macadam died

substantial

in

78
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commerce

is

now

"j
i-i

threateift;;

according to a recent Associated Press

Brazil mil

patch, by a jungle war over land rig
Twenty people were killed between thi
ginning of 1983 and fall of 1984. Pla!
tion owners blame gangs of thieves vi
they say, murder nut pickers and absd
with nuts and valuable wood. Local nM-
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is
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not possible
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Amazon
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raising.

iiessions are available

leforestation of the

Amazon.
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and

animals

are

tened, not to mention indigenous hu-

S'beings
i

plants

and

their

way of life. The

easy targets. Their nuts have been

jced and marketed in such a primi-

V

nanner that they can't really compete

il

"modern" nuts that are sold shelled
Amazon, cow meat is a

11

oasted. In the

ii

r

i
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I

bet per acre than nut meat.

its

own

ecological niche, the Brazil

however, found at least one
iumer" group capable of dealing with
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certain fish in the

Amazon that, according

weather.

I

have been unable to find out

if

must be operating

in relative secrecy. I

American-born researcher Michael
Goulding, have evolved large molars and
jaw muscles so that they can live off Brazil
nuts that drop into their territory.
Human consumers are not so well pro-

there are plans not only to shell but also to

the most part, the historic Brazil nut

vided for the challenge of the Brazil nut's

brown shell. Even people
strong enough to crack those shells with a
conventional nutcracker discover more of-

if they roasted them.
Roasted Brazil nuts are delicious, far
superior to raw nuts, just as roasted peanuts are superior to raw peanuts. You can

ten than not that they usually cannot ex-

test this proposition for yourself. Just

to the

flat-paneled

from the shell without

tract the white flesh

major efforts that risk pulverizing the
flesh and lacerating the thumbs against
the sharp corners of the cracked shell.
This

is

the main reason that people leave

Brazil nuts for last in a bowl of mixed,

unhulled nuts. Another reason
zil

is

because they haven't

ing, starchy taste

while the upstart

raw nuts north, as they have for 200 years.
But I am sure they would sell many more

have benefited from advanced scier
and merchandising right from the sta
They are even enjoying a special boom
now, during this period of excitement 01

nuts

a

few minutes in the oven solve all the problems of the Brazil nut. The shells pop away

from the

And

flesh,

leaving most nuts whole.

the flesh, turned an appealing brown

right through, has

improved immeasur-

This process could, of course, be easily
basis, if not in Bra-

then at the conventional port of entry

zil,

ail-American

in its

macadamia grow(

ingredients

American nouvelle
isn't

so terrible

customers are made

if

1:

much
damia

much

ice

cream. But
in

do think that
a good word for a nut wit
I

longer history in this country, a

come from

that really does

sphere, that

is

cheap and

the packing technology necessary for the

cial interest is the history

safe processing of Brazil nuts in tropical

people are already doing

offood.

Brazil

Nut

As soon as the baking soda has been
smoothly incorporated, pour the brittle
onto a greased marble surface or a
large, greased jelly roll pan (or any
metal pan with sides so that the brittle

4.

Brittle

cups sugar
cup light corn syrup
2 cups roughly chopped, roasted Brazil
3
1

nuts (see note)

4 teaspoons baking soda
1 '/2

tablespoons butter

1 Vi

teaspoons vanilla

1

degrees on a candy thermometer The
sugar undergoes various changes in its
crystal structure as its temperature is

Some changes take longer than
Do not give up when the mix-

ture seems determined not to heat up

further after
point.

it

reaches the boiling

When it does attain 240 degrees,

the mixture

is

at the "soft ball" stage,

so called because cooks without ther-

mometers learned that

at this

tempera-

ture (identified with exactitude only
later),

sugar mixtures would

soft ball
2.

Add

when immersed

in

make

is

—

a writer whose

Using a paper towel, spread a thin fill
oil on a bakir

of unflavored vegetable
sheet; set aside.
2.

Pour the nuts

into a food processor

fi

ted with a steel blade and process wit

chopped. You should end up with
cup. (It is also possible to chop the nu
with a chefs knife on a cutting board
Pour into a small bowl, sprinkle wii
the baking soda, and toss briefly just
combine.
Pour '/4 cup (2 ounces) water, then tl
sugar, into a 5-cup copper sugar pot
a 1 -quart, heavy-bottomed saucepa
and place over low heat. Swirl
moisten the sugar. Heat until the sug

Two pounds

Note; Start with three pounds of unthem on a baking sheet in a preheated 400-degree oven.
After 15 minutes, test a nut with a nutcracker or pliers. It should crack with relative ease, and the nut should emerge
whole or in two large pieces, nicely
browned. If this does not happen, continue roasting a few more minutes. Crack
nuts immediately after roasting. You will
probably get more than you need for the
recipe this way, but it is difficult to predict in advance what the yield in nutmeats
per pound of unshelled nuts will be.
shelled Brazil nuts. Roast

3.

1

dissolves.

Add

the butter, raise heat

medium, and boil the mixture until
registers 280 degrees on the canJ
I

thermometer.
4.

Remove from

\\

beat, immediately ac

just to combin
foam because tl
heat activates the soda, which lighteij
nuts,

and

stir briefly

The mixture

will

the brittle's texture. (Too

a

much

ring will deflate the brittle.)

the Brazil nut fragments and con-

Macadamia Nut

tinue

Brittle

Adapted from The Simple Art of
Perfect Baking, by Flo Braker
(William Morrow and Co.)

Pour

1

sti
tl

mixture onto the baking sheet. S
aside to cool and harden. When tl |
brittle is completely cool, store it in
airtight metal container for up to
month at room temperature.
1

ounces unsalted macadamia nuts

Note: Unsalted macadamias may H
found at health food stores. If only salti

(see note)

nuts are available, toss and

teaspoon baking soda
cup ( 1 00 grams) granulated sugar
ounce (2 tablespoons) unsalted

Spread them

butter

may

Oil
3

s

and preparat

off/on bursts until they are coarse

Yield:

cooking until the mixture
reaches the "hard crack" stage, 300
degrees on the thermometer. Obviously, if you dropped some of the mixture into cold water at this point, it
would turn brittle and glassy, hard and

after

Cool and then break into pieces. Store

cold water.

easy to crack.

at least as int

doesn't creep off the greased surface).

and syrup with

V2 cup water over high heat in a 6-quart
saucepan. Continue cooking, without
stirring, until the mixture reaches 240

raised.

1

in a tin.

Stir together the sugar

others.

Raymond Sokolov

1

this hei

macadamia

roasted.

but they

ma

as the next fellow. Ditto for

bama. (The method generally used for
Brazil nuts packed in cans of mixed nuts is
gentler and does not bring out the flavor as
well as roasting in the shell.) Perhaps some
this,

so-call

suppose

I

macadamias are native Am(
can nuts, when they're Australasian. 1
fish sauteed with macadamia dust

esting in taste as a

poverty. Brazil has only recently acquired

for

cuisine.

think that

time to put

ably in taste (see recipe).

done on a commercial

is still

for unshelled Brazil nuts at Mobile, Ala-

been roasted.
This wrong-headed system of marketing is probably the result of history and

bad old wa

dustry

that Bra-

nuts cracked from the shell have a bor-

sunk

roast the nuts. Apparently, shippers are

content to keep on sending dehydrated but

^

3.

Remove from

heat and

stir in

ing soda, butter, and vanilla.

the bak-

The mix-

up dramatically at this
point. This is why a large saucepan is
recommended.
ture will bubble
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'/4

Vi
1

in a

dry towel, then

in

roll

a

in a thin layer

them

damp

fii

towi

on a baki

sheet to air dry for a few hours. Cashe'

be substituted for macadamias.
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Hercules Glade, Missou
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock
Some

people call them balds or knobs,

them

while others refer to

BELIZE
AMrURALIST'SQUEST
Lush

tropical forest,

Maya

moiintains,

pine savannahs, mangrove swamps and
the great barrier reef of the Caribbean this is Belize, a land of natural wonders
and ecological diversity that nurtured the

magnificent Maya culture. Teeming with
supports over 500 species

wildlife, Belize

of exotic birds,

250

varieties of orchids,

and is one of the last stands of the elusive
Jaguar. Belize offers the traveler an
unprecedented opportunity to experience

a wealth

of tropical environments.

prefer glade, which

are hundreds of glades in the Missouri

Ozarks, ranging in size from a few hun-

dred square feet to several hundred acres.
Although most glades are surrounded by
dense, oak-dominated forests, there

encroachment by the

tle

trees.

thing, the soil in the glades

deep enough

for oaks.

summer sun

strikes

them

directly, creat-

and generally inhospitable
Not even summer thundershow-

ing an arid
habitat.

rapidly off the shallow

soil.

A

few trees do grow where pockets of
have accumulated in the glades. Red

Monthly Departures

dry conditions because of

For more information and free biiochure

call

TOLL FREE

1-800-633-4734
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Biiiningham, Alabama 35216
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water runs

ers moisten the ground; the

cedar

"IOC

not nearly

is

glades face south and west, and the hot

Programs Available
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is lit-

For one

For another, most

soil

<4)XX^O

I

opening strewn with exposed rocks. There

Education and Archaeology

10 davs all inclusive From Miami.
New Orleans or Houston.

as barrens.

define as a forest

I

is

common, being able

to survive the

its

diminutive,

needlelike leaves, which lose

little

mois-

ture through evaporation. Less usual are

two small

trees

whose

roots deeply pene-

trate the cracks in the rocky substrate to

reach the limited supply of water: the

smoke

tree,

sprays,

and the fringe

with

blue-gray fruiting

its

tree,

with

its

pendu-

lous clusters of white flowers.

To
plants

thrive

in

the glade environment,

must compensate

for the lack of

moisture between June and September.

Annuals complete

their life cycle in a

short time, then rely on their seeds for
their

perpetuation

the

following

year.

Most do not take the trouble to survive the
summer. The dwarf leavenworthia mustard, for

example, germinates

in late au-

USTERNyVriONAL

tumn, overwinters with a tiny cluster of

iXPEOITIONS !^

seeds by early May, and then dies back be-

Tan saHsa
HONDURAS
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leaves, flowers in late

fore the heat of the

March, forms

summer. The

its

slender-

leaved heliotrope, on the other hand,
ally

germinates

in

June, flowers

in

and August, and forms its seeds in
tember. While this may seem like a

il|

:i

<

strategy, the plant thus takes advanta

a niche

left

the glades.

by the annuals more

As

trope's very
loss.

With

typic

a compensation, this

narrow leaves control

\l<

the rising temperatures of

mer, the edges of the narrow leaves

<
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n
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and

less

evaporation because of the higher

midity.

purple-flowered

mon), whose

tubular

flowers

measiS

it

ing

some of the

lava in

its

way.

The molten

yellow, saucer-sized flowers conceal

rock cooled very slowly, forming a coarse-

grained granite. After eons of erosion, this

dome

eventually sank beneath the

sedimentary limestone and sand-

feet of

Two subsequent movements, one

stone.

In

and

summer, lack of rain, rapid

maximum

draina;,

evaporation create

ci-

ertlike conditions in the glade. Plants

persist into

summer

mals either burrow

often wilt, and a-

retreat into the surrounding forest.
is

while dense stands of tall grasses give

lull

in

the blooming of wildflowi,,
i

cules Glade the look of a prairie. Big

tinued their work. In places, the limestone

little

and sandstone have been worn away,

leav-

grass,

else-

tic

it!

ing

the

ancient

granite

exposed;

where, sandstone or limestone dominates.

Perhaps the most pristine of all the
is Hercules Glade in southwestern

glades

Missouri.
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a good chance of germinating in the

same name administered by
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Mark Twain
is

grama, all charact(
Kansas and
braska, dominate the scene. Seeds oft!
grasses, which probably arrive by wa;

National Forest. Hercu-

a limestone glade;

what

little soil it

has averages only about four inches deep.

During winter and early spring, the

trees. In late
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The Missouri evening primrose blooms in May.
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Celestial Even!

The Morning Sky
Gets Better and Better
by Thomas D. Nicholson
During early March, Venus, still briland well placed in the evening sky, is
joined by Mercury in a favorable elongation. Any evening that you can see Venus,
from the 10th to the 20th, look below it
and to the left. If you see another star, it
can only be Mercury. After Venus begins
its retrograde motion on the 12th, however, it rapidly loses the advantage of its
height above the horizon. Mercury, unforliant
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one the sensation of being on another
planet.
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have emerged as one of earth's most
significant biological wonders. During
your expedition you
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Famous Indian Market at

dims swiftly after the 10th, Both
will be gone from the evening sky by late
March.
tunately,

The

planetary scene, so

ter,

now

much

a part of

autumn and win-

the evening sky this past

Saturn and Jupiter are already there, the

Otavalo and the high Andes.

latter brighter

east at

and

easily seen in the south-

dawn all month. Saturn rises before
midnight and looks ever so much like a

twin star to Scorpio's Antares during the

16 days

all

inclusive
find
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morning hours. The moon helps you
them on the morning of the 2th. Ve-

early

from Miami
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nus's swift disappearance in the evening

presages

morning
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star

it

will

by

become an

ex-

late spring.

of the

The

following

events occur at

March
first

1

:

The moon

is

only one day past

visible in

after mid-

night.

its left

Pollux and Castor, while Aldebaran,

Taurus,

is

to

its

right

are
in

March 2-3: The fattening gibbous
moon moves out of Gemini and into Canpassing from right to

ni's

"twin"

March

5:

stars,

The

left

below Gemi-

Pollux and Castor.
crescent

moon

is

Saturn,

7:

occurs at

now up by

move westward

been drifting
but

13

9:

n.,

midniil,

it

make it

won't

(retrograde).

to the east

through

Itas.

Li'a,,

into Scorpius until

if

year For the next two months, *
urn moves away from Scorpius, back t«
in the

Libra.

March
earth)

is

moon

Perigee

8:

in Virgo,

near

its

(nearest

n

brightest

ir.

Spica.

March

1-12:

1

The gibbous moon

.'

and m
up the sky with it on the morning of n
12th. Both are high in the south here
dawn. The reddish star below the moi
close to Saturn about midnight

f

is

Antares,

Scorpius.

in

March

Venus

12:

is

standing

i

against the background of stars just be u

begins to

come between

the earth li

Now its westerly (retrograde)

tion takes

>'

quickly toward the sun

it

March 13-14:

in

Leo,

about where the Lion's heart should be.
The star below it is Regulus, Leo's

Last-quarter

12:34 P.M., EST, on the

n

morning of the

moon

13th.

14th, the rising

al-

On he

moon

in

Sagittarius, with the stars of the "tea f

below

it.

March

and below.

cer,

moon

6: Full

out of the evening sky.

quarter at the beginning of March,

Gemini until it sets
The two bright stars to

id

stationary relative to the stars ande-

gins to

it

local

hau.'h

Leo.

in

March
is

marks the Lion's

tail.

March
EST,

left

with the star Denebola at the

tail,

the sun.

times unless otherwise indicated.
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and the circle of stars afc
Regulus forms the Lion's head. A triaiW

brightest,

17:

Jupiter

is

near the rising crescent

the bright

moon

this

ol
rr]

Both are in Capricornus. The nS
passed from right to left below Jupiti
about 9:00 p.m., EST, on the 16th. If
ing.

all

cury reaches
left

its

greatest separation

uW

of the sun today (greatest eas|l|

elongation),

its

best position this seas(
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an evening

star.

March evening

March

elonga-

EST,

tions are favorable, so the opportunity of

Mercury low in the west after sundown should be good, even though its
brightness is now diminishing.
March 19: This is the last morning to
see the late crescent moon in the dawn sky
before it becomes new in a few days.
March 20: The sun arrives at the vernal
seeing

equinox (where

it

crosses the equator

The

March

17 as the date on which day and

22:

At sundown

may have a chance of seeing

crescent

moo

i

M

5

easily visible these nights, close to

tonight,

which is about as bright as Hamal, in
ies above them. Mercury begins its no
grade motion on the 24th.

you

the very slenit

is

March 26-30: The waxing moon mij
Gn

only

about a day and a half old, it is steeply up
the sky relative to the sun. Should the
western sky be clear enough to see the

past the bright stars of Taurus and

moon, look to its right for Venus, a bit
and Mercury, dimmer than Venus
and about halfway between that planet
and the moon. Both planets were in conjunction with the moon earlier today and
with one another at about 9:00 p.m., EST.
March 23: Apogee moon (farthest from

March 31: The moon is in Cancer, id
way between Gemini's two bright s

night are of equal length in the mid-north-

Refraction by the atmo-

sphere explains most of the difference.

and

the earth).

dates and times for use.

Halley's

First-quarter phase

ini.

is

at 11:11

/i.

EST, on the 29th.

higher,

sunrise-sunset tables identify

erly latitudes.

March 23-24: The

at 6:59 a.m.,

der crescent moon. Although

Northern Hemi-

sphere.

the

in

is

very close to the vernal

r

March

from

begins

New moon

equinox.

south to north) at 11:14 a.m., EST, and
spring

21:

in Pisces,

s

Pollux and Castor, and Leo's Regulu
Editor's Note:

The Sky Map

in the J

ary issue shows the evening constellalni
stars for this

month and

gives
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Comeback

Neptune
Jitpiter

Uranus

Venus

This month, our view of Halley's comet

is

oriented as

it

was

in

to the

sun and to the earth than

February, from beneath the plane of the planets, looking up at
them. But we have focused in closer to the inner planets, to illus-

away from

trate in greater detail the comet's path as

cury

On

it

approaches them.

we can show more clearly the movement of the
more months. The illustration shows the location of the planets
from Jupiter inward to Mercury in their
orbits, with the comet's orbit tilted up toward them. The position
this scale,

comet

for several

—

—

of Halley's comet

age on

its

is

again represented by a small cometlike im-

elongated orbit, even though no visible structure has

restrial

—

(earthlike)

it is
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t

away from perihelion passage aim
have moved in to about 430 million

eleven months

the sun, the comet will

ilf

from the sun. In that part of the sky visible from the
comet is located in the constellation Taurus, still well

dim

closer

—

'

when

ence plane (the ecliptic), the comet is
toward the ecliptic as it moves closer to the sun.

now

is stil;"

28 million miles closer to the sun, accelerating slowly as ai
proaches perihelion (the point nearest the sun). On Mar

western horizon during

It is

Jupiter's orbit, but

Mars, Earth, Venus, and
During March, Halley's comet 11"

planets

cluster together

yet developed. Still well south of the solar system's

main refermoving steadily northward

is

the inner region of the sun's realm, where the foi c

for us to see.

better, "Celestial

Later

March
in

evenings. But

the year,

Events"

it

eartjtll

abovoii

remains

f; to

when chances of seeing

will locate

it

in greater detail.
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Moment

That
Ultrafright

Smile
John Shaw came across this spotted hyena on Masai Mara,
Kenya's national game reserve, while leading a group of amateur photographers on their first big game shoot. When he
stopped his vehicle and got out, the hyena noticed him and sat

down. Her two young cubs immediately dove for her nipples.
Judging from the vegetation in the area, and the several hummocks near her, the den was probably nearby. So Shaw ordered
his students out, knowing they were reasonably safe.
It's never wise to make a spotted hyena nervous. Among the
deadliest of African predators, they can eat and digest whole
carcasses, including skin and bones. The spotted hyena, which
can hunt individually or in groups, feeds mainly on ungulates
such as wildebeest or zebra, but there have also been fatal attacks on humans. Ernest Hemingway once referred to the hyena
as the "biter-off of your face" in the night.
Spotted hyenas breed all through the year, and females usually have a litter of two, occasionally one or three. The cubs are
nursed for twelve to sixteen months, at which point they are al-

most their adult size. Males reach sexual maturity at age two, females at age three. The animals live in large clans, with up to
eighty individuals. These are made up, in turn, of subgroups containing two to ten hyenas.
It was near sundown when Shaw and his group came upon this
family. To make matters worse, a storm was moving into the
area. He didn't know if there was sufficient light to get the picture. But he did have one lens that he knew could work. It was a
fast 400-millimeter, and setting it at f/3.5 gave him an exposure
time of one-sixtieth of a second. Still, he wasn't happy about the
setup because the hyena kept shifting position as the mouths on
her shifted.

But then she did something wonderful. She yawned, a big,
yawn that showed those teeth that can crunch through a
heavy bone. "Great," Shaw said, squeezing off three shots behorrible

fore the

hyena closed her mouth.

D. W.

Photograph by John Shaw
90
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temper made

Mutiny oii
Bounty by C. Nordhoff and J.N. 1
(Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1

New York, NY 10176

Citv

charge.

in

transport breadfruit trees to the Br

tions,

Phone (212) 599-1750 or (800) 221-2470.
Please send new 1985 brochure at once.
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liam BUgh

journey long and

Epirotiki Lines, 551 Fifth Ave.
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In 1787 H.M.S. Bounty set sail f
England bound for Tahiti, with Capt.

colonies, but constant storms, low fooi
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brochure now.
It's all the Greece you'll ever need.

Send

Breadfruit (p. 34)

Agent _

difficult.

publications since), chronicles

voyage to Tahiti, the crew's stay on tl
land, and the historic return journey,
ing which Bligh and eighteen loyal
men were cast off in an open boat. T
films

have been made about

this far

Mutiny on the Bo
935), starred Charles Laughton as
(
tain Bligh; Trevor Howard was Blig

The

mutiny.

first.

1

the second version (1962). Bligh's pi

Fletcher Christian,

pal antagonist,

played by Clark Gable

Marlon Brando

EXPLORE

Bligh and
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the

Anthony

featured

(1984)

in

the second.

in

Mel Gibson

as

first filn

The Be
Hopkin

Mr

Chris

Lord Byron wrote a poem about the
endary mutiny, "The Island: or Chri
and his Comrades" (see The Com
Poetical

Works of Byron. Boston: Ho

ton Mifflin Co., 1933), based on

Wi

A

Narrative of the Mutiny
Seizure of the Bounty, in the South
Bligh's

in 1789.

Captain Cook much admire

breadfruit; during his long South Seg

ages, he reduced the incidence of

among
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(New

York: Cambridge

versity Press, 1955).

and

tinents.

s^

by making breadfri
part of their diet. See his wr

his sailors

CATALOGUE ofOSTRACODA
CATALOGUE of DIATOMS

The

letters of

J(

Banks, the prominent British nati
who accompanied Cook on his first
dition. are in the collections of the

B

Museum and

have been edited by
Dawson: see The Banks Letters (Lo

The

British

Museum

Publications,

1

J.M. Purseglove summarizes the b
of the breadfruit in Tropical Crop.
cotyledons

(New

Sons, 1968).

On

York: John Wile;

a lighter note,

Na

Kokua, the Helping Hands of the F
Tropical Botanical Garden, publis

;en-pagc

containing

booklet

thirty-

breadfruit recipes. Breadfruit (Uhi):

:e

and Recipes is available for $2 from
Lima Kokua, Pacific Tropical BotaniGarden, PO. Box 340, Lawai, Kauai,

popular audience,

for a

edited by E.S.

is

Jungles,

Ayensu (New York: Crown
Several

vival,

MA

1

Divinity Avenue, Cambridge,

1

02138, publishes Cultural Survival

s

Publishers,

chapters of

Quarterly: Anthropology Resource Cen-

vaii

The Sinking Ark, by N. Myers (New
York: Pergamon Press, 979), are devoted
to the problems of plant and animal ex-

PO.'Box 152266, Washington, D.C.
20003-0266, publishes The Global Reporter: A Journal of People, Resources,

tinctions in tropical rain forests. In the

and the World: and Survival International, 29 Craven Street, London WC2N
SNT, England, publishes frequent action
bulletins for its members (the U.S. branch

96765.

okadees
1

winter,

le

up of two

of chickadees

flocks

are

sorts of birds: those that

and

a single flock (the regulars),

in

move from one

e that

flock to another

S.M. Smith investigates the
and

'floaters).

cacies of the flock status system
it

in

"Flock

Why Be a WinThe American Naturalist,
pp. 81-98). Smith also looks at
of floaters in "The 'Underworld'

ching

Chickadees:

in

iFloater?"(

123,

roles

Sparrow: Adaptive Strat-

[Territorial

for Floaters"
vol.

t.

1

1

(The American Natii-

pp. 57 -82). Also interest-

2,

1

Ekman, G. Cederholm, and C.
nmo's "Spacing and Survival in Winiroups of Willow Tit Pants montanus
Crested Tit P. cristatus
A Removal
y" (Journal of Animal Ecology, vol.
s J.

—

For a concise account of

1-9).

op.

<adee natural history, see part

II

of

classic Life Histories of
American Jays, Crows, and Tit(New York: Dover Publications,

Bent's

h

N.B. Davies's "Ecological Ques-

).

About
ter

1

Behaviour" forms
Behavioural Ecology,

Territorial

of

1

Krcbs and Davies (SunderSinauer Associates, 1978, pp.

d by J.R.
?

MA:
350).

ndon

Maya

(p.

50)

on the Lacandon is
pted from Gertrude Biom, edited by
larris and M. Sartor (Chapel Hill:
is

issue's article

).

This

vhite

North

of

lersily

Press,

photographs of Indian tribes

Mexican rain
1

Carolina

a collection of 104 black-

is

forest,

in

taken by Blom

forty-year period. Essays by

ithers offer insight into

her

Blom

life

and

and also discuss the Maya of Chiand the destruction of tropical rain
s.

A good

iund the

1980).

1

(New York:
Knopf. 985), describes how ab-

Rainforest, by C. Caufield

42)

(p.

breeding strategies behind

1

geared

description of the rain for-

people

who

live

in

them.

Alfred A.

1

original peoples are being driven out of
their

homes

stand

in the

appeared

in

the rain forest because they

way of "progress." An excerpt

in

the January 14, 1985,

Resources

(Washington,

D.C.:

U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, OTA-F-214,

March

1984, Gov-

ernment Printing Oflice Stock
052-003-00943-9)

is

Number

a collection of papers

on the status and future of the world's
tropical

This well-documented,

forests.

344-page volume

is

available in paperback

from the U.S. Government Printing Office for $10. For a free 35-page booklet
summarizing the report, write to the Congressional Relations and Public Affairs
Oflice, Office of Technology Assessment,
U.S. Congress, Washington D.C. 20510.
F. Blom and G.D. Blom briefly survey
all

aspects of Lacandon

Lacandon,"

in

Maya

life in

"The

Handbook of Middle

American Indians,

vol. 7,

edited by E.Z.

Vogt (Austin: University of Texas Press,
969, pp. 76-97). The earliest, but still the
1

most complete, ethnographic study of

tra-

Foraminifera

60)

(p.

Most introductory geology and paleontology textbooks contain some information about foraminifera and their history
on earth. For example, J.R. Beerbower's
Search for the Past (Englewood ClifTs;
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969), an introduction

devotes about ten pages

to paleontology,
to

Oceanography

the forams.
helpful,

also

particularly

planktonic forams.
cles

Some

on these tiny creatures include: "All

Amoebas

in

Culture," by

1963, pp. 54-61); and "Corals and Coral

Reefs," by T.F. Goreau et

al.

(Scientific

American, August 1979, vol. 241, pp.
24-36). Although there are many more
recent articles on mass extinctions, N.D.
1

Newell's "Crises

in

the History of Life"

tions.

the fight to

Lee and H.

J.J.

Freudenthal (Natural History, December

(Scientific

American, February 1963, pp.

76-92, also reprinted

in Scientific

Ameri-

can Resource Library Readings in the
Earth Sciences, vol. 2, published by WH.

Freeman,

New

York, 1969)

the comprehensive
that

it

is

known

for

range of organisms

covers. Finally, see "Science

and

the Citizen: Seven Hypotheses" (Scientific

American, April 1982,

tims of the Miracle (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1977). .\ number
in

on

About Ooze," by N. Rosa (Oceans, November 1979, pp. 30-33); "Neglected

can Indians are explored

of organizations are active

data

scientific arti-

short explication of Mesozoic

Davis's Vic-

texts are

for

Lacandon culture is A.M.
Tozzer's A Comparative Study of the
Mayas and the Lacandones (New York:
Macmillan Co., 1907; reprinted in 1978
by AMS Press, New York). V. Perera and
R.D. Bruce study cultural changes in the
Lacandon Maya settlement of Naja in
The Last Lords of Palenque (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1982). The effects of
economic development on South Ameriditional

in S.

NW,

is located at 2121
Decatur Place
Washington, D.C. 20008).

New

Yorker. Technologies to Sustain Tropical

Forest

ter,

p.

Rita

Erratum: In the .August 1984

80) for a

mass extinc-

Campon

issue.

Natu-

protect the rights and environments of the

ral History failed to mention that the fos-

world's indigenous peoples; the following

sil ammonite specimens shown in photographs on pages 34-35 and 37 were from

three publish either a journal or periodic
newsletters

or

bulletins:

Cultural

Sur-

the Yale

Peabody Museum.
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Susan M. Smith (page 42)

says, "I be-

came a rabid bird watcher at the age of
nine when I saw a golden-crow ned kinglet on my way to school." Chickadees,

Vancouver and received a doctorati

because they are one of the few
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Authors, continued

"Whether standing on a rock outOj

"I first went to Chiapas, Mexico, in
1974 to study the population ecology

diving on a coral reef, leading

stucl

and rain forest agriculture of the
Lacandon Maya and soon realized that
their rain forest environment was literthe
ally being burned into extinction
Lacandon Maya were a forest people

on a

soon to be without a forest," explains

Hallock (page 60). Born

James D. Nations (page 50). "I was determined to study ways to avoid that de-

kota, she gets around.

struction." In 1979, Nations returned to

her Ph.D. from the University olT

explore indigenous agricultural systems

waii, did postdoctoral research atj

field trip,

looking through a

scope, canoeing on a river, backpad
in

—

the

mountains, watching bird!

playing with

my cats, am

fascinat^

I

the history of life on Earth," says
in

She earned

B.A. from the University of

as alternatives to beef cattle production,

University in the Federal

the major cause of rain forest destruc-

Germany and

tion in

Mexico and Central America.

Since the

fall

nior researcher with the

man

hagen

of 1981, he has been a se-

Center

for

in

RepubJ
CJ

Denmark, and has

Hawaii,

cific,

Monl

the University of

field studies in

Hu-

Pa

South

Palau

in

condif

the wester!

Micronesia,

Mauil

the Seychelles, Kenya, the Gulf of

Ecology, an independent environ-

|

Gulf of Al
the Florida Keys, the Bahamas, Bl
Grand Cayman Island, and Puerto
"After eleven years of work with mJ

mental research and consulting group in
Austin, Texas, that focuses on the Latin
American tropics. Nations earned his
doctorate in anthropology from South-

on the northern

tip of the

I

foraminifera,"she adds, "I undertJ

ern Methodist University.

study of some twenty-million-yeJ
fossil

foraminifera, and

my

researq

wonder why those ancient
were so much more complex than]

me

to

em

species."

ir

'1 am not an English teacher," insists
John Shaw (page 90), even though nobody said he was. Sixteen years ago
Shaw, who had been insisting that to

himself for some time, decided to scrap
his college

literature

teaching career (American

—transcendentalism)

and

went

fine.

every

shops

now and

mind

clari-

phy.

fying

what he

is

doesn't

was an English
"who either went
depending on how you

not. "I

Audu-

he published The Nature Photographer's Complete Guide to
Professional Field Techniques (New
York: Amphoto), and for the past few
years he has been holding summer work-

And

still

in

I

in
f

Kenya on big-game photogra-

pedantic

sort,

they probably are. But, as

Shaw would

good or went bad,

lish

teaching credits, a difference that

has

made

96

it."

Lots of magazines think he
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c

these last two credits sound of the

teacher," says Shaw,

look at

I

others. Last year

pursue wildlife photography.
then, he

Shaw has published

bon, National Wildlife, and a stack of

all

point out, they are not Eng-

the dilference.
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A Naturalist at Lar

A Bite to Remember
ifyou accidentally

One strike and you might be out,
meet

a viper in

a rainforest

by Robert K. Colwell
After a long morning of research, my
companion Bill Sheehan and I headed
back to camp down a rain forest ravine in
Corcovado National Park, a rugged wilderness in southern Costa Rica, where I
had come to teach a course in tropical biology. I didn't see the snake until it was too
late. As I jumped from one sand bar to another in the stream bed,

I

passed a but-

tressed tree, rooted about waist level in the

What

stream bank.

hoped was a thorn

I

jabbed the biceps of my right arm, just below the short sleeve of my shirt. But then I
saw twin slits in my skin, oozing yellow
venom mixed with blood, and caught sight
of a thick snake recoiling on the bank. I
had always assumed that the strike of a
large viper would hit like a fist studded
with knives
not like the graceful, even

—

gentle hypodermic pricking
"Bill,"

1

had

been bitten by a Bothrops atroxT I
frankly have no idea why the Latin name

came

to

first

snake

this

mind. The English

is

—

French

actually

name

for

fer-de-

lance
for the shape of the head. The
Spanish name, at least in Costa Rica, is
"velvet"
for the rich black
terciopelo

—

—

and tan colors and the sheen of the

The

Latin

changed
learned

As

to

name

has

scales.

been

officially

Bothrops asper since

I

first

During the next hour and a half I lay on
sure of

my

future.

kept an eye on the

guinea pigs
blood,

the things

am

I

a

.

.

.

and horses (but not

t

hoped).

I

Soon

all

watermelon, walnuts

celery,

Bill

came

ask

in to

wan

if I

had

see the snake, which he

killed

machete after pinning it with a log.
was in two pieces, the head s(
from the four-foot-long body. I stare
and felt the weight of its thick body,
yes. It

a beautiful creature, wondrously a(
for

ambush.

as a predator in

its life

Greene,

my colleague at the

Univer

daily life of these snakes

putting miniature radio transmitters

My friend and fellow professor
Barbara Bentley took charge, kept the rest
of the course members busy and at bay,
and began the sensitivity tests for horse-serum allergy on my left forearm.
To produce antiserum, or antivenin,

their throats

horses are injected with sublethal doses of

not only

snake venom, inducing the formation of

ing organs

antibodies to

venom

proteins.

Whole

se-

rum from the blood of these horses is reduced to a freeze-dried powder, which is
easily

reconstituted

with

to treat snakebite.

sibility of the Instituto

in

San

sterile

Jose, Costa

is

water

The

pro-

the respon-

Clodomirio Picado

Rica's capital

city.

Antivenins specific to local snakes are procourses given in the

one

for vipers

at all times during

field.

and one

The

antiserums,

for coral snakes, are

the skin reaction test on
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—

of instructions in two languages, were

leased for ninety seconds every ten min-

2

to

of antiserums, with three conflicting sets

also readily available over the counter in

constricting

thought about

California at Berkeley, has studi*

band is a strip of
cloth kept loose enough to insert one finger underneath it. The band must be re-

snake.

which would determine if I could saf
given antiserum, I watched my rigl
swell to twice its usual circumferem

of scurrying about as three different sets

duced there and carried

(A

all

There was a great deal

moved the mesh bag of my insect net for
him to tie as a constricting band above the
I

—

a bunk in a park guard's room, not at

duction of snake antiserums

my arm, while

off,

bles emptied.

when needed

it.

Bill

on

bound

cut

which
the band becomes a tourniquet
can do more harm to a limb than a snakebite.) Then, breaking the rules, I ran a half
mile to the park headquarters, rationalizing (incorrectly) that running would
spread the poison only if the bite were in a
leg. Bill stayed behind to kill the snake so
it could be positively identified. I yelled
for help as I passed the outdoor eating
shelter at park headquarters, and the ta-

approached on the run, I had to
divert him or he would have taken exactly
the route I had followed, risking a second
strike. By the time he arrived, I had re-

bite

is

gathered.

felt.

yelled upstream, "I've just

I

utes to allow surface circulation. If
so tightly that deep circulation

drugstores throughout Costa Rica. While
I

waited the prescribed twenty minutes for

my

left

forearm.

ments

and following

in the forest.

The

same

cai

their

marvelousi;

ouflaged fer-de-lance can
the

by

motion

sit

spot for days or even weeks
ks

ing for a meal to

wander

by.

ncl
Like other vipers, the fer-de-lanc
its

eyes but also special hea.
sal

(known as

pits,

or

Jao

4'

organs) to detect potential prey and
rect a strike.

gle strike

is

The venom

enough

injected

in

to kill a victim

tl

of a large rabbit within minutes,

venom

is

extremely

complex,

greatly with the species of snake,

and even

its

geographical origin.

venom of coral
venom has no direct
the

v
ii

1

snakes, fer-dei
effect

on the

m

system but digests muscle, destroys
cells, and causes hemorrhaging anc

edema (swelling).
As I touched the body of the

sive

—

snaHl

me, I felt no rancor only sorn
what must have been a case of mi:
identity. The snake had struck fii
bit

;,^-'•

.;.

..*

>C^:
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1
rasiike-
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I

noon
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't

a
I

You'll also find

we have more canals

Venice to sightsee on.

i:

There are more than 700 museums
ilk about in—Van Gogh has one all to

'

iielf!
'

'

!e

You'll find great orchestras to listen

mous ballets to see. And Dutch
itality everywhere you go. Another
;int

n sh!

surprise, almost

all

W

Spending time in Holland right now
means spending less money. Since your
dollar goes further, you 11 get great shop
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ping bargains, including duty-free shopping at Amsterdam's Schiphol Airport.

Where Europe flowers

Low-priced tours
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Netherlands Board of Tourism/
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Now KLM offers low air fares to Amster-
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Please rush
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Name

even by

City
|
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State
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Address-
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The venomous fer-de-lance

-Zip.

Cily

TOTAL SYSTEM FOR

CARDIOVASCULAR
FITNESS.

<D

Simulates cross-country skiing,
regarded by fitness authorities
as the top cardiovascular exercise. Rated higher than jogging,

swimming, biking or rowing.

—

• Fluid motion
no
jarring impact on
bones and joints.
Avoids running

re-

lated injuries.

• Excellent for weight
control and body

good distance off to one side of my path.
Because the lower two-thirds of my body
had been shielded from its perception by
the river bank, the snake may have taken
me for something small enough to eat or
perhaps only the exposed part of my arm,
below the short sleeve, caught its attention. Someone had opened up the snake's
stomach. It was empty, which meant that
the venom glands had probably filled to
capacity during the time the snake had

—

lain in wait for prey.

Every tropical biologist watches for
we watch

tone.

snakes. After years of fieldwork,
in

the

same unconscious way

that the ex-

perienced driver watches for a drunk on

Drunk drivers on freeways, in
are much more common than large

the freeway.
fact,

poisonous snakes within striking distance
in

tropical forests.

such snake

is

person-hours

I

calculate that one

seen for every 400 to 800
in

the field in Costa Rican

During the fifteen years of
courses given there by the Organization
for Tropica! Studies, there were some
rain forests.

450,000 person-hours
a

in the field

without

venomous snakebite. Unfortunately,

I

call:

TOLL FREE 1-800-328-8995
In

MN

1-6:2-474-0992 Mon-Fri

8am-5pm

Fitness Master, Incorporated
1387 Park Road Dept. L6-NH
Chanhassen, Minnesota 55317

4
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tive

—

I

be injected

in

a large muscle away

the area of the bite. In case of sensitiv
is an alternativ
though somewhat less effective sen
made from sheep blood for Costa
snakes, but we did not have it.)
Meanwhile, the park guards had
their brand-new radio to call in a
seater bush plane from San Josemally about a twenty-five minute
In spite of bad weather, it made it
grass airstrip an hour and a half afti
bite, and I was carried aboard. One
students in our group who had expei
treating shock accompanied me t(
Jose, Adrenalin kit in hand. The fligf
an ordeal. As the air pressure fell, thidi

horse serum, there

—

!

l

-

tive pressure inside

been

at sea level,

foot

elevation,

my arm

so

landing

much. Moreover, the
substances

in

the

rose. Whi^

and San Jose
air

venom

is

at

Ofl

didn't

if

was chopp
that cause

21

(Oi

entation and nausea had taken hold,

w?

definitely losing control.

elderly nurse greeted

my

entr m

was not only excruciat-

said sternly, "Silencio, Sehor! Esto<\

My

friends injected 30 cc into

side

and another

my

5 near the bite.

my arm

cal circulation. Antivenin should a

in-

could safely receive the antivenin.

jection in

later learned, could aculj

room at the hospita
an intravenous rig. I was so near the id
my rope that must have let out c
when she put the needle in, becau; s

antivenin allergy test was nega-

The

I

have been harmful, by further blockii|

An
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I
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I
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Ext.

Sleep Professionals.

if

it

marked

to feel that

the

followed the orders of this

I

comandante of the emergency
room. A huge dose of Demerol disappeared
down the tube into my grateful body,

crusty

followed by another 60 cc of antivenin,

serum, and several million

antitetanus

(One cubic centimeter

units of penicillin.

venom

of fer-de-lance

contains about two

million bacteria of a half dozen species,

and tetanus

is

common on

viper fangs.)

watched a
dozen fellow humans come and go in the
intensive care room, where I was kept beFor the next three days

1

D Standard
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PRICE
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Ship.
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Total

care and

facilities,

suffered repeated

heart attacks died as

watched. Then

I

was Alejandro, age

ter drinking too

sixteen,

who had
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much
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scious

be
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1
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fluency in Spanish, but even

my

From
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23350

for

difliculty getting

right

in intensive care.

arm was held

time of about half

Fortunatel

that).

my

sprang no leaks while

blood was h

although the hospital staff was re
any emergency with appropriate di
on a tray at my side. However, the i.v.
ing,

for

moved often

to a new site becaus
hemorrhaging; when there wen

to be
local

My

right

arm continued

to swell

two days; the swelling eve
ally included my right shoulder and
whole right side of my torso, and I cc
no longer keep my head from tilting to
discolor for

In addition to the clotting prob

left.

the wall clock

I

Be-

another concern was circulation to
lower part of

flat

on

lights.

knew how much

Had

right

arm

—

past the

said

1

weakened sufficiently, the doi
they would have had to "make s
it

deep incisions to release the pressun
the deep arteries" (a fasciotomy) to
the

They told me it wouli
make a fist now and the
great many fists, and my p

arm

itself.

helpful to

made

a

stayed strong enough.

Moving from

intensive care to a wai

with a real bed, real food, and lights

went out

at night

Earth

to

—was

strapped

punctuate those days, just changes of the

plagued with

into

like

coming

spending

after

time had passed. There were no meals to

venom includes somemakes you too nauseated to

my

mensely swollen area of the bite,
pulse in my hand was checked every

in traction to

keep the swelling down, I had to lie
my back under the fluorescent

WITH A WALNUT FINISH WOOD
BASE OR BLACK LUCITE BASE

lights

left

cause

PROTECT • PRESERVE
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were
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Address
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loss of certain clotting

my blood were sufficient to kee{

clotting time eight times

In spite of the excellent

talk.

ruptured his esophagus while vomiting

Hdlg.-S2.S0 per pillow

count and the
tors in

immediate

the

day,

None

more than a
and the only one who was conscious

there

_xS_
.xS_

pro'
plats

Despite

the other patients stayed for

could not

credit card.

and

treatment with antivenin, the low

more usable veins in my left arm, my
and even my feet were pressed into
vice. I later discovered that an appeal
gone out for 0-negative blood, to mi

cause of the threat of bleeding.
Color: White on White

1

its relati

of the genus Bothrops.

moment

actually would

I

mortally dangerous to cut anyone

It is

ten by a fer-de-lance or one of

a

three

cramped

disasters.

My

spacec

and there were

glucose drip. Snake

hoisted

thing that

frequent and ever more creative cha

hold even water down,

No

let

alone solid food.

matter how unpleasant the nausea

and how intense the pain, it is usually the
"hemorrhagic fraction" of the venom of
the fer-de-lance and related snakes that ultimately kills its natural prey and is responsible for most human fatalities as
well.

Victims bleed to death. The bleeding

can be from internal organs (the staff in intensive care constantly checked my urine
for the

presence of blood) or from the eyes

— anywhere but

from the bite itself, which is too swollen to leak from the
tiny fang wounds. Rattlesnake venom, on
the other hand, does not have much effect
on the ability of blood to clot hence the
traditional recommendation to cut across
the fang wounds and suck out the venom.
or ears

—

up on a

of site for the
peers, alive

rope,

i.v.

.,

arm was

tube, but

and awake,

I

now

to talk to; vis

were allowed (first, my wife, Mary-Cl
who had come from California, and
other friends); there were meals, sun
and sunsets, and at last, the swelling
beginning to subside. Alejandro of
ruptured esophagus was already
complaining about the bland liquid di
was allowed. His friends smuggle

f.

small cans of fruit juice, cookies,

candy bars, which he hid under some ^'n
azines and enjoyed when the nurses
out of sight. My euphoria was short-1
On my second day in the ward the si

So

sickness began.
It

started with wall-to-wall red

hives

—on

my

chest.

The

we
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every nuance of Freeman's art, this dramatic
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a showpiece of marine art to display with
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of porcelain artistry.

\

By Thomas Wesley Freeman

extraordinary portrait that

first American vessel in a Chinese port.
America's entry into the China Trade.

"
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of art

"The Empress of China" is a masterful
work that recaptures all the pageantry of that
historic moment. And to re-create every line,

difficult to acquire today.

new work

An

work
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state,
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—
spread over

my

down my
my thighs and butmy face and scalp, all

shoulders and

back, cropped up on
tocks and then on

within a few hours. Everything burned; ev-

The

erything itched.
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Please send information:

tell me. I assumed
had suddenly developed an allergy
to one of the drugs they were giving me
penicillin, Demerol, or codeine. More
than four days had passed since the horse
serum was pumped in, so that couldn't
have been the cause. By good fortune, the
physician on rounds the next morning was
Dr. Falcon, an immunologist, who was de-
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State
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lighted to explain

my condition

to the four

medical students touring the wards with

When

him.
gist,

he learned that

he included

me

in his

was a

I

biolo-

Socratic teach-

me

ing session, fortunately asking

ques-

my amateur
an immunologist: "Now, Dr.
Colwell, what happens when a foreign protein enters the body?" "Antibodies." "Sefiorita Gomez, how many days until the
commensurate with

tions

as

titer

equals the concentration of

SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT OR
CALL TOLL FREE 800-645-5306
NATIONWIDE • N V STATE
718-895-5115

The

lergic reaction, in the proper sense.

appear

when human

antibodies

reach a concentration about equal to horse

Each antibody molecule couples
with an antigen molecule. These comantigen.

plexes are unfortunately not soluble in the
blood, so they are deposited in capillary

beds throughout the body, where they
cause hives and,

in

duce other more

more severe

cases, pro-

dire, internal reactions

(such as kidney failure).

The

antibodies,

1985

I

hospital,
out,

I

felt well

enough to talk my /a;

on the condition that

when

there are

each

to

antibody molecule.
I

learned

in

my ward

bed from

He

Falcon, the friendly immunologist.
also reassured

me

that everything

had

I

experienced was normal for a properly,
bite,

and that

was

I

lucky there was not more tissue damage.

He

me

that, in Costa Rica, there are
hundred bites from poisonous
snakes each year about one for every

told

some

4,500

five

bites are

fore

—

people.

Three-quarters

these

of

I

take

eas^ira

it

use the medications according to a

cated

coipli

ritual.

My

arm was still quite unusable, Br
from a large internal clot in there;
of the bite, where a good proportion cm;
stiff

and clotting factor la;
entombed. The area of the clot, peiap:
six inches long and four wide, was verho
for about six weeks, as my white 1m(
cells digested the clot. Eventually, myrn
was essentially as good as new. When lef
the hospital, I spent a fine day in the un

original platelets

i

tryside with

my

wife, breathing

and taking stock of
for

re;

aii

She had to avi
California the next day to return toui
life.

daughter, but I
Costa Rica to pursue some field
five-year-old

stay(

ii

reset-'hi

had planned with a group of my grai.ati
students from Berkeley, who were s led
uled to arrive in a few days. I was g(
through a period in which every step thi
<

rain forest took courage, but gradualjinj
'

fears lessened.

On my third day out of the hospit£
course

my

I

had been teaching ended, a

til

I

colleagues and students arrive

gether in San Jose.
with

my arm

I

was waiting

in a sling,

but alive

partly

two antigen molecules attached

ay

became clear that there wou b
no severe damage to my arm and ncur
gery was needed to make it functna
again. Nine days after
had enteretthi
wire.) It

They greeted me with

into solution in the blood

follo'ii]

withdwi

is

abruptly, the endocrine system goes

however, continue to form and link up

promptly treated viper

due

great

for

al

to

era

and/ell
intesitj

to relief that the pessirstil

predictions that had reached

them

tlii

had not come to pass and partly b«
lieve, from pride in a job well done— acl
of them had contributed to saving n li|
after the fer-de-lance bite. But somdinl
else was also involved. What happeidli
me could just as well have happerJ H
any one of them, and they sensectha
from the start. Their joy was for theiow
lives as well as mine. That night
went dancing. I didn't dance much,utl
field

':

can't

remember when

I've

enjo)!

a|

i

more.

caused by the fer-de-lance. Be-

the development

venins, the death rate

days, virtually
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ten days. (If a high dosage

with existing complexes, which go back

Etlaclive

20.

and the cort

hives slowly subsided,

All this

per person, db) occ

cocktail-

i.v.

dose was decreased daily for the

I

ocean

view restaurant and friendly cocktail lounge
are all part of the wonder that you will

my

that

hives

i poini

to

ei

aniiis
uis

cure for the cure for the snakebite

they weren't willing to

So the cause of the welts was the horse
serum after all, and my gigantic case of
hives was a perfectly normal reaction to
having 90 cc of some other species' serum
protein added to my own xenophobic system. Serum sickness, though, is not an al-

City

He ord

tamine added

knew what was happening to me,

antigens?" "Four to six."

Address

practical side.

they could do anything, and although I'm

antibody

Name

Fortunately, Falcon's knowledge olm

munology had a

generous doses of cortisone and

status

Zambia Airways

though a larger percentage suffer sn
permanent disability.

orders from a doctor, of course, before
sure they

Zambia, the

nurses had to wait for

treatment, and only 3 percent dieal

all

of specific

was

high.

anti-

Nowa-

victims receive medical

Robert K. Colwell is a professor ojoa
ogy at the University of Califoni d
Berkeley.

low, let's

res

Justice.

il

Year after year, our
justice system has
slower. More costly Less
was meant to help.

fair to

civil

become

the very people

it

We all pay the price. Some of us pay in the frustration of waiting for a case to end, or by seeing a

settlement eaten away by legal costs. All of us pay in
the form of higher taxes and insurance premiums.

Experts agree on the urgent need for

civil

justice repair. Chief Justice Burger has criticized

"the high cost of legal services and the slow pace
of justice!' Derek Bok, president of Harvard and

former dean of Harvard Law, has called our legal
system "the most expensive in the world!'

A 1984 Rand

Corporation study of thousands

shows how serious the
has become. Cases closed took an average

of asbestos-related lawsuits
crisis

two years and eight months, with
six years.

How much money went

11

percent taking

to asbestos vic-

tims? Only 37 percent of the expenses and compensation paid by defendants and insurers.

The other

63 percent went to pay litigation costs.

Can anything be done? We think

it

can.

We're the Insurance Information Institute.

Our members, property and casualty insurance
companies, are

vitally involved in this issue.

They've

joined with others -doctors, lawyers, government
officials,

cerned

business leaders -in coalitions of con-

citizens. Together, they're developing

solutions. In

many

states, their ideas are

new

being

translated into action.

Our latest report. The Civil Justice Crisis,
examines the reforms now being proposed. It tells
how you can get involved. We'd like you to have a
copy, free of charge.

Insurance Information Institute
110 William Street

New

Yorlv,

New York

Please send

me

'''^

10038

a free copy of

The Civil Justice

Crisis.

Slate

Zip

Insurance Information Institute
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When you view the Grand Canyon, the
minute-by-minute changes in the color and
form of the land are spellbinding. You feel
time slow down as your mind expands to take
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to go there to capture this supercharged
experience — all you need is The Grand
Canyon from Time-Life Books.
As your tour of the canyon unfolds, you'll
feel the exhilaration of riding bone-crunching
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take in the

American Wilderness

series

from Time-Life Books. Adventures that!
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.
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You can even send The Grand Canyon bac
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owe nothing. Otherwise,
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10 days and

1

it

ree examination,
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to
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This View of Li

A Clock of Evolution
We finally have a met hodfor sorting out homologies
from

"subtle as subtle can be" analogies

by Stephen Jay Gould
Metaphorical and biological meaning
do not always overlap. Swans stand for silence, grace, and beauty; geese for honking stupidity. But the small biological
space between these birds conflicts with
their metaphorical distance.

Matthew Ar-

mists to a search for

more exotic

criteria.

Thus, debate also raged about the mallo-

phagan (feather lice) parasites of flamingos and their possible role in sorting out
the relationships of their hosts. Since these

and
stay put and

parasites are so highly specialized

nold spoke for biology in his famous cou-

poorly mobile, they tend to

from a poem appropriately
"The Last Word."

evolve in sync with their hosts. Since

plet

'

titled

Let the long contention cease!
Geese are swans, and swans are geese.

Geese, swans, and ducks belong to the

Anseriformes

child

the ugly duckling

—

—was

reared,

by a very close

beit unkindly,

swan

(Andersen's

order

fla-

mingos harbor three mallophagan genera
found otherwise only on ducks, some sys-

al-

relative).

mem-

tures of two organisms

may also look

because both creatures evolved thei
dependently in response to life in sii
environments. Similarities based upo

dependent evolution are called analo
(Birds and bats fly, and fish and wl
swim, by analogy only. Bats and whak
main mammals by descent.)
Since we want our classificatior
record genealogy, the basic princip

tematists regarded this surrogate evidence

taxonomy

as proof that flamingos are long-legged

into homologies

anseriforms. Others replied that the para-

exclude the analogies as deceptive, an

of ducks and flamingos are too simi-

construct evolutionary trees from hor

sites

such an interpretation

lar for

—

too

of a potential good thing. Even

if

is

simple: Divide simila

much

gies alone.

ducks

do. Bats present

and analogies, rigon

So easy

to say, but so ha
no problem; they are

—

are the closest living relatives of flamin-

more than

flying

mals point

for point, with

side with

admits an ancient evolutionary separation between the

native in an ancient

two groups. As a simpler hypothesis that
would dethrone the Mallophaga as evolu-

records shared ecology, not evolutionary

what can we do with crea
squarely between two groups in ge;
appearance, and so replete with con
analogies that descent and immediat
aptation seem hopelessly confused
inextricable jumble of characters?
Flamingos occupy this middle grc

ancestry.

No

Arnold's quip identifies the obvious
bers of this order, but

what other birds

re-

them in our classification?
The Anseriformes represent one alterand

taxonomic

classic

debate that stretches back to Greek

gos, they argued, everyone

sci-

tionary yardsticks, perhaps flamingos sim-

ence and has only recently been resolved:

ply received their infestation by "lateral

Are flamingos geese (Anseriformes) or

transfer" from passing ducks sharing their

storks (Ciconiiformes)?

waters

To a

first

approximation, a flamingo

looks like a goose

mounted on the long

of a stork (see last month's column).

we

legs

When

pass beyond superficial appearances to

details of

lem only

anatomy and behavior, the probintensifies

—impressive

subtle features

seem

to

about

with

each

equally

lists

of

flamingos

ally

contending

—

How

the

that

so

only

similarity

cite so

analogies with geese and storks, the

many similarities
principle
ishly

is

in its

support?

The

basic

easy enough (though devil-

tricky

in

application

— hence

the

frustrating tenacity of debates about the

such "difficult" groups as

to storks

flamingos). Biological similarity, defined

and

details of in-

testinal convolutions. External

form and

little nod to geese
honking voice, and above

one has ever come close to a con

thorny debates when each side can

skull

features of the

as simple "looking alike," includes
tirely difl'erent reasons for being.

may

two en-

Two

or-

look alike because both in-

leading contenders for their

can we

sically storks

79).

chop vegetation

but, in copiously exagger-

ated form, builds the complex

filters

of the

flamingo's inverted jaws.

Such a knotty problem leads taxono-

12
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Similarities

based

ridges in feedin

S

flamingos (with K.W. Corbin and

Haavie,

ancestor.

bill

(

ind(

wrote a long article on the relationshi

common

that permits a goose to

sha

1969, Yale ornithologist Charles

herited a set of similar features from a

bill

in the

grown gooselike by

dent evolution of

ganisms

the serrated

affinity,

whether they are basi

water environments of wading birds

behavior might give a

all,

tell

geese grown long-legged

webbed

feet, a

geared to current func

But

ing separation of their homologies

edge

and even on

n

is,

such

systematists

classification of

—based on

that

one odd adi

resolve

do

group. Basic anatomy might grant a small

pelvis,

tion clearly

"mice"

He

in

The Condor,

vol. 71, pp.

included a two-page chart c

upon descent are called homologies. (We

ing a century of varying solutions,

share hair, live birth, and a warmblooded

experts took the usual course in troi

physiology with chimps and mice by evo-

waters:

lutionary history, or homology.) But fea-

They kept all options open
hedged by creating a separate grou
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Ill

flamingos

midway between geese and

A

well-known cousin of Matthew

storks.

—

Huxley
Thomas Henry
headed Sibley's list. In 1867, Huxley
opted for what Jules Feiffer once called
the radical middle by placing flamingos in
Arnold's

Phoenicopteriformes,

the

after

right

ducks and just before storks

in his

general

each twisted around the other. Most peo-

We

must, in general, struggle against

tlj

DNA contains multiple

bad

intellectual habit of reductionism

a

know

ple also

that

copies (hundreds of thousands in
cases) of

many genes (segments

of

some

DNA),

their smallest constituent parts;

method takes one copy of as many genes
possible and then makes a kind of

have as

their building blocks.

"brute force" comparison between two

so abstract in this case

DNA that

species by matching

cludes a single example of each gene (so-

—

by

Flamingos,

analogy.

way,

the

are

(And I'm damned disappointed.
Audubon invert from last month

called single-copy

may

all

the

DNA).

(Since genes

we must

evolve at difl"erent rates,

clude multiple-copy
species'

DNA

in-

ex-

DNA. Suppose that a

contains 100,000 copies of

a rapidly evolving gene. These repeated

sequences

genes

single-copy

and

swamp

will

several thousand

evolving

at

average

much

i

whc
and importance

as

taxonomic muddle has a happy
ending. The problem has been resolved. In
fact, Charles Sibley and his colleague Jon
Ahlquist have nearly completed an evoluthe first group
tionary tree for all birds
ever exhaustively treated by a method
that can properly sort homology from
this

assumption that proper explanati(

not just a single copy of each. Sibley's

classification.

But

its

can only emerge from breaking things
reality

But we needn't

—

for

v

DNA win;

a criterion of phylogeny for a specific

son divorced from

its

i

status as a moleci

code, and not on general principles.

The decoding of phylogeny requires
more than a method for recognizing
mology and eliminating analogy. Bi(
have long realized that complej
guide to homology.
similarities between two species are si
gists

W

olTers the best

—

storks.

rates

My

between two species.
Since we don't know which genes evolve

and intricate thaf
composed of many hundred utterly uJ
lated, complex parts
they cannot al

rapidly, slowly, or at average rates, our

by

best estimate will

record the passive inheritance of shal

works equally well whether flamingos are
truly swans or merely convergent upon
them. Still, I somehow developed the gut
so, by the
feeling that geese would win
way, did Sibley, when he began his work.)
Sibley even feels that he can provide a

—

date

—

million

forty-eight

take only a bit

—

for the

years give or

divergence of

mingos from their so-called
(including

all

fla-

group

sister

descendants of the

first

from flamingos as
we trace the flamingo line toward the

group that branches

common

trunk of

off"

all

birds).

The

sister

group of flamingos includes ibises, shoebills, pelicans, storks, and New World vultures
the solution, by sorting analogy
from homology, to another old problem by

—

New World vultures are
by homology and carrion-feeding
birds of prey only by analogy.
Sibley and Ahlquist have built the evolutionary tree, or phylogeny, of birds by
using a molecular technique called DNADNA hybridization a method that can
sort homology from analogy. (Molecular
recognizing that
storks

—

phylogeny has been with us for some
thirty years, using

an astonishing variety

of techniques and concepts with varying

degrees of success.

I

choose Sibley's work

to illustrate the profession both

judge
all

his

because

method conceptually superior

I

to

others, for simple reasons explained

and because Sibley, in his own persistent and hyperenergetic way, has, for
the first time, built the complete tree for a
major group and not merely chosen a
few uncontested creatures as a pilot demlater,

—

DNA-DNA

hybridization

is

beauti-

simple in concept (but quite

difficult

in detail

story in

and application
its

own

right,

—

a fascinating

but one that

will

have to wait for another time if you want
anything else in this issue of the
magazine). DNA, as everyone knows by
now, is a double helix made of two strands.

to read

14
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will

overestimate the phyloge-

diff"erence

use the brute force

method of securing one copy for each gene
and trusting and testing that positive
and negative deviations from average

—

—

rates will balance in the total wash.)

Sibley and Ahlquist therefore separate
out the single-copy
multiple copies.

DNA and discard the

They then

dissociate the

two strands of the double helix (both steps
are easy to say and hard to do). They now
have single-stranded DNA containing one
copy of each gene. They take the single
strands of two species and mix them together In DNA, as in so much of life, like
has an affinity for like. The corresponding
parts of the two strands therefore join as
best they can, forming a double helix (a socalled heteroduplex) with one strand from
the first species and the second strand
from another species. The technique then
hinges upon a simple chemical fact: The
from the
closer the similarity of the
two species, the tighter the two strands of
the heteroduplex will bind, and the
greater the energy needed to dissociate
them. Binding will be tightest of all for the

DNA

—

ciently widespread

—

independent

they

evolution;

rrl

descent.

Analogous similarity prodJ

uncanny

likeness

—

^just

consider the nl

and mice of AusI
lia
but its results can extend only sol
Natural selection may converge from I
ferent directions upon the mechnicall
tima of certain life styles (thus produJ
a striking outward similarity in swimrti
machines, whether they be fish, squicl
mammal), but it cannot undo the homl
gous handiwork of ages and so restrucl
an organism that its ties to history are I
supial moles, dogs,

—

ever

lost in

current adaptations. If

we I

look at enough independent details,!

always find homology intact.
I
Morphology may be our first (and I

will

ally

adequate) guide, but

it

just doel

provide enough independent detail I

homology from analogy in diffil
Morphology looks complex I
multifaceted, but parts do not aim
maintain their apparent independel
Growth and development link the featl
of organisms into complex webs of corii
tion; small changes may trigger cascaJ
sorting
cases.

homoduplex when both strands come
from the same species and progressively
weaker as the DNA strands become more
dissimilar. The weaker the binding, the

effects

lower the temperature for dissociation.

also acts as the primary breeding grcl

Evolutionary affinity

of analogy, as natural selection guidesl

—
is

a simple linear

function of heat needed to separate the
strands

more

—

the lower the temperature, the

does

this

method give us an accu-

rate evolutionary tree of branching relationships,

and why have the

pose,

quite

Many

incorrectly,

that

tually

arise

changes

in

complex
as

analogy

these triggers.

ferent lineages to the
ilar roles in

for

common

differs

Morphol

same optima fori
environments.

from morphology

those properties that capture

DNA

is

maw

consequences of sil

complex enough

in

I
I

homoB

to preclude

M

people sup-

ogy as a cause of overall similarity. I
code are alsoB
items (genes) of a
ficiently independent to guarantee th^

molecular

simple trigger can engender a large sj|

classical data

of morphology, physiology, and behavior
often failed in detail?

throughout the body. Similarl

that look too

DNA

distant the relationship.

Why

onstration.)

fully

netic

DNA

9

phylogenies work because genes are more

apparently

more basic, more fundamental than
the form and behavior of whole animals.

gene contains hundreds of nucleotH
each capable of separate change in em

real,

intricate

similarities.

'
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Such a long

tion.

string of indepen

items cannot evolve detailed simil

from

initial disparity.

match

of item-by-item

A

high percer

in

the

DN A

ol

must represent homology
shared descent. Sibley and Ahlq
method of DNA-DNA hybridizi
measures just this matching and use
largest possible sample size
all
copy DNA. A morphologist may con
hundreds of correlated items. Sibley

species

—

sures millions of independent bits

method works for two reaso
mathematical probability, not by any
Sibley's

DNA over morpho

eral superiority of

matches are too complex to evol
dependently, and his sample size
his

nucleotides of

DNA)

single-copy

all

any supe:
analogy must be swamped by similar
staggeringly

that

large

shared descent.

Such a brute
'Radjo not included
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non-Australian branch of the songbis.
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to thirty million yes

VIEW

famous
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internationally

i

marsupials by introduced plao
has encouraged] The crow subgr p

possible

Designed

i

many

similarities to

few representatives of each, then they

fo

evolved elsewhere [as the wipeout o

bowerbirds,

distinct groups,

frie;

forces a reinterpr

only as passive recipient of superior

hypothesis. Warblers, thrushes, flycatch-

and nuthatches are

it

c

v,

tion of Australia as active supplier, n

birds of the Australian region (lyrebirds,

long separate. If Australia really harbors a

joy to patriotic

under, for

forced into an improbable zoogeographic

ers,

diversifiecn

the Australian region, the Muscica

homologies, the oscines break into two

cluding thrushes, swallows, starlings, war-

forms.
If

phone

—and,

and convincing. The Corvi
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..

— phylogenetic
phic

coherence

geo-

in

with rampant conver-

isolation

ce upon groups that inhabit the rest of

morpho-

world. Marsupials retained

of their homologies; the

cal signatures

itralian passerines either failed to sign

an ink as yet

it-rote in

invisible. If

it

can

erate such sensible conclusions, Sibley

method must be

Ahlquist's

right (this

gut feeling, not a logical argument).

,

Lord

j:

may be subtle, to recycle an

Ein-

quote of two columns ago, but he

in

is

perverse.

1

We should

deeply

care

all

about

conclusions, for his sensible reas-

[ley's

jments by homology reinforce the most
ortant

theme

taught us

that evolutionary theory

—the

overwhelming pre-

linance of history as the cause of na-

Convergence

ordering.

's

(or similar-

analogy) can be, in Sibley's words to

ly

"subtle as subtle can be," yet analogy

overwhelm

iiot

likenesses

the

im-

by history and descent into the
est taxonomic sample of all
the sincopy DN A of any species. But history
s along constrained pathways of form,
ted

—

optimal solutions for form in certain

ronments

act,

one might almost

of timeless Platonic types.

set

wormness are formal

dogness, and

,

les that

say,

Wren-

transcend time, and nature's
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Books

The Prince and
by Stephen

J.

Orr. Joslyn

An Museum

of Nebraska

and

the Univer-

Press. S65.00:

376

pp..

the Painter

Inspired

by Alexander von Humboldt,

American Indian increased with
the frontier

itself,

sidered a nuisance.

distance.

eled to Brazil (1815-16), where he ex-

Bodmer and Maximilian spent a
dodging cholera epidemics, but visito

plored jungles and assembled natural his-

featured his

friends

major centers of learning for natural
tory (among which Philadelphia was

engage a profes-

prominent), conversed with America

His published account

tory collections.

own drawings, and

Moselle Valley;

it

New

caught the attention of

from

who

Farther east, espe-

recommended Bodmer to Maximilian.
After some haggling, Maximilian and
Bodmer came to terms, and on May 7,

and natural

1

became an ethnographic marvel. America's West was also

1832, thev set

Europe's, and the important images and

Tne

puzzle. In Europe, he

information about the West were as

interiSionn

An

sail for

Foundation, Joslyn

.America to collect
An Museum Omaha

much

a product of European high culture as of

the experience of frontiersmen.

Thus in the 1830s. when artists went
West to paint the Indian, two were Americans from the East (George Catlin,

...

ik-

.'\lfred

and two of the three major expehad European sponsors William

Miller),
ditions

—

Drummond

Stewart,

an

adventurous

Scottish baronet, and Prince Maximilian

Wied-Neuwied, a German devotee of

of

natural history. Maximilian's expedition

had the strongest intellectual component,
its most stunning legacy was the meticulous portfolio of its young Swiss artist,
Karl Bodmer. The purpose of Catlin's
photographs was to record, and they were
often hastily done and suggestive rather

yet

than definitive: Miller's watercolors,
contrast,

in

were lyrical rather than documen-

evoking a preadamic state of nature.
But Bodmer's work combined the hard
edge of science with a Romantic delight in
the wild, the natural, and the picturesque.
tary,

That Bodmer painted the Indians of
.America was something of an accident.

9ft
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vants,

book on the

just illustrated a travel

Heinrich Schinz, a Swiss naturalist,

he was sometimes an intellectual

history,

had

Bodmer

the Indian was con-

cially in centers of learning

to stud;

"aboriginal nations of America."

sional artist for his next journey.
In frontier days, appreciation for the

specimens from the West and

Prince Maximilian had previously trav-

tactfully suggested he

illus.

On

Revie

Pyne

Karl Boomer's America, Introduction
by William H. Goetzmann. Annotations
by David C. Hunt and Marsha V. Gallagher, Artist's Biography by William J.
sity

in

Confluence of the Fox River and the Wabash

and spent nearly five monti
Harmony, Indiana, recupen

illness,

doing research

in

the lar

and discussing science with
town's prominent naturalists. Bo(
brary,

made

a brief excursion to

and back.

New Or

Finally, in the spring of

the party traveled by steamboat and

1
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A Stop; Evening Bivouac
boat up the Missouri River fur trade route

Avidly he painted Blackfeet, Kutenai,

McKenzie. Bodmer painted landscapes and drew animal specimens collected by Maximilian.

Atsina. and Assiniboins.

to Fort

At the

fort,

however, their ethnographic

A rumor that beBodmer made one immune

impulses were satisfied.
ing painted by

to bullets brought the artist
ents,

28

most decked out

in
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abundant
full

cli-

regalia.

The

contrast be-

tween these magnificent people and the
demoralized Indians Bodmer had seen
near settlements was powerful. Maximilian pondered the mystery of the Indians'
origin, quickly seizing

they had a
tribes he

common

had known

on the idea that
ancestry with the

in Brazil.

Bodmer de-

An Museum

"*'

and tra]
was an ethnogri

clined to paint the fur traders

he encountered;

this

expedition, not an exercise in portra
or an indulgence in the picturesque.

Persuaded not

to travel south

u

Rockies, the small expedition retin
Fort Clark. North Dakota, to spencw
cold, wretched, filthy, undernourish

but productive

—months among

the

I-

ai

^

—
Two

ns.

years

wiped out the

y

a detour to

later,

Niagara

He and
Maximilian continued to correspond.
Bodmer's American travels stood as a
unique experience, a magnificent anomaly compared with the work he did before
and after it. As an artist he is best known,
rightfully, for his wonderful portraits of
Indians. Because Bodmer was hired to il-

smallpox virtu-

cholic, sick, out of artistic favor.

July 1834, af-

tribe. In

Falls,

Maximilian,

dmer, a hunting companion, their spec-

and two

sns,

live

bears

left

New

York

Europe. Tragically, most of Maximil's

had been destroyed

collections

king of a Missouri steamboat.

in

the

The most

portant record of their travels, however,

lustrate a scientific expedition, his art was
tempered by that purpose. The resultant
sketches and watercolors tend to be un-

and
dmer's portfolio. Between 1839 and
43, Travels in the Interior of North
lericu was published in French, GcrMaximilian's

s

n,

diary

detailed

and English, with a supplemental

m

Bodmer composed out

paintings

tield

of

;tion, its

expensive price

made

it

a

m

of science. Bodmer's portfolio

portraits, in particular, stand

faces,

animal headdresses, and

stoic glares

The landscapes are more complex and
somewhat more conventional. Except for

Prince Maximilian later

a few scenes on the Missouri where the

rock outcrops are reminiscent of Rhine

colors of Antarctic penguins

Bodmer declined

he eventually retired to
colony at Barbizon, France,

his labors,

castles,

Bodmer's landscapes lack the

in-

tensity of his portraits or the calculated

doing illustrations for periodicals, but

frenzy conveyed in his aquatints of Mandan dances or Blackfoot-Assiniboin battles. Perhaps most unsettling are his watercolors of religious sites; Bodmer makes

;omparison with his North American

a prairie shrine ringed with buffalo skulls

;

he indulged his passion to paint for-

and animals. For a while he achieved

ic financial
1

success and critical atten-

Mandan Stonehenge.
Bodmer also painted buflfalos,

work seems insipid and academic.
last years were spent alone
melan-

into a

this
.

—

like Max—was part of what
historian William Goetzmann has termed
a Second Great Age of Discovery. They
are in the same tradition that inspired the
watercolors of William Hodge and the

imilian's expedition-

a chance to

Asia.

artists'

re

they are of a

expedition to Egypt. Exhausted

nned, but had to abandon, a journey to

in

The

art of the era, but

specimen drawings of George Forster
both of whom sailed with Captain Cook in
the eighteenth century
and the water-

icial disaster.

itral

museum

often have a diabolical quality.

fi-

His pictures are startlingly pure compared
with the more traditional academic and
piece with a tradition of art in the service

mental about them. Indeed, the painted

\lthough the book was a splendid pro-

and Romantic sensigave the portfolio its special
quality. Without the science, Bodmer's art
lost its power. But for all his extraordinary
skill, Bodmer's synthesis was not unique.
naturalistic realism

bility that

cluttered, unconventional, a bold mixture

as ethnographic types

sketches.

—

all of which
have the same qualities that make his Indian portraits so compelling and informative. Apparently it was the synergism of

of hard-edged clarity and delicate detail.

up both
and as portrayals of
individual people. There is nothing senti-

at-

consisting of eighty-one aquatint plates

pronghorns, and sandcranes

—

—

and icebergs
done by Edward Wilson, the artist-physician with Robert Scott's expedition, in the
early twentieth century.

This

the

first

book about Prince
it

isn't

the only

book on Bodmer's art. But it is the only
one to include all of Bodrner's .American
works.

vultures.

isn't

Maximilian's travels, and

The production

is

well designed

and generously executed; the text shim-
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mers with

insight.

William Goetzmann's

introductory essay deftly describes the
intellectual context of the expedition, both
in the

—

United States and in Europe the
knowledge about the West, its nat-

state of

and the Indians who lived
and the intense ferment in German
thought, especially about problems of life
and history, that explains much of Maximilian's curiositN'. Maximilian emerges as
a serious scholar, and not as a dilettantish
ural history,

there;

tourist or a

bored noble eager to shoot wild

game. Extracted from Prince Maximilian's letters and diaries, the annotations to
the plates
written by David Hunt and
Marsha Gallagher are unobtrusive and
informative, complementing rather than

—

—

confronting the reproductions.

A

biogra-

phy of Bodmer by William Orr successfully places the American episode in
Bodmer's evolution as an artist. Inevitably, there is a good deal of overlap
among these three parts of the book as
they describe the critical American jourBut each accents the story differently, and the result is an ensemble, not an
ney.

anthology.

The book pays
only in

its

tribute to

message but

in its

Bodmer

not

medium. The

mixture of affecting detail and bold con-

book and the
composition convey the

cepts, the largeness of the

lightness of

-x

its

\
Young Male Bullfrog

same impression of rigor and feeling that
emanate from Bodmer's best work. Karl
Bodmer's America will become a valuable
sourcebook for scholars interested in the
West, Indians, and American intellectual
history.

The expense

of the book will dis-

courage casual buyers, but nothing about
it should discourage casual readers. Anyone who wishes to learn what the West
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like in the early

images of
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A Matter of Taste

he Redheaded Newcomer
an Italian immigrant,
achieved a special status in America

dicchio,
:

Raymond Sokolov
veryone has had the experience of
ning a
iss it

new word and then coming

over and over again immediately

Tward. But
a

how often does this happen

new vegetable?

the late fall of

1

1

978,

ward

into Italy,

kept seeing heads of

this

current status as the very signpost of chic

red "lettuce" everywhere. Italians called

advanced American restaurants
it happened very rapidly, as part of the general hunger for dramatically exotic foods inspired by the nouvelle cuisine. A computer search of the
New York Times shows how quickly ra-

it
I

radicchio.

I

Upon

began seeing

it

in

returning to

New York,

supermarkets, where

it

sold for a small fortune.
in

Vienna,

I

ttractively bitter taste.

The

first

mntered a dark red salad "green" with

Moving south-

process by which this distinctively

colored and flavored traditional

winter

green of the Venice region achieved

its

dining
is

in

not recorded. But

dicchio ceased to be a mysterious oddit\

Three recipes adapted from Pasta and Rice. Italian Style by Efrem Funghi
Caiingaert and Jacquelyn Days Serwer (Charles Scribner's Sons)
bottomed saucepan over medium

Radicchio alia Griglia
(Grilled Radicchio)

medium heads
cup olive
Salt

heat.

When the foam subsides, add the onion
and saute

radicchio

until translucent.

the radicchio

and saute

and freshly ground pepper

I

Preheat broiler.

I

Remove and

Add

4.

stirring

for

1

medium-

8

2 minutes

to

vigorously.

Add

the

Cognac, stir, and let evaporate. Then
begin adding the broth a cup at a time,
over medium heat. Stir well around the
sides and bottom until the liquid is ab-

jCul each head vertically into 4 pieces,
land wash well in cold water. Shake viglorously and pat dry with paper towel.
jPut pieces on a dish, drizzle with olive
oil, and sprinkle with salt and pepper.

sorbed but the rice is not completely
dry. Keep adding broth and stirring in
this way. The consistency should always be creamy. Depending on the
rice, it will take from
8 to 25 minutes
to cook. Near the end it is advisable to

Place the pieces on a rack and run
them under the broiler for 3 to 4 minutes on each side. Grilled radicchio is
equally good served cold.

add the

1

1

Vi

1.

2.

runny. Just before the rice

cups Italian arborio rice (or Carolina long-grain rice)

cup Cognac
cup freshly grated Parmesan cheese

nto small pieces.
iring the stock to a boil, then

so that

vlelt

1,

it

simmers

done, add

reduce

gently.

2 tablespoons butter in a heavy-

and
and

taste for salt.

in a

heated dish.

let rest

I

Turn heat

to 2 minutes.

oft",

Then

Add

the

4.

Add

and cook

the wine,

1

medium

onion,

Add

minced

stir,

until

e\ap-

the tomato and 2 cups wa-

little

water.

cream

the

lor

to the sauce, stir,

and

another 10 minutes.

Meanwhile, bring 4

and drop

lo 5 quarts of

wa-

serve

in

the pcnne or other pasta.

Start testing the penne for doneness after 8

tablespoons butter

Add

and

for 5 minutes.

ter to a boil in a large pot. Sail lightly

minutes or

so.

Drain

a colander

in

when the pasta is al denle, still a
chewy but neither lough nor limp.
6.

3

the radicchio, sail,

Cook

simmer

5.

(Quill-shaped Macaroni with Radicchio)

oil,

pepper. Stir well.

add a
3.

cover,

Penneal Radicchio

and

Bring to a boil, reduce heat, and
for 45 minutes, stirring from
time to time. If the sauce gets too dry,

Yield: 4 servings

-hop the grilled radicchio crosswise

leat

is

in a large skillet

simmer

cheese and remaining butler. Stir well

small onion, minced
'

Heat the butter

ter.

liquid cautiously, since the rice

when it is al denle, tender but firm.
The sauce should be creamy, not

tablespoons butter

I

pureed
cup heavy cream
pound penne (or similar pasta)
cup freshly grated Parmesan cheese

orated.

absorb it more readily when almost done. If you run out of broth, simply add hot water. The risotto is done

heads radicchio, grilled (see recipe
above)
cups meat stock

!

into

saute the onion until translucent.

will

Risotto with Grilled Radicchio

oil

washed and cut

Salt and freshly ground black pepper
cup dry white wine
ripe plum tomatoes, peeled and pureed, or 8 canned Italian tomatoes,

1

Yield: 4 servings

radicchio,

half-inch pieces

Vi

and saute

longer,

discard hard outer leaves.

pound

min-

for 2 to 3

the rice, raise the heat to

high,

tablespoons vegetable

1

Then add

utes more.

oil

3

bit

Toss the sauce and the pasta together
in a heated bowl or other serving dish.

Add

the

for salt.

Parmesan cheese.

Toss. Taste

Serve immediately.
Yield: 4 servings

Wheeler Pictures
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1

the dark produces white

and radicchio
well, according o
York Times food advice colun

and turned into just another familiar feature of gastronomic chic.
On April 19, 1981, a reader's query to

ory root

the garden page asking for a source for

Brezier, perfected the

radicchio seeds drew a blank from "Garden News." But by May 3, the newspaper
of record had recouped. Alert readers had
supplied two sources for "the hard-to-find

first

seed of Italian red chicory, radicchio,"

appealing blue flowers alongside roads.

form of chicory most commonly assiated with the Veneto region of Italy."
There is some truth in the above, ir
more than in the contradictory and inciplete information the newspaper had rHer printed on radicchio culture. Ra:-

We

chio

which was also identified
paragraph as "red verone."

in

same

the

left in

The head

a half-baked version of

for radicchio, emanating
from the French seed company, J. A.
Demonchaux, of Topeka, Kansas, which
was one of the two suppliers mentioned in
the article. Then there was the business of

calling radicchio "chicory."

Perhaps gardeners were not confused
by this identification. Well-grounded Linnaeans would have known that the true
chicory, Cichorium intybus, is what supermarkets and most of the rest of us call

produced

in

Belgium. The white,

on parsniplike roots that are marginally
edible but most commonly employed as an

admixture to

coflfee.

In

mid-nine-

the

teenth century, someone noticed that chic-

M.
The

to

United

the

Weed-conscious Americans also know

have had these weeds since the
I

recommend

don't

last

trying to

and an overnight
Sail

Cebu in

November

in

3 or

but

chicory

is

quite

different.

dive or chicory.

And

en-

since the art of plant

description in ancient days was primitive,

impossible to

tell if

the ancestor words

and endive were meant

specie

is

Only careful treatment will encourage le
roots to produce those red leaves that he
made the plant an international super!
i

is

not the place nor

am

I

the fello

to different plants in a consistent

relatively

stable

confusion

is

front.

Endive

the
is

D

Address

City/ Stale/Zip

Telephone

is

an en-

Zamboanga and

WorU

Telephone

ROVALVIKINGLINE #^
World Wide cruising. World Class style.

planting,

grows a

—but
—

not so

5IBNH04

=2

e-

first crcof'

if

the roots are

pt

warm and humid

at

cold weather will promote he

appearance of a second crop,

or

this tin

j;

red leaves.

The radicchio we tend to see in our
comes in tightly "hearted" he

i

This

Q Southeast Asia
O
D

midsummer

way

D

Name

warm

word on the Cichorium

O

New

mild green leaves suitable for salad. Aer

kets

a chicory, chicory

the

these are cut back,

situation,

horticultural

in, say,

they rot

were used redundantly.
Today, even with binomial names and a

to

m
York metrolitan area. A great deal seems to depenml
climate. But the classic method geneily
radicchio

to refer

D

Agency

same

certainly isn't vi

fore winter, radicchio

it,

For reservations see your travel agent.
I'm enclosing $5 for your 40-minute audio cassette "Cruising
the Orient," recorded aboard the Royal Viking Star

Travel

it

begins with a

for colorfril Jakarta,-

D

a true chicory (the

a "\d

Greek word meaning, you guessed

me my complimentary brochure on Royal Viking Line's cruises to:

D
D

is

Belgian endive). But

is

endivia are actually both reflexes of a

Alaska
AlsotO:
Northeni Europt
Crossings
Canaiia/ Niw Enijlaiul
OBhlishlsia
Mtdilerraman
Holiday
South Pacific
Panama Catial/Caribheait
Chim/OrienI
Cruise experience:
None
Royal Vikint) Line
Other
Royal Viking Line, One Embarcadero Center, San Francisco, CA 94111, or call 800-222-7485.

D

of April 27, 1983, radicchio

ate methodology for growing one's

Royal Viking's Southeast Asia
O
D
D

.

advise you specifically about the apprci-

as

the Philippines, with overnight stays in febled Bali and Mamla.

a

.

American markets sell its green leaves as
chicory and escarole. The scientific names
for these two species of Cichorium are
confusing in themselves, since intybus and

Or combine both itineraries and receive free air fare.
Do hurry and book. Royalty waits for no one!

Please rush

.

New

nus

Bangkok.

29

the

This

You have the freedom to turn the unexpected comer. Such is
your Royal advantage on Royal Viking Line! We've just carved out a
new jewel in Asia, from Siam to Bali, and invite you to cruise with us in
the warm, clear light of autumn with your choice of two rare 13-day
itineraries. And a free land package in Hong Kong or Singapore before
or after your cruise.
Depart October 21 or November 16 for ancient Siam and the
exotic mood of Malaysia,- Zhanjiang, China,- Phuket, and Langkawi
Islands,

dive,

grow Belgian endive from their seed.
You certainly shouldn't try to use their
seeds to grow true endive, Cichorium
endivia, which may belong to the same gc;

for chicory

boat-shaped leaves, called chicons, grow

vegetable.

true chicory in a wild form that produces

This expensive blanched product
ally

new

box was imported

it is

usu-

the

at

States in 1911.

endive (also Belgian endive, or witloof).
is

horticulturist

Brussels Botanical Gardens, a certain

century, but

This clarification led to more confusion.

Red verone was
the French name

leaves.

is

the traditional radicchio varie

ir-

is

oi

Castelfranco, a town in the Veneto re or

is

seeming account of radicchio culture outhave seen is in Joy Larkside Italy that

chio extravaganzas

Terent variety that does not heart, but

com's The Salad Garden (London: Wind-

Times

ward). She

such edible gewgaws as a "duck salad con-

the great Renaissance painter Gior-

ire

«was

born. In nearby Treviso, there

luces long, straight leaves,

Romaine

and ruby

stalks

somewhat

lettuce, with white, celery-

red,

white-veined

es.

Dmetimes, the two varieties are mixed
akc a so-called Treviso salad, but
to

believe

the

late

food

if

we

revise.

Trevisan radicchio

•eviso that,

market

in

Trecento.

is

so prized

before Christmas,

it

has

its

the loggia of the Palazzo

And

the plant has

its

own

tossed with slivers of

As

feel

more

confi-

dent about tackling radicchio. First of

it

adapts well to

ijardener,

any mix. And if you
of Linnaean pun, you

with the true endive

Or you could do what

we

Radicchio can also be cooked.

New

radicchio will provide a test

winter environment

between outdoor

)(;where

reality

and

I

-entrally

heated indoors. Treviso obvi-

j

.

has a

milder climate than most

:

icastern winters.

The only

call

the

species mate, the true chicory

we

reliable-

I

first

in olive oil

ex-

one

Year's Eve in the early eighties. This

winter, the

same elegantly

bitter

mixture

showed
up as a garnish for a concoction of salmon
mousse and crayfish at Dupuy Canal
House in High Falls, New York.
This was a relatively restrained use of
radicchio during the high tide of its fame
and glamour. The Times data search
of radicchio and olive

oil

flavors

very

fine,

that inta-

And no pleasure is denied you.
Royalty?

"^s. Royal Viking.

traditional

Italian

radicchio

had never had pasta or risotto
with cooked radicchio until I traveled to
Rome last year. On returning home, I was
fortunate enough to discover recipes for
dishes.

I

these splendid dishes (see below) in a

cookbook I had somehow previously overlooked: Pasta and Rice, Italian Style, by
Efrem Funghi Calingaert and Jacquelyn

Days Serwer. The first lady is an Italian
cooking teacher; the other an American
with experience working in Italian restaurants.

Their recipes reflect what one actu-

ally finds

today

in Italian restaurants, in-

cluding radicchio

in

its

proper cultural

context.

Raymond Sokolov

is

a writer whose speand preparation

cial interest is the history

offood.

Y)u are borne by a white swan of a ship

[

I

menu

cos with red chili mayonnaise.

a land of Malaysian Monarchs and Thailand treasures.
Where the sun rises and sets by you.
j

cuisine

In their hysterical lunging after novelty,

If

perienced radicchio grilled

a good description of an

at controlling a

its

Mexican nouvelle

cluded radicchio and smoked chicken

American chefs have overlooked some

to enact a sort
it

accented vinaigrette" or the west coast

all,

it.

into salads of almost

want

and radicchio leaves
duck in a raspberry-

you serve it raw,
new companions and goes

there's no mistaking

call endive.

mely attractive leaf vegetable. For

I

I

radicchio di Treviso.

in all, this is

ill

a cook, however,

restaurant reviews.

in

were not given pause by

sisting of leaf lettuce

Market
Dining Room in Manhattan's World
Trade Center does and mix it, shredded,

To look at, it's quite nice
To eat, it's paradise
The radicchio of Treviso.

critics

and she recommends high polyethylene tunnels. But I would embark on this
only in an experimental spirit uoder
American conditions.
plant,

with

r

the only writer on the subject

turned up dozens of references to radic-

grown the

chicory.

Se lo guardi, egli e un sorriso
Se lo mangi e un paradiso

ill

is

actually seems to have

could serve

jingle:

II

who

historian

Root, the two are never mixed

'eriey

I

'"^y^:^'_

S^--!;;^*^''

Ih
il,^w^

in

This Land

loan Mountain, North Carolina
Robert H. Mohlenbrock
\n early name for the area was Cloudd. From a broad base 2,500 feet above
level, Roan Mountain rises to 6,285
I,
forming a rounded divide that exds nearly five miles along the

rolina-Tennessee

North

On either side of

line.

rounded spurs alternate with
haped valleys. Oak and chestnut fordivide,

once covered the lower slopes, but

spaced as they reach their environmental

Above 5,400 feet and all
the way to the summit
where the climate is cooler, snow more plentiful in wintolerance limits.

ter,

—

and the winds stronger

—they

are re-

placed by a coniferous forest of red spruce

and Fraser
bearing

fir.

Scattered

evergreens,

among

which

the conetheir

raise

Three kinds of balds occupy the upper
Roan Mountain, all in the zone

slopes of

normally inhabited by the spruce-fir forGrass balds are the most common,

est.

generally occurring beXween 5,500 and
feet. Because they are devoid of
most shrubs, they are sometimes called
mountain meadows. Mountain oat grass

5,700

needle-clothed branches to nearly ninety

forms a cover through which sheep

(a blight that struck

such deciduous trees as yellow
birch, striped maple, mountain ash, and

chestnuts in the late nineteenth cen-

sweet buckeye. Beneath the canopy trees

and wild strawberry occasionally protrude. Some small mounds, called
moss hummocks, support the growth only
of mosses. At roughly the same altitude

were cleared

se

ition

many years ago

and timber

for cul-

helped to speed the process along).

/

3ve 3,500 feet, however, large tracts of

habitat

ural

persist,

including

ca-

ba rhododendron gardens that offer a

show

ctacular

in

June.

The rhododen-

communities and other

n

referred to as balds,

treeless ar-

seem inexplicable

aks in an otherwise forested area,

band about 3,500 to 5,000 feet
ve sea level, where the deep, rich soil is

n a

of surface rocks and outAmerican beeches and sugar ma-

tively free
Ds,

may

stand seventy feet

apparently

h,

because

tall.

Yellow

is

better

it

pted to cooler temperatures,

becomes

imon near the upper limits of this forcommunity, which also has a scatterof shorter trees
sweet birch, Ohio
keye, mountain and striped maples,
smooth serviceberry. There is a shrub

—

composed of hobblebush vibernum,
rnate-leaf dogwood, and elderberries;

;r

eath

it,

a

number of

growing

season.

wildflowers span

Jack-in-the-pulpit

ims in early spring, followed
it

star

ers,

chickweed, with

its

Orange jewelweed

by the

large, white

blooms

feet, are

there

a modest shrub layer, which in-

is

cludes an occasional rhododendron. Aided

are also found the rarest of the

by thick summer fogs, which hover over
the mountain, mosses and lichens cover

Mountain balds, the alder balds, which
seem to have developed where there is
more available soil moisture. These thick,
shrubby stands of three- and four-foot-tall
green alders are known from no other area

more than

half the ground surface, often

edging their way up the tree trunks for
four or five feet, and wispy strands of Us-

nea lichens hang from the tree limbs. A
few flowering herbs, such as mountain sorrel,

foamflower, and purple turtlehead,

rupture the moss cover.

The

The showplaces

of

Roan Mountain,

however, are the rhododendron balds, located mostly on the southeastern side of

Roan

the divide at between 6,000 and 6,150

Mountain's most rugged terrain, where
numerous exposed rock outcrops occur.
This stony topography is particularly evi-

balds contain hundreds of brilliant rose-

dent at Roan High Bluff, a scenic overlook

occasionally by patches of grassland. Here

reached by

and there, a stray red spruce or mountain
ash has established a foothold and overtops the rhododendrons, but few plants
grow beneath the shrubs because their
densely crowded, thick leaves let little

spruce-fir

gardens

at

trail

forest

occupies

from the rhododendron

Roan High Knob. Trees

top-

pled by wind or scarred severely by light-

ning testify to the harsh climate.

But the plant communities known as
balds evoke the most interest on

Mountain.

Some

area residents

still

Roan
refer

to them as slicks because of their shiny
appearance from a distance. A.F. Marks,

who has

studied the southern Appala-

feet.

At

their

peak

in

mid-June, these

pink catawba rhododendrons, interrupted

light

reach the ground. The rhododen-

drons also produce a network of feeder
roots in the

upper two inches of the

trails

autumn.

vegetation located on a well-drained

600 acres of rhododendrons.

beeches and sugar maples

)me smaller and are
lograpRs by Jim

more widely

below the climatic

treeline in a

nantly forested region."

site

predomi-

soil,

excluding most herbaceous plants. The
Pisgah National Forest has provided park-

mer, and the branched white aster in

'pslope, the

Roan

in the Carolinas.

chian balds thoroughly, defines a bald as
"an area of naturally occurring treeless

in

sorrel,

tickle-grass,

ing areas near

permit

Roan High Knob, where
wander through

visitors to

Biologists have proposed

many

to explain the origin of the balds.

theories

The

first

Bones

39

The uppermost

istence.

balds nearest

i:

were eventually po)
lated by rhododendrons, whose set^
came from the rhododendrons in the
est understory. Fir and particularly spn

spruce-fir forest

:

seeds also

fell

ba

into these adjacent

but the conditions necessary for their

{

mination and survival apparently did

Those balds that have remaii

prevail.

grass balds probably harbor very few'r

dodendrons because there is not a
rhododendron seed source near by.
Today, the balds of

la

Roan Mountain

unstable communities.

Some are expa
Where ther

ing; others are shrinking.

it is because mature trees
grow at the edge of the balds are expo
to more severe environmental conditi

expansion,

1

than those within the

Above, a skeleton of a rhododendron grove is one of the treeless areas atop Roan
High Knob; opposite, catawba rhododendrons blossom on Roan Mountain.

forest.

times, also, local settlers

balds as grazing areas for

In histor

who used
their dome

animals cut the bordering trees to pro\
suggestion,

made

near the turn of the cen-

vails.

About 4,000 years ago, a lengthy hot

was that balds were areas where the
trees had been damaged and ultimately
killed by winter ice storms. Although ice
does damage some of the trees on Roan
Mountain, large acreages of trees would
probably not be wiped out while the surrounding forest remained intact. Years
ago a prominent Nebraska botanist suggested instead that fire was the primary
cause for the development of the balds. In

and dry period affected the region. The
spruces and firs growing near their lower

the southern Appalachians, however,

vere winds, ice damage, and possibly even

tury,

fires

are normally followed by the invasion of
fire cherries,

which do not seem

to

have

been an important part of the Roan Mountain flora. The treeless glades and hill prairies of the Midwest are accounted for, at
least in part,

by

their western exposures,

which leave them with soil so dry that
trees cannot grow. Although many of the
balds on Roan Mountain are on southwestern slopes that receive drying winds,
their soil

is

limits of tolerance gradually

to the hot, arid climate

more space.

On

the other hand, the ed

of the balds are constantly threatenec
the invasion of

succumbed

and

firs

may

and were replaced

woody

plants.

The

are potent seed sources.

is

by beeches and maples. Subsequently, a

dendrons, whose shade permits the con
seedling to develop.

present,

made

life difficult for

and maples that had occupied

Many

range.

The

upper

fell

occasion,

shrub canopy, ultimately shading out
rhododendrons and killing them. Thei

trees perished during the

cold winters, and others

lightning

this

On

seedling will grow and break through

the beeches

thus a continuous ecological war betw

because of se-

the balds and the adjacent forests.

fires.

"This Land" highlights the biolog
phenomena that can be explored in

spruce-fir forest generally failed to

reestablish itself in this zone because

any

seedlings that germinated soon perished in

153 U.S. national forests. Robert

the absence of a protective tree canopy.

Mohlenbrock

The

Southern

treeless

grasses,

zone was invaded instead by

and the grass balds came

into ex-

is

professor of botan)

Illinois University at Carl

dale.

Roan Mountain

another sug-

Still

that Indians cleared the region

of trees and maintained the treeless areas
for

campgrounds and grazing by animals,

but there

is little

The most

evidence of

this.

plausible explanation for the

origin of balds involves past climatic conditions

and the reaction of vegetation

to

them. Typically, the upper elevations of
the southern Appalachians support a coniferous
feet,

spruce-fir

forest.

Below 5,000

deciduous beech-maple forest pre-

TENNESSEE

^•

•-'^PISQAH
/-'
/

NATIONAL

NORTH

FOREST

CAROLINA

For visitor information write:
Forest Supervisor

Pisgah National Forest

50 South French Broad Avenue
Asheville, North Carolina 28802
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s

rh(

cooling trend, which has continued to the

not significantly drier than in

given a chance.

if

gestion

A

be blown beneath a clump of

the adjacent forests, and trees can grow
there

spr

SOUTH
GEORGIA

\ CAROLINA

.-J'

;

The stucco image of a god survives at the Maya site of
Kohunlich.

in

Mexico.

The Maya Enter History
Ancient hieroglyphs reveal the

life stories

and power politics of a ruling elite

by T. Patrick Culbert
The Maya civilization of southern Mexand Central America has always en-

reached the logical conclusion that

Maya

ico

sculptures of individuals were the por-

chanted both archeologists and the public.
The image of giant temple pyramids loom-

traits of "kings, chieftains, or

ing out of the forbidding rain forest

and

the attraction of an undeciphered script

sages" and
remarked that some of the hieroglyphs
"reminded us strongly of the Egyptian
method of giving the names of the kings

holding unimaginable secrets have helped

surround the

Maya

mance. But

recent years, archeological

with an aura of ro-

A major exhibition, "Maya

— Treasures

been erected between about a.d. 250
900 a period promptly dubbed the C|
i

—

sic.

This had been followed

in

the north

half of the lowlands by a vigorous p|
Classic period, during which such faml

Uxmal and Chichen Itza saw tlT
major periods of occupation. Excavan

sites as

at principal sites also revealed levels
[

in

away many of the
Most important, as a re-

research has stripped
layers of myster\'.
sult of

breakthroughs

in

the interpretation

of their hieroglyphic writing, the
the Classic period

tered history.

{.\.d.

Maya

Maya

the governments of Mexico. Guatemala,

The names

of

rulers

newcomers

are relative

to

the accepted roster of great civilizations of

their

for not

until

the 1840s were

spectacular architectural

remains

brought to the attention of the public

and Belize as well as from United States
and Canadian museums. The selection of
275 artifacts, which were recovered from
Maya tombs and sites, includes massive
carved stone stelae, jade and shell
jewelry, goldenfigurines, and painted
ceramics. For the exhibition 's complete
itinerary,

in

seepage 116.

and heroes in whose honour monuments
were erected." Musing upon the site of
Copan, he noted, "We considered that in

of the most important ruins. His travel

reared

books became best

selves,

and,

for

the

first

languages

the

educated

time,

centuries of development had preceJ
the appearance of Classic traits.

By

1940s, archeologists could identify

[

clj

architectural styles.

Sylvanus G. Morley, dean of Mayan
1 16 major sites in a sil

at the time, listed

mary

of

1948.

A

Maya

archeology published

typical

contained sevi

site

groups of stone structures, separated fn

one another by some distance and on
connected by impressive paved caJ
ways. Structures were classified as eitl
temples or palaces. Temples were plal

America and Europe. At that time, New
York lawyer and travel writer John Lloyd
Stephens, accompanied by the English
artist Frederick Catherwood, made two
trips into the Maya area to explore some
sellers in six

neath the Classic remains, showing

nological sequences for both ceramic

exhibition features objects on loan from

Mesopotamia.

antiquity,

of Art. History, and Science, the

of

250-900) have en-

can now stand beside those of the Pharaohs of Egypt and the legendary kings of

The Maya

of an Ancient Civilization." will begin its
tour at the American Museum of Natural
History, April 26 through July 28.
Organized by the Albuquerque Museum

atop giant pyramids, which were of

its

medallion

tablets

the

people

who

had published a record of themthrough which we might one day

it

hold conference with a perished race, and

layperson heard such magic names as Pa-

unveil the mystery that

lenque, Copan, and Chichen Itza.

city."

hung over the

than modern ten-story buildiJ
Temple buildings had little usable spJ
taller

one to three narrow rooms, arranl
one behind the other. Access was throl
an exterior doorway at the top of a st|
stairway, which led up the face of the

just

j

amid. Similar structures were being
for religious

iards

first

i

ceremonies when the Sd

Mexico

arrived in

in the

1

5j

Stephens was a careful observer who
avoided the flights of fancy
the Maya as

pointed, however, for research in the cen-

low platforms rather than pyramids,

strayed Phoenicians or lost tribes of Israel,

tury following his explorations turned to

were sometimes two or three stories
and had many rooms and entrances. Sd

—

—

for

example

of

many who

Stephens's hopes were to be long disap-

Palaces were quite different; resting
t|
'.

that plagued the accounts

such archeological basics as chronology

him into the rain
When he sought meaning in the

and site description, while the writing system proved intractable to interpreters.

archeologists

he encountered, Stephens proceeded cautiously, guided by the evidence
and by his knowledge of ancient civiliza-

Nevertheless, a great deal of information

the designation palace; others thoii

was gained. The Maya calendar, the one

that they might have been administral

forest.

followed

things

readily decipherable part of the inscrip-

believed

were residences

buildings,

for

an

these

elite,

storehouses,

or

structil

as implied

quarters
j

tions

42

in

other parts of the world.
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He

tions,

showed

that dated

monuments had

priests or students.

Charles Henneghien; Bruce Coleman

Maya lived in both highland and lowland areas, from what is now

The ancient

southern Mexico through Guatemala, Belize, El Salvador, and Honduras.
(Teotih uacan, located near modern-day Mexico City, was a populous non-Maya
center whose political influence has been detected at

Maya sites.)

Classic

Maya

culture flowered in the lowlands from a.d. 250 to 900. In the ninth century, the

and southern lowlands, and such sites as
and Palenque were depopulated. But in the lowlands farther

civilization collapsed in the central

Tikal, Copan,

Maya groups continued to thrive

north, as well as in the highlands to the south,
until the arrival of the Spaniards in the 1520s.
Joe LeMonnier
1
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Because there were no houses between

complicated series of countings and

cal-

these groups of stone buildings, the im-

culations having to do with calendrical

Maya sites had
been vacant ceremonial centers, whose
permanent inhabitants consisted of only a
small group of elite persons, priests, and

and astronomical events subsidiary to the
dates themselves. So it was possible to
date carvings and sites with great accuracy, but impossible to say what had gone

craft specialists. Archeologists reasoned

on at the dates so proudly proclaimed.
Since many of the inscriptions dated to

pression arose that ancient

modern Maya

that, like

neighboring

highlands

these centers

filled

villages in the

Guatemala,

of

with people only dur-

ing times of ceremonies,

when

the lower

from the countryside.
Maya art provided more puzzles than
answers. Sites were full of stone carvclasses thronged in

ings

— upright

slabs, or stelae;

occasional wall panels

—

that

door

lintels;

showed

elab-

orately dressed individuals, usually in for-

The

the end of

Maya

calendric periods, espe-

end of katuns (which were periods of approximately twenty years), the
opinion grew that perhaps the Maya had
cially the

been celebrating the passage of time

itself,

without reference to historical events.

i.

Despite an accumulation of archeological information, the

as remote as ever.

Maya

as people were

As imagined,

the

Or perhaps such matters wereot
who seemed berir
stressing how the Maya differed from
record.

clear to archeologists,

elite,

humankind.
After World War

rest of

full

nearly alone in their vacant centers, had

ditional theories

of religious symbols and sometimes

in-

few concerns about the everyday world
and were free to devote themselves to eso-

ously challenged.

cluded fantastic, obviously mythological
animals, such as the two-headed serpent

teric spiritual matters.

poses.

that writhes through the sky in
positions.

Were

some com-

the individuals portrayed

the kings, chieftains, and sages that Ste-

phens had imagined, or were they instead
priests dressed for ceremonies
or perhaps the gods themselves?

—

The carvings were accompanied by
scriptions,

ment. The

Maya

calendar had been inter-

preted by about
progress had been

44

in-

but these resisted decipher-

Natiipai

1900, and substantial

made

in

HKTnRv4/SS

unraveling a

They obviously

de-

the professioo!

in which aand methods were vi)r

carvings seemed to be

mal

II,

archeology entered a period

New

questions

\rc

asked and new kinds of data were ghered to answer them.

The upshot was

at

voted a great deal of energy to erecting

a strong interest in people was adde k

mighty temples and presumably using
for ceremonies to honor their gods.
investigated astronomy, mathematics, and calendrics with vigor and an almost compulsive precision. They prayed
and philosophized and perhaps celebrated
the passage of time, but whether they
schemed and struggled for power and material possessions like mortals in most cultures was not clear from the archeological

the customary concern with things. Vya

them
They

archeology was no exception to this tnd
Mayanists, once interested primaril
large stone structures,

began

the houses of the ordinary

to searc

Maya.

What they discovered were "b
mounds," low dirt platforms surroui
by stone retaining walls. On these he
lower classes had constructed housed
poles, with thatched roofs. These builng

Temples line the front edge of
North Acropolis, a huge platform
upon which eleven temples stood. The two
Left:

Tikal's

shown here, stripped of later stages of
construction, were built over the tombs of
two Early Classic rulers. Curl Nose and
Stormy Sky. Below: Chitam, the last
identified ruler of Tikal, was honored by
this stela {carved tablet) and altar erected
in.A.D. 77.
Peter Menzel

The puzzle deepened when a

stela

was

discovered during the excavation of a tem-

had been

ple that

dated tomb. The

built over the site of the

which must have
some outside location,

stela,

originally stood in

was from the year 445, close to the date of
the 457 tomb. Carved on its face was a
typical Maya, garbed in all the finery of
Early Classic costume. But this figure was
flanked on the two sides of the stela by
men who were certainly foreigners. Their

Maya

faces lacked the characteristic
file,

and

their

pro-

costumes were those worn at

Teotihuacan.

In

addition,

they carried

spear throwers, weapons used in Mexico

but not by the Maya, and had shields that

showed the face of TIaloc, the chief god of
the Mexicans.

Tikal Project, run by the University of

Pennsylvania between 1956 and 1970. Ti-

was huge, its population exceeded
and the indications of kingly
splendor were inescapable.
Two tombs and a stela found near the
Great Plaza of Tikal were to prove of parkal

30,000,

the steamy jungle

ironment, but postholes had been

apparent encounter pictured on the stela?

mud

n houses burned.
ii

The principal individual in
tomb was accompanied by the

jor temples.

the earlier

—

—

Pragmatic, commercial, probably militathe representatives of Teotihuacan
would not have been dazzled by the Maristic,

and occasional im-

skeletons of nine other people, which ar-

ya's ability to record the passage of time in

cheologists interpreted to be sacrifices at

excruciating detail.

Maya

the time of death or at the burial ceremo-

with

sites

had not

all. The
empty spaces between stone

vacant ceremonial centers at

nies. In the later

tomb

a

Maya

inscription

groups were crammed with
mounds, indicating that tens of
isands of inhabitants had lived within

on the wall indicated a date equivalent to
March 18, 457. Both tombs included offerings fit for kings; quantities of jade and
shell, the bodies of birds, and a profusion

distance of the centers of the larg-

of ceramics, including several masterful

ningly

this influence in the

that had hardened

he plastered floors,
isions left in

left

to find

provided by inscriptions. The tombs,

Plaza, were covered by a succession of main

But archeologists did not expect

located at the north edge of the Great

later

perished

—

tombs of two of Tieven more
kal's most important men or
puzzling
on what was regarded as the
most sacred Maya medium, a carved
stela. What could be the meaning of the

ticular significance in the light of evidence

erials

To find Teotihuacan influence in Tikal
was not in itself surprising. In the fourth
and fifth centuries, Teotihuacan, with a
population of more than 1 50,000, was one
of the great cities of the world
a manufacturing and trade center whose products
were carried throughout Mesoamerica.

ding

se

men from

If a

Tikal lord met

Teotihuacan. they must

have talked business and power politics.
During the period in which the Tikal

was

Project

Maya

producing

hieroglyphic

such

writing

—

marvels,
after

cades without significant progress

—

debe-

come

But the most surprising feawas that both burials included many
offerings whose symbolic decoration sug-

gan to yield to interpretation. The first
breakthrough was relatively small, involving just a single class of glyphs, or symbols. In a paper published in 1958, the

the

gested a connection to Teotihuacan, a vast

German

had devoted themselves to philosophspeculation, for large communities de-

non-Maya site just outside modern Mexico City, more than 600 miles west of Tikal. Teotihuacan, which emerged as a major Mexican power in the second century,
was the most influential site in Mesoamer-

onstrated that

ica until the sixth century.

tions dealt almost entirely with ritual

l^ing

effigy figures.

iites.

his

discovery explained where the

lo build
1.

It

temples and palaces had

also

made

it

less likely that

la-

:

id

organization

litional

data

and administration,
cried for more

that

idly interpretations

of

Maya

society

e from major excavations such as the

ture

epigrapher Heinrich Berlin dem-

Maya sites yielded "emblem" glyphs, which named or were otherwise associated with the sites themselves.

By

itself,

Berlin's

revelation

did

not

threaten the assumption that the inscrip-

and
.Jl.

o

The Altar Vase, recoveredfrom a burU
of Altar de Sacrificios, is

at the site

thought to depict an actual burial
ceremony that took place about a.d. 75\
The hieroglyphic writing gives some
historical information, but

it

does not

identify the snake-handling participan.
Stuart

Rome; Courtesy

Museum

calendrical calculations, for they might

Paw's son-in-law, a

well have been referring to the sites as

Curl Nose was not

royal family; instead, he

great ceremonial centers.

The next breakthrough, however, was
devastating to the old ideas.

Tatiana

Proskouriakoff,

In

1960,

leading

a

re-

seems

highlands of Guatemala that was under

The

strong influence from Teotihuacan.

seated in a

faction in Tikal arguing vigorously for the

One

from alliance with
the great commercial city. In any case, Tikal became rich and powerful during the
reign of Curl Nose. He was succeeded by
his son. Stormy Sky, who gained even
greater glory as the power of Tikal spread
throughout the lowland Maya area.
Stormy Sky maintained strong relationships with Teotihuacan, for his was the
second burial with Mexican mementos
and he is the Maya flanked by emissaries from Teotihuacan
pictured on the

tions at Piedras

Negras. Proskouriakoff

noticed that the stelae, each of which bore

a date, had been erected

in sets

containing

from two to eleven stelae. The earliest
stela in each set showed a scene that
Proskouriakoff

motif

—

dubbed the "ascension

a picture of a

man

particular glyph was always associ-

ated with this motif. Proskouriakoff de-

duced that the ascension motif and

its

associated glyph referred to the inauguration of a ruler,

She

throne.

named

who was

pictured taking his

also identified

which glyphs

the rulers involved. Later stelae in

the set showed the

same

individual in

other activities. Finally, at what was a rea-

sonable length of time for a

human

came to an end and was
new set commemorating

life

span, the set

fol-

lowed by a

the

ascension and career of another ruler.

earlier of the

\fyR

—

—

Unfortunately,

the

stela's inscriptions that

parts

of the

have been

inter-

made from

14 jade tubes and wei
more than eight and one-half poui
rested upon the skeleton's chest. On
lar,

floor

ing

Maya

tigators

other. In addition to

emblem and name

glyphs, glyphs for birth, death, and capture were
lists

identified.

Rapidly, dynastic

were developed for prominent

sites,

centuries

later.

In 1959, Tikal Project ar-

cheologists decided to investigate
1

,

end of the Great Plaza

at Tikal.

By

including records of outstanding events in

tunneling into the base of the pyramid

The most im-

supporting the temple, they hoped to find

portant sites had been ruled by a series of

a major tomb, for on other occasions

the

life

of each major ruler.

great families, such as the

Sky family of

Tikal and the Jaguars of Yaxchilan. These
families

had been

intricately

intercon-

nected through marriages and alliances

and had continually jockeyed for position
in relation to one another and for control
and influence at lesser sites.
One story of political maneuvering begins in the middle of the fourth century,
when a man named Jaguar Paw ruled Tikal. At Jaguar Paw's death, his son was
bypassed, and the throne went to Jaguar
46

tombs had been found on the central axes
The search was a long one, but
after more than two years and 400 feet of
tunnels, the archeologists came upon the
giant limestone slabs that capped the top
of temples.

of the tomb.

When
painful

had no clues as to the identit;
who had commanded

an elderly male, surrounded by a remarkable store of off"erings. Shells, pearls, and large quantities of

The man was

great col-

identified

Kit

when

glyphs were deciphered a decade later

Ah Cacau (Lord Cacao), a ruler
May 4, 682. Although of!
royal blood. Ah Cacau was not born
raised at Tikal. He seems to have bei

was

ii

gurated on

member
that

had

of a branch of the royal
left

some time

the site

perhaps during a period of

he was

—

h(

political
of

—

a direct des

whose legen(;
mantle he proudly wrapped himself

dant of Stormy Sky,

Ah

for there

inscriptions.
is

that

in

Cacau's predecessors are not

known,

One

is

ttal

eai

The most important feature
ancestry was that Ah Cacau was
moil.

lay the skeleton of

A

s!

riches or his role in Tikal's history.

least asserted

tomb was opened, their long,
effort was amply rewarded. Inside
the

jade greeted the excavators.

writing could be deciphered, in

the individual

Temple

a seventh-century edifice that closes the

east

hi|

unique each

the underworld and more hieroglyi
completed the discoveries. But bee
the tomb was opened in the days be

Stormy Sky died about 455, but his influence was to reemerge more than two

an-

A

delicately incised bones, showing seem

preted so far provide no details about what

followed

vessels, incl

painted cylinders with

glyphic inscriptions.

event took place at that meeting.

revelation

1

were twenty ceramic

many

no longer any question that large sections
of the Maya inscriptions were historical in

One

!

ing

convincingly demonstrated that there was

character.

\J

benefits to be gained

stela.

Proskouriakoffs interpretation was so

National

have

to

niche to which a ladder and footprints led.

Washington, published a paper outlining a
pattern she had observed in the inscrip-

ttie

Guatemala

originated at Kaminaljuyu, a center in the

two Tikal burials described
above, which were rich with symbols of
Teotihuacan, belonged to Curl Nose.
Teotihuacan may well have been powerful enough to influence royal succession
in Tikal, first by having a favored leader
marry into the ruling family and then by
having him crowned king. The inscriptions give no hint of a power struggle, but
one can easily imagine a pro-Teotihuacan

searcher with the Carnegie Institution of

of

of Arctiaeology.

man called Curl Nose.
a member of the Tikal

a long gap in the 1

IC
iiiil

'fci

interpretation, howf

Ah Cacau took

the throne by f

''l'«
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A stela from Copan, in the deeply can'ed
style characteristic

of that site, shows a

Maya noblewoman of A. D.
this

Women
Maya art;

726.

are rarely depicted informal

one may have been the wife of

Copan ruler.

the

and mythological characters in a variety
of lively activities. These scenes, usually
painted on cylindrical vessels found only
in the richest of burials,

the

great

some of

include

masterpieces

of

Maya

Among the most famous is the Altar

art.

Vase,

recovered from a woman's burial at the

medium-sized

The vase

site

of Altar de Sacrificios.

depicts a burial ceremony.

people are shown dancing, a
uar-skin tights and a bald,

man

pudgy

individ-

holding aloft a giant snake.

ual

Two

in jag-

Four

seated people watch the proceedings.

The

glyphs suggest that the ceremony was attended by representatives from several
large sites.

The dancing

figure in jaguar

costume is identified as Bird Jaguar, a
ruler from Yaxchilan, while one of the
seated individuals is from Tikal. Apparently the woman whose burial ceremony is
pictured was related to the dynasties at
both these sites, and both sent representatives to the funeral.

The

participation of outside represen-

tatives at burial

ceremonies

is

also evident

tomb of Ah Cacau at Tikal. Among
offerings in the tomb was a set of nine

at the

the

painted cylinders, each portraying a king
seated upon a throne. These are not por-

someone he considered a usurper,

1

itever the circumstances of his acqui-

dertaken during

Ah

Cacau's reign, and in
emerged from a

traits of Ah Cacau, for both the pictures
and inscriptions indicate they are other
lords. Furthermore the paintings are not
the work of master artists. Instead, they
range from a few pieces of acceptable

the eighth century Tikal

quality to

le-

period of relative political obscurity to be-

workmanship.

nacy of his rule and traded upon the

why

tation of his ancestor

come one of the most powerful Maya sites.
Maya art takes on new meaning now
that scholars know it depicts historical

1

characters rather than priestly ceremonies

Maya

n of power,

Ah Cacau

stressed the

Stormy Sky.
Maya calendar offered him an unopportunity to do so, for thirteen
<ns (about 260 years) had passed since
my Sky's inauguration. At that inter-

or gods.

The carved

stela

is

the most for-

hiTteen-katun anniversary of Stormy

mal medium the Maya used to glorify
their elite. Most stelae portray the stiffly
posed ruler bearing the elaborate costume
and insignia of olTice. Additional scenes,
accompanied by inscriptions, were carved
on the lintels and wall panels found at certain sites. These scenes, involving several

own inaugura-

characters, portray ceremonies of investi-

the calendar reached the

end of a cy-

and began over again. Because the
a believed that history

was

cyclical,

anticipated that events of the previ:ycle

would be repeated. In choosing

inauguration for his
Is Ah

d

Cacau implied

rival that

that his reign

of his fabled predecessor.

proved to be the case, for he led the

^

I

t

into

[(lest

what was to be the period of its
glory. Major construction was un-

ture, battles,

and subjects kneeling before

some of excruciatingly bad

A plausible explanation for

vessels that display such an

abysmal

lack of talent should have been placed in

the

tomb of one of
leaders

is

the most important

that they

were done per-

sonally by visiting rulers as a

mark

of re-

spect for their departed colleague.

Archeological views of the

changed

Maya have

drastically in a single generation.

From a remote and mysterious people
ruled by holy priest-kings devoted to lofty
philosophical speculations, they have been

transformed into a historical reality whose
dynasties have names as familiar to specialists as those

of the

Ramses and Haps-

Maya

their ruler.

burgs. In the process,

Between 600 and 800, the Maya began
making a type of multicolored painted
pottery that sometimes showed historical

gained humanity. They engaged
cal

kings have
in politi-

married for power and
and were as obsessed that future

intrigues,

profit,

47

generations should

know of their greatness

were the kings of other civilizations.
These new insights, combined with archeological data on site size, structure,
and location, have given us a much better
as

understanding of

Maya

civilization at

height. In the Late Classic

from which
date

—

most

the lowland

—

inscriptions

the

of

Maya

its

the period

area apparently

was divided between some half dozen reMajor sites such as Tikal,
Palenque, and Copan ser\'ed as capitals,
with secondary- sites bound to them
through conquest, alliance, and elite inter-

gional states.

marriage.

The

political

may

structure

have been feudal, with paramount rulers
at the capitals struggling to maintain the
loyalty of unruly hordes of lesser nobles.

We

do not know why

Maya

civilization

disappeared from the central and south-

em

lowland region

Inscriptions

in the ninth centurv'.

new

ceased,

construction

and a massive decline in population left huge areas almost unpopulated.
In light of the climax reached by the Classic Maya, this collapse seems even more
halted,

profound.

Both the success and the failure of the
Maya must have had roots in the

Classic

activities of the

humble people revealed

by archeological research. The number of
house mounds dating to the Late Classic
leaves no doubt that the population had

become extremely

large

—

far too large to

have been supported by the simple slashand-burn agriculture generally regarded
as the soundest

approach

to

farming

in

the

rain forest environment. .Archeological re-

mains indicate that extensive systems of
terraces were constructed in parts of the

lowlands and that large tracts of low-lying
seasonal

swampland were converted

into

farmland by digging drainage canals. This
high level of population and production

may

well have overtaxed the fragile rain

forest environment.

the

Maya

But the

activities of

rulers are also at issue, for prob-

lems of management and control must

have become acute as the population
grew. The failure of the elite to develop

management of a rapidly expanding system may
techniques for the successful

have been an equally

Maya
48

critical factor in the

collapse.
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The Adivino. the House of the Magician,
is

a typical temple, a small building atop

It was built about a.d. 8001000 at Uxmal. a center in the northern
lowland zone.

a pyramid.

David Alan Harvev; Woodfin
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A New Museum Program

A

.

INTRODUCING

MEMBERS'
NEW YORK WEEKEND
A
New
York tour program designed exclusively lor our Members.
a convenient and economical way to enjoy all the wonders that
York and the American Museum of Natural History have to offer.

special
It's

New

THE TOUR PROGRAM INCLUDES:
Two nights in one of New York's finest hotels. Stay at the
Waldorf-Astoria, The Plaza or Parker Meridian. Minutes
away from New York's famed theater, shopping and eating
districts and only a short ride away from the Museum itself.
Two complimentary meals: Enjoy a full breakfast at your
hotel and a spectacular brunch at the new American Museum
Restaurant, a charming greenhouse-like dining room nestled
in one of the Museum's interior courtyards.
The Official Museum Guide and a Highlights Tour: As soon
as you make your reservations we will send you the Museum's
Official Guide book to introduce you to our fabulous
treasures. And then when you come to the Museum, take a
Highlights Tour which provides fascinating insights into the
Museum's most popular halls. You'll see the Star of India
sapphire, Tyrannosaurus Rex. the enormous Blue Whale, a
ceremonial canoe of the Haida Indians and much more. After
the tour relax in our private Members' Lounge or take
advantage of your Members' discount at one of our gift shops.
Free Planetarium and NatureMax Tickets: Journey through
the heavens in the Planetarium's famed sky theater and enjoy
the cinematic experience of a lifetime at NatureMax. with a
movie screen four stories high and over sixty feet wide. (One
of only 20 such facilities in the Western Hemisphere!
Personalized Service: Our travel service representatives at
Planetarium Travels Inc. will help you customize your New
York Weekend to suit your needs and tastes. They will be glad
The New York Weekend Program

is

to arrange for theater or concert tickets, reservations at New
York's top restaurants, a carriage ride through Central Park
or a special city tour. They can also arrange for special
discount air fares to New York on American Airlines, the
official airline of the

Members' New York Weekend.

Special Exhibitions: The Museum presents an exciting
schedule of special exhibitions throughout the year. For
example, opening this April; Maya: Treasures of an Ancient
Civilization, the first comprehensive exhibition of the art
treasures of the Maya, and John James A udubon: Science inti
Art, commemorating the 200th anniversary of his birth.

TOUR PROGRAM

PRICE: $92.50 per person, per night
two nights double occupancy, include;
accommodations at deluxe hotel, two meals. Planetarium anc
NatureMax Tickets, Museum Highlights Tour and the
Museum's Official Guide book). Rates also available for
families and individuals.
Call or write today for reservations, brochures and more

tax included (based on

information.

CALL 800 435-8776
(In

N.Y. State

WRITE

available throughout the year but

it is

call

(Toll Free)

212 595- 1567)

TO: Members' New York Weekend
108 West 81 Street
New York, New York 10024

subject to space limitations.

So book your reservation now.

Df the Earth
Nearly five billion, and
growing, we are

w

straining earth's

enyironment to an
unprecedented degree.
As human pressures
I

build, the relationships

between people and
their natural support
systems reach key

—
to breakdowns. The broad
mid-decade report often show a
frightening drift in a gloomy direction. Yet some
ine strokes show bright examples of moves toward
healthy, sustained balance between humans and
Iheir natural resources. Our decisions and actions
(or inactions) in the remaining years of this decade

Ihresholds,

leading

Strokes of this

will affect the fate of all life

and century.

on earth

we

in

the next de-

determine
whether we are breaking down or breaking out.
Nowhere is the breakdown of natural systems
more tragically evident than in Africa, where famine is spreading rapidly. In 1970, Africa was essentially self-sufficient in food; by 1984, however,
some 140 million Africans out of 531 million
were fed with grain from abroad. The decline in per
capita food production has been attributed to
drought, but the causes are more fundamental: the
fastest population growth in history, widespread
soil erosion, and the neglect of agriculture by African governments.
The deterioration of environmental systems can
be seen in industrial and developing countries alike.
Acid rain and air pollutants may be destroying the
forests of central Europe even faster than the ax
and the plow destroyed those of India and El Salvador. Little attention has been paid to the economyecosystem relationship, and our understanding of
stresses on ecosystems is far from complete.
National energy policies could determine the extent and pace of a worldwide change in climate.
Population policies may determine whether Africa
becomes a wasteland. The scale of environmental
disruptions we face lends urgency to our efforts to
return to a sustainable path
to bring population
growth and our economic and social systems into a
long-term balance with the resource base that supcade

.

.

.

In concert,

will

—

—

ports us.

Lester R.

Brown

rosion of productive
toils
s

l

by wind and water

clianging

the earth,

tlie

from subsistence

face of

fields

in

Ethiopia's

highlands to thousand-acre swaths of corn and soy-

beans

in

the Mississippi valley.

One

of the

first sci-

dimensions of world soil erosion
was geologist Sheldon Judson, who estimated that
the amount of river-borne soil sediment carried into
the oceans had increased from 9 billion tons per

entists to assess the

year before the introduction of agriculture and

grazing to 24 billion tons per year
eth century.
soil to

Humans

in

the late twenti-

have accelerated the flow of

the seas.
is steadily speeding up and now afboth industrial and developing countries.

Soil erosion
flicts

Only the ninefold increase

in fertilizer

use and the

near tripling of the world's irrigated cropland since
mid-century have masked the effects of soil erosion

on crop yields and harvests. Yet as of 1984, the
worldwide loss of topsoil from cropland in excess of
new soil formation totaled some 25 billion tons.
Topsoil is the key to productive agriculture. Rich
organic matter,

in

with the plant

it

life it

more

shares

characteristics

supports above than with the

mineral layers beneath.

It is

the

medium

in

which

animals flourish, and water is
stored. Although in a few regions fertile soils are
roots grow, soil

yards deep, over most of the world's surface the
mantle of topsoil on which agriculture depends is
only six to eight inches thick.
layer

The

loss of this thin

may soon compromise economic progress and

political stability.

While detailed information on
farmers' fields

is

soil

erosion from

available for only a few countries,

data on the sediment load of the world's major

riv-

and on the movement of wind-borne soil over
the oceans do provide a broad-brush view of soil

ers

erosion at the continental level. Chinese scientists
report that the
1

.6 billion

Huang He

(Yellow River) carries

tons of soil to the ocean each year. India's

Ganga River deposits 1.5 billion tons into the Bay
of Bengal. The Mississippi, the largest U.S. river,
carries 300 million tons of soil into the Gulf of Mexeach year. Although less than Asia's rivers, this
is soil from the agricultural heartland and is
thus a major concern of U.S. agronomists.
Scientists have recently documented that vast
amounts of wind-borne soil are also being deposited
in the oceans. Island-based air sampling stations in
the Atlantic, along with satellite photographs, indicate clearly that plumes of soil dust are being carried out of north Africa over the Atlantic. African
soil spatters cars in Miami. Researchers link the
unusually high levels recorded in 1983 to Africa's
severe drought. Air samples taken at Mauna Loa,
Hawaii, indicate a comparable transport of soil
across the Pacific from the Asian mainland. The
annual peaks in the samples (in March, April, and
May) coincide with periods of strong winds, low
rainfall, and plowing in the semiarid regions of
north Asia. Scientists at Mauna Loa can now tell
when spring plowing starts in north China.
The steady growth in demand for agricultural
products contributes to soil erosion in many ways.
Throughout the Third World, farmers are pushed
onto steeply sloping, erosive land that is rapidly losing its topsoil. In the American Midwest, many
farmers have abandoned ecologically stable, longterm crop rotations in favor of the continuous row
ico

load

^

—
Kenya: Trees and Terraces to the Rescue
Kenya may be the only Third World country to launch a successful national

program

to conserve its soils.

program shows not only that conservation

A decade old, the

is

compatible with

small-scale farming and a large rural population but also that

such improvements can boost farmers' incomes.
identified soil erosion as its most serious environmenproblem when preparing for a United Nations conference
in 1972. With technical and financial aid from Sweden, the
Kenyan Ministry of Agriculture launched several local
projects in 1974. The program encouraged farmers to plant
fruit, fuel, and fodder trees and to construct simple terraces on

Kenya

tal

and cutoff drains to divert erosive flows covered a distai
equal to that between Sweden and the Cape of Good Ho
This success was achieved by involving farmers in the desigi
the program from the outset, providing them with seedlingi
valuable trees, and establishing that crop yields could be
creased in the short run. Higher yields reflected not only
saving of soil but also the retention of water and nutrients
hind terraces.

The Kenyan experience demonstrates

that a Third

Wc

country with limited financial resources can design and ca
out an effective national

soil

and water conservation progr

their fields to

with a nqinimum of outside aid. The significance of

year. Miles of

achievement goes far beyond Kenya, for it means that ot
developing countries can mount an effective response to
serious agricultural problem.
E.C.W.

reduce the runoff of water.
By 1983, more than 100,000 farms had enrolled in the program, and 30,000 to 35,000 more farms were being added each

newly constructed terraces to catch moisture

cropping of corn and soybeans, which leaves soils
exposed to wind and water. In other areas, farming
has extended into semiarid regions where land
vulnerable to wind erosion when plowed.

The

has two effects on farmers'

loss of topsoil

ability to

grow

is

food: It robs the land of nutrients,

degrades physical properties of the soil, such
as its ability to absorb water. Erosion also increases
the costs of food production. When farmers lose
topsoil, they may increase land productivity by substituting energy in the form of fertilizer or through
irrigation to offset the soil's declining water-ab-

and

it

sorptive capacity.

Farmers

perience either a decline

in their land's

or a rise in their costs.

may

losing topsoil

And when

ex-

productivity

this

happens,

farmers can be forced to abandon their land.
The effects of erosion on harvests are not easily
measured since they are usually gradual and cumulative.

A

survey of independent studies of

sion in the U.S.

Corn

soil

ero-

Belt found that the loss of an

inch of topsoil reduced corn yields by three to six

bushels per acre.

The average

of these yield reduc-

has been developed for

and

soils in

being tested on tropical

the United States

Hawaii, InMexico, and Nigeria. Its usefulness in estimating the global impact of erosion awaits a painstakis

soils in

dia,

ing inventory of the world's

soils.

The National Resources Inventory
States, conducted

first in

in the Unitei

1977 and then

the most comprehensive national

soil

in 1982,

i;

survey ever

undertaken. Preliminary results for 1982 show that

44 percent of U.S. cropland
cess of

its

losing topsoil in ex-

is

tolerance level, a level roughly equal to

the slow rate of
cent of the

soil

soil

formation.

More than 90

eroding at excessive rates

is

on

perless

than one-quarter of the cropland. These results at
test to the need for action and point out where conservation efforts can most profitably be focused

Two

other

China and

major

food-producing

countries'

India, have estimated their excessive

soi3

A

study prepared for the Chinese governmen;
reports that five billion tons of soil and sand an
loss.

washed

into rivers each year.

India estimated in 1976 that

The government
soil

o!

degradation af

tions

fected 370 million acres. Indian soil scientists con

similar relationship:

eluded that the nation's croplands were losing a to
tal of six billion tons of soil each year.
Despite considerable evidence of excessive soi

was 6 percent. Results for wheat showed a
Up to two and one-half bushels
of wheat were lost on each eroding acre, yielding an
average decline of 6 percent. At current rates, an
inch of topsoil is lost from Iowa's cornfields and

Montana's wheat

fields

What
erosion? One

every fourteen years.

erosion in the Soviet Union, the world's fourth

ma

jor food producer, no comprehensive national sur

depletion in southern Iowa, showed that steady, un-

vey has been undertaken. The best indirect evi
dence of pressures on Soviet soils is the 198
decision to fallow more than 52 million acres d

controlled soil loss would severely reduce yields of

cropland, the highest level since the

are the long-term implications of

study, designed to predict the consequences of soil

corn, oats,

and soybeans,

sacrificing as

much

as a

third of the potential productivity of these crops.

Some governments have

failed to support soil

conservation enthusiastically because they do not
see the link between topsoil losses
ductivity. Fortunately,

new

and land pro-

analytic tools are be-

coming available to scientists and policy makers. A
method for calculating the ratio between actual
and potential crop yields at various levels of soil loss
XT

..
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sixties. Despiti

expected grain imports of more than 50 millioi
the Soi
tons
the most by any country in history
out
of
production.
viets have decided to pull land

—

—

Although the changes in agricultural practice!
needed t^^ check excessive soil erosion can be implej
mented only by farmers themselves, bringing eroj
sion under control requires government involve|
ment.

Many

farmers cannot easily determini

whether their erosion

is

M ramnTJi.y.^jim^tf >.^F»ffm»wiw f

excessive.

Measuring

th|

Just a word

about

the price of The Glenlivet
Preposterous*
Is

the

on The Glenlivet really so outlandish? No more so than the
premium placed on great vintage
wines and fine champagne

The reason? Taste. Just
and you'll know that

cognacs.

one

sip

The Glenlivet has

a taste that's

The Glenlivet is
first

and finest

oldest licensed distillery.

single

And,

always has been, this
100% Highland malt whisky is
it

distilled firom

A taste that sets us apart.

Its

smoothness, body and bouquet
are qualities found only in this
unique Scotch.
Of course, some people
is

malt Scotch, firom Scotland's
just as

time-honored methods can
achieve this unequaled taste.

may still insist that The Glenlivet

without equal.
Scotland's

Only The Glenlivet's

premium we place

natural spring

too expensive.

We have just

one word to say about

that.

Preposterous!

The Glenlivet
12-year-old unblended Scotch.

About $20 the botde.

water and fine malt barley,
then aged in oaken casks.

^

( )83. IMPORTED BY THE GLENLIVET DISTILLING CO.

gradual

loss of soil requires scientific

and equipment; determining whether it
requires information on tolerance levels

techniques
is

excessive

for the par-

ticular cropland in question. Too, individual farmers

may

be unable to afford the necessary conserva-

tion practices.

It

may make

invest in soil conservation even
for the individual farmer.

sense for society to
if it is

not profitable

Only governments can

calculate the long-term costs of soil erosion for a

nation as a whole, including off-farm costs such as
the siltation of irrigation reservoirs, hydroelectric
reservoirs,

and navigable

The United

bring the production of some grains

would reduce the need

for

down

to a level

government price

supports and revive the profitability of farms.

world is faring
There are few national successes, few modthat other countries can emulate. The United

In efforts to conserve soil, the

poorly.
els

States has the technology, the detailed information

and the resources to launch an exemplary soil conservation program, but it lacks
committed leadership. Within the Third World,
Kenya is one of the few countries to launch a successful national program to conserve its soils.
Over the past generation, many countries have,
like Kenya, become unable to harvest enough to
on

its soil losses,

soil

by erosion. In many

know that food prices are rising,
know why. Understanding that lost

countries, people

but most do not
soil

turn

means lower inherent productivity, which in
means costlier food, is an important first step

toward an international soil conservation ethic.
Uncontrolled soil erosion will eventually lead to
higher food prices, hunger, and quite possibly, persistent pockets of famine. Although the world economy has weathered a severalfold increase in the
price of oil over the past decade,

rivers.

States unilaterally attempts to bal-

ance the world's supply and demand of agricultural
commodities by withholding land from production
during times of surplus. But little or no effort has
been made to coordinate farm supply management
programs that divert land with conservation programs designed to reduce soil erosion. Highly
eroded cropland could be diverted to other uses,
such as fuelwood production or grazing. This could
that

feed their people, but few have linked the shortages

with the depletion of their

is

it

not well

equipped to cope with even modest rises in the price
of food. The immediate effects of soil erosion are
economic, but the ultimate effects are social.

Edward

C.

Wolf

Shocking glimpses of
famished drought victims
dramatize water's crucial
meeting basic human needs in Africa. And
water shortages are persistently, if less dramatically, turning up throughout the world, posing farreaching threats to our future food supplies and to
role in

economic progress.

By

virtue of a cyclic flow between the sea,

and land, fresh water

air,

an abundant, renewable resource. Each year, the sun's energy lifts some
500,000 cubic kilometers of water from the earth's
surface
86 percent from the oceans and 14 percent from land. (One cubic kilometer equals about
264 billion gallons.) An equal amount falls back to
is

—

earth as rain,
greater share

from

it.

The

sleet,

falls

or snow, but fortunately a

over the land than

is

evaporated

net effect of this solar-powered cycle

is

and transfer 41,000 cubic kilometers of
water from the oceans to the continents each year.
To complete the natural cycle, this water then
makes its way back to the sea as runoff.
Viewed globally, fresh water is undeniably abundant and seems to defy notions of scarcity: The
to distill

world's total renewable supply could support the

material needs of five to ten times the existing
world population. But these supplies are not always
available where and when they are most needed.
Moreover, unlike oil, metals, or wheat, water is not
a global

commodity

—one

that

is

easily traded in-

ternationally. If current trends continue, excessive

'/<ii^>.

./ ',
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water use in several of the world's major crop-producing regions may undermine the future capacity
of the world to feed itself.
One-fifth of U.S. irrigated cropland

is

supported

^i

by a water supply that
decades,

diminishing. For several

is

many farmers in the High Plains have irri-

have each examined large schemes for diverting
water from a distant river basin to increase the sup-

gated their corn, sorghum, and cotton fields by
pumping water from the Ogallala Aquifer, a vast
underground reservoir stretching from southern

plies

South Dakota to northwest Texas. Much of the
Ogallala's water is thousands of years old and gets
little replenishment from rainfall. Over the last
four decades, 132 trillion gallons have been withdrawn, and hydrologists estimate that the aquifer is
now half depleted beneath large portions of Texas,
New Mexico, and Kansas. As water tables fall,
farmers faced with rising pumping costs and dimin-

ern rivers to the

of their

water-short

agricultural

regions.

When the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers looked at
the possibility of transferring water from midwest-

High Plains, it found that the costs
were far higher than farmers would be willing to
pay. Tight capital and $ 1 80-billion federal deficits
are now forcing to an end the long era of massive
water subsidies that allowed such uneconomical
projects to materialize in the past. Consequently,

prospects are

dim

that distant water will save

irri-

gated agriculture atop the Ogallala.

ishing well yields are talcing land out of irrigation.

Both China and the Soviet Union are proceeding

After nearly four decades of steady growth, the total
irrigated area in the six states that rely most heavily
on the Ogallala is now declining. Without a con-

cautiously with plans for river diversions unprece-

certed effort to slow
continue.

Much

it,

the Ogallala's depletion will

of this water

crops of which the nation

needed to meet

may

being used to grow

in

U.S.

the

Aral'skoye

More

High

Plains,

the

shrinking

the shortage pending

its

volume may be halved by the turn of the century.
In China, also among the world's three major
grain producers, a water deficit

is

worsening

The north China

in the

plain yields 25

30 percent of the value of China's crop output,

besides supporting the large populations of Beijing

and Tianjin. Groundwater pumping

now exceeds

fourth,

much

in the Beijing

the sustainable supply by one-

and water tables

in

some areas are falling

as

as three to thirteen feet per year.

Historically, when natural water supplies became inadequate to meet a region's demands, water
planners and engineers built dams to capture and

would otherwise flow through the
water cycle "unused," and they diverted rivers to
redistribute water from areas of lesser to greater
need. Engineering feats, such as Egypt's Aswan
Dam and the California Aqueduct, have literally
made deserts bloom. But today many countries are
finding that the list of possible dam and diversion
sites is growing short and that the cost of developing
store runoff that

new

supplies

is

rapidly increasing.

China, the Soviet Union, and the United States
^Natural History 4/85

de-

tral Asia.

Heavy irrigation withdrawals from
Amu-Dar'ya and the Syr-Dar'ya have caused

area

the

sion of north-flowing Siberian rivers south into cen-

the sea's level to drop 29.5 feet since 1960, and

to

Chang Jiang (Yangtze) River northward to
north China plain. The Soviets are preparing

not be available.

testifies to

northern provinces.

be-

a 700-mile diversion of the

food needs domestically

in central Asia:

the

The Chinese have apparently

tailed engineering designs for a 1,500-mile diver-

has a surplus.

Nearly half the irrigated area in the Soviet
Union is located in the central Asian republics and
Kazakhstan. Water supplies for the region come
primarily from two rivers, the Amu-Dar'ya and the
Syr-Dar'ya, and in dry years, virtually all the available water is used. These two rivers are also the
main source of inflow to the AraFskoye More (Aral
Sea), helping to replenish the water lost to evaporation. Just as falling water levels are signaling water
stress

in scale.

gun construction on

When

now

vital future

or abroad, this water

is

dented

^™_.^™^i^_^

A final decision

with construction

$41 billion

—

is

as to whether to proceed

—estimated

expected

in

to cost a

daunting

1986. Yet even this

grandiose scheme will meet only one-fourth of the

water

deficit projected for Soviet central Asia.

Thus

water planners have paid little attenside of the water equation. But
now that the economic and environmental costs of
far,

tion to the

demand

becoming protoward reducing wa-

traditional supply-side strategies are
hibitive, a

ter

fundamental

demand

shift

offers the best prospect for alleviating

water constraints.
Since agriculture claims the bulk of most na-

—
The Thrifty Irrigator

rael:

Although the history of drip irrigation goes baci< to experithe 1860s, Israel pioneered the technol-

tion, in

commercial development during the last three decades,
system typically includes an extensive network of perfoed plastic piping that is installed on or below the soil surface.
;ause water is delivered more directly to the crop's root
le, less water evaporates and is lost from the field. Another

trolled

development of automated irrigawhich the timing and amount of water applied are conby computers. The computer not only sets the water

flow;

also detects leaks, adjusts water application for

nts in

Germany

in

^'s

trip

'antage

is

added directly to the
amount of chemicals

that soluble fertilizer can be

gation water, thereby cutting the

and lessening the chance of groundwater
plants receiving optimum amounts of waand nutrients, crop yields can increase. Experiments with
D in Israel's Negev Desert have shown per acre yield inases of 80 percent over sprinkler systems.

ead over the

field

itamination.

With

—
—

water budgets and 70 percent of water
withdrawals worldwide saving even a small fraction of this water frees a large amount to meet other
tions'

needs. Raising irrigation efficiencies worldwide by

example, would save enough
water to supply all global residential water uses.
Vast quantities of irrigation water seep through un-

just 10 percent, for

lined canals while in transit to farmers' fields,

much more water
is

is

necessary for them to grow. Even

cally

and

typically applied to crops than
in

a technologi-

advanced nation such as the United States,

ir-

rigation efficiencies are often less than 50 percent.

Most farmers

irrigate their fields with gravity-

flow systems, the oldest

method and generally the
Water seeps into the soil

least

expensive to

as

flows across a gently sloping, sometimes fur-

it

rowed

field.

install.

Without careful management, a large

share often percolates to great depths or runs

off"

Only a small portion remains in the root
where the crops can use it. Sprinkler systems,
which come in many varieties, deliver water in a

Israel also pioneered the

it

speed and

main

Israel Ltd., the

marketer of automated systems, reproduct; by 1982 more than 100
the United States. Israel's overall gains

local

cently began exporting
units

had been

sold in

its

water-use efficiency, through widespread adoption of sprinkler and drip systems and optimum management
in agricultural

practices are impressive:

The average volume

of water applied
between 1967 and 1981, allowing
the nation's irrigated area to expand by 39 percent while farmers' water withdrawals grew by only
3 percent.
S.P.

per acre declined by a

fifth

1

emerged in the United States: the 1980 Arizona
Groundwater Management Act. Facing a rapidly
dwindling groundwater supply, Arizona is requiring its most overpumped areas
including Tucson
and Phoenix to achieve "safe yield" by the year
2025. At this level, no more groundwater is withdrawn than is recharged; the resource is thus in bal-

—

—

ance. Conservation measures will be required of

water users and
taxed.

If,

all

groundwater pumping

by the year 2006,

it

servation alone will not achieve the state's goal, the
land.

The

state's

retiring farmwater supplies simply cannot sup-

port both a booming population and a water-thirsty
farming economy for long.
Although agriculture is the biggest water con-

sumer, conservation
cost of

in cities

pumping and

can greatly reduce the

treating household water, be-

sides delaying the need to develop
plies.

ity

more

will

government can begin buying and

zone,

They

all

be
appears that con-

the field.

more costly supSeveral states, including California, Florida,

Michigan, and

New

York,

now have laws

requiring

than grav-

the installation of various water-efficient appli-

systems, but since they operate under pressure,

in new homes, apartments, and offices. A
1983 California law also requires every urban water supplier in the state to submit by the end of 985

spray.

they require

are typically

much more

center-pivot system

efficient

energy.

—was

One

design

—the

largely responsible for

the rapid expansion of irrigation on the U.S.

High

ances

1

a

management

plan that explicitly evaluates

effi-

Plains in recent decades. Drip irrigation systems re-

ciency measures as alternatives to developing

new

lease

water close to the plant's roots, thereby minimizing evaporation and seepage losses. Although

supplies.

expensive, carefully designed and operated drip

ter sources,

iOiethods often use

30 to 50 percent

less

water than

conventional gravity systems.

With the exception of countries such
which

is

already using 95 percent of

its

as Israel,

freshwater

most governments still treat water us a
limitless resource. U.S. farmers supplied with irriIgation water from federal projects, for example,
pay on average less than one-fifth of the real cost of
supplying it. Taxpayers are burdened with the remainder, and farmers have little incentive to adopt
water-conserving irrigation methods.
But at least one example worth emulating has
supplies,

wind

moisture, and optimizes fertilizer use. Motorola

soil

growing competition for limited waheightened environmental awareness,
and scarce and costly capital, new water strategies
are needed. Alternatives to large dam and diversion
In an era of

projects exist,

and water

crises

need not occur. Fail-

ing to take steps toward a water-efficient
is

risky:

Future food needs

trial activity

may

slow,

ing-water supplies

economy

may go unmet,

indus-

and the rationing of drink-

may become more common-

and better management can
volume of water and capital for
competing uses. Thus far, we have seen only hints
place. Conservation
free a large

—

—

of their potential.

Sandra Poslel

The earth's forest
systems are collapsing
under two different sets
of pressures; in the tropics, 76,000 acres of trees are
cleared daily

—an

annual

loss

nearly the size of Pennsylvania.

of forested area

And

in the north-

damage hnked

to air

pollutants or acid rain affects trees covering

more

ern tier of industrial countries,

than

1

2 million acres

sey and

— an area the

New Jer-

size of

Maryland combined.

Wooded

lands of

all

types cover

1

2 billion acres,

an area more than triple that in crops. Tropical
America, Africa, and Asia account for 60 percent
of the total, and it is in these regions that large-scale
clearing of forests is taking place. Unabated population growth is causing conversion of forest to
cropland as more and more rural families try to survive on increasingly marginal land. Some replace-

ment of

trees with crops

is

clearly essential to in-

crease food production, but the tragedy in the
tropics

is

soils are

that forests are often cleared either

where

too infertile to sustain crop production over

the long term or in a

manner

that prematurely de-

Central America, conversion of forest to pasture
are other forces behind deforestation. As forests
dwindle, signs of scarcity grow, taking an especially
large

toll

wood

is

In

on the third of humanity for which

many west African and Central American towns
cities, a typical family may spend one-quarter

and

of its earnings on fuelwood and charcoal, compara-

what a family in an affluent society might
spend on housing.
According to the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), more than 100 million people
half of them in Africa
cannot get
enough fuelwood to meet their basic needs. Nearly
1.2 billion people are meeting their needs only by
overcutting and depleting their forest resources, an
ble to

—

Shifting cultivation, which for centuries pro-

unsustainable practice.

oping world
lacking

will

infiltrate

the

and the

grow crops until the soil became too deficient
trients, and then clear a new area, returning

By

original plot perhaps twenty years later.

in

nu-

to the

then,

the land had lain fallow long enough to restore
fertility.

But

in

many areas,

its

population densities no

longer allow for the twenty-five to

fifty

acres of

land per person needed to sustain this farming system. The land is overused, additional forests are
cleared on soils that cannot sustain crops, and destruction spreads.

Fuelwood gathering, timber harvesting, and

in

—

be in one of two categories either
firewood or meeting their needs

soil.

Especially in regions subject to

monsoon

climate, deforestation

loss of this buffering effect

flood

forest,

by the

by depleting the resource.
Rarely valued monetarily, the loss of the ecosystem services provided freely by a natural forest entails real economic and social costs. An intact forest
moderates the water cycle, allowing rainwater to

down with

farmers would clear some

projects that

suflficient

drought, and

the population buildup of recent times.

FAO

year 2000, more than half the people of the devel-

vided a sustainable agricultural system, has broken
Traditionally,

—

the extremes of a

pletes the land's productive capacity.

fire-

the only source of cooking fuel and warmth.

damages

soil erosion.

in India

The

worsen flooding,

cost of repairing

below the Himalayan wa-

tershed has recently averaged $250 miflion per
In the Philippines, a government report
blamed deforestation for frequent flooding, erosion, river siltation, and a loss of water supplies.

year.

Silting of the reservoir behind

Ambuklao

halved the hydropower plant's useful

Dam has

fife.

Putting forestry on a sustainable footing in the
Third World requires addressing deforestation's
underlying causes: excessive population growth,
landlessness, and the shortage of productive livelihoods for the rural poor. Recently, some projects
have made forestry more responsive to people's
needs. In the Indian state of Gujarat, the governoff'ered free seedlings to farmers, and tree
farming is providing a stable source of income. Another approach, agroforestry, integrates tree and!
crop plantings for combined fuel and food produc-1
tion. In the Kordofan region of Sudan, wherej

ment has

Rs^^

^

asiut'^^^feWi^

^s.
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desertification

and firewood shortages are severej

have focused on restoring the traditional]
practice of growing nitrogen-fixing acacia tree^

eff'orts

along with food crops.

China and South Korea have each mounted nacampaigns to reclaim vast ar-|
eas of degraded land. China's official goals are tc
increase its forest cover from 1 2 percent to 20 percent by the year 2000 and ultimately restore trees
to one-third of its territory. South Korea had rapid
success with a replanting program begun in the
tional tree-planting
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comes with

a conscience.
Honda
I

t!

has always

made good

cars.

ople love them. But with any loved one,

ngs can sometimes get emotional.

Honda

understands.

And on our own

have set up a third-party arbitration
pjgram with the Better Business Bureau
V"

you an extra voice, if you need it.
But please talk with your dealer first.

t(give

^ id follow the problem-solving procedure
d scribed in

your owner's manual.

1 Anicntan Hoiula Nloior Cft, Inc.

Our new program will

help to resolve
product-related questions about your
Honda. This program is free. Just ask at
any Honda dealer for a booklet containing

more

information.

Or call

800-521-1613. You see,

Honda

wants you and your Honda to have a long
and happy relationship. It s only right.

,

Our vacations
last for years.
How much do you remember about your last vacation?
Did every moment of it, every discovery, every delight etch
your mind?
A vacation should, you know.
^-z
At TWA Getaway; we have 113 unforgettable vacations to
some 28 countries in Europe and the Middle East. To begin to
describe all there is to find on even one of them would fill this magazine.
There are, of course, our brochures.
In them, you'll see escorted tours. Cruises. Freestyle vacations where
you're free to wander on your own.
You'll note that our hotels are run attentively Our itineraries planned

^

itself indelibly into

-

Our guides selected carefully.
wonder how we're able to pull this off at the prices we quote.
(Simple answer TWA Getaway is the leading vacation
packager to Europe and the Middle East. Which gives
us a considerable amount of weight to throw around

out thoughtfully.

You

will

buying-power department.)
You will even see a warranty and it will tell you
that should even the smallest part of a TWA Getaway
vacation fail to deliver on its promises, we'll refund
you for it.
What you won't see, however, is the sparkle of the
water of the Grand Canal in Venice as you
in the

glide along

it.

You won't feel what it's like to stand before a place
where civilization was bom.
You won't experience the infectious warmth of
an out-of-the-way Alpine Gasthaus.
But you will find one of the best ways to do that, and more.
See your travel agent or call 1-800-G-E-T-A-W-A-Y
TWA Getaway vacations. Memories are made of this.

TWA GETAWAY VACATIONS ^d,
LEADING THE WAK- r^Y"

w.
^^i'!«sHi:V'iis3cvra\
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early seventies. In just a few years, trees were estab-

more than

lished on an area

half that in rice, the

Unfortunately, the political will and commit-

ment of resources needed
tered by deforestation
tropical Third World.

is

is

At

to

break the cycle

much

lacking in

is

fos-

of the

present, only one acre of

planted for every ten acres cleared.

greatest by far in Africa,

clearing to planting

where

where the

The gap

ratio of tree

twenty-nine to one. Meeting

shows no signs of abating. (See box. ) A toin Poland and
Czechoslovakia. Environmental scientists have
warned that by 1990 more than 7 million acres of
struction

of 2.4 million acres are affected

tal

Poland's forests

with

may

be

lost if the

nation proceeds

the Third World's projected fuelwood needs by

present industrialization plans, which call
for increased burning of the nation's high-sulfur

2000 would require a thirteenfold increase

brown

is

in

the

While lack of economic progress drives deforestation in the Third World, the byproducts of industrialization are threatening forests in the temperate zone. In the past decade,

it

has become

evident that air pollutants from the combustion of
fossil fuels

— both

and coal

oil

— and the smelting of

metallic ores are undermining sensitive forests and
soils.

now

Many

tine

Europe and North America
more acidity than they
and snow were falling through a pris-

forests in

receive thirty times

would

rain

if

atmosphere. Ozone levels

of Europe and North
the range

known

to

many

in

rural areas

America are now regularly

damage

together, several pollutants

trees.

in

Acting alone or

— including acid-form-

and nitrates, gaseous sulfur dioxide,
ozone, and heavy metals
are placing forests under
severe stress. Needles and leaves yellow and drop
prematurely from branches, tree crowns progressively thin, and ultimately, trees die. Even trees that
show no visible sign of damage may be declining in
growth and productivity.
In just a few years, forest damage has spread
with frightening rapidity through portions of central Europe. No nation has better documented the
ing sulfates

/est

—

— they helped shape the

|e.

nal

The

for

ith

—

^3

showed

nation's cultural

of these woodlands

loss

issue
is

now

literary her-

a potent political

West Germans.

a household word.

that

is

and

A

Waldsterben
survey

in

—

the

and emoor

forest

summer

of

West Germans were more concerned about

fate of their forests

than about the Pershing missiles to be

ced on their land later that year
-ollowing a

1

and

982

coals.

Damage

reported

in

other European countries,

including Austria, Switzerland, the Netherlands,
East Germany, Romania, and Sweden, adds to the

growing evidence of unprecedented forest devastation. In the United States, from the Appalachians
of Virginia and West Virginia northward to the
Green Mountains and White Mountains of New
England, red spruce is undergoing a serious dieback a progressive thinning from the outer tree
crown inward. Damage is most severe in the high-

—

elevation forests of
1

New

England. By the spring of

984, researchers had detected serious spruce

dam-

age as far south as North Carolina's Mount Mitchell
the highest peak in eastern North America

—

and

tree deaths

were expected

be identified

in

Recent publicity about acid rain has tended

to

to

other areas soon thereafter.

lump

this forest destruction

dying

fish,

and other

with acidifying lakes,

effects of acid rain. Forest

damage has added impetus

reduce emisprimary acid rain preEuropean countries and
to calls to

sions of sulfur dioxide, the

Indeed, fifteen

cursor.

Canada have made formal commitments to reduce
sulfur emissions by 30 percent or more by the early
nineties; notably absent

forestry estimated that 8 percent of

— 34 percent of the

es

;ted in the

nation's forests.

summer of 984 and
1

A

third survey, con-

the latest to date, found that

Fthe nation's trees are injured. Hardest
)ded states of Bavaria and

hit

are the heavily

Baden WUrttemberg, home of

fabled Black Forest.

and
Germany's
fir,

which together represent two-thirds of
forests, are the most severely struck. The
pine,

spruce and

from

this

"30 percent club"

fir

forests are typically

managed

in

even-aged

stands, with trees harvested

Although damage
fir

of

lost

all

first

between 80 and 130 years of age.
appeared on the older trees, spruce and

ages are now affected. The value of the trees already

exceeds $1.2

billion.

Because a growing portion of the

planned annual harvest consists of dying trees, the harvest may
reach three times its normal level over the next few years. Al-

though

forest survey, the federal minister of food,

West Gerny's forested area was damaged. Just a year later, a more
rough investigation found damage on more than 6.2 million
iculture,

Ipruce,

its

Germany: Death of a Fairy Tale Forest

West Germany's forests are not just sources of lumber and

St

recent survey shows that

half the nation's trees are injured, and so far the de-

current rate of tree planting for nonindustrial uses.

ip

borders than West Germany,

its

forests cover roughly a third of the land area.

The government's most

country's food staple.

trees

destruction within

this

may

depress timber prices over the short term, fu-

ture supplies are diminishing as sick

and dying

trees are har-

vested long before their time.
In a

1

983 Journal of Forestry

editorial, a

of forest policy, the president of the

German

German

professor

Forestry Associa-

Regensburg forester, and a former U.S. Fulbright visiWest Germany joined together to note that "air pollution
is now the problem that concerns West German foresters most.
The results of 200 years of forest management seem to be
extinguishable within the next 10 years.
Only a few people
think about an all-too-possible scenario: central Europe withtion, a

tor to

.

out forests."

S.P.

.

.

I

—

'

are the United States and Great Britain. While

ones, fish are the principal source of animal protein.

putting scrubbers on smokestacks

Between 1950 and 1970, the world fish catch
more than tripled. The growing world population
and rising per capita incomes boosted demand for
animal protein. The extraordinary growth in the

first

a necessary

is

step to curb acid rain in the near term, a tech-

nological fix for one pollutant cannot be an ulti-

mate

solution for a multipollutant problem. Solu-

are needed that will reduce levels of all
threatening pollutants. Using energy more effitions

catch led to the feeling that the oceans contained
of

finite supplies

fish.

Projections

made

in-

at this tirne

commonly

energy

indicated the catch would eventually
reach 200 to 400 million tons annually. On the sup-

sources are rarely considered in strategies to con-

ply side, advances in fishing technology and the

ciently, recycling

erating

more

more paper and metals, and gen-

power

from

alternative

trol air pollutants or acid rain,

but they are perhaps

availability of

cheap

oil led to

the development of

the most cost-effective ways that exist.

distant-water fishing fleets that scoured the oceans

Given the rapidity with which the forest destrucis no longer
whether proof of damage from air pollutants or
acid rain is irrefutable but whether the forests are
sufficiently threatened to warrant action. West
German foresters would answer with an unequivocal yes. But the real test is whether nations that so
far have been spared severe losses will muster the
political will to take action to avoid them.

in search of edible sea life.

tion has unfolded, the relevant question

Sandra Postel

By

the early seventies, however,

Growth

overfishing were appearing.

world

fish

catch slowed to

less

signs of

annual
than one percent.
in the

And in per capita terms, the growth of nearly 4 percent per year during the

fifties

and

sixties

became a

decline of almost one percent yearly after 1970.

The

collapse of the Southeast Pacific anchovy

by overfishing
and ocean variability, caught the attention of many
who had assumed that humanity would ultimately
fishery in the early seventies, caused

turn to the oceans for food.

By

eleven major oceanic fisheries

and

Overfishing was rare a
generation ago. Now, in
some regions it seems

many

five in

the Pacific

point of collapse.

—

the early eighties,
six in the Atlantic

—had been depleted

to the

They range from the Peruvian

an-

chovy, which had an estimated potential of 9 million tons, to the

Alaska king crab, with a possible

yield of nearly 100,000 tons. Overall, the annual

harvest from oceanic fisheries has been reduced by

an estimated

1 1

million tons because of fishery mis-

management.
be a common occurrence. The world's fisheries
occupy an important niche in the global ecosystem,
the world economy, and the human diet. Their an74 million tons in 1983 exceeds
nual harvest
world beef production by a substantial margin.
Yielding an average of thirty-five pounds per perto

—

—

son worldwide, fisheries supply 23 percent of all an-

imal protein consumed.

More importantly,

low-income countries, as well as

in a

in

many

few industrial

Before national control was extended to 200
miles offshore, there was often no authority respon-

and establishing quotas
working a fishery. In some cases, overon
fishing resulted from a lack of information
such things as stocks and reproductive rates
needed to manage supplies intelligently. As the biology of oceanic fisheries becomes better understood, a concern for sustainable yield is likely to dispel the myth that the oceans can provide an ever
sible for limiting the catch

for the fleets

—

increasing supply of protein.
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shellfish are harvested

—

herrings, cods, jacks, redfishes,

and mackerels, plus

their associated relatives

—

ac-

count for well over half the annual catch.
The diversity of the global catch is reflected in
seafood consumption patterns. In the
United States, tuna occupies a prominent position
in overall seafood consumption: With tuna sandwiches and salads common fare, U.S consumption
accounts for more than a third of the world tuna
catch. Of the million and a half tons of squid caught
yearly, most is consumed by Japan and the counnational

itt^^H
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and

just five species
<Sc
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crusta-

on a commercial
scale. Of this long list, some twenty-two species
commonly yield 100,000 tons or more per year, and

^

i^
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More than one hundred species of finfish,
ceans,

1

—
tries

north of the Mediterranean

and

Italy.

The consumption

dant species

of

— Spain, Portugal,
some other abun-

similarly concentrated in parts of the

is

industrialized world.

in better

countries, fish are nonetheless a key protein source

ized that there were a limited

the diet of coastal peoples.

mean

a rice dish can often

A scrap of dried fish in

the difference between a

and one seriously deficient in protein. The worldwide decline in the per
capita catch does not augur well for future nutritional improvements in developing countries.
With oceanic overfishing now commonplace, the
age-old method of capturing fish by hunting and
gathering is being supplemented by fish farming
and ranching. In many parts of the world, fish can
be raised like livestock using natural ponds or artifinutritionally adequate diet

The many

cially flooded land.

tively

known

techniques, collec-

as aquaculture, succeed with a variety

Harvesting can be done on a
small or a large scale and can often be integrated
with conventional farming, using organic wastes

of

fish

and

from land

shellfish.

to fertilize

ponds and provide a food sup-

ply for fish.
is

growing

at

more than

7 percent

fish may be the fastestgrowing part of the human diet. Interest in fish
farming is on the rise everywhere. China, with an
estimated annual aquacultural output of just over 4
million tons, is far and away the world leader. Japan ranks second, with about a million tons
roughly one-third each of finfish, shellfish, and seaweed. Given the rapid strides in U.S. fish farming
during the early eighties, a 1985 survey is likely to
show the United States moving into the top ten

each year, and cultivated

aquacultural producers.

A growing emphasis on

almon

at

this

approach

evident

is

modernization, however, their access to

many

streams

was often blocked by dams, as in the U.S. Pacific
)rthwest and in the Baltic Sea. Some rivers
such as the
ames in England, where the salmon disappeared in the ninenth century
became so polluted that they were no longer

d rivers

—

In recent years, a better

to the restocking of

many streams.

for this tasty

In

f

763,

German

discovered that salmon eggs could be fertilized

biolo-

in captiv-

This knowledge, coupled with an awareness of the salmon's
instinct, set the stage for

(usually

men ranching
tinct

of this

publicly

modern ranching. Salmon

supported)

and

commercial

are both based on the near-legendary

fish.

number

in

of offshore

additional capacity

would be profitable.
Worldwide, aquaculture provides roughly onesixth of the seafood

consumed

directly.

Of the

total

output of some 3.7 million tons, an estimated four-fifths is accounted for by carp, the
mainstay of both the Chinese and Indian aquaculfinfish

tural economies. In both these countries, the aqua-

more than one-fourth of toconsumption. In the United States, nearly
the rainbow trout, most of the catfish and craw-

cultural sector provides
tal fish
all

fish,

and 40 percent of the oysters are harvested

from

fish

One

farms.

of the attractions offish farming

efficiency with

which

fish

is

the high

convert vegetable matter

An American farmer must feed his cattle
roughly 7 pounds of grain to produce a pound of

to meat.

by comparison, need 3.25 pounds of

grain to yield a pound of pork; broilers need 2.25

pounds

pound of chicken. Catfish, however,
pounds of grain to produce a pound
offish. Fish are efficient converters for two reasons.
One, they are coldblooded and thus do not need to
consume large amounts of energy to maintain a
high and steady body temperature. And two, because they live in the water, fish do not require
for a

require only

1

much energy
That

.7

for locomotion.

farming

is destined to expand seems
do so is less certain. As a form
of animal husbandry, it must compete with the production of beef, pork, poultry, eggs, and milk for

clear;

fish

how fast

it

will

Even when released

in

ting,

salmon manage

streams some two to

The

to find their
five

way back to their nursery
when it's time to breed.

years later

only countries with extensive salmon hatcheries and an-

nual releases of this fish are Japan, the Soviet Union, and the

every four Japanese. Soviet salmon ranchers are not far be-

understanding of the salmon's

and a strong commercial demand

.cheries

which investment

fisheries in

life

men's demise.

ning

farming. Lenders real-

hsh have

—

ts

fish

United States. The Japanese now release more than a billion
young salmon each year in rivers and streams on the islands of
Hokkaido and Honshu. After feeding in the areas south of the
Bering Sea, the Aleutian Islands, and the Gulf o( Alaska, the
salmon return to the rivers where they were released. In the fall
of 1982, the Japanese harvested 28 million salmon
one for

bitable. In other instances, merciless overfishing led to the

;le

toward

Home on the Ranch

salmon apparently thrived in streams and rivthroughout the Northern Hemisphere's higher latitudes,

In past times,

ith

boats and improved port and processing

facilities shifted

beef. Pigs,

Fish farming

.

Bank and the U.N. Food and
Agriculture Organization. In the seventies, assistance that previously concentrated on investments

Although per capita fish consumption in Third
World countries is lower than in most industrial
in

;

the lending practices of such international aid

in

agencies as the World

homing

an unfamiliar

set-

—

hind:

They

are expanding the

number

of smolts released by

roughly 100 million per year, and their goal
lion

is

to release 3 bil-

annually by the end of the century. The Soviet salmon are

released in the

Kamchatka

many

small streams of Sakhalin Island and the

Peninsula.

By 1990, the USSR. Japan, and the

United Slates are expeted to release 6

North Pacific— Z...R.5.

billion

smolts into the

—
fertilizer, and feedBut in a world where pressure on resources is
mounting, aquaculture should also be seen as a
means of tapping currently unused resources, such

now

the use of land, water, labor,

drology, meteorologists can

stuffs.

plausible hypothesis that population-induced local

as low-lying land that

is

not suitable for crop pro-

duction.

With mounting pressures on world
oceanic and domestic

—

prices rising for the rest of the century

This

fisheries

fishery analysts see seafood

and beyond.

may annoy Western consumers

for

whom

salmon or Alaskan king crab is a delicacy. But it
will be much more than annoying for those in the
Third World for whom fish is the principal source
of animal protein.
Lester R.

Brown

piece together a

is indeed under way in Africa, the
and perhaps elsewhere as well.
The continents are watered by the oceans; therefore, any change induced by population growth
must involve interfering with the mechanics of that
process. Africa, for example, is watered by moisture-laden air masses from the Indian and Atlantic
oceans. The Indian subcontinent receives rain from
clouds moving inland from the Indian Ocean and

chmatic change

Amazon

the

Basin,

Bay of Bengal. The

almost

all

its

water

Amazon

Brazilian

derives

from the Atlantic

initially

Ocean.
Evaporation of moisture from

rainfall near the

move inland.
At a typical site in the central Amazon, such as one
that was carefully studied near Manaus, Brazil,
coasts recharges rain clouds as they

Is

roughly one-fourth of the rainfall evaporates directly, and nearly one-half reenters the atmosphere

human actiyity

in

causing global climate
changes? Until recentlg,

the form of transpiration from plants. Together,

direct evaporation

and transpiration return three-

fourths of the rainfall to the atmosphere, leaving

one-fourth as runoff that makes
Atlantic.

Such high

its

way back to

levels of cloud

the

recharge have

led ecologists to refer to tropical rain forests as

and
carbon dioxide (CO2). In step with the burning of
oil, coal, and natural gas, the concentration of CO2
in the atmosphere has steadily climbed. Climatologists warn that increased CO2 traps more of the

"rain machines."

sun's heat at the earth's surface; the implications

cordingly reduced, as the atmosphere holds less re-

of this "greenhouse effect" have put climate change

turned moisture that can become rain later

the question has rightly focused on

at the center of a lively political

fossil fuels

and

scientific

When land is deforested, however, this ratio is
roughly reversed, with a quarter of the rainfall being returned to the atmosphere and three-quarters

running off quickly. Rainfall

cycle.

in the region is ac-

The more distant from the coast,

the

in

the

more an

debate.

area depends on evaporation for the recharge of

Recently another question has emerged: Can
changes in land cover, such as deforestation in the

one-third to two-thirds of

Third World, alter climate? The contribution of
population growth to deforestation, overgrazing,
soil erosion, and desertification in the Third World
is highly visible and widely recognized. What is
new is the realization that these processes may be
driving climate changes in regions as diverse as the
semiarid Sudan-Sahelian zone of Africa and the
rain forests of the

Amazon.

Natural climatic fluctuations make

human

it

difficult to

on climate.
A reconstructed climatic history of the Sahel over
the last 10,000 years, for example, shows extreme
fluctuations, from periods of wetness to dryness. A
detailed history of just the last few centuries shows
separate out the possible

effects

that the Sahel has periodically experienced severe,

prolonged drought.
Meteorologists have traditionally dismissed the
notion of large-scale human-induced climate
change, arguing that the natural forces driving
global atmospheric circulation would override any
local, human-induced alterations. Using data from
other

fields,

such as agriculture, ecology, and hy-
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rain clouds.

soil

Even

in

semiarid regions, an estimated
all rainfall

comes from

moisture evaporation.

Water

first

enters the

Amazon

area in moisture-

laden air masses from the Atlantic Ocean.
progress

westward,

they

continually

As

these

discharge

form of rain and are recharged by
On the average, wathat
does
not
return to the ocean
ter in the Amazon
completes the cycle every 5.5 days. During this process some of the water works its way out of the
evaporative cycle as runoff and begins the long trip
back to the Atlantic. Moisture left in the air when it
reaches the Andes moves southward into central
Brazil and the Chaco/Paraguay river regions,
where it becomes part of the rainfall cycle in major
farming areas.
moisture

in the

evaporation and transpiration.

As

the

Amazon

rain forest

land or grassland or

is

is

converted to crop-

cleared by logging, the share

of rainfall that runs off increases.

The proportion

that returns to the atmosphere through evaporation
falls,

reducing the total amount of water in the arThe net effect is lower aver-

ea's hydrological cycle.

age

rainfall, particularly in the west.

Less rain in
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A lifetime of
emotions wrapped up
in one word:

I

Cancer
keep our heads. It is tremendously important that
know what cancer is. And what it is not. Cancer
not one disease. Some cancers may be prevented by
ood health habits. Some are easj' to control; others may
severe or life-threatening. Different cancers are subject
ditTerent treatments. Most important of all, it is imperbe fatal.
ive to know that cancer need
ct's

Remember, knowledge

'eryone

fears.

I

.;

!'

NOT

the latest news about cancer:
ne of the leading scientific journals, Nature, recently
id, "1983 may be the year
which carcinogenesis is
lally understood."

r^cre is

m

Some of the best informed scientists in the world say
we may see substantial control and cure of cancers
:fore this century is over By the year 2000, the incidence
at

UNFOUNDED

the best cure for

Hope is the key to the future.
Hope is what the latest facts and

figures

on cancer

are

all

about.

Hope
Hope
Hope

resides in early diagnosis.
resides in early treatment.
resides in current research.

We now know that cancer can

be diagnosed and treated
with an array of new technology and kno\\'lcdge. You are
not alone in prexenting or treating cancer You need and
have a support system. We call it...

Partners in Healthcare:

You

m

are the most important partner.
Only you can take the first step. And at the first warning
sign
a lump, unusual bleeding from any part of the body,

:ticipate in

does not heal, an obvious change in
mole, a nagging cough or hoarseness, a change

should be markedly decreased by pre\enand cure. This is believecH because of the rapid
Ivances in the past several years, and what we can surely
total cancers

The

the years just ahead.

attack

on the problem of cancer

world over Scientists

e

is

vast, here

and

in universities, pharmaceutical

government health agencies arc coorditing activities that arc supported oy huge budgets
d by an immense technolog)'. A trenicndous body of

ganizations and

pcrience has been amassed for

much

many

different cancers.

fear can be dangerous
jiriy diagnosis is essential to arrest and to overcome many
inccrs. But early diagnosis is often hindered by fear And
II
is worse when one does not know the facts. Here are
nplc all-important facts: Cancer is
the commonest
use of dcatn. Many cancers are curable.
K)

.

NOT

I

!

habits— DO ^fOT WAIT.

CONSULT YOLTR

a

wart or

in

bowel

PHYSI-

CIAN AT ONCE.
Your doctor interprets the warning signs, orders your
tests and makes the diagnosis.
The chances are that your physician will find something
other than cancer But it is essential that, whatexcr tests are
needed, they be done quickly for an early diagnosis.
All those who discover, develop and distribute medicines complete the partnership.
Pharmaceutical companies in the past few vcars have

developed many good drugs for cancers.
fijlfilling our role as one of your partners

We

at Pfizer are

in hc.ilthcarc

by

mobilizing; our doctors, chemists, technicians, a huge
range of facilities anci modern instrumentatit)n to do our
share in the search for the cause and the ultimate cure of
cancer and other diseases.

make a diagnosis.
someone in vour family has cancer should also
promptly addressed. Here again, seek the ad\ice of \'our

For n copy of the pamphlet The Hopeful Side of Cancer,
write to the American Caficer Society, G.P.O. Box 1400,

Fear that
1

—

a sore that

Ibo often fear delays treatment. The best way to overmc fear is to get all the facts. More often than not, your
ir that you have cancer will pro\e to be wrong. But it is
11 absolutely essential that you get a medical examination
d that your doctor (not you, nor your family, nor your
ends)

1

is

ysician.

There are also manv qualified professionals and

organizations that pro\idc information on cancer
irtually e\ery major communit\' in the United States.

-cial
\
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Somewhere at this moment a jet aircraft
carrying several hundred passengers is touching down at triple-digit speeds.
On runways whose surfaces could be perfectly dry, or dotted with icy patches, or glazed
with rainwater
It IS about to perform the single most important act any moving vehicle ever performs:
the act of stopping.

That feat is no less important when performed on behalf of one to five passengers in a
BMW, which, besides roads and weather, must
also contend with the treacheries of traffic.
That's why both vehicles use "what is considered by many to be the biggest advance in
braking since the disc" (AutoWeek)— the antilock braking system (ABS).
STEER AND STOP AT THE SAME TIME.

On the BMW, as on the aircraft, electronic
sensors measure the rotational speed of the
wheels, feeding this data to a computer (The
computer is well fed; we use four sensors as
against a competitor's three.)
Then, operating on the computer's command, a hydraulic control unit applies braking
pressure as it should be applied: in the rapid

pumping movements that prevent the brakes
ifrom locking.

And it does so faster than humanly possieven if the human in question is a Grand
Pnx dnver An experienced race driver might be

ble,

pump four times a second; our ABS
system, ten.
Should any wheel begin to lock, the computer instantaneously reduces braking
pressure until control is regained. A vital factor
in panic stops, where both wheels and driver
freeze, placi ng the ca r at the mercy of its own
momentum. ABS permitsyoutosteer and stop
at the same time.
ABS IS new, and standard, on the
735i, 635CSi and 535i. But in the ways that
matter most, it isn't new at all, having proven
itself not just on airborne vehicles, but their
landborne equivalents:
race cars dating
back over a decade.
able to

BMW

BMW

A SYSTEM NOT AN AFTERTHOUGHT.
ABS arrives not as an addendum or after,

thought but as part of a larger system devoted
maximizing your control over the vehicle.
For example, ABS matches, and is fully

to

by BMW's new 3.5-literfuel-injected
engine— a zealous power plant whose talents

justified

for acceleration are ideally

ABS's
It

skills in
IS

counterbalanced by

deceleration.

also a perfectly compatible

mate to

BMW's fully-independent suspension

systems,
shares a common birthplace:
high-speed racecourses, where issues of agility and precision take on a special urgency.
All that sets the
apart from every
other luxury car in the world-but also gives it
some vital common ground with the other highwith which

it

BMW

performance vehicle shown

(in

part) here:

The recognition that true performance isn't measured just by how
fast a vehicle goes, but by

how well
j

itstops-and howwell itdoes everything m between.

THE ULTIMATE DRIVING MACHINE.
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RAIN, RAIILGO AWHf.
Everybody talks about acid

we get rid

rain,

but

is

anybody doing anything about

it?

How do

of it?

Environmental issues are complex. That's why you should watch The MacNeil/
Lehrer NewsHour every weeknight. News stories get the time they deserve. The time

you

deserve.

You get more facts. You hear different sides. Most important, you get the analysis
you need to understand the issues behind the stories.
Major funding for The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour is provided by AT&T, the
national corporate underwriter.

The MacNeil/Lehrer

NEWSHC)L

:S

Weeknights on Public TV

Produced by WNET/13, NY. WETA. Wash., DC., and MacNeil-Lehrer-Gannett Prod. Funded by AT&T, Public Television Stations, and CPB,

©

AT&T 1984

suggest that Africa

is

measuring changes

in river flows, J.

"drying out." In an analysis
Sircoulon observes that "the Senegal, Niger, and Chari rivers,
coming from wetter regions to the south
have
.

.

.

undergone a severe decrease of runoff during the
last

1

5 years.

.

.

.

Lake Chad has shown a systemAt that time the

atic decrease of level since 1963.

lake's surface covered 23,500 square kilometers,

and the volume of stored water was 105 billion cuhad been divided by
three and the volume by four. Since this date, the
lake has been cut into two parts. The northern part
dries up every year, with only a small inflow
"
through the 'Grande Barriere.'
bic meters. In 1973 the surface

Most meteorologists have been

reluctant

to

human

attribute significant shifts in climate to

changes in land use. Although the evidence that can
now be assembled from several fields of study is not
yet conclusive,

it is

persuasive. Reflecting on this,

Canadian meteorologist Kenneth Hare,
^^>^^^^l<^^,V

'> /.--.;

ysis of desertification in Africa,

IV.V-

'

in

an anal-

has concluded that

"we seem to have arrived at a critical moment in

the

history of mankind's relation to climate. For the

Amazon would almost certainly reduce the
amount that reaches the agriculturally important
Paraguayan Chaco and central Brazilian plateau.
the

In Africa, northeastern Brazil, northwestern India,

and northwestern China

—where rapidly grow-

ing populations are generating wholesale shifts in

land use

—

deserts are expanding.

Recently the

United Nations Environment Programme undertook a survey of desertification in countries in the

Sudan-Sahelian region of Africa. The fourteen
most populous countries in this group have a combined population of 230 million people, 43 percent
of the African total. The survey focused on five
manifestations of desertification
sand dune encroachment, rangeland deterioration, forest deple-

—

tion,

the deterioration of irrigation systems, and

problems

in

rainfed agriculture.

—

time we may be on the threshold of man-induced climatic change."
Knowing what we do about the extent of deforestation, overgrazing, and soil degradation during
the past generation and about the way the hydrological cycle works, we should not be surprised by
changing climate. More significantly, population
growth may be driving that change in directions
first

that will not benefit the people affected, reducing

where rain is needed for crop proand livestock grazing. And expanding

rainfall in areas

duction

deserts, in turn, are shrinking the land area avail-

able for growing food, grazing livestock, and producing firewood. The effectiveness or ineffectiveness

—

—

of family planning programs

bly for centuries to come.

Not one of the seventy indicators five for each
of the fourteen countries
showed any improve-

—

may be shaping

the climate of some countries for decades and possi-

Lester R.

Brown

ment. According to thirteen of the seventy indicators, there

was no

significant

change during the

seven years under review. Half the total measure-

ments showed moderate deterioration. The remaining twenty-one showed serious deterioration. The
three categories

showing the most consistent deteriand rainfed agri-

oration were rangelands, forests,

culture. Field observers confirm the survey find-

them as somber but realistic.
Perhaps because of the Sahelian drought of the
early seventies and the continent-wide drought experienced in Africa in 1983 and 1984, more attention has been focused on changing land-use patterns caused by population pressure and the
possible effects on local climate. In addition to the
evidence from agriculture and meteorology, and
ings, describing

the desertification trends, hydrological data also

The

failure to eliminate

human hunger weighs
heavilg on the collective
dimming the numerous remarkable
achievements of the late twentieth century. From
about 1950 to 1973, world food production surged
ahead, outstripping population growth and holding
conscience,

out the hope that hunger could be banished. In the
last

decade, however, growth

in

production has

slowed, raising doubts about the long-term food

prospect. Despite advances in technology, the effort
to reduce hunger

The

is

at a standstill.

shifting contours of the world food

economy

are dominated by two major developments.

One

is

the leveling off of per capita food production since

1973, following a quarter-century of steady gains.
other, obscured by this global trend, is the

A study of urban encroachment
on agricultural land in Europe (grasslands as well
as croplands) from 1960 to 1970 found that West
Germany was losing one percent of its agricultural
land every four years. For France and the United
Kingdom, the comparable figure was nearly 2 pereight-year period.

The

cent for the decade.

growing food gap between country and country,
continent and continent. In some regions, per cap-

ment, cropland

While attention has focused on urban encroachis

also being lost to village expan-

cent annually, boosting per capita output by some
30 percent. Since then it has averaged only 2 per-

has been conducted on this loss. Using data gathered during
several decades in his native Bangladesh, Akef
Quazi concludes that growth of the area occupied
by a village and growth in the number of families
are closely related. One reason for this correlation

cent yearly, barely keeping pace with population

is

growth. Tightening supplies of energy, land, and
water are now shaping the world food prospect.

terials,

food production

ita

surging ahead; in others

is

it is

falling steadily.

From 1950

to 1973, the year of the first oil price

hike, world grain output

expanded more than

3 per-

sion. Unfortunately, little research

homes are "made up of locally available masuch as bamboo, thatch, and corrugated
sheets and, as such, are never strong enough to

that

iron

the beginning of agriculture until roughly

hold an upper story." Quazi reports that "every

mid-century, the expansion of the world's cropland

new village homestead is being built on cropland."
Undoubtedly there are occasional exceptions, but
Quazi's point is a sound one, for Bengali villages are
usually surrounded by the rice fields on which they

From

area more or less matched the growth in world
population. The supply of food increased from year
to year largely because the total cultivated area

expanding. But improvements

in productivity

was
per

At mid-century, this
began to change. Since then most of the growth has
come from boosting land productivity. Growth in
the cropland area has continued to slow, coming to
a standstill in some countries. Between 1980 and
2000 the world cropland base is projected to expand
acre

came

slowly or not at

by only 4 percent, while the world's population is
projected to expand by some 40 percent.
In recent decades, much cropland has been lost
to industrialization and to urbanization, the latter
being one of the most globally pervasive demographic trends of this century.
is

disappearing under

depend.
Industrialization also

all.

cities is

How much cropland
not known, but vari-

ous surveys and data from individual countries provide some indication. For example, U.S. Department of Agriculture surveys in 1967 and 1975

some 6.2 million acres of prime U.S.
cropland were converted to urban uses during the
indicated that

consumes large areas of

land. Since the mid-fifties factory construction has

been one of the main causes of cropland shrinkage
in western Europe and Japan. More recently, industrial development has begun to claim land in
developing countries as well. Land-hungry China
has been especially affected. Factories must be
built in the east and south, where most Chinese live,
which is also where most farmland is located.
Dwight Perkins, a scholar on China, notes that the
10 percent annual industrial growth steadily consumes cropland. He believes planners are aware of
this but that "there is no way around the fact that
good farmland (fiat, located near transport, etc.)
often makes an excellent factory site."
Even more than the scarcity of fertile land, lack
of water resources may constrain growth in world
food output. In countries as widely separated as
Mexico and Pakistan, scarcity of fresh water prevents the spread of high-yielding wheats. In the Soviet

to

Union, water shortages are frustrating efforts

expand feed-grain production

for that country's

As new

irrigation options

swelling livestock herds.

;

are exhausted, the link between water and bread

:

becomes increasingly obvious.

Some

1

5 percent of the world's cropland

is irri-

up from 1 1 percent in the early sixties. Irrigation was once concentrated in the Middle East,
where it first developed, but as of 1980, 46 percent
of the world's irrigated lands were located in Asia.
gated,

tTft^

'^^'^'^
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The

effectiveness

of irrigation

hanced by the use of chemical
eas of agricultural settlement
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World War

demand

II

is

greatly en-

As new arbecame scarce after

fertilizer.

and population growth speeded up,
began to climb. In 1950 the

for fertilizer

:

—

p
:hina:

Land

for the Living,

Not the Dead

As the world population moves steadily toward five billion,
;w manifestations of population pressure are surfacing. In
hina, where the dead are buried under mounds that are often
cated on good farmland, authorities are now trying to con:rve land by encouraging cremation instead of traditional in-

rment.

A

study of this burial practice in the immediate vicinity of
reported that from 1949 until 1964 burial mounds

eijing

aimed 526 acres of
Ties

fertile

cropland. Multiplied thousands of

over for the country as a whole, this loss

is

of great con-

world used

cern to Chinese political leaders. Accordingly, the government
has launched a campaign to encourage cremation.
Although persuading people to change centuries-old traditions

is

difficult,

Zhang

Yizhi, an official

in

the ministry of civil

affairs, believes that the shift to the

family responsibility system will ease this transition: "If the peasants want to become
more prosperous, they will not be able to let the dead occupy
the limited land that

is

available for farming." Veneration of

ancestors continues, but

compete with the dead

in this

crowded country, the

for land.

living

L.R.B.

less than 14 million tons of chemical ferWithin a decade that figure had doubled; in
the ne.xt decade it doubled again. By 1984 world
consumption of fertilizer totaled 121 million tons, a

momentum after World War II, and in
1984 United States and Canadian grain export
climbed to 126 million tons. Feed grains princi-

ninefold increase in thirty-four years. Eliminating
use today would probably cut world food pro-

ever larger share of the total. Today, North America is not only the world's breadbasket, but its feed

duction by at least a third.

bag as

tilizer.

its

At a minimum,

a billion

and a half people are now fed with the additional
food produced with chemical fertilizer.
Since mid-century the increase

in

world

fertilizer

use has been driven by population growth and by
the expanding appetite for animal protein. As the
stork outruns the plow, the role of fertilizer is magnified. The reduction in world cropland area per
person since 1950 has been offset by raising per
capita fertilizer use fivefold between 1950 and

gained

pally corn, sorghum,

As

and barley

—
—have made up an

well.

the North

American share of world grain

ports has increased,

it

Eastern share of

exports and

oil

ex-

has surpassed the Middle

more dependent on one region

for

made
its

the world

food than ever

before. This
gion,

overwhelming dependence on one reand on one country in particular, brings with

it an assortment of risks. To begin with,
both the
United States and Canada are afifected by the same

climatic cycles.

A

more people now means less
cropland per person, requiring more fertilizer to

poor harvest in one is often associated with a poor harvest in the other. When reserves are low, even a modest fluctuation in the re-

satisfy a given dietary level.

gion's

growth in world fertilizer use
has slowed markedly. After expanding by 7.5 percent annually from 1950 through 1973, growth
dropped to 5.6 percent per year during 1973 to
1979 and to 2.5 percent per year since the 1979 oil

To restore the upward trend in per capita food
production for the world as a whole, either harvests
must grow or population growth must slow. Given

1980. In simple terms,

In recent years the

price increase. This

slowdown

is

not due to any sin-

gle influence but rather to several,

many

of

them

associated with diminishing returns and, directly or
indirectly, rising oil prices.

During the last thirty years, the pattern of world
food trade has been reshaped by widely varying

exportable grain surplus can send price
tremors through the world food economy.

the emerging constraints on cropland, water, and
energy,

will

be

and maingrowth in food production.
The hope of eliminating hunger in the Third World
thus rests more heavily than ever on population policies and family-planning programs.
it

difficult to reestablish

tain a 3 percent rate of

Lester R.

Brown

population growth rates and levels of agricultural
management among the major regions. As recently
as the late thirties.

grain-deficit region

Western Europe was the only
and Latin America was the

world's leading grain supplier, exporting
million tons per year.

some

9

North America and Eastern
Europe (including the Soviet Union) each exported
5 million tons of grain annually. Even Asia and Africa had modest exportable surpluses.
By 1950, the shift from regional grain surpluses
to deficits was well under way as Eastern Europe,
Latin America. Asia, and Africa all moved to the
deficit side of the food ledger. With these shifts, the
outlines of a new world grain-trade pattern began
to emerge. North American
agricultural growth

The world's population
picture at mid-decade is
one of starii contrasts.
Variations in fertility among countries have never
been wider. Some populations change little from
year to year or decline slightly: others are experiencing the fastest growth ever recorded. The popu-

^^AfU

Societies can remain in either the

p2^W;«-cti^v^
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first

or the final

stage of the demographic transition indefinitely.

This

is

not true, however, of the middle phase.

Many developing countries have been in the middle
stage since roughly mid-century. Those

now

in the

decade of 3 percent annual population
growth are en route to a twentyfold expansion in a
century. Unfortunately, it is difficult to imagine
any country, even one that was sparsely populated
at mid-century, surviving such an increase with its
biological support systems and social institutions
fourth

intact.

The evidence
tries

of recent years suggests that coun-

decades experience
sures

more than a few
mounting population pres-

stuck in the second stage for

—pressures

that eventually destroy forests,

and croplands. As these resources de-

grasslands,

teriorate, mortality rates begin to rise to reestablish

a balance between births and deaths. Countries
that do not

make it to the demographic equilibrium

of the third stage will eventually return to the de-

lations of

West Germany and Hungary are slowly

getting smaller, for example, while those of

Kenya

mographic equilibrium of the
no long-term alternative.

Many

first.

Nature provides

of the countries that have broken out of

and Syria are doubling in less than twenty years.
These disparities are placing great stress on the
international economic system and on national political structures. Runaway population growth is indirectly fueling the debt crisis by increasing the
need for imported food and other basic commodities. World Bank president A.W Clausen observes
that "population growth does not provide the

the second stage of the demographic transition

drama

the final stage of the demographic transition

its

of financial crisis or political upheaval but

significance for shaping the world of our chil-

dren and grandchildren

is

at least as great."

Demographers describe the relationship between
population growth and levels of development in
terms of a three-staged process called "the demowhich charand death
rates are high. Societies have existed under these
circumstances for thousands of years without any
appreciable change in population size. Births and

graphic transition." In the

first

stage,

acterizes traditional societies, both birth

deaths remain largely

in balance.

In the second stage of the

demographic

transi-

tion, living conditions get better as public health

improves, vaccines become available, and food production expands. In this stage, births remain high

but deaths

fall.

The

result

is

the rapid population

growth of close to 3 percent yearly that characterizes many Third World countries.
The third stage sees living conditions improve
further, birth control become widely available and
used, and births decline to again roughly offset
deaths. The United Kingdom, West Germany, and
Hungary are among the dozen or so countries that
have completed the demographic transition, reestablishing an equilibrium between births and
deaths.
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have done so with the aid of cheap energy and relapopulation-land ratios. Others are

tively favorable

finding

it

increasingly difficult to reach the point

where gains

in per capita

income and the use of

birth control begin to reinforce each other with substantial gains in living standards.

Whether

a country can

move from

the middle to
is

per-

haps best judged by looking at trends in per capita
food production. China and Africa, with populations of just over one billion and 53 1 miUion respectively, illustrate

contrasting prospects. China ap-

pears to be breaking out; Africa, having failed to do

appears to be breaking down.
Following almost a quarter century of stagnation, per capita food production in China has
so,

climbed at an encouraging rate during the past decade. The rate of population growth has been
halved since the early seventies, dropping to just
over one percent per year. Grain production per
capita in the mid-eighties is up by one-fourth from
the early seventies. Even though China has serious
environmental problems in agriculture, including
soil erosion, and although its cropland base is
shrinking, there is a good prospect that its living
standards will continue to improve through the end
of the century.
Africa, in contrast, shows no

movement toward

the third stage of the demographic transition.

time

is

And

Population growth for the con-

running out.
whole is close to 3 percent. The share of

tinent as a

the population using birth control

is

minuscule.

Grain production per capita in Africa turned downward after reaching a postwar high of nearly 400
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The Fjords of Norway and North
Formed by glaciers, the

Cape.

fjords

become tunnels illuminated

by the noon and midnight sun.
Medieval villages combine with
mountains into picture-book settings.

The North Cape

— where

of the sun

— the

Eskimo villages now dot the paths
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pounds per year

1967. During the mid-eighties,

in

grain production per person

low the

is

level of the late sixties.

nearly one-fifth be-

Several countries are

reporting deaths due to starvation.
In a recent report, the

Bank

nize this

number

of countries will ex-

"bush" economies. Without a sharply
both family planning and farming, much of the continent may drop back into the
first stage of the demographic transition.
Other major areas of the world have also remained in the second stage for a dangerously long
effort in

among them

the

first

may

In the late seventies, the Chi-

Andean

countries in Latin

recognized that such an increase

in

population

would further reduce already limited per capita
supplies of cropland, fresh water, and energy, thus
jeopardizing the hard-earned gains of the past gen-

Rather than

eration.

risk a fall in living standards,

they decided to launch a one-child family program.

and Peru),

Like China, other Third World countries appear

northeastern Brazil, and the Indian subcontinent.

to be waiting too long before tackling their popula-

Under the circumstances now unfolding, there is
growing uncertainty about how many countries in
the middle of the demographic transition will be
able to break out. By the end of the century, the
world may be divided into two groups: countries
that have progressed into the final stage and those
that have fallen back to the first stage. There are

tion problems.

America

(Bolivia,

unlikely to be

Chile,

many

The demographic

Ecuador,

countries

left in

the middle.

transition in each nation will

tion size, but

ligh-

China

it

is

unique

in

terms of popula-

shares with every country the rela-

tionship between population and local life-support

The principal difference between China
and other rapidly growing countries such as Bangladesh, India, Ethiopia, Nigeria, and Mexico may
be that the Chinese have had the foresight to make
projections of their population and resources and
systems.

the courage to translate the findings into policy.
In one Third

have been largely completed or aborted.

World country

after another, the

and Low-tech Birth Control
ment promotion and the

The world faces two family planning gaps: one between the
;mand for contraceptives and their availability, and another

methods, such as oral contraceptives. Reportedly,

;tween societies' need to reduce population growth quickly

six

id couples' willingness to

cooperate. Efforts to close the

first

Worldwide, sterilization protects more couples from unanted pregnancy than any other practice, largely because of
)

prevalence

in

three populous countries

—China,

United States. Oral contraceptives (the

e

irtly

because they are extensively used

in

pill)

India,

and

rank second,

both industrial and

Patterns of contraceptive use vary widely

among

countries

do not necessarily correspond to levels of development.
ne pill, for example, completely dominates Egypt's family
anning program: Seventeen of every twenty couples using
mtraception rely on this method. And in Indonesia nearly
id

ree out of five couples practicing contraception take the

pill.

modern contraceptive is prevalent in some
ly developing countries at the same time that traditional
chniques are still extensively used in some industrial nations.
Ironically, this

France, for example, fully a third of the couples practicing
still

use traditional

methods, such as with-

awal. In Eastern Europe, these older techniques also domi-

modern contracepnumber of
these countries sometimes exceeds the number of

.te

the effort to limit family size because

'es

are not consistently available; as a result, the

lortions in

e births.
is

unique

in its

of every

condom and lUD.
depend heavily on the lUD

with most of the remainder relying on the
in contrast,

half the 118 million married

women

of reproductive age

are using contraception choose this method. Sterilization

second most popular method

in

China, with the

pill

who

is

the

a distant

third.

In the United States, sterilization has overtaken the

quarter of the couples

pill

as

who

practice birth control.

The

pill

ac-

counts for more than one-fifth. Most of the remaining couples

choose diaphragms or lUDs. The pattern

dom

in the

United King-

strikingly similar, largely because of cultural similar-

is

ities.

Cultural influences shape contraceptive use in unexpected

ways. In Indonesia, for instance, the

which
nantly

is

lUD

is

popular on Bali,

populated by Hindus. But on Java, with

Muslim population,

it is

far less prevalent.

its

predomi-

Apparently

Balinese women are accustomed to male childbirth attendants,
whereas Javanese women rely on midwives and are thus reluctant to have a doctor, usually a man, insert an lUD.
The availability of contraceptives alone will do nothing to

narrow the troubling gap between the family size desired by
in some regions and the number of children their soci-

couples

can support. In Africa, where living standards are already
encourage smaller families will surely cancel
L.R.B.
the gains won by providing contraception.

eties

overwhelming dependence on sterilizam, both male and female, largely because of vigorous governIndia

five

the most widely used contraceptive method, chosen by one-

jveloping countries.

'Htraception

failure, until recently, to provide other

couples protected by contraception rely on sterilization,

Women in China,

have led to a wide array of contraceptive practices.

ip

find

country to recog-

population growth and resource demands. Even assuming that each couple would have just two children, the population would clearly continue to
grow, because of the youthful age structure, by another 300 to 400 million people. Leaders in Beijing

the absence of

will revert to

period,

was China.

The

African

in several

perience a disintegration of social institutions and

expanded

in trouble.

nese undertook several alternative projections of

officials feel that in

a major initiative, a

themselves

World Bank expressed

concern about rising death rates
countries.

Countries with rapid population growth that
wait too long before applying the brakes

falling, failure to

pressure on local life-support systems

is

becoming

the Third World's debt has been incurred to

can be seen in their dwindling forests, eroding soils, and falling water tables. If other
governments take a serious look at future population-resource balances, they may reach the same
conclusion the Chinese did. And they may be
forced to choose between a one-child family program and falling living standards. Given the un-

nance energy imports. Foreign payments

precedented numbers of young people who will
reach reproductive age within the next two decades,

housing. Industry, at the

intolerable, as

consume the
for

largest share of total export earnings

many countries,

and

fi-

for oil

including half of those of Japan

Brazil. Expensive hydroelectric

energy systems have added to
Industrial processes

and nuclear

this reservoir of debt.

consume more of the world's

commercial energy than either transportation or

same

time, has provided

the largest efficiency gains of any energy-using sec-

ing a severe distortion of age-group distribution,

World War II, with an annual rate of improvement of more than one percent even as energy
prices declined. This rate tripled in Western nations
after the energy price increases of the seventies. Despite the gains, however, there is still an enormous

many

for

potential for cutting energy costs in existing plants,

Brown

and builders of new production facilities can choose
far more efficient equipment and processes.

a generation of one-child families
restoring a sustained

may be the key to

improvement

in living stan-

dards. Success in striving for an average of one
child per family will bring

but

it

may

be the price

its

own problems,
societies

includ-

must pay

neglecting population policy for too long.

Lester R.

tor since

Japan's steel industry, for example,
efficiency.

is

The Japanese use 30 percent

a leader in
less

energy

per ton than the world average, and only half as

much

Opportunities to save
energy are many and
impressive. A single
automobile
the United States —
miles per
—
economy
produce
Soviet Union —
much energy
pan does — would save
decision in
fuel

to raise

gallon

to forty

or in the

steel as efficiently as Ja-

to

as the Chinese and Indians. The Soviet
Union, the world's largest steel maker, uses 65 percent more energy per ton than Japan. The Japanese
reduced energy use by retrofitting mills that produce iron from ore. But even the Japanese steel industry could be 20 percent more energy efficient,
especially if it relied more on recycling, which saves
up to two-thirds of the energy used to produce steel
from ore.
Some measures, such as improving electric motors,

are available in industries as diverse as paper,

as Brazil

chemicals, and cement making. Electric motors

opportunities can be found
each of the consuming sectors.
But are such decisions in the offing? A survey of
forecasters shows a consensus that by the year 2025

consume more than 80 percent of all electric energy
used in U.S. industry and a remarkable 40 percent

as

now consumes. Such

again and again

in

worldwide commercial energy demand will increase from about 1 35 million barrels of oil equivalent per day to 300 million barrels per day. If this
scenario were to unfold, the oil output of two new
Saudi Arabias would be needed. In addition, the
coal production of the world would more than triple. Four and one-half as many rivers would have to
be impounded behind hydroelectric dams. A total
of 365 large nuclear power plants would be added.
Among the consequences of using so much energy would be greater risk of acid rain, changes in
climate induced by carbon dioxide, species extinctions, water degradation, and proliferation of nuclear weapons. According to the forecast, acid-raincausing sulfur emissions would triple in forty years.
And in the next century, the atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide (compared to preindustrial
levels) would double and cause an atmospheric
temperature increase large enough to flood coastal
cities and shift rainfall patterns all over the globe.
The economic prospect of a future with high energy demands is similarly unappealing. Much of
Natural History 4/85

used in Brazil. If Brazil invested in
motors and motor speed controls, it
could save 10,000 megawatts by the year 2000, or
more than 1 7 percent of its projected new demand
of

all electricity

more

efficient

for generating capacity.

The macroeconomic models

in vogue today imassume that conservation will not work well.
Most assume that the United States, for example,

plicitly

will not

reach the current Japanese level of
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Ounces of Gasoline

ix

a Soda Can

in

Throwing away an aluminum beverage container wastes as
ich energy as filling the same can half full of gasoline and
uring it out on the ground. Failing to recycle a daily edition

New

Times

Washing/on Post wastes just as
ich. Recycling, fortunately, yields back much of the energy
ested in materials. It saves 90 percent of the energy reired to make aluminum from bauxite, more than half that
;ded to make steel from iron ore, and a third of the energy
;ded to make paper from wood.
Because the production and consumption of energy in wood,
minum, and steel processing create severe environmental
the

)'ork

or the

aluminum beverage containers, for example, has increased
from 15 to more than 50 percent. One innovation that helped
bring this improvement

mining of the coal used by power plants,

lis,

and

rid

has fallen far short of achieving

solid waste.

Yet despite recycling's advantages, the

aluminum,

;-fourth of the paper,
rid

oil

its

iron,

potential.

and

Only about

steel

used

in

the

recovered. This rate could be doubled or tripled for

is

h material.

recovery and use.

The

now have mandatory beverage

nine states that

away more aluminum
Jn

and

in

The Netherlands collects about 45 percent. South
makes 40 percent of its paper from waste paper im-

Japan and the Netherlands, recycling of metals, paper,
works well because consumers sort their waste into

mainly from the United States, which collects only a
of the large amount of paper it uses.
n 1970 the United States ranked last in aluminum recy-

—

growing. Thus, to improve or even maintain living stanwill require much higher energy efficiency in materials

ted

production

costs are to be avoided.

But producing aluminum from ore is very energy intenand the energy price increases of the seventies provided a

ig.

verful incentive to recycle.

As

a result, the rate of recycling

They assume
and India will not
match today's performance by the Japanese until
ciency in steel for thirty-five years.
that the Soviet Union, China,

after the year 2050.

Although the transportation sector uses
ergy than industry,

Automobile

fuel

it

uses

oil

less en-

almost exclusively.

economy, mass

transit,

and

consume about 17 percent of the
The United States, for example,

ings. Private cars

used each year.

percent of the world's

motorcars and

oil

fuel

unacceptable economic as well as environmental
As Jean-Jacques Rousseau wrote in

necessities.

W.U.C.

sions can save 20 percent.

Simply installing the
most efficient tire available on the market today
would improve the fuel economy of most cars by
one to three miles per gallon. Several automakers
have produced prototype cars that travel seventy to
ninety miles per gallon.

Mass

transit

private car. In

inherently more efficient than the
West Germany, for example, rail-

is

roads use only one-fourth as

distance.

output as gasoline

parable

No mode

economy

efficient

in efficiency.

about

around the world.

world

oil

com-

—

efficient

day.

is

of passenger trans-

is both more flexible and more
than the van pool. Jitneys
vans or other
vehicles operated like taxis along fixed

small

— were

as cars to

The autobus

portation, however,
is

twenty-one miles per gallon, while Japan has a level
of thirty-one and the United States only about sixteen. If by 2000, American cars
the world's least
fleet

much energy

move people an equal

light trucks.

The world average auto

if

1754, "It is obviously contrary to the law of nature ... for a
handful of people to wallow in luxury while the starving multitude lacks the necessities of life." Recycling can help provide

effi-

cient freight hauling thus offer the largest oil sav-

—

Many people still lack basic material amenities metal for
water pipes, wood for housing and the world population is

irter

cars,

made on

the population has complied willingly. New laws in Minnesota,
Oregon, Michigan, and in Canada are now giving citizens the

dards

for

is

separate containers for collection. Mandatory source separation has worked well in Islip, New York, where 50 percent of

still

1

beverage containers than

glass

rea

uses

con-

the entire continent of Africa.

isumes.

oil

The

opportunity to recycle.

and South Korea lead in waste paJapan collects almost half of the paper it

lapan, the Netherlands,

;,

the "reverse vending machine."

tainer deposit laws, however, recycle about 90 percent of their
beverage containers. Still, each year the United States throws

)blems, recycling also protects the environment. It reduces
pollution, strip

is

machine accepts aluminum cans, rejects ferrous cans, glass, or
other unwanted objects, weighs the aluminum deposited, and
dispenses money or coupons in payment.

—

as efficient as the Japanese

use would be 5 percent less than toauto fuel efficiency worldwide

Doubling

routes
in

— provide

more than

a

efficient,

dozen

inexpensive mass transit

cities in

developing countries

energy use in buildings can
Appliances for space heating, water

In industrial nations,

be cut

in half.

would allow savings of about 8 percent of world oil
output. Achieving this should cost less than $20 per
barrel saved. The alternative, producing gasoline or

and refrigeration require
three-fourths of the energy used in U.S. buildings,
with 42 percent going for space heat alone. Typical

$40 to $60 per barrel.
There are many ways to achieve high fuel economy levels. Reducing auto weight, for example, can
save 25 percent of the energy used in the typical
American car. Designing more efficient engines
can yield another 20 percent improvement. Instal-

gas furnaces are about 70 percent efficient, but new
gas-fired systems are up to 94 percent efficient. Unfortunately, consumers usually choose the less effi-

alcohol fuel, will cost

lation of efficient, continuously variable transmis-

heating, air conditioning,

cient units. Furnace size and fuel use can be reduced with more insulation, and Swedish homes, on

average, have twice the insulation values of
in

Minnesota.

homes

—
Japanese refrigerators, even adjusted for smaller
are twice as efficient as U.S. refrigerators.

size,

social costs of energy.

The

tax on gasoline exceeds

the price, for example, in Argentina, Belgium, Co-

not sacrifice frost-free features or other

lombia, the Netherlands, South Korea, and the

conveniences to attain efficiency.
Half the electricity used in the United States for

United Kingdom. In South Korea, the tax exceeds
$2 per gallon.
Market pricing, even coupled with energy taxes,

They do

by substituting more effiThis savings would total
420 billion kilowatt-hours per year 40 percent
more electricity than the entire annual hydroelectric or nuclear power output of the United States.
Household energy use in the developing world
mainly firewood for cooking is also very inefficient. The widening circle of firewood collection,
moreover, adds to the deforestation and soil erosion
caused principally by lumbering, agriculture, and
drought. More efficient stoves would cut fuelwood
use by 25 to 50 percent. The key to saving firewood
and dung is the dissemination of low-cost, prefabricated stoves that are both durable and simple to
use and service.
lighting could be saved

cient bulbs

and

fixtures.

—

—

will not entirely solve the

problem. The classic ex-

ample of how markets sometimes fail is the appliance bought by a landlord who does not pay the enoperating it. The landlord has every
buy the least costly furnace or water
heater, not to pay more for one that will save energy
costs. The tenant who will pay the energy bill has no
say in the choice of appliance. The obvious targets
for minimum performance standards are automo-

ergy

bill for

incentive to

biles, furnaces,

water heaters,

air conditioners, re-

and heat pumps.
Policy makers are thus presented with the task of
making energy policy on numerous fronts. Unless
frigerators,

falling oil prices are stabilized, the current situation

of the available conservation

could start a new cycle of energy consumption

technology, energy growth can be cut in half by the

growth and rapid price increases.
William U. Chandler

By making use

year 2025. Oil production equal to the current output of Saudi Arabia and Venezuela would be saved.
Coal amounting to 40 percent more than the entire

world uses today would be saved. The net economic
savings in energy use would total more than $ 1 trillion per year in 2025.
Acid-rain-forming sulfur emissions, instead of
tripling, would only increase about one-third.
Emission-control technologies would still be required, but their cost would be drastically reduced.

Conservation would also reduce carbon dioxide

Replacing fossil fuels
with renewable energy
that is enyironmentall

emissions sufficiently to provide time to find substi-

one of the keys to creating a sustainable
the time the first coal mines were
opened and the first oil wells were drilled, the world
has been slowly but inexorably running out of fossil
fuels. For more than a decade, scientists and entrepreneurs worldwide have been working to improve
renewable energy technologies and bring them into
widespread use. Much of the progress in the past
decade was stimulated by government-sponsored
research and development. Although modest compared with government support of the nuclear industry, the achievements are impressive and helped
pave the way for future progress.
The challenge in the years ahead is to maintain
the momentum despite falling oil prices, which
threaten to lure policy makers back to the sort of
complacency that helped produce the energy crises
of the seventies. Amid falling oil prices and laissezfaire government energy policies in some countries,
renewable energy development might be expected
to lag badly. Instead, worldwide reliance on renewable energy sources has grown more than 10 per-

tutes for fossil fuels.

benign

To achieve these savings, by the year 2000 the
world average energy efficiency in steel making, for
example, will have to be equal to that of the Japanese today, and equal to the best currently available
technology by 2025. Similar targets must be met
for aluminum, paper, cement, and chemicals manufacture. Automobiles would have to average
thirty-one miles per gallon by the end of the century
and forty-five miles per gallon by 2025. Efficiency
gains would permit the same amount of residential

society.

energy used today to provide twice as
heat, hot water, air conditioning,

much

space

and refrigeration

worldwide by 2025.
All governments must take major policy

initia-

tives to achieve this conservation potential.

The

market pricing of energy,
elimination of subsidies for energy use, implementation of regulations that overcome market failures, provision of consumer information, research
and development, and visible encouragement of
conservation by leaders at all levels.
The most efficient nations are those that not only
have accepted the reality of market prices but also
bill energy consumers for the environmental and

crucial policies include

Natural History 4/85
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cent per year since the late seventies.

Today, renewable energy sources provide aj
proximately 18 percent of the world's energ;
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Chrysler introduces the new technology of driving:
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jcurity of advanced electronics and the quiet, smooth
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And here are the luxuries you demand. Automatic
ansmission, power windows, power steering, power
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and
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The new technology of driving must be experienced.
So Chrysler invites you: test drive Turbo New Yorker
Once you drive it, you'll never go back to a V-8 again.
Purchase or lease your 1985 Turbo New
Yorker at your Chrysler-Plymouth dealer

And buckle up for safety
Chrysler. The best built,
best backed American cars;

Division of
Chrysler Corporation

ests. lo compare. Actuol mpa will vary with options, driving conditions end habits and vehicle condition.
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Nonstop or direct every day from
every corner of the U.S.A.
summer? Beginning
will make the
going easier
with more nonstops and
more direct flights from more of America.
Going

June

to Alaska this

6,

(1cimpa/St. Petersburg and Miami).

Northwest Orient
.

.

.

from other
to

Paul and Seattle/Tacoma.

cities

coast to coast and border

border

Daily nonstops from Minneapolis/
St.

(
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If

June

find our spring

schedule

Daily direct flights from the

accommodating

too.

Alaska— such

as
crafc

omelets. There's complimentary Yukon

Jack

for

Klondike Coffee and Midnight

For information
call

your

Or

(Chicago); from the Northeast
Cit\'

very

Sunrises.

( Los Angeles, San Diego
and Portland): from the Midwest

New York

)
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West Coast
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Alaskan salmon, reindeer sausage or

you're planning an Alaska trip before

6, you'll

to

Enroute, you'll enjoy meals with

Plus convenient connecting service

and Boston

and reservations,

travel agent.
call

Northwest Orient

toll-free

at (81

and the Southeast

225-2529

^ NORTHWEST ORIENT
The world is going
our way.

mainly in the form of hydropower and wood fuel.
That figure has risen only slightly since 1973, but
more rapid growth is likely in the years ahead. The
list of important renewable energy sources will
grow to a half dozen or more and will include wind
power, solar heat, geothermal energy, waste products, alcohol fuels, and photovoltaic cells. Although
none of these will solve the world's energy problems
by themselves, collectively they can meet the modest additional energy needs of a more energy efficient world economy.
Wood fuel is the world's most heavily used renewable energy source, and the examples of India
and the United States highlight a striking dichotomy. Both now burn approximately equal amounts
of fuelwood, but in the United States the 30 million tons of fuelwood used annually represents only
4 percent of energy use, whereas in India it supplies
one-fourth the country's energy. Overused in the
developing world, fuelwood is a necessity that is in
ever shorter supply. Largely supplanted by other
1

energy sources a century ago, wood
used in the industrial world.

is

now under-

More than 1 00 million people in the Third World
cannot get enough wood to cook their food, and
more than a billion are meeting fuel needs only by
wood

overcutting and depleting their

Much

resources.

of Africa faces a daunting energy crisis as

well as a food crisis.

Many

forests

have been de-

New York, plant from oil to wood in 1983. In Vermont, the Burlington Electric Company completed
a 62-megawatt, $76 million wood-fired power
plant, the world's largest, in

estimated

twenty-six

1984. There are an

wood-fired

power

plants

planned or under construction nationwide.
Hydropower is the second largest renewable energy source, providing one-quarter of the world's
electricity. Although hydropower is usually considered a fully developed energy source, a hydropower
construction boom is under way in many countries,

particularly in the Third World. During the past

countries have increased their capacby more than 57,000 megawatts the equiva-

five years, ten
ity

—

lent of fifty-seven large nuclear reactors. Despite

debt burdens that have slowed some projects, the
World Bank expects hydro capacity to double in
the eighties. In China alone, the 10,000 megawatts
of hydro capacity under construction in the early
eighties will expand the country's hydroelectric

output by more than

half.

Although justified on strict economic grounds,
many large hydro projects cause social and ecological problems. Too often, dams have been constructed without sufficient planning. Inadequate

fish-handling facilities have eliminated access to
essential

spawning areas, reservoirs have expanded

the breeding grounds for snails that spread schistosomiasis,

and valuable farmland and wilderness

ar-

stroyed and others dwindle yearly under the pres-

eas have been inundated. Indigenous peoples are

sure of growing populations. Efforts to accelerate

sometimes forced

the planting of forests, introduce

more

efficient

cookstoves, and find alternative fuels have been un-

der

way

for almost a

decade but show limited suc-

Leading the industrial world's return to wood
is Sweden, which plans to burn fifteen times
more fuelwood, wood chips, and forest residues by
the year 2000, enough to supply 2 percent of the
fuel

1

country's energy.

Wood

be used to run factories, to provide district heat to small towns, and to
produce methanol for automobiles. In the United

wood energy

will

use has increased by

more than

50 percent since 1973, thanks to homeowners
installed

wood

ing bills. In

who

stoves to reduce their soaring heat-

1981 alone, two million

wood

stoves

were purchased, and American homes collectively
burned 48 million tons of wood equal in heating
value to 100 million barrels of oil. In rural areas of

—

New England

and the West, wood

is

now

the

main

heating fuel.

wood burning by U.S. industry and utilihas also been increasing. They now use nearly

Lately,
ties

much wood energy as households do. The
products industry now derives 60 percent of
energy from wood, and other industries are also

twice as
forest
its

beginning to
pellets, chips,

spent

install boilers that

can run on wood

bark, or pulp. Procter and

$30 million

to convert

its

Gamble

large Staten Island,

homelands, and their
Large hydro projects

lost.

must be considered carefully before they are undertaken, and

some should be foregone

Wood and hydropower

cess so far.

States,

off their

cultures are irretrievably

entirely.

already contribute sub-

energy budget, but other renewable energy sources that make only a minor
contribution today hold enormous promise for the
stantially to the global

—
There's an Awful lot of Alcohol in Brazil
No

country has put more effort into developing renewable

sources of energy than Brazil.

largest

economy, a

With the world's tenth
pauper's endowment of fossil fuels, and a

foreign

debt of $95

billion, Brazil

desperately needs to develop indige-

nous and sustainable energy supplies. In the aftermath of the
1973 energy crisis, Brazil's leaders developed plans to expand

hydropower, alcohol fuels, and wood energy, all on a massive
scale. Never before has a country developed such a diverse renewable energy program or made renewables such a key part
of

its

development plans.

Brazil

is

1

that run on straight alcohol,

2

i

triple

production of alcohol fuel by 1993, which, combine

with successes in

oil

exploration,

of not having to import
Brazil

is

working

oil for

may

may one day substitute for diesel

to reach its goi
nineties.

number

sourcii^

of vegetable

fuel in the country's

oi

m

wood energy has an enormous p

and power

tential to provide heat

it

renewable energy

as well. Scientists are investigating a

that

allow

by the early

cars

to harness other

lions of trucks. In addition,

investing tens of billions of dollars in large hydro

and another 9 million run on a

percent alcohol-gasoline mixture. Overall, alcohol meets 4
percent of the country's automotive fuel needs. Brazil plans

for industry.

A

major pr

and industries.
Its hydro capacity is scheduled to double by 1993, which could
make Brazil second only to the United States in hydroelectric
capacity. Symbolic of Brazil's approach to hydropower is the
Itaipu project, with a dam five miles long and half the height of
the Empire State Building. Estimated to cost $18 billion,
Itaipu will be the world's largest hydro project and provide

gram has been developed

enough power

ens to exacerbate the country's unequal distribution of incorr

projects that will provide electricity for cities

for five million people.

More unusual

is

Brazil's alcohol fuels

program. Launched

in

the early seventies, the multibillion-dollar Proalcool program

provides incentives for turning the country's abundant sugar

cane crop into alcohol that can be burned

combustion engines. Brazil now has

future.

One example

technology that

is

in

modified internal

1.2 million

automobiles

metallurgical coal to wood-derived charcoal.
Brazil's

renewable energy programs are certainly the mc
in many ways the most successful. But they

ambitious and

<

not without problems. Large hydro projects have inundat(

wilderness areas and displaced native peoples. Alcohol fu

production has supplanted some food production and thre;

And

improving
dependence a!
small cost. Brazil stands as an important example of the re
that renewable energy sources can play in developing countr
and of potential problems that must be considered. C.P.
Brazil has put surprisingly

(

leadership in the development of renewable energy.
California has some of the country's most concentrated wind resources, and the wind farm boom

solar heating

in

United States has the world's largest collector

in-

was spurred largely by small entrepreneurs.
Thanks to requirements by California regulators
that utilities buy privately produced power at a
competitive price, developers are able to raise the

wind farm development. Fundcomes from limited partnerships in which

capital needed for

But the complexity of the systems must be reduced
and their cost lowered to realize their potential.
Geothermal heat is the only renewable energy
source that does not depend on sunlight. Iceland's
capital city of Reykjavik is almost entirely heated
by geothermal steam. Another major geothermal
resource is the Geysers (in California), whose
steam supplies 1,300 megawatts of electricity, as

ing often

as the world's largest nuclear plant. Efforts to

geothermal resources are under way
throughout the Pacific Rim countries. In the Philippines, geothermal capacity is scheduled to double, and lead the world, by the end of 1985. Worldwide geothermal generating capacity rose 20
harness

percent in 1984.

The

into

oil

and cooling, a

is

dustry and about a million solar buildings in place.

much

little effort

ergy efficiency, which could further reduce

being developed by private com-

dozens of nations. The big success stories
are Japan, which has 4 million solar hot-water systems in place, and Israel, where about half the
homes heat their water with solar energy. The
panies

to shift the steel industry fro

fastest-growing renewable energy source

is

wind power, thanks to the new business of "wind
farming" begun in California. Since 1981, more
than 8,000 turbines have been erected in the state's
mountain passes, mostly in Altamont, Tehachapi,
and San Gorgonio, where winds blow at an average
speed of fifteen to twenty miles per hour. Together,
these machines produce enough electricity for
200,000 California households, and their presence
provides a powerful visual symbol of California's

investors contribute capital in return for tax credits

and a share of the

electricity revenues.

also has a 25 percent

The

wind investment tax

state

credit to

go with the 1 5 percent federal credit. In 1 984, more
than $500 million was invested in 55 California
wind farms.
The quality of the wind farm projects varies
widely. Although prominent breakdowns have generated negative publicity for wind farms, the performance and reliability of most projects are
steadily improving. The average cost of wind turbines has fallen by 50 percent to approximately
$1,700 per kilowatt. Calculations based on these
withfigures indicate that the cost of wind power
power
from
than
the
cost
of
out tax credits
is less
of
someWith
mass
production
new nuclear plants.
what larger machines, wind power will become an
economical energy source in many parts of the

—

—

world.

Wind farming is starting to catch on outside
Wind farms have been installed in a

California.

half dozen U.S. states, and efforts to develop wind

power are under way in Europe, particularly in
Denmark, Great Britain, the Netherlands, Sweden,

West

and

Germany.

European

Add

have

turbines

the interaction of these trends across inter-

turned out to be extremely reliable and are being

national boundaries, and the complex analytical

modified and brought into large-scale production

task becomes evident. In effect, the emergence of a
highly developed international economy provides a

to serve the California

market.

Many

developing

countries also have substantial wind power poten-

way

and efforts are being made to identify good
sites. North Africa and the Caribbean islands are
particularly promising areas for wind farms.
If there is one lesson to be learned from a decade

another, a

tial,

of renewable energy development,

make long-range

to

it is

that efforts

forecasts about such rapidly

evolving technologies are pointless. But there can

be

little

doubt that the dozen or so renewable en-

ergy sources, together with improved energy

can form the foundation of a more sustainable and less environmentally disruptive energy
system of the future. Intelligent and sustained government support is one of the keys to realizing this
potential.

Christopher Flavin and Cynthia Pollock

domino theory of

ecological stress

and

whose food

sys-

collapse. In times past, civilizations

tems were undermined by erosion declined in isolation. But in the integrated global economy of the
late twentieth century, food

—

like oil

—

is

a global

A

country that loses too much topsoil
needs to import more food, thereby raising the pres-

commodity.

sure on soils elsewhere.

Countries that address these challenges face difChina, authorities encourage cre-

effi-

ciency,

of transmitting scarcities from one country to

ficult choices. In

mation rather than traditional burial to conserve
Germans may now have to choose
between reducing automobile use and sacrificing
their forests. For many Third World countries, the
choice is between an abrupt lowering of birthrates
cropland. West

or a certain decline in living standards.

Trade-offs between food and energy are particularly difficult. In Brazil, a

gram

a sustainable
ocietu is possible. But
tuilding

t

become

massive government pro-

by
producing alcohol from sugar cane has reduced the
outlay of scarce foreign exchange for oil, but it has
also increased the pressures on soil and displaced
small farmers from their land.
self-sufficient in liquid fuels

Difficult as these choices

not easy.

is

to

seem, they pale beside

the costs of inaction. India has long advocated fam-

Population policies and national priorities on re-

planning, and its population is expected to reach
replacement-level fertility by 2010. Yet this slow

source use will have to be thoroughly overhauled.

but steady braking of demographic

The cornerstone of such a reorientation is the realization that our security and future well-being may

keep India's population growing until it reaches .7
billion. In effect, India would add the equivalent of
China's population to its current numbers. For a
country that is now losing some 6 billion tons of topsoil from its cropland each year, the prospect of
having to feed another billion people is frightening.
Nigeria faces an equally daunting prospect. If
birthrates fall to the level needed to just replace
parents by 2035, Nigeria's youthful population will
reach 618 million, more than now live in all of Africa. This extraordinary population growth is already being supported with imported food paid for
by oil exports, and the oil will be largely depleted by

ily

be threatened less by the conflicts

among

nations

than they are by the deteriorating relationship between ourselves, soon to be five billion, and the natural systems

The

and resources that sustain

us.

principal elements of an effort to build a sus-

tainable society are straightforward.

economic and population

They include

policies that respect the

carrying capacity of local ecosystems, protect

soils,

and preserve the diversity of landscapes and species. Any strategy that aims to improve living standards will recognize the depletable nature of
fuels.

the

fossil

Successful economic plans will capitalize on

The

2000.

Mexico may have

also waited too long. Its cur-

rent population of 73 million

ecological indicators of today foreshadow

the economic trends of tomorrow. If

we

are inter-

end of the century, we
should be looking at soil erosion today. For some
idea of the cost of lumber and the price of housing a

ested in food prices at the

we should be following deforwe want to know what
seafood we will be eating a decade from

generation hence,

is projected to reach
199 million before growth comes to a halt. Water is
already critically short, not only in Mexico City but

in

the central and northern sections of the country

as well.

With

a near tripling of

countries are official World

types of

there

we should be analyzing

ing today.

the areas of overfish-

Mexicans

in pros-

water rationing seems inevitable.
These population estimates for key Third World

pect, stringent

estation trends today. If

now,

will
1

abundance of labor and minimize the use of

scarce capital.

momentum

sound

is

in

Bank

projections, but

an air of unreality about them. Although

narrow demographic terms, they bear

tle relation to

lit-

the deterioration of basic life-support

;

systems and to the resultant hunger and deprivation.

The main

question facing political leaders in

is whether this unsupportable popugrowth will be checked by vigorous family
planning programs or by starvation.
Although restoring improvements in living standards is a formidable task, all the ways of doing so
reinforce one another. For example, planting trees
conserves soil and water, slows the buildup of carbon dioxide (CO2), stabilizes the hydrological cycle, minimizes flooding and drought, provides
employment, and creates a renewable source of
energy. Similarly, slowing population growth
makes virtually all problems much more manageable, as those countries that have reduced fertility
are discovering. Increasing energy efficiency cuts
down on CO2 buildup, reduces acid rain and hence

protects forests, and provides higher living standards with a given supply of energy. Recycling ma-

these countries

terials also illustrates this pattern of reinforcement:

lation

As

recycling increases, energy requirements dwin-

and acid rain decline, pressure on
reduced, and employment increases.

dle, air pollution

forests

Our

is

on natural systems, whether conchange relationships
not only among countries but also between generations. Fossil fuel combustion today promises to alter the climate of tomorrow. Our destruction of
plant and animal species impoverishes the world of
our children and grandchildren. At issue is whether
we can act on behalf of future generations by having fewer children and by shifting to sustainable
technologies and consumption patterns.
eifects

structive or destructive, will

Lester R.

Brown and Edward

C.

Wolf
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small silent ways.
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Please help before ifs too late.
You're looking at what used to be a

We see dramatic progress. But we need

tropical rain forest.
But poverty-stricken people, desperate for firewood to cook their meager meals, have turned
woodlands into wastelands by clearing acres and
acres of trees. Sadly, by doing so they jeopardize

your support

own existence,

not only their

mean

Trees

but our very Earth.

heavy rains wash away the
Earth's topsoil. Without trees, turbulent winds
and extreme temperature turn it into a hostile
desert

trees,

which

can't absorb water.

vegetation for livestock.
for

.

.

.can't support

.can't produce crops

use your

to continue our fight.
money well. With food and materi-

donated by governments and international
agencies, your gift of $20 funds nearly $200 of
land reclamation. Give $50 and we can implement almost $500 worth of care for your earth.
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Please give generously, with the coupon
There is no other program that can do

life.

Every two minutes, our world loses approximately 35 acres of trees.

Without

We

below.

much, both

so

for our world and for its needy
other program that can directly
affect so many lives
including your own.

people.

No

—

Think about

it. But don't think too long.
Because in the time it takes to read this ad,
another 35 acres of trees will vanish.

man.

a grievous, ever-widening circle of destructhe current rate of loss, 40% of the
world's forests will be gone by the year 2000.
It's

tion.

At

But you can help reverse it.
You and CARE, and a project
called

Care for the Earth.

Through

this project,

CARE

plants millions of
trees each year. Teaches forestry and soil conservation to poor rural farmers. Shows them how to
rehabilitate and protect their land. Grow the food
they need. Become self-sufficient. And proud.

Care for the Earth
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Audubon's Mystery Birds
The pioneer American ornithologist

In these days of sophisticated birders,
tions of every

plumage variant

tification of difficult species,

in

is

it

who

call for illustra-

order to simplify the

field iden-

hard to imagine the state of

American ornithology in the days of John James Audubon. Although many North American birds were well known to Europeans, there were no handy books about them. Audubon's archrival, Alexander Wilson, was the first to attempt to compile a
definitive American ornithology but died in 1813 before finishing it. The two pioneer ornithologists met just once, by chance, in
Louisville. Kentucky, in 1810. Wilson showed Audubon his first
two published volumes and Audubon showed Wilson a portfolio
of early drawings. Neither had known before that they shared
the same ambition, but from then until Wilson's untimely death
at age forty-seven, each was very conscious of his rival's activities, and suspicions and accusations of plagiarism arose.
A large number of the birds that fell to Audubon's gun were
new to him, and to the best of his knowledge had not been previously described. In the first edition of The Birds of America
(published 1827-1838), Audubon provided English and scientific names for all of them. In some instances, after examining
specimens and books in London and elsewhere, Audubon
learned that a species had already been named in an earlier published work.

most

He acknowledged

this in his later writings,

cases, he continued to believe that he

but

in

had discovered a new

species.

Bird watchers today are

more

familiar with the striking plum-

age differences between the sexes and age classes of

mon American

birds. Collection

and

field

many com-

observation since

Au-

left

some loose ends

dubon's day have shown that

many

of his

new

species

\

simply plumage variants of well-known birds. For examplciis

Washington

controversial bird of

The hemlock

is

an immature bald

warbler, whose discovery

Audubon

ede.

gracioly

credited to Wilson, proves to be the female of the Blackburn
warbler, a species whose brilliantly colored male

was know to

both authors.

Some

of Audubon's discoveries remain valid, but not ne*

"kinds" of woodpeckers he illustrate
one plate are hairy woodpeckers from various parts ofi«
United States (and not all are valid subspecies).
sarily as species. Five

In

1

822,

Audubon

ii

shot a

handsome duck

in

Louisiana thni

thought was the obscure bimaculated duck (not bemu
lated, as often spelled). After comparing his drawing with s\i
first

mens in London, however, he decided it was a new species
named it Brewer's duck, in honor of his friend Thomas Breir
At the same time, however, he conjectured that his speci;i
was a hybrid rather than a new species, suggesting the main
i(

and the gadwall as possible parents. This crossing has since ia
recorded many times, both in the wild and in captivity; A u
bon's guess turned out to be correct.

Five of Audubon's species have puzzled subsequent geia

Two

Blue Mountain waiei
appear in one plate with a
cellany of well-known species. The warbler was discovereJV
tions of ornithologists.

and the small-headed

birds, the

flycatcher,

is

Alexander Wilson near the Blue Mountains of

Pennsylv;ia

Audubon never saw the species alive, but stated that
tion

and drawing were "taken from a specimen

his des

lent to

by Kenneth C. Parkes

A udubon

's illustration of what he called carbonated warbl
was based on two male specimens he shot in Kentucky inM'
of 1811. Were they Cape May warblers in theirfirst spring?

_2S

NtTiiPAi HicTn ov4/R'i

p

me bt*
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AMNH

-sa.
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What Audubon thought was a separate species, which he
named the bird of Washington, was actually an immature
bald eagle.
of the Zoological Society of London, and which had

incil

from Cahfornia."

le

and streaked sides

Its

ail

wing bars, white-spotted

suggest a

tail

wood warbler of the

feath-

large ge-

Dendroica, but no species belonging to that genus combines
characters with the sharply delineated yellow forehead

>e

unstreaked back shown in Audubon's illustration,

udubon

tells

us that in the early spring of

1

808 he shot and

unknown bird at Louisville, Kentucky. This drawwas among those he showed to Wilson, who, Audubon
small

V a

and published it, identifying it as a smallMuscicapa mimita, without giving proper
Wilson wrote that he saw the bird in various parts of New

med, copied

it

ded flycatcher,
lit.

I

ey and shot one on April

the species.

for

may

1

4.

(Of course,

Audubon searched
if

that state in

Wilson did shoot one

well have been a migrant.)

Audubon

il

it

:r

saw another specimen of this species

in

any

in

mid-

states that

he

museum or pri-

col lection.

wood warblers that forage by hawking after flywere called flycatchers by Wilson, Audubon, and
r early authors, and the description of Muscicapa mimita\
ts indicates that it probably belonged to this group. But
are known to have the combination of white eye ring and
e wing bars assigned to this mysterious species,

2veral of the
insects

;

i

1,

(any writers ascribe

such discrepancies to faulty

memory on

ubon's part. Although the published figure of the small-

was drawn as late as 1838, Audubon states
drawing and his description were copied directly from
riginal sketch and notes of 808. An alternative explanation

iled flycatcher

the

I

1

I:

he confusing characters of both the

I

the

I

Iv

small-headed flycatcher

occurs

;d,

among

is

specimens, we can only guess what unions

have produced these unique combinations of characters,

It

aerhaps appropriate matches will

someday be found.

)me suggest the Cuvier's wren that

,

we now

warblers more frequently than once be-

often between surprisingly dissimilar parent species,

icing the actual

.

Blue Mountain warbler

hybridization, which

Audubon

shot in Penn-

pniain 1812 was also the result of hybridization. Hisillustra:

to combine the colors of two little birds, the rubyand golden-crowned kinglets. But the structural
acteristics of the plumage mentioned in the text
such as
'small decomposed feather covering the nostril"
are all

seems
ned

I

i

—
—

'al

of the golden-crowned.

j

i

'

'

>

tl

Museum

George Watson of the U.S. Nawas noth-

of Natural History concludes that this

of A udubon 's Blue Mountain warbler and small{left and right, beneath the uppermost bird)
match those of any known species.

'rails

edflycatcher
'I
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A bird A udubon called Cuvier
closely resembles

's wren is not a wren; it most
a golden-crowned kinglet.

ing

more than a golden-crowned

kinglet

whose crown patch v

bright red rather than the normal yellow with an orange cent

Another one of Audubon's mystery birds

the carbonai

is

warbler, whose illustration and description were based on

males Audubon shot

in

Kentucky

in

May

1811.

As

ti

long ago.

1832, the British ornithologist Sir William Jardine suggesi

Cape May warblers, and Audubon

hims'

postulated that his specimens were young birds from the

prec'.

that these birds were

ing year, "not in full plumage." In their

May

spring,

male Q:

warblers differ from older males in that the orange-bro

cheek patch
bar

first

is

much

is

reduced or practically absent and the white

narrower. These features exactly

plate of the carbonated warbler, so

w

match Audubo.

probably not necessarji

it is

look any further for a plausible explanation.

Perhaps the most intriguing mystery bird
bunting, Emberiza townsendi, which

John K. Townsend. This
whose specimen still exists. It is kept
discoverer,

National

Museum

is

Townsen

Audubon named
is

for

the only mystery b

in a

locked cabinet

in

of Natural History in Washington, wher

have been privileged to examine it. Although several theoi:
have been advanced, no ornithologist has ever ventured to idtify

it

definitively.

The

bird's general

conformation agrees w

that of the dickcissel (Spiza americana), so
tively place

it

in the

genus Spiza.

It

most authors

ter-

certainly does not belong

Emberiza, the genus of Old World buntings.
Although Audubon said nothing about the circumstances'
Townsend's discovery of this bird near Philadelphia, To\
send's notes were later published in The Auk, the journal of

American

come

Ornithologists' Union. After rereading these,

I h;;

specimen probably represents a dickcis
that lacked the normal carotenoid (yellow) pigments in its pli
age, having only the browns, blacks, and grays produced by n
anin pigments. Such pigment deficiencies, resulting from m\itions or failures in development, are well known in some ot
groups of birds. The absence of yellow pigments, for examj,
produces the blue variety of the familiar green budgerigar,
parakeet. The plumage pattern of Townsend's bunting (allow!
for the subtraction of yellow) is that of an adult female dick
sel, but according to Townsend's description, his specimen w£
male. Perhaps an abnormality resulted in the absence of yell'
pigment and, at the same time, prevented the bird from assiing the normal plumage of the adult male. The fragile remain
to believe the

this bird

cannot really

tell

us the answer.

The original specimen of one of A udubon 's mystery birds,
Townsend's bunting (lower left),
definitively identified.

t>
^

7^
^
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still exists,

but

it

has not bee

Brown thrashers being attacked by a
black snake, an Audubon watercolor.
The New-York

94

Historical Society. N.Y.C.
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^ainter of the

udubon and his work were one,
Hved in his work, and in his work will liveforever"

"

\

Feathered Tribe

Drennon Thomas

Phillip

:

wo hundred

years ago this month, on

then prosperous island of Santo Do-

go (Hispaniola), John James Auduwas born to a French sea captain and
sland mistress. Essentially self-taught
:ience

851

and

art,

he had

by the time of his death
an indelible mark

left

American natural

and art.
rges Cuvier, the founder of comparaanatomy, proclaimed that with The
Is of America, Audubon had created
most magnificent monument which
a

history

Rochefort-sur-Mer for three and one-half
years,

Audubon had made

little

progress

toward a naval career other than becom-

somewhat skilled at tying knots. His
seaman seemed limited. A persistent but undocumented assertion is that
ing

future as a

during his early years he studied in Paris
with the famous French painter Jacques
Louis David. If Audubon was, as he said, a

powers of observation. Nevertheless,
late in his life, he had but limited

brief period

yet

1

bon's father wished for him to become a
naval officer; his stepmother, a priest. After attending a midshipmen's school at

been raised to ornithology." Auduwas a talented field naturalist with

:

1

of all sorts, and even pebbles gathered
along the shore of some rivulet." Audu-

"pupil of David,"

it

apparently was for a

and of

little

lasting conse-

Audubon continued observing and
sketching the birds of eastern Pennsylvania. Fascinated by the return of phoebes to
a cave on his estate, he tied silver threads
around the young to see ff they would re-

turn the following year. This was the earli-

known case of bird banding in America
and reveals Audubon's ability to design a
method to answer an important question
est

about bird behavior
fore bird banding

A

century passed be-

became a more common

practice.

During

this period

Audubon began

him

arrange birds

more lifelike poses
mounted specimens. Audubon could not draw a particuto

in

vledge of the technical dimensions of

quence.

than could be found

hology Although he may be the most
recognized of America's nine-

So that he might avoid conscription in
Napoleon's army, Audubon was sent to
America in the late summer of 1803 to
help supervise two hundred acres his father had acquired near Mill Grove, Penn-

specimen before him, and throughout

:l>

th-century artist-naturalists, he is reibered, not for any specific scientific
ribution, theory, or idea, but rather for

Frequently criticized by hiscontem-

rt.

ries for

a lack of attention to scientific

Audubon could never be accused

il,

ig to appreciate the

of

splendor of the

he pursued with such passion,
adubon's mother died a few months

i

his birth,
in

1

789.

and

Two

his father left the

years

later,

is-

with a half-

who had also been born on the isAudubon rejoined his father, who

•

.

settled in

hildren

Nantes, France. In 1794,
were formally adopted by his

and stepmother. Audubon's early
at school in Nantes were
;ed by frequent absences. He later ob-

l:r

riences

that "almost every day, instead of

•d

to school

I
,

;

I

usually

the day."

ing
,

where

made

He

I

ought to have

for the fields,

returned

where

I

home each

with "curiosities, such as birds'

birds' eggs, curious lichens, flowers

sylvania.

With imperfect English, learned

from Quaker nurses who attended him
while he was ill with yellow fever, he began to establish himself in America.
Dressed in silk and satin, admired for his
marksmanship, swimming and riding abilities, and the "elegance of his figure and
beauty of features," Audubon explored
the fields and forests of his

new home on

a

branch of the Schuylkill River Stuff'ed
squirrels,
raccoons, opossums, fishes,
frogs, snakes, lizards, and birds' eggs soon
adorned his room. His early years at Mill
Grove were an idyllic but fleeting episode
in his

new American

experiences: "Hunt-

drawing, and music occupied
every moment; care I knew not, cared

ing, fishing,

my

lar species

his

career he enthusiastically shot birds for
study and sketching. (On occasion he also
ate the birds he shot.) Naturalists

had trafrom

ditionally prepared their sketches
stuff'ed

Audubon main-

specimens, but

tained "thai feathers lose their brilliancy

almost as rapidly as flesh or skin

and "that a bird

alive

is

itself'

75 percent more

rich in colours than twenty-four hours after

its

death."

Over the

years,

Audubon

sively better field notes

kept progres-

on the species he

was studying. He often spent fourteen to
seventeen hours working on a drawing and
sometimes abandoned the task only when
the decomposing specimen made the work
unpleasant. Dissection of their stomachs
enabled him to learn more about birds"
feeding habits. Although he was a perceptive observer,

well, the seventeen-year-old

among

his English neighbors.

in

of bird accurately without a

naught about them." In 1804. Audubon became enchanted with Lucy Bake-

daughter of

to

use wires to hold freshly slain birds in position while he sketched them. This allowed

he had difficulty portraying

birds in motion. His birds in flight

the most

tations, but this

awkward

were

of his represen-

was an age when there

Audubon laboredfourteen days to paint this golden eagle with a snowshoe
in its talons. He regarded it as one of his most successful works.
The figure in the lower left corner is thought to be a self-portrait; it was

hare

eliminated in the plate for the printed version.
The New- York Historical Society, NYC

i
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I
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— In

seconds!
Till all

you can make into your
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After crops are up, spread Kemp-

soil.

It

will

soils into rich, dark,

ready mulch over your garden to
prevent weed growth, hold needed
moisture and feed your plants.
Ruth Stout summed up this easy,
carefree way of gardening in her
book, How To Have A Green
Thumb Without An Aching Back.
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were no photographic records of such
complex motion to serve as a guide.

Name
Address.
City

[State.
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-Zip.

808, Audubon wed

Lucy Bakewell. Their marriage began somewhat inauspiciously when they left on a twelveday journey to their new home in Louisville, Kentucky. While crossing the Alleghenies, their carriage overturned, and
Lucy was severely bruised. In Louisville,
In April

1

Audubon and a partner operated a g(
store for

two years, but with

Years later

Audubon

when

I

a large

which went on

es

stie

3

prospeiusi

it;

but birds were ird

thoughts wen'Vf

and anon turning toward them
jects of

era

my

attended to

then as now, and

su

observed, "Whai

many goods and opened
Louisville,

little

my greatest delight.

I

as

tl:

ol

shot, I|W
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JHOW YOUR KIDS

HOW A FOREST IS LOGGED.
Dress 'em up in old clothes and sturdy shoes, and we'll
take you

all

"into the

one of our logging

oked on nature only;
I

py beyond

'1

d this

i;

really cared not."

I

days were

His

first

son,

Audubon, was born on
1809. Audubon's devotion to

12,

continued to divert attention from

s

business. "Therefore,"

I

my

conception, and be-

Gifford

.';or

I

human

he wrote,

"my

abandoned me."
lore momentous for Audubon's career
his 8
meeting with Alexander Wilwho shared with Audubon a love for
erica and a passion for the nation's
s. When Audubon met him, Wilson
seeking subscribers at $120 a set for
American Ornithology. Years later,
e in Great Britain promoting his own
ness

ii

V

1

1

c
k
li

(
i

Audubon

\.

'

wrote,

"How

often

woods" on a comprehensive tour of

sites.

You'll discover how lumberjacks and foresters work with
computer programmers and lab scientists to sustain our
forests and their yields forever. Your kids will go "Wow!"
We offer you tours like this because we'd like you to
understand that our mills and plants and logging sites serve

your interests as well as ours.
And because we're proud of them.
For a list of tour locations, write Sharon Ramsey,
Boise Cascade Corporation, One Jefferson Square,
Boise, Idaho 83728.

/

Boise Cascade Corporation f
Vaper/Office Products/ Packaging/ Building Products/ Forests

I

ght during these visits of poor Alexan-

1

When

t

V\'ilson.

am

now,

)

-ocure subscribers, he as well as

my-

:

was received with rude coldness, and

travelling as

I

Bitimes with that arrogance which bes to parvenus'' Audubon remarked

Wilson died under the "lash of a

1

'

,

,;,

,(i«s«(lt1S

.seller."

c

had even

ilson

less

economic success

I

Audubon and was

at various

times

in

areer a poet, weaver, printer, peddler,

and schoolteacher. In March of

2yor,

when Audubon examined the first
volumes of Wilson's work, he was at

),

vf

subscribing to the series, but

loint of

business partner advised against
at
'.'

"

it.

induces you to subscribe to this
he asked. "Your drawings are cer-

y better,

and again, you must know as

h of the

habits of

American

birds as

gentleman." Given the state of Audubusiness finances, this advice may
i

been as

much

c realities as
ilson's

a

a reflection of eco-

judgment of the value

work.

Audubon, made technical
and descriptions
rds, but his ornithological knowledge
superior to Audubon's. Yet Audubirds have a vitality, brightness, and
ilson, like

ns in his observations

li.*

si>l'

f

I

,

|,;t

(•s

,i

ness
ales.

seldom found in Wilson's smallWilson was a self-trained or-

legist

orks;

who painted birds to illustrate
Audubon was a self-trained art-

ho studied ornithology to comple-

,^

his

magnificent bird portraits. Per-

A

as

some suggest, the meeting with

97
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This portrait of A udubon was painted by his sons, John and Victor A gun
was one of the tools of Audubon's trade throughout his career as a
naturalist-artist, he relied on shooting birds for study. Sometimes he ate
the birds he shot and offered comments on their palatability.
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Relive
2,500 years of

Wilson
ing his

initiated

Audubon's dream of hav-

own expanding

portfolio of bird

portraits published.

civilization
in Sri Lanka.

In the summer of 1812, Audubon became an American citizen, and in Novem-

ber of that year, his second son, John

Woodhouse Audubon, was

See for yourself

born.

Audu-

community was enraged by Audut'
method of defense, but a judge later ti
that Audubon committed a "seriou
an

fense,

Sir

—

exceedingly

serious

off.-

damned ras
doomed Aud

in failing to kill the

His cavalier attitude
to failure in business,

and

in 1819, Ik

i!]

fl

';

j

Anuradhapura's
monuments and

bon also had two daughters, who died in
infancy: Lucy, born in 1815, died in 1817,

jailed briefly in Louisville for debt.«j

reservoirs constructed in the

and Rosa, born in 1819, died in 1820.
Audubon's lack of commitment to his
Louisville business was followed by almost
a decade of further economic disappointments and the depletion of his wife's inher-

with nothing

4thCenturyB.C.,

Dambulla's

fa-

mous rock temple caves and the

'••

2,200 year old sacred Bo-Tree.

itance.

Dis-

cover the incredible Sigiriya's citadel with mirrored walls and frescoes
from the 5th Century A. D., Polonnaruwa's Buddhist shrines and Kandy's
temple of the sacred tooth relic.

this

Lanka) Tourist Board
NY, N Y, lOOP (212 935-0.^69
)

Please send your packet of travel brochures.

=f

Name

=

Address
City

matter are unclear, Keats could not

help thinking "Mr.

(Sri

609Fifth Ave.

bludgeon-swinging
Stat

Audubon

a dishonest

man," who made his brother believe "that
he was a Man of Property." Further dissension arose when Audubon, his arm in a
sling as a result of a steam engine accident, was attacked by a business associate.
After receiving twelve blows from his

Zip^

struck him

98

failed in the construction of a

steam grist- and sawmill at Henderson,
Kentucky. In an 1819 steamboat endeavor, he persuaded the brother and
family of the poet John Keats to invest in
his speculations. Although the details of

Experience all this amid.st the tea
gardens, wildlife parks and miles of
beaches with the friendly people of
this beautiful island paradise.

Ceylon

He

Audubon
dagger. The

assailant,

down with

his

leased upon a declaration of bankru

"humble

left

but what he

deeme

he began to do port
in black chalk of the human "hea
vine." Within a few weeks he was al
talents,"

earn enough to rent a house

in

Louis

Never modest about his abilities, /*
bon claimed he was even called inti
countryside to prepare "likenesses o
sons on their death-beds" and that a

dead son exhum
made. Still, /
bon wrote, "My drawings of birds
not neglected meantime; in this part:
there seemed to hover around me air
mania and I would even give up dc
head, the profits of which would havi
plied our wants for a week or more, t

gyman had had

his

that a portrait could be

resent a

little

citizen of the

feat

tribe."

I

Audubon
worked

then

moved

to

Cincinna

briefly as a taxidermist at I
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OwnanOrfeinal
US. Gov't Mint
Western

ke's

Museum. When

the

mised monthly salary could not be
he drifted south to New Orleans to
tinue painting portraits in black chalk

birds in watercolors

had a

difficult

and provided

and

He

pastels.

1893 "Columbus"
Silver Half Dollar

time maintaining him-

little

support for his fam.

Lucy did not join him

for

more than

.

America 's first

.

silver

commemorative type coin!

a

When she moved to New Orleans,
found a position as a governess on a

•.

itation,

and

on the
Jane Middlemist

later as a teacher

nsive plantation of

West Feliciana, Louisiana. For a
traveled to Natchez to
There he received a brief introduc-

;y in

Audubon

t.

to the use of oils in painting

an itinerant

n,

from John

artist,

frequent economic reversals,

espite
y

continued to encourage her hus-

i.

Audubon

;d that

my

"My

wrote,

wife deter-

my

final

genius should prevail and
success as an ornithologist

be triumphant." To cultivate this

Id

ess,

Audubon had

ng the results of

Now you

to find a

his studies

method of
and paint-

of birds with a wider audience. This
ired the publication of his

growing

can own
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—

was the center for the study of nathistory in America. Audubon arrived
1824, intent on acquiring a pub-

but his arrogance alienated

(ity's

leading naturalists.

some

When a pub-

could not be found there or

American

city,

of

Audubon

in

any

elected to

teupport abroad.
rth

he and

Lucy began to save their
To provide funds for his

;d resources.

pean

trip,

Audubon

May

mg, and fencing. In
alone for England.
tially his wife's

taught French,
of

1

He had

savings, to begin a

1

1

ch watercolor that he brought into
|)untry,

began

Audubon, with some
his artistic

trepida-

conquest of the

ih Isles.

gland's interest in the natural history
r
>

former colony was strong. BarTravels had
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the aquiline features and the glowing an-

and an air and manner which
told you that whoever you might be he was
John Audubon."
At one point, Audubon commented,
he had only one sovereign left in his
pocket. "I extricated myself from all my
difficulties," he wrote, "not by borrowing
money, but by rising at four o'clock in the
morning, working hard all day. and disposing of my works at a price which a common labourer would have thought little
gry eyes

.

.

.

more than sufficient remuneration for his
work." It was Audubon who had to find the
subscribers, prepare the drawings for the
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That something else is a Swan Hellenic
Art Treasure Tour. Each unique tour is
accompanied by a guest lecturer, an expert

one that

whose informative talks will bring a deeper
awareness and appreciation of the art,
architecture, history and natural beauty you
will encounter on your tour.
And what tours to choose from. Swan

Agent

Hellenic Art Treasure Tours cover the
world.

From

Britain's heritage to Europe's

history beauty of Latin America.

From the

Middle East to Australia. Even the

to

you'll find at least

will particularly delight you.

For further information about

Swan

Hellenic Art Treasure Tours see your Travel
or write Exprinter for a free colorful

brochure.
Join us for a

deeper appreciation

HKLLtl

of the world's

A|)ivi-.iMn..lt'\'()('ruis.-,

treasures.

ElMMFa
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NEW YORK NY
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(212)719-1200

rich treasures of India

1843 to collect addi-

-pccimens for the study. This scien-

'

;>

inconclusive trip

-ullies

was Audubon's

As Audubon's eyes
weakened in the late 1840s,

held

ijor

.

trip.

I

."^

.lohn

assumed

responsibility with

an for the study on

mammals. But
The Viviparous Quadrupeds
^ih America (1845-48), never reI

r

f

^i

ork.

the recognition or praise that at-

The Birds of America. Audubon's
Mrs were spent at Minnie's Land, a

,''

,,l:ive

acre estate on

Manhattan

is-

107

.

Over 200
beautiful,

close-up,

The great white heron

full-color

the great blue heron. Audubonfirst spotted these birds in the Florida Keys,

photos
by the world's
foremost photographer
of hummingbirds

in

A udubon 's watercolor is now considered a variant of

captured a few. and gave them to one of his collaborators. John Bachman,

who kept them as pets.
The New-York

Historical Society,

NYC

ROBERT A. TYRRELL
With accompanying text by

ESTHER QUESADA TYRRELL
The hummingbird

captured

is

in all

aspects: psychology, behavior,
and development; including an extensive study of nesting, molting,
its

and

territorial

aggression. Also

features rare photos of hummingbirds feeding on wildflowers.
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of the North
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Hudson

land, overlooking the

River.

He

IncI

died there on January 27, 1851.
In a letter to the prominent portraitist

Thomas

Sully,

Audubon had

the greatest portion of

The most

my

observed,

book on one of

Nature, her beauties

has been de-

& her objects in grant-

ing to different individuals, classes, or species,

such privileges as best

situation, or habits. This

nature's great

suit their

form,

arduous task

I

have followed with unremitting diligence,
and with a degree of industry that has
caused my family and to myself more troubles than any person in Philadelphia can be

wonders

aware

of.

SANDVED, famous photographer of
the Smithsonian Institution. With text

by GHILLEAN TOLMIE PRANCE,
Senior Vice-President for Science,
The New York Botanical Garden.

LEAVES
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333 photos and drawings Size
cover,

now
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return the
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Audubon boasted

to his son Victor that

The Birds of America would become "the
standard of American ornithology," but
the

work never achieved

As an

artist,

that distinction.

however, he attained a level

I

NY

inx

and N.J residents, add sales tax
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in later

Amei

experiments he sought to d

onstrate the turkey vulture's ability to T

food through smell. Contemporary cr,L

who

assailed

Audubon

for his

many

posed mistakes were later found to
erred also. His famous

jL

Ife

827 print showi
mockingbirds defending their nest agilL
1

him to ridicule
was maintained that rattlesnakes die
climb trees and that their fangs did ,_
bend upward at the tips. Later studies) „
dicated Audubon's drawing on jjiy
a rattlesnake subjected

^

^^

counts.

With

his life-size

American wildlife artist. Audubon was
consumed by his mission, and in the words

transformed

of

the

distinguished

naturalist

Elliot

Coues, "Audubon and his work were one,
he lived in his work, and in his work will

nineteenth-century

ornithologists.

His powers of observation and ability to
make taxonomic distinctions enabled Au-

appropriate

drawings of birtfc
habitats,

scientific

Audifis

illustrations

Although the pressure and expen;
meeting the publication schedule le
certain expediencies that reduced
art.

\

quality of the final plates of his

work,

Although Audubon had his scientific
were often shared by

other
Stale

and

their

limitations, these

City

bird banding experiment in

of recognition never equaled by any other

live forever."

Please send me LEAVES Enclosed is my check or money order
lor S35 00 plusSI 70 postage and handling charge II wish may

initiated

first

it

new definitive work on the subject
leaves. Photographs by KJELL B.

7776

of

America. Audubon

cies in
life

votedly spent in the active investigation of

complete source^

dubon to describe one new genus, twethree new species, and twelve new sub
cies. The plates of The Birds of Ame
represented almost 60 percent of the

f W
Audubon's watercolors andpf

gravings are almost always
strength,

action,

careful, realistic

filled

With
execution and consif*'
and

color.

narrative theme, these works are tJL

during legacy of John James AuduboHl

'

Announcing the

Official First

Day Cover

new

of America's

John James Audubon Stamp
issued by the National

Audubon

Society

and available for just $1 each.

-^

-

ew John James
Audubon stamp will be is-

FIRST DAY OF ISSUE

sued on April 23, 1985.

mark

ay of Issue postrecords the date and

place where the stamp was
thus certifying
the new stamp as a First
Edition.

first issued,

John James Audubon
As if bom for the lask. Audubon
came America's greatest painter of birds.

Aatiofia/
Day Cover shown smaller than

t

by y/s inches. Postmark

^/i

No

is artist's

concept.

The

single person in the history of

world

the

much

has

contributed

so

IT

.Beautiful full-color work of art by the great
American bird artist, John James Audubon.

actual size

the

Official First

Summer Tanager,

Day Cover of the new John James
Audubon stamp is available for the modest

Day Cover will bear
an Audubon painting

cial First

meticulously reproduced from the famed

price of just $1 each.

the legendary

John James Audubon.

engraving which Audubon himself commis-

For

when

sioned in 1826, as a legacy for future gen-

To order, postmark the attached Order
Form by April 23, 1985, and mail it to
Unicover
Fleetwood,
One
Center,

to the art of painting birds

a time

in

was

it

still

possible

document the unspoiled wilderness heri;e of America,
John James Audubon
ide it his personal mission to capture on

erations of mankind. Significantly,

ivas all the birds that inhabited the North

History in

continent

nerican

long

/e

since

.

.

many of which

.

nerican countryside. In
pre

from

disappeared
all,

play at the American

New York

Museum
City,

The National Audubon

•^1985 Fleetwood

ORDER FORM
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John James Audubon

a special nationwide celebration

John James Audu- the United States will honor Audu1 with a new postage stamp, during the
) hundredth anniversary of his birth. To
issued on April 23, 1985, the stamp will

Audubon, an American

recognized as the greatest bird
world has ever known.
is

artist

Audubon Society's
Official First Day Cover

make

this historic

Society

;

ization

lubon
'er

—

the

Audu-

famed conservation

—

of the
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its

Official First

new stamp. This

be certified by the important

First

Day

ssue postmark Officially applied by the
'.

Postal Service.
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United States stamp
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Day Cover

Official First

the artistic legacy of
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Society's Offi-

he painted

America's new Audubon stamp
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Cheyenne, Wyoming 82008-0001, which
has been officially appointed by The National Audubon Society to produce the Covers and process and ship all orders.

of Natural

the

than four hundred of America's birds.

w — as

many

such Audubon works are presently on dis-
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The Living Museur

Audubon's Coppers
The American Museum
History contains

many

of Natural

interesting hidden

few are as impressive as the Audubon Hall, open only by special arrangement with the Museum's Ornithology Department. Paintings, prints, drawings, and
other memorabilia of John James Audubon and his sons cover the hall's wood-paneled walls. The lighting is dim
to protect
the watercolors
and the aroma of old
wood permeates the room. Here, in a glass
case, is Audubon's wooden palette, burnished with age. Next to it are half a dozen
bird skins
some from extinct species
from Audubon's personal collection. Anareas, but

—

—

—

other case displays his guns, a brace of pistols,

and a

Indians.

set of

buckskins given to him by

Several portraits of the artist

hang on the walls, along with oil paintings
and engravings of birds, several original
watercolors for The Viviparous Quadrupeds of North America, and his portfolio, in which he carried prints from
The Birds of America to show potential

plates was completed at Robert Havell's
workshop in London, Audubon arranged
to have the plates shipped to America,
where they could be restruck. Although
he had planned to run off 500 sets for the
first edition, he sold fewer than 220 sets.

York Harbor, burned in a great fire,
rescued at the last minute while btij
loaded into a furnace.
In
ney,

1

839, before their transatlantic

Audubon

j^

insured the plates (or

pers, as he

sometimes called them)1

An

excellent account of the ft

Audubon

often expressed his inten-

$5,000.

tion of issuing a

new edition. But a series of

and myths surrounding the history of
plates can be found in The Double
phant Folio, by Waldemar Fries.
According to Fries, who did an exh i
tive investigative job, the 435 plates
London in March 1 839 and landed in T
York in May. In one doubtful account.!

Still,

combined with a lack of
funds, prevented him from carrying out
his plan, and most of the plates eventually
misfortunes,

disappeared.

I

Twelve of the surviving plates are on
display

in

the

their journey

i

Museum. The
from London

details of
to

Central

Park West are lost to history, but a number of romantic stories have been told to
explain their appearance. They were supposedly salvaged from the bottom of

New

v

ship carrying the plates sank in

Harbor and

New
mo

'^,r

lay there for several

before a salvage operation could be un
taken.

When

they finally were haulec

to the surface, the plates

were

alleg,

subscribers.

Among these Audubon treasures are a
number of dull copper plates hanging high
on the walls. These are some of the original engraved plates used to print the The
Of

the 75 or so extant

plates (originally there

were 435), the Mu-

Birds of America.

To mark the two hundredth anniversary of Audubon's birth,

seum owns
which

seum

falls
is

12.

on April 26, 1985, the

issuing a

new

Mu-

edition of 6 prints

from The Birds of America, struck directly from the original plates. The subjects of these 6 plates, among Audubon's
finest, are the Wild Turkey, Male; the Female Turkey with Young; the Snowy Owl;
the Mallard Duck; the Canada Goose;
and the Great White Heron.
In 1838, when the first edition of 435

_U-0
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A new print of the Mallard Duck, struck from
the original copperplate in the Museum's collection

AMNH/EditioM

t
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covered with copper oxides. We do know
that Audubon consigned the plates to a

"Mr. Hall's
until

store,"

where they remained

845. In July of that year, a great

1

work, Audubon's 'Birds of America,' were
recently

New

Shortly thereafter,

Audubon wrote

ter to a friend at the Smithsonian:

now engaged

in

a

this

city

for

their

merits."
In

870,

1

Lucy Audubon had 350 plates,

probably those not badly damaged in the
1845 fire. In the next few years, most of

let-

"We are

trying to restore

in

value as old copper, after having vainly
sought a purchaser upon their artistic

fire

York destroyed Hall's warehouse
and damaged many of Audubon's plates.
in

sold

these plates were dispersed and

[the

lost,

but a

wonted former existence; although
a few will have to be reengraved for use,
if ever the work is republished in its origi-

number of them showed up at the Ansonia
Brass and Copper Company, in Connecticut. The company's president. William

Audubon had hoped the
would be a steady source of income

for himself and, especially, for his chil-

Dodge, was one of the founders of the
American Museum of Natural History.
There are two accounts of how some of the

dren.

best plates were saved from the furnace.

plates]

nal size at all."

plates

Audubon

The

died in 1851 without having

realized his plan to produce a

new

edition.

tempts to

sell

She made various

forts.

By

came

by Charles A. Cowles in a letter to Ruthven Deane, published in 1908 in The Auk,

at-

of her ef-

the journal of the

forced her to consign the plates to an auction house. But the auction went poorly

Some

1871, "that

the original plates of that magnificent

i

ate but unsuccessful request to the forej
of the furnace not to melt the plates; i

then I appealed to the superintendent
without avail. I next brought the matt
the general

manager of the concern,

bars.

.

.

I received no encoun,
hastened back to the works
state of mind so determined that I «
ceeded in having all of the plates thata)

ment. ...

I

i

not been melted removed to a plac

The

plates

t ji

ollection, distributed as follows;

Mr,

Dodge, president of the company had
plates sent to the

Natural History,

—

STOKES
NATURE GUIDES

STOKES
NATURjE__GUlDES

New

York City, and
Smithsonian InstitLjj
Washington, D.C., and I think retaineon'
or two for himself. ... I have sent two p
to Miss M.R. Audubon.
plates

to

;."i

the

.

Dodge

did give

Cowles wrote (some

.

away

the plate

went to the
ropolitan Museum of Art and Princi
University), and he did keep "one or
for himself; Cowles's story seems
true, though perhaps embellished. Di
also

i

STOKES
NATURE GUIDES

^
-A
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,
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GUIDE TO
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American Museu

tered species as your subjects. Whether
you are exploring mating rituals of the
mallard duck, the predatory behavior
of ambush bugs, the teeming life under
the ice of a frozen pond, Stokes Nature
Guides will prove informative and
inspiring, leading you and your family
toward a deeper understanding of
nature, and a sense of its many as yet

These
compact, sturdily bound handbooks
take you beyond field identification
into the most exciting aspects of the
inner lives of plants and animals. With
their guidance you can actually go into
unexplored avenues of natural science
with your own home ground as your
laboratory and its commonly encounof nature guide.
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time about the year 873, there were
found a number of Audubon copper plates
among the scrap copper sent to the refinery
of the Ansonia Brass & Copper Company at
Ansonia, Conn., to be converted into copper

per, to be melted down into bars. "There is
something almost sad," the New York
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furnaces, and noted on one of the shee
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recognized their value, and saved
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His widow, Lucy Audubon, built a small
shed (called the cave) on the family estate
to store the plates.
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Museum's new edition; the Snowy
i\ the Female Turkey with Young, the
'acta Goose, and the Mallard Duck.
[•ia and Florence Audubon, Audubon's

GREAT BRITAIN BY THE BOOK
Travel through Great Britain the BritRail v^ay

and discover how pleasurable— and economical—train travel can be. Our brochure,
Go BritRail, gives you information on how
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to get a BritRail pass, the different BritRail

Vluseum; one, the Great White Heron,
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and prices. For instance, a
14-day BritRail Economy pass gives you
unlimited train travel all over Britain
for just $175— that's less than $13 a day.
Send for our free brochure now, before
you start planning your vacation in

travel options
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Great Britain because you have to buy
your BritRail Pass before you leave.
Then see your Travel Agent.
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The classic Audubon
collection is

available in

now
a new

commemorative
edition

celebration of the 200th anniversary of Audubon's birth, Macmillan is reissuing The Birds of
America, with a new introduction
by Robert McCracken Peck, fellow of the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia. The more
than 400 illustrations in this unique
In

one-volume work were originally
famed "Elephant Portfolio," first published in London in

part of the

1827 A triumphant celebration of
beauty Ttie Birds of America is a
matchless gift for bird lovers and
collectors of fine artwork alike.

ReWeivs of the original edition:
"Should have a fundamental place
in the libraries of all who value our

American

heritage."

—New Yorl< Times
"One can only cal

I

it

superb."

—Saturday Review
$39.95 at
or

all

bookstores,

use coupon to order direct

THE BIRDS OF AMERICA
By John James Audubon

evident carelessness that the

Mail to: MACMILLAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Front and Brown Streets. Riverside. NJ 08075

so

Please send me
copy(ies) of The
Birds of America (0-02-504450-8) @ $39.95
eactn, plus $1.50 postage and handling for each
copy ordered. Add state and local taxes where
applicable.
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enclose $
in check or money order payable to Macmillan Publishing Company
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point he even had the colors bleached out
of several prints.
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
and

ALECTO HISTORICAL EDITIONS
announce the publication of
six engravings

from

BIRDS OF AMERICA
by

JOHN JAMES AUDUBON
printed from the original copperplates
in

an edition limited to 125

sets

Plate I Wild Turkey, male

Plate

VI Wild Turkey, female and young
Plate

CXXI Snowy Owl

Plate

CCI Canada Goose

Plate
Plate

The

royalties
will

CCXXI

CCLXXXI

Mallard

Duck

Great White Heron

from the portfolio, for which the suhscription price is 130,000,
endow a fund for Natural History in Audubon's name
at the

American Museum

of

Natural History

For an illustrated prospectus please write

AMNH/Alecto Audubon

to:

Portfolio

5W

Suite
44 West 77th Street
New York, New York 10024

46 Kelso Place

London W8
England

USA

The AMNH/Alecto Audubon

portfolio

is

sold exclusively

46 Kelso Place. London
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Sailing the

Greek Islands

& Turquoise Coast
June

&

games from around the

short articles,

photographs, and tales
and legends. Each issue is devoted to a single theme; among these are dragons in
cultures around the world, myths and legends of the Hop! Indians, and African
gold. Faces is published by Cobblestone
world, puzzles,

September

Small Groups

Expen Leaders
Free 40-p<jge color can
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cooperation with the

Mu-

seum. To subscribe, send $16.50 ($13.95
for Museum members) to Faces, 20
Grove Street, Peterborough,
03458.
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Audubon Exhibition
A new exhibition on the great American naturalist John James Audubon will
open on April 18 in the Naturemax Gallery. Audubon: Science into Art includes
a wealth of material from the Museum's
substantial holdings of Auduboniana
including some of Audubon's watercolors
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paintings,

manuscripts, bird specimens, palette and
guns, and buckskins. Also on view will be

two prints from the Museum's new edition
of six plates from The Birds of America.
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"Audubon:

this exhibition will su

quently tour the country.

The Museii

edition will also be featured in D^
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New Magazine for Children
The Museum has announced

Galapagos Islands
One & Two week cruises with expert naturalists
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from the edition

Turkey and the Snowy Owl,

Alaska: Humpback Whale
Expeditions in the Inside Passage
July 6-18- July 19-Aug 10 • Aug 11-18
Aug 19-31 • Sept 1-10

Museum.

will sell the edition by subscripand the Museum has agreed not to
strike any additional prints from the six
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and Nature Lectures
Nobel laureate Gerald Ec
will deliver the 1985 Mack Lipi
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Man and

Nature Lectures. In a series'
"The Sciences
Recognition." Edelman will explore
evolution of life from simple-celled org
isms, the growth of an embryo from a
tilized egg to a functioning adult, and
most recent theories on the nature £
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and Southeast Asia with the
Our Orient Escapade" escorted
tours give you a choice of 6 itineraries from 15 to 23 days. For example, our
15-day tour costs only $1900, complete with air from the West Coast. Included
are elegant hotels, American breakfasts, Dine-Around dinners, cultural shows
and more. This year we added Burma to one tour and Japan's TSUKUBA EXPO
'85 to another Send for our free color brochure for the details. Then be sure to
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Pachelbel's "Canon in D Major,"

The viforld's finest binoculars
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works. Tickets are S8;
irmationcall (212) 873-5714. Also
Planetarium arc Tlie Violent Uni'eral original

Wonderful Sky, and Heavy Laser.
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he Birds of America.
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Refunds of $100 on Leitz

full-size

and

$25 on Leitz compact binoculars.
Now you can enjoy extraordinary savings when you purcliase a pair of
produced to
uncompromising quality standards, are covered by a lifetime warranty
and protected by the famous Leitz Passport Protection Plan. For the
name of your nearest Leitz dealer call (800) 223-0514 or write
—^
to E. Leitz, inc., 24 Link Drive, Rockieigh, IMJ 07647.
Lcitz means precision. Worldwide.
•us. warranteed only.
Leitz Trlnovid*^ binoculars* Tliese superb optical Instruments,

.

Leitz

and

Trinovid are trademarks of E Leit^, Inc.
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NOVA

MEDIEVAL
HERBAL

DTI

Deluxe Color Facsimile

& English Translation
of a 15th Century French Manuscript

BOOK OF MEDICINAL HERBS
2 beautiful volumes in slipcase

Limited Edition
$468.00 postpaid
(or

send $1.00

Surprises
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HaUey's

for prospectus).

JEREMY NORMAN & CO., INC.
442 Post Street

Comet

San Francisco, California 94102-1579
Telephone:

Count 'em! Over 200

File Natural Histor y's

bird species live here.

Like Fine Books!

You can see bald eagles nesting
around the Bras d'Or lakes in Cape
Breton.
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US Wildlife Service for
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To

list

titles

the whole area

MasterCard or Visa number, expiradate and signature. Mail to
Highsmith Co., Box 800NH, Fort
Atkinson, Wisconsin 53538. Or call

Toil-Free 1-800-558-2110,
Wisconsin 1-800-558-3313.)
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Your U.S. dollars are worth 25

more up

here. World-class ferries sail

between Portland and Bar Harbor,
Maine and Yarmouth in Nova Scotia.

CRoses

Nova Scotia Tourism,
P.O. Box 130,
Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Canada
B3I 2M7
Please aish

DISCOVERY

me the 270-page Nova Scotia

Tourism Guide. Includes 9

fold-out, fuD colour

plus complete information
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maps,
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Canada. Only SI .50 (postage and handling).
Please send cheque or

Nova

money

order payable to

Scotia Tourism. (Don't mail cash.)
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ADVENTURE ^CRUISES OF
ALASKA'S MARINE WILDERNESS.
of the world's great naturalist and photography experiences. Cruise Endicott Arm, Tracy
Arm, Ford's Terror Wildemess Area, and
Glacier Bay National Park aboard m/v Glacier

One

Seal.

Whale watching expeditions, cruising
Uon rookeries, and exploring

seabird and sea

Street

glaciers. For reservations or free brochure, see
City
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call toll free:

(In
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only,

1-800-341-6096
1-800-492-0643)

GLACIER BAY
YACHT TOURS,

INC.

Please send the 1985 Glacier Seal brochure.
76 Egan Drive, Suite HO, Dept.COL". Juneau

AIR

AK 99802
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subscription.
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McNabs Island and along the South
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Astronomers are puzzling over
changes in the comet's brightnet

Deluxe files hold magazines )n first-edition style.
Gold-stamped, green leather-like fronts. Hold
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their re-stocking programs.)
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mentioned, now
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good
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or
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Home
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Early Risers

Stellar

by Thomas D. Nicholson
Evening skies are barren of planets in
Only Mars remains east of the sun
(to its left at sunset), but it is dim and low
April.

in the early
ies into

evening, as

Taurus. There

at the beginning of the
last

week

it

will

it

is

moves from Ar-

moon

an evening

month; during the

help trace out the spring

Two morning

and
by night and
spend much of the dark hours above the
horizon. Saturn is up soon after 0:00 p.m.,
earlier at month's end, in Libra near the
bright stars that form the head of the cestars.

planets, Saturn

Jupiter, will rise earlier night

1

lestial

scorpion. Jupiter, in Capricornus,

about three hours past midnight on

rises

April

1 ,

but two hours earlier at the end of

the month. Both planets are

up

at

dawn:

Jupiter very bright in the southeast; Sat-

urn to the west. Toward the end of April,

Mercury and Venus make their presence
known as morning stars, after passing between the earth and the sun early

in

the

month and emerging from the sun's glare
before sunrise. Mercury's morning apgood

pearance

isn't

may

be seen low

still

in the spring,
in

but

it

the east before

The spring Sky Map shows the sky for
months of April. May, and June from
latitude 40° north at the evening hours
the

given below. To use the map, hold

it

verti-

of you with north (Nj at
the bottom, and match the lower half of
the map with the stars you see when you
face north. As you face in other direccally in front

tions,

roll

the

map

to bring the

cor-

responding compass direction to the bot-

tom of the map.
The stars move west continuously during the night. By morning (before dawn)
stars on the western half of the map will
have set, those on the eastern half will
have moved into the west, and new stars
(those of the fall evenings) will have risen

The map represents the sky at
about 2:00 a.m. on April 1; 1:00 a.m. on
April 15; midnight on April 30; 1 1:00 p.m.
on May 15; 10:00 p.m. on May 31; 9:00
P.M. on June 15; and 8:00 p.m. on June 30.
Add one hour for daylight time. The map
can be used for an hour or more before
in the east.

and

124

after the times given.
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COMEDY^CLASSICS
The Famous Funnymen
on One

Events

of Films All

90 Minute Feature Length VIDEO

Cassette!

ONLY $14«95 and ^o* Available in Stores!
Video Yesteryear |)resents this uproarious giggle of comedy classics.
A lull mi minules of fun and laughter for the entire family For little
more than the
comedians

jff|^
'**••
"

j

*

{

.

^'

J^

'

your

own home

S14.95 plus

yours for only

to

watch time and again! This collection

shipping and handling. Order today and

we'll send you our giant eideo catalogue absolutely FREE!
You get ALL the following on one video cassette:

I

*

is

price of a blank tape, you can bring your favorite movie

into

-^

Charlie Chaplin

his first

#

flarold Lloyd

of silent

*

THE NEW JANITOR-I9I4

in

Vintage Chaplin:

year on the screen!
in

ON MY

I'M

WAY-1919-

A

privileged view of one

comedy's great masters!

W.C. Fields

THE

in

DENTIST-1932- The

original uncensored,

hilarious version!

*

The Three Stooges

courtroom farce that

*

Laurel

& Hardy in

in

DISORDER IN THE COURT-1936. A

pure madness!

is

"The Flight" from

FLYING DEUCES-1939. The

wildest airplane ride since the Wright Brothers!

*

Daffy Duck

in

DAFFY THE COMMANDO-1943-

Daffy takes on

the entire Third Reich!

*

Abbott &Costello

comedy

in

WHO'S ON FIRST-mS.

Their most famous

routine!

Our Video catalogue

SI. 25, sent

FREE with yourorder. Radio Yesteryear catalogue 50c

Video Yesteryear

Save

Time— Credit

Card Orders

CALL TOLL FREE

Box C Sandy Hook, Conn. 06482

@

800-243-0987

Please RUSH me
copies
$14.95 each plus $1.95
shipping & handling. Enclosed is my check, money order,
or credit card information.
have enclosed applicable

in

Operator 174

CT, HI, AK. call 203-426-2574

I

Check Formal:

sales lax.

D VHS D

Beta

Which

Credit Card?

Name

Card

Address.

Exp. Date_

Signature.

Zip_

.State

City

'
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liliE

A diploiviAT!

What sort of people need to learn a
foreign language as quickly and effectively as possible? Foreign service personnel, that's who.
you can learn to speak French
just as these diplomatic personnel do
with the Foreign Service Institute's Basic

Now

—

French Course.
The U.S. Department of State has spent
thousands of dollars developing this
course. It's by far the most effective way
to learn French at your own convenience
and at your own pace.
The Basic French Course consists of a
series of cassettes and an accompanying textbook. Simply follow the spoken

and written

instructions, listening

and

re-

peating. By the end of the course, you'll
be learning and speaking entirely in French!
This course turns your cassette player
irrto a "teaching machine." With Its unique
"pattern drill
learning method, you set
your own pace
testing yourself, correcting errors, reinforcing accurate responses.
The FBI's Introductory Basic French
"

—

Course comes
In a

handsome

In

two

parts,

each shipped

library binder.

Part

A

intro-

D

our

New

York sales office: 145

E.

10%

by

Basic French Part A. 12 cassettes
hr.), and 194-p. text, $125.
Basic French, Part B. 18 cassettes
(25 hr,), and 290-p. text, $149.

I

I

(15

D

I

tax.)

I

TO ORDER BY PHONE, PLEASE CALL
TOLL-FREE NUMBER: 1-800-243-1234

I

(Conn, and N.Y residents add sales

To order by
with your

mail, clip this ad

and send

name and

address, and a check
or money order
or charge to your credit
card (VISA, MasterCard, AmEx, Diners) by
enclosing card number, expiration date,
and your signature.
The Foreign Service Institute's French
course is unconditionally guaranteed.
Try It for three weeks. If you're not convinced it's the fastest, easiest, most painless way to learn French, return it and
we'll refund every penny you paid.
Order today!
116 courses in 39 other languages
also available. Write for free
catalog. Our 1 2th year

—

I
I
I
I

I
I

I

,

Audio-Forum
Room E27
On-The-Green,
Guilford,

auDia-PGRum^
visit

I

vocabulary. Order either, or save
ordering both:

duces the simpler forms of the language
and a basic vocabulary. Part B presents
more complex structures and additional

Or

I

(203)
49th

St..

I

CT 06437

453-9794

New

I

York,

I

NY. 10017 (212)753-1783
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dawn. Try
it is

its

to find

not placed

brightness

If you see

it

Venus

much

makes

first;

even though

better than Mercury,
it

much

easier to find.

in late April, look carefully be-

and you may find Mercury. The
view of Venus will improve in May.
low

it

Events

in

the calendar below are given

time unless otherwise indicated.
A waxing gibbous moon is well
April
up by dusk (visible in the afternoon if skies
in local

1

:

are clear). Beneath

it

Regulus, Leo's

is

bright

star.

stars in

The

circular group of

which the moon

is

dim

nestled forms

April
lus,

2:

and

The moon

is

east (left) of

Regu-

fatter.

Venus and Mercury move in
tandem between the earth and the sun (inApril

3:

evening to

ferior conjunction), leaving the

become morning
April

5:

in Virgo.

Perigee

Full

Spica

moon

6:32 a.m.,

EST)

is

the bright star to

its left.

(nearest the earth)

comes

Halley's

Watch out

for flooding in coastal areas,

pecially

the winds are strong and

if

frj

the right direction.

April 6-7:

The waning gibbous

slips into Libra,

the 7th

On

the nigh

passes below Saturn.

it

April
P.M.

mi

approaching Saturn,

bright object to the east.

stars.

moon (at
is

feet tides tonight

strength to

the Lion's head.

and will surely
and tomorrow, add
the full moon's spring

just six hours past full

8:

Moonrise

The reddish

isn't until after IC,

star rising

below

Comeback
Orbit of Uranus

Neptune,

In the beginning of April, as
1

986), Halley's

comet

is

it

Orbit of Saturn

races to perihelion (February 9,

28.8 million miles closer to the sun than

was a month ago, but it is 22.3 million miles farther from the
earth. (The earth and the comet are actually separating in
April.) The earth's orbital motion takes it away from the comet
until early May, then rapidly toward it again.
The illustration above depicts the solar system's inner planets
and Halley's comet as they will appear on April 25, when the
it

comet, racing along

in its orbit at

about 39,800 miles per hour,

is

400 million miles from the sun and 454 million
miles from the earth. Its position is still somewhere between Jupiter's orbit, which it passed in January, and Mars's orbit, which
it will pass in late November. Of course, the comet is nowhere

slightly less than

Ma

History 4/8S

moves past their orbital p;
comet is well below
plane of the planetary system until November 985, when
near either planet at the time

Because of

its

it

inclined orbit, Halley's

1

bit

il

cuts through the plane from south to north. In April,

nearly

1

Note

00

million miles south of the solar system's central p
we have come in closer to the

in the illustration that

system than our view in March. Now you can set
comet's retrograde orbit (clockwise around the sun as vk
from above), which is unlike the easterly (counterclocb
tral solar

movement of the earth and

the other planets. Because they

r

opposing directions, the earth and Halley's comet will i
nate between approaching and receding from one another

in

eral times over the next year.

.

OOP

Antares,

in Scorpius. Saturn is to
and higher.
April 9-11: The waning gibbous moon
is

eir right

ends the night

in Sagittarius, rising after

and

Idnight on the 9th

Last quarter

>hts.

is

two
EST,

later the next

at

1

1

:41 p.m.,

'the 11 th.

April 13: Jupiter

is the very bright obnear the morning moon, from about

:t

Imagine buying tough, sturdy
beech wood shelving at a price you
would expect to pay for plastic!

dawn.

)0 A.M. until

Mercury resumes

April 15:

Organize and decorate with
the beauty of natural beech
wood stackable shelving

normal

its

motion.

isterly)

The moon

The Spacemaker Stack-A-Shelf^ is
so versatile it fits comfortably in any
room or office. .even in a closet. And
best of all, it sets-up in seconds

below the
rnal equinox about dawn, and Venus is
pve and to its left. This may be the last
'rning view of the moon during this cyApril 17:

just

is

.

without tools!
Get things organized and out of the

r

[

;

of phases

t

first

one of Venus as

ihlcns the sky.

toys to plants, from stereo
books
everything has
place on these beautiful space-

equipment

to

The

planet will improve

making

dawn

after

its

successive mornings (higher at each

moon

but the morning

vn),

.

.

units.

1

new moon

9th;

the unit from its flat
carton, open the hinged
sides, and the hinged shelves

(farthest

the earth) occurs at about

on the

noon,

practically fall and
lock into place.

,

be at

will

%

EST

A.M.,

22:

vpril

.

Remove

moon

19-20: Apogee

\pril

n

to

Sets up in seconds
without tools!

on the

is

out.

/

From

way.

To find Venus,
where the sunrise

lorning star this spring.
k

I

and the

on the 20th.
There are three events

calendar. First, Venus ends

in to-

retro-

its

motion and resumes a normal eastthrough the stars. It rises bright

jc

drift

morning but it will be difliSecond, the moon covers
passes by the planet at 8:00

early this

to observe.

as

•s

it

EST, but

,

this

a daylight event for

is

southern Atlantic basin, where the oc-

young cresappearance in

ation takes place. Third, a

moon makes

first

its

Design your own shelving
arrangement in minutes

producing some fifteen meteors

FOR FASTEST SERVICE!

our

Credit Card
Toll

The crescent moon is easier to
onight, midway between Aldebaran
24:

aurus),

which

is

below and

Moonset occurs

.

25-26: The

iril

nights as
:

it

(half moon).

at

about

moon

grows

On

1

it

27: First-quarter

EST)
«'

is

in

one hour

-

800-228-3535
NEBRASKA
only

SINCE

1873

in

1'800'642'9606
Ihe continenlal

US A^^— •—
« «

Barnes
& Noble
BOOKSTORES
f^

Gemini

ff

f^j

Dept H 210B. 126 Fifth Ave,, N.Y.. NY. 10011
Please send me
Slack-a-Shelf unit(s) at
each (see price chart), plus $6 95 shipping
and insurance, per unit NY and N J residents, please
add sales tax Enclosed is my check /money
order / charge for $

forms a

stars Pollux

and

moon

(at

1

DMr,

1:25

Name DMs.

Cancer. After midnight
in

Address

be

set
r.ily

communities that ad-

Slale

daylight saving time,
ril

Customers Call
7 days a week

24 hours

$

ht (the 28th), clocks should
1

-

^ ^Oder good

:00 p.m.

jr.

)ril

Fiee

IN

its

to first-quarter

the 26th

some with the twin

1

in

is

1

to its left,

Pollux and Castor, above and to

attractive un-

you prefer).
Each free-standing unit is 27l4"w x
11 '/2d" X 37"h and is designed to interlock and stack securely. This means
you can easily create your own wall
unit. And if you move, just fold them
down and take them with you.

ght. Look high in the east for the
d meteor shower, which peaks about

pril

is

if

.

cycle of phases, in the west, setting at

A.M.,

wood

Natural beech

finished, so the unit can be used immediately (of course, you can finish it

28-29: The gibbous

Charge

moon moves

Watch it slide toward the star
during the night of the 28th. By
ght of the 29th, it will be past Regu-

-eo.

Zip
to:

DAMEX

DVISA

Accl. »

DMASTERCARD
Exp

lus

loving
Ir

ril

30;

irgo.

Signature

away from it to the left.
The moon moves from Leo

AVAILABLE
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©

ONLY
1985 Barnes & Noble Bookslores. Inc
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you purchase from Barnes
Noble by mail must meet your slandards. -tf not. Tetum it wilhin 30da)'5
Ever>' item

&

.

for a full refund.
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Art/Crafts

ACCENT ON ANCIENT

CHINA! Exquisite art rubbings
from images on ancient Chinese temples/tombs per-

—

fect for home/office display/framing Send today' $20
for rubbing or $1 (refundable witti order) for catalog,

Hilversons, Dept NH-4. Box 33017, Washington,

PUBLISH YOUR BOOKi

1985

All

ethnobotany and silversmithing taught t s
Amencan master artists. Also Navajo weaviniii
yon de Chelly. Anzona and Casas Grandes p a
Chihuahua. Mexico. ISOMATA, Box 38, Idyll
92349. (714) 659-2171

Join our successful authors
subjects invited Publicity, advertising, beautiful
for
fact-filled
booklet and free manuscript
books. Send
report. Carlton Press, Dept NMD. 11 West 32 Street.
New York 10001

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS
ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS.
enue,

NYC

Free booklet
220 Fifth Av-

All

publishers

and mucti

10001

—

trtore.

subjects,

art, fiistory.

biograpfiy, fictioa

The most complete catalog
for

your

Hamilton, Box15-Y, Falls Village

The
hJW Coast Indian
Myth

nfcja
'-'"iV V

history books Catalog
Marchers Books, 6204 N
OK 73112

City,

UNDERSTAND RADIATION

This publication explains
the basics of "Nuclear Radiation" and its biological effects on humans. Send $4.95, Check or Money Order
to Lincoln Publishers, PO, Box 804, Chagrin Falls,
|

Pure Silver
S23
with

BOX 670

OH

44022

of-State

Book

no obligation OutBox 3253J, San Clemente, CA

Service,

92672 (714) 492-2976

16" Sterling

Chain

98364

Upon Request

Indian masks,

totems, graphics Eskimo sculpture Hopi kachinas

No

catalog. Call, write for photos and data Priced $100/
up. Box 5896. Sherman Oaks. CA 9 1 4 1 3 (81 8) 789-2559

RUG provides enjoyment now and an heirloom for your children. Brochure and catalog. $3 00
Guards' Navajo Rugs, 820 Camino Del Rex, Las Cruces, Nt^ 88001
A NAVAJO

SACRED EYE OF HORUS

—A

revered

protective

amulet.

Painted

gold,

frame

—

add

$15.

itiost

on
$20 ppd.
Check/Charqe.
white

black,

papyrus, 5" x 6"

handmade
Lucite

EqypfiGn

.

.

—

ANCIENT WORLD ARTS
NY 10023

St.

- Qaller>'

open by appointment

only.-

AUDUBON PRINTS— FINEST

QUALITY. Buy direct
from supplier. For color brochure and list of titles, wnte
Retail Print Outlet, Rm. 507 261 West 35th Street. New
10001

DECORATE YOUR LAWN AND GARDEN

with

en-

chanting animal faucets, chimes and bells. Brass hand
cast in California, Brochure— $1 (deductible from first
purchase). Axford Foundry, 7260 Occidental Rd,. Se-

CA 95472
re-

Nautical,

Micro-

Correspondence

Indian Yarn Paintings, all sizes, noted artfor brochure Cultural Artifacts, P.O. Box
12121. Austin. Texas 78711

Books/Publications

BOOKFINDING LIBRARIANS locate any subject or title,
150,000 different titles in stock, indexed by author,
subject & title, PAB", 2918 Atlantic Ave., Atlantic City,
or (609)

344-1943

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA

SE

Alder Ct,, Portland.

NATURAL HISTORY LIBRARY FOR SALE,

$6 00 each. EISF. Box 662, \e

Financial

CASH GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST

LO/

able from nonprofit foundations! 340 source
tion instructions, $3.00 Fundsearch, Box

DC 20036

AC Durham, South Caico
Caicos Islands, BWI Telephone 3261 or 331

Make

lasting

GET CASH GRANTS— FROM GOVERNME
repay.) Also loans available All ages eligibl
$2 (refundable). Surplus Funds-NH, 1001

tion

icut

Education

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS

Ave NW, Washington,

DC 20036

Foreign Newspapers

individualized approach. Master of Science in Teaching/Environmental Studies: Prepares students for
careers in naturalist education, science teaching, communications and advocacy, and environmental admin-

ecology emphasis Teacher certification
available in secondary biology, general science, and elementary education. Master of Science in Resource
Management: Interdisciplinary work in Environmental
Science. Organization and Management, Prepares inistration. Field

dividuals for leadership of organizations involved

in

management of environmental resources. Further information contact: Antioch/New England, Box NH,

NH

03431

"CASH FOR COLLEGE, New Directory descnbes 400

— plus

all

gov-

ernment programs, $4 95 Unifunds, Box 19749-RP,
dianapolis, IN 46219

In-

FREE— PARENTS' GUIDE Over 400 private resident
camps, summer programs and schools in U.S. and
abroad, serving children 6-16. Most visited by publisher For guide and free referrals give child's age.
grade, interests, geographical preference and entrance date. Established 1940 Vincent/Curtis Rm
216, 224 Clarendon St Boston, MA 02116
,

OR

97214

2,800

vol-

65
Sampler: 4/$2,98. Free brochure Multine
Box DE-204, Dana Point, CA 92629

Furniture
Off 150 Ma
Free brochure Sobol House. 103
Blvd Black Mountain. NC 28711. (704) 66

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40%
nies

,

Gardening

UNUSUAL HOUSEPLANTS TO GROW FR

—

—
—

Exotic Fruits
Vines
Tropical Trees
much more Catalog $1|^
Bonsai
Plants
Tree, Box 22866-H. Lexington, KY 40522

—

Gourmet

Interests

MINNESOTA WILD RICE $6 00

per

lb,,

pr|

minimum. Floura Brothers. Box 44C. Blacif
56630

SAVE ON FINE TEAS,
pourri Free

Coffees. Spices,

Catalogue Grandma s Spice
NC 27215

5

Box 448NH. Burlington,

Government Surplus
MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS! ManyJ

^^'l

umes, $17,500 J. Pratt. 119 Flagg Road. West Hartford. CT 06117 (203)232-1134
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TEACH HERE— ABROAD: School. Colleae
USA $6.00: Overseas $6.00 England. Jap;

friend-

AUSTRIA

SALZBURG

INTERNATIONAL Coed
PREP. SCHOOL
Gr. 8-PG

Scarce, out of
Free Catalogue. Also conduct Book Searches

Carol Barnett, 3128

:;

:

ships through correspondence Send age, interests.
Free reply Harmony, Box 37955NH, Phoenix, AZ 85069

HORTICULTURE,'GARDENING BOOKS,
print.

—

DISCOVER INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

through Penpal club.
120.000 members. Ages 10-89 IPF-C, Box 65, Brooklyn, NY 11229

Send

NJ 08401

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWLT

& Caicos Write

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE

loan, grant, scholarship opportunities

HUICHOL
ists.

Worldwi.

Colorado. Idaho. Montana. Wyoming! Curr^
occupations!
Free
Informa'
ings
All
mountain-4Y. 3115N Hancock. Colorado S::
1-303-630
7478
80907

Washington,

Keene,

FOLK MASKS AND FIGURES from Peru. $26 $75.
quest photos, McCoy Imports. Liberty, NY 12754

nS

Medical,

scopes, Globes, Scales, Three illustrated catalogs
$10,00. Alex Peck. POB 710-5. Charleston. IL 61920.
(217)348-1009

ANTIOCH.'NEW ENGLAND GRADUATE SCHOOL
Programs: Combines coursework and internships:

Dept.N485

50 W. 76

•

—

and complete information $3 00. Intta>
Opportunities, Box 19107-RP, Washington [21

.

BROCHURE
showing gods, symbols,
'Book of the Dead' panels
25c.
•

OVERSEAS— ALL OCCUPATIONS!

02162

ANTIQUE SCIENTIFICA:

ancient

03447

Collectors' Items

included

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Northwest

bastopol.

r

environmental job openings thrc.
Free details EOV, PO Box 684, Fit;,,

lists

Australia

S27

Pnnted myth

NY

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES— (uloni:

YESTERDAYS BOOKS LOCATED,

Pendant alone

ADMIRALTY INLET P.M.

York.

pt

tu

DC 20036

tory

RAVEN

Available from the Artist through

OXOl/nnr
J Al I JvUi

Tr;

$2,00, Australian

Box 19107-RP, Washington,

tin

$3.

titles.

Vermont, Oklahoma

THE WOMAN IN THE MOON

KINGSTON, WA.

7 includes 2,000-1-

Jobs! Big Payi

Intei

Newest Handbook.

copy:

RARE & OUT-OF-PRINT natural
|

and

Signed by Ihe ArtKt

FREE

CT06031

of

-^^sr

P.O.

of bargain

tion!

US

^f^
In

Employment Opportunities
AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU!

all

books available anywhere! Write

d^</^I^

^

te

DC

20033

available. Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings,

SUMMER WORKSHOPS in pottery,

tions.

American curriculum, ennctied

tiy

Inl'l

Prep. School. Moosstrasse 106.

A-5020 Salzburg. Austria

Tel.

er's

"Nationwide Gover]

Guide/Directory"— $2.00
DC 20036

Disposal,

RP, Washington,

extensive European travel

and tield trips Skiing, riding, hockey swimming, tennis
A.P courses, tutoring and supervised study College counseling and testing. Also summer language program Write:
Salzburg

cost Jeeps included!

43-662-46511

Merchandise/Gifts

DON T HAVE ENOUGH DINOSAURS? W|
sands. Dinosaur catalog. Box 546NH,
10982 Send $1 00

;-

;
-

)IDERED PATCHES, any shape, size Up to ten
no extra charge Sample and ordering info
iJ.E Weinel, Inc PO Box 213NH, Valencia, PA
t

i 3l

,

V
c
I

JG RED HEAD, Bacchus God of Wine 10" with
Handsculpled, truly beautiful! Send $10 to Far?rprises, 116-11 Metropolitan Ave.. Queens, NY

COIvltvlON SENSE, GOODWILL, "Ecology", Practical
Progress, Caring, Enterprising, Conservation, Hope
Inquisitive'' If you are Caring, call Canng People Revival 1-603-627-8677

WOLF! Newsletter about wolves Sample copy

FLORIDA in your

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repainng

Flonda retirement,
job, business with useful information on housing, economy, lifestyle, much more. Three monthly issues
$11 95 Wall's Florida Newsletter, Dept. EE, Box 347,
Ivlims, Florida

future''

Prepare

for

32754

Wolfi

PO, Box

Photo/Optical
lars since

1923 Alignment performed on our

II

I

,^

NSIVE SCIENCE KITS for inquisitive 10 to 16
1<;
mailed each month since 1940. $20 a year
.l(-lails Things of Science. RD 1. Box 130NH,
Ml PA 18940
I

INSECT

Navy

"

331 Mansion SI
12192 (518)731-2610

Optical Co, Inc

.

,

West Coxsackie, NY

LURES— TRAPS

Apple N/laggot to Gypsy
Moth Orchards, gardens, forests, bakeries D Walker
1209 N 44 Street, Milwaukee, Wl 53208
ideas, technology wanted! Industry
presentation/national exposition 1-800-528-6050 x831

Lions. Gonllas. HuLife size, inexpensive, excellent quality rerl ulls
Send $2 00 for catalog (refundable).
c lions
1021 -NH, Brea, CA 92621
il ggery. Box

LIGHTNING STRIKING THE EMPIRE STATE BUILDING
Two unpublished color photographs Authentic nature

Billaneous

shots Cibachrome prints, posters, or post cards Personal inquiries welcomed Also from publication or
marketing concerns Send for free brochure to: Bob
Mooly, 330 Third Ave New York, NY 10010 State in-

YOU LOVE NATURE.

IF

Document whal you see and
"share your love and concern

INVENTIONS,

TOOTHED TIGER SKULLS.

3

binocu-

US

collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Your
Binoculars, published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel
,

)

$3,

PA 19018

112, Clifton Heights,

ing big dollars. Discover a

.

.

photography and

feel with

thru publishing while earn-

new

life

of adventure, travel

and personal success Noted Photojournalist Bill Thomas, author of The
Swamp. The Island and many other books and magazine articles shows
you how

in

one day

just

one week. Maine coast and Canada's

to

Mantimes. Santa Fe, Arizona's Desert & Canyons. Everglades, Oketenokee.
P.O.

Smoky Mountains

Box 51532,

Bill

Thomas' Touch

of

Success Seminars.

Indianapolis, Indiana 46251

,

terests.

fiNTIC
ill

Inc

J

Ivlercury.

Send S A S.E

for

,

SPEAK A FOREIGN LANGUAGE'' Enjoy multi-

sponsored by The Language Exf (212)255-1096 7-10 PIVl
soirees

t

BINOCULARS—SWAROVSKI,

Gemini,

Free price list
Dept N4, 344 Cypress Rd Ocala, FL

Shuttle Series

1

'\

NASA PATCHES:

RHINO RESCUE FUND: New

formed to help
protect rhinos from extinction and fund rescue proiect
in Kenya wishes to hear from concerned individuals
and organizations Poaching of rhinos for their horns is
rampant and must be stopped Donations welcomed.
Contact Anna Merz, PO Box 766, Summerville, SC
29484 or phone (803) 871-2280
charity

ZEISS, B&L, BushFree Optics catalog. Mack Optical &
Machine Tool, Box 541-H, Scranton, PA 18501 (717)
961-2542
nell.

Fujinon

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON
Optolyth, Celestron binoculars, telescopes and accessories Send Stamp for discount list Specify literature
desired Large stock Orders filled postpaid day received Birding, Box 5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010

TRINOVID
World's best
binoculars
With

TRINOVID

binoculars, every

movement, every detail, every color
hue becomes vividly real. Now with
no questions" damage protection

USA

tor 2 years, plus

lifetime

full

defect warranty

Your
Cost

List

7x35B

S798
879
888

^^^^^r

/X4V^|.{A

951

^^^^r

S305.69
331.67
342.89342 89-

KyM';'R

H^F

6X32BA

789
870

346.65392.51-

k,

K J^
K^O^

7x35BA
/x4PR

1^

"After

$100 Leitz rebate.

For literature and discount

r

lists

on

a

complete

line

of sportir g optics write 10

PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOPS

California. Canada,
IVlaine. New Zealand. Utah. Instructors: DaCavagnaro. Boyd Norton. Mary Ellen Schultz, Brochure: Workshops. 216 Marquis Place. Santa Maria. CA
93454 (805)928-3386

Colorado.
vid

WOLF PHOTOS.
lists, J,

Lidle.

RO

Slides,

Box

postcards. Free brochure,

112, Clifton Heights.

A MOST EXTRAORDINARY PROPERTY

in

PA 19018

the Virginia

Blue Ridge Multi-family retreat— 4 living compounds
on 186 totally secluded acres. Restored 1850 farm
house, redwood and glass lodge. 5 trout ponds, stables, caretaker Best climate in US Last frontier on
east coast. Exceptional value at $395,000 Terms, Bob
Raznar 1-800-528-5832 x704

,5 BR,
Cypress: one acre at quiet Indian
Pass Landscaped, all amenities. $180,000 by owner.
Send SASE for details Martin. PO, Box 4352. TLH, FL
32315 or (904) 385-7000
FLORIDA PANHANDLE— BEACH HOUSE
2B. designer

built.

FROM
LANDS
$7 50,'ACRE!
Homesites. farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
plus nationwide listings— $3.00,
Buyer's Guide'
Lands. Box 19107-RP, Washington. DC 20036
GOVERNMENT

"

slall al

t

public market. Seattle

Steve Meltzer

.

.

,

129

1

»

1

'

JlieMarl^t
Rentals

COUNTRY VACATIONS
lake

on a lovely

Summer accommodations

New Hampshire
woodland

private

in

cabins Weekly and children's rates. Brochure. Loch
Lyme Lodge, Rt 10, Lyme, NH 03768 (1-603-795-2141)

AFFORDABLE AFRICA. Exclusive itineraries to Kenya
and Tanzania for discriminating travelers at affordable
pnces Call or wnte for descriptive brochures and
prices: 1-800-422-1211 or (212) 686-6622. Metco Tours.
295 Madison Avenue. New York, NY 10017

AMAZON AND GALAPAGOS

AFRICA.

SPECIAL

ESCAPES— Tropical

Mountain Cha-

Villas,

—

Luxury Condos Worldwide Free Brochure,
lets,
Hideaways International, Box 1459L, Concord, MA
01742(800)843-4433

Wildlife

and

natural history tours with expert naturalists. Tanzania

Rwanda mountain

Kenya
week Galapagos
safaris,

gorillas

&

Ultimate 2-

remote Amazonia canoe &
Over 60 tnps worldwide Free 1985
color catalog Wilderness Travel, 1760-NA Solano Avecruises,

rafting expeditions

nue, Berkeley,

CA

94707. (415) 524-51

ARCHEOLOGY PROGRAMS

TRAVEL-STUDY

AFRICAN

BELIZE— RUM POINT INN— small oasis of calm on the
Western Caribbean Diving, Maya Ruins, Birds, Library.
Dine on the veranda Retire to spacious, private,
beachfront cabanas Bevier, Placencia, Belize (415)
752-8008

AUSTRALIA AND

Morning Farm. Route

Tented/lodge

safans,

Rwanda, Botswana
Box 732. Bethel. Vermont

2.

I

led by Australian naturalis'T<
January '86. Also November jr
natural history focus. Global Quest, PO Box -5
rora, NY 13026

Wildlife

&

Adven

Cultures, Affordable Tours,

Expeditions Kenya, Tanzania, Madagascar,
Rwanda/Zaire, Seychelles, Botswana, Kalahari, Sahara, many others From $1288, including airfares Forum Travel, 91 Gregory (#21), Pleasant Hill. CA 94523
tures.

CHRISTMAN'S WINDHAM HOUSE, Windham, NY
12496 A 250 acre country inn resort in the northern
Reasonable

Catskills,

swimming,
premises.

rates,

restful,

relaxing,

golf,

room, hiking
to October Tel (518) 734-4230
recreation

tennis,

May

OLD FASHIONED, Secluded Farm

on Cape Breton

on

ALASKA. BAJA. GALAPAGOS
Is-

land offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility to a

few guests Write: John Gardner, Orangedale, Nova
Scotia,

'85,

Himalayan ^^^Excuh.

05032
AFRICA:

NEW ZEALAND natural histJ

by expert naturalists Small grou.
brochure. Write Nature Expeditions Interii
Dept, NHCA, 474 Willamette Street, RO Bo
Eugene, OR 97440, Tel (503) 484-6529

ditions led

AUSTRALIA! Tours

11

groups/private, Kenya, Tanzania,

New

adults ant

62053

rapher July

Resorts

for

people at Amenca's oldest permanent archi
research center. For catalog, write Center fc
can Archeology, Box 366, Dept 15, Kamp

Himalayan Excursions offers a wide vanely o*;H'
nver rafting and wildlife safaris in all parts of pa
For brochure please write or cable:

Himalayan Excursions or Himalayan Excuf^
P.O. Box 11204
P. 0. Box 1221
Midland. Texas
Kathmandu, Nepal

G.

Humpback

whales.

Blue whales. Gray whales. Orcas. birds, islands,
oceans and more Over 15 years of successful tnps
Biological Journeys, 1876B Ocean Dr McKinleyville.
CA 95521 (707)839-0178
,

AUSTRALIAN TROPICAL BIRDS The

best

group tours, 17 days birding Far North Oi
from outback to Gt Barrier Reef Write G
55 Guide Street. Clifton Beach, 4871 Old -

i

Canada

ALASKA— DENALI GUIDING
SAINT THOMAS, VI —WATER ISLAND. Private secluded studio apts and 3 Bedroom house. Limestone
Reef Terraces, R,D 4, Princeton. NJ 08540 (201) 3296309 (800) 872-8784
ST,

JOHN, Luxury

villa

Join us for a hike in DeMagnificent views of Alaska's glawildlife Also offer McKinley expeditions, climbing seminars, ski trips and custom
Write Bnan and Diane Okonek, Box 326,
trips
Talkeetna, Alaska 99676. (907) 733-2649
nali

National Park

ciers,

Mt McKinley and

near National Park, snorkeling,

gardens Two bedroom suites accommodate
580-9405

WESTERN ADVENTURE on authentic

2-4: (212)

ranch Fun

ages Operating slock ranch 50 miles north

for

all

& Nepal

of Yellow-

stone Park A birders paradise Riding, fishing, pack
trips All ranch activities 63 Ranch, Box NH979, Livingston, MT 59047. Tel (406) 222-0570

HivMAlA\<A»i TVavcI,

mum

WY

230D, Moose,

IflC.

CT

622-0055

83012. (307) 733-3329

06830

SAFARIS IN NATURAL HISTORY Escorted/Independent Africa: Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Zambia,
Zimbabwe, Botswana, Trans-Sahara, Asia India, Nepal, Malaysia. Indonesia S America Brazil, Ecuador.
Peru. Galapagos Islands Safaricentre International.
Nationwide (800) 223-6046 California (800) 624-5342

ADIRONDACK BIRDING TOURS— En|oy
of birding

Picchu 21 days

Audubon

a wild

week

country lodge
Saranac Lake,

in the East's great wilderornithologists Based in back-

Twelve guests

Wnte Dick Beamish,

NY 12983

Free (800) 243-5330

Join in the excavation of Sand Canyon, a massive 13th
century ceremonial center, or Duckfoot. a 9th century
hamlet in the Mesa Verde region of southwestern Colorado, Research teams of students or adults. No experience
necessary. For free Catalog Contact:

ALASKA, OREGON. IDAHO— natural

history river ex-

peditions Treading lightly, travelling in small groups.
Free color catalog James Henry River Journeys, Box
807N1, Bolinas, CA 94924 (415) 868-1836

ALASKA: Special

itinerary

including

Arctic,

all

ex-

penses from Seattle but meals, $2725, July 1 6 August
1, 1985. Pnnceton Nature Tours. 282 Western Way,
Pnnceton, NJ 08540 (609) 683-1 1 1
-

BLUE WHALE EXCURSIONS

with the Mm.
Cetacean Study (MICS) in the Gulf of SI
Quebec, Canada Seven and ten day Manm
and Sea-Birds excursions dunng August an
ber. Write: MICS, PO, Box 213, Beverly F
01915

CANOE THE MAINE WILDERNESS, Allagasl
trips.

"The Hikers Paradise",
Moderate optional length Day hiking tours Two or four
weeks Brochure, Alpine Adventure Trails Tours 783P
Cliffside Dnve, Akron, OH 44313

AMAZON, ANDES, INCAS & IGUANAS: Over

-

September Small groups All inclus
Food Write Maine Wilder

Excellent

CA 94523

(415) 671

2900

*

-^

Small group natural tiisi
Explore active volcanoes
forest buds tiumpbaci(w
1

(California)

PO 80x492
8 week Litarcheological excavation of a

CALIFORNIA

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS,

sparkling

mountain

lake, informal, great tennis, food, hiking, horses; family
rates, American Plan. Timberlock, Box NH. Indian Lake,

NY 12864

J3Q__Natural History 4/85

Tours

led by professional naturalists,
historians & wildlife photographer to unique
areas: Channel Islands/Gold Country/Big
Sur/Bristlecone/Wine Country/Death Valley & more. Small
groups, some larger. Tours 1 to 6 days. Accommodations
flistoric hotels, country inns & other, equipment provided for
"living with nature tours". California Natural i-tistory Tours.
P.O. Box 3709. Beverly Hills. CA 90212. (213) 274-3026.
'

Volcano

,:

!-:•

Reservation Information
Toll Free 1-800-367-5183

ARCHEOLOGY FOR UNDERGRADUATES

NATURAL HISTORY
TOURS

'

i'

seabifds witti resident
Ten days iour islands D
every montti Also peis
walctiing guide service
Hawaiian Sunrise Excu'

Aeroperu (800) 252-0458

lege students No experience required, 15 quarter
credits Enrollment limited to 20 For cost information
write, Dr Richard A Thompson. Southern Utah State
College. Cedar City, Utah 84720

-i

,

Hawaiian Sunrise Excursion

100

tle Creek Field School in
complex Pueblo Western Anasazi site in SW Utah
June 10 to August 4 Intended for undergraduate col-

;

White Picket Farm-N, Deerfield
(603) 463-8804
diers, Inc

Tours, Adventures. Expeditions Peru. Ecuador, Galapagos, Costarica, many others. From $999, including
airfares. Forum Travel, 91 Gregory (#21). Pleasant Hill.

CROW CANYON
Center lor Soutliwestern Arclteoiogy
Dept, 10 23390 County Road K
Cortcz, Colorado 81321
(303) 565-8975

Ire

mont,CA 91711 (714)626-2905

II

DIG WITH ARCHEOLOGISTS

TRAIL

— Includes nine days of

Pin
ornithologist
Barry Walker.
Ballestas Islands, Amazon Basin 7/1030
land Peruvian Adventures, 444 Redlands

by foot and canoe

ness. Led by

Lot'!

•'-

Toll

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND
A-1

Quercy &

,

July

Tours/Trips

IN

May: Provence in September Small groups on|
able hotels: 10-speed Raleighs, Write NarN
RED Box 1 1 1 Vineyard Haven, MA 02568

British

PO BOX481-NH

a magnificent mountain set-

ting, Grand Teton National Park, Jackson's Hole, Wyoming 65 years of dude ranching experience providing
excellent riding, food, and service Ride when, where,
and with whom you choose (safety permitting) Pack
trips tailored to your wishes. Children's special program and dining room. Junior Wrangler Program (fOlini1 month)
Six boys 14-18 Daily rales: from 9000
ea., double Call or write Frank & Nona Galey, Box

FRANCE

BIRDWATCHING ALONG THE INCA

(203)
In

Tours— Dept A SRI, Meal

16335

Free Broctiures

Greenwicti,

WHITE GRASS RANCH

August: White

BICYCLING

m

India

hotels, Conneaut Lake Park, Preffl
lakelands, singles, couples, families: one w|

back roads,

ttie foot
of r^ilt. Everest & Annapurna. Wildlife
safaris
search of rare Asian birds and
mammals Explorations of remote Btiutan,
Sikl^im, Ladal(h and tropical Sri Lanlta, 10
to 35 day programs from $67000 + airfare

Trekking (walking) expeditions to

Unusual

BICYCLE BEAUTIFUL N.W, PENNSYLVAN

CANOE

TRIPS in Wilderness Nova Scotid
tember Small groups, licensed guides, Exq
Wnte: Granville Nickerson, RR4N, Annaq
N,S BOS 1A0 Canada

CHINA ART, ARCHAEOLOGY

TOUR— Se|

October 15 Guilin, Beijing, Urumqi, Ti
huang. Xi'an. Shanghai. Hong Kong, Fai
Caves, giant Buddhas, terra cotta warriors]
imperial palaces, ancestral temples. Great
ing by China specialist: limited size grouf^
chore Jacqueline Moss Museum Tours, C'l,
Davenport Ridge Lane, Stamford, CT 063,
(203) 322-8709

N

CHINA'S Nature & Cultures, Panda Walk,
Hiking/Biking, Forum Travel. 91 Gregory (ijiM
ant Hill. CA 94523
i<lil!

September and October departures,
Global Quest, P.O Box 245, Aurora,

lET'

elails

GALAPAGOS/ECUADOR: 3 trips in 1985 on private
yachts, customized itineranes including highlands to
see giant tortoises. Our tour escorts former Galapagos
guides. Exceptional trips: 6/19 7/3, 8/22 9/4, 10/3
16 Princeton Nature Tours, 282 Western Way, Pnnce-

ROCKIES WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE

10

Trips along Itie Continental Divide Trail, 4,

<

ton,

-

-

NJ 08540 (609)683-1111

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic

ICA Photograptiic workshops witti profesjre photograptiers. Ornittiological safaris

including airfare. 8, 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals.
Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon, Cuzco/Machu
Picchu University credit available Joseph Colley,

naturalists

I

rting at

Higti quality safaris in natural

$2595 Voyagers, Box 915,

Ittiaca,

tours from

Lasl. Inc 43 Ivlillstone Rd., Randallstown,
(301)922-3116
.

IvID

HIKE THE SWISS ALPS Special hiking tours

CAN GEOLOGIC & WILDLIFE SAFARI

fea-

Fora with Richard Leakey July 25 August
A once-in a lifetime 2,000-mile educational
venture in the land of the Northern Serenseli & Tsavo Personally meet Richard Leabi Fora Under the knowledgeable leaderhristopher J. Schuberth Geologist and
Education, Illinois State Ivluseum, Spring706 (217) 782-5955, Call or write for bro-

)i

iformation

Backpacking,

bicycling, mountaineering, rafting, kayaking

and

skiing

Free catalog: Liberty Bell Alpine Tours,
Box W, Mazama. WA 98833. (509) 996-2250
for all abilities.

PACIFIC
NORTHWEST VOYAGE— Join Scripps
Aquarium and Whitewater Adventures on a sailing

tnps in July, August Uncompahgre Fur
Box 935, Delta,
81416 (303) 874-8196

iy

CO

NORTH CASCADES trips and seminars

led

$1666

21133

by au

thor/mountaineer Fred Jacobson. Appenzell Kander
steg. Lenk Murren Pontresina. Saas-Fee Sils (vlaria
Zermatt Spectacular scenery Challenging trails De
lightful country inns Superb cuisine. 12th summer
Wnte: Jacobson, Dept. N, Chappaqua Travel, 24 S
Greeley Ave Chappaqua, NY 10514

cruise through the Strait of Georgia, Bhtish Columbia.
See seals and killer whales while sailing past snowcapped peaks. Hike inland to lakes, enjoy birdwatching and fresh seafood. July 6-14 Scnpps Aquarium, A007, LaJolla, CA 92093

PERU ADVENTURES: Trek the spectacular Cordillera
Blanca or ancient Inca Trail to Machu Picchu Overland
expeditions by 4WD vehicle. Amazon wildlife extensions Complete Peru travel service Free illustrated
brochure Himalayan Travel, Box 481 -NH, Greenwich,
CT 06836. Toll Free (800) 243-5330

,

ISLE ROYAL FIELD SEIVIINARS— exciting learning
opportunities in remote national park 83 N Ripley St.,
Houghton, Ml 49931

• PERU •GUATEMALA
• CHIAPAS MEXICO
Travel i«ilh folk orl collector/photographef

ARCHAEOLOGY!

:E

Pueblo

Excavate

large

at

southeastern Utah
August 16 with archaeological Field School
ice necessary Undergraduate and gradu
vailable from Brigham Young University Intnps to Ivlesa Verde. Betatakin, Pecos Con
rite Dr, Joel C
Janetski, Rm 700 SWKT,

leblo

I

to

site in

III

..nthropology, Brigham Young University,
14602 Enrollment limited. 15 Ivlay deadline

ITALIAN SPECIALTY TOURS, INC
Venice Photography Workshop,

Dolomite Treks,
Sardinia.
725a
Mathews, Ft Collins, CO 80524 (800) 621-8387 ext 224

Gordon
Small

Frost.

groups.

18

yeors

Contact:

Box 471-NHD, Newhall,
Tel:

experience.

Gordon

«

Frost,

91321

(805) 255-7577

JAPAN, NEPAL, SWITZERLAND, TAHITI, New Zea-

NEW OR UNUSUAL

land,

SEEKING

groups.

Wnte today for free details' Unique & Exotic
porter, Box 98833-N, Tacoma. WA 98499

Tuscany, Alaska
International
walkabouts:
unique blend of natural history and culture Small
Free catalog. Wilderness Journeys, Box
807NA, Bolinas. CA 94924. (415) 868-1836

Travel Experiences^
Travel Re-

SOUTH SEA ADVENTURE— Fiji and
the REAL EAST AFRICA on an exciting
atari through Kenya or Tanzania
From

:E

Optional Kilimanjaro climbs
Egypt, Botswana, more Free 12

Also

airfare
a.

page

US

agents for Britain's Tracks Travel,
African adventure travel Himalayan Travel,
Greenwich,
CT 06836 (800) 243-5330
1,
ure.

ALASKA: KATMAI & DENALI Led by natu;rra Club authors. Ted lylajor & Terry Temis. fyloderate hiking: no camping Utah fvlutural History, University of Utah, Salt Lake
,i4112 (801) 581-6927

marine ecology,

You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed
by schooner to explore
more islands than any other Gaiapasos
expedition. 16 Trip dates. M. Picchu Option.
FREE BROCHURE
naturalist will sail

IAICH7L0nTS 415-43S4622
1606na Juanitajiburon, CA 94920

li

C

)

ISLANDS of the Pacific Northwest
Histonc Sailing Vessel Sylvia. Free Bro-

iEtvlOTE

.

Les Bolton, P

THE
,

O

Box 524N, LaConner,

COAST OF EAST AFRICA

WA

with Ar-

Mark Horlon July 26 August 10, 1985
England's foremost archaeologists from
on an exciting 16-Day ArchaeolSafari to Kenya. This exploration of four
eological sites along the coast of four ma|or
includes Pate Island, Gedi, Ivlanda Island,
savo& lylasai Ivlara Game Reserves For initinerary contact: Park East Tours, 1841
-

University

,

New

York City 10023. (800)

223-6078—

i70

Dhve, Santa Rosa,

CA 95404

SPERM WHALES— PELAGIC

BIRDS. Two (2) day voyHydrographers Canyon on the Continental
Tnps for '85: May 26-28, June 26-28 and Sept 810. Information, reservations. (617) 283-6089 or Nature
Sea-Fans, 75 Essex Ave., Gloucester, MA 01939

ages

to

Shelf.

VAN SAUN ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETIES 3 day Whale
Watch, Cape Cod, May 7, $260. Brochure: Dr. George
Individually

designed

Perry Mason Safaris.
06820 (203) 838-3075

safaris.

28 years experi-

Box 1643, Darien

CT

)esert

.;,

Tonga: Sailing,
Polynesian/Melanesian cul4449 Bennett View

1

KENYA
ence.

tVlONUIvlENT
VALLEY, Anasazi ClitfEcology, Geology Nava|0-Hopiland.
Ivenlures, 1556N Georgia, Boulder City, NV
293-5758

wildlife.

tures. 8/31-9/16/85. Small group.

KENYA

$1995! An authentic 18-day wilderness advenLake Turkana, Maasai Mara, Samburu, Lake
Nakuru. Includes air fare, camping equipment, transport, meals, and much more Extensions available
Mount Kilimaniaro, Tsavo, Indian Ocean: 32 days,
$2695! Railway journey and deluxe coast extension: 24
days, $2665. Departures throughout 1985 Voyagers,
PO. Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851
ture to

KENYA: Second 1985 safari with Alec Forbes-Watson,
former game warden and Curator Ornithology Nairobi
National Museum. Exceptional itinerary, 11/1
17,
Princeton Nature Tours, 282 Western Way, Princeton
NJ 08540 (609)683-1111

Bleibtreu,

34N South Road, Bloomingdale. NJ 07403

(201)838-2973

WHALE RESEARCH CRUISES Hawaii and Alaska. Also
summer

Arctic sailing, Greek Islands & Turquoise
Wildlife tours Australia, India Country walking
Scotland, Norway Over 60 tnps worldwide, expert naturalist leaders. Free 1985 color catalog. Wilder
ness Travel. 1760-NB Solano Avenue. Berkeley. CA

Coast
Italy,

94707 (415)524-5111

WHALE WATCH WEEKENDS. Cape

Cod. May 31 and
June 15. 3 days. $260 includes transportation. Blue
Sky Adventures. 126N. Oak Ridge. NJ 07438

-

WILD ROGUE RIVER WILDERNESS: solitude Half
Moon Bar Lodge. PO. Box 1356. Merlin. OR 97532
(503) 476-4002

IN OREGON'S Wallowa Mountains and
Eagle Cap Wilderness. Unsurpassed natural beauty,
wilderness cuisine, companionable llamas Small
group and custom treks designed to your interests,
abilities. Brochure: Hurricane Creek Llamas, Rt. 1. Box
123N, Enterprise, OR 97828. (503) 432-4455

LLAMA TREKS

fine

WYOMING HIGH COUNTRY EXPERIENCE.

Horse

pack-trips for families and/or groups of friends. Press

Stephens— Outfitter. Beaver Creek Road.

Shell.

WY

82441. (307)765-4377

EXPERIENCE THE RUCCEDNESS

OF NORTHERN ALASKA
50%

MONTANA— ABSAROKA WILDERNESS— Pack

(iS
Ixjoked Iwlote S& fjmily groups ol 8 or more
Back Pack tfie Brooks Range Caies ot Ihe Arctic, gold
Pdnmng Raft Tours Cuslomt^wJ rishmg Trrps Cross
Counirv Skr Touri Photography Cuided & Unguided

7S%

off

If

1

off to a\\ itoul

.

Wlitt

1

AND

77 Shypoke Dr

3168

call

lb years of quafity guidiisg

ALASKA FISH
1

TRAILS UNLIMITED
99701

Fairfjanks. Ataska

NATURALIST'S DELIGHT! Personalized Wilderness
Travel in Baja California, Mexico since 1966. Brochure
Baja's Frontier Tours, 3683-A4 Cactusview Dnve, San

Diego,
HE

WORLD AT 4
Forum

-

1

5

IVIPH!

Travel, 91

-l-.L/ADVENTURE VIDEO CATALOG Send
i1j5d stamped envelope (9X4) to: InternaiVture Video, 400 Webster, Suite
110. Palo
01

CA 92105

Hike or Bike Eu-

Gregory #21
i.CA 94523 (415)671-2900
l«1ideast

Trips,

Fishing, Geology, History, Prehistory. Dr Lahren— Archeologist. Box 1218, Livingston, MT 59047 (406) 222-

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS

Es-

corted and independent nature and hiking tours Hike
in New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford
Track: Explore Australia's Outback. Far North, and
Great Barrier Reef. South Pacific itineraries designed
for individuals and groups. Pacific Exploration Co.. Box
3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282
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rates are effective with Ihe July 1985
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months prior to cover date (Ihe January issue closes
Nov. 1 ibamera-ready art is required for display ads. A
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Friends

and Anemones
Clownfish, happy looking fish of the genus Amphiprion, hve
symbiotically with deadly stinging sea anemones. Benefits include protection from predators and food (scraps of fish or algae). In return, clownfish occasionally feed their

shoving food captured

in

anemone by

the surrounding area into their patrons'

tentacles and perform guard duty (clownfish are as aggressive as
guard dogs in driving off intruders, even though they don't have

much of a bark or bite). Researchers agree that anemones tolerate clownfish because they don't recognize the latter's mucus
layer (the slimy layer covering the outer surface of all fish) as
"foreign." But

how do

clownfish disguise themselves?
no agreement. Schlichter, a German scientist, thinks clownfish coat themselves with the anemone's
own
mucus by rubbing up against anemones during an "acclimation

On

there

this,

is

period." Lubbock, an Englishman, thinks clownfish

mucus may

be "inert," meaning that without any change at all it would trigger no response from anemones. But Dick Mariscal, who works
out of Florida State University, thinks clownfish manufacture

new mucus

(the right stuff) during acclimation.

To prove

Mariscal and Randy Brooks (now of Auburn Unirubber bands into one-inch strips, then glued them to

it,

versity) cut

the base of a petri dish until they had created something resembling an anemone. They put some Amphiprion clarkii into a

tank with the

wanted
time

it

left

them there

and then
anemone. They

several days,

into another tank with a real

to see if the experiment affected acclimation time, the
takes before a clownfish no longer gets stung. As Brooks

and Mariscal
real

dummy,

them

transferred

later reported, "the

anemone was

156.9 minutes,

for those fish previously

What had happened

average acclimation time to a
compared with 21.7 minutes

allowed to orient to the surrogate."

among the rubber
bands? They certainly hadn't picked up any anemone mucus
(Schlichter), and if their mucus was inert (Lubbock), living with
the fake wouldn't have changed anything. Mariscal and Brooks
to the fish that lived

believe the experimental clownfish may have adjusted faster because they had already gone through most of the basic biochemi-

change that enables them to cohabit with anemones.
Photographer Jeff Rotman has no opinion on such slimy matters. He knows only that clownfish are best photographed near
sundown, when they are settling in for the night. It was near that
hour when he waded into the Red Sea in a wetsuit to get this
cal

shoi.—D.W.

Photograph by

Jefl'

Rotman

—

;
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(p.

There are quite a few good books
the Maya, and many are geared to
academic audience. For example)
Mysterious Maya, by George E.
and Gene E. Stuart (Washington,!
National Geographic Society, 1 977'

and

explores

fall, its

empire's

the

flo:ii

social structure, politic

a

According to John S. Henders
World of the Ancient Maya (Ithac
nell University Press, 1 98 1 ) is "a su
the Maya cultural tradition: an imd
tion to the societies that make it up
art.

not

entirely satisfied.

'.

For Mastercharge or Visa. Phone (607) 256-5057
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Alexander B. Adams's John Jan^.
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Audubon,

made
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had access
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to materials in
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magnificent setting of wild beauty created by

Elizabeth Ford edited The Bird
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Bay Lodge
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wood

—both

talented writers

—

set

retrace his journeys across Ameri'.

describe their adventures in

On

t,

With John James Audubon (Ne;
Dodd, Mead and Co., 1984).
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Elizabeth

II.
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December
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Order today.
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right
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c

1
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Canada.
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Authors

Kenneth C. Parkes (page 88)
research in a range of topics,

inc

the systematics and distribution

plumage

ol

variations, molting, metl

determining the age and sex of liv

and hybridization. His fieldwoi
taken him around the United Sta
to the Philippines, Argentina,
ico.

am

An admirer of bird art since h

child,

Parkes wrote his master's

color

illustration

birds

of North

tl

An

and has been on a jury for t\
He has long been intri;

art shows.

the possibility that
birds depicted by
brids. In 1953,

some unid<
Audubon wi

Parkes joined the

Museum of Natui
Pittsburgh. He is now th'

the Carnegie
tory in

um's curator of birds and chief
of

T.

Patrick

Culbert

taken a lively interest

breakthroughs

in

(page
in

42)

the

deciphering

has

recent

Maya

hi-

may help solve the
Classic Maya civilization.

there during fourteen years of excava-

He

tion.

cal

also researching the ecologi-

is

and demographic factors involved

eroglyphs, which

the collapse of

mysteries of

college,

Culbert's major fieldwork has been at

Maya

civilization.

Culbert was a chemical

led

him

to

He

monograph

ogy.

He

is

recovered

ogy

at the University of Arizona.

currently preparing a

detailing

all

the

ceramics

re-

searcher, but his interest in archeology

the lowland site of Tikal, in Guatemala.
is

in

After

graduate studies

now

in

anthropol-

a professor of anthropol-

In studying the development of early

American natural

history

and

art, Phillip

D. Thomas (page 94) considered Audubon's

life

logical

1981

to

and continuing popularity a

focus

investigation.

for

From

1984, while living in Alaska,

Thomas became

interested in the role

played by polar naturalists

in

describing

the flora, fauna, and resources of arctic
regions.

He

collects

books and prints on

the history of exploration and natural

and enjoys building
models of ships used by explorers. Other
hobbies include such outdoor activities
as fly-fishing, backpacking, and kayaking. A professor of history at Wichita
State University, Thomas is dean of the
university's Fairmount College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
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Swimming in Cross-Cultural Currenl
The goals ofcompetitive meets differ
dramatically in the United States and Brazil
by Conrad

Phillip

Kottak

Why

do athletes from some countries
Why do certain
nations pile up dozens of Olympic medals
while others win only a handful or none at
excel at particular sports?

all? It isn't

simply a matter of being rich or

poor, developed or underdeveloped. Cultural values

a role

and

social conditions also play

The

in international sports success.

United States and Brazil, giants of the
Western Hemisphere, with populations of
about 235 million and 135 million, respectively, offer a good contrast in Olympic
success. Both are countries of almost continental proportions; both

have people of

States and Brazil have to do with different
cultural attitudes toward time,

which

is

valued more highly and calculated more
carefully in the United States.
zilians find the

Many

Bra-

American obsession with

swimmers who have achieved A ci
B meets for those whose timd
slower, and C events for the slowest. C
time for any event can only get be
for

times,

never worse.

Within the swimmer's world,

time to be the outstanding contrast be-

tween the two cultures. Brazilians don't
make appointments for such punctual
times as 1 :45 or 2: 1 5, and they react suspiciously to the precision offered by digital
watches.

As they

common

in

point out, delays are

traffic-jammed cities such as

Rio de Janeiro; no one

arrives, or

ex-

is

pected to arrive, on time.

paramount.

Even

winners

tin^

are

d|

they don't better their

pointed

if

since a

new time means

ti^j;

progress

pared with other swimmers and a

(if

ste;
\

ward state and national championshi
and toward that final goal, Olympic J
and a new world record. I have waM
small children sob on discovering

i

|,

fe

tl,
^

ethnically diverse backgrounds, with roots

Europe, Africa, Asia, and Native
America. Each is the major economic
power of its continent. However, in the
in

1984

Summer

Olympics,

won 174 medals, while
aged only 8. The contrast was
States

the

United

Brazil

man-

particularly

swimming, where the United
noticeable
States won 34 medals and Brazil one.
From early August 1983 to late August
1 984, 1 was in Rio de Janeiro to set up a research project on the impact of nationwide commercial television on traditional
in

Brazilian culture.

the project,

I

Among other aspects of

was interested in television
I also had a personal

sports coverage, but

connection with swimming because

son

is

my

a competitive swimmer. During

those thirteen months,

I

noticed

many

between Brazilian and
American swimming. Since most successstriking contrasts

ful

international

swimmers begin

I

petitive

swimming

group swimmer
States

since
in

the

my son, an ageUSS (United

Swimming, formerly

gram, was

7.

AAU)

pro-

(Age-group refers to the

or-

ganization of most events by age-based

and under, 9-10, 11-12, 13and 15-16. Age groups in the United

win did not better their time. Onff
adult level, a gold-medal-winning Aid'
can backstroker in the 1984 Suni:,
Olympics reacted similarly when he
the finals without beating his

14,

States don't have ages similar to those of

everyone

else.

In the tribal vocabulary, in-

stead of being 6 or

7,

one

is

"8 and under";

my son just turned "13-14.")

During a pe-

have attended dozens of
swimming practices and meets. I have disriod of six years,

I

cussed swimming with other parents and

own

Conversation

among swimmers

time and motion study experts, so
quent are the references to hundredt

who haven't yet sti
long division routinely reel off " 1 9

(nineteen

and

sixteen-hundredths

free?"

ships.

Just

meet

Swimmers

not only

know

\\

times but also those of their teamr

and

their fiercest rivals.

easy to find out swimmers' tilfl
buy a mimeographed program
meet. This program lists, by numh
It's

event, the

name

of each

swimmer

ar

or her time for each event. In this w;

ming may help us understand some of the

the fastest time yet achieved in that event.

American swimmer's times become

reasons that the United States excels at

At

and Brazil doesn't.
The most obvious contrasts between
competitive swimming in the United

pate in

that sport

2
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swim-

time. One's time for any event

a given meet,
all

is

swimmers may

partici-

events in which they have

made

announced at the beginning of the season. There are A meets
certain cutoff times

i

then

always

cultural values affecting children's

';

The most con'
question among American swimmc
probably, "What's your time for

objective in a given

?

onds) and "35.97s."

swim commitand have helped out at
swimming meets. USS swim meets, which
take place throughout the winter and summer, lead to state and national champion-

A swimmer's

'

.

a second. Kids

tee of a local club,

not just to win but to better his or her

ci

be mistaken for chitchat at a conventii

coaches, have chaired the

is

f

ously set world record.

categories: 8

their

training in childhood, a closer look at the

have been following children's com-

lie

knowledge. Parents consult the

gram
ing

as they

previous

watch each event,
best

times

coi

with

achieved that day. As they monitor v
i

—

—

!

.

.

.

'

.

.
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comment favorably to other moms and
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Bills
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their children don't

match or better their former best times.
American children are motivated to
keep on swimming because they know
that even if they don't achieve a new time
one event that day, they might better

in

Because they are allowed to swim in as many events as they
have A times (for an A meet) or B times
(for a B meet), most swimmers usually
have something to be happy about when
they get home.
their time in another.

If you miss one or more issues, it may mean
that your name and address have been
entered incorrectly on our computer, or that
we haven't received your payment, or
renewal instructions. Or the Postal Service
may have failed to deliver the copy that we
sent. If you miss one or more issues, please
contact us. With your help, we'll rectify

An American swimming meet

young are keeping up with t
and whether they are bette

peers

themselves in terms of the values em]
sized in

American

culture, including

i

vidual achievement and hard work.

Swimmers' times
symbols

cious

—

these public,

achievement-

of

tended, guarded, enshrined in print,

transmitted from local to state to

nati^

where they are used to estali
rankings. The most important source ct
formation about times and natii
rankings is the monthly magazine 5vii
ruing World. Swimming World also
lishes results of meets held throughou i
levels,

good and bad moments, strong
and weak performances, and despite disple have

appointments,

Swimming

generally

find

rewards.

The annual index

ented society

which

in

may

be obtained by writing

lines of social class

like the

American swimmer's world

form of

to:

INDEX
Natural History

are not clearly and rigidly drawn. Status

within the

93

(January through December 198^

a particularly appropriate

is

for

Natural History, Volume

sport for a competitive, achievement-ori-

Central Park

is

New

social organization that

mon

a century ago in the Polynesian

is-

lands. In the chiefdom, slight gradations

West

at 79th Stree

York, N.Y. 10024

country, and sells a popular T-shirt,

claiming "I

made it

in

•(

Swimming Wo

i.

cated social classes, meant that everyone

an achievement that confers consideni
prestige among fellow swimmers. Then

had a

ticularly

in prestige

and power, rather than demar-

distinctive social status, just a bit

higher or lower than anyone

else's.

A

swimmer's unique status is the end result
of a complex scoring process that takes
account a series of constantly changing times in different events. Like a Poly-

into

swimmer has

from everyone

slightly different

Time, then,
in

is

a social status
else's.

the basis of social status

American swimming. Public recogni-

tion of excellent times

is,

in itself, a

potent

—

The more tangible prizes medand ribbons go to only a small num-

reward.

—

whatever mistake was made.

Problem Correspondence

ber of

you have written to us about a problem
and not received an answer, please don't be
upset. We may have been able to solve the
problem without further correspondence. If
the problem persists, though, don't hesitate
to contact us directly. Remember to give us
your complete return address as it appears
on your magazine label, or we won't be able

twelve), but everyone has a best time.

American character of the

s j

mer's world just described emerges
tal clear

when we

yi

consider the same i

in Brazil.

Before enrolling
tive

swim program

1983,

I

part of

my

son in a

con":!

Rio de Janei
accepted the above procedui
in

swimming per

tration of distinctive

i

se

—

not as an

American

ui

culn

Even though I am accustom
comparing American institutions an J

values.

I

havior with those of other cultures,
not thought

a

much about how swimn

electronic timing

grams might be run differently elseva
or what the meets might tell me aboiii
ferent values and traditions. But stria
differences between Brazilian and A
can swimming were soon apparent,
Brazilian swim teams are associated
private, money-making professional db

Natural History fi/lemtiership Services

pads are used, each lane always has two
human timers. There are also finish judges

such as the Fluminense Football (sea
Club, for which my son swam. Most

Box 4300
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timers. At the end of each heat, times are
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mine and list
and winners. The

results of
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gymnastics, and other competitive
grams for children.
The clubs are commercial orgiiz

posted one by one

in
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when

finish order, official times,
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parents
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can

By

each race are

the halls of the build-

ing (usually a high school)
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six,

Since precious commodities usually
have guardians, the swimmer's world has
guardians of time (for example, parents
armed with the most modern stopwatches). Even

back.

For help or information on your
membership/subscription, write:

4

closely

als

that.

a'

mirrors the larger society in that most peo-

nesian, every

Missed Issues
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the
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members
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consulting these sheets,

compare
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fi

il

tl

city, stattii

in

jr

tions, rather

age-group,

than the high school,

cc;f

and sports-club teams .h

dominate competitive swimming
United States. It was as though m a
were swimming for the Detroit Iff
i
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'jne

6,

Alaska this

(Tcimpa/St. Petersburg and Miami).

.

.

.

from other
to

Paul

and Seattle/lkcoma.

cities coast to coast

and border

if

June

you're planning an Alaska trip before

6, you'll

find our spring

schedule

Daily direct flights from the
'est

Coast

(

4/28 to 6/6

);

City

accommodating

too.

— such as

omelets. There's complimentary Yukon

Jack

for

Klondike Coffee and Midnight

Sunrises.

For information

from the Midwest

call

your

Or

Chicago); from the Northeast

'New York

very

the hearty flavor of Alaska

Los Angeles, San Diego

^nd Portland

)

Enroute, you'll enjoy meals with

Alaskan salmon, reindeer sausage or crab

border

Daily nonstops from Minneapolis/
t,

(

Plus convenient connecting service

Northwest Orient

and Boston

and reservations,

travel agent.
call

Northwest Orient

toll-free
at

nd the Southeast

(800)

225-2525.

^ NORTHWEST ORIENT
The world is going
our way.

a

One

of the tasks of the vice-president for

amateur sports of a Brazilian club

is

to

find rich sponsors, businesses or individ-

national or foreign, for the

uals,

The soccer

swim

between such
teams as Fluminense, Flamengo, and
Vasco spills over into amateur sports. In
Rio de Janeiro, swimmers and gymnasts
play their own small parts in an ongoing
battle for sports supremacy, and the systeam.

tem

is

rivalry

similar in other Brazilian cities.

Daily practices are held in the Olympicsized pools of the different clubs,
stifFer in

a city of eight mil-

in the Detroit

metropolitan area.

competition
lion

than

Many

and the

is

champion age-

Brazilian national

efficient industrial or

Making

managerial team.

the relay through a best time

a

is

valued achievement. In relays, the win

is

more important than in individual events.
Since relay members can change from
week to week, swimmers have a less accu-

swimming

cel-

values: winning

organization, competition through speed,

and specialization with other,
These values have spread
out from the American economy to the
larger society and are well represented in
competitive swimming. In Brazil, the absence of relays helps focus attention on the

Even more noteworthy, however, than
of relays

is

the treatment of time in Brazil-

opportunities to better their times and to

gain experience.

posted. In Brazil, however, times are not

ian

the United States, Bra-

published in the mimeographed meet pro-

meets are badly organized. In the
United States, meets are planned a year in
advance; in Brazil, coaches often don't
know until a day or two before the meet

gram. The swimmers' names and club
affiliations are listed for each event, but
their times are not. At first I supposed
that, as in the United States, names were

zilian

where

it

be held, and

will

quently changed at the

last

sites

are fre-

minute

—

for

Janeiro) are accustomed to associating

in the first or

second heat were as

with family and friends, but not with such

win as those

in the last one.

in the last heat.

mates. If one

is

down

one's team-

scheduled to swim a

relay,

meet is considered especially unfair to other team members.
American swim meets almost always
have relays freestyle and medley (backstroke, breast stroke, butterfly, and freeto miss a

—

style, or crawl). Brazilian

meets, however,

rarely include relays; only one of the half

dozen meets I attended in Rio had them.
Perhaps relays are almost always a part of
American meets because they embody
key American values so well. The free relay is based on pure speed; it is the fastest
of the races because everyone swims the
fastest stroke, the crawl, normally called

in

meets,

different

listed,

I

Swimmers
likely to

swim competitively

in Brazil?

larly

other

volvement

in

organizing

and

runij

meets, compared with that in the Ur:(

There are simply too few vc
needed chancf
compete, particularly in a city of
million where thousands of young pt
train as swimmers.
States.

teers to provide the

The

pattern of

stiff

stricted competition

is

cutoffs

anc

persistent anc

unfortunate consequences for Brazil

parents and

swimmers can concentrate only on who
wins, not on who betters former times,
which means that, rather than several possible winners, each event has only one.
Public recognition of improvement
key reward and powerful reason to keep
on swimming is missing. Nor are times

—

—

publicly posted after each race.

They

announced by loudspeaker after

finish or-

der

swimmer and

up

the winner

to

are

determined, beginning with the

is

slowest

laboriously

—sometimes

moving
through

twenty or thirty names. In this way parents and swimmers are reminded, not that
many swimmers have improved, but that

many

there are twenty times as

losers as

i

Another feature of the Brazilian meet
,

illustrates different cultural values

time?

Where were
I

Olympic Committee did

1984 because none had made arbiti
cutoff's. This excluded a S

established

American record

holder, while

the

many

about

guardians of

saw no attentive parents with

stopwatches; there were no frantic win-

—even

swim

Olympics as representatives of
South American countries. The att
was that only swimmers who had
the cutoff's had any chance to place ir
Angeles. No one imagined that the pv(
of Olympic excitement might spur s mi
mers to extraordinary efforts. During;:lM
vision coverage of the 1984 South Ai:i
can Championships, held in Rio, Ik
aghast to hear commentators downjii
chances that any Brazilian other thaR
cardo Prado might win a medal, lai
I heard this comment abti
new champion: "He doesn't have a clic

than once
to

win at Los Angeles because
good enough" as though

—

isn't

Each lane had a single
when the electronic pads

his m
it

lul

never get better.

American coverage,

winners.

time.

Brazilian

in contrast,

)ti

on unexpected results, showing adhe h(
to an American sports credo: "It's no v(
till it's over." In Brazil, the credo seesi
be "It's over before it's begun."
Winning, of course, is an impcai
American cultural value, and this iiM
ticularly true for college and profesun

each of four specialized

weren't working. And, since timers often

team

chatted as swimmers raced home, times

baseball.

were occasionally lost, an unheard-of occurrence in USS swimming. Times are not

making such comments
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n

the reduced level of parenta n

is

swimmers tries for a best time to bring his
or her team in first. It shows specialized in-

6

re;

high school, athletic programs,

timer

dividuals working rapidly together, like an

One

the absence of public school, pans

relay tests speed through

specialization;

experieni

with no better times were attending

ning-lane timers.

"the free."

The medley

races

Since times are not

strangers as the parents of their children's

able excuses for letting

meet

are there so few opportunitie

send female swimmers to Los Angel

learned this was not the case.

birthday parties are not accept-

Why

After observing the results

of several

relatives'

their opportunities for

ternational competition. For example

hour's drive. Cariocas (residents of Rio de

There is no tradition of car
pooling, and swimmers frequently miss
meets because of last-minute changes. For
American swimmers, to miss a meet is
practically unheard of; mild illnesses or

three of four races. This further redn

an order established by prior best
times and that the fastest swimmers swam
listed in

example, from a convenient pool a few
blocks away to a suburb requiring an

colleagues.

tint

the cultures of the two Western gian^

is

swimming. In the United States, times
are recorded electronically, as well as by
people with stopwatches, and are publicly

Compared with

bolic statements in

of the different values attached to

off times, in Brazil they are limitei'

American

capricious meet planning and the absence

swimmers lack

is

similar groups.

ebrates certain

comparable to those of top American
swimmers. Cutoffs are much more stringent, however, and there are fewer
that

in

one of many s
the swimmer's w|

United States. This

efficiency,

sonal ones. In these events,

individual win.

—which means

gathered, tended, and cherished as

Brazilian coaches do keep track of t
swimmers' times, which they use to dt
mine who will swim what events in
next meet. But in contrast to USS sv!
ming, in which kids are normally ent(
in all races for which they have made'

rate recollection of relay times than per-

group swimmers live in Rio, and their
times (at least through the early teens) are

meets

«

sports like football, basketballa"

Football coaches are for

a good thing;

it's

as "Winninjsr

the only thing' ai

-
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America's best
For more than 50 years
it has been the most prestigious and
coveted award in American literature.
And with very good reason.

The

Pulitzer Prize.

The works it has honored
the novels and biographies,
the histories, poetry and dramas
tell the exciting story
of our country and its people
in a vivid, unforgettable way
.

.

The Franklin Library of Pulit

i

"

.

^'\ The

Pulitzer Prize. America's

most important

award

literary

^ll**.
for over half a century.
If
..•'

Congratulations you

giants

of American literature.

bow Ernest Hemingway and James

a

Stephen Vincent Ben6t. Robert
Warren and Carl Sandburg. Sinclair
Thornton Wilder and Tennessee
ns. Bellow, Van Doren, Catton and
Wharton, Steinbeck, Pearl Buck and
nne Moore. Barbara Tuchman
ner.

,

.

n Faulkner
...
list
f

.

.

John Updike

.

.

.

.

.

John

Theodore White,

of Pulitzer Prize winners is a roll
American writers of

the greatest
ntury.
of

:h

you stands

tall

among the

giants.

—

and
had what it took and you did it
jf you bought a piece of the rainbow

1

sterity.

here's to you, judges of the Pulitzer
Board. For it was you who recogtheir talent,

their greatness,

And who awarded

;.

their

their literary

rworks the honor so deserved. In the
ig of your conscience, you confirmed
iportance of their achievements. In
as sensible and sensitive as the quiet
g of your own considered judgment,
ut crowds on Times Square or a lot of
i

sion hoopla.

w

its

your turn, lovers

of great

lit-

e

and old
— who also
—theyoung
accomplishments of these

f

American

e

alike

gi-

literature.

serve them.

"".»,.-„

To be

won America's

legacy to future generations.
That is why the world's leading publisher
of great books in fine bindings is now creating the definitive collection of Pulitzer
Prize-winning books. The most outstanding
novels, plays, biographies, poetry and his-

own. And each
by a specially
convened panel of prominent Americans:
Harrison E. Salisbury, editor and foreign
correspondent for the New York Times.
Jose Ferrer, Academy Award-winning actor. Kenneth McCormick, one of the leading editors in America today. Distinguished

To be appreciated today, and later
passed on to children and grandchildren. A
living

.•

'

^-^J.'

admired.

And who want

read, enjoyed and

ever chosen for that most
all in one collection.
coveted of awards
torical narratives

A sumptuous

—

fifty-volume private

Each book fully bound in rich,
genuine leather. Embellished with 22
karat gold. Magnificent illustrations.
Handsome marbled endleaves. Gilded
page edges. Even bookpapers milled
to last for hundreds of years.
library.

highest literary award.

Each volume stands on

was

its

individually selected

playwright Jean Kerr. Carlos Baker, widely
admired author and Professor of Literature
Emeritus at Princeton University. Clive
Barnes, acclaimed drama, dance and arts
critic. And Howard K. Smith, TV commen-

landmarks that reflect the heritage
and that have
of our nation and its people

and winner of every award for excellence in broadcast reporting.
"These are the Pulitzer Prize-vidnning
books," says Howard K. Smith, "that we
believe v*t11 be as important a hundred years
fi-om now as they are today.
We quite agree. Or we wouldn't be doing

won

what we're doing.

It is

a collection like

literary

for

no other.

Built of

—

American

literature the admiration

and respect of the entire world.
The works speak for themselves:
Hemingway's The
Towering novels
Old Man and the Sea. Robert Penn Warren's All the King's Men. Great plays like
Our Town and A Streetcar Named Desire.
Marvelous poetry by Robert Frost, Carl
Sandburg and Stephen Vincent Benet. Notable biographies
Charles Lindbergh's
The Spirit of St. Louis, Eleanor and Franklin by Joseph P. Lash. And powerful historical narratives
A Stillness at Appomattox
and The Guns of August.

—

—

—

Here

a collection that will truly bridge
the decades. That will bring togetJier, for
the first time, the finest works that have
is

*"'

ize Classics.

tator

The collection will be sent to you at the
convenient rate of one volume each month.
The price is just $29.50 per book. And you
will always have the right to discontinue
your subscription, simply by giving us thirty
days' written notice.
To begin your private library of great
American literature, send no money. Just
return your application by April 30, 1985.
The happy twinge of satisfaction you feel
at this moment is just the beginning.
The

Franklin Library of Pulitzer Prize Classics
not associated with or sponsored by Columbia University, which administers the Pulitzer
Prizes, or with the Pulitzer Prize Board.
is

:

"Show me a good

loser

and

I'll

show you a

stead of the eventual Brazilian gold med-

Perhaps Brazilians value winninj

USS si

much because

In amateur sports, personal improvement
can be as important as winning.
Americans have been told so many
times that their culture overemphasizes

Joaquim Cruz) was touted by the
media as Brazil's most likely gold medal
winner (he was a silver medalist). Prado
had won 200- and 400-meter individual
medley (IM) events in the 1983 Pan
American Games and, until 1984, held
the world record for the 400 IM. Commenting on his massive press coverage,
Prado observed that only winning athletes
were noticed in Brazil only number
ones, never number twos. He blasted the

may

hard to be-

press for formerly neglecting his achieve-

fied;

winning

ments and those of other Brazilian swimmers who were not, or not yet, world

group makes up

record holders.

from the larger society: victi
are scarce and reserved for the few.
But there is another dimension tclj
relationship between competitive si
ming and society. Even in the Uiij

For sports such as running and
swimming, however, in which the focus is
loser."

on the individual, American culture also
recognizes and admires moral victories,
personal bests,

comeback

races without finishing

winning that they

and

and commends those

special Olympics,

who run good

athletes,

lieve that Brazilians

find

seem

it

to value

first.

even more. Prior to the 1984 Summer
Olympics, swimmer Ricardo Prado (in-

alist,

—

it is

so rare. In

ming, the focus on times means then
always multiple winners. This may bi

key to the relationship of swimming tq
tural values. In

poverty

American

less pervasive,

is

abundant,

classes

social

w

society,

resources

i)

maij

less

opportunities for achievement morei

merous, and individual social

molij

easier than in Brazil, there can be muli

winners. Brazilian society

a

is

more

s j

much smaller middle class and

population.

at

most 30 percent

Brazilian

swimming

i|

ol

ecu

lessons

>

swim

States the opportunity to

Zeiss.

tively

For a lifetime of unforgettable moments.

is

comtj

limited, generally to people ck

middle class and above. To swim

sericil

America requires money, time, am
rental involvement. American chils
begin swimming competitively for s i
clubs or country clubs, which have r
in

summer

bership fees. Success in

s

ming may then lead them to join Y or
programs, for winter competition.

United States is an automobile-orie|
Cars and parents' time are n

culture.

sary to drive to practices and meets,
ing

Michigan winters,

in

order to

distant meets for 8:00 a.m.

son and
in

a

money

I

arri

warmup;

have sometimes spent the

motel.

Swimmers' parents

spend on gas, food, lodging
club memberships. Children whose
ents can afford to belong to clubs are
to

likely to get interested in
first

swimming

i

place.

In Brazil the situation

is

somewha

ferent. Public transportation

bett

is

Brazilian cities than in most parts c

United States. There

is

less reside

segregation of rich and poor, black

Given the dense urban popula
and that the major soccer clubswhite.

therefore their

swimming

cated right in the

city,

pools

—

ai

poor kids, inch

black children, can work out as

s

team members almost as easily as chi
from middle-class families. As a rest,

i

contrast to the United States, wherf

Suddenly he seems touchingly close. His markings startlingly clear. Warbler body blacl<
mask, bead-like eyes and, yes, that unmistakable breast of blazing orange ... all defined
with unsurpassed clarity in the first light of dawn.
An unforgettable moment. Made possible by the uncompromising optical standards of
Zeiss ... the binoculars preferred by ornithologists and birders around the world.

rare to see a black

Zeiss. Offering unique Zeiss T* multi-layer lens coatings, compensated optics and rubber eyecups for full-field viewing with eyeglasses,
and center focusing. And alifetime warranty... for a lifetime of un-

meet.

forgettable

ZEISS

Some Americans think that

10

The Performance Binocular.
Inc.

•

Petersburg,
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VA 23804

•

(800) 446-1807

black

whites excel in particular sports
of

Zeiss Optical,

at a

I

moments.

Zeiss.

swimmer

meet or in a state championship, si
mers with dark skins and fast time
present at virtually any carioca swimJ

biological

and physiological

i

beiJ
ci

ences, but Brazil, which has propo!

West Germany

ately as

many blacks as the United S

i

istrates that sports abilities reflect

When

blacks

opportunities to do well in

swim-

rather than biology.

;;

'

f

A bottle of wine

soccer, or tennis, they are physically

of doing as well as whites.

le

parks,

s,

and

States, blacks

1

playgrounds

city

in Portugal for
the price of a
glass of wine
at home.

In

in the

have access to base-

amonds, basketball courts, football
and tracks. However, because of reid economic opportunities, black
1

[

have traditionally lacked the

;s

hockey or

re-

ski equip-

s

to invest in

)r

join clubs with tennis courts

and

ning pools. But as Brazilian swimfJemonstrates, when these opportu-

I

e then

is

a different

way

bottle of local

which

in

achievement,

ilual

in

itter

off to begin with.

is

anything incredibly inexpensively.
fly to Portugal faster than to any
other country on the Continent. Let us give you
all the details. Write!
virtually

You can

swimming, as

easiest for those

success

at

charming villas, monastaries, palaces for
about $40 a day. For two.
You can eat, sightsee, antique, do

"immer's world provides a micronf the surrounding culture. Despite
iphasis in the United States on the
iility of rising through hard work and
lety,

you can have an excellent
wine for about $1. 50. You can stay

In Portugal

blacks do well.

lare available,

who
Portuguese National Tourist Office
548

can we conclude about the differiltural models for competitive swimPerhaps the more relaxed approach
at
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This View of Li

Red Wings
Scientists,

in the Sunset

and artists, can be led painfully astray by the single-minded pursuit ofan idea

by Stephen Jay Gould

Teddy Roosevelt borrowed an African
proverb to construct his motto: Speak
stick. In

but carry a big

softly,

1912, a

turned Roosevelt's phrase against

critic

him, castigating the old Roughrider
trying to demolish an opponent by rhetoric

for

alone: "Ridicule

is

a powerful weapon and

the temptation to use

Even

strong one

him

unsparingly

him

break every bone

is

a

we don't agree with

[Roosevelt's opponent],

essary either to cut
to

if

it

it is

not nec-

into little pieces or

in his

body with the

"

mals." (As a parochial note of some inter-

Roosevelt published his work in the

est,

Bulletin of the

Natural History, our professional journal
Roosevelt wrote his article to demolish
a theory proposed by the artist-naturalist

Abbott H. Thayer (and defended by Mr.

who castigated Roosevelt

Allen,

This criticism appeared in the midst of

campaign (when
he split the Republican party by trying to
wrest the nomination from William Howard Taft, then formed his own Progressive,
or Bull Moose, party to contest the elecRoosevelt's presidential

for bring-

ing the rough language of politics into a
scientific debate). In

shall

document
the

in

1896 Thayer, as

I

a moment, correctly

important

countershading (a

principle

common

of

upon predators or prey). But he then followed a common path to perdition by slowly extending
his valid theory to a doctrine of exclusiv-

By

1909, Thayer was claiming that all

it

animal colors, from the peacock's tail to
the baboon's rump, worked primarily for
concealment. As a backbreaking straw

must record one of Roosevelt's innumera-

that sealed his fate and inspired Roose-

ble squabbles during a tough political

velt's

thereby scattering the Republican

tion,

vote and bringing victory to

Woodrow

year. It does not. Francis

lished these

journal.

Democrat

Wilson). Surely, therefore,

words

in

H. Allen pub-

an ornithological

The Auk. He was writing about

When,
I

as a cynical and

visited

posturing teen-

Mount Rushmore,

I

gazed

with some approval at the giant busts of

Washington, Jefferson, and Lincoln, and
what
then asked as so many others have

—

in hell

is

Teddy Roosevelt doing up there?

Never again

shall

I

question his inclusion,

have just discovered something suffiremarkable to warrant a sixty-foot
stone likeness all by itself. In 1911, an expresident of the United States, after seven
for

the better to

I

ciently

exhausting years

in

office,

and

in

the

throes of preparing his political come-

flamingos red,

mimic the sunset.

that will stand forever as a

all

In the book

monument

cockeyed genius, and to inspiragone askew, Thayer stated in 1909 (in
Concealing-Coloration in the Animal
Kingdom, written largely by his son Gerald H. Thayer and published by MacMillan):

These traditionally "showy" birds are, at
their most critical moments, perfectly
"obliterated" by their coloration. Conspicuous in most cases, when looked at from
above, as man is apt to see them, they are
"vanishment"
fitted
for
wonderfully
against the flushed, rich-colored skies of
early morning and evening.

more than one
hundred pages long: "Revealing and Concealing Coloration in Birds and Mam-

Roosevelt responded with characteris-

technical scientific article,
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tic

mies

\

.

.

and certainly has never

.

reac

thing to justify his suppositions; thes(
positions
represent nothing but
guesswork, and even to call them gues
is a little over-conservative, for they
hearer to the obscure mental proi
which are responsible for dreams.

Roosevelt's critique (and

many

equally trenchant) sealed poor Th;

1896, Thayer had begun his
paign with praise, promise, and pa:

fate. In

(his

outdoor demonstrations of disaj

ing decoys

the

dawn

became

of World

legendary).

War

I

He

in despai

war itself gr
him limited vindication by using hisi
dejection (though the

ideas in theories of camouflage). \

mented

to a friend that his avocatio^

fending his theory of concealing
ation)

had sapped

Never
like a

.

.

.

the wild absurdities to which

have

man

his career:

I felt

whom

to

less
is

a painter

.

born, willy r

whose growth demanded his ens
he the while always dreaming tha
growing offspring would soon go fo
seek his fortune and leave him to his f
sion, but the offspring again and ag;
child

some new facultiei
must be nurtured and watched, or of
home and bursting into his parent's sd
bleeding and bruised by an insulted »
ther unfolding

continued to need attention so thatil
was nothing for it but to lay down the i
and take him once more into one's
I

must end

a confession.

this
I

preface to

is

my essa

have known about

"crazy" flamingo theory
sional life

all

has

nothing personally of their habits or
enemies or their ways of avoiding thei

vigor in his 1911 article:

Among

He

mistake them for sunsets.

to

tion

back, found time to write and publish a

12

made

folly, to

flamingos.

ager,

wrath, Thayer actually argued that

natural selection

are concealingly colored because thei

adaptation

that confers near invisibility

ity.

p

his theory that flam

is

studied flamingos in their haunts, he

vigorously in print.)

still

elucidated

'big stick.'

American Museum of

Mr. Thayer has committed himself,
bly the wildest

—and

all

Th't

my

\i

for a particular rea;"

the standard example, always

usJ

iis family gathered around him on that chilly
limber morning to bid him final farewell. Papa put up
ijye facade.
sensed his brother's awkwardness when they
1 aced. And, most clearly, he felt a pang of sadness as he

The day he left

He

d for one last time into Mama's tearful eyes,
irhen the approaching train's high-pitched shriek broke
lence. And his family was suddenly left far behind.

1

!
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Abbott Thay

professors in introductory courses to

illus-

and unreason, and dismissed
weapon of

trate illogic

in a sentence with the ultimate

intellectual nastiness

—

flamingo trilogy (this
ise), I

ridicule that fore-

When

closes understanding.

decided to end

I

the

is

—how

red wings in the sunset.

I

my

planned

last,

prom-

I

else?

—with

thought that

I

would write a column about absurdity, another comment on unthinking adaptationism. But my research unleashed a cascade
of discovery, leading

me

to Roosevelt and,

more

to

the

importantly,

real

Abbott

Thayer, shorn of his symbolic burden. The

flamingo theory

is,

of course, absurd

how and why did
Thayer get there from an excellent start
that will not change. But

the standard dismissive anecdote,

that

unfortunate

Thayer's

never acknowledges?
try to understand

historical

The

Abbott Thayer

we

aright,

more than com-

contains lessons that will

pensate for laughter

legacy,

full story, if

lost.

Who

was Abbott Handerson Thayer
I had always assumed, from the
name alone, that he was an eccentric Yankee who used wealth and social position to

anyway?

gain a hearing for his absurd ideas.
find nothing
entific

about him

books that

in

cite the

I

could

the several sci-

flamingo

up when I located his
Encyclopedia Britannica. I
found, to my astonishment, that Abbott
Thayer was one of the most famous painters of late nineteenth-century America
(and an old Yankee to be sure, but not of
see the biogthe wealthy line of Thayers
raphy by Nelson G. White, Abbott H.
was about

name

to give

in the

—

Thayer: Painter and Naturalist. Connecticut Printers, 1951). He speciaHzed in
ethereal

women, crowned with sugges-

and accompanied by quintessentially innocent children. Art and science are both beset by fleeting tastes that
wear poorly far be it for me to judge. I
had begun to uncover a human drama untions of halos

—

der the old pedagogical caricature.

But

let

us begin, as they say, at the be-

ginning. Standard accounts of the adaptive

value of animal colors use three cate-

gories to classify nature's useful patterns

(no one has substantially improved upon
the fine classic by

Coloration

in

Hugh

White

{top}

protection, or resemble an inanimate (and

inedible) object

guise

lies

and stick
motionless and gazing
leaf

amidst the reeds). Since discloser to advertisement than to

lost

concealment (a disguised animal does not
try to look inconspicuous, but merely like
something else), we can immediately appreciate Abbott Thayer's difficulty.

wanted

He

to reduce all three categories to

the single purpose of concealment

—but

think, naively (as

I

confess

I

did befoi

research for this column), that prote

emerged from simple matching bet
animal and' background. But Thaye
rectly identified the

primary methc

concealment as countershading
that

makes creatures look

must indeed share the
tern

—

flat.

right color an<

with their background, but

ghostly disappearance records a loss
mensionality, not just a matching of
In countershading, an animal's

conventional accounts, serve the opposite

are precisely graded to counteract

function of increased

and shadow. Coi
shaded animals are darkest on top, v
most sunlight falls, and lightest on thu

to a hermitlike existence in rural

Hampshire, where

New

his old interests in nat-

ural history revived

and deepened. As a

committed Darwinian, he believed that all
form and pattern must serve some crucial
in

istence.

He

the unremitting struggle for exalso felt that, as a painter, he

tom (Thayer

identified the adaptivif

nificance of light

bellies

—perhap;l

most universal feature of animal
ation). The precise reversal between i«
sity of coloration and intensity of illui
tion neatly cancels out all shadow u
produces a uniform color from top t(«
tom. As a result, the animal become!
perfectly two dimensional, and cann

<!o

thuen, 1940). According to Cott, adaptive

could interpret the colors of animals

and patterns may serve as ( ) concealment (to shield an animal from preda-

ways and terms unknown to scientists. In
1896, Thayer published his first, landmark article in The Auk: "The Law

seen by observers

Which Underlies

gled for centuries to produce the

1

tors or to hide the predator in nature's

never-ending game); (2) advertisement, to
scare potential predators (as in the prominent false eyespots of so many insects), to
maintain territory or social position, or to

announce sexual receptivity (as in baboon
rump patches); and (3) disguise, as animals mimic unpalatable creatures to gain

14
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(vol. 13, pp.

Of

in

Protective Coloration"

course, naturalists

shadow and shading.

had recognized

shades

background and become virtually inbut scientists had not properly
recognized how and why. They tended to

world.

visible

—

have,

all

their

Artists have

'i

si

ill

in reverse in

i(

flat ca'J

nature has simply done the opposite-

many animals blend into

their

who

perceived the substantiality of objec

of depth and roundness on a

124-29).

for centuries that

tl

fects of sunlight

visibility.

Abbott Thayer, a native of Boston, began his artistic career in the maelstrom of
New York City but eventually retreated

purpose

colors

ad

An:

fully two-thirds of all color patterns, in

Me-

London,

(numerous

insects, or a bittern,

skyward,

B. Cott, Adaptive

Animals.

and red {bottom} flamingos against the skies at sunrise and sunset

story. I

si

order to produce i

lusion of flatness in a three-dimemn

Contrasting

his

novel

principl
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countershading with older ideas about

then disappears,

mimicry, Thayer wrote

In his 1909 book,

original

his

in

invisible, into the forest.

Thayer

explicitly re-

,

tail)

—

could, for an overenthusiast

Thayer, become marks of disruptive

(

statement of 1896: "Mimicry makes an
animal appear to be some other thing,

pudiated his former interpretation and argued for pure concealment the white

cealment. Thus, to cite just one exair

whereas the newly discovered law makes
him cease to appear to exist at all."

patch as "sky mimicking" when seen from

article, adversarily entitled

below.

ment of the Theories of Mimicry
Warning Colors" (Popular Science,

—

Thayer's pathway to perdition and

Thayer, intoxicated with the joy of discovery, attributed his success to his cho-

cule

followed

sen profession and advanced a strong ar-

route

among

gument about the dangers of specialparticular value of
ization and the

ing for concealment, amidst a host of

He

in

1

have

903: "Nature has evolved actual art on

first,

the bodies of animals, and only an artist

And

1909 book,
but now with the defensiveness and pug-

can read

it."

nacity that

The

later, in his

marked

his retreat:

been

entire matter has

the wrong custodians ...

in

.It

the hands of

properly be-

longs to the realm of pictorial art, and can
be interpreted only by painters. For it deals

wholly in optical illusion, and this is the
very gist of a painter's life. He is born with a
sense of it; and, from his cradle to his grave,
his eyes, wherever they turn, are unceasingly at
it.

ternatives,

wrote

"outsiders" to any field of study.

work on

What

it

— and

wonder, then,

his pictures live
if it

was

for

alone to discover that the ver>' art he pracbeyond the most delicate
tices is at full

—

precision of

human powers

—on almost

all

animals.

common

distressingly

Countershad-

intellectuals.

al-

was not enough. Thayer had
Little by little, plausibly

all.

Thayer

at

an

laid his battle plans (not

inappropriate metaphor for a father of

camouflage).

As

article

succeeded

article,

Thayer progressively invaded the categories of mimicry and revealing coloration to
gain, or so he thought, more cases for concealment. Finally, nothing else remained:

wrote

in his

far,

so good. Thayer's

first articles

and outdoor demonstrations won praise
from scientists. He began with relatively
modest claims, arguing that he had elucidated the basis for a major principle of
concealment but not denying that other

circumstances obliterative."
his first fateful step in his

of

article

Here,

1903.

he

mitted. In his most technical paper, pub-

it

camouflage).

A zebra, Thayer

mimic the reeds

hides; rather, the stripes break

which
up, and

in

it

predators see no coherent prey at

all.

Again, Thayer had proposed a good
idea for some, even many, cases (though

who

rarely venture into

of the Entomological Society of London ( 1 903, pp. 55356) and introduced favorably by the great
English Darwinian E.B. Poulton, Thayer

not for zebras,

wrote:

ery upon their wings:

Every possible form of advantageous ad-

of each animal's environment," Thayer
wrote, "is found painted upon his coat, in

lished in the Transactions

.There
somewhere exist
must be unpalatability accompanied by
and equally plain
warning coloration
that there must be mimicry.

aptation must

.

.

.

.

.

fields of reeds).

Indeed, Thayer sought ways to combine

His 1903

article

argues

"The general aspect

such a way as to minimize his visibility, by
making the beholder think he sees

lies in

a deer's ability

Thayer had made

moments of dandown" the patch by

18

over the white blotch and

far as

—
I

as professors always present

other patterns that actually serve to reveal

ing

patterns

i1

know, no one, before this essay,

ever tried to

make

sense of Thayer's

i(

by tracing them chronologically thro
his papers.) Once Thayer decided to g(
broke, and to claim that all color work;
cial test, his
ity.

As a

do or die attempt

last

his

at excli]

shackle before the

plunge, Thayer had admitted that s

monochromes

—animals painted
—were

out with one showy color
cally revealing." If

throi

"intr

he could show

such monochromes also served for
cealment, then his triumph would be
plete.

c

Flamingos occupied the cente

way

He

to fade bright red into e

real nothingness.

Hence the sunset-

as well as the flamingo's.

So Thayer visited
down on his belly in
and looked

the West Indies,
the sulfurous

at flamingos

down from above

—

m

not com:

(as he always

anaconda or a hungry alligator mij
And he saw red wings fading into the
the entire feeding flock becan
set
pink cloud, a "sky-matching costume

and splotches

the classic domain of warning and reveal-

its tail

ziness

overextended

or mimic. Color patches

lowering

personal development,

his first

to "erase" the color at

"closes

own

cused lazy and uncritical zoologists oi
ing), but from the side as a slithe!

ger

—a deer

\

suggestions,

mitted enormous scope for encompassing

that their true value

understand

finally

good

his

are normally revealing, but

sup-

can

idea sounds like simple disembodied

ably

through him."
But, amidst

Hart Merriam that white

He

Now we

Thayer was eventually driven to his I
surd argument about flamingos and|
sunset. Divorced from the context

his daring, not a curious diversion.

rump patches

later deny.

intrinsically a revealing cc

ation."

to find a

lation of C.

he would

ported, for example, the ingenious specu-

"Only unshiny, bright mc
is

pictures of flowers and background scen-

argument. Countershading could scarcely
be mistaken for anything else and offered
little scope for claiming too much. But the
principle of "ruptive" concealment per-

ries that

mitted one category of obvious conspiy

primarily that butterflies carry disruptive

.

ideas of concealment with other catego-

by 1 903, Thayer was not yet re
concealment for all colors. He

concealment, flamingos became

other two traditional categories

gain a far bigger scope than previously ad-

Still,

to claim

unrelated patches (this principle, more

argues, does not

—

sky.

laughs in introductory classes. (Indeec

in military

—

.

and other assorted
markings. Disruptive markings make an
animal "disappear" by a route different
from countershading. They break an animal's coherent outline and make it appear
as an insubstantial array of curious and

—

than countershading, became important

mimicry though he
always argued that concealment would

.

Thayer's

selective value. Initially, he accepted the

ing coloration and

:

claimed a second major category of concalled
coloration
what
he
cealing
"ruptive" (we now call them "disruptive")

patterns of color displayed quite different

reveal-

.

book: "All patterns and colors

Thayer made

;

victims as can see would certa
have much more chance to escape were
what would be a dark-looming predat
head converted, by its white sky-cour
feiting, into a deceptive imitation or n

Such

chrome

bars, stripes, splotches,

So

head mimic the sky when seen by
from below:

ousness:

whatsoever of all animals that ever prey or
are preyed upon are under certain normal

technical

Arrai

cember), that white patches on a skui

He

all patterns of color served to conceal.

"An

to

but grading slowly to red wings in the

sunset,

by

him

it

a

ridi-

of overstatement, Thayer argued in a T

(consider

the

peacock's

—

These birds are largely nocturnal, so
the only sky bright enough to show
color upon them is the more or less rosy
golden one that surrounds them from su
till dark and from dawn until soon after
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k

rise.

They commonly feed

lagoons,

wading

in

immense, open

phalanxes, while

in vast

them and its
below them constitute

Thayer have
lion

it

—how could a

both ways

be concealed

in the desert, the

zebra

The debate between Roosevelt
Thayer developed into an interesting

s

j

i

the entire real sky above

re-

amongst the reeds when,

flected duplicate

ei-

share the same habitat, often to the ze-

of scientific methodology,
merely some rhetorical sniping about

bra's fatal disadvantage? Thus, Roosevelt

cifics.

decided to counterattack and wrote his

methodological (and cogent) objectioia

ther one vast hollow sphere of gold, rose,

on one side or
the other, with these tones. Their whole
plumage is a most exquisite duplicate of
.This flamingo, having at
these scenes

and salmon, or

.

at least glow,

.

time so nearly only sunrise colors to match, wears, as he does, a wonderful
imitation of them.

gone

finally

too far

and

ex-

asperated even his erstwhile supporters.

His exaggerations

mingos

—now

—

particularly his

fla-

brought down a storm of

criticism, including Roosevelt's hundred-

page barrage. Critics pointed out that
Thayer was wrong in every particular: Flamingos do not concentrate their feeding at
dawn and dusk, but are active all day; anacondas and alligators do not inhabit the
thin films of saline ponds that flamingos
favor; flamingos eat by filtering tiny eyeless animals that cannot enjoy the visual
pleasures of sunset.

Most
failed in

sadly, Thayer's
its

magnum opus

during

spare time amidst other chores.

they

fact,

He

some
saved

.

his feeding

Thayer had

scientific

in

own terms

was overenthusiastic

his best invective for the

Writing on February
sity of California

foid,

2,

poor flamingos.
1911, to Univer-

biologist Charles

Ko-

he stated:

[Thayer's]

book shows such a fantastic

quality of mind on his part that

it is

a matter

me that any scienmatter how much
credit he may give to Mr. Thayer for certain discoveries and theories, should fail to
of very real surprise to
tific

observer ... no

enter the most emphatic protest against the
utter looseness and wildness of his theorizing.

Think of being seriously required

cussion

To grasp Roosevelt's primU)

Thayer's work, consider Thayer's mos e

—

markable painting of all the frontisp:«
1 909 book, showing a peacock o
erated in the foliage. Here, Thayer arj3
that every nuance of a peacock's cir
ation increases his concealment in a r
ticular bit of habitat
the combinec f
feet adding to invisibility. Given the ua
to his

t

—

interpretation of a peacock's color

ase

and the gaudy impression thaie
makes both upon us and, one mustj
sume, the peahen, Thayer's interpretao
represents quite a departure from tiition and common sense:
vealing,

to

consider the theory that flamingos are col-

The peacock's splendor

ored red so that fishes (or oysters for that
matter there is no absurdity of which Mr.

marvelous combination of "obliterat
designs, in forest-colors and pattfi
All imaginable forest-tones are t(ie
found in this bird's costume; and

—

Thayer could not be capable) would mistake them for the sunset!

.

.

is

the effect

:\

argument even

—and Thayer, who

to a fault, but neither

Any object viewed against the

fading

appear dark, whatever its actual
Thayer admitted this explicitly by

light will
color.

painting a dark
set in his

fading

palm

tree against the sun-

infamous and fanciful painting of
here).
flamingos (reproduced

Thus, he could only claim that flamingos
looked like the sunset in the opposite side
of the sky: red clouds of sunset in the west,

red masses of flamingos in the east.

Would

any animal be so confused by two "sunwith flamingos showing dark
sets,"
against the real McCoy? Thayer admitted
in his

1909 book:

course a flamingo seen against dawn or
evening sky would look dark, like the palm

Of
in

the lower left-hand figure, no matter

what

his colors were.

The

.

.

.

right-hand

figures, then, represent the lighted sides of

flamingos at morning or evening, and show
how closely these tend to reproduce the sky
of this time of day; although always, of
course, in the opposite quarter of the heavens [Thayer was good enough to underline
his admission] from the sunset or dawn itself.

As a

final, and feeble, parting salvo,
Thayer added: "but the rosy hues very

commonly suffuse both

sides of the sky, so

that ... the flamingos illuminated

ruddy

color very often has a true 'background' of

illuminated ruddy sky."

Teddy Roosevelt was

particularly per-

As an

old big-game hunter, he

knew that most

of Thayer's "ruptive" pat-

turbed.

terns did not conceal quarries.
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How could

a

.

dishonest nor dishonorable, had to confess.

j

Peacock in the Woods, painted by Abbott Thayer
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"mell" him into the scene
all

human

to a

degree past

analysis.

Thayer then

positions his bird so pre-

cisely that all

features blend with sur-

roundings.

gap

a

in

He paints the blue neck against
it may mimic
seen through the leaves." He

the foliage, so that

"blue sky

He

are smallest and

tail

may

some kind of

argues that the

primarily

open

in
is

—and the very opposite of
claim (as his

fields.

a glory to be-

all

this.

He

oflfering protec-

by concealment must be the usual, or
even a common, haunt of its invisible
beneficiary. Thayer simply argued that
such protection might be important at
critical moments occurring only once or
twice in an animal's lifetime
at crucial
instants of impending death from a stalk-

—

ing predator.

it

But how could odd and improbable moments shape such complex and intricate
patterns as the innumerable details of a

much like a shrub bearing
he

coppery brown color

We

Thaye

has this faith; Roosevelt, and most biok

and since, did not. Thayer wrot
1900 (The Auk. vol 17): "Of course, V
any one who feels the inevitability of nati
ral selection,

it is

obvious that each orga

and likewise eac

detail,

quality of organic forms, owes

sometimes

critics

rarest o

the optimal designs of organisms.

or structural

invisible.

tion

dimmest near the body,

tail's

live

charged) that a habitat

feathers

fruit or flower." Finally,

in

didn't

also notes that ocelli

impress the peahen, but

gists then

relevant directions at once?). Peacocks, in

Thayer, of course, knew

rear end: "They inevitably lead the eye
away from the bird, till it finds itself straying amid the foliage beyond the tail's evanescent border." The spread tail, he

"looks also very

benefits will eventually be engraved int

hold

grading to larger and brighter toward the

claims,

his shimmering blue
gap amidst the foliage where it
will vanish against a clear sky (but what
does he do on a cloudy day, or in a bush so
dense that no holes exist, as seen from all
in a

Their spreading display

He paints the cele-

brated ocelli (eyespots) of the
as leaf mimics.

must be so potent that even the

neck

any case,

matches the golden greens and browns of
the back to forest tones. He depicts the
white cheek patch as a "ruptive" hole that
disaggregates the face.

he must always place

sum

tence to the

then laid

it

of

on the

line in

patterns of color are built
tion "pure, simple

exii

its

Thay<
stark epitome
by natural sele<
uses."

all its

and omnipotent."

Roosevelt and other acute critics co
rectly

identified

the

—

flaw

central

numeroi
factual errors, but in his methodolog
Thayer found a hiding place for all his an
mals but with a method that made his th(
ory untestable and therefore useless t
science. Thayer insisted that he ha
proved his point simply by finding an
Thayer's science

not in his

H

represents perfectly "the bare ground and

peacock's design?

tree-trunks seen between the leaves."

key theoretical issue of this debate the
power of natural selection itself. In order

didn't need to

complex designs might be
constructed by such rare and momentary

cation formed part of its natural habitat

benefits as sunsets or particular positions

in the rarest

what can we
would doubt
that some conceivable habitat might conceal almost any animal? Note how precisely the peacock must choose his spot to
receive the cryptic benefit that Thayer

What

a tour de force, but

possibly

make

of

it?

Who

finally arrive at

—

the

to believe that

outside an animal's normal habi-

in trees
tat,

one must have an overarching faith

ally

all.

show that the creature

usi

frequented such a place or that the

For the animal might seek

then could
claims?

in

the power of natural selection. Selection

wishes to confer upon him. In particular.

spot that rendered an animal invisible.

its

1(
i

spot onl

moments of need. But ho'
we disprove any of Thayer

We

might work

she
domain

for years to

that an animal never entered

its

(
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only.

and Thayer would reply: Wait
tomorrow when urgent need arises,

[Visibility,
II

dentists are trained to avoid such special
leading because

exerts a chilling

it

and

upefying effect upon hypotheses, by ren-

them invulnerable to test and poDoing is the soul of sciand we reject hypotheses that con-

ering

mtial disproof.

nce

emn

us to impotence.

Barbour, former director of Har-

T.

Museum

ird's

now

of Comparative Zoology

composing this piece),
emphasized this point in
iviewing Thayer's book {The Auk, vol.
vhere

I

sit

[id

J.C. Phillips

8,

1911):

cquiescence in Mr. Thayer's views throws
pall over the entire subject of animal colation. Investigation is discouraged; and
e find jumbled together a great mass of

and extremely complicated
simply explained by one dogmatic
isertion. For we are asked to believe that
1 animal is protectively clothed whether
5 is like his surroundings, or whether he is
i.scinating

lata, all

unlike

:ry

... if

he

(obliteratively marked)
between these two classes,

them
falls

•lere is still

plenty of space to receive him.

Teddy Roosevelt addressed the same isle with more vigor in a letter to Thayer
1912 (just imagine any
1 March 19,
residential candidate taking

time out to

more than a month
Hampshire primary oh, I

jrsue natural history
"ter

the

[low,

New

—

campaigns were shorter

then):

rump baboon. It is
Mediterranean Sea
junds one side of Africa. If you should
lake a series of experiments tending to
low that if the blue rump baboon stood on
5 head by the Mediterranean you would
ix up his rump and the Mediterranean,
ou might be illustrating something in opes, but you would not be illustrating anyiiing that had any bearing whatsoever on
le part played by the coloration of the anilal in actual life
.My dear Mr. Thayer,
you would face facts, you might really
;lp in elucidating some of the problems
jfore me, but you can do nothing but misiiief, and not very much of that, when con.Your experijcting such experiments
ents are of no more real value than the
here
so

is

in

true

Africa a blue
the

that

.

.
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Name

stereotype about the intrinsic differ-

ices

between

intellectual styles. In short,

Abbott Thayer ultimately
iiled because he possessed an artist's
mperament good for an initial insight
srhaps, but with no staying power for the
ird (and often dull) work of real science.
e are told that

—

Address
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LANDING
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Such charges were often lodged against
Thayer, and with undoubted rhetorical

ef-

fect, but they represent a dangerous use of
ad hominem argument with anti-intellectual overtones. Thayer may have laid
himself open to such ridicule with a passionate temperament that he made no effort to control in a more formal age. John
Jay Chapman, the acerbic essayist, wrote
of Thayer (admittedly in a fit of pique

when

his wife, at his great displeasure, de-

cided to study art in Thayer's studio):

Thayer by the way,

is

who

a hipped egoist

paints three hours, has a headache, walks

—

four hours
holds his own pulse, wants to
save his sacred light for the world, cares for
nobody, and has fits of dejection during

which

him not
But

women

forty

to despair

hold his hand and

—

for

tell

humanity's sake.

right of artists?

I

have known

many

critics also raised the

charge of artistic temperament. Roosevelt
wrote, in a statement that might have at-

more

tracted

attention in our litigious age:

Thayer's misstatements "are due to the

enthusiasm of a certain type of artistic
temperament, an enthusiasm also known

and business
temperaments, and which when it manito certain types of scientific

warmly supported Th e
and wrote introductions to his pub:ations. Frank M. Chapman, great orni
ogist and editor of The Auk. wrote inis
Autobiography of a Bird Lover:
evolutionists,

oi

As an

February 9 to March

1986

argued that "Mr. Thayer,

with an artistic haze
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is

.

.

.This

.

method of

does appeal to the

—

there

serving puffery:

[Our statements] are simply the impresmade upon open-minded observers
who have no axe to grind, and who have no
reason to take sides on the question, one
way or another. They have been written in a
friendly spirit, and we hope they will be resions

ceived in the same way.
friendly spirits ever accuse their oppo-

nents of "simple charlatanry"?

The charge

may be

coloration

.

.1

.

.

knew little of Thayer's

force of his personality.

He made direc^nc

demands on one's attentior

inescapable

was intensely
heights which
and then only

and

vital

—but

for short periods.

more

it

it

appeals to a

common stereo-

won't wash.

The

that

scientists

ultimate

universal

failure

tendency,

facile inter-

wouldn't

reflec

give

without reference to profession amen
kinds of people. Nothing but habitod
tradition separate the

"two

cultures

lar

—

so are the people.

Science

ter differs.

Only subject

may

West at 79th
10024

York, N,Y„

(212)

873-1440
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St,

though
quoted

—

Thayer made such strong claims
above for scientists' incompetence in a
domain accessible only to artists, natural-

—

he

world's empirical information; art
thrive on aesthetic judgment.
also traffic in ideas

and

But

aj

s

;ii

opinions.™

artists surely respect fact.

The

idee fixe

is

a

common

intelleua

failure of artists.

I

have often

wrei

about scientists as single-mindedly m
mitted to absurd unities and false simil
cations as

Thayer was devoted

to conal

ing coloration as an exclusive princij:
nature.

—

Some

are charming and

ii

nil

Randolph Kirkpatrick,lii
rocks were made of si b
celled nummulospheres (see my colni
dotty

as old

thought that

of

March

all

978). Others are deviousd

1

more than a

—

dangerous as Cyril IW*
data to prove that all

bit

who fabricated

el

my

ligence resided in heredity (see

The Mismeasure of Man).
Abbott Thayer had an idee fixd
burned with desire to reduce a messjni
comple^ world to one beautiful, si
It

doesn't

\

[^

History has built irreducible compl

and variety

into the

bounteous world

ganisms. Diversity reigns at the
cial

of overt

level

colors do

many

phenomena

stract

—may

I

i

sufli

—

different things.

starters.

Even

at

usually trea

rary accounts belie such charges of territo-

narrowness.

ol

humanities and science. The process ol
thought and modes of reason are ini

Natural
History

—

and

a

distribed

fying principles are deeper and

New

ai|

reached only occasio

I

Thayer a hearing because he was an "outsider" won't work either
for contemporiality

-le

normal

lived

Museum of
Discovery Tours

ni

nence as an artist. It was the man bird
who impressed me by the overwhelinf

principle of explanation.

of artistic temperament

convenient and effective, espe-

cially since

pretation

American

Central Park

—

it

of dispassionate science in a bit of self-

type

noiilt

in his

is no other word
simple
charlatanry however unwitting." Barbour
and Phillips then defended the cold light

Do

most

fault of all professions, not a characteuii

enthusiasm, has ignored or glossed over

natural

24

misconduct."

persuasion, while

gram

were guilty of
Barbour and

into trouble as if he

deliberate
Phillips

1,

my

editor, doubtless

contributions to the Auk's pages were,>b
bott Thayer's classical papers on prote vi

tists

to the Nile

initiair]

his outdoor demonstratisl
E.B. Poulton, one of England's grei^

fests itself in business is sure to bring the

owner

J

insights about c

his

tides and

Thayer's
scien-

equally insufferable.

Thayer's scientific

Discovery Tour

welcomed

such passion the exclusive birth-

is

tists

ists

tershading and enjoyed both his
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sea turtles, tree ferns, fuschia flowers. Panoramic vistas. Ancient animistic rock carvings.
$1,995. per person.*

aboard the

ship. Sea Cloud.

ck with 36 sails set, you will
oy an exhilirating experience
standard Caribbean cruise
)gram offers. During the holi-

The Natural History of Hawaii

its

offers a

sailing

Jary

i

With

22, 1986-Jan. 5. 1987.
lebrate Christmas and New

I

per person.*

10-26, 1986.

.'c.

i

\bu owe yourself the sif^ht of Americas great
wilderness. Juneau. Katmai National Park.
The Chugach Mountains. Nanana River. See
humpback and killer whales, mountain
goats, caribou, moose, grizzly and Kodiak
bears, Dall sheep and countless shore birds.
Optional excursion to the remote Prihilof
Islands duly 10-14). Basic Tour cost: S4,500.

.^-

iribbean Christmas on the

(

Oct

Antigua,

St.

Martin,

36

to

Sail

French Caves and Castles
1986.
Discover prehistoric caves,
medieval casdes, chateaus

to

art historians

from Athens

to

Naples as

liths.

birds.

Naxos, Syracuse, Sicily and
Pompeii. Share the insights of

and gastronomic delights with

Museum

a classical art historian, geolo-

and

gist

paleontologists. Explore his-

and

Breathtaking landscapes. Countless seaShetland ponies. Exquisite gardens. Join

Museum

art historians, anthropologists, natural-

and geologists on the luxury ship. Illiria.
Optional extension to southwestern Ireland.
Basic Tour cost: $5,045. to $6,845. per person.*
ists

person*

Archeology Tour to

Israel

and Jordan

Mt. Carmel, the Sea of Galilee, Capernum,
Nazareth. Jericho, Jerusalem, Bethlehem,
Massada, the Dead Sea, Petra, Aquaba. Discover a wealth ofjudaic, Roman. Islamic.
Turkish, Byzantine and Crusader sites. An outstanding itinerary with constant reminders of
familiar literary and cultural references. $2,342
per person.*

land.

A

trips

10-22, 1986.

Mountains, oases, a
Egypt, the Nile and an Ancient Culture
Feb. 9 to March 1, 1986.
A view of die Nile that few travelers achieve.
The wonders of an ancient civilization, plus the
natural history and geography that influenced
these extraordinary culuires. I^ondon, and a

Mosques, markets,

palaces, archeological digs,

museums, tombs. A
where
Phoenician, Roman, Turkish,
casbahs,

cultural crossroads

visit to the British Museum. Cairo,
then a 600-mile cruise to antiquity on the

special

Arab, Jewish and French
influences left their mark.
$1,750. per person.*

modern Nde Star, stopping at

and

the major sites
to Assuan. With a Museum naturalist, geologist
and Eg>ptologist. $4,150. to $4,540. per person
(includes airfare

all

London-Cairo-London).*

D Archeology Tour to Mtxico Jan. 6
n Egypt, the Nile and an Ancient Culture
'J-Marcli
D Voyage througli Melanesia: New Guinea to Fiji
3(1

I'cli.

Feb. 16 Marcli 6

D The Natural History ofHawaii ! eh.

19-March 4

D Anthropology Tour lo Morocco March 21-April 5
D Oriental Passage: Singapore to Athens April 4-May 7

1

nAlaskaWiIdlifeAdventureJiine27-Julyl4
Voyage of the Vikings: Oslo to Dublin Aii),aisi 12 2S
Art and Archeology Tour to Tibet and China
August !6-Sepl- 13
China: tlie Ancient Silk Route Sept. 17-Ocl. 1(1
Zambia, Zimbabwe and Botswana Safaris:

a
n

n
O

Sept. 12-2H(.rSepl. 26-(X-t. 12

DTrinidad and Tobago Wildhfe Tour April 14-23
Q French Castles and Caves May 2-15
D Art and Archeology Tour to Israel and Jordun

n East African Safari Sept.

May 10-22
D Amazon Wildlife Adventure June 21 -28

n Caribbean Christmas aboard Sea Cloud Hec, 22.

2.=i-(>ct.

IV

n The Classical Mediterranean aboard Sea Cloud
Oct. 10-26

10H6-Jan.

.S.

1W7

American
I

Museum

of

Natural
History

Discovery Tours

Zambia. Zimbabwe and
Botswana Safaris
SepL 12-28 or SepL 26-Oct.

April

4-May

7,

1986.

maritime

silk

route

at

the peak of

Haley's Comet! The Strait of
Malacca, Burma, India. Sri
Lanka. Omen, Yemen, th^; Red
Sea, Bg>pt, Jordan, the Suez
Canal and Athens. Buddhist,
Hindu, Moslem, Egyptian and

Roman

1986.

Join nature ;ind photo^aphy
experts in one of the world's
jrreatest wildlife areiis: the

Luangwa and Wanki National
Parks, the Okavango Delta and
the Kalahara Desert

The

full

moon will grace our stay at
breathtaking Victoria Falls.
Superb birdingand big game
viewing. Black and White
I^inoceros, elephants, giraffes,
zebra, wild dogs, hyenas. $3,800.
per person.*

12

4

nm

based on two persons sharing a room. Single and triple
share prices, and deLiilsofprice inclusions are quoted in
each brochure.

^^-^^

il

Exquisite

art\\

idsiind
strikini;

>

and exoti'
mances. Stunning r^
and volcanic islands
land and enjoyed Ire
fort of your luxur)' p

.

cultures,

rtor-

laloils
.

.,|iloredur:

.11

Piunp'
senses and stimulai

anthropoK
marine b

naturalists,

thfCOlTl'

..cnfjer
lur

////>7rt.

Museum

Bennci

lie Solo-

I

program to New Zi
Tour cost: $5,386 In

Sea Cloud

.

All prices and dales are subject to minor chanj^cs, do
include international airfiire unless indicated, and art-

5

mons, Santa Cruz
Fiji.

iiaitothi

New Britun

geologists. Optionj]

19, 1986.

S4,500. per person.*

Islands.

and astronomers aboard the
superb yacht Wiria. $8,095.-

Optional extension to Rwanda
for viewing gorillas and more
stunning birds and big game.

(212)873-1440
3

25-OcL

Turfan,

Voyage Through ^
New Guinea to FiJ!
Feb. 16-March 6, 1'

yacht,

Rwanda. Mount K:irisimbi with
its mountain gorillas. Lake
Manyara. the Serengcti. Ngorongoro Crater. Amboseli. Mount
Kilimanjaro, Abcrdare. Samboro.
Maasai Mara. Deluxe tented
camps. Excellent lodges and
custom-designed safliri vehicles
put you where the game is.

Central Park West at 79th Street
New York, New York 10024

into the inuriorof

temples, desert cities.
and lush jungles. All with expert
Museum art historians, anthropologists, naturalists, geologists

Explore the world famous game
parks of Kenya, Tanzania and
12.

deep

Cruise from Now ( h
Trobriand and Mar:

Athens By Sea

$10,695. per person.*
Sept.

MUSEUM EXPEDITIONS

1986.

>

Oriental Passage: Singapore to

East African Safaris

1986

China

Tibet: $6,500.* per person.
Silk Route: $4,000.* per person.

A luxur)' cruise along the ancient

beautiful coast. Marrakech,

blanca.

10,

Dunhuang.
Urumqui, Linyan, Lanzhou.

May

per person.*

to

Sept 17-OcL

Two splendid

the Silk Route travel to

available to the public. $3,500.

Morocco
March 21-April 5, 1986.
An insider's view of a diverse

Art and Archeology Tour to Tibti nid
August 16-SepL 13, 1986.
China: The Ancient Silk Route

China. In Tibet visit Lhasa and ShiLiatsewith
extraordinar)' monasteries and Himalayan
landscapes. PlusXian, Guilan and Beijing. On

Barbados, Mustique and Palm
Island. $5,290-6,890. per person.*

Anthropology Tour

1^

naturalist. S4,990- to

$6,790. per

towns and churches,
view famous art collections
cave
and
art normally not
toric

Wildlife Adventure
June 21-28,1986.
ExpericncL' the unrivaled diversity of fauna and flora,
the beauty and tranquility of natures mightiest river:
the Amazon. Over 4,000 bird species. Exquisite butterflies. Sloths, tapirs, caimen. capybaras, giant tree
frogs and more.
mysterious environment, full of
contrasts. Ceiba trees, giant Victoria lilies, orchidladen trees. Optional extension to the famed Incan
sites of Cuzco and Machu Piechu Oimtr 28-July 3).
Basic Tour cost: $1,498. per person*

$2,300. per person!

Cloud

Si Bartholomew, Martinique,

Amazon

Monte Alban,
Palcnquc, Campcclie, I'xmal, Chichcn Itza.
Mcrida. 'fhc anthn)]-K)I()g\' nuiscuni ofMexico
Cit)'. 'fhe gardens nt (,^icrna\'iicii. .Xochicalco.
Zempoala. Pucbla. Tcotihuacun.

Voyage of the Vikings: Oslo to Dublin
August 12-28. 1986.
Runde Island, Geirangerfjord, Nordfjord,
Flamm, Bergen, the Shetiands, Orkneys,
Hebrides, Wales and Dublin. Norse traditions,
Celtic artwork, Welsh casdes, ancient mono-

the ancients did. Discover
Santorini, Crete, Olympia,

May 2-15.

Mexico

(^uetzalcoatl, Oaxaca, Mitla.

sails set..V(V7

new dimension

Fes, Tangier, Riibat, Casa-

Archeology Tour

Ship

exploring the Mediterranean.

Trinidad and Tobago Wildlife Tour
April 14-23, 1986.
A snorkekrs and birders paradise! An underwater rainbow of tropical fish and coral. Sandy
beaches, lush rain forests with trogons, kingfishers, Si arlet Ibis, boobies, Motmots, Chachalacas. Sl/'^O. per person.*

Jan. 6-30, 1986.
Mexico's colorful history and landscapes blend
with your escape from winter Archeological
excavations, jungles, verdant coasts and dramatic mountain ranges. The Pj'raniid of

Tall

1
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lur minJ
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/oyage through Melanesia:

Guinea

Sfew

ebruary 16 to
:)in

Dr.

Thomas

to Fiji

March

6,

1986

D. Nicholson, Director of the American

luseum, and other outstanding lecturers on a luxury
raise through the most intriguing island group in the
orld:

,

I

New Guinea to Fiji. The

cultural

and natural history

extraordinary.

and unique perforbe experienced on land and disjassed while at sea with renowned anthropologists and art
istorians. Stunning coral atolls and volcanic islands will be
<plored with expert marine biologists and geologists.
xquisite artwork, fascinating traditions

lances (sing-sings) will

.

I

by luxury cruise vessel, the llliria, with only
^ cabins: the amenities of the finest giant cruise liners and
,ie intimacy of your own private yacht.
)U will travel

he combination of an excellent itinerary, lecturers and
f'uise

vessel results in a splendid experience. Join us!

wish to receive a brochure describing the complete
and accommodations, call (212) 873-1440. Or complete the coupon attached to the general brochure (to the
!ft), check "Voyage through Melanesia: New Guinea to
liji," and send it to:

jiyou

linerary

American

Museum of
Natural
History

scovery Tours

Central Park

West

(212)

873-1440

Rabaul
Troibriand Is
Marshall Bennett Is
Port

at

New York, New York

Moresb\|5amarai

I

79th Street
10024
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A Naturalist at Lars

Dinty Moore of Lake Becharof
And other brown bears Fve met along the trail
by Derek Stonorov
never had a brown bear touch

I've

anyone

me or

been with. Other than the
tranquilized, I've never touched

I've

ones I've

when I hit a friendly
snowball. I've met bears in the

than bears

open tundra.

in

found any indication that
no matter how dramatic,

is

have never

I

this

standing up,

a signal of ag-

a bear except once,

gression or of an intent to dominate.

one with a

Re-

seldom used once identification has been
made, except as a way of tracking an adversary at a distance. During this identification period, the ears would be forward
and facing toward me, as if the bear was
trying to figure out what I was by the
sounds I made. The mouth could be seen
opening and closing slightly. If I was feeling really cool, I would look through my
binoculars and detect nostril movement.
At this point sucking and blowing sounds
would often be heard as the bear pulled in
and expelled air, most likely trying to iden-

my encoun-

country, you can sometimes hear these

on the beach, bears in the
middle of streams, bears that were eating,
bears that were sleeping, even bears that

alders, bears

looked amorous.

chased bears off

I've

and bears

dead seals; I've
inadvertently separated sows from cubs.
I've met bears of forty pounds and bears of
half a ton. I've met bears on snow slides in

moose

kills

off

the spring and bears in berry patches in
the

I've interrupted their

fall.

times

.

.

peace

many

but so far things have gone well.

.

Karma? Perhaps. Luck? Lots of

it.

I

my

tify or locate

spect? Certainly.

have always kept track of

scent. In

sounds when you're

It is

brown bear

—but

ters

with bears. The summers that

ied

how

bears communicated with each

never see the bear making them.

other at

McNeil River in Alaska, I also
how they interacted

During the identification phase a bear
would often circle me, apparently trying
to find a spot where he could get my scent
or a better view. This was far more com-

I

stud-

kept an account of

with me. Immediately after a bear and

I

had separated, I'd write down the visual
and vocal signals observed and the sequence they occurred in. I divided each
encounter between the bears and myself
into three parts.

The

tification phase, the

display,

and the

gathering

first

I

called the iden-

second the aggressive

third, for the

information

on

purpose of

habituation,

phase started when
the bear began to do anything bears commonly do to identify strange objects in
their environment. Facing toward me and
identification

were the most common indicators
had sensed my presence and
was curious. Sometimes it would stand up
on its hind legs, in an apparent attempt to
sniffing

that the bear

locate

me

visually.

Bears

the

first

time

I

heavy cover

met a bear than

after-

ward. Also, bears that were a hundred
yards away did

it

more often than those

At

me

this point, if the

or

away from me,

ning of what

I

bear moved toward
that

was the begin-

consider an aggressive dis-

is a good bit of overbetween what I call identification and
what I call aggression because many actions signal more than one thing. Also,
what I do is important. While I tried to
keep my behavior simple and consistent
I
either stood still or slowly backed

in tall grass, as

one would guess, are more apt to stand up

lap

away

— even

slight variations

in

how

the display part

ears forward,

head.
sue

If,

was very

and

me

nostrils

and then back against

however, the bear decided to

me or at

come

least

closer,

aggressive signals: the classic
look, a

ovei

mov

slowdown

in

I

saw

ol

stiff-leg

movement, chomp

with the mouth, loud growls, and perh
a few short lunges.
If the bear now resumed what it %
been doing before the confrontation v,
me, or if it stopped giving aggressive i

nals,

I

considered the

final part, or the

s

i

sequent behavior phase, to have star

Even when the bear was the obvious iji
and forced me to move, about 85 |!
cent of the time it moved to a new spot
fore resuming its activities. The distancii
bear moved was not predictable. Two {'
counters between man and bear on
McNeil Tidal Flats demonstrate the
tor,

tremes of behavior one can observe.
First

Encounter

Man: Walking on

bear

trail

Bear: Eating sedge grass alongside t

less fifty feet

bear, stops, stands moti^

away

Bear: Senses man, stops eating,
for three seconds

fa|

man

Man: Remains

motionless

Bear: Turns head away, moves
hundred feet from man, sits down,
sumes eating

Man: Slowly moves away

I

acted often altered what happened. Usually,

—mouth

Man: Sees

that were closer.

play. Obviously, there

subsequent behavior.

The

mon

in

than occasionally looking at
shoulder

Second Encounter

short; the

bear would move off doing nothing more

Man: Walking on bear

trail

I
in
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It

may not seem as though

small child like

this,

it

72<t will

go very

far these days.

But

for a

can lead her out of desperate poverty and

into a future of hope.

And right now, you can reach out and make that future happen
by sponsoring one child overseas through Foster Parents Plan.
For only 724 a day, you can make it possible for your Foster Child
and family to have adequate food and clothing, a decent place to
and the chance for a better
live, needed medical care, education
own family will be
the
child's
you're
helping,
while
Because
life.
working with Foster Parents Plan to develop the skills and
...

.

.

.

resources they need to help themselves.
"Vbu'll

be amazed

at the difference

you can make.

And you'll see

the difference for yourself In photographs. Detailed progress
reports. And heartwarming letters from your Fostet Child. \bu'll

and for so little.
be doing so much for that child
Won't you help now? Simply mail the coupon today or call
toll-free. It could be the biggest bteak a child ever got.
.

.

.

in 1937, Foster Parents Plan will this year bring its unique,
person-to-person program and effective services to over 236,000 Foster
Children and their families in more than 20 counrries. We are non-profit,
non-sectarian, non-political, and respect the culture and religion of the
families we assist. A detailed annual report and financial statement are

Founded

available

^

on

request.

Start

Your sponsorship

is

helping even

1009? tax-deductible.

faster, call toll-free:

1-800-556-7918
RI

In
Send

to:

call

401-738-5600
E395

Phillips, National Executive Director

Kenneth H.

Foster Parents Plan. Inc.

157 Plan Way.

I

Warwick, RI 02887

D Boy Q Girl Q
n Any age 6-14
indicated below:
greatest, or
D Honduras Q NepalPhilippines
n Egypt
Q The
DEI Salvador Q India

wish to become a Fosrer Parent to

n6-8 n9-ll
LI Wherever the need
Aue

D Africa
n

Bolivia

D

as

is

Guatemala

Colombia

Either

a:

12-14

Thailand

Indonesia

check for $22 for my litsl months suppott ot my Fostet
t;hild. Please send me a photograph, case history, and complete Foster
Parent Sponsorship Kit.
Enclosed

I

am

is

a

not yet sure

if

interested. Please send

I

want

me

to

become

a Foster Parent,

information about the child

sponsoring. Within 10 days

1

will

I

but

1

am

would be

make my decision.

DMrs

D Mi.

Foster Parents Plan^
You can do so much

. . .

for so

little.

—
Bear: Eating sedge grass alongside

bear, stops, stands motion-

one hundred feet from bear

hind legs to look

a cub. Another reason

remains motion-

at bear,

is

may pick off

that on occasion

mals. Twice I have seen wolves approach
sows with cubs; the wolves were driven off".

venture to guess that a first-year cub

I'd

Man: Looks
less

wouldn't be

much

of an adversary for a

full-grown wolf that might outweigh

Bear: Staggers backwards, drops, and
runs

Man: Continues walking on bear
Bear:

Still

trail

running when glimpsed one

mile off

it two
Both times I saw them, the wolves
were fishing and not stalking, but the sow
still saw fit to charge and chase.
A threat to its food could provoke a
bear, too. In my experience, bears have
left their food rather than tangle with me,

to one.

but

The
tween

interactions be-

intensity of the

man and

come used

bear lessens as the two be-

each other. Bears are intelligent animals, and after a few meetings
to

humans they are likely to calm down
do the humans) and tolerate people at
close range. This may be a positive change,
but one must be constantly aware that if a
bear suddenly perceives you as a danger,
with
(as

there ma\' not be

much

time to react.

There are at least three reasons a bear
might respond aggressively to a person
to defend its individual distance or personal space, to defend its young, or to defend

its

—

know

I

this is not

always the case.

Again one must be aware of the

variables.

How satiated is the bear? What is its social
status?

Some

bears feeding on dead ani-

mals are likely to charge anything that
moves; on the other hand, a timid subadult
may run from a passing raven.
Defense of personal space, young, or
food are all reasons a bear might become
aggressive, but these don't cover every cir-

cumstance. In some of my encounters
with bears, the bear's motivation has been

Give a kitten a
in

measure individual

dis-

the space around an animal that

if

ball,

new

place a

violated will cause the animal to attack or

Sometimes the distance is twentysometimes hundreds of yards. I

object

the cage of a laborator\- rat, and

that

some man-bear

when

Many

I

it

is

believe

interactions begin

the bear simply becomes curious

man and

about the

biologists,

decides to explore.

myself

among them,

to the biological

be-

and evolu-

five feet,

lieve that

have found that the biggest variable is
how the bear becomes aware of me and

tionary advantage of an animal to explore

vice versa.

That

I

can't control. If

bear that has been napping

and

it

goes crashing

fifty feet

really

bear

off"

in

while

I

I

away, that's one thing.

compare

in a tidal

it

to a situation in

meadow

spots

w^ake a

the alders

am
I

still

can't

which a

me

from six
approach to

its

it is

environment. This behavior has sur-

vival value;
in

some aspects of

it

can be seen

the predatory behavior of carnivores.

However, what

I

was observing

in turn.

starts out as exploratory

behavior need not end in a charge.

Many times an encounter between me
and a bear started when the bear, noticing

hundred yards and lets me
within one hundred yards before slowly
moving off". In encounters that are alike
man meets bear in tidal meadow or man
meets bear on open hillside there seems
to be a correlation between how far apart
the two parties are when they become
aw^are of each other and the subsequent in-

it,

began investigatin

This type of behavior seldoi

veloped into a display of

much

inten

most of the incidents could hardlji
termed aggressive. Commonly the la
would approach where I was sitting, si
face me, turn, and depart. While the

li

and looked me over, I often goti
feeling from the way it moved that it a
making up its mind whether to nn
closer or flee. Sometimes a bear wi|
sniff"ed

seemingly

test

and growl and

my

mettle

—

around

stalk

or

its

in

a

ow-

disgii

way before departing. Only once c

tied

large bear approach

me

like

never has a sow with cubs done
the bears that spot

this,

Usil

it.

me and come

i

ii

ovein

juveniles: possibly they haven't lean
their

manners

yet.

One, which

I

naj

Dinty Moore of Lake Becharof, saw

approach and threaten me four timei
ten hours. Holy Joe and Henderson
young bears I believe were litter matc^

—

Lake Becharof frequently Y\
around me, although once they trie
bluffing charge from sixty feet out.
also of

motivation of a bear in this type of
tion

difficult to explain.

easy to see exploratory behavior.

food source.

It is difficult to

tance

flee.

cannibalistic. If

bear cubs become the prey of other ani-

Bear: Senses man, stops eating, stands

on

male bears are sometimes

given the chance, an old male

Man: Sees
less

trail

difficult to assess,

is

cases that

was

am

I

but

have documented,

the open and the bear

in

in

confident

I

si a

twenty
in

whi

came

at n

i

was seeing explorator}

havior.

A

predator-prey

relationship

is

man-bear
counters. Tragically, some people
been killed and eaten by bears. While

other possible reason for

1

almost never happens, the fact that

it

shows one more aspect of the compile;
organism that is the brown bear.
Whether a bear would ever inteni
ally prey on humans is a subject of deh.
but there is little doubt that if you
quickly from a displaying bear you
trigger a chasing response that could
Larry Aumiller: Bruce ColefT

—

tensity of the bear's reaction (and likely

Whether or not a bear has
humans also has an effect.

the man's too!).

gotten used to

The
bear

safest thing to say
will

defend

is

is

that the area a

directly

dependent on

the indi\idual bear, the situation, and

how

the bear perceives the threat.
If

you

you

may

violate a bear's personal space,

get a reaction; but

with \oung.

it

if

the bear

becomes much more

is

likely.

is the most common cause of damage
between man and bear. One reason that a
sow is so fierce in her defense is that large

This
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Alaskan brown bears near McNeil River

m4

—
truly predatory act

—

that

killing

is,

have no data on this
a bit of behavior that is

even eating.

I

,ing instinct,

rted for most predatory species, but
;ve in

it

enough

to

have never run

And on

from a displaying bear.
rent occasions that

fiat

The driest and
most delicate gin of all,
in fact, comes from the

three

know of when

I

THE BEST GIN GROWS ON TREES.

1

a

bear killed a smaller bear, the victim

i

away from a confrontation and
dragged down.
run

tree at the

ne other, lesser-known reason bears

family tree of lames
Burrough, a distiller in

etimes confront people

iman

in a bear's

is

social status,

environment

is

likely

and treated like a bear. This is
if you see a large male bear
:ing down a trail and you are going
nst traffic you should give him room.
tested

;

eason that

normal manner with other bears

I

ihe stranger, frontal

body

perhaps a growl. This

f

is

to

moving, head down, ears back, eyes

(i

|or.

he

n

orientation,

common

be-

Large males are used to dominat-

situation

li

is

and are quite willing

to in-

the intensity of their display in

coming toward you
making the above-mentioned signals
ough to move you, the bear will pass
iy. If it takes a knock down, drag-out
i to move you, the bear will do that,
pass on by. I once saw Killer, the topiing and largest male at McNeil, re; a large male called Patches from a
trail by picking up the 750-pound
a
J in his mouth
removing a six-byto proceed. If

t

l|

it

left:

the

19th century London.
Burrough had a basic philosophy: if
you want a thing done right, do it yourself.
Not a single distillation of his Beefeater Gin
left his distillery till it was approved by
lames himself.
He wasn't much of a delegator, but
he made a beautiful gin.
His philosophy has been handed
down through succeeding generations of
the Burrough family, who still supervise
each day's run and approve each batch of
Beefeater before

it

BEEFEflEH

leaves the distillery.

The apple never
the tree. For which gin

falls far

from

drinkers to this day

are profoundly grateful.

BEEFEATER'GIN.

i(

The Crown Jewel

of England."

I

—

-inch piece of hide in the process

\.

him down a bank, and then proif nothing had
lened. What appeared to me a hercuE task, and a very stressful situation,
J

ing

!<

ing to a fishing spot as

l|

even delay Killer's lunch.

(]'t

hilc

i

unpleasant to have a bear

is

it

better to be

dominated

)l

inate you,

I

treated like a lesser bear than to be

II or

it is

human

mauled. Usually,

ars are hurt but not killed,

victims

and the

leave after a few seconds of contact.
leads
I

me

he bear

to believe that
is

treating the

most of the

human

as

it

another bear, using ritualized bear

pjd

vior Unfortunately,

humans can be

I

usiy

injured

by what,

jnts to a cutT or a nip.

for

On

a

bear,

nine occa-

have seen sow bears bite fleeing

1

on the bottom after the subtoo close to them. These were
layful nips
they would have done in
ling weaker than a brown bear, and
were all preceded by full-blown,

l^dults

I

s

came

—

America's favorite to the rescue.

powered, forty-mile-an-hour, earthling

charges,

and

all

manner of

honistic signals.
1

le

H

of this raises the question of

1

how

behave around brown
When unexpectedly meet a bear,
rst things that go through my mind

ins
..

should

No

other

how

diction;u'\' resoK'es

to use

it.

And

it's

more burning issties-how

the only diction;ir\- to

to spell

\'ou

tell

how

it,

how

old a

to say

word

it,

is.

A Genuine Merriam-Webster'

I

_

More people take our word

for

it.

eMerriam-Websiefl985
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Chrysler creates Le Baron GTS.The American seq
The design is bold. Sleek, daring aerodynamic
The performance: heart-pounding.

lines

This is GTS. A new kind of LeBaron— a performanci r
L^Baron engineered to compete with Europe's best sed
And it does. When you equip it with turbo, special QOi
handling suspension and 15" wheels, LeBaron GTS is fas'
i^ from to 50 than
528e and Mercedei«
But this LeBaron offers more than pure
f
Through the twists and turns of the slalom artif
around the cornering track, it outperforms thi
^
a(
dary
In braking, it outperforms
'.'.

i

.^i

BMW

BMW

M

BMW

;

t

outperforms

Id

yet this disciplined road car

BMW 528e and Mercedes 190E.
is

a comfortable

LeBaron GTS Premium's cabin is marked
^nced electronics and functional luxury. And

or five.

lesiiiers

can be

fitted to its

standard equipped 1985 competitive test models.
Limited warranties. Deductible applies. Excludes fleet/leases.
Dealer has details, teased on sticker price comparisons of test cars. Standard equip-

ment

levels

tests vs.

first.

may vary.

We enqineered

Protection Plan

I'-.Wes"

USAC

•Whichever comes

ergonomically

!G seats.

er. its

•Overall results of

outstanding; 5 years or
on turbo, engine, drivetrain and outeris

it to compete with
turope's best It does.*

!s:-:.nrough.

3s:-on

GTS would be

impressive at

any price.

XO less than the least expensive of the Euro)n-.petitors,

it is

stunning!

Division Of

ChryslecCorpbii

Does the bear have enough room to
move, and does the bear think I have it
trapped? A sow with cubs just might not
are;

be wilhng to take her family past four
other bears to increase her distance from
you.
tle
is

A small bear may have just lost a bat-

with a larger foe and

may

figure that

it

by you than return and be

easier to get

for bears

It is

common

cover to completely panic

in

human and to take off
knowing where you are.
They will come by at a great rate. If you
are in the way, you could be pushed, trampled, or else just scared to death. If you
have to pass through cover, make some
when they

smell a

not realizing or

You

don't have to disrupt the cos-

beaten again.

noise.

Once, three friends of mine and 1 were
walking home on the beach when we spotted a bear several hundred yards away

mos, but it doesn't hurt to give the bear
some warning.

coming toward us. There were sheer cliffs
on one side and the incoming tide on the
other, the proverbial rock and a hard
place. I felt that because there were four
of us and it was a very small bear, it would
turn and run from us. We were in a hurry

them have been used

made

Bear

trails

Some

are bear highways.

of

extensively for hun-

dreds of years. Bears are not random walkers.

They

don't just go anywhere. If you

see a bear

coming and you don't want to
move off the trail and chances
go right on by. If you are going

and began a dance of displeasure. His
got stiff, his ears went back, and he m;
chomping noises with his mouth. I be;
to back out into the lake. He made a sh
1

charge out into the shallows but stop
and then moved laterally toward me f(
few steps, keeping his eyes on me all
time.

into the lake until

away from the creek mouth. Abruptly!
bear broke off the encounter, turned,
trotted off
I

up Cleo Creek and out of sij

got back on the beach and started ho

empty the

not even bothering to

my

talk to him,

from

are he will

beach,

one area, try to use the same
as much as possible, even the same
at the same times. Bears space them-

backed out

I

water came over the top of my hip bd
and the bear just growled and watqi
me. I began to work my way up the sf

A

boots.

who

should

w;

hundred yards up
notice paralleling

I

to stay in

progress home, perhaps one hundred

the walk

trails

away, but the bean

back to camp a mile or so longer. The
beach was perhaps 30 feet wide. We very
foolishly kept on going, yelling at the bear
He kept on coming. We kept on yelling. At
50 feet he began to display, growling and
working his mouth. We stopped our

trails

as high tide

several creeks impossi-

made

ble to ford, which, in turn,

1

backed up as a

He

progress and

all

came on but

did not shorten the distance

unit.

between us. Finally, after perhaps three
minutes and 100 yards, we came to a
break in the cliff and he got opposite us; he
broke into a run and maintained that run
for a good 300 yards. What was on that
bear's mind,

I

do not know.

we were wrong
tion. You can't
on a bear.
slightly

walk

If

I

do know that

to initiate the confronta-

force your time schedule

you are willing

—a ten-minute wait

to sacrifice

or a mile extra

—your chances of being hurt

will

be

vastly reduced.

The most important
in

brown bear country

animal out there
a sore

thumb

is

thing to
is

you.

remember

that the only wild

You

stick out like

to the local inhabitants,

and

besides that, you apparently stink and

wear a raincoat. You are the only animal
around that lacks interspecific tact and
the speed to escape interspecific

And

strife.

another thing: Give the bears a

One

break, leave your watch at home.
the most

common reasons

forcing a bear to

move

is,

I

of

have heard for

"Well,

I

was

in a

hurry." In a hurry to do what? Die? Kill

the bear? Relax and go slowly. Find a good

berry patch to graze in for a while
tour around a bear

is

if

above

all.

men

Treat the bear at least as an

equal, not as a rug. Before

wilderness

a de-

impossible. Forget

the Judeo-Christian ethic that places

trip,

get a

you depart on a

little

philosophical

mean to you
and the world.
I also keep out of the alders and places
that are hard to see into. Bears like to bed
up in cover and have been known to take
about bears and what they

-

unkindly to being awakened.

J^—.NAIlJAAJ-^ISIfiRY J, /.&5

selves

from each other by space and time.

People should do the same. Once the bears
learn your routes they will keep clear.

Don't

camp on

bear

trails.

This

one of

is

Look

the oldest mistakes in the book.

around

before

pitching

your

tent.

Beaches, stream banks, and lake shores
usually have bear
if

you

the
It

Keep

off

them

leave something in the

insist,

first

trails.

trail

all

without a tent

in a

bear

is

trail.

to

ging

The

it.

next morning at 6 a.m.

me

mouth

:

Creek this time I had my wife
me and he again charged, but after

camp

—

—

at the

of

(
\

waded

subordinately

the

into

lake

turned and went splashing off upstrei
All of which reminds

Better to

bottom half-mile of
creek. The new bear, a medium-sized
male, chased fish when not chasing other
bears. He'd go roaring upstream, and the
shallow water would boil as hundreds of
salmon tried to escape. A few minutes
later, he'd be back at a gallop, the salmon
swimming downstream this time to get
away. Sometimes a fish would beach itself
in its escape attempt and the bear would
grab it and disappear in the alders for a
meal. It was beginning to get dark, and the
bear had made one of its upstream runs
when I decided to go home.
I was just crossing the creek at the sand
bar when the bear came back downstream. At fifty feet he stopped, looked,
off the

went on to the cabin.
For that ten-minute walk home,
bear and I were in touch. When;
charged me, I was scared as hell, bu
the time I got near home I was sort of
I

so

have the bear sniff the tent prior to sniffing your face.
Cleo Creek runs into Lake Becharof
about a mile south of the cabin where we
lived. There's a sand bar at the end of the
creek. To get to Cleo Creek, you walk out
the front of the cabin, turn left, and proceed along the lake shore, fording Cleo
Creek at the sand bar About one hundred
feet past the mouth of Cleo Creek is an old
cabin. We used to climb up on the roof
there to watch the bears fish.
One afternoon I watched a bear that
was new to me chase every regular Cleo

Creek bear

watching. Finally he just disappeared

bear again met

goes without saying that the height of

and bad manners

with me|

or

thing the bear discovers isn't you.

foolishness

He stayed

ten minutes or so, quietly walking

the

summer of

1

me

of the timi

967, right up near

the'

had been walking
looking for bears all day and I was hun

of Bear Creek.

down

I

peanut butter
had only taken a biti
two when a bear stuck its head out of a
der patch and began to click its teeth
lick its lips. Well, my gun was miles a
back at camp, my Swiss army knife di
look like a bear sticker, and I never f
so

I

jelly

sat

to eat a

sandwich.

could

kill

I

my bare hands;

a bear with

since the bear didn't look like
to leave,

I

gave

it

half

my

and the bear caught

tossed

it

lowed,

much

—

the

same way a

was

it

g

sandwic
it

and

frog

s

tak'

fly
I don't think it chewed. It r
have liked whatever fleeting taste it
because it walked over and tore the c
half of the sandwich out of my hand,
ing two fingers and my thumb along

a

it.

I

turned to run, but the bear knoi

me down

with one blow of

its

front

The last thing I remembered was its re
breath as

its

jaws closed on

then? ... and then?
the matter

is

.

.

.

my head,

Well, the

trut

the bear killed and ate

Derek Stonorov does research on tea
Lake Becharof and the McNeil RiV\
Alaska. This article was adapted frc
work in progress.
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Ancient Bristlecone Pine

Forest,

by Robert H. Mohlenbrock
During each growing season, a tree
adds a layer of wood to its trunk and
branches, creating the annual rings we see
in a cross section.

from the

The new wood

living tissue that lines the bark.

In the spring,

when

votes most of

its

time, the

and smaller.
and no new

the

first

moist, the tree de-

bristle-

cone pines, most of which were clinging to
life

by a mere ribbon of

living bark.

studied the growth rings of these trees,

which looked liked living driftwood. Using
a boring tool, he removed thin cylinders of
wood from the trunks and counted their

In the fall, the
cells are

The

wood

added

cells die,

until the fol-

contrast between the

rings (although this procedure leaves a

of small cells from one year and

small opening, the pine's capacity to ex-

is

ude resin quickly into the wound prevents

ring count-

subsequent decay). The rings were minus-

layer of large cells the next year

make

some species of trees,
wood was formed dur-

ring, at least in

indicated that the

ing a wet year, whereas a narrow ring de-

noted a dry year. Archeologists, botanists,
foresters used this discovery to de-

velop the science of dendrochronology

dating

of

and counting them was no easy matof the trunk tissues had eroded
away, and those rings that were left usually were not in neat concentric circles.
The band of living tissue in an old, eroded
stem sometimes grew at right angles to its
original rings. Schulman had to match the
rings of one tree with those of others that
had the missing section or that were undistorted. His efforts were amply rewarded,
however, as the remarkable ages of some
of these trees began to emerge. The first
tree Schulman found that was more than
cule,

University of Arizona observed that a

events

past

or

climatic

changes by the study of growth rings. Climate patterns in specific geographic areas
can be ascertained by examining ancient
living trees, and if suitable fragments of

wood

a prom-

weathered, gnarled

are relatively large, but

Early this century, A.E. Douglas of the

the

Schulman stumbled onto

ising grove of

progresses, they get smaller

ing rather simple.

and

of the California Institute of Tech-

nology,

For the next several years, Schulman

usually strong enough to

wide

Went

this

lowing spring.
last layer

it is

energy to growth; at

new cells

summer

as

cells arise

the California-Nevada border with Frits

ter.

Some

4,000 years old he called Pine Alpha;

in time.

he identified a 4,600-year-old denizen and christened it Methuselah. (Dur-

Samples of unknown age can then be
dated by matching their growth patterns

covered a bristlecone pine near Wheeler

that overlap in age are found, the

procedure can be extended back

with the established sequence of tree ring

growth.

For

example,

dendrochronolo-

have dated Pueblo Bonito, a prehis-

gists

toric Indian settlement in

back
the

to the seventh

wood used

New

Mexico,

century by analyzing

in its construction.

In the 1950s, hoping to determine ex-

later,

ing the

Peak

1

in

960s, forester Donald Currey dis-

Several years ago

nia's

for myself.

trees, including

He knew

that the oldest Cali-

redwoods were about 2,200 years
old and that some western junipers in Yosemite were nearly 2,500 years old. Some
giant sequoias have been living for more
than 3,000 years; the famous General
Sherman tree, for example, may be as
much as 3,500 years old. But Schulman
wanted to find still older trees. In 1953,
while exploring the White Mountains on
fornia

38
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went

to the

Ancient

Inyo National Forest, to see Schul-

man's trees

gan a systematic search
oldest trees.

I

Bristlecone Pine Forest, part of Califor-

parking area

for the region's

is

old!)

when ancient droughts occurred in
the Southwest, wood anatomist Edmund
Schulman of the University of Arizona beactly

Humboldt Namore than 4,900 years

eastern Nevada's

tional Forest that

is

known

hiking

trail

which

circles

lah. (I

A

Forest Service

provided for the well-kept
past

as

Methuselah Walk,

many

of the oldest

Pine Alpha and Methuse-

found that a leisurely pace was ad-

visable to avoid exhaustion at the 10,000foot elevation.)

At the time

I

thought that

any organism that lived longer than the
norm had to have optimal conditions going for

it.

For plants, these conditions

would be adequate moisture, moderate
temperature, continuous sources of nutrients,

and protection from severe weather.
I stood looking at Methuselah, I

When

Califom

This

A bristlecone pine in California's
David

Land

White Mountains

Muench

^v

fc't|^iiv^^\
1'

-

_

^f!!*.'-

.^,^^0^^^-iS%-

r

ti-

I had been wrong. The cold was
bone chilhng (even in July), the patchy

knew

pockets of

soil

showed

evidence of

little

moisture, and the wind battered

my body

bristlecones, along with the similar

limber pines, dominate a subalpine coniferous forest that extends from about 9,500
feet

up

tion than

more

reflects

solar radia-

nearby outcroppings of sand-

stone or granite. In addition, nutrients are
readily leached

from the porous dolomite.

Yet under these harsh conditions, the

with repeated gusts.

The

ground surface

to timberline (about

1

1,800 feet),

mostly within the western Rocky

extreme age. Mature
grow on sandstone or in protected areas are neither as misshapen nor
trees here survive to

pines that

as old.

Moun-

The White Mountains, where
Schulman found his trees, lie in the "rain
tains.

The

longevity of the pines appears to

depend on

and

their ability to develop

maintain a special growth habit. Trees

shadow" of the towering Sierra Nevadas,
which are to their west. Cyclones, moving
inland from the Pacific Coast, shed their

a narrow strip of living bark on the trunk

and only a few

living twigs

and needles on

moisture before reaching the west slopes

one remaining

live

branch.

The reduction

of the White

of living tissue to a single strip results

Mountains, leaving only
strong, dry winds that whip across the
mountainsides. Rainfall is less than twelve
inches per year.

The

greatest concentration of very an-

cient trees

is

near the crest of a ridge,

in

exposed patches of dry, rocky, dolomitic
limestone.

The limestone

because the

light

is

relatively cool

gray or even white

1,500 years old or older usually have only

and abrasion by
remove the bark from
the upper surface of the roots and partly
from repeated loss of foliage and twigs on
the windward side of the tree. These old
trees grow exceptionally slowly, even during their very first year. Most of them produce only an inch or less of growth rings in
partly from weathering
soil particles

a century.

Ancient Bristlecone Pine Forest

tree that

that

Schulman found one gnarled

was only three

feet tall

trunk diameter of three inches;

and had a
it was 700

years old.
pines

that

receive

more

they become

thus reducing the possibility of groi

less efficient at

Consequently,

formly sickly and

absorbing

they

die.

become

trees
1 1

But although most

1 1 ,800 feet, whereas the growtl
on sandstone and granite ceases

,000 feet. Finally, at high elevations

supports very

little

understory vegetal

fire.

A
is

few miles north of Methuselah

—Schulman Grove. The

pines

over the centuries, a small living part of

the largest bristlecone pine in the

it

almost indefinitely with

little

expenditure of energy. During years with
severe weather, minimal metabolic activity is

required to keep the tree alive.

trees,

the tree

dead

falls,

tissue ultimately rots

but

in

and

the old bristlecones,

the nonliving wood remains sound through-

out the

life

of the tree. This resistance

wo

grows here. Thirty-eight feet wide
forty feet high, the Patriarch

behold, yet scientists say

is
is

it

a

tre(

a

m

youngster, only about 1,500 years old.

At

this

point in history, the anci

may

perts predict that

phenomenon, but
most of the old pines

succumb

in a few centuries. Trees like
General Sherman sequoia, which, un
the bristlecones, live under evident o

mal conditions, seem destined
the longevity champions.

be due to the (as yet unexplained) greater
than usual concentration of resin canals in
the trunk and to the absence of wood-

General Sherman

destroying fungi, which apparently cannot

for

tolerate the cool, dry

Patriai

bristlecones are a

The durability of the exposed, dead
wood contributes to the tree's longevity. In
most

W

another impressive group of bristlec

of an old bristlecone pine has already died

living tissue

is

to beco

At 3,500

ye:

the prime of

in

1

showing little sign of deterioration. If <
ditions remain favorable, it may surv
another 3,000 years.

environment where

old bristlecones grow. Fast-growing bris-

tlecone pines in less rigorous habitats tend

develop heart rot after reaching a diam-

Inyo National Forest

to

873 North Main Street

eter of fifteen inches or so.

Natural History 5/85

timberline on dolomite doesn't begin u

about

uni-

remains healthy. Such a tree is able to
maintain a constant ratio of living to non-

40

eit

dolomite that underlies the bristleco

age.

Bishop, California 93514

and crowns. And the

lomite retains more moisture than

around
their symmetrical trunks. Like most trees,

and metabolizing carbon dioxide as they

visitor information, write:

spaced, reducing or eliminating com

sandstone or granite. Consequently,

stant annual increase in thickness

Forest Supervisor

help explain the bristlecones' longevity
the oldest groves, the trees are wic

more nutrients, and greater protection show comparatively fast growth
during their early decades. These "normal" trees produce an increasing volume
of new wood each year to maintain a conmoisture,

For

more than a thin ribbon of living bark.

tition of tree roots

Bristlecone

Joe LeMonnier

An ancient bristlecone may contain no i.

Other favorable conditions may also

"This Land" highlights the biologi
phenomena of the 153 U.S. national]
ests.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock

of botany at Southern
at Carbondale.

profes
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Most English/arms were enclosed
between the fifteenth and eighteenth
centuries.

Only Laxton,

in the

Midlands,

escaped the enclosure movement, perhaps
because of its relative isolation.
The ODsefver. Lonaon
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Laxton's

Open Fields
—

Neitherfences nor hedges divide one person's landfrom another's
a system offarming that dates back to the Middle Ages

by Donald D. Donihue
When

Richard Rose

sets out to

plow

his

West Field at Laxton,
day. Not because his fa-

father's land in the
it

him

takes

all

ther's holding

labor

is

required

is

—

so great that a

—

day's

full

there are only five and

and not because of antiquated tractors and farm machinery. It is,
rather, the consequence of the peculiar
way in which the land is worked by Laxton
a half acres

farmers

—

a pattern that goes back before

the Middle

Ages

England and northern

in

Europe. As Richard's father says, "We've

grown accustomed

working

to

that

it

way."

Many

English Midlands

fields in the

used to be vast and open; neither fences
nor hedges divided one person's land from

Gradual enclosure of the open
began in the fifteenth century,

another's.
fields

transforming English rural society. By the
of the eighteenth century,

last part

when

the Industrial Revolution was almost complete, the English countryside

had turned

into a landscape of smaller fields, hedges,

stone walls, and scattered farms. Thou-

sands of people moved from farming villages and crowded into cities like Notting-

ham

employment.
England escaped the
complete enclosure of its open fields:
Laxton, about an hour's drive from Nottingham and reachable only by a network
to find

Only one

village in

One

of narrow roads.

of the reasons for

survival as an open-field village
isolation.

farmers

Only here

still

in

is its

its

very

Laxton do English

tend their fields according to

rules formulated

by neighboring farmers

during the Middle Ages.
Life in Laxton today, with
tion of 280,

is

its

popula-

not very different from

life

any small village community of the
Western world in the late twentieth century The John Deere Company is a familiar supplier of basic farm implements.
in

There

is

contact with the outside world

through television and through children
who have taken up life in more economically rewarding places. .\

dents

commute

to

work

in

number

of resi-

nearb\ tow ns or

coal fields. Children are bused to school in

neighboring villages. Farmers are always
for additional income, and

on the lookout
this

may mean active

cultural

participation in agri-

schemes of the European Com43

A tablet, mounted on the back wall ofa
church in the village, lists all of the lords
of the manor, from the eleventh century
to the present time.

Field

is

Field

is

the fallow

sown

field,

and the South
During the

West Field

following year, the
fallow

field,

in spring corn.

wheat, and the Mill Field

ter

spring corn.
year, as

will

is

another medieval pattern that

the farmers have not relinquished
that

manner

the

is

the

common

not

all

stead

narrow

runs a dairy on

which land

A

fields.

—and

held in

is

family's holding

any one

in

among

scattered

is

it

in

one place

in

fields in

bear

And so it continues, year after

has for centuries.

it

There

be the

will

the South Field will bear win-

strips.

all

is

field. In-

three open

Haigh, who

Bill

Manor Farm

in Laxton.

will tell you:

—

I have land in all fields
all three fields. I
have three in South Field, and I have four in
Mill Field, and I have just one in West
Field. That's what my open field land is; so
I've around twenty-seven acres.

mon Market. And modernity
way

made its
many

has

into the heart of the village in

other ways. Only the

manner

of working

the land seems caught in a time warp, un-

able to

go of the Middle Ages.

let

number

farmers
estate.

is

who have

typical of the eighteen

holdings on the Laxton

To the modern

eye,

an ex-

is

way

of

why it takes so long to
one's acres. One of the

built right into the brickwork,

plow and harvest
farmers remarks (but without complaint):
"There's all that equipment to move
around from strip to strip."
This peculiar style of holding and work-

down the street, a house of
same kind of construction is dated

ing the land forms a continuous thread between previous centuries and the present.

To be

sure, there are a

of silent

the streets of the village. For example, one
barn, constructed out of brick, has the

date

1

760

while farther

1748. On the north edge of the village,
where the land rises, one finds the remains
of a motte and bailey castle (a primitive

A map of Laxton, drawn in

type of castle built on a hilltop)

farmers worked

the

it

tremely awkward and ineffective
holding land. That's

reminders of the past as one walks down

the

Haigh's situation

many
in

of

that dotted the English country-

side during the reign of

queror

—one

William the Con-

the eleventh century. Today

all

mound

of

Pierce and

now housed

in

1

635 by Mark

the Bodleian Li-

brary at Oxford University, depicts

—and

work

still

—

scattered strips of land. Pierce also

—

illus-

of the

vil-

plowing together, harvesting

to-

trated the closely knit social
lagers

how
their

life

earth and portions of the ancient rock w all

and even
stalking the wild deer on the Laxton estate

breaking out of the earth.

together.

that survives of the castle

The most

is

a

Laxton today is what surrounds the village on three
sides. Here three great, open fields
the
West Field, the Mill Field, and the South
striking feature of

—

Field

hood

—continue

to be the source of liveli-

for farmers

and

their families.

Over

gether, herding flocks together,

The farming year at Laxton is built
around the three open fields. The year begins in the fall, with the sowing of the winter wheat field. At the same time, the field
that
is

is

to

be planted with corn

plowed.

The

in the

spring

third, or fallow, field

is

a three-year period, crops are rotated

open

among

the stubble of the preceding year's crop.

the

fields, just as

Middle Ages.
Field

44

is

they were

In a given year the

planted

in

in

the

West

winter wheat, the Mill

The

to sheep, so that they

fallow field

common

is

field of

can graze on

the counterpart of the

previous centuries, the

Natural History 5/85
I*
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Every autumn, afield jury inspects and
of the farmers
strips, making certain that no one has
encroached on the holding of another.
redefines the boundaries

Donald

D.

Donihue

45

Right: A heavy wooden stake, hammered into the ground by afield
jury member, will designate the line between a farmer's plowed strip
and the grassy pathway that is meant for use by everyone.
Below: Laxtonfarmers take great care not to plow too far onto
although even without markers, the farmers
the grassy paths

—

know the boundaries of their individual strips.
Both photographs by Robert Holmes

place where livestock of the entire village

could be

let

out to graze. "Breaking" the

lages.

When

all

We

ing over the years those access routes that

field.

see in the fallow field one of Lax-

No

modern

times, how-

longer does the field

the entire year as

it

lie

fallow

used to when a rigid

three-course rotation was in effect.

In

1968 the village voted to "crop" the

fal-

low

field,

many ways

much sense, because

it

this

made

was no longer nec-

essary to idle a field in order to allow

it

time to gather strength to bear another

Modern fertilizers and farming
methods had rendered obsolete the inflexible three-course rotation and it was not
economical to continue the practice. But
the change came slowly and with diffi-

crop.

—

are

a rare giving-in to

The plowing
an interesting

modern

times.

of these scattered strips
sight.

is

Each farmer moves

his tractor off the grassy

pathways, or

and onto
Great care is taken not to plow
on a strip, thereby encroaching

meant

for use

by

all.

November, seed is sown in that
wheat field. By the end of the

In early
year's

month it will be a sea of green shoots
sweeping across the rising and falling open
Also at the end of the month the
wheat field will undergo an annual inspection by the members of the field jury to assure that all the boundaries are intact and
that no one has encroached on the holding
field.

of another.

Winter snow can be deep

permitting tenants to grow a fod-

der crop there. In

culty

be

lands and grassy roadways, thus diminish-

ton's adaptations to
ever.

also

vil-

medieval

in

from a field at the end of harvest, the
church bell would ring on a set morning,
and everyone would know by the sound of
the bell that sheep could be grazed on the

common

One must

land.

careful not to plow too far onto the head-

the crops had been taken

used to be a big event

field

upon another's

The pace

of

life

in

Laxton.

slows. Still, there are cat-

and other livestock to be fed and cows
be milked. Spring brings a renewal of
activity. Ditches have to be cleared of
brush, and cattle that were fattened over
the winter must be taken to market in

tle

to

nearby Newark-on-Trent. The grass on
the pathways of the fields grows again. On
a midsummer's day

it

will

be sold

to the

highest bidder at an auction in the village,
as has been the case since the 1780s. Har-

summer, when machinand onto the
What used to take weeks is now

vest follows in the

ery

moves

into the fields

sykes, leading through the fields

strips.

his strips.

done

too far

rated from chaff and sent to storage.
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in

a matter of days.

Wheat

is

sepa-
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Laxton 's medieval ways do not extend
beyond its open-field system of
agriculture. Farmers use modern
machinery such as this combine.
Bnbert Holmes

When

the harvest

is

done, the

field that

bore the year's wheat crop
livestock,

is open again to
which forage among the stub-

The year has come full circle.
The management of the Laxton

ble.

estate

many large agricultural enterprises. The tenant farmers pay
annual rents to the landlord, who in this
is

similar to that of

modern age

is

poration, the

not an individual but a cor-

Crown

Running the

ers.

Estate Commission-

estate

is

a joint landlord-

Permeating this relationship are the rules of the open fields
that have evolved across the centuries.

tenant operation.

Such

rules assure the rights of the tenants

to their lands, the continuing

sequence of

crop rotation, and the care and upkeep of
the sykes. These rules are enforced by one
in EngMeeting each December, the Court

of the few surviving Courts Leet
land.

Leet (a basic political unit of the village)

Laxton enforces fines levied against
who have plowed outside the

at

tenants

boundaries of their holdings
or

left

A

in the fields

rocks or trash on the sykes.

major responsibility of the Court
is to swear in the twelve

Leet each year

members of the

field

jury

who annually

in-

spect the open field sown in winter wheat.

Beginning early on an autumn morning,
twelve

all

open

members walk along

field,

the entire

inspecting the boundaries of

the strips and sykes.

Edmund Rose
and

is

bailiff for the village

responsible for convening the Court

is

Leet, organizing the field jury, collecting
fines,

and enforcing the rules of the open

fields.

His father held the office before

him. Today

Edmund Rose

is

just

one ten-

ant farmer, but in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth

centuries

his

ancestors (by

the

name of Roos) were lords of the manor
and owned the entire estate. So Rose's
roots run deep into Laxton's past. As he
approaches retirement. Rose wonders how
long Laxton will last

in its

race against a

post-industrial age. His love for the village
is

plain

when he

says:

not one of the most economic ways, but
our little part of England. And we are
proud to uphold the traditions that our fathers upheld for us. And given the good will
of the landlord to us as tenants, we can see
our children continuing it.
It's

it's
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Because a farmer's holdings are not
contiguous, he must move his tractor and
machinery from strip to strip, a timeconsuming method of working the land.
Robert Holmes

does Laxton survive? Why did it
way of all other English villages

Why

not go the
in

the East Midlands? Answers to this

searching question

come

in

geographical,

and economic categories.
the geographical. There is the iso-

sociological,
First,

lation of the village

—

it

is

clearly off the

beaten track, lying midway between two
major highways that run north and south

—

England the A-1 and A-614. Even today the primary interest of the villages between these two trafficways is agriculture, and the landholding pattern at Laxin

ton has continued to serve the interests of
its

residents.

What

is

more, for Laxton and the

vil-

came

late

lages that surround

it,

enclosure

compared with the rest of England. When
it did come, new drainage schemes often
had to be devised at a heavy cost to the
owners. At Laxton today we can see the
way strips were laid out in harmony with
the natural fall of the land. Those areas
that were poorly drained through the centuries are the sykes of the fields today.

To

have changed the contour of the land in
the mid-nineteenth century would have

come

at a substantia! price to the

new

owners.
Sociologically, tradition has a firm grip

on Laxton, as

Edmund Rose

cated. Tradition, as defined

has indi-

by the Ger-

49
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Below: The view from the church tower shows the road that leads
the village out to the West and Millfields. At right, cattle

from

Many farmers augment their income by
by dairy farming, activities that allow them the
luxury of continuing a method offarming that is not cost effective.

graze on private property.
cattle rearing or

Both photographs by Robert Holmes

man

Max

sociologist

Weber,

routine as an inviolable

is

"everyday

norm of conduct."

For the farm families at Laxton, conceiving of the open fields as converted to com-

.-*—
.rj:'.^

ILj

pact blocks of land or as one great, corporate farm

community
in

they enjoy

is

part of

and the grouping of

their tradition,

homes

The

next to impossible.

is

spirit

the village encourages that

their

—

harvesting at the
to

community

there

is

same time

—

spirit as well.

i

spirit.

Simultaneous activity all plowing at the
time, all sowing at the same time, all

same

contributes

Furthermore,

a rare intimacy with the land.

H
^^

ppST>^ ^^K^

H
1

know

they

Haigh

tells

the backs of
a newcomer:

could take you onto the Mill Field, and it
would all look alike to you. But I could point
out where all the boundaries are to within a
I

1

yard.

No
In

many ways

their lands are extensions of

their very selves.
Finally, there are

economic reasons

for

'"^Bh

^

Even though there are no markers, the

their hands. Bill

4i
^^H
"'

farmers know the boundaries of their
strips as well as

.

m.

one anticipated the public outcry

Adding

demic

have been bumper wheat crops inf
and 1983. The 1984 crop, which wa

experts,

and even unions protested

the relinquishing of England's last open-

Joan Thirsk, an economic

Laxton's survival. In terms of the larger

field village.

economies of

any-

torian at Oxford, likened the selling of

thing, cost effective about Laxton's agri-

Stonehenge
So
the ministry sought a buyer who could be
relied upon to do nothing to jeopardize the
open-field system of farming. In May of
1981 such a buyer came forward in the

scale, there

cultural system in

its

is

little, if

present form. Esti-

mates project that farmers would earn up
20 percent more with normal, contiguous fields. But most have other agriculto

tural projects in addition to their land in

the open fields

—

projects such as cattle

rearing or dairy farming.

When

all

these

modest livebecomes possible. No one is getting
rich from the system, but survival is possible in a way of life that is all Laxton farm-

enterprises are put together, a

lihood

ers

have ever known.

What about

the future of Laxton?

It is

no secret that from 1952 to 1981 Laxton
had a most sympathetic owner and landlord: the

Ministry of Agriculture. While

tenants paid rents to the ministry, there

was a continuous backlog of repairs, the
cost of which was not offset by the rents. It
was costing the Conservative government
of Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
$30,000 a year to maintain the village's
forty houses and farm buildings. As a result, the village and open fields were put
up for sale by the government.
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taking part in each stage of the prJ

that resulted. Conservation groups, aca-

Laxton

his-

to the dismantling of

for the building materials

it

contains.

form of the Crown Estates Commissioners, a complex department that administers the property owned by Queen Elizabeth personally and not by right of being
the sovereign. Revenue produced by the

Crown

Estates

is

subsequently

turned

to the village's present optil

South Field

in the

The

big fear, of course, has beeij

over time the commissioners woull
continue the open-field system and
the strips into one large farm. Just
posite has

been the case.

uted

among

ries-old rule that

onl)]

no two separate

the fields would be joined by a

acquiring a third

The key

strip.

go of the Middle Ages lies [
farmers to adapt to cha

ability of its

let

std
faif

to survival for this villagl

won't

a

other farmers, but

great care so as not to violate the

the support of the royal family.

is

til

When one f

died not long ago, his strips were red!

over to the government in exchange for
It

at this writing, \\

equally promising.

A kind of pragmatisr]

strange and ironic mixture of aristocratic/

circumstances.

bureaucratic landholding that will deter-

erns Laxton farmers in that process

mine the future of Laxton.

aptation. Ernest Kent,

If the

commissioners' record since their

purchase of Laxton
village's

is

any indication, the

immediate future appears

bright.

Rents were raised according to schedule a
year and a half ago, but only after assessing the extent to. which Laxton's farm

had maintained and improved
Drainage projects are under way in the fields, and the farmers are
families

their holdings.

Farm

the 1950s,

in

who

summed up

tl

relationship between landlord and

when he

|

took
'

said recently, "They've

and we've got them. So we'd just
work together to make the best of it.'
same pragmatism joins with a sense!
tory among Laxton farmers to perpfl
what they consider to be the native [
i

of rural

life.
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Knockouts in the Nest
Sibling rivalry can have fatal consequences for great egret chicks

Mock

by Douglas W.

The egret chick was under attack.
nape was nearly bald from days of

Its

re-

peated assaults by its two older siblings,
and the back of its head oozed blood. Now
flailing its quilled wing stubs for extra sup-

young egret pumped

port, the
legs,

seeking

new

its

of a bush just outside the nest.

other sharp blow to

its

It

took an-

neck and moved

an older sibling followed

faster as

gangly

toe grips in the branches

it

over

the rim of the nest.
Usually, the older egret chicks, one and
two days senior to the chick under attack,
abandoned their assaults when the younger chick fled the nest, but this time things
were different. With a loud squawk, one
senior landed a dozen solid shots on the junior's skull, causing it to plunge forward
once more. Losing the grip of one foot on
the main bush limb, the victim reached

out futilely with the toes of

its

other foot.

eighteen inches and dangled upside

It fell

down, low

in the

bush. Although there was

dry grass just three feet below, the fall
would probably mean death for the bird,

from predators or slowly
from exposure and parental neglect. (Parent egrets seldom tend their offspring outeither quickly

side the nest.)

Three days without food

(because of attacks by

its

older siblings)

weak and dehydrated.
Nonetheless, it thrashed and swayed frantically for a few minutes. At last it let go,
had

left

dropped

the chick

to the

ground, and lay motionless

By the following dawn, it
would be taken by a predator.
Seventy-five feet away, I watched the
drama unfold and dictated the events
but

still

alive.

softly into a tape recorder

My

assistants

and I had seen such struggles before and
would see them again in the next few sum-

By

mers.

rotating observers in our large

plywood blind in the center of this egret
colony, we had maintained a constant vigil
over this nest
and fourteen others for
several hot and sticky weeks. We had

—

come

to Port

—

Lavaca, Texas, on the Gulf

of Mexico, for four months of each year

from 1979

to

1982

to

—

killing of a sibling

study siblicide— the

certainly one of the

most extreme forms of

selfish social be-

havior.

The
is

54

theoretical importance of siblicide

linked to

WD.

Hamilton's concept of

Natural History 5/85

A pair ofgreat egrets exchange nest
attendance duties.
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Mock

A great egret chick that is only one or two days older than its sibling
may intimidate, attack, or even kill a younger nest mate in the vicious
competition for food. In this siblingfight, the older (and taller}
chick has landed a blow that snaps its opponent 's head backward.

which depicts evolution-

inclusive fitness,

ary success (total genetic contribution to
future generations) as a combination of
the individual's

own

lifetime reproductive

success plus specifiable fractions of that
kin. This second avenue,
component, has generated
much of the sociobiological excitement of
recent years because it offered a means of
evolving altruism and cooperation via
what has come to be called kin selection.
This logic might look at two vertebrate
brothers, for example, and note that an av-

achieved by
the

its

indirect

erage of 50 percent of their genes are iden-

common

through

tical
tistic

parentage: a nepo-

favor by one would thus reward the

performer's

own

Relatively

genes, albeit indirectly.

little

attention has been paid

to the flip side of that logic, that the halffull glass

of water

is

also half-empty. Be-

cause the individual always carries twice
as many of its own genes as it shares with

even a

full sibling,

when nepotism

there must be occasions

takes a back seat to self-

ber of healthy offspring in spite of an unreduction

is

—one

Such

environment.

predictable

game

a lethal

brood

of musical

in

understood, despite the

many recorded
among nest

mates. In a few eagle species, for example,

one chick

invariataly kills its only sibling.

But most of those species nest
that

lation

is

it

in

to

difficult

such

Our 1979

quantitative field studies.

iso-

undertake
dis-

covery that great egrets in Texas often

kill

mates provided a good opportunity to make just such a study. We hoped
that what we learned about these egrets
would prove generally applicable to other,
less accessible species. We decided to
compare great egrets, which we knew of-

their nest

ten killed their siblings, with neighboring

great blue herons, which,

it

seemed, did

not.

havior today.

keep accurate records on as many as fifteen nests at once throughout the first

—

—

Ardeids typically lay more eggs than
can survive, and unlike most songbirds,
they don't hatch their eggs simultaneously
but at one- to three-day intervals. Because
incubation starts while laying is still under

Our method was

to

keep a

vigil

over

wild broods, recording everything pertaining to aggression and the distribution of
food.
in

Because both these bird species nest
same colonies and the relevant

events occur only sporadically,

month

after hatching.

Team members

four-hour shifts and were replaced quickly

during the colonies' quietest mid-afterthe blind at 3:00 p.m., record until 9:00

development, often possessing an insuper-

P.M., sleep until 6:00 a.m., record until

able advantage over their siblings.

3:00 P.M., and then return to a rented

Lack proposed that such a pattern of
incubation and hatching enables the female parent to hedge her bets. She must
commit herself to a specific number of
vid

eggs early

in

the spring, yet she cannot

know whether there will be enough food
when the chicks' need for nourishment
peaks several weeks

later.

If the

turns out to be rich in food,

may

fledge; but if

it

is

all

poor, the

season

nestlings

younger

thereby en-

chicks are likely to starve

first,

abling parents to raise the

maximum num-
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^

ro-

tated in and out of the blind in twenty-

noon period. Thus an observer would enter

Da-

W

we could

eggs have a substantial head start in

In the 1940s, British ornithologist

•

the

way, the chicks hatching from the earlierlaid

m

anecdotes of sibling fights

That form of selfish behavior is what I wanted to study. I wanted to
learn why spectacular and destructive acthe family
tions had evolved in ardeids
of long-legged wading birds that incorpoand
rates egrets, herons, and bitterns
what ecological factors influence such bepreservation.

A^-J

which the first-hatched
players usually have substantial advantages of size, strength, and coordination.
The role that overt aggression might
play in such situations has not been well

chairs

f^

V

^^

house on the nearby mainland.
To supplement this detailed information, we also visited hundreds of nests in
other nearby bird colonies in Lavaca Bay,

stopping at each nest for only a few sec-

onds every fourth day to see how the dyemarked nestlings were faring. To docu-

ment the
growth,

effect of sibling aggression

we

first

on

at sixteen egret nests. In

year of the study,

we

also hand-

raised six broods of captive egrets in a

crude

%r^ |^|,

took standard size and weight

measurements
the

f

aviary

—chicken

wire

wrapped

^.

•

,„^«*^'

around the support poles of our rented stilt
house. We studied growth and development in this group, an exercise that provided us with a provocative and serendipitous clue to the puzzle of siblicide.

Sibling aggression

is

an important

pect of survival in great egret broods.

members

of

all

as-

The

observed nests repeatedly

fought hard throughout the

first

month,

with the larger siblings generally initiating
the attacks and almost always winning. In
nests, for example, brood
mates fought an average of 109 times dur-

three-chick

first twenty-five days after hatchDeaths caused by siblings were common and affected the youngest and

ing the
ing.

smallest

disproportionately.

larger chicks typically

The

older,

dominated and ac-

quired more than their share of available

by being stronger and faster,
by intercepting the food supply. This
advantage inexorably worsened the runts'
survival chances. About half of the youngest nestlings died in the first month, and
most of those deaths were apparently hastened by the senior chicks.
To our surprise, aggression did not decline when food was abundant. The six
captive broods, which we fed three times a
food, initially
later

day (providing considerably more food
than parents do), continued to

fight.

Two

wild broods, given food bonuses every day,
also fought viciously. Sibling aggression

seemed

to

be relatively

inflexible,

though

eventual survival of the youngest egret

chick

may

be determined by the

total

amount of food received. If the parents
manage to deliver lots of fish, the youngest
chick may get enough food to withstand
the beatings

The
less

it

gets.

great blue heron chicks were far

aggressive than the egret nestlings.

Many

broods never even had one fight,
and sibling aggression almost never
seemed to contribute to fatalities. When
the youngest heron chicks died, the cause

was generally slow

starvation.

In observing the feeding behavior of

egrets

and herons, we were looking

for

clues to explain the dilTerences in aggres-

between the two species. Great egret
Bay typically feed on
very small fish
menhaden and silversides
with an average length of two
sion

parents in Lavaca

—

—
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Smallfish

—weighing afraction ofan ounce each—are

great egrets, below. During the first week,

typical prey for

when the egret parents

deliver this food to the nestfioor, all siblings in the clutch have a

chance to scramblefor a meal. Later, the feeding methods shift, and
aggression becomes a key to monopolizingfood. In Texas, great
more than one
blue herons, right, catch relatively large fish

—

hundred times the weight of egret prey. Perhaps because fighting
them monopolize such huge food items, Texas heron

doesn't help

chicks are less aggressive than their egret counterparts.
Brian Milne; Valan Piiotos

inches and weight of only 0.07 ounces.
They capture and swallow many of these
fish

in

the shallow marshes around the

bay, then fly

back

to the nest,

where they

present the food to the chicks as regurgitated boluses (tidy

little

wads of whole

held together with saliva). During the

fish
first

days after hatching, parent egrets regurgitate the boluses onto the nest floor,

Such feeding

chicks race to grab them.

which ecologists

contests,

competitions,

The egret

and the

scramble

call

put a premium on speed.

nestlings quickly acquire skill in

this competition; the

mean time

for grab-

bing a bolus drops sharply from about six

seconds at hatching to about one second

by ten days of age. So steep

is

this

curve

that even a one-day difference in age can
result in as
in time,

much as a 3

1

percent reduction

which means roughly one-third

more food consumed

if

the supply

is

small.

Older nestlings thus gain a feeding dividend from their age advantage. Even
though the nestlings have already begun
to fight, relatively few of the youngest
chicks are so intimidated that they miss

any meals during
development.

When

this early

phase of their

egret chicks are nine days old,

however, their behavior changes radically.

At

that age, they alter the nature of their

food competition. Senior chicks begin to
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intercept the boluses before they reach the
nest floor.

Now

ent's bill with

up and

rolling

the chick scissors the par-

its
it

own. Then, sliding its bill
under the open corner of

the parent's mouth,
it

falls out.

it

>-'_*-

*^:?:j

catches the bolus as

This technique enables one

chick to monopolize the whole bolus before

it

The

lands on the nest

from gobbling food

off the nest floor to

jockeying for a position

At

floor.

contests for food, accordingly, shift

in front

of the par-

any junior nestling that
can be intimidated to even a slight degree
can be excluded eff"ectively from the food.
Now boluses are more likely to be acquired and kept through aggression. The
siblings continue to fight, and the already
established dominance of senior over junior is maintained. And because parents
bring an average of only two and a half
boluses per feed (either this is all they can
catch or they keep some for themselves),
ent.

this point,

chicks peck at the softened

fronuniJ

which has been partly predigested

ac

No

«roi

stomach.

ids in the parent's

mea be
s
weeks at least
capable of hefting and swallowing ucl
nestling can monopolize these

cause

—

—

for several

Accordingly,

large

fish.

among

the siblings

is

intimiitioi

less effective,

the share of food going to the oldest

the chicks have chiseled off the

grows while the share going to
the youngest dwindles.
By contrast, great blue heron parents
provide their young with another sort of
prey. They feed their chicks huge fish,
mostly mullets, about five times longer
and one hundred times heavier than the
prey of egrets. After one of these fish is regurgitated onto the nest floor, heron

tissue,

nestlings

in

i

sol

fte
nei

the attending parent reswiow

whatever remains of the

fish.

The

again "cooked" in the parent's

h

i

stcacl

acids for another half hour or so,

thi

re

gurgitated once more. This processna;

—

be repeated three or four times crini
which the fish shrinks like a bar of sipii
the shower

—

until the last of the ta

cai

be gulped down whole.

m^

lese observations led

the

!

i|Unt

size

—

—and

to suspect

of the food offered to

not

the

lise

sibling

aggression

nestling birds.

seen

among

According to the

lit-

on other siblicidal bird species,
size does indeed correlate with highly

i;,iTc
i,

jessive

behavior

nestling

id range of birds.

Young

across

a

eagles, owls,

pys, and skuas are fed on small bits of
i!i

torn

;

by the parents from large prey

presentation.

',re

Young

pelicans, kitti-

and boobies take either small or
food directly from the parmouth. These birds are also sibli-

;s,

'iigested
i|

^1

.

In oystercatchers

tig aggression

but

and grebes, where
not

known, food

siblicide

is

is

likewise small

enough

to

be

In the spring of 1982 another
I

team and

returned to Lavaca Bay to test the prey-

size hypothesis with

both egrets and her-

do promote

ons. If large prey really

paci-

fism in great blue herons while small prey

promote siblicidal aggression in great
what would happen if each species
were reared on the opposite type of diet by
egrets,

foster parents?
like

many

We knew

that these birds,

species that nest in colonies,

cannot recognize their young until several

days after hatching. In

1

98

1 ,

a pilot study

on one nest had shown that egret parents
accepted a heron brood readily.

To carry out

moved

ten

clutches to egret nests and vice versa.

We

then observed the feeding and fighting

monopolized.

newborn

might be an important key to the

i!<s

i;

me

perhaps

the

three-

or

experiments,
four-egg

we

heron

all

the nests, which

data

previously

in

we compared with

recorded

for

normal

To eliminate possible complications from the fact that heron chicks ordinarily receive greater amounts of food
from their natural parents than they
would from the foster egret parents, we
broods.

gave four of the heron broods a daily bonus of small

fish,

equal to about 30 per-

cent of the foster parents' delivery.

turned out that

we had

this, like

(It

the supplements

given to egret chicks, had no mea-

surable effect on aggression.)

The
matic.

results of the

experiment were dra-

The heron chicks

raised by foster

egret parents on tiny units of food fought

39

ifll

In afield experiment, egret chicks were raised by great blue herons.

Below: An egret chick persists in its vigorous attempts to intercept a
food delivery, although thefish brought by its heron foster parent is
too large for it to swallow. As the adult tries to reswallow the fish for
further digestion, the chick hangs onto the

tail

of its potential meal.

Douglas W. Mock

from the

start.

Furthermore, they quickly

acquired the habit of scissoring the "parent's" bill

As

and taking the boluses

directly.

in the natural egret broods, the

youngest

the

of

chicks

fell

growth
heron

cross-fostered

behind when they were compet-

ing for the indirect feeds. After the switch
to direct feeds, these chicks
tively

intimidated.

By

were

effec-

twenty-fifth

the

day, eight junior heron chicks were dead,
six as the victims of siblicide.

gest chick in one brood

was

(The younalive and

still

herons show

flexibility in

developing ag-

gression against their siblings and that this

behavior can be elicited by the size of the
food.

But the interpretation of the behav-

ior of egret chicks

is

not yet clear. Al-

though they do not always kill their junior
siblings, they seem to be less flexible in
terms of their intra-nest fighting. I can offer several possible explanations for

more

flexibility

why

evolved in herons than in

Perhaps the bay in Port
Lavaca, where we did our field research,

great egrets.

two general

one had failed to hatch.)
The second part of the experiment was

offers

more puzzling. The young egrets

exploit a supply of giant fish. Certainly,

that re-

ceived large-sized food in the heron nests
also fought quite a bit

and

tried to feed

scissoring the herons' bills after a

and

by

week

A

These attempts were catayoung egret trying to scissor a

bill

during the passage of a partly

a half or so.

strophic:

heron's

digested fish was often pinned to the nest

beneath a gargantuan mullet and matted
with

fish

mucus and heron

The fosweak and

saliva.

tered egrets remained thin and

many seemed incapable
much food off the proffered

of
fish.

knocking
Seven of

the egret chicks died. Because aggression

had continued and presumably contributed to their deaths, they too were counted
as victims of siblicide.
It

60

would therefore seem that great blue
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sizes of fish, tiny

and

huge, and the egret adults are too small to
egret chicks

seem too weak

to carve

off"

from large carcasses.
Another explanation might be that both
great egrets and great blue herons inhabit
a wide geographic range. Great egrets live
throughout the tropics; great blue herons
are found across most of North America.
Perhaps populations of both species that
live in areas where small fish predominate
are commonly as siblicidal as the Texas
egrets. Perhaps parents in habitats that
have both large and small prey can influence sibling conflict by their choice of
food. Despite all the research, one provocative question lurks in the background:
sufficient food

Why

don't parents of siblicidal ardeid

chicks intervene and stop the

mayhem?

D

After nine days of life, great egret chicks no longer scranjble for food
on the nest floor Competition and aggression intensify as nestlings
start to take food directly from the parent

's
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'Hg porcupine scales an oak tree in central Michigan. Porcupines climb trees by
Ming them and hoisting themselves with their claws. The tail is pressed against
M link to check downsliding.
fi

flow to Select, Climb,

ad Eat a Tree
onsfrom the porcupine school offorestry
Jldis

Roze

forest on a clear summer night, one
ometimes hear a sound like soft rain
g. But the Hght drumming on leaves
caused by raindrops; it is the sound
terpillar droppings tumbling down
gh the canopy. Human ears cannot
la

make when

ip the noises caterpillars
feed

—

the tiny gnashings of caterpil-

it

to the

new conti-

Although the North American porcupine can walk considerable distances on

animal

the ground,

it is

it

it is

up there you

at its best in a tree; seeing

realize

what an

coordinated branch walker

it is.

agile

and

How does

a short-limbed, quilled animal like a por-

cupine get into a tree

leaves.

method reminds me a little bit of a telephone company linesman. The porcupine
sinks its claws into the bark and scales the
tree straight up, moving deliberately and

hen

I

am

ihings,

in

also

I

rus ofptuis!
spit

pillars

the forest and imagine

imagine other sounds

and groans, as disgusted
out

leaves

foul-tasting

chewed a minute too long. For
have weapons against the caterpillar,
hey've

inous or unpalatable food additives,

and poor

estible structural materials,

ent packages.

The

forest

is

a tough

an animal to find a meal. The

for
est

evidence of this

int

of living biomass

the small

is

consumed by

animals every year.

I

ssful living in

rican

the forest

make

a

the North

is

porcupine, Erethizon dorsa-

which has physical as well as behav-

r

adaptations that permit
^

a tree feeder In

my

it

to live its

seven years of

ing porcupines in the Catskill

Moun-

New

York State, I have found
to be a good match for the overlapand often subtle defenses erected
(|ist them by the trees,
of

ke

all

of North America's

the porcupine

is

human

an immigrant.

It

ed on this continent fairly recently,
the final establishment of the Pan-

land bridge

testing

its

in the first

hold at every

level.

place?

The animals

prefer rough-barked trees, whose crevices
offer a nice

fit

They use

for the claws.

cer-

and over as resting spots;
the bark of these trees takes on a scuffed,
abraded quality.
The tail, a powerful and versatile aptain trees over

pendage, also helps
side

is

in

climbing.

covered not with

quills

Its

under-

but with

stifiF

down. These are set in
thick connective tissue. Like a woodpecker, the porcupine uses its tail to check
backward sliding, pressing it hard against

some two

million years

the trunk of a tree. In effect, the
fifth leg that

it

lacks the

prehensile properties of a monkey's
the tails of South

tail

prefer

trees

rough

with

bark, but they are perfectly competent at

climbing smooth trunks as well. To do

pads inward and grip the trunk through
frictional force alone. Tuberosities

footpads help them do

this.

have powerful clenching muscles

and they can press

on the

Porcupines
in their

its

observed
very

istory It

on

little is
is

the

ground;

known of

conse-

their natu-

this arboreal heritage that

so,

the animals turn their large, naked foot-

ted to life in trees that they are sel-

tly,

or

American porcupines.

so firmly against a small trunk that an

closest relatives are Central

thighs,

their footpads
in-

dividual animal can hold on without using

Males tend

have larger
footpads than females, possibly because
forelimbs.

to

they are generally heavier

Up

in the

its

canopy, the porcupine moves

footpads.

One can seldom

in this

it

with

observe the

element, however, because

almost always a nocturnal feeder and

remains hidden

in the foliage.

watched one porcupine feeding in the
canopy on a May night in 1983. The animal had climbed into a young beech tree
whose leaves had so recently opened that
the tree seemed transparent. I could see
the animal well
a full moon threw the
porcupine's round shape into dark relief.
I

—

It

moved ceaselessly through the branches,
Some-

harvesting the nutritious leaves.

times the body hunched into a tight ball;
sometimes it stretched out into a vertical

moved out again

clinging mass, then

ward the

tip of

a branch.

to-

A brisk wind was

tossing the branches, carrying the porcu-

pine in heavy arcs through the sky. Yet the

animal never stopped feeding; at times it
seemed to reach impossibly far to snag
neighboring branches and bring them into
feeding range. Over the modulations of the

wind,

I

could hear the faint sounds of leaf

crunching from the dark rider above me.

Beech

the porcupine can use for

climbing and descending; but

Porcupines

a

tail is

and
h American porcupines of the genus
dou. These animals are so highly
Its

Its

bristles that point

animal that manages to

le

confidently from branch to branch, sensing the substrate and conforming to

nent.

ws, the scratchings of caterpillar feet

«

I

Erethizon brought with

have tough, almost un-

trees

breakable, branches, but other tree species

on the porcupine menu are not so

hardy. Aspens, for example, crowd their

most nutritious leaves at the tips of
branches that are too thin and brittle to
carry the weight of a seventeen-pound animal. The porcupine seems to have a good
idea of the diflerence between a modest
risk and sheer folly, however To harvest
terminal leaves, the animal invokes the elegant technique of "nip twigging." This

method

is

From

simple:

porcupine gnaws

ofl'

in its

paws and con-

in safety.

The bare twig

branch, then holds

sumes the leaves
is

a safe perch, the

the end part of the

it

thrown away.
Porcupines

what a limb

may

will

be savvy at judging

put up with, but perhaps

63

"7^

and sometimes they are extremely picky
about which trees they eat. At right, a lone beech tree in the Catskill Mountains of
New York has been stripped of all its bark, while others around it have not been
touched. In early spring, porcupines abandon the bark, which is not very nourishing,
and move on to greener parts the catkins of quaking aspen and the leaves ofsugar
maple, beech, and white ash. The porcupine below is drowsing in an aspen in April.

~N/..--'.

In winter, porcupines eat mainly tree bark,

wm^

—

ij^

The

inevitably, there are miscalculations.

animals can and do

out of trees,

fall

though the result is rarely fatal. Perhaps
the most compelling evidence for this
comes from an examination of animal
skeletons taken from the wild. When I examined fifteen adult skeletons in two mu-

seum

showed evidence of

collections, nine

quill deep into my upper arm. To
my horror, the entire quill disappeared un-

drove a

der the skin. Over the next two days,
traveled

downward through

arm and

elbow, causing

times. Then, while
felt

I

was teaching a

a scratching inside the

shirt.

The

quill

tissues in

me intense
arm

x"
it

my

pain at
class,

of

had emerged from

I

my
my

healed fractures. Five juveniles showed no

lower forearm completely intact.

evidence of injury; perhaps they

found remarkable was that for the entire
course of its travel it had started no hint of
an infection. I mentioned this story to

fall less

often because their lighter weight puts less

on a branch and their periods of exposure have been shorter. The commonest

strain

injuries

I

saw were broken

found a broken

hip, a

and breaks

ula,

merus. In

all

in

ribs,

broken

but

tibia

also

I

and

fib-

Ward

had healed.

Broken bones may represent only a

This suggestion turned out to be apt.

When
quills

I

made an

and tested

it

extract of porcupine

against bacteria, the

mals falling into snow or through low
branches may not hurt themselves. Yet in
all such falls, you might think a porcupine

biotic has not

impaling

more

itself

on

its

own

quills.

surprising findings of

One

my work

has been that the animals have developed
a

mechanism

to protect themselves

The

just such a calamity.

quills,

I

from
have

found, contain an antibiotic.
I

mishap

in

September 983.
1

1

was trying to
1 had fol-

capture a powerful male that

lowed up into a tree when the animal
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The

anti-

been chemically characterized, but it appears to be a novel fatty
acid. As expected of a fatty acid, its antibiotic activity

means

is

is

relatively mild.

What

this

that porcupines carry a medical

insurance policy against their

formidable weapon, their

own most

quills.

Getting up into a tree and staying there
is

discovered this after a work-related

X

Stone, chief wildlife pathologist of

extract slowed bacterial growth.

risks

W^^i

York State, and he suggested looking for antibiotic activity on the quills.

small fraction of the injuries, though. Ani-

of the

I

New

a sacrum and a hu-

cases, the bones

What

just the

first

step in finding food.

The

porcupine must be able to eat, digest, and
metabolize the tree products it gathers.

Here the evolutionary battle between the
and the herbivores escalates. The

trees

ml

h

porcupine approaches tree feeding with
impressive structural

tools.

Winter feeding for porcupines means
bark feeding; tree bark is their main
source of sustenance, and it's not a tender
dish. When feeding on beech and sugar
maple, the porcupine must shave thick
bark twice. The first pass removes the
dead outer layer, and the fragments are allowed to fall in the snow below. A second
pass shaves off the living inner bark; the
its cheek
and swallows it as a fine puree. All of
involves a good deal of noisy chewing;

porcupine grinds this up with
teeth
this

but a porcupine's rootless incisors, hardened by orange iron salts, cannot be worn

down by an

bark feeding.

entire winter of

Extracting nutrients from the chewed

bark

facilitated

is

by a body that

is

dedi-

—about 75 percent

cated to digestion

the porcupine body cavity

stomach, caecum, and

cum

is

a large sac,

is

of

taken up by

intestines.

The

cae-

with microor-

filled

ganisms, that resembles the rumen of ru-

minant herbivores.

It

converts otherwise

indigestible carbohydrates into metabol-

izable fatty acids

and contributes

signifi-

cantly toward total energy requirements.

But

in spite of this large

and

efficient di-

gestive system, the animal loses weight

during the winter. The inner bark of trees
contains a very low concentration of nitro-

gen (needed

to build proteins)

cess of indigestible roughage.

and an ex-

The rough-

age limits the rate at which food can be
processed, so porcupines can't compensate for the low nitrogen content of their
food by eating more.
tive tracts are

always

Though
full,

their diges-

the animals are

physiologically starving.

For example,

during

population
their

lost

winter

the

1983-84, the porcupines

my

in

an average of 17 percent of

body weight. One male had

much by

mid-February.

It

it

before

it

lost this

became

listless

me

to practi-

erected

its quills.

and unresponsive, allowing
cally touch

of

study

Over the next two weeks,

this

animal

lost

an additional 17 percent of its weight. I
found it frozen to death on March 3. Yet
an autopsy showed that its digestive tract
had been full.
Porcupines cope with the dietary
stresses of winter by reducing their diet
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Some trees on the porcupine diet crowd their best leaves at the tips of branches.
To harvest

this elusive crop, the porcupine

chews off thf part of the branch that

delicate to hold its weight. It then takes this piece in its paws
leaves.

This

'Inip twig,

"such as the bare linden twig below,

is

is

too

and leisurely eats the
then thrown away.

muloides), and bigtooth aspen {Popiis

As

grandidentata).

in the spring, they;-

most protein-rich portion )f
the new fare, rejecting petioles and tg
tips. The crude protein content of all le
trees declines through the summer, d >
lect only the

ping to

less

than half of the spring val

s.

This forces the porcupines to absorb ne

bulk during feeding, yet they continu .o
gain weight.

Trees have a second, very effective ^
fense

against

They carry a

leaf-feeding

porcupis.

horribly unbalanced loaof'

sodium and potassium

po

ions. In the

j-

pine body, these minerals are founcin

roughly equal

ratios.

But the sumjr

vegetation threatens the balance, beccie
it

has a potassium-sodium ratio

in

le

range of three hundred to one or higx

The porcupine needs
can't hold onto

it

the sodium,

because

its

biili

kidneys

'n-

not get rid of the flood of potassium vh-

breadth and minimizing their movements.

Each animal feeds on only one

or two spe-

cies at a time, while the total population

feeds on eight to ten different species.

narrower diet
tree species

may
most

easily

digested by a

given animal's microorganisms.

animal

is

The

include the one or two

When

an

starving, even a slight increase in

digestive efficiency

may

spell the differ-

only 2 to 3 percent crude protein, spring
foliage

may

contain

more than 20 percent

—

on a dry-weight basis richer than the
"enriched" cereals available to humans.
That it is the high protein content of
young leaves and buds that attracts porcupines is suggested by their feeding methods. Their discarded nip twigs

show they

feed on the leaf blades alone, rejecting

and branch

ence between demise and survival.

petioles

Another strategy is to select winter foraging areas where preferred trees are

yses of the leaf blades

abundant. By doing

those of the petioles. In early spring, por-

so,

porcupines reduce

tips.

Nitrogen anal-

show

that protein

levels are three to five times higher

bud

than

out giving up some sodium as well. Then-^

imal must either stop eating green v
tation or find a

e-

sodium supplement.

All strict herbivores face this probln.

but in the Catskill Mountains, natal
supplies of sodium are scarce, and huiin
salt artifacts

have a near-fatal hold on

ir-

have found porcupines traveig
almost a mile from deep woods to a f m
building, where they spent much ofie
cupines.

I

night chewing on
chloride.

wood laced with

sod ra

Others traveled to roadsis.

looking for traces of salt put

down by

ud

crews the previous winter.

and exertion in the snow. In
deep snow, the animals end up dragging

cupines are similarly choosy

their bellies since they can't get firm foot-

(crude protein in excess of 20 percent);

59 percent of

ing; this creates feeding trails that look

terminal twigs are discarded (crude pro-

driven out of the forest and to humanS-

travel time

like the

work of giant centipedes. Porcu-

pines have other tactics for minimizing

snow

travel:

their

own

They move back and

footsteps

forth in

and travel in the shelBut most important,

ter of rock overhangs.

ing.

in

feed-

During the summers of 1983 and

Individual buds are neatly excised

tein 7 to 9 percent).

At

this

time they

for-

tlements by their need for sodium.

catkins of quaking aspen.

havior coincides with the period

However, the

trees are rallying to de-

cupines are feeding on greens,

Catskills average only 12 percent of their

mer, the trees accumulate tannins in their

vore predators.

summer ranges.
As the winter snows melt

leaves, polyphenolic

May

alter

April and

proteins and inhibit the porcupines' diges-

and spring peepers begin

calling in

tive processes.

new

emerging leaves, and porcupines quickly
abandon the bark for this incomparably
richer diet. Whereas tree bark averages

will last
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And by

mid-June, the por-

diet, this

them

moved on

ily

to

toll

I

when
consid

exacted by plants from their

This

toll falls

females.

chewing

)r-

'

it

hibi-

most heavily on lactsng
were never obseed

Infants
salt.

Chewing on a

buildinor

to a

licking a roadside are unquestionabljhe

time the tree species that
leaf drop. Most impor-

two most life-threatening situations a xcupine can find itself in. This suggests lai
whether a porcupine is killed directlbv
an angry homeowner or randomly la

cupines have once again

dens. Trees begin pouring nutrients into

66

compounds that

in

the dusk, porcupines burst out of their

If

71 percent. Since the sodium-seekinpe-

a

Their winter ranges

\re

adults are considered, the figure jumj

fend themselves. As spring eases into sum-

less:

4,

1

study animals

age on sugar maple (buds and leaves),
beech and white ash (leaves only), and the

in the

move

they

my

till

tant of these are

American linden

{Tilia

americana), quaking aspen {Populus

tre-

A porcupine absorbs itselfin an apple. Porcupines in the Catskill Mountains of New
York are partial to apples, especially bland, mealy ones with a low level of organic
could be warding off herbivores.

acid. Trees with higher acid levels
Leonard Lee Rue

ding car, the probable result

if
al

interesting thing

about the

eaten by the porcupines

fo

;>5mely rare in

3

/

i(

.,

an

Bruce Coleman

III;

Inc.

or-

the woods.

left in

1

tie

is

my

is

summer
that

it is

forest study area.

nine trees out of a thousand are lin-

one out of a thousand

is

a quaking as-

v and fewer than one out of a thousand
igtooth aspen. Yet the porcupines
I
unerringly in the night to climb a

r si

of the correct species

;ri

and feed on it.
But

he aspens are pioneer species.
)i

a forest matures, their seedlings can't

:

x pete with the climax vegetation of

maple, ash, and oak, and the aspen

j(

;h,

Si

iminated. This can't explain the scarof the linden, however.

;i

may be a

I

believe this

which hides
"ra herbivores by keeping scattered. To
lO in touch with each other genetically,
i lindens produce fragrant flowers that
r

i!ict bees,

fugitive species,

thus insuring cross-pollina-

percent of

at a distance.

if

he loyalty of porcupines to these rare
intrigued me, but

r s

far the

If

i!

1

1

I

never suspected

animals had taken this loyalty

began radio tagging them. As

c;d

my

i'ly

marked

l-ntly,

radio-tagged animals,

fol-

I

I

rou-

their feeding trees.

Fre-

after struggling at night along

would locate a porine in a linden or an aspen. As I walked
ind the tree, I would often find my own
i plastic marker nailed to the bark. Ofthe animal had been there weeks or
ri

cherous terrain,

I

away armfuls

other words, porcupines

e recognizing not only a rare desired

ipies;
1 s

ie range.

But why?

:)unng the

summer

1

1

was

'St
<

i

)

1

selected

and examined each tree once a week

signs of feeding.

led to this discovery partially be-

Here, the nip twigging

avior of the porcupine

became

a valu-

experimental aid. Even a single petispurred twig can be found by search-

;

The

tree grows on the edge of our orchard
and produces early maturing, delicate apples. We seldom get to taste the fruit because porcupines come every summer and

have turned
brown. Porcupines tend to be solitary ani-

strip the tree before the seeds

mals, foraging and traveling alone. But on

one August night

in

animals feeding

the

er's

food of the Catskills porcupines

feeding.

Apple

trees

do not grow

in the

is

apples.

mature

for-

company

had accounted

for

90

that they spent

The female, more

The apples

much

of the

sensibly,

was

much effort in
One mother traveled al-

crude protein content than the apples of
rejected trees. But they did differ signifi-

invested

harvesting apples.

most a mile every night from a resting spot
on top of a ridge to an orchard at the bottom, then returned before morning.

Up

in

the trees, the animals cut nip

twigs to harvest fruit growing far out on
the branches.

They

ate only

the fruit,

which was often harvested while

trees.

Some apple trees were stripped

still

bare

while neighboring trees lay untouched.

One

twisted,

hollow-trunked

know of stands out as a porcupine

tree

I

favorite.

of four trees chosen by por-

cantly in acid levels.

The

rejected apples

contained eleven times more organic acid
than those eaten. To me, the apples preferred by porcupines had a bland and

mealy

A

what

surveillance

of the

cupines did not have any more sugar or

imals showed strong preferences for some

iiier

record

Two

porcupines travel to the old fields and
abandoned orchards on the periphery.
est;

<and the single bite taken out of an

by a deer.
"he results were startling. At the end of
summer, two trees out of the thirteen

found three

tree, a

busy harvesting apples.

salt

essible tree

I

same

time grunting at one another instead of

green. And, as with linden feeding, the an-

I

1983,

feeders were males, so upset by each oth-

under a feeding tree. By comparison,
would have to be tremendously lucky

I

)

in

that has not been surpassed.

had noticed my porcupines avoiding acid in two other circumstances. In addition to tree foliage, a major summer
I

The porcupines
of 1984,

teen linden trees widely spaced in the

'«

)

they were picking out specific

out of hundreds of thousands in their

much organic acid as

the rejected trees.

cause

iths before. In

would carry

—

li

V

I

of nip twigs to clear the

tained only a third as

I

I

porcupine feeding. Often,

ground for future observations. The two
trees had no more leaf protein than the
others. But there was something clearly
different about them
their leaves con-

:i

t

all

after a week's absence,

taste.

third acid-avoidance behavior in por-

cupines cropped up while
drive in the animal.

I

was studying
To determine

specific salts the animals seek.

a low cabin and situated

I

built

on a porcupine
trail. Under the shelter of broad eaves, I
attached ISO pickets of wood impregnated with a variety of salt solutions and
it

67
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The Siberian husky below made the mistake of charging the back of a porcupine am
got afaceful of quills. The dog shows no sign of infection; porcupine quills contain a
antibiotic that inhibits bacterial growth.

At right, afemale porcupine in Minnesota

serves herself a sapling.
D Cavagnaro; DRK Pholo

arranged
Gretel's

candy house

Hansel and
the woods, my salt

Like

randomly.

in

house signaled to the passerby: Come and
chew. Within a week of putting up the
cabin, quilled visitors

began

arriving.

confirmed that the animals were seeking sodium. But most interestingly, they
showed clear preferences among the nonI

metal components of the

salts.

They

pre-

sodium acetate, borate, bicarbonate, and other sodium salts of weak
acids and made less use of sodium chloride, nitrate, and sulfate, all salts of strong
acids. In effect, the animals were seeking
the most alkaline sodium salts available.
Thus in leaf feeding, apple feeding, and
ferred

salt seeking, a

common

behavioral thread

was emerging. Porcupines were trying to
minimize their acid intake. The presence
of the same behavior in such different contexts suggests an underlying physiological
imperative.

Why should porcupines avoid
Stay in the

dietary acid?

The answer must remain
this time.

to look

is

October 1984, I was trying hard to capture a female whose radio collar battery
was nearing the end of its life expectancy.
I reached the animal at midnight on a
warm, misty night. The animal was in a giant red oak, hidden among persisting
leaves. I could hear her movements above
me, punctuated by sounds of acorns falling. I lay down on the ground and waited

apples and concentrated almost

for her to descend.

sively

mammalian

kidney.

tioned before, the porcupine's
floods

its

As mensummer

system with potassium.

with other animals shows that an

acute increase

in

acid levels in the blood

inhibits the kidney's ability to excrete po-

And if potassium levels are allowed to rise in the blood, there follows an
immediate and severe disruption of muscle and nerve functions.
Are trees defending themselves against
tassium.

porcupines by driving up their acid levels?
If so,

it's

a mechanism that has not been

described before.

It will

be interesting to

see whether other leaf-feeding herbivores

show the same behavior.
Besides tree leaves and fruit, the porcupines have one more important, but unreliable, food source in late summer and fall
the mast crops, which include acorns of red
oak and nuts of the beech tree. Acorns and
beechnuts have a

much higher caloric con-

tent than apples,

and porcupines feeding

on them put on weight rapidly.
The large oak trees offer comfortable
sleeping perches, and a porcupine may

68

beechnut and acorn crops failed in 1
few scattered acorns were produ'
these were stripped clean by mid-Sep'

A

Perhaps the most obvious place
the animal's kidney function.

tasks of the

Work

tree for days at this time,

feeding by night and sleeping by day. In

Both acid-base regulation and the regulation of sodium-potassium levels are the

diet

same

speculative at
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I

dozed

off in the

warm

awakened about 4:00

night and was

by something
pounding the ground near me. I sat up, befuddled, and heard a great snort. A large
doe had approached, searching for acorns,
and had asked me to declare myself. She
now rushed back and forth in great confusion, trembling the ground and looking
back in my light beam. Only the porcupine above us retained her composure.
Realizing my quarry would not descend,

I

When

I

trudged

home

a.m.

for a

proper sleep.

ber, well before

tober.

As a

normal acorn drop

result,

porcupines

fell

in

bac

the apple crop and also fed heavily

oi
I

den and aspens.
Conditions were entirely differer
1984. The trees were full of acorns
beechnuts.

The porcupines abandonecj

on mast, with leaves as a
The animals were in excellent

e?!

gar]

ph;

condition by the time winter returnei
it's

impossible to predict what will ha|

this year.
is

That unpredictability,

another

way

I belj

the trees resist their

hj

vore predators.

Even

if

the mast crop

pines will adapt.

The

fails,

forest

my

impressive arsenal of weapons and
protecting

for

its

pi

may ha
ti

resources from

quiet, tenacious predators, but the

p

pines have structural and behavioral

a large branch. Below her lay nip twigs

To my mind, it's an
match. In my years as a follower of p(
pines, I have come to regard these ani|
as superb foresters. They have mu^

and loose acorns from the

teach,

returned at noon the following

found the porcupine sleeping just
where I had left her, about forty feet up on
day,

I

Mast crops

night's feeding.

appeair irregularly, in a pat-

tern that no herbivore can
In

my

depend upon.

study area, for example, both the

I

for survival.

not only about themselves,|

about the forest that has sustained
through two million cycles of spring,
mer,

fall,

and

winter.

Inconspicuous among the shrubs ofSouth Africa 's Cape
region, the cupped, gray-green leaves of a protea plant hide
scores of blossoms from birds andflying insects.
Delberl

Wiens
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Secrets of a Cryptic Flower
The way

to

a pollinator's heart

sometimes through

is

its

sweet tooth

by Delbert Wiens
The Cape region of South Africa is well
known in biological circles for the great diand beauty of its indigenous flora.
But of all the Cape's intriguing plants, proteas reign supreme. These remarkable
versity

plants are shrubs or small trees whose

—

flowers

usually borne in large, conspicu-

ous yellow or red heads
cafer, also

The

—

are typically pol-

by the protea bird (Promerops

linated

known

Cape sugar bird).
was named for
Greek god who could assume
as the

plant genus Protea

Proteus, the

many

diff"erent

also

cies

Some

are

forms, and

take

some

singularly

various spe-

its

surprising

forms.

unprepossessing.

Their flowering heads are comparatively
small, not especially showy,

times even cryptic

—

within the foliage.

that

is,

and some-

hidden deep

We now know

that

these proteas are pollinated, not by birds,

but by small terrestrial mammals, mostly
rodents.

My

experience with these plants and

began in 1972, in Cape
Town, South Africa, while I was visiting
John Rourke, longtime student of Protheir poUinators

teaceae.

One

evening after dinner, John
the

many

popular books on this plant family.

When

and

I

thumbed through one of

we came to the photographs of several

pro-

teas with cryptic flower heads, he asked

me what I thought could possibly pollinate
such flowers. I hesitated, for the idea
seemed so strange, but finally suggested
small mammals. He replied that this was
also his guess, as well as that of Knut
Faegri, a well-known Norwegian pollination biologist.

Intrigued by this possibility, a few days
later

we examined

several species in the

A

few of the succulent bracts surrounding the heads showed evidence of
having been chewed, rodent runways confield.

nected individual proteas, and there were
even burrows at the base of some plants.
The heads secreted copious sweet nectar
and produced a yeastiike odor. While
these observations supported the possibil-

small-mammal pollination, the idea
seemed bizarre. With the exception of
bats, 1 knew of no other mammalian pollinators. Although the Austrian naturalist
ity

of

still

O. Porsch, looking at Australian plants,
suggested the possibility in the 1930s, and

U.

Delbert Wiens

Drawn by sugary nectar, several types of terrestrial

mammals visit cryptic proteas. Below, a Namaqua rock mouse
visits a ground-flowering protea. Right: Protea flower heads
are complex, composed of hundreds ofsmall florets. In this
species, the flower head opens slowly from the perimeter,

gradually exposing pollen-laden styles to potential pollinators.
J A.L Cooke. Oxford Scientific Films

ronment of southwestern Australiaits shrubby, Mediterranean-like v^
ffll

tion, climate,

and

bled that of the

soils

Cape

logical factors in these

of the earth have
lination

—

Coulw

two distant

somehow

by small

«

strongly

region.

rioi

promoti f
maniafe

terrestrial

Again, the situation did not allow

dift

was now

n-eii

studies, but the question

triguing than ever.

Time and circumstance
M.K. Morcombe had observed a case
probable rodent pollination

of

in Australia in

the 1960s, no quantitative data were avail-

the idea was

mentioned,

necessarily put aside.

however,

that

he

He

believed

credence to the idea.

were Australian proteas that
strongly resembled those of southern Africa. Several weeks later, in southwestern

ocal experimental verification to convince

Australia,

ourselves, let alone others.

proteas with floral structures, habits, nec-

able,

and certainly no one had given much
We needed unequiv-

was on the eve of deAustralia, and John Rourke

Unfortunately,

parture for

I

was preoccupied with other matters, so
79
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there

I

did indeed discover several

tar quantities,

and odors

to those of the proteas

I

strikingly similar

had observed

in

southern Africa. Furthermore, the envi-

did not

further investigation of the
five years. In the

covered a study

ru

probliifi

interim Rourke h\&
site,

approximate!

siji

miles northeast of Cape Town, on *
kop (Jonas head), a mountain in onf

f'l'

outlying

Cape ranges

called

derendberge ("mountains of

Rivrsffl

thtri"

without end," a typically descriptivian
so

common

to the Afrikaans lanjagt

Jonaskop reaches an elevation

of ta

,f»^^

•%
l*!S^fiS^

4
>

*^

«i

M:
lC|

feet (high for

iS|

mportantly,

el

d
i

T^

species of proteas,

three of

we believed might be pollinated by
rial mammals.
in

1

put out a series of live

dense stands

and

P.

of Protea

am-

humiflora, two species

ieved might be pollinated

For several days,

I

by small
caught a

n ;r of such animals, mostly nocturnal
it s. One evening, 1 put a fresh, nectarJ;

ad of

humiflora into a cage with
laqua rock mouse. The result was in/^

n neous and dramatic.

T mouse emerged from
:)^a
njj),

e,

head (which

I

had

the next fifteen minutes, the animal inter-

were well-developed stands of at

irnals.

>

rectly to the protea

undisturbed, access was limited,
ere

'^aulis
I

region), but

placed out of sight behind the tube). For

Jonaskop
n

Cape

vegetation was rela-

sinine
i^

the

its

small, cylindrical
raised

its

mittently lapped nectar from the head;

snout

became covered with

its

pollen. Fur-

sleeping

cardboard con-

snout in an obvious

ng gesture, and then proceeded di-

amounts of pollen on

large

make

matic surface. Even the most skeptical obfail to be convinced

server could hardly

that these animals effected pollination.

The same

head dictated the animal's feeding behavior. Because the styles of the one hundred

plexicaulis and another

or

more individual flowers

that

make up

their

contact with the stig-

thermore, the structure of the flowering

result

was obtained with

P.

Namaqua

amrock

mouse.
Following these observations, we

a

made

protea head always curve inward, animals

detailed investigations in the field during

attempting to lap nectar must forage from

the next three years.

the center of the head outward.

to forage

style;

nec-

all

manner of futile contortions
and in a short time repo"proper" way. Pol-

len

dispersed from a special region on

known

all as-

about an event that was difticult to observe in nature because the flowering
heads were cryptic and the pollinators

themselves

is

perplexing tech-

animals attempting

sition

the style

One

which overshadowed

pects of the study, involved gathering data

beneath the

from the outside of a flower head

go through

nical problem,

in-

tar reservoirs are located

wardly curving

The

to obtain nectar
its

late

snouts and

in the

as the pollen presenter,

and while foraging, animals both accumu-

We

approached the problem in
we demarcated several
permanent study sites on Jonaskop in welldeveloped stands of P. ample.xicaulis and
nocturnal.

several ways. First,

P.

humiflora; then, to obtain information

1^

we

about the small mammals,

established

a grid of one hundred

live traps in

stands of these plants.

We

to

dense

were thus able

determine the species composition, den-

sity,

and movement patsmall-mammal community (at

activity periods,

terns of the

were readily caught

least those that

traps).

in live

The most prevalent small mam-

mals associated with the two flowers under study were the Namaqua rock mouse,
the

Cape

striped field mouse,

and the

spiny mouse. Animals caught in smaller

numbers

were

shrews,

elephant

Ver-

reaux's mouse, the dormouse, an African

climbing mouse, and a small African spe-

house mouse.
Although these animals typically wet-

cies of

groom

their snouts after foraging,

some

pollen always remains to be transferred to

the next flower. Because of

its

stickiness,

the pollen cannot be dispersed by wind,

and any grains found on animals' snouts
can only be explained as the

result of for-

aging for nectar in protea flowers. Virtu-

approximately 150 small

ally all of the

mammals we sampled had

protea pollen

on their snouts, although the quantities
varied greatly. Since these animals presumably ingest pollen during wet-grooming,

we reasoned

that pollen should also

—

accumulate in the feces a prediction
that proved correct.
To study foraging behavior, we observed and filmed captive individuals of
three of the five types of small

mammals

mentioned above. Finally, to determine
whether these animals preferred the protea species that we hypothesized were pollinated by terrestrial

mammals, we

con-

ducted simple T-maze experiments. Con-

which were
were prethe rodents along with samples

spicuous

protea

heads,

typically pollinated

sented to

by

birds,

of the cryptic species. In virtually every

on the cryptic

case, the animals foraged

flower heads. In another experiment,

we

marked protea flower heads with powders
that fluoresced
later the

same

under

night,

ultraviolet

light;

we trapped animals

bearing large quantities of the powder,
usually on the snout and feet.
strategies

we obtained

a

With

these

considerable

were both observed
and captured on the plants, however, and
many were trapped at the bases).
These observations do not mean that
only small terrestrial rodents visit and polers in nature (animals

linate protea plants with cryptic flower

A

heads.

single species of pollinator, or

even a group of related pollinating animals,

is

rarely solely responsible for pollen

in early spring,

visit

any protea

flowe

head in profusion. By enclosing n
opened flowering heads in wire cages
prevented visits from rodents but per
ted relatively free access to bees and d
insects, we were able to measure the'
lination efficiency of the secondary
tertiary visitors. In

exclusion of mammals reduced seed

about 50 percent. In another,

any plant species. Instead,
group of major pollinators for which the flowers are primarily
adapted in terms of attraction and reward.
There are usually secondary and tertiary
is

typically a

pollinators as well, but these are not

effi-

Virtually

all

evidence supports the view

that rodents are the primary pollinators of
proteas; yet

we know
and

that

many

insects,

ever seeing animals foraging on the flow-

ering heads. For example, during the oc-

beetles, visit the flow-

it

s(

wa

individual florets

flowering head are constructed so
sects

cient pollinators.

The

can only

oi

thsl

effect pollination in

event that while collecting pollen fron"
pollen presenter they accidentally cor

the stigma.

Any

-

•

duced approximately twentyfold, ar
number of the caged heads set no s
whatsoever.

:^

one protea species!

there

especially bees
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days

transfer in

amount of pertinent information without
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warm

can honeybees

casional

insect that forages

S(

for nectar will not contact the stigma

pollination cannot occur.

;.

Animals Animals/OSF

(e;

is

held at the base ofeach floret in the protea flower
While bees and beetles can gather

:ross section, below).

without touching the pollen on the brownish red anthers,
wis (such as the Namaqua rock mouse at left) cannot
avoid picking up and transferring the sticky pollen
thereby fertilizing the plant.
Earth

<e:

Scenes/OSF

see the protea bird.

The protea

bird's en-

inextricably linked to

tire life history is

proteas.

The

from the

plant, usually nests in

bird obtains food (nectar)
it,

and

also

uses the brown, fluR"y seed hairs to line
nest.

The

its

bird's breeding season also coin-

cides with the flowering of certain proteas,

and the young are partly fed on the

On

nectar.

nights one can occasionally hear

still

eagle owls, one of perhaps a dozen raptors

hunting

in

the African night skies. Night-

flying raptors are a threat to the small

mammals that pollinate the proteas, and it
may be that the presence of such predators

was an

indirect influence

on the evoluSince a

tion of cryptic protea species.

flower well hidden under foliage best protects

its

mammal

pollinators,

it

also has

the best chance of being pollinated and re-

producing. These conditions, therefore,
represent the geographical and biological
settings

the shrubby vegetation of the

\[

and the area
locally

in

which

asfynbos

it

grows are

(literally,

delicate

perhaps

difficult to appreciate,

sider that the

Cape

about 5.7 miles

in

but con-

peninsula averages

width and

is

approxi-

which

in

evolved.

What

are

rodent

some

of

its

pollination

more

inter-

esting features?

One

aspect of the system involves the

contains 2,250

pattern of adaptation between the flowers

By compariGreat Plains of the United
States and southern Canada (about 800
by 1,200 miles) has only about 3,000 flow-

and the small mammals. These adapta-

ind animal species to be considered

ering plant species.

adaptations by the small

ue ecosystem, in

ther enhancing foraging efficiency or ef-

of reciprocity contrasts sharply with most

Despite being restricted to a narlastal belt

extending 50 to 75 miles

and about 250 miles east of the
the fynbos has a distinctive enough
nation of climate, geography,

and

mately 20 miles long, yet

it

species of flowering plants.
son, the entire

asystem

is

not unlike those of south-

The fynbos on Jonaskop is largely undisturbed. The treeless slopes are densely

ilifornia,

central Chile, southeastern

covered with brownish green, thick-leaved

and the lands surrounding the

shrubs representing an impressive array of

ilia,

lerranean

itself.

characteristic

general aspect,

its

The fynbos has
features.

For

in-

there are almost no native trees or

chacma baboon also
on Jonaskop and seem to play an un-

species. Troops of the
live

usual predatory role with respect to the ro-

and many of the plants have ad3ns to survive periodic burning. But
OS the most astonishing feature is

dent-pollinated proteas.

They apparently

tear the flowering heads

from the bushes

ea's richness of flowering plant spe-

such heads often

Is,

llthough

it is

restricted to the Table

tain sandstone,

a

in minerals, the

ious
;

8,850

soil

notoricusly de-

fynbos supports a

species

of

flowering

73 percent of these occur nowhere

The

and subsequent

1

earth.

1

of this sandstone formation have

:ed

many

uplift

small mountain ranges

and
The great diversity of species was no
influenced by this variety of habi-

in

order to suck the nectar; thousands of
lie in piles

of about five to

fifteen in stands of P. humiflora.

Other

animals on Jonaskop include the klipspringer, reedbuck,

and probably the leopand rarely seen.

tions are all

one way; the proteas have

evolved to attract and reward small-mam-

mal

visits to

the flowers without reciprocal

which there are
and physiological adaptations by both pollinator
and flower. (Picture the hummingbird's
long bill and a long, tubular flower.) Several observations bear on the questions of
why such a system evolved, and why in the
Cape region, but the answers must necessarily remain speculative.
Most of the mammal-pollinated protea
pollination systems, in

striking structural, behavioral,

species

are

found

Local names of plants, such as renosterbos

with the specific

(rhinoceros bush), suggest the diversity of

high

that inhabited the region

prior to white settlement: today these ani-

iverse elevations, precipitation,

mals are restricted to national parks.

"he extent of the species richness is

Southern Africa has a rich bird fauna,
and in extensive stands of bird-pollinated
proteas of the Cape region, one can always

small,

in

restricted

Often they are associated

populations.

mammals

for ei-

fectively using nectar as a food. This lack

ard, but they are secretive

large

mammals

elevations

soil

in

types of relatively

the

outlying

Cape

mountain ranges. In contrast, many birdpollinated proteas grow in dense stands
covering many acres; apparently, such a
population structure
tract

large

is

necessary to at-

numbers of the migrating

flower birds associated with these proteas.
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Manyproteas, like this Leucosperma glabrum, are pollinated
not by nocturnal mammals but by birds during the day.
Because they are exposed, upright, and colorful, the flower
heads are easily seen by flying visitors.
J.A.L Cooke; Earth Scenes/OSF

The

proteas adapted for pollination by

mammals

nonflying

probably

evolved

from bird-pollinated prototypes and retain
many of their features, such as large flowers, sturdy inflorescences, and copious
quantities of nectar.

The gradual develop-

ment of small protea populations with

lution

can occur so long as the insects are

active

when

the plants flower.

All pollination systems require two ele-

Though it is
how common

still

too early to

know ji

by nonflyi
the phenomenon is obviouJ

mammals is,

pollination

ments: an attraction and a reward (or

rare

promise thereoO- The proteas' attraction

animals as bees, moths, and bats.

produce either a yeasty
odor or a more pungent one reminiscent of
rancid butter. Each basic odor has slight

not

is

olfactory: they

compared with

pollination

by su

We

know why so few land animals beca

pollinators. It

may

—such

simply be that

flyi

tages over birds as pollinators. These small

high sugar content (roughly 40 percent),

and mo
move pollen more efficiently. Throughc
evolutionary history, plants have acquii
traits that attract and reward the more
ficient pollinators. Robert Sussman
Peter Raven have argued that pollinat
by nonflying mammals was more comr

mammals are ubiquitous,

of which about 50 percent

before the evolution of the flying

highly specialized

soil

requirements prob-

ably resulted from the erosion that partitioned the Table

This continuing restriction of populamay have ultimately provided

tion size

earthbound

mammals

variations,

reward

Mountain sandstone.

with several advannonhibernating,

is

depending on the species. The

nectar.

The nectar has
tures:

It

several distinctive fea-

secreted in relatively large

is

and has a

quantities (by the milliliter)

is

sucrose (table

nonmigrator}', and generalist feeders; thus

sugar), giving the nectar a particularly

they might be more readily attracted to an

sweet

ephemeral and highly localized food resource than more specialized feeders such

of nectar

They might

more

taste.

The

relatively large quantities

animals

as bats, bees,

ma

which outcompeted the
mobile terrestrial and climbing spec
mals

(bats),

produced effectively attract
small mammals, which require propor-

particularly in the tropics.

that this

why most

is

They sugg

pollination syste

depend on nonflying mammals

reli-

tionately greater energetic rewards. Initial

that

able pollination ser\'ice than insects, such

estimates, however, suggest that the total

pollen transfer are today restricted

honeybees and beetles, which are necesby the

nectar production of a protea population

marily to regions where flower-feed

can supply the energy requirements of the
small mammals on our study sites for only

bats are absent.

about eight days of the year. Thus the nectar cannot be an important part of the ani-

large

as birds.

as

also offer

sarily restricted in their activities

long periods of low temperature and high

and

precipitation typical of late winter
early spring in the

Cape

region,

when

marily seed eaters that never have access
to nectar, yet they survive without difli-

nent. Consequently, the plant-animal

mals" diet. Other populations of the

Thus the high frequency of small, localized populations of proteas (and numerous
other species in the fynbos. many of which
face imminent extinction) may account

species of small

independent evolution of pollina-

tion

by nonflying

southwestern

mammals

Australia,

here and in

where similar

population structures occur.

Whether

rest of the

The

mammals as pollinators in the

world remains to be tested.

small,

populations

geographically

may

also explain

restricted

why

there

are no reciprocal adaptations by the pollinators. Typically, so

occur

in

few small

mammals

a population of these proteas that

mammals,

same

living only a

short distance from the proteas, are pri-

culty.

Why

mals bother

then should the small
to visit the flowers

mam-

and forage

The answer may

with the remark-

rest

ably sweet and tasty nectar. Rodents, and

many

other

mammals, have

tooth." Consider for a

a

moment

lions of acres of agricultural land

to

;

teraction

sucrose production for

"sweet

in

birds. This

shift

towarc

the case of proij

is

probably the

ation in parts of Australia

mouselike marsupials, such as the ho|

opossum, have become adapted

for

devoted

cies

con-

honey industry. These products are not
diet but

s

where sevJ

of nectar and pollen. Yet even here,

human

human

then

the mil-

sumption, not to mention the worldwide
only unnecessar)^ to the

should

coevolved system, as

and protea

for nectar at all?

this

hypothesis can explain the apparent rarity
of nonflying

the consequences

numbers of plants depended on
lination by nonflying mammals? First,
nature of the reward should change fi
the junk food variety to a nutrition;
valuable resource, since animals wo
have to use it as a major dietary con

these proteas flower.

for the

What might be

adapted

mammals

for pollination

by

nonfljl

probably do not form a

ml

component of the plant community.
For the past several decades, pollinal
systems have been extensively studie{

any genetic recombination or mutation favoring better use of the resource would be

are often deleterious. Yet sugar craving

elucidate a broad spectrum of ecolog

provides the basis for the entire "junk

swamped

food"

breakfast cereals to confections. Proteas

and evolutionary questions, such as ml
alistic and coevolutionary phenomena
|
timal foraging, gene flow, and energ

have employed the junk food

relationships. Thus, in addition to it^

out by interbreeding with adja-

cent populations in areas without proteas.

Furthermore, the resource
ited

—

available only about

weeks of the
cur

among

is

time lim-

four to six

year. For coevolution to oc-

long-lived, continually active

organisms, the resource must be available

throughout the year. In the case of ephem-

appear

industry,

to

from

soft

principle to attract small

drinks

and

mammals

to

their flowers. In other words, the sweet-

ness of protea nectar

is

so enticing to small

trinsic interest, the discovery of a

new system

wh

of pollination provides a

model for experimental analyses and
whether current theory for the on
and function of pollination systems is

mammals that the flowers do not have to
supply much of it in terms of the animals'

tests

overall energetic needs.

quate.

|

eral insects
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such as

solitarj- bees,
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coevo-
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Q.C.

special-

mammals. There

is

McKenna

explains

in

the

field.

During
he

They

fossils.

tons of matrix [fossil-bearing rock] eve"

day
his

McKenna spends most

week."

for a

summers

in the field collecting foss.

such as these. Over the years, he has cveloped a collecting method that difft;
radically

from

entire

lects

ecologies

—rather

mens; to do

fossil

brought out a plastic box

with his recent finds, which looked

but turned out to be
hundreds of minuscule fossil teeth, tiny
jaws a quarter-inch in length, together
with other irregular bits and pieces of fossil bone. In all, the box held less than two

has to extre:

from a particular deposit.
want to get the best representation

"I

that particular

life for

"My

he explained.

highest-resolution
tailed

moment

of timi'

research requires

data

—

the

and complete picture

t:

(

most

possible."

i

accomplish this, McKenna and his fid
crew dig up the matrix, which at Lar;

Creek

is

made up of ancient channel sari

crossbedded with layers of

clay.

(T:

highest concentrations of the fossils N-

Kenna is after can be found in these "foil
garbage dumps" in ancient stream be
where flash floods and other proces:s
have deposited a great assortment f

many

them contained

then

Patagonia and Greenland.

c-

fos!

larger than a small pt-

nent, looking for extremely rare fossils of
in regions as distant as

—

than individual spe-

vore scat.) First, the matrix

mammals

He

methods.

communities

McKenna

this,

almost every
ble

earlier

fossil

bones,

early

McKeni

dated,

from about sixty-six million yea
ago and were discovered in Cretaceo
beds at Lance Creek, Wyoming.
The fossils are rare. "To get this litl
box of jaws and teeth," he said, "a fie
crew of eight people had to process fi

has prospected on just about every conti-

like tiny chips of stone

better than Air Canada. For

information and reservations

Malcolm

ounces of
said,

his thirty or so years in paleontology,

filled

AIR

curator

of his work deals with bones he

McKenna

7X.

oflice.

himself has gathered

SQ-eet

State

is

no mistaking the subject of his research
boxes of fossil bones, all carefully labeled
and numbered, cover most of the tables in

Name

call:

scientist

—

.McKenna. a paleontologist who

me the 270-page Nova Scotia

plus complete infomiation on this unique

cir-

—

One such

fold-out, full colour

in

A vet}'

sonal fortunes in the effort.

Nova Scotia Tourism,
P.O. Box 130,
Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Canada
B3I 2M7
Please rush

dumped

rough calculation indicates the pile would weigh about 1,000
tons and contain about 50 million bones,
representing the remains of more than
750.000 animals.
The Museum's bones come from every
corner of the globe
from Outer Mongolia to East 59th Street. The people who
found them endured blizzards, sandstorms, fights with bandits, and a host of
hardships to get them. Some collectors
even risked their lives or spent their percumference.

you'll find a fascinating

Tourism Guide. Includes 9

American Mu-

over three stories high and 200 feet in

collection of shore birds patrolling

more up

in the

Central Park, they would form a pile well

McNabs
Pictou,

bones

of Natural Historv' were

it is

screen.

pebbles

of

sifted

through a

is

in car-

put in wal;

fine

wire-mti

The screen catches thousands f

—and,

if

McKenna and

his crv

are lucky, a fossil tooth or two. In one

working

d',

in assembly-line fashion, the crv

can process 550 boxes of matrix, e£h
weighing twenty pounds, for a total 'f
about

five tons. "It's

very tedious wor"

McKenna said. "You have to go througa
lot

of beer

and Cutty Sark just

to find ce

«-J

The Living Museurr

Experience Salen Lindblad's
Expedition Cruising. Its Five Star
adventure exploring the little
known travel gems.
Escape winter and
tacular beaches

the spec-

visit

and

rare wildlife

on the world's 4th largest island.
comet will be visible
during our cruise. Your vessel is
the newly refurbished Ambassador,
and Salens zodiac landing craft take
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Halley's

incredible natural treasures.

SALEN-UNDBIAD
CRUISING
(Indeed, one of

'.gues

named

McKenna's

isil."
'

a

new

col-

species Cuttysarkus

because the discoverer had been
jmised a bottle of the scotch if he found
iiallyi

.

nammal jaw

,

with six or more teeth

in

of

McKenna's

valleys,
points.

spikes,

Few

work could

fit

in a

an entire

'McKenna poked

his finger

"a picture of the animal

life

of that

moment

mass exend of the Cretaceous."
nee Creek has fossils of about eighty
salaman-

foot bones," he said. "What was the animal doing with its feet? Was it hopping,
swimming, galloping, climbing in trees?"
Since bones have marks where ligaments
and muscles were attached, the paleon-

and early mammals. "I keep
mammal bones," he said, "and spin off

can actually determine an extinct
animal's musculature and reconstruct the

lids

ago, around the time of the

\:

of animals, including fishes, lizards,

and large dinosaurs,

<rs,

frogs,

birds,

rest of the fossils to

other scientists."

'What can these bones tell us? An exordinary amount, it turns out. There
many levels of 'boniness.' Bones have
exterior shape, which tells us about the
i.itomy of the animal and what it did for
i|'ving. Bones have an interior structure,
"',iich can provide clues about whether
animal was warmblooded. Some bones
l.ve growth rings, which indicate whether
1

:

:

tologist

form of the animal

Once

structing

an

animal lived

in a

down

variable climate and

for a period

every year.

have a microscopic structure,
can show such things as the metab-

nes also

' ich

(sm of the animal."
\

1

they

make up most

habitat. If the animal

its

sandy area.

trees, its habitat

of the contents

is

it

may have

If the

was

a

lived in

animal climbed

self-evident,

even

if

D
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box of

fossils.
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ecology.
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most a fingerprint of the animal they are
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passed through the alimentary tract of a
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.

meat eater, such as a crocodo know? The tooth has been
etched by stomach acid
see, it looks
frosted. I suspect it was a crocodile because crocodiles have very acidic stomachs. So we know what animals were eatbig reptilian

dile.

How

I

—

ing what."

But
to

this

is

just the beginning, according

McKenna.

"If you want to answer the

—and
—you have

largest questions in science

the goal of most scientists

this

is

to

one

France and one

in

McKenna. "In

in

Wyoming,"

says

layers about fifty million

years old in France and

Wyoming, most of

the animals are normally quite different.

But about sixty million years ago, European and North American deposits began
to have many animals in common. What
do you conclude? Possibly that some sort
of

connection

—

land

a

bridge

present between Europe and North
ica for a while.

By

—was

Amer-

looking at other scien-

study the highest-resolution data possible.

tific

You can

spin theories with a bone here

occurred where Greenland was close to

what you

Europe and North America
were much closer together at that time.
Thus, you hypothesize that a land bridge
developed between sixty million and fifty-

and a bone
are many,

one

there, but

need

really

many bones of many kinds from

locality at

one time.

"By looking at fossil assemblages in a
number of areas, you can correlate assemblages to within about one percent of their
real age.
ers,

Then, by studying successive

lay-

how

the

a paleontologist can learn

community and

the climate evolved over

went

time. If a group of species suddenly
extinct, the paleontologist

can look

for the

reason. Thus, even a small area can yield

information about the earth as a whole."

This can be taken even further. By comparing two sets of layers in different

sites,

data, you recall that

huge lava flows

Scotland.

five million
lantic.

nas

—

years ago across the North At-

Five million years later the two fau-

Wyoming and France

—

at a point in the distant past.

The amount
provide
ask.

of information bones can

limited only by the questions

is

One

question

McKenna

we

has been

lected the

knew the

is

whether the dinosaurs died

Lance Creek fossils because he
from the end of the

strata dated
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did the dinosaurs disappeai
asked.

"Was

the

extincti

caused by a bolide impact? Paleontcgists find that the dinosaurs

became
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World Wide cruising. World Class style.
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tinct before the event that left a layer

iridium and other apparently extratcrrdebris around the world. There

trial

i:

small but significant thickness of re
without dinosaur fossils underneath i:

iridium layer. That they could have bt
around but not found is possible, but i;
chance of that is about 3 percent or e\ i

i

less.

Now this is a fascinating observati

Could the various extinctions and •;
bolide impact have been caused by
same thing? Here's where paleontok,
and other scientific disciplines can p
;

ity in

working on

"Let's say you're studying two localities,

"When
McKenna

arated areas evolved independently."

out suddenly or gradually, and he col-

appeared

the dinosaurs becai

vide important information. If

ferent again. Therefore,

paleontologists can gain data that will help
it

when

were difyou conclude that
the sea encroached upon the land bridge
and cut off that particular route of interchange, after which the faunas of the sepin

draw a hypothetical map of the earth

as

Cretaceous,
extinct.

we

cc

bine our data with astronomical data,

.

can

e

tell

something about the history of

earth in relation to the solar system.
"Paleontologists have noted a perioc

mass

extinctions.

noted a periodicity

system as

it

in

Astronomers

hie,

the path of the sen

passes back and forth throih,

the galactic plane. Geologists have noteaj
periodicity in the formation of ancient

v.-.

on the earth. Geophysic;s
have suggested a periodicity in magni.c
teorite craters

reversals.

Could

all

these things be ;

—
McKenna

d?"

Dries relate

number

noted that a

some of these

of

observations.

example, hypothesizes the
dark companion star to the
that periodically swings close to our
r system and sends comets plunging

;

theory, for

At

American Museum

the

;tence of a

I

earth-crossing orbits,

some

to strike

On May

The point here

is

that

the various

all

come together and
theories. What we are do-

ntific disciplines

each other's
-in the

elsewhere

—

We want to construct the entire

is

his-

o( our planet, not just the history of
nal

life.

This

is

real natural history

to geophysics.
is

to build

stamp
:cting by any means. Bones, and in;d all scientific collections, differ from
ks in that books are opinion and interlibrary offacts. It's not postage

ation while

are

es are
;past

specimens are

different

from

facts.

Mu-

universities,

one of our greatest links with

—they are our record of

:ebrate life

on

New York became a forest preThe Membership Office will mark

upstate
serve.

Adirondack Centennial with a special
program on Tuesday, May 4,
in the Hall of Northwest Coast Indians
and the Auditorium. Between 6:30 and
7:30 P.M., Museum scientists and visiting
specialists on the Adirondacks will set up

Mead and Film

will

take place on Wednesday, May 15, at
7:00 P.M. in the Auditorium and is free to
the public.

the

1

geology, and ecology.

At 7:30

p.m., in the

Auditorium, Peter Berle, former commissioner of the Department of Environmental

Conservation, will narrate a slide show

Rhythms
The Planetarium

Celestial

will present

tronic concert of contemporary

an elec-

and

classi-

music by three Planetarium musiciancomposers. Accompanied by an array of
laser and special effects, the musicians
will play selections from Star Wars, The
Right Stuff, and Pachelbel's Canon in D
Major, among other works. For ticket incal

formation

call

(212) 873-5714.

of striking photographs of the Adiron-

The reason we collect bones

ns

1885, the Adirondacks in

special displays on the region's wildlife,

We're not the American
scum of Biology. What we are working
icre in the Museum has consequences
implications throughout science, from
just biology.

onomy

15,

exhibit and

together a general picture of the

iing
h.

Museum and

medium. Margaret

Adirondack Anniversary

earth.

extinct

this planet."

Douglas

J.

dacks.

$3

for

The program is free for members,
nonmembers. Tickets are required;

for information call (212) 873-1327.

Margaret Mead and Film
Margaret Mead strongly advocated the
use of film in anthropological fieldwork.

Paul Byers, who studied with Mead, will
show several of Mead's classic films, aswell as examples of footage she used in
her teaching, and discuss her use of the

Matteo
Matteo and

his

EthnoAmerican Dance

Theater will offer a program of dance
from around the world on Tuesday, May
2 at 7:30 P.M. in the Auditorium. Dance:
Sounds, Symbols, and Styles will feature
dances from the Middle East, India,
southern Spain, and other regions. Tickets
are $3 for members, $6 for nonmembers;
1 ,

for

more information contact

the

Mem-

bership Office at (212) 873-1327.

Preston

Showered with honors in Hong Kong.
Served by an entire entourage in Nagasaki.

Summoned to the grandest

Palace in all Beijing.
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your travel agent for brochure.
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medical insurance offers
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Worldwide doctor,
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I
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BEST OF EUROPE
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Dim

Planeli

by Thomas D. Nicholson

directly to foreign doctors,

1

J

hospitals or medical institutions.
l\
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No cash

1

I
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133 E 55th Street. New York, NY. 10022
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I

I

I
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Less Foreign"
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a.m. to no(,

be roughly 45 degrees west (righ

same

(

eleva)i

bright enough to see wit

ill

binoculars, but they will help in findir

il

is

the evening sky this month, rising

K St. NW,

Washington,
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southeast at about sundown. Jupiterd

mains a morning star until early Au
rising about four hours ahead of the
Mercury is also a morning star, but k
is an evening star. Both are dim and p^

Name

Events in the calendar are given in ca
time unless indicated otherwise. (AdoiK

hour for daylight saving time.)

May

_

1:

Mercury

City

Phone

at its greatesiii

is

tance to the sun's right (westerly ekg!
tion),

but in

May

means more

that

erly as well. Despite the distance,

not a good elongation.
the

month

in

itli

1 5

i

The moon starou

great shape

—

bright, fal»

in phase,

2-3:

The moon's

nights brackets Spica,

position on

les

moving from

gl

on the 3d.

May 4: There is a total
_

s

up until about 4:0C J
It is midway between Virgo's brigtes
star, Spica (left of the moon), and »
Regulus (right of the moon).
gibbous

May

_

.Address

rli

placed for viewing.

to left of the star
1511

1 1

Four countries,

and the warm, tropical sun.
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premium refund guarantee.
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bright in the southwest. Saturn movesil

Optional Trip Cancellation coverage.
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sky.
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for instant recognition.
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dawn

At dawn, while Venus is in the east, at
urn and Jupiter are in the west Sail
dim and just about setting, Jupiter

'

dence.

n

light,

Venus

Emergency medical
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CRUISES:

Venus takes a prominent place inli
morning sky this month, having bri'i
ened swiftly since inferior conjunct
(passing between the earth and the suS
early April. Although it moves fari
west of the sun this month, it remains

day, but because

it

lunar eclip:

t(

occurs over pa ?

<

.

Celestial Events

—
—we

Europe, and Africa

I,

before the

m rises

in

It will,

however, get the perigee spring

Full

>.

the Americas

moon

will

miss

EST, and
High
be affected tonight and on the
at 2:53 p.m.,

is

about fifteen hours

fgee is

will

earlier.

ping of the 5th.
[ay 5: Test the brightness of tonight's

moon by

(Ous

looking for Saturn and
bright

(Scorpius's

lares

The

star).

^ splits them as they rise in the east afIdusk

—Saturn

^> just

above the moon, An-

below.

The moon

rises after

\

lay 6:

;,

ires tonight

[3

tellation of the zodiac,"

and

is

and below

in the "thirteenth

Ophiuchus,

occupies a small region between

fl;h

and Sagittarius.
Venus entered the morning sky
five weeks ago, yet here it is at greatbrilliancy as a morning star. It rises
pius

ft

lay 9:
I;

i"

ijij

A gh

its

brightness will

;astern sky

I

lay 10:

lay
J

11:

EST,

1

si trailing
,]k>ly

is

Last-quarter moon, at 12:34
is

iii;ky

entering Aquarius. Mars,

reaches the point

()i

.

at

The bright object near the moon

„;^a is
i

up

is

probably the

see the late crescent

last

moon

1

1

at

Venus.

ay 16: This

1

.
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.

clear.

The moon

east, past

i;ay 15:

jl

dawn sky, almake it visible if

near Jupiter in Capricornus.

,;

,

is

mentary

.

but remains low in the

I'V

Enjoy the best of both worlds
the value of a condo and the services
of a hotel
with the AAloha Condo
tour package.
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Zip
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at

partial eclipse of the

fW\

£^ Hotel Corporatioii
v^*

call

toll free

of the Pacific

KraV/UIAlVAIIl

.

from parts of Asia, Alaska,
Canada, and Greenland, occurs today.
May 21: Mars is just below the early

sun, visible

moon

almost

May

(twenty-seven and one-half days agoj

was much

the 3d), the lunar phase

27: First-quarter

moon

is

May

at 7:56

3

1

:

The moon, waxing

la

througj

gibbous stage and three days short of
coming full, ends the month in Libra, r

22-23: The widening crescent

its left.

tares (to

The

May

this evening.

are both in Taurus, to the left of Al-

debaran.

May

is

at first-quarter.

EST. Tonight it is in Leo, with Reguand the curved Lion's head to its right,
and Denebola (at Leo's tail) above and to

twonday-old crescent

They

the waxing crescent moon, which

A.M.,
lus

way between Spica

(to its right),

and

its left).
|

moon
stars

passing through Gemini.

is

above the moon on the 23d are Pol-

lux and Castor.

May

26: Regulus, in Leo,

is

just below

below the moon
Virgo. This is the second time

The

30:

Spica, in

May

the

moon

that

the

last

star

Venus^

in

has passed Spica. Note

time

Halley's

Neptune

is

it

passed

the

star

Editor's Note:

The Sky

Map

in the A\

shows the constellations and star:i
month and gives the times for us

issue
this

Comeback

Earthy

Uranus

Orbit of
Drbit of

Saturn

Orbit of Jupiter

Mercurv
Orbit of Pluto

COMET

wmli^i

Orbit of Jupiter

fiS^

Halley's

comet

is still

in the

evening sky

in

May, above the

western horizon at sundown but setting an hour and a half

later.

A small, dim, starlike object near the Hyades (the "face" of the
Bull), Halley is still
prominent comet.

many months away from

looking like a

Popularly, comets "race aross the sky," but actually, they are

among

the "tortoises" of the solar system. This month's illustra-

shows Halley's comet between the orbits of Jupiter and
well south of their orbital planes). But if you compare the May illustration with April's, you will see how little the
comet has advanced in its goal of circling the sun. Despite its orbital speed (now some 41,000 miles per hour with respect to the
sun) and its motion since mid-April (about 369 million miles,
bringing it some 29 million miles closer to the sun), the comet
has advanced only one-tenth of the way between the orbits of Ju-

tion

Mars (though

and Mars.
Halley's comet is racing faster and faster toward the sun. On
the first day of the year, its orbital velocity was about 35,000
miles per hour; by the end of November, it will almost double
piter

that, closing

ing rate.

than

it

its

distance to the sun at a proportionally accelerat-

The comet

was

at the

is

already

1

22 million miles closer to the sun

beginning of the year. Not so with

its

distance

from the earth, however. At mid-May, Halley's comet is more
than 50 million miles farther away from the earth than it was on
January
The reason is the earth's orbital motion, which takes
us alternately closer and farther from the comet's orbit.
Since the beginning of the year, Halley's comet has been an
1

84

.
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evening

The

star.

away

earth was closest to

—on January

—about 400 mio

it

when it passed between the c ne
and the sun. The earth moves gradually away from the ciiei
until May 2, when the distance between them is 455 m
miles. During May, the earth and Halley's comet move c «.
miles

1

3,

by the end of the month, they are about 444 million miles la^
(and closing). Shortly thereafter, on June 12, the earth's mid
takes the comet from the sun's left to its right, into the mo in
sky, where it will be until late November.
When will we see Halley's comet? Perhaps not until Nc5ii
ber. This month, however, we can see a meteor shower aoci
if the weath co
ated with Halley's comet
the Eta Aquarid
operates. The shower is at maximum early on the morni|(
May 4. If you get up at about 1 :00 a.m. and watch patienthyo
may see a meteor streaking across the sky. Unfortunatel
moon will be up in the southwest, nearly full. But thiEi
Aquarids are known as swift, often bright objects, an- th

—

—

tii

brightest ones
light. If

or 5th,

may be

seen easily through the scattered

you do see one (perhaps even on the morning of

when

there

may

still

iMi
t:

be twenty meteors per hour

.'

yo

may be looking at a piece of Halley's comet, blown off the (iw
same orbit around the sun. It 111
atmosphere to become a meteor, on
worry if you miss the meteors this year. There will be mome)
year, and every year in May, if this faithful shower hoh u|
(Still another meteor shower is linked with Halley's comet-tt
long ago and following the
nally enter the earth's

Orionid

—seen each year

in late October.)

\
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INTRODUCING

NEW YORK WEEKEND
MEMBERS'
New
A
special
York tour program designed exclusively for our Members.
If s a convenient and economical way to enjoy all the wonders that
New York and the American Museum of Natural History have to offer.

II

;t|[E

TOUR PROGRAM INCLUDES:

nights in one of New York's finest hotels. Stay at the
^ddorf-Astoria. The Plaza or Parker Meridian. Minutes
"i ay from New York's famed theater, shopping and eating
iifJtricts and only a short ride away from the Museum itself.
Two complimentary meals: Enjoy a full breakfast at your
fjjitel and a spectacular brunch at the new American Museum
Istaurant, a charming greenhouse-like dining room nestled
'i one of the Museum's interior courtyards.
™ The Offlcial Museum Guide and a Highlights Tour: As soon
rOyou make your reservations we will send you the Museum's
flljivficial Guide book to introduce you to our fabulous
j! asures. And then when you come to the Museum, take a
l^hlights Tour which provides fascinating insights into the
'"'
iscum's most popular halls. You'll see the Star of India
afc'phire, Tyrannosaurus Rex, the enormous Blue Whale, a
.Jrtemonial canoe of the Haida Indians and much more. After
tour relax in our private Members' Lounge or take
j(|8|
jl,/antage of your Members' discount at one of our gift shops.
jj,

fwo

W'ljree

Planetarium and NatureMax Tickets: Journey through

heavens in the Planetarium's famed sky theater and enjoy
\W cinematic experience of a lifetime at NatureMax, with a
„"vie screen four stories high and over sixty feet wide. (One
20 such facilities in the Western Hemisphere!

'^

'ersonalized Service:

Our

nielfrk

Weekend

to suit

(In

help you customize your

your needs and

The New York Weekend Program

is

tastes.

They

will

N.Y. State

WRITE TO:

travel service representatives at

will

New
be glad

available throughout the

\

PRICE: $92.50 per person, per

night,

on two nights double occupancy, includes
accommodations at deluxe hotel, two meals. Planetarium and
NatureMax Tickets. Museum Highlights Tour and the
Museum's Official Guide book). Rates also available for
families and individuals.
Call or write today for reservations, brochures and more

CALL 800 435-8776

My

W' netarium Travels Inc.

TOUR PROGRAM
tax included (based

information.

lifi'j

.

to arrange for theater or concert tickets, reservations at New
York's top restaurants, a carriage ride through Central Park
or a special city tour. They can also arrange for special
discount air fares to New York on American Airlmes, the
official airline of the Members' New York Weekend.
Special Exhibitions: The Museum presents an exciting
schedule of special exhibitions throughout the year. For
example, opening this April: Maya: Treasures of an Ancient
Civilization, the first comprehensive exhibition of the art
treasures of the Maya, and John James A udubon: Science into
Art. commemorating the 200th anniversary of his birth.

ear but

it

is

call

(Toll Free)

212 595- 1567)

Members' New York Weekend
108 West 81 Street
New York. New York 10024

subject to space limitations.

So book your reservation now.

,

Th^Marl^t
CONTEMPORARY

Art/Crafts

INDIAN

ART

Basketry, Ouill boxes.

catalogue $5, $100 minimum order.
John B. Challies Trading Inc 38 Eureka St., Unionville,
Ontario, Canada L3R 2H8 (416) 477-0028.
Dolls. Illustrated

ACCENT ON ANCIENT

CHINA! Exquisite art rubbings
images from ancient Chinese temples/monuments.
Perfect for display/framing in fiome/office. Order today' $20 for rubbing or $1 (refundable with order) for
catalog- Hilversons, Dept. NH-5, Box 7724, Silver
20907
Spring,
of

MD

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS.
available. Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings.

Free booklet
220 Fifth Av-

,

DECORATE YOUR LAWN AND GARDEN

with

en-

chanting animal faucets, chimes and bells. Brass hand
cast in California Brochure $1 (deductible from first
purchase). Axford Foundry, 7260 Occidental Rd., Se-

—

bastopol,

PUBLISH YOUR BOOKi Join our successful au
subjects invited. Publicity, advertising, be?
books. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manu
report. Carlton Press, Dept. NHE, 11 West 32 Si
New York 10001
All

RARE & OUT-OF-PRINT NATURAL HISTORY BC<
Catalog 7 includes 2,000-1- titles. $3. Marchers E
6204 N Vermont. Oklahoma City, OK 73112

CA 95472
SELLING COLLECTIONS OF

HUICHOL

BOOKS AND

art of Africa,

Indian masks,

Indian Yarn Paintings, all sizes, noted artfor brochure. Cultural Artifacts, P.O Box
12121, Austin, Texas 78711

totems, graphics. Eskimo sculpture. Hopi kachinas.
Call/write for photos and data. Priced $100/up. Box
5896, Sherman Oaks. CA 91413 (818) 789-2559

INDONESIAN MASKS. $30-$120, request photos, other
masks available, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

WORLDWIDE NATURE MAGAZINES— a

enue,

NYC

10001

ists.

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS. Northwest

Send

MASKS, BATIK ART, HANDICRAFTS from

—

HAWK

I

painted
.

handmode
Lucite

Ancient

blue,

red,

papyrus,

Jeff,

sky

Egyptian
black,

god

white

on

5°x5°...$15 ppd.

frame odd $13. Check/Charge.
showing gods, symbols,

BROCHURE

—

'Book of the Deod'

panels

—

25(.

SI.

•

NY 10023

•

Lanka.

Box 1510, Kaneohe, Hawaii 96744

SPANISH MISSIONS OF SAN ANTONIO

five original

photographs beautifully framed in handmade
barn wood frames. Free brochure. Images International. Dept NH, 6622 Crown Ridge, San Antonio, TX
78239
color

"SPERM WHALES AND SEA OTTERS" Charms and

Depl N585

— Galleiy open by appointznent only. AUDUBON PRINTS— FINEST

Sri

QUALITY. Buy direct

from supplier. For color brochure and list of titles, wnte
Retail Print Outlet, Rm. 507, 261 West 35th Street, New
York, NY 10001

desci

have beautiful photos, and make e-ir
& SASE to: Trans-World Visions, Dept 7;
PO. Box 1028, Cambndge, MA 02238
$1

All publistiers

—

all

subjects: art history, biograptiy.

and much more. The most complete catalog

ANCIENT WORLD ARTS
50 W. 76

PO

(

i(

listing. All

gifts.

rAfYRUS

SLID:

Oceania, American Indian, Latin An
(precolumbian and folk). Carol Jopling, 2401 MS
#714, Washington, DC 20037 (202) 965-2079

Pendants, etc. Exquisitely detailed high relief sculpHand finished and signed by the artist. Solid 14K
gold or sterling silver. Send $3.00 for photos and price
(Refunded with first order) Send to; Steven
list.
Saunders, Draw E, PO Box 6207. Carmel, CA 93921
Phone (408) 373-6422 (Dealer Inquiries invited)
ture.

books available anywhere! Write

Hamilton. Box

1

for

your

of

fn
-

ba

FREE

i

5- Y. Falls Village CT06(I

YESTERDAYS BOOKS LOCATED,

no

obligatior):

of-State Book Service. Box 3253J, San Clemen
92672 (714) 492-2976

Books/Publications
BEAUTIFUL WILDLIFE ART PRINTS (Approx

1 1

X

Business Opportunities

to

BOOKFINDING LIBRARIANS locate any subject or title,

hang. Send $1.00 (Refundable) for brochure to: Posters On Board, Dept. A, 703 West Lake Street. Minne-

150,000 different titles in stock, indexed by author,
subject & title. "PAB," 2918 Atlantic Ave., Atlantic City,
NJ 08401 or (609) 344-1943

15") from

apolis,

86

MN

Denmark. Attractively mounted, ready

55408 (612) 827-7144
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YOU, AN INNKEEPER— Inns for Sale. All state flJquest details. Inns, Box 11652-N, Houston,
j

77293

.

Items

ictors'

Ii

FLORIDA in your future' Prepare for Flonda retirement,

Furniture

business with useful information on housing, economy, lifestyle, much more Three monthly issues
$11 95 Wall's Flonda Newsletter. Dept. EE. Box 347.
Mims. Florida 32754
job.

VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY! Free

IVE

i

Mineral

of

ir

Itoni

I,

pa,

li

espondence

Month Club,

the

In-

13057-HP,

CA 92399

y

30

r

Y 11229

INVENTIONS,

Electronic

K

e

— friends

Exchange, Box 68-HI, Manhattan

RIENDS-ENGLAND-USA.

E

hobbies, sports,
nearby, world-

CA 90266

>

Ivlal<e

lasting

friend-

Send age, interests
Harmony, Box 37955NH, Phoenix, AZ 85069

through correspondence

ly

?ply

,

TRY SOMETHING DIFFERENT! Unusual Houseplants
to Grow from Seed Flowenng Trees — Vines — Exotic
much more Catalog
Fruits — Desert Plants — Bonsai
$1 00 Acacia Tree, Box 22866-H, Lexington, KY 40522

—

5pondence, vacations

5

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE

Repairing binocusince 1923 Alignment performed on our
Navy
collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Your
Binoculars. published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel
Optical Co.. Inc. 331 Mansion St.. West Coxsackie, NY

US

lars

Gourmet

"

Interests

VERMONT COB SMOKED MEATS.

Discover the truly
unique, simply wonderful flavor that comes from "Cob
Smoking" tiams and other fine meats the old-fashfires of corn-cobs and
Harnngtons new "Smoke-Masters

ioned Vermont way, over slow

maplewood

Try

—

:ation

c

ideas, technology wanted! Industry
presentation/national exposition 1 -800-528-6050 x 831

Gardening

OTHERS WORLDWIDE— For

It

150 Major companies Free brochure Sobol House, 103 Richardson
Blvd Black Mountain, NC 28711. (704) 669-8031
Off.

,

FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through Penpal club
members Ages 10-89 IPF-C, Box 65, Brook-

1/

CLASSIC FURNITURE— 40%

Special"
2 lbs. of lean, boneless, fully cooked ham for
only $17 95 ppd and get Vz lb each of Smoked Bacon
and Aged Cheddar Free Satisfaction guaranteed. Or
wnte for our color catalog Harrington's, 6203-5 Main
St,,

Richmond, VT 05477

12192 (518) 731-2610

BAUSCHS^LOMB(W

434-4444

Tel (802)

Shoals Marine Laboratory
PAEr OF VOUK SUMMER VACATION CH

M

ISLMW

IN

THE

GilLF

OF WAIfJE

Hialnars for p^rsorul cnrictncnt in vdhales, dolfllijis and seals; fiel
Uwiger
.iloTy: nature photograptiy ; seafood; Gulf of ttaxiK ecology.
i HiOi college credit in narine biology;
marine-rcLaterf law, polluti

archaoolo^; and divinq.

ijeolai/,

.ca,

Coursca run Jans-Scpl:£nlxT

FOR COLLEGE," New

H

Directory describes 400
scholarship opportunities
plus all govUnifunds, Box 19749-RR,

—

;grant,

programs, $4,95

int

apolis, IN

46219

^

SALZBURG
AUSTRIA
INTERNATIONAL Coed
Gr. 8-PG
7 PRER SCHOOL
%i

ncan curriculum, enrictied by extensive European travel
Skiing, riding, hocl<ey swimming, tennis
courses, tutoring and supervised study College counng and testing Also summer language program Write:
field trips

Government Surplus
MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS! Many % original
cost Jeeps included! "Nationwide Government Buy
er's Guide/Directory"— $2 00. Disposal, Box 19107RR, Washington, DC 20036
1

Lions,

jobs! Big pay. All
Latest reports, $2.00.

Send

906Q3

DC 20036

EOV,

PO

Box 684,

bulle-

Fitzwilliam,

NH

ISEAS— ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide

DIrecInternational

Jnd complete information— $3 00
Jlunities, Box 19107-RR, Washington,

DC 20036

jY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
I do, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current openoccupations!

jAII
1

Free

Information!

Inter-

colors at no extra charge
$2 50 J E Weinel. Inc
.

PO

205,

Dana

Free brochure
Point,

shape,

size.

Up

16059

&

GERMAN MILITARY BINOCULARS Brighter, sharper
viewing than with ordinary binoculars Lighter, yet
stronger Choice of 41 military forces Affordably
pnced Free brochures. Mardiron Optics. 37 Holloway
St. Maiden. MA 02148

HANDMADE TURKISH RUGS
ports Write
"I

Real Estate
$7.50/ACRE!
LANDS
FROM
Homesites. farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
Buyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings— $3 00.
Lands. Box 19107-RR. Washington. DC 20036
.

Rentals

CONDOS

IN PARADISE. High above Cruz Bay on sceJohn Near National Park Fully equipped Sleep
2 to 6, Excellent summer rates Serendip Apartments.
Box 273. Cruz Bay. U S Virgin Islands 00830

nic St

for sale Genuine imAppel.JAF Box 7781. New York. NY 10116

T OWLS"

Bumper

tors'

Slicker, $1

00 Sample CollecNH,

Owl's Nest, Box 5491

SPECIAL

ESCAPES— Tropical

Villas.

Mountain Cha-

Condos— Worldwide.

Free Brochure.
Hideaways International. Box 1459L. Concord. MA
lets.

Luxury

01742(800)843-4433
Bird Nest

Boxes and

kits

Proven effective. Complete line including
Free brochure. Chinook Mfg PO, Box 999-B. Sis-

ters,

OR

Feeders

97759

Miscellaneous
Countries!

Multinewspapers,

CA 92629

DINOSAURS' DINOSAURS! DINOSAURS! Rare books,
More Free informative catalog, Saurus. Dept.
NH. 530 South 400 East. Centerville, UT 84014
T-shirts.

ENJOY YOUR FAVORITE VEGETABLES and Herbs

GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS

avail-

nonprofit foundations! 340 sources/applicastructions, $3 00 Fundsearch, Box 19107-RR.
/« igton, DC 20036
>i

Bush-

Optical

to ten

cial

om

B&L.

Mack

TOBAGO. RENT PRIVATE BEACH COTTAGES

stone's
throw from sea. on cocoa plantation Swimming, snorfishing, scuba. Birdwatcher's paradise. Brochure. Charles A. Turpin. Charlotteville. Tobago. West
keling.

Indies

DWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS, 65
4/$2 98

ZEISS.

Fujinon. Free Optics catalog

Machine Tool, Box 541-H. Scranton. PA 18501 (717)
961-2542

GOVERNMENT

Sample and ordering info
Box 213NH, Valencia. PA

SOLID-CEDAR HANDCRAFTED

CO

gn Newspapers

;

EMBROIDERED PATCHES, any

303-630-7478

3r

Brea.CA 92621

have thouBox 546NH, Tallman. NY

HERE— ABROAD:

3115N Hancock, Colorado Springs.

School, College openings:
6 00, Overseas $6.00 England, Japan, Saudi,
iia $600 each,
EISF. Box 662, Newton, MA
1

sands Dinosaur catalog
10982 Send $1 00

Newsletter $250
Fresno. CA 93755

|ain-4Y,

etc.

DONT HAVE ENOUGH DINOSAURS? We

environmental job openings throughout the

s

a lifetime-

SKULLduggery,

ONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES— Monthly
ree details:

Humans,

$1 ,00 for Catalog.

P.O. Box 1021,

^ALIA WANTS YOU! Jobs! Big Pay! Transportaewest Handbook, $2 00. Australian International,

II

buy of

DANLEY'S
nell.

Grizzly Skulls, Gorillas,

)107-RR, Washington,

the

BINOCULARS— SWAROVSKI.

,

Inexpensive, Realistic, Also

CA

binocu!ars, riflescopes
and telescopes remain
the standard of excellence against which
all others are judged.
Invest in a Bausch &

1-800-DIAL-TIE

^ALIA— THE WORLDi 50,000
Transportation

peers

100 years. Their

for over

that has become so popular.
Send for your Free catalog by writing Schreter, 600 S.
Pulaski St
Baltimore, Maryland 21223 or by calling

li^useum Display Quality

Box 681 -NH, Cypress,

lo op-

& Lomb

custom neckwear

oyment Opportunities

Tld,

comes

Lomb. and you've made

Organizations all
over the country are using personalized neckwear to
promote their name and image. Be it ties, softbows or
scarves, we do the manufacturing in our own factory in
Baltimore We can take a symbol or other insignia and
have It woven directly into the fabric Plain and fancy
designs, as well as a variety of colors, are available in

SABER-TOOTH TIGER SKULU

Salions

il

the Bausch

name has had no

CUSTOM DESIGNED NECKWEAR

this

When
tics,

Merchandise/Gifts

burg IntT Prep School, (i^oosstrasse 106,
020 Salzburg, Austria Tel 43-662-46511

t

^

SPORTS
OPTICS

year round More delicious and nutritious with Organic
Hydroponics Other ecological gardening products
available Catalog— $3 00 Natural Science Research.
Box 3321. Torrance. CA 90510

VERMONT— Luxury Two Bedroom Condo— Sundecks
overlooking brook. Heated pool, tennis, washer/dryer.
Cable TV. stereo. Call owner (212) 362-0861

Resorts

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS,

sparkling

mountain

lake, informal, great tennis, food, hiking, horses: family

Amencan Plan.
NY 12864
rates.

Timberlock. Box NH. Indian Lake.

1

JlieMarl^t
BELIZE— RUM POINT INN— small oasis of calm on the
Western Canbbean Diving, Maya Ruins, Birds, Library
Dine on the veranda. Retire to spacious, private,
beachfront cabanas Bevier, Placencia, Belize (415)
752-8008
CATSKILL EDUCATIONAL RETREAT

Learn

8278 CER, 225 Gibson

Hill,

Franklin,

131 Davenport Ridge Lane, Stamford,
(203) 322-8709

brochure: Jacqueline
history river expeditions. Treading lightly, traveling in small groups.
Free color catalog James Henry River Journeys, Box
807N2, Bolinas, CA 94924 (415) 868-1836

Join in the excavation of Sand Canyon, a massive 13th
century ceremonial center, or Duckfoot, a 9th century
hamlet in the Mesa Verde region of southwestern Colorado. Research teams of students or adults. No experience
necessary. For free Catalog Contact:

tennis Write for folder. Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538

Secluded Farm on Cape Breton

CROW CANYON

^fp^
/W^^Ki
IP^CJ)

Fleet of sailboats, two
schooner, sailing instructions, heated pool,

Scotia,

Write:

CHINA BICYCLE TOURS.

Tours,

De

CT 06903

In-depth, leisurely ex

^^m-jd/

^^^

Is-

John Gardner, Orangedale, Nova

Canada

ST JOHN. Luxury villa near National Park, snorkeling,
gardens Two bedroom suites accomodate 2-4; (212)
580-9405

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND

"The Hikers Paradise."
Moderate optional length Day hiking tours. Two or four
weeks Brochure, Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P
Cliffside Dnve, Akron, OH 44313

AMAZON, ANDES, INCAS & IGUANAS

in

corted. Bi-monthly departures throughout tfie y
26 days. $2100-$3500 including air (west coast).!

Passage, 302

Fifth

Avenue, NY,

NY

10001 (21 ^

4099

WULONG PANDA WALK. Walking excu
through the Wulong Panda Reserve and Leshej
Emeishan Mountains in Sichuan Province.
Xi'an, Guangzhou, Hong Kong. Small groups,
corted. Departures June through October 1£
days, $3,200, including airfare from west coast.
Passage, 302 Fifth Avenue, NY, NY 10001 (212
CHINA

Center lor Southwestern Archeology
Dept 10 23390 County Road K
Cortez, Colorado 81321
(303) 565-8975

land offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility to a

few guests.

Moss Museum

Chinese countryside. Yangtse Valley.
Mongolia, East and South China. Small groups, ftj

DIG WITH ARCHEOLOGISTS

BAY SAILING RESORT

OLD FASHIONED,

Beying,
Urumqi,
Tt
15.
Guilin,
October
Dunhuang, Xi'an, Shanghai, Hong Kong F
warnors,
caves,
colossal
Buddhas,
clay
Mogao
urns, impenal palaces, Li River cruise. Great
Guiding by China specialist; limited size group

tion of the

12496 A 250 acre country inn resort in the northern
Catskills. Reasonable rates, restful, relaxing, golf,
swimming, tennis, recreation room, hiking on
premises. May to October. Tel (518) 734-4230

masted

ALASKA, OREGON, IDAHO— natural

National Park

NY 13775

CHRISTMAN'S WINDHAM HOUSE, Windham, NY

LINEKIN

CHINA ART, ARCHAEOLOGY

nail

about

ecology, evolution, behavior and natural history of
women. Enjoy a beautiful Catskill mountain farm. Four
day weekends Semi-private accommodations or
camping. Meals included July-September (607) 829-

TOUR— Septemb

Join us for a hike in DeMagnificent views of Alaska's glaciers, Mt McKinley and wildlife Also offer McKinley expeditions, climbing seminars, ski trips and custom
tnps Wnte Brian and Diane Okonek, Box 326,
Talkeetna, Alaska 99676 (907) 733-2649

ALASKA— DENALI GUIDING

4099

Himalayan ^gs^E^cuRSM

Peru, Ecua-

Galapagos. Other fascinating adventures and
tours to Latin America Request general Bulletin! Forum Travel, 91 Gregory (#21), Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
(415) 671-2900 Also: Aeroperu (213) 488-0515

dor,

WESTERN ADVENTURE on authentic ranch

Fun

for

all

ages. Operating stock ranch 50 miles north of Yellowstone Park A birders paradise Riding, fishing, pack
tnps. All ranch activities 63 Ranch, Box NH979, Livingston,

MT

59047

Tel. (406)

WHITE GRASS RANCH
Grand

ting,

222-0570

a magnificent mountain setTeton National Park, Jackson's Hole, WyoIn

ming. 65 years of dude ranching experience providing
excellent riding, food, and service Ride when, where,

whom

you choose (safety permitting) Pack
tnps tailored to your wishes Children's special program and dining room. Junior Wrangler Program (filinimum 1 month). Six boys 14-18 Daily rates: from 90.00
ej., double Call or write Frank & Nona Galey, Box
230D, Moose, WY 83012 (307) 733-3329

and with

SAFARIS

IN

NATURAL HISTORY

Escorted/Inde-

pendent. Africa: Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Zambia,
Zimbabwe, Botswana, Trans-Sahara Asia India, Nepal, Malaysia, Indonesia S America: Brazil, Ecuador,
Peru Galapagos Islands, Alaska Safancentre International,

Nationwide (800) 223-6046 California (800) 624-

5342

ABOVE THE CLOUDS TREKKING offers worldwide adventure for the discerning traveler Destinations include Nepal, Japan, Yemen, Madagascar, Peru, Transylvania Alps, Yugoslavia. Call or write for information.
PO. Box 398N, Worcester, MA 01602 (617) 799-4499

ACROSS AFRICA

England to Kenya 3 Month Safari
Smallest Group. Africa Outback, Box 1711 Ashtabula,
Ohio 44004 (216) 998-0923

AFRICA,

8 week Little Creek Field School in archeological excavation of a
complex Pueblo Western Anasazi site in SW Utah.
June 10 to August 4 Intended for undergraduate college students No experience required. 15 quarter
credits Enrollment limited to 20 For cost information
wnte: Dr. Richard A Thompson, Southern Utah State

AMAZON AND GALAPAGOS.

Wildlife

and

natural history tours with expert naturalists. Tanzania &
Kenya safans, Rwanda mountain gorillas Ultimate 2week Galapagos cruises, remote Amazonia canoe &
rafting expeditions

Over 60

trips

College,

Cedar

nue, Berkeley,

Utah 84720

City,

ARCHEOLOGY PROGRAMS

for

adults

and young

people at America's oldest permanent archeological
research Center. For catalog, write: Center for Amencan Archeology, Box 366, Dept 15, Kampsville, IL

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

natural history expeby expert naturalists Small groups. Free
International,
Expeditions
brochure Write Nature
Dept NHCA, 474 Willamette Street, PO Box 11496,
Eug ene, OR 97440 Tel (503) 484-6529

ditions led

AUSTRALIAN TROPICAL BIRDS The

CA

best of small

group tours, 17 days birding Far North Queensland
from outback to Gt Barrier Reef Write Goanna Tour,
55 Guide Street, Clifton Beach, 4871 Old Australia

BICYCLE ADVENTURES— Norway, Germany, Switzerland/Austna, Denmark. Hotels, Sapwagon Beginners
welcome OTDE Travels, Box 1196-N, Gainesville, FL
32602 (904) 373-OTDE
Trekking (walking) expeditions to the foot

India

safans in search of rare Asian birds and
mammals Explorations of remote Bhutan,
Sikkim, Ladakh and tropical Sn Lanka, 10

of

& Nepal

Mt Everest & Annapurna.

+ airfare.

HivMAlAvjAvt TtavcI. Ihc.
PO BOX481-NH
Greenwich, CT 06830
Toll Free (800) 243-5330
(203) 622-0055

1

Tours

led by professional naturalists,
historians & wildlife photograptier to unique
^
areas: Ctlannel Islands/Gold Country/Big
Sur/Bristlecone/Wine Country/Death Valley & more. Small
groups, some larger. Tours 1 to 6 days. Accommodations
historic hotels, country inns & other, equipment provided for
"living with nature tours". California Natural History Tours,
P.O. Box 3709. Beverly Hills, CA 90212, (213) 274-3025.

IJI^^

AFRICA: NATURE & CULTURES Kenya, Tanzania,
Madagascar, Seychelles, Maldives, Aldabra Atoll,
Rwanda, Botswana, North Afnca, Sahara, and other Affordable Adventures Forum Travel, 91 Gregory Lane
(#21), Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
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tunng Koobi Fora with Richard Leakey. July 25 /
11, 1985 A once-in-a-lifetime 2,000 mile educ
holiday adventure in the land of the Northern
geti, Amboseli & Tsavo. Personally meet Richar
key at Koobi Fora. Under the knowledgeable
Schuberth Geologis,
ship of Christopher J
-

i

I;

Slate Museum,
field, IL 62706 (217) 782-5955, Call or wnte f|
chures & information

Curator of Education,

Illinois

NORTHERN LIGHTS EXPEDITIQi
Inside

Passage and Baja by sea kayak. Or
Mlsfeii^- NH, 5220 NE 1

gray whales.

(206)362-4506

;ipHJH^:

Seattle,

WA 91

EXPERIENCE THE REAL EAST AFRICA on an
camping safan through Kenya

CALIFORNIA
^,«^F

EAST AFRICAN GEOLOGIC & WILDLIFE SAFA

Wildipte

35 day programs from $670.00
Free Brochures

to

worldwide. Free 1985

NATURAL HISTORY
TOURS

COSTA RICA TROPICAL ADVENTURE. Superb t
natural history. Two expert naturalist leadei
a native ornithologist Spectacular habitats, del
accommodations. December 21 31, 1985; Mar
Apnl 6, 1986. Natural World Explorations, 1144:
Hay Dnve NH, Columbia, MD 21044 (301) 730-C

and

I

Unusual

color catalog Wilderness Travel, 1760-N A Solano Ave-

94707. (415) 524-51

For brochiure please wnte or cable:

Himalayan Excursions or Himalayan Excursi
P. O. Box 11204
G. P. O. Box 1221
Midland, Texas 79
Kathmandu, Nepal

II

62053

Tours/Trips
A-1

ARCHEOLOGY FOR UNDERGRADUATES

Himalayan Excursions offers a wide variety of tnJ
river rafting and wildlife safaris in all parts of Ne|

e
Tanzania

or

Optional Kilimanjaro climb;
$850.00
South Africa, Egypt, Botswana, more Free i;
-I-

airfare.

color brochure U.S agents for Britain's Tracks
pioneers in African adventure travel. Himalayan
Box 481 -NH, Greenwich, CT 06836 (800) 243-5
I

BICYCLE BEAUTIFUL N W. PENNSYLVANIA: good
Presque Isle,
lakelands: singles, couples, families; one week, July/
PA
Meadville,
A.
SRI,
August; White Tours— Dept
16335
back roads,

hotels,

Conneaut Lake

Park,

CANOE THE MAINE WILDERNESS, Allagash, St

Croix,

Small groups All inclusive guided
trips Excellent Food. Write Maine Wilderness Pad
diers. Inc., White Picket Farm-N, Deerfield, NH 03037
463-8804
( 603)

July-September

CANYONLANDS
Parks,

natural

EDVENTURES— Utah

history

tnps

)

National

through October.

workshops in photography, watercolor.
Moab, UT 84532 (801 259-7750

Fall

Box 68N,

(I

EXPLORE MAINE WILDERNESS! Backpack
with expert naturalist Challenging courses emp
low-impact camping, orienteenng ecology E/
derness School, Box 611, Bethel, Maine 04217

EXPLORE THE COAST OF EAST AFRICA
Archaeologoist Mark Horton July 26 August 1C!
Join one of England's foremost archaeologist'
Cambridge University on an exciting 16-Day Arc
ogy/Wildlife Safari to Kenya This exploration
major archaeological sites along the coast of
plus a safan to Kenya's major game parks, in
Pate Island, Gedi, Manda Island, Mombasa, Ti
Masai Mara Game Reserves For information & it!
contact. Park East Tours, 1841 Broadway, Nel
-

'

City

10023 (800) 223-6078— (212) 765-4870

—

TRAVEL/ADVENTURE VIDEO CATALOG Send
Jdressed stamped envelop (9x4) lo: Interna:
Adventure Video, 400 Webster, Suite 110, Palo
; A 94301

KENYA SAFARIS Photographic workshops

with top
natural photographers. Ornithological safaris. Safans
in natural history starting from $2595. Voyagers, Box

NY 14851

915, Ithaca,

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED— Herpetological
pedition. Rain forests of Belize

Departures 1985, January-December

groups

Machu Picchu Inca Floats, 1606N
,CA 94920, (415)435-4622
is:

Juanila,

Ti-

LLAMA TREKS

OREGON'S EAGLE CAP

IN

—

Sherborn,

9

,

iralist will sail

MAINE'S COASTAL WILDLIFE— August 25-31
windjamming & whales
puffins & pennyworts
comradery & congeniality $525 00 Brochure: Blue Sky
Adventures, Box 126N, Oakridge, NJ 07438 (201) 697.

and our licensed
by schooner to explore

.

MONTANA— ABSAROKA WILDERNESS— Pack

BROCHURE
SFLOHTS 415-435-4622

lAICn

Tnps,

Fishing, Geology, History, Prehistory Dr. Lahren - Archeologist. Box 1218, Livingston, MT 59047 (406) 222-

1606nbJuanita,Tiburon,CA 94920

I

No need

to

YOURS

IS

backpack or spend days

in

a saddle to enjoy

abundant

wildlife

and majestic scenery seen only from

wild rivers of the West.

world's

most

Go

quietly

in

comfort and safety of

beautiful boats, with genial,

mature guides.

5-20 days. Gourmet meals. Special

Fully outfitted,

accommodated. Please ask

diets

for free illustrated Catalog C.

Martin Litton's

edition. 16 Trip dates. M. Picchu Option.

FREE

WILDERNESS

.

7233

any other Galapagos

e islands than

MA

1

—

GALAPAGOS
other adventurers

guide

$550 00 Zoological Research
01770

Wilder-

ness A unique outdoor experience Small group and
custom treks. All ages, abilities Fine family vacation.
August wilderness photography seminar Brochure:
Hurricane Creek Llamas, Rt, 1 Box 23, Enterprise, OR
97828 (503) 432-4455
,

I

for field

publication August 9-18
Institute,

PAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS,

research ex-

many new species and

range extensions possible data needed

GRAND CANYON DORIES
P.O.

Box 3029, Stanford,

California

94305

Telephone 415/851-0411

3168

WHALE RESEARCH CRUISES Hawaii and Alaska
'AGOS ISLANDS Economic tours from $1666
mg airfare 8, 1 & 5 days Galapagos, all meals
1

is,

1

mainland Ecuador, Amazon, Cuzco/lvlachu

University credit
inc., 43 Millstone

available

Road

,

Joseph

Colley,

Randallstown,

NATURALIST'S DELIGHT! Personalized Wilderness
Mexico since 1966. Baja's
3683-A5 Cactusview Drive, San Diego,

Travel in Baja California,
Frontier Tours,

CA 92105

MD

(301)922-3116

SAIL
THE WORLD! Europe

Brochure:

—^K
LAKE DISTRICT OF ENGLAND
A unique adventure. Explore

5:
n

plus 3
ttiis

Days

^^^3.

in

iPR'

extraordi-

England on a select seeasy-to-moderate, memorable hikes and a sce"steamer" ride. Lectures with slide
ike
itations on the culture and nature of the area
listrict lodging in a fine hotel in the tiny and beaujiluated hillside village of Troutbeck An excellue Call or write Outdoor Bound, 18 Stuyvesant
'1A, New York, NY 10009 (212) 505-1020

Also

Greek Islands & Turquoise
Coast Wildlife tours Australia, India Country walking
Italy, Scotland, Norway Over 60 tnps worldwide, expert naturalist leaders Free 1985 color catalog Wilderness Travel, 1760-NB Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA
94707(415)524-5111
Arctic

sailing,

WILDERNESS CANOEINGI

the

to

at

94523 (415) 671-2900

^

A SCHOONER

SAN JUANS, VICTORIA and CANADA.
ENJOY rnarine lite, art and photography.
EXPLORE islands, bays and sounds.
EXPERIENCE a unique sailing vacation.

3-15 MPH,
acular programs also to Africa, Mideast, Asia,
lia
Forum Travel, 91 Gregory (#21), Pleasant

:0R BIKE

summer

venture

Canoe

Maine! Canada! Guided adBrochure. Allagash

for teens, adults, families!

Trips,

Box

71 3H, Greenville,

ME

04441 (207)

695-3668

Island Adventures

PACIFIC CLIPPER CRUISES
Box 243, Port Townsend, WA 98368
Phone: (206) 385-5885

id enchanting corner of

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS:

Es-

corted and independent nature and hiking tours. Hike
in New Zealand's scenic Natural Parks and Milford
Track: Explore Australia's Outback, Far North, And
Great Barrier Reef South Pacific itineranes designed
for individuals and groups. Pacific Exploration Co., Box
3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

PERU ADVENTURES:

Trek the spectacular Cordillera
Machu Piccu Overland
expeditions by 4WD vehicle, Amazon wildlife extensions. Complete Peru travel service. Free illustrated

Blanca

.ANOE

brochure Himalayan Travel. Box 481-NH, Greenwich,
Toll Free (800) 243-5330

CT 06836

Urondack Lake Country

Raquette River
Boat Company
like

&

-Your Best Vacation Yet!
$495.00 all inclusive
4 Days
Inn to Inn
oert guides,
Vi/ildlife

-5

Nights

Guideboat

cozy lodges,

& mountain

or ancient Inca Trail to

Trip

fine food,

scenery.

KLIN COUNTY
Molone. NY 12953 518~4B3-6767

• PERU •GUATEMALA
• CHIAPAS MEXICO
Gordon
Small

NEPAL, SWITZERLAND, TAHITI, New ZeaTuscany, Alaska
International
walkabouts,
blend of natural history and culture Small
Free color catalog. Wilderness Journeys, Box
,

Bolinas,

CA

94924 (415) 868-1836

frost.

groups.

18

Box 471-NHD,
Tel:

yeors

Conloct:

L^

^erry
(203)

Mason

designed
Safaris,

838-3075

safaris

28 years expen-

Box 1643, Darien, CT

experience

Gordon

Frost,

Newholl, CA 91321

(805) 255-7577

VANISHING WILDERNESS.

Visit our 12,000-acre pnthe heart of the Adirondack
High Peaks Elk Lake Lodge features a comfortable
Adirondack-style lodge and cabins with delicious food
on the American plan. Elk Lake Lodge. Box NH, North

vate forest preserve
Individually

or 32 Days

in

Hudson, NY 12855 (518) 532-7616

— $2695!

V^AGERS
P.O. Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851
(607) 257-3091

,

TIBET/CHINA Explore Tibet's fabled pilgrimage sites
and gilded palaces— Jokhang Cathedral, Drepung
and Sera Monasteries, Potala Palace, the Tashilunpo,
Walk in hill country ringed by the Himalayas Visit
Beijing,
Shanghai, Chengdu, Xi'an, Guangzhou,
Nanjing September 29-October 22: October 20-November 12 $3,950 including airfare from west coast.
China Passage, 302 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10001

*o ^^^nya

DELUXE LODGE SAFARIS ALSO AVAIU\BLE

to

Irovel with folk ort collectoi/photograpliBr

,

$1995

[NCLUDES round-tnp air fare from New York, accom
modations. land transf»rt, camping equipment, meals
and much more. Exploring Lake Turkana. Maasai
Mara, Samburu, Great Rift Valley.

(2) day voyHydrographers Canyon on the Continental
'85:
Shelf. Trips for
May 26-28, June 26-28 and Sept. 810 Information reservations: (617) 283-6089 or Nature
Sea-Fans, 75 Essex Ave,, Gloucester, MA 01930

ages

FREE brochure: (518) 359-3228,
Box 653 F1, Tapper Lake. NY 12986

urlsm,

Authentic Wilderness Adventure

Days

SPERM WHALES— PELAGIC BIRDS Two

(212)564-4099

-iiSai

An
18

WILD ROGUE RIVER WILDERNESS: solitude Half
Moon Bar Lodge, PO Box 1356, Merlin, OR 97532
(503) 476-4002

YOUR VERY OWN KASHMIR— Exploring the past in
Kashmir and Ladakh, trekking: fly-fishing in the i-limalayas any combination. Pampered nights on your Dal
Lake houseboat Call for brochure Kashmir Expeditions. 24 Mill Plain Road, Danbury, CT (203) 748-2200

—

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION
The

following

new rates are effective

with the July

1

985

issue:

$2 50 per word; 16 word ($40) minimum, D/sp/aycfass/lied is $275 per inch. All advertisements must be prepaid. Rates are not structured for agency or frequency
discounts All advertisements are accepted at NATU-

RAL HISTORY'S discretion Send check/money order
payable to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATURAL HISTORY Magazine. Central Park West at 79th
St., New York, NY 10024, Please include your personal
address and telephone number, issue preferred, and
suggested heading Deadline Isl of the month, two
months pnor to cover date (the January issue closes
Nov 1 ). Camera-ready art is required for display ads. A
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent
upon publication

—
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The

Perilous

Seed

Coconuts may be hazardous to your health

by Raymond Sokolov
The coconut
can
ily

When

kill.

is

a very large seed that

say

I

this,

thinking of people

dentally

when

Nor do

have

I

hit

in

I

am not primar-

who have

by a

died acci-

falling coconut.

mind the fatal accidents
when harvesters go-

that inevitably result

ing

up

into tall

Certainly,

coconut palms

was

I

fall to

earth.

1982

startled to read in

Major Julio de la Gente of the Philippine army had managed to detonate a
that

bomb made

entirely from residues of coAccording to the official Philippine news agency, the 6.6-pound bomb,
buried four feet under gravel near Zamboanga, blew debris as far as 656 feet and
was described by Major de la Gente as
"stronger than ordinary dynamite."

conut

oil.

Such a device could obviously kill, but

I

have not subsequently heard reports of
coco bombs exploding in U.S. embassies
or otherwise supplanting dynamite or plas-

So I have tended to dismiss the de la
Gente discovery as yet another Philippine
gesture toward maximizing the use of a
major local crop. This is an understandtic.

able preoccupation in a country so depen-

dent on coconuts. Not long ago, plummeting coconut prices sent officials into a

had the prime minister, Cesar
campaign against imported U.S. junk foods and urging
on
nutritional grounds
greater consumption of coconut oil and milk.
It is precisely on those grounds that all
tailspin that

Virata, launching a

—

—

objective observers agree that the coconut
is

a dangerous seed. This

tion

is

a difficult no-

even for non-Filipinos to accept. From

time almost immemorial, Cocos nucifera
has charmed and delighted people with
stately fronds

beaches.
called

vides

it

all

And

its

swaying high above tropical

Writers

of

Sanskrit

ancient

kalpa vriksha, "the tree that prothe necessities of life."

with reason.

The

shells, the leaves,

the wood, the fiber from the husk

And

—

all

are

no wonder that C. nucifera has been more widely
planted than any other agricultural tree.
But the age-old human enthusiasm for the
useful, multifariously so.

coconut began and spread

in

it is

what might

be called palmier days, before we knew or

had reason
I

to care

about cholesterol.

hardly need to remind readers of Nat-

ural History that cholesterol and the satu-

90
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A

Matter of Taste

Dick Frank Studio.

I

.

.

'

Ivan Polunin; Bruce

At Just 20

Coleman

Inc

lbs,

What It Will Do
Will

Amaze You!

Cracking coconuts on the Gilbert Islands

the cardiovascular system are openly con-

How exotic, how far
my daily concerns, I thought. But it is

demned by almost everybody

cisely those Filipino

rated fats associated with

Ifyourgarden is less than an acre,
you need a big, expensive tiller likeyou
need rabbits. Whatyou need is one
small, precision machinethat can doa
variety of jobs in the garden and
around the yard
quickly, easily,
neatly and economically.
.

.

the

last

—

Mantis Manufacturing Co.
1458 County Line Rd., Dept. 680
Huntingdon Vailey, PA 19006

me

information on the
revolutionary Mantis Tiller/Cultivator,
and the 3-WEEK TRIAL.

his

.

should be "reserved for spe-

doubt that very many Americans run

City _

is

to

be done?

propose a two-pronged plan,

li

read labels on food packages closely
avoid products that

list

few ingredients. This
coconut

coconut
oil)

is

oil (ai

among

i

ther

a tacit signal

i

a major component o

oil is

meal plans chockablock with xin xin de

food. Since

galinha and other tropical dishes based on

coconut

coconut milk. Those of you who have

you have lost nothing, except possil]
few pennies, and if you also keep
consumption of saturated fats pai;i
larly animal fats
low, you will haveol

and South-

food industry adds

products,

some of them

it

to

numberless

labeled, others ex-

empt from such revelation. Until recently,
coconut oil was the leading edible oil (best
known perhaps as a major constituent of
margarine), but the more healthful soy-

receive periodic bulletins from a trade or-

J

the

silience of their aortas.

saturated cousin, palm

.

bean oil overtook it.
During the brief period of my misspent
youth that I passed in the food news department of the Times, I was amused to

.
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it

warn

And

i

I

The

Address
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York Times

Coconut
oil is already found everywhere; it is an occult presence in the most mundane foods.

eMMC1965

Zip

New

oil.

competes with more expensive
less saturated fats and oils for a pla(
many processed foods sold to unknoi
Americans otherwise obsessed with tfi

ganization representing Philippine coco-

in

you wouldn't have

tastei

these industrial foods an^

—

—

tributed significantly to a sensible di

program.

Now

a highly improbable catastrophe.

changing the way
Americans garden?

State

the

unctuous appeal of coconut milk. But a
mass conversion of Manhattanites to the
dangerous diet of Bahia or Zamboanga is

that's

I

even food

east Asian restaurants will understand the

Why spend another season without

Name

in

tasted these foods in Brazilian

you don't love it, simply

Please send

Why

anathema

coconut

to press out the
still

What

I

it for afull refund.
Mantis' tines are warranted for life
against ever breaking and its engine
has a //fef/me Replacement Agreement!

D

currently

folk.

the white

a serious risk of death because of daily

return

iflnri5

in

lethally sat-

1

businessmen who
and shred the coconut flesh (called cc

{xin xin de galinha) aslosh in the offend-

.

I

yr.

is

is

."

3-Week n-Your-Garden Trial

little tiller

summer

cial feasting.

it quickly becomes a
furrower, lawn aerator or de-thatcher,
a power edger, or a hedge trimmer!

the

abundance

since

nut desiccators.

about a favorite Brazilian chicken recipe

readers that

attachments,

Mantis

And

ing arboreal milk, felt obliged to

.

try the

licensed to

writer Craig Claiborne, after expatiating

.

\f

right-thinking

to

The exciting Mantis Tiller/Cultivator

Sesf of all, you can

that lurks in

urated, the coconut

changing the way Americans
garden. Itweighs just 20 pounds so
anyone can use it. It starts with a
flick of the wrist.
cuts through
tough soils ... turns on a dime.
weeds in and around plants, between
narrow rows and along fence lines
and runs all day on a gallon of gas!
What's more, with its inexpensive

risk-free!

oil

flesh of the coconut's kernel

.

.

presence in

preach about diet and health.

is

.

its

that you are a paragon of iW-'

tional caution,

you can follow the

s£)i

half of the plan with relative impunil

Mr. Claiborne suggests, on festive
you can aff"ord to indulge in thi!i

sions

tronomic delights of coco cuisine, tb:
joining millions of people in other

p

c

who have developed hundreds of riclfi
grant,

and perilous dishes that

should miss

—

in

The coconut
to

m

*

moderation.

itself

is

the

main

obiWti

such enjoyment. Fortunately, you

i^

remove the fibrousai
bulky husk ourselves. Every superrr'k
carries husked coconuts. The sphec
don't have to

—
hairy shell

n,

is still

there, but

it is

rel-

y easy to remove.
.ving selected a coconut by the aural-

method (make sure the

al

.ed

shell isn't

and that you can hear water slosh-

round inside, indicating freshness),

home and crack

it

it.

you like to drink the water, pierce a
e of the coconut's eyes with

and pour

a corkscrew

)r

(It

ler.

— that

is

to these eyes

an

ice-

through a

it

—

the coconut owes

there are
its

name,

explorers thought they looked

ish

and nose of a monkey; Spanang for monkey face was coco.) 0th2 just crack the shell with a hammer.
vater will drain away and the kernel
Iplit into several large pieces. Norit is no problem to pop the meat
the shell with a screwdriver. But if
leat the coconut in the oven before
ing it (or afterward), the meat sepafrom the shell even more easily,
w you have the meat, but the meat
coarse brown skin on it. If you were
ling to serve the actual flesh, you
he eyes

Eiiroix^an

SCANDINAVIA
On the Five-Star Polaris
Ex(>erience Scandinavia this summer
from the luxury of the Polaris. Ch6ose
from June through August departures
that feature the fjords; or the grand
capitals of the Baltic; others that
include Leningrad and Moscow.
We offer New Arctic Adventures to
Spitzbergen and the North Cape,
to the lands of the Midnight Sun.

Goose

Down
Pillows
Nature's finest European

Goose

Down

ible peeler or a knife. This

and a waste of time

'

i:ting

cut

i"

in

it

unnec-

you are just

coconut milk. The skin does not

or otherwise
ist

if

is

contaminate the milk,

meat

the

pieces and

into

to

loft and superb sleeping comfort
for those who appreciate the finest. Our
guarantee: If for any reason you are not
completely satisfied, simply return the pillows for
a full refund. Delivery: Immediate.

Your guides are well known authorities
on Scandinavia. Your ship is the
yacht-like Polaris, accommodating
only 76 pampered passengers. Explore
the Baltic, far beyond the traditional
tourist routes, where large ships

ffirO ORDER CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-356-9367,
H298, or use the coupon below. Or, call or write
your free catalog featuring 20 down comforter
styles and other bedroom accessories from America's

Ext.
for

Sleep Professionals.

cannot navigate.

SALEN-UNDBLAD
CRUISING

Willie

Offering First Rate

(in

New

York

Vt ORDER

BY

H298. Use your

212 751 2300).

PHONE

Acct.

Firm

OUR
TOCE
_*25
^'30
^'35

PRICE

C^JS

G^5
C'55

TOLL-FREE 1-800-356-9367,
OR ORDER BY MAIL:

Ext.

credit card.

DAm.

UVISA

DM.C.

Salen-Lindblad Cruising
133 E 55th Street. New York, NY. 10022

Firm

OUR

D=50
0*65
U*80

(20" X 30")
(20" X 36")

King

Medium

PRICE

Queen

For brochure, sec your travel agentTI
or tall Salen-Lindblad Cruising at

800 223 5688

on White

Standard (20" X 26")

Adventure Worldwide

1

EUROPEAN
GOOSE DOWN PILLOWS Soft
Color:
OUR

DC^ieck

Exp

No

Exp.

QTY

Dt.

PRICE

.xS_
_xS_

have to cut away the skin with a

1

Pillows.

manufacturer direct
you. Ultimate

Ship.,

City

State

Hdlg.

&

Insurance -S2.50 ea.

Name

Zip

Address

CRUISES:

Q Africa n Amazon nAntarctica n Europe

City, Slate.

Galapagos India -Indian Ocean Islands
Indonesia Jap.ui
Madagascar Mediterranean
Pacific Islands _.RedSea JRivcr Thames
Russian Rivers

Scandinavia Seychelles

send

to:

Zip

The Company

Store, Dept. H29S,|205

La Crosse, Wl 54601. Our dowr

is

s.

7th st,

supplied bv United Featiier and

N

a food processor or blender.

you would have had to
hand grater, but the metal

;he old days,

vay with a

I!

of a processor

II

now

is

Soak the meat

0\i.

hour and then pro-

\\

g water for a half

IS

squeeze everything

In the

i

in the

much

milk as

is

worth your

Third World they go back for

nd extraction, and then a third, with

;

diminishing returns.

}

I

white residue

I|;

left

after extraction

is

copra cake or poonac. You won't
but your dog might, in small

t,

nts.

Poonac

is

often used for animal

coconut-producing countries,

r

in

s

extraction process

it

1

;!

is

not as labori-

sounds. But you can avoid

To see the world
appreciating

its

is

one thing, but
is something

treasures

That something

else

is

a

Swan

it

alto-

if

and the Orient. With over 140 departures to
else.

Hellenic

Art Treasure Tour. Each unique tour is
accompanied by a guest lecturer, an expert

whose informative talks will bring a deeper
awareness and appreciation of the art,
architecture, history and natural beauty you
will encounter on your tour.
And what tours to choose from. Swan

choose from, we're sure

one that

you'll find at least

will particularly delight you.

For further information about

Swan

Hellenic Art Treasure Tours see your Travel

Agent

or write Exprinter for a free colorful

brochure.
Join us for a

_

deeper appreciation

HF

of the world's

aDhim.iq.ii p^^oc>uls^^^

I

I

F

Hellenic Art Treasure Tours cover the
world.

From

Britain's heritage to Europe's

history beauty of Latin America.

you can find canned coconut
The Classic Cuisine of Vietnam,
,? Ngo and Gloria Zimmerman recoma concentrated milk sold by Stan.Vlrs. Ngo, a coconut connoisseur
c
mother's garden in Vietnam had
jX arieties of coconut growing in it
|J

THROUGH AN EDUCATED EYE.

processor

double layer of cheesecloth. That

a

(tract as

1

SEE THE WORLD

the tool of

three cups of

in

From the

Middle East to Australia. Even the
rich treasures of India

,

500 FIFTH

AVENUE

NEW YORK. NY

10110

(212)719-1200

mi

In

r

it

ji

1

,1

r

water, another for soft edible flesh,

on

— thinks canned milk

k extracted

from the

is

less

superior

than ide-

,'

esh kernels sold in this country.

,(*

pared coconut cream

jjSiere,
j3

is

also avail-

usually as an ingredient for

iladas, but

it

will not

work

in recipes
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The Wilderness TVavel

WILDLIFE

World of Discovery

T-SHIRTS

AFRICA

GALAPAGOS

Mountain

Ultimate 2-week
cruise

PACIFIC

Manu

Tonga, Tahiti,

Peru's

SAVE THE

SOUTH

AMAZON

&

Park
Jungle Canoe
Expeditions

New

Papua
Guinea

WOLF

shredded (desiccated) coconut is ea<
find and will produce a satisfactory c

when

infused with hot water

squeezed, as above. Three-quarters

pound

Beautiful art and information about endan-

gered species and environmental issues on
100% cotton T-SHIRTS. $8.95 ea. (quantity
discounts), S-M-L-XL, in tan, blue, yellow

FREE CATALOG. Many

lilac.

designs.

JIM

MORRIS

exquisite

Box

T-Shirts, P.O.

2308, Dept.CES, Boulder, Co. 80306. (303)
444-6430. Satisfaction guaranteed.

WILDERNESS TRAVEL,

curdles and

It

unpleasant to eat. Unsweeti

is

coconut

desiccated

of

sf

roughly equals the meat of one coco

and
Smalt groups, Exper! naluraliil leaders
Free color catalog, ai'er 60 trips zcorlduide

"curd"

nut milk

Gorillas
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over

all

The number

of des;

immense. But
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already inured to coconut cream

Share the Earth.
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other native confections than the
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is sometimes beneficial to consider a
change of habitation or environment for a

family member facing an extended period of
psychiatric treatment. Greystone House, situated on a campus of old trees and broad
lawns, offers a homelike atmosphere under
the direction of Friends Hospital, America's
oldest nonprofit psychiatric hospital. For a
color brochure write: Barbara Hines, R.N.,
Greystone House, Friends Hospital, 4804 E.
Roosevelt Blvd., Philadelphia, PA 19124.
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Chapel Hill, NC 27515
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Si

and casseroles
are customary food on tables from R
Bangkok.
For the most part, the recipes yoi
find in cookbooks employ coconut m
a thickener and a source of appealin
vor, as anyone would expect. You pc
in, heat it up with the other ingred
which have usually been cooked air

dishes

and

soups, rice,

serve.

The most interesting exception t<
that I know of is a west Sumatran
called rendang,

year by Sri

which was presentei

Owen

at the

annual

O

food symposium. In the traditional

dang, Sumatran buffalo meat cooks
slowly in coconut milk flavored with
spices

and

and herbs. The milk bubbles s
and one-half hours the

after one

has thickened. After another half
the milk turns to oil, and then darke
Lvoid sailing four days
k
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bulent Drake Passage by flying to the Antarctic
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have

of rendang, but wishing

.a

i

and

to see quickly

how

the rrl

on chicken, incrsi
the heat and the speed of cook;;
match the more delicate meat. It a
I

tried

it

ti
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Tra\
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calls, it was supplemented in rendmii
fresh-picked red beans added towa:
end of the process. The rendang met*

see unforgettable sights that cannot be seen in

free

EXPLORATION'

taste

1

flight to the Antarctic Penin-

Darien Jungle. For
toll

its

'

reservations or free brochure, see any travel
agent, mail coupon or call

cooking process has cha

from boiling to frying. B
end of three hours, the meat has abs
almost all the oil. Some of the mi
mains as a nutty brown residue of co
crumbs. This residue has something
naturally,

texture of breading, but

The Chilean government has provided TRAVCOA

cruise

thru C3nal. Enjoy a tropical cruise;
sun and relax on beautiful, exotic beaches,
and swim and snorkel in warm, aquamarine
waters. Discover Colonial Panama, transit

and Indian Villages

at a research station.

effect, the

el

it

Owen said.

I

prori<

with buffalo and a turmeric

soon as

I

lif

get some.

Agent

Please forward the

foUomng TRAVCOA brochures:
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Raytywnd Sokolov

is

a writer who:
and prepoM

cial interest is the history

offood.

s,

.

Cut the chicken

4.

Chicken Rendang

ing skin

(With compliments to Sri Owen)

cut

chicken,

in

3'/:

Cayenne pepper

1

'/:

for

make

remnants slowly
hours, strain,

Vi

1

Collect boned meat,

green chiiies, or more, to taste,
seeded and minced
'4
teaspoon turmeric
2 tablespoons ground coriander
Milk from 1 coconut (about 3 cups,
2

making chicken

stock: Boil chicken
in

water to cover for

and reserve

for future

see above for method)

use.)

Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
ivhiie,

Mean-

Combine chicken meat, coconut

5.

pierce two of the eyes of the co-

:onut with a cori(screw. Pour the coco-

water out, through a strainer, and
iave for mixing into cocktails or drink

'^u^

itraight.

Heat coconut for 15 minutes in oven,
hen bash with hammer. The shell
ihould crack and fall away from the
A/hite

meat.

Zut the meat into pieces roughly one
nch square. (Do not bother to peel

iway the brown skin. It will not color
he milk you are about to produce, and
t will be discarded with the rest of the
tolids.) Put in the jar of the processor
with the metal blade attached) or in
ihe blender jar. (The processor is
'astly superior for this task.) Pour in 3
;ups boiling water. Attach the lid and
et stand for a half hour. Process or
)lend until the coconut is thoroughly
)ulverized. Then put the white mash in
1

fine

(cilantro) leaves

1

Shell and devein shrimp.

Wash and

set

aside.
2.

Heat the oil in a large heavy-bottomed
pan and add onion. Over high heat, fry
the onion until golden brown (about 10
minutes), stirring constantly to prevent

Reduce heat

to medium, add
and chiiies, stir rapidly
15 seconds, and add coconut milk

burning.

Yield:

3-4 servings

for

and

Shrimp Poached

in

Coconut Milk with

Moolee from the state of Kerala,
from Classic Indian Cooking,
by Julie Sahni)

7

tablespoons

2

:oconut milk into a bowl.

oil

the sauce, uncovered,

thickens (about 10 minutes).
Stir frequently to insure that the sauce
does not stick and burn.

Fresh Herbs
(Verra

Cook

salt.

until

piece of

large

teaspoons coarse (kosher) salt
tablespoons minced fresh coriander

garlic, ginger,

Push or squeeze out the

a

2

mediately.

pounds shrimp, preferably medium
to large (about 28-32 per pound)

or

1 '/2

in a skillet.

2

strainer

;heesecloth.

and cayenne

milk,

Bring to a
boil, reduce heat, and simmer, stirring
occasionally, until the liquid has evaporated, about 30 minutes. At this
point, the remaining coconut oil and
chicken fat will begin to sizzle. Stirring
regularly, raise heat to medium and fry
the chicken until virtually all the fat
and oil have been absorbed. Serve imsalt,

tablespoons ground or crushed fresh

ginger root

large chunks. Reserve carcass,

stock. (To

pounds

Sail

off the bone, discard-

fat.

and giblets

skin,

coconut

and

3.

it

Add shrimp, mix, reduce heat to medium-low, and simmer, covered, for 5
shrimp are
cooked through. Do not overcook the
shrimp or they will become tough and
chewy. Check for salt, stir in coriander
leaves, and serve.
to 7 minutes, or until the

cups finely chopped onion
2 teaspoons minced garlic

Yield: 6 servings
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more muscles share
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Action Provides unmatched smooth
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Motion and
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The Natural Moment

The Living End
"A

gremlin?" asked one observer. Another, noting the milky

to

such foolishness.

"It's a

Eisner explained

ary looking substance on

Eisner put an end

aceous slime," Eisner said.

cockroach," he said.

"A rear end shot."

and also

how he obtained

this dorsal fixation.

"At the

there,

tube of

them the majority group. This one crawled out onto the table
where I was working. It was about an inch and a half long. I put
some banana down on a piece of cardboard, and when it started

roscope.

It

I

picked

it

up gently and carried

it

to the microscope."

was a male Periplaneta australasiae, the Australian cock-

roach, and Eisner was particularly interested in the white, sug-

slippery.

it's

Archbold Biological Station in central Florida, you stay in cottages," he said, "and most of them have cockroaches. I consider

to eat,
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posterior.

"It's like

"The white

mucus, but

For an ant or spider that

a disaster.

would be

It

like

is

it's

tries to

a pri

very

:i

grab

a

a person grabbing a

Duco cement."

Eisner took the shot at

The two blue

3X

magnification with a photi

semicircles (colored by the lightin

i

the last two segments of the cockroach, which are both ccJ

with the slime.

The "ears" are cerci, or feelers, which are
The tiny hairs on them can dete

pair of rear antennae.

movement
takes

—any sense of trouble approaching and the

off'.

Photograph by Tom Eisner
96

its

Tom

blue, thought of eyes. But entomologist

s
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And
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land

James D. Nations's essay ("Bearing
Witness," March 1985) and Gertrude

(called

and with one exception,

Blom's photographs were indeed effective

close to

at arousing

anguish and indignation at the

Lacandona and of
the Lacandones, but laying the blame on
greedy businessmen diverts us from our
destruction of the Selva

own
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human

all
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an over-
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cal rain forests, occurring
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an ever increasing

rate,
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parallel to the ground.

as the International

the World Bank.

Monetary Fund and

The World

B'ank, for ex-
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Amazon
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fi-

nancing the building of highways and

mines through equatorial Brazil. Nearly
two centuries ago. President Jefferson asserted, "I truly believe that banking estabhshments are more dangerous than standing armies," and it is easy to see the truth
of his observations even today.
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but by policies originated by such entities

to distast

among Haitian
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hit
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being
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str

my

examination,

person. But Nations neglects to mention
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first

twenty-four to thirty inches off the pave-

terest. Certainly, the destruction
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of tropi-

read "Bearing Witness" with great
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land. Since Irish tenant farmers were

later

throughout the

manufactured articles and live by hunting with bow and arrow? Can we expect the
Lacandones to choose differently?
Peter Sundt
Klondyke, Arizona

Haitian

that

close to five feet in length. Several days

companions believed it to have been
by a passing car. However, when I slid
a snake hook under its body, the snake began to move. For forty-five to sixty seconds I tried to direct it into an open bag,
but the snake successfully avoided capture. It then did something totally unexpected. It was suddenly airborne toward
me. A few backward steps and I was out of
the snake's trajectory, but it was a full

all

point

ated with their servile status in a

blacktop road.

preserve a wild ecosystem, would give up

This

and released without incident a specimen

loss

of tropical rain

diet.

breadfruit as a food because

collected, photographed,

hogany coffee tables and bemoan the

of us lay our

their

in

introduced by the authors to buttress
assertion

I

ma-

How many

tatoes

northern range

copies of Natural History down on our

trial civilization.

cept a British offer of maize to replac

night hiking trip into the forest of the

was driving late at night in search of
amphibians and reptiles. A small, two-foot
specimen was stretched out on a wet

complicity as beneficiaries of indus-

ant farmers chose to starve rather tha

incline.

not

examined until the following day. When it
was removed from the bag the snake was
dead; it had apparently been injured by a

we found

passing car before

documented

in B. atrox.
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Irish

least.

The

Had

Smith reports that in the spring of IK
after an initial period of resistance 1
strange new food, maize became
mensely popular in the areas where
ii
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available.

Subsequently,
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i

and millini
well as continued government refu;
sponsor an adequate relief effort, ^
maize from reaching the starving ms
transportation, storage,
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in rural

western Ireland. In later

when maize was somewhat more

many impoverished
able to afford

ful

i

pier

i

rural people weiu

even at low prices,

it
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all.

a

of encouraging indolence, the gc

ment discouraged

free

i

distributic

i

maize.

The millions who starved or were fa

the

specimen I photographed a few days before performed a defensive leap, my experience could have been like Colwell's. B.
atrox is widespread in the forests of South
America, and naturalists would be well

(a

an authoritative source o J
famine of 1845-49. Wood!
is

they had virtually no income at

it.

There are sixty-one species of Bothrops.
Several have the habit of jumping during
a strike, but this behavior has not been
well

ever,

to

emigrate from Ireland

in the late

did not do so because of distaste for

4

nil

but because no significant relief effoi*

mounted when the harvest of
the potato, was destroyed by

their

s

Thomas 1

advised not to underestimate the striking

Jackson Heights, New

distance of this species.

pi

blight;
Ji

i)

John C. Murphy

A

Viper's Striiting Distance

Plainfield, Illinois

Reading Robert K. Colwell's account
of a Boihrops atrox bite ("A Naturalist at
Large," April 1985) brought to mind an
encounter 1 had in June 1984 with a conspecific in Trinidad. In four visits to the
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"To

article,
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cultivate these cash crops profi
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these centuries, do we still have to t£:i
arms against this outrageous institit
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End

of
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dili

hybl

ization distances supposedly measure;

now

i

petrating are likely to be "opportunistic,"

ticists

wide range of environments, multiply
and "often become pests. Examples include the English sparrow, the Eu-

such distances skeptically.

is

per-

e

do well

to

regard trees based

James M. CARPt;

failed to follow this

Cambridge, Massachii

plus

many

'weed' plants."

It is

fortunate that

Myers

thought to

proper conclusion: namely,

its

Hanover,

seems

up;

has not grasped the message of those
labor in the bowels of his building

problem of the ages," to which I reft
in my column, cannot be the constru'
of an "evolutionary clock," as Carpc

Robert ScHMiD

asserts herein. After

biologists

bi

1859 were not evolutionists, but I
exclude them from "the ages." My

d(

to

coming catastrophe.

species to prevent the

Stephen Jay Gould replies:
My esteemed colleague from

New Hampshire

me that Norman Myers and
others grant too much pow'er to the human
It
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starling, the housefly, the rabbit,

the

rat,

the

identified

all,

central

problem

ai!

as

establishment of proper "relations!

among organisms

(identified as gene;

Myers demonstrates that Earth can only
support a finite number of individuals in
each ecological niche. Lo free all the

other reasons before).

niches that are impacted most severely,

these relationships by properly sortir

we have chosen

mology from analogy for the first
Whether or not these molecular dist;.
form a clock is an interesting qu^

reduced

in

those species

and our pets would have
numbers greater than

control alone will accomplish. Is

suggesting that

m

un-

ropean

as our food

we should be

to be

birth

Myers

willing to

take such drastic measures to maintain
the richness of species our current era

-

cal since 1859, but attributed to a hi

can, for the reasons

DNA
I

phylog;

cited, deteii

awaiting resolution, but not "the pr
of the ages." In fact,
itly

my article was

agnostic on this point,

I

ei

ventu

hope that the clock might work, but
is far from o

s

that current evidence

enjoys?

we must accept that the loss of
species we know today is inevThis is not to say that we should

If not,

sive.

some of the
itable.

continue
that

in

our wanton ways, but rather

we should

will not

realize that our best efforts

be enough to indefinitely preserve

species that are already on their
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The Clock of Evolution Needs Repair

Victor Scheffer

Perhaps the reason that no one aside
from Stephen Jay Gould ("This View of
Life," April 985) is proclaiming the mes-

William Blake. Englishl
painter, and engraver (1757-1827)1

the editors

course,

1

sage that molecular biology has solved the

Erratum:

problem of the ages

sue, the

is

fact not the case. For

because such

is

in

DNA hybridization

distances to form -an evolutionary clock

they would have to be both additive and
clocklike.
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Bluebird Belligerence
Ferocious fights beween female eastern bluebirds

may signal a clash of maternal strategies
by Patricia Adair Gowaty

A

In early spring, males sing and chase

European colleague of mine recently

called eastern bluebirds {Sialia sialis) the

away male

North American symbol of harmonious
family life. Another writer has called
them the most gentle and pacific of creatures. But despite their reputation for harmony and peace, my research indicates

chases sometimes end in attacks

that bluebirds are often belligerent to indi-

fight with

territorial

intruders.
in

These
which

the birds grabble with their feet and

flail

their battles are

questions

—why

fe-

and why female aggression
interested me.
Bluebirds nest in cavities, and since the
introduction and proliferation in North
America of European starlings and house
sparrows, which compete with bluebirds
for nesting and roosting holes, eastern bluebirds have done almost all of their nesting in
males

fight

surprises theoreticians

—

sometimes more fierce. I
have seen female bluebirds maim and
even kill each other, outcomes I have
never witnessed in fights between males.
I suspected these fights had something
to do with nest sites, but I needed to quantify changes in aggressive behavior under
controlled conditions before
sure.

I

frames

I

could be

placed stuffed skins, mounted on
in

lifelike

perched positions, of

male or female bluebirds

in the territories

—

th

vocalizations-

ing, incubation,

nesting cycle

all

physical atu

compared

I

that have procured nesting cavities also

bluebirds. Aggression between bluebirds

unrelated,

ten minutes. Later

cies of these actions in

viduals of other species as well as to other

perhaps

and

dive-bombings,

counted

I

—

one another with their wings as they
topple to the ground. Resident females
at

female interlopers at this time.
Females fight less often than males, but

can be violent and dramatic, and w hat surprises many observers is that females are
often fiercer fighters than males. Two,

of breeding bluebirds.
actions of the birds

freq

each stage

oi

and egg

nest building

and feeding of

nestli

found that male bluebirds are

I

aggressive to male interlopers (both

1:

birds and models) during the nest bull

and egg laying
gression tapers
is

stages. Male-to-mali
off"

during incubatior

almost nonexistent when

being fed. Even

when

nestling;

nest building

egg laying occurred in June and July
tively late), males were still belligerer
(

dicating that the change of season

cue

to alter aggressiveness.

is

And

sij

had presented the model to any pair]
once during the season, I knew that tn
crease in aggressiveness during the I
ing cycle

was not due

boxes built specifically for them. Most
bluebird fights I have seen, whether with

tion to the models.

house sparrows or other bluebirds, seem

evolutionary

related to this limited resource.

male aggression.

These observations

me

left

explanations

guarding his

Like 90 percent of other bird species,

simpl)' to haq

with

ma

for

male migl
mate, preventing herT
First, a

bluebirds are sociographically monoga-

copulating with another male. Such j

one male and one female
to interact primarily with each
other, but their absolute fidelity cannot be

guarding

studied bluebirds in north-

planation

mous
seem

—

that

confirmed.

is,

I

is

adaptive

if it

from investing parental
male's offspring.
fits

western South Carolina on 27,000 acres of

Aggression

farmland owned by Clemson University.
In more than 95 percent of the 833 nesting
attempts observed, one male nested w ith

ing

and egg
will

tions
tively,

I

protects

eff'ort in

neatly with the evid

peak during nest

hits a

laying, the times

produce

aggressive

when cd

bluebirds

guarding their valuable nest

songbird species

case

and

—help feed

adaptive behavior

the nestlings

—bluebirds

All

offspring.

one female. Females build nests and incubate the eggs, but the males
as in many

—

an

The mate-guardin

if

—

as

I

migl|
site

think
j

seldom or never
|

successfully without access to nestir

Both sexes defend their
territorv^ from other birds and guard
against predators, but conflict -between
fledglings.

ities.

Cavity guarding would also el

the peak in aggression during nest
j

members

8

of a pair

is

rare.
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A female eastern bluebird

ing and egg laying, because nest

sit]
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,

an egg

to lay

in the resident's nest. In

t s

male may or may note
This second possibility was

case, the resident

the father.

pecially interesting to us because

5 p

1

cent of our female birds (but only 5

fi

cent of males) took care of an unrelaj
nestling.

Could defense against

intraspecific

parasitism be the explanation for femij-

to-female aggression?

among

think

I

so.

Figs

bluebirds seemed most frequt

and intense when nest parasitism
most likely to yield living offsprinjwhen host females were laying eggs. In
specific nest parasitism also has been s n
••

among

other songbirds, particularly

ity nesters.

Does something about

<

-

nesi

e

in holes predispose these species to

levels of "stolen" parentage?

A

hr.

blueld

cannot simply excavate a nest cavity

way

a woodpecker can, and in

years, starlings

e

recii

and house sparrows h

r

increased the competition over alrej

made

holes.

Because bluebird nest

s

are in short supply, perhaps the only

some females can
is

to

'

successfully reprod

be opportunists

—

i

to lay their feii

eggs in nests holding some other bluel
mother's eggs.
It

may

and

also be that cavities

li

nests they contain are easy for other b
to find, thus encouraging parasitism. (

may

simply

be that ornithologists st
more often than they

cavity nesters

other birds, and therefore

more freque

associate parasitism with cavity neste

Another puzzle remains:

Why

do

b(

bird fights occur only between individ

same sex? Shouldn't males
want to drive off females about to la'ii
egg already fertilized? One theory
gests that if a male is not aggressive tm
intruding female, he may have a
opportunity to mate with her, thereby f
ing him the evolutionary advantage of o
of the

Male andfemale bluebirds:

"Conflict between

members of a pair is rare.

most vulnerable to takeover when few or
no eggs or nestlings are present.

out

The pattern of female-to-female aggres-

the

human
test.

more than

was almost nonexistent
after the eggs had hatched. But explaining

birds, bled

this

it

seemingly unusual female-to-female

combativeness was more

Per-

difficult.

haps resident females are guarding their
nests from intruding females trying to lay
eggs. Evidence in support of this hypothe-

came from exclusion studies that,
though designed to rule out paternity, enabled us to rule out mothers as well. A.A.
sis

We

is

five

minutes,

bird "families," that

is,

groups of nestlings

A

adult care for an unrelated hatchling?

now at

the

male might do so

began an-

lated with another

my

captured the

and adults associating in single nest sites,
and found that fully one-quarter of the
families showed evidence of unrelatedness
between adults and young. This outcome
raised a number of questions. Under what
circumstances, for instance, would an

Karlin (an ecological geneticist

alyzing blood proteins of bluebirds in

I

them, and released them.
tested blood in twenty-seven blue-

University of Arkansas) and

I

Only a very small

necessary to perform

In a process that seldom took

sion resembled that of males; intense dur-

ing egg laying,

paternity.)

amount of blood

if his mate had copumale or if she had incu-

bated the egg of an intruding female
ready mated to an outside male.

were

resident female cares for an unrelated

unrelated to the

adults caring for them. (The procedure
similar to the one

12

commonly used
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is

to rule

hatchling, there

is

a

usually only one ex-

planation: an outside female has

these possibilities, but

I

U

suspect that

bird mating relationships will prove t)

more complex than our

theories have)

us to believe.
Curiously, ornithologists have onl}«

begun

cently

to

study, nest parasii

within one species and to ponder

quence
that

—uncertain

we have

its cc

maternity. Could

ignored

the

potent!

strong selective force of alternative

reproductive strategies because

mammals, animals
nity

is

for

fei

we

which only p

questionable?

al-

When

study area to see whether some nestlings
in fact genetically

ducing extra offspring. Laboratory
field data have so far told us little ala

managed

Patricia Adair

Gowaty

is

research

d

ciate/assistant professor in the Dejl

ment of Biological Sciences
University.
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The other
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This View of Lil

Fleeming Jenkin Revisited
This obscure, but able, Victorian gentleman convinced
Darwin himself on an important evolutionary point

by Stephen Jay Gould
The European

revolutions

of

1848

famous
Karl Marx, exiled from Germany,

played a pivotal role
lives.

in several

Neue
moved to
England, where he constructed Das
Kapital in the reading room of the British
Museum. The young Richard Wagner, esthe

published

of

issue

last

Rheinische Zeitwig

in red,

his

then

pousing an idealistic socialism that he

would

later reject with vigor,

manned

the

preserved, it would generally be lost by subsequent intercrossing with ordinary individuals. Nevertheless, until reading an able
and valuable article in the North British
Review (1867), 1 did not appreciate how

whether

rarely single variations

strongly

marked could be

Nearly every book

the history of evo-

in

lution recounts the tale

author of

this

slight or

inherited.

and

refers to the

"able and valuable article"

and missed the premiere of Lohengrin.
Another man, destined for a lesser but

more often,
"an obscure Scottish engineer." The author was Fleeming (pronounced Flemming) Jenkin. Darwin, more explicit and

secure reputation, experienced a touch of

vexed

same excitement. In February 1848,
Henry Charles Fleeming Jenkin, a four-

texts,

barricades of Dresden, then fled from

Germany

to avoid a

warrant for

his arrest

the

teen-year-old boy from Scotland, found

himself

in Paris

surrounded by rebellion.

Edinburgh: "Now
then. Frank, what do you think of it? I in a
revolution and out all day. Just think,

He

wrote to a friend

what

this

mere

fifth

edition of the

of

observer. In his

Charles Darwin

a

much

revised

Origin of Species,
a substantial con-

made

cession by admitting that favorable variations arising in single individuals could not

spread through entire populations. (In

He

"Fleeming Jenkin has given me much
"
and to Alfred Russel Waltrouble.
lace a few days later: "Fleeming Jenkin's
arguments have convinced me."
.

.

.

—

All evolutionists recognize (and mispro-

nounce by excessive

tend to assume he rose from general ob-

same Fleeming Jenkin

revolution

not a

ret-

Darwin need not have conceded.

rospect,

1869:

different

taste

—

in

time as a transient participant,

1867, the

would

private letters than in public

in

wrote to Joseph Hooker

Fleeming
Jenkin as the man who forced an explicit,
though unnecessary, concession from Darwin, but we know nothing about him and

fun!'"

In

kind

in

as "a Scottish engineer" or,

scurity for one small

literalism)

moment

in

our sun

a lamentable parochialism on our part.

My own career has

included two fortu-

and peculiar intersections with
Fleeming Jenkin so I decided that I
must write a column about him now, beitous

fore

—

a

third

encounter

elevates

coin-

Nonetheless, Darwin's concession repre-

was an
undergraduate at Antioch College from
1958 to 1963. Antioch was (and is) a wonderful school in the finest American tradition of small liberal-arts colleges. But it

sents a small but celebrated incident in the

doesn't boast

based

his

admission on a false view of

Mendelian world, unknown
Darwin, such favorable variations can

heredity. In a
to

spread

—see

the subsequent discussion.

history of evolutionary thought.)

Darwin

saw

.

.

.

that the preservation in a state of

nature of any occasional deviation of structure

14

.

.

facilities for

sources.

wrote:
I

cidence to inescapable pattern.

.

would be a rare event; and
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that, if

much

in

way

the

I

of library

scholarship based on original

One day

in

1960,

1

was browsing

aimlessly through the stacks and found a

crumbling run of the North British Review for the mid-nineteenth century. I rec-

ognized the

my

and

name from Darwin's

heart skipped a beat as

against hope that the volume for

citat

he

I
1

867

It did, and I then spe
more anxious minute convinced that I
the wrong title or that the issue for
right month would be missing. It wasr
found Jenkin's article and rushed toil

within the series.

pre-Xerox wet processor (anachror

named smellox by a friend of mi
few years later, in honor of the unplea n
chemical that left its signature even it

cally

drying).

I

soon had

fed dimes into the machine

my

precious copy of the

i

oriji

Fleeming Jenkin. What a prize I thoujt
I was sure that I possessed the
copy in the whole world. (Can you ir
ine what one peek at the Harvard libn
does to such naivete?) I have carried
copy with me ever since, assigninji
had.

1]

s

a;

properly Xeroxed offspring to classes
and again, but never dreaming th
would write anything about Jenkin.
Then, last month, I was browi]

through a friend's Victorian
lection, aimlessly

the

titles

running

of Robert

literature i

my

eye

an

Louis Steven:

complete works.

I found Treasure Ish
Kidnapped, and all the other items o n
old "Author's" card game. But my li'

skipped another beat at the next

k

Memoir of Fleeming

it

Jenkin.

The

scure Scottish engineer" had achie
.

renown (in areas far fronn
own parish, where he only dabbled, «
ever successfully) to win a full von
sufficient

from Stevenson's pen.

I

kicked myse'c

sectarian assumptions in the grantii

"importance," vowed to learn more
Jenkin (and to

tell

my

an

fellow evoli'i

and raided the stacks of WidenfL
where I found several copies ol
venson's memoir, amidst (no doul
liberal sprinkling of North British^i
ists),

brary,

t*
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1

I

An interesting man,

Fleeming Jenkin
the more appealing by the

ail

Stevenson's

of

strength

spent most of his

Jenkin

prose.

Edinburgh, where

life in

he campaigned for the improvement of

home

sanitation,

ain's

first

conducted some of

Brit-

experiments with the phono-

graph, produced and directed amateur

bad as

theatricals, hated golf (about as

N.

AMERICAN BIROS

Excellent Tools for Teactiing and Personal

Enjoyment-

Ptiotographic Services N65
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NY

first

professor of engineering

Edinburgh. Most imwas a close friend and colleague of Lord Kelvin and spent most of
his career designing and outfitting trans-

It

describes a moral perfection

that cannot be,

and belongs

to the

guiding homilies based on

in

Bangkok.
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genre of
of the

lives

gazed at a woman
other than his wife, if he ever raised his
voice in anger or acted in even momentary
pettiness,

we

we

are not told. Instead,

get

glimpses of a simpler and formal world

perhaps better past. In
to his absent wife

1 877, Jenkin writes
about their son: "Frewen

come up and sit
company last night and
to

in
I

my room

for

actually kissed

him, a thing that has not occurred for

The Captain,

Jenkin's aged father,

(800) 635-3900

hour from a

false report

on the

Gordon at
Khartoum: "He has been waiting with
painful interest for news of Gordon and
Khartoum; and by great good fortune, a
false report reached him that the city was
relieved, and the men of Sussex (his old
neighbors) had been the first to enter. He
sat up in bed and gave three cheers for the
rescue of General "Chinese"

Sussex regiment."
Stevenson's

New York, NY 10022

(212) 752-8308

find the reference. Finally,

—:where

it

.

,

line

memoir

on Jenkin's

contains exactly

1

.

point the philosopher himself." Evidently,

Jenkin needed neither evolution nor the

North British Review

to merit Steven-

extended attention.

son's

ashamed

at

located hi
in a

n

fi;

plays no role what-ei

development of Steno's argumt:
is a brilliant taxoncw

geology by correctly classifying

in

:ii

objects found within other solids (cry i
in rocks, fossils in strata, for

must be viewed on

it

purposes

if

we wish

genius (see

my

example),

own terms

its

to understand Stec

essay of

May

1981).

Jenkin has suffered because comra

from his 1867 article i
one small point that provoked i

tators extract
the'

win's concession

—and then analyze

i

modern terms by pointing out that a t
tieth-century Darwin could stick ten
Mendelian guns. No modern evolution
;i

biologist, to

my

knowledge, has ever

)i

sidered Jenkin's argument as a whole n

appreciated

its

force, despite

its

erro

i

modern terms. I shall attempt this rei
but bow first to the constraints of hisii
and discuss the point that secured Jenn
slight renown in evolutionary circles.
Darwin and Jenkin accepted the u
notion

of

times

a concept called blending

—

heredity

prevalent

Under blending

tance.

for

e

in;]

inheritance.

offspring of two parents tend to

way between

in

inherited

lie

1

li

characi

Jenkin pointed out to Darwin, or sd
usual and quite inadequate story

<

would challil
natural selection because any favoi
variant would be swamped out by b
breeding with the predominant part
forms. Jenkin's own example will ii
that blending inheritance

867 foray into evolutionary theory: "He had begun by this
time to write. His paper on Darwin
had the merit of convincing on one

one

I

comment

treatise that establishes rules of reasoc

great. If Jenkin ever

in his last

son's House

,

in the

dies at age eighty-four but achieves solace

Travel to the "Land of Smiles" and visit
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i

t

The Prodromus

Stevenson's book has a lovely, archaic

ga

most students learn only that it es
lished the law of the "constancy of inti
cial angles" in crystals. I read the Pro
nnis a half dozen times and could n u

portantly, he

oceanic cables with the great physicist.

the

Prodromus of Nicolaus Steno, the foi H
ing document of geology, for exan

at the University of

charm.

•

res

I

Of

mistreatment.

caption

years."
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this

became

had
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down from

the

top shelf?

The
known

backward

of

history,

.

to professionals as the

approach
historians
sors

reading

Suppose a white man to have been wn
on an island inhabited by negroes,
pose him to possess the physical streJ
energy, and ability of a dominant whitd
grant him every advantage whic
can conceive a white to possess over tH

(in

dubious honor of those

who evaluated

exclusively

ideals of

Whiggish

Whig

Whig

their predeces-

by their adherence to

politics

unknown

in their

.

.

tive.

.

.

.

Yet

from

all

these

admis*

there does not follow the conclusion

li

number o

«

after a limited or unlimited

erations, the inhabitants of the islam*

i

Our shipwrecked

white.

become

bably

king; he

hero would

would

a great

kill

iy blacks in the struggle for existence;

many wives and

vould have a great
while

n,

many

chil-

of his subjects would

live

die as bachelors. ... In the first genera-

some dozens of

there will be

intelligent

ng mulattocs, much superior in average
igence to the negroes. We might cx-

some generations

the throne for

t

more

jpied by a

be

to

or less yellow king; but

any one believe that the whole island
gradually acquire a white, or even a yelpopulation. ... for if a very highly fad white cannot blanch a nation of neit will
hardly be contended that a
paratively

mulatto has a good

dull

nee of producing a

tawny

tribe.

other words, by blending inheritance,

1

offspring of the

generation will be
these, since full

predominate (and follow-

so greatly

:ks

first

Most of

half white.

marry

Drohibitions against incest), will
blacks,

and

their offspring of the sec-

generation will be one-quarter white,

he same argument, the proportion of
e blood will dilute to one-eighth in the

generation and soon dwindle to obliv-

i

despite

putative advantages,

its

saw the
argument and retreated in

arwin, or so the story goes,
igth of this

impotence

'.rated

;kian views that he

toward the Lahad previously re-

Whiggery then comes

td.

not

ite,"

to the res-

Mendelian, or "partiblending (though Darwin

Inheritance

is

Men-

long before the rediscovery of

laws

in

900). Traits based on genetic

do not

itions

such

:

1

dilute;

genes that deter-

traits are entities or particles

do not degrade by mixing with genes
e other parent in offspring. Indeed,
;sive,

a favorable trait will

ffspring of the

first

appear

generation

if

in

(in

ngs between the favored mutant and
lary partners carrying the

But the

).

does not dilute toobliv-

n the second generation, one-quarter

!

J

trait

dominant

offspring

lie

between mixed parents

tarry two doses of the favored recess

fgene and will express the

double recessives

ill

il

ll

11

will

I

|i

j.d

J

trait

to all offspring

pass the fa-

—and

it

can

through the population if concenby natural selection. (Skin color

seem to blend because they are
mined by such a large number of par-

leight

ite

* |ad,

ji

favored

Any subsequent matings between

genes.

The average

etTect

may

be

but the genes remain intact and

ct to selection.)
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t

this usual story fails

when we

prop-

ocate Jenkin's point about blending

wider context of an argument that
des the entire essay
and do not

;

—

y extract

it

as a kernel deserving

I

days). Orinoco River, Mar. 15 (13 days).
West Indies/South America, Mar. 28 (11 days).
Grand Transatlantic, April 6 (19 davs). Four Continent.
Mar. 28 (28 days).
(19

ships of Cirrctat)

Sun
line Cruises
Anything
a coinpromise.
else

is

rrfiistr\-.

—
chaff.

modern notice while discarding the rest as
As historian Peter J. Vorzimmer

about

notes in his excellent book, Charles Dar-

about the continuous recurrent variatns

win: The Years of Controversy (Temple
University Press, 970), Jenkin presented

that

1

arguments about blending

his

in discuss-

favorable

single

variants

substantially

from parental forms.
Darwin was no fool. He had thought
about variation as deeply as any man. His
longest book, the two-volumed Variation
of Animals and Plants Under Domestication (1868), summarizes everything he
and almost everyone else knew about the
different

subject.

Can we

famous blending argument

kin's

marked

single,

is

.|\

variations—

Darwin preferred. By accepting n
Darwin could finally rid Ir
of a form of variation that he

kin's view,
self

:

never favored.

ing only one particular kind of variation

seriously believe that he

As

for recurrent, small-scale varia

:r

(individual differences, in Darwin's

minology), blending posed no insurmoii
able problem, and Darwin had rescue
the issue in his
ing Jenkin.

A

own mind

long before

r

.

blending variation can

establish itself in a population under

conditions:

first, if

continues to arise

the favorable

anew

vari;i

so that an\

i

blending posed for natural selection, that

by blending can be balanced b\
appearances, thus keeping the trait \v

he needed a prod from an engineer to rec-

to natural selection; second,

ognize the difficulty? As Vorzimmer
shows, Darwin had pondered long and

trait can recogze
each other and mate preferentialh
process known as assortative matin

had never thought about problems that

hard about problems provoked by blending.

Jenkin did not introduce Darwin to

problem of inheritance: rather,
he made a distinction between the kinds of
variation that blending affects, and Darwin welcomed the argument because it reinforced and sharpened one of his favorite
views. Darwin did not retreat before Jenthis basic

kin's onslaught, but rather felt

cure

in his

more

—hence

preferred belief

se-

his ex-

tion

\.

Individ

if

'

bearing the favored

-t'

evolutionary jargon. Assortative

niLi

can arise for several reasons, inclu
aesthetic preference for mates of

own appearance and simple

c;'(

isolatioo

the favored variants from normal ind

t

Darwin recognized both recur
appearance and isolation as the prinr
uals.

i

reasons for natural selection's contirs

power

in the

face of blending.

(I

With

exhume

Discovery Tour

assume) Stevenson's single comment that
Jenkin had convinced "on one point the

to the Nile

philosopher himself." Stevenson, the novelist,

and discussed (through all his factua:i
rors) in a most interesting and percep
way by Fleeming Jenkin. Jenkin's ess
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Darwin's time, "individual

In

differ-

background, we can

fi:

the real point and logic of

kin's essay

—an

issue

still

I

much a!

very

a critique of Darwin's continuationist;]
spective

—

his distinctive claim,

nn

still

tained by the evolutionary orthodo.'>
that

all

tion

may

phenomena

large-scale

of

ei

be rendered by accumulai

through vast amounts of time, the

changes that we observe
lations.

call this

I

in

modern

p'

conventional view

"extrapolationist" argument;

also

I

s

Jenkin's opinion (but for different
sons) that

it

cannot

suffice.

I

find r

premely

small scale, while "single variations" iden-

of Jenkin's article

unique changes of large scope and
import
and often called "sports." Debate had long focused on whether small-

claim for continuity (his argument

and continuous, or occasional and
larger, variations supplied the raw material for evolutionary change. Darwin, the

member

quintessential continuationist of this or

(see

any other age, had long preferred recurrent small-scale changes but had continued to flirt (largely by weight of tradition)

Cuvier, and Gosse).

Jenkin's

with larger sports. Now, the simple point

larger point. Jenkin's essay proceeci

tified

—

scale

of Jenkin's argument: Note that he speaks
St.

this

ences" referred to recurrent variations of

of one white
tradition)
tives
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paramount impor-

and in this I believe I agree with
you. Fleeming Jenkin's arguments have
convinced me."

relaxing

anced team

single

now I have come to the con-

itinerary (with
in

a termin-

in

clusion that they are of

Museum

lost in

Darwin's time but no
longer familiar. Let us return to Darwin's

ology understood

for centuries. ..A carefully

gram

18

m

»

—

in

man

identified (in the racist

one small sei
not about Dar\f

ironic that the

swamped by

single sports will be

become

ing) has

—and,

the only part that wri
to

make

A

my

matters

W'i(

Such, howeve

usually misinterpret.
the usual fate of

la

blid

Whig

heroes and

previous essays on Steno,

vil

i

J

Hu

simple, almost pedantic, prec:0

four parts.

argument

The

first,

should

rescue

on limits of

admits that Darwin's favored

li

variain

style

ere

as vastly superior to the na-

current, continuous variation does ou

other words, a single sport. Jen-

and can be manipulated by natural s*

.

change the average form of a spc-

to

.

But, Jenkin argues, such variations

.

ays fiddle in

minor ways with parts

jy present; they

new. Thus,

!g

cannot construct anynatural selection can

dogs big, small, blocky, or elon-

ce

;d

ai-

— but

it

cannot turn a dog into some-

Discover
two highly civilized lifestyles.
Sun Line. And the Maya.

Jenkin expresses this argument

ig else.

powerful metaphor of the "sphere of

is

may move

Natural selection

ation."

average form anywhere within the
but not beyond

ire,

its

fixed limits:

given animal or plant appears to be
it were, within a sphere of
one individual lies near one porof the surface, another individual, of
same species, near another part of the
ace; the average animal at the center.

ained, as

ation:
'

ommon
ticcd

1

experience, Jenkin affirms,

his

Liorts

view.

selection

Artificial

by breeders proceeds rapidly at

hul soon reaches frustrating limits.

I

writes of racehorses:

.in

L

men are yearly breedhousands of racers. Wealth and honor
I the man who can breed one hor,se to
ine part in five thousand faster than his
us. As a matter of experience, have our
rs improved in speed by one part in a
sand during the last twenty generadreds of skillful

1

I

V
1

.^

I

I

'
i

-irwin,

Jenkin claims, maintains an

irranted faith in the

r

overcome these

to

r

dilference

1

power of simple

barriers:

between six years and six
by a confused sense of

ads, blinding
cnsity, leads

'

men

to say hastily that

if

can make a pouter out of a
lion pigeon, six myriads may change a
ui to something like a thrush; but this
s no more accurate than to conclude
because we observe that a cannon-ball
r:i\crsed a mile in a minute, therefore
hour it will be sixty miles off, and in
uirscof ages that it will reach the fixed
sixty years

N

)

!

I

:

I

I

irwin

might argue, Jenkin admits,

nice a species

:

reaches the limit of

its

sphere, time will eventually reconsti-

-;

edge as a new center and produce
sphere around the previously pe-

his

1

.\

I

1

ral

point.

Jenkin also rejects this ar-

t

I

,i:

.

.

.

will

[in

view] spontaneously lose the tcnto relapse and acquire a tendency to

in's

lutside the sphere.

change.

Time

What

simply,

is

to

produce

apparently.

seems rather like the idea that
ng a bar of iron hot or cold for a long
.uiuld leave it permanently hot or cold

his
1-

I'

I

end of the period when the heating or
agent was withdrawn.

I

ig

-I
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w
variation, begins

by admitting Darwin's

point that small-scale recurrent variations
will not

be destroyed by blending. But

these are the very variations subject to

by the previous argument

limits

strict

about rigid spheres. What kind of variation might then induce the evolution of

something

new?

substantially

Single

might seem promising, but these

sports

are the rare events that will be

—

swamped

unifying theme. Part one ar-

of Darwin's continuationist vision in

gues that small-scale variation cannot extend beyond fixed limits. Part two claims

does reach across a century to set us

serves as

its

that no style of variation can

new

thing substantially

world. Part three proposes that even

Darwin could

find a way, geology does not

permit enough time. Finally, part four
holds that

we cannot

infer historical trans-

formations from the admitted continua of
nature.

blend but do perpetuate their kind. Fine,
Jenkin admits. Perhaps such creatures do

say adequately discharges,

new

cies.

But such a process

evolution, for

Darwin

is

not Darwinian

insisted that natural

selection acts as a creative force
ally

spe-

by gradu-

accumulating favorable variants.

In-

deed, would such a process be very different

what

from

vernacular

the

third part argues that even

if

I don't want to fall into a Whiggish pit
and judge Jenkin by current standards
(everything that has gone before in this esI

hope,

my

dues to anti-Whiggery). But old arguments usually repay our close attention

bates in order to rediscover the largest

—

Dar-

for

last a

century in science.

accumulate small-scale recurrent variations into something new, geology does not
supply enough time for such a slow process. Here Jenkin relied on the false arguments of his dearest friend. Lord Kelvin,
about the earth's relatively young age (see

column of October 1983).
The last section presents a powerful
(and I think entirely correct) argument
about the difficulty of inferring historical
pathways from current situations. Jenkin
contends that nearly any static situation

He

the

realized that even the

first

argument about

limits of vari-

upon a

bates about evolutionary processes.

From such

I

sooner

cause

I

r

the house than he

left

fell

inU

From

that

a(

it

Fleeming's life-long opinion) reposed
truth.

and the history of science at Har

University.

Tl yr

Please give us 8 weeks notice. Attach your

reconstituted about

is

1

and printyour new address below.

NATURAL HISTORY
RO. 60x4300. Bergenfield,

previously peripheral points.

But neither (probably)

•

Moving

accept Darwin's argument that

N.J.

07621

a species the

strained and capable of rolling anywhere

—uncon-

The con-

c

imposed by genetics and development have emerged as a central topic in
contemporary evolutionary debate and
Fleeming Jenkin did present an insight
worth considering.
In short, and for many reasons that I
can't begin to discuss at this advanced
length (but have treated in many previous

K

of boundaries since species are gradually

that natural selection pushes.

and imperceptibly changed

straints

writes:

1

was but a step tc
himself 'what truth was sticking in
heads"; for even the falsest form of wore J

because small quantitative changes can
accumulate to qualitative effects or leaps

tinuationism predicts just such an absence

Arguing, as he always did, by metaphor

many

passages-at-arms,

lighted admiration of the spirit of his

don't

kind of almost equipotential sphere that

historical transformation.

premises different

mortified and ruffled; but Fleeming ha

accept Jenkin's metaphor of the sphere

the strict Darwinians envisaged

gaps between his incarnated objects. But
Jenkin argues that many natural items
come as continua, yet clearly do not arise

set of basic

if ar;

properly constru

if

ation has also risen again in current de-

graphic region into region. Darwin's con-

scendants, while a creator should leave

most apparentl;

culiar belief deserves respect

ogy,

The

in-

into their de-

argued the affirmative,

the house, his anger mellowed

left

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology,

tergradation of species into species, or geo-

and analogy, Jenkin

he

to find clear boundaries.

new spheres can be

by a process of

to his credit,

make an almost automatic inference about history when we fail

pathway. Jenkin points out that Darwin

—

stealing a knif

our tendency to

(contrary to Jenkin's position), and be-

the lack

—

prevent a murder, for example? (Jei

some

can arise via several historical routes; thus
the situation by itself cannot specify the

of definite boundaries in nature

the circumstances

was clearly wrong about blending in part
two and about time in part three. But I believe that he was right about continua in
part four and that we are still plagued by

my

much of his argument upon

can a misdeed ag;
moral codes ever be condoned, what
hypermorality;

saries.

win could find (which he can't) some way

yc

women about a pressing issue of Victc

is-

perhaps never really resolved but

few things

to Jei

Jenkin argued bitterly with two

those usually cherished;

sues

word

give the last

Robert Louis Stevenson. One day
young man, Stevenson reports. Fleer

and we need

merely swept under the rug of concord.
Much of Jenkin's argument fails today,

to

bases

We may

honorably and

to consult the original de-

tl

his spe

via

because we often stop discussing the fundamentals once an orthodoxy triumphs,

calls

"creation"?

The

if

however superannuated

claims.

a Darwinian

in

by blending and readers may now note
where the only bit of Jenkin that we remember lies within his general argument.
But perhaps some kinds of sports do not

occasionally arise and produce

make some-

ing,

—

1
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ATTACH

columns), Darwin's strictly extrapolationLegal
tion.

difficulties furnish

another

Does a particular case

particular statute? Is

it

fall

illustra-

within a

ist

vision

ruled by this or that

precedent? The number of statutes or
groups is limited; the number of possible
combinations of events almost unlimited.

may not describe

lution very well
built

in

—

PLEASE

the refiner's

competition

large-scale evo-

small, local adaptations
fire

of Darwinian

among organisms

for reproductive success

may

by ex-

tension, explain trends that persist for mil-

Taken as an

entirety, Jenkin's

argument

possesses a kind of relentless logic.
critique

of

Darwin's

The

extrapolationism

lions of years or relays of changing diver-

mass extinctions produce. Jenkin,
who presented the most logical dissection
sity that

u

struggling
not,
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Centered on
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— an untamed

spirit,

graceful as well as

_ -%,

powerful
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C
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.

.

sen-

.

as well

as

mystical.
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The Human

One

Potato,

Two

Strateg

Potato

Their methods may be scorned,
but Newfoundland's gardeners haul in the vegetables

by John

Omohundro

T.

In recent years, painstaking fieldwork

anthropology has often uncovered a

in

money with which
beef, sugar,

and

to

tea.

buy imported

reasonableness, even an ingenuity, in the

sumption, the settlers found

apparently cloddish methods of the tribal

to

yam gardener

sive

To discover

or peasant maize farmer

that such farmers

standing in their

them.

in

with

victuals

milking a cow

Newfoundland lazy bed

den acquired

critics like

land exists at the very margin of the cul-

these

air

because

practices,

they immediately affect survival, seem
particularly susceptible to a kind of vigor-

ous selection over the years.

How

we, or

Guineans, feed ourselves,

not an arena where stupidity could long

be tolerated.

No

situation better illustrates this no-

tion of peasant

wisdom than

the lazy beds

Compared with Europe,
is a month shorter, and

Celtic farms

derives from "lazy

which was so

common

in Ireland

and the

poor regions of Britain from where
foundland's settlers came.

The

New-

lazy bed

from laying the seed on the surface
of the ground and spading soil over it, creating alternating trenches and raised
ridges, or beds. The beds are produced
with only a few hand tools and tended little between planting and harvesting.
results

Beginning

in

families left their

the eighteenth century,

home districts of Dorset,

Waterford, or the Channel Islands to create

fishing

coasts.

villages

in the world,

the

22

on Newfoundland's
richest cod schools

Here were the

world

—
market —earned

but the catch
fish

Natural History 6/85

destined for
little

and

their association with;-

and more

norant poverty, were the compilation f

any time. The soil
and stony and because of its geological immaturity lacks nitrogen, phosphorus, and organic matter The terrain is usually rough right to the shore. Low rates of
evaporation combine with the rains,
snows, and mists to leach the soil, making
it as acidic as lemonade. The dismaying
prospect for crops compelled one survey
geologist to wonder in print, "How do you

every procedure incompatible with mei-

colder,

windier,

foggier,

likely to deposit frost at
is

thin

till

this land?

As

With a pickax?"

if

And the anathema un't
which European lazy beds were pla(J
anized farming.
followed

Newfoundland

New World.

to

settlers

Since the nineteenth

e

centi.',

both provincial and foreign experts

h;e

attacked the lazy beds, their manuri;,
the hand tools, and the labor involved— r
lack of

it.

Most writers, being advocateil
modern agriculture, h,t

progress and

concluded

the natural conditions were not

tion.

name

insult d

peasant practices. The primite

lazy beds, with their folk origins in eay

foundlanders create to grow their winter's

root," the English epithet for the potato,

memorable

-

g

cci-

the

discouraging enough, there were also cul-

supply of potatoes, turnips, onions, and

peting for the most

weeds, each

the

on the Island of Newfoundland, in eastern
Canada. "Lazy beds" is the term commonly used to describe the gardens New-

cabbage. The

few vegetables during the summer, tlv
little praise. Like its Europe

received

ancestor, the

measurements designed to assess efficiency and productivity. There is an intelligence, they found, in the customary

is

much

un^r

same peculiar manner it had been conin the Old World. Unlike the settlers' home districts, however, Newfound-

growing season

New

in

While Newfoundlanders labored

ducted

tivable world.

Papua

gathering,

hunting,

e

natural and historical obstacles to raisa

the

submitted their actions to a plethora of

the

necessary

sacked by world prices or

ethnographers

And there they clocked the farmers'

Food-getting

it

merchants' expen-

—and gardening,

work time, weighed their harvests, photographed their techniques, and in general

ways.

local

omy was

elusiveness of the cod.

the fields with

fields,

have been standing out

were out-

supplement the

flour,

For their own con-

the

that

Newfoundland

isolated,

illiterei

outporters, with their

-

and historical obstacles to cultivaNewfoundland's settlers came from
regions where they had been employed

tention turned to the sea, were abysri
truck farmers. For example, the niteenth-century tourist and author Cc..
R.B. McRae fumed, "Heaps upon hes

tending sheep and cattle or as agricultural

of caplin [a small

tural

laborers.

not

They had kept gardens but were

self-sufficient

farmers.

Unlike

English countryside, the coasts of

the

New-

foundland had no gentry experimenting
and promoting innovations. For centuries,
the British government even discouraged
cultivation by settlers. Potential mariners
for His Majesty's ships, Newfoundland
fishermen were kept oriented to the sea. In
the settlements, or outports, farming and
fishing competed for the family's labor
during the peak times of the annual work
cycle. Cultivation of the land remained
subordinate, even furtive, pursued simply
to put food in the larder.

It

acquired

as stupid as

it is

are spread bro-

manure, a pracie

shortsighted."

He

con

i-

ued, apocalyptically.

Nature, careful of her gifts and ricli,
never intended the harvest of life to be uJ|

and wasteful a purpose, with
undergoing preparations by other r
essary transitions. The farmer, by using
as a manure, enriches his pastures for a
son, but impoverishes the ground rapir;
while, in revenge for the outrage, vast m
ads of insects, grubs, and caterpillars
developed from the putrid soil, sudde
overenriched, and which soon spread ha ^
wholesale in fields and gardens on evy
to so vile

i

first

i.

;

-

;

offi-

cial

encouragement or more of the fam-

ily's

attention only

when

fish]

cast over the fields for

the fishing econ-

side.

Less colorfully, twentieth-century w

•
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ers persist in a nearly blanket

A

tion.

condemna-

geographer has written, "Lack of

crop rotation, with

little fertilizer

added

save a part of the annual caplin haul, has

caused the depletion of
replenishment

the

fertility

instead of

might be ex-

that

growing conditions; and it reduces the risk
of garden failure presented by unpredict-

overly wet spring. Should the sumi

able weather or pests.

may

An average outport family of four may
have a garden of twenty beds, each three
by thirty feet and containing about one

pected." Even an agricultural specialist

hundred seeds. To make a bed, kelp

and native of the province claimed in exasperated tones, "I'm against lazy beds. It is

spread over the ground, the seeds are
placed on it, and the whole is layered over

too

much work, it doesn't allow for cultivaand the nutrients leach out of the

tion,

beds into the ditches. You can see this

abandoned potato gardens

— the

in

ditches

with

is

spaded up from one-foot-wide
trenches dug around the bed. The resultant bed is six to ten inches higher than the
soil

original land surface,

and the trenches are

have richer vegetation than the beds!"

about

Perhaps inevitably, anthropologists have

Compared to conventional gardening
methods, prevalent elsewhere in North
America, lazy beds require little of a Newfoundland family's precious summer la-

up this bias. Writing of gardens in Cat Harbour, on the northeast
coast, James Paris maintained that deepwater kelp and caplin fertilizers actually
also picked

depleted the
This, then,

inches deep.

Planting

bor.

square foot

soil.
is

six

a test for the ecologically

minded anthropologist: Can the gardening be that wretched? Are lazy beds a bad
Newfie joke? Definitely not. As my wife,
Susan, and I discovered on our field trips
to Newfoundland, the marginal environmental conditions make gardens risky and
the fishing economy makes them merely a
gardening tradi-

densely

— means

—one

that there

plant

per

less

work

is

hauling and spreading fertilizer over large
areas.

The beds can be prepared with only

a triangular "trenching spade" and a rake
or

pitchfork.

Their compactness mini-

mizes the building and maintenance of
fences. Weeding is reduced
the full
green canopy the dense vegetables create

—

by July shuts out the weeds.

And

because

turn very dry, as

peratures on a raised bed, for examj

can be eight to ten degrees higher. Seei
planted just below the surface of the
:

and

earlier in the spring than

capitalizes on the sunshine of the I(
June days, which encourages early spn
ing
an important advantage where
growing season is so short. In additi
beds are often deliberately built on slop

—

where drainage is improv
Slopes that face south receive stron

ground,

sunlight,

ploits local
John

T.

Lazy

bed gardening
and time; it exresources and tools; it improves

The
ral

lazy beds also compensate for natu-

hazards.

plant roots

The raised bed

protects

young

from waterlogging during the

a

microenvironm

Spading soil from the trenches sev(
times during the growing season retu
leached nutrients to the beds. Beds
trenches are often alternated annus

Newfoundlanders have been criticized
soil by intensively plant
the same plot year after year. But how
depleting the

with?

labor, cash,

creating

with conditions equal to those found m;
miles farther south.

a

nutrients.

would

possible in a ground-level garden,

mains

economizes on

garden

shows that lazy beds can be war_
than the surrounding land. Morning t(

source of food as well as some critically
short

in July,

rubbish to reduce evaporation. Resea

gardeners limit their movements to the
trenches around each bed, the ground reloose.

can

also

tion has evolved that assures a reliable

sideline occupation, but a

it

block off trenches to hold water
cover the beds with any available gn

soil

be depleted that has so

What

fertility

little

is

the family's annual chore. Forme]

rotted stable

manure was hauled

-'

.,< ''^F-

Vsi

^
^5^

^-^"'rjH

;,

'^^'^^^'^

"""^^mt,

Near Main Brook,
24

in

northern Newfoundland, a fence of spruce slabs protects a potato garden from free-ranging cows.
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be

put there by the gardener. "Making &

Omohundro

^'-'^

to

a garden possesses
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Just as you see it.

Since the

prevents

common lighting mistakes,

it

OM

You'll see the true value of ESP when you
pick up your first set of photos. And discover
rich, natural colors instead of washed out or

murky prints.
Of course, if you were born with ESP this
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You already know the dM-PC will be your
first

:
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k

all
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1,

garden at winter's end by dog teams or by
children with hand barrows. Today, as

scoop net barrelfuls to blanket their gar-

and rockweed
accumulated in piles on the beach after
are forked onto
winter and ice storms
the beds up to a depth of six inches.
The seaweed contains colloids that help

to

well as in the past, kelp

—

sweeten the

soil. It

also replaces potassium

and nitrogen that the spring rains leach
from the surface. The decay of the kelp
takes up nitrogen, which is scarce in the
spring, but releases
tion. Biological

it

again during dissolu-

add calcium and phosphorus
sweeten the soil and to balance the

dens. Caplin

kelp's contribution of potassium.

whole

fish

carcass decays,

it

As

the

slowly re-

leases nutrients into the rapidly leached
soil.

Used

way, caplin are "time-re-

in this

lease capsules," feeding plants

when

gar-

comparative

a sufficient crop.
toes twice a

away

day

or

sell.

June.

outporters

pitching distance.

saves

little

labor that has

a substance to increase the plant's

Newfoundlanders are compelled by poor
soil to cultivate their land intensively. Gardeners bludgeon a crop from a piece of

time

—

occur in the early
weeks of emergence. Banked around cablikely to

bage stems, the rotting kelp
fuse

the

destructive

root

may also conmaggot

fly,

ground. They plant three times as

much

months, plus some

And

bed garden

costs

for their vegetables,

an

them much. An average garden c
sumes about eight person-days of labo -I

are not sufficient to assure a good harvest.

tance to frost

A good year means pc
for

In the end, the lazy

rockweed contains a growth hormone and
resis-

a

mi

yield about ten

gardens are planted right in the beach
sand, so most fertilizer washes up within
fertilization techniques

is

a bad year will s
pounds of potatoes
capita per month, from October \i

give

eas,

But ingenious

seed

gardens

than compensated for by the likelihood

deners are busy at other tasks. In some ar-

research also suggests that

loss in efficiency of

fertilizer invested in their

little cash value because
plucked from the gaps in the d,
major chores of fishing or wagework. C
is

pie, the

seed per unit of land as do commercial

seed

dwindling supply of potatoes

eked out by cutting them into
pieces, each with a sprouted

is

:

e

Newfoundland potato farmers, heaping
much manure and fertilizer. Although their return per pound of
seed averages only half of what the com-

size

on three times as

Commercial farmers do not do this, b
because of the labor and the risk of pi
disease. Individual garden work is li;

marine manures actually aids a salt-deficient bog mud. facilitating the nutrient

mercial farmer gets (6.5 to 15.0 pounds

ened because the labor is shared by gro
of workers
families or extended

uptake of the plant

28.6 pounds), gardeners usually

which chooses where
smell.

by

to lay her eggs

(Some gardeners

also

apply

to-

bacco juice, paprika, or other remedies
discourage the

"Set 'em

fly.)

in kelp,

roots.

trench "em

in caplin."

the gardeners say. Like kelp, the small

very caplin

fish

to

Finally, the salt in the

sil-

are a clever garden supple-

ment. By mid-June, when these

per pound of seed, compared to 17.1 to

come

out

ahead in the yield per acre. For example,
in 982 (not a particularly good year), the

ilies

we observed hauled 78

—who

—

f;

entertain

themselves

w

Until the 1950s, no cash was spen

gardening, but then,

Nowadays,

little

cash was a\

in

percent more potatoes per acre than the

able.

the millions onto the shores, outporters

Newfoundland commercial farmers. The

purchased at a cost of $46-$78 per

fish

run

t

they work.

1

thirty gardeners

fertilizer or

seed ma\
\
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ONE field guide
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and-white drawings.

;uides.

H

Until now,
lature

if

you wanted to go on a

walk— not

just in

search of
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bout everything you see— you'd
lave to take along a whole knapack-full of field guides: one for
vildflowers, one for butterflies, one
lirds, for

or trees, etc., etc.

longer necessary! Now, with
he Audubon Society Nature Guides,
field

plus

guide will do the

trick.

many maps and

black-

Each has precise information about
the individual species pictured as well
as

more than 50,000 words

tive text

of informa-

about the particular habitat

covered.

Each is eminently portable— with 600
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No

me

full color,

Don't go outdoors
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and bays,

salt

marshes, coral reefs, and
text are

mangrove shores. Pictures and

indexed and cross-referenced. Everything
here to make the guide easy to use.

is

Each guide contains more than 600
entification

photographs

in brilliant

Lawrence

to

the Gulf of Mexico.

the

By

Amos and Stephen H. Amos.
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William H.
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den less than one and one-half days'
wages at a local fish plant. The return of
more than thirteen pounds of potatoes per
dollar invested compares favorably with
the commercial farmer's return of fifteen

which people exploit limited resources to
overcome prodigious obstacles.
How did the Newfoundlanders arrive at

pounds per dollar (not counting the capital
investment involved in mechanized farming). The average garden's yield would

works? Probably no individual

$200

this

But

lars,

the crop

more than doubles

ers

value

in

prices are taken as a guide.

Newfound-

land's lazy beds are thus a balanced invest-

ment of land,

labor, time,

and materials,

is

it

few oddball notions, such as

the belief that lightning wilts potato vines.

the merchant's vegetable

community of gardenknows most of what is reported here.
collectively, a

And

because gardening

tive

(it

is

both competi-

confers prestige to cultivate a

bountiful

garden)

and highly sociable

(people trade labor and seed and endless

in

Newfoundla
European origins is

for the evolution of

gardening from

its

I

I

perfect imitations over the three hundi

ers cling to a

the shops in the

nism

i

The mecl

the whole picture, and most of the garden-

stored in semi-subterranean root cel-

if

why

about gardens), the collective wisdc

constantly redistributed.

accumulation and success of small expc
ments, serendipitous discoveries, and

from $100

by spring,

understand

is

aware of

fall;

in

Do the gardeners

the value of what they're doing and

cost

to

system?

talk

i

i

years of settlement.

Never widely acknowledged, lazy bi
was nearly forgotten wfi
Newfoundland joined Canada in 19',
Unemployment compensation, retiremd
benefits, and welfare checks became snificant parts of family income. The fi
ing and logging industries were revitali/l
for a time, and they paid well. Roads

gardening

•

gan to connect isolated communities)
regular groceries, to commuting wawork, health care, and other conveniens
of civilization. Some isolated community
were simply evacuated. Hoping to ca
i

up with twentieth-century Canada, N(
foundlanders

home

abandor

consequently

I

food production. "Gardens, go;.

and berry picking" were stigmatized s
remnants of the depression years. Canil
goods, and houses modeled after those
Toronto

became

suburbs,

Pasture fences

weed

eight-foot-high

into

fell

fashional

d

disrepair,

forests replaced

e

trim rows of potato and cabbage plan

By
had

1965, household food product n

fallen to

half the

an all-time low, with

community growing

Gardens were small and contained
crops.

Bad years

th

less

anythi;.
fe^

"at the fish" or "in

r

e

woods," rather than prompting a retreat
self-sufficiency,

dus of young

encouraged a mass

men and women

tories, forests,

and

oil fields

ei

to the

1)

of mainld

Canada. The outports lost many appi
'"
gardeners and strong workers.
survival traditions appeared to be d;
tice

with the older generation.

But by the 1 970s, outport residents rl

you spend more than an hoifl
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if it
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gi

slo'
all.
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night woodburners. "Worst we ever d(^
give up the cows, the gardens," one
dener told us. "We gave 'em up beca
we thought times was getting better,
flation

]
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And
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go back to the ground again."
As Newfoundlanders moderated
expectations, gardening's decline
off in the

ouf special rebate program.

^,|, Leitz, Inc.

about

they weren't. People are going to havtf

j^

'^

covery.

1

t'if

levs

970s and even made a slighi
the island's Great NortH

On

Peninsula, where

we have

concentn<i

our fieldwork, about half the families

I

a

w

May. Families
and so
rdens are accordingly smaller and more
spading a garden

in

smaller, tastes have changed,

2

A

pcrimental.

gardener's prestige

DOESN'T PAY
TO RUSH INTO MARRIAGE.
IT

still

pends upon the quality and quantity of
potatoes, but extra merit

;

is

earned now

im lettuce, strawberries, or onions. In-

Angelica, meet Juniper
Angelica is a delicate herb
from Belgium. Juniper
is a feisty little berry
from the Alps.
Destiny decrees that
the two shall be married
in the recipe for Beefeater* Gin.
But we don't bring them all the way to
London just to throw tnem together and hope for
the best.
They (along with other rare botanicals) are
scrupulously measured, painstakingly blended,
meticulously distilled.
And then, these ceremonies completed,
they are allowed to rest before they are bottled.
To meld together slowly, smoothly and easily.

red by mainland seed catalogs, the opti-

nurtures

st

— and

invariably loses

—

nato or a pumpkin.
Today, the revived gardening tradition
itinues to evolve, sometimes aided by
yernment funds. Two innovations in reit years are greenhouses and communal
dens. The opening of the highway onto

peninsula

:

in

the 1960s increased the

of reaching plots distant from the out-

:e

Since the improvement of the roads

:-ts.

'olved a great deal of earth

opening of gravel

pits,

moving and

the use of

soil

I'

up along the highway is extensive.
pits, easily tilled and functioning

|.ned

javel

isolar collectors,

den

[irained peat or

the roadside banks

sandy

soil,

were

gardens

von and Dorset, but the

!

Ictice
tion

{

in

any

often slanted

the sun, are easily accessible.

dside

Such wisdom, it would seem, belongs
manual on how to succeed in marriage.

have become popular

And

locations.

Such

widespread

in

Newfoundland

appears to be an independent inunder similar economic and geo-

BEEFEATER® GIN
The Crown

phic circumstances.

Jewel of England.'"

j

jCnowledge of Newfoundlanders' garing techniques could be of practical

I

to readers

efit

who garden

in similarly

I

wet,

(I,

and

infertile regions. Settlers

e raised vegetables in lazy

ij

bed gardens

he Adirondack Mountains, on Saint

t|

vrence River islands, and on the rocky

.

si

of Maine. But

ic

available year-round in those areas

I

i\

years ago, and the tradition dwin-

I

i

)

:iated. In

:

:

before

it

commercial food be-

was fully recorded and apNewfoundland, by contrast,

centuries-old gardening tradition has

1

Ml
I

i

preserved

inicrcial

because

instructive ones.

>

casing our flexibility today to feed

n .elves
!

The example they

expands our agricultural options,

'idc

r

recently,

Outport gardens are anachronisms,

.

)

until

foods were scarce and expen-

Its.

If

in

a wide variety of environ-

nothing else, the realization that

yibundland lazy beds are clever
I

c

t'

t'

II

in-

d of ridiculous should give pause to

I

whose world view is stamped only
the image of commercial energy-

nsive agriculture.

"Vividly portrays the people
who search for fish and
w*
those who fish for
"Exceptionally well-rounded
... a penetrating examination
of the struggle between economic and environmental

—Publishers Weekly
"The most thorough account
have read of the conflict
between fishermen and
interests."

I

oilmen."

— Farley Mowat

MacLeish is a born
and Georges
Bank has found a fine historian—and a fine advocate."
"Bill

story-teller,

—William I: Buckley,

Jr.

OIL
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WATER

*Tracy Kidder, author of
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1
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book store

an associate pro-

of anthropology at the State UniCollege of Arts and Sciences at
New York. Since 1979. he and

dam,

Susan, have visited the Island of
foundland each year to preserve the

^ife.

?l /

lore

about subsistence

activities.
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This Land

'roatan National Forest,

^orth Carolina
Robert H. Mohlenbrock

/

On casual

inspection, Croatan National

unailuring. This small pineland

rest is

apt to brush against two of the hairs sooner
or later, triggering the trap.

At

first,

the

do not intermesh

North Carolina's coastal plain contains

teeth along the edges

ge expanses of boglike habitat with

completely,

ubby vegetation. But

which have little food value, to escape. If
there is no substantial prey, the trap then
reopens, but if the insect is large and continues to wriggle, the trap closes completely. Once entombed, the insect is di-

in

these areas,

generally too poor to supgrows the widest selection of
rnivorous plants found in any U.S. nalere

the

soil is

trees,

rt

nal forest.

The alternate
ints

gested in twenty-four to thirty-six hours by

arouses almost everyone's curiosity,

enzymes. Afterwards, the trap reopens
and lies in readiness for its next meal.
Venus's flytrap and other carnivorous

)orted

G.E. Rumphius

from Malaysia in 1783 (and as
magazine told its read-

nerican Weekly

the 1920s), that there are vicious

in

very tiny insects,

style of carnivorous

life

not true, as botanist

is

allowing

Madagascar, the Malay Archiand the Philippines capable of kill-

plants possess chlorophyll

and thus are ca-

pable of manufacturing their

ints in

ents; their carnivory

ago,

nutrient-poor environments.

and even swallowing humans. But

;

ire

are

some 350

ditferent kinds of flow-

in the world that trap and diand other small animals. Since
:ir victims include small
amphibians
J reptiles and an assortment of inverte-

ng plants
t

insects

ites,

own

nutri-

an adaptation to
In Croatan
National Forest, the habitat in which they

grow

is

known

is

as pocosin,

from an Algon-

hundred acres

several

dom

They

in extent.

but small pools

flood,

sel-

may appear

during the winter.

The

pocosin's ooze of black

rich but

soil

looks

highly acidic. Soil acids com-

is

bine with bases to create water-soluble
salts; in this

erals are

form,

many essential

soil

min-

washed away by the frequent

The soil gets its decepappearance from carbon
charcoal left by spring fires. Spring is a
dry season in Croatan, and plant debris
from the previous growing season dries
drenching
tively

rains.

rich

out rapidly. Fires

commonly break

out

and remove the litter, inhibiting the
growth of shrubs and aiding the carnivorous plants, which thrive in sunlight.

When

natural fires

fail

to suppress shrubs,

U.S. Forest Service personnel sometimes

quian expression that means "swamp on a
hill." Pocosins are flat, slightly elevated

supervise controlled burning.

areas with poor drainage, ranging up to

other species of carnivorous plants are

In addition to the Venus's flytrap, ten

they are referred to as carnivorous,

her than insectivorous, plants.
Botanists recognize forty-five species of

nivorous plants
at least

i

in

Venus's flytrap

e

the United States,

eleven of these live in Croatan.
is

the most famous,

movements of its
are easily observed. The

ibably because the

h-long traps
nts'

traps are twin-lobed leaves that are

gcd between the lobes. Each lobe
inicd with narrow, stitf teeth

is

and bears

CO slender, supersensitive hairs

on its
two of these hairs are
ched within a period of about thirty
onds, the two lobes of the trap close,
er surface.

If

the teeth along their edges

become

Tmcshed.
^he requirement that

ouched
nl

two hairs need

to trigger the trap

is

a

way

to

the

saves energy. If an inanimate, and

rclore probably nonnulrilious, object

shes a hair

On sundews exposed

n.

Opposite:

by chance, the trap remains
But an insect crawling on the trap is

A

to full sunlight,

new growth

e

is

Rymal Folkerls

red.

yellow trumpet pitcher plant.
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Croatan pocosins: two pitcher
two sundews, a butterwort, and
bladderworts. A pitcher plant has one

found

in the

plants,
five

more tubular

or

or funnel-shaped leaves

known as
upward beyond the

leaf,

caught

engulfed quickly.

in this

Should an
leaf,

area

ing the captive to

concentrated.

is

a hd, or hood. Early naturalists,

where the enzymes are

The blue butterwort, or Pingiiicula, is
another kind of "flypaper" plant. Although it is not related to the sundews, the

by the plant to regulate the amount of water that accumulated inside the pitcher.

butterwort also has

Actually, the position of the lid

per surface of these leaves, but not the tips
of hairs, as in the sundews. If an insect gets

The

is

eighteenth-century naturalist

fixed.

Mark

Catesby speculated that the pitchers were
used as hiding places for frogs and other
small animals. It wasn't until 1817 that a

James Macbride,

physician. Dr.

realized

that the pitchers were able to attract

with a sweet secretion.
it

He

has fallen into the bottom of a pitcher, a

cannot

fly

escape

because

downward-

pointing hairs line the leafs inner walls.
Like flowers, most pitchers are brightly

colored to attract nectar-seeking insects.

The

thick rim, which secretes nectar,

colorful, shiny

—and

slippery-.

insect eventually slips

The

is

visiting

on the rim surface

and falls into the bottom of the pitcher,
which contains a mixture of rainwater and
digestive enzymes. A pile of undigested insect skeletons eventually accumulates
within the plant.

Two
world

of the

live in

1

20 kinds of sundews

very

damp

in

the

areas in Croatan.

Sundews are perky-looking little plants
whose crowded rosettes of leaves form at
ground

level.

All the leaves secrete drop-

of a colorless, sticky liquid at the tips
of countless slender hairs. Insects that
lets

venture on them

cluster

leaves in a basal

gummy

leaves,

the leaf curls slightly so that the surface

becomes concave, forming a basin in
which the digestive enzymes accumulate.

Numerous

depressions

with

shallow-

standing water dot Croatan, and most of

them support
orous plants,

still

another group of carniv-

known

as bladderworts. Five

kinds of bladderworts grow in or along the
Joe LeMonnier

margins of these depressions, their intricately branched stems floating in the water. All along the stems are transparent,
air-filled bladders about one-si.xth of an

Each bladder has a small mouth
one end, but the mouth is normally

inch long.
at

closed

b\-

a trap door.

When

a

tin\'

water

animal swims into contact with one of two
trigger hairs at the entrance to the mouth,
the trap door suddenly sw^ings inward, and
the inrushing water sweeps the animal inside.

The water

filling

the bladder forces

the trap door closed, and the prey

demned

to digestion

is

con-

by enz\^mes secreted

within the chamber. After several hours,
the water
the trap

is

is

forced out of the bladder, and

For

visitor information, contact:

Forest Supervisor

National Forests

North Carolina

in

50 South French Broad Avenue
Asheville, North Carolina 28802

(919)638-5628

and others of their kind w
to poor soils. But what nutria
are missing from lands like the pocosi
Because plant growth is often inhibitec
dews,

adapted

lack of assimilable nitrogen, scientists

long

assumed

first

scien-

1

develo;

plants

that

carnivory specifically to supplement

set again.

Charles Darwin, one of the

are unable to pull free

and eventually perish. Sundew leaves also
have enzyme-producing glands, mostly

all its

A sticky substance covers the up-

mired down on one of the

flies

noted that once

Croatan National Forest

edge of the

insect land near the

the mouth. Projecting

including Linnaeus, thought that the lid
was hinged and could be opened or closed

is

the hairs will bend inward, transport-

with an opening at the upper end

mouth

and an insect

along the center of each

tl

nitrogen sources. However, botanists

and S.B. Jones,

work

tists to

consider the biology of carnivorous

nel Eleuterius

plants,

was aware that pitcher

with carnivorous plants in Mississi]

plants, sun-

Jr.,

found that the soils that supported
plants were not deficient in nitrogen,
phorus, or potassium.

When

tt

pi

fertili;

that contained these elements were
plied to the soil, the carnivorous plants
tually

did

poorly.

Recently,

zoolo

George Folkerts suggested that a short
of trace elements

num. which

is

—

particularly molyl:-

scarce in acidic

soils

—

r y

have been the key to the developmen)f
carnivorous plants. The Fish and Wile e
Service has been studying pocosins )r
their value as a wetland resource. Th{J
suits of their soil analyses

may

ther light on the relationship

shed

i

betwj

carnivorous plants and their charactei
habitat.
IPS
"This Land" highlights the biolog
phenomena of the 153 U.S. national '
ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is profe
'^

of botany

at

Southern

Peter Parks. OSF: Animals Antmals

A young frog falls
34

victim to Venus's flytrap.
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at Carbondale.

Illinois Univeiif

^

His tour of duty was
Cji-bye.

over.

H that special closeness

that
only victory, but defeat.

n

This was his final

On taking leave

He remembered all the good times, the joking
comes from sharing

As he shook hands with Willi, Rolf, Dieter and the
he realized they had become brothers.
And that was something he'd never forget.

of Germany...

Ts,

.

and his
teammates.

West Germany.Ten minutes
can average just 81< a minute*

Call

—

Saying good-bye is never easy but saying hello is,
AT&T. A ten-minute phone call to West Germany on AT&T
average as little as 81(f a minute.
Just dial the call yourself any night from 6 pm until 7 am.
If you don't have International Dialing in your area, you'll still get
(Hiame low rate as long as special operator assistance is not required.
i

I

Germany

!

n Level
E nomy

Averag e Cost Per Minute For a lO-Minute

Hours
6pm-7am
1pm-6pm
7am-1pm

Call**

.81

C ount

$1.02

S idard
^*

$1.35
age cost per minute varies depending on length of call. First minute costs more additions minutes cost less. All
are for calls direct from continental U.S. during tiours listed. Add 3% Federal E cciseTax. For furtfier information.
'ur International Information Service, toll free: 1 800 874-4000.
•During Economy time periods.
1

'a
!^

.

AT&T International Long Distance Service.

I*

AT&T

Marine pondweeds areflowering plants that are usually submerged.

When they bloom,
but by water

their pollen is carried not

by the birds or the bees

—

Noodles on the Tide
Why

is

water-borne pollen so long and stringy?

by Paul Alan Cox
1827,

In

Scottish

Brown placed some

botanist

Robert

pollen grains in water

under his microscope. His initial
upon finding the particles

for study

excitement
"very

evidently

motion"

in

dampened when subsequent

was soon
control ex-

periments revealed that small particles of
wood, metal, and stone moved just as ac-

under the same conditions. Brown,
had not discovered
the essential force animating all life but
had demonstrated that all small particles,
tively

to his disappointment,

regardless of their composition, exhibit

random motion in water
The observations were published as a
minor curiosity and largely ignored until
the concept they embodied was resurrected by modern physics. Einstein's
mathematical exploration of the forces obBrown led to the acceptance of
the idea that atoms and molecules were
served by

real entities, not just theoretical

concepts

useful in explaining the physical world.
Later, Jean Perrin used

Brownian motion
Avogadro numwhich he was awarded the

to obtain a value for the
ber, a feat for

Nobel Prize in 1929.
While botany has not become the main
beneficiary of botanist

ments with

Brown's experimathematics of

pollen, the

random motion inspired by his observations now provides insights into the system
that originally attracted his attention

the

movement

spores

in

Among

helped

has

insight

of pollen grains and fungal

water.

other things, his

explain

why some

aquatic flowering plants have such large
pollen grains

and why aquatic fungi have

such large spores.
In

—

most aquatic flowering plants such
and lotus pollination takes

—

as watercress

place the

same way

it

does on land.

Wind

or insects, birds or animals, carry pollen

from flower

to flower.

however, pollen

Within

ter.

is

this

In

some

species,

carried on or in the wa-

group,

the

sizes

and

shapes of pollen grains are strikingly similar

They

like

are either very long and thread-

or packaged

anccs. .\nd
grains,

in

elongated con\ey-

compared

to land plant pollen

which are so

tiny that the\- cannot

be seen without a microscope, water-borne
pollen
.\

is

huge.

typical

example

is

Thalassadendron.

ija.

«

'

a sea grass that grows along the coasts of
the

Red

Sea, the western Indian Ocean,

and Australia.

pollen grains are nearly

Its

one-quarter of an inch long

— more than
—and

120 times the size of land pollen
look for

all

the world like thin spaghetti

noodles floating in the tide. Pollen grains
of the Australian sea

nymph, Amphibolis,

are not only long and slender but also have

hooked ends, which catch on

to

one an-

other and form ropelike chains that float

through the water.

Perhaps even more unusual

the pollen

is

of Halophila (the sea wrack), a small sea

common in shallow
many islands in

grass

coasts of

water off the
the South Pa-

Samoa, a diver with a mask and
can easily observe sea wrack
plants well inside the reef at wading
depth. Long lines of evenly spaced small
plants with oval-shaped leaves seem to
emerge directly from the sandy bottom. A
cific.

In

snorkel

tug on a portion of this line reveals, however, that

what appears

separate plants

by

nected

hidden

be a group of
one plant, con-

to

in fact

is

occupy several hundred

ual can

runners

horizontal

A single genetic

called rhizomes.

individ-

linear feet

of the white surface sand.

The

sea wrack rarely blooms, but

when

male plants produce pollen
that is packaged and dispersed in a remarkable fashion. Most flowers produce
it

does, the

pollen grains in groups of four, called tet-

As they mature,

Research Group began

to erect a "theory

random path

continually winds back uu

the tetrads divide

of search" that could solve such problems.

previously searched territory. Because

it

which are then
individually dispersed. Sea wrack pollen
grains, however, remain fused in tetrads,
and these clusters are dispersed within a

For mathematical simplicity, Koopman
chose the case of search for a fixed target

proportion of searched to unsearched

r-

abilities of

very long mucilaginous tube that floats

by a vehicle traveling a random path. In
his model, the search vehicle sweeps out a
path as wide as the range of its sonar or vi-

through the water.

sual detection devices.

rads.

into four separate grains,

Is'

there a functional explanation for

that the most productive

Koopman found
moments

for lo-

such odd pollen forms or do they merely

cating the target occur during the

represent

part of the

interesting

quirks of nature?

I

but

began

insignificant

to suspect that

random

search.

As

progresses, the probability of finding the

there was an adaptive explanation for the

target during any particular

structure of sea grass pollens when, during

substantially lower.

the course of another study,

upon a

series of

I

stumbled

papers on antisubmarine

warfare. During World

War

II,

Navy asked Bernard Koopman,

38

is

for this sharp falling-off" of

search efficiency

may

not be immediately

a math-

Koopman's conclusion. Remember that
first part of a random search,
all of the territory is new or unsearched.
As the search progresses, however, the

Operations

during the

encounters per second beoie

significantly lower.

somewhat
cations

to

Koopman's theory

practical, if depressing,

daily

life.

If

JJ

ail^

your morig

search for your glasses or wallet has,

mine, a significant random comporit.
the efliciency of your search declines
idly after the first
at first
I

apparent, but one can intuitively grasp

devise ways to locate Nazi U-boats. Koophis colleagues in the

The reason

moment

the U.S.

ematician at Columbia University, to help

man and

first

the search

ritory decreases as time goes on, the pi>

p-

few moments. Mor;

you don't succeed, give up.

decided to use Koopman's equal us

answer a slightly diff"erent ques
what would be the eflect of a smal
to

crease

in

the probability of target encounters
ing a

"•

the width of the search pat on

random search?

In other words,

ir

i

i<

navy could have increased the range c*
sonar by just a small amount, how n"^
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fk

wering plants that bloom on land produce pollen that is spherical
I microscopically small (facing page, bottom j. Water-borne

and
naked eye. Similarly, fungi that
vv in water commonly produce large and fantastically shaped
'res (facing page, top, and this page, left). Mathematical analysis
diets that large size and complex shape increase search efficiency.
however,

ten.

enough

^e

is

often long and threadlike (this page, right)

to be visible to the

C.A,

Id

it

have increased the chances of

ng a stationary target in a
ch? To
,se in

my

lo-

random

surprise, even a small in-

the width of the path results in a

increase in the likelihood of encoun-

The

assia and
triche,

found

marine turtlegrass Thal-

the water starwort Calliin

shallow ponds in Califor-

Similarly wide search paths are also

nia.

obtained by the flowering hornwort Cera-

:hat

will

it

hit

its

stigma of a plant

tech.

On

"target"

—during

— the
a

fe-

to the sur-

anthers are about thirty-three

means

of improving search efliciency

elongated shapes or large search ve-

occur

lii:s

should help aquatic pollen grains

neria and in the unrelated marine

the stigma.

.swept

by the search vehicles of water

ph (Najas) pollen. In these freshwa-

is small and round
mhas the unusual habit of germinating

ei)lants, the pollen

ie;re it

la

germinates,

21

strial

1'

\vith

>

n

a pollen

it

or aquatic, germinate after cona

stigma.)

Thus the water

creating a small de-

in the

freshwater eel grass Vallisflat-

weed Enhalus. Found in quiet freshwater
ponds and streams throughout the world,
eel grass is also popular as an aquarium
plant. It grows submerged and has long,
straplike leaves up to six feet long, depending on the water depth. The leaves
are produced from a central tuft anchored
in

the

pond mud, and the plant spreads by

runners.

Flatweed grows

in

shallow water

off"

the

coast of Australia and various islands in
the South Pacific.

The

plants have long,

the target

is

In flatweed, the target

the depression

is

the floating

cluster of long petals borne by the female
flower.

The female

flower

firmly an-

is

chored, however, by a long stalk attached
to the base of the plant

sandy bottom.

and rooted

Any male

within the petals
as the tide rises,

is

into the

flower falling

completely enveloped

and pollination occurs.

Perhaps the reason that such unusual
search vehicles are not found

whose pollen

is

in

aerially dispersed

risk of desiccation.

The high

plants
is

the

surface-to-

volume ratios of elongated pollen grains
might result in rapid, irreversible water
loss if the grains were transported through
air rather than water. In any case, wind- or

long tube be-

belt-shaped green leaves up to about two

animal-dispersed

male search vehicle, sweeping
crage path equal in width to the pol;rain diameter plus the length of its

During flowering, the water surface above the plants seems littered with

n tube.

tiny

random trajectories. In water, however, the combined actions of
wind and orbital wave motion probably introduce enough randomness into the

ph's pollen grain with
;s

-I

(When

grows a pollen tube,
tructure through which a nucleus will
to fertilize an egg. Most pollen grains,

jr 1

hi

leaves the anther.

level,

pression into which the male flowers tumble. In effect,

Jf e,

nagine, for example, the width of the

low the surface

created by surface tension.

Perhaps the most startling and beauti-

male

stamens become erect and function as
The female flower floats slightly be-

times larger than the average diameter of

ful

essence be-

in

sail.

airborne pollen.

random

the basis of search efficiencies

them from underwater

The

and

vehicle. After the

eel grass flower reaches the surface, three

tiny

n should greatly increase the probabil-

i,\

face, floats to the top,

comes the search

a

face.

male flower

eel grass, the entire

released from beneath the water sur-

bearing anthers equipped with floats that
carry

i;

is

tophyllum, which releases entire pollen-

thing that increases the average width

ir

weed and

biological implica-

he path swept by an aquatic pollen

Pi;

in

of this observation are intriguing,

ig a target.
5

also occurs in the

McConchie

its

the

Early pollen tube formation

feet long.

white confetti; actually, the confetti are

male flatweed

flowers. In both flat-

pollen

grains

are

not

likely to follow

39

—

search paths of pollen to satisfy Koop-

Even stronger evidence of evolution toward efficient search is provided by a sin-

man's random-search theory.
If these structures have evolved

in

gle species of aquatic fungus that pro-

aquatic flowering plants because they

in-

duces both aerial- and water-dispersed

crease search efficiency, one would expect

spores of diff'erent sizes or shapes. John

similar

Webster, of the University of Exeter, has

search problems would also have struc-

described just such a situation in species

Called convergent

of the genus Entomophthora, in which the

that

organisms with

unrelated

tures that are alike.
evolution, the

spores are egg shaped

in

but tetraradiate

development of similarities
unrelated organisms is frequently good

Many

evidence of adaptation.

flowering

plants in African deserts, for example, are
superficially very

much

like the

American

cactus plant. Even though they are evolu-

if

if

dispersed aerially

they are dispersed un-

derwater.

Like aquatic pollen that sprouts prema-

some fungal spores germinate

turely,

be-

fore they encounter their hosts. In these

the spore plus

tionarily unrelated, both types of plants

fungi, the search vehicle

round green stems covered with spines. Their resemblance sug-

one or more long germ tubes. Other structures also widen the search vehicle. The

gests that a succulent cylindrical form, ar-

marine fungus Nia vibrissa produces long
appendages on its spores before dispersal.
Just as solar panels slowly unfold from a

produce

fleshy,

mored with

an adaptation to
desert conditions since it occurs in comspines,

is

Thus

pletely unrelated desert plants.

group of organisms unrelated

a

if

to aquatic

satellite

once

it

reaches

is

its

orbital position,

membranes

so the gelatinous

of spores of

flowering plants but possessing similar

the fungus Pleospora lignicola expand

search problems were found to have simi-

upon contact with water, forming three
blunt arms that greatly increase its eff"ec-

lar dispersal forms, this

would be strong

evidence that elongated pollen shapes are
Accordingly,

I

tive

search width.

These unusual shapes and

indeed adaptive.

examined spores

in

the

terrestrial

and

—

or tetraradiate shapes

may

aquatic fungi.

or bolos

anchor

a

gets once contact

Hyphomycetes, a group of

The aquatic members have
search problem somewhat analogous to

sizes

may

serve other functions as well. Filamentous

—more

easily
is

like

grapnels

to their tar-

made. Some botanists

that faced by flowering plants with water-

have suggested that elongate sea grass

mediated pollination systems. The spore
of an aquatic fungus must travel through
the water to find, not a stigma, but a host
of living or decaying organic matter in
which it can germinate. In both cases, the

len

may wrap around

pol-

the stigmas, while

the arms of tetraradiate fungal spores an-

chor them to their host's

tissue.

Experi-

the fungi and the flowers evolved along

ments indicate that tetraradiate fungal
spores are trapped more frequently by underwater surfaces and air bubbles than
are spherical spores. These theories per-

similar lines?

tain

search

is

for a relatively fixed target.

Have

Indeed, large, unusually shaped spores
are

common among

aquatic fungi.

aquatic hyphomycetes, mycelia

—

—

In

thread-

more

size; a

to aquatic spore shape than to
combination of search and "anchor-

may

ing" hypotheses

be required to ex-

plain the structure of aquatic spores.

branch inside of the
and organs from which the

Just as physicists and mathematicians
have learned from Brown's observations

spores are liberated project into the water.

of pollen grains in water, so botanists stand

The

to learn

like fungal

tubes

host tissue,

spores of these aquatic organisms are

either long, threadlike,

and S-shaped

or

much about

pollen

and spores by

considering the mathematics of

motion and random search.

random

Actinospora are nearly thirty-eight times
the mean diameter of their terrestrial

seems fitting that the work of botanist Robert
Brown which began with pollen grains
and spores and spawned such great advances in physics and mathematics

counterparts.

should

they are tetraradiate (four-pronged) struc-

arms branching from a
The tetraradiate spores of

tures, with long

single point.

in

Na TTiPAi

HmTi-iBV fi/RS

It

—

now come

full circle.

D

Tiny male eel grass flowers sail toward the much larger female.
Floating slightly below the surface, the female blossom creates a

small depression in the water, into which the male flowers tumble.
In effect, the whole male flower functions as a search vehicle
carrying a cargo ofpollen.
S
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November 191 1,

the schooner JamcsT. Maxwell,

Jr.,

wai

bandoned fifty-eight miles east of Cape Charles, Virginia. A Coast
Hardship tracked down the hazardous derelict and towed it to port.
jwn Brothers Priolo, Colleclion ol

WJ

Lewis Parker

and Drifters

Derelicts

M abandoned sailing ships and new satellite-tracked buoys
here some ocean currents

tell

us

came from and where they're going

Richardson

y Philip L.

the North Atlantic that

As a child growing up in a small coastal
wn in northern California, I used to dayearn about sunken wooden ships. I picred them drifting endlessly through the

showed the posiabandoned ships identified
by name and of other drifting debris.
The charts were issued free to navigators

each at a different depth. The

in return for their reports of recent naviga-

Iter,

ean was layered,

thought, with these

I

abandoned vessels. Years later,
had become a physical oceanogra-

ipped,
len

I

and moved

er

irned that

ps

e

1

abandoned wooden

had indeed drifted

on

t

to the Atlantic Coast,

its

in

I

sailing

the ocean

surface and not forever. In the

800s, sightings of these derelicts pro-

led the first

information on the paths of

•face currents, particularly

of the Gulf

the North Atlantic. For eight
had been studying the Gulf
earn,
using freely drifting buoys
eked by satellite, and I thought I was
first to assemble a sizable body of inmation on current trajectories in the
rth Atlantic. I was wrong. The earlier
)rmation, which had been forgotten in

those

that

— more than
days — were
for

often

thirty

ooners carrying

cargoes of lumber,

m the point of view of a ship's captain,

il
'

collision with

or in a fog could

damage

or sink a

Toward the end of the last century,
Ocean was strewn with nuous abandoned schooners and barks in
Atlantic

ous stages of disintegration.
1

December

1

883, the U.S.

Navy Hy-

^raphic Office, a branch of the Bureau

Navigation of the
an to publish

In the late

1

800s,

to ships' captains.

more than ,600 dereand reports were col1

were sighted,
lected from nearly 3,000 voluntary observlicts

ers

—mariners

Atlantic and

who crossed
who patrolled

the
its

North
waters.

W

towing steamship Miranda encountered a

ships;

/ed afloat the longest

A

were distributed rapidly

large

e wooden-hulled

drifting derelict

number of observers contributed information to them each month and because they

When

and quite accurate.

vided information on surface currents

i[

pilot

Notable Derelicts in the North Atlantic
Of the many wrecks afloat this month in
the North Atlantic Ocean, none has as interesting a history as the Italian bark
"Vincenzo Perrotta." Abandoned September 18, 1887, this vessel has been represented graphically on every edition of the
Pilot Chart published since that time. Her
wonderful drift began in about latitude
36° N, longitude 54°
[south of Newfoundland, east of Cape Hatleras]; and on
April 4, 1889, when last reported, she was
about 60 miles north of Watling's island, in
the Bahamas. She has thus made good a

ships used primarily to prevent smuggling.

was

The nineteenth-century derelicts that

average

and weather information. The

a typical pilot chart report, writ-

such an object at

eighty to one hundred years,

extensive

3

tional

charts were successful because a large

is

was a formidable haz-

1

last

—

This

ten in July 1889:

These sightings provided information on
the bifurcation of the Gulf Stream near
the Grand Banks of Newfoundland and
evidence of the variability of ocean currents. They also documented a tragic loss
of life. Toward the end of the nineteenth
century, 12,000 lives and 2,200 vessels
were lost worldwide at sea each year. Every severe ocean storm left new derelicts
in its path and added new names to the
long list of vessels that left port but were
never heard from again.
Most of the reported derelicts were
found in the Gulf Stream off the U.S.
coast. Because of the hazard they represented to other ships, they were sought actively, initially by U.S. naval vessels, later
by revenue cutters armed government

"earn, in
!irs

—

tions of the

Navy Department,

monthly

pilot charts for

—

sighted, the derelicts were towed

on fire while still at sea.
During 1887-93, forty-one derelicts were
towed ashore and another seventy-six
were set on fire. One was destroyed by torpedoes and ramming. Others continued to
into port or set

became

distance of about

SW. by W.

1

,400 miles

direction, in

1

in

a general

year. 6 months,

and 16 days. She has been reported 27
times in all, and when last seen had mizzenmast and about 10 feet of mainmast standing, foremast gone, end of jibboom broken
off and port anchor on bow.
In addition to the derelicts, other debris

was reported
tic.

In

drifting in the

December

1

North Atlan-

887, a large raft of logs

broke apart while being towed from

Nova

New

York by the steamship
Miranda. The raft, which weighed 1,000
tons and drew twenty feet of water, consisted of 27,000 tree trunks bound with
chains into the shape of a cigar. The logs
were spruce pilings meant for the construction of docks and the foundations of.
Scotia to

1

buildings.

severe

storm.

On December
Her

fifteen-inch

18,

the

towing

hawser parted and the log raft went adrift
in the track of commercial navigation. Although a search was made for the raft
within

a

week of her disappearance,

so

only remnant logs were found scattered

waterlogged and encrusted with barnacles

over a wide area, about 140 miles south-

that they sank on their own.

east of

drift until

they broke apart or

Cape Cod. No

ship

was reportec

i
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Sailors leave a derelict ship after completing preparations to blow it
up. If not burned, towed, or otherwise removed, such vessels often

driftedfor months, presenting a danger to passing ships. Derelict

ships became a rarity as iron

and steel replaced wood as a

shipbuilding material.
The Metropolrtan Magazine (SeptemDer 191

1).

The New

Yor1< Public Library
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lost

because of the incident, but the Ger-

man

bark Bremen was

then westward in the North Equatorial

days and had her sheathing torn and her

Current to the Bahamas, and finally
northeastward into the Gulf Stream

rudder damaged. This log raft was one of

again, crossing

only two of

its

in the

area for five

kind that appeared on the

an earUer one had arrived
New York from Nova Scotia.

east coast;
safely in

practical.

the

remained afloat for
more than half a year and were reported
often enough to provide evidence of long
and interesting ocean trajectories. Six
the schooner
drifted longer than a year
Fannie E. Wolston drifted for 1,100 days:
the schooner Wyer G. Sargent, 615 days;
the bark Telemach, 551 days; the bark

—

Vincenzo Perrotta, 536 days; the schooner

Ethel M. Davis. 370 days; and the schooner James B. Drury, 367 days. These

abandoned ships traversed from 1,700

to

9,000 miles.
.Although the paths of these long-lived

markedly in detail, patterns of drift can be detected. Several
ships moved eastward in the Gulf Stream
(south of the
until they reached 50°
derelicts differed

W

Grand Banks
their

paths

of Newfoundland), where

diverged.

Some

continued

eastward and crossed the Atlantic in an
average of ten months, others drifted

Two made tight turns and
westward just south of the Gulf
Stream. The Wolston, which drifted for
three years, first floated south to 25° N,

C.H

dere-

drifted erratically but in a generally

licts

drifted.

derelicts

Two

earlier path.

southwestward direction through the Sargasso Sea and grounded on the Bahama

Schooner owners and captains, whose livelihood was threatened by the use of such
rafts, were delighted that they proved im-

Many

its

Islands.

made

Most derelicts looped as they
The Sargent and the Wolston

large, 300-mile loops (southeast of

Grand Banks) within

a period of ten

months. Several other derelicts

made

fre-

quent, smaller-scale loops.
Derelicts that

coast between

appeared near the

first

Long

Island and

Cape Hat-

teras usually drifted southwestward, fol-

lowing

the

inshore

current

until

they

reached Hatteras. There they entered the

Gulf Stream and drifted eastward. In general, derelicts entered the Gulf Stream
north of 30° N (Cape Hatteras) and
moved eastward in the stream. In an area
south of the Grand Banks, near 40° N,
50° W, the derelicts appear to have followed either of two divergent paths. Recent measurements have confirmed that
the Gulf Stream splits into two bands near
the

Grand Banks. The

first

band extends

northeastward into the eastward flowing

North Atlantic Current, passing north of

The second extends southeastward and then joins the westward flowing
North Equatorial Current. The general
the Azores.

the Azores. Six derelict vessels

mcd

southward between the Azores and Sj n
and Portugal.
The large-scale, long-term ocean '
culation pattern

is

characterized b\

siderable current variability.

'

The dere

southward.

circulation indicated by the collected tra-

did not usually follow the general pati

drifted

jectories of the

abandoned ships is a large,
clockwise pattern split into two branches,
one to the north and the other southwest of

smoothly; instead they drifted

44
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in co:>

luted trajectories that often crossed
other.

The convoluted paths

give an

e
el)

A detail of the U.S. Navy

's

pilot chart

of the North Atlantic for

March 1888 give.'! the locations and dates at which derelict ships
were sighted. Schematic drawings indicate the conditions of the
example, stern down, bottom up, or mast standing. The

ships, for

paths followed by some identified derelicts are shown by broken
lines.

Other symbols locate drifting buoys, steamship routes, fog

belts,

and other vital navigation information.

^^^b^^tM

Alf|ed Watts
Bk.'Vincen^o Perrotta
Feb.ll.

r

asure of medium-size eddies and of

I'ger-period
r

\

know

current

that the

fluctuations.

ocean

is

populated by

BTgetic eddies that are usually
s

)nger than the

mean

We

much

tion

becomes recognizable only by averag-

ing a great

number

of observations

in

space and time. In the Gulf Stream, the

North Atlantic Current, and the North

and determining the character of the genThey also drive a deep
eastward flow under the Gulf Stream and
a westward recirculation on both its sides.
eral circulation.

currents (the aver-

Equatorial Current, one clearly sees the

The impor-

general drift in spite of the eddies. In the

ascribing

ce of these eddies to the general circ ation has been discovered recently, and

Sargasso Sea, the trajectories are dominated by the motion of medium-size ed-

derelicts' trajectories to

a

velocity of the currents).

ti

tly

have been studied intensively. Be-

c se of these eddies, the

M

mean

circula-

dies.

The eddies

in

the Gulf Stream region

are important in driving the average

How

One should
all

be cautious, however, about

the motion indicated by the

water movement.

Derelict ships varied in size, weight, and

the state of damage.

dismasted and

tilled to

Some were

totally

the gunwales with

45

Built in 1874, the schooner Alice Murphy was caught in a violent
storm in 1915, off the North Carolina coast. The captain and six
crew members, who had lashed themselves to the mizzenmast, were
rescued, but the waterlogged vessel went adrift in the Gulf Stream.
This photograph may have been taken from a tug owned by a New
York salvage firm that investigated the derelict. The burned-out
wreck of the Alice Murphy was later sighted six hundred miles east

ofNew York, where it had been carried by surface currents.
Collection of

WJ

Lewis Parker

view of

water. These, along with the 30 percent of

terpret the trajectories accurately are po-

tories represents a realistic

the sightings of vessels that were turned

sition errors of the reporting ships, mis-

general surface ocean circulation and

bottom up, probably provided a good indication of the speed and trajectory of nearsurface water. But derelicts with their
masts standing and those riding high in
the water were no doubt also influenced
by wind blowing directly on the masts and
the exposed hull.
Additional problems in the eff'ort to in-
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identification of derelicts,
sightings.

and infrequent

The average number of days

tween sightings was about twenty

—

be-

this

is

le

ic

variability of currents.

In the

nineteenth century, other

formation

concerning

surface

(V

curnis

small enough to indicate some aspects of

came from

A

sf's

medium-scale eddies, but it is not small
enough to resolve individual loops around
the strong eddies, as do today's buoys.

course and speed can be estimated

in c

Nevertheless, the collection of the trajec-

ways: from

under way.

ships

its

apparent progress thro

the water, and from

its change in posim
on the earth's surface, as measured bjc-

In a

1

965 painting by Gordon Johnson, the crew of the Dei Gratia

sights the

Mary

Celeste, ybu«^ drifting off the coast

of

Portugal on December 4.1872. Apparently the captain and crew had
hurriedly taken to a lifeboat several days before; they were never
seen again.
Companies

The

Allanlic

to

handle quantitatively. Therefore, most

early

summary

charts of ship drift ob-

servations, such as those

shown on the

U.S. pilot charts, were schematic and
qualitative.

Only

in

recent years, with the

advent of high-speed computers, have
quantitative

and

statistical

analyses of

ship drifts been published.

Because of the strong ocean

variability,

ship drift velocities taken individually or

averaged form do not provide a good
measure of where the water actually goes.
This key bit of information was provided
by the drifting derelicts, which followed
the water and provided long-term trajecin

1

tories of
^lai
•1

navigation.

ised in

s:ed),
i'l

difTerence,

exdrift

attributed to surface currents,

isurements of set and drift were

n ie in
l"i

is

The

terms of set (direction) and

introduction of chronometers

K ntiy

first

the late eighteenth century, after

improved the

As

ability to

had

suf-

determine

amounts of data
'f: accumulated,
however, the huge
ibers of observations became difficult

i<(tions at

I

sea.

large

water parcels. In

this

way

the der-

elict trajectories complemented the measurement of ship drift velocity.
At the end of the nineteenth century,

the

number of

drifting derelicts dimin-

ished rapidly. Relatively few derelict trajectories are found in the pilot charts after

1900. There were two major reasons for
this decline.

The

first

was the gradual

re-

placement of wooden sailing ships with
steam-powered vessels of iron or steel, a

change that began in Britain. The second
was the successful search for, and destruction of, derelicts by revenue cutters and
naval vessels. By 1880, British steam tonnage superseded sailing tonnage, which
was falling, and clipper ships could no
longer compete with steamships as a
means of fast transport. By 1900, the
steamship had practically ousted the fullrigged sailing ship from every important
trade route on the seas. The triumph of the
steamship was a result of the introduction

of iron hulls and steel hulls, the develop-

ment of the screw

propeller,

the triple expansion engine
cient

steam engine^

and

efli-

— which came rapidly

into use after 1880.

These developments

resulted in stronger ships with

dictable speeds.

finally

—a more

The newer

more

pre-

ships were

abandoned less often, and those that were
abandoned usually sank.
In America, the transition from sail to
steam was more gradual than in Britain.
Not until 894 did American steam ton1

nage surpass
Coastal

sail

sail

in

the coastal

trade.

tonnage continued to grow un-
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The superimposed trajectories of drifting derelict ships and a few
monthly pilot charts published between
1883 and 1902, reveal the large-scale pattern of North Atlantic
surface currents. The surface water circulates in a clockwise
direction, dividing into two smaller currents that move north and
drifting buoys, as given by

south of the Azores. Because ofvariations over time of the ocean
currents, the paths of individual derelict ships often differedfrom

one another orfrom the general pattern.
PL. Richardson, Woods Hole Oceanographic

til

1

907,

when it reached its absolute peak,
39

representing

coastal tonnage.
this

By

ter

of

far the

the

total

major part of

of coastal sailing vessels was

fleet

made up

percent

wooden

of

A

ships.

New

casualty pages of the

sels

Institution

study of the

Marine Regis-

shows that a great many of these vescontinued to be abandoned water-

logged after

1

900. But because of a

more

program of derelict
destruction by revenue cutters and also by
naval vessels, fewer wooden ships apvigorous, systematic

peared as derelicts on

pilot charts

pub-

The advent

ocean's surface layer, directly forced

by local winds, is only a thin skin over the
mass of deeper water, which has a very
different motion. In recent years, deep trajectories in the North Atlantic have been
measured by high-tech drifters. These
drifters, or floats, are constructed from

aluminum tubes that are less compressible
than seawater and are ballasted to sink to

prechosen depths. Once there, they

main

at those

ships of
drift.

my

depths

(like

the

re-

wooden

childhood reveries) as they

Because the ocean

is

relatively trans-

parent to sound, the floats are tracked

lished after 1900.

in the early

The

of wireless communication

twentieth century

much

ing a derelict at sea

made

locat-

easier. Positions

acoustically.

Known

trajectories of nineteenth-cen-

tury derelicts

still

outnumber those of

to-

of derelicts were sent by radio to the cut-

day's buoys, but the newer measurements

could be found quickly

have the advantage of several fixes per
day and a higher positional accuracy.
From a collection of these contemporary
measurements, we have been able to ob-

ters so the derelicts

method of comderelict hunting was at

and destroyed. Before
munication at sea,

this

best a haphazard occupation. In 1907, a

new revenue

cutter, the

Seneca, was built

expressly for finding derelicts and destroying

them

or,

if

they were salvageable,

towing them to port.

Today the

large

more quantitative picture of the

of ocean variability. Plots of the buoy trajectories

numbers of

drifting

buoys (sometimes called drifters) that
measure ocean currents are tracked by
satellite. The principal areas under study
are the North and South Atlantic, the
tropical Atlantic,

tain a

general circulation and of the geography

and the

tropical Pacific.

show patterns very

similar to

those of the derelict trajectories. Although
the derelict trajectories were

made

long

ago by methods that now seem primitive, I
believe they remain one of the best, if not
the best, direct measures of the surface
D
circulation of the North Atlantic.
i/0V,'fm
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In a satellite infrared image of the GulfStream
off the East
Coast, differences in water temperature are coded by color The

purple band is the

warm core of the stream: progressively colder
temperatures are represented by red, yellow, light blue, and dark
blue (white areas are clouds). The patterns reveal meanders and

eddies in the Gulf Stream. Modern research techniques have
confirmed and refined data gathered eighty to one hundred years
ago from the observation of drifting derelict ships.
Richard Legeckis National Oceanic and AtmosDhenc Administration
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First, Honda created the Accord 4-Door
Sedan. Elegantly styled. Superbly engineered.
It

quickly

became the number one
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small car in America* and set the standard by
which other automobiles in its class would be
judged. But no other car could be an Accord.
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;
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n
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s,

a
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/er mirrors, alloy
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injection, dual

wheels, all standard. And
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Pinkish ears radiatefrom a cluster ofbig-eared bats. The lone short-tailedfruit bat on
the left shares the roost.
Merlin D. Turtle; Bat Conservation International. Milwaukee Public

Museum

A Day in the Life
of a Piper-QdXmg Bat
The exploits of a short-tailedfruit bat
on a day that almost proved to be ordinary

by Theodore H. Fleming
Five-fifteen

the sun's

first

sky, fighting

peaks

in

on a morning

up a

trio

of ancient volcanic

western Costa Rica. Twenty-five

miles west of the brightening peaks,
light

reaching a

is

(Will

first

rocky stream bed

Quebrada EI Duende
o' the Wisp Creek). At this moment,

known

locally as the

the last of a group of several hundred
fruit-eating,

flower-visiting

bats are re-

turning to a small cavelike tunnel that
serves as their daytime roost.
settle

As these bats

themselves on the cave's ceiling, the

daytime residents of the creek bed and

its

surrounding forest are just starting their
day.

She

in mid-July;

rays rush into the eastern

A plaintive motmot motmot, the call

dium-sized

Farther

down

the creek bed, a troop of

white-faced monkeys crashes across the
treetops, barking like dogs; they are head-

ing upstream to eat the fruit of

some Ce-

New

the family Phyl-

World

flap of skin directly

which serves as a
rect

above

its

nostrils),
it

trasonic echolocation calls. Bats use these
to

calls

among

communicate with each

other things.

The

other,

short-tailed fruit

bat has relatively large eyes (for a bat) and

keen
is

Keener

vision.

which

it

still

its

is

sense of

uses to find ripe fruit.

this species.

Not

all

the short-tailed fruit

bats in this cave, however, are brown; a

few are orange-red.
During the day, the female bat hangs
by one foot from a tiny projection of the
cave's ceiling, alternately sleeping and
grooming her fur. Like most other bats,
this short-tailed fruit bat grooms herself
assiduously,

scratching

herself

cally she cleans her
it

rapidly

foot. Periodi-

grooming

foot, licking

with the purposefulness of a cat. With

cave have begun their thirteen-hour rest

this foot,

period. Their refuge

body, including the top of her head.

a well-illuminated

and two and a half
high, formed thousands of

she can reach

tunnel, eighty feet long

cleans her wing and

to seven feet

licking them.

years ago by the creek's constant etching

away of

soft volcanic rock.

mass of bats

lining the ceiling

Among
is

the

a certain

hundred of each

many

known

to live in the cave.

ally
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She
membranes by

one
two sexes gener-

short-tailed fruit bats (seventy-five to

her a composite of the

52

parts of her

Although the Duende cave contains

—

bats

tail

all

nearly equal numbers of male and female

female bat

call

Our

chocolate brown, the typical color of

above an entrance to the bat cave.

is

di-

low-intensity, nasally emitted ul-

its

with the claws of her free

5:30, the five species of bats in the

perspi-

reflector, helping

cropia peltata, or trumpet trees, directly

By

bats.

fruit

in its family, C.

cillata possesses a nose leaf (a triangular

bat

small troop of six adults and four young.

members of

Like most others

among

clearly proclaiming the location of his

Carollia perspicillata.

as

lostomidae, the

smell,

headed trogon sounds its rattling cry with
monotonous frequency. From a nearby
hillside, a male howler monkey roars,

known

a short-tailed fruit bat

Weighing two-thirds to three-quarters of
an ounce, C. perspicillata bats are me-

of a turquoise-browed motmot, echoes
the still-dark leaves, and a black-

is

scientifically

segregate

sex), the

themselves

into

small.

^"f

%^'

^^
sM

:

^:*<^.

f

,

—f^t-.

During thirteen hours of daytime
roosting, a short-tailedfruit bat hangs by
one foot, leaving the otherfree for

grooming sessions, which alternate with
periods ofsleep. Bats usually do their
roosting inside caves or hollow trees.
DougWechsler

packed

tightly

The females

clusters.

gather near the center of the cave roof.

Each group contains two

to fifteen fe-

males and can be called a harem because
it is guarded by a single adult male. Most
of the males roost as "bachelors" in a
darker, peripheral portion of the cave.

Bachelor males are young (usually one to
three years old) and

have little or no
chance of mating with females until they
can gain access to a harem, either by fight-

and displacing a current harem
male or by quickly taking the place of a
harem male that disappears.
ing with

Our bat roosts

in a tight cluster

with ten

member

other females and hence

is

a

one of the largest harems

in

the cave.

of

Her

harem male

is

trolled three

harems, each bigger than the

By now he has

the past two years.

last, in

won

years old and has con-

six

many

but

brief

boxing

intense

matches with other males intent on overthrowing him. The females he guards are
a mixed group in terms of their ages and

About

places of birth.

than two years

As

half of them are less

old.

a five-year-old, our female

few

tively old bat;

in this

is

a rela-

population reach

age eight. And unlike most of the females
around her, she was born in another cave,

two miles away. She remained there for
nearly a year, and during this period her
fur was bleached orange-red by urinary
ammonia fumes in the poorly ventilated
cave. Soon after moving to the new cave,
however, the female molted and her coat
grew in brown. Both male and female bats
sometimes leave their natal homes and
settle

in

other

adulthood.

roosts

before

The migration

rate

reaching

between

the several widely scattered caves in this
part of Costa Rica

is

high enough to create

homogeneous population of

a genetically

C. perspicillata.

Our bat has a
men because she

distinctly swollen
is

pregnant with a single

large embryo.

When

tion period

over, her

about a

is

fifth

abdo-

its

four-month gesta-

baby

of an ounce

—

will

weigh

or 25 percent

of her mother's weight. After the baby

born

is

August, it will nurse for
about a month. During its first two weeks,
it

in early

will cling to its

even when she

54

is

mother's chest and nurse
foraging

away from
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the

roost at night.

When

the baby becomes

too large to carry, the female will leave
in the

cave roost or

in a tree

away from

it

the

CLve while she searches for fruit.
This is her second pregnancy this year.
Most female short-tailed fruit bats give
birth twice a year,

once

March

offspring, although daughters are likel

remain

in their

mother's harem for

(

the

harems

lor

groups, usually in their natal cave

at

an early age and join

now just

bac.''

and the sun

or

It is

passed

gion's six-month dry season,

ably cool, although the outside air

and again

its

past noon,

zenith.

The cave

about four months later, toward the middle of the wet season. The timing of births

The

coincides with the two annual peaks in

an afternoon shower

fruit
tat.

growth

Once

a

in this strongly

seasonal habi-

mother stops nursing her baby,

she has relatively

little

contact with her

e

time before joining another harem in
same cave or another cave. Males lei

early April, just past the middle of this re-

in late

o

sc

perature
air

is

is still

is

ti-

nearly 92 degrees Fahrenf

is still

and heavy, a sure sign
is

approaching,

area that shades and surrounds the

bed

is

comll-

tropical dry forest.

ci

u
it

k

During the

season, most trees lose their leaves,

'i

i

—
ompledby the heavy rains of late
the tropieal shrub Piper amalago,

'ing,

'ok a staple andfavorite food of shortled fruit hats, produces fruiting spikes,
e plant

depends upon hats for seed

persal. Bats seize the high-protein

while on the wing and may carry

'it

pping to
•

it

distance through theforest before

lie

fruit

eat.

The seeds consumed with

are quickly excreted, often at the

ding site.
verse array of pollen-collecting insects,

in-

cluding stingless bees, sweat bees, leafcutter

and

bees,

syrphid

These
moving P.

flies.

insects play a crucial role in

amalago
If

pollen

among

don't

insects

the inflorescences.
the

visit

shrubs, they produce very
pollinated,

amalago

P.

fruit;

little

each flower on the spike

if

will

produce a single-seeded fruit. Generally,
each spike bears one hundred to two hundred fruit. As it matures, the fruiting spike
(hereafter called a fruit) turns green and

resembles a small sweet pickle.
P.

amalago

is

only one of three Piper

species whose growth

is

stimulated by the

covered with a

is

thici<

carpet of dry

common unnondeciduous mem-

In moister places, the

/es.

the bats to seek shelter in nearby hollow
trees or in rocky crevices

cept for these relatively short interrup-

other two species, P. pseudofuligineum

tions, the

(which

has

for the bats.

inches

long)

about

inflorescences

and

P.

three

jacquemontianum

the wet season.

The

first

inflor-

half of

slight differences in

scheduling allow these three Piper species
to share their pollinators without too

much

By 3:30

the storm has passed, and the

bright, late afternoon sun begins to dry olT

the vegetation.

life

of C. perspi-

for the bats are partial

Although Piper

fruit

to their

generally have

P.

nigrum, are used worldwide as

pepper.

amalago, a

tiple-siemmed, six- to nine-foot shrub,

beginning to ripen; the seeds are dis.cd exclusively

true

by four species of

for all

bats.

dry forest plants, P.

fldago's flowering

and

fruiting biology

»

rongly tied to seasonal changes in rain-

a

During most of the dry season, these
bear immature

lbs

down

—that emerge near the

ill

cr

branches.

ns,

in

late

As soon
April

as the

to

their

tips of the

wet season

mid-May, the

tiircscences start to lengthen, eventu-

becoming spikes 1.5 to 2.4 inches tall
ing several hundred tiny flowers. Two
ohrce weeks after the rains begin, P.
il

It

\nlago will be
e

marginatum

in

heavy flower, and

its

inflorescences will be visited by a di-

il-

red trunks of one of the

common

trees in

desnudo (the naked

Indian tree, Bursera simarouba). turning

mosaic of

into fiery pillars in a

As

daytime birds and mammals

fades,

glis-

the afternoon sunlight
briefly

increase their feeding activities before re-

that usually occurs in July, and P. tuberculatum, a creek side species, flowers in

turning to their roost trees, vines, or dens

March and
All in

all,

April during very dry weather.

the five Piper species supply Ca-

and other bats with a continual and
reliable food supply for several months
each year.
This year's wet sea.son began in midMay, so the fruit of P. amalago are just
ripening.

from ten

The crop of each plant ranges
to more than two hundred fruit.

Usually fewer than five fruit ripen daily
on each plant during the three- to four-

week

inflorescences

with tlowers up and

CN

P.

sinks lower, the sun

flowers after a brief spell of dry weather

rollia

mid-July, the fruit of P.

is

from the others.

it

the dry forest, el India

difl"er

the

in

As

luminates more and more of the coppery

Rica. Piper shrubs play a particu-

important role

competition.

downstream. Ex-

cave remains a cool, dry refuge

:ta

n

'

that completely floods the cave, causing

tening leaves.

:k

i«

May or early June
and again in September and October,
heavy rains fall for several hours daily for
a week or more. At these times, the
Quebrada El Duende is a rushing river

flowering (and fruiting) periods that also

,

i|

at other times in the rainy sea-

son, especially in late

Five species inhabit this region of

shrubs are

:onimercial value, the seeds of one spe-

-

by the afternoon precipitation.

However,

e).

iia.

I

aff'ected

them

t.

1

trickle of wathrough the Duende cave, our female Carollia and her roost mates are un-

ter flow

The other two species, P.
marginatum and P. tuberculatum, have

y

^

on to the west.

Other than seeing a small

of the genus Piper (family Pipera-

story

•i

to pass

florescence length or growth rates, the

escences), flower later in the

T

protection of

the leafy canopy and wait for the storm

rainy season. Because of differences in in-

(which has thicker, slower-growing
n February through April, the forest

quietly under the partial

fruiting season.

are available, nearly

The
all

first

night they

2:00

in

bats are restless by

The

leave.

first

they start to

species to go

is

a half-

ounce fruit and nectar eater, the longtongued bat, Glossophaga soricina. At
about 6:20 these delicate bats depart
quickly and

fly

either singly or in small

groups to search for an evening's meal.
For most of the year, G. soricina bats eat a
variety of fruit, including

same

species

lata. In the

consumed by

many

of the

C. perspicil-

dry season, however, G. sori-

cina feeds on nectar and visits several

sky

gume shrub Bauhinia ungulata. and trees
such as Inga vera. Hymenea courbaril.

night-blooming species, such as the
the

afternoon,

the

darkens and, accompanied by
thunder and lightning, a brief but intense
shower dumps a tenth of an inch of rain on
quickly

the forest. Howler

monkeys roar

in protest

but eventually become resigned to another soaking.

The Duende cave

late in the day; at sunset,

the ripe fruit are

taken by bats.

At

for the night.

White-faced and spider

monkeys and many

species of birds

sit

le-

Ceiba peniandra (the commercial source
o\ kapok), and Bombacopsis quinata.

The

short-tailed

fruit

bats leave

the

cave between 6:30 and 7:00 p.m. B\ the
lime the female stretches her wings and

makes

a couple o^

warm-up

flights

around

a

A

landing, a foothold, and a quick
chomp, and the bat is off to savor a bite

in

the safety of a concealed night roost.
Richard LaVal

the inside of the cave, most of her

harem

row.

As

the

mouse rummages through the
more Piper seeds, it

mates have already left. At 6:45 she darts
out the upstream end and turns north, flying through relatively open parts of the

ices in the soil

darkening forest

tected by seed predators.

at a

speed of twelve miles

leaf litter looking for

inevitably will push a few seeds into crev-

Many

per hour. In five minutes she reaches a
small patch of

P.

amalago where she has

fed for the past three nights.

Upon
she

arriving at her

by

while
its

She grabs the
still

leafy

—about

it

it

vegetation

to a

—her

She
amount

forty yards away.

use this roost, chosen for the

of cover

mouth

detaches from

and she carries

bower of

night roost
will

her

lo-

sweet

slightly

fruit in

in flight. It easily

thin branch,

dense

its

provides from predators, for as

long as she

visits

Hanging on a

this

of the plants producing fruit

eaten by short-tailed bats are short-lived,

whose seeds

early successional species

feeding area,

over the shrubs and quickly

flies

cates a ripe fruit
smell.

first

where they can't be de-

patch of plants.

vine, she holds the fruit be-

dormant

in

tree

a forest

fall,

the

stream bank

soil until
fire,

a disturbance

or the collapse of a

—exposes

the seeds to the

levels of light required for germination.

From

a plant's point of view, Carollias

major service
bers

num-

to distribute large

is

throughout

seeds

of

thereby replenishing the

soil

the

forest,

seed bank.

Seeds deposited in actual or incipient light
gaps have the greatest probability of germinating and eventually providing food
for

new generations

of frugivores.

tween her wrists and bites into the juicy
pulp and small, bullet-shaped seeds, while

also feed or rest at various locations

rotating the fruit corn-on-the-cob style. In

from the

less than a minute and a half she has devoured most of the pulp and seeds from
the fruit's central stem, which she now

cina. are feeding in this P.

drops. Flying back to the patch, she picks

another

fruit

and returns to her night roost
two more fruit this

lie

—

While the bat
roost.

is

mates

resting, her roost

Two

away

other females and a

bachelor male, as well as several G. sori-

amalago

patch.

These bats often encounter each other as
they search for fruit, but they do not fight
or try to defend food patches. Mainly,

to eat. After eating

they ignore one another and operate inde-

way, she stops to

pendently. Because the

rest.

Now, having eaten four fruit, she's full
and rests quietly, often sleeping, until her
stomach empties. Fruit pulp and small

limited, the bats

amount of

do compete

for

fruit
it,

is

but

and she begins to excrete most of the seeds
from her first fruit in twenty minutes.
These seeds, as well as most of the others

more by scrambling for access to it than
by interfering with each other.
At this time of the year, food levels are
high and most short-tailed fruit bats living
in the Duende cave feed within a mile of
the day roost. They go to a variety of areas
north of the roost and others either east or

she has recently swallowed, will be depos-

south. In the dry season,

on the ground beneath her night roost.
Because the bat has used this same
roost for several nights, hundreds o^ Piper
seeds have fallen in a small area. This con-

much more

seeds
latd'i

move

rapidly through C. perspicil-

relatively short

digestive system,

ited

must

fly

when

fruit

is

widely scattered, individuals

about twice as far from their
west and south, to

roost, often far to the

find food.

seed-eating animals, including harvester

Female and bachelor short-tailed males
seem to have any particular social
conventions about where they feed. How-

ants of the genus Pheidole and a spiny

ever, females usually

pocket mouse (Liomys salvini). The ants

harem mates or their harem males. Bache-

many seeds to their nest and eithem or store them for future use.
The pocket mouse will eat many of the

are

one-tenth-inch-long, spicy seeds immedi-

in

Others it will place in its fur-lined
cheek pouches and carry back to its bur-

ten have to defend their roosting sites

centration of seeds will, within a day, attract the attention of several species of

will

carry

ther eat

ately.
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don't

lor

do not eat near their

males pay little attention to which bats
in the neighborhood when they're

feeding.

Only male bats with harems feed

predictable locations: because they of-

against other

harem males

or older bache-

they usually stay within 500

lors at night,

yards of those

To get

sites.

food, these

males generally dart out of the cave, grab
a fruit, and return with it to their territory

Most of the seeds they

eat are excreted in

the cave rather than in the forest.

After about an hour's

rest, the female
ready to feed again. She returns to
the same patch, but it takes her a bit

bat

is

longer to find two ripe fruit because of the
other bats feeding there. After eating the
two fruit, she rests briefly and then flies

220 yards east to another P. amalago
patch she discovered two nights ago. She
eats three

more

here, then sleeps

fruit

another hour. Again she excretes nearly all of the seeds she has relightly for

cently

ingested,

including

some seeds

from her first feeding site, under this second night roost. So far this evening, she
has done little to scatter the seeds she has
consumed. Most have fallen on vegetation
or on the ground within about 50 yards
from their mother plants, but some have

become intermingled with seeds from a
P. amalago patch.
Over the
years, bats move P. amalago seeds to
many locations, sometimes miles away
different

from

and thus

their origin,

patchily

distributed

plants

affect these

by making

their population's genetic structure

more

homogeneous.
After eating two

moves again,

fruit,

the female bat

time about a mile southeast, to a Cecropia peltata tree growing
this

along a creek bed. Prior to the ripening of
P.

amalago

fruit,

she fed almost exclu-

sively at this tree for several weeks. Like

plants in the genus Piper, C. peltata trees

bear only a few ripe fruit each night, but
they do so for several months, rather than
several

weeks. C. peltata fruit contain

hundreds of small seeds and are much
larger than Piper fruit. Rather than carrying off an entire fruit, a short-tailed fruit
bat must land on the 2-'4-inch-long C.
peltata

fruit, bite off

carry that to

its

a small chunk,

night roost to eat. Just

or three entire C. peltata fruit could

and
two

fulfill

a bat's daily energy requirement of about

nine kilocalories,
five to forty

Piper

compared with
fruit.

But even

thirtyso.

the

short-tailed fruit bat prefers the smaller
fruit,

wii;^|i^l

probably because

its

pulp

is

richer in

57

protein, a critical nutrient for small frugiv-

mammals, and because

orous

less nondigestible plant fiber

contains

it

per unit mea-

sure.

makes two visits to the
from a new roost, which
the crown of a large Pithecel-

The female

bat

C. peltata tree

here

in

is

obium soman

located

tree

thirty-five

yards upstream, before resting forty min-

She naps, and upon waking grooms

utes.

herself briefly before departing for the C.

peltata tree again.

Her

flight

path takes

her across the silver sliver of a late-rising

moon, a movement that catches the attention of a mottled

wood owl {Ciccaba viraway from the

gata), perched twelve feet

Launching

fruit tree.
its

itself silently

from

perch, the owl intercepts the bat five

yards short of her goal.

The bat

dies in-

stantly as the talons of the owl's right foot

and crush her

pierce

chest.

The

owl, nor-

mally a hunter of small rodents such as the
spiny pocket mouse, has chosen tonight to
concentrate on bats flying into a fruiting
success rate has been good;

tree. Its

killed

two

it

has

short-tailed fruit bats in four at-

tempts.

By dawn

the owl has regurgitated the

and crushed limb bones of the female bat near its own sleeping roost deep
in the forest. At the Duende cave, the bats,
with one or two exceptions, have returned

skull

to their roosting places.

Our

female's only

surviving offspring, a two-year-old female,
lives in a

birth to

She
a male

haps she too

She

will

harem

small

mother's.

is

in

will

have

to

six feet

from her

pregnant and

will give

one month. If lucky, perlive to be five years old.
be constantly vigilant to

survive that long, however, for bat predators are

common

in this habitat. In addi-

tion to various owls, these include snakes,

arboreal opossums, and the largest

World

As

bat,

Vampyrum

New

spectrum.

the bats begin their thirteen-hour

rest,

the white-faced monkeys descend

from

their sleeping trees to feed

on C. pel-

tata fruit near the cave entrance,

and a

turquoise-browed motmot starts to issue

from a low branch in
Quebrada El Duende, the daily cycle has begun again. D
its

monotonous

call

the nearby forest. At
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A frog-eating bat swoops in at the base of
a large hollow tree, while a short-tailed
fruit bat, probably on a fruit foray, enters

the dense forest understory.
Merlin

D

Tuttle;

Bal Conservation International. Milwaukee Public

Museum

^ A'
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New Life on the Mississippi
The great river is building itself a new delta at the mouth
ofLouisiana's Atchafalaya River its future path to the sea

—

by Linda A. Deegan and Christopher Neill
As an early April morning fog begins to
we pilot our nineteen-foot Boston
Whaler with its three-person crew and
cumbersome cargo of trawls, seines, ice
chests, and countless empty bottles and
lift,

—

—

toward the edge of a marsh. In the
middle of a channel we have successfully
navigated for almost a year, the sudden

jars

low-pitched groan of the engine

we've

hit

tells

us

mud. So we get on the push

poles, trying to use the position of several

willow-covered islands

in

the distance to

guide us to deeper water.

Finding ourselves hard aground in a

where we floated
month ago comes as no

spot

one

easily just

real surprise to

those of us studying one of nature's most

—

dynamic ecological events the emergence of a new river delta. And when the
new delta is being built by one of Amerimajor rivers, the Mississippi, every litchange seems like big news. The new
delta, and the Mississippi's inevitable new
meeting place with the sea, lie 120 miles
west of the current outlet and well west of
ca's
tle

the city of

what

is

New

now

Orleans, at the

mouth

of

the great river's most impor-

tant distributary, the Atchafalaya River.

At

least six times since the sea rose to its

current level at the end of the

last ice age,

the Mississippi has shifted course, aban-

doning an aging, deteriorating delta and
building a

new

one. All of coastal Louisi-

ana was created

was

in the process.

built out of the

Each

same material

delta

—

top-

imported from 2,000 miles upstream,
where the Mississippi cuts through the
soil

American heartland. Hundreds of millions of tons of soil are picked up by the
river and carried to the shallow coast of
Louisiana each yean As any delta grows
and matures, the river channel becomes
choked with sediment and carries water
less and less efficiently. The river's path
becomes longer and more sinuous. In response to the back pressure on the system,
the river starts shunting

down a

off far upstream.
ries the

of the

more of

its

flow

distributary channel that branches

The smaller channel

sediment that

initiates

new delta; eventually

it

car-

formation

captures the

river's entire flow.

This is the fundamental mechanism by
which the Mississippi's deltas have been
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%

Birth of a delta: dozens of new islands have emerged over the past decade at the mouth
of the Mississippi River's major distributary, the Atchafalaya River. Typically, each
island is V-shaped, with the tip of the V pointing upstream. Willow trees and
marsh plants colonize the higher land; mudflats cover the lower areas.
Harry Roberts

During the past two decades, a new
emerged at the mouth of the
Atchafalaya (a Choctaw Indian word
meaning long river, pronounced A-chabuilt.

delta has

fuh-Ue'-yuh).

It is

the newest in a chain of

Mississippi River deltas with historic and
colorful

names,

like

Maringouin (6,200

to

7,200 years ago) and Teche (3,900 to
years

5,700

more

the

ago),

recent

Lafourche (60 to 3,500 years ago), and the
current Plaquemines-Balize (1,000 years

ago

to present).

The Atchafalaya River was

a distribu-

tary of the Mississippi as far back as the

1500s. During the middle

and

late nine-

teenth century, logjams at the junction be-

tween the

rivers

and continual dredging of

the Mississippi's navigation channel pre-

vented the big river from flowing freely
In 1839 the logjams
were cleared to aid navigation, and a new
phase began in the formation of the delta.
More and more water flowed into the
Atchafalaya: now the branch river is
into the offshoot.

threatening to take over the last leg of the
Mississippi's trip to the

certainly

It

From

would be

a straighter run.

junction with the Mississippi 45

its

northwest

miles

Gulf of Mexico.

of

Baton

Rouge, the

Atchafalaya sprints 140 miles, most of

them

straight south, to the coast.

sissippi itself

The Mis-

1950-1970

lumbers along another 330

same junction before spillThe Atchafalaya has the
laws of physics on its side. By the eariy
miles from that

ing into the Gulf.

1940s, researchers were predicting that,

human

without

intervention, the Missis-

would change course by 1975. But
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers did intervene. In the 1940s and 1950s army en-

sippi

gineers built levees to contain the Atchaf-

1963. they added a dam known
Old River Control Structure. Now,
no more than 30 percent of the Mississip-

ala\'a; in

as the

pi's

waters are allowed

down

the Atchafa-

laya at any given time.
Still,

a lot of ecological

done. Millions of tons of

work

is

being

new sediment

are

delivered to the Atchafalaya delta each
year.

clogs

On

its

way, this underwater cargo

shipping channels and creates a

headache for the Army Corps of EngiBut this is the stuff that turns an
open bay into a river delta, and changes at
neers.

Diane Baker
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Plaquemines-Balize delta, lop left, was
By the late nineteenth, more water and
'intent were going down the Atchafalaya. For years, the sediment was trapped
vid in lakes and bayous. By 1 950. middle left, most of those water bodies had
e Mississippi River's current

landing (red) in the eighteen! Ii century.

and some particles began to be carried into A tchafalaya Bay.
groundwork for the new delta. The first islands, bottom left,
leared with the 1 97 i spring flood: more have emerged since then. Durittg the
lie period, the Plaquemines delta eroded. Olive green areas are coastal
rshes. Below: A Cajun lumberjack camp along the Atchafalaya River, in
W. Many Cajuns live off the land in the Atchafalaya basin today.

ed in I green)
ese laid the

Collections Division.

al

Howard

Tilton

Memorial Library, Tulane University

mouth of the Atchafalaya have been

we

'|s

steer our boat

from the mouth of

1.

Atchafalaya into the bay, the land-

:

c

opens up and

it; the horizon

no

J

id in

1

ail
is

we

see

is

slcy

and

broken only by the

tree-covered

small,

As

firma.

I.

islands.

a group, the islands are

the shape of a tree, but this

is

from above. From a motorihe area seems small, almost unre-

\isiblc

1

'.

^.iblc

(the islands cover only about 5

:ni of the bay),

but there

is

more

to a

what appears on the surface. In
places, the water is only six inches
Below that arc shoals, sediment-

ilian
.
'

(

areas that are not yet land but no

I

r

I

:

belong exclusively to the sea. These

>\\s

"c

<
'

I

arc the trademark of any delta.
lie

up

like to
l\

at

one of the bigger islands

water

levels.

The

than the

constant rise and

of river water and

fall

can survive for long periods with just their
leaves above the surface.

Beyond the marshes are the mud

and they ex-

at low,

tend out into the distance as far as
see.

An

mud

island's

flats

times the size of the island

who walks from

we can

are easily ten

itself.

Anybody

the willowed island head

through the marsh and out onto the back
flats is

asking for a

mud

places up to the waist.
for

humans

to

It is

bath

—

in

some

a difficult place

move around

in.

We

have

see these ungainly markers,

are

the thin sheet of water

—

we

rig up.

its

size

by looking

tons of trees.

for the

Huge ones

we

mud

still

Hat

sink

is

un-

we can judge

protruding skeleare

washed down

is

flats

Under

a film of tiny

golden diatoms and green

fila-

mentous algae. The flats are cut by an intricate network of bifurcating channels
that carry nutrient-rich waters to a host of

small animals that

Taken

together,

live in

these

mud.

the soft

mud

flats,

along

with the marshy, willowy islands, cover

about thirty square miles. These,
arc the limits of the

new

for

now,

delta.

Scientists from the Center for

Wetland

Resources at Louisiana State University
have been studying the delta since its inception

but no matter what

mud

are extremely productive habitats.

plants

there

beneath them.

flats

search team

us skim over the slick surface,

we know

Although they seem barren,

would

let

we

the river every spring, and wherever

often wished there were special skis that

with every step. Although a

start

flats.

Like the marshes, they are flooded at high

water and uncovered

der water most of the time,

They

in

plants are adapted to the

we can

at the highest point,

below the willows
j|;xtend several hundred yards. The

L

at a lower elevation

the tangled willow trees that

grow

i^iuirshes.

lie

the nether world created by the changing

are the closest things a delta has to

-c

1

of

marshes

willow-covered headland, and they exist

lingly rapid.

in

the 1950s.
five

We

joined this re-

sears ago, and

much

of

what we have learned has depended on the
work of many others.

One

thing

we learned

pretty quickly

was that deltas do not march in a steady
and reaular fashion into the shallow wa-
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An island's mudflats,

below, are prime feeding grounds for birds andfish in the
Atchafalaya delta. The mud is full of worms, and tiny plants cover the surface.
The material that built the mudflats is sediment delivered by the Mississippi
into the Atchafalaya at the junction of the two rivers, right. The dam known as

Old River Control Structure (center)

limits the

amount of waterflowingfrom the

Mississippi into the Atchafalaya, preventing the big riverfront changing course.

ters of a bay. They grow, instead, by leaps
and bounds, driven by spring fioodwaters.
The first sediment showed up in Atchafalaya Bay in the 1950s. But for half a century before that, floods had laid the
groundwork. During those years, the silts
and sands that spilled out of the Mississippi into the Atchafalaya were trapped in

the Atchafalaya's inland flood plain basin

—

essentially a giant

swamp

laced with

reached the bay. Then in 1972, a tiny but
change occurred. For the first

significant

— much heavier than
—slipped past the

time, sands
clays

new phase of
development began.
It could have taken years, but instead it
happened the next spring. In 1 973, a great
flood swept through Atchafalaya Bay, af-

these particles in the mix a
delta

fecting waters as far as fifteen miles off-

and bayous. Only after most of these
water bodies had filled with sediment did
large amounts of material flow south into

shore and forty miles to the west.

the bay.

rushing,

lakes

The

were very fine-grained
and easily
transported. At first most of them overshot the bay and ended up in the Gulf of
Mexico. There they drifted west and piled
up along the Louisiana coast, forming
gooey mud flats up to six feet thick.
The specks of clay and slightly heavier
silt that did settle out in Atchafalaya Bay
began to accumulate and to form a broad,
flat underwater shelf, called a prodelta
first

arrivals

clay particles, which are light

platform.

The

process

fed

itself

—

the

more the sediment piled up, the shallower
the bay became, and then even more sediment could be trapped. This pattern continued for twenty years. With each spring
flood came a new load of sediment, which
skimmed over the inland sinks and
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and
With

silts

flood basin.

The

Atchafalaya River hit a peak, carrying
five times its average volume. When these
silt-filled

waters reached the bay,

down and a number of intrigu-

they slowed

moved on

flood waters
left

into the gulf, ty

behind the beginnings of the

i*

present configuration

oi-

delta

—with

its

mouth bars) and clino vegetation. These were e

lands (distributary

ing things began to happen.

nels but

some of the river became part of
It happened when sediment fell
on either side of the river's main channel,

first

ers in

forming natural underwater banks. Simul-

big as their predecessor but they

dropped sediment
piled up in its
path and created a shoal. Because of the

more mud on the newly formed mud
and channel banks. Over this three-;if

First,

taneously,

onto

its

the

particularly
shoal,

river

own mouth, which

it's

important

called a distributary

More and more sediment
grew

in

of

the

mouth

bar.

location

piled on; the bar

height and width, and before long

delta islands.

The

the bay.

flood of 1973 was followed by >
1974 and 1975. These were no

period,

is

1

83 million cubic yards of

ment was deposited
to

in the delta

—

bury the entire state of Connecticut>
in 979 i

der a half-inch of glop. Floods

1

1983 added even more. Each of lU

of them, ranging from a few square

new

twenty acres.

bars bisected the channels again.

When

the 1973 flood

was over and the

s

enoli

broke the surface and
caused the river to split. Now there were
two channels, but soon there were four, as
the obstruction

pil

floods enlarged the original islands

added new

There

is

ones.

Now

there are sixty
feuO

a characteristic shape to ai

1
li

It is a V, whose tip points upThe arms of the V are the banks
new channels on either side. The tip

slands.

thrive

im.

ery

f c
rt

arms are the highest points because,

i'

ig

upstream, they receive the greatest

Lilly

The lower

of sediment.

"U off into the

new

mud

interior

flats.

on them. They have pioneered evisland in the Atchafalaya delta.

new

Able to establish themselves in one sea.son,
arrowheads are superbly adapted for colonizing. Their flat seeds float downstream
on the river. As soon as they hit land, their
membranous wings help stabilize their po-

ters the

leaved

must be opportunistic species,

There are other resourceful marsh plants, like rushes and sedges,
but arrowheads are unique because they
produce underground tubers. At the end
of the first growing season, the top part of

diicd to changing environments. Their

the plant dies back for the winter, and en-

must be able to travel far and grow
U\ly. Then, once they've gained a footthey have to be able to tolerate fre-

ergy

ncc
1

delta islands are virgin land

devoid of vegetation, they offer an

l\

nual opportunity
succession.

\i[
II

i-'i

plants

,

to

study

primary

To colonize new

delta

^

,

ui

t

f

w

flooding

and a continuous barrage

dirt.

Towheads, several species of
T(

i-leaved

0| i

marsh

plants,

fleshy,

have not only

with these problems; they

seem

to

above average water

sition in the soil.

—

in

the form of starch

—

is

stored

in

the tuber. This strategy allows the plant to
sit

out the worst rages of the spring Hood

and then, when the water level drops back
to normal, to draw on reserves and grow.
Arrowheads take the high ground first,
colonizing the upstream edge of the islands, which can be as much as a fool

Elevation

level.

is

crucial here, for even a couple of inches al-

amount of time

plants stay sub-

merged; and when a plant
to

physiological

its

hours underwater can

determine

species

is

being pushed

limits,
kill

a

it.

few extra
Inches also

Broad-

distribution.

arrowhead

thrives

on

slightly

raised portions of the islands; but delta
its close relative, can grow almost completels' underwater and occupies

duck potato,

lower portions of the

The growth

mud

Hats.

of vegetation after the

Hood followed a pattern that seemed
ous at
first

first.

year.

No

By

plants at

all

1

973

curi-

sprouted the

the end of 1974. however,

vegetation covered 2 9 acres.
1

By 975,
1

af-

another flood, 380 acres had been

ter yet

life. But the most surchange came the following year.
new sediment had been deposited

colonized by plant
prising
Little
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—

Alligators, below, are predators at the

new delta; they go after

fish and, sometimes, birds. Other important prey are nutria, facing page,

slow-moving, semiaquatic rodents whose thick fur is sometimes sold as
"simulated" mink. Herbivorous, nutria live in marsh areas on the delta
islands. Oligochaete

worms, bottom,

live in

mudflats and are usually

concentrated in the top inch of mud. Both birds andfish feed on them.
Dan Guravich

during the spring flood of 1976, but when

surveyed the vegetation later

scientists

that year, they found the delta's colonized

area had more than tripled, to

What we have come

1 , 1

1

7 acres.

understand

to

is

that

low flood years actually encourage plant
growth. Plants are submerged

in

the cold,

turbid water for a shorter period, and as a

more light and the soils stay
warmer. Ultimately, high and low floods
result they get

work together: highs bring the land and
seeds, lows encourage plant growth.

Arrowheads are the

original settlers,

but when the river adds another foot or

two

an island, black willow trees ap-

to

Black willows are the best tree colo-

pear.

nizers of wet, low-lying areas. Their silky-

haired seeds come by wind to the delta,
and they come by the millions. When wil-

low seeds

mination
trees

fall

onto a suitable spot for ger-

— much too wet

—they grow

twisted tangle of trunks that
penetrate.
lize

most other

for

producing a

like crazy,

is

difficult to

Most important, willows

the ground they

sit

stabi-

on, trapping

new

sediment and using their tough stems to
protect the marshes from river currents.
Until now, the river itself has controlled

development by determining elevaand sedimentation. But once willows
are established, the river's power is more
limited. Plants now have an influence. An
island
tions

array of them follow the willow in

—tower-

ing cattails, roseau cane, softstem bul-

rushes and spike rushes, alligator weed,

among

others.

Annual flowering plants

such as goldenrod and asters take hold on
the highest and driest ground. Eventually,

downstream side of the
measure of independence

the marsh on the
island gains a

from the river.
But not all the residents of the delta are
immigrant plants. One of the unique
characteristics of the new land mass is
that saltwater and freshwater organisms

seem

to

shrimp, sea trout, gulf menhaden,

ma-

up to 90,000 of these animals.
But these are not even the most abundant
animals. Nematode worms are a thousand

mud. Poly-

times more numerous, a fact you can ap-

found

be able to coexist there.

Some

the most prominent, but least visible,
rine

inhabitants are in the

and

chaete
aquatic
snails,

worms

oligochaete

equivalents

of

—

of

the

earthworms

tube-building crustaceans, and the

larvae of midges

all live in

the

mud. Many

of these are concentrated near the surface.
In a square yard of
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mud flat one inch thick
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there are

preciate by examining the

mud

with a mi-

croscope.

Marine creatures came

to

thick with

mud

flats,

highest

strid

and crabs. Some

densities

of larval

in studies of estuarine

of

it

fishes

nursery a

li

come from the quiet, protected backciS
and mud flats of the Atchafalaya dd

Some

of the fishes

may have

entered

i«

Ad-

delta by mistake, while searching forK

small channels are

brackish marshes that usually servds

about the time the islands were
jacent to the

the delta

mullet, croakers,

built.

the larvae and juveniles of

their

homes. Once at the delta, howtJ.

—
Lloyd Poissenot

egrets, roseate spoonbills,

the

mud

which hunt on
during the day and return to

flats

the islands at night to feed their young,

and black-crowned and yellow-crowned

The number

night herons.

creased dramatically
late as 1978,

in

of birds has

in-

As

recent years.

no nests of wading birds had

Now we guess there are
20,000 nests of wading birds.
Shore birds also stop in at the delta dur-

yet been reported.

ing their annual migrations

sands. Dunlins

are

—

by the thouand other small sandpipers

common. Dowitchers, with
probe the

bills,

mud

their long

Avocets

for food.

sweep shallow pools of water with their
long upturned bills, and plovers run across
the mud, plucking organisms from the surface. These birds usually stay from October to March or April. Because the arrowheads have died back, exposing the marsh
surface, invertebrate food is now more accessible.

With

these birds in residence, one

all

might expect some interesting mammals,
but there are few of them at the delta. We
wonder about this every time we cut off
the engine of our boat and glide into the

muddy edge

We

can wrap ourselves

but

mammals

Most

mud

fials

move

on.

The

adja-

are a storehouse of food,

he channels between

00 shallow for

fish

them are warm

predators,

her species, such as freshwater min-

and sunfish, were carried in by the
s. While most were flushed out to the
ind probably perished, the lucky ones
current that ended

a

i

in

a shallow

food.

of the unlikely assemblage of
iwatcr and marine fishes that thrives
delta.

,-

iirms,
s;

—

.lise
|i

ji

for

way

in

tubers,

has to be

some

fish,

bigger animals,

there.

the area

crusta-

sort of island

mon

birds have relocated to the
Great blue herons are a rather com-

sight.

in

We
in

the evening,

often sec

them

patientls'

the shallow marshes.
if

we

low island rookeries,

sit

by one of the

we can watch

And
wil-

flocks

likely,

swim

in plastic rain suits,

don't have such armor.

however,

the

treacherous

to the delta islands, rather

than the

them away. The only mammal here in any numbers is the nutria, a
slow rodent that resembles a giant muskbugs, keeps

rat.

Nutrias were accidentally introduced

into southern Louisiana in

1938 and have
spread into every aquatic habitat. We

know when

don't

the

first

nutria

came

to

the Atchafalaya marshes, but there are

enough of them now to support a trapper.
He and his wife live on a floating house
barge during the winter and leave the area
once the warm weather comes. Nutria fur
is often sold as "simulated" mink.
Recognizing that the place taking shape

they can

of white and white-faced ibis returning

at the

The most obvious aniare birds. More than a

from a day's foraging on the mud Hats.
Strung out in silent lines, they float by and

unusual, the state of Louisiana

end of the .Atchafalaya Ri\er was
in 976 declared the delta and surrounding bay to be

then drop, one by one, onto the island.

a special wildlife

Other birds \ou sec on the delta: tricolorcd
and little blue herons, snowy and great

that

if

red thousand ducks may be found at
elta on any given winter day. They
ired in

blue-

Wading
delta.

stalking fish
roots,

this

— mallards,

are primarily dab-

and green-winged
teals, gadwalls, pintails, and widgeons
which find the shallow waters good for
feeding. These ducks are primarily vegetarians in the winter and forage on arrowhead roots and rhizomes. They also eat
other aquatic plants, and sometimes insects, fish, and mollusks.
blers

There they have remained, bccomJart

The ducks here

—

turbed buzz of billions of mosquitoes.
other

found no need to

The island sings
welcome the dis-

of a marsh.

us a ravenous song of

by the land formations and

may

not

management

1

area.

But

be enough to protect

it

against the interferina hand of civilizatio!^
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Startled teals launch themselves from a shallow marsh on a delta island.
Birds, especially ducks, are the

most

visible wildlife

on the delta. The ducks

eat the tubers of one of the first plants to take hold on the delta, the arrowhead.

The willow- and arrowhead-covered upstream end of the island is in the
background.
C.C.

Lockwood

mtsm wnm^ ^'

i:
•

is^r-
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Roseate spoonbills are not very common

in Louisiana, except in three or four
They may have been drawn there by the
abundant food supply and absence ofpredators. The number of spoonbill nests
has expanded in recent years. Since 1 973, when the first delta islands appeared,
the number of wading bird nests has grown to 20,000.

places, including the Atchafalaya delta.

Dan Guravich

The abundance

of

seems

life

there

to

part of a long cycle of upstream

is

river diversion

But the cost of maintaining the

reason

be concerned about it. But some
people are watching the area for other reasons. They know that what is growing

enough

and delta building by the

present channel

its

river in

also high. All the

is

penned in the Mississippi,
on course, prevent the river
from delivering sediment to the coastal
levees that have

holding

it

marshes.

The

present Mississippi River

and much of coastal Louisiana are

Mississippi River and that the Mississippi

delta

ready to begin a new phase in that cycle.
But they are apprehensive about a river
switch because nature's plan threatens

experiencing the highest land loss

many

tinue, Louisiana within twenty-five years

is

1

f

people living

the

to fail

in

south Louisiana.

Old River Control Structure were

during a flood, and the Mississippi

changed course, the

result could

be disas-

would leave about
140,000 people homeless in Morgan City
and surrounding towns in the Atchafatrous.

Floodwaters

Bridges, high-

laya's inland flood plain.

ways, power

and gas pipelines would be destroyed, wreaking havoc
in Louisiana and interrupting the flow of
oil and gas to northern states.
Even if the course change didn't happen so violently, it would still have serious
lines,

and

When

the At-

chafalaya captures the flow of the

New

their freshwater supply,

the Mississippi.
ple,

A

marsh each
would

Orleans

river.

will lose

now brought

million

and

in

by

a half peo-

along with the multibillion-dollar pet-

rochemical industry that

lines the

of the river, would be aftected.

banks

year.

fifty

in the

square miles of

Should the trend con-

an area equal to the state of
Furthermore, the levees
force the river to grow straight out into the
Gulf of Mexico, dumping its sediment
into water 120 feet deep. Most of it is
wasted at that depth; it would take years
lose

Rhode

for

Island.

any new land

As

oil

long-term consequences.

Baton Rouge and

United States, about

coast

to

be

built.

the eastern side of the Louisiana
is

new land is being
Even though the Atchaf-

disintegrating,

built to the west.

alaya carries only a third of the Mississippi's

sediment, the effects go far beyond

amount of land created in the
Beyond the delta, but still near the
mouth of the river, sedimentation is reversing a century-old trend of marsh loss.
the small
bay.

The Atchafalaya

delta only absorbs about

two-thirds of the

mud

is

it

receives.

The

rest

mainly carried west by prevailing cur-

rents.

And

currently that

mud

is

rebuild-

ing an area along the western Louisiana
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Willow trees cover a small island along
he Atchafalaya River Colonizers of wet
areas, willows are prominent in the delta;
their seeds are borne by wind.
I

C.C.

Lockwood

coast called Chenier Plain, which until

now has been one

of the most rapidly re-

treating coastlines in the United States.

But these long-lasting gains are often igin the clamor over the economic disruption that would be caused by a change
nored

i't^

in the Mississippi's course.

The

between the

battle

Army Corps

River and the

continues, but nobody

humans can hold
of the corps

is

on.

Mississippi

of Engineers

knows how long the

The

official position

that the Mississippi can be

contained indefinitely. Together with the

Cajuns of south Louisiana, we are betting
on the river. The flood of 1973 severely
tested the Old River Control Structure
and washed out one wing wall. To prevent
the dam from collapsing, the corps had to
dump thousands of tons of rubble into the
hole

dug by the

river. Although construcan ancillary control structure is

tion of

nearing

completion,

have

will

its

The Atchafalaya
current

the

nature

ultimately,

way.
delta

Mississippi

is

diflTerent

delta.

from

For one

built in a shallow bay.

Since less
needed to build land in the
shallow water, the Atchafalaya delta will
grow more rapidly and eventually cover a
wider area than the current Mississippi
thing,

it is

sediment

is

delta. In as little as a

f,^

decade or perhaps up

to a century, the series of separate islands

now

merge together to form a
expanse of fresh and brackish
marsh, interwoven with shallow creeks
and ponds. Clays and silts carried by the
visible will

broad

river will create another

broad prodelta

platform, like the one laid

down

before

1973. Another flood will trigger a new
round of island growth and the fingers of

the delta will reach farther, beyond the
shell reefs that

now form

the seaward edge

of Atchafalaya Bay.

The

result of all this?

A new coastline,

with thousands of square miles of
land.

It

will

new

be a spectacular land-building

event, an incredible piece of work by an in-

credible river. But the Mississippi River

has been doing this for thousands of years
now, even in this same spot. For beneath
the Atchafalaya delta are the remains of
the Maringouin delta. This delta, as far as

we know, was
built

70

the great river's

more than 6,000 years
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first

ago.

delta,
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we

to explain the behavi

we need

(

known to be the female, of course, because
"Hey, look, she's the little one next to the

stand, as

that species such as these have not ha

h

nest!"

benefit of textbooks describing femal

i

later

per year for subscriptions outside the U.S.A.

are

this fish? First of all,

Evelyn
AJd US 55

How

nest-tending antics of the female jacana,
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•ORDER FORM

—

—

P^nbAs

GiAtit

—

ofChm^

artists.

silailable
jli|is

a beautiful

demand throughout

Han

whose acclaimed
And, as a crowning

Meilin,

the world.

Souvenir Sheet is the creation of the legendary Wu
honorary President of the Central Academy of Fine Art in

the
ijijjn,

of growing worldwide concern for the Giant Panda,

^:;:ause

Please order by June 30, 1985.
Limit: 5 sets per order

Presentation Folder, the four single

bear striking paintings by artist
are in

>lil.js

in

China Stamp Agency

Presentation Folder with complete set of four mint
stamps and Souvenir Sheet. $3 each

^'""'^

Sel of

iB

eloti^

[lli(>

in

available at the official price

.|,([ialue
1"

Folder —
mint condition
of only $3.00 — which

Giant Pandas of China Presentation

Hamps and Souvenir Sheet

.

.

<iSets

"H,

the

of the stamps plus a modest charge for the Presentation
including historical information and protective display
of two Official First Day Covers bearing four of the new

.

plus the Souvenir Sheet are also available

''"'^=

two

First

China. $2 per

Day Covers

.

.

.

— postmarked

$

TOTAL AMOUNT OF ORDER
I

$

at Beijing,

set

featuring the

post office fresh

is

North America

it

new stamps will become China's most
far stamps of all time\ As such, they will be sought after by
tiedgeable collectors the world over who recognize that China's
Ws are among the world's most desirable issues.
possible that these

(;te

in

One Unicover Center
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82008-0003
Please accept my order for the Giant Pandas of China as listed below:

$

prefer to pay as rollows:

D
n

Directly.

1

enclose payment in

By Credit Card.

D MasterCard

full

Please charge

D

Visa

my

by check or money order.
order to my:

D American

D Diners Club

Card Number

Express

Expires

at the official

Signature

;lrf$2.

i*yP''6s are limited, so order promptly.

Don't miss

this

opportun-

leSlown the works of two of China's most esteemed artists for

Telephone

-).

(

Mr. /Mrs. /Miss

(to

expedite your order)

.

Address

*f
lie

China Stamp Agency
Unicover Center

•

North America
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82008-0003
in

City

.

State

.

.

The Agency, a division of Unicover Ccqwnition.

is

Zip

the official ageni for the distribution c: Ji postal

issues of the People's Republic of (Thina in

North America.

>AnF.nrwii

horizon for the longest duration of the
year. The thin crescent moon should be
visible tonight for the first time since the

new moon.
June 22: The moon

is

in

on the morning ol

28th.

Spica, in Virgo.

Ophiuchus. Antares, in Scorpius, to
right, and Saturn, farther right, are v|
ally in line with the moon.

Leo. Below the

June 28-29: Watch the moon drift eastbeneath Saturn on the evening of the

Regulus, brightest star in Leo.
25:
The moon passed above the auJune

crescent

at perigee

tumnal equinox, in Virgo, eariier today,
and it reaches first-quarter phase a few
hours later, at 1:53 p.m., EST.
June 26; The star just below the moon is

is

erly

It is

29th.

June
days

30:

The waxing gibbous moon^

before

full,

is

passing

thrc

Helmut Wimmer

Orbit of Uran

Neptune^

Orbrt of Satd

Venusv
"Orbit of Jupi*

Mercury
Orbit of Pluto

'COMET

,Orbit of Jupiter

Halley's
evidence that the forthcoming visit of Halley's
comet to the earth's sky is on schedule emerged several years
ago. Although the comet wasn't actually seen or photographed

The

then,

earliest

its

presence and location were confirmed by an analysis of
is nothing like the pre-

radiation in the region. Obviously, this

perihelion search during the comet's last

appearance, in 1910,

when astronomical equipment, materials, and techniques were
much less developed. The first sightings then (actually photographs) weren't made until August 1909, eight months before
the comet's closest approach to the sun in April 1910.

Because of today's advances in astronomical detection, photographs of the comet's approach this year have been available for
some time, though they show nothing but a faint, stariike image
drifting slowly through distant stars. Visual sightings were reported as eariy as February of this year but may not be repeated
reliably until this month, and then by dedicated comet watchers
with

stiitable

ing out to

equipment.

Still, I

wouldn't

buy a telescope just yet,

wish to see the comet.
telescope at

As

recommend your rushhow much you may

no matter

a matter of fact, you

may

not need a

all.

But given the poor conditions expected during the comet's
visit this year and next, you may very well need some optical
equipment to improve your chances of seeing it. The most useful
equipment for seeing Halley's comet may be a pair of binocunot a telescope. With their wide field of view, binoculars
lars
let you search more easily and see more of the comet in its field
than a telescope would. They are ideal for finding and studying a

—
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Comeback
M

in the sky. Try them out with the
example, and you will discover that it looks bf
through binoculars than with a telescope.
A fine instrument for comet viewing is a pair of 7 X 50 pi
but
binoculars. The number 7 is the magnification, low

dim, extended object

Way,

for

—

don't need a lot of enlargement.

The number 50

is

the diam

of each objective, or front lens (about twenty-five millime

equal one inch), large for good night vision. Prism binocular;
which the light follows a path through several prisms betv
the objective lens and the eyepiece) provide a more compac

strument and yield an image that is right side up. The co
should be bright enough to be seen with a pair of 7 X 50 bin
lars

November or early December 1985.
Comet Halley "road map" of the solar sys

beginning in late

This month's

shows the object still crossing the vast space between the oi
of Jupiter and Mars. Remember, of course, that the comet is
several million miles south of those orbits on its own ind

cometary path.
You can get some idea of the vast distances separating
planets in our solar system by noting how long it is taking foi
comet to move within the orbit of Mars. It passed inside J
January, but won't come within Mars's orbit i
the end of November. And this despite its speed of about 43,
miles per hour at its present position. In mid- June the com

ter's orbit in

about 338 million miles from the sun and about 432 mil
miles from the earth. After entering our morning sky in

May, Halley's comet again moves

closer to the earth.

I

DOF^AI
[MURCM

J

A Matter of Tas
Everyman's Muffins
The scones

that are the specialty

of Salt Lake City

appear to be the only bona fide regionalfood of Utah

by Raymond Sokolov
I

would have

scone recipes

liked to include a

in this chapter,

few

but once you

Elizabeth David,

English Bread and Yeast Cookery

Like me, most of you probably grew up
thinking of scones as rich muffins.

My

mother used to bake small circular ones
when I was growing up in Detroit. Later,

when
buns

lived in England,

I

I

ran into similar

mon community

That was twenty years ago, and I hadn't
given scones a second thought until I was
visit to

Salt

Lake

as a sort of banquet hall

No

wedding parties were celebrating the day I
was taken there.
From years of such prominence in Mormon feasting, the Lion House kitchen has
taken on a special luster among the faithful. Reservations for the banquet rooms

and dining

club.

made

are said to be

at teahouses.

recently preparing for a

Mor-

not open to the public but serves the

on scones where do you stop?

start

Lion House, a former home of Mormon
patriarch Brigham Young. The building is

seems reasonable

fewer than

five

years in advance.

It

to say, then, that the

kitchen of the Lion House represents Mor-

mon

traditional cooking at

its

best.

And

and by

Pepper Tree

in Salt

Lake, but they did

vertise a free scone with

Clearly, the

Utah scone

chain

in

Sconecutter.

•

i;

I

are they scones in the normal sense? /
if not,

where do they come from?

when
Utah

reconstructed expression of mainstream

Elizabeth David warns

middle American food:
meat and potatoes.

generally

read the Sterns' description of

I

scones,

I

was sure they were not the

I

ate at the Pantry

the recipes collected in

1980

for

Lion

House Recipes, Mormon cooking is an

un-

jello salads, pies,

relatively exotic dishes,

used as buns for sloppy Joes.

food ideas not imported from somewhere

I

This was confusing but exciting news.

Lake is not a rich area for gastronomic research. The Mormons, who settled the city and whose culture is surely
still the dominant local strain, were (and
are) a religious group drawn from many
Salt

traditional cultures, not

an ethnically co-

herent population with a settled food tradition.

who

Mormons

are zealous missionaries

among nearby

proselytize

heathen,

notably American Indians, and

all

over

the world. This international outlook led

them to develop their own script and lingua franca, Deseret. But on the culinary
level, they seem to have been content to
continue

the

diet

brought with them

the
in

first

Mormons

the second half of

the nineteenth century. Since the early
settlers
isn't

mon

departed from the Midwest,

surprising that today's typical

it

Mor-

food should closely resemble mid-

western farmhouse food.
In Salt Lake,

I

was able

to verify this as-

sumption at the Mormon world's closest
approximation to an official restaurant, a
cafeteria called the Pantry, situated in the

82
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How

they start?
Traditional English scones are too

much

verse to classify with

qualify

certainty.

But they

us.

muffinish

as

qu

breads, and mostly they are baked.

had known elsewhere.
Michael Stern was as puzzled as I was.
Salt Lake scones were most unsconelike,
he told me on the phone before I left: they
were fried, puffy, and sometimes split and
scones

•

Salt Lake City call
At these twenty-four-h
drive-ins, the Utah scone rises to challe:!
the doughnut and the hamburger bun
fast-food commodity. Cooked on the s:
from yeast dough, the scones come
crisp, puffy, and rectangular. The doii
inside is airy and pleasantly chewy.

rant

judging by what

in

not a van

is

ing bread. Certainly not at the two-rest-

Michael and Jane
Stern's Good Food that scones were a specialty of the city. This seemed odd, and
City and noticed

each breaki

"entree" on the sign out front.

.

Lion House Recipes does contain some

cording to the Oxford English Diction;

such as Greek

scones (derived from the Middle L

salad and

Mexican taco

lacks almost completely

else. It

would be

is

What

Utah

it

purely local

unfair, however, to

the lack of purely

Mormons. You

salad.

blame

recipes only on the

will find

almost no bona

German

schonbrot, or fine bread)

baked, cooked on a griddle stone, or

e

fried (but not deep-fried). Yeast does c

up sometimes,

for

example,

Jane

in

G

Northumbrian wholem
English Food. But no traditio

son's recipe for

scones in

Kitchens, edited by

British scone I have ever eaten or n
about comes close to resembling the U
scone. So it seems improbable that e£
Mormons of British extraction impor

food editor of the

the deep-fried scone to their

fide regional recipes in the secular

terpart to Lion
entitled

tion

House

coun-

Recipes, a compila-

What's Cooking

in

Utah

Donna Lou Morgan,
Salt Lake Tribune.

There are, to be sure, original dishes,
such as Chicken Porter Rockwell (a
chicken pie), and various other concoctions culled from family recipe files, but
the only dish in either of these books that
seems to have developed in Utah and
taken root

in

anomalous

fried

the regional culture

is

the

bread called scone.
In Utah, by the evidence of both local
cookbooks and three local restaurants, the
scone starts out as a yeast-raised, sweet

dough

that

is

cut into 2-by-2-inch squares

(or other shapes of similar surface area)

and deep-fried. The most popular method
is with butter and honey. That is
how I ate a midmorning scone at Johan-

of service

na's

a mall at Jordan, Utah.

Kitchen in
didn't bother to bring honey at the

They

New Wc

Zion.

When I asked her about it. Donna I
Morgan guessed that pioneer Utah co(
who were inveterate bread bakers,
taken to frying some of the yeast dot
they often had on hand. She remembe
her own mother pinching off pieces
1

bread dough and frying them, but M
own recipe for scones, which is v

gan's

much

like the

Lion House's,

is

not ba

on a conventional bread dough. It is ric
and sweeter and has chemical rais
agents in it, undoubtedly to boost the pi
ing of the scone as

The

first

time

certainly not

I

it

fries.

Utah

ate a

scone,

reminded of bread or

ditional muffin scones.

I

thought

I

of

^

i

instar

of two other puffy fried breads populai;

S3[3

Whether your first love is art or archaeology, elegance or
evolution. Tiffany or lyrannosaurus rex, the stars of the
heavens or the stars of Broadway, you'll find it in our
Members' New York Weekend. For three exciting days and
two wonderful nights, a great city and a great Museum
will be all yours.
•

Two nights in one of New York's finest hotels:

Stay at The Waldorf
The Parker Meridien, or The Plaza. Minutes away from Hew York's
famed theater, shopping, and eating districts and only a short ride away
Astoria,

from the
•

itself.

Two complimentary meals:
leisurely

•

Museum
lunch

The

in

Enjoy a

the Museum's

full breakfast at your hotel and a
charming greenhouse-style restaurant.

Guide and a Highlights Tour: As soon

as you make your
send you the Museum's Official Guide to introduce you
to our fabulous treasures. And when you arrive at the Museum, take a Highlights Tour, which provides fascinating insights into the Museum's most popular halls. Or savor the Museum at your own pace. Journey through halls
filled with gems, dinosaurs, myriad life forms, and peoples from all over the
world. The Star of India sapphire, wolves hunting in the night, ancient
totems of the northwest Coast, and Mayan sculptures are just a few of the
Museum's varied wonders. At the end of your visit, relax in our private
Members' Lounge or take advantage of your Members' discounts at Museum
Official
reservations,

gift

we

will

shops.

Museum presents an exciting schedule of special
exhibitions throughout the year. Through July: Maya: Treasures of An

• Special Exhibitions: The

Ancient Civilization and John James Audubon: Science into

Art.

• Free Planetarium and Naturemax Tickets: Journey through the heavens
in the Planetarium's famed sky theater and enjoy the film experience of a
lifetime at riaturemax, with its movie screen sixty feet wide and over four
stories high.

• Personalized Service: The Members' Service Desk will help customize your
weekend to suit your needs and tastes. They'll be glad to arrange theater or
concert tickets, reservations at hew York's top restaurants, a carriage ride
through Central Park, or tours of the town.
• Discount air fares: Special rates are available on American Airlines, the
official airline of the Members' Mew York Weekend.

Tour Program Price: $92.50 per person, per

night. Tax included. Based on two
nights double occupancy. Rates also available for families and individuals.
Call or write

today

for reservations,

CALL 800 435-8776
(In n.Y.

State call 212-595-1567)

brochures and more information.

(Toll Free)

WRITE TO:

Members' Dew York Weekend
108 West 81 Street
hew York, Hew York 10024
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Navajo

the West:

Mexican

fry

sopaipillas

bread and

(see

New

recipes).

The

taste of both these regional "breads"

America's first

SHREDDER/CHIPPER

south,

there

very close to the taste of Utah scones. Yes,

the sopaipilla and

the shapes and textures var}^ a

bread.

with the sopaipilla, there

Designed for the
Suburban Homeowner

is

moved there fror
when Mexico controlled the
ought to be a Mexican ancestc

the U.S. Southwest

is

little.

an extra

But

In fact, there

link.

is

one.

Navajc

the

for

Diana Kennec
Mexican sta

Like Utah scones, sopaipillas are served

cated sopaipillas

uith honey.

Chihuahua, which shares some c
northern border with New Mexico. S

some researcher makes a lucky
strike in a Mormon woman's diary or a
pioneer cookbook, we are never going to
know for sure how it is that Navajos. Chicanos. and Mormons ended up eating simUntil

fried breads.

ilar

It

could

be coin-

all

cidence, but in the absence of hard facts,

it

tempting to construct an explanatory

is

scenario that will connect

breads so popular

Mexico. Here

is

called sopaipillas

the mountain time

there, but the

and are similar

to

Mexico, except that

aren't

made

in

with a chei

raising agent (or with yeast). This

gr

simplicity argues in favor of

Chihuah

American

fry brea

the birthplace of
Still,

may

it

sopaipilla

Mexican

mon

one.

New

in

huahua they

the fried

Bountiful, Utah, to Hatch,

zone, from

New

in

all

uncommon

pillas are

eaten

in the

is

be that the Chihua

a later simplification of a

original.

sense

But

me

tells

I

doubt

that,

i

that the baking

their side.

now used by Navajos and Chicanos
to them at a late date from the intn
Anglo world. The primitive fr>' breac
preserved in Chihuahua was prol

Make Your Own Mulch,

New

once indigenous

Compost and

gions long before the

Let us suppose; that both the Navajo fry

bread and the sopaipilla predate the Utah
scone.

Natural

FREE!

Fertilizer...

and feed your
valuable flowers and shrubs.
Protect, beautify

They

are simpler and history

is

on

Both Navajos and Hispanicized
Mexicans were in their present re-

to the entire region

now

Mormons. Their fry
breads are almost identical, and so it
makes sense to look for an archetypal

talking about and

southwestern fry bread from which both

then,

when Mormons

tact

with

descend.

Now since most culinar}' ideas in

v

survives or

Chihuahua because of

its

from outside

Most

influences.
first

southwestern

remot

came

prot:
intc

Indians.

Enjoy bountiful harvests of fruits
and vegetables. Recycle organic
matter into nutrient-rich

com-

from Lion House
Recipes, compiled by Helen Thackeray.
Shadow Mountain, RO. Box 30178,'
(Slightly adapted

pulverizes brush, fallen leaves,
kitchen scraps (bones, tool), old
plants, etc. into millions of tiny
pieces ... in seconds! Easily,
safely,
•

•
•

Salt

Saves

•

Reduces clean-uptime

•

quart buttermilk

packages (2 tablespoons) dry active

2

fertilizer

|
S

8

yeast

cup sugar

cloth.

eggs, beaten

Indian Frv Bread

2.

since 1890

3.

Heat buttermilk until warm.
Meanwhile, soften yeast in 14 cup
lukewarm water.
In a large bowl, combine buttermilk,
baking powder,
baking soda, and 4 cups flour. Add
yeast. Beat until smooth. Add remaining flour to make soft dough.
Allow to rise, covered, until doubled
in bulk. Punch down and place in re-

EARLY SUMMER BONUS
30-DAY FREE TRIAL
160 Koser Rd..

Dept. 38065
(Lancaster Co.),

Lititz

me full

PA 17543

information on the

Kemp Shredder/Chippers, BONUS and
30-DAY TRIAL!

oil,

salt,

frigerator overnight.
4.

Name

When

ready to

fry,

heat

oil

dough out on a
Vi inch thick. Cut

to

375

degrees. Roll

floured

board

into 2-

until

by-2-inch squares.

Address
5.

City

-Zip

Natural History 6/85

from

American Indian Food and Lorej
by Carolyn Niethammer, Collier^

cups flour

sugar, eggs,

KEMP COMPANY.

(Slightly adapted

®

The Standard of the
Serious Gardener

84

scones,

size of squares

Note: The dough will keep in the ref
ator for 3 to 4 days. Keep punching
and cover tightly with foil or a

Oil for frying

|
1.

State

60-100

depending on

2 tablespoons oil
teaspoons salt
tablespoon baking powder
1
1
teaspoon baking soda

costs

Enriches soil... naturally
Boosts garden yields
Beautifies your yard

YES! Send

Yield:

Utah 84130, $9.95)

I '/2

•

•

City,

1

'/4

Shreds for valuable mulch
Chips for decorative w/ood

Lake

2

economically.

Grinds for instant compost

chips

•

until golden; turn with tongs and
on other side. Drain on paper tov
Serve hot with honey and butter.

Buttermilk Scones

mulch and fertilizer. A
Kemp Shredder/Chipper chips
branches (up to 3" thick!),
post,

Fry a few scones at a time. Stretch
out each piece a little before frying
and drop into hot oil. Fry on one side

1
1

4 cups flour (all white or Vi white
'2 whole wheat)
1
tablespoon baking powder
l-i
teaspoons salt
Vi
teaspoons cooking oil

Mix

the flour, baking powder,

salt.

Add

make

oil

and enough wate

a soft dough.

Knead

wii

floured hand until the dough

some

spring.

Shape

into balls

abo

inches in diameter. Pat each ball
a flat cake and keep patting

stretching the dough into a
sheet,

10 to 12 inches in diam-

This takes practice.
Fry each round in very hot fat,
ing once, until golden and puffy.
Yield: 12-14 bread puffs

t

S

rOTAL SYSTEM FOR
CARDIOVASCULAR

d them eating an unleavened fried
d that puffed up

in

hot

evitabiy, they tasted

men women

it

oil.

and

lilted

it.

FITNESS.

then tried to duphcate

ecipe and added a whole battery of

They put

baking.
e

its

Simulates cross-country skiing,
regcuded by fitness authorities
as the top cardiovasculcU'
exercise. Rated
_j^
higher than jogging,

knew about from Eng-

ng agents they

buttermilk be-

in

mild aeidity was necessary to ac-

e baking soda

and make

give

it

ofi'

on dioxide. They added eggs and

swimming, biking

and ended up with a dehcious and

r

bread,

nal

kind

in

but a thing unto

let family,

ng a

related

name

to

the

itself.

And

remem-

for the thing, they

d scones, quick sweet breads

home

or rowing.

—

• Fluid motion
no jarring impact on
bones and joints. Avoids running
related injuries.

from

• Excellent for weight control

that were also cut into individ-

and body tone.
• Stable, unit

erving pieces before cooking,

At any

for real evidence.

scone flourishes on

1

by

'

its

rate, the

And

no matter

sopaipillas,

and Utah

Indian cousins.

on

floor.

• Easily stored. Folds to 5 inch
height. Slips under a bed or

native ground,

its

rests flat

Lightweight for portability.
Weighs only 35 lbs.

only a hypothesis, not a substi-

lis is

stands uptight
in closet.

Navajo bread,

•

ss

actually

came

about,

it is

• 30 day

the case
•

where Utah, AriMexico, and Colorado meet, is

the Four Corners,
,

New

by

Sokolov

is

Heiglit

call:

TOLL FREE 1-800-328-8995

and preparation

od.

and resistance adjustable.

For a Free Brochure

a writer whose spe-

nterest is the history

men and women

regardless of size or weight.

Tied bread capital of the world.

7ioncI

home trial.

2 year warranty.

Can be used

In

(0
01

Minnesota 1-612.474-0992

Fitness Master, Incorporated

1387 Park Road Dept. A3
Chanhassen, Minnesota 55317

Sopaipillas

apted from

The Feast of Santa Fe.
Simon and Schuster)

luntley Dent,

up plus 2 tablespoons

flour

leaspoon baking powder

easpoon

salt

:ablespoons lard or vegetable shortjning
3il for

deep frying

Dmbine the flour, baking powder,
id salt in a mixing bowl.
lard or shortening into the

Jt the
lur

mixture

)ur in

Iter

'/4

all

until flaky.

cup plus two tablespoons
at once and mix quickly

make a sticky dough.
our a board and turn the dough out
it.
Knead 10 to 12 times, until
lUgh is no longer sticky. Cover with
th a fork to

istic
jII

wrap and

let rest

1

5 minutes.

out half the dough to a IO-by-5-

Cut

"h rectangle.

into

two 5-by-5-

:h squares (or into smaller squares
triangles
;at oil to

^

if

desired).

400 degrees,

y one .square at a time. Drop into
and hold submerged with a metal

;atula

until

it

puffs.

Release,

5ld: 8

small or 4 large sopaipillas

America's favorite to the rescue.

let

and then cook on other side
til
browned. Drain and serve or
lep warm in a 200-degree oven.
ipeat with other half of dough.
|Own,

No

other dictionary relieves

how

to use

it.

And

it's

more sinking feelings-how

the only dictionary to

tell

to spell

you

how

it,

how to

old a

word

say

it,

is.

A Genuine Merriam-Webster'
More people take our word for

it
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The Living Museui

From

Siberia with
arti-

similar to an early stage in the develop-

Museum by Waldemar

ment of our own alphabetic system and

sian ethnologist,

Asian Peoples

is

a small scrap of birch

may

hold important clues to the develop-

bark, with a red ribbon tied to one end,

ment of writing

covered with incised geometrical designs.

be the only genuine Yukagir love letter in
existence, although a number of copies

This scrap
tei-

—

is

actually a letter

by two

written

girls

—a

love

let-

of the Yukagir

(formerly Yukaghir) tribe, a small group of

people

who once

lived in northeastern Si-

beria near the shores of the Arctic Sea.

which was directed to the anthropologist who was studying the tribe, is
written in a pictographic language that is

The

letter,

In this Yukagir love

anthropologist

letter,

can be seen

The

in general. It is

Leningrad.

in
is

written to

Waldemar Jochelson,

position of status, as evidenced by the

height of the chara cter.
(e

On eith erside of

and d)

appear the two
Yukagir
girls. Both send

jilted

passionate

thoughts to

him

—shown as

the two faint

emanating

lines

from

the tops

their heads.

of
But

Jochelson
rejects their
love, indicated by the two lines turning
back in a series ofsquiggles. The two
figures on the far left and right (c and b)
are Jochelson's interpreter, Alexander
Dolganojf, and the Cossack guide. The
two girls point out that they achieved

more satisfying relationships with them.
One relationship is strong, indicated by
the X between the two characters: the

more casual, represented by the
backward Z between them.

other is

Lee
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believed to

an unusual example of the
misunderstandings that can sometimes
arise between anthropologists and the people they are studying. (New insights and
information can often spring from such
misunderstandings.) It was given to the
letter

people are represented by thin decorated
lines. Jochelson {a} is depicted standing in
front of his house. He occupies a

him

w

Gardner D. Stout Hall of

One of the rarest and most obscure
facts in the

Love

Boltin. collection of

AMNH

ing

among

The

letter

Jochelson, a

!

who spent many year;

the remote tribes of Sibi

had remained

in an anthrc
ogy storeroom for nearly eighty %
when it was "rediscovered" by Cyr.
Wilder, an assistant in the Anthropog
Department, during preparation fork
Hall of Asian Peoples.

Jochelson

came to study Siberian tin

almost by accident.

He had been exils

I

Siberia by the czar because of his reMi
tionary activities.

Once

in Siberia,
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ayage through Melanesia:
lew

Guinea to

;bruary 16 to

Fiji

March

6,

1986

Thomas D. Nicholson, Director of the American
iseum, and other outstanding lecturers on a luxury
nise through the most intriguing island group in the
n Dr.

J

B

)

rid:

New Guinea to Fiji. The cultural

and natural history

'-xtraordinary.

*

and unique perforbe experienced on land and disused while at sea with renowned anthropologists and art
torians. Stunning coral atolls and volcanic islands will be
)lored with expert marine biologists and geologists.
quisite artwork, fascinating traditions

nces (sing-sings)

will travel

1

will

by luxury cruise

vessel, the I///na, with only

cabins: the amenities of the finest giant cruise liners

intimacy of your
c

private yacht.

combination of an excellent

lise

I

own

and

itinerary, lecturers

and

vessel results in a splendid experience. Join us!

ou wish to receive a brochure describing the complete
erary, deck plan, lecturer team, prices, etc., call (212)
1-1440. Or, complete the attached coupon and mail it to
icoveiy Tours as indicated.
American

Museum of
Natural
History

:overy Tours

Central Park West at 79th Street
New York, New York 10024
(212) 873-1440

Please send me complete information on the
Voyage through Melanesia, New Guinea to Fiji
FebruaA- 16-March 6, 1986.

Rabaul
Troihriand
Marshall Bennett
Port

Moresb

Is

view

Georgia

I.

I

y

^

Guadalcanal
Santa Cruz

Is.
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>'>'^
Name

l^iftdi, Fiji
.Vddress

Cin-

American
I

Museum
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Natural

ivi^ii History

Discovery Tours
C.J

1

Central Park West at 79th St

NewYork,
(212)

NT

873-1440

10024
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he was allowed to travel and work, although at times he was shadowed and
harassed by the czar's secret police. To
put his exile to good use, he began doing
geographical and ethnological fieldwork
for the Imperial Russian Geographical

some

Society in 1895.

pening

ever,

/ auDifl'^aRum
the best
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self-instructional

in

foreign language courses using
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— featuring

to train U.S. State

used
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Dept. personnel
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f% f% f^V%

a foreign

more.

language on
your ownicafaog
Call (203)

453-9794, or

Room

CT 06437

Name

eties for future

rim of the North Pa-

Other

Boas instructed them

ANTARCTICA

i

— including

and especially bt
and contributed, Jochs
felt, to the rapid decline and assimi
of Yukagir culture.

The
tifacts

could

settlers,

:i(

arti-

they

some

love letter

one of thousands!

is

Jochelson saved from the

Yui

of which are on display in the!

rian section of the Hall of Asian Pe'5

The

history of the love letter

is

cuJ

penguins and
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two, five-star luxury expedition ships, At6

naturalists,
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American iMuseum
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is

k(

nonmembers; contact the Education 'e

and just about anything else except for
gemstones to Museum scientists, who
will do their best to identify them. The
program, which will run from 1 :00 to 5:00
P.M. in the Dana Education Wing, is free

partment

Museum

—

visitors.

Cruise Around Manhattan
On Tuesday, June 4, from 5:30 to 8:30
P.M., geologist Sidney Horenstein will
boat trip
around Manhattan to survey the unusual
geology of the island and the surrounding
host

a

twilight

three-hour,

The Hudson is North Amerimost southerly fiord, and its geology
is unique along the Eastern Seaboard.
Cost of the trip is $ 8 for members, $20
for nonmembers. Contact the Education
Department for more details.
Palisades.

ca's

1

Cruise into

New York Bay

around New
York Bay, participants will view forts
from the War of 8 2, the glacial moraine

On

this three-hour cruise

1

that

is

1

Brooklyn, -and learn the origin of

the Narrows under the Verrazano Bridge.
Sidney Horenstein will lead this unusual

$18

is

for

1, from 5:3
members, $2ra
1

1(

for details.

Queen of Heaven
The Membership Office will pre
Inanna: Queen of Heaven and Eart ol
Friday, June 7, at 8:00 p.m. in the KjI

Theater.

The

s

story of the god:s!

Inanna's life was recorded 4,000 yean gl
on clay tablets and wall murals frorriu
mer and Babylon. Storyteller Dni
Wolkstein will recount the saga of Inaia
Geoffrey Gordon will provide musicaic
companiment. Tickets are $8 for nm
bers and $10 for nonmembers; for i)i
information call (212) 873-1327.

;
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Bobcats and Bobkittens
This month's Members' Family n
gram will focus on the bobcat. lip*

Ryden
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area. It will

shells, fossils, insects, pottery, artifacts,

8:30 P.M. Cost

mann
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Upper Bay

place on Tuesday, June

1

Zip

Indonesia

tory of the

popular Identification Day. On June
visitors can bring in their unknown rocks,

to all

Street

p

tour of the geology, flora, fauna, and

Museum

again, the

—

City

'

qualities resulted in the

local priests

myths, photographs, dictionaries,

At

Spend )our days

dal ions

to collect

'

. i

Cruise to the White Continent

style.

These

by Russian

Dina Brodsky Jochelson,

his wife,

grammars, wax-cylinder recordings of
anthropometric measurements,
songs,
bones, and graveposts. He also purchased

D French D German D Polish
Q Russian D Vietnamese
Bulgarian
D Turkish O Hausa

i

ing exploited and abused by the Coss;I

facts,

Greek

fct

him and

everything

Spanish

beria, he felt a particular fondness

Yukagir. Jochelson saw them as a

both Russian and German, Boas hired

rian tribes.

n
D
O
a

study and, ultimately

common heritage of humanity.
Of all the tribes Jochelson studied

lence.

in

City

particularfy interested in (check choice):

I

with Siberian tribes and his fluency

Address

am

—

mannered people who believed in hois
kindness, and hospitality and abhi
rudeness, foul language, and persons^

conduct research among the Yukagir,
Tungus, Koryak, and other remote Sibe-

I

in Siberia

Ocean, from Washington State to
Alaska, Siberia, northern China, and Japan. Because of Jochelson's previous work

to

Stale/Zip

many ways what was

of extinction. In

every possible thing related to thesel

Museum, heard

cific

F-48,On-the-Green

Guilford,

fragile aboriginal cul'

of the North Pacific rim poised at the'

had originally migrated from Asia to
North America by crossing the Bering
Strait, Boas began organizing an expetribes living along the

out

fill

1895-96.

Boas saw the

prove the theory that the American Indian

897, Franz Boas, then an assistant

dition to gather information about the

and send this ad toAudio-Forum

made among the Yukaj

his first trip in

about Jochelson's work through the Russian Academy of Sciences. In an effort to

1

curator at the American

Italian

of Jochelson's earlier collection

eluding those

was a mirror ima;
what was happening in the Ame
West and Boas knew that in both
the results would be tragic. His overr
desire, shared by Jochelson, was tot

In

Frencfi, German, Portuguese,
Japanese, Greek, Hebrew,

;

will

show

slides of this elusive

s

ni

mal and talk about its life cycle, behsiot
and range, as well as current effor' H
save it from fur hunters and habitade
struction. The free program, open or'
members, will take place on Tueaj
June 25, at 7:30 p.m. in the Auditoiim
t(

Tickets are required.

Mk

;lson received
tfie

Yuicagir in

it
1

during his first stay
895-96, shortly after

exiled to Siberia.

IS

He had two com-

ms on this trip, a Yukagir interpreter
:d Alexander DolganolT and a Cosguide.
hile the Yukagir frowned on immodind were very bashful in discussing
matters, there was considerable
om in relations between the sexes,
nity was not important to the Yukaad most girls set up their own tents at
rty and quietly began receiving lov)ne custom in Yukagir society was to
de an unmarried girl to any man who
iway from his wife. A father would
il

ally offer his

daughter's bed to a

vis-

If the man was imwould consider it an
to share her bed with him. However,
5 completely up to the girl whether
id sex with the man. If she found him
tionable, she was perfectly free to
e her loin cloth on" (according to a

man as a courtesy.
nt,

the daughter

who

tribal elder

The

seventeen or eighteen years of age.

on as Jochelson settled

in,

he noticed

men

he usual nightly visits of young

had ceased. After a while the
of the elder seemed puzzled by

;

girl

sexual abstinence.

:lson's

;ems that

among

you,

She

men

said,

can

live

ut wives." Jochelson explained that
i

wrote him the love

he

remain faithful

when he was away

Jochelson kept this letter

in his

collection

and

personal

and assistance to them. In the face of this
overwhelming change and misfortune, the
Yukagir had abandoned a number of traditional customs, including,

woman

it

Museum

in

at

summer,

a River,
red,

at a

camp

near the Yas-

a similar misunderstanding

"In

this

village,"

Jochelson

The Yukaghir, who
numerous
,

,

the

blacksmith Shaluguin, an old
who had a large family, among
several daughters. The youngest was
li^lered to be the prettiest on the river
jf!,chna. For a long time 1 intended to
jlj'ier photograph in holiday dress, and
to do it before my departure; but, as
jjViij,jas then staying with her relatives in
ij^sr settlement, I asked the old man to
boat for her. In spite of the fact that I
ned to the old man what I wanted his
|(ghir,

jj,^

<

.

6BIGELOWST.
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139
617-876-0533

TEL.

in

the past, according

were a

tribe, at the present

fairly

time consist

1-800-221-08T4

Cr

groups are dying out rapidly,
This tribe
is therefore on the verge of complete physi,

cal

,

,

and ethnic extinction.

The study of a tribe
insignificant in
numbers and having no future was a diffi,

,

,

—

and, from a practical point of view, a
thankless task. But the science of ethnology
cult,

recognizes that a knowledge of small tribes
is equally as important as that of great peoples. In fact

,

,

.

and history of a
tinct

i|H

NAME
ADDRESS

1910, Jochelson specu-

of a few hundred people scattered in

her parents' house.

BOTSWANA,

lated on the future of the tribe:

.

in

S.E. ASIA,

GUINEA, JAPAN.

nography, The Yukaghir, published by
the

small groups over an enormous area, which

male guest

NEW

SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE.

seems, the

re-

it

EGYPT,

practice of writing love letters. In his eth-

seems that the Russians
have different customs. They go to
girls and wives, even when they have
own wives with them." Later, his inter told him that the elder's adopted
Iter was very offended that Jochelad not visited her, as was the custom
"Well,

OTHER ADVENTURE VACATIONS ARE
AVAILABLE IN PERU,

later

to all collected information,

rding to Jochelson, the

MT, EVEREST,

TIBETAN PLATEAU, ANNAPURNA,
WILDLIFE SAFARIS

was given to him with no trace of jealousy
or bad feeling.

to his wife,

for a long time,

HIMALAYAS
LADAKH,

thropologist and, according to Jochelson,

came from, a married man was

)sed to

I

the story

letter. It told

of their frustrated romance with the an-

time trying to get medical supplies, food,

house of a

in the

near the Yassachna River.

SAFARIS

GORILLAS AND VOLCANOES
KILIMAN)ARO CLIMB

left the Yassachna
two spurned Yukagir girls

wife had an adopted daughter of

months

g the Yukagir learning their lan-

AFRICA
CAMPING

Jochelson

the

elder

;helson spent his first four

lis

When
River,

was not able to locate
any similar examples. In 1901 and 1902,
when he returned to the Yukagir on a trip
sponsored by the American Museum,
drastic changes had taken place. The tribe
had been decimated by disease and starvation, and Jochelson spent much of his

gir proverb).

j

daughter for, my request was understood in
another way. The girl arrived late in the
evening, and I put off taking the photograph till the next morning. My canvas tent
was standing near the skin tent of Shaluguin. Imagine my astonishment next morning when, stepping out of my tent, I noticed
between it and that of Shaluguin a separate
small tent, which the girl was just then taking away! She was in a very angry mood,
and my photographs were not successful.
Afterwards my interpreter told me that the
young men laughed at the girl for having
uselessly put up a separate tent.

is

information about the
tribe

which

is

becoming

life

ex-

particularly important.

1
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birch bark love letter

eight million artifacts in the

thropology collections.

is

just one of

artifacts,
in-

each was once very important
to the person who created it and owned it.
Like the Siberian love letter, each one carert objects;

tion,

with

it
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trail
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French language school in the Belgian Ardennes,
Join diplomats, international executives and private individuals with a genuine desire to learn or improve their French,
Intensive, expert tuition in small groups and private lessons. From $400 p/wl< For brochure: Languagency, Dept
23. Box 2067, No Haven, CT 06473 (203) 777-5170

art

CLEOPA TRA

n in actual size
vailable

TVTANKHAMEN
RTITI
AKHENATON
SESII

kl

Pendant
SI75
Chainf I6in S9S

kl

Earrings

kl

a

AND ENJOY CHATEAU

I

Employment Opportunities

order to

MON CREATIONS

AUSTRALIA— THE WORLD! 50,000 jobs! Big pay All
occupations Transportation, Latest reports, $2,00.
Jobworld, Box 681 -NH, Cypress. CA 90603

0X831 Dept NH

NVS

dtilSlition

'ork.NY 10025 add 8

residents
25^; lax

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOUi
ART

IN

SOLID 14K GOLD, photo-realislic,
Sinking depth and detail, heir-

fted jewelry
.lily

Act

Now SendSI 00

ioldsmiths,

for

P O Box 3004 No

catalog to

AC

4, Corvallis,

OR

Publications
JDING LIBRARIANS locate any subject or title,
different titles in slock, indexed by author,
title "PAB," 2918 Atlantic Ave
Atlantic City,
or (609) 344-1943
^

,

YOUR BOOKi
cts invited

;nd

Join our successful authors
advertising, beautiful
booklet and free manuscript

Publicity,

Press Dept

10001

NHF

11

West 32 Street

International

ENVIRONIvlENTAL OPPORTUNITIES— Monthly bulletin lists environmental job openings throughout the
US Free details. EOV, PO Box 684, Fitzwilliam, NH
03447

OVERSEAS— ALL OCCUPATIONS!
tory

—

Worldwide Direc-

and complete information $3,00. International
Box 19107 RS, Washington, DC 20036

Opportunities.

TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR CAREER

lor fact-filled

ailton

Jobs! Big Payi Transporta-

Newest Handbook, $2 00 Australian
Box 19107-RS, Washington, DC 20036
tion!

with the KfvIA SelfIVIarketing Kit, Strategic, personalized, career booster
takes you step-by step through your job search. Based
on $1,500-1- in private consulting. Only $29,95. Send
check/mo with ad: KMA Career & Business Systems

928 Broadway,

New

York,

CA 92069

TRY SOMETHING DIFFERENT! Unusual Houseplants
to Grow from Seed Flowering Trees
Vines — Exotic
Fruits — Desert Plants — Bonsai
much more Catalog
$1 00 Acacia Tree, Box 22866-H, Lexington. KY 40522

—

—

Government Surplus
MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS! Many 1%

original

cost Jeeps included! "Nationwide Government Buy
ers Guide/Directory —$2,00, Disposal. Box 19107RS, Washington. DC 20036

S320

.

money

check or

,

LIVING

Discover

and unusual succulents

Merchandise/Gifts

DON

T HAVE ENOUGH DINOSAURS? We have thousands. Dinosaur catalog Box 546NH, Tallman. NY
10982. Send $1 00
"I

T OWLS"

Bumper

Sticker, $1.00.

Newsletter $2.50.
Fresno, CA 93755
tors'

Owls

Nest.

Sample CollecBox 5491 NH.

mrpmnsEm
^

He ud^jiiidl Moutley s Module
Mooney's humor lealure in Aslmoifs Maganow a higli-qualily lull-color t6"x24"
pester SI 0.00 plus SI 50 postage and
I

,

zine, is

handling to Maoncy's Module P.O. Box 877.
nisnljuslaiinlld

irsdiebw

BethefCT 06801

NY 10010

91

_

8

'

JlieMarl^t
CONDOS

YOUR JEANS!
.

.

and

inro

pure

rexrured

comfofT

of our
drowsrring ponts.

PARADISE High above Cruz Bay on see

IN

John Near National Park Fully equipped. Sleep
2 to 6 Excellent summer rates. Serendip Apartments.
Box 273, Cruz Bay, US, Virgin Islands 00830
nic St

lushly

rtie

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND. "The

Rentals

GET OUT OF
cotron
no-Iron

Hikers Par;l

Moderate optional length Day hiking tours. Two I
weeks. Brochure Alpine Adventure Trails Tourjl
Cliffside Drive, Akron,

OH

44313

AMAZON, ANDES, INCAS & IGUANAS

in.

Peru

\

Galapagos. Other fascinating adventura
tours to Latin America Request general Bullel
rum Travel, 91 Gregory (#21), Pleasant Hill, CA
(415) 671-2900. Also: Aeroperu (213) 488-0515^
dor,

EXMOOR, ENGLAND,

Great walking country Small 3

bedroom cottage for rent in village of Poilock Fully furnished and equipped. $550 per month, excl utils. Minimum 3 month rental Secunty reqd Simpson, 800 West
End Avenue, NY, NY 10025

in: Natural • Navy
Brown • Ulac • Plum
Russet • Black • Grey
$20 Posrpoid G Gucronreed
Srote woisr/hlp meosuremenrs-

Offered

(

ESCAPES— Tropical

SPECIAL

DevQ, Q Corroge Industry
Box NRGT, Durklttsvllle, MD 2 1 7 1
M/C VISA orders: (301)473-4900

Luxury

lets,

Hideaways

Condos

Villas,

— Worldwide,

International,

Mountain ChaFree

Brochure,

Box 1459L, Concord,

MA

AUSTRALIAN TROPICAL BIRDS The

best on
group tours, 17 days birding Far North QueeJ
from outback to Gt Barrier Reef Write Goann^
55 Guide Street, Clifton Beach, 4871 Old Ausl

01 742 (800) 843-4433

CALIFORNIA
Resorts

Wi

actual leaves and stiells, preserved in 24K Gold, elegantly tiandcrafted into beautifully designed jewelry. To receive a Free catalog, call
out toll-free numbers (800) 358-7900 In MA (800) 2212758 or 80 Brigfiton Ave., Boston, MA 02134

BELIZE— RUM POINT INN— small oasis of calm on the
Western Canbbean. Diving, Maya Rums, Buds, Library,
Dine on the veranda Retire to spacious, private,
beachfront cabanas Bevier, Placencia, Belize (415)
752-8008

Tours

led by professional natuJ
historians & wildlife photographer to I
areas; Channel Islands/Gold Courl
Sur/BristleconeA'Vine Country/Death Valley & morel
groups, some larger. Tours 1 to 6 days. Accommo k
historic hotels, country inns & other, equipment provi
"living with nature tours", California Natural History!
P.O, Box 3709, Beverly Hills, CA 90212, (213) 274-30;r
'

NATURES JEWELRY:

NATURAL HISTORY
TOURS

CHRISTMANS WINDHAM HOUSE, Windham, NY
Miscellaneous

12496.

A 250

Catskills

INVENTIONS,

ideas,

presentation/national

technology

wanted! Industry
1-800-528-6050
exposition

X831

acre country inn resort

Reasonable

rates,

restful,

in

the northern

relaxing,

swimming, tennis, recreation room, hiking
premises May to October Tel. (518) 734-4230

golf,

on

BAY SAILING RESORT Fleet of sailboats, two
masted schooner, sailing instiuctions, heated pool,
tennis. Write for folder Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538
LINEKIN

LLAMAS will

transport your tent and sleeping bag over
fiill and dale, and carry the chilled wine and lobster tails
for your campsite dinner. Write: Llama Association of

North America, Dept

NH-M. Box 1174 Sacramento.

CHINA ART, ARCHAEOLOGY

TOUR— Septerrj

October
15.
Guilin,
Beijing,
Urumqi,
Dunhuang, Xian, Shanghai, Hong Kong «J
Mogao caves, colossal Buddhas, clay warnorsil
ums, imperial palaces, Li River cruise, Gieil
Guiding by China specialist; limited size groL
I

brochure: Jacqueline Moss Museum Tours, Cjl
131 Davenport Ridge Lane Stamford, CT 0690
(203) 322-8709

SAINT THOMAS, V —WATER ISLAND Private secluded studio apts and 3 Bedroom house Limestone
Reef Terraces, R D 4, Princeton, NJ 08540 (201) 3296309 (800) 872-8784
I

CA 95806
MEET OTHERS WORLDWIDE— For

hobbies, sports,
correspondence, vacations friends nearby, worldwide Electronic Exchange, Box 68-H1, Manhattan

—

Beach,

CA 90266

NEW ANTHROPOLOGY MAGAZINE FOR KIDS!

Develof Natural History. For

oped by the Amencan Museum
sample issue, send $1 .95 to: FACES, 20 Grove
Peterborough,

NH

Street,

03458,

ST JOHN. Luxury villa near National Park, snorkeling,
gardens Two bedroom suites accommodate 2 4 (212)
580-9405

WESTERN ADVENTURE on authentic ranch. Fun for all
ages. Operating stock ranch 50 miles north of Yellowstone Park A birders paradise Riding, fishing, pack
trips All ranch activities. 63 Ranch, Box NH979, Livingston,

MT

59047

Tel. (406)

222-0570

Photo/Optical

CHINA BICYCLE TOURS

In-depth, leisurely

;l

Chinese countryside. Yangtse Valle
Mongolia, East and South China Small groups,
corted Bi-monthly departures throughout the •«
26 days $2100-$3500 including air (west coas J
Passage, 302 Fifth Avenue, NY, NY 10001 (2)1
tion of the

ii

ily

4099

WULONG PANDA WALK, Walking ex's
through the Wulong Panda Reserve and Les n
Emeishan Mountains in Sichuan Province c
Xi'an, Guangzhou, Hong Kong Small groups
corted Departures June through October
days, $3,200, including airfare from west coai
Passage, 302 Fifth Avenue, NY, NY 10001
CHINA

(,'

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE.

Repairing binocusince 1923 Alignment performed on our U S Navy
collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Your
Binoculars." published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel
Optical Co Inc 331 Mansion St West Coxsackie, NY
lars

,

,

12192 (518)731-2610

BINOCULARS— SWAROVSKI,

ZEISS, B&L, BUSHNELL, Fujinon Free Optics catalog Mack Optical &
Machine Tool, Box 541-H, Scranton, PA 18501 (717)
961-2542
LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON
Optolyth, Celestron binoculars, telescopes and accessories Send stamp for discount list Specify literature
desired- Large stock Orders filled postpaid day received Birding, Box 5N, Amsterdam. NY 12010

4099

Tours/Trips
A-1,

SAFARIS

IN

NATURAL HISTORY

Escorted/Inde-

pendent Africa Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Zambia,
Zimbabwe. Botswana, Trans Sahara, Asia India, Nepal, Malaysia, Indonesia. S America. Brazil, Ecuador,
Peru, Galapagos Islands, Alaska, Safaiicentre International, Nationwide (800) 223-6046 California (800) 6245342

ABOVE THE CLOUDS TREKKING offers worldwide adventure for the discerning traveler Destinations include Nepal, Japan. Yemen, Madagascar, Peru, Transylvania Alps, Yugoslavia. Call or write for information.
PO. Box 398N, Worcester, MA 01602 (617) 799-4499

ACROSS

AFRICA. England

to

Kenya 3 Month Satan.

Small Party, Africa Outback, Box 1711

Ashtabula,

EAST AFRICAN GEOLOGIC & WILDLIFE

SAI

Leakey July 21
1985 A once in a lifetime 2,000 mile ed
holiday adventure in the land of the Northei
geli, Amboseli & Tsavo Personally meet Ricf
key at Koobi Fora. Under the knowledgeable
ship of Chnstopher J. Schuberth Geoloit
luring Koobi Fora with Richard
11,

Curator of Education, Illinois State Museumip
field, IL 62706. (217) 782-5955, Call or writer
chures & information

EAST AFRICA; Photographic workshops

wit
nature photographers, Ornithologici
with expert naturalists High quality natural
fans starting at $2595 Voyagers, Box 915, Iti
sional

14851

Ohio 44004 (216) 998-0923

Post Cards

EXPERIENCE THE REAL EAST AFRICA on

NATURE POST CARDS— Close-up

color photos of
birds and animals $10.50 for 112. all different. Birds
and Animals, plus all our other Nature Cards, 1 75 cards
for $1 4 75 (Not retailed to Illinois addresses Wholesale
rates available all states ) Nature Press, 628 E 20th St..
Alton, IL 62002

Real Estate

AFRICA: NATURE & CULTURES Kenya, Tanzania,
Madagascar, Seychelles, Maldives, Aldabia Atoll
Rwanda, Botswana, North Afnca, Sahara, and other Affordable Adventures Forum Travel 91 Gregory Lane
(#21), Pleasant Hill, CA 94523

LANDS

Humpback whales,
Orcas, Blue whales, birds, islands, oceans and more.
Over 15 years of successful tnps Biological Journeys,
1 876B Ocean Drive, McKinleyville, CA 95521 (707) 839-

FROM

$7 50/ACRE!
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
Buyers Guide" plus nationwide listings $3 00
Lands, Box 19107-RS, Washington, DC 20036
.

.

—

250 ACRES Oregon tall timber. Cabin spnngs, stream
$650 acre Deer, bear, coyote, crane (503) 884-6319
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safari

-I-

airfare

>

„

"'«
«,,,

<;,

ALASKA, BAJA, GALAPAGOS

0178

GOVERNMENT

ar)W

through Kenya or Tanzar' '
Optional Kilimanjaro dins.
South Afnca, Egypt, Botswana, more. Freest
color brochure U S agents for Britain's Trac T
pioneers in African adventure travel Himalay T'
Box 481-NH, Greenwich, CT 06836 (800) 24: J

camping
$850 00

ALASKA— DENALI

GUIDING. Join us for a hike in DeMagnificent views of Alaska's gla
cieis, Mt. McKinley and wildlife. Also offer McKinley expeditions, climbing seminars, ski tnps and custom
trips Write Bnan and Diane Okonek, Box 326, Talkeetna, Alaska 99676 (907) 733-2649
nali

National Park

EXPLORE THE COAST OF EAST AFRICA

wit MC

ologistMarkHorton July26 August 10, 198£o«r
of England's foremost archaeologists from Cib
University on an exciting 16 Day ArchaeoloclASafari to Kenya, This exploration of four ma|0 (Ci
logical sites along the coast of Kenya, plus ialj
Kenya's major game parks, includes Pate Isl; J,i v^
Manda island, Mombasa, Tsavo & Masai MlG ^
Reserves For information & itinerary con'lt;
East Tours, 1841 Broadway, New York C, I!
(800) 223-6078— (212) 765-4870
;

.

NATURAL
HISTORY
NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS

vGOS ISLANDS Economic lours from $1666
& 15 days Galapagos, all meals
mainland Ecuador. Amazon, Cuzco/Machu

g airfare 8.
,

Universily credil available Joseph
43 Millstone Rd Randallstown,
.

:

MD

,

Colley.
21 133

2-3116

^^ Excursions

ALAYAN

PERU ADVENTURES:

Trek the spectacular Cordillera
Blanca,or ancient Inca Trail to Ivtachu Picchu Overland
expeditions by 4WD vehicle. Amazon wildlife extensions Complete Peru travel service. Free illustrated

Excursions otters a wide variety ol treks
and wildlite safaris in all parts o' Nepal
)roctiure please write or cable
ilayan

ilayan Excursions or

I

Box 1221
mandu. Nepal
0.

I

TIGER
UMBRELLA

brochure Himalayan Travel. Box 481 NH. Greenwich.
CT 06836 Toll Free (800) 243-5330

ratting

I

Es-

corted and independent nature and hiking tours. Hike
in New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Ivlilford
Track. Explore Australia's Outback. Far North, and
Great Barrier Reef South Pacific itineranes designed
for individuals and groups. Pacific Exploration Co., Box
3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

1 1

Himalayan Excursions
P.O. Box 11204
Midland, Texas 79702

SAVE SUITCASE SPACE! Buy brand name

toiletries in

uniquely small sizes Free catalog: Travel Ivlinipack, 10

8 Broadway, Nyack,

NY 10960

3ANY0NI September

14-20, 1985 Calm water
allows you to discover crystal pools and preemains in the side canyons of the lower gorge,
seum of Natural History, University of Utah,
City.

>

UT 84112

(801) 581

6927

Shoals Marine Laboratory

WORLDi Europe at 3-15 lyiPH.
programs also to Africa, Mideast, Asia.
Forum Travel. 91 Gregory (#21), Pleasant
,94523(415)671-2900
BIKE THE

!

^

jiar

J
S

.

-

I

I
J
7
i
i
i

SPEWO PARr Dr VOLK SUMMER WCATION OH Ml ISLAND iW THE GULE Of HAIME
Short «jniivirs for (wrsoml oiriclirent ui «lulcs. dolf^ins and a^ls; field
omitJ*3loqy; natuiv piiotoqraphy; seafood: Guff of Kiuio o^locjy. looger
courses with colleoc credit ui ntiruic biologyj nuctnc^-relatc^J la«. pollution,
'omoiucs. gcoloqy. ."irotucolajy; and diving. Ccxirscs run Juno-Septcii*er.
For full infonration write Shoals Mariiv; lohoratoiy. CC-IJ Stimsoo iUll.
Cetnoll University. Itluca. MV 14853.

Trekking (walking) expeditions to the toot
of Mt Everest & Annapuma Wildlife
safaris in searcti of rare Asian birds and
mammals Explorations of remote Btiutan.
Sikkim. Ladakh and tropical Sri Lanka. 10
to 35 day programs from $670,00 * airfare.
Free Broctiures

ijal

lial

HiwiAlA\fAM TtavcI,
PO

Southwest

Wing

Ihc.

Box 481-NH

Greenwich, CT 06830
Toll Free (800) 243-5330
(203) 622-0055
P.O.

OF THE ORIENT— Hong Kong,

liji

A special

sjl'e

lijca,

-',

lour with Cornell's

NY 14851

ndividually

designed safans 28 years experi1643. Danen, CT

Mason Safans. Box

;rry

;,

838-3075

tS 103)

:^Jf-U.W4J
and our licensed
sail by schooner to explore
than any other Galapagos

other adventurers

'

illst

will

islands
ition.

Box 945,

Sept.

NB, Santa Fe.

NM

97504

Java,

Bali,

Johnson MuDeparture September 14 Voyagers, Box

iJ| Art.

Safaris

NATURAL HISTORY EXPEDITIONS
• EXPLORE N
MEX. COLQ. UTAH. ARIZ
T- BUSH FLYING. JEEPING. RAFTING
• GEOLOGY. ARCHAEOLOGY HISTORY
• CAMPING OR LODGING. 1-5 DAYS
Trtt Brochur*
•

16 Trip dates. M. Picchu Option.
FREE BROCHURE

TIBET/CHINA. Explore Tibet's tabled pilgrimage sites
and gilded palaces Jokhang Cathedral. Drepung
and Sera fyionastenes. Potata Palace, the Tashilunpo.
Walk in htit country ringed by the Himalayas. Visit
Bei)ing.
Shanghai, Chengdu. Xi'an. Guangzhou.
Nanjing. September 29 Oclober 22; October 20 November 12 $3,950 including airfare from west coastChina Passage. 302 Fifth Avenue. New York. NY 10001
(212)564-4099

—

UPTON'S OUTFIT— Camera Trips & Back Country
Tours fvlountains & Prairie Explore Wyoming's Back
Country Horse back & 4 wheel dnve Cal Upton. PO
Box 1564, Douglas,

WY

ides

air fare,

-I REKS

OREGON'S EAGLE CAP

IN

for

St.

Members: $16.95
Non-members: $20.00

An authentic 18-day wilderness advencamping equipment, transport.
,,T,,nd much
more Extensions available. 32
,iisj'695! Voyagers, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851
19951

;.

makes a great gift.
For members $16.95,
non-members $20.00.

Natural History Umbrella

—

ft

50 inches.
Order yours today - also

full

Central Pk. West at 79th
New York, NY 10024

lAiCflfTLOBTS 415-435-4622

•^'

weather.
Available in dark brown with
gold design & lettering.
100% nylon cover on a
windproof frame spreads to a

82633 Phone 1-307-358-6067

>06nc Juanita.Tlburon.CA 94920
!

Our Tiger umbrella will
protect you from ferocious

Quantity

.@

Wilder-

outdoor experience Small group and
,j;i, eks
All ages, abilities Fine family vacation
Jinnlderness photography seminar Brochure:
!;•(; Creek Llamas. Rt
1. Box 123N. Enterprise.
(503) 432-4455

16.95.

,,:-unique

1

.

''^lAPAS

MEXICO

^^

'.

(is.

18

yeors

Frost,

(805) 255-7577

,3AST

Wildlife

Eagle

•;

ilists

m
m

ME C4680

survey participation Cru.a^j

Hill

l.i.'.A-ABSAROKA

.r'l'ieology.

Oil.

985

1

«HD, Newhall, CA 91321

'*.!

1

$2 50 per word, 6 word ($40) minimum. Display classified IS $275 per inch All advertisements must be prepaid Rates are not structured for agency or frequency
discounts All advertisements are accepted at NATU-

experienre

Gordon

Contact:

effective with the July

TOTAL ENCLOSED

issue

oik ort (ollector/phofogropher

psi.

,

$2.50

Tax (if applicable)
NY. State residents
add 8%% lax)

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION
The following new rates are

;

20.00

1

Jj* GUATEMALA Uji

.

(5'

Postage Strandling:

Wildlife

Research Station.

Name
Address

RAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send check/money order
payable to NATURAL HISTORY to: The IVIarket. NATURAL HISTORY Ivlagazine. Central Park West at 79lh
St New York. NY 10024 Please include your personal

Cily

address and telephone number, issue preferred, and
suggested heading Deadline 1st of the month, two
months prior to cover date (the January issue closes
Nov. 1 Camera-ready art is required for display ads A
learsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent

Send your check

.

WILDERNESS— Pack

History. Prehistory

Box 1218. Livingston.

IVIT

—

Trips,

Dr Lahren

-

Ar-

59047 (406) 222-

).

Stale

Zip
or

money order made

out lo

American Museum ol Natural History al the
above address Allow 4-6 weeks lor delivery.

upon publication
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The Natural Moment

A Sealed Fate
Driving along California's coastal highway last year, Peggy
and Erwin Bauer passed the place where the Russian River joins
the ocean. There, they noticed quite a few harbor seals lying on a
sand bar that had been exposed at low tide. The Bauers decided
to investigate this scene. After a steep descent, they arrived at

the sand bar and found about forty seals hauled out on the sand.
Others were swimming nearby. At that point, an eel jumped out
of the river and thrashed helplessly on the bank.

A

harbor seal

climbed out after it and, taking the prey in its mouth, slid back
into the river to devour it. As the Bauers watched, more and
more eels began to pop out of the water along a fifty-yard stretch
of river immediately upstream.

Each was pursued, caught, and

eaten as before. After observing and photographing this foraging behavior for some time, the Bauers realized what was happening.

The

seals

were chasing the

eels into the shallow areas at

them out.
The Bauers had never seen such behavior before

the edge of the river and then forcing

possibly,

no one else has

either.

According

to

but, quite

Jake Houck, a ma-

mammalogist at Humboldt State University in California,
seals are not known to prey on eels this way. "If they were eels,
they would have to be lampreys," Houck says. "I don't doubt the
rine

have never heard of anyone reporting
water that way."
Houck points out, however, that harbor seals are opportunistic feeders that will take any food item that appears in abundance in their environment, including octopus and salmon. Why
were so many eels passing through the area? "They were probareport

is

correct.

But

I

seals chasing eels out of the

making an upstream spawning run," Houck says. "The eels
life cycle. They are looking for gravelly
and die."
spawn
will
areas where they
bly

are at the end of their

ft

"jL'Jr

*

Photograph by Peggy and Erwin Bauer
.,
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Additional Reading

^^^s^environmental
p?1^ ffT-SHIRTS

^^^§

FI^EE

CATALOG!

f

24 Great Designs: Wolf Eagle.
Oolphjfi Whale etc. S8.95 ea.

coRon.

10";^ of proft

s go

10

100%

envifonmemal causes.

Maplewing 1985

Salistaclion

CF5

P
BOX 2308 DEPT
BOULDER. CO 80306
(303) 444-6430

JIM MORRIS

Gua/an eec

S'-'are

Tne Earim

Underwater Pollination (p. 36)
Paul Alan Cox's "Spore Theory, Random Motion, and the Convergent Evolution of Pollen and Spore Morphology in
Aquatic Plants" (American Naturalist,
vol. 121. pp. 9-3 ) considers the nature of
'

1

random motions and

A Wilderness Adventure

ALEUTIAN ISLANDS

& UNUSUAL ALASKA
View e.xtraordinaiy widlife

in this

TO>age through a hauntingfy
fne-slar

kxuiy expedition

unspoiled region. Join us for a
archipelago aboard our

t)eautifiil

ship,

M'S World Discoverer.

naturalists/guides. Fine acxximiiiodations

?J*^t ^1173 "

and

723 Brooi)«j> E

Scjllle.

CRUISES
Indonesia

\VA 98102

Zip

Q Antarclica D .Amazon D Chilean f^ord G Lost Islands D
D China O Arabia O .Alaska .N\V Pass D
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Spore

1981, pp. 134-43). C.T. IngoWs
Liberation (Oxford: Clarendon

Press, 1965) explicates fungal spore dis-

persal

and

is

abundantly

illustrated.
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{Journal of Geophysical Research B
88, pp. 4355-67, published by the A
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can Geophysical Union, 2000 Floridi
enue W, Washington, D.C. 20009)
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i

The Pollination of Flowers (New York:
1 973) and K. Faegri and L. van
der Fiji's The Principles of Pollination
Ecology (New York: Pergamon, 1972).
Taplinger,

'

..

.

Bats

(p.

52)

Ten bat experts contributed to £i
of Bats (New York: Plenum Press,
an authoritative account edite^
Thomas H. Kunz. Chapters cover t
portance

of

roosts;

bat

i

reprodiii

growth and survival; evolutionary ah
lives in the physiological ecology o

Derelict Ships (p. 42)

Henry Stommel,

OKes=enoKee
One

of the

34 places v^here
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travel w\f\

Questers
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who

i

ecological aspects of bat activity rh\i

the

oceanographer

work
of the Gulf

morphology; echolocation, insect

hei

did most of the basic theoretical

and feeding ecology of insectivorou i

on the wind-driven circulation
Stream, wrote one of the best books on the
current: The Gulf Stream: A Physical

coevolution between bats and planli

and Dynamical Description (Berkeley:

Biology of Bats, edited by

University of California Press, 1965). In

Wimsatt (New York: Academic

honor of Stommel's sixtieth birthday in
1981, the MIT Press, Cambridge, pub-

summary of our knowledge

foraging strategies of plant-visiting <

ecology of insects ectoparasitic

orj

call;

Questers worldwide nature tours
Depl NH: 257 Park Ave S.

10010 (212) 673-3120

1977),

is

Willii

a multivolumed, comprehi
of Chirc

mamn>

of Physical Oceanography, edited by Bruce A. Warren and Carl

the second largest order of

abundant.

over the world!

Wunsch (Cambridge: The MIT Press,
1981). One chapter, by Nick FonofoflT, up-

anatomical, physiological, behavior

i
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measurements of drifting surface bu s
the Gulf Stream. Finally, Capt. i
Lewis Parker explores the histo
wooden schooners in "The Operatic!
Management of the Great New Enii
Schooners 1870-1 900" (Ma/-mwej1( graphs and Reports, No. 5, publish!
the National Maritime Museum, Cj
wich, London SE10 9NF).

A

number of general books on pollination explain how it occurs underwater; these in-

Ofie of

|

.

March

liali.

Paris lu Peking

planes (such as water sur-

Sea grasses flower underwater, shedding
pollen that is borne from plant to plant by
waves. John Pettitt, Sophie Ducker, and
Bruce Knox explore the differences between the sea grass system of reproduction and that of land-based plants in "Submarine Pollination" (Scientific American.

Street

Stale

in

diniiK. Departs
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and move
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the theory of

which suggests that search efficiencies would be much greater for
aquatic spores that have large, long axes
search,

Marine Science, edited by All
Robinson (New York: Springer-Vi
1983), summarizes current knowledi
eddies, and includes some articles oij
Gulf Stream, such as Philip L. RJc|
son's "Gulf Stream Rings" and
Watts's "Gulf Stream Variability."
dies in

L. Valentine Worthington,

who

recently

number

of species and possibly

thin

assembles most of

thti

It

ticularly relevant to this issue's artj

J.W

Bradbury's "Social

bats

working on the North Atlantic, provides
an overview of its water-mass properties

lion

and other hydrographic data in On the
North Atlantic Circulation (Baltimore:
The Johns Hopkins University Press,
Oceanographic Studies No. 6, 1976). Ed-

"Dispersal of Seeds by Vertebrate

and Communication,"

in

volur^i

the series. See also Daniel H. J

in

Coevolution. edited by D.J.

(

Fu)'

and Montgomery Slatkin (Sundi

MA:

Sinauer Associates,

<•

OrMi

retired after spending about forty years

is

'

Inc.,
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ngest River Basin

r

1,

:

It

liina's delta country,

vtchafalaya's

inland

floodplain.

II:

of the River," by Douglas

ic

jeographic,- Augusl

Lee (A'ais about
^ssissippi River Delta area and the
p who
5t

1

of

the

desert equivalent

about the

Mississippi

River

recounts the history of the pre-

ofAldo Leopold's

'Sand County Almanac.'"
-James H. Brown, University of Arizona

Sonoran

983),

live there. It talks

ration

tiind

The

concentrates on

Desert Spring
John Alcock

Geographical Magazine, a
ur British publication, ran Eugene

isleltas.

this beautifully illustrated

book

a

and Edward Maltby's "Louisiana
h Wetland State" (February 1983),

celebration of the joy of observing desen

the importance of wet-

plants and animals over-the course of a

ni

c explains

i^o^ wildlife

and

fisheries resources

problems that have been created
iiian impact on the habitat. Rivers of
I

:

by Eberhard Czaya (New
Nostrand Reinhold, 1981), is a

irld.

'an

k

written,

3

accurate

scientifically

b'k that elucidates delta formation,
i lin

basins, river

d probably the
:he

J

I

the Mississippi
)oks;

i

''

most enjoymost famous book

Mississippi

Mark Twain's
(New York: Pen-

is

The University of

halftones

CHICAGO Press

color plates

9.95

,

^»

^L

SSOl Ellis A\eiiiic
Chicago IL 60637

1984). Particularly interest-

ght of this issue's article

riion

season. It splendidly evokes the bittersweet sadness of the wild and the lure of
a harsh and unfamiliar cn\ironment.
"Akcxk conveys a feeling for the //n';y f/z/'/yy of
the desert in the way that Edward Abbey does
for the imviimatefeatnres."-Bemd Heinrich,
author of/;; <; Patch ofFireweed

morphology, and

:rjch data. Finally, the

is

of his

boat

trip

is

Twain's

down

the

lalaya during a flood.
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bthors

n into

a

Mormon

family in Utah,

Oan Cox (page 36) interrupted his
graduate work at Brigham Young
rsily to

go on the traditional two-

lormon

mission. His mission took

Samoa where he learned some
Man dialects and found, as Dar)

ad

in

the Galapagos, "that the

inisms of nature

seem exposed."

raduate student in biology.
to

I

Samoa

to

do work on

y Since getting

his

Cox

re-

tropical

Ph.D. at Har-

botany, he has gone back to Sa-

1

id

to other locations in the

many

>:

South

times to study the local

'They are not very well known,"
;.

"Not many botanists work in the
have the advantage of

Pacific.

I

ng the languages.

And

the climate

derful." Cox's article in this issue

;econd he has written for

y
•,"

(see

"Sex

November

and
1983).

the

Natural
Single

"I usually go on one cruise a year to do
hydrographic sampling," says physical

graphic Institution, he earned a Ph.D.

oceanographer

physical oceanography from the Univer-

(page 42).

Philip

"On

Richardson

L.

the cruises

we launch

ciate scientist at

sity of

surface buoys, deep drifters, and current

is

Rhode

Woods Hole Oceano-

Island in

1

in

974. Richardson

also interested in the historical aspects

meter moorings." Richardson has been

of oceanography, and he likes to poke

studying the general circulation of the

around

more than a decade. The
cruises have taken him along the Gulf
Stream, the eastern Atlantic, and to the

to find old

Atlantic for

equatorial Atlantic. Currently an asso-

in

various libraries and archives

maps. In the course of these

excursions, Richardson discovered Ben-

jamin Franklin's original chart of the
Gulf Stream.

Theodore H. Fleming (page 52) be-

came

interested

while working

in

in

sonian Institution's

ama

fruit-eating

Panama on

bats

the Smith-

Mammals

of Pan-

Project in the late sixties. His early

work dealt with reproductive cycles and
food habits, but over the years he has be-

come

increasingly curious about

how

in-

dividual bats sustain themselves. Fleming

is

currently

summarizes

his

writing

a

book that

past ten years of re-

search at Santa Rosa National Park

in

Costa Rica. It focuses on the behavioral
ecology of the short-tailed fruit bat in
tropical dry forest

on

ecological

and the

bat's

succession.

three-year-old biology professor
porarily

working

at

Duke

impact

The

fortyis

tem-

University

while on leave from the University of

Miami. He spends

his spare

hours tend-

ing to his garden and helping his wife
raise

two children.
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To get

where she does her
Deegan (page 60) has
three hours from Baton Rouge
to the place

research, Linda A.
to drive

to

Morgan

City, Louisiana, then rent a

motorboat and
the

mouth of

pilot

it

another hour to

the Atchafalaya River.

Since her study

home

site

—which

be the

will

of the Mississippi River's next

—

so remote, she usually

camps

out there for a few days at a time.

Undue

delta

is

hardships? Deegan doesn't look at

way. "You just have to be

it

that

self-suffi-

you go down there
and forget something, you're sunk."
cient," she says. "If

Most

researchers

Louisiana

in

State

University's coastal ecology unit have

made

the

five years,

back and

same adjustment. For thirtydozens of them have shuttled

forth to the delta, in a series of

projects designed to cover

the

all

new ecosystem. Some

—

aspects of

are geomor-

"they're the ones who get to
new delta islands after themselves," Deegan says
others work on
vegetation or fish. Deegan, who has studphologists

name

the

ied habitat use

—

by the

the delta, will start this

fish

populations in

fall

as an assistant

professor at the University of Massachusetts,

NeiU

Amherst. Coauthor Christopher
is

a research associate with the

coastal ecology program. Neill special-

marshes, but his emphasis
on management. "We are trying to
reduce the environmental impact on the
marshes caused by the oil and gas indus-

he says. "Basically, we're

tries,"

for

ways

lod

been lost^
canals." Louij

to restore what's

dredging for

izes in coastal

result of

is

has the highest rate of land loss i{
nation,

and one reason, Neill points c
shown for wetll

the lack of concern

Working with another
photographer

—

in

this

profesi

case

a

"you get a lot more done," says
Bauer (page 94). He and Peggy Bai
stay rather busy. This year, for exa|
the Bauers have two books coming
Photographing Wild Texas (Univi
of Texas Press) and Emnn Bauer's
in Their World (Outdoor Life Be"
Now, they are on to a work about Ai(
The two of them worry less anci(
about magazine assignments, h
says, "because more and more eti
are taking pictures from stock hoi»
So, if they see something that «

promising, like the harbor seals thes
last

year on the California coast
it and assume it will pij
The Bauers were working

just shoot
later.

300- and 400-millimeter lenses

they photographed the harbor
this
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Anatomy of a Sting
A federal undercover operation may have shut down the black market
in falcons,

but not without ruffling some feathers

by Jim Robbins
On December
on the ground
tana, airport.

snow

17, 1982, light

Great

at the

Though

Falls,

lay

Mon-

the air was cold, the

sun, low in the winter sky, shone brightly.

Sometime that day, two young brothers
from West Germany carried several large
boxes across the tarmac and loaded them
onto a chartered Falcon jet. They climbed
aboard and

few minutes were airborne. Their destination was Washington,
D.C., and their illicit cargo was alive
three

in a

gyrfalcons,

by

prized

falconers

Fish and Wildlife
three-year

a

known

Service, as part

undercover

of

investigation

as Operation Falcon. In this inves-

government agents temporarily
entered the black market in raptors, staying in it long enough to find out the identities of the major nest robbers and their
customers, and the scope of the activity.
By June 1984, officials apparently felt
they had learned enough: 150 law-enforcement officers arrested 39 people and
tigation,

searched dozens more as the

first

phase of

throughout the world for their speed and

Operation Falcon ended. Marcus Ciesiel-

and three prairie
falconry. All had been

then

was arrested and pleaded guilty; his
older brother and Messouadene escaped.
The Arabian connection is only one part
of an international black market in birds
of prey. This market, the Fish and Wildlife Service and some defendants say,

twenty-two, turned over the boxes to a

reaches into exotic corners of the world

man named

Fran9ois Messouadene.

turn loaded

them

into the trunk of a black

limousine;

then

Messouadene and the
240 miles to Kennedy

and involves enormous sums of money.
Most birds were being bought and sold for
use by falconers, although some were

superb hunting

ability,

falcons, also used in

captured on the Montana

prairie.

Later, after landing at Dulles International

Marcus

Airport,

and

nineteen,

Lothar

birds were driven

International

Ciesielski,

Airport

Ciesielski,

law-enforcement

There,

New

in

then

He in

York.

officials

say,

ski

traded for breeding purposes.

Some

of the other major players

Messouadene purchased seven first-class
on Saudi Arabian Airlines presumably one for each bird and one for

claimed to

himself

raptors over a two-year period

—

tickets

—

for a flight to

Riyadh, the Saudi

All three

men

wildlife agents as

are described by federal

members of a worldwide

smuggling ring that deals

in birds

of prey.

The limousine driver later told investigators that Messouadene had boasted the
birds were going to members of the Saudi
Arabian royal family. The Saudis were reportedly paying up to $ 1 00,000 a piece for

healthy year-old gyrfalcons.
taking of those six falcons from the

wild, their sale to the Ciesielskis,

events of

December

1

7 were

all

and the

carefully

engineered and monitored by the U.S.

4

Canadian company
which
have sold $750,000 worth of
with

connected

a

called Birds of Prey International,

among others.
More than thirty Americans in

—

to the

Saudis,

capital.

The

who

surfaced during Operation Falcon were
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fourteen

were also arrested. Primarily individual falconers
most without previous
arrests
they either bought federally protected birds of prey from an undercover
informant or manipulated leg bands to
make it appear as if birds they had taken
illegally from the wild were actually bred
in captivity. Agents also claim that some
falconers were establishing bogus captivestates

—

—

breeding projects so they could

sell

of these "laundered" birds. While
gal to trap

some

some

it is le-

birds of prey for personal

use,

it is

against federal law to

buy

o'

birds caught in the wild or to tran;

them across

state lines. Birds bred in

can be legally traded.
At the center of Operation

tivity

John

Falci

federal

informant

Partlin,

a controversial figure whc

Jeffrey

three years played the role of an

ground dealer

in birds of prey.

uit

Won

with federal agents, McPartlin enf
falconers and traders to

buy highly p

,(

raptors that would have been diffici

not impossible, to come by legally. ^I
he had trapped or purchased hin;
During the course of the investigii

McPartlin made more than 1,000
and kept a daily log of his contacts
suspects, which now form the linchpj

i

the government's case.

But the government's techniques,
cially the

trapping of wild birds,

il

drawn the embittered fire of memb<
the North American Falconers Ass;i
tion (N AFA), some twenty of whom e
during

arrested

Spokesmen

Operation

Feo

for the organization claiill

government did more harm than

o

much more widespread

ii

creating a

market than existed before the opeii(
and hurting falcon populations morta
ously than individuals have ever u
And, as in the celebrated case of
DeLorean, they and others have critize
)1

the use of the sting as a law-enforce ei
tactic.

"They're

like

the

devil," z

Williston Shor, a publicist for the

member

lOI

falconers association. "Th£

fi

you to do something and thenhi
punish you for it. I'm ashamed to
was my government."
There are other critics of the inveii
tice

tion,

including officials of the Percri

Fund, an eminent raptor-breeding
based at Cornell University. But

f£ili]

d|
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George

taped conversations some defendants

Bruce Coleman,

Inc

named the Fund as a supplier of
Fund officials have ada-

peatedly
illegal

Schaller;

re-

birds.

mantly denied the allegations.
Operation Falcon has also received
high praise
from wildlife groups that believe widespread aerie robbing was having
a severe effect on rare and endangered
raptor populations. "Operation Falcon uncovered a substantial black market in
birds of prey," said Jim Leape, an attorney for the National Audubon Society. "It
revealed the need for much stricter regu-

—

lation of people

who

take these birds for

private use."

Whether Operation Falcon ultimately
benefited the species of birds involved
as crucial a question as

it is

is

difficult to an-

The total number of birds caught
and traded as part of the operation has not
been made public, and estimates are still
swer.

The $30,000 bird: Young gyrfalcons are prized by Saudi falconers.

partly guesswork. Officials knew, either
directly or indirectly, of

400

500 birds

to

national park, are worth

up

to $20,000,

up

$100 a

traded illegally during Operation Falcon,

while elk antlers can

but they believe that could have repre-

pound

sented as

The people dealing in these markets were
more efficient than previous generations

little

as 10 percent of the actual

trade.

of poachers,

which are caron a gloved hand. Leather straps

nized gangs.

ingly trained birds of prey,
ried

called jesses are attached to the bird's

and a hood

to

in the Oriental aphrodisiac

falconry uses painstak-

Traditionally,

sell for

and they operated

market.

in orga-

The man in a green uniform
with a badge, who patrolled forests and
fields,

could not begin to cope with these

currently surrounds certain kinds of birds,

and Wildlife
formed a Special Operations
branch to do undercover work.
When it was begun in 1981, Operation
Falcon was one of the largest and most
complex cases ever taken on by the new
wildlife unit. Donald Schmidt, a former
wildlife inspector, was appointed case
agent. He conducted the investigation
and, helped by others, oversaw Jeffrey

particularly long-winged gyrfalcons, be-

McPartlin's education

legs,

is

placed over

its

head.

When prey is spotted, either on the ground
or in the

air,

the legs are untethered, the

hood removed, and the bird sent heavenHistorically, raptors have often
symbolized a higher spiritual level. Today
ward.

birds of prey

more often seem

to stand for

elegance and unbridled freedom.

Middle East, a

In the

cult of prestige

in

cause they are big (weighing up to four

in sting

techniques.

McPartlin was no stranger

to falconry,

and a half pounds), fast flyers (possibly up
to 200 miles per hour when diving for
prey), and as arctic birds, very exotic.
One hundred to 150 nesting pairs of
peregrines remain in the continental
United States, while there are much
larger numbers in Canada. Rough guesses
peg the population of arctic gyrfalcons at

or even to

illicit

dealings in rare birds, hav-

ing been convicted in

1

972 of conspiring

California that you

"Maybe

in his letter.

w

I

will

come

to

:

'ii

months to visit
by this opportunity I would li
visit you in Montana and exchange in
experiences with falcons. I also have sn
interesting ideas and suggestions I \mI
fornia in the next

j

friends;

l

i

,

-

like to talk about."

McPartlin responded with a fridh.
and an invitation for Lothar to

rings. In response, the Fish

Service

Nevada and

experience with falcons," Ciesielski vd

letter

:i

Although agents knew little about k::
West German, he was their first intii
tional contact. The Fish and Wildlife e ;
vice did not know then what it clair

.

I

know now:

that the Ciesielski family

fi

ther Konrad, mother Dorothea, amJi

—

two boys, Marcus and Lothar ran o
the largest raptor smuggling operatic

'''

'»
(

i

j

the world.

Konrad

Ciesielski

overweight
bly

man

owns an

is

a short,

in his fifties,

slill

who

insulating business.

os

is

Lu

:
':

;:

'

smuggle two gray gyrfalcons out of the

told agents his father has several

is

country. Several years after the federal

nesses that he uses to hide income

J

i

misdemeanor conviction, McPartlin, motivated by what he says was a concern

falcon smuggling. Officials claim the

n

-

smug

it

about the increased trafficking in raptors,
became an unpaid informant for the gov-

who

4,000 to 5,000 birds, spread throughout

ernment. Heavyset, with thinning brown

Canada, Scandinavia, and the

Alaska, Canada, and Greenland.

hair

Operation Falcon

is

officially

only three

to

and a deep, authoritative

voice, the

39-year-old falconer turned informant was

consummate actor during Operation

ily

controls a network of falcon

take the birds from nests

all ovetl

world, including Iceland, the British

States.
to

The

in

ei

the Middle

1st

the

Falcon. His reputation for being able to

McPartlin also noted in his diarjte
Lothar complained that gyrfalcons

Fish and Wildlife Service began trying a

supply good birds spread throughout the

become "too

new

strategy for conserving rare animals.

small world of falconry. For three years he

were up

convinced dozens of people that he was an

years old, but the idea of a wildlife sting
dates back to the mid-1970s,

when

Officials realized then that they

a

more sophisticated breed of
American poacher, who looked upon
poaching as a business. The problem was

outlaw.

no longer a few people killing deer in the
off-season. Trophy bighorn sheep, for example, often taken out of season or from a

ceived a letter frorh a young

against

6

a
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After months of selling on a small scale
to falconers in the west,

McPartlin

re-

man named

Lothar Ciesielski, of Cologne, West Germany. "I heard from my falconer friends

^

Uie

Ciesielskis then peddle

wealthy falconers

le

;

;-

la

"He

valuable."

said that people will

now

coidt

murdering each other if they should
up simultaneously at a gyrfalcon a A
McPartlin wrote in an entry dated ni
iff

ary 25, 1984.

Lothar arrived in Great Falls on
ber 5, 1982. McPartlin, along with
cial agent,

;li

;
'

;ip<

met the young German a

u
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vited him to his home. All conversations,
which centered on the type and number of
birds McPartlin could provide, were recorded with a body recorder. In his diary
McPartlin said Lothar preferred passage
females. Passage birds are those on their
first migration south; they can fly and

hunt but are easier to train than older
birds. Lothar off'ered McPartlin $4,000 a

many

bring Marilyn

$5,000 to $8,000 apiece.

Most of these small-timers we
charged with felonies and allowed to pi

Luckman

needed to
partner, John Slaytor,

told McPartlin he

take the birds to his

After inspecting the birds,

in Ontario.

Slaytor offered McPartlin $10,000 plus a

peregrine falcon for the three gyrs.

October of 1983 Luckman

In

told

to

McPartlin that he and his confederates

meet his needs," McPartlin wrote.
There is a good deal of speculation,
given Lothar's age and involvement in a
global, jet-setting smuggling ring involv-

had amassed an impressive stock of raptors:
they had removed twenty-four
nestling gyrfalcons and fifteen baby peregrines from their nests. They also had
twelve eyass, or baby Finnish goshawks,
that Luckman had smuggled into Canada
from Finland.

"and says

bird

I

cannot trap too

ing perhaps millions of dollars, that he

may have been "puffing," or truth stretchduring the clandestine taping

ing,

sions

—

to

difficult

it's

know

Lothar even claimed that, through a
tive of a

rela-

former Mexican president, he had

a permit to take forty falcons out of
ico.

ses-

sure.

for

And

Mex-

he claimed to have trapped pere-

grine falcons in Texas,

smuggled them

to

Mexico, and shipped them from there, under the same permit.

Before the law-enforcement net would

be cast

in

June,

Marcus and Lothar

would make roughly half a
dozen trips to Great Falls to purchase
thirty-six gyrfalcons that McPartlin had
trapped. They also bought prairie falcons
and peregrine falcons. The price of the
venerated gyrs would eventually rise to
$7,000 each, and the Ciesielskis would do
more than $100,000 in business with the
informant. These birds were shipped primarily to customers in the Middle East, as
Ciesielski

well as to falconers in Europe.

During
tana, the

their repeated visits to

Mon-

young German brothers would
smug-

reveal a host of details about their

Monroe by and

female gyrfalcon could fetch $100,000.
He said his going purchase price was

McPartlin told Luckman he could
gyrfalcons

the

$7,000

for

sell

apiece;

askinjii

she can spend the night."

(

guilty to

misdemeanors

—such crimen

transporting protected birds across so
possession of an endangered specj
and manipulating federal raptor banci
lines,

The laundering of birds, or "coverij
them with paperwork to make them J
pear to be domestically bred,

is diffii

but not as complicated as actually bni
ing the birds. Raptors require very c

environments for mai]

fully controlled

and incubation, and the proper equipnui
is costly. Extra bands are easier to o\;
by: bands from birds that die can h(A
used or breeders can claim to have

more

ra;ci

birds than they actually did an(

Luckman brought eight of the birds to
Great Falls, and told McPartlin that he
had smuggled the birds into the United
States by driving his car under a fence at a
remote border crossing. On a subsequent
trip, he would crash his auto through a
barbed wire fence that marked the inter-

quest additional bands.

national boundary.

forcement procedure to arrest the

But Luckman's good fortune eventually
ran out. He was arrested by Canadian authorities in June, and pleaded guilty to two
felony counts and two misdemeanor
counts in U.S. District Court in Great
Falls on November 15,1 984. He was fined
$23,000. The plea was accepted by the
government in exchange for information
provided against
his
partner,
John
Slaytor. Hundreds of pages of information
provided by Luckman led to the arrests of

guys, usually the least efficient lawbnk

Canada

nineteen more people in

in late

February.

By February all

s r

fendants pleaded or were found guilt

But

expect the

officials don't

charges to end there.

It is

;

crinia

standard

lav:ii

and the easiest to apprehend, and ta
by offering leniency in exchange fo: co-

operation, gather evidence against th
reer criminal.

overs"

As

expect

officials

;a ^

a result of these 'i
a

perhaps third, wave of arrests of

:n

thir

l

:

forty suspects.

Meanwhile,

however,

the

Fish

in

Wildlife Service has

made

waves by directing

investigators to

its

other kin, c

''^

the prestigious Peregrine Fund, wic

and

releases captive peregrinda

cons into the wild in hopes they wi

The

establish a natural population.

that they have illegally purchased a large

the world's largest breeder of raptorsk

number

three breeding facilities

them

and used

to look like Easter eggs.

Lothar also

their diplomatic privileges to

spirit

eggs through U.S. Customs in a vinyl cos-

Through a Washington

metics case.

have quietly denied the accusations, saying the whole plot sounds like "bird feath-

Although McPartlin himself trapped
most of the birds sold to the Ciesielskis, he
also bought several gyrs from Birds of
Prey International (BPI), which specialized in smuggling birds stolen from nests
in Northwest Canada. Most of the birds
sold by this company went to an overseas
market, allegedly including, once again,
the royal family of Saudi Arabia.
Glen Luckman, a dapper young Canadian with an Errol Flynn mustache, was
McPartlin's

May of

1983

initial

contact with BPI. In

Luckman

visited

McPartlin

the

birds

They have

ers."

to

the

Middle East?
attorney,

they

not responded to specific

charges and did not return phone

calls.

Aside from the international conspirmost of those caught in the domestic

ators,

end of Operation Falcon
tively small operators.

to date are rela-

They

are primarily

devout falconers who fly the birds for
and who were apparently unable to

sport

resist the lure

of falconry's most dramatic

—

peregrine falcons and gyrfalcons,
two species almost impossible to obtain lebirds

gally.

Many

of

those

arrested

said

University in Ithaca,

—one

New

::

n

reaction been to two independent claims

recounted how his girlfriend had carried

;,,

ir

mother had once smuggled raptor
eggs out of the United States by painting

of rare and endangered falcons

:,

-

second,

gling operation. For example, Lothar said
that his

,-.

tli

ers

raises

What about the Saudis? What has their

of the court cases

ming from Operation Falcon had le
concluded, and all except two of thcle,

.;

-.

Pak

:.

at Ccie

York, o

i

:

Boise, Idaho, at the recently establne

World Center

.;.

for Birds of Prey, aj ^p

Santa Cruz, California. Brelei
three locations have aliad
raised several hundred birds and relst
third in
at

:

these

them

into the wild.

As

;
>:

a result, pererit

falcons are nesting again in
City, Baltimore,

,

New

and other parts

'oi

c

tit

east, as well as in places in the west-roi

-:

which they had disappeared.
on
Investigative
reports

*'
L"Ji!

Ciesielski indicate that he repeated

a

cused the Peregrine Fund of selling

in

illegally,

a charge investigators

ously. In a letter to

of

the

Peregrine

toolsei

Thomas Cade,
Fund,

:-

;

di:cl(

Harrisc

-V

i

:.;^
'

Great Falls. After viewing three gyrfalcons McPartlin had for sale, Luckman
told him he could sell the birds in Arabia
for $25,000 to $30,000 each, while a white
in

8
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McPartlin repeatedly called them with

of-

fers for birds, often repeatedly lowering

the price

if

they refused.

As one Texas

TordofT, former president of the Av<

can Ornithologist's Union, describe

tl

'

.,
"

at-

torney said, "It's like having someone

inspection of a raptor-breeding

owned

by a friend. In addition to

f;ili

tJ

i
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spection,

Tordoff said, federal wildlife

agents interrogated the breeder.
can't

"I

recall

word

it

word,"

for

Tordoff said of the questioning, "but the
gist

was that allegations had been made by

unnamed persons

against the Peregrine

Fund, and therefore federal agents had a
duty to investigate them." Among the
points raised during questioning was the

'

But the Audubon Society doesn't agree.
According to Audubon Society spokesman Amos Eno, 400 to 500 birds were sold
illegally during the three years of Operation Falcon. Only 40 to 50 of these were removed from the wild by McPartlin. "I
think the service's use of the birds was

ment's undercover informant, McPartl

conservative," says Eno.

salary, as long as possible.

Agents say that during the entire course

number

had befriended

them

their clients

into wrongdoing.

and then

They made

1

a gn

deal of McPartlin's criminal record. Th
also

accused McPartlin of luring as ma

web

people as possible into his
hold on to his job, and

in order

$2,200 a mor

its

The jury's decision was a confusing o;
Moore was acquitted, the jury foreman

charge that the Fund had taken eggs and
young of wild peregrines, had been selling

of the investigation, the total

peregrine falcons trapped or stolen from

ported,

birds to falconers in the

Middle East, Europe, and the United States, and had been

United States for Operation Falcon was between 10 and 20.

Loessberg was acquitted because of a la
of evidence. Doyle, however, was fou

rewarding large donors to the Fund with

With 100

guilty.

falcons for their personal use.

west, those

Tom Cade

believes the

government has

of

nests in the western

to

mate the

150 pairs of peregrines

in the

numbers alone may not

species.

deci-

The impact, however,

because

"We

felt

was

he

entrappi

he walked into

Dan

eyes wide open," said

it

with

Whitfield,

l

jury foreman.

The undercover

unreasonably damaged the Fund's reputa-

according to William Burnham, vice-pres-

tion in the small circle of falcon breeders

ident of the Peregrine Fund,

by asking virtually all of those arrested
whether they knew about illegal activities

the

World Center for Birds of Prey in
Boise, and a leading expert on western per-

morning hours of June 29, 1984. In mc
rooms around the country, more than 1

by the Fund. "It leads the person who

egrine populations, could be serious.

law-enforcement

depends on where they were removed from," Burnham said. "We've
found quite a few birds in Arizona and

bust.

is

being interrogated to believe that the Per-

Fund engaged in illegal
Cade said. "They stem from
made about us from German
egrine

activities,"

allegations
traffickers.

They're complete fabrications. [The Fish

and Wildlife Service] found nothing because there is nothing to find. We've been
under investigation for ten years. How
long does an investigation have to go on
before there's any evidence of wrongdoing?" In at least two cases, Cade said, he
was denied funding because the Fund was
"under suspicion." The government has
refused to comment on this aspect of Operation Falcon because it is "an ongoing

manager of

"It

Utah

that are reproducing fairly well.

It's

would have a dramatic
impact in these areas. On the other hand if
you take the birds from Montana or Colodifficult to

rado

it

say

could

if it

harm

the species. If you're

dealing with an endangered species and

remove ten

to

twenty birds

it's

certainly

had masterminded most of the smuggl
in the United States, was indicted, but
was home in West Germany at the tir
facing wildlife charges unrelated to Of

Marcus Ciesielski was noi
had been convinced by ^

ation Falcon.

government officials, most
peregrines taken from the wild during Operation Falcon came from Arizona and

lucky; he

some more

Utah.

gary, Alberta, the night before the w

According

to

Partlin to travel to

gional

which had

NAFA.

"Instead of

packets of dope or bundles of money, they

twenty members arrested, a resplendent

used a precious wild resource."

black eye and confirmed a public percep-

But Justice Department attorneys argue that sting tactics are a legitimate lawenforcement tool. Christopher Nuechterlein, who has prosecuted several Operation Falcon cases for the government, says
a defendant can win on an entrapment
plea only if he can prove he was intimidated into doing something he wouldn't
otherwise have done. "The government
provided an opportunity," he says. "It did
not overpower their free will."
In November the entrapment argument was put to the test during the trial of
three men from the Dallas area arrested
during Operation Falcon: Dr. Greg
Moore, a veterinarian, and Dr. James E.
Doyle, a plastic surgeon, who were
charged with buying and transporting peregrine falcons, an endangered species, and
Burt Loessberg, charged with conspiracy

have fought

tion that falconers

that they care

little

for years

for preservation of the

species but are primarily interested in

owning

birds.

NAFA

fears the

arrests

may bring a revocation of the 1983
them

regula-

buy and

sell

In fact, shortly after the arrests, the

Na-

tions that allowed

to

captive raptors.

tional

Audubon

Society and the National

Wildlife Federation petitioned Secretary
of the Interior William Clark to review the
regulations, with an eye toward disallow-

ing sales of birds bred in captivity. Both

groups opposed the regulations when they
were first proposed. However, Shor points
out

that

McPartlin

falconers
in several

attempted
times

—

to

turn

evidence, he

contends, that falconers keep their

own

groomed. He also claims that
McPartlin, by trapping thirty-six gyrfal-

ranks
cons,

10

damaged a

wild resource.
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to violate federal wildlife laws. Five de-

fense attorneys claimed that the govern-

to pick

arrived in C

W

Service sent a chartered plane

branch, in letters and press releases. Oper-

director of

He

rants were to expire, so the Fish and

Canada to bring

con.

Montana

gyrfalcons.

"They entrapped people," said Ralph
Rogers of Winifred, Montana, who is a re-

NAFA,

t

But there were several large holes in

cusations against the Special Operations

ation Falcon has given

for

tightening dragnet. Lothar Ciesielski, w

life

ers association, has fired off a litany of ac-

gathered

At precisely the same time, in groi
of six, seven, and eight, they descended
the falconers and breeders, aimed guns
their heads, and handcuffed them.

constant complaints about Operation Fal-

Williston Shor, publicist for the falcon-

officers

in the ea

not going to do the population any good."

Entrapment has been one of the most

investigation."

portion of Operat:

Falcon drew to a conclusion

the youngest Ciesielsk

the United States. After spending

months

in

jail

awaiting

t

Mar

trial.

pleaded guilty to three misdemeanors,
was fined $10,000 and allowed to Ic
the country. In addition to Lothar,

c

missed Francois Messouadei
extremely difficult to measure

cials also
It's

impact of an investigation

like

Operat

Falcon on the bird populations

was

it

tended to protect. The Fish and Wild
Service may have shut off the black n
ket,

both by arresting some of the

pals

and by demonstrating that

prii

wild

crimes are being taken seriously. But
with drug trading, the operation

may s

ply have forced illegal activity further

derground

—

•

driving the prices higher!'

making the rewards of selling a wild
con, or owning one, seem all the m
worth the trouble.

become

Its

clearer in the

true effect will

c

months ahead.

Jim Robbins, a freelance

writer basei^
'

Montana, writes about
Rocky Mountain region for the ^'
York Times and other publications.
Helena,

a

.
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This View of Lil

Here Goes Nothing
"But when nothing becomes something, the inherent power of evolution,
normally an exquisitely conservative force, can break forth"

by Stephen Jay Gould
Goliath paid the highest of

prices to

all

most elementary of all lessons
thou shalt not judge intrinsic quality by
learn the

When

external appearance.

the giant

first

saw David, "he disdained him; for he was
but a youth, and ruddy, and of a fair
contenance" (1 Sam. 17: 42). Saul had
been similarly unimpressed when David
presented himself as an opponent for Goliath and savior of Israel. Saul doubted out
loud: "for thou art but a youth, and he a
man of war from his youth" (1 Sam. 17:
33). But David persuaded Saul by telling
him that actions speak louder than appearances
for David, as a young shepherd, had rescued a lamb from a predacious lion: "I went out after him, and
smote him, and delivered it out of his
mouth" (1 Sam. 17: 35).

—

This old tale presents a double-entendre
to introduce this column. It serves
a preface to

ous insight deceptively clothed

pearance

first

as

my opening story about a fam-

—and second

in

drab ap-

as a quirky lead to

the body of this essay, a tale of animals
that really do deliver from their mouths:

Rheobatrachus
that swallows

silus.

its

an Australian frog
broods

fertilized eggs,

its stomach, and gives birth to
young frogs through its mouth.
Henry Walter Bates landed at Para
(now Belem), Brazil, near the mouth of

tadpoles in

the

Amazon,

in

1848.

fred Russel Wallace,

He

arrived with Al-

who had suggested

the trip to tropical jungles, arguing that a
direct study of nature at her richest

might

elucidate the origin of species and also

provide

many

fine

Wallace returned

to

specimens
England in

for
1

sale.

852, but

Bates remained for eleven years, collecting nearly 8,000
sects)

new

species (mostly in-

and exploring the

entire

valley.

12
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Amazon

In 1863, Bates published his two-vol-

ume

classic,

perhaps the greatest work of

nineteenth-century

natural

and

history

The Naturalist on the River Amahad hid-

travel.

—

icry

for this butterfly

is

vice-king, to the ruler, or

the surrogate

monarch,

itse

Darwin delighted in Bates's discov
because he viewed mimicry as such a

zons. But two years earlier, Bates

demonstration

most exciting discovery in a technical paper with a disarmingly pedestrian
title: "Contributions to an Insect Fauna of

Creationism, Darwin consistently argi

den

the

his

Amazon

Valley,"

published in the

Transactions of the Linnaean Society.
The reviewer of Bates's paper {Natural

History

Reviews.

1863,

219-24)

pp.

lauded Bates's insight but lamented the
ill-chosen label:

and somewhat

"we

"From

its

unpretending

indefinite title,"

fear [that Bates's work]

looked

in

he wrote,

may

be over-

the ever-flowing rush of scien-

The reviewer

therefore

sought to rescue Bates from his

own mod-

tific

esty

literature."

by providing a

bit of publicity for the

had suflficient
good send-ofl". The
reviewer was Charles Darwin, and he
added a section on Bates's insight to the

discovery. Fortunately, he

oomph

to give Bates a

of the Origin of Species.
Bates had discovered and correctly ex-

last edition

plained the major style of protective

mim-

mimicry (as
we still call it today), uncommon and tasty
animals (the mimics) gain protection by
evolving uncanny resemblance to abundant and foul-tasting creatures (the modicry in animals. In Batesian

els)

The

that predators learn to avoid.

viceroy butterfly

is

a dead ringer for the

monarch, which, as a caterpillar, consumes enough noxious poisons from its favored plant foods to sicken any untutored
bird. (Vomiting birds have become a cliche of natural history
flicted,

The

Once

af-

twice shy, as the old saying goes.

tale

many

films.

may

be more than twice

told,

but

cognoscenti do not realize that the

viceroy's

name memorializes

its

mim-

of

evolution

act

in

cannot be disproved directly becaus
claims to explain everything. Creation

becomes impervious

to test and, theref(

must

useless to science. Evolutionists

j

ceed by showing that any creationist
planation becomes a reductio

dum

by twists of

illogic

ad

abs^

and spen

pleading required to preserve the

ide;

God's unalterable will in the face of ^
dence for historical change.
In his review of Bates's paper, Darjo

emphasizes that creationists must exp
the precision of duplicity by mimics
simple act of divine construction

—

i

i

i

"tjy

were thus clothed from the hour of tl.r
creation," he writes. Such a claim, Dara
then argues, is even worse than wrong
cause

it

stymies science by providing a

possible test for truth or falsity

argument "made

at the

an effectual bar to

all

—

it

is'ii

expense of putt?
further inquii

Darwin then presents his reductio ad
surdum, showing that any fair-mind
person must view mimicry as a produc
I

historical change.

Creationists
tion

had made a central

between true species, or

dist:

entities

ated by God, and mere varieties, or

•

<

pi

•

ucts of small changes permitted withiJ

created type (breeds of dogs or

strain:!

wheat, for example). But Bates had shd
that some mimics are true species and
(

ers only varieties of species that lack

metic features
the model.

in regions not inhabitedii

Would God have created sc!

mimics from the dust of the earth

but-

lowed others to reach their precisioni

V.
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reduces
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Send
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I

I
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I
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I

in

reductions

in

pollution. In
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t
;

limited natural selection within the con-

more reamimicking species

fines of a created type? Is

sonable to propose that

began as

varieties

much worse

not

and then evolved

become separate

ther to

shown

it

had

for creationists: Bates

some mimicking

that

fur-

And

entities?

species re-

lier

act of courtship

—

the incessant croak-

from the mouth

and attracts feyoung may fill the

the

ing that defines territory

males.

Up

to fifteen

pouch, puffing out

along the father's

all

and compressing
organs above. G.B. Howes ended

ventral (lower) surface

the vital

his classical

account of

this curious life

six living tadpoles" (fro

published

description

original

Corben, Ingram, and M.J. Tyler
ence, vol. 186, 1974, p. 946).

young

ing

in its throat

pouch. Eighte(

style {Proceedings

scratch to resemble another form that

further pair

mimicry became a source of de-

thropomorphism. Previous students of
Rhinoderma, he noted, had supposed that
the male does not feed while carrying his
young. But Howes dissected a brooding
male and found its stomach full of beetles
and flies and its large intestine clogged
with "excreta like that of a normal individual." He concluded, with an almost palpa-

Darwin,

also presented a seri-

ble sigh of relief, "that this extraordinary

They then

We may easily grasp the nehistorical account. We may

paternal instinct does not lead up to that

ceived their biggest surprise.

self-abnegation" postulated by previous

no vocal sac.

authors.

large, thin-walled, dilated

evolved (in strictly limited fashion) to

God may work

current state?

ways, his wonders to perform

—but would

he really so tax our credulity? The
explanation makes so

cal

its

in strange

histori-

much more

sense.

But

if

light for

ous problem.
cessity for a

it

how the system works once all
its elements develop, but why does this
process of mimicry ever begin? What
understand

starts

it off,

Why,

in

of

ity

and what propels

forward?

Darwin's words, "to the perplexnaturalists,

scended

it

has

nature

conde-

any butterfly mimic,

space with

many

po-

pathways especially since we can
scarcely imagine that a
or 2 percent resemblance to a model provides much, if
any, advantage for a mimic. This old dilemma in evolutionary theory even has a
1

in the

jargon of

my

profession

—

the

problem of the "incipient stages of useful
structures." Darwin had a good answer for
mimicry, and I will return to it after a long
story about frogs
this

— the

lian scientists discovered a
tal

same

Rheobatrachus silus, a small aquatic
frog living under stones or in rock pools of
shallow streams and rills in a small area of
southeast Queensland, was first discovered and described in 1973. Later that
year, C.J. Corben and G.J. Ingram of
Brisbane attempted to transfer a specimen from one aquarium to another. To
their astonishment,

lateral

Darwin established to
the dilemma of incipient stages.

We remember

reward

Darwin's Beagle voyage

appropriately
wini.

Most

brought enormous scien-

—among them

a Chilean frog

named Rhinoderma dar-

own way. but many

to

make

"rose to the surface

body muscles, propulsively ejected

The annual index for
Natural Histgri, Volume 93
(January through December 1984)

may

be obtained by sending

a legal-sized, self-addressed,

stamped envelope

to:

INDEX
N,4TURAL HISTORY
The .-Vmerican Museum of Natural

History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New

York, N.Y. 10024

species have evolved

range of these adaptations extols nature's
unity in diversity.

males ingest the fertilized eggs and brood them in the large
throat pouches usually reserved for an ear-
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utes a further five juveniles were ejected

obvious

dissected the parent and

It

home

The

frog

was a female with "a
stomach"

ve

—

of the next generation.

Natural birth had not yet been
served in Rheobatrachus. All young
either

i

hi

emerged unobserved or been

c
h;

voi

ited forth as a violent reaction after ha

The

first

young had greeted the oi

development clearly proceeds all the w,
to froghood in the mother's stomach,
later births demonstrated).

ond observation

mode

s(

also failed to resolve

t

of natural birth. In January 1978

pregnant female was shipped express

a

from Brisbane to Adelaide for c
servation. But the poor frog was
yes,y
guessed it "delayed" by an industr
dispute. The mother, still hanging on,
rived surrounded by twenty-one de
young; a twenty-second frog remained
freight

—

—

her stomach upon dissection. Finally,
1979, K.R.

McDonald and D.B.

Carl

A

limited

number

of indexes for

Natural Histori Volumes
,

finally

—and

recorded.

the great eve

The

first

fema

up for photography, fn
trated all hopes by vomiting six juveni
"at great speed, flying upwards ... for
proximately one meter ... a substant
distance relative to the body size of the
male." But the second mother obliged.
her twenty-seven offspring, two appear
carefully set

i

gently and, apparently, voluntarily. T

their

various styles of parental care, and the

In R. darwini.

mo

than two seconds. Over the next few mi

males to Adelaide

frogs lay their eggs in water

and then allow the tadpoles

whi

parent,

eight juveniles in the space of no

was

mals that he discovered or studied: the fossil Toxodon and the giant Galapagos tortoises. But many small creatures, though
less celebrated,

the

successfully transported two pregnant

primarily for the big and spectacular ani-

14

it

of the water and, after compression of the

central subject of

principle that

resolve

But

goose.

grasped, "ejected by propulsive vomitii

Art then frustrated nature, and a

time.

essay and another illustration of the

same

tific

form of paren-

care that must preclude feeding, for

golden

side world prematurely as tadpoles (sin

blance already well established, but what

name

1973, two Austra-

night. At that point, they decided (as tl
euphemism goes) to "sacrifice" the

dling.

natural selection might perfect a resem-

—

November

parent; two days later,
emerged unobserved in tl
its

stomachs and then give birth through
their mouths. And we can scarcely imagine that a single organ acts as a nurturing
uterus and a site of acid digestion at the

Why does a mimic converge upon one particular model? We can understand how-

tential

her ways. In

ming beside

these frogs brood their young in their

Amazon valley, shares
many potential models.

begins the process along one of

But nature consistently frustrates our
attempts to read intrinsic solicitude into

they found a young frog swir

later,

More

rich faunas of the
its

]

days

in the

to the tricks of the stage?"

specifically:

ety of London,

initial

assumed, from their knowledge of Rhin
derma, that their brooder was a male rea

semble models that are only varieties.
Would God have created a mimic from

of the Zoological Soci888) with a charming an-

They

t:

Sc

in

78-92

(January 1969 through December 1983)
are also available.

They may be obtained by
writing to the above address.

"partially emerged from the v
shook her head, opened her mouth a

mother
ter,

two babies actively struggled out." T
photo of a fully formed baby frog, resti
on its parent's tongue before birth, has
ready become a classic of natural histc
This second female, about two incl
long,

Her

weighed 11.62 grams after bir
children weighed 7.

twenty-six

grams, or 66 percent of her weight vvith(
them. An admirable effort indeed'

_
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The male

Rheobatrachus inspired great excitement among Australian scientists, and re-

miles north of the range of R. silus. This

nearly to her head.

slightly larger version (up to three inches

search groups in Adelaide and Brisbane

in length)

have been studying

two baby frogs inhabited the stomach of a
pregnant female.
When discussed as a disembodied oddity (the problem with traditional, narra-

where they velop under the skin of her back for fiv£
six weeks before emerging as late-st;:

with

all

this frog intensively,

work admirably summarized and

discussed in a volume edited by M.J. Ty-

The Gastric Brooding Frog, Croom
Helm, London and Canberra, 1983).
Rarely has such extensive and coordiler

(

nated information been presented on a
natural oddity, and

we

are grateful to

is

also a gastric brooder; twenty-

tive writing in natural history),

may pique our interest but not our

trachus

Placed into a proper context

intellect.

among

—

Rheoba-

other objects of nature's diver-

approach"

"comparative

the

these Australian scientists for bringing to-

sity

gether their work in such a useful way.

characteristic of evolutionary biology

This volume also presents enough detail

bodies a message of great theoretical

to give nonscientists a feel for the actual

terest.

procedures of research, warts and

stands alone.

(an

Rheobatrachus.

own

appropriate metaphor for the subject).

lows

Glen Ingram's article on natural history,
for example, enumerates all the day-today dilemmas that technical papers rarely

stomach

No

in

one

i

tadpoles.

another

In

in-

sense,

other vertebrate swal-

Australian

frog,

A.\

males develop pouches
their undersides, opening near their h
legs but extending forward to the fr;i,

darlingtoni,

legs

:

article by G.J. Ingram
and C.J. Corben, Herpetolo,
31, 1975, pp. 425-29). Females

(see

Anstis,
vol.

among

eggs

their

Rheobatrachus em-

gastric brooding in

(usually lacking in technical publications)

all

so

places fer-

ized eggs in her pouch,

leaves.

When

t

hatch, the male places himself in the
die of the

mass and

either coats hi

with jelly from the spawn

or,

perhaps,,

cretes a slippery substance himself,

mention: slippery bodies that elude cap-

its mouth. But in another
Rheobatrachus represents just one
solution to a common problem among

emerging tadpoles then perform like|
other amphibian: they move in an
gainly fashion by bending their bo(
head toward tail, and then springing si
ways and forward. In this inefficient

ture; simple difficulties in seeing a small,

frogs.

ner,

shy frog that

chus frustrates tradition by regenerating
its clipped toes, and Ingram could not re-

To this, we
must add the usually unacknowledged
bane of all natural history: boredom. You
don't see your animals most of the time; so
you wait and wait and wait (not always
pleasant on the boggy banks of a stream in
identify his original captures).

fertilized eggs, converts its

into a

brood pouch, and gives

birth through
sense,

In his review of parental care,

lives in inaccessible places

(Ingram learned to identify Rheobatrachus by the characteristic ripples made by
its jump into water); rain, fog, and dampness; and regeneration that frustrates
identification (ecologists must recognize
individual animals in order to monitor size
and movement of populations by mark-recapture techniques. Amphibians and reptiles are traditionally marked by distinctive patterns of toe clipping, a painless and
unobtrusive procedure. But Rheobatra-

its

McDiarmid argues that frogs
array

greatest

display "the

reproductive

of

R.W.

modes

any vertebrates" (see his article
in G.M. Burghardt and M. Bekoff", The
Development of Behavior, New York,
Gariand Press, 1978). Much inconclusive
found

in

speculation has been devoted to reasons
for the frequent

tion of

and independent evolu-

brooding (and other forms of pa-

rental care) in frogs

—

a profound depar-

from the usual amphibian
habit of laying eggs in water and permitting the young to pass their early lives as
unattended aquatic tadpoles. Several authors have suggested the following common denominator: in many habitats, and
ture, after all,

they migrate over the slippery bod;

their father

der

tempted

and enter the brood pouch
(I
am aim

own steam.

their

to

given

say,

Austral

the

venue, that these creatures have been

boldened to perform

in

such unfrogl:

ways by watching too many surround
marsupials, for the kangaroo's unde
oped, almost larval joey also must end:
a slow and tortuous crawl to the parei
pouch!)
In a kind of intermediate

frogs brood their

young

mode,

sc;

internally but

structures already available for other

•

f

have already discussed Rhiderma, the vocal-pouch brooder of CI
poses.

I

Evolution seizes

its

male vocal pouch

is

opportunities,

roomy and

availa

for a variety of reasons, life as a free-swim-

in a context of strong pressure for brc

ming tadpole may become

ing, some lineage will eventually O'
come the behavioral and structural ob

inviting

to

sufficiently un-

impose strong evolutionary

Somehow, though, such

pressure for bypassing this stage and un-

cles to grasp this

plagues seem appropriate enough, given

dergoing "direct development" from egg

eggs of R. darwini develop for twei

rainy season).

the subject. Frogs, after

all,

among

stand

to

completed

frog.

Brooding

is

an excel-

i

i-

ready

possibility,

three days before the tadpoles hatch,

i

bring forth frogs abundantly, which shall

pouch, and the bad old world need not be

twenty days, tadpoles grow win
eggs exposed to the external environm
But tadpoles then begin to move, and

go up and come into thine house, and into
thy bedchambers, and upon thy bed
and into thine ovens, and into thy

faced directly before froghood.

behavior apparently triggers a respc

the ten Mosaic originals: "I will smite

thy borders with frogs:

.

.

And the

river shall

.

kneading troughs" (Exod.

The

biblical author of

fortunately,

not

8:

Rheobatrachus

Exodus was, unRheobatra-

silus has

Not

a single

been seen

natural habitat since 1979.

summers and

2-3).

describing

chus, a rare animal indeed.

A series of dry

—and

five

years

since tadpole

life

may

be spent

in a

brood

In any case, brooding has evolved often

and in an astonishing variety of
modes. As a minimal encumbrance and
in frogs,

modification,

some

frogs simply attach

eggs to their exteriors. Males of

Kam-

merer's downfall, the midwife toad Alytes
obstetricans,
their legs

At
some

wrap

strings of eggs

and carry them

about

in tow.

the

first

-

'

through their father's mouth as perfe
formed little froglets. In the related
cies R. rufum, muscular activity be||;

the other extreme of modification,

after eight days within the egg,

frogs have evolved special brood

keep the tadpoles

(see article

living in shallow sections of

hundred

near the rear and an internal extension

ex-

was discovered

fast-flowing streams, about five
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in

<

from the male parent. He then takes
advanced eggs into his vocal pouch. T)
hatch there three days later and rent
for fifty-two days until the end of m
morphosis, when the young emtt

dorean frog from Andean valleys, develops a pouch on her back, with an opening

vitellinus,

January 1984,

strategy for direct development

much

its

Fortunately, a second species,

named R.

lent

pouches in unconventional places. The female Gastrotheca riobambae, an Ecua-

of no sitings must raise fears about
tinction.

in its

late rains has restricted the

range of this aquatic frog
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all

them,

and

m!'

in their vocal sacs[

shorter periods, finally expel
still

in

the tadpole stage, into

by K. Busse, Copeia,

1

w"^

97(

395).

In this context, Rheobatrachus

is

.
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an oddity than a fulfillment. Stomachs

water that had been

oping Rheobatrachus embryos to

the

only

other

large

internal

pouch with an egress of sufficient size.
Some lineage of frogs was bound to cotton
on to this possibility. But stomachs present
a special problem not faced by vocal sacs
or novel pouches of special construction
and we now encounter the key dilemma
that will bring us back to mimicry in butterflies and the evolutionary problem of
incipient stages. Stomachs are already doing something else
and that something is
profoundly inimical to the care and protection of fragile young. Stomachs secrete
acid and digest food
and eggs and tadpoles are, as they say down under, mighty
good tucker (food).
In short, to turn a stomach into a brood
pouch, something must turn off the secretion of hydrochloric acid and suppress the
passage of eggs into the intestine. At a
minimum, the brooding mother cannot
eat during the weeks that she carries
young in her stomach. This inhibition may
arise automatically and present no special
problem. Stomachs contain "stretch receptors" that tell an organism when to
stop eating by imposing a feeling of satiety
as the mechanical consequence of a full

—

fa-

Lanka) Tourist Board

Fifth Ave, X.V.N'.Y. 1001"

(212 ) 935-0.=(69

Please send your packet of travel brochures.

.Name

stomach.
.\ddress

Citv
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Zip_

A

batch of swallowed eggs

will

"Good

fish get dull

fun," say

but sex

theMehinaku, a Brazilian
Cregor shows, this

forest tribe. But,

claim

is

not

strictly

accurate.

"Fine ethnographic research and clear
exposition .... Freud taught us that for
human beings, Eros always seems to
deliver his favors with a dollop of

The Mehinaku teach us how
true this remains even in the remote

University of Chicago Press

turns

and

discovered gastric

in Rheobatrachus, that suppresstomach function formed the crux

periment) and kept

showed that

too rare to

s;v

females for such ari

this

it

mucosa

function normally to secrete stomacl"
ids

and that well-known chemical

tors will suppress the secretion.

in!,,

They n

demonstrated that water in contact
Rheobatrachus tadpoles suppresses
mucosa, while water in contact with

il

d

poles of other species has no effect
nally,

they succeeded

suppressor from the water

cal

i

chn

in isolating a

—pna

glandin E2. (The prostaglandins are

1

monelike substances, named

for their 1

discovery as secretions of the

human ]i

tate gland

—though they form throug

the body and serve

Thus, we

may

many

functions.)

minr
and the problem of incipient stages. I
that some readers have been botherej
finally return to

is

an apparent dilemma of

The eggs

versed causality.

illogic anc:

of

Rheoba

chus must contain the prostaglandin

It's

But

in a

world

not of created perfection

—

.

-

such a system arise? The ancestoK
Rheobatrachus must have been cois
tional frogs, laying eggs for external d

"the intact amphibian stomach

vation)

for brooding."

the changes in-

duced by brooding
the stomach.
tory
acid)

mucosa

in the architecture of

They found
(the

regresses

lining

while

that the secre-

—and

the fortuitous present

prostaglandin suppressed digestion,

permitted the eggs to develop

in

mother's stomach.

The key word

is fortuitous.

One

c;

that produces

seriously believe that ancestral egg

musculature

lively evolved prostaglandin because,

the

strengthens, thus converting the stomach

knew

and chemically inert pouch.
Moreover, these changes are not "preparatory"
that is, they do not occur be-

mother would swallow them and
would need some inhibitor of gastr
cretion. The eggs must have cont

fore a female swallows her eggs. Probably,

prostaglandin for another reason or

then, something in the eggs or tadpoles

particular reason at

into a strong

—

own

that, million of years in the futi

all

(perhaps

jus'

struction

byproduct of developnii
Prostaglandin provided a lucky brealj

their

respect to the later evolution of

de-

and make a congenial place of
new home. The Australian research-

suppresses acid secretion in the stom-

ach

—and

they

have

apparently

suc-

metabolic

brooding

—

momf

itously available at the right

sine

qua non evolved

for other reasorii

ceeded.

pressed into service to initiate a

O'Brien and D. Shearman, in a series
of ingenious experiments, concentrated

tionary direction.

P.

g,

a historical precondition

Darwin proposed the same

new

^

explari

^

•

(

1

be an alien environment

;,

i

)

They began by studying

•
[

hovi

not with the foresight of evolutionary

likely to

-.

1

hostile environment.

—

b(

know that eggs coiii
their own protection

nice to

a substance for

tory

•

a

an

eggs (presumably taking them for

is

'

alive in vitro. 7

isolated

of their problem. "Clearly." they wrote,

ers then set out to find the substance that
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itself is

many adult

brooding

when they

themselves acts to suppress their
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{Rheobatrachus

mucosa (sei
Bufo mar.t

sion of

anxiety.

reaches of the Xingu River. "-Robert A.
Paul, New York Times Book Review

ing surface) of the toad

opment. At some point, a female Rha
trachus must have swallowed its fertic

realized,

always

dissected out the gastric

fice so

'

the mothers. 7

pouch.

Tyler and his colleagues immediately

is

in

lows the stomach to serve as an inert

the passage of eggs into the intestine?

THOMAS GREGOR

stomach function

But this fact scarcely solves our problem for why doesn't the mother simply
secrete her usual acid, digest the eggs, and
off the secretion of hydrochloric acid

The Sexual Lives of
an Amazonian People

a chemical substance that might suppj

further eating.

What

j.

tesiit

suppresses secretion of gastric acid

relieve her feeling of satiety?

PLEASURES

with de

in contact

surely set off this reaction and suppress

—

ANXIOUS

,,

provide

—

reservoirs constructed in the
4thCentur)'B.C.,

«

(

-

1.

—
—

jral

solution to the old

i:

mimicry and as a
problem of incnt stages. Mimicry works splendidly
completed system, but what gets the

1

.ess

started along one potential path-

the initiation of

fi

i<

;j

among many? Darwin argued

,v

that a

must begin with a
11 and fortuitous resemblance to its
ricl. Without this leg up for initiation,
process of improvement to mimetic
cction cannot begin. But once an acci,al, initial resemblance provides some
licking butterfly

I

il

I

II

li

edge, natural selection can improve

It

I

from imperfect beginnings.

hfit

Darwin

hus,

arose

s

V

among

pleasure
al-

more prone

forms. This tendency to vary

,c

ic

li

i

is

wrote, that ancestral

group

V protected

normally an exquisitely conservative
can break forth. Or, as Reginald

tion,

force,

Bunthorne

way

proclaims

in

Gilbert

Sullivan's Patience (which evolution

and
must

to extinction.

have before

But a few quirky new directions may
become seeds of major innovations and

too mighty far, has burst the bonds of
art

protoamphibian that crawled out of
pond has long been a favorite source of

evolutionary cartoon humor.

The

—and here we

"Nature

for restraint

are."

The
Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

first
its

all else):

ogy,

captions

and the

history

of science

at

Harvard

University.

some

in

mimics "ac-

member

of another

in a sufficient

degree

3

ford

1

uven the basis for the subsequent ac-

slight protection, this hav-

the

of

I'ition

ce." Ancestral

nble a model

most perfect resemmimics happened to

in

some

slight

degree

evolutionary process could begin.

n the
'}

alli-

necessary to suppose,"

imtly resembled a

I

its

"see ya later as

been "here goes nothing." It doesn't happen often, but when nothing becomes
something, the inherent power of evolu-

—

trachus, probably already well on

— from

must

resemblance to models

initial

cases. "It

) ivin

I.

are endless

gator" to "because the weather's better
out here." But my favorite has always

precondition that establishes fortu-

)i

o:

butterflies

female Rheobatrachus swallowed

fertilized eggs,

than others that never evolve mi-

iry

>

II

with

noted

A

and a striking new behavior and mode of brooding arose at once
by virtue of a chemical fortuitously
present in eggs and by the automatic action of stretch receptors in the stomach.
Such minimal changes are pregnant with
possibilities. Most probably lead nowhere
beyond a few oddballs as with Rheobaits

floods of diversity in life's history.

demonstration that mimicry

^.s's

tors.

eggs of Rheobatrachus happened to

'Cain a prostaglandin that inhibited gas-

—

and their mother's stomDccame a temporary home, not an en-

:

secretion

c

of destruction.

it

'ew evolutionary directions must have

quirky beginnings based on the fortu-

'J'

presence of structures and possibil-

'•

c\'olved for other reasons.

I'

re,

1

as in

human

nare actively

for

the

utterly

3 itial.

stage can one imagine?

no

)i

-iChs

0

frogs)

ei-

brood

Many

young

fishes

in

their

— while only males possess throat

hes,

but only female Rheobatrachus

-< Js in its

vay

t

unex-

quantum jump in evolutionary
As Tyler argues, what interme-

u or, a

i;

all, in

Gastric brooding must be an

:d.

;

After

invention, one cannot

you spend more than an hour

If

at a time

you need Tlrinovid

:

a
y

1

s

I

down

Only

in the story of Rheobatramodel for the introduction of creand new directions in evolution (not

I

growing bigger or smaller,
or milder, by the everyday action

tale of

camera

lural selection).

irwin

•'

argued

Such new

directions,

in resolving the

cipient stages,

must be

problem
by

initiated

iTiitous prerequisites, thus
!.ni'

s

imparting a
y and unpredictable character to the
"\
of life. These new directions may

minimal changes

—

.0

c

ortuitous prerequisites are already

'c

nt,

though not so

Only

since
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stand face to face again
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THE NATIONAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY
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ure a work of art
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Price: $17.50 per sculpture.
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set

per subscriber.
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1861-1865.
States.

The War Between

A conflict

that

the American soul.

still

And

the

touches
so,

it

is

in lasting tribute to the heroes

of both North and South, that
The National Historical Society,

founded

in Gettysburg,

now

—a

new

a|

original portrait sculpture, crea

dedi-

cates the Civil War Chess Set.
Once again, the armies of the

CIVIL

WAR

CHESS SET

exclusively for The Natio
Historical Society by the wo:
famous artists and engravers

The Franklin Mint.
Each chessman is hand-cast
fine pewter, then set on a sol
brass base, richly enameled
Union Blue or Confederate Gn
Some are shown standing, so|
kneeling, some mounted on
horseback. Look closely

i

i

at

General Stu-

Blue and Gray stand face to face.
The Kings: Ulysses S. Grant for
the Union. Robert E. Lee for
the Confederacy. Bishops and
Knights: Sherman, Meade, Custer, Sheridan ... Jackson, Stuart,
Beauregard, Wheeler. Even the
Pawns the Union's relentless
Iron Brigade facing Jackson's
famed Stonewall Brigade.

—

A roll call of glory.
A towering achievement in marvelous miniatures. And each fig-

A dramatic

collection

of authentic portrait sculptures in miniature
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t,

a Confederate Knight

— his
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accompanying Subscription Ap-
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plication by July 31. Then, you
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"Jeb" Stuart
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two sculptured chessevery other month; but you
will be billed for only one chessman at a time just $17.50 per
month. The playing board will be
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And you will even be given the
opportunity to complete your set
earlier
though you will be under
will receive

men

again.

Mote, too, the etched strength in
c's

face
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.

.

—
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d astonishing. American heroes
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\nd just as The National Hisical Society Civil War Chess
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1
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ished field, with a specially
ed case to house all 32 chessn. And both are provided at no
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Authenticity and specially

c
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\

itten reference folders.
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a possession to evoke

from all who see it.
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-

—
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family endless pleasure through
A chess set eminently
worthy of being passed on down
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acquisition plan
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only by direct subscription. There
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Alpine
^ Garden,
.

New
Hampshire
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

When

he stood atop

Mount Washington,

New

Hampshire's

PT.

Barnum

re-

marked, "This is the second greatest show
on earth." Highest of the eleven peaks
that make up the Presidential Range,
Mount Washington lies in the heart of

White Mountain National Forest. The
6,288-foot summit extends well above the
region's tree line, and bleak tundra covers
nearly eight square miles of the surrounding

Here, one thousand feet

territory.

down and east of the mountaintop, is a natural area known as the Alpine Garden.
Two-thirds of the garden's 110 kinds of
flowering plants are alpine species whose

major range

is

far to the north.

Many

more comLabrador, Newfoundland, and arthe Arctic. Alpine azalea, moss

plant species that live here are

mon

in

eas in

mountain heath, alpine bearand two eyebrights range from
Newfoundland and the mountains of Quebec south only to the Presidential Range.
Alpine bluet grows just on the islands of
Saint Pierre and Miquelon and on Mount

cassiope,
berry,

Washington.

There are three ways

to

reach

Mount

Washington's summit and the adjacent
Alpine Garden. For the nostalgic, a cog
railroad

makes

the climb to the top in sev-

enty minutes, as

it

has since 1869.

eight-mile automobile

more
is

circuitous route.

to hike

anist,

I

toll

The

one of the several

prefer the last

The

road takes a
third

trails.

way to go
As a bot-

method because

it

affords a close look at a variety of habitats

en route.
It

was a

crisp

and sunny

late

June morn-

23

—
Joe LeMonnier

when I hiked away from Pinkham
Notch toward Tuckerman Ravine, on the
eastern flank of Mount Washington. But
ing

at

about 4,800

the ravine forest

feet, I left

and came out

where sharp
wind nearly took my
breath away, and a heavy, wet fog hovered
above me. I felt as if I had been translocated into the Arctic, and the types of
plants around me contributed to the illusion. I had broken into the krummholz
"crooked wood," in German that zone
of gnarled dwarf trees a few hundred feet
below the treeless tundra. Because of the
fierce climate, which reduces the rate of
photosynthesis, black spruces and balsam
firs are only a few feet tall, despite their
considerable age. Frigid and furious winds
prune away all branches of these hardy
plants that protrude above the layer of
into the open,

gusts of bone-chilling

—

winter snow.

At about 5,100 feet, I passed the last of
krummholz plants, and the solemn-

the

looking, rock-strewn slope of the Alpine

Garden lay ahead. The garden surface has
been shaped by frost through the centuries. Permanent moisture and fluctuating
low temperatures have created the subsurface

soil

known

as permafrost,

remained frozen

Above

for

thousands of years.

the permafrost

saturated

soil

which has

is

ally

In places, thawing, satu-

creeps downslope over bedrock

known

as solifluction), eventu-

forming very low, undulating ridges

called solifluction terraces.

Garden contend
The mean annual

Plants in the Alpine

with bitter conditions.

hour recorded

in 1934.

Clouds block out

form of wet fog, especially
on the western slopes. Winter snow piles
up an average 195 inches; during the winter of 1957-58, 344 inches fell on Mount
Washington.
The plants that have adapted to life in
the tundra make the most of the natural
features. Something as seemingly un-

posited in rings and polygons, sometimes

(a process

Forest Supervisor

at

and

the ground. Sometimes the rocks are de-

soil

48 degrees. The winds surpass
100 miles per hour every month of the
year, with a world high of 231 miles per

month

the sun about 75 percent of the time,

thaws, heaving rocks and pebbles out of

rated

Alpine Garden

a layer of water-

that repeatedly freezes

in small piles.

temperature on the tundra is only 27 degrees Fahrenheit, with July the warmest

mostly

visitor

information write:

White Mountain National Forest
719 Main Street
Laconia, New Hampshire 03246
(603) 524-6450

in the

important as the lee side of a rock

may

give just enough protection for a seedling
to

For

grow

into a

mature

plant.

The
•B

,

nearly

'V>>-'-

imperceptible ridge of a
race

solifluction]

may provide the right exposure

ti

sun for seeds to germinate and dew

Snowbanks built up by the freezing, h!
cane-force winds insulate the parti
plants that otherwise

would perish

the winter. Natural springs from

dij|

higj

on Mount Washington flow out acrosi
Alpine Garden in clear, cold stream:
fering the bordering plants the water
need to complete their life cycle d
the short growing season.
Most plants on Mount Washingtoi
perennials, with taproots that pene
more than a foot into the soil. Beq
they

have a stable root system,

needn't perpetuate themselves every

^^^

by flowering and forming

fruit

and

plant need only form a few

mm

.•

replenish

its

new

lea

supply of stored food

Since the growing season in the
lasts more than one

Garden seldom

dred days, plants begin their
early

as

possible.

The

life cy(

three-ti

cinquefoil, for example, begins to

as soon as the temperature climbs
freezing.

The

flower buds in such

S]

are formed during the previous seasoj

kept safely protected by surroundi:

Diapensid'grows in dense

24
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If the conditions are especially har|

tufts.
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sues over the winter.
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need luxurious conditions to perform.
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of transmissions and engines. A larger, more luxurious
interior. And a new aerodynamic exterior. Now isn't this
luxury car sounding more and more like a necessity?
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Inexpensive. And built to stay that way.

most
and often they
are plastered against the ground. While
most willows are upright trees or shrubs,
the Alpine Garden's bearberry willow
grows in dense mats only two inches high.
Other plants, like the diminutive moss
campion, have branches tightly woven
into a rounded cushion that surrounds a
deep taproot. At the center of the cushion,
where the branches and leaves are densely

To avoid the

intensity of the wind,

alpine plants are very short,

.1^^

^'^'^

.„v>'

warmer than
the surrounding environment. The

packed, the temperature
in

threat of desiccation

is

also minimized, be-

like a

normal willow

feet.

Another curious

tort,

forms several pale pink flowers,

none of the flowers

set seed. Instead,

grow

into

pollination

new
and

The range
sets the

of

fertilization.

some of

its

alpine sped

Alpine Garden apart from simf

habitats elsewhere in

one time

scientists

New

England,

White Mountain
when they ranged southward in

vance of continental glaciation. In

marched

past at lower elevati'

also

flora.

less likely to

patches of sphagnum, or peat moss, as
anthocyanin, a reddish blue pigment. Anhelping to

keep plant tissues warm.
Although at first the Alpine Garden appears uniform, discrete plant communities
can be recognized. On most of the slopes
that grade down to the level terraces,
clumps of alpine rush are surrounded by
lower,

compact growth of mountain cran-

berry and bog bilberry, two heaths with
pink bell-shaped flowers and small, leathery leaves.

By

late

July,

the mountain

cranberry forms bright red acidic berries,
while the bilberry bears sweet, black

fruit.

Other plants in this community include
the mountain sandwort, whose bright

^;^v:^

white flowers enliven the landscape. The

v^^;;^^:^^>.t^^^^

sandwort's penchant for growing along the

edges of
C'^^AC^)

fog

trails

somewhat

makes hiking

in the

dense

easier.

and on the lee
dwarf shrub heath

In shallow depressions,
^

,sC^

,A0^

(s^*-^

side of rock piles, a

,\<-'

community often

5^^!^
.K^'
^^^.^^V°
.t'rs.S^^Vo

sweet

blueberry, Labrador tea, and the alpine

bearberry, as well as the mountain cran-

..o6

.qA'

berry and bog bilberry, form dense mats
as

.^l\\

Low

develops.

.V.

s^^.:ai^^'-

much as twelve inches deep. Within the

boundaries of rock polygons, solid masses
of diapensia often grow so densely that

they prevent other flowering plants from

^glhal

becoming

established.

Diapensia

cushion plant that resembles
the heath family except for

is

members

its

a
of

flowers.

The streams that radiate across the Alpine Garden are lined with dark green
bands of vegetation. The streamsides are
the most interesting"of the plant communi/"^e

Adrenture Company

ties

because they contain a diversity of

species.
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One

is

the

tea-leaved

willow,

i

Mount Washington and adjad
peaks became areas of refuge as the
view,

be
shredded by the strong winds. Occasional

^0•\\.5^>\,v^

i

thought that ar

well as a few other plants, are colored by

vq*

>

plants without benefit

ciers

light,

t

dropping to the ground, the bulblets

their maintenance. Plants with grasslike

thocyanin absorbs rays of

1

velop below the base of the flowers. Al

plants reached the

prominent members of the alpine

t

plant, the alpine

balls of plant tissue, called bulblets,

gion

Their slender leaves are

mir

having a stature of no more than

rounded form.
Small, compact leaves, like those of the
moss cassiope, are common in alpine species because they require less energy for

and rushes, are

in

ture,

cause the wind tends to blow over the

leaves, such as sedges

%

is

which looks

Pale laurel is an alpine heath.

ever, glacial

till

has been discovered

he mountain summits, showing that
too were

covered over.

Biologists

ulate that the arctic plants found a ha-

AN UNBEGRUDGING CONTRIBUTION FROM
ENGLAND TO AMERICAS FOURTH OF JULY.

and migrated into the
began to recede.
only able to stay about two hours

farther south

as the glaciers
A'as

the Alpine Garden beweather was nearly unbearable.

ly first visit to

e the
I

subsequent

trip,

however, the fog

gone and the winds were moderate.

MOW was

spectacular.

It

must have

on such a day that PT.
1

atop

Barnum

Mount Washington.

'
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''
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is Land" highlights the biological
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A rocky outcrop protects a clump ofsky pilotsfrom high alpine winds.
Frank

J.

Staub
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The Smell
As a

little

of Success
Rocky Mountains

wildflower in the

it

sometimes pays

discovered,

make yourself unattractive

to

by Candace Galen
For poets, the sweet fragrances of flowhave long served as symbols of purity

ers

and happiness. Perfume manufacturers
have more worldly interests; they have
created a lucrative industry built on the
recognition that fragrances are powerful
attractants. Evolutionary ecologists, too,

have been inspired by

seem

which

floral scents,

to so neatly serve the interests of

both plants and their pollinators.

But do

floral

scents simply signal the

presence of pollen or nectar to foraging

and bees? In many flowering plants,
answer appears to be yes. Some

birds

the

—

—

plants
the blueberry, for example
produce scented compounds in the nectar itself, where they may actually be perceived
as flavoring by the bees that pollinate the
flowers.

nators
the

But the scent that attracts

may emanate from

Furthermore, other

flower entirely.

floral

polli-

another part of

smells appear to play no role in at-

tracting potential pollinators. Why would
any plant evolve such a seemingly useless
and chemically costly trait? Clearly, the

more compliglance, and

role of floral fragrance

is

cated than

first

this

is

it

appears at

where the evolutionary ecologist

can make a contribution.

snow cover of alpine

In late June, the

Colorado begins

to recede,

exposing a car-

pet of cushion plants, forbs, willows,
grasses.

The

and

stature of these plants, like

the twisted forms of the bristlecone pines

only a few steps below,

testifies to

the pres-

ence of constant, often buffeting winds.
Here, on the slopes of the Rockies, grows

an unusual

member

Polemonium

sky pilot because
rises like a

of the phlox family:

viscosiini. Better
its

known

as

dense flower cluster

periscope above the alpine tun-

dra, this wildflower

is

a particularly inter-

from the point of view of floral
fragrance: some sky pilot flowers produce

esting one

a sweet smell; others are distinctly skunky.

Occasionally flowers of a single plant have
both scents, but usually the skunk) smell

masks the sweet one.
The two scents of sky pilot flowers possess some markedly dilTerenl chemical
characteristics.

Interestingly,

they

are

produced at ditferent sites within the
flower. As an evolutionary ecologist, I was
curious to know what forces led to the exis-

also

29

Below: The fragrance of a sweet-scented sky pilot emanates from deep within the cen
of each violet blue flower The odor of skunky flowers comes from sticky hairs on the"
small green leaves encircling each blossom. The green leaves enclosing flower buds
may also have a skunky smell. Right: Unlike bumblebees which arefaithful to om
flower species flies are fickle and inefficient pollinators. Thefly on this alpine aven
blossom may be depositing pollen picked up on a sky pilot.

—

—

tence of the two scent variants, or morphs.

and

in this species,

I

spent five

summers of

fieldwork in central Colorado tr\ing to
find out.

my initial

To
ple

met

I

in

surprise,

many

the course of

of the peo-

my

research

spoke

of

morph

of the sky pilot but were not famil-

iar

with the skunky

encounters

with the sweet one. Similarh; leafing

through herbarium sheets at Colorado
State University and the University of

Colorado

at Boulder.

I

ports of floral scent in

nearly

all

found several

alluded to skunkiness. Yet both

commonly occur

variants

re-

viscosum. and

P.

extensive

together,

and

stands of plants with sweet-

scented flowers grow on the tundra near

Independence Pass and next to Rocky
Mountain National Park's well-traveled
Trail Ridge Road.
I soon began to understand the reason
for the common perception that sky pilot
always smells skunky. In my study area
west of the town of Fairplay on Pennsylva-

nia Mountain, I found that plants with
skunky-scented flowers were most abundant at more accessible, lower sites in the

krummholz
trees

(the area of stunted,

dwarfed

found at timberline). whereas those

with sweet-scented flowers were increasingly

common

at higher elevations,

on the

slopes of the upper tundra. Thus, hikers

who

take time to smell the flowers are

likely to

encounter the unpleasant morph

and since the two variants look identical, they probably avoid sampling sky pilot higher up on the trail.
first,

suspect that botanists also tend to

I

record unusual features, such as skunkv
scent, while accepting with little fanfare
the sweet fragrances that flowers are as-

sumed
the

to have.

I.

too,

sweet-smelling

Kevan

—then

might have missed

sky

pilots

if

Peter

at the University of Colo-

rado at Colorado Springs and now at the
University of Guelph in Ontario
had not

—

introduced

me

to flowers of

Each sky

pilot plant usually bears eight

to twelve tightly

packed

flowers,

polli-

both scents on
my first tour of Pennsylvania Mountain.
Later, reading through my sun-bleached

nated by insects. Flowers consist of a fused

copy of William Weber's

side

Rocky Mountain

flora,

field
I

guide to the

was pleased

to

ring of small, green sepals encircling a fun-

nel-shaped corolla of violet blue petals. Inis

a whorl of five bright orange, pol-

len-bearing anthers.

The ovary

sits

upon

find

much

attention paid to floral varia-

the base of the corolla, on a disk of tissue

tion,

including a description of scent dif-

that secretes nectar. In a sweet-scented

ferences in

30

P.

viscosum.
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flower, fragrance

emanates from

this

area

Kent and Oonna Oannen

from the plant's perspective, some

more

are

sect's

beneficial than others.

size,

— the

diff"erence.

lot's

stigma

tip

sticks out slightly

—

The sky

beyond the center

A gap of about

millimeters separates

it

anthers.

pi-

sticky, pollen-receiving

of the corolla opening.

bearing

in-

and behavior may

posture,

make an important

visitors

The

five

from the pollen-

Pollen-gathering

flies

that alight on the flowers are small

and

can feed on the anthers without brushing
against the stigma; thus they remove pol-

seldom deposit any.

len but
fickle;

they are as apt to

Flies are also

move onto

neigh-

boring cinquefoil or avens flowers as to go

from blossom to blossom of P. viscosum.
In such a case, the sky pilot pollen may be
lost

before reaching

In contrast,
large, burly

its

destination.

bumblebees, especially the

queens of Bombus kirbyeUiis,

are well suited to transfering pollen

sky pilot plants.

among

A bumblebee queen prob-

ing the nectary at the base of the corolla

receives a dusting of pollen on her face

and thorax. And unlike
bumblebees are faithful

flies,

to

individual

one species,

and, at least within single foraging

trips,

sample more than one kind of
flower. A foraging queen may carry hundreds of P. viscosum pollen grains at any
time. As she moves systematically from
rarely

flower to flower, she

may

leave ten to

fifty

grains on the stigma of each flower visited.

nd

how

these two fragrances func-

nceded to look beyond chemistry.

ii

a clearer picture,

I

I

decided to study

haracterislics of the various insects
led to llowers of
\'ery

1

\\cr-visiting insects

features as form, color, texture,

cent.

\o

1

A

spot appropriate plants

'

iilarU'

attractive flowers

the bee's visit by receiving more
and ultimately producing more via-

.1111

,

I

:,

pi

'

,

cds than those with rejected flowers.

f ise
cd

,1
(I'

!;;

;

seed production, which botanists
set. is

(the

ing),

an intrinsic part of a plant's

more seeds, the more potential
bees and other pollinators may

are not beneficial at

all,

however. These,

in

the words of nineteenth-century naturalist

have the same

eflTects

on

Aubrey Kerner, are "unbidden

guests,"

causing pollination. Ants are notorious for

insects that visit flowers are a diverse

Bumblebees,
flies, anthomyiid
lot.

solitary

bees,

syrphid

this

kind of behavior. In Colorado, the

common

Fomiica

neoru-

muscid flies, and
commonly found on flowers of

fiharbus gelida, depends on flower nectar

viscosum. Yet their feeding activities at

as a major source of food. In 1979 and

P.

ben-

insects

well.

of the wildflower's insect visitors

The

dis-

may

the

Some

typically stealing nectar or pollen without

from a

ants with desirable flowers

;

all

ants are

from close

traits in

Bumblebees serve the host plant

a plant's reproductive fitness, however.

use

but depend on fragrance to identify

1

ex-

they

plants they service.

may

bee, for example,

By

preferences,

floral

shape the evolution of flower

Not

depends on their
on the basis

their

ercising

each scent.

general sense, the livelihood of

n distinguishing flowers

B:h

act as agents of natural selection.

these

all

flies,

flowers differ markedly.

Bumble-

bees and ants imbibe nectar, syrphid

and

flies

and
pollen, and shorter-tongued anthomyiid
and muscid flies collect only pollen. Exsolitary bees gather both nectar

cept for ants,

some
other,

all

of these insects carry

pollen grains from one plant to an-

and since sky

outcrossing to set

pilot requires

full

such

seed, a visit from

any of these insects can be valuable. But

1981,
plants

alpine

ant,

more than a fourth of the sky pilot
examined had been parasitized by
I

these nectar-stealing ants. In their eflorts
to reach the nectar-producing disks, the

damage

ants

the ovaries and sever the.

slender styles at the base, causing

them

to

drop from the flowers. Accordingly, seed
set in
I

this

ant-damaged flowers

found that

I

is

could prevent

negligible.

damage

of

kind by coating the plant stems with

31
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rings of Tanglefoot, a sticky substance

looked in greater detail at the insects

that foresters use to iceep insects

ing the sky pilot in the

from

at-

visit-

krummholz and

late

June,

when thousands of willow

kins are also flowering. Attracted to

le

tundra environments.

tiny droplets of nectar glistening on

le

Whether walking through the stubby
growth of the krummholz or on the open

willow flowers, bumblebees only occasi-

tundra slopes,

ing sky pilot. In this area, sky pilot app-rs

dates, to keep ants

vania

summer hikers on PennsylMountain may hear the low-pitched

to

tissues,

buzzing of active bumblebees, notice flies
basking on sun-warmed blossoms, and
pause to brush ants off" of their wool socks.
Looking more closely following bees on

tacking tree wounds.
plants of tropical

Knowing

that

some

and temperate areas

have developed elaborate barriers, ranging from thickened bracts to sticky exu-

from their inner floral
wondered if all P. viscosum
plants were equally susceptible to ants or
if some had developed natural TanglefootI

like barriers. In particular,

I

wondered

if

—

the unusual scent variation found in this
species might be related to such a barrier.

veal slight

To answer

ments.

sweet-

32

this

and

and other questions about

skunky-scented
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flowers,

I

—

example will redifferences in the two environ-

their foraging trips, for

In the

ally visit

any other type of

depend

pilot

blooms

in

flies

and

solitary

i-

H

for pollination. Interestingly, howeveif

plants are surrounded by cages that

r-

mit the smaller insects to enter butielude bumblebees, their seed set drop .0

about half that of uncaged neighbors.

?•

parently, close to half the seeds prodi'd

by flowers

krummholz, sky

largely on

flowers, inc

in the

krummholz

only a few bumblebee

visits,

result

f.T

attestinW

Keni and Donna Dannen

Rocky Mountains, a single field may contain hath sweet- and sk unky-

Left: In the

scented sky pilots. At lower elevations, skunky-scented plants are more common,
leading many hikers to the misperception that the species always has an unpleasant
smell. Below: Like the hikers,

bumblebees avoid skunky sky pilots. Consequently, such

plants are more often visited by pollen-gathering insects, such as this fly. These insects
are often so small that they may feed on the orange anthers without depositing any

pollen on the sticky white stigma just Jive millimeters away.

low altitudes. While the

pilots at relatively

alpine ant tolerates cold better than any

other ant in Colorado and has been found
at 14,100 feet,

lower down,

in

it

is

much more abundant

the subalpine.

vania Mountain, ants are
ers of

P.

just over

On

Pennsyl-

common

in flow-

viscosum from the krummholz
1

1

to

,800 feet on the eastern slopes,

and about four plants in ten have flowers
damaged by ant visits. At sites above
2,800 feet, near the summit, only about
one plant in ten has damaged flowers.
Thus, both the number of insects and
the proportion of sweet to skunky sky pilots on Pennsylvania Mountain vary to
1

some extent with

elevation. Plants with

sweet-scented flowers are most

likely to

flowers received about the

same number
Only the

of visits from these pollinators.

anthomyiid and muscid

flies,

the least

adept of available pollinators, showed any
preferences, visiting skunky flowers twice
as often as expected.

On

somewhat

different

Conversely, plants with skunky-scented

sweet-scented flowers were twice as com-

a tenfold decrease in seed produc-

flowers dominate in the krummhol/,
where they are more likely to be damaged
by ants and where pollination is often
effected by flies and solitary bees. When

mon

s in

viscosum.

Few willows grow on the tundra, and
t| bumblebee queens gather nectar alnsl exclusively from P. viscosum, at
K;t early in July, when the species is in
b m^ at high elevations. Flies on the tun-

fi

appeared equally

frequent sweet- or skunky-scented blossoms, with the result that the two kinds of

even more dramatic on

is

P.

lii.

d,

solitary bees

tundra. There, similar screening re-

he situation

ei

I

watched flies, solitary
bees, and bumblebees in flight, keeping
track of each kind of insect in the environment where it was most common and recording the number of times that each forager chose sweet- or skunky-flowered
plants. In the krummholz, most flies and
I

pattern emerged. At the elevation where

as pollinators of

l^ s

s;

common

summers spent on Pennsyl-

vania Mountain,

on the tundra, where bumblebee pollination is the rule, and at least on the upper
slopes, ants rarely parasitize blossoms.

remarkable effectiveness of bumble-

I

several of the

prefer to feed on the flat yellow flowof the alpine avens

and so have

little ef-

on the seed set of the sky pilot plants

g.vving there.

Ants, like

flies,

I

discovered this pattern,

I

thought

it

sug-

gested a relationship between the abun-

dance of different kinds of flower visitors
and the success of the two floral morphs.
But to predict the form that this relationship might take,
needed to learn the inI

are most

common on sky

sects' scent preferences. Therefore,

during

my

the tundra, a

observations were made, plants with
as those with

skunky ones. \et bum-

blebees chose sweet plants more than six

times as often as their skunky neighbors.
Since both variants secrete about the

same amount of nectar. was surprised to
find bumblebees actualh' avoiding plants
with skunky flowers and visiting, instead,
more distant, sweet-smelling flower heads.
I

Perhaps the skunky scent confuses or repels the bees. .Mlernatively. sweet scent

might guide them

to the nectary,

reducing

33
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Sky pilot shares its alpine environment with many other kinds ofwildflowers.
including alpine sunflower chimingbell. yellow paintbrush, avens, and cinquefoil.
Kent and Donna Dannen

the time spent locating and removing nec-

each flower.

tar in

of

\'isits

If so. the energetic costs

would be
skunky ones. Finding

to sweet-scented flowers

lower than

visits to

the right answer requires asking

more

questions and studying the bees" foraging

behavior

pursue

in

more

detail, a

course

I

hope

to

Regardless of which

in the future.

rule bees follow in rejecting skunky-flow-

ered plants, however, their preference

is

and it is likely to have important
consequences for the relative success of
the two floral morphs on the tundra, where
clear,

bumblebees account

90 percent of the

for

pollination that plants receive.

My

next query concerned

the

ants"

mM

scent preferences. During 1979 and 1981,
I

monitored ant activity

in

the

krummholz

keeping track of an exclusive trade-

b_\"

mark

of ant parasitism: flowers with miss-

ing styles. In both years,

more than

half

the plants with sweet-scented flowers in

my

census area had some of their blos-

soms damaged
neighboring

of

was much

ants. Floral parasitism

b_\

skunk\"-flowered

common. Ants,

less

plants

like their

distant relatives the bumblebees, prefer

A

the sweet morph.

simple experiment

Flowers

Mountain.

Pennsylvania

neighboring plants were

ceived only natural pollination.

pected

age
for

in

minimal and bumblebees account
most of the pollination, naturally polli-

stems of sweet-flowered plants crawl up-

about one and a half times as

ward over the sepals

as

flowers.

Placed on skunky-flowered plants, most
ants get as far as the bases of the sepals

and then retreat down the stems. Evidently, they are repelled by the viscous
skunky substance coating the sepal hairs.
Moreover, as I found when I conducted
further experiments, skunky scent alone

w hy does
depending on the
environment, the benefit that comes from
avoiding flower parasites may outweigh
If

skunkiness

is

so unpopular,

persist? In essence,

that of attracting the best pollinators.
results of

two additional

field

The

experiments

provided further support for the idea that

predominance

the

plants in the

of

skunky-scented

krummholz and

scented ones on the tundra
in part, to the

sweet-scented

their

contained

flowers

skunky-scented

many

seeds

counterparts.

However, regardless of scent, all the flowers that received extra hand pollination
produced large numbers of seeds. Accordingly,

on the high tundra, skunky-flowered

plants appear to be at a disadvantage, but
it is

not due to any intrinsic inability to set

seeds

—they

are simply less attractive to

the all-important bumblebees.

can invoke retreat.

it

ex-

is

nated

open

As

an environment where ant dam-

suggested why. Ants placed gently on
into the

on

alone and re-

left

is

of sweet-

due. at least

changing balance of bum-

Farther

down

krummholz.

I

the

In some
morphs had equal seed set

the krummholz.

of ants, but in others, plants with sku
flowers continued to set

mountain

in

the

ered and skunky-flowered plants. Later.

I

harvested the dry fruit capsules of these as
as other,

unprotected neighboring

Counting the seeds.
ants had little eff"ect on seed

I

found that

set of plants

with skunky-scented flowers. In contrast,
protecting

sweet-flowered

seeds,

haps the pollinating activity of

flies

i

trinsic physiological diff"erences bet\J

the two

morphs

—may come

into

determining morph abundance in
elevations. Still, the experiment

Ic

clearly that under conditions in which
floral

well,

morphs might otherwise do

damage from

cause the seed

likely to

ered plants to

fall

eqii

nectar-stealing an
set of sweet-l

well below that oft

skunk) -flowered neighbors. In those

(

ronments. ants act as agents of natural

painted Tanglefoot around

plants.

more

results suggest that other factors-

lection, favoring the persistence of skij

sky

plants

more

than doubled their seed production.

pilots.

Pennsylvania Mountain

the stems of randomly chosen sweet-flow-

well

locations,
in the absej

is

certainH

the only spot where the availability
linators

and flower parasites

the sky pilot

is

of]

varies,!

unlikely to be the

flower in which a sweet scent somet|

proves to be a

liability.

differences within or

Seen

among

in this

1

plant spt

such flower features as chemistry,
and even form might be better evalu
in

(

when sweet-

as responses not only to the senses!

cross-pollinated flow-

flowered plants were protected from ants,

preferences of pollinators but to the!

on several plants, both sweet and
skunky. growing just below the summit of

they were not guaranteed the same seed

blebee and ant

On

visits.

the tundra,

I

ers
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Surprisingly, though, even

set as their

skunkv-flowered neighbors

in

parasites

and predators as

of success

is

well.

not alwavs sweet.
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Maori Images
the Maori,

9

photographs are both sacred and profane

Michael King

y

when

began research on traamong the Maori of
;\v Zealand,
became aware that Maori
.itudes toward photography differed
urply from European ones. In the course
my project brought a photograph of a
In 1968,

I

tattooing

;ional

1

I

ceased

woman

with a chin tattoo to an-

I

I

woman, Makere Hose, for identifition. Mrs. Hose held the framed porlit
for a long time, staring at it. She

see a picture of a person,

gan

son's dead."

icr

ter

x

M

in the ways of the
was perhaps less sensitive than I
would be today. wanted to understand,
and so I asked intimate questions. "You
treated that photograph as if it were a living person. Why?" "Ah," said Mrs. Hose.
"It's got her image, you see. And that image is her mauri [life force]. Whenever I

Being inexperienced

Maori,

then aloud,

to cry, silently at first,

about ten minutes she stood the pic-

on a shelf

aori.

in

her living room and be-

to the

n to talk

"Ah.

It's

woman

in

a long time since we've

en able to look at
le since

deceased

each other.

we've been able to

It's

talk.

a long

But you

•m just the same. So. You're with your
ther

and grandmother at

my

Despite

presence,

last,

eh?"

Mrs.

nvcd no sign of self-consciousness.
;n sitting

rose

t

med
s

Hose
I had

when she began her lament

to

my

feet

again because

disrespectful to

in effect

sit

it

through what

a religious ritual.

Half an

had handed her the photoiph, she turned to me and said: "It's
hara. Rehara Maki. She came from
jr after

1

iharoa, but she attended all

our hui

She died over a year ago.
Mir moko [chin tattoo] was done by
therings].

U' hukuhu."

then

it's

alive,

I

see the mauri,

never mind that the per-

can't photograph

I

asked

if

I

could

own photograph to be
said. "You can look at

"No, " she
me, you can look
taken.

at

it.

my moko.

Because

if

But you
you do that

you are taking away some of my mauri.
And when that happens people lose their
spiritual protection, and they are diminished. If it happens too much, they die,
like Rehara here. I don't want that to happen to me."
Shortly after talking to Mrs. Hose, I
took a photographer to the village of Honikiwi to a woman who was prepared to be
photographed, a near-centenarian named
Kirikino Epiha.

Honikiwi, Kirikino's daughter, herself an
old

woman,

told

me

an extraordinary

story.

"We
Mum's

put your photograph at the foot of
coffin, so that the

as they arrived.

see

it

up

to the tent

glass

mourners could

As each group came

where she lay

on the picture misted

in state,

the

over. All ex-

You could still see the
mean?" I asked, totally confused. "The misting over meant
that Mum was crying with the mourners.
But the fact that her nose was visible
meant that she was also hongi-'mg with
them [the Maori custom of pressing noses
with visitors], making them welcome."
cept the nose.

She elaborated when
arrange for her

was unable to attend the mourning ceremony. When I finally did get back to

Her

portraits turned out

and highlighted her deeply chiseled
chin tattoo, which was done about 1900. I
sent a framed copy back to the old lady
and her family as a gift of thanks. Within
weeks I got news that Kirikino had died.
well

I

nose."

"What

did that

Both these incidents introduced

me

to

was to encounter often among
conservative Maori
those who believe in
and practice Maori values over the next
fifteen years. These Maori respected phoattitudes

I

—

—

tographic images to a degree that bor-

dered on reverence; when friends or
tives died, they

rela-

wanted photographs more

than anything else to remember them

by.

But they remained apprehensive about being photographed. Old people in particular

were targets

for the

cameras of Euro-

peans, and since, inevitably,

some of those

old people died within a short time of be-

^aguerreotype of the Barrett sisters,

left, taken in 1852, is the oldest suniving Maori
The Barretts, products of an interracial marriage and living in European-style
nes, were not typical Maori. Traditional Maori communities were not
nographed until the development of the wet-plate method in the late 1850s.

jige.
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The village meetinghouse, below, was regarded as a repositoryfor ancestral presences.

By the late nineteenth century, photographs of the recently deceased members ofa clan
were being hung on the inside walls.
Ngai Talu Archive

beyond the controlled conditions

far

makeshift studios that were set up out!

homes of wealthier European settl
Hence Maori portraits from this time

the

few and their range is narrow.
A daguerreotype of the Barrett
taken

in

New Plymouth in

1

852,

is

sist

the

(

surviving Maori image. Because

liest

the limitations of the process, the

Maori photographed were not typica
they were usually like the Barretts,

who

acts of interracial marriages

pi

live(

European-style homes in coastal towns
is

also likely that such families shared

ropean attitudes.

The wet-plate

process introduced in

mid-1 850s allowed greater

flexibility,

though long exposures and studio-t
conditions were still preferred, photoj
phers could

now

chemicals into the

was

reinforced.

The ambivalence is strongest at Parihaka Pa in Taranaki. This community values photographs of its historic personalities and its previous buildings (it was a
thriving town in the late nineteenth century)

more than any other

also forbids bringing
lage.

The

know. Yet

1

cameras

it

into the vil-

act of photography by non-

Maori is condemned: the results of such
photography are esteemed highly.
Still

other factors affect Maori

atti-

Some Maori

fear

tudes to photography.

Maori eyes. The
most profane act possible is to associate
sacred images with food, and this has been
done frequently. Maori heads adorn tea
towels and biscuit tins, and Maori portraits hang in hotel dining rooms.
The origin of these attitudes can be
found in the history of photography in the
area. Photography did not reach New
Zealand until the late 1840s. The first
texts justifies this fear in

method used in the then British colony
was the daguerreotype, named after its inventor, Louis Daguerre. The process required lengthy exposures (at first some ten

field.

The

process

and became cheaper t
daguerreotype
photography.
Mult
prints could be made from wet-plate mA
tives; thus more pictures went into circjj
tion and more survived. Maori were
mostly photographed in towns, but bej

more
ing photographed, the apprehension

carry equipment

versatile

(

i

ning

in the late

1

850s, photographers I

Maori communin
Maori
in the
first exposed to photography
they were
1850s and early 1860s
bivalent about the practice. In most ci

gan

to

move out

into

In effect, from the time the

—

—

|

the photographs themselves generateq
spect; in
fear.

some

instances, even

awe

Uninitiated to the mysteries of pi

and chemistry, Maori were

that Europeans will profane their sacred

to fifteen minutes, later five to thirty sec-

ics

images

onds),

was expensive (from ten shillings to
two guineas per picture), and resulted in a

understand the process. But they
well

single positive image. It could be seen only

person's

from certain angles, and

characteristic

tors,

revered ances—such
carved meetinghouses,
people with
photographs of them
—by
as those of

or

tattoos

selling

money. The considerable industry at
work in New Zealand reproducing Maori

duplicated.

images and placing them

guerreotype photography did not extend

for

in

profane con-

In

New

it

could not be

Zealand, early da-

unlikelj

aware of its dramatic consequenc^
image his or her most intir

—
—could

be captured

given moment, frozen, reproduced,
lated,

and retained

ci|

for posterity, even

Men with facial tattoos were popular subjectsfor paintings and photographs, right.i
Because no tattooing was done on men after the 1860s, subjects were scarce by the e<j
/ 900s and no longer existed after the 1 920s.
Auckland
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The penny-haka (a dance performedfor money to amuse tourists), below,
was one of the most common subjects for picture postcards and contributed
to the image of Maori as simpletons.
Alexander Turnbull Library

the subject

some

iphs,

had died. In early photosubjects,

obviously

not

derstanding what was happening, stare
<iously at the
lens with

!

camera; others glare into

complete confidence.

Most portraits from the late 850s and
860s were taken in town studios such
1

1

:

that of the

American Photographic

Auckland. John McGarrigle,
worked for the company, would go

mpany

in

and persuade Maori
and be phoxaphed. Many of these pictures were
id in the picture postcard trade, which
irished at midcentury. Because they
:gcsted exotic and romantic images of
into the streets

iting

the town to step inside

ntier life in
lori

New

Zealand, postcards of

were favorites for Europeans to

d abroad.

Maori communities, where
mores prevailed, suspicion and
fear of photographers persisted. In
photographer Alfred Burton re-

3ul within

fc

lori

n
^5

Maori subjects along the
nganui River called his camera a taipo
blin). Some Maori refused to be photophed, others had to be bribed into co:rating. That same expression, taipo,
led that his

applied to the camera in 1909,
George Bourne photographed the
ori of the remote Urewera district,
n Maori communities close to Euron ones, however, changes began to bestill

i

:n

ne apparent in the late 1880s.

Once

it

urred to Maori that they need not simbe passive subjects for

European phoand ar-

jraphers, that they could order

gc pictures

for

their

own

purposes,

began to look upon the process more

V

arably. At this time, and even more so
iUc 1890s, families began to commisindividual and group portraits to hang
heir own homes and in meetinghouses.
1

ii

v

Because the Maori have a strong sense of
all photographs of relatives were

memorate the dead

is

more

elaborate. Pic-

dead

family,

tures are used to represent the

highly prized.

ceremonies where bodies are not actually
present, such as the kawe mate ritual, in

Once

the subject had died, the photo-

in

graphs were valued even more. From the
1890s, pictures were hung in meetinghouses (which were regarded as reposi-

which

a death

burial,

and

and representations of ancestral
presences). They were used in mourning
ceremonies to recall the deceased and the
relatives who had died before him. Arranged around the coffin, the photographs
were addressed during the funeral oratory
as if they were living presences. These customs persist in the twentieth century and
are a classic example of the Maori capacity to accommodate features of Western
technology into a framework of Maori val-

been used on the tombstones themselves.

tories for

ues, with a

consequent strengthening of

those values.

Today, the use of photographs to com-

is

commemorated

after a

at "unveilings" of tombstones.

Since the 1970s photographs have even

Back

howphotography began to

at the turn of the century,

ever, another use of

Maori leaders. In the 1860s,
Maori had scarcely noticed the then-popular custom of exchanging picture cards;
few of them kept albums at this time. But
the postcard craze of the 890s and early
900s did come to their attention. In 909
the postcard trade in New Zealand
reached its peak
nine million cards
passed through the postal system in a
disturb

1

1

1

—

country with a population of just one million.

Europeans liked

to

send cards

to

fam-

voung woman 's portrait,

lis

left, was commissioned by her family
own u.se. The woman wears native dress and is pictured wit h family

looms, a style favored by the Maori.

41

The display ofphotographs at mourning ceremonies, below, began in the last decade of
They were used to recall the presence of the deceased and of

the nineteenth century.
relatives
Auckland

who had died previously.

Institute

and Museum

rangements, and behavior of those

beii

photographed. Inevitably the values

ai

the beliefs of the photographers and

t

conventions of European art and photc

raphy
in

aff~ected the presentation of

photographs.

Some

the day-to-day workings of Maori
nal

Mac

activities central

comm

are entirely absent because th

life

fit notions of what was photogen
because they would not represent Maori

did not

contexts that a non-Maori audience wot
recognize, or because

it

would have be

technically difficult to record them. In

medium

early days of the

it

t

was necessa

photograph people standing absolutt
for long exposures, and outdoor p
tures were always easier to take than
to

still

door ones; consequently there are few
riors

among

in

the older prints.

These factors often combined to ma
photographs as concealing

historical

they are revealing.

—
—

and friends especially picturesque or
amusing cards and the popularity of
Maori images required many models.
These models were photographed in conily

texts that bore

little

or no relation to the

manner in which they actually lived.
The most popular cards were of

a line of noble warriors or priests: re-

enactments of pre-European Maori scenes
in

such photographs were themselves
to look

old-

time Maori, nostalgically depicted as the
last in

more telling reflections of contemporary European attitudes than of Maori life. And while some
Maori felt that the Europeans who took
All these pictures were

spurious period costumes; scenes of

extremely

foolish,

made

most believed

such pictures demeaned Maori and Maori

Other .Maori feared the commerwere sold
for money, they would lose their sacredness. Some of these attitudes toward pho-

public

moments

in

They show
Maori

select

lives

as

ranged by the photographer. There

i;

plethora of nineteenth-century pictures

Maori standing outside

their dwellings,

ten in their most formal clothing. Sor

times the prints include odds and

er

that hint at the technology of the subjec

—

cooking

blankets

culture.

lives

cialization of the images. If they

and sometimes domestic animals and to
To learn about the more intimate aspe
of Maori lives, however, how much c
would like to see inside their dwellin
and to see them inside preparing fo

kettles,

fires,

Maori rural idylls that aped those of the
London photographic salons of the time;
and portraits of sexualh' alluring maidens,
cute Cupid-like naked children, and madonna-like Maori women carrying infants.
Also popular were cards that, like some

tography persist today but are

Maori photographers who are sensitive to
Maori views and fears about photography.
Most photographs of Maori in New
Zealand, however, were taken by non-

eating, drinking, talking, sleeping, w

rather than statuesque.

The greatest ca'

American postcards with Negro subjects
during the same period, portrayed Maori

Maori. By that fact they become cultur-

for regret, perhaps,

that in the ear

as simple folk,

unable

to

cope with the

complexities of Western civilization.

likely to

be

modified by the gradual emergence of

ally

loaded statements. The very presence

—

ing.

And how much one welcomes

photographs

in

the

which people seem
is

t

al

years there were no Maori photograph

of a camera operated by a European af-

who might have taken such

fected and altered the appearance, ar-

trusively.

pictures un

Portraits of alluring maidens with such titles as A Maori Belle, right, were the most
popular category in the postcard trade. Commercial photographers at the turn ofthi
century kept a wide range of these pictures on hand.
i

Auckland
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We teep raist
First,

Honda

created the Accord

4-Door

Sedan. Elegantly styled. Superbly engineered
It

quickly

became

the

number one

selling

luxurious Accord

To

LX 4-Door Sedan.

the proven styling and engineeriii

the Accord 4-Door,

Honda added even i|

small car in America* and set the standard by

standard features. Like power windows I

which other automobiles in its class would be
judged. But no other car could be an Accord

door

No other that is until Honda introduced

Michelin radials.

ml © IWS American Honda Motor Co., Inc.

the

locks.

A four-speaker AM/FM elecf

tronic tuning stereo with autoreverse

cas;|t

And air conditioning.

rfie

standard

but then there were three. Because
iHonda designed another very special
rd 4-Door Sedan replete with leather
ihh,

a
;r

power Moonroof,

fuel injection, dual

mirrors, alloy wheels, all standard.

IS

le

created the

Honda Accord

And

LX4-Door. The Accord SE-i. At Honda, after
we set the standards, we keep raising them.
*Ba.scd on 1984 calendar year WtinJ's Xulomotive Reports and

Volume Index

for

KPA

Interior

subeompacts.

HO IV DA.

SE-i.

Accord 4-Door Sedan. The Accord

Tlie Accord 4-Door Sedans

To El Chichon and Back
On an expedition to southern Mexico,
sift

scientists

through the ashes of a deadly volcanic eruption

by Haraldur Sigurdsson and David Gardella

A little more than three years ago. El
Chichon was a harmless-looking mountain
in southern Mexico, covered with tropical
forest. As a volcano it was obscure; certainly no one considered El Chichon a hazard. But early in March 1982, ominous
readings began to appear on seismic instruments. The earth's vibrations were not
strong enough to be felt, but late in the
month they increased

sharply,

and on

March 28 an explosive eruption broke out.
Pumice and ash rained down on the surrounding towns and
roofs as far

away

villages,

caving in

as Pichucalco, a distance

of twenty-five miles.
Injury was light after this

but the local

came

first

eruption

Zoque Indian population

be-

Churches were packed,
and town officials blamed the alcohol-induced, sinful ways of the people for bringing down God's vengeance. Over the next
few days, as small explosions were observed by eyewitnesses, recorded by seismic stations, and captured on satellite imagitated.

ages of the region, scientists from the
National University of Mexico began

studying the newly active volcano. While
researchers sought to assess the extent of
further hazard, the

Mexican army was

mobilized to supervise evacuation and
control access to the danger zone. The
evacuation was slowly getting under

when army personnel and

way

civilians alike

were surprised by a second major eruption
on the night of April 3. This time the force
of the eruption was devastating, sweeping

down

the forest up to five miles from the

and destroying nine villages. Approximately 2,000 people were killed.
crater

The

following day, April 4,

saw the

longest and final eruption, but by then

many

of the local inhabitants were dead.

Thousands of head of
forms of

life in

cattle

and

all

other

the area had also been ex-

A

huge cloud from the erupwestward at an altitude of sixteen miles and encircled the
globe in twenty-one days. Direct sampling
of this stratospheric layer by aircraft and
terminated.

tion spread rapidly

balloons, as well as satellite studies, indi-

cated a very high content of sulfur, which
in combination with atmospheric water
vapor formed a sulfuric acid aerosol. No
other volcano had
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made such an impact on
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An aerial view of El Chichon,

taken several months after the April 1 982 eruption,
shows the sharp-rimmed crater from the southwest. Partly obscured by volcanic
deposits, the irregular outline of a prehistoric crater, created by a large eruption about
A.D. 1400. .'surrounds the new crater.
Aldana/Gafretl
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the earth's stratosphere in the past twenty
years,

and several

scientists predicted that

the consequence would be a cooling trend
at the earth's surface

house

—a

reverse green-

effect.

In June, shortly after the
tions,

we mounted our

El Chichon, which

is

first

1982 erup-

expedition to

located in the Mexi-

can state of Chiapas. Seismic activity had
ceased, but entry into the blast zone

around the volcano was still highly restricted. Our interest was twofold: to determine the volcanic processes that had
caused local destruction, and to study the
geochemistry and mineralogy of the
magma (molten rock) that had produced
the sulfur-rich stratospheric aerosol

veil.

When we

the

area

impassable.

Some

arrived,

nearest the volcano

we found
still

deposits of volcanic material were too hot
to

walk on, and the steady flow of volcanic

gases from

them made conditions almost

unbearable.

For the most part we were forced to
limit our survey to the outlying ashfall, but

we did

learn one important thing

closer observations:

among

from our

the events that

caused the devastation were pyroclastic
surges and flows.

A

pyroclastic surge

is

a

highly turbulent, hurricane-like avalanche
of hot volcanic ash and

pumice mixed

with air and volcanic gases. Surges are of-

accompanied by pyroclastic flows,
which are denser mixtures of hot ash and
pumice that flow along valleys and riverbeds. We were eager to examine these violent processes, partly because they are believed to have figured prominently in the
ten

Our

pre-

liminary studies showed that within a

five-

eruption of Vesuvius in a.d. 79.
mile radius of El

Chichon, hot surge

clouds, at temperatures of

up

to

800 de-

grees Fahrenheit, had blasted along the
earth's surface with the force of a nuclear

Fragments of rock, volcanic
and pumice were swept along at sixty
miles per hour. Our interest aroused by

explosion.
ash,

these observations,

we decided

to let the

and planned a second expedition in January 1983.
On our return to southern Mexico, a
Cessna airplane made three trips to take
us and the other participating geologists
(Steven Carey, Richard Fisher, and Juanarea cool
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for a while
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Chris Johns^ Seattle Times. Black Star

El Chichbn spews its sulfur-rich ash. The final and longest eruption was on April
when the plume reached stratospheric heights. Below: Nine villages were destroyed
on the night of April 3 by a hurricane-like avalanche of hot ash and volcanic gases,
known as a pyroclaslic surge (Surge I onthe map). This and a second surge were part
of El Chichon 's most violent eruption. The blasts were accompanied by outpourings of
denser materials, called pyroclastic flows. The eruption on the following day included
Left:

4,

a

third,

smaller surge.
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1

I

Manuel Espindola), along with our supplies,

from the village of Pichucalco

to the

periphery of the sixty-square-mile area

devastated nine months before. As
the volcano,

we saw a

we

westward toward

flew the twenty miles

knife-sharp bound-

ary between the tropical forest and the
barren,

gray,

ash-covered

blast

zone.

five miles from the crater,
was the deserted ranch El Rancho San
Juan that would become our base for

There, about

—

five

—

weeks.

The

to the

1

ranch house were two battered

Cessnas, which looked as

if they had been
machine gun fire. Their fuselages and wings had been perforated by

riddled by

falling stone projectiles

eruption, on

March

28.

during the

Near

were the remains of a truck, facing away
from the volcano. The paint on the front
was unscarred, but the taillights were
melted and the

tires

were burst by the heat
The surge had come

of a pyroclastic surge.

to a halt only seventy feet

nearest inhabited village was Cha-

pultenango, three miles to our east. Just

mounour ranch, was a

first

the planes

from the ranch

on April 3, killing many cattle.
Three days after our arrival, we

climb

outside this village, on the winding

on

tain footpath leading to

Chichon's new crater, which

our

first

to

the

set out

rim of
is

El

nestled

sign

marking the restricted zone: Peligro
(Danger Volcano). Westward
from the ranch toward the volcano, the
land was covered with bone-colored volcanic ash; it was devoid of all life except for

within a larger, prehistoric crater. After

Volcan

an hour's hike along a sulfurous stream,
we reached the foothills of the volcano.

the droning of insects. But

steam, we ascended through steep and

in

the opposite

and mountains were resplendent with banana plants and other
lush green foliage, and the sounds of birds
and croaking frogs filled the air.
We spent the next day shoveling ash out
of the ranch house, the headquarters from
which we would launch daily forays to the
volcano. The once beautiful green expanse
of Rancho San Juan was now under twelve
to sixteen inches of pumice and ash. Next
direction, the hills

Crossing a barren plain of pyroclastic
flows, dotted with

fumaroles venting hot
re-

cently eroded canyons to the outer crater
rim.

We

then confronted a wide moat,

crisscrossed by a network of steep, narrow

canyons. After tackling these badlands,

we approached the new

crater rim. the

roar of fumaroles sounding ever louder.
Finally, we scrambled up to the sharp rim
and peered into the crater. About six hundred feet below was a hot lake of bright

lime green, with sulfurous bands decorat-
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Ash from El Chichbn 's April 4 eruption darkens the late afternoon sky in San
Cristobal de las Casas. eighty miles southeast of the volcano. Residents seeking to
stock up on goods are admitted one at a time to a local supermarket.
Aidana/Garretl. Woodfln

ing

its

edges.

Camp

and Associates

From

the floor and walls of

magma

does not contain high concentra-

the half-mile-wide crater, hundreds of fu-

tions of volatile

maroles spouted steam, fumes, and noxious volcanic gases. We began our map-

At El Chichon,

fieldwork involved identifying the

volcanic deposits

mapping out

left

by each eruption,
and mea-

their distribution,

suring their thickness at different loca-

on the landscape. We also collected
samples of the deposits for laboratorytions

study of particle size and geochemistr\'.
Basically, there

violent.

After a week's stay

ping at the crater rim.

Our

were three kinds of depos-

—

the characteristics

and distribution of particles in such deposits, we can learn various things about an
eruption, such as its force and duration,
the height of the column, and the wind
conditions

that

prevailed

when

it

oc-

number

of

lost their lives

on April 3

of a hot surge cloud.

made

From

we had

Indian villagers, had

and pumice that had settled as fallout
from the air (ash and pumice are distinash is the
guished simply by particle size
finer material).

ranch

soldiers, along with a

group of

We

The most widespread

at the

completed geologic mapping of the deposits on the east side of the volcano, and it
was time to move camp. Our next goal was
the village of Francisco Leon on the south
flank of the volcano. A geologist and a

consisted of ash

its.

compounds, such as water.
all the eruptions had been

in the blast

there

arose early in the morning and

preparations to leave

Rancho

for a five-day excursion

through

Two

Indians

final

San Juan

the forbidding blast zone.

from Chapultenango arrived leading four
scrawny mules, and soon our mule train
was under way. Since there were no trails,
we picked our own route along valleys and
gullies.

After about an hour's trek,

reached a

hill

maps

we

designated on the topo-

other trace of the village showed abo
three-foot-thick blanket of surge dei)

From the Guayabal hill we lookt
down a long, bleak river vail

miles

ward Francisco Leon. Volcanic de*
had altered the valley topography J

curred. In addition to the fallout layers

graphic

as the site of the village of

encing the river's flow.

there were debris flows fifteen to thirty

Esquipula Guayabal, about two and one-

the narrow riverbanks

feet thick, consisting of

jumbled blocks

and rock fragments of the old volcanic
structure, and deposits that we identified
as coming from pyroclastic surges and
flows. There were no lava flows, which result from the extrusion of magma in a liquid state. Lava is formed only when the
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half miles southeast of the volcano.

It

was

Our passage
was

diflicula

often the easiest path was the river

we rounded

i

a bend in thei

hard to imagine that under those barren
gray dunes a village had thrived nine
months before. Finally we found tangible
two bent steel posts protruded
evidence

and saw the broken stone walls
church, precariously undercut by t'
routed river. These thick walls we

from the ash, the supports

only village structures

—

for the nets in

the village school basketball court.

No

Finally,

still

standi:

we crossed through the leveled settle

e

shfall

I

Nicapa. north of the volcano, escaped the reach of the pyroclastic surges,
caved in rooftops. The village church and central square are at the top of

in

/ i,'(T.v

rial photograph.

t

Woodlin

oil,

Camp

and Associates

Every day we
desolate

our

left

camp

near the

Leon and

Francisco

of

ruins

mounted expeditions up the flanks of the
week we were nearly
ready to return to Rancho San Juan, but
volcano. After one

one task remained: a survey of the destroyed town of Naranjo, about five miles

from the volcano and

A

the blast zone.

at the very

study of the

edge of
would

site

give us valuable information on the effects

end of the surge.

at the farthest

Naranjo

situated on a pedestal-like

is

plateau, with a splendid view of the vol-

cano

in the distance.

As we hiked onto

town suddenly came
masonry structures were

plateau, the
view.

Many

the
into
still

standing, including the church, but the

surge cloud had stripped other buildings
of their roofs, thatched siding, and corru-

gated

iron. All that

the carbonized

was

left

of

wood corner

them were
posts, bent

away from the source of the blast.
Cinder block buildings were damaged,
slightly

generally with the walls broadside to the

volcano caved

in

completely.

The

level of

destruction surprised us, since the deposit

from the surge was only about one to two
inches thick on the ground. As we wandered through the eerie ghost town, which
once included a modern hospital, we came
upon the skeletons of several of its inhabitants, inexplicably scattered

about on the

surface of the volcanic ash. These bones,

we

discovered, originated from trenches

dug in the ruins of several of the shacks
and houses in the town. Looters had explored Naranjo before us and treated with
utter contempt the remains of any victims

We

they encountered.
lotted traces of

a rusted

domestic

at

— pans,

machete, and a pair of

ticking out of the ash.
I

life

scis-

We made

our

a respectful distance from the

n remains of those

who had been

as-

by the surge cloud,
the south was the green rain forest,
the blast zone spread north to the
no, four miles away. The blast zone
Mrren except for a few clumps of
and some insects, especially dragon-

ialcd

md butterflies. Fortunately, mosquiwere virtually absent, perhaps be; the streams and ponds were acid3y sulfur that

had leached out of the

found ourselves

volcanic ash. All that remained of trees

faced with the depressing task of gather-

were scorched, broken stumps, but largeleafed elephant ear plants and tall grasses
were making a comeback as close as two
and one-half miles from the crater. Nature was less bleak at the edge of the blast
zone, where vines and other greenery were

ing up the bones and burying

creeping out of the

two

forest.

Here we spotted

killdeers. as well as small fish in the

streams, and frogs and lizards appeared at
our swimming hole. A few egrets and herons lived off the other wildlife. An ominous presence was a hungry pack of dogs
that
in

roamed

the hills around El

search of food.

Chichon

them near

the ruins of the church.
1

n the course of our investigations of the

new

volcanic deposits,

of the volcano's earlier

we found e\idence
historj'. The oldest

deposits have been dated by the potas-

sium-argon

method

to

about

200,000

\cars ago, making El Chichon relatively

young as volcanoes

go.

Four additional an-

cient episodes of activity could be dis-

One remains undated; the others
have been dated b_\' the carbon- 14 method

cerned.

to

roughly a.d. 400, 830, and 1400. This

last eruption,

which was an order of mag-
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Because El Chichbn's first eruption spurred a voluntary evacuation, many villagers
living near the volcano survived. But the most violent eruption took about 2,000 lives.
Chris Johns: Seattle Times. Black Star

mud

known

nitude greater than El Chichon's eruption

elsewhere around the volcano provided us

small

1982, created the large prehistoric cra-

with evidence to reconstruct the series of

These are evidence of an explc
caused by ground water coming into

in

ter that

surrounds the new crater. Before

leaving southern Mexico,

we

also

sampled

from El Chichon. This took
us to the Yucatan and Palenque, the location of spectacular temples of the vandistant ashfall

ished

Maya

ruins of Naranjo,
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the

Francisco Leon, and
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March 28 and

—

in

the

1

982. All three

first

eruption of

the last two, on the night of

left

—had

as accretionari

magma.
One of our most important observai

tact with

of the in-

was that the particles in the next-to-uf J
most fallout layer were the coarsest;!

minor explosions, which oc-

indicated an especially energetic erupJi

April 3 and the morning of April A
tangible evidence.

tervening

culture.

Our study of the volcanic deposits in

eruptions of El Chichon

of the major events

balls

pilli.

The

last

curred on the morning of April

3,

also left

a trace, a minor fallout layer that included

with high output per unit of time,
layer

was sandwiched between two

f

Naranjo, about five miles south of El Chichon, was destroyed on the night of April 3 by
the first pyroclastic surge. Although the town was at the edge of the blast zone, charred
corner posts, bent away from the volcano, are all that remain of many buildings.
Aldana/Garrelt: Woodtin

Camp

and Associates

witness accounts, seismic recordings, and

observations from

.satellite

we rescenario. The

images,

constructed the following
first

eruption, on

March

called a Plinian eruption

—

fountainlike discharge of

was what

28,

is

a steady, high,

pumice and

ash.

In a Plinian eruption, the volcano ejects a

magma;

sustained jet of fragmented

The

six to

twenty feet thick, as well

debris flows, formed adjacent lay-

The association of
the fallout from

this

further testimony to
.

e

these deposits

all

one eruption

its

violence.

A

smaller surge deposit rested on top

uppermost

iing this

fallout deposit,

kind of field evidence, in conion with what was known from eye-

flanks of the volcano. This

down

was the

the
first

devastating event during the series of
eruptions and led to the destruction of the
nine villages around El Chichon and the

thin layer over southern

blowdown of the forests. Subsequently,
column gained buoyancy, and the
eruption plume rose to stratospheric
heights, with fallout of ash and pumice

many

residents.

first

eruption

dome

at the

enheit),

magma

(about

surge layer. Within hours, the eruption

sum-

column collapsed again, producing a second pyroclastic surge and flow similar to

causing

phraetic eruptions.

600 degrees Fahr-

1

explosions

The weak

known

as

explosion on

the morning of April

3, which left minor
was one such explosion.
The most violent eruption, on the eve-

ashfall,

ning of April

3,

the domelike

summit of

first

hole

mit of El Chichon. Over the next several
days, ground water came into contact with
the hot

the

producing a thin deposit on top oi the

punched a

through the old volcanic
each

volcanic material avalanched

canic ash and pumice was deposited in a

The

le

may

fallout of vol-

tion of

i,

the eruption plume. This

intermixing of air. Instead, there was a pyroclastic surge and flow, as the burden of

(fortunately) to spur a voluntary evacua-

pyroclastic

lift

happen for various reasons, but in this case
it was probably because the crater had
been excessively enlarged or because the
high rate of eruption prevented sufficient

Mexico and had
little elfect except locally, where it was
thick enough to cause roofs to collapse and

Two

Plinian form; convective currents

failed to

this

in

least eleven miles high.

surge deposits.

sume

and mixes with atmospheric
is heated and expands, acting to
lift the column in a convecting plume. El
Chichon's first eruption behaved in this
way, sending up an eruption column at

draws
air, which

jet

ic

complex event proceeded in three stages.
At first, the eruption column did not as-

led to total destruction of

the volcano. This

the

first.

This time, however, the surge

spread over a

lifeless,

barren volcanic sur-

face, except to the north,

where

it

ex-

tended several miles beyond the edge of
the first surge zone, stopping short of the
town of Nicapa. Repeated collapses of an
eruption column similar to this are believed to have been responsible for

much

of the destruction of Pompeii and Hercu-

Aldana/Garfett; Woodfin

Camp

and Assoc

Below: Local residents had to cope with thick deposits of volcanic ash. Scientists are
debating what worldwide climatic effects may result from ash and volcanic gases

still

that El Chichon lofted into the stratosphere. Opposite: Ashfall dusts the
Inscriptions at Palenque.

Temple of the

Maya ruins that stand some one hundred miles to the east of

the volcano.
Chris Johns; Seattle Times: Black Star

Fahrenheit warmer. This strong

effe

however, was later shown to have be
partly

due

to a periodic

change

in stra

spheric temperature, which happened

coincide with the eruption. Actual stra

warming caused by the erupt
at no more than five
grees Fahrenheit. Did this warming res
spheric

was estimated
in

noticeable heat loss at our planet's

face? Calculations

showed that

s

sho

this

have been the case, but no surface

te

perature change was observed in the

tr

In north temperate latitudes, tempe

ics.

tures actually increased substantiall)

almost
erage

five

—and

degrees Fahrenheit above
global surface

warming

curred immediately after the eruption

The explanation for this paradox ca
when scientists realized that an inten;
cation of the warm equatorial Pac
ocean current had coincided exactly w
the El Chichon eruption, and

laneum during the eruption of Vesuvius.
Tine final explosive eruption was early
the next morning, April 4. Although less

evaporites, sediments left

energetic than the one that preceded

years ago.

this

a

it,

event lasted the longest and produced

column

may have extended

that

height of sixteen miles.

umn was

to a

The eruption

col-

sustained and produced fallout

of ash and pumice in large quantities until

when

stages,

its final

it

collapsed, generat-

ing a small pyroclastic surge.

The
ated

Chichon

sulfuric acid veil El

in

the stratosphere, especially with

worldwide

this last eruption, received

tention.

cre-

When we

at-

returned to our labora-

tory at the University of

Rhode

Island,

we

began analysis of our samples of pumice
and ash in an effort to explain the origin of
the sulfur.

magma
tent,

We

expected to find that the

simply had a very high sulfur con-

much

but

to our surprise,

tained only modest

amounts of dissolved

evaporated some one
tion

amount

when seawater

include, in addi-

a

salt,

considerable

of anhydrite. Although other ex-

planations

magma

a layer of

hundred million

The sediments

ordinary

to

is

are

most

the

possible,

likely

stewed

volcanic

in a reservoir

eff

its

had more than canceled out the predic
surface cooling. This

warming

in the

ern Pacific, which occurs at rather
lar intervals, is called El Nifio
its

Its

e;

irre

because

association with the Christmas seas

causes are mysterious, but

feet surface

Compared

temperatures

does

it

in the trop

to previous events, the sea-;

warming

enclosed in part by this sedimentary layer,

face temperature

and thus became saturated with sulfur.
In all, about ten million tons of sulfuric
acid aerosol were injected into the stratosphere, forming a layer thirteen to sixteen
miles above the earth. Since this layer
backscatters incoming solar radiation and

1982 has been called the "El Nifio of

absorbs infrared radiation,

many

scien-

predicted that the stratosphere would

tists

warm up and
to us

Scientists

are

still

debatl

whether the veil of volcanic dust that!
Chichon spread over the equatorial |
cific induced this strong El Nifio.
Recent studies show that in additioil
sulfurous material, the eruptions in
also injected 40,000 tons of hydrogen c|

would be

lost

ride into the stratosphere, increasing:

the earth's surface.

No

presence of that gas by 40 percent,

that this heat

down here on

century."

in the sprin

volcano had injected such large quantities
of volcanic aerosol since the
tion in Bali, Indonesia, in

1

Agung

erup-

963. During the

development could be of some concern
cause chlorine gases break down the
layer, the earth's principal shield

oz|

aga

Wl

year following that event, the earth's sur-

harmful radiation from the cosmos.

face cooled about one degree Fahrenheit

ever

volcanic rocks. Apparently the

throughout the entire Northern Hemi-

however. El Chichon reminds us of th^

sphere.

trinsic differences in

sulfur-rich
in

con-

At that depth there

exceedingly

sulfur. Instead

rare

it

miles.

it

contained anhydrite, a

mineral

breakdown of

this

that

is

mineral during the

its

long-term effects

may

prove

td

geochemistry an

individual volcanoes. Although

compl

uate the possible atmospheric effects of El

ble in terms of total erupted

mass f

El Chichon is close to
and bore holes have yielded

Chichon. In April 1982, almost immedi-

magnitude. El Chichon released

ately after the eruption, the earth's strato-

two hundred times more sulfur

information

about the geologic strata
depth of about two and one-half

sphere at the level of the El Chichon aero-

earth's

down

sol

eruptions resulted in the massive release
of sulfur gases to the atmosphere.
Fortuitously,

some

54

oil

wells,

to a
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Sufficient time has

layer

now elapsed

became up

to

nine

to eval-

degrees

all

toj

atmosphere than the celebr|
1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens.
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A male Rivoli's hummingbird
Clara Calhoun. Bruce Coleman, Inc.

Bob and

Stowaways on the

Hummingbird Express
Nectar-sipping mites that hitch rides on hummingbirds
are very choosy about where to get off

by Robert K. Colwell
To our

eyes, the red

and orange flowers

of hummingbird-pollinated plants stand

out in the deep shade of the rain forest like
rubies

on green

velvet.

—whose range
greater than ours —
birds

To humming-

of color vision
the contrast

is

even

must be

But the rich world of odors
is closed to hummingbirds, and our own
poor olfactory equipment is little better.

just as striking.

The

perennial

human daydream

to fly

home means safety, your own

kind, mates,

and food.
Suddenly you sense the vibrant approach of a hummingbird outside the
flower. A half second later a bill sixty
times the length of your body

deep

into

your

the rapidly licking tongue that

your

larder. In the

fore the

thrust

is

home and you must dodge
one to

hummingbird

five

draining

is

seconds be-

leaves for the next

would not welcome the chance to be a
tropical hummingbird for a day, given

you must make a decision that will
affect the rest of your life. What are the
future prospects for food, mates, and the
welfare of your offspring on this branch of

proper training? The exhilaration of fast

this

and

chance that a risky journey

has

like a bird surely

its

roots, in part, in

the similarity of our sensory worlds.

Who

agile flight, the high-calorie diet, the

beauty of the forest

—

all this

we can envy

and imagine.
But now enter the same world on a different scale. Imagine yourself a mite just
twice the size of the period at the end of
this sentence.

You are having

a breakfast

of nectar and pollen with your family and

neighbors inside the orange-red, inch-long
flower of a

Hamelia

compared with the
will turn up

plant,

better prospects elsewhere?
If
bill

into

you decide
its nostril,

you dash up the
hummingbird and run

to leave,

of the visiting

and the odyssey begins.

On

board, inside the bird's nasal cavity, the

accommodations are

There

primitive.

is

nothing to eat or drink. The place is crawling not only with your own kind but also

humming-

plant at the edge of a

with aliens of other species of

You have no eyes and

bird flower mites, hitching rides to their

Hamelia

rain forest clearing.

flower,

You

know them

need none, because your four pairs of legs

own promised

and your body are equipped with precisely
arranged, minute hairs, called setae, that
provide exact information about your special world. When you meet another mite

by their smell, perhaps, and by the strange
arrangement of their setae long where
yours are short, straight where yours are

in

your flower, a quick touch with your

foreleg tells

you

its

sex and age, and the

you how many other
mites share your flower. You can even
"smell" with some very special setae on
the tips of your forelegs. Although neither
hummingbirds nor humans can smell your
rate of

flower,

encounter

it

tells

has a distinct and very important

fragrance for you.

It

smells like home, and

land.

will

—

so beautifully curved.

But the ventilation on
freighter

absolutely

is

this

dred times every minute or
of fresh air rushes

in.

feathered

first-class.

so, a

A

hun-

hurricane

More than

just a

source of oxygen, the hummingbird's respiration acts as an odor pump, constantly

updating
world.

smell

information

What you

await

on
is

the

outside

that familiar

— the odor of your own host

plant.
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David S Dobkin

Mites that live only in hummingbirdpollinatedflowers travel to distant

blossoms by climbing on a bird's bill and
taking shelter in its nostrils. Below: A
Rhinoseius colwelli mite crouches within
a bird 's nostril while another stands by.
Right: This California species of Indian

paintbrush supports a contingent ofR.
epoecus mites, a species discovered
recently.
Shahid Naeem

Hamelia. The hummingbird may visit the
flowers of half a dozen other plant species,
and the aliens on board may come and go,
but you wait until the scent of Hamelia
tells you the bird has its bill in the flower.
You have one to five seconds to disembark.

With

if you are a male, you will
need of a mate in your new

luck,

find females in

home;

you are a mated female, you

if

find that a nearly

empty

will

flower, with a

male or two present to replenish your supply of sperm, would be an ideal place to
start

your own dynasty.

ing of note for their host plants or for

hum-

A primary research journal would prob-

mingbirds. Yet their survival depends on

ably scorn the shamelessly dramatic ac-

the interdependence of birds and flowers,

count you have just read. Yet every good

which are mutually linked by the exchange of nectar for pollination service. A
closer look at hummingbirds and plants
reveals the way this network operates.
Within the limits of a very consistent
body plan and behavioral repertoire, the
more than three hundred species of hummingbirds present an astonishing diversity
of body size, coloration, plumage, and bill
shape and length. They are strictly a New
World group, with outlying species found,
at least during the breeding season, from
Alaska to Tierra del Fuego. A few acres of
tropical forest can contain a dozen or more
abundant hummingbird species. The
plant species that hummingbirds pollinate
number in the thousands and represent

naturalist learns to "see into the life of

Darwin put

by

identi-

fying with the organisms studied.

Even

things," as

botanists do

it.

it,

in part

The danger,

of course (and

the reason for the taboo on exposing such

musings

in scientific print), is that

we may

unwittingly and inappropriately impose

human

capabilities, limitations, or

values on

ample, a
sion" in a

even

nonhuman organisms. For exmite certainly makes a "decivery diff"erent sense than we do.

Fortunately, our understanding of the

biology of hummingbird flower mites rests

on more than daydreams. I first stumbled
on the existence of these mites and
guessed their relationship with flowers
and hummingbirds in 1969 in the Costa
Rican highlands. In succeeding years, the
project that began at that time broadened

dozens of plant families.

Hummingbird

flower mites are found

nearly everywhere there are

perhaps

hummingbird

hummingSo far, we have recorded the mites
from more than one hundred host plant
species and from more than sixty hummingbird species, and these records repre-

science; one or

birds.

flower mites. Peter Feinsinger, of the Uni-

sent only very spotty coverage of the range

in

an authority on tropical
hummingbirds, has collaborated generously, and my doctoral students, David
Dobkin, Amy Heyneman, and Shahid
Naeem, have poked their own noses into
the flowers of Hamelia and other hummingbird plants in intensive field research
in California, Mexico, Costa Rica, and
Trinidad. Barry OConnor, of the University of Michigan, has scientifically described and named many of the new mite
species we have found.

of hummingbirds. But even where the

tilleja). It

mites have been studied, not every species

tains of west-central

geographically and scientifically as
colleagues and

I

my

developed new tech-

niques of study and a deeper understanding of the daily lives of

versity of Florida,

Hummingbird flower mites are freeloaders. As far as we can tell, they do noth58
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hummingbird-visited

of

plant

supports

them. Hummingbird-pollinated species

some plant
(for

in

families never have these mites

example, the mallow, mint, and fuch-

sia families),

and some nearly always do

two hundred

far aw(

know, only one species resides

seascilh'

undiscovered.

the United States. This Rhinoivi

in

mite summers along the California

nia

spends the winter

Cm-

in the mun-

Mexico with Ccfofmigrant hummingbirds and in rxni

times, in the flowers of African ales
central

California

Naeem and

I

gardens.

have named the

and many other

diversity of

flower mites belong to

in

two closely related groups, the genus Rhinoseius and a large lineage within the genus Proctolaelaps. The dozens of species
we have studied so far are nearly all new to

or

The

ii

Sihii
sfcici

epoecus, from the Greek meaning

journer from a foreign land."

families).

oasi

the flowers of Indian paintbrush

(tropical species in the lobelia, blueberry,

Hummingbird

specieiara

As

still

'

sf

gntes

hummingbird flower m ;s
forests, where a nze

i

lowland tropical

more

species often share an acre

Hummingbird
discriminating
plants. In the

in

flower mites are /en

regard

to

theirte

lowland tropics, each

S]cie

isiically

M,

occupies only a single host plant

which blooms

i|i:ies,

and

)i|ional

ice of

fli/

By con-

mite species at high elevations and

tin latitudes,

]|i

year.

all

where flowering

less reliable,

two or more host species that

often use sequentially. In

3i"e

is

)|ii|i;s

only one species of

most cases

hummingbird

mite per plant species, but

[[j'/er

more

is

usually have a

there are

two

—always

a

in a

few

Rhinoseius

spies and a Proctolaelaps species, never
s(*li

species of the

same mite genus,

oi,.;wnal

flowering pattern, the size and ar-

jinjement of flowers, the

amount of

nec-

and the longevji|)f each flower (half a day to more than
;ek). These ditferences in host plant biji^^each

flower produces,

'

i[(

(jijiy

profoundly

isflj.ife

afl"ect

begins for a

the mites.

hummingbird

ers,

even on a cut branch

ume

ter,

they seem not to notice being

of

its

mother's body. (Nonetheless,

she can produce half a dozen eggs
hours.)

Some

in a

few

species whose host plants

have long-lived flowers lay their eggs right
in the nectary of the flower, where they
are bathed

in

nectar for a few days until

they hatch. Mites that

live

on plants whose

flowers open in the morning and drop later

the

same day

lay their eggs

among

bracts

or beneath leaves near the flowers.

flower

this stage

is

quickly followed by two active

nymphal stages that precede
The mite goes from egg to

a fiber-optic light,

tunately, as long as they have their flow-

ith a dis-

Most of the behavior we
way is repeated in glass

disrupting them.

observe

in this

capillary tubes with nectar.

The

inside of a tubular flow er

is

a fairly

complicated place. Adult mites tend to
congregate near the nectaries, in the base
the flower in most species, while the

nymphs and

While it is easy to find mites by cutting
open their host flowers, it is hard to watch
them within the bloom unobtrusive!}. For-

w

microscope, apparently without

secting

o'i

about a week.

can illuminate

their miniature world for study

adulthood.

in

moved
With

which produces intense

light but very little heat, \vc

eight-legged

breeding adult

in a

into the field laboratory for scrutiny.

The

eggs hatch into active six-legged larvae;

(jlost plant species dilTer strikingly in

vase of wa-

mite as an egg nearly one-fourth the vol-

larvae spend

more time on

the stamens and style. During

all

these

stages the mites drink nectar, which contains proteins, fats,

and amino

acids, as

well as sugars.

Proctolaelaps

kinnsei

adults

avidh'

59

Although imperceptible to humans and hummingbirds, the scent of a host plant, su
as Hamelia patens, below, prompts mites on a bird's bill to disembark. Infield and
laboratory, mites consistently recognize the odor of the host plant and prefer its nee
to equally nourishing substitutes. Centropogon comuins produces exceptionally lo
livedflowers, right. While other mites must lay their eggs on the leaves or bracts of
their host plants, those that live on Centropogon lay eggs in the nectar, and the your,
hatch and mature within the blossom itselfin a week 's time.
Robert

"process" pollen grains for a short period
after entering a
plant,

new

flower of their host

Hamelia patens. The

flowers of this

plant open shortly after midnight (at least

Costa Rica), long before its pollinators
active at dawn. The mites rush in

K. Colwell

until the next flower opens.

tween

clusters, however,

Passage be-

seems usually

require the unwitting assistance of a

mingbird. In

field

to

hum-

experiments, uninhab-

ately begin a frenzied attack on the pollen

heads closed to mite foot trafexposed to hummingbirds are
quickly populated by mites.
Hitching a ride on a hummingbird re-

packed

quires

in

become

as soon as the flower opens.

in the

They immedi-

anther sacs, using a pair of

short appendages to

move one

time over their mouthparts.

grain at a

We

ited flower

fic

but

timing

and

agility.

Taking

the

length of the mite as two-hundredths of an

inch (some species are smaller), the

mites at this speed in wind sprints
the

"Deplaning" presents new
Before racing
the mites

first

is

records for

show
dred

down

must

not the flower

Our

mm

of a test tube.)

lip

that no

has

flower. Yet

the

bill

diffici.ic

into a flAe

determine whetlr

of their

many

own

host

sp;ie;

thousands of

more than one

disembarked

in

^iK

in twciim

the

many hummingbirds

\m,

vis:se^

eral species of plants in

an hour's timani

that the mites are removing nutritious

length of the bird as about one and a quar-

often each plant has

its

substances that coat the pollen grains. In

ter inches

(some are longer), and allowing
a generous five-second feeding visit by the
bird, the mite must run as fast as a chee-

suspect

size, it would be as if you
had before you a large bin of basketballs
covered with peanut butter and honey,
which you picked up one by one to lick.

terms of relative

When

an individual flower has

fully

bloomed, the mites are able to leave it on
foot to lurk about the same flower cluster

60
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bill

own specs

into the nostril

hummingbird flower mite. How dc:he;
know when to get off?
By far the most likely source
formation is odor. With the bird's bi in

before the bird moves on. (In other words,

flower, mites in the bird's nostrils Dul

both hummingbird' flower mites and chee-

quickly

tah, for

its size,

to

make

it

tahs can run about twelve

per second.

We

body lengths

have actually clocked the

determine

the

species

o

th

flower and act accordingly, based on dor

provided by the bird's rapid respiido

Robert

K. Colwell

host nectar to the nectar of other species of

mite plants. The mites also choose their

own

host nectar over sugar water of the

same concentration and over nectar from
miteless plants, that is, hummingbirdvisited species that never support hummingbird flower mites. Amy Heyneman,

who has analyzed dozens

of nectars from

both kinds of plants, has found biochemi-

between the two groups of

cal diff'erences

nectars.

show

Our

experiments, however,

field

broad

that, within

limits, the host

nectar of one mite species

is

nutritionally

acceptable to other mite species

same

habitat.

We

the

in

forced mites to live in

newly opened, unoccupied host flowers of
a plant normally inhabited by another

A nylon mesh bag excluded
hummingbirds and thereby prevented escape of the mites, many of which survived
mite species.

to

reproduce successfully.

Why,

then, are the mites so particular

about the host plants they actually use? If
every flower were densely populated with
mites, competition

among mite

species for

nectar might explain the adherence of

each mite species to certain host plant species. However, the density of mites is quite
low, relative to the nectar available, so

competition between mite species

not a

is

likely explanation for the very rigid plant-

mite

Another possible explana-

affiliation.

tion

is

that each mite species aggressively

excludes "aliens" from
evidence

is

indirect but convincing.

choice of nectars in a T chamhummingbird flower mites choose

chamber over a period of hours.
The mites in this experiment strongly

liven a

in its

from their own host plant species,
Trinidad, for example, we ofl"ered the

preferred the nectar of their natural host

:ar

Proclolaelaps kirmsii, which lives in

I

Hamelia patens,

"^''

flowers of

home

Centropogon comutus,
We put a drop

of another mite.

lainelia nectar in the tip of a tiny glass
illary
:ar in

tube and a drop of Centropogon
another.

The open ends

of the

tubes lead into an enclosed three-way

yiersection" in a small block of acrylic.
*
''i

of

them ended up

in the

nectar, rather than in

tar. But when we put mites from Centropogon (another species, Proctolaelaps
glaucis) in the same setup, they preferred
Centropogon to Hamelia nectar. The
mites are even more consistent in nature,
where they are presented with one host
plant odor at a time in a moving stream of

n

'"'.

all

Hamelia

the tubes with "alien" Centropogon nec-

lamella and equally "virgin" nectar

'

— nearly

tubes with

a choice

flowers of

(iiii

plant

veen nectar from uninhabited flowers

J'
"

third entrance to the intersection (the

"pf the
;

We kept track of the location of each mite

T) is another capillary tube with
from Hamelta in it. Twenty identi;hambers were simultaneously set up.

"jite

air rather

Many

than two odors
species of

in still air.

hummingbird flower

mites from Trinidad, Mexico, Costa Rica,

and California have participated

in

our T-

chamber experiments. A consistent pattern emerges. Each species prefers its own

its

host plant. But

most pairs of mite species get along quite
amicably in laboratory tests. Moreover,

same

certain pairs of species share the

host plant on a regular basis.

The explanation I favor for host alleis that hummingbird flower mites
use host plants as a way of finding mates.
Once a particular host plant species becomes the most popular jumping-ofl" place
giance

for a given

mite species, the mating suc-

cess of mites that get

ofl"

elsewhere

will

on average. Because in these species both males and females must mate
many times to achieve their maximum resuffer,

productive potential, mites of either sex
that

disembark

will leave
If

I

at the correct host plant

more descendants.

am right

ation evolved

in

thinking that plant

among hummingbird

affili-

flower

mites in large part through differences in

61

—

mating success, then host affiHation can
be viewed as the product of sexual selection. Darwin first drew the important distinction between evolutionary changes
based on inherited differences in survival
rate and in the potential for reproduction,
the process he called natural selection,

and evolutionary changes based on differences in mating success in itself, a phenomenon he termed sexual selection.
Darwin believed that natural selection
and sexual selection could, at times, conflict. Some physical and behavioral traits
of animals are thought to have evolved
largely through their role in courtship and
mating, perhaps even at the cost of decreased survival. Well-known examples
include the beautiful but

peacock's

tail,

cumbersome

the elaborate and seem-

arbitrary bowers constructed by
male bowerbirds, and the magnificent
songs of thrushes, which can attract predingly

ators as well as mates.

Just as more elaborate peacock tails
presumably increased their owners' success in attracting peahens, strong alle-

giance to a particular host plant species

boosted the mating success of

humming-

bird flower mites. Like other sexually selected characters, host affiliation involves

a degree of arbitrariness and probably carries

an element of

risk as well.

For a mite

that has specialized on a single host spe-

even a brief flowering failure

cies,

plant could

My

mean

in the

the mite's extinction.

co-workers and

I

suspect such ex-

must be rather common, on the
of mere thousands of years. How-

tinctions

scale

ever, unless the flowering of all host spe-

cies

were

World

from Caliand throughout the New
a most unlikely event

to fail simultaneously

fornia to Chile
tropics

the future of

—

hummingbird flower mites

seems assured. Their dynamic
evolution all but guarantees that newly
as a group

evolved species will eventually replace extinct ones,

Some

even

in the

same

host plants.

species even thrive harmlessly on

the nectar of garden plants (including African aloes in California) along with the

hummingbird

visitors that delight the gar-

dener. Despite the risks that they face

stowaway mites are well suited
on the run. .

daily,

to

life

D
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ng-tailed hermit hummingbird, bearing mites on its bill, samples the nectar of a
'del passionflower The mites will remain on the bird until it arrives at the "right"
? 'tr By sharing an affinity for particular host plants, mites of the same species may
:

L'dite

matefinding and improve their reproductive success.
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not

long

cor

in

of 1963, the nearby Indian Affairs

beatings,

murder,

cial

rape,

incest,

and other forms of so-

in the suns
>

10

had begun relocating the residen
Grassy Narrows from their old "resi'S

A

Poison Stronger Than Love: h
Destruction of an Ojibwa Com

M.

NiTY, by Anastasia

University

Press,

Shkilnyk.

$30.00

$9.95 (paper); 275 pp.,

Jl

(harda^

illus.

I

pathology have become the collective

iwrm.

It is

a world turned upside down.

Why, the reader may ask, would the
community of Grassy Narrows, once

on the English- Wabigoon River to i
site on a logging road. In the opinion cli
government, the relocation would m:3i
ei

highly supportive of kin and spiritually at-

much easier to provide the residents \ h

tached to the land, self-destruct

school, medical care,

in

such a

manner? What disasters could be so allencompassing as to reduce a competent,
self-reliant

people to such a condition?

poignant though

swer

is

found

less

in the response of a resident

I

can't explain

I

know

is

A

than satisfactory an-

it

it

to myself.

that alcohol

is

to you,

The

because

only thing

a stronger power
It's

a poison, and

we are a broken people."
The author describes in graphic

improved hoini
and other benefits of a mo n
ized Canadian way of life.
However, relocation also separate
people from their ancestral lands. liii
electricity,

il)

rupted

their

detail

social

organization-

clan-based extended family.

It

ill

rec;e(

their participation in the seasonal

omy of the

on

region, trapping for furs

illl

winter and guiding sport fishermen

ill'

summer. And

it

weakened

their aos

symbiotic relationship with the amal

—

drinking, the most visible element of wide-

and land a hallmark of their way oif»
Such an economic and cultural diintj

spread alcohol abuse throughout the

tion carries a penalty well

the prolonged and frequent bouts of spree

City

were

These are but a few of the statistics cited
by Anastasia Shkilnyk in her penetrating
and sensitive analysis of the fate of Grassy
Narrows, a Canadian Indian community
that has been devastated by change. In A
Poison Stronger Than Love: The Destruction of an Ojibwa Community, we learn
that in this small village in northwest On-

than the love of children.
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all
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r
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State.
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PACIFIC CLIPPER CRUISES
RO. Box 243, Port Townsend, WA 98368
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backcountry lodge, charmingly rustic yet unabashedly
comfortable. You'll paddle pristine mountain lakes,
ponds, and rivers shared by brook trout, otters, beavers, loons, and osprey Daily excursions plus canoe
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Phone: (206) 385-5885
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Safaiis

NATURAL HISTORY EXPEDITIONS
• EXPLORE N
MEX COLO UTAH, ARIZ
^' BUSH FLYING, JEERING, RAFTiNG
•

F.O.

Sgx 345,

GEOLOGY ARCHAEOLOGY HISTORY
CAMPING OR LODGING: 1-5 DAYS
FretBrochur*

Dept.

HB, Santa Fe,

HM

AUSTRALIAN TROPICAL BIRDS. The

87504

best of small

group tours, 17 days birding Far North Queensland
from outback to Gt Barrier Reef Write Goanna Tour,
55 Guide Street, Clifton Beach, 4871 Old, Australia

Tours/Trips
A-1

SAFARIS

pendent,

NATURAL HISTORY

IN

Escorted,'lnde-

Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Zambia.
Zimbabwe, Botswana, Trans-Sahara, Asia: India, Nepal, Malaysia, Indonesia, S, America: Brazil, Ecuador,
Peru,

tional,

Africa:

Galapagos

5342

Photographers Tours
with

Lis!

Dennis

Author ofiTavel Photography: Developing a Personal Stvie

Europe
PO

for special bat
research expedition
netting, surveys, photography,
new species accounts, August 16-25. $550. Zoological
Research Institute. 210 Washington St., Sherborn, MA

—

01770

Islands. Alaska. Safaricentre Interna-

Nationwide (800) 223-6046 California (800) 624-

"n-avei

BATS OF BELIZE— Volunteers needed

/

North Africa / Asia
Fe, N M 87504 (505) 982-4979

Box 2847, Santa

CANOE THE MAINE WILDERNESS, Allagash, St. Croix,
July
trips

Natlr,\l History 7/85

September, Small groups. All inclusive guided
Excellent Food. Write Maine Wilderness PadWhite Picket Farm-N, Deerfield, NH 03037
,

(603) 463-8804

CHINA BICYCLE TOURS.

In-depth, leisurely explora-

Chinese countryside. Yangtse Valley, Inner
Mongolia, East and South China, Small groups, fully escorted Bi-monthly departures throughout the year, 1826 days, $2100-$3500 including air (west coast), China
Passage, 302 Fifth Avenue, NY, NY 10001 (212) 564tion of the

4099

68

-

dlers, Inc

Flower Stall, Seattle

1

L-^
Tfc

I'

.

I,

stIecone/Wine Country/Death Valley & more. Small
some larger. Tours 1 to 6 days. Accommodations
: hotels, country inns & other, equipment provided for
with nature tours". California Natural History Tours,
IX 3709. Beverly Hills, CA 90212. (213) 274-3025.
.

MAINE COAST
for

tours from

$1666

ng airfare 8, 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals,
or/Peru options University credit available Jo;olley, Last, Inc., 43 Millstone Road, RandallsvID 21133 (301) 922-3116

naturalists.

Steuben,

ME

Wildlife

Eagle

safaris departing November
iithological safari with tfie Rhode Island Audu-

Natural history with the Tyler Arboretum

Workshop with Joseph IvlcDonald
Ithaca,

TREKS

I

Voyagers

Research

IN

OREGON'S

Eagle

,

9 other adventurers and our licensed
alist will sail by schooner to explore
islands than any other Galapasos
Jition. 16 Trip dates. M. Picchu Option.
FREE BROCHURE

INCH {FLOUTS 415^5^25
606nd Juanita.Tiburon.CA 94920

Trekking (walking} expeditions to the foot

Unusual

Unusual Tours, Adventures, Hiking. Amazon, Ga-

of

94523 (415) 671-2900

or (800)

Mt

E^/eresl

m

S Annapurna,

Wildlife

India

safaris

& Nepal

Sikkim, Ladakh and tropical Sri Lanka 10

mammals

search of rare Asian birds and
Explorations of remote Bhutan,

35 day programs (rom S670,00 + airfare.
Free Brochures
to

lapagos, Andes. Discover Peru, Ecuador, unique
French Guiana, Costarica, others Forum Travel or
Aeroperu, 91 Gregory (#21), Pleasant Hill, California

HivmaIaviam TtavcI.
PO

252-0458

Inc.

Box 481-NH

Greenwich, CT 06830
(203) 622-0055
Toll Free (800) 243-5330

17 day adventare on

fool,

4WD vehic. and camel. Spectacular rock and sandscapes
and prehistoric art. Small groups guided by lliareg
nomads witli English speaking escort. Monthly IVY
departures begin Oct. From $2,350

all

2S1 E, SlsLSt.. N^t,

.\>

TIBET/CHINA Explore Tibet's fabled pilgnmage sites
and gilded palaces— Jokhang Cathedral, Drepung
and Sera Monasteries, Potala Palace, the Tashilunpo

1U02

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS:

Walk

Es-

corted and independent nature and hiking tours. Hike
in New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford
Track, Explore Australia's Outback, Far North, and
Great Barrier Reef. Extensions to Fiji, Tahiti, New
Guinea. South Pacific itineraries designed for individuals and groups. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N
Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

OUR OWN PROFESSIONAL

East African natural

his-

can be your own, tailored to your specific
November, or can arrange to suit you. Many

tory field trip

interests.

PRINCETON NATURE TOURS Exceptional trips to
Alaska. Antarctica, Australia, Galapagos, Kenya. 282
Western Way. Princeton, NJ 08540 (609) 683-1 1 1

Indus.

TURTLE TOURS

Cap Wilderness

August Wilderness photography trip. BroBox 123N, Enter1

Hurricane Creek Llamas, Rt,
)R 97828. (503) 432-4455

Trek the spectacular Cordillera
Blanca or ancient Inca Trail to Machu Picchu, Overland
expeditions by 4WD vehicle. Amazon wildlife extensions. Complete Peru travel service. Free illustrated
brochure. Himalayan Travel. Box 481-NH, Greenwich
CT 06836 Toll Free (800) 243-5330

Station,

NY 14851

.assed natural beauty, hearty meals, companllamas Small group and custom treks. All ages

iji

Wildlife

0468(5

^j\J~L/\.1\jC1l
.—Three special

PERU ADVENTURES;

survey participation. Cruises

Hill

NATURE & CULTURES OF SOUTH/CENTRAL America

;;5.

i,

.

7233

led by professional naturalists,
historians & wildlife photograpfier to unique
areas: Channel Islands/Gold Country/Big

=AGOS ISLANDS. Economic

.

comradery— congeniality $525,00. Blue Sky Adventures, Box 126 N, Oakndge, NJ 07438 (201) 697-

I^^FTours

ll'Ciely

If

.

TOURS

I^P

I'

MAINE COAST WILDLIFE SEAVENTURE— August 2531— windjamming— whales
Puffins— Pennyworts

CALIFORNIA
NATURAL HISTORY

years experience, finest accommodations Call or write
Land Use Ethics, Inc., Box 685, Sanibel, Florida 33957

country ringed by the Himalayas Visit
Shanghai, Chengdu, Xi'an, Guangzhou
September 29-October 22: October 20-November 12 $3,950 including airfare from west coast
China Passage, 302 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10001
(212) 564-4099
in

hill

Bening,
Nanjing

TRINIDAD BIRDING BARGAIN— 1st Saturday each
month 8 day tours only $545.00 plus airfare includes: 6
all-day field trips, experienced guides. Stay at clean
comfortable Mt, St Benedict Guesthouse. All meals.
Double rooms, shared bath, staff gratuities, transfers.
Ask for brochure Wonder Bird Tours, 500 Fifth Avenue
Suite 235, New York, NY 10036 (212) 840-5961

(813)472-1161

TRAVEL PHOTOGRAPHY
WORKSHOP IN SANTA FE
with LisI Dennis

Autfior of Travel

Photography: Developing a Personal Styli

Weekly from Sept
PO. Box 2847, Santa

TROPICAL

Fe,

7,

14,21

N.M. 87504 (505) 982-4979

ECOLOGY—

Visit rainforest, caves, Canbcoral reefi Observe, photograph exotic birds,
orchids! Experienced naturalist guide $795
from Miami International Zoological Expeditions 210

bean

mammals,

Washington

St.,

Sherborn,

MA

(31770

Video

GRAND

CANYON" 2-hour helicopter exploration
Video, Breathtaking music. Critically acclaimed. Details

gas,

Free Beerger Productions. 3217
NV 89102. (702) 876-2328

Arville

Las Ve-

THE COMET HALLEY VIDEO— Computer generated
graphic almanac 30 min. color videocassette Specify
VHS or Beta $24.95 ppd. Urania Systems, PO Box
4890, Richmond, VA 23220

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION
The following new rates are

effective with the July

1

985

issue

$2 50 per word: 16 word ($40) minimum. D/sp/ayc/assitied IS $275 per inch All advertisements must be prepaid. Rates are not structured for agency or frequency
discounts. All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HISTORY'S discretion Send check/money order
payable to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market. NATURAL HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th
St., New York, NY 10024, Please include your personal
address and telephone number, issue preferred, and
suggested heading. Deadline— 1st of the month, two
months prior to cover date (the January issue closes
Nov 1 Camera-ready art is required for display ads. A
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent
)

upon

publication.
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Cold

Spirits

In the U.S.S.R., there

is

a minicuisine offlavored vodkas

home-grown folk

that began as

1

art

by Raymond Sokolov
Russia's favorite cocktail, according to

my

Russian cookbook author,

favorite

Anne Volokh,

is

the Polar Star. "Take

Vi

The Art of

glass vodka," she explains in

Russian Cuisine, "add another Vi glass of
vodka, and stir thoroughly." This passion
for pure, clear spirits may seem witless
and pathetic, but it is actually the basis for
a fascinating minicuisine of flavored vod-

kas that has survived

all

the disruptions of

the past eighty years and

still

stands as a

testimony to the innate sensitivity of Russian palates.

Today, cooks
find

it

in the Soviet

impossible to prepare

4,000 dishes described
khovets's

A

Union would

many

of the

Elena Molo-

in

Young Housewives, a

Gift to

Russian cookbook written in the
1870s for middle- and upper-class women.

classic

No new

editions of this

sian Mrs. Beeton have

book by the Rus-

come

out in Russia

since 1917, but secondhand copies of
Gift to

now

in

A

Young Housewives cost the moon
Moscow. And, says Mrs. Volokh,

"readers pore over
cal novel,

it

as

if it

were a

histori-

marveling at the quality of a

life

long gone."

A

selective annotated edition of the

Molokhovets book is now being prepared
by Joyce Toomre at Harvard University.
She kindly let me look at a chapter of the
manuscript, which is a painstaking, scholarly effort to

make

this crucial

document

of late imperial Russian bourgeois

American

life

But the
recipes are so old-fashioned and reflect
such a different way of life that most
available to

cooks will not find

it

readers.

easy to translate them

to practical eff"ect in a

modern American

them

she

until

left

the

U.S.S.R. and

gained access to suitable raw materials

in

American markets. Volokh was the food
writer for the Sunday edition of the Soviet
newspaper hvestia before she and her
family emigrated to Los Angeles. Her
cookbook was published in 1983, and it is
an extraordinary achievement for several
reasons. First, it is hugely informed and
professional, with an encyclopedic array
of recipes written with the clarity and authority that come from years of practice at
a popular newspaper. Volokh has also
taken the trouble to tell an American audience how Russians feel about their food
and how they consume it. In other words,
her book is strong on context and sociology. It is also literary, rich in gastronomic
quotations from classic Russian authors.
These toothsome passages are not just
there as gorgeous window dressing. Taken
together, they form a mosaic of a lost
world of Russian abundance and hospitality. Heading the chapter on zakuski, or
hors d'oeuvres, for example, is this epigraph from Gogol's Dead Souls:

"And now we shall
the host said.
the snacks'?"

.

.

.

send boredom packing,"

"Why

aren't they serving

The door opened. Emilian and

Antoshka appeared with the napkins,
the table, and set

down a

A

canters of various flavored vodkas.
let

laid

tray with six de-

neck-

of plates displaying every kind of tempt-

ing savory soon surrounded the tray
canters.

The

servants

moved about

and de-

smartly,

bringing in covered casseroles which gave

sound of melted butter.
After the snacks came the dinner
off a sizzling

.

.

Anyone

what

I

moment. And the Volokli
ume is the most complete authority c:l
clear in a

subject, even better than

Molokhoa

book, which ignores vodka concoctic.i

now popular in the Soviet La
The Molokhovets recipes for vodl

the sort

i

volve cooking

—vodka

is

heated with

fruit and sugar, and ends up vergiii
ward such Western delicacies as bra
if

pears or blackberry cordial.

vodkas

I

The

pre

n

am concerned with are also

n

but they are cold infusions of 1

tional,

li

aromatic substances. They are a J
served ice cold, and their purpose

is

is

late flavor, in its very essence, witho

distraction of sweetness.

The

ll

mind are the white alcohols distil
France from a mash of pears or ra:x
ries (or, less commonly, from plums
strawberries, and holly). But these
ous "brandies" begin as fruit. The R
1

f

1

)ii

flavored vodkas start as neutral spiri

are doctored with powerful flavorirel

ments that no one would normally

eiiS

In the U.S.S.R.

today, accordi;

I

have been reading her

for a

,:

method of spicing up vodka has beii
dustrialized. She mentions four ^
names Starka, lerofeich, Petro\.ai'
and Okhotnichia labels applied t'O
kas infused with "anywhere from 3)'

—

flavors

—

—

sage,

heather

honey,

ginger root, anise, juniper

ar'l«
bri<

mercial producers of these drinks rr^

lately

-.

Volokh, what was evidently a home-3<

But

the dinner that followed could do no better

.

arately.

than to read Volokh and cook her recipes.

This is exactly what Anne Volokh has
done with some of the Molokhovets recipes. She herself had not cooked many of

:

3i

Crimean apple and pear leaves,
young shoots of mountain ash, ntm
and nutmeg blooms, vanilla, cinmn
cardamom, cloves and others." Thi'^o'

interested in exploring

.

closed

amples from other cultures that co

root,

those snacks were or what was served in

Natural History 7/85

During the pas!
have been preoccupied wif
vored vodkas for reasons that will be i
specific reason.

months,

.

kitchen.
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more
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Matter of Taste

Enjoy seven magical days of cruising aboard the luxurious
Danube Princess on Europe's most beautiful river.
visit Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary,
including the legendary cities of Vienna and Budapest.

YouMI

Danube Princess cruise rates, from Munich back to Munich,
are S920 to $1,350 per person based on twin bedded occupancy.
them from a copious spice

who

ans

shelf,

but

own vodkas

flavor their

at

For a free brochure

500 Fifth Avenue,

call

your Travel .\genl, or contact Exprinter Danube Cruises,

New York, NY

719-1200 or (800) 221-1666 out of

lOllO, (2I2)

NY State.

tend to work with one flavoring eleat a time.

most famous example of

;

this

is

the

infused with an herb called buffalo
or zubrovka.

Also well known are

which caraway seed, citrus peel,
have been macer.t room temperature for a week. Pep.s

in

ipepper, or chilies

Tkmu

DANUBE CRUISES

Cily_

.Zip_

State-

The Danube Princess is ofWcsl German Rcgislr'

NH785

»dka, or pertsovka. a chili-inflamed,

eye-opener,

r-colored

iSiercially in this

available

is

country at large

li-

Better than r) Jogging,

But it is so easy to make that it
worth spending money on an im-

Swimming, or Cycling.

;D tores.
i;

Jly

ri

1

"^^^c^/^^ordicjrack

product or wrestling with qualms
trading with the

D

enemy

to acquire

you try one of the following reciou will probably be tempted to exi if

.^

..

,ient on variations that suit your

[Fl 5

must have been the

fSlhole

ved

;il(j

spirit in

f

Jarless Total Body

^^^

^r

Cardiovascular Exerciser

own

Duplicates X-C Skiing for the
Best Motion in Fitness

which

genre of drinks was originally

— people

about

puttering

muscles and also adds
important upper body exercise. Higher pulse rates,

forml)' exercises the large leg

at

necessary for building fitness, seem easier to attain
is shared by more muscle mass

dropping one thing or another into a
of hooch to make it taste better.

;!li

,;!tj

ftet
if<i;d

iglish
n

about the major-domo of

Club

in

Moscow

in

the nine-

century, an epicure called Shably10

.

Even Better Than Swimming

would be misleading to pass off"
vodkas as a sort of low-class folk

NordicTrack more effectively exercises the largest
muscles in the body, those located in the legs and
buttocks When swimming, the body is supported
b)' the water, thus preventing these muscles from
being effectively exercised. The stand up exercising
position on the NordicTrack much more effectively
exercises these muscles,

it

)lokh talks

.

because the work

supervised the creation of vodkas

^ d with

birch and black currant

Cross-countr)' skiing

is

often cited by physiologists

most perfect form of cardio\'ascul3r exercise
for both men and women Its smooth, fluid, total
body motion uniformly exercises more muscles so
higher heart rates seem easier 10 attain than when
as the

A Proven, High Quality Durable Product

jogging or cycling, NordlcTrack closely simulates the

pleasant X-C skiing

NordicTrack is in its ''ih year of production, NordicTrack is quiet, motorlcss and has separately adjustable arm and leg resistances. \Xc manufacture

motion and provides the same

cardiovascular endurance-building benefits-right

J;

convenience of your home, year 'round
Eliminates the usual barriers of time, weather,
in the

r

vodkas has respread to the United States. My
this area is an American Slavicist,

cult of these flavored

it

1.
1

,in Horwitz, whose lemon vodka was
piration for

i'
,

my own

improvisations.

y drink one of these flavored vodkas,
e swept away by the intensity of

I

'

i:e

\nd

n on,

if
it

you

will

reflect

about the phe-

eventually occur to you

and
day

chanceofinjury. etc Also highly effective for weight
control

sell
trial

Folds and stands on end
only 15 " x 17"
storage space.

More Complete Than Running

to require

NordicTrack gives you a more complete work outconditions both upper body and lower body
muscles at the same time Fluid, jarless motion does
not cause joint or back problems,

More

Effective Than Exercise Bikes

NordiiTrack's stand-up skiing motion
I>s[,

Two year warrantee, .^0
period with return privilege

direct

more

Call or irritc

/(ir

FREE BROCHURE

i^k

Toll Free 1-800-328-5888
Minnesota 612-448-698?

uni-

l4ll lon.iili.in

\\\\

I,

N.,

(

h,i-.k.i,

\iN

';=;%i,s

^
^

fl
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that

odd that extreme cold

it is

is

an

indis-

The

idea of serving flavored spirits cold

well established and, of course,

is

version

of flavored

fused aquavit,

is

is

not ex-

The Swedish

clusively a Russian notion.

vodka,

caraway-in-

is

sometimes pre-

sented with the bottle frozen in a block of

This

ice.

not done merely for show.

is

I

have repeatedly experimented with sideby-side tastings of ice-cold and room-tem-

perature samples of the

and

cohol

found

same

the

exhilaratingly focused in

flavored

cold

al-

drinks

aroma and the

Normally, cold reduces the intensity of
flavors, while

heat increases them. Think

ices). In

main

both cases, the flavors are

point of the food.

And when

the

rises, its

changes abruptly at 32 degrees
Fahrenheit, but it is no great feat to ignore

an

ice

Discovery Tour
1986

itinerary (with

gram

in

2.

its

3.

visiting the British

of

eminent

Share with Museum

way. But not

temperature uniformly.

to

more

flavors

si
i

c,

vor at different temperatures," says

different flavor

4.

if it's

"pictures"

olfactory

wash your
left

fingers that could

the bottle and

temperature

for

let

stand at room

about

three

.

(

.

i

chose

stinctively

many

intensity,

just

of

flavorings

(

them chosen fcl

of

how we
'Wh

proceeding.

is

enough,

hot

it

back

strair,

into thi

Tighten the cap and put the r^
bottle in the freezer. As soon as tl
uid is very cold and has turned s
cous that it pours like a light syru;
ready to drink. Always serve very

a resi-

burn
your eyes.
Pour the cumin into the bottle. To be
neat about it, make a paper funnel and
pour the cumin through it into the
vodka.

Cap

Ci\(

force of cold

tie.

have

are

that

substances

damping

vodka, then pour

Now

_

would withstand J
and stand ouli
matically when the usual elements oh
ka's basic taste were suppressed. Thi
tain

tablespoon ground cumin

Open the bottle of vodka.
Crumble the chilies and carefully drop
the debris, including the seeds, down

.

s

or cold.',

stock in trade. But they did see tha

dried red chilies

chilies will

warm

juice

;

1

The

Orange

•

]

The Russians who first started flav
vodkas did not know anything abou:

3

You

can, of course,

make

a wide

of drinks in this way. For instance,

t

vegetable peeler and cut the zest (th

ored surface layer) off one lemon c
orange.

Macerate with 2 teaspoo

sugar in a quart of vodka for 4 days.

<

using a dozen berries from a mounta;

days.

f;

or 2 tablespoons of caraway seeds,

1;

develop flavor for a week.

lecturers.

staff

and
Rose Brandy

—I
(From The Art of Russian
25-30

roses, fully

opened

bottles (750 milliliters

eac

proof vodka

Museum of

4 cups sugar

Natural
History

ISi;

Remove

Discovery Tours

large jar.

West at 79th
NewYork.N.Y, 10024

Cuisint^

Anne Volokh, Macmillan, 1983

American

Natural History 7/85

Cold

"There's a whole different profile

3

72

t

i

easily than others

Taste each day to test

further information including itinerary, map, prices, conditions, etc.,
write or call American Museum
Discovery Tours.

(212)873-1440

i

aromatic substances

all

friends an unforgettable cruise. For

Central Park

n

reduces flavor intensity, in a ge

tors,

tastes

due on your

relaxing

anced team

is

by

And that is why cold, which i\
down their escape into our olfactory n

quart 80-proof vodka

hands.

curator) provides a

and thorough three-week
Discovery Tour. All of the major Nile
archeological sites as well as the
important wildlife regions are discussed and visited with your bal-

thii

flavors.

1

the neck of the bottle.

carefully

London

Museum with

most of what we

actually smelling. This

perature: heat increases the volatili

5.
1.

Explore with three lecturers the rich
and archeological sites of an
area which has fascinated visitors

planned
a special two-day pro-

with,

maceration

natural

A

is

cially true of sensations aff"ected

Tex-Mex Vodka

to the Nile

for centuries...

To begin
as tasting

colors, diff"erent notes.

taste interest falls. (Clearly, the texture of

Discover the world of ancient and

voij

consultant Gail Vance Civille, "diffi

temperature of vodka or sherbet

modern Egypt on an American
Museum 600 mile Nile Cruise.

our perception of

aff'ects

from an active kitchen, and then think of
the same food, pale and inert, as it comes
from the refrigerator the next day. And
yet, the most intense distillations of flavor
I know come from very cold foods: flavored vodkas and ice cream (especially
the

1,

that

odors.

of the smells that spread through a house

water

February 9 to March

cause of the complex physical chem.:

some

tepid ones insipid.

(

as temperature rises.) This happen!)

customarily served right

from the freezer and

ap

texture in a tasting, and the flavor

of ices and ice creams does definitely

pensable part of the experience.

St.

tightly,
Richard Jeftery

the rose petals and plac

Add

and

the vodka, seal t

set in a

warm

80 degrees Fahrenheit)

place
for

2

i

H

reason as spices or as flavorings

be rich

to

These

medicines.

itive

or acid,

in essential oils

more

stand up to cold

1

in

flavorings

fiercely than

/eaker elements present in vodka,
test this idea,

cast about for a sub-

I

e rich in essential oils that

had

not, so

knew, been used to flavor vodka,

I

came

in

in plants

immediately

caraway and

to

mind.

to

are umbellifers closely refennel.

I

put cumin

radka with three dried chilies and
i

up with a powerfully interesting

,

the olfactory essence of the Mexi-

order (see recipe).

you think that only taiga-bound
and drudges like me fiddle

5t

ans

with cold-intensified flavor, here

id

is

.ample of peerless elegance in this

have

it

on good authority that the

childs freeze

Chateau d'Yquem, the

Dress 'em up in old clothes and sturdy shoes, and we'll
all "into the woods" on a comprehensive tour of
one of our logging sites.
You'll discover how lumberjacks and foresters work with
take you

computer programmers and lab
forests and their yields forever.

scientists to sustain our
Your kids will go "Wow!"
because we'd like you to

We offer you tours like this
understand that our mills and plants and logging sites serve
your interests as well as ours.
And because we're proud of them.
For a hst of tour locations, write Sharon Ramsey,
Boise Cascade Corporation, One Jefferson Square,
Boise, Idaho 83728.

^

Boise Cascade Corporation (l

dessert wine on the planet, before

;st

drink

it

at their

own Chateau
they

ijefore serving,

Lafite.

Paper/dffice Products/ Packaging/ Building Products/ forests^-

the wine de-

let

pourable slush. The cold sup-

to a

the sweetness

is

JHOW YOUR KIDS
HOW A FOREST IS LOGGED

and leaves only the

Dus bouquet.

wild Sokolov

is

a writer whose speand preparation

terest is the history
<d.

When

sks.
lin

the liquid turns golden,

carefully through 4 layers of

it

lesecloth.

enameled

a 4-quart

make

pot,

a

up with the sugar and Vi cup water.
d the rose brandy and bring to a
I. Remove from heat and away from
open fire. Skim the surface. Cool,
into bottles, seal tightly,

ir
I

and keep

cool place for 4 to 6 months.

('ield:

Approximately

3

quarts

^
Wbet of Apricots a

la

/

Moscovite

ion a recipe from The Book of Ices,
A.B. Marshall, London, 1 855.

and Ice

iprinted in Victorian Ices

am. edited by Barbara Ketcham
Wheaton, Scribner's)
ip plus 1 teaspoon apricot jam
tlespoons maraschino liqueur

jblespoon

rum

or

brandy

iced preserved fruit or fresh fruit

jam together with 2'/: cups
water
and push through a fine
j
e or puree in a blender
the

in the

maraschino liqueur and rum

randy,
;ze

until

firm

an

in

ice

cream

zer.
'e

with diced
Yield:

fruit.

About

1

quart
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Summer

Brights

by Thomas D. Nicholson
The

bright planets are divided between

the morning and evening skies this month,
little bias toward the morning.
Venus and Jupiter are morning stars, Saturn and Mercury evening stars, and Mars
goes from evening to morning. During the

but with a

when the summertime constella-

evenings,

Saturn

tions are up,

sundown and

low

is

sets in the

in

the south at

southwest about

an hour after midnight.

Libra,

in

It's

about midway between Virgo's Spica and
Scorpius's Antares, and about as bright as

When

these two stars.

its

retrograde mo-

month, Saturn begins
edging toward Antares. Jupiter, on the
other hand, is much brighter and more
easily seen after it climbs high enough in
the west, about three hours past sunset.
tion ends late in the

it is still a morning star, Jupiter remains in the sky for the rest of the night.
While Venus is well up in the east at dawn,

Since

Jupiter hovers in the west until twilight

wipes

out.

it

Mercury gives us a

the evening sky but not
set sky

is

its

fair shot in

best. If the sun-

exceptionally clear, you

may see

the planet in the west-southwest in late

from about March 10

twilight

The

to 20.

following events are given in east-

ern standard time unless stated otherwise.
July

but

it

Tonight's

1:

isn't. It's

moon might

look

full,

half a day shy of being

full,

and there are two ways you can tell: it rises
about half an hour before the sun sets, and
one portion of it

is

a bit uneven. Binoculars

show it easily. Tomorrow night {after
moon) the opposite part of the moon

full

will

look uneven.

July

moon

2:

Full

rises

moon

about

is

at 7:08 a.m.,

thirty-five

and the

minutes after

sunset.

3-4:

July

Capricornus,

The gibbous moon
approaching

bright object to

its left. It

is

Jupiter,

in

the

passes below the

planet early in the evening of the 4th.

July

5:

Earth

is

at aphelion (farthest

from the sun), but our weather probably
won't give you a clue. The slight change of
the earth's distance from the sun over the
course of the year has little effect on the

map represents

weather.

July 6-7:

The gibbous moon

(rising af-

is a good guide to the Square of
Pegasus and the star Fomalhaut tonight.

ter 10:00)

74

The summer Sky Map identifies constellations and stars for the months of Jul k
and September from latitude 40° N at the evening hours given below. Toi<'>
map. hold it vertically in front ofyou with south (S) at the bottom, and match the'^^
half of the map with the stars you see facing south. As you face in other directioi i
the map to bring the corresponding compass direction to the bottom of the mi
The stars move west continuously during the night. By morning (before dawnjin
on the western half of the map will have set, those on the eastern half will have /'"
into the west, and new stars (those of the fall evenings) will have risen in the eas ^

gust,
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the sky at about 2:00 a.m. on July

I;

1:00 a.m. on July 15; midni'l'

August 15; 10:00 p.m. on August 31; 9:00 p.m. on Septemi'
and 8:00 p.m. on September 30. Add one hour for daylight time. The map can b «i
for an hour or more before and after the times given.
July 31;

1

1:00 p.m. on

.

.

.

.

Don't Buy a

Celestial Events

BIGTILLER.
ForaSmallJob!

Look after midnight, when they have risen
high enough. The two westerly (righthand)

Square are above the

stars of the

moon and Fomalhaut
July

9:

Last-quarter

below.

moon

is

at 7:39 p.m.

close to midnight in Pisces.

It rises

July 10-11:

now

is

The waning crescent moon,

in Aries, rises shortly after

midnight.
reaches apogee (farthest from earth) at
3:00 a.m. on the 11th.
It

July 13: Mercury

tance to the sun's

is

elongation) today, placing
sition as

planet

good enough

isn't

may be

week

the

it

1

3th, but

Big tillers weigh almost 300 lbs.
Mantis weighs just 20 lbs. (women and
older gardeners love it)!
Simply turning a300 lb. tiller in a
backyard garden is a challenge.
Mantis starts with a flick of the wrist

in its best po-

this time.

sets.

The

seen low in the west during

twilight for a

July

it

an evening star when the sun

But best

Buy a Mantis!

at its greatest dis-

left (greatest easterly

13-14:

and

or so before

.

won't be easy.

The

fence

morning

crescent

lines.

.

Most

big tillers were designed to just
Mantis was designed from the
beginning for a variety of useful attachments. Tiller. Weeder Furrower.
Edger Lawn Aerator. Lawn DeThatcher. Hedge Trimmer
Best of all, Mantis costs a fraction
of what you'll pay for a big tiller.
till,

3-Week In-Your-Garden Trial!
Mantis has a Lifetime Warranty on
the tines (if they ever break, we'll
replace them). A Lifetime Replacement agreement on the engine. And a
3-Week In-Your-Garden Trial (\f you
don't like it, we'll take it back and give
you a full refund).

moon, below and to their left, may be the
last before new moon.
July 7: New moon, at 6:56 p.m., is near
1

is fi-

nally in conjunction with the sun.

July 19: The young crescent moon
shows up tonight in Leo, in front of the Lion's mouth. Regulus, the bright star at

/ use my Mantis to weed a large flower
garden that used to take four days to
complete
with the IVIantis it takes
only one hour. Now I have lime to
^^

—

easier to

enjoy my flowers.

The conjunction of the moon with
Mercury won't help much in finding the

see.

|
S

Hazel House
Saraland.

elusive planet, far south of the crescent.

much happening these
moon is fatten-

Alabama

-

SUMMER BONUS

days, except the crescent

and slowly drifting east through Leo
and Virgo. But it does wonders for a clear
summer's evening to see that crescent up
there from twilight into the dark of night.
Try following the moon nightly as it drifts
away from Leo and Regulus, in the west,
toward Virgo's bright star Spica, high in

.

the results!

debaran, the bright ruddy star of Taurus.
But even Aldebaran pales in Venus's brilliant glow. A glimpse at the rising crescent

July 20-23: Not

.

.

July 15: Still near its prime as a morning star, Venus majestically drifts past Al-

left, is

,

the work out of
growing flowers and vegetables
so you can have more time to enjoy

approaches Venus on Saturday morning
and passes north of the planet on Sunday
morning.

Leo's heart, to the moon's

dime

The Mantis takes

moon joins Venus in the eastern sky. Both
rise before dawn and are well up before
twilight obscures them. The moon slowly

Gemini's border with Cancer. Mars

.

and weeds
between narrow rows and along

turns on a

after

MAIL THIS

ing

ims

ij/^

COUPON TODAY

Mantis Manufacturing Co.
1458 County Line Road, Dept 7261
Huntingdon Valley. PA 19006
|

IDPIease send more information on tfie Mantis
Tiller/Cultivator.

.

and your 3-Week

|

Trial'

|

Name
I

Address
Add

the south.

July 23-24:
ca's right to

The moon

its left

shifts

these nights.

from Spi-

The

Cty
I

State

-Zip.

cres-
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cent becomes the first-quarter

moon

at

6:39 P.M. on the 24th.
July 25:

The moon

is

at perigee in Li-

bra, near Saturn. Early on Friday
ing, the

moon

the end of

ginning

morn-

July 27:
right

passes Saturn, but after the

two have already set.
July 26: Saturn ends its retrograde
(westerly) drift through Libra, signaling
that its sojourn as an evening star is soon to
end. Mercury, on the other hand, signals

its

is

evening performance by be-

and

in

is

ittarius,

The reddish

hide the stars of the Teapot, below

star to the

moon's

—broad,
dim—
is

at

sparse,

relatively

maximum

too great a display, but with the

today.

moon

but

it is

not yet bright enou
a'

right.

its

The southern Eta Aquarid me-

shower

slow,

The gibbous moon

July 29:

retrograde motion today.

Antares, in Scorpius.

July 28:
teor

Not

its

July 31: The second full moon c
month is at 4:41 p.m., in Caprice
Note that the earlier one was in Saj

about one-twelfth way around

ius,

setting about 1:00 a.m., dark skies should

to the west.

help see the shower.

moon

is

The

th

bright object abo\

the planet Jupiter.

Comeback

Halley's

Orbit of

Uranus

Neptune

Orbit of Saturn

Mercury

Orbit of Pluto

COMET

Orbit of Jupiter

Halley's comet

occurs each year

when

it is

first

is

now

in July.

in

Taurus, where the "heliacal rising"

The term

designates the rising of a star

seen again after being invisible due to

The

its

nearness

Taurus rise in the east just before dawn.
The sun, which passed through Taurus about a month earlier,
rises about two hours after this star group during July.
Taurus, with its bright red star Aldebaran, is well known as a
winter constellation. In winter, the sun is halfway around the sky
away from the group; it rises in the early evening and is part of
the sky scene all night long. Between now and then, Taurus, with
Aldebaran as its "point star," rises earlier each day, remaining
visible for longer in the morning sky before the brightness of twito the sun.

light

wipes

it

stars of

out.

dawn, Zeta Tauri (the
left horn) would be an
excellent marker to help searchers find Halley's comet with
large telescopes. But star and comet rise too late and the comet is
too faint to make trying worthwhile this month.
Late in July, the comet moves into Gemini, very near the summer solstice, the point in the sky where the sun is on June 21. It
ends its retrograde motion in September and swings west again
through Taurus, remaining within the boundaries of the conIf

it

didn't enter the sky so close to

third-magnitude star at the tip of Taurus'

76
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more months. The stars of Tauru n
months ahead, and
Halley's comet. Beginning in August, amateur astronomt
have a good chance of spotting the comet.
The comet is still doggedly edging its way closer to thu
July, cutting the distance by more than thirty million mi!i.
stellation for several

into better position for viewing in the

der the acceleration of gravity,

its

speed continues to

lil

more than 45,000 miles per hour. In this month's illustratn
comet is very nearly on the opposite side of the sun frorrii
But it is moving to the right around the sun, while Earth
ing to the left. The motions of the earth and the comet tal
closer to one another, and that will continue until the cl<
of November 27. This month, the distance between Eah
comet decreases by more than 55 million miles. At mici(
the comet is 389 million miles from the earth, 307 millic
t

t

from the sun.

Note
during
ets

is

that

its

I

referred to the easterly motion of Halley'W

westerly, of course.

motion

is

The retrograde motion of all tJ[
The diagram shows why. The )i

retrograde loop.

opposite to the orbital motion of the planets st

comet's direct motion

is

westerly,

and when

pears to turn in an easterly direction.

it

retrogradsi

'P(

^tS0

WORK

Whether your first love is art or archaeology, elegance or
evolution. Tiffany or Tyrannosaurus rex, the stars of the
heavens or the stars of Broadway, you'll find it in our
Members' New York Weekend. For three exciting days and
two wonderful nights, a great city and a great Museum
will be all yours.
•

Two nights in one of New York's finest

hotels: Stay at The Waldorf
The Parker Meridien, or The Plaza. Minutes away from Hew York's
famed theater, shopping, and eating districts and only a short ride away

Astoria,

from the
•

itself.

Two complimentary meals:
leisurely

•

Museum
lunch

in

Enjoy a full breakfast at your hotel and a
the Museum's charming greenhouse-style restaurant.

The Official Guide and a Highlights Tour: As soon as you make your
reservations, we will send you the Museum s Official Guide to introduce you
to our fabulous treasures. And when you arrive at the Museum, take a Highlights Tour, which provides fascinating insights into the Museum's most popular halls. Or savor the Museum at your own pace. Journey through halls
with gems, dinosaurs, myriad life forms, and peoples from all over the
The Star of India sapphire, wolves hunting in the night, ancient
totems of the Northwest Coast, and Mayan sculptures are just a few of the
Museum's varied wonders. At the end of your visit, relax in our private
Members' Lounge or take advantage of your Members' discounts at Museum
gift shops.
filled

world.

• Special Exhibitions: The Museum presents an exciting schedule of special
exhibitions throughout the year. Through July: Maya: Treasures of An
Ancient Ciuilization and John James Audubon: Science into Art.
• Free Planetarium and Naturemax Tickets: Journey through the heavens
in the Planetarium's famed sky theater and enjoy the film
experience of a
lifetime at Haturemax, with its movie screen sixty feet wide and over four
stories high.

• Personalized Service: The Members' Service Desk will help customize your
weekend to suit your needs and tastes. They'll be glad to arrange theater or
concert tickets, reservations at Fiew York s top restaurants, a carriage ride
through Central Park, or tours of the town.
• Discount air fares: Special rates are available on American Airlines, the
official airline of the Members' hew York Weekend.

Tour Program Price: $92.50 per person, per night. Tax included. Based on two
nights double occupancy. Rates also available for families and individuals.
Call or write

today

for reservations,

CALL 800 435-8776
(In n.Y.

state call 212-595-1567)

brochures and more information.

(Toll Free)

WRITE TO:

Members Mew York Weekend
108 West 81 Street
York, hew York 10024

Mew

:

p
•^L

Lowest cost deluxe cruise
Lou

thru CanaL Enjoy a tropical cruise
sun and relax on beautiful, exotic beaches,
and swim and snorkel in warm, aquamarine
waters. Discover Colonial Panama, transit
the Canal, see San Bias Islands, historic
Spanish Main Gold Ports, plus Pearl Islands
and Indian Villages in the Darien Jungle. For
reser^'ations or free brochure, see any travel
agent, mail coupon or call toll free
1-800-426-0600
I
I

(in

Seattle 624-8551).

is

This cement and brick building previously

housed the huge generators that powered
the Museum's complex of buildings. Tofilled

is

humming
with

generators, the

enormous

plastic-

shrouded skeletons of whales. The ceiling
WA 98101

Xame
.Address _

.ZIP.

Phone

/ Learn FrencIi ^

lived

—bigger even than
—and they

mammoths

museums
The Museum's first important M
came from Amagansett, Long Islsi.j
challenge even for major

winches, once used for moving the power-

house machines but now used for shifting

at

the skeletons of the leviathans.

washer, the institution possessed

Although the Museum's collection of
the larger whales contains only about a
dozen specimens, it is one of the biggest in
the world. (The entire collection also contains several dozen smaller whales and
more than 400 other cetaceans.) Whales
are the biggest animals that have ever

few miscellaneous whale bones.

still

a

tangle

of metal

tracks

and

Ij

the

less,

Museum

Museum

you'll

be learning French the same way you

D

D

10% by

save

(Conn. residents add sales

Phone orders

first,

ordering both.

Basic French Part A: 12
(15 hr.) and 194-p. text. SI
Basic French Part B: 18
(25 hr.) and 290-p. text. SI

pulled

call toll-free:

49.

tax.)

1-800-243-1 234
[

order by mail, clip this ad and send with
your name and address, and a check or money
order - or charge to your credit card (VISA.

To

ley's

AmEx.

Guilford.

CT 06437

It will

also explore the nature

how

scientists will

fore. For more information and show
times call (212) 873-8828.

dUDIfl'f GMJIfl' Room H21.
St..

comet.

use Halley's return as an opportunity to
study a comet in more detail than ever be-

for free catalog.

96 Broad

Years, cele-

what we may yet discover. The second
show, Hal ley's Comet: Once in a Lifetime, tells where and when to look for Halof comets and discuss

Diners) by enclosing
card number, expiration date, and your signature.
Unconditionally guaranteed. Order today!
We offer courses in 41 other languages; send

i

Museum of Natural History. Chicago

back on five decades of astronomical history, examining how our
perceptions of the universe have changed;
then looks ahead to the next fifty years to

cassettes

i

Native American Month
July will be Native American

Month

at

Cameroonian stool
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C.liu
fu

ai

his jar on

duties to be the man's assistant.

sary. It looks

25.

I

MasterCard.

Hayden: The Golden

ijy

Ne\11i

Hermon

Andrews away from

brates the Planetarium's fiftieth anniver-

cassettes

part-time flo

a whale expert to build the creatu

Planetarium Events
Starting June 27, the Hayden Planetarium will feature two new sky shows. The

Foreign Service Institute to train State Department personnel. Available in two parts; order

a

size replica of a great blue whale. Hi lin

Museum

machine." You learn where and when you
want to, and at your own pace.
You can count on the high quality of this
course, since it was developed by the U.S.

either, or

director

At the
American

learned English - by listening and repeating.
It's easy, and takes only 25 minutes a day.
Your cassette player becomes your "teaching

as

pus decided to create and exhibit

Fteur Hales; Field

language course, oftering 15 to 40 hours of
recorded material. From the very first minute

j

was obtained by two young men-R^
Chapman Andrews and James L. C i^
both of whom would later becomfl^

On Your Own!
Not just a phrase-guide approach, but a real

the dinosa-st

are a formal^

known as explorers.
Andrews got into whale collect;^
accident. In 1906, when he began widi

is

Please send your

City

of Natural

stored in an echoing, cavernous space.

room

HOLIDAYS AND CRUISES

new Panama Cruise brochure.
1500 Metropolitan Park BIdg. Dept.CTD. Seattle.

The American Museum

History's collection of whale skeletons

day, instead of

&f. EXPLORATION
*^^f^^

The Amagansett Whah,

I-

ai

.

TOTAL SYSTEM FOR

Museum

Living

CARDIOVASCULAR
FITNESS.
Simulates cross-country skiing,
regarded by fitness authorities
as the top cardiovascular
exercise. Rated
higher than jogging,
'

swimming, biking
or rowing.

—

• Fluid motion
no jarring impact on
bones and joints. Avoids running
related injuries.

• Excellent for weight control
and body tone.

jned Andrews's

ny Clark,

roommate and

• Stable, unit rests flat on floor
Lightweight for portability.
Weighs only 35 lbs.

friend,

to the project,

was a

• Easily stored. Folds to 5 inch
height. Slips under a bed or

The modelby covering a
id-and-iron framework with paper. But
laper sagged and buckled between the
giving the animal an emaciated apance. After weeks of watching the
try to prop up the pathetic-looking
he replica

disaster.

er tried to construct

it

in closet.

•

I

Bumpus

i'e,

them

I

he
1

:

fire

For a Free Brochure
In

Minnesota 1-612474-0992

Fitness Master, Incorporated

1387 Park Road Dept. A3
Chanhassen, Minnesota 55317

tfl

to finish the job, using papier

907, while

Bumpus

agreed.

Andrews and Clark were

Each weekend, dance
demof crafts and examples of Na-

eople Center.

heater performances, lectures,
itions

\merican music

will

be featured

1:00 to 4:30 p.m. The programs are
nd visitors may drop in at any time.

RETIRE WHERE MOST PEOPLE
JUST GET TO 'VISIT.
new
Lll^mt ms Pn !B
nl combines
%
charm
.^
^^
"vi
VH
^^s-teo. ___^^

IW

Cameroon
5, a new exhibition.
1

^

^^^^^^^nSrV
^^^^^HUU-

'-*

Williamsburg Landing

^^^^^H

^^illHj'uaa^

^^*

't.

brochure, mail

I'

5

^

and

items have been borfrom private and public collections
lerica and Europe, as well as from

fons (kings)

Cameroons. Highlights of the show
lie a feather cape and a number of
sculptures intricately decorated
olorful beads. The exhibition, which
ig circulated by the Smithsonian
In-

•i

coupon or call

- outside

0303.

Williamsburg Landing.

s

I

\.he.

and

Virginia toll-free 1-800-368-

Many of the

ivalc collections of

this

(804) 253-0303 collect

the traditional royal courts of
Toon's savanna
region.
Among

'*

facilities

comprehensive
health care program.
For a copy of our free color

.

arc sculptures, baskets, figures,

Complete

services include a

om
7.

the
of historic
Williamsburg with a choice of

setting.

An of the
1

Virginia's

attractive lifestyles in a residential

RiflK ^^

open in Gallery
Most of
ne hundred and fifty pieces on disiale from the turn of the century and

t'roon. will

is

retirement village that

!''

-;

July

call:

TOLL FREE 1-800-328-8995

the whale expert and

instead of paper.

f the

trial.

Height and resistance adjustable.

the director called

Bumpus

Can be used
by men and women

finally lost his patience.

Andrews's book. Ends of the
Andrews and
)k into his office and said, "This whale
fuing on my nerves. It is beyond all enInce. What shall we do?" The two
'g men immediately recommended
i

• 30 day home
2 year warranty.

FBgardless of size or weight.

)rding to
h.

j

stands upright

The

retirement Nillage of historic

importance.

»|

Name

>

Address

1

ti

5
r:

on Traveling Exhibition Service, is
rted by a grant from the Mobil Coron.

It

will

remain open

until

Octo-

City

-WILLIAMSBURG

Telephone
161

John Jefferson Square,

State

Zip.

LANDING
Williamsburg, Virginia 23185
NH
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<

building the whale

Museum

would hang

(it

guish the head from the

in the

century before being

for half a

four-foot skeleton

replaced with a bigger model), a record-

whale was

size Atlantic right

Long

Island.

fifty

Bumpus decided he wanted

to preserve the

complete skeleton with

horny,

material

elastic

whales use to

its

some

that

plankton from the wa-

filter

ter while feeding) for the

Museum. He

dispatched Andrews and Clark to
gansett,

where

whale

the

had

Ama-

The

fifty-

left it

glazed with

in

ice.

On the the third day, a storm beat down
"We saw it coming," An-

been

brought ashore.

When

tail.

buried

about
Waves washing over the
still

To help them carve the meat off" the
skeleton, Andrews and Clark hired a halfdozen local fishermen. The men set to
work on the carcass with long knives, slicing off giant sections of meat so heavy
they had to be dragged from the body with
a horse, grappling hooks, and rope.

baleen (the long, fringed, platelike sheets
of

tons of flesh.

carcass had

killed off

was

from the east.
drews wrote,

they arrived at the town, they

sought out Josh Edwards, the 76-year-old

whale from a shore-launched boat, and

and anchored our whale as best we could,
working waist deep in the icy water. For
three days the shore was a smother of white

Andrews negotiated

surf.

retired sea captain

who had harpooned the
to

buy the whale's

Anxiously we waited .... The fourth
day was dead calm but very cold; twelve degrees above zero at noon. When we got to
the beach, a smooth expanse of sand, innocent of whale, met our eyes. The bones had

re-

mains. In those days, baleen, an essential

component of women's

corsets,

tremely valuable. Therefore the

—very high

$3,20(>
dollars

—was

price for

was ex-

sum

of

in turn-of-the-century

disappeared.

upon as a just
the baleen; Edwards threw in the

rest of the skeleton "for free."

Andrews and Clark found the whale lyawash
the surf. Since fishermen had already

in

moment of horror, Andrews and

its blubber and flukes, the
whale was a grotesque-looking pile of
meat, and it took several minutes to distin-

stripped off

last some of the fishermen decic
when they saw us two kids struf
hopelessly in that icy water .... At th
of a week a huge pile of bones lay W(

At

help

along the beach.

Andrews and Clark made an

drawing of a right whale skeleton
by the Smithsonian Institution. Mi
disappointment,

their

bones were missing

several

cii

—including

thf

slender vestigial pelvic bones (evoli

ary remnants of the hip bones o

as

we

could,"

Andrews wrote,

and

They began digging into the beach,
and soon the carcass came to light. "As
soon as we dug out a shovelful of sand to
get at a bone," Andrews wrote,

that the bones could have

the depression

inv(

of their find, checking each bone ag;

Clark realized that their anchor ropes
were still in place but buried in the smooth
sand.

ing near the low-tide mark, partly

couldn't give up.

whales' land-dwelling ancestors). "S

finally settled

After a

grope blindly with small knives, our ai
the freezing water up to the elbows, t
articulate each vertebra. None of thf
ermen would work at any price. It se
hopeless and I don't mind saying t
never have suffered more in any expei
of my life than I did then. But the dii
told us to get every bone and we si

filled

with water.

We

had

to

I

could

not

bones." Suddenly,

find
it

those

"Jii

wre

occurred to

come

Am
off

and might be found at tt
brick furnace where blub

the blubber

works (a

rendered).

They

arrived there just a

load of blubber had been

dumped

ir

/"light to
U.S.A.
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April 4 to May 7, id
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EGYPT

Valley of the Kings

Relax on the Museum's exclusively chartered cruise vessel,

gem

llliria.

This small

offers

pampered service, superb
and luxurious surroundings.

food,

of St.

Catherine

^

^^

of a ship

Each excursion on land is designed to
provide a rich and diversified experience of
the history, art and culture of the ancient
world. And the trip offers leisure to enjoy swimming, strolling, shopping or simply relaxing.
Comet, together with a lecture team, itinerary and cruise vessel that cannot be duplicated. ..call
or write the Museum's Discovery Tours office for

/%/^i

Halley's

detailed information.

tr rn

L

cleaned, boiled

in

maceration vats, and

degrcased with benzene. Finally they were

numbered and

neatly

installed in the

Mu-

seum's storerooms.

Andrews had secured the
the Museum, Bumpus rewarded him with a scientific plum: Andrews was allowed to be the first to study
Because

whales

for

the rare specimen. Later, he led several

expeditions to Japan, China, and other arin the Far East to collect more specimens from whaling operations. While in
China, Andrews conceived the Museum's

eas

Central Asiatic Expedition, one of the

most important
science (see

of natural

in the history

"A Nest of Dinosaurs," Natu-

March 1985).
The bones of the Amagansett whale
rested in the Museum's storeroom for

ral History,

hapman Andrews and the Amagansett whale
and Andrews fished around in the
ig fat with a net. Soon, he had
:J not only the two pelvic bones but
'/eral smaller bones known as the
rudiments. Rarely preserved in
;l
[n specimens, these were important
,

utionary studies.

f

(Amagansett whale was a female,
t;r she was killed the fishermen nof

calf

swimming

»V short

aimlessly along the

time later the calf was har-

pooned near Wainscott, Long Island, and
Andrews purchased its skeleton as well. It
was later traded to the British Museum
(Natural History) for the skeleton of a

dodo

now on display in the Biology of

bird,

—

Both whale skeletons partly disarticuwere hauled to the railroad station

—

Museum's Hall

of

mained on display

Museum's

the

Ocean

ninety-four-foot

by horse-drawn cart and shipped to New
York via the Long Island Rail Road. Once
at the Museum, the bones were further

bones are stored

in

It

re-

when

model of
Today the

the old powerhouse, to-

gether with the rest of the whale collection,
all

an important resource

for scientists

over the world.

Douglas J. Preston

igapore to Athens By Sea

i

mg|u

D. Nicholson, Museum director and astronomer, for
and unforgettable cruise at the peak of Halley's Comet,
tli world's
most intriguing ports in Burma, India, Sri
\ Vemen,
Egypt and Jordan. Share the insights and
£y of seven additional Museum lecturers: two art
iiis, an anthropologist, botanist, geologist, marine
and professional photographer.
)

Life.

until the 1960s,

the great blue whale was set up.

Birds Hall.

lated

many years before they were dusted off
and mounted for exhibition. Finally, in
1934, the grand skeleton was hung in the

Thomas

ius

1^

—

;i

\ Pagan

\
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listed

•

•

size.
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• Numerous illustrations.
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Complete
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"Half the Fun of a Vacation

"come

Bee-eaters
is

Planning

it

[across] as alert

and vivacious birds," wrote

Scottish ornithologist Hilary Fry, and that

may be a mild way to

describe birds that routinely blast out of their nests like rockets.

MAPS MAPS MAPS

Most of the twenty-four

species are extremely active, foraging

honeybees and social wasps during most of the daylight
hours. Carmine bee-eaters, according to Fry, often don't even
for

Natural Island Vacation

bother to perch when they're foraging. Like swallows, they stay

LITTLE ST.

SIMONS ISLAND
One of Georgia's "Golden

Isles"

beachcombing, fishing, hiking, horseback riding
canoeing or relaxation on a secluded 10,000 acre island
with miles of unspoiled beaches, forests, marshes, ponds and
over 200 species of birds. You rarely share the island with more
than 1 5 guests. Max. capacity 25. Excellent food and charming
accomodations. Resident naturalists ensure your full enjoy

Birding,

men!

of this beautiful island.

P.O.Box 1 078
St.

Simons

N

Island,

urriEsrJ
SIMONS ISIAND

GA 3 1522

Phone (912)638-7472

with a few quick beats, efaround leisurely and
an insect."
The rainbow bee-eater, shown here, is native to Australia. It's
a gregarious bird that nests colonially in sandy plains, earthworks, gravel heaps, and roadside and river banks. The nest tunnels are often dug into flat ground and occasionally into sand
aloft, "sailing

.

.

.

fortlessly twisting after

Both sexes do the digging but have a habit of making false
repeatedly abandoning one effort to begin another.
"These false starts seem to be a pointless waste of effort and a
study of the problem is needed," Fry wrote in his book The Beecliffs.

starts,

Eaters, published last year.

When finished, the tunnel is usually more than three feet long,
it is built in flat ground it generally slopes down to a
depth of about sixteen inches. The egg chamber at the end of the
tunnel is about sixteen inches long, eight wide, and three high. A

and when

The Wilderness Travel
World of Discovery

GALAPAGOS

female rainbow bee-eater usually lays four or

AFRICA
Mountain

Ultimate 2-week

Gorillas

erengeti Safari

Scuba & Snorkel

SOUTH

AMAZON

PACIFIC

Manu

Tonga, Tahiti,

Peru's

&

Park
Jungle Canoe
Expeditions

New

Papua
Guinea

five eggs.

She, her

mate, and often, male helpers take turns incubating them.
In

some

flocks of

parts of Australia, people consider the arrival of big

rainbow bee-eaters the

official

beginning of spring.

Bert Wells and his wife, Babs, celebrated the

new season

re-

up camera equipment and a high-speed flash
tunnel near their home in Western Australia and

cently by setting

outside a nest

taking, as he says, "one of our best shots ever."

Photograph by Bert Wells

Small groups, Experi naiuralm leaden
Free color catalog, over 60 irips worldwide

WILDERNESS
TRAVEL,
Solano Avenue.
1760-N
(415)524-5111

Beikcle\.
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94707

^BOOK HUNTING?^
Virtually
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— no matter how
—
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we'll
All authors, subjects. Name the book
find

it!

(Title

please. Write:

UNION

82

alone
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sufficient.)
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... all
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indicates luxury cruise
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1
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7
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It

dis-

cusses ant-plant interactions, as well as

the scent of orchid flowers and

its

effect

on the bees that visit the plants. Ann H.
Zwinger and Beatrice E. Willard's Land
Above the Trees (New York: Harper and
Row, 1972) is a gracefully written intro-

12-28

26-Oct.
SAFARI:
Sept 25-Oct,

or Sept.

n EAST AFRICAN

W THE CLASSICAL

12
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G12345

New

Zealanc

The December 1984 Journal of
nology and Geothermal Research,

•

•:

by J.E Luhr and J.C. Varekamp 3i
lished by the Elsevier Scientific Piii
ing Co., 52 Vanderbilt Avenue,
York, New York 10017, 212-916-12)),|
-.

devoted to the eruptions of El Chhol
It

contains eight articles by specia!

and

volcanology,

Flower Pollination in the
Phlox Family, by Karen A. Grant and
Verne Grant (New York: Columbia Uni-

spheric science on such subjects

versity Press, 1965), surveys the various

of pyroclastic deposits; the charac

Colorado.

pollinators of phlox flowers

and analyzes

relationship

and the

geochemistry,

between explosive

n

\

volcii

earth's climate; the strati^

the eruptions, ash

fall

pi
r

deposits, ai

g

the natural history and adaptations of the

phase; and the nature of the stratosia

G. Kevan and Herbert G.

cloud. Geofisica Internacional, a Mic!

flowers. Peter

{Annual Review of Entomol28, pp. 407-53) explores the dif-

Pollinators"

ferent kinds of insects that visit flowers,

Maori

36)

(p.

of

the

changed
peans

in

book records
in

how Maori

life

response to the arrival of Euro-

New Zealand and how Maori cul-

managed

to

remain

intact.

History's last article on the

"Maori

scientific journal, also

published a

s;(3

on El Chichon, witloi
teen articles (in English) on the
of the eruptions. Write to the Univeid
Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, In
de Geofisica, Circuito Exterior, ^xi
20, D.F., Mexico, for more infornti(
Although the eruptions of El Cl;hi
were relatively small, they injeod
issue (vol. 23)

i"e(

tii

Michael King's Maori: A Photographic and Social History (Auckland:
Heinemann Publishers, 1983), a comprehensive history of the Maori people, has a
wide range of pictures that illustrate almost every aspect of Maori life since the
advent of photography. The greater part

landers,
19

in

duction to the natural history of alpine

ture

BOTSWANA SAFARIS:

84

and herbivores.

focusing on pollinators.

D ART AND ARCHEOLOGY TOUR

City /State

EI Chichon (p. 46)

May 2-15

CAVES:

Name

Europeans arrived

H. Raven (Austin: University of Texas
Press, 1980, paperback), includes a pertinent review of the biochemical coevo-

h

tory to the nineteenth century, whi

edited by Laurence E. Gilbert and Peter

ogy, vol.

April14-23

D FRENCH CASTLES AND

Sept.

Coevolution of Animals and Plants,

Baker's "Insects as Flower Visitors and

Singapore to Athens:
April

governed by gods, and follows Mac

Floral Scents (p. 28)

lution of plants

Please send me information regarding the
1986 tours whicli have checked.

|-~—

Additional Reading

Power"

first

Natural

New Zea-

(September

cloud

volcanic

into

the

stratoihi

denser than any since the erupt n

Krakatau in 1883. Michael R. Rapi
and Stephen Self consider the clima

;ii

"The in
of El Chichon" (5dm

plications of the eruptions in

spheric Effects

American, January 1984, pp. 47-'W
November 1982, National Geog^
ran two articles on El Chichon:
Weintraub's
"The
Disaster
c
Chichon" (pp. 653-71), which coidc
3fl

1984, pp. 54-59), with photographs by

the economic as well as the atmosie

Athol McCredie, announced the national

impact on people, and Robert I. Tinj
"Volcanic Cloud May Alter Irll
Weather," (pp. 672-75). Both ar(;ll

tour of "Te Maori," an exhibition that

marked the

first time the Maori had allowed their traditional artworks to travel
abroad. Te Maori: Maori Art from New

Zealand Collections was the accompanying catalog (New York: Harry N.
Abrams, 1984). In The Maori: Heirs of
Tane (London: Orbis Publishing, 1982),
David Lewis tells the story of the Maoris'
arrival in New Zealand some time after
A.D. 750, and traces their history as hunters and fishers and, later, in the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries, as farmers.
Lewis investigates this new agricultural
system, which led to a way of life structured around extended family clans and

-

trated superbly.

Hummingbirds

(p.

56)

Skutch has sdil
hummingbirds in their native hoi.'S
tropical America for more thanioi
years, and his book The Life
Alexander

F.

i

Hummingbird

(New

York:

I

Viiya

one of the better int di
The book is nMj
lustrated by Arthur B. Singer Skull's
Naturalist on a Tropical Farm (Be el
Books,

1

973)

is

tions to these birds.

University of California Press, 19H'
scribes his

life

on a farm

in

southern -os

;

Although nearly

I

all

the surrounding

by agricul-

land has been destroyed

I,

managed

he has

\

rain

of tropical

I

1983)

Press,

1

is

A.

Insti-

one of the more thor-

works on these birds.

^

Paul

(Washington: Smithsonian

i'ica
:|

forest.

The Hummingbirds of North

igard's

(

to preserve a large

It

summarizes

comparative biology (including evo-

i|

anatomy, ecology, behavior, and

ii,

jductive biology) and their natural

Hummingbirds: Their Life and

ies.

(New

i'ior

^

York:

Crown

Publishers,

includes 235 full-color photographs

I

\

ibert

A. Tyrrell, including never-be-

)hotographed sequences of nesting,

(

ig,

I

preening, and territorial aggres-

humH)irds feeding from wildflowers. The
py Esther Quesada Tyrrell, admirawell

as

r,

a

as

portfolio

of

esents up-to-date information

1

tatistics

i^

on the

of each of the North Ameri-

it is the photographs that
book stand out. Larry L. Wolf
Reed Hainsworth compiled and

liiecies,

but

this

1
1

.

edited articles from a

symposium on the

ecology and behavior of nectar-feeding

you can

birds;

find these in the

American

Zoologist, vol. 18, pp. 618-819. One of
the best books on mites to start off with is

Asher

E. Treat's

terflies (Ithaca:

a

New

mite

England

Mites of Moths and ButComstock, 1975). Treat,

known

around.

Ecological

Com-

being edited by Ted Case

and Jared M. Diamond. David S. Dobkin
conducted an interesting experiment on
how mites react to the microchmate inside
flowers. After inserting tiny wires, called

temperature, inside the flowers, Dobkin
then manipulated the temperatures and

damThe book's first chaprecommended; it is one

ear.

particularly

the

is

discovery that mites of

in

terestingly, the mites confine their

of

it

Myrmonyssus phalaenodectes
"ears" of the army worm moth,

field for his

age to only one
is

munities,

thermocouples, that accurately indicate

is

destroying their tympanic membranes. In-

ter

a book due out at the

this year; titled

the

naturalist,

the species
infest the

ticle in this issue, to

end of

better

introductions

to

mites

Robert K. Colwell's "Compe-

and Coexistence in a Simple Tropical Community" (American Naturalist,
vol. 1 07, pp. 737-60) is a readable description of interactions between mites and
hummingbirds. Colwell will contribute
"Community Biology and Sexual Selection: Lessons from Hummingbird Flower
Mites," a more technical version of his artition

recorded the mites' reactions.

He explains

"Heterogeneity of Tropical
Floral Microclimate and the Response of

his research in

Hummingbird Flower Mites"
vol. 66, pp.

536-43).

Among

(Ecology,
the

many

books on pollination, we recommend the

The Sex Life of Flowers, by
Meeuse and Sean Morris (New

following:

Bastiaan

York: Facts on File, 1984); Pollination Biology, edited by Leslie Real

(New

York:

and Handbook of
Pollination Ecology, by C. Eugene Jones
and R. John Little (New York: Van
Nostrand Reinhold, 1983).

Academic

Press, 1983);

Rita

Campon
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trees that best
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Heaven's Alarm to the World
Halley calculated its return, but others read
the comet of 1682 as a warningfrom on high

by William
Late

in the

i

E. Phipps

summer

of 1682,

Edmund

Halley of Oxford and Increase Mather of
Boston observed and interpreted the

movements

of the

same comet. Halley's

cometary theory made him the most famous of English astronomers, while Mather's cometary prognostication helped him
become the foremost American-born Puritan. The two views reveal a fundamental
dichotomy, the difference between a naturalistic

and a supernaturalistic explana-

present year."

The

calamities he listed

in-

After the 1682 comet, Mather assur:hi

clude cultural conflicts and natural catas-

congregation that they could expej

trophes that chanced to coincide with

cold and tedious winter,

comet

consequently great floods; malignar'ani

1

In

sightings:

2292

b.c.

(exactly

,656 years after the world was created), a

comet announced the Noachian deluge.
In A.D. 66 a "blazing star was attended
with a terrible persecution in which the
apostles Paul and Peter were put to
death." A comet augured ill about a.d.
620, when "Mohomet began to diffuse his
doctrine."

The

1066

much

epidemical diseases."
For

i

comets truly

Puritans,

low and

fall

and secure sinners," and they terme

By

Providence."

belief "special

American Puritans strengthened

comet presaged the death of King Harold
II and William of Normandy's ascension

thority of an already powerful

to the English throne, while

by

them

as "signs of divine anger." This al-

mighty wrath was directed at mankind,
specifically toward Mather's parishioners
and others in the New England colonies.
Had not Harvard University president
Chauncy and two local governors died
within a year of the 1677 solar eclipse?
From his North Church pulpit, Mather,
prompted by the comet of 1680, preached
a sermon entitled "Heaven's Alarm to the
World." He delivered another address on
comets on August 31, 1 682, to the congregation he would serve for fifty-nine years.
An expanded version of these discourses,
which effectively provoked more dread,
was published in 1683 with the Greek title
Kometographia. It was the first book
about comets issued in the Western Hemisphere. Mather's rigor on this and other
themes such as "damnable witches" inspired by Satan
secured his prominence
in Massachusetts. Accordingly, he was
chosen president of Harvard and retained
that position for the remainder of the sev-

—

—

enteenth century.

A

graduate of Harvard, Mather had

also studied in Europe.

He

brought

home

a traditional Old World explanation of ce-

For millennia, he claimed,
comets had virtually always been seen as
"messengers of evil tidings." To defend
lestial events.

this

harbinger-of-doom

theory,

Mather

cataloged portentous comet appearances

"from the beginning of the world unto
6
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this

another in

comet's meaning could be
certified

religion,

tl

temporary astrologer's interpretation of a
1 652 comet, he was quick to scorn his rival
and set the record straight. He referred to
his opponent as "a blind but insolent buzzard" who "undertook to predict strange
things from the appearance of this blazing
star that never came to pass." The comet

Mather disclosed, the
"infection" of Quaker ideas in the world.
actually foretold,

by

the

astrologers, laymen, or scientists.

seized the only opportunity during h

time to observe the comet that
his

name.
the

all

^1
Ki%*
"*

^^^^^^^1

I

lift

nowiear

He then painstakingly colciei

records

made by

other mi

watchers and was dismayed thatM

jl

records had been kept by astrologis a

ger to forecast

doom

to particular

;oii|l

of people. Johann Kepler, howeve'

hai

i|[

carefully described nearly identical lovs

ments of a 1 607 comet, and after

uiartl

ing the record of a similar sight
Greenwich Observatory

.^

estabiha

not

Halley was just twenty-five whi

differed with one con-

^K^t»

au'

cleiy.

validateionli

spokesmen of the

Massachusetts

military victories over Christians.

When Mather

thi
vini

comets theological weight and irm

Although Mather defined a comet as "a
company of small stars growing into one
body" and acknowledged that a comet,
like an eclipse, "happens according to the
course of nature," he imbued both comet
and eclipse with dire meaning, seeing

456 was followed by a destructive earthquake in Italy, a great plague, and Turkish

fol

down on the heads of ser;lesi

pestiferous

1

sipla

"mischiefs and miseries hastening

tion of physical events.

fiery

"i

sno\ani

*

g

1531, Halley wrote his friend Isaac v.ton: "I am more and more confirm*
we have seen that comett now thre( inn

thijjjj

'

since ye year 1531." After calculaiiga

about seventy-si)^^
Synoptics of Cometary Astriom
Halley asserted: "I may venture to

elliptical orbit of
in his

ireli

"

that

it

will return

When
^H^Bl

^'^'

was

again in the year

his prediction

fittingly

was

'58.

fulfilled,

all^ ,

given the posthumousjofl

.^,

of being a cometary namesake.

;'

'

m
L^ H
Edmund Halley, 1656-1742

Halley and Newton were mutujyi
debted. Halley recognized Newtoi

cence as well as his genius and

him
that

rel

i

],sssf

;:
,

communicate publicly thiida
Newton had conveyed to h,i

to

pi

:

V
.'

vately Halley even financed the
tion of

Newton's Principia

f

plif

in I6i,

Tl

preface of that landmark book o

islH

physics cites "the most acute and

livf

„

Mr. Edmund Hallf"; t
was the only person to whom Newins

sally learned

1

i,

pressed appreciation.

By applying
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.
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comets.
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return in 17

only proved Halley correct but also
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cally

Newton.
Thus Halley's empiricism

modern world
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of rational inquiry,]

Mather's rigidity harkened back

The
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it

this animal,
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ago, garrulous old Polonius ex-

technology, rather than sweet reason,

day and established verbal condensation as a form of art in itself. The telegram,
sent for cash on the line and by the word,
made brevity both elegant and economical
and the word telegraphic entered
his

—

our language for a style that conveys bare
essentials

The

and nothing

else.

most meaning with least verbosity must surely go to
the British officer who subdued the Indian
province of Sind and announced his triprize for transmitting

umph,

via telegram to his superiors in

London, with the minimal but

fully ade-

(and

platypus

spiny

the

relative,

its

echidna) lays eggs.

1927) wrote:

(Each word of Caldwell's telegram

"Every writer

i:*

platypus begins with an expression q

iit

needs some explication. Oviparous ani-

der.

Never was there such a

mals lay eggs, while viviparous creatures

animal!"

give birth to live young; ovoviviparous or-

starting with the sublime

ganisms form eggs within their bodies,
and young hatch inside their mothers.
Sorry for the jargon so early in the col-

bination for strangeness:

(I

guess

second, the real reason for

Australian region

ous mammalian, characters.

—including

the spiny

and education of imperial
when all gentlemen
studied Latin, and could scarcely rise in
government service without a boost from
the old boys of similar background in appropriate public schools, the officer never

doubted that
ber the

first

—

his superiors

would remem-

person past tense of the verb

and would properly translate
message and pun: I have sinned.)
The most famous telegram from my
profession did not quite reach this admirable minimum, but it must receive honorable mention for conveying a great deal in
few words. In 1884 (I meant to write this
column last year to catch the centenary),
W.H. Caldwell, a young Cambridge biologist, sent his celebrated telegram from
Australia to a triumphant reading at the
Annual Meeting of the British Association

peccare
his

in

Montreal.

Caldwell

wired:

"Mono-

ovum meroblastic."
message may lack the ring of pec-

tremes oviparous,
This

cavi and might be viewed by the uninitiated as pure
fessional

translation

10

mumbo jumbo.

biologists

could

But

all

make

pro-

the

and recognize that Caldwell
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anteaters,

to a

mode

into

embryonic

of cleavage, or
cells,

initial division

after fertilization.

—

in zoological history

an

oc

s

i

its

affinity

—

supports no such meaning.

Irol

a purely

pi<

The pN

muzzle (the main theme of this

coli

mammalian adaptation

u

6,

form—although

the duckb

called the animal pole. If the egg

the ducklike bird snout).

name embodies

pretation:

this

Ornithorhynchus anati

Chinese taxidermists had lon^

and divide the vegetal end. Such an
egg shows incomplete, or meroblastic,

(and defrauded) European marim

cleavage

to the hind parts of fish

division into discrete cells at

the animal pole but

little

or no separation

at the yolky end. Egg-laying land verte-

brates, reptiles

yolky

ova

while most

and

with

birds, tend to

meroblastic

mammals show

produce

cleavage,

complete, or

holoblastic, cleavage. Therefore, in add-

"ovum meroblastic"

"monotremes
oviparous," Caldwell emphasized the reping

tilian

character

mammals

—

of

to

these

paradoxical

not only do they lay eggs but

the eggs are typically reptilian in their

The platypus

surely wins

first

prize in

anybody's contest to identify the most curious

mammal. Harry

Burrell, author of

—one

prd

source for the persistence of mern]
ends. In this context, one can

blame George Shaw

ii

monkeys

the heads and trunks of

for his cautio:

H
is,
leiil

describing the platypus (1799):

Of

all

the

Mammalia

yet

the most extraordinary in

known

its

confo

exhibiting the perfect resemblanc

liipi

beak of a Duck engrafted on the h
quadruped. So accurate is the sin
that, at first view,

idea of

it

naturally exi

some deceptive

But Shaw could

yolkiness.)

iikp

false

yolky, the cleavage plane cannot pene-

—

iti

ing in fresh waters, not a throwbac

mal

trate

HIS

t

cestral

very

U

the "duckbill

one end of the ovum, called the vegetal
pole. Cleavage begins at the other end,
is

specia

enigmat

suggested

first

Yolk, the egg's food supply, accumulates
at

its

lange of reptilian (or birdlike), wit

malian

In an age

first,

umn, but these distinctions become important later on. Monotremes are that most
enigmatic group of mammals from the

and the duckbilled platypus, an
inhabitant of streams and creeks. An
ovum is an egg cell, and meroblastic refers

order

*

Hamlet^

Sllii

graphic way, speaks volumes about the soBritain.

just broke tradi<

with curiously adapted form to

itat

the feature that

cial

I

discon<

The platypus sports an unbeatabl

echidna, actually two separate genera of

"/'eccflv/." (This tale, in its

ik

upc^

own tele-

quate

[

Platypus: Its Discovery. Position,

\^

preparatio!

find

no

stitc!

the skeleton was surely discrete

Ibih,

aiij

functional piece (the premaxillaii

of the upper

jaw extend

into the!

%^
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e
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his
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from eggs. The neighboring
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i'
,j;
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Australia also
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studied

this

creature
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early in the nineteenth century, the mys-

The platypus looked

tery only deepened.

like a perfectly good mammal in all "standard" nonreproductive traits. It sported a
full coat of hair and the defining anatomi-

—one bone,

cal signature of

mammals

dentary, in

lower jaw and three, the

hammer,

its

the

and stirrup, in its middle
ear (Reptiles have several jawbones and
only one ear bone. Two reptilian jawbones
became the hammer and anvil of the
mammalian ear) But its premammalian
characters extended beyond the reproducanvil,

In particular, the platypus

tive system.

and defined the battleglands had not been
found in the female platypus an apparent argument for those, like Geoffroy, who
were trying to distance monotremes as far
as possible from mammals. Then, in 1 824,
Meckel discovered mammary glands. But
since platypuses never do anything by the
book, these glands were peculiar enough
positions

their

mammary

ground,

to spur
tion.

—

more debate rather than

concilia-

The glands were enormous, extend-

ing nearly from the forelegs to the hind

limbs

—and they

common

led to no

open-

no nipples could be found. (We
that the female excretes milk

ing, for

necessity of further examination

:

[alji

far better than an assimilation to ncna

founded on strained and mistake -el
which invites indolence to hie\

ity,

tions,

and slumber" (letter to the Zoologic
ciety of London, 1833).
Geoffroy also kept the flame

c

reproductive tract bore no other intpn
tation:

"Such

as the organ

such

is,

mitl|

function; the sexual apparatus

f ai

oviparous animal can produce nothi

bi

its

an egg." So Caldwell arrived in Au
in September 1883
and finally re

—

the great debate, eighty years after

a feature of reptiles but shared by
no placental mammal.
What could this curious melange be,

through numerous pores onto a portion of

ception.

pus laps

it

beyond a divine test of faith and patience?
Debate centered on modes of reproduction, for eggs had not yet been found and

oviparity

and unwilling

Caldwell's telegram lay half a century in

not

the future. All three possibilities boasted

erous flank glands of shrews, secreting

girdle

interclavicle

—

bone

in its

shoulder

and celebrated defend-

their vociferous

—

for no great biologist could avoid
such a fascinating creature and all leaders
ers

natural

of

history

his

French

entered

German

Meckel, the great

the

fray.

anatomist, and

colleague Blainville predicted

argued that eggs would never
be found, and accommodated the monotremes among ordinary mammals. E.
viviparity,

Home, who

first

described the platypus

in

her ventral surface, where the baby platy-

like

a

committed to
admit anything

up.) Geoffroy,

mammalian

to

upbringing, counterat-

tacked. Meckel's glands, he argued, were

mammary

but homologs of the odif-

substances for attraction of mates.

When

cial feature of

monotremes, used

crete thin strands of

mucus

to se-

that thicken in

water to provide food for young hatched
from the undiscovered eggs.

Owen

for

must be oviparous. Eggs,

they argued, would eventually be found.
Geoffroy, by the way, coined the

monotreme

in

that reveals as

name

an interesting publication
much about French social

history as peccavi indicated for imperial
Britain. This issue of the Bulletin des sci-

ences

labeled Thermidor, an 11 de la

is

Republique. With revolutionary fervor at
its height, France broke all ties with the
old order

and started counting again from

became
land).

vit

a successful businessman

He employed

collected nearly

hecatomb

monotreme

for

ai

iiii

150 aborigina

,400 echidnas

1

—

biology.

subject of social insights, this

<

timqiiiii

Meckel

then counterattacked to support
for three reasons: the glands are

same

sci

lonial style of collecting:

female, but the price of
sugar,

birth (though Geoffroy expected the

the platypus

sty,(l

soon disappeared from biological

The blacks were paid half-a-crown fo;ve

dissolution within the female's body. But

Lamarck

graiai,

the grand imperial

some sort, but not milk. The glands, he
now argued, are not mammary but a spe-

that failure to find eggs indicated their

and Etienne Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, insisted that anatomy could not lie and that

in

uncomfortable, Caldwell described

largest shortly after the inferred time of

the early French evolutionists,

Caldwell, though barely a

proceeded

Meckel then expressed a milky substance
from the mammary gland, Geoffroy admitted that the secretion must be food of

and the renowned English
anatomist Richard Owen chose the middle pathway of ovoviviparity and argued
detail (1802),

;,..

parity alive, arguing that the cloacanj

now know

grew an

&

which

I

te

flour,

a

sold to them, rose wit

supply of Echidna. The half-crownivci
therefore, always just suflicient to bi fa
enough to keep the lazy blacks hun y.
It

was, of course, often done

—but

and without apology,

said so boldly

-

ire

lai

case, Caldwell eventually found theg

of the platypus (usually laid two at

tin

the female

and

easily overlooked at their small

zei

echidna, living in sand and unable to

less

than an inch

mucus used

thicken
of the

in feeding);

mucus in water, possesses glands
same form. Finally, Owen sus-

pended the secretion

in alcohol

and ob-

tained globules, like milk, not angular

fragments,

like

mucus (an

interesting

commentary upon the rudimentary

state

of chemical analysis during the 1830s).

Geoffroy held firm
(correctly)

and

—both

to oviparity

to the special status of

feeding glands (incorrectly, for they are

deed mammary). In 1822, Geoffroy

mally established the Monotremata as a
fifth class

of vertebrates, ranking equally

had plagued zoology

th

for nearly a c

but he only intensified the generaDro
lem.

He had

platypus

is

proved irrevocably

tltll-

a melange, not available iru

ambiguous placement into any aaj
group of vertebrates. Geoffroy ha ba
right about the eggs; Meckel abot i

mammary

glands.

The platypus has always
false expectations

suffere

column discusses
stages of this false hoping, and
bles.

fn)

based on humi

(This

t<

H

tl

thi tn

with fishes, reptiles (then including am-

to rescue the

year into twelve equal months, with a few

terms.) During the half-century bwa

the intensity of nine-

and mammals. We may
view Geoffroy as stubborn and we certainly now regard the monotremes as
mammals, however peculiar but he presents a cogent and perceptive argument
well worth our attention. Don't shoehorn
monotremes into the class Mammalia to
make everything neat and foreclose discussion, he pleads. Taxonomies are guides

teenth-century debate about platypuses

to action, not passive devices for ordering.

and the

Leave monotremes separate and in uncomfortable limbo "which suggests the

days

left

named

over for annual rejoicing, and re-

the months to honor the weather

rather than old gods and emperors. Thus,

named the monotremes in a
summer month (Thermidor) during the
Geoffroy

eleventh year (1803) of the Republic.
Just one incident in the pre-Caldwell

wars

will indicate

When
12

relief at

the

great

Caldwell's resolution.
naturalists
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delineated

—

—

•

tui

year one (1793). They also redivided the

phibians), birds,

-

in length).

Caldwell solved a specific myste

in-

for-

•

its

poor platypus

in

discovery and Darwin's Origin

cies,

,'iSf

the platypus endured endls

tempts to deny or mitigate
lange

oil

i

of

characters

its tr:

associatec

different groups of vertebrates,

i

m

w
atu

needed clean categories establisheoyi
An animal could not Uhil
eggs and feed its young with milfw
mammary glands. So Geoffroy
upon eggs and no milk; Meckel upand live birth.
vine wisdom.

iisli

ni!

.

.

Jdwell's discovery coincided with the

I

ty-fifth

'>

Jy this time, evolution
of

(

'

had made the
intermediacy (and melanges of

I;

icters)

i;

ing.

j
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acters

all

at once, but in the halting

and

Platypuses are relatively small

mam-

ity

—the misnamed duckbill

itself— jpn

sents the platypus's finest special

evolved (hair and

mals (the largest known weighed just over
five pounds and barely exceeded two feet
from tip to tail). They construct burrows
in the banks of creeks and rivers: long (up

an earful of previous jawbones, for exam-

to sixty feet) for nesting; shorter for daily

echidna carries a different versions

might retain other premammalian
characters (birth from eggs and an inter-

use.

water, searching for food (primarily insect

simply a hard, inert horny structui

clavicle) as a sign of early derivation, not a

larvae and other small invertebrates) by

skin covers the firm substrate,

mark of backwardness.
The premammalian characters

probing into bottom sediments with their

skin houses a remarkable array of

bills.

organs. In fact, and strange to

piecemeal fashion so characteristic of evolutionary trends. A branch that split from
this central lineage after the defining fea-

tures of

mammals had

ple)

of the

platypuses only identify the antiquity of

They spend most

The

of their

life in

the

special adaptations of platypuses

The platypus

tion.

any feature

bill is

in birds. It

is

a novel

stn^tun

by monotreme

uniquely evolved

The

long and pointed snout).

when under

platypus,

ivci

not a homogi

(il

Si

ail

tli

!nso|

td,

ij

water, shutdon

fitted them in a subtle and intricate
way for aquatic life. The streamlined body
moves easily through water. The large,
webbed forefeet propel the animal for-

all its

myth of

ward by

dives, while a pair of valves closes.^

primitivity: a superbly well-designed crea-

partially

ture for a particular,

and unusual, mode of
The platypus is an elegant solution for
mammalian life in streams not a primi-

and steering devices

life.

the platypus anchors with

bygone world. Old does not
mean hidebound in a Darwinian world.
Once we shuck the false expectation of
primitiveness, we can view the platypus
more fruitfully as a bundle of adaptations.
Within this appropriate theme of good design, we must make one further distinction
between shared adaptations of all mammals and particular inventions of platy-

works as a feeding structure par excel-

branch of the

their lineage as a separate

mammalian tree.

If

anything, this very an-

might give the platypus more
scope (that is, more time) to become what
tiquity

it

really

opposition to the

in

is,

—

tive relic of a

have

alternate kicks, while the

webbed

excavates with

tail

and

rear feet act as rudders

its

(in

digging a burrow,
its

rear feet

and

The

bill

forelimbs).

I shall describe in a moment.
Other features undoubtedly serve in the
great Darwinian game of courtship, reproduction, and rearing
but we know

lence, as

—

rather

little

platypus

life.

about this vital aspect of
As an example, males bear a

sharp, hollow spur on their ankles, at-

tached by a duct to a poison gland

in their

other sensory systems and rejss

tirely

upon

food.

A

its bill

to locate obstacs

flap of skin covers the

nostrils

in

the

monogiph

first

platypus anatomy (1802),

made

as a

complex and

He dissected

the cranial nerves an

fou

almost rudimentary olfactory an

op

members but a remarkably

develcedi

With great

face to the brain.

Home compared the platypus bill) a

air next to the skin, thus providing addi-

their spurs,

tional insulation).

As

further protection in

cold water and on the

same theme of

in-

herited features, platypuses can regulate

killed others with poison

from

and many platypuses, both
male and female, sport distinctive punc-

when captured

tures

Yet even

this long

in the wild.

and impressive list of
been commonly

their body temperatures as well as most
"higher" mammals, although the assump-

special adaptations has

tion of primitivity stalled the discovery of

spinoff) of pervasive primitiveness. Bur-

this

capacity until

most

biologists

1973

—before

that,

had argued that platypus

temperatures plummeted

in cold waters,

requiring frequent returns to the burrow

warming up. (My information on the
ecology of modern platypuses comes prifor

marily from

Tom

Grant's excellent book.

New

South Wales University Press, 1984, and from conversations
with Frank Carrick in Brisbane. Grant
and Carrick are Australia's leading professional students of platypuses, and I
thank them for their time and care.)
These features, shared by passive inheritance with most other animals, certainly
benefit the platypus, but they provide no
argument for my theme of direct adaptation
the replacement of putative primitivity by a view of the platypus as actively

The Platypus,

—

evolving in

its

own

interest.

Many

other

features, however, including nearly every-

thing that
tive, fall

makes the platypus

within the second category of spe-

cial invention.

14

so distinc-

misrepresented as yet another aspect (or
rell, in his classic volume ( 1 927), actually
argued that platypuses develop such complex adaptations because simple creatures
can't rely upon the flexibility of intelligence and must develop special structures

for

each required action. Burrell wrote:

Man

.

.

.

has escaped the need for special-

ization because his evolution has

been pro-

He

artoni

wrote:
olfactory nerves are small an

the optic nerves; but the fifth

so

pawt

supplies the muscles of the face areinco

monly large. We should be led frorr his
cumstance to believe, that the sens iliii
the different parts of the

bill is

ve

gri

and therefore it answers to the puriisei.
hand, and is capable of nice discriiinal
in its feeling.

Then,

Jj

the

in

same year

as Caldel

covered eggs, the English

biolojit

of the

bill.

He

of epithelial

located numerous

cells,

jlut

each underla

complex of neural transmitters. F
them "push rods," arguing by ma;
with electrical bells that a

sensoi,stii

water or an obje

lus (a current of

and weapons. Other animals in need of
tools and weapons must evolve them from

tom sediments) would depress
and ignite the neural spark.

own bodily parts; we therefore frequently find a specialized adaptation to
environmental needs grafted on to primi-

neurophysiology by R.C. Bohriijer

their

tive simplicity of structure.

You

can't

win

in

ei-

in

thi:olii

A set of elegant experiments iinoo
M.J.

Rowe

Neurology,

such a world. You are

(Journal of
vol.

Conmn

177, 1977, and4«)

Han Mammalogy,

vol. 4,

1981)

am

ther primitive prima facie or specialized

increase our appreciation for

and implicit simplicity! From such a Catch-22, platypuses can
only be rescued by new concepts, not addi-

tuned adaptation of the platyus
They found Poulton's rods over ae

tional observations.

densely packed at the anterior

as a result of lurking

As

a

supreme

irony,

and ultimate de-

fense of adaptation versus ineptitude, the
structure that built the

myth

of primitiv-

E

Poulton found the primary sensor org

jected outside himself into an evolution of
tools

1

a

The

males have

i

isig

man hand in function and sbtk
(Home never saw a live platyjs

during the breeding season. In captivity,

(the waterproof hair even traps a layer of

fm

geminal, carrying information

cold water of their streams

in the (often)

thighs.

i

vital sensor\)rgi

fur well adapted for protecting platypuses

includes a coat of

aiasn

observation that correctly identil d

worked only by inference from

The first category

ti

ii

These spurs, presumably used in
combat with competing males, grow large

puses.

ey

ptyp

under water.

Home,

E.

ai

tiii

and nonpinnate ears when a

bill

n

bills m

entire surface, but four to six

le

I

k

tii5s n
jirde

where platypuses :ust
encounter obstacles and food iteis. T
the upper

bill,

noted different kinds of nerve

seep
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riirr^

.

H r the rods, suggesting that platypuses
"'histinguish varying kinds of signals
*< laps static versus

dead

e versus

''"ji

may

rods

il

not provide sufficient in-

ition for tracing the direction
ilus,

m

*'

Is

of a

each rod maps to a definite loca-

Give

the brain, strongly implying that
it

;quence of activation

^
"'s

AND TONIC THE SAME
ADVANTAGE YOU GIVE YOUR MARTINI.

GIVE YOUR GIN

moving components
Although indi-

food).

among an

array

And

rain responsible for activating defi-

body and draw a "map" of
itself. (These exproceed from either direction,

arts of the

With

a Beefeater

and Tonic

a Beefeater Martini) the

and determines
motion of body parts.) We
demonstrations of evolution-

a spot on the brain

no finer

be

(as

advantage

with

will

yours.

all

numerous brain maps

iaptation than

am

because

Beefeater*

odes implanted into the brain or one

^suiting

finally

it

body part and

ds the pattern of activity in a set of

5

character.

one of America's most popular drinks
would seem to deserve a first name, give
the same one you've given the martini:

ody upon the brain

either stimulates a

it

with Beefeater Gin.

urophysiologists can locate areas of

lents

Give

crispness.

Give

Make it— as you would
make your martini— only

permits the platypus to identify the

'I'md location of objects.

K

it

clarity.

ecord the importance of specially de-

organs by their unusually en-

led

areas of representation

il
!t.

a pig's for
for its tail.

its

dis-

its

fore-

snout, a spider

mon-

Bohringer and

BEEFEATER* GINJ

Rowe have

The Crown

the platypus to this informative ar-

'i

map

\

of the platypus's brain

Jewel of England

'

is

bill.

y

»

map

an enormous domain for

I

i

upon the

Thus, a raccoon's brain

come

have
nent

a long

way from

evolutionary

the

first

interpretation

oresented for the platypus

bill.
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Sky Reporji

Where's the Gas?
Recent observations on

elliptical galaxies

contradict previous basic beliefs

by Stephen

Maran

P.

Elliptical galaxies include the largest

lack of gas, dust, and hot young stars in

At

star systems yet discovered, as well as

ellipticals.

many small ones. They

mers believed

are one of the four

principal types of galaxies

—

the so-called

island universes of billions or perhaps

tril-

observations

least, that's

what astronoFor example,

until recently.

made

in

February

1

974 with

the 140-foot radio telescope at the

Na-

bright nebulae (interstellar clouds of hot

Radio Astronomy Observatory in
Green Bank, West Virginia, showed that
neutral hydrogen, a gas in which each
atom consists of one proton and one electron, makes up no more than one-tenth of
one percent of the mass of elliptical galax-

gas and dust) or bright young blue

ies,

(The other three types are
spirals, spheroidals, and irregulars.)
Unlike our Milky Way and the Andromeda, which are spiral galaxies, ellipticals have no spiral arms and few or no
lions of stars.

stars.

tional

although

it is

a principal constituent of

the interstellar matter in the Milky Way.

Because elhpticals seemed to contain litthe
tle, if any, interstellar gas and dust
basic materials from which stars are

The

bom

cluded that the severe deficiency of neu-

—

—astronomers

dismissed

them

as

dead galaxies in which star formation
ended billions of years ago. Also unlike the
spiral galaxies, the ellipticals do not have a

—

and nebulae.
On photographic maps they are shaped
like ellipses and their brightness decreases
smoothly from the center to the outskirts.
disk

"The
axy

is

a

flat

system of

stars

star distribution in

an

elliptical gal-

uncannily smooth," remarked Brit-

ish cosmologist

Fred Hoyle.

seem to have an enormous range of sizes. Some, like M32, a
dwarf companion of the great Andromeda
Elliptical galaxies

spiral, are tiny,

with diameters of 10,000

light-years or less; others, like

Virgo, are giants,

M87

in

some exceeding 1 50,000
(A light-year is the dis-

light-years in size.

survey scientists, John S. Gallagher,

Sandra M. Faber, and Bruce Balick, contral

hydrogen
with

sistent

in elliptical galaxies "is con-

other

observed

features,"

ies)

and bright nebulae,

"that

little

interstellar

all

matter

indicating
is

present."

Andromeda;

M87

ten, usually to

is

pictured about as of-

show the spectacular blue

emanates from its center.
Other than the contrast in form, the
most pronounced difference between elliptical and spiral galaxies is the general

jet that
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sun produces the solar wind, a coU
outpouring of electrified gas; and lij
ant stars have

much stronger winds,

ll

total
lar

amount

of gas released into

or

if it

had

On

bal-

Earlier investigators believed that the

gas and dust in elliptical galaxies had been

used up
ever, as

in the

formation of

we study

stars.

How-

the stars in the Milky

,:

space in a large

causes,

must amount

elliptical

to

..

—

I

between onj

that rate, a billion or

masses of

'

jai

sta

the mass of our sun to a full solar

At

;

inist __

i

mod

proposing that "gas ejected from

the gas was

..

I

They wanted to see if
somehow hidden from view
gas.

in

blow huge amounts of gas out into »
Dust particles also seem to form
cooling gases expelled from red ii
stars. Thus, in the Milky Way, gii
dust beget stars that shed more gm
dust, which beget more stars.
According to Mathews and Bak

and Baker explained

moved, probably by a galactic wind, a
phenomenon whose existence was proposed in 1971 by two California astrophysicists, William G. Mathews and
James C. Baker.

books, as

thitii

plored the issue of the missing interstellar

galaxies,

-

i

in the constellation Lyra. Oiot

year.

spiral

light-year equals about 5.8 trillion miles.)

most astronomy
a minor object in photographs of

nebula

on the other hand,
clouds of gas and dust and groups of hot
young stars dot the spiral arms and make
them readily apparent. Since new stars
form in the interstellar clouds of the Milky
Way, astronomers concluded that elliptical galaxies were no longer forming stars.
In 1976, Faber and Gallagher again exIn

ance, they concluded, the gas had been re-

in

called planetary nebulae, such as

formation of planetary nebulae, ana

been removed from the galaxies.

M32

of the stars' outer layers, produci

streaks that cross the disks of spiral galax-

One

see

w
the form of winds or puffs from pi
sions; gas is also shed during the expsi

through winds from red giant

vacuum

You can

'

find that they tend to shed

including the lack of dust lanes (the dark

tance traversed at the speed of light in a
over an interval of one year.

Way, we

interstellar gas should ha

lected in the large elliptical galaxid

the formation of

all

galaxies earlyj

history of the universe. However,

(

1971, before the Gallagher survey
tists

knew

amounts of ga«

that large

not present in elliptical galaxies. MiW

elliptical galaxies is

this discrepafl
sB

heated by sup*

explosions and produces outward-1*
galactic winds."
In past years,

whenever a

stu'

vealed the presence of some gas or j

even evidence for young stars

in an]j

cal galaxy, the galaxy in question v1

missed as an oddball, an exceptic
proved the rule that

new

ellipticals

hi

because they lack the ra
needed to make them. ThusJ

stars

terials

ejection in

M87. though

gaseous,

i

^

)
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clusters).
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that iso-

X-rays just as
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n elliptical galaxies in clusters glow.
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a temperature of perhaps

ilm degrees Fahrenheit,

fully ion-
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even hotter intracluster
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supernova
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e 'ritish investigators
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J

in the galaxy.
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at least ten times larger
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whether they were very
like the sun are changing very slowly, whereas massive stars run
through their lives in only a few million
years. Newly formed stars in elliptical galaxies cannot be massive, since they would
be observed but are not. Instead, they may
be the size of the sun or even smaller.

galaxy

elliptical

the hot gas in isolated elliptical galax-

If

observed by the Einstein satellite is not
escaping as a wind, then it must be cooling

population of a large
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ellipti-

laxy can provide. In other words, the

emission requires

LT^i

much more
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remains around the galaxy. In that

it

to say
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young, since stars
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abridge University published a conobservations of
it ig study of Einstein
3
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in

wind.

tic

me-

intracluster
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;
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constantly subject to an outflowing galac-
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toward the center of its parent galaxy and
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the gas should condense to form new stars.

case,
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Einstein

evidence

readily detectable only with X-ray tele-

That would explain why observations with
visible light and radio telescopes show
very little cool gas. Hot gas is observed in
X-rays; cool gas, we think, is used up in
making stars.

scopes.
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Celestial Ever'

When

Three Equals Four

by Thomas D. Nicholson
Here's a puzzle:

How

can three planets

ern standard time unless otherwise indicated.

and two bright objects in the morning?
Easy when one of them is Jupiter and

riding the border

—

it's
it

just past opposition. In

August, we see

both after sunset and before sunrise.

While Saturn

the southwest in the

in

is

early evening, Jupiter

Saturn

sets

is

in the southeast.

about three and a half hours

August

Watch

13:

August

1

:

The moon is one day past full,
between Capricornus

and Aquarius across the sky. The bright
object within its glow is Jupiter, to its west.
August 2-7: The waning gibbous moon
works its way east through the autumn
stars, rising

with them in the late evening

August

New moon occurs

16:

August
crescent

You should

18:

moon

posite the sun at about 7:00 a.m.,

into Scorpius

slightly before

morning hours,

eventually fades into the

it

twilight of the west before setting shortly

Meantime, Venus rises
and appears

before sunrise.

the southeast before the

in

sun comes up.
Jupiter and Venus are easy to recognize

star.

ence

in

August

7:

sky. Jupiter will

be the brightest "star"
you will see on August nights until
Venus rises in the early morning. Venus,

the earth)

is

that

stellation's

any

the third brightest celestial object,

than two and a half times more
than Jupiter and

will

is

more

brilliant

it

it

rises

an eve-

But it still has a healthy presthe dawn.

ning

star in the night

as they far outshine

sundown, making

Apogee moon (farthest from
in Aries, marked by the con-

two well-known stars, Hamal
and Sheratan, above it. The moon left the
First Point of Aries (the vernal equinox)

behind several nights ago.

August

dominate the south-

8:

still

in

eastern sky for several hours before sunup.

Aries,

Saturn, although not as prominent as Jupi-

August 9-11: The morning moon, a
shrinking crescent, moves through Tau-

Venus, can be easily sighted if you
can recognize Scorpius with its hooked
ter or

and the bright reddish star Antares
marking the position of its heart. Saturn is

tail

in front (to the

tled

west) of the Scorpion, nes-

between two dimmer

stars that

were

once the Scorpion's claws but are now part
of Libra.
just

On

below

the 22d, the

moon

will pass

(to the south of) Saturn,

mak-

is

at 1:29 p.m.

we

rus, a constellation

will see in the eve-

10:

Mercury

is

at inferior con-

junction (between the earth and sun), en-

morning sky.
August 11-13: These are the best mornings for the old faithful of the meteor
showers, the Perseids. Expect thirty to
tering the

(maximum

ing the planet easy to locate. If you have a

fifty

small telescope with at least 40 power, you

postmidnight hours on the night of the

will

be able to glimpse Saturn's beautiful

ring system.

Mercury

will

At the beginning of August,
be

by month's end

lost in
it

the sun's glare, but

may

be viewed low

in

the east just before sunrise.

The
20

following events are given in east-
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1

meteors per hour

Ith into the

morning of the

comfortably see as
sible.

moon

12th,

in

the

many

from 1 :00
pick a place where you can

very bright). Best time to look
to 3:00 A.M.;

at perigee

is

much of the

The dim light

sky as pos-

of the waning crescent

should be no bother.

(ma

August 20: Mercury ends its retrojid
between the earth and sun.
sumes direct (easterly) motion toda;
August 22: The moon is about tea;
slide

phase at

1

when

1:26 p.m.

it

reaches

The

first-qt1(

star to

its rit

Saturn, in Libra.

August
night's

The reddish

23:

moon

is

star ne;

Antares, in the

l(

Sco.ffl

You should easily be able to tractl
curved tail of Scorpius below and
1

left

til

of the moon.

August

25:

The gibbous moon shaln
teapot-slp«

group of stars that marks SagittariujITi
peak of the teapot "lid" is just aboi tbur
moon, the spout is to the right, an^
handle to the left.
August 27-28: As it slips east th I
Capricornus, the gibbous

ning this winter.

August

is

the earth).

be too bright for finding the

Last-quarter moon,

yii

afteiui

down, just above the summer solstic
August 19: Tonight's crescent roi

high and bright

midnight. Continuing across the sky in the

see the

southwest

in the

several hours after midnight

highest in the south about

its

in Lia

5:06 A.M.

near Spica in Virgo,

pearing at

no

dawn s

slipped past the planet about moonr;,

and continually growing thinner and dimmer. Look for the four stars in the Square
of Pegasus above the moon this weekend.
August 4: Jupiter has been slowly edging away from the morning and into the
evening, and today it makes the jump. Op-

after the sun, but Jupiter rises higher, ap-

the crescent

crawl away from Venus in the

give us two bright objects in the evening

low Jupiter. The planet

moon
is

pass

h

to the njn

on the 27th, to its right on the th
August 28: Mercury may be vievi
the morning sky of late August, low
left

tk

east before sunrise.

It's

at greatest

erly (to the sun's right) elongation

August 30-3 1
at 4:27 a.m.

:

Full

es

lia)

moon is on tbiOl

The moon spends both

d'si

Aquarius, then slips into Pisces theigl
of the 31st.
Editor's Note:

The Sky Map in the J yi

sue shows the constellations and
this

month and

stiit

gives the times for

e.

it

.
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This month's diagram shows the comet about
273,000,000 miles from the sun, speeding toward it at 47,000

comet (when it will be brig
it will be deep in the sous
sky, well south of the equatorial plane. That means it will bf »
low in the sky at mid-northern latitudes, which will serij
limit the chance of seeing it. This explains the interest in tf
ing south. The farther south you go, the higher the comet v1
in the sky, until you get to about latitude 20° south. After|_

miles per hour, and 322,000,000 miles from the earth and clos-

farther travel south won't

too early to see Comet Halley. That time begins in
December of this year and continues until mid-April 986,

It is still

early

1

occurring at various intervals during that period. Right now, in

August, Halley's comet is still racing toward the sun and is somewhere between Jupiter and Mars, still south of the planetary
planes.

moving toward the comet as
well) at 103,000 miles per hour. It still has three months to go
before moving inside the orbit of Mars. While its brightness is
now more than doubling from month to month, it is still quite
dim and without evidence of form, visible only with well-placed
ing with

it

(because the earth

how you may be

right

and

able to see the comet

whether you want to see
to improve your chances.

to decide

make some

effort

when

it

come

the time

is

badly enough to

All the evidence confirms that this will not be the bright spectacular

comet that

clues that the view
significantly so.

There are some

history has described for us.

may

be better than

first

The comet may become

predicted, but not

bright enough to be

seen with the naked eye ;/ conditions are favorable. But that's a
big //'...

comet

is

if

the sky

is

clear

and

free

of haze and

high enough above the horizon,

if

the

pollution,

moon

the sky in unobstructed by buildings or trees, and
city lights or glare to

22

obscure faint objects.
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if

is

if

the

down,

if

there are no

our sky next

Even

is

telescopes of sufficiently large aperture. But the time has
to plan

At the best time

in

if

expect too
it

will

for seeing the

March and

April),

make much

you plan on going

to a

much of the comet.

be higher, easier to see

—

in

difference.

more favorable

It will

'

location,!

not be any brighter,

darker

tl

skies, visible for,

hours during the night, and if you choose your trip wis|
you may get professional help from astronomers in find< ^
But with or without assistance, the best period for seeirl ^^
comet will still be from mid-March to mid-April; the verj s'j
time will be after April 3 when there will be the least moon
Another advantage in traveling south in late March ori
will be the opportunity to enjoy the riches of the southern
late summer and fall (don't forget, seasons are reversed so
Kl
the equator). The brightness of the southern Milky Wa
Southern Cross, and nearby Coal Sack, the Clouds of Mag

and the extension of our bright winter stars down past Ca '"t
will delight you, especially if an experienced stargazer is ali
point out the significance of these deep-sky wonders th^
never see from up north. If Halley's comet doesn't thrill;
its

appearance, the rest of the southern sky should.

ij||

.
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;
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-

payable

in
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2567, Jacksonville, FL 32232.

including a

other charming, hand-painted porcelain pieces. As a series subscriber,
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subsequent pieces at intervals of
every two months at the guaranteed
issue price of $45.00 for each figurine,

sure to return your reservation by the
final postmark date to guarantee its

two convenient

rimL POSTMARK DAre.August 30, 1985
Please accept

my subscription

to the Babies of
Collection. Each
limited to an edition of

Endangered Species Figurine
of the eight figurines

is

documented by an accompanying

15,000, as

Certificate of Authenticity. The original issue
price for each is $45.00 (plus $2. 14 postage

and handling), payable

in two equal installments, with the first installment due prior to
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prefer to pay the initial Installment for my first
figurine as follows:
With this order. enclose my initial payment of $23.57',
I

installments.

There is no risk to you in ordering
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100% Buy-Back Guarantee. You may
return "Sidney or any succeeding
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"
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A Blind Eye on India
Recent media depictions of the raj ignore the
sexual exploitation of lower-caste women

by Pauline Kolenda
Last

was

season

screening

winter's

That's the popular assumption,

isn't

it?

South Asia. The English
comes from the Portuguese ota\
the Latin root means pure, or chaste, (

colonists of

viiffl

That an Indian will always take advantage
of an English person who is friendly.

caste

nally, cut off, or

both stressed a prime taboo of any caste

There is, however, the other side to
caste and sexuality in India. As the social
psychologist John Dollard pointed out

lower-

long ago, one of the features of a caste sys-

dominated by sagas of the British in India,
with A Passage to India at the movies and
The Jewel in the Crown on television.
Both were taken from famous novels, and
system,
caste

the

men

—

sexual

ing

women

—

in

against

prohibition

these cases, Indians

in

relations

with

The

higher-caste

women

these cases,

British rule, the raj.

—havof the

British horror of

any infraction of this prohibition is expressed by accusations of rape in both
Passage and Jewel. Even the possibility of
friendliness between an Indian man and a
British

woman

is

shown

to

make members

of the two opposing castes uneasy. Adela

Quested's friendliness

in

E.M.

Forster's

A

Passage to India (written and set in the
1920s) is confusing to an Indian Moslem
man, Nawab Bahadur:

"How do you do?" said Adela
The

She held

....

judged
from so wanton a gesture that she was new

out her hand.
to

his

but he paid

country,

Women who

old gentleman

little

heed.

exposed their face became by
him that he

that one act so mysterious to

took

them

at the valuation of their

men

folk

rather than at his own. Perhaps they were

anyhow they were not

not immoral, and

his

tem anywhere

is

the access upper-caste

males have to lower-caste females. While
Paul Scott managed to write four lengthy
volumes on the British raj with only rare
hints at the other side,

was

less inhibited in

Rudyard Kipling

discussing

it.

In his

"Without Benefit of Clergy," he portrays a relationship between a young British official and his beloved Indian consort,
and in his famous poem about the road to
Mandalay, a Burmese maiden awaits her

story

British soldier-lover.

The

British

historian

Kenneth

Ball-

the falsely accused hero-victim of

Jewel, Hari

Kumar, addresses

this issue

during a prison interrogation set
(Paul Scott, The

published

Day of

in

1942

the Scorpion,

in 1968):

Miss Manners was a white girl. Her friendliness towards me was of a kind that embarrassed people to watch .... Even someone
like Lady Chatterjee was incapable of accepting immediately that a white girl could
treat an Indian like a man. I found it difficult to accept it myself. For a time 1
thought she was making fun of me. She
talked so readily. Without any kind of artificiality
or so it seemed. Just as if we'd
been back home [in England]. Lady Chat-

—

terjee very naturally treated

me

with cau-

.She probably thought 1
might take advantage of Miss Manners.
tion after that

.

.

.

1.

munities.

Hindu

It

considered sinful

is

father to

fail

for his daughter. In traditional

both rural and urban, there

ciety,

is

spread segregation of the sexes;

days of nearly universal female
(up to

1

900), there

illite

was almost no pos
gi

are afraid

still

to

send their

scandal erupted in one provincial

where they might meet

school,

A

;all

their sexual urges as consistently as their

women

were regularly supplied with Indian prostitutes by the authorities (much
of Ballhatchet's book describes the attempts to control venereal disease among

eluded

the prostitutes).

caste men. This sexual expression

between castes
was not limited to that between the British
as the ruling caste and the Indians as the

power of high caste over low ope
even

ruled. Intercaste sexual relationships of all

village India,

kinds have been a highly charged fact of

the population

are

castes are

above

closed

communities.

Indian

hereditary groups that are,

all, endogamous, that is, a person
must marry within the caste of his or her
birth to remain a fully accepted member.
This feature was observed by the Portuguese, who were among the first European

when

I

lived in the

the girls attending an

il

I'Oi

all-girls'

school at a local Catholic convent

covered writing love

gl

to\

south India, where

tion,

to

maletii'

and higher officials were not allowed, or at
least not expected, to marry until in their
thirties,
and marriages with Indian
women were officially discouraged. British enlisted men, in contrast, because they
were not expected to be able to sublimate

Indian society, because castes, by defini-

q
)il

teeige

dents, teachers, or passers-by.

In India, sexual strain

he

meet males who might be potential stii
partners. Once girls began going to sc ol
that possibility arose, and some paiB

Their Critics. 1793-1905, mentions other

officers,

a

\ie-

in

a high-caste marriageable

ity for

f

mange
India »

to arrange a

facts of raj

British military officers

|

nii'

daughters on to middle school or

life.

&,

from the same root).
Marriages in India are virtually a j
ranged by the elders of the bride's
groom's extended families and caste

Sex and Class under the
Raj: Imperial Attitudes and Policies and
hatchet, in Race.

affair.

And

2;

separated (chaste de

gl

werlis

letters to the dri\

the bus they rode to and from school.
In

the

traditional

situation,

v:ii

of higher caste were careful

se

and guarded from lower- sK

men, women of lower caste who h; K
leave their homes to do their work we of
ten considered to be fair

in the non-British

game

for

u:

q|

reaches of the

system and continues to operate tod

where the vast majori
still lives.

In one village in northern India, wl
lived in the

turned

in

mid-1950s and to which
1984, the dominant ca;

called Rajput (literally, "sons of kin")

Rajputs control most land and
tion,

its cuVJ

and hence the distribution of

The other

o^

village castes consist of veM

kinds of artisans or service specialiv
**=
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numbered sculptures.
Hand-finished and hand-

the 1984
Sculptor of
the Year.
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patina of classic bronze.
• tlallmarked, signed by
the sculptor and accompanied by a Certificate
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Actual Size of
Sculpture lO'/j"
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In

the rich history of bronze sculpture, few have captured wildlife with

drama and stunning naturalism of Anthony Jones. The
powerful works of this gifted American sculptor are collected by many
of the world's greatest museums. In 1984, Anthony Jones earned even
the intense

further recognition

And now,

when named "Sculptor of the

Mill

for the first

'

—

I

n

DIRECTLY.

makers ol tine products since
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Bill

n
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carpenters, shoemakers, laundrymen, sweepers, barbers, and water carriers. The heart of the village caste system
as an economic system is a series of exchanges between the dominant caste and

weavers,

the specialist castes.

Under

and still in the
1950s, the Rajputs depended heavily on
British

Chamar

the

rule,

caste to

Chamars acted

till

their fields.

The

as agricultural servants,

receiving pay in return. (Since the 1950s,

land shortages due to population pressure
and increased mechanization of farming
have made this arrangement less common.) Because they are historically identileather

as

fied

among
chy

Chamars

workers,

are

the lowest castes in the hierar-

—untouchables,

as they are

known

in

English. In Indian languages such groups

are referred to by a term that usually
translates as "unclean"

(Hindus regard

working with leather as unclean).

The

village

is

considered to belong to

and Rajputs do own

the Rajput caste,

own. The upshot was that

to reach his

these Rajputs refused to

him

let

They also tapped so much wafrom the common irrigation canal that
his land was left dry. They let their cattle
go into his fields, and they cut his partly
grown sugar cane. A group of them even
attacked the Chamar and some of his relatheir land.

tives.

The

Chamar

mounted

pressure

so that the

eventually sold his land.

some
of his Rajput enemies because he had not
sold some of the land to them. Soon thereafter (by now about ten years after the iniquarrel), the Chamar's grandson
tial

home from their final
As they came from the railin the nearby town, they met

two enemy Rajputs, coming from the
sugar mill. The Rajputs beat the husband
senseless, and they took the bride into the
sugar cane fields and raped her.

Ram, who spoke

exploit-

of the lower castes:

The Rajputs used

to

remaining there by their grace. Rajputs

less

have resorted to violence to insure their

things.

tation of lower-caste

Ram,
viewed

a

Chamar

in the

mid-1950s,

He

ous such incidents.

whom I intertold me of vari-

described an event

that probably took place in the 1920s:

The Rajputs

try to

laugh down honest peo-

There was a young potter bride. Rajput

ple.

men

tried to force her into adultery, but she

did not agree.

They

She

tried to avoid that path.

offered her money, ten or fifteen ru-

Even then, she did not agree. Three
Rajputs got her by force. She had just had
her final marriage rite, and she was very
beautiful. When she did not agree, they
trapped her in a house by force and raped
her there. When they finished their bad
work, they put the rupees on her body and
slapped them, and said, "Don't you need
pees.

this

powerful.

money?"
reported that a Rajput

man might

the poor and gave

they don't. They were more
powerful then. It used to be that if anyone
who was more powerful than we troubled

Rajputs used to protect

us.

They

would face the powerful ones troubling

Now, they themselves suppress

The

loss

perceived

may

change

reflect a

when

us.

us.

Ram

Rajput

in

their

domi-

to 1950s,

worked

Ram

was suggesting the reverse interpretation,
however A traditional Hindu idea is that
when people do not follow their dharma,
or religiously given duty
which includes
the protection of those dependent upon
them their physical and social condi-

—

—

tions are greatly

Not all

were forced upon the lower-caste

women,

of course.

Some women

estab-

Early in the twentieth century, lower-

about selling bundles of fodder to the

caste men.

A

relationship could begin

when a Chamar women was
der or cane

in

cutting fod-

the fields or as she went

men

cattlesheds.

caste villagers did

higher-caste

land, but

Such an eventuality was strongly disapproved of by the members of the woman's

them

to retain

ownership as population

pressure increased.

Ram

told

Chamar who owned about

me

of a

twenty-five

940s he quarreled with
some Rajputs whose land he had to cross
acres. In the early

1

affair

continued and that wheneve:

woman was

involved in a dispute

other sweepers, she would call on

family.

Ram

at

their

told of a

While probably neither the

to

Britis

Indians were consistently strict abc
licit

intracaste connections, both

dishonored

when

crossed caste

lines.

caste system

is

gen

sexual

relio

But the morality 'll

only partially portrajii

A

Passage to India and The Jewel \\
Crown, which ignore the sexual exf
,

it

of lower-caste

tion

women. The

irony of the caste system

mark

Ram made

is

caught
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ii

i

me: "Theli
puts are ever ready to have contaclfi
that

to

our women, but with us men, they i
let

us touch their clothes."

The motives

women were
and the

for exploiting lower iS

not the

same

British, however.

women

none

for the R;in

Among tb

of lower castes were

in the village.

women was an

whom

And

s

there

rape of

dominance in
ing that the lower castes were delK
communities, with no right even to t b
lief in the chastity of their womerll
British, instead, endured their erti
act of

men's sexual exploits with Indian

])S(

tutes because they preferred to keepia
single.

That way the

soldiers

be unencumbered with family
ities

hi

respoibi

as they risked their lives in batd

addition,

the

military

service

bl?

would be relieved of the costs of th(aJ
ilies' upkeep. Marriage between thdii
ish and Indians was specifically diM
aged because, as Ballhatchet concH
"rulers should be aloof from the ]|
and so trusted as beyond corruptic
feared as remote from the commor'^
of common men."
Pauline Kolenda

is

a professor

it

thropology at the University ofHotO
University Park.

[i

i
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Chamar woman

go to her Rajput lover When
her husband's younger brother went to the
Rajput's cattle yard to take her back, he

who used

thdi

tection of her Rajput lover

men

weakened.

intercaste sexual relations in the

lished long-standing aifairs with higher-

it

widow in her forties. Gossip had it th.tl

puts,

who, from the 1920s

th(

When «
woman v;

1950s, the

tutes for prostitutes of

ers

^

turned and were accepted back by'la

nant position was challenged by Gan-

push an untouchable woman's husband
out of his own house, the Rajput raping
the wife with full knowledge of the helpless husband.

own small parcels of
became more difficult for

out of the village. But eventually

dhian. Congress Party, and other reform-

to elevate the lot of untouchables.

t

raded about the village on donkeys
rite of humiliation. Then both were d

even

of noblesse oblige that

attitudes that occurred

village

Ram

They saw

Now

us, the

women.
elder

Now they don't. Therefore, they are

lo^

faces covered with lampblack, wer^

felt

be good. They would

a

the 1930s

in

young couple became notorious
their relationship was exposed by an
sweeper woman who discovered
making love in a cattleshed. The two,

of these incidents, be-

lieved that in times gone by, the Rajputs

hearts.

some-

woman who began

with a Rajput back

there in the

there at the invitation of the Rajputs and

is

able sweeper

respective caste communities.

see our mothers and daughters with good

and that violence

r

there was the case of an unt«

rite.

of years ago, are considered to be guests,

times expressed in rape and sexual exploi-

Then

his bride

road station

j

finally h;

the village.

flee

fair

He

brought

had been protectors, rather than

village rule,

five of the m^

the Rajput household.

wedding

ers,

hundreds

Still,

there was resentment on the part of

most of the cultivable land. Members of
settled in the village

was beaten by four or

ter

other castes, even though their ancestors

may have

cross

i
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new

This Land

'ranberry Glades,

Virginia

Vfest
iobert H.

me

of

Mohlenbrock

West

Virginia's

Monongaheia

summer

so dense that

mulate, principally from

sphagnum moss

sunlight

that grows along the water's edge. Early

floor. At higher
where the climate is cool, rainbundant, and fog common, the tree

explorers in the glades thought that the

is

it

reach the forest

I't

tions,

•

provided by red spruces, yellow

is

and balsam firs. Sugar maples,
les, basswoods, and white pines domthe mountain ravines. There are
es,

few virgin stands of red spruce,

a

e trees

three to four hundred years

been spared from lumbering,
so much unbroken forest, one vast

lave

where only the occasional tree

ng,

above a sea of low-growing vegeta-

wet basin was once a natural mountain
lake, probably one that resulted when a
landslide created a

however,

dam. The evidence,

doubt on their theory.
Since the downstream end of the glade is
nearly fifty feet lower than the upper end,
and is five hundred feet wide, the area
could not have been flooded unless a landcasts

dam fifty feet high and five
hundred feet wide. There are no remnants
of any such dam. In addition, the deepest
slide built a

ries

is

same

the

common

in

bogs is the bog rosemary; its presence
marks the southernmost place in the world
where it grows naturally. Fungi living on
and in the roots of the heaths and other
bog-inhabiting plants help them survive
by making available nutrients that, in
acidic conditions, are not generally found
in

usable form. Biologists call this mutu-

ally beneficial relationship

mycorrhiza.
During spring and summer, the open
bogs are green, punctuated by occasional

provides a startling inconsistency.

Cranberry Glades, a bowl-shaped,

the thickest layers of peat would be at the

flashes of yellow

/

area at the foot of three

moun-

lower end, where the water would have

of the

been deepest. Finally, some parts of the
glade do not have peat deposits, an unlikely occurrence if the bog had developed

ever, white

Cranberry, Black, and Kennison.
e basin

containing Cranberry Glades

)ut three
.vide

miles long and up to one

and about 3,400 feet above sea

Penetrating the heart of the glade
'ranberry River

and

tributaries,

its

Creek and Yew Creek. Cranberry
which originates from springs halfup Cranberry Mountain, never

es
,

ds

more than twelve

ss

bogs, ranging in size

acres, are scattered
I

feet across.

Four

from eight

to

through the ba-

he rest of Cranberry Glades consists
ise

thickets of shrubs or

bog

forests,

bogs have a layer of peat that
fj-each a depth of eleven feet. Peat
'our

sphagnum moss that has sunk bemat of living sedges and heaths)

l{

)7c that

This

is

is

Beneath the peat

in

usually a layer of al-

may be

another two feet

a dark, jellylike material, the

posed remains of algae that lived

1

||

.

and

If

the basin had been cov-

where poor

ge allows organic detritus to accu-

hug the surface of the

peat.

formed levees along the
streams; whenever the streams then overflowed, water was trapped in low-lying ar-

mocks. The mosses and lichens are in constant competition. During extended periods of rain, the fast-growing gray lichens

eas outside the stream banks. Thick accu-

spread over the green mosses, forming an
intricate parquet. But in dry weather, the

that sediments

mulations

of

peat

Darlington

basins.

developed

in

these

proposed

also

that

evidence that the Cranberry River

is

has been straightening

some of

nating

Peat

is

its

its

course, elimi-

old meanderings.

that flourish in the adjacent

life in

unable to grow

the open bogs

is

in

mountain

for-

the bogs. Plant

dominated by two

summer flowers develop into tart red cranberries by Septem-

evergreens whose rosy
ber.

are so abundant in places that

they form small

mounds known

(The species producing the larger ber-

as

hum-

crumble into powder, and the
mosses surge over their desiccated tissues.
Surrounding part of the open bogs are
almost four hundred acres of a nearly imlichens

penetrable

thicket

of slender-branched

shrubs. There are twelve dilTerent kinds of

shrubs, including the

so acidic that most of the plants

species of cranberries, which are trailing

drops nearly one foot,

lichens,

The mosses

of the peaty surface, while in auolten form in lakes

Nonflowering plants, such as mosses

ered by a lake, there would be peat under
the streams today. Darlington theorized

ests are

II

smaller milk-white flower clusters of the

der the streams.

thousands of years ago. During
the water table may come within

li

dominates the vegetation, appearing like a blanket of light snow. Flowers of the white-top aster blend with the

beaked rush, and the seed heads of cotton

there

soil.

kinds of wild orchids. In autumn, how-

grass are entangled in masses of hairs.

matter into

Glades

from the showy flowers

candle and pink from two

noted that the peat varied in thickness
throughout the glade and was absent un-

up where there is insufficient oxypromote the complete decay of vegicrry

(

H.D. Darlington, a biologist who studthe Cranberry Glades extensively,

swamp

ied

some peat may have been deposited in
stream beds abandoned when drainage
patterns shifted. Even in recent times,

a

Ij

in a lake.

harvested

the northern states and Can-

is

at the

is

that

ada. Another heath that grows in the open

upper end of the basin. If
lake waters once covered the entire area,
peat

as

commercially) Both of these bog-inhabiting plants of the heath family are more

swamp

rose

and the

speckled alder, whose stems are covered

by conspicuous white-blotched pores that
exchange of gases.
In summer, great masses of white woolly
aphids cover the alders, giving the thickets
assist the plant in the

a stark

and

eerie appearance.

Beneath the

shrubs grow a diversity of wildflowers that
provide a year-round display, from the
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Joe LeMonnier

Cranberry Glades
For

A"

\

visitor information, write:

Forest Supervisor

Monongahela National Forest
Box 1548
Elkins, West Virginia 26241
(304) 636-1800

OHIO

^)/i

West Virginia botanists speculate th:'n
few hundred years woody pi

just a

PENNSYLVANIA

/219(

will

<—

—

^ Xf

/

>

WEST _ |/^-^— -C'/T

MARYLAND

1

.-.^,-'

^

Washington. D.C.

>

public road and virtually inaccessible

T-'mononoahela
national

Y

Open Bog

'^virginiaT^
/'y(gl)

50 miles

and the

nea lichen, reminiscent of the totally unrelated Spanish moss.

thicket before cutting across the coi

The encroachment of woody plants
from the surrounding shrub and forest
communities is a major threat to the open
bogs. Shrubby Saint Johnswort is particularly aggressive, but chokeberry and win-

of two of the open bogs.

hardwood

\

forests of

is a bog forest
where red spruce, Canadian hemlock, yellow birch, and black ash grow above a
soggy forest floor covered by wood sorrel
and mosses. From the branches of the bog
forest trees hang long festoons of the Us-

the surrounding mountains

terberry are invading at a rapid rate.

bogs because they can't find firm anchorage, but a few have reached maturity

where conditions are favorable. Some

'

eventually transform the entire basin into a bogforest.
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Most

trees cannot establish themselves in the

Most trees cannot grow in Cranberry Glades boggy soil, but woody plants may

30

'it

the Glades, a

y*

rich

(•

Highway passes
modern visitors' center
been erected nearby, and a short bet
walk has been provided. The board'
passes through a bog forest and an
the Highland Scenic

"^V

skunk cabbage, which forms its fetid flowers while snow still covers the ground in
February, to the aster, turtlehead, and
monk's-hood, which flower in the fall.
Sometimes lying between the wet alder
thickets

^

cept to the ardent hiker. Today, howti,

-^/FOREST

,--

a

Until a few years ago, Cranb^
Glades was several miles from the ne^it

VIRGINIA

\

'

transform the entire basin into

forest.
j

Inset

>r-^—
Charleston

y

is

;

tects the sensitive

It

not only

ecosystem from

o

is-

criminate trampling but also keeps vis

from miring-in up

is

to their waists

|l

"This Land" highlights the

biolo:i,

phenomena of the 153 U.S. nationakests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is dia
guished professor of botany at Souin
Illinois University at Carbondale.

BRUNCH
WITH A
BRONTOSAURUS.
AttheAmerican Museum of Natural

History,

you can brunch with the animals. Because

we now have a beautiful
we call (what else?) the
American Museum Restaurant. Hereon
downstairs
restaurant

anthropologist can dig up surprises

like

angel hair pasta with broccoli and goat
cheese.

A taxidermist can

stuff herself

And

challah bread french toast.

on

a zoologist

can go ape over our ratatouille omelette.
Even a regular West Sider can have
taste

buds

tickled.

Imagine

his

that.
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dull rusty crayfish
Doug Slamm/PROPHOTO

jgraphs by

.ake-Bottom Tyrant
and prolific, the rusty crayfish has clawed its way

ressive

w top of the food chain in northern

M. Lodge, Annamarie L.

Oavid
their

summer camp on Long Lake,

Scouts had to retreat
the water; they could no longer swim

onsin, the Girl

lut

being constantly pinched by cray-

That was

in the

mid-1960s. While

had always

crayfish

in

lived in the

recognized the cur-

local residents

nuisance as a newcomer. Plant

life

under attack. Dense beds of
such as the rich

also

vegetation,

ic

es of

musky weed

that had always
and fishermen, simply dis-

-ted fish

The

ired.

Wisconsin lakes

crayfish

ate

way

their

Beckel, and John

J.

Magnuson

its southern home and invaded the lakes of northern Wisconsin.
The rusty probably got a free ride from
Illinois and Ohio fishermen vacationing in
the Wisconsin lake district. Live crayfish
were a favorite bait until their use was outlawed in 1983. Fishermen hardly foresaw

crayfish left

ecological disruption

when they dumped

extra bait, including rustics, into the

th'eir

lake at the end of the day.

who had

cial trappers,

When commer-

long sought and

sold "crabs" within the state for bait

human consumption,

and

discovered the pro-

ward from the far end of the lake,
ig a few tough-stemmed waterlilies

lific rusty crayfish, they gave the migrant
a helping hand, broadcasting the rusty

n otherwise barren lake bed in their

into

The

culprit

was Orconectes

rusti-

he rusty crayfish.

ew years
;ast,

later

Such

and 120 miles

ised the decline of
1

to the

property owners and fishermen

Lake Metonga,

throughout Wisconsin as a hot spot

alleye

and perch. The lake teemed
and vegetation dwindled ev-

rayfish,
;ar.

By the

late

some

1970s, walleye no

successfully reproduced.

isolated lakes the crustacean

might not otherwise have

easily reached.

practices accelerated the rustics' ad-

and the crayfish proceeded to
beyond anyone's expectations.
While its predecessors, the fantail and
blue, appear to be benign members of the
ecological community, the rusty crayfish
vance,

Orconectes species

farther

The

south.

well-oxygenated water has adequate calcium, enabling crayfish to maintain their

calcium carbonate exoskeleton. All three
species favor shallow areas of fist-sized
rocks, called cobble, where each individual selects

and defends a lake-bed

shelter.

Typically, a crayfish excavates a cave un-

der the edge of a rock or sunken

log, leav-

mound of sand and gravel at
opening. The crayfish then backs into

ing a small

the
its

home, leaving only

its

eyes and massive

pincers (or chelae) visible, and warily

watches
fish

its

remain

emerge

Most crayhiding during the day and

lacustrine world.
in

to forage only at night.

In an

1880 monograph, Thomas H.
Huxley described crayfish as opportunistic and enthusiastic feeders:

thrive

has become notorious
sin, thriving at

in

northern Wiscon-

the expense of native cray-

Larvae of insects, water-snails, tadpoles, or
which come within reach, are suddenly seized and devoured, and it is averred
frogs,

that the water-rat

is

liable to the

same

fate.

Passing too near the fatal den, possibly in
search of a stray crayfish, whose flavour he
highly appreciates, the vole is himself

Soon

all

fish, plants,

lake were gone.

By

biological constraints prevent the fantail

seized and held

Department of Natuiesources
(WDNR) had spent
30 to stock the lake with walleye and
upport to a citizens' group that was
to bring back aquatic plants. The
ijcrayfish had struck again.

and blue from dominating their surroundings, and what traits enable the rusty to es-

his captor easily reverses the conditions of

;ed
J

beds

in the

the Wisconsin

'

I

rusty
1

E

3
<•

h

is

one of three, originally

species of crayfish that are relarecent immigrants to Wisconsin

:rn

Fifty years ago, the fantail (O. viriis

the only species present, probably

reached
gration

up

this region

through natu-

tributaries of the Missis-

Then the blue crayfish (O. propinappeared and flourished. But only
the last thirty years has the rusty

and

fish.

What

physical and

tablish a lake-bottom dynasty?

A

team of

till

he

is

suffocated,

when

the anticipated meal.

Huxley may have overstated the case

in

from the University of Wisconsin at Madison Center for
Limnology has undertaken a long-term

attack vulnerable animals.

ecological study of lakes subject to rusty

typically fish, are usually sick or dying

crayfish

biologists

depredation.

As

part

of that

regard to
tacean's

when

live

small

menu; but

mammals on
crayfish

attacked. Stories

the crus-

do vigorously
Large prey,

abound of rusty

team, we have used the lakes as a natural

crayfish reducing fish to bones in an hour.

laboratory for the past ten years to investigate the habits and interactions of the fan-

Crayfish use their chelae and the small
pincers on their first two pairs of walking

blue, and rusty crayfish.
These three kinds of crayfish are similar in appearance, behavior, and habitat
preference. Northern Wisconsin lake habtail,

itat is like

that of the streams occupied by

legs to

reduce large pieces of food to a

whirling cloud of small particles.

Yet crayfish are omnivores. Although
they seek out high-protein animal food,

such as

fish eggs, carrion,

and

insect lar-

33
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Crayfish in Wisconsin lakes may mate at
any time from late summer to early

Thefemale stores sperm in an
abdominal pocket until she is ready to lay
up to 200 eggs in April or May. The

spring.

offspring of rusty crayfish typically hatch
earlier and growfaster than blue

and

fantail young. Below: Adopting a mating

posture atop a female, a male rusty
crayfish holds down her powerful pincers

with his own.

much

vae,

of their diet consists of gener-

more abundant but less nutritious
plant food. At night, they scrape periphyton, or "scum flora," a complex green or
brown film of organic detritus, bacteria,
and algae, from the surface of rocks. As
Huxley points out, "Few things in the way
ally

«iiN^'

'M

-

of food are amiss to the crayfish; living or

dead, fresh or carrion, animal or vegetable,

it is all

one."

These three Orconectes species have a
similar

life

•"^3

cycle. Like other crustaceans,

crayfish periodically molt, shedding

and

re-forming their hard exoskeleton to allow

Adult male Orconectes molt at
nonbreeding form
early summer and reproductive form in

for growth.

least twice a year: into
in

?^'H*-£.i
?***-'•

"

'M

-jiiyj;';''^'^"'.

summer. Mating may take place at
any time from late summer through early
spring, but the female stores sperm in a
pocket in her abdomen until April or May.
She then lays as many as 200 eggs and fertilizes them externally. They remain at-

the blue and slightly larger than the fan-

tached to her abdomen until they hatch

tail.

into bulbous-headed, thin-tailed pink juve-

skirmishes and in warding

late

niles.

male

The young remain
for

times and gradually taking on the appear-

ance of miniature adults.
In 1980,

Greg

Capelli, of the University

of Wisconsin, surveyed eight area lakes
that in 1975

had low populations of rusty

and

relatively high populations of

crayfish

fantails, blues, or both.

During the

number of rusty

year interval, the

five-

crayfish

had increased in seven of the eight lakes,
and fantails and blues had declined proportionally. In lakes subject to a popula-

tion explosion of rustles, fantails

crayfish

were

virtually nonexistent.

From the start,
advantage over
mates.

Its

and blue

the rusty crayfish has an

its

other Orconectes lake

eggs hatch earlier

in the spring

its young
During dives under the ice in
April, Jim Lorman, of the University of

rusty

faster.

Wisconsin, observed

many rustles

already

means that
rusty offspring are bigger than immature
blues and fantails of the same age. Rusty
males have large chelae, and at maximum
carrying eggs. Quicker growth

adult proportions (four inches from head
to

tail,

plus about half that length in che-

lae) the rusty

34

is

considerably larger than
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is

and has most

off"

predators.

a hallmark of the

likely evolved, as has

comand protection from fish and
other predators. Rustles have frequently
startled the divers on our research team by
directly facing us as we approached the
lake bed and raising and opening their pincers in a threat. "These claws," Huxley
noted, "are the chief weapons of offence
and defence of the crayfish, and those who

The mere approach
even a

of a rusty seni

speedy

fantail into a

fantail's

but

retreat,

burrow

is

at

not inv

Rustles will pull another crayfish
preferred shelter. In experiments

Greg CapeUi

large size, primarily for congeneric

adults of equal size,

petition

that rusty crayfish almost always

handle them incautiously

will

discover

by no means to be despised, and indicates a good deal of disposthat their grip

is

able energy." Like the bathers at

Long

Lake, we have been pinched, with blood
drawn, by defiant rustles standing their

ground and

than blue and fantail eggs and

grow

Greater size confers an advantage in

Aggressiveness

close to the fe-

about two weeks, molting several

*

-f

i

resisting capture.

Trout Lake,

site

of a small but expand-

and the largest of the lakes in the Northern Lakes
Long-Term Ecological Research Project,
ing rusty crayfish population

now

both the blue and

(The

fantail.

blue, however, also displaced the

fai

struggles for access to a single

sl^

The outcome

held for juveniles as

Competition for shelter

an

is

outjj

of the natural selective force of pre

Although eviction from a

mean

shelti

the loss of a feeding area

riphyton, the highest cost

is

likely

aij

A

increased risk of being eaten.

exposed on the lake bottom

ricl

the

under a rock, and during molting
to two days afterward, the "softBilej
crayfish without a shelter
defenseless.

is

com

Although many

mammals eat crayfish,
common predators. As

fish

bin

are

tli

a crayfish

the focus of a time-course study.

larger, little fish, other crayfish, aiK

Experimental results from our laboratory

onfly larvae no longer pose a threfl

is

at the lake help explain

how

behavior, as

well as physical attributes, enables the

rusty to literally dislodge competitors.

bullying rusty

is

more than a match

relatively docile, easily

handled

The

for the

fantail.

i

mucj
to become a meal than one
is

mature:)

large

fish,

particularly

mouth

bass,

hunt adult crayfish. B

nating available shelters, the

rusil

easily escapes predation. Fish

pii

also determine to a degree the behl

ib
aj
suk,,

5-

;,..

iiij(..

\^^
i\^
lii|,jj

\^^

^.^
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A rusty crayfish feeds at night on a stand
of long-stemmed water plants. In some
Wisconsin lakes, grazing by rustics has
nearly eliminated vegetation and plant-

dependent invertebrates, such as snails.

Using similar experimental methods,
the growth of plants in cray-

we compared

fish-free enclosures to that of plants sub-

jected to grazing by ten rusty crayfish per

square yard. By the end of summer, only
water celery remained in the enclosure
with crayfish. A dense mixture of four to

macrophyte species persisted in the
nongrazed corrals. Not only did the rusty
five

consume

crayfish

all

plants except water

celery, they also devastated the inverte-

smaller

crayfish

on and water plants.

Roy

and may
growth of peIn studies by

prey

indirectly affect the

)y

now

Greg Capelli discovered that
mate with blue and

vantage.

rusty males frequently
fantail females.

If these

unions leave a

of Ohio State

sperm plug

in the female's

rsity,

smaller crayfish, such as the

pocket, she

may

blue,

responded to the presence of

ing later with a male of her

;ist

Stein,

redators by remaining in shelters
rtailing feeding.

Under the pressure

pjdation, the fantail, blue,

and

to a

f extent, the rusty crayfish are less acid eat fewer plants. Sizable crayfish,
!

especially rusty males,

kter,

|/ith
tns,

can often

impunity on open, sandy lake
even in daylight. Few fish are

!«

;nough to tackle the biggest rustics;

s*

hat try are often easily dissuaded

lifensive
x;

by

Like

display of pincers.

we on the study team have seen

y,

tiles

turned on would-be predators;

H Imouth bass fails to launch

^'om the

its

if

at-

may end up

sperm storage

be prevented from mat-

own

species.

brate animals that live on plants. For ex-

ample, a

snail

with crayfish. Such elimination re-

rals

sulted largely
rect

make

destruction.

the

same mistake with

rusty fe-

only by rusty males.
to their

own

So with

little

damage

reproductive success, rusty

associated with

was

plants

Blue and fantail males, however, do not
males, which are therefore inseminated

commonly

abundant in the
ungrazed enclosures but absent from cor-

aquatic

from a combination of dion snails and plant

predation

Can even low densities of rusty
make serious inroads on growth
plants? To find out, we placed

crayfish

of food
crayfish

undermine the reproduction of
competing species.
Some rusty populations have attained

stands of macrophytes. At population den-

densities of thirteen adults

density

crayfish

per square

cages in an area of Trout Lake with thick
sities

of one crayfish per square yard

commonly exceeded

—

nature

in

those of the

was reduced
by 40 percent. At a density of ten crayfish

smaller blue, however, sometimes do. But

per square yard, not a single plant stem re-

yard. Populations of the similar-sized fantail

never reach such a

level;

the rusty crayfish's size gives

it

a total

ing biomass that far exceeds those of

livits

the biomass of aquatic plants

mained after twelve weeks. The data gathered allow us to

make

relatively precise

two competitors. Larger size, longer feeding periods, and greater use of different
substrate types, such as open, sandy lake
beds and soft sediment bottoms, account
for the rusty's more obvious effects on its
plant and animal foods.
To compare the effects of fantail and
rusty crayfish on large aquatic plants, or

and disturbing predictions about the alteration of ecological communities in Trout
Lake as the rusty crayfish advances.
Abundance and diversity of aquatic
plants and invertebrates diminish as a direct result of crayfish grazing and predation. In the past, macrophyte and periphyton primary production has fueled the
secondary production of insects that fed
small prey fish that in turn were eaten by

> the rusty and the blue crayfish.

macrophytes, we enclosed separate populations (of equal number and biomass) of
both species in a rich plant community on

and

the bottom of Sparkling Lake. In the sum-

ing short-circuited at two levels. Crayfish

shake off a persistent crayfish

n lo

clamped onto

IS

I

rear, the bass

its lips.

rusty crayfish, then,

1

!

ind

1

^

can evade cap-

competitors

drive

the

into

of predatory fish by expropriating

ililc

shelters.

But a more subtle

may
many cray-

ilnism of species replacement
1

at work. In

some

lakes,

nv characteristics intermediate be-

^

er these individuals are fertile

e

they rank high in competitive
remain to be seen, but their exiss strong evidence for ongoing hy-

ftjT
it

I.

jii

fish

recognize

iB'<jiones,

[led by

[
i;

i

members

of their

and opposite sex partly through
the signal-sending chemicals

many

insects.

Male

rusty

more often misidentify others of
nd than do blue and fantail craylistake that works to the rusty's ad-

Tiiii

of 1983,

we

regularly counted the

plants remaining within each of twelve
crayfish corrals; four enclosures
lations of fantails, four

i,i;tion.

K^ij

mer

had

had popuand

rustics,

four contained no crayfish. Both species

some plants
similar amount

ate macrophytes, favoring

over others, and both ate a

of vegetation. Therefore, the heavy impact
of the rusty crayfish
rapacity, but to
risk

its

and increased

probably not due to
decreased predation

is

densities.

large sport

fish.

now consume

This food chain

is

now

be-

the plants, replacing other

invertebrates as the top grazers. Snails

and

insects that use the

remaining plant

habitat are also liable to be eaten by crayfish,

rather than by small

fish,

as they

Through the consumption of those invertebrates and of fish eggs,

were

in

the past.

as well as destruction of habitat, crayfish
fish, and ultimately
and muskellunge as the lop

are replacing small
bass, walleye,

predators.
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A horde of blue andfantail crayfish,
feasting by night on a deadfish, will
rapidly reduce it to bone. In lakes invaded

by rusty crayfish, blue andfantail
populations have declined.
by permission. University of Wisconsin Press

The

shorter the food chain, as vegetari-

ans point out, the greater
ciency.

its

overall

effi-

But the end product of the new

food chain in northern Wisconsin lakes

—

for small

The most

fish.

effective

and

harmless way to reduce crayfish populations

would probably be

to protect popula-

tions of predatory fish. Unfortunately, the

not as popular as

to allow a

very goal of crayfish control

is

walleye and musky. If adult rustics were

continued take of sport

Perhaps the

more easily caught and readily consumed
by these and other sport fish, such as lake
trout and smallmouth bass, northern lakes
might sustain more such desirable fish. As

best solution

the rusty crayfish

food,

fish

packet,

the

but an

is

rusty

is

a

high-protein

evasive one,

which

is

is

fish.

teractions to rein in the rustics,

meantime,

and

in the

encourage commercial ex-

to

ploitation of crayfish.

In ecological

and

social terms, the con-

sequences of the rusty crayfish influx

will

Consequently, crayfish, especially adults,

be greater than those of the two pioneer
Orconectes crayfish in northern Wiscon-

may not be a

sin

sheathed

in a heavy, indigestible covering.

preferred or optimal diet for

but the harvesting that

fish,

part of Wisconsin's

economy

is

is

a growing
providing

and rusty-ridden parts of Minnesota,

Michigan, and Ontario. Our perceptions
may change, however, as societies both in

an increasingly popular item for humans.
Harvesting crayfish may provide a
novel food and jobs, but it is unlikely to
significantly reduce the crayfish population. Current trapping methods catch
mostly males, but leave enough to fertilize
the females, which in turn have less competition from males for food and shelter.
The result is a continued crayfish boom.
Underwater fences are expensive and at

and outside the lakes adjust to the new
member of the food chain. The fantail and

best only temporarily effective. Poisons

has provided insights into the roles of com-

developed to exterminate crayfish would

most

likely also destroy

many

other ani-

blue crayfish

became

perhaps only after local predators and parasites

had learned to exploit them and loand animals had responded

cal prey plants

to the selection pressures they exerted.

The

natural course in the case of the rusty

remains to be seen. This animal invasion

it

and herbivory in lake
may be quite a while

humans and

crayfish in northern

petition, predation,

communities, but
before

ceans that are an important food source

Wisconsin come
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integral parts of the

ecological communities they joined, but

mals, especially zooplankton, tiny crusta-

36

t-

to wait for other natural in-

to terms.

D

k.

A rusty crayfish scrapes

"scum flora, " or

periphyton, a complex film of organic
detritus, bacteria,

and algae, from

the

surface of a submerged log. Although
crayfish are quickly attracted to carrion

and live insects, most of their diet consists
of less nourishing but abundant
periphyton.

.^^tu*
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The World of

Robert Bateman
When I think of Robert Bateman, three images come to mind.
The first and dominant one is of the artist in his studio. On the
easel

is

a large painting of a tiger. In the early afternoon the

great cat had loomed dramatically from the painting; within an

hour or so it had retreated behind a screen of reeds. On the
lap is a smaller painting of a hawk. As he talks, he works

artist's

on both paintings, moving casually from one to the other

—

the

same brush painting the same color on little sections of each,
although they are totally different in subject, scale, and tone.
Beside him, to his right, is a little trolley with his paints and
brushes and sponges and water. As he works, he wipes his brush
off on the underarm of his old sweater. He wears a visor against
the studio's fluorescent lights, which are gradually taking over

from the fading afternoon

light

coming through the large

windows.

The second image is of the artist in the field. In a gentle, misty
Robert Bateman is stumbling up a slippery mountain creek
bed. Encumbered with a camera on a tripod, a sketchbook, and
rain,

an umbrella, and wearing an
bright yellow rain pants, he

Irish

is

tweed hat, a slicker, and

a pleasantly bizarre figure,

reminiscent of the eccentric nineteenth-century field naturalists.

He looks at everything: the lush vegetation, the texture and
colors of lichens on the rock, the quality of the light.

The third image is of Bateman the public figure. Genial and
dapper, with only a slight aura of the studio and the out-of-doors,

he is lecturing to a large audience at one of the openings of the
hugely popular exhibition of his paintings that has been touring

Canada and the United States for the past three years.

On occasions such as these, he is likely to tell the story of his
artist. He does this in an easy, self-deprecating

career as an

manner, showing slides of his paintings, starting with some of his
childhood works. This talk traces the various stages of his career
as an artist

and

is

also

an easy lesson

in

how to look at a Bateman

painting.

Bateman was born in 1 930 and grew up in Toronto when the
it is now and the ravines

countryside was closer to the city than
beside his family

migrating birds.

home were filled with small wildlife and

He became obsessed with both art and nature

an early age and spent most of his youth drawing, painting,
and learning about the local bird and mammal life. His paintings
from these years clearly relate to his mature work: the animal
at

subjects are not confronting or responding to a

and there

is

human viewer,

a careful and knowledgeable presentation of the

surrounding habitat.

At that time, Toronto's Royal Ontario Museum was
its fine program for budding artists and naturalists,
and all of Bateman's early training came from its accessible
and able staff. By the time he was seventeen he had an excellent
general knowledge of North American bird, mammal, and plant
beginning

From the forthcoming book The World of Robert Bateman, text by
Ramsay Derry. Text and compilation copyright ©1 985 by Madison
Press Books. Artwork copyright ©1 985 by Boshkung, Inc. To be
published by
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Random House,

Inc.

This was augmented by summer jobs with wildlife resccl)
teams in Algonquin Park in northern Ontario and later, dui g
his university and post-graduate years, on biological and
geological field parties in Newfoundland, Ungava in north
Quebec, and on Hudson Bay. Travel, generally focused on
wildlife biology, became important to him. His first journei
took him around North America, then to Europe, and
I
ultimately, when he was in his late twenties, around the wo I*
a year-long journey in a Land-Rover.
By the late 1 970s, Bateman was recognized as one of th(
world's outstanding artists in the field of animal art. Since X
his paintings have become enormously popular and he has
achieved a degree of public celebrity. He is an insatiably c on
naturalist, a willing teacher, and a dedicated conservation!
he remains an artist first and foremost.
life.

;|

Ramsay

i''
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"

more varied and
and handsome than the planet Earth. And its
crowning beauty is the natural world. Whether it's
"I can't conceive of anything being
rich

here in Ontario or in the Antarctic or in Africa,

I

want to soak it up, to understand it as well as I can,
and to absorb it. And then I'd like to put it together
and express it in my paintings. This is the way I
want to dedicate my work."
Robert Bateman, 1981

ELEPHANTS
"When I saw this gnarled old stump it
seemed to me a whole world in itself. The
insect tunnels and the wear and tear of
weather and age fascinated me and became
the drivingforce for this painting. The
shape and texture of the stump and its
curving dead root suggested elephants as a
related subject. Even at a distance,
elephants are impressive animals, but they
usually prefer to keep some kind ofcover

between you and them, particularly if
they've got young ones with them. I put

MtitS^

them behind a screen ofscruffy, chewed -up
trees and they are also veiled by the dust
that they normally stir up when disturbed.

39
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LEOPARDS
"On safari in Tanzania, I spent a lot of
time peering up into trees lookingfor
leopards
without success. They are
comparatively hard animals to see in the
wild much more difficult, for instance,
than lions or cheetahs and I had never had
a really good view ofone. Finally, at the end
ofa long day, I was told where one had been
sighted, and hurried to the spot. The
leopard had climbed up into a tree with a

—

—

fresh

kill,

—

a Thomson gazelle.

The leopard was still too tired to eat, for
the gazelle that he had just hunted down
and dragged up into the tree must have
weighed almost as much as he did. He just
lay there watching me, with only a slight
sense of nervousness

and tension.

When I came to paint the picture,

I didn't

portray any gore, but you can see the

around the throat of the gazelle
where the leopard has strangled it. Even in
death, the Thomson gazelle seemed a
delicate and lovely creature. As I worked on
the painting, the drooping shape and broken
limbs of the gazelle interested me, and I
echoed them in the drooping, broken branch

stickiness
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of the tree. I wanted the power of the
painting to come from the big, white

elemental shapes, and I placed the leafy
branches in a circular arrangement to keo
the viewer's eye

format.

moving around the whol
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EJFFALO
']

i
?,

7

"The beautiful Mount Kilimanjaro rises
'he background of the setting of Buffalo

grasses, dust,

was more interested in
weying the detail and texture of this old

happens, while I was painting /found a

A.mboseli, but I

falo's own habitat — the

trees,

stumps,

and mud that surround him

in the late-afternoon light.

As often

shape that interested me and that became a
theme in the picture— a sickle shape that
appears in the buffalo's nostril and in his
horn. This

is echoed in the shadow of his
horn on his flank and in another shadow on
his rump, in the dry branches in the
foreground, and in the mud."

'i,v^-

R.-t."t

L

Mo,,.,^.
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H?t,&.^

one of these miniature full-fledged
landscapes. The scale is small because dikis

diks are small, the smallest ofAfrican
antelopes, only about twelve inches high.

You can see the scale of the painting by the
relative size of the elephant dung, a typical
feature of dik-dik habitat, as are the
different grasses
RoJxrff

and bushes and the

fefl'eWNnr

volcanic rock.

Dik-diks are attractive animals to look
at and to paint. They resemble

tremendously condensed, high-strung
racehorses. Every muscle shows, and their

1-DIKS
'

have always been attracted to intimate

'I

's

— a few square yards ofseemingly

i lary field
i

'(

orforest floor or scrubland,

h

are filled with variety

/

look carefully.

and complexity

The dik-dik painting

anatomy and bone structure seem very tight
and interlocked. They are exceptionally
nervous and you usually see them either in a
freeze position or else springing out of
sight."
45

"

SECRETARY BIRDS
"The name secretary bird came about in
the nineteenth century because the plumes

emergingfrom the back of the bird's head
reminded people ofmale secretaries who
kept their quill pens behind their ears.
Secretary birds are raptors and are

unique in that they stalk their prey while
walking. They stand about fourfeet tall
with long, rather tough, scaly legs and long

and they strut along in a stately way
looking down for their victims, mainly
snakes. When a bird spots a snake it jumps
and almost dances above it, trying to
immobilize it, and then strikes at the back
of the neck.
When I saw these birds flapping their
wings and ruffling theirfeathers as they
settled down in their nest, the long head and
tail feathers blowing andflapping in the
wind reminded me more ofexotic warriors
necks,
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wearingflamboyant, ceremonial costume
When I painted them, I was attracted by

and by the modulation and
angle of the feathers protruding and
fanning out and downward.
these shapes,

Their costumes and hair styles modeled
after the fifties American "greaser" look.

Japanese youths dance in territory staked
out in Tokyo's Yoyogi Park. Such groups
are called Wild Drivers because they own
(or aspire to own) motorcycles and cars.
Their dancing may seem spontaneous,
but the performance
Burt Glinn;

Magnum

Photos. Inc

is

rehearsed.

Tokyo Rock and Role
Beneath an alien

exterior, teen-age

cultivate

dancers

a Japanese soul

by C. Scott

Littleton

Every Sunday afternoon, weather perhundreds of outrageously costumed Japanese teen-agers and young
mitting,

adults gather in Tokyo's Yoyogi Park to

dance

to tape-recorded rock music.

The

streets that traverse the
traffic,

park are closed to
and a vast throng of spectators, in-

cluding bemused

members

of the older

generation, descend on the area, which

immediately

Olympic

adjacent

to

sports complex. Since

tion in the early spring of

1

is

former

the
its

incep-

980, the Yoyogi

scene has become a major tourist attraction not only for Tokyoites but also for foreigners.

Tour buses now regularly include
in their Sunday afternoon
The Japanese media, espe-

a stop at Yoyogi
itineraries.

cially that portion

aimed

at a youthful au-

dience, have also exploited the show.

be sure, other groups, ranging from
cal parties to the

make

also

To

politi-

Japanese Hare Krishnas,

use of Yoyogi Park on

afternoons, as do a great

many

Sunday

roller skat-

skateboarders, and high school and

ers,

college drill teams, each of which occupies
its

own

territory.

But the dance groups are

the main attraction.

The Yoyogi scene is not as chaotic as it
might seem at first glance. The dancers
are divided into small groups, ranging
size

from

people.

in

five or six to twenty-five or thirty

Each group

supplies

its

own

stereo

tape deck and stakes out a territory within
the confines of the park. These territories

guarded, and the same
groups tend to return week after week to
are jealously

same locations. The local authorities,
who otherwise keep a low profile, have imthe

posed a permit system, and polite but effipolicemen regularly check the

cient

groups' credentials. Thus, spontaneous,

dancing

dividual

effectively

is

in-

discour-

aged. Even here, where nonconformity appears

to

reign

supreme,

the

deeply

ingrained Japanese habit of subordinating
the individual to the group

The Yoyogi dancers may

is

sustained.

contrast sharply

with the bland image generally projected

by the dark-suited "salarymen." but they
are no less organized.
In the

fall

of 1980,

when

I

first

observed

the scene, groups were divided into two
distinct

and mutuall)- exclusive zokii, or
Bosozoku. or "Wild Driving

"tribes": the
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Umbrellas protecting their tape
equipment, a group of girls executes a
carefully choreographed dance routine.

A ll-female Wild Driver groups represent
a new development

in the

Yoyogi scene.

Ethan Hoffman; Archive Pictures

The members of a Wild Driver group
between dances. The forbidding
emblems on their jackets imitate
those of American motorcycle gangs.

rest

Tom

Ives: Blacl< Star

Tribe" (sometimes also referred to as the

Amegurazoku. from the
American Graffiti) and
zoku, or

"Bamboo Shoot

sozoku are readily

title

of the film

the

Takenoko-

Tribe."

identifiable

The Soby their

—

changing after they get

to the park
often
behind a convenient bush.)
As the senior of the two tribes, both in
average age and in the length of time they

have been on the scene, the Wild Drivers
generally occupy the

more desirable

shiny black pants or jeans, pointed shoes,

tions closest to the

park entrance and

gang jackets, and (most often)

nearby Harajuku Station. This is in accordance with deep-rooted Japanese custom.

media accounts of periodic "wars
tween Wild Drivers and police and/c

To the best of my knowledge, the label
Bosozoku first surfaced about a decade
ago, and today it covers a range of groups,

drivers in parts of Tokyo, Osaka, and

1950s-styie

clothing

and hair

styles

longish,

greasy hair for the boys; pastel cardigan
sweaters, pleated skirts, saddle shoes, and
large hair
if

bows

for the girls.

They

look as

they had just stepped out of a somewhat

loca-

linquents. This perception

from

gather

rived

or entertainment district

tique sells the quasi-traditional costumes

members.
These costumes, consisting for the most
part of colorful, loose-fitting robes and
pantaloons, are highly individualized and
unisex in design. They are frequently complemented by elaborate facial makeup.
The resultant image is neither Western
nor exclusively Japanese; instead, what
emerges is a kind of generalized Asian
that serve to identify the tribe's

fantasy that, like
in feeling.

all

fantasies,

Bamboo Shoots
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theatrical

usually do not wear their

on the street. They
with them in large shopping bags,

distinctive clothing

bring

is

(Unlike the Wild Drivers, the
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to

antisocial

and car clubs

as depicted in films

and on

ai

\i

These confrontations typical J
when, on a Saturday or Sunda;
ning, a large number of Wild Driver n

gangs. All of

dancers

I

In

suit

The Takenokozoku, on the other hand,
take their name from a popular boutique
in the exclusive Harajuku district, immediately adjoining Yoyogi Park. The bou-

them share a self-image defrom American motorcycle gangs

reinforc

cities.

blurred print of West Side Story.

innocuous

is

in the vicinity of a station coiJi

and

effec,

block off one or more major

who

tho:

Most of the Wild Drivers own
(or aspire to own) motorcycles, in particular, large Hondas and Kawasakis, and part

to

bat zones" are often subjected to a

a

of the official rationale for allowing the

deal of abuse, including having their

rt

dance groups to use the park seems to
have been to reduce the incidence of "low
riding," drag racing, loitering, and other
illegal activities along a nearby boulevard
on Sunday afternoons. (Until recently, the
Wild Drivers were exclusively male, and
the female role was a subsidiary one. In

shields broken. Several years ago tht

rii

the last year or so, however, several

spread assumption, again reflected

television.

all-girl

groups have surfaced, both at Yoyogi and

on the

Drivers

in

as

the establishment see

Taxi drivers

are brave

attempt to pick up fares

in

all

Wild

violence-prone juvenile

de-

ei

such

'a

ers in the local taxi union refused toiU

a district on the outskirts of Osaklii

had become a favorite Wild Driver
and the affair became a three-riicii
cus as far as the media were conce ^
Incidents of this sort have led to a

.n!

out,

id'

media, that the growing pattern
lence in junior high schools

streets.)

Many

fares.

teachers and so forth
to the

—

is

—

!!•

cvii

assail'

somehow ^

Bosozoku phenomenon.

Thet'il

Although a fifties look dominates,
contemporary fashions also
appear at Yoyogi Park.
Tom

Ives; Black Star

Shadow"

or "Dirty Angels" that imitate

American street gangs. As someone from my Tokyo neighborhood saw it,
the Wild Drivers have modeled themselves after the dregs of American popular
those of

culture and, in flaunting this negative

who

s,

families, are

blue-

widely considered to be

from the educational system,

jts

entrance examinations that haunt

s

i

come from

generally

young people from kindergarten
(Many Japanese social scihold the pressures of the "examina-

,;sc

iversity.

ipsurge
uency.)

in

street

right

|l

1

'

•I

The Bosozoku are

also per-

demonstrations,

1

A

handful

respectability.

Yet these apparent outcasts,

whom do look, at

first

from an East Los Angeles
wholly "Japanese"

many

of

glance, like refugees

in

street gang, are

much

of their be-

from

their costumes,

many

of

them both

look and act like typical Japanese teen-

up to and including short haircuts
(sometimes insisted upon by parents and/
agers,

or

school

stage," as

authorities).
it

thoroughly

When

not

"on

were, they often display that

disarming,

open-faced

that one encounters so frequently

grin

among

loyalty

the

interaction

Younger members defer
members, and all concerned can
be observed bowing to one another with
about the same frequenc\ as members of
any comparable Japanese group, estabreadily apparent.
to older

Wild Drivers

contemporary Japanese young people.
Nevertheless, the Wild Drivers' aggressive demeanor and American-inspired
dance routines (Jerry Lee Lewis is a big

Yoyogi are not connected

favorite) strike the majority of adult Japa-

and

nese as decidedly alien. This assessment

dances, males and females typically dance

and

its

ubiquitous sound

Japanese media.

groups that have become so no-

Osaka and elsewhere (for this
some of the dancers prefer the
iniegurazoku. but most share at
in

beyond the pale of

relatively

and devotion are demanded, and
among group members
conforms for the most part to the hierarchical pattern characteristic of Japanese
society. Thus, status dilTerenccs based on
relative age and seniority in the group are

great majority of the

ic

and

minor "status" offenses such as curfew violations, the Wild
Drivers of my acquaintance have no criminal records and, for the most part, are ei-

traffic

the lifetime-employment system. Apart

but this aspect has been blown out

il;ince at

"hard-core" Bosozoku gangs). Save for

life

Yoyogi Park, have put themselves

style at

or are gainfully employed, albeit outside

iportion by the
1

the

of the cur-

much

groups have joined forces with the

:l.

with

youthful rebellion and

work ethic that so
les the mainstream Japanese menThey are frequently compared to
ident radicals of the late sixties and
cventies, who regularly engaged in

1")

name

havior and deportment. Absolute group

as rejecting the

;

in

ther full-time senior high school students

responsible for

;ir'

identification

least

is

reinforced by the often bizarre English
words and phrases emblazoned on their
jackets, including names such as "Black

lishment or otherwise.

The dance
can-inspired,

in

as

two

ally a

in

routines, although

are

some

lines facing

couple

routine,

will

Ameri-

thoroughly rehearsed,
traditional

Japanese

one another. Occasionexecute a

fiflies-st\!e

and now and then an individual
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Despite their choice ofAmerican rock

music and alien costumes, Wild Drivers
often dance in lines, a practice
characteristic of certain traditional

Japanese dances.
Rene Burn; Magnum Photos.

perform

will

tions

is

Inc.

But none of these ac-

solo.

truly spontaneous. Moreover, the

mainstream, at least in some capacity.
Hiroshi, for example, a crew-cut eighteen-

who

Wild Drivers' clothing is always clean and
neat, and their faces invariably seem
freshly scrubbed
a far cry from those of
their American role models.
The dancing and other activities are
sometimes accompanied by sneering facial expressions and aggressive posturing.
But these gestures are purely symbolic,
and there is little if any actual violence
here, even in disputes over territory. Con-

year-old

frontations are themselves highly ritual-

participation

—

On

belongs to the Dirty Angels,

claims that he's never had a confrontation

with either taxi drivers or the police, and

I

have no reason to doubt him. Like perhaps
the majority of the dancers, Hiroshi and
his fellow Angels, all eight of them, come
to Yoyogi almost every Sunday to dance
and hang out. Except possibly for some illicit street racing (all but one of them own
bikes), this seems to be the limit of their

Some have

in

the

Bosozoku

scene.

one occasion, the Wild Drivers
moved into Bamboo Shoot territory to set
up a live band, and members of both tribes

the Japanese Mafia-like crime syndicate.

faced

This

ized.

the

off.

I

witnessed the confrontation in

company

American
remarked that if

of several other

spectators, one of

whom

a similar situation were to arise in our culture,

it

riot.

On

would almost certainly end
this occasion,

in

a

however, after ex-

changing relatively mild insults, the opponents bowed to one another, and the Bamboo Shoots simply left the area. The whole

arrangement had been worked out in advance with the authorities, and the leaders
of the respective groups were already in
agreement.

Most
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I

—
Yoyogi —

encountered

who dance at
eventually to become

least the

pect

Bosozoku
ones
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at

ex-

part of the

suggested that Wild Drivers

"graduate" to membership

in the

Yakuza,

may be true elsewhere, but none of the
I came to know gave any indica-

dancers
tion

that

they planned such a career.

Hiroshi plans to enroll in a Tokyo technical
institute after

he finishes high school.

Unlike the Bosozoku, the Takenokozoku, or

Bamboo Shoot

Tribe,

is

com-

posed exclusively of middle and high
school students under the age of eighteen.
In their demeanor, the

Bamboo Shoots

generally have an aura of what can best be

described as amiable ecstasy. Their facial
expressions are animated, in contrast to
the masklike expressions usually worn by
Japanese in public places or the grimaces
affected by the

Wild

Drivers.

There

is

The hairstyle, glasses, and string tie of
male half of a Wild Driver

the

couple recall the look of the late
American rock star Buddy Molly. The girl,
like most associated with the Wild
Driving

"tribe, "affects

a feminine look

reminiscent of the fifties.
Tom

Ives:

Black Slar
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The Bamboo Shoots prefer Asianand Japanese rock

Ecstatic expressions are typical of the

inspired costumes

Bamboo Shoots, a tribe of boys

music. Their name

and girls who, along with the

a popular boutique that sells

Wild Drivers, dance in Voyogi Park.
Hidelumi

is

taken from

unisex clothing.

Kawada

Rene

Burri.

Magnum

Photos.

Inc.

^ 3*r

typically

much laughter and giggling

both

during and between performances. The

performances themselves are highly structured, however, and some of this levity

seems

to

be an integral part of a thor-

oughly rehearsed routine.

The
the

internal makeup and behavior
Bamboo Shoot groups are at least

Japanese

in

character as those of the Wild

Drivers: there

is

who serves as the
members defer to

a leader

spokesperson, younger
older

of
as

members, and despite an

individual-

image, loyalty and devotion to the

istic

group

—

expected from

all concerned
far
would be expected of members of an American group of this sort, es-

more

is

so than

pecially one consisting of teen-agers. Like

Wild Driver groups, the Bamboo

the

Shoot dance groups are typically based

in

More specifically, their
members may come from a particular
middle school. One Bamboo Shoot girl,

a neighborhood.

macho image projected
by the Wild Drivers. The routines are
much more carefully choreographed, and
the whole effect is extremely balletic. In-

dancers. Moreover, the heavily

American rock favored
by the Wild Drivers, the music is for the
most part indigenous Japanese rock, typified by the sound of the Yellow Magic Orchestra, which has appeared on stage

good performance and to upho|
honor of the group, after which
and clap their hands several times,!
the sort of behavior one might exj
see at a neighborhood Shinto shrin

dressed in Takenoko style.

val.

contrasts with the

stead of the

The

fifties

journalist Ian

Buruma, a cogent

me that she and her
had known one another since
grammar school, and that they just natu-

commentator on the contemporary Japa-

came together when the fad began.
The Bamboo Shoot groups usually

"salaryman" families, are
hypertraditionalists and that their overall
image is consciously derived from ancient
Japanese prototypes. Their dance style is
reminiscent
of
traditional
Japanese
dances except for the animated facial
expressions and relaxed attitude of the

for

example, told

friends

rally

dance

in a circle,

males and females

inter-

mingled, and their hand movements are
graceful rather than jerky. There

is

a soft-

ness here, expressed in the billowing robes

and smiling, heavily made-up
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faces, that

Bamboo
come from

nese scene, suggests that the
Shoots,

who

middle-class

—

generally

seem

to

preperformance behavior,

in

ritil

whil

leader delivers a short speech exM
his or her fellow

The

Bamboo Shoots

tq

attention to details of cos!

and performance, and the longj
spent in rehearsal, are equivalent
is

1

required by any traditional Ja|

ceremony or discipline.
But the end result is by no mean^
Japanese. Western elements appeal
individualized costumes and anima^
havior of the dancers, as well as inj
sic style, if not the

their music.

One

is

immediate sol
sometimes rel

of the flower children of the latei

The generalized Asian fantasy

Bamboo Shoots often

projected by the

includes heavy makeup. This boy's

appearance is a reminder that

in the

seventeenth century, outrageously costumed

youth

—some impersonatingfemales—

helped inspire the creation of

Japan 's Kabuki theater
Kawada

Hidelumi

of the

Bosozoku and the Takenokozoku.

their antics

were eventually confined

certain specific locations.

was copied

style

are con-

y rejecting, at least in the context of

—

mainstream mode in
the formality, stiffness, and lack

lances, the
se

tviduality that generally character-

Sitemporary Japanese society.

Yoyogi scene has precedents

1

the

of Japanese popular culture. For

i

tie, in the early
ii

seventeenth century,

beginning of the

Tokugawa

era,

what was then
:red outlandish clothing, were wont
alcr in teahouses, gardens, and other
places in Edo (present-day Tokyo)
^nce or otherwise carry on in ways
of youths, garbed in

it

>i

li

.

;utraged

the

sensibilities

uj.wa establishment.
ly

Such

of

the

persons,

merchants and lowerwere referred to as

the .sons of

samurai,

'shu (from the verb

kahuku, "to

outrageously"), and as in the case

is

the neighborhood Shinto shrine festival,

true art form that

beit well-organized,

more
drama, Kabuki, with its
lavish sets, exaggerated acting style, and
"outrageous" dances and costumes, appealed to the same segment of society that
had given rise to the Kabukishu. It even
kept intact the latter's penchant for female impersonation, in the now-classic
tradition of the onnagata, or male actor

weave

who

ated youthful

theater. Unlike the older,

No

plays female parts.

This
in

who turned it into a
came to be called the

or matsuri, wherein groups of ecstatic,

Kabuki

Bamboo Shoots

The Kabukishu

—and then modified—by

it were, to do their own thing at
Yoyogi and elsewhere.
Another precedent in Japanese culture

wings, as

professional actors,

aristocratic

hem, the

to

is

not to imply that the behavior of

Takenokozoku or the Boso-

either the

zoku

will

ever achieve social acceptance

as an art form.

The great majority of zoku.

past and present, are ephemeral.

A

gen-

shrines.

in

unison as they carry portable

The

line

tional religious performances, especially

as the beer

and sake

"Who

Eijanaika, or
thing?"

movement

al-

their appearance,

and other embryonic zoku, including
what the Japanese have come to call the
Punku, or "Punkers," are waiting in the

the

gone

Cares about Any-

of 1866,

when

inebri-

adherents danced them-

selves into a frenzy

and then ran through

the streets of Edo shouting the movement's

slogan at the top of their lungs (a more
eral translation

is,

"Isn't

it all

lit-

right?").

Like the Kabukishu before them, and

movement had

make

Among

festivals

wild were the matsuri associated with the

but small groups of break dancers have

ready begun to

flow.

more notorious examples of

the

it

between conformity and
thin in such tradi-

become

rebellion can

was the Taiyozoku. or "Sun
Tribe," whose members wore Hawaiian
shirts and dark sunglasses, that outraged
social critics. The Bamboo Shoot phenomenon already seems to be well on the wane.
The Wild Drivers are still going strong,
eration ago

al-

young people bob and

zoku of modern

Eijanaika were not
system per

se.

times, the devotees of

war with the

at

social

.'Mthough Japan was on the

threshold of economic and political
changes that would wrench it into the
modern world, the short-lived Eijanaika
little if

any thing to do with

bringing those changes to pass.
stead simply one of the

many

It

was

in-

rituals of re-

bellion that have long been a feature of
Japanese popular and religious culture.

55

—

The phrase

was

"ritual of rebellion"

coined thirty years ago by the late South

African anthropologist

Max Gluckman,

in a

celebrated essay on African religion.

He

identified a category of behavior in

which the participants "openly state their
resentment of authority" and generally
act in a fashion contrary to the norms and
expectations of their society, but which
challenges not the established sacred tra-

power
what he

dition but rather the distribution of

within

it.

Gluckman

also wrote of

called a "repetitive" social system, that

is,

a system in which "particular conflicts are
settled not
fices,

by alterations

but by changes

in

in

the order of of-

the persons occu-

pying those offices." Both these concepts
apply well to Japan.
In contrast to most other highly devel-

oped, postindustrial societies, the Japanese have clung tenaciously to a repetitive

many

system. To be sure, a great

far-

reaching political and economic changes

occurred at the time of the Meiji Restoration of

1

868. In the space of less than a

generation, the emperor was
central

focus

of

made

the

authority,

political

a

Western-style parliament and constitution

were introduced, and industrialization began. But even that important event, from
which the modern history of Japan is con-

was not a true revoluWestern sense but rather an ex-

ventionally dated,
tion in the

tensive reshuffling of persons

within essentially the

same

and

roles

ruling class.

The overwhelming majority

of Japa-

nese share a long-standing confidence in
the validity and essential correctness of
their social system.

That view

is

implicitly

shared by the Bosozoku and the Take-

nokozoku, just as

it

was by the

earlier

zoku, even though their performances are
perceived (and conceived) as countercultural.

As

a result, the Yoyogi scene

no means as inherently
inant culture as

its

critical of the

Western analogs

is

by

dom-

—

cer-

tain rock concerts, the streets of Berkeley,

Rembrandtsplein in Amsterdam
have sometimes proved to be. On the con-

the

By projecting a rebellious and/or
"un-Japanese" image in an otherwise thoroughly Japanese way, the dance groups
trary.

pay homage to the vitality of the
system that produced them.
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social

D

a irale preparation is reflected in

Driver group's Elvis imitation.

'i

ion to details

h',

'sal are equivalent to

j

a

The
and the long hours of

ii

what

is

cd by any traditional Japanese

tuny or discipline.
Black Stat

\-^'atk m,

;

;

A female red-necked phalarope in summer plA

Philandering Phalaropes
The male red-necked phalarope incubates the eggs
leaving the female free to court another mate

and protects the young,

by John D. Reynolds
Each

from
and arctic ponds, flocks of
phalaropes take up residence in the frigid
water. These colorful shorebirds chatter
intensely to each other as they twist and
pivot, stabbing at insects and plankton, often spinning like tops and sending ripples
spring, as the ice disappears

prairie sloughs

wrote of the red-necked phalarope, "Early
in

May

it

arrives at the breeding grounds,

and the females commence

to

make

all

the wiles and blandishments generally

employed by one of the sterner sex (when
bent on like purpose) to gain the favor and

spiraling outward. Occasionally, this diz-

secure the aff"ection of the object of

zying scene of feeding activity

oration."

inter-

is

love

to the apparently indifferent males, using

its

ad-

Such anecdotal accounts of

rupted as one female lunges at another, us-

phalarope courtship were typical of those

The attacked

written by nineteenth-century naturalists.

ing her

as a weapon.

bill

female jumps back to yield to the aggres-

Ironically,

which then ushers her smaller, less
brightly colored mate to a less congested
part of the pond. Another breeding season
has begun, and the phalaropes' unusual
mating system is gearing up.

wrote of the birds with such affection, con-

sor,

In the avian world, males are typically

the more aggressive sex, defending territo-

and courting mates, while females lay
and incubate the eggs and provide much
ries

of the care for their young. This

ways the

The

case, however.

is

not

al-

three species

of phalarope (red and red-necked, which

breed
breeds

the Arctic, and Wilson's, which

in

in interior

North America)

all

be-

some of

these

people,

who

tributed to declines in accessible populations

(such as those of the red-necked

phalarope

in the Scottish

Outer Hebrides)

by shooting adults and taking eggs

for per-

level, flows

around hundreds of

my

lands within

sij

0.8-square-mile|

area.

Depending on the

175

red-necked

year, fron

phalaropes

nestl

sedges and dwarf willows on these

and feed along the shores or
courses. Nests belonging to

in

open

diflfereij

may be only four feet apart or hund
yards from the nearest neighbor.

At La Perouse Bay,

as with popu

of phalaropes elsewhere, the males'|
tal

duties limit

them

to a

maximun

brood per season, while females
two successive clutches for two dl
males, a

phenomenon termed

seria

andry. Eight percent of females at I

rouse

Bay are polyandrous, with tl
monogamous or, in some caf

sonal collections.

being

Early descriptions have been succeeded
by detailed studies of the breeding biology
of all three phalarope species. These studies have revealed the extent of role reversal in these birds: males invest nineteen
days in incubation and another twelve to

eluded from breeding. This percen

twenty days

in rearing the brood.

Females,

polyandry

is

probably representatj

red-necked and red phalaropes. Poll
has not been documented amoi

still

son's phalaropes. Their breeding b|
is

similar to that of the other two

however, and recent studies byl

in striking contrast, contribute only the

Colwell of the University of North

eggs

suggest that polyandry probably

j

long to the less than one percent of bird
species in which the males are entirely re-

sponsible for incubation and brood rear-

This leaves the females free to be
polygamous. Interestingly, of the approxiing.

mately thirty species of birds
is known to
Even within

role reversal

shorebirds.

which sex-

occur, fifteen are

From

is

number]
usually I

ml

the females' point of view,

thus a major limiting factor in rej

and are a commodity worth
At La Perouse Bay, aerial cha
two or more female red-necked |
tion

I

Bay, 25 miles east of Churchill, Manitoba,
on the northwest coast of Hudson Bay. My
study area was centered on the confluence

fights,

reversal of sex roles

breeding

ology at what was to

58

three species, the

ropes noisily pursuing a harried

season

has

long

aroused the curiosity of naturalists. In
1895, Daniel Giraud Elliot, curator of zo-

Museum

all

Canada and Alaska. I spent the past three
summers studying them at La Perouse

The phalaropes'
the

In

and female breeders

any stage of the breed-

become

the Field

of Natural History in Chicago,

Natural History 8/85

Peru, and breeds in low arctic regions of

of the

water

Mast River and Hudson Bay. The
which varies from
just over hip wader

in this river delta,

a few inches deep to

I

at least occasionally, in this speciel

winters at sea, primarily off the coast of

this select

ing cycle.

during

four,

group
neither sex main-

phalaropes stand out:
tains a territory at

in

always

sometimes
three) to each reproductive effort and are
capable of producing a second clutch for
another mate only six days later.
My own research eff"orts have concentrated on the red-necked phalarope, a circumpolar species that, in the New World,
(nearly

for.

common. They

i

often culminate in|

with the females tumbling

land or water in a flurry of wings ai
gling legs, jabbing each other
bills.

The combatant

hand

in these battles

that gains

wifl
thjj

frequently co|

submissive male with her

outstfl

.-.

..Ji

^

'>/

}

''*-%J.

wings as she wards

the blows of the

off"

Studies of migratory bird species have

other females.

shown

Phalaropes provide more than entertainment to those who watch their court-

breeding grounds at different times, the
territorial sex
normally the male is the

ship antics.

As

the rule, they

number

that

when males and females arrive

at

—

—

the proverbial exception to

first to arrive.

make

as a behavioral adaptation for

it

possible to test a

of general theories about behav-

between the sexes of animals. I have been particularly interested
in differences between males and females
ioral diff'erences

This

is

generally interpreted

competing

with other males for territories and mates.
Arriving early increases the chance of acquiring a territory, without which there

is

they defend

theiria

than through

con)l

tive sex, and, two,

directly, rather

territories?

To answer this and other questns
had to devise a way to capture the to
ropes so they could be given indivja

recognizable combinations of color

After trying a variety of traps
netting techniques,

I

ii»

aniini

found that

tjl*

usually no chance of attracting a female.

method employed a small

of a twelve-foot collapsible fishinpo

grounds and

But what would one predict for the rednecked phalarope's mating system, which

to return

differs

in

the time of arrival at the breeding
in the tendency of individuals
from one year to the next to the

same breeding
60

locations.

from most

in that, one,

rather than males, are the

females,

more competi-

After

practicing

downstream,

I

on

net on

bubbles

became adept

at

t;fl

fSiti

i;ki

the net over the birds as they swanTb
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A male phalarope stands guard over his day-old young. Although phalarope

Left:

chicks are mobile and able to feed themselves within hours of hatching, most fathers
care for I hem for the first week, leading them from one feeding spot to another and
uttering warning cries when a predator approaches. Chicks are threatened by such
dangers as the parasitic jaeger, below, which preys on both eggs and young.
James M, Richards

were

local breeders rather

There

why

is

than migrants.

more than one explanation

One

females precede males.

ity is that

females, which weigh

more than males, can more

for

possibil-

2 percent

1

easily with-

stand the harsh conditions of early spring.

However,

in

sandpipers,

thus

The key

still

arrive

first to es-

The "body-size hypoth-

weak

as a general

argument

be quickly banded, measured,

r*;ased

without harm,

ree out of four years (data

from
Margaret Stalker
U| n's University), more female than
alaropes were recorded during the
i
i;re

collected by

1

^i^k of

spring arrival; by the time

had begun, there were about as
yiiales as females on the breeding
r^
Thus, despite the lack of territon

.

.y,

%.

,

iTt

females preceded

males, which

to the phalaropes'

roles.

probably

departure

lies in

their re-

Even without the need

for

are, of course, constraints

time.

This

unpredictability

Ice

early June, instead of

number and quality of
which they can compete. "The
early bird gets the sperm," as David Lank
of Queen's University put it. Males are
usually snapped up by a female within a
day of reaching the breeding grounds, and
for

the scramble

eligible

Hence
mates

among females
males

in

for

short

of

arctic

In 1983, for example, females and males
appeared on the breeding grounds at the
same time: this was one of the latest
springs on record for the Churchill area.

males

leaves

on how

larly

ably maximize the

mates
supply.

late-arriving females lose potential

jammed

the entire river delta until

its more usual meltmid-May. Forced to delay their
arrival by two weeks, most of the phalaropes were already paired when I first saw

ing time in

them. Presumably, pair formation took
place south of the region while they were
waiting for the ice to clear.
If pairing

en route

is

possible,

why

don't

females that preceded them, and
some females at La Perouse Bay are un-

phalaropes habitually choose their mates
during migration or even on their tropical

able to obtain any mates at

wintering areas? The answer may be that
such a scheme would lead to a clash of in-

to

quential polyandry

is

all.

Since

se-

limited by availabil-

up" a few days later. Observabanded phalaropes revealed that

breeding season, the potential for bigamy

ority of the birds

in

censused daily

There

springs requires that the birds be flexible.

a territory, females that arrive early prob-

Jjien

reveal a similar pattern of females
preceding males to courtship areas.

harsh and cold years, water may remain frozen and aquatic insects unavailable beyond the phalaropes' usual arrival

this pattern

versed sex

wan

females are slightly larger

for sex difference in arrival times.

from

Colwell of Wil-

early phalaropes can arrive. In particu-

tablish territories.
is

Mark

son's phalaropes in southern Saskatche-

many species of monogamous

than males, yet males
esis"

(hence arriving) as early as possible. Concurrent studies by

ity

of males and by the length of the

this

species

is

enhanced by pairing

terest if the

two members of a pair had

dif-

ferent ideas as to the best place to breed.

In

most species of migratory

birds,

one

61

Mildred McPhee: Valan Photos

Buoyed up by a layer ofdown and dense breast and belly feathers, phalaropes sit
lightly on the water The birds have lobed toes, an adaptationfor swimming
shared by many other aquatic birds. Phalaropes, like the red-necked

them spin around in little circles, an action
up the invertebrates on which the birds feed. Wilson's phalaropes,

juvenile, below, also use their toes to help

that stirs
right,

have been clocked at sixty spins a minute.

or both sexes tend to return every year to

bird choosing a

the area where they hatched or bred previ-

area would be low indeed. If both sexes
are driven by the urge to return to an area

mate from

its

own

nesting

one sex shows this kind of fidehty or if the birds mate for life, pair formation south of the breeding grounds is

ence, their only practical strategy

workable. For example, snow geese, which

postpone courtship until they have arrived

mate

in spring.

ously. If just

for

life,

bond on
Then, year after

establish the pair

their wintering areas.

year, the pair migrates to the female's

place of birth to breed (see Fred Cooke's
article, "Goose Mates," Natural History,
January 1983).

My

study showed that for phalaropes,

which are shorter-lived and form new pair
bonds every year, choosing a mate before
reaching the breeding area might be im-

where they had previous breeding experiis

to

Once

the birds arrive, they waste little
forming pair bonds. Indeed, I soon
learned not to be surprised if banded
males and females that 1 encountered a
mile apart during my morning censuses

time

in

had found each other and become inseparable by the afternoon. As the pair feeds,
the

female

often

calls

with

metallic

"pluncks" and "clerks" to her mate,
which responds immediately with similar
vocalizations. Should the birds be unable
to see one another
if one swims around

two out of three years, approximately half of the banded adults that
had bred there one year made the return
trip from Peru to breed on the study area

to the opposite side of a small island, for

again the

example

practical. In

following

year.

Importantly,

male and female phalaropes did not

differ

—

—

the female initiates a

tense dialogue

more

in-

that usually culminates

significantly in their fidelity to the breed-

with the male flying over and plopping

ing area: return rates of males and females

into the

over three years were 60 versus 45 percent, 20 versus 1 8 percent, and 43 versus

twittering by both birds follows, often ac-

61

they lower their heads and aim their nee-

percent,

respectively

both sexes tended to nest

Furthermore,

in the

ticular parts of the river delta

same

par-

from one

water beside

companied by a
dlelike bills at

her.

An

intense

brief display in

each other.

When

which

this dis-

play

is followed by a sharp jab by the female and a loud protest by the male, I

Lacking a

else!"

territory, the fem,|

not enforce a large buffer zone aro

From one to two weeks after paiil
the male red-necked phalarq

tion,

his feet to scrape out a shallow

i

ground near a pond or stream,
may be fairly exposed or set in a tu
sedge amid low shrubs. The fem|
one egg daily until the clutch
pleted. At the time of each egg la)!
male performs a distinctive ritualj
ing a few inches to half a yard
nest, often just at the water's
flicks

small leaves and grasses

shoulder with his
nest.

I

bill,

roughly

have counted up

to\|

to sixtj[

these tosses in a minute, and th|

dure

may continue for the entire fiiC

teen minutes required by the femE'MJ
the egg.

Sometimes the male

rck^

year to the next. Since phalaropes winter
and migrate in flocks that may number

can't help translating the female's side of

tually picking anything up.

into the thousands, the

the confrontation as "Stay in sight or

shorebirds and other ground-nestia

62

odds of a migrating
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i(

mate, so guarding him closely is e|
for defending him from other fen

cally goes through the motions

i

Ma|^

and

apparent success forced

its

der just what

I

me to won-

knew about being

a good

phalarope parent, anyway.

For the female phalarope, the question
of being a good parent does not even arise.

After the eggs are

she completely

laid,

nores the nest and her former mate.

ig-

At La

Perouse Bay some females disappear immediately after laying the eggs, presumably traveling along the coast of

Bay

molt and feed

to

their

Hudson

preparation for

in

southward migration. Others

home

share small

stay,

ranges with other

fe-

males, and spend a great deal of time harassing incubating males. In a typical en-

counter, a female

swims up

to the shore of

a small island and approaches a male (not

The male flies
making a distinctive squeaking sound and twisting in the air as he
her own) sitting on a nest.

toward

her,

lunges at her with his
treats,

bill.

The female

re-

and the male zigzags through the

air as if in only partial control of his steering.

Sometimes, he dives suddenly into the

vegetation.

The female

resolutely flies or

swims to him again, and the whole sequence is repeated. I have seen males beset by as many as eight females at once!

My

this

(til

1

in

1

some species

it

prin-

certainly

with some individuals, and one of the

serves pri-

males banded in 1983 seemed to be the
epitome of a poor parent. Instead of paying constant attention to his young and
giving alarm calls when I approached, he
seemed oblivious to both them and me.
Frequently, I found his brood with no sign
of him anywhere. But much to my surprise, he was one of the only males to raise

has a clear func-

lining the nest. If that

unction in phalaropes,

.1

inefficient!

r

I

suspect

is its
it

it

as a nesting display.

I

j

ng the egg-laying period, the males

','1

brood patches

1

:

skin

;

on either side of the breast

uring incubation.

fill

oval patches

used to apply heat directly to the

z

;:

—two

Males dutifully

i.t

on the eggs after the third or
one has been laid. If the nest es-

;

he attention of predators such as

itting

;!;i

(C

gulls, arctic

i

.

A
1

i

,1

(ji5

;!(

young

to the flying stage

legs

lost

as long as those of adults,

can

are

attentive

vivi^'al

\lj,id

instructions to

leading

1" to

brooding

fathers,
first

come

Most

week, givto

them from one

him or

island to

find safe feeding locations.

make

mate with
unknown
Donald Jenni and Martyn

the males available to

them.

Such behavior

among

birds:

is

not

Stephens observed just such destructive
behavior in polyandrous jaganas in Costa
Rica. The females mated with the newly
available males.

I

have no direct evidence

of infanticide ("ovicide"?) by female phalaropes, although the ultimate goal of obtaining mates probably

still

applies. Fe-

males seem

the

nests,

—souped-up

which

work in pairs, cruising slowly over the
meadows, scanning for young phalaropes
and other birds. The following year the
same male nested only forty yards from
his previous site and behaved exactly the

whose

hatching, the chicks,

tempting to destroy eggs incubated by
males other than their own. This would

chick to predators, such as parasitic jae-

nineteen days later. Within a few

[Vegularly during the

01

four of his

—
—

thought somehow attracgruesomeness to explain this
harassment was that the females were atinitial

tive in its

that year. Usually, broods lose at least one

gers

iround and feed themselves.

,;([!

wea-

foxes,

all

all

d even, rarely, polar bears, the eggs

'I

.I

and red

Not

males are so attentive, however.
Their tendency to return from year to year
allowed me to become well acquainted

"sideways-throwing" behav-

relatives of gulls,

to

ignore

even

though males often leave them unprotected as they hide or retreat. The most
persistent females pursue males into the
vegetation, walking slowly through the tall
sedges and craning their necks as they
peer around. Sometimes a male

same way, apparently ignoring his young.
Once again he successfully reared them
all (in this case his mate had provided only

for half

three eggs). This consistency of behavior

merged.

interest.

may

wail

females have

lost

Then he torpedoes through

the

an hour

water to his

until the

nest, with his

body half sub-
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This arctic pond, dotted with small islands, is typical nesting habitat for the rednecked phalarope. The red phalarope also nests in the Arctic, while Wilson's lih.

male at right

—breeds

—

in the

wetlands of central and western North America.

James M. Richards

The

males' attempts to dissuade the fe-

males' overtures are usually successful.

When

is disrupted and new
formed subsequently, preda-

incubation

pair bonds
tion

is

generally the cause.

Once

may

been robbed, the male

a nest has

be picked up

for a renesting attempt within one day,
sometimes by a female with another male

caring for her

Much

is

clutch elsewhere.

first

known about the breeding

biol-

ogy of phalaropes, but the evolution of
their mating system remains somewhat of
a mystery. Shorebirds as a group seem to
have cornered the market on role reversal,
with about half of the avian cases occurring in this suborder

Even monogamous

shorebirds possess several characteristics
that preadapt

and

sal,

it

them toward

seems

sex-role rever-

likely that the phala-

ropes' ancestors displayed these.

The first preadaptation is the widespread tendency of male shorebirds to
share half the incubation duties and provide

or neariy

all

all

care of the young.

Since the young are precocial. that

is,

they

In the case of the phalaropes, the nature

of the food supply

may have

played a key

role in the evolution of role reversal

and

are highly mobile and can feed themselves

lack of territoriality.

within hours of hatching, parents do not

brates that form the bulk of their diet of-

need

to provide as

much

care as in

many

The aquatic

ten occur in ephemeral bursts.

inverte-

On

small

other avian groups, and uniparental care
can evolve more easily.

ponds along the coast of Hudson Bay, for
example, clusters of emerging midges and

Another attribute of shorebirds that

other aquatic insects occasionally gather
on the waters surface in densities suffi-

may

lower the threshold for the evolution

of sex-role reversal
size. In

is

their fixed clutch

many species of birds,

females can

cient to attract phalaropes

miles away.

A

few days

from one or two

ant clutch size of shorebirds, however,

ponds
may be vacant while others provide an invertebrate feast. Thus, establishing and
defending territories may usually be im-

means the female's

practical

increase the

number of eggs

laid per nest if

food conditions are favorable.

izing on

make a
the

The

invari-

best option for capital-

abundant food resources is to
new nest, leaving

fresh start with a

the care of the male.
with these considerations and a
comprehensive review of shorebird matfirst in

Armed

ing systems,
versity

James Erckmann of the Uni-

of Washington

when reproductive
for further

concluded

efforts

that

and potential

mating opportunities are essen-

later these

phalaropes.

for

In

especially

good years, the females' freedom from

may

cubation

and

resources

in-

permit them to exploit food

compete

for

additional

mates.

What

evolved through natural selection;
coloring should be advantageous
incubation.)

Sexual selection
cal traits. Indeed,

argument

for

is

it is

why

not limited

to|

also the basi

females preced

to courtship areas in spring;

femal
enhance their ability to win mai
maximizing the length of time the_
competing for them. Animals wit
conventional mating systems, in

males compete for females, are un
ilar pressures,

but

selection acts

more strongly on

Studies

of

in these species,

phalaropes

are

m
s

on the relationships betweei
systems and behavioral differen
tween the sexes, but challengin
light

tions remain.
pie,

We

the precise

don't know, fori

mix of

ecologi

about the phalarope's appear-

historic circumstances that leads

ance? The reversal of plumage coloration

evolution of sex-role reversal. An'

and

size

dimorphism can probably be

as-

cribed safely to the evolutionary process

Darwin termed sexual

selection. This op-

female

phalaropes

readily

la.

clutches but are limited by availat

mates,

why

not

incubate

the

equal between the sexes, male uniparental care and sex-role reversal may be

erates on characteristics that help organ-

clutch themselves, as

isms obtain mates but are of little value, or

other species of shorebirds? This'

as likely to evolve as

possibly even disadvantageous, in day-to-

double their annual reproductive

day

As we

tially

care.

There

is

female uniparental
no a priori reason to think

that females are less likely than males to
exploit opportunities for

maximizing

reproductive output.
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their

survival. Brighter

and bigger females

tackle

these

is

done by

questions,

'-

may

learning not only about phalarop

males,

about some of the ground ru
govern behavioral ecology in gene

simply be more successful in attracting and winning mates. (Dull plumage in

on

the

other

hand,

probably

also

f
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1!
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rock carvings of animals,

by Angel

poses, sculpted

all in i{

Inigo.

works are scattered about a wooded
full

of birds. Here

birds,

be allowed to join

to

Cuba we

1|

we observed

il

ari

corded the voices of several species,

West Indiai
woodpecker and the local n
the northern flicker. (The latter, unlij

special attention to the
bellied

continental relatives, feeds largely

ir

and only occasionally hops about
ground.)

One
birds

is

of the notable facts about

(

number of North /

the great

can wood warblers that winter on
land (that

they spend most of

is,

from September

to April, in

thi

Cuba
habita(|

North American warblers-

miliar

palm, black-throated blue,

-i;

pii

Cape May, black-and-white, redii
and common yellow-throats. We
fied as

many

as fourteen species

biers in a single

o»i

day (including

t

demic Cuban Oriente warbler ai
olive-capped warbler). Cuba, monli
700 miles long, is the largest island
West Indies and must be considerec m
I

I

first

western Havana Province.

We

laid

jor wintering area essential to the

term survival of species with somewti
stricted
North American rangi
habitats, such as the black-throatei
Cape May, and prairie warblers.
nately, woodlands now occupy 12 f ct
)rl

more of Cuba than they did in the
With the assistance of the distr
estry chief, Heriberto Ramirez,
staff,

especially Emilio

naldo Balon,

Diaz

who were with us

aj

antRi

thro

our fieldwork, we proceeded to
Cristo, a forestry base,

'5<

and beyond

on
o»

request

Address
'

Cuban

and resorts on Cuba's north coast, seventyfive miles east of Havana.
Because Cuba's leading ornithologist,
Orlando Garrido (a former tennis player
of Wimbledon caliber), was out of the
country, we were assigned a knowledgeable young biologist, Giraldo Alayon, a
specialist in both spiders and birds, who
heads a team surveying bird populations

Exp.Dt

Acct.#
1

times and

ronto to Varadero, a peninsula of beaches

DCheck
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Square Stitch
Comforters

Down

I was therefore deAugust 1984, 1 received a
from Comandante Uni-

seen the ivorybill.

of the

i

plans for our studies, and early on Febru-

badly rutted, wet roads, eventually 'C

ary 20 the three of us flew to Guanta-

peyal, a fifty-five-square-mile nate

namo, some 600 miles farther east.
Aided by Misael Fernandez, local chief

serve established in 1962.

peyal

we began

to see

En

route )t

and appreciel

-^

a

The Living Museurr

Wonderful Things
Just vi^hat you always wanted.
Something from the NeimanMarcus Christmas Book. Everyone
does.

It's

the original, and

still

the

excitement of the
world's markets packed into one
beautiful catalog and brought right
to your mailbox, so you can get a
headstart on shopping, and conserve your time. Order your 1985
edition now for delivery in midOctober to your home or office.
finest. All the

of the wholesale logging that took

between 1956 (when the area was
by George R. Lamb, who pub(
on the

1a report

ivorybill in

Cuba)

country with steep
crops. Wetter slopes

hills and rocky outand lower areas near

streams were covered either with second-

growth deciduous

and a dense un-

forest

1959 revolution. Tracks that once

derstory or with head-high thickets of

had been carved everyOften they ran straight up and
hills and were rutted into ravines;

and bushes. Drier slopes bore pine
stands of various ages. We walked nine to

iiad crevices ten feet deep. In addi-

showers, searching for signs of the ivory-

5

as roads

\

|ie

clear-cutting of forests allowed

from frequent rains to wash away

I"

lopsoil.

Thus, plantings of

Cuban

Pinus cubensis) under the present

J

iment's reforestation program have
iwn as well as they might have

!

—

possibly of crucial significance to

:'

ijvival

of the ivorybill.

until the trees

\

ide

i

:i)f

(Can the bird

are suitably mature

more extensive habitat?) Large

young, diversely aged plantings,

jd by foresters at

many

plantations,

xed with a tangle of cutover hard-

(

junglelike in aspect.
'l:entered
1

of the

our search to the east and

Cupeyal reserve

in

rough

$5.00.

ferns

twelve miles a day, despite frequent rain

bill.

In particular

we looked

for big trees

which there were few) and for the
workings of the woodpecker, which feeds
by scaling bark from freshly dead trees to
obtain beetle larvae and other wood-boring insects. I chanced upon such workings
near the Cupeyal House, in an area where
(of

the ivorybill had last been seen in

1

976.

Please send

me my copy of the 1985

Neiman-Marcus Christmas Book

for $5.00.

Name
AddressCity-

Mail

-Zip-

-Stateto:

Neiman-Marcus
P.O. Box2968-Dept. 629
Dallas, Texas 75221-9950

At

had been stripped of
most of their bark within the previous few
months, as evidenced by the fresh condition of the underlying wood and quite in
contrast with the other gray, dead trees
scattered about. Beneath the recently
stripped trees were bits of fresh, white
wood and pieces of bark two to six inches
wide and four to eight inches long. These
bits of evidence closely resembled the
workings left by the pileated woodpecker,
the continental North American species
least three pine trees

or

British

-Q^
,v^^

)i\,o-

^€>

that at times scales bark like the ivorybill.

There are no pileated woodpeckers in
Cuba, and the other four resident woodpeckers (the Cuban green and West Indian red-bellied woodpeckers, and the two
flickers, the northern and Fernandina's,
all much smaller, weaker-billed wood-

.„i>

. P'*^

io^

.,,11

V''..

^'^Vw*^

The

enlure

oO<^'

peckers) are incapable of stripping a tree
in

this

way.

Yellow-bellied

sapsuckers

from North America winter in Cuba, but
they, too, are small and do not scale bark.
For four days in late February we
sought the ivorybill
workings, and

in

in

the area of pine

the surrounding mixed

pinewoods, deciduous woods, and scrub,

We concluded that a lone
had passed through the area

with no success.
ivorybill

Wy-billed woodpecker, as depicted
'heer American ornithologist

Alder Wilson

sometime in the past half year, but that
was no longer in the vicinity.

Word

of our

search

having

it

Acii

Company

passed
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;.

through the surrounding countryside, we
found at our door one morning an old

woodsman on

He

a horse.

introduced him-

Montero Rodriguez, a longtime resident who, for some three decades,
had been involved in forestry work in the

self as Felipe

region.

He

related the history of the ivory-

had been uncommon but present in the 1950s and had become increasingly rare in the 1960s and
984, he had last
1 970s. Before December
bill

to us; namely, that

it

1

seen one in 1977.

On December

15 or 16,

1984, while walking in an area of fairly
large, twenty-year-old pines,

he had heard

the pounding of a woodpecker on a tree.

He

described to us the bird that he ob-

served for five minutes as cao-sized (the
local crow,

Corvus nasicus, which

is

ivory-

that were left to us before
to

we

Havana.

On

we had to return
March 2,

the morning of

did, however, discover a nest of the

endemic Gundlach's hawk, a

rare,

eating

hawk

the Cooper's

of North America.

George Reynard heard the screechy calls,
taped them, and found the nest of the

hawk

in a tall pine tree (the nest of a

Gundlach's hawk had never been photographed nor the eggs and nest adequately
described). We worried about finding the
owl and pair of large hawks within 150
feet of where Sr. Montero had reported
the ivorybill. We again concluded that no
ivorybill was currently in that area.
Back in Havana on March 7 and 8, we
discussed the situation with

Cuban

au-

black and white, and crested,

thorities

without red on the head (thus a female ivo-

do, just

and particularly with Dr. Garriback from a meeting in Peru.

The site was some five miles south
of us, and we moved our base to a working
forestry nursery station at La Municion,

Garrido

is

bill size),

rybill).

convinced that wilder, almost

When

locate areas of suitable or potentiall

able ivorybill habitat,

I hope to return to Cuba in Apri
(when all ivorybills ought to be pairs
nesting or, if solitary, presumably 1(

in suitable nesting habitat), either

find the birds or to study

located before then.

climate
bly,

nearly at dark on
the calls of

uncommon

a Stygian owl, an

American owl that is
enough to prey on an

tropical

potentially large

But we
found no signs of the woodpecker that
all
night or on the ensuing three days
ivorybill.

—

lated valley southeast of the Sierra

Moa, during
tion,

the late

1

iso-

de

970s. This informa-

A

them

ti

if th^

letter fro

S

Alayon in May stated that my plan \ si
deed being implemented; a team is A
to La Melba this summer. I am con'
that only in Cuba is there any cha
the continued existence and p(

deed, a pair had been reported in an

site

March 1,1985. Here we heard

l]

not the

out,

served, that could harbor ivorybills. In-

reached the

of observation, a

if

themselves. If these searches are c

We

site

;)|

and ground searches by «
of forestry and ornithology special)

overlooking a steep, well-wooded val-

Montero's

New Y
my Cuban colleagues

arrived back in

for aircraft

ley.

Sr.

I

submitted to

hill

near

|{

ii

Purial to the southeast.

and southeast of
where we had worked will prove to have
pockets of pines and other trees, of greater
breadth and height than those we had obinaccessible land east

between Cupeys

southern Sierra de Moa, and the Sie

bird-

related to, but larger than,

hawk

exist in the region

buildup of a viable population of the
bill,

>

a magnificent woodpecker that

it is

ironic to think that, juslos

Cuba and

the United State: m

someday cooperate in the reintrod:ll
of the ivorybill to North America!

along with our finding and Montero's

report, convinced

me

that at least several

lone ivorybills, and quite likely a few pairs.
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aboard the spacecraft. The astrowho say the views of the earth and

ires
:d
<,

the film are the "closest thing to

in

1

there," carried the special, eighty-

,;

camera with them on several shutlights. The camera uses film that is
imes larger than 35-mm film and
d

times larger than the

70-mm

film

by commercial film producers. The
t is a huge image whose clarity and
iance are not achievable with a nort.ystem. The viewer will see the astroat
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I
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;:craft, as

they deploy satellites, cap-

iind repair the
'
i

satellite,
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in space.

There
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:

eir
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bellious

and

supposedly

other

youth tribes

is

nonconformist

actually "an elaborate fake,

sity of California Press, 1972). Ed'i

Japanese

it

(p.

48)

Ian Buruma's Behind the

York: Pantheon Books.

1

984)

Mask (New
is

a fascinat-

ing examination of Japan's popular

media

(films, television, plays, books, comics),

and other elsuch as sexual demons, sacred

traditional literature, myths,

mothers, transvestites. gangsters, drifters,

and cultural heroes

—

that shape the Japa-

Hiroaki Iwai. "Intergenerational Continuity

and Discontinuity

in

Moral Values

a

nese history, culture, character, an
chology.

like the real thing."

Jape

in

country-

Kennedy administration, is c
America's most respected Japanoiis
The Japanese (Cambridge: Harvar j
versity Press, 1977), his overview o
^

Japanese Culture and
Behavior, edited by Takie Sugiyama Lebra and William P Lebra (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1974), contains
many fine articles, such as "Higaisha-Ishiki: The Psychology of Revolting Youth in
Japan," by Takeo Doi. "Delinquent
Groups and Organized Crime," by

1974.

—

.

on animal ecologw including

was reprinted by Chapman and Hall in
1972 and is available in paperback. For a
good introduction to the characteristics of
freshwater ecosystems and the animals
that dwell in them, see Ecology of Fresh
Waters, by Brian Moss (New^ York: John
Wiley and Sons. 1980). T.H. Huxley's
The Crayfish, published in 1880. was reprinted by
the M.I.T. Press. Cambridge,
'

ements

1

.

a beautifully studied act. that only looks

Plants. Originally published in 1958.

Yoyogi Park

.

of the

The Ecology ojTnvasions by Animals and

in

roles

standard introducll

a

is

civilization.

Gluckman's

Finally,

"Rituals

of

Rebel):

South-East Africa" can be found

and Rebellion
York: The Free
Phalaropes

(p.

in

in

Tribal Africa

Press. 1963).

58)

O. Hilden and S. Vuolanto's "Bf
Biology of the Red-necked Ph£
Phalaropus lobatus in Finland"

among Japanese." by Takie Sugiyama

Fennica.

Lebra, and "Japanese Value Orientations

most detailed

and Culture Change," by William Caudill
and Harr}- A. Scarr Robert C. Christo-

birds.

pher links the "highly conformist display

Breeding Behaviour of Grey- ancJ

of nonconformity"

necked Phalaropes" (Ibis, vol.
335-48) and the hormonal basis cJ
behavior in "The Phalarope" (Set
American, vol. 220, pp. 104-11). Fa
view of "unusual" mating systfs

that takes place

at

Yoyogi Park to the pressures of the country's grueling educational system in The

Japanese Mind (New York: Simon and
Schuster. 1983). a perceptive and entertaining book that he describes as "a psychic and institutional guidebook to today's
Social
anthropologist
Japan."
Chie
Paul Chesley

tive

vol. 49. pp.

57-85)

article

Hohn explores

E.O.

is

by

-i

_

written onh
their ref d

.

~

strategies in "Observations

\

birds, including so-called roie rever

'

.:

W.J. Erckmann's "The Evolution c^

andry in Shorebirds: An Evaluan
Hypotheses" in Social Behavior
male Vertebrates, edited by S.K.
i

(New

York: Academic Press, 198

Lewis W. Oring's "Avian PolyanjC
Review," in Current Ornithology, i
edited by R.F. Johnston

num

due out

Press,

(New

later this

Yoijf

year^

and accurate description
life history, drawn frorl
works, is presented in The Birds'

tailed

phalarope's

Western Palearctic.

Cramp and

K.

Vol. 3. editecij

Simmons

(Oxford:

1

University Press, 1983).
RitaC'^t

Correcrion On page 92 of the Ma
Natural History, a caption incorrei*"
IS

fers to the plant in the

conut.

It is

photograph

in fact a taro.

perhaps

t
'^

Yoyogi Park. Tokyo
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yam, Colocasia esculenta. or the
taro, Cyrtosperma chamissonis
•v

—

Jlie Marl^t
Gems

Correspondence

AUDUBON

TELY BEAUTIFUL

PENFRIENDS ENGLAND-USA, Make

PRINTS, Buy
supplier For tree color brochure and list of
Retail Print Outlel, Dept A1 261 West 35th

m
le

New

507.

NY 10001

York,

Education

TE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free bool<let
Gallefy of Prehistoric Paintings. 220 Fifth Av-

C

friend-

ships through correspondence Send age. interests.
Free reply Harmony, Box 37955NH. Phoenix, AZ 85069

,

m

lasting

10001

AAucIk
dio-cassette/book courses

\N INDIAN ART Northwest Indian masks
Eskimo sculpture Hopi kachinas Navajo
< 5896, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413 (818) 789-

.n
in

A,Arabic.
Hebrew, Chinese,
French, German, Spanish,

I
I

,

lanQUaqe
Ofl
^
yOUf OWfl!

I

$18-$85. request photos,
sks available. IVIcCoy Imports. Liberty, NY

Learnt

Greek^Japanese
and 34 others.
Comprehensive Used

I
I

FROM MEXICO.

-

3 TOrGIQIl
I

by U.S. State Dept, Write us

I

for free

catalog

COMPLETE GUIDE TO BUYING GEMS,

by Matlins/

Bonanno (Crown), For everyone interested in gems
and jewelry Everything you need to know Valuable,
money-saving ideas; fascinating gem lore. Useful diagrams, price charts, color plates Clear, easy-founderstand style Widely acclaimed— National TV/Radio,
major consumer/trade publications Nothing else like
It
Great gift Available bookstores or. autographed
$19 75 ppd Long-Hill GemBooks. Box 276. S. Woodstock. Vermont 05071
.

Government Surplus
MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS! Many 1% original
cost Jeeps included! "Nationwide Government Buyer's Guide/Directory"— $2 00 Disposal. Box 19107-

DC

RV, Washington,

20036

"CASH FOR COLLEGE." New

Goddess

I'- Ancient Egyptian

&

omb

—

Indianapolis. IN

—

n

SCHOOL OF SACRED ARTS

g

25c.
133 Wesl

ARTS, LTD.
NY 10023 -Dept. N885

)[icn

by appointment only

DEN AGE

—

4tli

Street.

New

PAPYRUS

of

niques. Tibetan

SOLID 14K GOLD, photorealistic,
Striking depth and detail, heirSend $1 00 for catalog to: AC

IN

N.Y. 10012

T'hanka Painting. Call

ther information,

ART

Yorlt.

Buddhist Studies. Byzantine Icon Painting.
C.G- Jung Studies. Chinese Landscape Painting. Ecclesiastical Etnbroidery. Gold Leafing
^iTechniques. Islamic Calligraphy. Japanese
Shingon Calligraphy. Kaballah Studies. Medieval Calligraphy and Manuscript Illumination.
Medieval Stained Glass Painting. Oriental
Prayer Rug Design. Renaissance Fresco Tech-

Navajo weaving is Now, Broi catalog. $3 00
Guards' Navajo Rugs, 820
lel Rex, Las Cruces. Nl\/I 88001

Act Now,

PO

toldsmith,

Box 3004 No 4

Corvallis,

METEOftgES
AVAILABLE TO
ASTRONOI^ERS, SCHOOLS
INSTITUTIONS AND PRIVATE

COLLECTORS STONES S IRON
LIMITED SUPPLY.

SPECIIUIENS

ROBERT A. HAAG - METEOniTES
Bm 27527 Tucson, AZ 85726
- PLCASE SEW SI 00 FOB FULL COLOR CATALOG
Relmdable on

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU'
ilifferent

titles

in

'PAB.' 2918 Atlantic

(title

Ave

.

Newest Handbook, $2 00, Australian
Box 19107RV, Washington, DC 20036

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES— Monthly
tin

EE FULL-COLOR BROCHURE on The Flowd Us: A Photographic Essay on Their Re713 Structures, by Ivlary Parker Buckles, send
University of Missouri Press. 200 Lewis Hall
j

3

li

MO

if

65211

r

COMET—

;

Descriptive 30 page broobserving, photographing and understand
s Comet
Includes directory of local associeties
Send $2 00 to Astronomical
ox 330811. Fort Worth, Texas 76163

a

YOUR BOOKi

d
1

I,

invited

)lts

pd

Join our successful authors,
advertising, beautiful

Publicity,

for fact-filled

booklet and free manuscript

Press, Dept
10001

l.rlton

:

To Order: (800) 525-0890
bulle

environmental job openings throughout the
Free details EOV. PO Box 684. Fitzwilliam NH

DURAIMGO THREADWORKS
98 Everett Dept NH
Durango, CO 81301

lists

S,

-

03447
M/C. VISA.

13031 247-946S

Afl/IEX

OVERSEAS— ALL OCCUPATIONS'

Worldwide Direcand complete information— $3 00 International
Opportunities, Box 19107 RV. Washington, DC 20036

NHH.

11

West 32 Street

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado. Idaho, Montana. Wyoming' Current openings—All
occupations'
Free
information!
Intermountain-4Y. 3115N Hancock, Colorado Springs CO
1-303-630-7478
80907
ex 425

"I V OWLS" Bumper Sticker, $1 00
Sample CollecNewsletter $2 50, Owl's Nest, Box 5491 NH
Fresno. CA 93755

tors'

SABER-TOOTH TIGER SKULLS
Museum Display Quality

TEACH HERE— ABROAD: School, College openings,
USA $6 00, Overseas $6 00 England, Japan, Saudi,
Australia $6.00

each

EISF,

Box 662, Newton,

Inexpensive, Realistic. Also

MA

02162

Grizzly Skulls. Gorillas,
Lions.

Send

Financial

USHERS' OVERSTOCKS
li

!rs

—

u more
(liable

all

most complete catalog

anywhere' Write

Box

il,

sutjjects art, ftistory. biograptiy. fiction,

Tfie

1

for

your

of

bargain

CT06031

5- Y, Falls VJIIagei

S

BOOKS LOCATED,

(!)

PO

tion instructions,

Washington,

DC

$3,00 Fundsearch, Box 19107-RV,

20036

Miscellaneous
DINOSAURS'

Foreign Newspapers

3

65 Countries'
Sampler 4/$2 98 Free brochure, Multinewspapers,
Box DE-208. Dana Point, CA 92629

Gardening
CATALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS"

COMET graphics
J
9 orbit Irom

largest selection of weird
skyplot.

1000 AD. Apple

any place, path
II

series Details

3tte$49 95 American Only. Inc. 13361

"istopol,

CA 95472

Frati

Box 1021. Brea.CA 92621

able from nonprofit foundations! 340 sources/applica-

492-2976

lurs

etc.

avail-

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS.
\Y

Humans,

SI 00 for Catalog.

SKULLduggery.

CASH GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS

FREE copy

no obligation OutK)0k Service. Box 3253J. San Clemente. CA
F.

COLORADO

tory

J^

^.EYS

U

IN

STURDY CORDUr?OY QUILTED TO
CALICO PRirjTS SI9.95

International

Atlantic City.

(609) 344-1943

^ or

HAND MADE

Jobs' Big Pay' Transporta-

tion'

have thouBox 546NH. Tallman NY

BEAUTIFUL BACKPACKS

Publications
locate any subject or title,
stock, indexed by author

order

DONT HAVE ENOUGH DINOSAURS' We
sands Dinosaur catalog
10982 Send$1 00

Employment Opportunities

OR

DING LIBRARIANS

lirsl

for fur-

AUSTRALIA-THE WORLDi 50.000 jobs" Big pay All
occupations. Transportation Latest reports. $2,00,
Jobworld, Box 681 -NH, Cypress, CA 90603

i

'V

(212)475-8048

ted jewelry
lity.

Merchandise/Gifts

46219

WORLD

;t.i

x

Dead" panels

the

:nJT

on genuine
9 ... $31 ppd.

odd $19. Check/Charge,
showing gods, symbols,

ne

1

(E

—

W-Vst'^

19t[i

pointing

popyrus 7

i

Colorful

Justice.

Directory describes 400
loan, grant, scholarship opportunities
plus all government programs, $4,95 Unifunds, Box 19749-RV.

Discover

and unusual succulents

over 150 photographs of succulent crests, variegates,
living stones, and oddballs Send $1,00, "Catalog of
Unusual Succulents. Dept 2—553 Buena Creek San
Marcos. CA 92069
'

DINOSAURS'

DINOSAURS'

T-shirts.

Rare Books. More Free informative catalog Saurus.
Dept NH2. 530 South 400 East. Centerville. UT 84014

DO YOU SPEAK A FOREIGN LANGUAGE'' Enjoy multilingual soirees sponsored by The Language Exchange, (212) 255-1096. 7-10 PM
IDEAS, inventions, technology wanted' Call free 1-800528-6050 Canada. 1-800-528-6060x831

NATURAL HISTORY GROUP open
letter to

76th St

,

Lesbian/Gay Naturalists
#1C, NYC 10023

to

of

all,

New

$5

lor

York

news10

W
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Jlie3Iarl^t
Photo/Optical

Southwest

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE

Wing

Repairing binocu-

Alignment performed on our U.S. Navy
and our article "Know Your
Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine Mirakel
Optical Co., Inc. 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie, NY
12192.(518)731-2610
lars since 1923.

.

collimator. Free catalog

•

BINOCULARS— SWAROVSKI,

•

,

modations including
front inn

NATURE POST CARDS— Close-up

color photos of

birds and animals $10.50 for 112, all different. Birds
and Animals, plus all our other Nature Cards, 175 cards
for $14.75 (Not retailed to Illinois addresses Wholesale
rates available all states Nature Press, 628 E. 20th St.
Alton, IL 62002
)

Real Estate

GOVERNMENT

LANDS

FROM

$7.50/ACREi
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
Buyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings
$3 00
Lands. Box 19107-RV, Washington, DC 20036
.

.

—

Rentals
HAWAII VACATION CONDOMINIUMS: Free brochures.
Paradise, 50 South Beretania C207, Honolulu 96813
Toll free

December

gust 15-24

PhD
tion

Small group, interior jungle tours

biologist, ornithologist.

Quabaug

Led by

Bird Conserva-

Foundation, 315 Palmer Road, Ware,

MA

01082

(413)967-7519

ARGENTINA AND AUSTRALIA

Fantastic birding and

—

Spnng,

MD

—

20901

SAFARIS

Pleasant

California

Hill.

You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed
naturalist will sail by schooner to explore
more Islands than any other Galapagos
expedition. 16 Trip dates. M. Rcchu Option.
FREE BROCHURE
l«ICfl«FLOflTS 415435^22
1606ne Juanltajiburon, CA 94920

ISLANDS. Economic tours fr
including airfare. 8, 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos,
Special Halley's Comet/Galapagos Tours, Nctij
April 1986. Ecuador/Peru options Univers
available Joseph Colley, Last, Inc., 43 Millstl
Randallstown. MD 21 1 33 (301 ) 922-31 1

seum

of Art $2,990.00 p.p included r.t. air, cuis
meals, 5-day Nile Cruise, extensive si isi
throughout Alexandna, gratuities and taxes al
chures contact: GWT (800) 526-0824, (201) 3-^
tels, all

KENYA. INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARI;
experience. Perry Mason Safans, Box 1643
06820. (203) 838-3075

AUSTRALIA— 21 day tour with natural history/birding
emphasis led by Australian naturalist-photographer
Len Robinson. February departure Global Ouest, 120
East Buffalo St., Ithaca, NY 14850 (800) 336-6635. In
NYS

Clifton

islids

^

6 or 14 days from

Galapagos

Peru,
tional.

ABOVE THE CLOUDS TREKKING offers worldwide adventure for the discerning traveler. Destinations include Nepal, Japan, Yemen, Madagascar, Peru, Transylvania Alps, Yugoslavia. Call or write for information
PC, Box 398N, Worcester, MA 01602 (617) 799-4499

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS CANOEING and

—

hiking

from August to October the truly glorious time in the
Great North Woods Weeklong sessions led by naturalist guides Limited to 12 adult guests Based in remote
backcountry lodge, charmingly rustic yet unabashedly
comfortable Youll paddle pnstine mountain lakes,
ponds, and nvers shared by brook trout, otters, beavers, loons, and osprey. Daily excursions plus canoe
camping in September. Ample opportunity for swimming, fishing, mountain climbing, nature photography,
and streamside loafing. For brochure write or call Adirondack Canoe Tours. Saranac Lake. NY 12983 (518)
891-1080

ADVENTURE BELIZE custom
Mayan

journeys

Cave

explor-

beaches,
Wildman, 5059 Commonwealth Drive, Sarasota,
Flonda 34242 USA (813) 346-1997
ing,

sites, jungle trekking, relaxing

etc.

72

UHndi(ifflfflc|-

Dofafoef'Cnib I

KENYA — The

terior

can afford. Stay in hotels, lodges and tentfc;
Most meals included. Prices start at $1995 jn;
programs also available. Global Ouest, 120)s:
falo St., Ithaca, NY 14850 (800) 336-6635 In S;
272-0105 collect

IN TABASCO, remote Campeche, inQuintana Roo, Selva Lacandona-Rio Usumacinta
area of tropical Chiapas Mexico for outstanding habitats including riverine, coastal, lowland, and highlands

Off-high-way itineranes include (if desired) animal
studies (tapir, felines) and tropical flora (especially or
chids and bromeliads) 24 years natural history expenence in Mexico, lecturer Nicholas Hellmuth, 6355
Green Valley Circle No. 213, Culver City, CA 90230. tel.

safari

you've dreamed of
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at a

ice

NATURE & CULTURES OF SOUTH/CENTF.fc
ica. Unusual Tours, Adventures, Hiking. At
lapagos, Andes Discover Peru, Ecuadc
French Guiana, Costarica, others. Forum
Aeroperu, 91 Gregory (#21), Pleasant Hilfali

CALIFORNIA
NATURAL HISTORY

TOURS

Islands, Alaska. Safaricentre Interna

5342

kkl

I

Beach, 4871 Old. Australia

Ecuador

Nationwide (800) 223-6046 California (800) 624

Hi.

Write for free Adventure

Box 120. Dept. 100. Miami Beac^,
800-327-2600

94523 (415) 671-2900

Brazil,

r

BIRDWATCHING

NATURAL HISTORY
Amenca:

[

SailataUsi
to small Caribbean

(607) 272-0105 collect

(213)649-2612

pal, Malaysia, Indonesia. S.

94523 (415) 671-29C

3-19, 1986— Ancient Egypt DelLJ
and Study Tour sponsored by Ramapo Colle?
Jersey and escorted by Dr Ira Spar, Metrop ai!J

Escorted/lnde
pendent. Africa Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Zambia,
Zimbabwe, Botswana, Trans-Sahara. Asia: India, Ne
IN

Cl.-if5

Unusual trips Tours. Hiking, Biking, Specia fej
(Groups/Individuals). Africa, Europe, Americ
Australasia, Mideast Forum Travel, 91 Greq

JANUARY

Tours/Trips
A-1

Ind
v

GALAPAGOS

55 Guide Street,

6309. (800) 872-8784

n

March 28-Apnl

(

best of small
group tours, 17 days birding Far North Queensland
from outback to Gt. Barner Reef Write Goanna Tour,

SAINT THOMAS, V.I— WATER ISLAND. Private secluded studio apts. and 3 Bedroom house Limestone
Reef Terraces. R.D 4, Pnnceton, NJ 08540 (201) 329-

at least four nights in

21-31,

1986 Nature World Exploratio
High Hay Drive NH, Columbia. MD 21044
0877

AUSTRALIAN TROPICAL BIRDS. The

BELIZE— RUM POINT INN— small oasis of calm on the
Western Caribbean. Diving, Maya Ruins, Birds, Library
Access to Coxscomb Jaguar Reserve Dine on the veranda Retire to spacious, private, beachfront ca
banas. Bevier, Placencia, Belize (415) 752-8008

(j,

SSCrO;

in

1-800-367-5205

Resorts

and plants (Ex

FASCINATING NATURE. LEGENDARY

AMAZON.

nature tours October, 1985 Florida wildlife
November, 1 985. China wintenng cranes and waterfowl
January, 1986. World Nature Tours, Box 693a, Silver

Post Cards

of wildlife

Explore spectacular habitats includin )l
tropical rainforest, rare mountain cloud forest 14
Pacific beaches. Small group with two exper>j
Relaxed pace, glorious weather, and delightf jct

•

Fujinon, Free Optics catalog. Mack Optical & Machine
Tool, Box 541-H, Scranton, PA 18501 (717) 961-2542

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON
Optolyth, Celestron binoculars, telescopes and accessories Send stamp for discount list. Specify literature
desired Large stock Orders filled postpaid day received. Birding, Box 5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010

A NATURALIST'S DREAtv

RICA,

passed vanety
ciesi)

•

GEOLOGY ARCHAEOLOGY HISTORY
CAMPING OR LODGING, 1-5 DAYS
Tt9« Brochure
Dept. NB, Santa Fe, NM 87504

Box 945,

ZEISS, B&L, Bushnell,

Safaris

NATURAL HISTORY EXPEDITIONS
EXPLORE N MEX COLO. UTAH, ARIZ
BUSH FLYING, JEERING. RAFTING

COSTA

Tours by professional naturalists, historians,
astronomers, ptiotograptiers, etc to the
unique of California and Baja' Halley's
Comet: Gray Whales: Condors; Eagles: Channel Islands:
Big Sur; GoldAVine Countries: Indian Rock Art: Pioneers;
Giant Sequoia; Bristlecone; Wlldftovirers; Volcanoes;

—

Fossils:
Death Valley, etc. 1 day
2
weeks
Small/medium/large groups. Country/Victorian Inns,
hisloric hotels, mountain lodges, research stations &
living with nature". Gourmet picnics
settings (213) 274-3025.
P.O. Box 3709, Beverly Hills. CA 90212.

in

picturesque

or (800)

252-0458

Himalayan --^Kxci;r
Himalayan Excursions offers a wide variety c^etj
and vwildlife safaris in all parts o epa
For brochure please write or cable

river rafting

Himalayan Excursions or Himalayan Excli
P. O. Box 1221
P. O. Box
1120J
Kathmandu, Nepal
Midland, Texas
G.

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABO S
corted and independent nature and hiking trsil
in New Zealand's scenic National Parks a
Track; Explore Australia's Outback, Far hll
Great Barner Reef. Extensions to Fiji, T.
I

Ii,

CHINA BICYCLE TOURS

In-depth, leisurely explora-

Chinese countryside Yangtse Valley, Inner
Mongolia, East and South China. Small groups, fully escorted. Bi-monthly departures throughout the year, 1826 days $2100-$3500 including air (west coast). China
Passage, 302 Fifth Avenue, NY, NY 10001 (212) 564tion of the

4099

WULONG PANDA WALK Walking excursions
through the Wulong Panda Reserve and Leshan and
Emeishan Mountains in Sichuan Province Also Beijing.
Xi'an, Guangzhou, Hong Kong. Small groups, fully escorted Departures through October 1985. 26 days,
$3,200, including airfare from West Coast. China Passage, 302 Fifth Avenue, NY, NY 10001 (212) 564-4099
CHINA

I

Guinea South Pacific itineraries designed
uals and groups Pacific Exploration Co Bi;
Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282
,

ijiifX/TJ

V/T. 17 day advenn
4VD vehk. and camel. Spectacular rock and
and prehistoric art. Small groups guided
nomads with English speaking escort Mofl)
departures begin Oct. From $2,350 all inclusJ

CaU or write (2J2) 555-1404.

TURTLE TOURS
iSI

E. ilsl.Sl..

MC.

M

10022

J j

.

,

.

^
Blue, Humpback and Gray
We have provided outslandand nature study Inps for over 15 years,
Journeys, 1876B Ocean Dr McKinleyville,

ALASKA,

IN

;

American Airlines presents

n Baia California

I'

V e, bird
1

3l

I

M (707)839-0178

i

DVENTURES

c

-r

,

r

Trek the spectacular Cordillera
ancient Inca Trail to Machu Picctiu Overland
jns by 4WD vetiicle Amazon wildlife extenomplete Peru travel service Free illustrated
Himalayan Travel, Box 481 -NH, Greenwich,

<

6

II

i

:

Free (800) 243-5330

Toll

Trekking (walking) expeditions to the foot
Mt Everest S Annapurna Wildlife
Asian birds and
mammals Explorations of remote Bhutan.
Sikkim, Ladakh and tropical Sri Lanka 10
to 35 day programs from $670 00
airfare
Free Brochures

ual

of

safaris in searcti of rare

hal

HiwiAlA\<Avt TrAvel.
PO

iS"

ORANGUTANS

_D

Ivtc.

Box 481-NH

Greenwich, CT 06830
Toll Free (800) 243-5330
(2031 622-0055

IN

SUfvlATRA with an-

jist,
photographer, and a Director of the
gin Rehabilitation Program Also gibbons, ma4;tc Stays in Singapore, Penang Island, Sumaid to twelve Gibson Ventures, Box 590, Cave
< 7 85331
te

ir.

f-HINA, Explore Tibet's fabled pilgrimage sites

cad palaces— Jokhang Cathedral, Drepung
Monasteries, Potala Palace, the Tashilunpo
country ringed by the Himalayas Visit
Shanghai, Chengdu, Xi'an, Guangzhou,
September 29-October 22; October 20-No16 2 $3,950 including airfare from west coast
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for in his first letter to

pepper vodkas made fiery and flavorful by hot peppers of the genus

wrote that the West Indian
dured the cold of winter in

Capsicum

tains "with the aid of the

I

cially

One

(chilies).

of the less fre-

quently noted virtues of these sophisticated folk spirits is that they promote reflection.

After their alcoholic content has

considered the paradox

must be served

ice cold

in

order to taste ideally hot. This happens,

it

turns out, because cold slows

down

and other spices that Russians

ies

the

typi-

cally add.
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Bayona

in

Andrews made

a pilin

1983 and scattered

Written accounts of the

chili aw
Columbus's second voyage (
even have been written in April'
And since a major impulse for tl>e

later

le

voyages of exploration was

exotic spices to Europe,

new "pepper"

it is

(it is

not

this

phenomenon by some experimental

quickly spread from one end of

to

capsicums

The

in

the

first

story of the transmission of these

warm-weather American exotics to the
landlocked icebox of Europe begins in
1492 with Columbus. You will find a detailed and scholarly account of it in Jean
Andrews's new book, Peppers: The Domesticated Capsicums (University of
Texas Press). Andrews, who has devoted
many years to the study, culture, and
the chili in Europe to the arrival of the

Pinta at Bayona, Spain,
celebrated locally on

in

1493, an event

March

I.

lated to the black pepper, Piper

ish

Columbus hoped

Whether

Columbus actually brought chilies back
with him from this first voyage is un-

to

fii

tJ

and Portuguese trade route to

other.

You might guess

place.

si

entin*

which

Russian toper long ago. He could not have
done what he did if he had not had access

a)

after

even more fundamental question
behind the unrecorded discovery of

.Zip:.

Museum of Natural Histor\'and mail to:
Members' Book Program, American
Museum of Natural History, Central Park
West at 79th Street, New York, NT 1CX^:4.

these spices,

lies

painting of capsicums, dates the arrival of
-

On the assumption that Columls
the obvious step of collecting the sm

that this

An

in

1

with very hot spices."

Santa Maria in Bayona, where thf^i
crew gave thanks for their safe run
most five centuries ago.

I

it impedes the escape of the flavoring elements in the chil-

—

thei;

meat

to intoxicate.

more completely than

anyone interested

islan-

seeds in the churchyard of Ex-Cq

Road With

for

and the treasurer of Ara
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remarkable beverages besides their ability

release of vodka's other volatile elements
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knew abou
Ferdinand

to
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definitely

induced a certain calmness, you find yourruminating on other aspects of these

that pepper vodka
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known.
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recall from last month's
have lately been concocting flavored vodkas in the Russian manner, espe-
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Virtually

hold in Anglo-Saxon cultures?

authentic materials. Catalog te!k

the fascinating story of each item's place
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shirt,
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c

cum commerce in full swing by th'n
1500s, the Iberian traders woii

been the source for the

chilies

thest!

turning up in the Slavic countri

same time. But this is not ho
The Portuguese did brii
cums to India and China, throit
colonies at Goa and Macao, ma i?
sible hot Indian and Sichuan fo
know it. But the first red capsicus*
ter northern Europe came from is
kans, imported by the Ottoma
Andrews speculates that the (toi
had latched on to chilies as earlys
the

pened.

it

(

Ti

during their siege of the Portugst

.
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all

the peppe

!

'

'4

I

even those of us far from Santa

compared

to the

Paso and the Grand Central

El

1

•|

Los Angeles. There has been a
I first read the section

in

.

hange since

I

Diana Kennedy's The Cui''Mexico and wondered if I would
able to cook most of the dishes in
ies in

;i

?

at

b ik

tiiies

;

home, since they required arwith names like pasilla and

nd cascabel.

'(

wondered

i

)

I

I

/

'hen

r

the lady wasn't

if

mak-

of a learned fuss over chili speciI

took a trip to the French

is-

Caribbean and immersed

the

sif
J

the local Creole cuisine, which,

in

other fetching characteristics, has
flavor that

) il

owes much

to a crin-

;

rry-sized pepper, hot but not infer-

i|

;sent fish

^

ther dishes impossible to re-create

without

):;

irmarket.

I

it.

And

can identify

i

oiillo.

And

s likes

•i

to the taste of the

stew called blaff and to

can buy this pepper by the bag

1

(

was crucial

It

.

I

it

I

in

thanks to Jean AnIt is

it.

C. chinense,

am happy

to say that

over the Western
rs,"

>p

f,

t
'i

look at

is

raw but also beau-

when used

as a garnish."

OS are either pale yellow-green or

I

recall

from Marti-

That we can buy rocotillos at all in New
York is wonderful testimony to the resilience of the marketplace and to the flexibility of the consumer. But at the same
time we might also ask ourselves why it
has taken half a millennium for chilies to
take serious hold in a culture with an Anglo-Saxon, north European base.
Why did capsicums not find a happy
home north of the Pyrenees? To an extent,
botany was destiny. Peppers were hard to
grow in northern climates. But the Hungarian experience is proof that it can be
done if the will is there.

The

taste for

extremely hot spices, of

which capsicums are the epitome, does
seem to be culturally acquired. Sichuan
province already had embraced its local
brown pepper before capsicums came in,
and India was a proverbial center of
spices. Northern Europe, on the other
hand, had to import most of its spices. And
capsicums seem to have presented too
of a challenge to the palate.

They

ers until the current craze for regionalisms

Is this

new

a good thing? Certainly

it

opens

And if your
burning from some new variety

possibilities at the table.

tongue

is

of hot pepper, try to

remember

that capsi-

cums are an excellent source of vitamin C.

meat, or throw them
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Museum

American

tasting anyway.

textured fruit with enough pun-

delicious eaten

I

I"

the rocotillo.
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I

r
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i
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in flavor
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female carp with a

ca|S
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ijhase extra milt. If

lot
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|d

7.

fish;
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and head of the carp
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quarts water with
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salt

Add

Sept

as necessary to cover fish.
Bring liquid to a boil; add 1 teaspoon
salt, the paprika, and green pepper.
Cook for about 10 minutes. Do not stir,

Add

and milt and cook

fish

courses of a dinner.
Yield: 8 to 10 servings
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A Nasty Habit
of Spitting
South Africa has a number of reptile parks and one of the
is Transvaal Snake Park, outside Johannesburg.

largest of these

Tony Bannister has

visited there often in the past year and a half
photographs for a book on African reptiles and that is
how he came to take this photograph of a Mozambique spitting
cobra {Naja mossambica).
According to the late Vivian FitzSimons, an authority on the

to take

snakes of southern Africa,

—

this species

also

known as

m 'Fesi—

one of the most dangerous on the continent. It is high-strung
and is one of only a few snakes in Africa that can "spit" its
venom.
is

If the snake perceives any threat, it will rear up as much as
two thirds of its length and spit two streams of venom that can
travel up to nine feet. Actually the snake squirts, rather than
spits, the venom by contracting muscles that surround its poison

This forces the poison into a duct, according to
FitzSimons, and then out through openings near the tips of the
fangs. The cobra usually directs its attack toward the face or
gland.

eyes of

its

adversary. If the

venom

enters the eyes,

it

can cause

intense pain and temporary or

permanent blindness.
But the Mozambique spitting cobra is not an aggressive snake
and usually uses its poison as a defensive tactic. Like one other
African snake, the rinkals, it often feigns death rather than attempting to bite. This cobra generally eats small mammals,

amphibians,

and bird eggs.
photograph would ordinarily have sprayed
Bannister, but the naturalist-photographer brought a friend
birds,

The snake

lizards,

in this

along with him as a decoy

The friend distracted the cobra and
promptly got soaked. Bannister, who kept his left eye closed and
his right eye on the camera's viewfinder, stayed mostly dry but
took a few direct hits on the lens.

Photograph by Anthony Bannister
79

Authors

looking for a

and sea otters and heads a pine
marten captive breeding and reintroduction program. Beckel has also done her
share of crayfish trapping and is now
writing a book covering the hundred-

cal horizons

year history of limnology studies at the

David

M. Lodge

(page 32) received

his doctorate in zoology from Oxford

University as a Rhodes scholar

"From

England," says Lodge (middle), "I was

way to expand my ecologiand place my studies of snail

river

populations in the broader perspectives

University of Wisconsin. John J.

of the ecology of communities." His re-

nuson

search at the University of Wisconsin at
Madison Center for Limnology allows

gist

him

to

do just

that.

He dives into lakes to

and herbivory and
their impact on lake ecosystems. Lodge
recently took up duties as an assistant
professor at the University of Notre
Dame. Coauthor Annamarie L. Beckel
(left), an ecologist and writer, earned her
doctoral degree in ecology and behavioral biology at the University of Minnesota. She has carried out field studies of
investigate predation

(right), a

Mag-

veteran fisheries biolo-

with an extensive background in

teaching and research, has helped train

many young

ecologists.

He

is

professor

of zoology at the University of Wisconsin at
ter

Madison and

for

director of the Cen-

Limnology. Magnuson guides

many of the

long-term investigations un-

dertaken by the Center,

in particular,

those concerning his area of greatest expertise

lake

—

life,

fishes.

When

not delving into

he enjoys gardening, photogra-

phy, and collecting fish stamps.

John Reynolds (page 58)

first la

tered red-necked phalaropes on

agara River. Three years

lei

later, a:

uate student at Queen's Univeiiu

m

Ontario, he began studying the

unusual mating system

in the CiaJ

Arctic. Reynolds shared his IV ir'

study area with several fellow
ers

and a number of

bears.

The

latter,

r

transiei

would so
what the fu
mals with binoculars and mist n
doing (we were beating an une|

indifferent to us but

amble over

retreat!)."

to see

Reynolds, currently

i

researcher at the Boreal Instl

Northern Studies,
berta,

is

University!

continuing his studie

ecology and growth of young phJ

During May and June of this
was in central Finland studying

[
|

other shorebird species.

he encountered the young dancers de-

Anthony Bannister (page 78),|
in England but grew up
Africa, worked professionally
j
tronics for many years and cq
photography his hobby. But tra
adopted homeland increased
and knowledge of natural histoil
came an amateur naturalist.!
upon his training in electronic
signed special equipment for uJ

scribed in this issue. His research in Ja-

tography

pan has focused on the Shinto tradition
and how it has shaped Japanese culture.
Born and raised in California (and still a
dedicated body surfer), Littleton earned
his Ph.D. in anthropology from the University of California at Los Angeles. His
dissertation was concerned with the be-

flashes like those

born

C. Scott Littleton (page 48) was intro-

duced

to

Japan

in

1951 as a soldier

tioned there during the Korean

sta-

War He

has returned three times since to do anthropological fieldwork in Tokyo, where

lief

systems of the early Indo-European-

speaking peoples.

He

is

now

investigat-

ing a theory that the Arthurian

and Holy

I

I

oped

—

in

hi

particular,

Stephen

for himself in

Daltj

England.

|

Bannister resolved to change ca

took up photographic work

Since then he has published se^

and

assisted in the production
\

wildlife films. All these films

1

been purchased by the Natid
graphic Society for the purpo^
vising

them in the United State

who

Far East. Littleton is professor of anthropology at Los Angeles' Occidental

lives outside JohannI
married and has three sons and
ten His photograph of a spittinj
this month's "Natural Mom|

College.

taken with a 200-millimeter

Grail legends originated in central Asia

and spread from there

80

to

Europe and the
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This View of

Bligh's

L

Bounty

A captain who followed the rules meticulously
found an animal that broke them brilliantly
by Stephen Jay Gould
In 1789, a British naval officer discov-

ered some islands near Australia and

mented

his inability to provide

la-

of

the

Porcupine.

.

.

.

The

animal

was

roasted and found of a delicate flavor.

a good de-

made

a drawing of his crea-

scription:

Bligh himself

Being constantly wet, it was with the utmost
I could open a book to write, and I
am sensible that what I have done can only
serve to point out where these lands are to
be found again, and give the idea of their

ture before the banquet.

difficulty

extent.

these lines, Capt. William

the Providence had eaten an echidna, one

reptilian

of Australia's most unusual

mammals

an egg-laying anteater closely related

has
to

it

appeared as a plate

produced here) accompanying the

een loyal crew members into the annals of
human heroism at sea via his 4,000-mile

technical

description

of the

man, and following the

(refirst

echidna's

egg-laying

sei-

—

new

Pacific real

estate.

Bligh's habit of close recording yielded

other benefits,

including one

forgotten

item to science. Obsessed by the failure of
his

Bounty mission

breadfruit as food for

to

Tahitian

bring

West Indian

slaves,

Bligh returned to Tahiti aboard the Provi-

dence and successfully unloaded 1,200
trees at Port Royal, Jamaica, in

1

793

(his

ship was described as a floating forest).
route, he stopped in Australia

En

and had an

interesting meal.

George Tobin, one of

Bligh's officers,

described their quarry as
a kind of sloth about the size of a roasting
pig with a proboscis 2 or 3 inches in length.
.

2

.

.

On

the back were short quills like those
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He

ah

first

has continually hampered proper zo
cal understanding of all

most famous mutiny.
Bligh may have been overbearing; he
surely wins no awards for insight into human psychology. But history and Charles
Laughton have not treated him fairly either. Bligh was committed, meticulous,
and orderly to a fault how else, in such
peril, could he have bothered to describe
scattered pieces of

biologists ever since.

the distinctive burden of primifivit;

zure of his ship, The Bounty, in history's

some

discovered the strange

and mammalian features
inspired interest and puzzlt

among

journey to Timor, accomplished without
loss of a single

in the I

posed upon the echidna, for the

the duck-billed platypus.

land. In 1802,

Home

superficial description in 1792)

Home

Bligh was steering a longboat with eight-

—

and

officers of

The

Bligh brought his drawing back to Eng-

As he wrote

anatomy by Everard

sophical Transactions of the Royal
ety (G. Shaw had published a prelir

Captain Bligh 's original drawing of an echidna

mammals

monotreme

of Australia.

1

„

iW^^,\0^.

€^:&€-. %^^^i^

/*«-

^m
cameras and
goods are sold

Available wherever

sporting

Halleyscope

1

described the echidna as not quite
there in

mammalian

all

terms, a lesser form

stamped with features of lower groups:
These characters distinguish [the echidna]
in a very remarkable manner, from all other
quadrupeds, giving this new tribe a resemblance in some respects to birds, in others to
the Amphibia; so that it may be considered
as an intermediate link between the classes
of Mammalia, Aves, and Amphibia.

Home

Unfortunately,

could not study

the organ that most clearly belies the

myth of

"The

tion

—

as

is

it

—

egg laying and interdo not brand platypuses

not

clavicle bones

and echidnas as inferior mammals.
Beyond this general defense, echidnas
can provide ample specific evidence of

They

their adequacy.

are, first of all, a

clear success in ecological terms. Echid-

nas live

all

over the Australian continent

and conformation.
tralian species,
its

—

ence

for basic information

about
two books by M. Gri
Echidnas, Pergamon Press, 1968
The Biology of Monotremes, Acai

(and extend into Papua-New Guinea), the
only native mammal with such a wide

crease

more slowly than body

range. Moreover, the echidna, as a single

along

the

and

struggling relict, ranks with the rat

monkey

the

(those meaningless synecdo-

Press, 1978.) Since

curve,

we can

did have an

from the internal form
well drawn on the plate just

lously large brain

of

skull,

its

preceding Bligh's figure (and also repro-

duced
about

here).

Home

But

said

nothing

this potential challenge to his gen-

eral interpretation.

And

so the burden of primitivity stuck

use neither absolute n

and longer-

snouted Zaglossus bruijni of Papua-New

(or encephalization quotient) in an-

Guinea

analogy with you know what, me;

rate genera

and with quite different hab-

Tachyglossus aculeatus (the Austra-

its.

lian

form with Papuan extensions)

apart ant and termite nests with

its

rips

stout

forelimbs and collects the inhabitants on
its

sticky tongue.

The

larger

tenaciously to echidnas, and continues to

hold fast in our supposedly more sophisti-

cies,

Some

great zoologists have

struggled against this convenient fallacy,

most notably the early French evolutionist
Etienne

Geoffroy

coined the

new

Australia. Echidnas are a successful

1

.0 for brainiei

average mammals, and

than

less

To provide some
lected stem group

our manner of
perception, our way of conceiving the organization of monotremes; that is, our
determination, made a priori, to join them
violently to mammals [by violemment,
Geoffroy means, of course, "without any
is

conceptual justification"], to place them in
the same class and, after our disappointments and false judgments, then to make
our unjust grievances heard, as when we
speak of them as mammals essentially and

against charges of primitivity.

The same

feel for the rar

among

the order

ranked lowest among

tionally

—record

plat

cultural biases that lead us to classify

mammals

creatures as primitive or advanced have

ing advanced insectivores, the av

form and function of
brains as our primary criterion of ranking.
Echidnas have big and richly convoluted
brains. Scientists have recognized this
anomaly in the tale of primitivity for more
than a century and they have developed
an array of arguments, indeed a set of traditions, for working around such an evident and disconcerting fact. Large brains
undoubtedly serve echidnas well; but they
also help to instruct us about an important
issue in the practice of science
how do
established

the

—

—

scientists treat factual

What

anomalies?

rises to 0.443.

a

mean of 0.3 1

Rodents, a perfect

spectable group (and dominant a

mammals by sheer number), disp
mean EQ of 0.652. (Primates and
vores rank consistently above

tremes are not, by
ants

1

this criterion,

.0.) P

men

— EQ's range from
—but they rank way above
their

0.75

tional primitives

among

0.'.

the

placental;

up there with rodents and othe
spected" groups. Monotremes contii
shine by other standards of size asi
right

Some

neurologists

regard the

rat

do we do with evidence that challenges a

brain to spinal cord as a promising

comfortable view of nature's order?

sure of mental advance. Fish general'

The echidna's

brain refutes the

primitivity with a double

myth of

whammy

—

size

below

We

1

:

1

(spinal cord heavier than b

top-heavy

humans

tip

the sc£

necessarily outside the rules.

But Geoffroy's legitimate complaint, so
eloquently expressed, did not prevail, and

myth

the

of primitivity continues, despite

flaw. As I argued in last
month's column on platypuses, the myth

blatant

its

of primitivity rests upon a logical confusion

between early branching from the an-

cestors of placental

mammals

(the true

meaning of reptilian characters retained
by monotremes) and structural inferiority.
Unless geological age of branching

is

a

sure guide to level of anatomical organiza-

4
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1

brain weights below the norm.

ace in the hole as their ultimate defense

in 1827:

repeat,

sils in

mammals right on the mouse

.0 for

(see last

class of vertebrates, separate

I

glossus hacketti, have been found as fos-

1

ephant curve, above

EQ's, so-called basal insectivores—

from both mammals and reptiles and not
merely inferior to placentals. By his own
manifesto, he chose his strategy explicitly
to avoid the conceptual lock that assumptions of primitivity would clamp upon our
understanding of monotremes. He wrote

What is defective,

Za-

including the "giant" echidna,

and at least modestly varied group.
But echidnas hold a far more important

month's column) and labored unsuccessfully to establish the echidna and platypus
as a

lives

who

Saint-Hilaire,

name Monotremata

absolutely large bra

an uninteresting consequence of bod
while small mammals have rela
large brains because brains increase
slowly than bodies.) Biologists have
fore developed a standard criterion:
sured brain weight relative to exp
brain weight for an average mamn
the same body size. This ratio, dubbe

on a nearly exclusive diet of
earthworms. Moreover, three other spe-

cated age.

v

mouse-to-ele

ative brain weight as a criterion,

mammals have

Home

mammalian bra

so-called

ches of the psychological literature) as an

ticular examination."

i

nas, see the

absurd abstraction of nature's richness.
Echidnas come as two species in two sepa-

opportunity to infer the echidna's anoma-

thi

acull

Papua-New Guinea relativ
unknown

larger

he

brain,"

discuss only

glossus, remains virtually

wrote, "was not in a state to admit of par-

primitivity.

(I

Tachyglossus

Skull of an echidna, from Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, 1 802
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y trained
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in

di-

chow, of course),

ion (location of the

switched the food box to the other
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to
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stunningly
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simple.
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one more, and one

time: the reptilian features of
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and gyri can

be identified (homologized) with the

v-

known convolutions of placental bra
The echidna brain is so different, by vii
of a separate evolution to large size,

convolutions
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letters to

avoid any misplaced oi

man

brains, did the

fi

And

Grafton El
most puzzled by echii

of placental brains.

Smith, the

t

have been named

naming

—apparently w

out realizing that the very need for

separate designations embodied the

si

dii

evidence that could refute the myth
primitivity.

In his eloquent plea for monotrei

(1827), Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire wrote

1:

about the subtle interplay of

i

liantly

and theory in science. He recognized
power of theory to guide the discoveri
fact and to set a context for fruitful in
pretation. ("To limit our efforts to the

pie practicalities of

s

an ocular examinal

would be to condemn the activities of
mind.") But he also acknowledged the
side of useful guidance, the extraordin

power of theory

to restrict our vision

particular to render "obvious" facts

na

by denying them a sensible c
text. ("At first useless, these facts hac
remain unperceived until the mom
when the needs and progress of scie;
provoked us to discover them.") Or
Warner Oland, the Swedish pseudo-(
ental Charlie Chan, once said in one of
most delightfully anachronistic pseu
Confucian sayings {Charlie Chan
Egypt, 1935): "Theory like mist on e|
glasses. Obscure facts."
invisible,

The

of primitivity itself

dead wrong. To say

last,
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Greek

performance" in an average of
He then uncovered the occluded eye, bandaged the one that had
overseen the initial learning, and did the
experiment again. If no information
passed from one cerebral hemisphere to
the other, previous learning on one side of
/the brain should offer no help to the other,
and the 100-trial average should persist.
But echidnas only needed 40 trials to
reach criterion with the second eye.
Gates conjectures that information is
either passing across one of the other two
commissures in the absence of a corpus
callosum, or via the few optic fibers that
do not cross to the other side of the brain.
(In vertebrate visual systems, inputs from
the right eye go to the left hemisphere of
the brain, left eye to the right hemisphere;
thus, each eye "informs" the opposite
hemisphere. But about 1 percent of optic
fibers do not cross over, and therefore map
to their own hemisphere. These few fibers
may sneak a little learning to the hemisphere dependent upon the occluded eye.)
trials.

the absence of a corpus callosum.

tax

its

100
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postage & handling
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Disease and Death
at Dr. Dickson's Mounds
The skeletal remains ofprehistoric Native Americans show that agricultural
revolutions can be hazardous to your health

by Alan H. Goodman and George
Clustered in west-central

Illinois,

atop a

bluff near the confluence of the Illinois

and Spoon

rivers, are

twelve to thirteen

J.

Armelagos
hunting and gathering to an agricultural

way of life.
About A.D.

950, hunter-gatherers lived

mounds. The
mounds, which overlap each other to some

along the

extent, cover a crescent-shaped area of

and animals, including grasses
and seeds, fruits and berries, roots and tubers, vines, herbs, large and small mammals, migratory waterfowl and riverine
birds, and fish. The moderate climate, copious water supply, and rich soil made this
a bountiful and attractive area for huntergatherers. Groups occupied campsites
that consisted of a few small structures,
and the debris scattered around these sites

poorly

earthen

defined

about an acre. Since at
the

least the

middle of

nineteenth century, local

residents

have known that prehistoric Native Americans built these mounds to bury their
dead. But it was not until the late 1920s
that

Don

took the

Dickson, a chiropractor, under-

first

systematic excavation of the

mounds, located on farmland owned by
his father.

Barely into his thirties at the

time, Dickson

became

so involved in the

venture that he never returned to his chiropractic practice. Apparently, he

was

in-

Illinois

River valley area near

Dickson, subsisting on a wide range of

lo-

cal plants

suggests seasonal use.

was

1050, broken hoes and other agricultural

tion of

time, the population grew.

extinct group in order to understand

how

maize agriculture. At the same
By 1200 the
population density may have increased by

why they often

died

a factor of ten, to about twenty-five per-

an early age.
The "Dickson Mounds" (the site also
includes two early, unmounded burial
grounds) quickly attracted the attention
of

professional

early 1930s, a

anthropologists.

In

the

team of University of Chi-

cago archeologists exposed about 200 of
the estimated 3,000 burials and identified
a

number

of settlement sites in a 100-

square-mile area.

A

sons per square mile. Living sites

became

many behind

a

palisaded wall.

Trade also flourished. Dickson became
what archeologists call the Missis-

part of

sippian

tradition,

a

network of maize-

growing, mound-building societies that

cavation at Dickson began in the 1960s

spread throughout most of the eastern
United States. More and more, items used

burials.

The

archeological research re-

vealed that these prehistoric people had

taken part

12

in

an important transition, from
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at the village sites or deposited as grave of-

ferings were not of local origin.

such as marine
as far

away

Some,

came from
Mexico and

shell necklaces,

as the

Gulf of

Florida, one thousand miles to the south.

Everyday objects such as spoons and

jars

m

mi]

have ended at this point, but continues
cause the skeletal remains that Harn ex|
vated have been used to evaluate how

and more permanent. The largest
settlement in the area, Larson, was a residential and ceremonial center where some
1,000 inhabitants lived,

a

villages.

What we know about Dickson

larger

second phase of ex-

under the direction of Alan Harn, an archeologist working for the state of Illinois,
whose crew excavated many of the local
living sites and more than 800 additional

surrounding

maize, began to form part

Later on, he became more concerned with

is

some 120 moui
within a six-square-mile area. As many]
30,000 persons lived at Cahokia and in

of village refuse, evidence of the introduc-

the patterns of disease and death in this

at

10 miles away. Cahokia

The population den-

tools, as well as

these people lived and

1

low,

earthing skeletons and trying to diagnose

maladies of long-dead individuals.

some

sive site that includes

perhaps on the order of two to
three persons per square mile. Then, about
sity

trigued by the novel undertaking of un-

the

were received from peoples of the easti
plains and the western prairies, while \
ury items of ceremonial or decorat
value arrived in trade from the sou
probably coming upriver to Dick
through Cahokia, a Mississippian ceri
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health of these prehistoric people fa
following the adoption of agriculture nt

other changes in their
this issue

life style.

Intere

stems from the writings

ofae

eminent British archeologist V. Goir
Childe (1892-1957), who believed
the development of agriculture prom

r.;

;

the

first

great revolution in

human

t

nology, ushering in fundamental cha

economy,

in

social organization,

and

t

ic

ogy. Archeologists continue to debati;

-

causes of agricultural revolutions. Fo:

ample, some believe that

in various;

gions of the world, increased populai'
pressure, leading to food shortages anc

dining health, spurred the switch

to

;

cultural food production. Others beb

population increase was one of the cc
quences of agricultural revolutions. \

important to us are the effects of an

r:

in-

on the health of pe
change
Three circumstances have made it a

cultural revolution

who

'Id

lived at the time of such

sible to test the effects agriculture
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their excavation. Ultimately, the skel

close attentio'

V

remains were sent to the Universit;(
Massachusetts at Amherst for analysis

George Armelagos and many of his gr;i
is how we becamei

ate students (this

SOLID
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volved). Second, the recovered remaini

who

elude both individuals

lived bei

development of maize agriculi
(Late Woodland, or pre-Mississippi
and after (Mississippian). The two grc!
the

of individuals could be distinguished
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ALL
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LONG

cording to the
in. their

mounds they were

i

bu!

placement within each moi'

and

their burial position (in earlier bur

the

bodies tend

to

semiflexed position;

be

in

a

flexed;

in later burials

t

tend to be extended). The third enab
condition was provided by Janice Col

one of Armelagos's graduate stude
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the period of rapid cultural change,

State University, set

whether health at Dickson
proved, got worse, or remained the Sc
with the advent of agriculture and its
companying changes. Lallo argued
intensification of maize agriculture n
to

test

to

poorer

:ely resulted in a

mmon

assumption

Although

diet.

How to Become a

a

that the adoption

is

agriculture should have provided a preitoric

people with a better diet, there are
to predict just the opposite.

od reasons

eavy reliance on a single crop
nutritional problems.
is

;,

deficient

lino acid.
;ties

Maize,

lead

exam-

an essential

lysine,

in

may
for

Furthermore, agricultural

so-

few foodstuffs are
famines brought about

that subsist on a

are vulnerable to

drought and other disasters. Finally,
eased population density, a
ry

life

lich

style,

are

and greater

more sedentrade,

all

of

with agriculture,

associated

ovide conditions

in-

the

for

spread and

lintenance of infectious diseases.

The skeletons of individuals who lived
fore and after the introduction of maize
riculture were examined for a number
different health indicators, in order to

jvide a balanced picture of the pattern
stress, disease,

and death that affected

Dickson population. The indicators
proved most sensitive to health differ-

;

at

bone lesions (scars) due to in4ion, nutritional deficiencies, trauma,
d degenerative conditions; long bone
owth; dental developmental defects;
ces were:

d age at death. To avoid unconscious
is,

we and the other researchers involved
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so thorough and easy-to-understand
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book

is
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stays unruffled during confrontations,
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good relations with everyone.

Them

Stop

who

who

enjoys

and

distraction.

Keep Cool During Arguments
The Gentle Art of Verbal Self-Defense also
helps you avoid the self-defeating, overly emotional attitudes that many people assume during arguments. Once you've read this book,
you'll never again lose an argument by being

Persistent bacterial infection leaves

its

on the outer, or periosteal, layer of
ne. Tibias (shinbones) are the most freently affected bones because they have
irk

and therefore

atively poor circulation

accumulate bacteria. Toxins proced by bacteria kill some of the bone
Is; as new bone is produced, the periosbone becomes roughened and layered.
Ilo and his co-workers found that fol-

on Voice Control
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» Instructions

These features
with

;re

introduction

of agriculture

was a threefold increase

mothers, nagging wives, condescending husbands, and many others. And you'll discover
how to counter all the varieties of verbal

ided to be

tibias.

The

more severe and

lesions

Save Yourself Years of Mistakes
The Gentle Art of Verbal Self-Defense gives
you a complete education in communication,
an education that will improve the quality of
your personal and professional relationships.
On your own, it might take you years of trial
and error, of fights and misunderstandings, to
learn all the lessons of this book. So, why not
wise up now by ordering your copy of the book
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do so and have your money refunded with no
originally $12.95,
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Psycholinguist Suzette

Learn to Handle All Attacks

to

show up

in

Dulation.

A

more easily
the thinner bones of the body (such

second type of

n in

those of the skull),

lesion,

is

a sign of anemia.

The Gentle Art of Verbal Self-Defense covers
the types of verbal attacks and attackers

you're likely to encounter.

seminars

And it explains both

attacks

and defenses with helpful

(and

features like

who

8 Types of Verbal Attacks

how

The 4

The

teach her self-defense techniques.

to fighrthem.)

Principles of Verbal Self-Defense
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following through with your counter-attack.)
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variety of formats. She has given

all

jlresponse to anemia, the body steps up

production of red blood

Haden

ted her innovative self-defense principles in a

also

linger individuals in the Mississippian

— from subtle put-downs to out-and-out

or apologetic. You'll have gained enough
savvy not to be thrown by hostile remarks.

ias

ssissippian

to deal

sive,

»hty-four percent of the Mississippian

had these "periosteal reactions," as
npared with only 26 percent of pre-

how

sullen, uncontrollably angry, peevishly defen-

in the per-

itage of individuals with such lesions.

teach you

types of people, including bullying

all

bosses, backbiting coworkers, guilt-producing

il

the

will

&

today?
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sion, called porotic hyperostosis,

can occur

Mississippian infants and children.

In-

called parry fractures

location are

with any kind of anemia. In the Dickson

dividuals with both periosteal reactions

cause they are typically the result

Mounds

and porotic hyperostosis tend to have suffered more severely from each condition.
This may be evidence of a deadly synergism of malnutrition and infection, like
that often reported among contemporary

forts to

populations, the lesions are not

severe, are restricted to the eye sockets

and crania, and occur mainly in children
and young adult females. This pattern
suggests anemia resulting from a nutritional deficiency, specifically

an iron

defi-

(A hereditary anemia, such as
sickle-cell anemia, would have been more

populations.

Traumatic

ciency.

severe in

its

manifestation and would have

affected

all

ages and both sexes in the

lesions

were measured by

di-

ward

The frequency

of degenerative path')-]

gies, including arthritic conditions foid'

on joints and the contacting surfaces
the vertebral column, also increaai
i

through time. One or more degeneraiei
conditions were diagnosed in 40 percemf

i

more

agnosis of healed fractures of the long

pre-Mississippian adults but in

bones of the legs and arms. Adult males
had the highest frequency of such frac-

70 percent of Mississippian adults,

Approximately one out of three

population.)

tures.

There is a significant increase in the frequency of porotic hyperostosis during the
Mississippian period. Half the Mississippian infants and children had porotic hyperostosis, twice the rate found for pre-

Mississippian males had at least one fracture, twice the

frequency of their prede-

These fractures often occurred at
the midshaft of the ulna and radius, the
bones of the lower arm. Fractures at this
cessors.

tl;

i

In addition to the studies of the chai

and trauma,

ing pattern of disease

;

along with Lallo and Jerome Rose, novi
the University of Arkansas, assessed

'

ferences in skeletal growth and devel

mental timing. Skeletal growth and de
to a wide variet;

opment are susceptible
stressful conditions

overall health.

We

and therefore

found that

in

son to pre-Mississippians of the

Zeiss.

of'-'

off a blow.

ref]

comp

same

a

Mississippian children between the a3:

For a lifetime of unforgettable moments.

of five and ten had significantly shoiir

and narrower tibias and femurs (the maJlong bones of the legs). This differei

may be explained by a decreased ratd
growth before the age of five. The Mis
sippians apparently were able to catch
in growth after age ten, however, si
Mississippians

adult

are

only

sligh

smaller than pre-Mississippians.

A more detailed exploration of devel
mental changes came from studying
fects in enamel, the

crowns of
enamel-forming
the

hard white coating
Ameloblasts,

teeth.
cells,

secrete enamel

trix in ringlike fashion, starting at

ri

the

ing surface and ending at the bottom

the crown.

A

deficiency in enamel thi

ness, called a hypoplasia,

may

result

if

individual suffers a systemic physiologi
stress during

enamel formation. Since
is well kno

timing of enamel secretion

and

relatively stable, the position of sucj

lesion on a tooth corresponds to
ual's

age at the time of

We

an indiv

stress.

examined the permanent

teetl

teeth that form between birth and
seven. For skeletons with nearly

compl
permanent teeth, 55 percent of f
Mississippians had hypoplasias, wl

sets of

among

Mississippians the figure rose

tc

percent. In both groups, hypoplasias

w

most frequently laid down between
ages of one and one-half and four. H
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ever, the hypoplasias in the Mississip

group peak

at

age two and one-half,

The peak is
more pronounced. This pattern of defei
pre-Mississippian peak.

may

indicate both an earlier age at

ing and the use of cereal products as

moments.

;

we
we

ling foods.
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West Germany

%

proximately one-half year earlier than

The repeated occurrence of hypopla
within individuals revealed an annual

.

Most

of stress.

likely there

was a

sea-

food shortage. This seems to have

al

rsened in the period just before the
luiation

becomes completely "Missis-

pianized," suggesting that

it

provided a

and childhood

years. For example,

their

first

the above six indicators point to-

bones contain

year as compared to 13 percent

Even

of the pre-Mississippians.

who passed through
life

limited

for those

Ann

skeletons with the lowest levels of zinc had

a differential

expectancy. At fifteen years of age,

the highest frequency of infectious lesions.

This

change at Dickson. However,
y are not meaningful apart from an
ilysis of the pattern of death in these

an average of twenty-three more years,

was

while Mississippians could expect to

affected.

Healthy-looking

mlations.

example,
ividuals

may be the remains of young
who died outright because
weak

ir

bodies were too

e

of disease, injury,

)

cope in the
and other forms of
to

Conversely, skeletons that show

;ss.

ir

skeletons.

and tear

may be

those of individuals

survived during stressful times and

What caused
number

Dickson, however, the trend

is

un-

lives,

on average, than

population as a whole,
)irth

indi-

with fewer such indications. For
life

expectancy

decreased from twenty-six years

he pre-Mississippian to nineteen years

he Mississippian. The contrast
ly is

especially

in

mor-

pronounced during the

to a point

where health was

The population increase associated with

years.

this decline in health?

A

the changeover to agriculture probably

We do not believe that the population ever

Most of

threatened to exceed the carrying capac-

the elTect of agriculture on diet.
the health trends

may

be explained by a

ity

of the bountiful Dickson area (and

decline in diet quality. These include the

there are no signs of the environmental

trends in growth, development, mortality,

degradation one would expect to find

and

sources were overexploited). However, in-

nutritional disease, all four of

explanation

nutrition.

d shorter

on

also contributed to the decline in health.

example, enamel hypoplasias) also
aals

strong evidence that a diet of maize

of possibilities have been pro-

crease in

signs of stress

is

relied

posed. Lallo and others have emphasized

whose skeletons
and disease

biguous. Individuals

wed more

more

live

which

have obvious links to nutrition. The same

d to a ripe old age.
vt

for only eighteen

a physician in

Arbor, Michigan, showed that the

pre-Mississippians could expect to live for

lural

an element that is
maize. Building on this re-

in

a decrease in health associated with

'd

Mississippian

the

that

less zinc,

Wadia Bahou, now

search,

the dangerous early
is

found

Gilbert

22 percent of Mississippians died during

years of childhood, there

ionale for intensifying agriculture.
\\\

infant

may

be offered for the

in-

since

in-

infectious

creased susceptibility

ject

to

and seden-

density

coupled with intensification of
contact with outsiders, create opportuni-

be due to poor

infectious

population

tariness,

the spread of infectious disease.

ties for

George Milner of the University of Ken-

Furthermore, a population sub-

considerable

would be

diseases,

may

creased

if re-

tucky, while

disease

still

Northwestern

from other conditions, including increased rates of anemia
and mortality and decreased growth rates.
The link between diet and infectious
disease is bolstered by an analysis of trace
elements from tibial bone cores. Robert
likely to suffer

a graduate student at

argued

this

point in comparing Dickson with the

Kane

Mounds

University,

populations.

Cahokia,

Kane

major

the

is

located near

center

south

of

Dickson. Despite Kane's proximity to this
large center,

its

population density was
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lower than at Larson, the major ag-

ricuhural village of the Dickson popula-

Of

tion.

Kane had

the two,

the lower rate

of infectious diseases.

While the "agricultural hypothesis,"

in-

may have necessitated protec)
from outside groups. This would exp
why the Larson site was palisaded. 1(
internal and external strain may havcj

items

to the increase in traumatic patholog

To

cluding the effects of population pressure,

an explanation

offers

health data,

for

much

of the

doesn't automatically ac-

it

flow of perishable goods such as me;

and traumatic pathologies.
Poor nutrition and infectious disease may

hard to trace, but we can study the se
animal bones found at Cahokia am a

make

people more susceptible to degen-

However, the arthritic
conditions found in the Dickson skeletons,
involving movable joints, were probably
caused by strenuous physical activity. The
link, then, is not with the consumption of
an agricultural diet but, if anything, with
the physically taxing work of agricultural
erative
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Dickson village and butchering

sites,

distribution of animal bones at the arc
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examples of bone distributions in a
where trading has been ethnographic
logical sites

'

recorded. Further evidence

provide

is

data such as Milner's, which showed
health

Kane

at

shared

—a

Cahokia's power

in

;

community

—was

bt'

..

than at Dickson.

The trading of needed food for iten
symbolic value, to the point where he!
is

threatened,

may not seem to make

si

from an objective, outsider's perspec
But it is a situation that has been obsei
in historic and modern times. An inc
nous group learns that it can trade sc
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balanced diet

members do

not perceive that

long-term health and economic resuli

such trade are usually unfavorable,
are

such arrangements a result of

all

paradox centers on the relationship between Dickson and the Caho-

all

Mounds

The

builders of the Dick-

received

many

items

of

at Dickson is seen in most si
where there is a decline in acces

and control

over, resources. For exan"

lower classes

in

stratified

shorter lives and suffer

"

societies

more from ne

major diseases.
Agriculture

is

not invariably associ;

with declining health.
edited by

A

recent

voli

Mark N. Cohen and Georg
and

symbolic worth from the Cahokia region,

Armelagos,

such as copper-covered ear spools and ma-

Origins of Agriculture, analyzed he
changes in twenty-three regions of

Much

of the health

Paleopathology

Dickson had
been trading perishable foodstuffs for

world where agriculture developed,

these luxury items. In particular, the di-

concurrent decline

version of

meat

or fish to

if

Cahokia would

explain the apparent discrepancy between

and resources.
To have a food surplus to trade, individuals from the Dickson area may have in-

diet

tensified

their

agricultural

production

while continuing to hurtt and gather
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trace element data, however, suggest that
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something
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State

The

many

of these regions there was a
in health,

c'

while in

was little or no change or si
improvements in health. Perhaps a dec
is more likely to occur when agricultu
ers there

intensified in the hinterland of a polil

system. Groups living far

away from

centers of trade and power are apt to b

They may send the
market and rec

a disadvantage.

increase in degenerative conditions could

fruits of their labors to

have resulted from such a heavy workload. The system may also have put social

little in

return.

And

nomic hardship or

during times of

political turmoil,

!
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strain

may

nal strife.

sources are concentrated on maintain

in

the central parts of the system.
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The Rainmakers
A succession of individuals have devoted their talents
to

milking the clouds

—and the people

by Gerald Carson
When
tive

the

nomadic

societies of primi-

agricuhurists. they acquired a

down

sion authorities to allow

lar beliefs

and supplications

skies to give

it

a para-

The
such a goal was

and great chiefs and

priests arose to act as rainmakers.

common men

tercessors

They

or at least

charms,

presumably capable of

in-

concili-

ating the gods or angry spirits. All were,

according to the late social anthropologist
Sir

James George Frazer, "more or

less

for rain.

Plutarch, writing of a great battle that
in 102 B.C., believed that noise
produced rain. Since nature's rain was accompanied by thunder, people might get

occurred

the

achievable.

cleverer, guardians of secret

same

results in the

same way. This

association of ideas eventually

wrote that he had brought on rain by artillery fire. Church bells have been rung in

a balloon loaded with explosives. Rugj

France and Italy to jar the air and so wring
precipitation from the skies, and a modern

concussionist,

scholar,

Clark C. Spence, a professor of

in

Uganda,

down

when

Illi-

common

the Beaujolais wine districts almost to

the twentieth century."

the

or,

ideas

Nebraska State

as

the pasturage failed.

who

came

the idea

controlled the

phenomena of nature. Among the Greeks,
rain was supposed to come from the supreme deity, Zeus, who poured water
through a

sieve:

Homer speaks in the Iliad
The Romans" sky

of "the rain of Zeus."

god was

women

Jupiter. In

of

streaming

time of drought the

Rome, with bare
hair,

went

in

feet

and

procession up the

slope to the Capitol, seat of the Jupiter
cult, to offer prayers.
later,

And

a millennium

the people of Santa Barbara, in

southern California, petitioned the mis-

20
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Devices for making rain are set up in Nebraska. Drought
the Great Plains the natural habitat

send
anot

Production of Rain (1871).
Powers listed some two hundred bat
that were accompanied by rain. Si
most battles were fought in the tempei
zone, with rain expected on an averagi

water to draw

color of storm clouds. Later

of

to

ficial

sacrifice

of a pantheon of gods

scheme

Edward Powers, a Chic,
civil engineer, who wrote an influen
book. War and the Weather; or. The A

was believed to be effecprovided the animals were black, the

Animal
tive

set out pots of

the rain

in

history at the University of

has noted that "shooting with can-

encouraged

water on each other

or imitated the calls of aquatic birds

R

a ranch along the

So

that the effect resembles the cause.

to Daniel

former Confeder

who owned

non, handguns, and rockets, was

tribes squirted

gles of Virginia, a

in Texas, for a

One approach to rainmaking was based
upon sympathetic, or imitative, magic:

some

No. 230,067 was granted

Grande

nois,

like,

of the patriotic noise released during

old-fashioned Fourth. In 1880 U.S. pat

general,

out self-deception.

the notion that like produces

to

up their moisture. In
United States there was the opinion t
the Fourth of July is usually wet beca

weather control with concussion. In

American

is,

came

all po
connected with compelling

the sixteenth century Benvenuto Cellini

link

conscious deceivers," which does not rule

that

probably

procession through the town with prayers

nature's droughts could be controlled.

were wiser than

is

more abun-

would not come
and the crops would wither. But perhaps

so sorcerers

The concussion theory

most widespread and durable of

lyzing fear that the rains

And

to carry the

Virgin, Nuestra Seiiora del Rosario, in

dant food supply, and along with

wish led to the belief that

them

as

hunters and gatherers settled

of the rainmaker

makes
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about every three days, opponents pointed

he had hoped. Post had talked with

How-

to coincidence as the explanation.

Civil

and U.S. senator

ever, Powers, Ruggles,

and rain were connected. Rain
lowed thunder. Cannons made thund
Why not find out once and for all if a bo
fire

get the federal government into rainfall

experiments. In

1
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1 ,

without the blessing

of professional meteorologists, Congress

bardment of the sky could produce

directed the Department of Agriculture to

"I don't undertake the task of rain-maki

conduct experiments with explosives. The
tests were carried out by a Washington
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His family gathered around him on ihal chilly
November day to bid him final farewell. Papa put up
a brave facade.
He sensed his brother's awkwardness when they
embraced. And, most clearly, he felt a pang of sadness as he
looked for one last time into Mama's tearful eyes.
Then the approaching train's high-pitched shriek broke
the silence. And his family was suddenly left far behind.
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followed the magician's ministrations that
the deluge or his calves would drown.
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to California,

where he failed to milk the clouds near
Los Angeles. He died in 1906 doing what
he did best, dispatching trains for the Missouri Pacific at Coffeyville, Kansas.
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Rain Doctor. The newspapers were well
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supplied with accounts of the wonders the

without

cloud manipulator had performed or was

the rainmakers often won. In case

and they obliged by calling him
the Rain Wizard. His charge was $500 or
$150, according to what the traffic wou'd
bear, and he guaranteed to produce rain in
three days. Like most of the "precipitators" Melbourne promised "no rain
no
pay," but there were ways of juggling the
odds. Melbourne usually set up his apparatus at an agricultural fair where he released gases from chemicals he said were

cloudburst, a lawsuit for

going

to,

—

previously

unknown

to science.
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ory was that drops of moisture coagulated
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wrong place, the professor explained that
the wind had caused the gases to drift.
Sometimes rain followed Melbourne's
demonstrations and sometimes it didn't,
but the Rain Wizard's reputation was
badly damaged when it became known
that his secret equipment included a barometer and that the dates he chose for his

Melbourne's

versatile Missourian

archeology, and far
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Continental Rain-Making Company and
used both chemicals and a shotgun. A
"doctor" with the improbable name of
George Ambrosius Morrison Sykes, who
believed the earth was flat, was, despite
eccentricities, a salesman of such awesome capabilities that the New York
World said he could sell the Brooklyn
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performance coincided with the weather
forecasts of a popular almanac widely respected for the accuracy of its predictions.
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With

the Grain

Throughout the Third World,

it is

the staple that defines the

by Raymond Sokolov

We

talk, logically

enough, about staple

American diet. Wheat is cerbasic enough to the way we eat to

grains in our
tainly

qualify for this fundamental role in our
nutritional patterns. It

is

rightly called the

Corn is its nearest rival and
surpasses wheat altogether in the diets of
Native Americans and Hispanics. And we
staff of

all

life.

know

that other cultures have based

on other grains:
and so on.

their cuisines

barley, millet,

The general
ous.

rice, oats,

notion of a staple

A staple is a

is

obvi-

basic source of food en-

ergy, a starch or carbohydrate eaten at vir-

tually every meal. For

most people, staples

begin as grasses, whose seeds yield varying amounts of carbohydrate and protein,
as well as other nutriments.
ples

come from grains. The

But not all stapotato and the

cassava plant (manioc) are the chief exceptions to the crucial role of edible grass
in

human

survival.

But looking more closely at the specific
ways in which individual cultures employ
their staples, we can see immediately that
evolved Western cuisines have moved
some distance away from primary dependence on staples. For us, bread is the main
form in which wheat comes to the table.
At most, it is an accompaniment to the
main dishes of a menu. Restaurants and
cookbooks never list bread as a separate
course.

And many

of us in this country

eliminate bread entirely from our evening

meals (although we eat masses of

it

as

toast at breakfast or in sandwiches).

Even the more traditional French serve
bread as an ancillary part of their meals.
They, like us, fill their plates with animal
and
modern agriculdependably and with

protein, vegetables, dairy products,
all

the other foods that

ture can supply so

such delectable

variety.

To replace starch with meat as the center of the meal is a sign of prosperity, a
sign that a culture can afford to feed live-

stock with grain, quite inefficiently, instead of using

it

for

human fodder Italmuch like the rest

ians have taken this step

of the industrial West, but they have held

on to the pasta course as a starch-centered
reminder of a more basic diet.
Ironically, pasta

is

now

at the heart of

the vogue ofnouvelle cuisine. In three-star

in
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A Matter of Taste

Famine victims in Ethiopia cook grain supplied by a reliefprogram.
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ts'ai vessels.

A

says, thcfan-ts'ai dichoto

-^

s

basic to Chinese tiiinking about food

)

a Chinese cook presented with an
erican larder will produce a "Chinese"

^jl

constructed according to the fan-

li

BEING

CAN

KNOWN AS A NUMBER
PERSONAL THING.

BE A VERY

principle.

i

he universality of

this principle

has

al-

num-

;d Chinese to assimilate a wide

of staples in the/a« category: rice, mil-

sorghumlike grain),
at, maize, buckwheat, yam, and sweet
ito. In our Chinese restaurants virtukao-liang

the only

(a

fan we normally see

the basic principle

is

is

rice,

graphically

illus-

when ethnic Chinese sit down at the
and deposit the ts'ai part of the meal

ed
e

Dp of their rice, usually served in a sep-

and then consume the two

e bowl,

of food in combination,

!s

American diners

ypical

Chinese

restaurant

rice entirely.

I

an Ameri-

in

dispense

often

Waiters have learned to

Americans if they want
And even Americans who do

starch-averse
-der rice.

never think of

rice

;r

it

as the indis-

how-

iable center of the meal. Like us,

according

Chinese,

the

;

add more

ng,

of ts 'ai to their/an
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thought,
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Hun-

rice-based cuisines of Asia.
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Is

Better than 0^ Jogging,

else.

ways

is

rice
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and somefirst and
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there.
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west Africa, this principle operates

1

most

s

basic. Millet reigns

ed as a porridge or
ves,"
s

it
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by millet's
human consump-

th food stores, impressed

value, carry

makes an

It

for

it

interesting alternative to

or potatoes in a standard

And

1.

serving millet from time to

an easy way to give ourselves a

is

he taste of staple grains

in

them every

is,

of course,

day. Rice connoisseur-

the Far East

is

not just a fetish of

mets. Everyone cares about distinci

:

of texture and perfume. Rice

may

become

rizi-

ire

a staple grain because

was practical

for survival, but

imagine Asia without

:ase of a rice

famine,

it

it is

it.

it

In

would not solve

Droblem to ship wheat flour across the
fie.

skiing

is

often cited by physiologists
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dried
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supreme;

in solid,
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mption that a meal
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Millennia of habituation to rice

d not be easily wiped

away by good

J3

.

and classes

breadmaking.

the seeds available from the outside, and

At the very least, an immense effort of
palatal and culinary reeducation would be

portation could be found to bring even

the government appa-

those undesirable seeds to them. But there

intentions

required, with
ratus

and

all

in

social control that

such a com-

many

Ethiopians would be lucky

was apparently nowhere

if

trans-

at all to turn for

normal life implies.
This is exactly what seems to be happening in Ethiopia, where the authoritarian

teff seed.

Mengistu regime

grain. In a generation or two, if the rains

plete disruption of

attempting to force

is

Perhaps there are worse disasters than
the disappearance of a diet based on a rare

the populace to accept the grain ship-

hold up and the four-wheel-drive trucks

ments sent by generous outside countries
to alleviate the famine brought on by

get through, Ethiopians will have forgot-

years of drought.

ten teff and will have switched to
injera or

The problem in Ethiopia is
severe. Added to the general

especially

way

conditions

sarily.

that have plagued the entire sub-Saharan

—

bad weather, political
and primitive transport facilities
the very special problem of Ethiopia's
Sahel region
moil,

tur-

—

is

sta-

Teff {Eragrostis abyssinica)

the cor-

is

nerstone of Ethiopian culinary culture.

cooked

and then

into flour, fermented,
like a large

pancake,

the basis

it is

for injera, Ethiopia's unique, flat,

bread. In a typical meal, the table

spongy
is

cov-

ered with injera, and other foods are ar-

ranged on

top. Still other pieces of injera

are provided, and diners pick

up food from

the food has been

all

from the

is

this

where

it is

name

sometimes planted as an orna-

The English-language vernacular

of the genus

is

"love grass," a direct

Greek Eragrostis. Garden Magic Company (RO. Box 6570,
Zephyr Cove, NV 89449) sells the seed.
No doubt there is not nearly enough
translation of the

now to supply the
needs of millions of Ethiopians. But there
could be. If the U.S. Department of Agriseed available right

culture

promoted

large-scale

planting

American farmers could resupply Ethiopia with all the seed it needs to resume its

a major

ture would be saved, and

In Ethiopia, the lack of teff
political issue.

is

On-scene news reports at

the beginning of the

summer

indicated

that most of the teff seed in Ethiopia

had

been eaten during the famine. And even
though the rains had finally come, it
looked as though farmers would have to
plant sorghum and potatoes. Those were

Raymond Sokolov
cial interest is

3.

cup millet meal

Mix

salt (optional)

the millet meal with enough cold

water to make a thin paste.
Bring 1 '/2 cups water to a boil
heavy pan, with salt if used.

COLONIAL TOWNS Steeped

Pour the meal paste

It

should

meal

to

expand

minutes

take

1

fully

and

5

for the

1.

2.

porridge.

fully

on each
Yield:

plate.
1

to 2 servings
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Bring 2 cups of water (or stock) to a
in a heavy saucepan with the
crushed bay leaf and salt.
Add millet in a slow stream. Reduce
heat and simmer slowly for 15 minutes, uncovered.
Add remaining ingredients, stir, and
simmer another 5 minutes, or until the
boil

to soften to the consistency of

To serve, dip a large spoon into water
and then into the luo. Put a scoop care-

The mystery of

our ancient cultures

enticing cuisines. Visit Puebia,

into the boiling

ens, stir to prevent burning.

hisl

Cuernavaca, Taxco, Oaxaca, Meridal

ARCHAEOLOGY

cup millet

teaspoon ground nutmeg
2 tablespoons oil
2 tablespoons vinegar
2 tablespoons brown sugar

a

Lower heat so that the water
barely simmers. As the mixture thick-

in

and charm. Visit Guana|uato, sl
Miguel de Allende. Morelia, Puebla.l
tory

1

Vs

in

Guaymas.

crushed bay leaf

Vz-\ teaspoon salt

water.

4.

Loreto,

offood.

I

2.

Mazatlan, Puerto Vallarta, Manzanill
Ixtapa-Zihuatanejo, Los Cabos,

a writer whose spethe history and preparation

(Adapted from Adelle Davis's Let's Cook
It Right, New American Library)

teaspoon

miles of

beaches and sunshine year-round.
Visit Acapuico, Cancun, Cozumel,

is

(West African millet dish adapted from
Ellen Gibson Wilson's A West African
Cookbook, Avon Books)
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an extremely powerful bargaining chip
with which to exert benign pressure on the
Mengistu regime for democratic reform.
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Ask your travel agent
on the the following:

traditional teff cuisine. In the end, a cul-

eaten.
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The drooping flower panicles of
wave in American gardens,

plant

been aband

torn apart

itself

unnecces-

consumed

table, the injera that has

sorbing the juices

lost,

Teff seed does exist, right here in this
country.

OFflleXICQ

potatoes. But a unique

have been

through subsidies and price supports in
the time-honored manner, in a few years,

the table with torn-off pieces of the bread.

After

mashed

life will

mental.

ple grain, teff.

Ground

of

.-t-fWiJ

sorghum

millet

is

quite tender.
Yield; 4 servings
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After emergingfrom a night's rest in the ventilation shaft of a termite mound,
a group of dwarf mongooses may spend a half an hour or so on their toilet before
starting off on the day's foraging expedition. Hornbills, birds that frequently associate

with mongooses, wait in nearby trees for the food search to begin.
J

B Davidson
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A Tarn Life Story
dwarf mongcxjse forms
an unlikely partnership with the desert birds

In eastern Kenya, the

by O. Anne Rasa
Any

of mutualistic

list

relationships

would be heavily weighted toward the
highly organized, impersonal world of the
insects.

The

and

story of ants protecting

"milking" their cattlelike aphids, for ex-

ample,
is

is

well known.

Much

less

common

among warm-

evidence of mutualism

blooded vertebrates, and mutualistic

rela-

tionships that cross taxonomic class lines,

between birds and mammals, are esTaru Desert of
Kenya, I discovered just such a mutualism
between the dwarf mongoose Helogale
parvula and two species of hornbill. This
say,

pecially rare. But in the

appears to be

relationship

known mutualism

the

closest

any vertebrates and
is comparable only to that found between
ants and other insect species.
The Taru Desert is an enormous, fiat
area of semidesert bushland, dominated
by the frankincense tree. It extends sixty
miles inland from the coast of Kenya and
stretches from the Tanzanian border in
the south to the Somali border in the
north. The region's only water sources are
water holes, which are dry for more than
for

From January

half the year.

hottest time of the year,

reach 11 6°

F

animals that

in the shade.
live

must be able
food.

to

To

permanently

to obtain

March, the

temperatures
survive, the
in

the Taru

water from their

Among the species indigenous to this

harsh environment are the highly social

dwarf mongooses and dry-bush hornbills.
Dwarf mongooses live in matriarchal
families
in my study area there were
about twelve animals in each group and
display a highly advanced degree of division of labor and altruistic behavior. Depending generally on its age and sex, a
mongoose may serve the group by baby-

—

sitting,

—

attacking predators, driving

away

intruding mongoose groups, or acting as a
to warn of a predator's approach.
These roles, however, are not exclusive or
permanent, and any group member can
take over any of them as needed. Dwarf
mongooses are also the only mammals, except humans, known to care for sick and

guard

injured

such

members of the group. Reports of
(

"nursing"

behavior

in

lions,

ele-

phants, and dolphins have so far not been
scientifically

The

documented.)

smallest of

all

mongooses, dwarf

37

;

Two dwarfmongooses, right, perch on top of a termite mound
and stand guard while the rest of the groupforages. Their task is to alert the
group by repeating a loud warning call when raptors or other predators approach.
When hornbills join aforaging group, below, the mongooses often employ fewer
guards, taking advantage of the bird's ability to stop predators.
O,

Anne Rasa

mongooses are almost entirely insectivorous. Unlike their more strictly carnivorous relatives, they feed mainly on beetles
and grasshoppers, but mice and larger arthropods, such as spiders, scorpions, and
centipedes, are a preferred part of their

Their preferences for grasshoppers

diet.

and larger prey items overlap almost entirely vi'wh those of the two hornbill species
with which they associate
the Von der
Decken's hornbill {Tockus deckeni) and

—

the yellow-billed hornbill {T.flavirostris).

The

hornbills' family

life,

while not as

gregarious as the mongooses',
tightly knit affair.

is

Once mated,

also a

the birds

stay together for several years.

A

close

bond is important because during
nesting
which may take place twice a
year
the female is entirely dependent on
her mate for her survival and that of their
pair

—

—

young. Hornbills nest

in holes that

find in living trees. After the

they

female has

one or two eggs, she gradually walls
mud and feces,

laid

herself in with a mixture of

leaving only a small

slit

open

to the out-

side.

The

male

to feed her but too small to allow a

slit is

big enough to allow the

predator, even a snake, to enter.

thus immured, the female molts
flight

and

tail

feathers

and

is

While
all

unable to

her
fly.

and her new
grown does she break down
the protective wall and join her mate in
provisioning the chicks. At this point, she
usually has spent from six to seven weeks

Only

after the eggs hatch

feathers have

within the nest cavity.

The

elder of her chicks immediately re-

As each chick matures, it,
breaks out. With each breakout, the

builds the wall.
too,

wall

has

is

left

each young hornbill
Although the hornbill's

rebuilt until

the nest.

social life differs dramatically

from that

adsimilis),

and lilac-breasted rollers {CorAs the mongooses wan-

acias caudata).

dered through the tussocky grass, the
hornbills

hopped behind or

right in the

middle of the group, while the other birds
fluttered from tree to tree to keep up. Ev-

Such patience suggests
it.

likely the

one night

soon realized that the birds, especially

the hornbills, actively sought the association with the little

mammals. Dwarf mon-

accompanr

may wander more than one-third o

and moths flew up, only to be caught, usuby one of the birds. At first 1
thought the birds were simply stealing potential prey from the mongooses. Only after observing the animals and collecting
data for months did I become aware of the
1

birds that

cause dwarf mongooses are nomadic
they

true extent of the relationship.

same

the mongooses on the previous day. I

erywhere the mongoose group passed
through the grass, grasshoppers, locusts,
ally in midair,

that the wait

And the birds' arrival at the rij
termite mound suggests that they are ve
worth

mile per day and rarely spend more th

same termite mound—,
on more th
luck to locate the mound.
At times, the Von der Decken's and y:
low-billed hornbills become agitated di
ing the mongooses' morning ritual and i
is

in the

likely that the birds rely

tively

attempt to hasten the mongoos)

departure from the mound. At
they adopt what
havior,

I

call their

this poi

"chivying"

which usually involves

flying

l

or,

mound, landing among the groomii

gooses generally seek shelter at night in

the

the ventilation shafts of active termite

mongooses, and walking demonstrative

may have regular
much as a

of the mongoose, elaborate cooperative

mounds. The hornbills

behavior characterizes both systems and

roosting areas, sometimes as

wait briefly before repeating the procei

may have

toward the base of the mound, where

mile and a half away, but in the morning,

This sequence continues until the

mutualistic association.

they arrive and wait in the trees around

gooses leave.

The first time 1 encountered a group of
mongooses foraging in the Taru Desert,
they were accompanied by a large flock of
birds. Von der Decken's and yellow-billed
hornbills were present, as were the smaller

the

aided the evolution of their

red-billed hornbills (7^ erythrorhynchus),

white-crowned shrikes (Eurocephalus anguitimens), African drongos {Dicrurus
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mound

up to three-quarters of an
first mongoose emerges.
The birds may then wait another half hour
for all the mongooses to finish their morning toilet on the mound (a ritual that involves grooming, defecating, and marking
hour

until

for

the

territories with their scents) before start-

ing off on the daily foraging expedition.

The

birds

may

adopt a

th!

mc
mc

extreme form of chivying if they ha
waited for more than an hour for the mc
gooses to emerge from the mound in t
morning, in such a case, a bird

flies do\j

onto the mound, peers into the

ventilatii

and calls, making a rhythrr
"wok-wok-wok" sound. This approa
gets a quick response; the mongooses a
shafts,

O Anne

Rasa

hiding from avian predators.
a group

is

day and attacked

#

Many

On

average,

disturbed by raptors 12 times a
1.3 times.

— but not —of the
all

raptors that

prey on mongooses also prey on the horn-

The

bills.

predators

response

hornbilis'
is

avian

to

straightforward: they explode

and land in the nearest
where they hide among the branches
while making very slow "wok" sounds.
The mongooses have developed a more
into vertical flight

tree,

complicated,

contrast, share the mongooses' taste for

roundings while the rest of the group

mice and large arthropods, and

ages.

partners in the association. They, too,

The two hornbilis,

its diet.

is

it

in

in

ear to count on their morning rendez-

competition for these items that they have

Sometimes there are no hornbilis
ting in the trees when the mongooses
;rge from the mound because the birds
e been disturbed in the early morning

the advantage.

s.

by predators or large herds of unguMore commonly, the disturbance

rs
s.

The mongooses are effecand flushing a mouse, for

tive in finding

example, from
grass, but
ile

if it

escapes them, the more ag-

hornbilis are

nal capture.

hiding place in the

its

more

Of

all

likely to

make

the

fi-

the birds, therefore,

taken place the previous evening, driv-

these two large hornbill species are the

they could see

ones with the most to gain from associat-

off the hornbilis before

the mongooses had taken shelter for

;re

night. In either case,
ear, the

when no hornbilis

mongooses are slow

to begin

day's foraging, taking almost twice as

1

mound, even when other
are present. And if either Von

ing with the mongooses. This
plain

why

weren't in

may also ex-

saw them when they
the mammals' company.
I

rarely

Interestingly, hornbilis never

attempt to

young mongooses, even though they

to leave the

kill

species

are smaller than the rats that hornbilis are

I

Decken's or yellow-billed hornbilis arbefore the mongooses have given up
left

without them, the mongooses then
quickly:

art

ted, the faster

longer

the

they

hornbill species

ause

is

same

for the

mongooses eat

foods, hornbilis can

from the mongooses' foraging efBut the Von der Decken's and yel-

fit

s.

-billed hornbilis are not the

wn

only birds

mongooses. Why,
n, has the mutualism evolved only been the mongooses and these two spe?

to

follow

the

All of the other bird species are just

ikely to forage in mixed-species bird

ks as
up.
iup

1

they are to join a mongoose

have often seen these birds leave a

of mongooses to join a passing flock,

nificantly, these

known
sions,

other birds feed pri-

and

to catch

eat.

On many

occa-

have seen a hornbill pick up a
for an

I

young mongoose that was begging

by an adult, fling the little
side, and then try to steal
the insect from the adult mongoose's
mouth. Most likely, the juvenile monfor
gooses simply don't behave like prey
one thing, they don't respond to the hornbills as raptors
but whatever the reason,
insect held

mammal

easy to understand:

and

hornbilis

of the

fiy

have

they leave.

advantage of the association

'he

the

of

—

group usually a subadult male climbs
to an elevated position in a tree or on a termite mound, from which it scans the sur-

means pas-

larger prey in

the mongooses are by no

member

marily on smaller insects; none includes

lin four minutes.
lut

—

antipred-

effective

One

mound

immediately and leave the

r

highly

behavior.

ator

to

one

—

—

hornbilis

show no

inclination to kill the

goose that lays the golden egg.
For the mongooses, the advantage of
the association

is

based on protection from

predators, especially birds of prey.

Taru

is

rich in raptors, not only in the

ber of species but also
dividual birds.

It is

in the

The
num-

number of in-

also along one of the

main migration routes
intra-African migrants.

for Palearctic

and

Mongooses spend

about 18 percent of their foraging time

for-

Should it sight a predator, the guard
warns the group by repeating a loud warning call; variations in the call indicate

whether the predator
ground.

is

in the air or

on the

On hearing the warning, the other

members

of the group run for cover

—

in

termite mounds, in holes, under bushes,

and in fallen trees.
Depending largely on how fast or slow
the group is moving, as many as six guards

may

be present at one time: the slower the

rate of foraging, the larger the

guards.

On

average,

number

guard duty

of

lasts

about fifteen minutes, but it may stretch
to three-quarters of an hour. During this

Guarding is the
most dangerous of the many roles played
by the members of the mongoose group.
The guards usually bring up the rear of
the foraging group, and the only successful attacks I have observed on adult montime, guards do not feed.

gooses have been on guards running to

catch up to the rest of the group, which

may have wandered more
away.

The guard has

alone and

is

than 250 feet

to cover this distance

thus especially vulnerable to

an attack from the air.
The speed of the group, howeser. is not
the only factor that determines the number of guards.

1

compared how many

guards were present at any one time with

number of birds accompanying the
at that moment and was surprised
find a strong correlation: the more birds

the

group
to

that are present, the fewer guards there
are.

With

seen as

ten hornbilis or

many

as

more

(I

twenty-six), the

have

mon-
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Kenneth Rnk; Bruce Coleman

The yellow-billed hornbill.

right

and below,

is

one ofseveral bird

As the little mammals
way through the grass, they disturb a variety of insects and other
arthropods, many of which are snatched up by the agile birds. Bottom: The smallest
of all mongooses, the dwarf mongoose is primarily insectivorous, but it will prey on
mice when the opportunity arises.
species that benefit from foraging with mongooses.

work

0.

their

Anne Rasa

gooses often go so far as to put up no

guards at

all,

seeming

the hombills to warn

approach.

When

to rely entirely

them of a

on

predator's

the birds spot a predator

and give their warning, the mongooses run
and hide, rarely bothering to utter warning calls of their own.

Such a system can work only if the
all mongoose predators,

hombills warn of

regardless of whether the birds themselves
are at risk. (Although the two hombills

and the dwarf mongoose have many of the
same predators to worry about, some raptors attack the mongoose but not the

Many bird species have an inborn
knowledge of what the raptors that prey
on them look like; this enables them to flee
at the first sight of an appropriately sized
or shaped bird or even a shadow. If such
knowledge is inbom rather then leamed, I
doubted that the hombills would be able
to recognize and respond to predators that
threaten only the mongooses. And yet
birds.)

they do.

Some of the Taru's raptors are too

small (for example, the shikra, Accipiter

badius) or too weak (the grasshopper buzzard) to capture hombills, even young
ones, which,

by the time they emerge from

the nest hole, are as large

—

if

not larger

than their parents. Both these birds, however, elicit

waming

responses from the

mongoose young.
brown snake eagle
{Circaetus cinereus), and the pale chanting goshawk (Melierax poliopterus) are
the most dangerous mongoose predators.
Von der Decken's and yellow-billed
hombills. and both

The buzzard,

kill

the

hombills are apparently also able to identify birds

of prey that are not a threat to

the mongooses. Neither the birds nor the

mongooses are alarmed by the

kestrel

{Falco tinnunculus), the lesser kestrel

{F.

naumanni), or the red-footed falcon (F.
vespertinus). These relatively small raptors are Palearctic migrants, and by the
time they arrive in the late spring, the
young mongooses are already too large for
them to catch. Sometimes, kestrels and
falcons even join the foraging group.
Thus, what appeared initially to be a
fairly simple exchange of benefits
with
the mongooses flushing food for the birds,
in retum for the birds announcing the approach of predators has turned out to be

—

—
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a complicated mutualism of, most likely,

long

evolutionary

gooses'

standing.

"commitment"

The mon-

to the relationship

has led them to alter their guarding behavior

—a highly

effective (albeit

dangerous

to the individual guard) intraspecific de-

fense

against

predators.

The hombills

leam to recognize and respond
do not threaten them but do
threaten the mongoose, while at the same
have had

to

to raptors that

time passing up opportunities to atta
young mongooses. Both bird and mamn
benefit substantially from the associati(
and both have altered their behavior t(
degree not previously reported for any
cial vertebrates involved in

a mutualis

To survive the Taru desi
environment, mongooses and hombi
seem to have adopted the motto:
relationship.

gether

we

stand, divided

we

fall."
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Travel with the lecturers of the

American Museu
Alaska Wildlife Adventure

June 27-July

10, 1986.
Majestic Glacier Bay. Awesome Mount
Denali (McKinley). Tundras, flower-filled
meadows, icebergs, cragg\' peaks, volcanos.
"&U owe yourself the sight of .Americas great
wilderness. Juneau. Katmai National Park.
The Chugach .Mountains. Nanana River. See
humpback and killer whales, mountain
goats, caribou, moose, grizzly and Kodiak
bears, Dall sheep and countless shore birds.
Optional excursion to the remote Pribilof
Islands (July 10-14). Basic Tour cost: S4,500.
per person.*

The Natural

History of Hawaii
Feb. 19-March 4, 1986.
Discover the rich marine life and geology of
Hawaii from a naturalists vantage point \'iew
Humpback whales at the height of the mating
and calving season. Explore tidal pools, lava
tubes, and lush valleys. Exotic fish, waterbirds,
sea turtles, tree ferns, fuschia flowers. Panoramic \istas. .\ncient animistic rock can-ings.
SI, 995. per person.*

Caribbean Christmas on the
Sea Cloud
Dec. 22, 1986-Jan. 5, 1987.
Celebrate Christmas and New
Years sailing aboard the legendary tall ship, Sea Cloud.

On

deck with 36

sails set,

you

will

French Caves and Castle

May 2-15,

Museum art historians

enjoy an exhilirating experience

toric

\'iew

Museum

lecturers for

swimming, snorkeling and
birding at ports-of-call which
include -Antigua, St Martin,
St Bartholomew, Martinique,

towns and churches,
famous art collecdon

and cave

art

normally not

available to the public. S3,

per person.*

Anthropology Tour to

Morocco
March 21 -April

Barbados, Mustique and Palm
Island. 55,290-6,890. per person.

with your escape from winter. Archeological
excavations, jungles, verdant coasts and dramatic mountain ranges. The F\Tamid of
Quetzalcoatl, Oaxaca, .Mida, Monte .llban,
Palenque, Campeche, Uxmal, Chichen Itza,
Merida. The anthropology- museum of Mexico
Citv The gardens of Cuernavaca. Xochicalco.
Zempoala. Puebla. Teotihuacan.
52,300. per person*

1986

Trinidad and Tobago \\lldlife Tour
April 14-23, 1986.
A snorkelers and birders paradise! An underwater rainbow of tropical fish and coral. Sandy
beaches, lush rain forests with trogons, kingfishers. Scarlet Ibis, boobies, Motmots, Chachalacas. 51,950. per person.*

blanca.

Mosques, mark

palaces, archeological

Feb. i6-Miirch 6
to

Morocco .March

21-.-\pril

Experience the unrivaled diversity' of fauna and flora,
the beaut\' and tranquility' of natures mightiest river:
the^\mazon. Over 4,000 bird species. Exquisite butterflies. Sloths, tapirs, caimen, capybaras, giant tree
frogs and more. A mysterious environment full of
contrasts. Ceiba trees, giant \'ictoria lilies, orchidladen trees. Optional extension to the famed Incan
sites of Cuzco and Machu Picchu (June 28-July 3).
Basic Tour cost: 51,498. per person.*

Zambia, Zimbabwe and
Botswana Safaris
Sept 12-28 or Sept 26-Oc

n Alaska Wildlife .Adventure June 27-]uIy 14
G Voyage of the Vikings: Oslo to Dublin .August 12-28
n Art and Archeology Tour to Tibet and China
10

n The Classical Mediterranean aboard Sea Cloud

D Artand Archeolog\ Tour to Israel and Jordon

Oct. 10-26
22,

1986-Jan. 5, 1987

American

Museum

of

Natural
History

Name

Discovery Tours
•Address

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, New York 10024
Cit>-

B

1

2

State

Zip

moon will grace our stay at
breathtaking \'ictoria Falls.
Superb birding and big gar}
viewing. Black and \Miite
Rhinoceros, elephants, gin
zebra, wild dogs, hyenas. S

1

Caribbean Christmas aboard Sea Cloud Dec.
Wildlife .Ad\enturc June 21-28

Luangwa and Wanki Natio
Oka^ango Delta
the Kalahara Desert The ft

Parks, the

Sept. 12-28 or Sept. 26-OcL 12

East.African Safari SepL 25-Oct. 19

Trinidad and Tobago Wildlife Tour.\pril 14-23
French Castles and Caves .May 2-15

1986.
Join nature and photograpl
experts in one of the world
greatest wildlife areas: the

China: the.Ancient Silk Route Sept. 17-Oct.

D Oriental Passage: Singapore to Athens .April 4-May 7

May 10-22
D Amazon

51,750. per person.*

Amazon Wildlife Adventure

n Zambia. Zimbabwe and Botswana Safaris:

5

and Frenc
mai

left their

June 21-28, 1986.

.August 16-Sept. 13

D The Natural Historv' of Hawaii Feb. 19-March 4
nAnthropolog\Tour

1

c

casbahs, museums, ton
culmral crossroads whe
Phoenician, Roman, Tu
influences

MUSEUM EXPEDITIONS

D Archeology' Tour to Mexico Jan. 6-30
n EgT,pt, the .Nile and an ,-\ncient Culture Feb. 9-March
n Voyage through .Melanesia: New Guinea to Fiji

5, 198^

view of a dr
land. Mountains, oases,
beautiful coast Marraki
Fes, Tangier, Rabat Cas

.\n insider's

.\rab, Jewish

Archeolog},' Tour to Mexico
Jan. 6-30, 1986.
Mexico's colorful histor\' and landscapes blend

anc

paleontologists. Explore h

no standard Caribbean cruise
program ofliers. During the holidays join

1986.

Discover prehistoric caves
medieval casfles, chateaus
and gastronomic delights

(212)

873-1440

per person.*

Natural History
1986 Discovery Tours
I

lassical Mediterra^board the Tall Ship

Voyage of the Vikings: Oslo
August 12-28, 1986.

md
)-26, 1986.

36

s

sails set,

to

Dublin

Runde Island, Geirangertjord, Nordtjord,
Flamm, Bergen, the Shetlands, Orkneys,

Sea Cloud

new dimension to
ng the Mediterranean,
im Athens to Naples as
:ients did. Discover
ini, Crete, OKinpia,
Syracuse, Sicily and
ii. Share the insights of
\

Hebrides, Wales and Dublin. Norse traditions,
Welsh castles, ancient monoliths. Breathtaking landscapes. Countless seabirds. Shedand ponies. Exquisite gardens. Join

Celtic artwork,

Museum
ists

anthropologists, natural-

and geologists on the

luxur}' ship, Uliria.

Optional extension to southwestern Ireland.
Basic Tour cost: $5,045. to $6,845. per person.*

ca! art historian, geoloj naturalist.

art historians,

S4,990. to

per person.*

rcheology Tour to Israel and Jordan
Carmel, the Sea of Galilee, Capernum,

Dead

10, 1986.
splendid trips deep into the interior of
China. In Tibet visit Lhasa and Shigatse with
e.xtraordinars' monasteries and Himalayan
landscapes. PlusXian, Guilan and Beijing. On

Dunhuang, Turfan,
Urumqui, Linyan, Lanzhou.
Tibet: $6,500.* per person.
Silk Route: $4,000.* per person.

azareth, Jericho, Jerusalem, Bethlehem,
lassada, the

Sept 17-Oct

Two

the Silk Route travel to

lay 10-22, 1986.
It

Art and Archeology Tour to Tibet and China
August 16-Sept 13, 1986.
China: The Ancient Silk Route

Sea, Petra, Aquaba. Dis-

3ver a wealth ofJudaic,

Roman,

Islamic,

Byzantine and Crusader sites. An outanding itinerary with constant reminders of
miliar literan,' and cultural references. S2,342
r person.*

Voyage Through Melanesia:

jrkish,

gypt, the Nile and an Ancient Culture
eb. 9 to March 1, 1986.
iew of the Nile that few travelers achieve,
he wonders of an ancient ci\'i!ization, plus the
itural histor)' and geography that influenced

ese extraordinar)' cultures. London, and a
the British Museum. Cairo, and

lecial visit to

en a 600-mile cruise to antiquity' on the
odern Nile Star, stopping at all the major sites
Assuan. With a Museum naturalist, geologist
id Egyptologist. $4,150. to $4,540. per person
icludes airfare London-Cairo-London).*

New Guinea to
Oriental Passage: Singapore to

Athens By Sea
April

4-May

7,

1986.

A luxur\' cruise

Islands,

maritime

mons, Santa Cruz Islands and

silk

along the ancient
route at the peak of

Haley's Comet! The Strait of
Malacca, Burma, India, Sri
Lanka, Omen, Yemen, the Red
Sea, Egypt Jordan, the Suez
Canal and Athens. Buddhist
Hindu, Moslem, Egyptian and

the Solo-

Exquisite artwork, striking
and exotic perfor-

cultures,

and lush jungles. All with expert

Museum

Museum

Roman

temples, desert
art historians,

cities,

anthro-

anthropologists,

marine

pologists, naturalists, geologists

naturalists,

and astronomers aboard the
superb yacht ////rw. $8,095.-

geologists. Optional pre-cruise

East African Safaris
19,

Fiji.

New Britain,

mances. Stunning coral atolls
and volcanic islands explored on
land and enjoyed from the comfort of your luxur,' passenger
yichl, I/liria. Pamper your
senses and stimulate your mind.

$10,695. per person.*

Sept 25-Oct

Fiji

Feb. 16-March 6, 1986.
Cruise from New Guinea to the
Trobriand and Marshall Bennet

1986.

Explore the world famous game
parks of Kenya, Tanzania and
Rwanda. Mount Karisimbi with
its mountain gorillas. Lake
Manyara, the Serengeti, Ngorongoro Crater, Amboseli, Mount
Kilimanjaro, Aberdare, Samboro,
Maasai Mara. Deluxe tented
camps. Excellent lodges and
custom-designed safari vehicles
put you where the game is.
Optional extension to Rwanda
for viewing gorillas and more
stunning birds and big game.

$4,500. per person.*

*AJ1 prices and dates are subject to minor changes, do not
include international airfare unless indicated, and are
based on two persons sharing a room. Single and triple
share prices, and details of price inclusions are quoted in
each brochure.

biologists,

program to New Zealand. Basic
Tour cost: $5,386 to $6,989.*

Solomon Butcher's Pioneers
An itinerant Nebraska photographer captured a generation ofsodbusters
by John
was

E. Carter

raw and powerful and new,
Solomon D.
Butcher, an itinerant Nebraska photographer, captured the land and the homeIt

land,

that brought people west.

who

A

railroads of the

huge grants of land given

them by the government, provided the
means by which any settler could obtain a
piece of land, a piece of the dream. The se-

who

ductive advertisements of both the gov-

photographed pioneers. Butcher left a legacy of nearly four thousand prints and

ernment and the railroads drew thousands
west, offering a new promised land, a virtual garden of Eden.

steaders

settled

it.

pioneer

negatives that bring us face to face with

Among

the generation that settled the vast prairie

the thousands

who answered

lands of Nebraska. Since 1912 these im-

the siren call was

ages have been accessible, a prized part of
the research collections of the Nebraska

was born

State Historical Society.

Thomas Jetferson Butcher. In 1 860 Solomon's father moved his family to Winona,
Illinois, where he got a job with the Illinois

When

photography was invented,
young America was beginning to stretch

new

into the

trans-Mississippi West,

and

the

in Virginia

child

first

locomotives.

guerre's successful photographic process

his

1

839, image makers were pressing onto

the frontier.

Few

pictures from. this early

period have endured, and

we can

only

of

on January 24, 1856,
Esther Ullom and

Central Railroad pumping water for their

within ten years of the revelation of Dain

Solomon D. Butcher. He

Young Butcher completed

high school education there

and

in

1874

for a time that year apprenticed to a

and learned the

tintypist

art

and science of

photography.

imagine the vision of the fresh world
found by those who first photographed the

secure job with the railroad to take a

lands of the Louisiana Purchase.

homestead

With

the end of the Civil War,

America

In

1

880 Butcher's father abandoned
in

Custer County, Nebraska.

March

Early in

his

1

880, accompanied by his

once again began its westward exodus,
and the government launched exploratory

father, his nineteen-year-old brother,

surveys into the vast reaches of the frontier. Before the Civil War, most surveys

trek from Illinois to Nebraska, some seven
hundred miles, in two covered wagons.
Seven weeks of travel ended when they

were accompanied by artists who recorded what they saw with pencil and
brush. In the postwar surveys, cumbersome photographic equipment replaced
the sketch pad in capturing the breathtaking plains, deserts, and mountains of the
West.

As

railroads cut across the plains

and snaked

his brother-in-law,

where Solomon and

to

Grand

the

also the land that the tracks crossed.

shelter

was

completed
and West, the stage

set for a great experiment. Influenced

by the Jeffersonian vision of a nation of
yeoman farmers. Congress passed the
Homestead Act of 1 862 and the Timber
Culture Act of 1874. This legislation, together with the sale at low prices by the

his father

each took a

had an adequate supply of water (an important concern on the prairie), they went

took photographers with them, recording
not only the progress of construction but
in 1869, the railroads

and
on the

claim. After determining that their claims

file

When,

set out

arrived in northeastern Custer County,

into the mountains, they, too,

the joining of East

Solomon

Island, ninety miles southeast, to

for their properties in

compliance with

Homestead Act.

When

they returned to their claims,

became an immediate concern.
Construction with sod (or Nebraska marble, as the locals called it)

ple as
trick

might

it

was

grass that

systems.

was not as sim-

at first appear.

The

first

to locate the proper stand of

grew dense, dirt-holding

root

A special breaking plow was used

to cut the

sod into long ribbons eighteen

inches wide. These ribbons of sod were

then cut again into three-foot lengths with
a spade or corn knife, and the sections,
From Solomon D Butcher: Photographing the
American Dream, by John E. Carter. Copyright
©1985 by University of Nebraska Press. Reprinted
by permission ot Unuersity of Nebraska Press.
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three inches thick, were then laid like
bricks to form walls.
in

"My first experience

sod laying," reported Butcher, "con-

Posed in front of their sod house, a family of homesteaders faces Solomon Butcher's
camera (1886). A family's possessions and livestock were as much apart of Butcher's
images as the people themselves.
All

nholographs Iron the Solomon D Butcher Collection, Nebraska State Historical Society.

.. *-
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x,^„

wearing out

diSZ

"AJ^-i^

my hands

Butcher

enty-five of the area's farmers to take the

seized on an idea: he would produce a pho-

pictures for the history. This convincir

But Solomon rebelled at the thought of
spending five years working a claim, as the

tographic

initial

Homestead Act required. After a twoweek occupancy, he turned his land back

said, "for

sisted principally in

and

my

to the

patience."

government.

and spring of 1881-82
Butcher attended the newly formed Minnesota Medical College in Minneapolis.
In the winter

The experience

to the physical life of farming.

"From

history

the time

I

of

Custer

County.

thought of the plan," he

seven days and seven nights

drove the sleep from

my

it

ejes."

But he had only the idea. His resources
had long since been squandered in his
moves and halfhearted attempts at homesteading. Butcher's father, however, had

bride to Nebraska. "I had

managed to make a comfortable life for
himself. So Solomon asked his father for a
team and wagon to transport the equipment necessarv' to make his photographs.

seen just enough of the wild west." he later

His father was a "cautious man," and

career, but
to-be, a

turned

it

did not result in a medical

did introduce

young widow.

\\

ith his

wrote, "to unfit

me

him

to his wife-

Still restless,

he

re-

for living contentedly

while the elder Butcher pondered the mer-

Perhaps driven by the fear of returning

its of the project, Solomon went to town
and within two weeks arranged with sev-

in the East."
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response

won both

his father's bles

and the wagon, and thus supplied, Sc
omon began his enterprise.
Travel was complicated for Butche
ing

roads,
tie

if

they existed at

more than

ruts.

hours to reach the

He

all,

consisted of

would journey

home

of a family

he wished to photograph, and often he

cepted food, lodging, and the stabling
his horses in

exchange

for a print.

f<

th;

As

a^
(

\

traveled, he supported himself with sul

and donations that various cit
to the project, as well as by tl
sale of photographs. Over the next seve
years he made some fifteen hundred in
scriptions

zens

ages.

made

Along with the photographs, he

cc

Sod houses,

built from the dense plains soil, were usually dark and cramped inside. In
good weather, almost all activities took place outdoors. An extendedfamily, left, lines
upfor a formal portrait, accompanied by their three mules 11888), and a group of men,
below, engage in an open-air meal and card game lea. 1 886}.

way

into books, films,

and exhibits dealing

with the American West.

raphers could also try to produce pictures

S.D. Butcher has crept, almost anony-

side their

American thinking about the West. The
fortunes of time and place were what created a number of the West's notable pho-

those

ernment

surveys

railroads; fewer

and only
were the

still

many govso many
number of

from the

unty's residents.

When

it

was

published

1901,

in

Pioneer History of Custer County and
ion Sketches of Early Days in Ne-

e

asku ran

for

more than four hundred

ges and contained eighty reminiscences

ystrated

with

Butcher's photographs.

hrst edition of

'le

one thousand copies

out before delivery that summer, and

lid

second

edition

iristmas. For

was

once

in

ordered
his life

before

Butcher

ited success.

Butcher's

work

has

since

become

known. Scores of history texts have
ed his photographs of sod houses to illusile

d

the settlement of the Great Plains,

many

of his pictures have

made

their

cowboys, or notable

pand

into fields

medicine.

ent

such as pharmacy or patThe photographer could

go on the road and peddle portraits
and other such images door to door. Most
also

of the studio and onto the road. Itmerancy

Henry
O'Sullivans.
and

was one method of breakmg the downward economic cycle or at least forestalling it
a maneuver to extend the demand

Jacksons,

Timothy

raphers like Butcher were
itinerancy

was a

fact of life

common, for
for many west-

—

for

photographic services.

Butcher's work has recently begun to

ern photographers.

capture the attention of art historians, and

Photography was not a lucrative profesThe economic fate of photographers
was tied directly to the fortunes of the
community in which they worked. If it
rained and crops were good and prices up,

his

sion.

people could atford photographs.

If

it

was

dry or crop prices were dow n, there was
tle interest in

del\

Indians,

places or events. Another choice was to ex-

of these options forced photographers out

therefore understandable

Carlton E. Watkins. But itinerant photog-

finally

out-

why

is

there were only a few William
stories

of

sell

immediate market area, such as

photographers with a powerful aesthetic
vision. It

and

of interesting subjects that would

mously, into the fundamental fabric of

tographers. There were only so

;ted biographies

road, or other major enterprises. Photog-

lit-

something as superfluous as

a photograph.

had limited choices.

tunity presented

is

museums and

in pres-

art galleries, but this

an alien environment

for Butcher.

Aes-

was not a central concern for him.
and anyone w ho has attempted to extract
competent prints from his negatives will
attest that he was not a technician of singular capability. Unquestionably he was
thetics

not a prairie Sticglit/.

Photographers facing these economic
realities

photographs have been shown

tigious

itself,

If

the oppor-

they could also do

contract work for the government, a

rail-

method was not unique and
was merely adequate,
how is it that his work has become so well
known and widely used? It is significant
But

if

his

his technical ability
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The subject range of the itinerant photographer was vast. Butcher might
capture a gentleman out for a drive in his new car (191 1) or take a

humorously staged photograph on a Nebraska ranch

that Butcher
ist.

was not primarily a

portrait-

Because he was interested more

settler's

way

of

life

than

in the

in the settler,

ble

(1

903).

yeoman

existence that Jefferson her-

alded.

he

I

think Solomon Butcher was steeped in

knew

tended to step back and shoot whole

that significance. Certainly he

homesteads. For him the house and pos-

and revered Jefferson and his ideas, having been born in Jefferson's home state,

were equal in importance to the
homesteaders themselves. In some of his

sessions

photographs,

in fact, the

people in the pic-

ture are so small as to be rendered almost
insignificant.

What his pictures really deal

with are states of existence.

elements that

tive

make

a conscious state-

ment by both the photographer and
subjects about the

were
In

life

his

that the subjects

my mind

work, then,

Some have
and seen
ing. It

in

is, I

it

looked at Butcher's work

lives

the significance of Butch-

of privation and suffer-

think, because

we

like to

pioneers and settlers more than
facing and overcoming

of

its

life

is

make

human,

odds of

all

and nature. Perhaps there
verity that plains

living.

for Jefferson.

Moreover, he knew from intimate experience what the yeoman life meant, what
the real worth of land was.

The houses

and personal possessions serve as more
than mere studio props. They are narra-

man named

the son of a

of

man

a kind of se-

etches into the faces

people, but Butcher's people were,

most

be found in the statement that the photographer and the subjects make. There is a pride here that

state of suffering. Life

comes not from the accumulation of

are not the faces of shattered lives, as pic-

wealth but rather from being a part of

tured by Butcher's contemporary Jacob

er's

is

to

tory in the making.

ones

who came

for land, to

48

to settle the plains

farm and ranch,
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his-

—
—came

These people

the

to live that no-

for the

part, neither hard nor in a

easy, but neither

Riis; rather

was

may
it

not have been

desperate. These

they are faces of hope, deter-

mination, and accomplishment.
In

1932 Jules Haumont, nephew of

Gideon and Isadore Haumont, the mc

who

built a palatial two-story sod hous

that Butcher photographed, said:

We came

here to this beautiful country,

i

those early days, young, strong, health;

with hope, energy and ambition. Poo
Oh! how poor in worldly goods, bi
rich beyond dreams, in everything thi
makes life worthwhile. I do not know he
filled
it is

true.

large a
tiers

bank account some of the old

may have today, I do not care,

se

they wi

never be as rich as I felt when I first settle
on my homestead. I remember the time
did not have the money to buy a postag'
stamp. 1 remember the hard winter, th
drought of 1 894, the many obstacles t^
overcome. We came to win the battle, am'

iSSlStt!

did.
linces,
:

To what amounted those inconvecompared to the joy we feh, when

turned the long furrows of virgin sod. or

inted our

fruit trees.

first

We

were em-

out to be photographed with them or

re-

arranged equipment and livestock to be a
significant

part of the

image. But this

Many items,

place outside.

such as chairs,

sewing machines, and stoves, normally
outside in the Butcher photographs

ique interaction resulted between pho-

hauling out of prized possessions was not
done as often as some have assumed. Sod
house dwellers were fundamentally people who lived out of doors. A sod house
was a shelter while they slept, a haven

irapher and subject. Images appear to

from storm, and a place

pears.

e

builders.

The future was

ours.

many of the pictures that
made were more than portraits, a

iBecause
"itcher

vc

been

bjccts
uiibolic

set

seem

purposely like a stage.
to

assume stances

The

that are

and expressive. Some appear

^Ih jaw set and shoulders back; others
Ith sweeping, master-of-all-you-survey
Bstures.

In

some

instances

people

,!agged their most precious possessions

ter.

The standard

houses

is

to

cook

litany recited

in

the win-

about sod

warm in the winsummer and that is

that they were

and cool in the
owing to their three-foot-thick
earthen walls. But they were also dark and
usually cramped. So when the weather
ter

true,

permitted, almost

all living activities

took

as-

sociated with indoor activities, are found

the sod house era
this

need

for

had passed,

outdoor

When
had

so too

living. In his later

photographs, which show frame structures, the clutter of

The

outdoor livmg disap-

was
and not
three homestead-

history that Butcher recorded

personal

—one

of

indi\iduals

movements. Only one

m

ers stayed the five years required to prove

up on

their claims,

and many

of those

who

proved up would be forced out by later adversity.

Therefore, each homesteading

e.\-

.10

The

perience was an individual drama.
pride of survival

evident in the faces of

is

in

another form." In these

preliminary dwellings people and animals

arresting

share quarters; work areas are indistin-

their expressions electric with hope.

guishable from living areas. Soon one wit-

Butcher's subjects; their gaze

and

capable ground

is

becoming more disand working areas more

Like other nineteenth-century photogra-

nesses the cropland

phers, Butcher engages his subjects di-

tinct

They face the camera

rectly.

photographed not

in the act of

squarely,

doing but

rather in a state of being.

many

In

and

living

defined. Fences segregate animals

from
humans, and outbuildings more sharply

focus the various labors of agriculture.

of Butcher's photographs, peo-

ple appear barely visible in

doorways and

windows or they stand so far in the background as to be hardly noticeable. In this
way Butcher would often pepper his pho-

With the frame houses come yards and ornamental gardens, and the differentiation
begins to
ing offers

move indoors. The frame dwellmore than the shelter afforded

tographs with people, seemingly scatter-

by sod houses, for it can provide privacy
and an interior division of labor. Spaces

them about the frame. This curious

within the house are dedicated to specific

ing

spatial

arrangement tempts one

lation.

The proximity

may

be tied

to specu-

of person to person

with

to kinship,

members

of

activities: eating, sleeping, socializing,

and

even storage.

With but

little

imagination we can see

the nuclear family massed together and

the process as one of bringing the horizons

extended family members or hired help

closer.

projected out elsewhere.

might be that

It

such groupings are the result of subjects
posing themselves (although that is un-

know

photographer would

for only the

likely,

the scene's organization as the

era sees

More than

it).

likely,

cam-

however,

these groupings are the result of Butcher's

own

eccentric aesthetic,

combined

infor-

mally with the desires of his subjects.
In

most of

landscapes (of which

his

there are few) Butcher placed a person

somewhere

in the distance.

Perhaps he did

human
made of

so to indicate scale or to include a

element

in

the land,

the pictures that he

much

pictures that he

The

as he put the land in the

made of people.
human subject and

interaction of

the land bears close examination in Butcher's

work.

As a whole the collection

reveals

a great deal about the process of settle-

ment-far more than

the photographer

had likely intended. This process is almost
an evolutionary one: of people marking
the land, dividing

it.

ing things about a

Willa Gather
of

in

"Of
new

all

O Pioneers! "the absence

human landmarks

is

one of the most de-

pressing and disheartening
It is

here

in a

the bewilder-

country," wrote

."
.

.

.

bewildering new country

that the settlement odyssey begins.
first

The

sod houses divided only the inside

from outside. With typical eloquence
Gather describes them as "only the unes-
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From

what the

the collective level, that

is

legal division of land did, section-

ing a continent into 100-mile-squares, and

those into 160-acre, quarter-mile squares.
Inside these quarter-mile squares individuals begin to define inside

from out, animal habitation from human, working land
from living space, and space inside the
house itself. It seems a process of putting
boxes

in

human

boxes, the "record of

which Gather referred.
There is a sense of humor and a lack of
preciousness in Butcher's photographs
that I find refreshing, and yet these very
qualities may exclude him from serious
consideration by art historians. I suppose
that it is just as well, for Butcher himself
would be uncomfortable in such a company as that.
He really was just an average sort of fellow a dreamer at that. We can, however,
thank him for having the common sense to
see the obvious. I often wonder whether, if
he were alive today, he would be photographing mobile homes and fast-food restaurants. It is that kind of vision for which
strivings" to

—

history,

in

hindsight,

is

grateful.

have succeeded," he said in
neer History of Custer County,
well

1

"How

his Pio-

"I will

leave to the reader to judge after he has
last page and looked at the last
and hope you will always hold in
kindly remembrance your humble servant
"
S.D. Butcher.
D

read to the

picture,

r"

-

-.£

A settlement odyssey begins. The Reverend Peter

Widvey, his wife, children,

and mules pose below the unfinished sod house that was to be
their home (1887). When Butcher took this photograph, the family was living
in the little dugout visible in the upper left hand corner.
dogs, chickens,
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will

Subaru humbly introduces a car that
knock your socks off.
The 1985 Subaru XT Coupe.
A car whose combination of styling,

technologyandinteriorfeaturesisnotonly
new, but unique among today's cars.
Starting from the ground up, we took the
best inherent qualities associated with Subaru
and combined them with our latest, most
advanced technologies. And they include
everything from a self adjusting air suspension system most commonly found on jets to

wheel drive with 5- speed turbo.
The result is a car that lets you control
roads, hug curves and plow through snow, all
the while surrounding you in the most luxurious creature comforts.
From the outside, the most innovative
aspect of the Subaru XT Coupe is its styling
And yet the term styling is one that hardly
does justice to this exterior.
The Subaru XT Coupe is one of the most
aerodynamic production cars in the world. Its
astoundingly low drag coefficient is achieved
with a low slanting hood, concealed headlamps, flush roof pillars and door handles,
and a smooth flowing roofline, to mention just
the most obvious contributors.
front

The only car of its kind with an
"On Demand"" four wheel drive system.

wheel drive to four wheel drive instantly
and without stopping. Turbo Traction combines
Subaru's proven "On Demand" four wheel
drive system with the power of a 1 .8 litre fuel
injected water cooled turbo.
front

engineered.
that's not

The interior is as advanced
as the exterior.

From the all new adjustable sports seats
with high side bolsters for lateral support, to

the soft grip telescopic tilt steering wheel with
moving instrument panel, this interior has
been designed to make you feel a world away
from the world outside.
Its

"fingertip close" instrument

controls witfiin easy reach. And the
uniquevideo monitor easily4Drovides important engine information at a single glance. But
they're only part of a state-of-the-art display of
informationforwhichtheword "dashboard" is
barely adequate.

once inside you'll notice that the
XT Coupe bears no resemblance to any previIn fact,

ous Subaru.

Or, for that matter,

traditional values.

The 1985 Subaru XT Coupe is available
and the extra luxurious front wheel drive GL-10 Turbo, and GL-10
in

four versions. DL, GL,

them, however, have one important thing in common. They're all Subaru.
Which means no matter how technologically

advanced and

enough, you can com-

luxurious, they're

all

true to the

Subaru tradition of building the world's most
dependable cars at an affordable price.
In fact, according to a recent survey by
an independent research firm*, Subaru was
ranked second only to Mercedes Benz in customer satisfaction. Better than Toyota, Honda,
Nissan, Mazda, BMW, or any car by GM, Ford
or Chrysler.

What's more,

many Subaru dealers also

offer Added Security®

The only extended
service contract backed directly by Subaru.
The 1985 Subaru XT Coupe.
It's everything Subaru has always
been.

And everything

it's

Inexpensive. And built to stay that way.
D

any other car.

An untraditional car bom out of

never been.

®

'J

pods put

vital

the

Because it's the most powerful, most
performance oriented car Subaru has ever
if

new class of its own.

All of

choiceofthefollowing technologies: front
wheel drive, front wheel drive turbo, and
Turbo Traction.™
In plain English, our "On Demand" four
wheel drive transmission lets you switch from

And

It

entirely

4WD Turbo.

No other sporty car offers you the

And when the talk shifts to engines,
XT Coupe really takes off.

bine any Subaru engine with either a 5-speed
manual or 3-speed automatic transmission.
To call the Subaru XT Coupe unique in
its class would be inaccurate.
creates an

Power and Associales Customet Salislaciion Index 1984 Survey ol 1983 Model Yeaf Car Buyers with 12-14 monihs ownership experience

A Movable Feaster
A tiny, caterpillar-like carnivore has survived
since all the continents were one

by Michael T. Ghiselin
Lansdown Guilding pub-

In 1826 Rev.

lished a description of a curious

little

ani-

mal from the Caribbean island of Saint
Vincent. To him, it looked rather like a
slug, but it was a most peculiar one, with

many

He named

little feet.

juliformis and created a
lusks to receive

new

it

Peripatus

class of mol-

This obscure creature

it.

has been the subject of scientific inquiry

and debate ever since.
To most people, Peripatus looks more
like a caterpillar or a

centipede than a

Pre-Darwinian zoologists
agreed that the resemblance to mollusks
snail or a slug.

was

superficial.

Their evolutionist succes-

sors recognized the creature as a very

primitive arthropod,

illustrative

of the

early stages of adaptation to life on land

and suggesting links between major animal groups. Peripatuses and their allies
came to be classified as a distinct group
called the Onychophora, a name that refers to the claws on their feet.
Today, they still occasionally provoke
taxonomic controversy. Onychophora is
sometimes treated as a separate phylum,
sometimes as part of the Arthropoda
(along with insects, crustaceans, and spiders).

There

lated,

but

is little

it is still

doubt the phyla are

re-

being debated whether

the onychophorans are closest to insects

and centipedes or whether they branched
off from the mainstream of arthropod evolution somewhat earlier. Fossils are of little

use in deciding this issue; as with soft-

bodied organisms

in general, remains are
few and hard to interpret.
Our growing understanding of continental drift in recent decades confirms the
idea that the onychophorans are very old.
The thirty or so known species fall into two
natural groups. One group, which includes the genus Peripatus itself, occurs
in tropical America, the Congo, and
within and around the Malay Peninsula.
The other group inhabits Chile, South Africa, New Zealand, Australia, and New
Guinea. Since onychophorans can't swim
across oceans, these two discrete groups
must have evolved before the ancient
supercontinent of Gondwanaland broke
up. Even before that time a desert seems
to have separated the northern and southern forms. Then, when the huge landmass
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Photographs by

Raymond

A.

Mendez

Peripatuses capture prey by shooting a
gluey substance from openings on each
side of the mouth. Below: After firing its

draws back
head to break the sticky threads.

glue, a collared peripatus

its

Wartlike papillae, each with a sensory
bristle,

ring the animal's body

and legs.

A collared peripatus closes in on a
cricket,

a favored prey item. Crickets are

more agile than the slow-moving
peripatus, but they are helpless against
the predator's glue.

came

apart, peripatuses drifted with the

fragments, sometimes to within crawling

new

distance of

habitats.

In the late nineteenth

and early twenti-

eth century, peripatuses and their relatives

were very popular objects

for evolu-

tionary research. These animals were an
old form of

yet their

life,

have evolved very

to

anatomy seemed

little.

Indeed, for

more than a century, they, along with the
lungfishes and egg-laying mammals, have
been viewed as living fossils. And because
they have some characteristics of seg-

mented worms and some of arthropods,
they are one of the best cases of a transitional form, or

nonmissing

link.

For example, the peripatus's eye, at the
base of each antenna,
ple eye of a

worm

is

more

like the sim-

than the compound eye

of an insect. Like higher arthropods, the

peripatus has limbs, but these do not have

them adult females;

Stalking the
Collared Peripatus

the remainder, adult

males and juveniles. Many simply stay in
their burrows. Those that do emerge are
usually well concealed by leaf litter and

by Morley Read

other

damp

Trinidad,

home

of the largest species, the

females maintain home
ranges of a few square feet centered on one
or more favorite burrows. Males, smaller
and with fewer legs, roam in search of food
in a night, adult

and mating opportunities.

My

study focuses on the feeding behavWitnessing a
capture repays many long nights of watchior of the collared peripatus.

ing.

A carnivore,

whose

diet includes crick-

cockroaches, and assorted mithe collared peripatus often

ets, spiders,

crofauna,

attacks prey as large as, and nimbler than,
itself.

The

first

feeding

I

return

is

presumably

cost-efficient for the peripatus.

Glue squirting
denly a cricket

is

instantaneous.

is

Si

lassoed with lengths

all but guarantf
entrapment, as the prey's legs stick
gether, but if the victim continues to kicl
few small squirts will suffice to glue dc
any flailing appendages. (Twice as mu
glue is needed to disarm a fanged spideri
for a cricket of similar size. In one case I (
served, this tactic failed, and an exceptit

sticky thread. Struggling

forest detritus.

Although capable of walking many yards

When darkness falls, I set off through
dense forest to my study site, a steep
earthen embankment about 130 feet long.
Offering numerous holes for daytime retreat, the bank is prime peripatus habitat. I
scan the slope with my headlight; the night
forest is alive with the sound and movement
of bats, crickets, and frogs. Occasionally 1
glance at the path ahead to avoid an encounter with a fer-de-lance, one of the most
venomous snakes in the area. For the past
two years, I have studied peripatus nocturnal habits at the Simla Research Station in

nutritional

tle

observed pitted

the peripatus against a delectable but agile

ally big spider ate the peripatus.)

With the prey
ritual begins.

safely subdued, the dini

Using

spiky jaws, the

its

]

and pierces a S'
spot in the prey's body and injects a pot^
saliva that, within ten to fifteen minut
kills the cricket and renders its inner bo
soft and palatable. During the waiting
riod, the peripatus gobbles up as much
pended glue as it can to regain valuable p^
ripatus repeatedly bites

j

collared, or giant, peripatus {Macroperi-

long-legged black cricket, Aclodes.

patus torquatus). Its length (up to six
inches), dark red body, and bright yellow

turing out to hunt actively, the collared pe-

tein.

ripatus detects nearby prey by touch and

dismantles the cricket, methodically te,
ing apart the hard abdominal plates and
trading strands of flesh with a ratchetli

collar

make

this species

conspicuous than

its

plain

somewhat more
and equally

re-

Whether lurking

smell.

now

clusive relatives.

The

at burrow's

edge or ven-

creature's typical sluggishness

serves as stealth, and

its

dramatic de-

When

the feast

is

ready, the peripal

(

spot

fensive maneuver, shooting strands of glue

jaw

the caterpillar-like animal trundling over

from openings near the mouth, is put to aggressive use. At times when its approach is
entirely undetected, the peripatus examines a potential victim with its antennae and
sometimes rejects it. Glue is mainly protein,
and its expenditure on overly large prey
likely to escape or on tiny prey that yield lit-

the spiders and the "hyenas" of the junj

After an hour's search at the
the

soil, its

stumpy

inches a minute.

site,

feet propelling

it

I

several

The double claw on each

and climb
an average night, one
or two collared peripatuses will be visible,
out of a population of about thirty
half of
foot enables the animal to grip
vertical surfaces.

On

—
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action. Several phalangids, relatives

floor,
kill.

gather, eager to steal a piece of

In several hours, only the cricket's

t

e:

skeleton remains, and the collared peri|
tus

is

dawn,

satiated for another two weeks,
all

traces of the encounter have be

erased by scavengers.

Working its jaws into a soft spot between
two of the cricket 's thoracic plates, the
peripatus pours in its lethal saliva.
Within fifteen minutes, the potent
injection kills the cricket

dissolve its inner flesh.

y^:

-y^i'-ij

-.

-t^-

^r^

/if- '

Ni

K^
^"A^

X
.asir^-;

V

'Z'^-'''

-

'^<

A..

and begins to

Having pulled away the cricket 's
abdominal plates, the peripatus
delves into the body to feed on
the softened contents.

the characteristic joints of the limbs of

hard-bodied

insects.

the peripatus
flexible,

skeleton

Most of the body of

wormlike, being soft and

is

but the beginnings of a hard exo-

—

like

that encasing the

whole

—

body of higher arthropods is found
the paired claws on the tips of its feet.

in

on their many scientific lauBut contemporary biologists are rais-

retired to rest
rels.

ing

many new

tions

kinds of evolutionary ques-

about the onychophorans, especially

about their reproduction.

Onychophorans may be

living fossils,

Its

but they have evolved a range of internal

soft body, incidentally, permits the peripa-

reproductive systems that at one extreme

maneuver adeptly under stones and

are like those of a lizard; at the other, re-

leaves or through cracks into rotting wood,

semble those of higher mammals. Some
onychophorans bear young that develop

tus to

Otherwise

in search of moist places.

it

would dry out.
Because it has so many transitional features, the peripatus is a good subject for
studying how one group of organisms
evolves into another.

One

pair of limbs has

been modified into jaws, and the hard tips
have become enlarged claws. Another
pair of limbs, near its mouth, has been
modified into an organ that can shoot a

internally; others

still

lay eggs.

At

the

most primitive end of the onychophoran
reproductive scale.
Ooperipatus lays
shelled, \olk-rich eggs, which develop outside the mother's body. Interestingly, like

the egg-laying

mammals, Ooperipatus

is

of nowhere but evolves from a preexisting

Taken all in all, the
various types of onychophorans form an
evolutionary series in which the embryo
comes to be nourished less and less by yolk
and more by secretions from the mother
In the most advanced mode of reproduction, found in peripatuses and their close
relatives, a tiny egg attaches to the uterine
wall and forms a true placenta
an arrangement similiar to that of higher mam-

organ that

mals. This

sticky substance as far

The animal

away

uses the glue

modified kidney

—

how

a

a

and to capThis example

for defense

ture small animals for food.
illustrates

as six inches.

— produced by

new

organ, such as the

animal's glue producer, does not arise out

is

to shift to a
If there

in the right place

new

and

is

able

in Australia.

—

is

a remarkable case of conver-

gent evolution.

function.

were a Hall of

found

Fame

for life

In

some onychophorans.

— twelve

gestation

months

is

forms, perhaps the thirty odd species of

very long

peripatuses and their relatives would be

unusual. Often the uterus contains a series
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to fifteen

is

not

Peripatuses lose both energy and body
weight when they expend glue. While the
saliva is acting on the prey, the peripatus
salvages protein by eating any used glue
that

it

can recover.

Although peripatuses evolved millions ofyears before placental mammals, some
species bear live young. Below: By contracting its body ayoungperipatus has almo.
completely freed itselffrom the mother's genital orifice (at top). Right: Although th
is no evidence ofparental care, newborns usually remain with the mother
for severa.
days.

Young are able to walk and eject glue immediately after birth.

of developing embryos of different ages.

Females begin

to reproduce long before

and a large proportion
of their bulk consists of developing young.
Therefore these animals have evolved an
they reach

full size,

elaborate system of prenatal care, without

having changed
son

why

much otherwise. The

this "living fossil"

rea-

has been so

conservative in most aspects of

its ecology
remains unicnown, but the variety of its reproductive modes can be explained in eco-

logical terms.

found
is

The

placental forms are

where the climate
and the food supply relatively

in tropical areas,

stable

Under

constant.

these conditions, parent

organisms can consistently provide offspring with food and can successfully raise
young throughout the year. Egg-laying
forms are found in temperate regions with

markedly

may

ent

different seasons. Here, a par-

be more successful

if it

raises a

whole clutch at once, during the limited
time that food is plentiful.
Another interesting question, also related to reproduction, is the evolution of
sexual dimorphism. In most onychophorans, females are considerably larger than

male contributes nothing but sperm to reproduction. Most often, he places a packet
of sperm in the female's reproductive

some South African onychophorans, the male injects sperm
through the female's body wall into her
bloodstream. In either case, the sperm acopening.

One explanation may be that large
females are more successful at reproduction, but perhaps small males are better at

cumulate

becoming

until

males.

fathers. In evolutionary theory,

reproductive

members
ters.

success

relative

of one's species

is all

to

other

that mat-

In other words, whatever helps an or-

ganism outreproduce

its

conspecifics will

evolve in the long run.

For an animal that moves
atus, the larger

it is

(just as large trucks

like the perip-

more legs it needs
need more wheels). A

the

In

in a

needed.

storage organ and are kept

One impregnation may

suf-

With such
an arrangement, the best way for a male
peripatus to reproduce is to mate as soon
as possible and not waste time growing. If
he dies after mating, his sperm live on in
the female. Indeed, male onychophorans
are sexually precocious, and some may
fice for

even be

the female's lifetime.

fertile at birth.

comparison of various species of onychophorans reveals that the biggest animals tend to have the most feet. Both
males and females are about the same size

Something more must be going on with
the small male, however; a larger male
that lived longer could produce more
sperm and copulate more often. There

when born, but in species in which females
are larger than males, females have more

may

be other advantages to being small.
Perhaps the small male can crawl more

legs from birth. All this is indirect evidence that females have evolved a larger
body relative to males. Large size allows

easily

females to carry more offspring. (Onychophorans are bom rather large. In one
study, a half-grown female already con-

find a

among

leaves and under stones to
mate or a moist spot or to avoid a

predator. An adequate treatment of the
question of smaller males will probably involve a complex balance among the ad-

tained young ready to be

vantages and disadvantages of a given size
in feeding, growing, surviving, reproduc-

half her

ing,

bom; these were
body length.)
But what about the small males? The
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A

and other

activities.

relationship

between

productive strategy can be seen in a
animals. Some actually change sex as

grow older, sometimes from male ti
male or vice versa. In a fair range
mals, the young start off as males and
duce sperm. But when they grow
enough to make an adequate suppl;
eggs, they become females. In other
mals, males monopolize mates by fij
ing. Various fishes begin and grow as
males until they get big enough to
fights. Then they switch sex. The same
1;

sic principles

apply to peripatuses, but

stead of changing sex, males mature

perches of California. The young are b
relatively

large,

and males, which

much smaller than females, are able tc
ther offspring soon after birth.

Naturalists have been observing
peculiarities

of reproduction for

and

re-

s

m

Often they have been recordec
mere curiosities or attributed vaguelj
some advantage for the species. W
modern "sex-allocation theory," ev(
years.

tionary biologists can explain such fact
terms of a few basic principles that ap
to all organisms. Peripatus

may

be an

otic creature, but the truths that
size

e;

and remain small, while females mat
later and grow more. A similar pattern
been discovered in the viviparous

plifies cast light

on

all

the

rest.

it

ex(

*

##
%

M
i

^

—

—

phloem
igrv for sugar, ants hover around a treehopper trio. Treehoppers feed on
and excrete sugary honeydew; ants tend them in order to collect it.
ilhinson,

Valan Pholos

5ugar Nannies
hat's

goodfor honeydew-hooked ants

M.

Catherine

must have been

made

;n she

pers

—

joking

in a

mood

the treehoppers." Tree-

so called because most types

on trees or shrubs, from which they
if disturbed

i

nch themselves abruptly
tainly are curious.
rns.

n

Others look

Some

look just like

cartoon monsters

like

Many of them have

outer space.

rd-looking, overdeveloped pronotums,

structure that covers an insect's chest

boulder region.

Of course,

not

But even

ipers are striking.

all tree-

relatively

b species such as the ironweed treehop-

Publilia reticulata, have a remarkrich repertoire of behaviors,

/

many

of

ch stem from their propensity to enter
alliances with other insects.

4any

insects,

including treehoppers,

commonly tended by

ants.

"Ant

cat-

was the term Linnaeus used to dein 1766, and the behavior of
around these herds has fascinated

be them
5

and

ies

The

generations of naturalists.

;ral
»,

temperate zone this inspecies, seem almost nurtur-

in the

many

ihey patrol the area around their chat-

up

for

hours at a time,

to several

ressively

driving

off

intruders and

lelimes carrying the insects to better

They often build small shelover them to keep them dry during

ling spots.

weather.

wn

to protect the

inly,

What do

been

eggs of some insects

uoring them in their
winter.

even

have

Ants

ly

own

nests during

— which

is

ally notice the ants,
:tive,

treehoppers

ied creatures do

others, mdicate that this
case.

not entirely the

is

Treehoppers have developed ways of

exploiting ants in return, improving on the

standard

This

benefits.

ex-

reciprocal

change of services between two species is
called a mutualism. And the mutualism
between ants and treehoppers is one of the
most intriguing examples of cooperation
in nature.

Ironweed treehoppers belong to the inorder Homoptera, which includes
most other ant-tended insects such as
aphids, scale insects, and mealybugs. All

sect

homopterans have mouthparts designed
for piercing plant tissues and sucking up
the juices. Although different species feed
on different plant tissues, most of those
that attract ants feed on phloem sap.

Phloem is one of the plant's vascular tissues and is its pipeline for transporting nutrients from leaves to roots or flowers. The
sap contains primarily sugars and also
some amino acids. So while it supplies
more than enough carbohydrates to meet
a

treehopper's growth

doesn't provide

much

requirements,

seem like

it.

Ants, however, are undoubtedly

world.

the keenest collectors of honeydew.

How do these
An ant will

sugar aficionados oper-

approach a treehopper
back end with its
antennae. If the treehopper has any honeydew, it will usually respond to this
stimulation by excreting a droplet, which

ate?

and stroke the

insect's

the ant takes in

its

mandibles.

mally stores the liquid

and

— along

then

excrete

the

extra

with water and traces of

—

compounds
Phloem sap, the

per

basis of

maple syrup,

gested by treehoppers.

it

is

di-

usually 10 to

honeydew

perant-

a valuable food to

many

sometimes

instead oi nectar and

collect

it

result,

is

animals. Bees

nor-

an ex-

nymphs

until

its

crop

is full.

Then

it

re-

turns to the nest and freely passes the hon-

eydew to other ants.
However renewable

may

food source

or defendable this

be, ants don't get a free

and other treehoppers,
do their feeding at host plants, and if they
want honeydew, ants have to make a trip
there. This means some time and energy
lunch. Ironweeds,

must be expended

in travel

from the nest

to the feeding site. Also, since treehoppers

other

wastes, ants

animals

to

may have

fending the resource.

I

to

feed on their
spend time de-

have seen ants ag-

gressively attack other insects that ap-

time

cattle.

this involved ants

Most of the

from other

colo-

which were after some honeydew
themselves, but it can also include predatory insects such as ladybugs.
ual ant

as honeydew.

The ant

in its crop,

pandable storage organ. Usually an ant
worker will continue "milking" treehop-

nies,

nitrogen

manna of

Old Testament may have been dried
honeydew, and today people still gather
man, or sugar lerp, in several parts of the
the

This allows them

to take in the requisite

Even humans have

for food; the

proached their sugar

acids,

20 percent sugar As a

docile herds

out of

honeydew

egy that's not particularly efficient but
very workable: they simply eat more sap.

amino

to build tissues

can be very sweet. Even after being

and from thai
and other

collected

allow

need

contin-

phenomenon

it

nitrogen, found in

make honey

which all animals
and carry out many
other physiological functions. Treehoppers overcome this problem with a stratprotein or

other

other insects ants tend.
Casual observers of this

of their

masters. But recent studies, by myself and

sugar

y excreted by treehoppers, aphids, and

whim

that are exploited at the

it?

the ants get out of

access to sugar

goodfor sugar-excreting treehoppers

Bristow

H. Comstock, one of the leading hgs in American entomology, once wrote,
ature

is

may be

(An

individ-

able to repulse an intruder

on its own. However, an ant generally
sounds an alarm in situations like these
secreting a

mates. So

pheromone
it

that mobilizes nest

soon has help.)

Traveling to a food source and defending

it

take time and energy, and a

number

63

—
Food is the main reward ants get from
associatingmth treehoppers, but the
latter receive a wide range of benefits. If
ironweed treehopper mothers can attract
ants to their nymphs, they can abandon
the clutch early and go on to lay more
eggs. The mother below is remaining with
her eggs in an attempt to lure the
formicine ants next to her to begin
tending her young.
Raynoio

A

Wendez

of variables influence whether an ant col-

ony

will find

ticular

worthwhile to work a par-

it

group of treehoppers. For example,

the size of a treehopper colony (in this
case, colony

means

mother) and

its

home

the

nymphs

of one

distance from the ants'

nest are important considerations.

So too are the

nutritional needs of a par-

ticular ant colony.

Energy foods

like

sugar

may

be able to sustain workers, but ant
larvae need protein. Honeydew may be
less

important to a colony at certain times

As

modify their foraging
depending on circumstances.

a result, ants

They may abandon treehopper

colonies

that are too small or too far away. Species

of larger ants

Indeed, their main concession to their

partners

is

that they rarely eat them!

For treehoppers,

another case en-

it's

The benefits provided by the ants
are much more important to their success,
and they have invested much more in
maintaining the association. The ironweed
tirely.

treehopper
eral

is

a good example.

summers studying

old field in

New

generation of

weeks of

may also have standards

nymphs

dif-

for the six to eight

But down

wild rosebushes.

meadows and around

a local

ing. Generally, larger ants are pickier

than

smaller ones about getting bigger colonies

adults their

first

more sugar

ver>- little in

that

be

the

way

keep

of

the

When

they emerge

example-is

laying their eggs.

trails

the treehoppers than
few ant species form

to

trees

that support

ing

plants,

plants.

and

into
in hi-

May

they

move

the

males

feed-

disappear

The females then begin

Both the mothers and their offspring,

I

learned, receive several different kinds of

from ant attendants. The most

benefits

most ants are more opportunistic than

important of these
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in

They mate on the

large populations of sugar producers. But

64

develop

about, presumably searching for mates

shortly after that.

permanent

some of which

year and overwinter

building shelters for their insect stock,,for

A

find

Verno-

bernacula at the roots or bases of plants.

and feeding

less for

(

six feet high.

treehoppers

mutualism going. Even something that
might seem like an obvious adaptation

for themselves.

the wet

in

pond we

dense patches of ironweed plants
to

adaptations

field is

abandoned thirty
years ago, and the main plants growing
there now are goldenrod, brambles, and

have gotten
Ironweed

But ants have

The

their development.

nia noveboracensis L),

from those of smaller ants of what
makes a treehopper colony worth exploit-

specialized

an

new

Jersey, tracking the

ferent

of treehoppers and

spent sev-

I

this species in

actually a farm that was

than carrion, small insects, or seeds.
behavior

this.

is

protection of the

young from natural enemies, for withi
ants young treehoppers are essentially
fenseless

—they

can't run

away

or prot

themselves. Indeed, even with ant prot
tion,

many

prey to spiders and la

fall

bugs. Tended by ants, about twelve

hoppers

will

survive

out

of

tr

fifty,

average size of an egg mass. Without

ai

only about 5 to 10 p
cent. In a world that measures success
the survival rate

is

terms of the number of copies of genes

animal passes on to the next generati'
this difference

can be very important.

Young ironweed treehoppers gain

Ants of the species Ectatoma
tuberculatum watch over, and milk, a
herd oj treehoppers in Trinidad. To
collect honeydew, an ant approaches the
nymph and strokes its back end with
antennae. The treehopper may then
excrete a drop of honeydew, which it
holds in place until the ant takes it in

its

mandibles. Ants generally store food in
their crops
Ravmond

tcr

rather surprising advantages from

First, they grow to be larger
And, unexpectedly, some ants enice growth more than others. Nymphs
ded by Myrmica lobicornis fracticor\ and M. americana, both medium-sized
(s, are 20 percent larger than untended

care.

ilts.

jnphs by the time they become adults.
}

contrast,

a

(mt

10

)

smaller ant,

percent

larger

end up only
than

their

ended counterparts. Tended nymphs
develop faster. Again, Myrmica ants
more effective at speeding things up.

1 )

1

nymphs tended by Tapinoma

much

\^ile,

A

and share it at the nest.

Mpndpz

They cut almost

them. Quicker development for a

fifty-day

means

ten days off the normal
development period. We still
don't know why ants should have this effect,

but

hoppers

we

may

speculate

that

the

tree-

develop faster because they

tend to spend more time on the tops of
leaves

when

ants are around. This

means

it

spends

less

nymph

time vulnerable to the

vagaries of the weather or to marauding
predators.

And

bigger individuals have a

competitive edge. In most invertebrates,
the female's adult size
tional to her fecundity

is

directly propor-

—or

the

number of

they're out in the sun for longer periods,

eggs she can produce. Large individuals

and Tim Casey, a researcher

may

at

Rutgers

also

have a better chance

to survive

University, has suggested this could influ-

the winter, to avoid predators, and to ob-

ence growth.

tain mates.

seems clear
that treehoppers with ant guardians have
an array of advantages over those without

Whatever

the reasons,

it

And

finally,

since larger tree-

hoppers produce more honeydew, they

may

be able to attract the largest and best

ants to tend their young. Although these

65

A group offormicine ants converge on a
ladybug that has come to prey on their
ironweed treehopper stock. At a study site
in

New Jersey, ironweed treehoppers that

were protected by ants had a higher
survival rate and grew to be 20 percent
bigger than

nymphs with no care.

Raymond A Mende.

patterns

we

lata,

know

seem

tract the best ants. This,

will

exactly what they do.

to apply to Publilia reticuhave to test them directly to

Obviously, the best

for sure.

Why

ironweed treehoppers do better
under the attentions of one ant than another also remains unknown. We know
that ants can increase the growth and fe-

to

draw

in ants

have found,

I

is

end up supporting two or even three c
of treehoppers

nies

way

would be

output of sugar. They do

for treehoppers

to increase their
this primarily

aggregation, or living in groups.

The

by

first

while others

h

none.

Such aggregation of colonies

is

the

step toward increasing the density of

H

eydew producers and thus the ove

cundity of aphids, probably by causing

in

them to increase their feeding rate. A similar mechanism may be operating for the

are choosing ironweed plants on which to

Another strategy females use
their eggs into one basket. Mosf
male insects hedge their bets by la>

treehoppers. In any case,

at this time, selecting only the largest

Females can be quite picky
and

their eggs over a variety of suitable si
This not only reduces potential con

ferential benefits

mean

all

of these dif-

that treehoppers

must not only have adaptations to insure
ant attendants but they must also try to at-
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opportunity for aggregation comes early
the reproductive season,

lay their eggs.

when females

most vigorous stems. Using some cues
we do not yet understand, they will often congregate on stems, and many plants
that

crop.

put

ii

all

between offspring but also redi
all the young will fall pre;
some calamity such as a predator desti
tition

the risk that

Sensing a rich source of sugar, ants
swarm onto a dense cluster oftreehoppers
in Trinidad. Treehoppers often
aggregate, possibly to concentrate their
total sugar output and make themselves
more valuable to ants.
K G PreslonMalnam,

the

By the

last.

nymphs

Ai

more mobile than

stage being larger and

third stage, or instar,

are able

move

to

adjacent

to

This reduces competition among
them, for a single leaf would never be able
to support all fifty nymphs through their
leaves.

seven-week development period.

six- or

But even though they are spread out all
over the plant, the nymphs remain gregarious, usually feeding in groups ranging

from a minimum of

three,

up

to fifteen.

The instinct to remain with family
members is very strong. An individual
nymph can be marked and moved to another

away

plant

suitable

—

about

three

feet

a considerable distance to a crea-

ture that measures only about a quarter of

an inch

Yet within twenty-four

in length.

marked youngster will be back
the midst of its brothers and sisters.

hours, the
in

A

group undoubtedly serves

to attract

more treehoppers produce
more honeydew. And the young treehop-

hatch, and

pers behave as

are very small. Colonies that start out with

since

ants,

principle.

the

if

they recognize this basic

When

attendants are present,

nymphs

will

eventually spread out

over several leaves. But

if

ants are ex-

cluded from a dispersed colony, the young
treehoppers will immediately reaggregate

one or two large clusters.
Another method ironweed treehopper
mothers use to lure ants is to remain with
their eggs after they are laid and even afinto

ter they are hatched.

care

is

This sort of maternal

unusual for insects, except

among

reason

is

the obvious one

—she

there to protect the eggs. Although iron-

the entire colony or a large animal

weed treehopper females are not
equipped

deposit a single clutch of about fifty
i

in

the midrib of a leaf. Laying such a

to deter large or

well

determined

truders.

A mother's care, when no ants are

present, increases the survival of

young

iphs will at least start their lives as

nbers of a group.

that survive under the protection of ants.

guarantees that

young nymphs

all

the

young

behave in a
ily gregarious way.
Newly hatched
hoppers are only about a millimeter
and are not capable of moving about

,he

also

,

,ny great extent.
inally

As

they grow, they

pass through five

molts, each

be

from

3 to

The other reason

for staying

is

that a

in

her

own

right

ants during the period

and may

when

attract

the young

ants

re-

production so they can attract preferred
ants.

Because ironweed treehoppers over-

winter as adults they get an early start on
their families

and a longer growth season.

But a second benefit

is

that the appear-

ance of early colonies in June coincides
with the period of peak activity of larger

Myrmica

species.

more

tolerant

are, in general,

of cool temperatures; and by timing her
oviposition to

fall

at this time, a

female

more than doubles the chances that her
brood will be guarded by the best ants possible.

The adaptations

that these treehoppers

have evolved to attract ants are remarkable. However, there is more to the story,
for ironweed females have developed the

modify their behavior to take full
advantage of the surrogate mothering pro-

ability to

vided by ants.

Ironweed females are actually capable

large female produces considerable hon-

eydew

by

throughout their development.
Females even seem to time their

predators, they do kick sharply at any in-

about 10 percent. This is still
considerably lower than the 25 percent

e clutch

protected

to

likely

These ants

laging the feeding plant,

however, gener-

I

more

ants such as the two

first

have found, are far

a female in residence,

ants, or termites). Why does a female remain? There appear to be two reasons.

is

treehoppers,

young treehoppers

the

the true social insects (for example, bees,

The

eniale

when

of producing several fifty-egg clutches, so
in

staying to care for the

first

one they are

by

themselves are not able to attract their

making a

own bodyguards

the increased survival of the young. If ants

—

that

is,

before the eggs

sacrifice.

This cost

is

oftset

67
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Aphids and scale insects, which also produce honey dew, are other insects with which
ants form mutualistic relationships. The worker ant below is presiding over a batch of
aphids, one of which is presenting its rear end
the classic posture prior to the
excretion of a honeydew droplet. Treehoppers in the temperate zone are often dull
looking, but tropical types are a wild collection of creatures. The group of spiny
Guatemalan treehoppers, right, are sucking phloem sap.

—

Dwight R Kuhn

up parental

however, the young will be adequately

ultimate case of putting all your eggs in
one basket. But there are several advan-

cared for and the female can depart. In-

tages, too; besides eliminating the uncer-

are present to take
ity,

what

responsibil-

have found she does. If
no ants are present, the female ironweed

plant, the

treehopper remains with her young as long

her second clutch. This

average, slightly more

already caring for her

deed, this

is

as any survive

I

—on

than a month.

When

ants are there, how-

tainty of finding another suitable feeding

female gets automatic care

made

protection

clutch.

And the

remain only long enough to insure ant

tively,

for,

abandons her offspring about

six

at-

for

because the ants

first

brood patrol

the entire stem, and thus provide a ready-

days after hatching begins. Thus females

ever, she

is

as

service

the

for

new

females know this instinc-

my

studies have shown,

tendance through the period when the
young are not producing enough honey-

week

dew

clutches six days before hatching begins.

to attract ants themselves.

But what benefit does a female gain
from desertion? Mainly she gains another
chance to reproduce, for females that let
the ants take over maternal chores go on to
a new site and lay a second clutch of eggs.

rather than waiting until the

they

old,

If the

nymphs

female moves onto a new plant to

lay her second clutch she

is

essentially

from scratch. And, once again,
she behaves with fitting maternal solicitude
remaining with the newly hatched
starting

—

broods, females

nymphs

to attract ants, or departing after a

ing the eggs attractive to

between makants and avoid-

ing the danger of putting

all

For second, as for

must balance the

first,

trade-offs

one place. Females achieve
ing a

mixed

strategy.

their eggs in

this

by adopt-

About half

lay their

are a

second

these

desert

for

more than a month

if

she

fails

week

if

she succeeds.

A female treehopper, then, shows a remarkable though totally instinctual
grasp of her situation. She can make the
most of a wide range of circumstances by

—

second clutch on another leaf of the same
plant. This seems to happen particularly if

staying

they are not sharing the plant with any

range of responses insures that she

The other half of
males move on to a new ironweed

produce the most young with adequate
care and that they will have a good chance

other mothers.

the feplant.

Producing a second brood on the same
plant has inherent drawbacks, for it is the
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flexible

in

her

behavior.

This
will

of being tended by the best available ant

"nannies."
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Legacy of Ancient Indians
by Nancy Oestreich Lurie
WoodSuch is the
case with Ancient Art of the American
Woodland Indians, the catalog for an exAnthropologists use the term

more than one

land

in

hibit

produced by the Detroit

sense.

Institute of

The title refers to a geographic area
bounded roughly by the Atlantic Ocean
Arts.

on the east, the Saint Lawrence-Great
Lakes waterway on the north, the Mississippi River on the west, and the Gulf of

Mexico on the

south.

Ethnologists,

who work

with living peo-

developed the term to classify the
broadly similar cultures adapted to the
ples,

Woodland region at
European contact,

the time of and since

contrast

in

to

the

Northwest Coast, or other geo-

Plains,

graphic culture areas. Archeologists use

Woodland

in a limited,

temporal sense as

a period of distinctive cultural charac-

Ancient Art of the American Woodland Indians, by David S. Brose, James
A. Brown, and David
Penney. Harry
N. Abrams. Inc.. in association with the

W

Detroit Institute of Arts, $35.00 (hardcover),

$20.00 (paperback); 240 pp.,

teristics

extent

illus.

occurring between, and to some
overlapping,

8000-1 000

B.C.)

the Archaic
and Mississipian (ca.

(ca.

a.d.

100-1600) periods. The artifacts depicted
and discussed in this book come from the

Woodland geographic region and were
specially selected for their outstanding

workmanship and beauty. They include
ritual, ornamental, and utilitarian objects
of clay, stone, mica, copper, shell, and
wood from the Archaic, Woodland, and
Mississippian periods.

The
lery of

exhibit opened at the National Gal-

Art

in

Washington, D.C.,

this past

appearing at the Detroit Institute of Arts this fall, and will end its run at

spring,

is

Houston's

Museum

winter of 1985-86.

of Fine Arts in the

Long

after the exhibit

dismantled, this catalog will serve as a
valuable reference, as well as a visual deis

light. Thanks to the magnificent photographs by Dirk Bakker (including fifty-
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Ceramic nursing-mother

ejfigy bottle,

Mississippian period, a.d.

1 200-1 400

Reviews

feel

After an introductory overview, David

the shape and texture of the artifacts.

Penney discusses the Late Archaic period
(ca. 3000-1000 B.C.), with a glance back

two

full-color plates),

Maps

one can almost

further enrich the presentation, as

do reproductions of drawings made by Europeans at the time of contact and photographs showing the sweep and grandeur of
ancient earthworks as they appear today.
The objective of both the exhibit and
the catalog is to promote recognition and

human

habitation in

as the Paleo-Indian pe-

A par-

answer, supplied in the preface by Mi-

tergroup hostilities but also of extensive

North American Woodland

Given

area.

the powerful testament of these compel-

and

ling objects
arises,

why have

this region

the question

artifacts,

the artistic traditions of

been so long overlooked?

chael Kan,

is

that

it

was not

until the

1930s that American Indian objects in
general began to be appreciated for their

Kan's discussion of exhib-

artistic appeal.

—

—

trade over long distances. During the Late

Archaic,

make

rattles, flutes,

and smoking pipes

known appearance in this
North America. The chapter is il-

their first

part of

of Indian art over the past fifty years

lustrated with characteristic ground-stone

concentrates on ethnographic rather than

implements and copper artifacts of pleasing symmetry and remarkable beauty.

its

archeological

materials,

but

even

the

of the artistic

Less familiar Archaic items included in

worth of archeological specimens has emphasized the Southwest, particularly pre-

the exhibit are exquisite effigy beads of

more recent appreciation

red jasper in the form of owls and a locust.

The Woodland period is

historic pottery.

In

my

opinion, historians

and the

art-

Museum

Cleveland

North America mainly because archeological work in this area has
long been concerned with cultural and his-

At one time

torical reconstruction in general.

For the

nonarcheologist, these studies are pretty
dull going.
tile

points

Myriad potsherds and projecmust be submitted to intensive

quantitative analysis for evidence of mi-

and

grations, relationships,

trade. Pains-

taking excavation and plotting on paper of

and evidence of
must be
carried out to learn about the size and nature of settlements, dwellings, and domes-

changes

in earth strata

post holes, hearths, and middens

tic

arrangements. The mundane facts of

everyday

life in

the successions of ancient

detailed by Da-

vid S. Brose, curator of archeology at the

oriented public have neglected prehistoric
art in eastern

of Natural History.

archeologists thought that a

sharp distinction could be

made between

the end of the Archaic and beginning of
the

Woodland

period, but there

seems

to

have been a fairly easy transition from
egalitarian bands of hunters and gatherers
to

more

the

more comBy about a.d. 500

settled peoples with

plex social organization.

Woodland period took on distinctive
The presence of pottery is
definitive marker of this period, in-

characteristics.

the

creasing in importance and proliferating
into a variety of localized styles as the pe-

wore

riod

pears
still

in

on.

Agriculture also

first

the region during this time.

unclear

when

apIt is

plant domestication be-

may have

started in

sociocultural systems necessarily domi-

gan, but

nate the archeological literature. Those

Woodland times with native plants giving
way to maize cultivation introduced from

objects on which exquisite effort

was

lav-

and which can properly be designated as art, can only be fully understood
against this background. For those who
want to learn about the people and the circumstances that produced these artifacts.
this volume is an excellent introduction.
ished,

Saint Louis Science Center

known

the area,

riod (12,000-8000 B.C.), and the Early
and Middle Archaic periods. The latter
were characterized by small roving bands
big game,
using a wide variety of foods
smaller animals, waterfowl, and many edwhereas the Late Arible wild plants
chaic shows the development of relatively
large settlements along river valleys and
more specialized exploitation of local ecological conditions. There is evidence of in-

appreciation of the prehistoric art of the

tial

at the beginnings of

it

later

farther south.
Early, Middle,

and Late Woodland

cul-

tures in their various localized manifestations are discussed

and

illustrated in

terms

of effigy pipes, cutouts of birds and other
natural forms in mica and sheet copper;
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Banded

slate bannerstone. Late Archaic period,
The Gordon Han

Ceramic
Thomas

bottle,

2000-1000

b.c.

Collection: Bluttton, Indiana

Late Mississippian period, a.d. 1300-1500

Gilcrease institute of American History and Art. Tulsa,

Oklahoma
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designs incised on stone tablets; pottery;

large,

and a wealth of other entrancing objects.
Brose deals with the appearance of elaborate funerary customs and the building of
round, linear, and effigy mounds in the
Woodland period. The relatively familiar
Hopewell Cuhure art is well illustrated,
but artifacts from other Middle Woodland cultures show that outstanding artistry was not confined to Hopewell.

elaborations.

permanent settlements and cultural

Brown approaches

the Mis-

sissippian period in terms of distinctive

characteristics

form mounds

and

their distribution: plat-

to support structures, style

Mississippian peoples had a vigorous :

digenous art tradition worthy of study
appreciation on

As
tions

its

own

merits.

in the other chapters, the

speak volumes: incised

illu:

shells

The Mississippian period, described by
James A. Brown, professor of anthropol-

scholars tended to dismiss Mississippian

complex motifs; the recurrent represe
tions of the falcon man, the human h;
and serpents; decorative effigies on p'
and bowls or free-standing figurines in
form of people, animals, and birds 11
real and mythic; and painted polychn
and incised pottery vessels. Since the

ogy

art as a kind of derivative, poor relation of

tures

Northwestern University, was
clearly based on the trilogy of corn, beans,
and squash, allowing the development of
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regions in the Southeast, ancestor cults,

the iconography of chiefs, serpent and fertility cults,

and the design motifs of the

serpent and the skull. Brown's chapter returns to the basic theme, the neglect of the
region's prehistoric art. For a long time

the art of Mexico.

The

materials assem-

bled for the exhibit demonstrate that the

i

sisted

of the

—

enough

in

Mississippian period

some

form,

into the early

at

least

—

phase of Euro;

Hand-shaped mica
200 B.C.-A.D. 400

cutout,

Hopewell

culture,

Middle Woodland period,

Ohio Historical Society. Columbus, Ohio

ict to

be noted

in the written record,

it

draw some confident concluabout the function and meanings of

isible to

/

produced to establish and
symbolize trading contracts rather than
tive valuables,"

for practical physical use.

Some

objects

have functioned primarily as

of the Mississippian pieces in the ex-

appear

For example, observations by

mortuary offerings.
Although at this time we have no absolute evidence of direct ties between historically known tribes and particular ar-

.

six-

h-century Spanish chroniclers help
lentify prehistoric stone figurines as

:sentations of founders of ancestral

to

cheological findings, there
le

final

chapter by Penney, "Continu-

Imagery and Symbolism in the Art
le Woodlands," picks up the story
the Late Archaic to the present. An
istorian, Penney discusses the appar3f

unction of

many

artworks as "primi-

is

assume that Native North
and beliefs
underwent a great deal of change during
some three thousand years of history. However, the raw materials of religious thought,
It

is

fair

American

to

religious practices

—

or at least the system
the basic world view
of visual metaphors used to describe the
cosmos remained surprisingly consistent

—

over the same period of time.

no question

to us only

Oestreich Lurie is curator and
head of the Anthropology Section. Milwaukee Public Museum. She is a cultural

Drawing upon ethnology

anthropologist with a special interest in

and motifs depicted on ethnographic specimens, Penney concludes:

North American Indians, ethnohistory.
and museum studies.

that the eastern tribes the Europeans

met

were the descendants, both physically and
culturally, of the peoples

archeologically.

known

Nancy
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Nelder Grove, California
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

When the naturahst and philosopher
John Muir was locating and inventorying

tributed to their longevity and the

the stands of California's giant sequoias

they

during the early 1870s, he

came upon

a

handsome grove a few miles south of the
now famous Mariposa Grove of Yosemite
National Park. As he wandered through
the pristine forest, which was bisected by
a placid, picturesque creek, he was startled to come upon a small, well-constructed log cabin. In front of

perched

it,

ample

supply of moisture and nutrients where
live.

Unlike animals, most plants con-

grow throughout their Ufetime. If
moisture and nutrients are plentiful, they
may grow rapidly. Sequoias survive fires
because their soft, spongy bark is up to
two feet thick. The wood itself is decay resistant, making the trees less susceptible
to damage by insects and fungi (even
tinue to

fallen sequoia logs

may remain

intact for

A sequoia usually doesn't begin to
cones until

it is

at least 125 years olc

average, a mature tree produces

1,500 cones per year.

i

Each cone

about eighteen months for its 1 50 tc
seeds to mature, and the seeds may n
shed for as long as twenty years. The 1
part of the seed

inch long, yet

it

is

only about one-qu

has the potential of d

oping into a tree that

may

contain

5(

cubic feet of vegetable matter. App

on a bark stool, was an old and heavily
weathered pioneer. Several years later,
Muir recalled his encounter with this for-

hundreds of years before beginning

mer, mostly unsuccessful gold prospector:

taller

reddish squirrel) and other animals,

Sherman Tree

seeds that do germinate successfuU

The name
Nelder, a
the

of

my

fine,

wood has

hermit friend

kind man,

at last

who

John A.
going into

is

in

gone home;

for

he loves

nature truly, and realizes that these last
shadowy days with scarce a glint of gold in
them are the best of ail. He bade me welcome, made me bring my mule down to his
door and camp with him, promising to show

me

show
trees

signs of deterioration).

can

live to ripe old ages,

growing

and thicker each year. The General
in Sequoia National Park,
apparently in its prime of life, is probably
nearly 3,000 years old and still going
strong.
alive

Speculation that some sequoias

may live to be 10,000 years old
heated debate among biologists.

today

provokes

Today, this sequoia grove and the creek
it

bear Nelder's name;

they are part of Sierra National Forest.

Giant sequoias, whose diameter

may

reach thirty feet and whose height ap-

proaches three hundred

feet, are

est living things in the world.

the larg-

The

red-

woods of coastal California and southern
Oregon are taller, but they lack the great
girth of the sequoias. Both trees belong to
the family Taxodiaceae, which also includes the swamp-inhabiting bald cypress
of the southeastern United States. Giant

sequoias have thicker, redder bark and

more sharply pointed

leaves than the red-

woods. Another difference

woods are able

to

sprout

is

that

from

redtheir

stumps, while sequoias cannot.

The
78

sequoias' gigantic size can be at-
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mately two-thirds of the seeds are a
mal, and one-fourth of the rest are

A fallen giant sequoia is slow to decay

lik(

be damaged by the Douglas chickar

main

in a

precarious position, since

cation of the

few years

soil

will

(

during a seedling's

probably cause

it

The sequoia seed germinates

to

i

witl

formation of a tiny taproot, somel
All

his pet trees.

that runs through

to

Thus the

photographs by B
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Joe Le Monnier

ral

causes or people's destructive

fc

and the dense, brushlike vegetation
ensued, provided fuel for fires, which
der natural conditions rage through

quoia groves as often as

five

times

{

Trees that grow with the

century.

quoias, such as white

firs,

sugar pines,

incense cedars, are able to survive

few of these

fires,

or,

but sequoias, with

show only
and are seemingly oi

thick, asbestoslike bark,

scars after a fire
San FrancisdQf

little

the worse for wear.

A sequoia

than 2,000 years old may have felt'
heat of one hundred fires in its lifet]
but

it

continues to grow and reprodul

As long
dars

—

200

feet

all

as sequoias,

firs,

—

unmolested

live

am

taller

in a grove,

create a thick canopy that

Los Angeles

pines,

capable of growing

little sun;

can penetrate. In addition, their mass^
fallen leaves accumulate on the ft
floor.

Nelder Grove

have never

felt

the woodsman's ax and an

understory kept clean through the

For

information write:

visitor

Forest Supervisor

Federal Building
11

30

Street

Fresno, California 93721

(209)487-5155
while snow

covers the ground. After a

still

few years, the taproot

is

replaced by an ex-

tensive network of feeder roots that eventually

300

may

feet

extend outward as much as
and cover three acres. The bark

remains gray

until the tree

years old; then

it

takes on

is

about twenty
characteristic

its

and rich red color
50 to 300 years of its life,
the giant sequoia is shaped like a Christfibrous texture

For the

mas

first

1

tree, tapering to a graceful,

pointed

top, but as the years progress, the

branch-

re-

moval of brush and the trampling by thousands of visitors each year Beneath the
tall trees in Nelder Grove, in contrast, is a
dense growth of small trees, shrubs, and
wildflowers that would be difficult to
traverse were it not for the hiking trail.
Within two decades after John Muir
had chanced upon his hermit friend, about
half of the giant sequoias in the grove were
cut off as much as twenty feet above the
ground, and the great tops of the trees
crashed to the forest

floor,

often splinter-

ing into uselessness. Giant limbs and huge

stumps were

left in

Because of

sequoia

is

its

may knock

old trees also exhibit "snag-tops,"

fort to protect

which are dead branches
result when ground

such mature stands o

But where sunlight pours in and thf
by fire or human disturba
sequoia seeds may germinate and dev
into saplings. Nelder Grove is su(
place. There hikers can see trees tha
less than 100 years old, a new genen
is

scarified

of future giants.

se-

either through natu-

guished professor of botany at Sout
Illinois University at Carbondale.

and 1930. Fewer than fifty mature
quoias were spared in Nelder Grove.
fell,

the crown.

in

fires

damage

part of the water-transport system within

the trunk, cutting off the supply of water

branches high up the tree.
Nelder Grove is one of seventy-five dis-

to the affected

tinct stands of giant sequoias that dot the

western slopes of the Sierra

Nevada

for

nearly 250 miles, from about twenty miles

west of Lake Tahoe south to within forty
miles northeast of Bakersfield.

My

first

through Nelder Grove's tranquil
Shadow of the Giants Trail came less than
hike

an hour after

I

of tourists as

we were bused

the Mariposa

posa Grove

80

is

had been jostled

Grove

in

in

in a crowd
and out of

Yosemite. Mari-

parklike, with trees that
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ol

quoias has threatened their regenera

out part of the crown.

They

tru

Semite National Park. Ironically, th

great height, the giant

Many

seq

suppressed since the establishment

vulnerable to lightning strikes,

which

is

Mariposa Grove, where lumbering
never occurred and where fire has

ing pattern results in a broadly rounded
top.

litter,

seeds will not germinate. This

"This Land" highlights the bioloi
phenomena of the 153 U.S. national
ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is di

gi-

ant sequoias in the nation between 1880

trees that

these conditions of d

the forest by the lum-

bermen who destroyed one-third of the

The

Under

shade and heavy ground

Nelder Creek, above. The 2,700-year-old Bull Buck tree

right.
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To the Spirit of the Oo
by Marc Breslav
Just beyond the rim of Maui's highest

the Bishop oo's decline, however, are more

Cooling as

it

Stephen Mountainspring rediscovered the Bishop's oo in a Hawaiian rain
forest. The species, Moho bishopi, was
last sighted in 1904 and had been presumed extinct by most authorities until
1981, when Mountainspring spotted it on
the windward slope of the immense Haleakala crater. It had also never been seen
with assurance on Maui and was known

related to nineteenth-century postsettle-

condenses

as

ment

enough that

crater,

influences. For example, in

dumped water

vengeful sailors

1826,

infested

The Bishop's oo (pronounced
honeycreeper

the

of

oo)

is

a

family

(Meliphagidae), which numbers 170 spe-

from Australia and the South
Pacific islands. Four species of oo have
been known to science, each limited in
range to a different Hawaiian island.
Three of these, from Oahu, Molokai, and
Hawaii, have not been reported since the
beginning of this century and have thus
been considered extinct. The Kauai oo
had also been thought extinct but was recies hailing

discovered in
lieve that

1

960. Ornithologists

now be-

fewer than ten individuals of this

species remain. Prior to Mountainspring's

was known from Maui, although there had been scattered reports
discovery, no oo

last century of oo-like birds of undetermined species. His sighting was
therefore doubly significant: it not only

over the

them access

to

Hawaiian women.

The nonnative mosquitoes became

carri-

and pox, with drastic
native birds that had no resis-

dant rain
lies

unaccustomed

continental flora.

in the

remote, high elevation of Ha-

may have found some sanchuman influences. Its very dis-

leakala, the oo

tuary from

tance from habitation and

made Haleakala

its

altitude

had

According to Mountainspring, "the fossil record and other historical evidence indicates that 70 percent of Hawaii's native
land birds
rival of

became

Western

extinct prior to the ar-

settlers."

The causes of

flew to

Maui

early in

May

1981,

which

kala,

at 10,026 feet

is

the hi^

Here the road ended,
Mountainspring descended by foot
the crater, whose moonscape floor
3,000 feet below. It was on this same
point on Maui.

dery desert floor that the Apollo a
nauts trained for their missions.

Carrying

a

fifty-pound

backp

ancient Hawaiians. According to one Ha-

Mountainspring began an eight-mile

waiian myth, Haleakala,"the house of the

across Haleakala's cinder bottom, a d

sun,"

is

the place where the ancient god

expanse crisscrossed by rugged lava

fl

Maui lassoed the sun by its "legs," or rays.
The sun, fond of sleeping, had been racing

A

across the sky to retire early for the night.

set

But the short days that resulted left too little time for the Hawaiians' bark cloth to
dry. One morning Maui caught the sun by

as they returned to their nesting burr

its legs,

just as

it

rose over the crater's rim.

walk more slowly across the sky.
Like the other Hawaiian Islands, Maui
absorbs the sun's heat, creating an inver-

rence on Maui.

floe

hitchhiked to the leeward rim of H;

a special place, even to

presumedly extinct species but also conpreviously hypothetical occur-

On the lee side of this

and Wildlife
Hawaii when he began the e>
sion that was to lead to the oo's disco

He

But

forest.

does, for the U.S. Fish

by cattle caused significant habitat deAllowed to roam freely in the
jungles, cattle fed on plants that did not
have the thorns or other defenses present

among

7

—some

Mountainspring was working, as he
vice on

struction.

p;

crest.

the dry expanse of the crater

such
mammals. Finally, indiscriminate grazing
to

In return for

its

—

results for

cats, attacked birds

is

drenches Haleak
windward slope at elevations betweer
and seven thousand feet, supporting ai|

ers of avian malaria

resurrected one of the Hawaiian Islands'

firmed

windward

inches per year

nied

introduced predators, such as rats and

member

8,500-foot

reportedly because the ruling chiefs de-

two islands were joined until the
end of the last glacial cycle, some 10,000
years ago.

Haleakala

of the moisture

the brunt of the area's rainfall

tance to these foreign diseases. Likewise,

ever, the

its

rain.

little

with mosquito larvae into a water system,

How-

historically as a bird of Molokai.

over

gains altitude, the mois

its

sion layer of

freedom, the sun agreed to

warm

air at

seven to nine

of red and black cinder c

line

roughly paralleled the route. At dusl

up camp

to the

sound of petrels ca

The next morning, he wound

his

through patches of Haleakala silversv
a rare plant endemic to the alpine de
of Hawaii, and climbed

up the

1

,600-

backside of the crater. Leaving the
trail

behind, he dropped

ward

down

slope through an alpine grassli

stopping just at the upper limit of the

up base camp.
camp, Mountainspring

thousand feet. Trade winds, heavy with
moisture picked up while crossing a thousand miles of open ocean, rise as they cross

daily trips into the rain forest. His

Maui

study

until they

reach this inversion

layer.

r

the v

forest to set

From

his

site

had been unexplored

r)>

rei
h)'.
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Don't Buy a
BIG TILLER..
For a Small Job!

Buy a Mantis!
Big tillers weigh almost 300 lbs.
Mantis weighs just 20 lbs. (women and
older gardeners love it)!
Simply turning a300 lb. tiller in a
backyard garden is a challenge.
Mantis starts with a flick of the wrist
.

.

and weeds
on a dime
between narrow rows and along

turns

fence

.

.

.

lines.

The Mantis takes

the work out of

growing flowers and vegetables
so you can have more time to enjoy
.

.

the results!
big tillers were designed to just
Mantis was designed from the
beginning for a variety of useful attachments. Tiller. Weeder. Furrower.
Edger. Lawn Aerator. Lawn DeThatcher. Hedge Trimmer.
Best of all, Mantis costs a fraction
of what you'll pay for a big tiller.

Most

till,

Waller Rothschild's turn-of-t he-century
painting of the Bishop's oo

felt,
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suddenly, a strong sense of
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"of really

into the scene before
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remarkably sharp and clear
ssions of the vegetation and sky patFor him, a curtain had been parted,
iing the image that Longfellow so
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his return,
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00 entry
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AOU Check-list.

The

offi-

such matters had accepted
Mountainspring's record, thereby resur-
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Perhaps not coincidentally, at the age of
eight, Mountainspring acquired his first
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"The Manf/s is compact, yet it still
accomplishes big garden jobs! We've
used it to till up a flower bed, prepare a
strawberry patch and dig trenches for
planting asparagus. We even used the s
IVIantis to cut sod pieces tor our lawn." ,n
Jane & Jim Maxey
^
Douglasville.
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3-Week In-Your-Garden Trial!
Mantis has a Lifetime Warranty on
the tines (if they ever break, we'll
replace them). A Lifetime Replacement agreement on the engine. And a
3-Week In-Your-Garden Trial {iiyou

FREE $41.00 BORDER EDGER
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Mantis Manulacturing Co.
1458 County Line Rd., Dept 762
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
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and your 3-Week Trial!
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At tiie American Museum
Workshops for Young People
The Museum's Education Department
is offering its Workshops for Young Peo-

Theater. Both take place at 2:00 p.m. and
are free and open to the public.

fall, with such programs as:
Through the Eyes of a Child, which introduces the Museum to five- and six-yearolds (accompanied by an adult); Nature

Tiger, Tiger, Burning Bright

Activities for the Very Young, for chil-

life

ple again this

dren in

first

and second grade; Learning

Draw Animals,

grades six, seven,
and eight; Origami, for grades five and
six; and Discovering the Microscopic
World, an introduction to the microscope
for children in grades six and seven. Fees
for the workshops range from $10 to $30
(10 percent discount for members), and
most begin in October and November. For
more information, call (212) 873-7507.
to

for

Art of the Cameroon

September and October the EducaDepartment will offer a series of lectures to complement Art of the Cameroon, an ongoing exhibition. On September 22, Tamara Northern will deliver a
slide lecture, "The Royal Art of the CamIn

tion

eroon

Grassfields,"

the

in

Kaufmann Theater

Sylvia

Museum's
Boone

will

Cameroon Art"
in the Kaufmann

present "Masterpieces of

on Sunday, October

f^'ight to

6,

A

photographic exhibition opens

Naturemax Gallery on October
Tiger,

Burning Bright

1

in

Tiger,

—An Indian Wild.

Portfolio includes spectacular pic-

tures of such Indian animals as the tiger,

elephant, and thamin deer

Faces Film Festival
Children ages six to fourteen are invited to a film festival sponsored by Faces,
the Museum's new magazine, and the
Membership Department. Three short
anthropological films will show

how

chil-

work, and
play. Among the subjects will be Eskimo
children playing indoor games, the daughter of Polish immigrants in Canada, and a
Navajo girl as she herds her sheep alone

dren around the world

for the first time.

live,

A craft activity will also

be included. Free copies of Faces: The
Magazine About People, geared to eightand fourteen-year-olds, will be given away
to participants. Faces is published by
Cobblestone Publishing in cooperation
with the Museum. This free program for
Museum members only will take place on

Peter Getzels Harriet Gordon

GREECE

U.S.A.

Oriental Passaj
April 4 to May 7, IS

Athens
^A
'^o.

'%/

^^^f^Em SE^

Cairo

EGYPT

Suez

Karnak
Valley of the Kings

Relax on the Museum's exclusively chartered cruise vessel,
llliria.

This snnall

gem

of a ship

-

offers pampered service, superb
food, and luxurious surroundings.
Each excursion on land is designed to
provide a rich and diversified experience of
the history, art and culture of the ancient
world. And the trip offers leisure to enjoy swimming, strolling, shopping or simply relaxing.

^^OM^i
Halley's

Comet, together with a

lecture team, itiner-

ary and cruise vessel that cannot be duplicated... call
or write the Museum's Discovery Tours office for
detailed information.

:00 a.m. and
Sunday, September 29, at
1:00 and 3:00 p.m. For more information
call (212) 873-1327.
1

1

The 1985 Margaret Mead Film Festival
The 1985 Margaret Mead Film Festival will feature forty-five films this year,

twenty-six of which will be

shown

for the

time in New York. Covering a spectrum of anthropological subjects, the fesfirst

a documentary of daily life
a Chinese village and a Werner Herzog
film on a mountain climber. Other high-

tival includes
in

lights are:

A Man When He Is a Man, a humorous
portrayal of male posturing in Costa Rica,
also raises serious questions about

male

women.
The Memory of the Camps, a devastating documentary of German concentration camps during World War II, filmed
attitudes toward

during the Allied liberation.
Panare records the life of Amazon peoples as they strive to maintain their iden-

changing world.
Films will be screened Monday through
Thurday, September 9-12, from 6:30 to
10:30 P.M. Tickets, available at the door
each evening, cost $3.00 for members and
$4.00 for nonmembers. For information
and a complete schedule of the films call
tity in a

Education Department
873-1070 on weekdays.

the

A scene from In the Footsteps of Taytacha

at

(212)

igapore to Athens By Sea
Thomas

Museum

#

and astronomer, for
ous and unforgettable cruise at the peak of Halley's Comet,
in Burma, India, Sri
he world's most intriguing ports
Yemen, Egypt and Jordan. Share the insights and
iny of seven additional Museum lecturers: two art
ans, an anthropologist, botanist, geologist, marine
ist and professional photographer.
D. Nicholson,

director

—
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me a detailed

brochure

describing the Oriental Passage.
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American
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Singapore

Natural
History

Discovery Tours
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79th

St.

New York, NY 10024
(212)8731440
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UNUSUAL

EXOTIC,

AFRICA
WEST
AFRICA

November 23-December 9

A safari in

the truest sense down
the Lobe River, plus one of Africa's
most beautiful countries, the Ivory
Coast.

TANZANIA
January 8-30
Zanzibar plus Africa's largest

The

Earth's Crust

Also Rises

reserve, the Selous, with optional

Kilimanjaro climb and northern

An unmanned spacecraft has measured the upward motion oflarge pC

circuit.

ofthe earth, a consequence ofthe ending ofthe last Ice Age

THE^IO
February 25-March 13
Mobile camp through southwest
Ethiopia, home to primitive tribes,
abundant wildlife and magnificent
scenery.

Also: Botswana, Namibia,
Malawi, Rwanda, Zaire, Zambia,
South Africa, Mauritius, Reunion.

l-800-"O"SAPARI or write
Explorers World Travel, 34
E. Center, Lake Bluff, IL 60044.
Call

BACKPACKING AMISH FAR>i,
•

by Stephen P. Maran

When

last

discussed in these pages, a

but seemingly inexorably losing altitude

that occur over time.

from Space," Natural History,
December 1982). From that unexpected
circumstance, it was deduced that a weak
electrical force was tugging at Lageos,
making it descend. The slow fall could
bring the 905-pound craft crashing down
on the earth 500,000 years from now, in-

To determine the changes in Laj
orbit, the craft is tracked from the gi
by laser The lasers can home in on tl

(see "Fall

are small groups of

inquiring college, high schoi)l, grad-

uate students and facdty

who

travel

across America as a learning community.

As we camp out September-

May or summers— hiking, canoeing
and skiing— we visit people and
places to encounter deep ecological

problems, society and self. Our
week to 4-year cross-cultural studies
—Newfoundland to California— lead
to naturalist, outdoor and educa4-

tage.

Of incorporates

all

back at their senders. Thanks to the

of the satellite, the careful choice of t

may

and the

even be rising at times. Of

greater interest to geophysicists

is

an-

other,

more

subtle change in the satellite's

orbit.

This

effect, called

nodal accelera-

seems to be due in part to slow
changes in the earth's gravity, which are
caused by the upward motion of the land
in Canada, Finland, Scandinavia, and
other regions that were covered by huge
ice sheets during the last Ice Age.
If I could carry a tune, I would be humming Rodgers and Hammerstein's "My
Favorite Things" at this point in the story.
short for Laser
That's because Lageos
tion,

Geodynamic

Satellite

—
—

is

spacecraft. Unlike nearly
lites

and probes,

my

favorite

other satel-

all

does not require hun-

it

bit in

which

undergraduate coursework,

Q

higher precision than that of any pro

it is

mand

NASA

pacltel or inquire:

Audubon

Society

Expedition Institute
H Sharon Conn. 06069

Dept.

%

;

•

(203) 364-0522
Students are admitted regardless of their race.
sex. religion or nalional origin.

that

would have any
completion of
satellite

accept
Send for complete information

Lageos orbi

satelhte. Therefore, as

earth,

it

functions as a roving refe;

point, so that

measurements of

itsi

over tracking stations at various loc

function-

No com-

can issue
on Lageos's faithful

controllers

effect
its

it

all.

appointed rounds; the

has no onboard radio receiver to

commands and no computer

or

i

can be used not only to find changes
satellite's motion but also to asci
changes

in the positions of the sti

themselves. Laser tracking stations

up on

£i

different continents, thereb

abling investigators to follow the

nents as they drift with respect to

1

oi;

other at almost unimaginably slow

!

Tracking stations are also located on

San Andreas fault zc!
making it possible to mi

sides of the

the slippage of the land along the

no bother at

ing. In fact,

i

changing orbit has been determined

commands every week to keep

startup funding.

National

initially placed, ai

California,

of-

independent study, life experience
credit and transferable coursework,
[^ awards financial aid and career

was

it

ci

laser tracking, Lageos's present, m

dreds or thousands of radio-transmitted
previous

fers accredited career internships,

two-foot-diameter

is

tional livelihoods.

The Expedition Education Advan-

its

studded with 426 retrorefle'
optical devices that have no moving!
but that flip incoming light beams dii
skin

expected. However, since our previous re-

still

Our expeditions

because

ellite

I

stead of in the millions of years originally

port, the rate of descent has varied

You can't fully learn about the environment by sitting in a classroom.

some of

laws from the changes in Lageos's

satellite

Career programs leading to
AA, B.S. and M.S. degrees

to infer the finest details of

NASA satellite named Lageos was slowly

Among
vealed

zi

the geophysical phenome.

in precise detail

ing of Lageos

was a

through the

tiny,

i

measurable*

porary increase in the length of

thi:

apparently related to an especially

occurrence of the Pacific Ocean's

f(

Ell

other equipment to execute them. Unlike

disturbance in 1982-83. This

such manned spacecraft as the space shuttle, Lageos follows no mission rules but op-

was confirmed by independent me;ii
ments made with radio telescopes'l

erates instead under the laws of nature.

used quasars as fixed reference poir

The challenge it

determining the earth's rate of

presents to the scientist

is

disc*

rot

^
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Member's Book Program, American Museum of Natural History, Central Park
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we had once attained. By capturnd examining the orbiting satellite,
terrestrial visitors to the solar system
1 learn something of the vanished inhat

educational process,
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shell
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an informative plaque with a

ige for potential finders. Designed

Sagan of Cornell
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University, the
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time of the hypothetical

maps on

visit

the plaque, the time
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was launched
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owing all of the above,
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learned with

oding in 1982 that Lageos was unexdly falling at the rate of 1/25 of an
iper
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day, ten times faster than antici-

Even Lageos,
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not

was an interesting
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Goddard Space
that Lageos's

Flight Center, concluded

fall

was due

to the buildup

of an electric charge similar to the static
electric

charge that builds up

when you walk
charged, the

in

your body

Once

so

satellite is susceptible to

an

across a rug.

plasma drag, that

electric force, called

exerted by electrified gas in

its

is

orbital sur-

roundings. That seems to be the cause of

Lageos's

fall,

and that

is

where we

left

the

December 1982.
Since 1982, Rubincam and

reader in

AFRKASmd
n safari with
j

TRAVCOA

gorilla,

great migrations of the Serengeti Plain, and the
wildlife of

Botswana and Virunga.

we

visit

Cameroon.

Travel on South Africa's luxurious Blue Train,

Mara and

balloon over the Masai

stay at

famed

Governors' Tented Camp.

TRAVCOAs South Pacific includes the
New

cruise from

Western Samoa, and a

Guinea's Sepik River to the

Trobriand Islands where colorful customs of a
primitive culture survive today.

Tour Michener's Rurutu, Bora Bora and the

Kingdom

of Tonga. Travel

from Sydney

aboard the Trans-Australian Railway.
mania,

the Maori country of

Fiji,

and see

Fire

Walkers

in

satellite's

varying.

slow

to Perth

Visit Tas-

New

Zealand

Rabaul.

fall

almost stops.

One study

suggested that Lageos had begun to
it

rise.

unexpected variations in the satellite's demay be due to changes in a pressure
force exerted on

from the

it

by sunlight reflected

Such light is called earth
have known for more than two

earth.

We

tions in the

amount of

flected

the Northern and

in

sunlight that

Amazon and
marvel

offers a surprising contrast

and exotic

cities.

Cruise the

Galapagos, explore Patagonia, and

at the giant statues

an exciting expedition,

on Easter

live at

Island. For

sects the plane of the earth's equ;

two

is

re-

referred to as nodal acceleration.

Nodal acceleration
ellite

ocean

in the orbit

.

o

can be caused by such for
tides. However, when all pre

were subtracted

identified causes

the observed nodal acceleration
geos's orbit in

but certain me;

a small

The

studie:

prepared by Rubincam and by a
F.

>

two recent indepi

acceleration remained.

te:

Yoder, an astronomeri
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A long the San Andreas fault, land slippage is tracked by lasers.
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New York, N.Y 10023

accomodations. 8 days. Miami $1,198: New York
$1,395.00 Extension Machu Picchu available. 310
Washington. Roanoke. VA 24016 (703) 342-5630

Iguassu

living

with

COSTA

RICA,

passed vahety

and

Gourmet picnics

CA

in

picti

90212.

ADVENTURES WORLDWIDE.

Soloi

Islands in traditional Melanesian outrigger Ala:
side Passage whale research aboard 93 br'

schooner. Galapagos and Greek

Isles

yacht

trii

wegian fjords and Arctic Ocean, Hawaii. Over
small groups Free color catalog. Wilderness
1760-NB Solano Avenue. Berkeley. CA 947C|
524-5111
i

Circle.
(212)

877-2442

A NATURALISTS DREAM.
of wildlife

LTD.

nature"

settings. (213) 274-3025.
P.O. Box 3709. Beverly Hills.

SAILING

AMAZON.

serve

—

Fossils:
Death Valley, etc. 1 day
2
Small/medium/large groups. Country/Victorian
historic hotels, mountain lodges, research statt

plants. (Ex:

850

Unsur-

SEE WILD ORANGUTANS

IN

SUMATRA

v!

thropologist, photographer, and a Director!
Orangutan Rehabilitation Program Also gibbc
caques, etc Stays in Singapore. Penang Islanct
tra Limited to twelve. Gibson Ventures. Box 55
Creek, AZ 85331

(

bird spe-

Explore spectacular habitats including primary
tropical rainforest, rare mountain cloud forest, and lush
Pacific beaches. Small group with two expert leaders.
Relaxed pace, glorious weather, and delightful accommodations including at least four nights in an ocean
front inn. December 21-31: March 28-April 5 and August 15-24 in 1986 Nature World Explorations. 11442
High Hay Drive NH. Columbia. MD 21044 (301) 730cies!)

Unusual
India

& Nepal

Trekking (walking) expeditions to
of Mt. Everest & Annapurna. Wild'
safaris in search of rare Asian birc

mammals. Explorations of remote u
Sikkim. Ladakh and tropical Sn U«
to

0877

35 day programs from S670.00

I

Free Brochures.

HiVHAlAViAM TtAVcI

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic

tours from $1666
including airfare. 8. 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals.
Special Halley s Comet/Galapagos Tours, March and
Apnl 1986. Ecuador/Peru options. University credit
available. Joseph Colley. Last. Inc.. 43 Millstone Road
21133 (301) 922-3116
Randallstown,

P.O

Box481-NH

Greenwich, CT 06830
Toll Free (800) 2
(203) 622-0055

MD

REACH OUT and TOUCH
he MAYA
the WO RLD of
t

HAJEX tours by olane^.bus, .-dugtjuts and on
foot, enable yyu to feaT,.-^ar^'ien and
Copan
taste, as welf-;a? 'se? tiiateklc<?Tftp1
Palenque and(cittier hWYA rtjlnrlelijielr tropi
Yoii.HJH^irt
cal Jungle settings.
,-^-- nonkeys,
parrots, toura'liS,' TO rplio bUttferfl-l ^s, leafcutter ants; orcltldsl, chtijie. %1h ilce
f the WYA
descendants
ttiey II 'e and work'
J^
In their qaienS, vi Diag^ 'Biid mar ets.

HALLEYS COMET/New

Zealand &

Australia.

April

1986 Special itinerary Princeton Nature Tours. 282
Western Way. Princeton, NJ 08540 (609) 683-1 1 1

,

.

.

.

>

KENYA. INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS 30 years
expenence. Perry Mason Safaris. Box 1643, Darien, CT
06820 (203) 838-3075

KENYA SAFARIS: Photographic workshop with Boyd
Norton, Feb 5. Ornithological safaris. Jan 15, 29. Voyagers, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851

leisurely., relaxing, leatn.ttig, enjl,able

vacation/ exj>erieiices, with atitjjJe tlmeVor
looking J listening, taking pliotgs. Hfct
tours win visit at least two of tlie W.<A
countrltj of Mexico, Belize, Guatemalal and
lloiidurc/s.
Basic 22 day trips, all expAiise
round frrlp from Hlaml - $1,995; two wee\
extens/ons $895. Limit 16.

^jc\a1./\J\/\.

AlAVA AH£Rl(yi.gyilGLE.EXFERIEUCES

:..

,-

BeUevue,

94

c; -

-

-

HAJBC .-^^^

V. 0. Box 40631
Wft
98004.
(206)455-1496-
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Video
"GRAND CANYON" 2-hour helicopter exf
video. Breathtaking music. Critically acclaintails Free. Beerger Productions, 3217 Arville,
gas. NV 89102. (702) 876-2328

4WD Tdiic. and camel. Spectacular rock and sandscapes
and prehistoric art. Small groqe guided by Itui^
nomads with finish ^eaUng escort MoiMUy NY
dt^artims bi^ Oct From $2,350 aU inchs.
^.1 »-

MAJ EX

17 day adventure on

TIBET/CHINA. Explore Tibet's fabled pilgrima
and gilded palaces Jokhang Cathedral
and Sera Monastehes. Potala Palace, the Tas
Walk in hill country nnged by the Himalay
Shanghai. Chengdu, Xian, Gua
Beijing.
Nanjing September 29-October 22, Octobei
vember 12 $3,950 including airfare from Wes.
China Passage. 302 Fifth Avenue. New York, N
(212)564-4099

-\Jjj3lfM3K>XSJkiii3

TURTLE TOURS
251E. ilstSl..

MX.

M

Rates are not structured for agency or frt
All advertisements are accepted i
RAL HISTORY'S discretion Send check.'mon
payable to NATURAL HISTORY to The Marke
RAL HISTORY Magazine. Central Park West
St.. New York. NY 10024 Please include your
address and telephone number, issue preferi
suggested heading Deadline 1st of the mo
months phor to cover date (the January issu
Nov. 1 ). Camera-ready art is required for dispis
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will
paid.

10022

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION
$2.50 per word; 1 6 word ($40) minimum. Displa
fed is $275 per inch. All advertisements must
discounts.

Es-

corted and independent nature and hiking tours. Hike
in New Zealand s scenic National Parks and Milford
Track: Explore Australia's Outback, Far North, and
Great Earner Reef Extensions to Fiji, Tahiti. New
Guinea. South Pacific itineranes designed for individuals and groups Pacific Exploration Co.. Box 3042-N,
Santa Barbara, CA 93130. (805) 687-7282

|

—

upon
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Celestial Events

Mornings

.ovely

^homas D. Nicholson
from the obscu-

September 6-7: The waning moon

Auand climbs rapidly into the morning
it can be seen before sunup by midh. Mars joins Venus and the bright

passes above the Hyades, a V-shaped star

ars recovers quickly
)f its

conjunction with the sun

in

cluster in Taurus, the Bull.

V

star in the

moon

is

The

at 7:16 a.m.

iggard and the easternmost (lowest)

tor.

three.

J

Mercury can

also be

found

in

norning twilight, low in the eastern
luring the early part of

mn morning

September,

configurations of the

are always the best,

;t

e planetary

scene

is

in

September,

morning improves. If not for Jupievening would be rather poor. Juonly competition comes from Sat-

e

!ie

s

distinguished

particularly

not

irance,

which

in

to the south of our

is

nd sets soon after darkness. Jupiter

At about dark

thing else again.

it

is

be-

appear near the south and remains

'

The

sky until well after midnight.

':

may

;

help in finding Saturn on the

thereafter

will

it

moon

be obscured by the

on haze.

ptember

1

The moon

:

half days past

full,

is

moon"

already two

yet moonrise

When

tonight.
r,

5

you will find
and Cetus.

Dtember 2-3:
s

Still

from dark

the

is

the
bit.

until

moon climbs

near the border of

waning, the

moon

Mercury almost covers
while passing below it tonight, com4:

minute of arc, about the
dime seen at a distance of 400
Jnfortunately, the two planets are up
[n daylight and are located where we
ithin a half
f

a

I

(see
I

them. The

moon

is

at apogee, far-

from the earth.

ptember 5: The moon is near the Plewhen it comes up tonight after 9:00
t

I

'he closely

MANUFACTURER DIRECT
j\ year-round down comforter named for
famous Swiss ski resort Gstaad
(pronounced stSd). The silky smooth fabric is
imported European 100% cambric cotton (226
per inch thread count). The exclusive ring
stitch design has many more intricately handsewn circles than other ring stitch designs (180

September

1

the

Venus and the old moon

2:

see

them

We

morning about dawn.

this

moon again

the sun and emerges to

until

its left

passes

it

a Queen size comforter to be precise).
achieve a beautiful sculptured
effect. The ideal solution for year-round
sleeping comfort... nestled under the luxury of

as an eve-

rings in

September 14: New moon, at 2:20 p.m.,
EST, is moving across the border between
Leo and Virgo, along with the sun.
September 16: Now two days past new,
the young crescent moon can be glimpsed
in Virgo tonight, just above the bright star
Spica,

the southwestern sky

if

is

European down and the irresistable
100% cambric cotton. Our
Guarantee: If for any reason you are not
completely satisfied with your purchase, please
the finest

feel of soft

9

clear.

moon

is

it

down coats, 100% Merino
Wool products and many other natural

moon

products designed to improve the quality of

and

drifting slowly to the left

TOLL-FREE

pillows, designer

Saturn rides the sky
tonight, although

18:

with the crescent

TO ORDER CALL

ship

1-800-356-9367, Ext. H615, or use the coupon.
Or, call or write for your free catalog
featuring 20 down comforter styles, down

today.

September

We

return it for a full refund. Delivery:
within 24 to 48 hours.

Perigee moon, nearest the earth, was earlier

we

Thus,

ning crescent.

your

life.

in Libra.

September

19:

The moon has left Libra
The lunar com-

panion tonight

Antares,

is

though the moon
Ophiuchus.

September

21

is

:

in

al-

is

moon,

(0.5°)

away

very near Ve-

at first quarter at 6:03 a.m.,

Soft

The

at noon.

gathered stars of this clus-

ometimes called the Seven Sisters)
j.st above the moon and to its right.

September
equator

in

22:

The sun

crosses

^Q

Virgo today, on the way south

DM.C.
Send Free
Catalog

QTY

PRICE
-xS_
-xS_

=s_
=s_

=S_
=S_
=S_
TOTAL =S_

Ship..Hdlg..& Insur.-S5 per comfoner

S2.50 per pillow

UPS 2nd

day

D

air

'We ship UPS ground service unless
otherwise. UPS 2nd dmj air add 58.50

moon

is

you

request

Address

mov.

obvious at 1:00 a.m. (on the

f^iiv
Citv Slate
Mate zltp
Zip__.

.

,

I

I

is

^Check

Exp.

through Capricornus

retrograding), while the

effect

uAm.

Exp. Dl

be-

ing to the left just to the planet's south.

The

MAIL:

CVISA

Accl. No.

23d in Asia, Africa, Australia,
and Europe, but the changing date doesn't
catch up to us until later.
September 23: Jupiter is moving slowly
(it's

*55

1-800-356-9367, Ext. H615. Use vour credit card.

gins on the

to the west (right)

Two for *68
Two for '88
Two for -108

ORDER BY PHONE TOLL-FREE

OR ORDER BY

autumn begins
in the Northern Hemisphere. Most years
autumn starts on September 23, but the
"breaks of the game" we play with leap

Autumn

36")

D Beige

Blue

(20" x 26")^35
x 30") ^45

DQueen (20"
DKing (20" X

the

Style #701

Pillows

D White D Light

DStandard

of it, at 9:08 p.m., EST, and

year cause the time to vary.

Down

Colors:

in

is

^99

DQueen/FuU (86" x 86") ^124
DKing (102" X 86") ^149

nus this morning; the planet passes a

moon's diameter

Style #153

Comforter

Color: Pure White
DTwin (60" X 86")

slipping to the left into

Regulus

Down

Gstaad

Scorpius,

Sagittarius.

through Pisces into Aries.

I3tember
I

it

It's

displaced a

effect

ilight lasts virtually

and Casbelow the

behind, along with Saturn.

about an hour after sunset.
est

is

DOWN PILLOWS

&

with and below the

to its left.

beneath
unless otherwise noted.

is in

are always a pretty sight, and you should

the

e following events are given in local

in line

brighter Venus

won't see the

clearly shifting

from the evening sky

Gemini, nearly

Much

The morning moon

10:

Comforter

on the 7th.

constellation's twin stars, Pollux

September

Down

bright red

Aldebaran. Last-quarter

is

make an interesthreesome in the dawn sky. Venus is
ibvious leader in brilliance; Mars is
^egulus (in Leo) to

Gshuid

I

Send

to:

The Company

store.

Oept H615,

500 company Store Road, La Crosse, Wisconsin saSOI.
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moon drifts toward Jupiter,
and then away.
September 24-27: The gibbous moon

some days ago, but it is
today that the interval between sunrise

24th), as the

past

length) took place

it,

widens nightly as

it

shps through Capri-

cornus, Aquarius, and Pisces on the route

toward the vernal equinox.

September 27: The equinox (which implies that day and night are of equal

equinox. Moonrise occurs so near to
set for the next several

and sunset is exactly twelve hours. Of
course, if you include twilight, the sky is
light for more than twelve hours.
September 28-29: The full moon of the
28th, at 2:08 p.m., EST, is the harvest

as

moon because

stars this

it is

Halley's

if

days that

we have a full moon

n

apf n
right to the ei
it

(

the month.

Editor's Note:

The Sky Map in the Ju

sue shows the evening constellations

so close to the vernal

month and

gives times for

Comeback
Orbit of

Uranus

Orbit of Saturn

Neptune

Orbit of Pluto

Comet

Orbit of Jupiter

As

Halley's

comet

circles the

every seventy-six years,
earth's sky.

Each

sun on a

7. 2-billion-mile

journey

traces a series of lazy loops in the

it

spiraling loop takes about a year to complete,

reflecting the earth's

motion around the sun more than that of

week of November, Halley should be within range

for bino

viewing, and from then until early January, Northern hi

sphere viewers will have their best shot at

it.

History provides us with vivid accounts of Comet Halley

the comet. During the long series of seventy-five or so spirals, the

pearance, whetting our appetites for this one chance in a

loops drift slowly westward until suddenly the

(for

the inner solar system and bursts across

comet approaches

more than

three-fourths

most of us)

to see

pletely honest with us.

Although

it

one since 240

The westward dash begins this year on September 22. On that
date. Comet Halley completes its final easterly (retrograde) jog
in Gemini and swings westerly out of its last spiral, starting its
spectacular eight-month sprint. From now until May 1986, the
comet builds its coma and tail, swings around the sun, and loses
them again, while twice coming close to the earth. On May 31,

some), the tradition of the spectacular comet

1986, the comet turns easterly once more, beginning another
long series of spirals that will not end until

its

next appearance

in

the year 2061.

twenty-eight in

all

(with glowing accouii

we have inhd

doesn't reflect the varying conditions that govern

its visi

from the

uncerti

earth. Consequently, there remains

some

over the comet's appearance this year. Historical evidenoi
the circumstances of
that

it

will not

its

former journeys past the earth suj

be very bright or well placed for viewing

ic

But despite the accuracy with which we can foretell
movements, comets are unpredictable at best. Data thus f

sky.

i

comet may be brighter than predicte
though not greatly so.
But however poor the forecasts may be and whatever
happen, don't give up hope. Most likely, with enough effoi
eryone who really wants to see this captivating object w
dicate that Halley's

This month the comet

beyond the distance to
237 million miles from the sun and the
is

still

well

Mars; at midmonth it is
same distance from the earth. It will be closer to the earth than
to the sun from now until the year's end, months during which
the earth and the comet close in toward one another.
Within the next month, Halley's comet will increase in brightness by more than five times, given the rapid pace at which the
earth and the comet approach each other. By the end of the first

96

i

records every appearand]

of the sky in less than a year.

B.C.,

lift

Unfortunately, history hasn't been

it.
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Now

the time to prepare by dusting

able

to.

lars,

getting out your star maps, and trying your

your way

is

in the sky. In

off"

your

hand

at

bi
«(
fi

another month you can begin you

personal search for the most famous comet of history.

il

BRUNCH
WITH A
BRONTOSAURUS.
At the American

Museum of Natural

History,

you can brunch with the animals. Because

we now have a beautiful
restaurant we call (what else?) the
American Museum Restaurant. Hereon
downstairs

anthropologist can dig up surprises

like

angel hair pasta with broccoli and goat
cheese.

A

taxidermist can stuff herself on

challah bread french toast.

And

a zoologist

can go ape over our ratatouille omelette.
Even a regular West Sider can have
taste

buds

tickled.

Imagine

his

that.

AMERICAN MUSEUM

RESTAUR^NT
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
CENTRAL PARK WEST AT 79TH STREET
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10024
(212)

874-3436

LUNCH: Mon.-Fn.

1

1:30

AM-4:00 PM

AFTERNOON

TEA: Every doy 4:00 PM-5:00
DINNER: Wed., Fri., Sat. 5:00 PM-7:30 PM

BRUNCH:

Sat.

PM

& Sun. 11:30 AM-4:00 PM

Free Admission to

Museum

after 5

PM

Fn,

&

Sot.

The Natural Moment

The

a Boring
Ray Mendez spotted

this brentid beetle

while cruising around one of his favorite

Trinidadian locales

—

the back>'ard of the

Asa Wright Nature Centre. The beetle
had come into some flowers growing near
the center's bamboo patch and then
climbed up on one, possibly to chew some
pollen. Mendez marveled at the engineering job that was its head. The whole front
portion of the animal was head
stalk that narrowed,

—

a long

threw off a couple of

antennae, and ended in two tiny jaws.
swiveled smoothly, as
bearing.

Mendez

too, for the

if

moving on a

could see

With

Beetle

it

It

ball

swiveling.

animal, while very slow and

Head

tesque lengths."

The

brentids use

them

to

bore into plants or fruits they eat, but even

more
wood

often, they use

According

gnaw

them

to drill into

or bark so they can lay their eggs.
to Linsenmaier, the larvae then

out shafts of their

own and

eat the

fungi that pop up in them.

Mendez
Trinidad.

has observed this himself

He

in

has often seen a congrega-

on a recently fallen tree.
the cut of the tree seems
to attract beetles, flies, and even moths
and butterflies. At other times he has seen
brentids nesting in the hollow stems of
tion of beetles

The sappy area

in

bamboo. In any

case, this particular beetle

mechanical and regular, never actually
stopped moving.
According to Walter Linsenmaier, a
German zoologist, brentid beetles (sometimes called giraffe beetles) often have

never really stopped fidgeting, but some-

long heads and faces that project forward,

rarely get to be

like the

trunk of an elephant, "to gro-

how Mendez managed

to get a couple of

Enlarged here, the bug looks a
lot more fearsome than it does at the Asa
Wright Nature Centre where brentids
shots of

it.

—

more than a couple of

inches long.

Photograph by Raymond A. Mendez
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Additional Readil

50% OFF

NORMAL
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Wool
Mattress Pad

100% Merino

MANUFACTURER DIRECT
Soft 100% Merino Wool cushions and cradles
your body for a deeper, more restful night's
sleep. Even the best mattress creates pressure
points on the shoulders, hips and back. Soft,
thick Merino Wool conforms to the contours
of your body, relieving pressure points. Many
people report they fall asleep faster and enjoy
a more restful sleep.

In an independent study

of our wool pad

conducted by the University of Wisconsin:
83% of the participants reported a better
night's sleep, 94% stated their muscles and
joints felt better the next day.

"

a natural insulator. In winter, the
pad retains body heat to keep you warm. In
summer, the pad keeps you cool by absorbing
ool

ilies

of prehistoric farmers with their hunter-

the better articles written about Bui

As an exclusive and superior design
innovation, we have eliminated the standard
and have designed the pad like a
bottom sheet to hold the wool more

elastic straps

firmly in place.

gatherer forebears.

A chapter by Alan

H.

Goodman

"Health Changes

at

braska"

{U.S.

950-

Camera

Publishing

Dickson

et

al.,

Mounds,

(a.d.

Illinois

1 300)," chronicles the effects of economic
and cultural change on the health of prehistoric populations in this area. Robert
Gilbert, Jr., and James Mielke edited

Analysis of Prehistoric Diets (New York:
Academic Press, 1985), a report on the
For a review of mankind's

three million years, see Robert

Michael Ghiselin's The Econoi
Nature and the Evolution of Sex (j
is

University of California Press,!

a refreshingly learned book th;"

cording to

Mongooses and Hornbills (p. 36)
In King Solomon's Ring (New York:
Thomas Y Crowell, 1952), Konrad Z. Lorenz speculates,

among

other things, that

,

New

Corp.,

the

Kama

tions:

its

author, "is a cross b(*i

Sutra and The Wealth

<''\

seeks to explain the diversit

it

productive phenomena

in

the

Living

)]:

li;

some ideas derived from classical

our own instinctive behavior has

common

with

Tinbergen,

t

eci(

by

^

Eldredge and Steven M. Stanley

^

ics."

Fossils,

edited

York: Springer- Verlag, 1984),

inclii(

of

that

ORDER
^10
1-800-356-9367,

in

Niko

animals.

Dutch-born

the

much

short chapter by Ghiselin on the

zoologist

Ext.

200% Merino Wool

Mattress Pad
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W
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and other aspects. Fema;

larger than males in a majority of

nil

bi

of reasons; Stephen Jay

io

Observed

95 ). O. Anne
Mongoose Watch: A Family

is

1

1

scheduled to be published by

Doubleday and Co.,

New

York,

in

Janu-

ary 1986.

"The Oddball hii
Male" {Natural History, July 19!.,
14-22). Gould's "Sex and Size" (Aft
History, August 1983, pp. 24-27) xi
ines a general phenomenon in natur
change and ponders why the pat n
changing from male to female, rath
from female to male, is more com
looks at these in

—

Butcher's Pioneers

(p.

44)

Solomon D. Butcher's pictures constitute the most comprehensive photographic record of the pioneers

who

settled

Combining critical
analysis with biography, John E. Carter's
Photographing the American Dream, to
be published by the University of Nethe Nebraska plains.

braska Press, Lincoln,
Butcher's

place

in

Ants and Treehoppers
Catherine

M.

(p.

62)

Bristow's "Treelp

Transfer Parental Care to Ants:

,;

Mutualism" {Science, Vj,
pp. 532-33) is one of the few artiie
Benefit of

October, estab-

these insects that isn't extremely tem

photography.

or mainly concerned with their syei

in

Solomon D. Butcher's Pioneer History of
Custer County, Nebraska (Broken Bow,

a
ics. A new edition of A.F.G.
Aphid Ecology (London: Blacl;/

NE:

thuen,

Purcell, Inc., 1976), a reprint of his

1901 photographic history of the area,

Livermore,

is

Harry Purcell, 1210 Holly
(hardcover,
94550

CA

$15.50; paperback, $9, postage extra).

Roger

L. Welsch's

Sod

Walls, an analysis

1

985) includes a readable

reje

the phloem-feeding insects, closely ^1:
to treehoppers.

E.O. Wilson's

Tht'i

Societies (Cambridge: Harvard
sity Press,
tions,

iw

1971) treats ant-aphid

and John N. Thompson's

and Coevolution (New

tfi

ite'

of sod house architecture as a form of folk

tion

was published by Purcell in 1980
($10, paperback). Welsch derived much
of his information from Butcher's photographs, as well as from people whose fam-

Wiley and Sons, 1982) is one of e
books that deals with mutualisms ad

art,
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Peripatuses (p. 54)

J.

Wenke's Patterns in Prehistory (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1980).

Butcher o

"S.D.

Vestal's

1971).

to interpret prehistoric nu-

tritional stress.
first

David

ley:

methods used

(Oxford: Clarendon Press,
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John E. Carter (page 44) has a passion
Great Plains (generally) and the
state of Nebraska (specifically). "Almost all my time is spent studying and
interpreting Nebraska culture. I am one

1985/86

for the

of those fortunate few," he says,

NATURAL HISTORY
CULTURAL TRIPS

"who

manages to get paid for his avocation,
hobby, and diversion." As curator of
photographs for the Nebraska State HisSolomon D. Butcher Collection of
plate negatives

—the pride of the

photographic

ety's
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holdings.
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glass
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Soci-

"I

was
C

struck by the fact that no serious analysis

of Butcher's

life

or

five
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work had been

L THE

history of the

American West

in the history of

ARCHAEOLOGY

as well as

C
D

photography."
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O. Anne Rasa (page 36) has been
studying the behavior, sociology, and

ecology of Africa's dwarf mongooses for
fifteen
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the unusual and unex-

pected mutualism between the mongooses and some hornbills
her attention in

1980.

A

first
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Heisenberg

Scholar at the University of Bayreuth
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While doing research

for his

Economy of Nature and

To catch a peripatus in action,

book The

rapher

the Evolution

the living

fossil

him

the

made

Malay Archipelago, Palau,
per-

haps the most widely knovi'n of his works.
Future projects include further investi-

mechanisms of natural separticular the evolution and

gation of the
lection, in

classification of sea slugs.

An

inverte-

brate specialist, Ghiselin was awarded a

Mac Arthur
and

is

fornia

Prize Fellowship in

1981

now a research fellow at the CaliAcademy of Sciences in San

Francisco.

Treehoppers, the sugar cows of the

in-

which are protected and
"milked" by ants, have interested Catherine M. Bristow (page 62) since she was
sect world,

a graduate student at Princeton.

Her ini-

was in the predators of treehoppers and aphids, which also excrete
sugar. But you can't watch these bugs'
tial interest

predators without also noticing the ants,

photography,

"more than

that
sugar.

remotely threatens the flow of
So after a while, Bristow forgot

entirely about the predators

and focused

instead on the mutualistic relationship

between ants and sugar producers. As
she points out in her

article,

treehoppers

are not as passive as they might

seem

they have evolved ways to exploit the
ants' sweet tooth. Bristow's newest interest,

however,

nomenon
in

is

—the

lates that

it

the setting for this phehost plant.

may have

She specu-

an important role

mutualism. "If ants are so beneficial,

why are so few aphids tended?" she asks.
"What effect does the plant species have
on an aphid's
Bristow

is

ability to attract ants?"

currently based at the Univer-

sity of California, Davis.

first

meeting

animal

in

Trinidad

in

1978,

while

searching a rotting log for reptiles. Since
then, he's gotten to

worm"

quite well

havior.

Read

know

the "walking

and is completing his
doctoral project on peripatus feeding beis

a research student at the

University College of North Wales, but
his

work has taken him

to Brazil, the

Lesser Antilles, and Tobago, as well as
Trinidad.

When not stalking peripatuses

on tropical stream banks. Read captures
natural history subjects on sound recordings and film. His footage has been
broadcast on such popular BBC television series as "Life on Earth" and "The
Living Planet."
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right

vent

he

stresses,

shoi

portraiture"; his goal

perfect behavioral shot."
1

Zoologist Morley Read's

the

and light no greater than
a full moon, Mendez shot a series
nocturnal hunter at work. But si
as he is to the ways of wild perip
Mendez attributes his chance to
graph a peripatus giving live birtbj
ilance and a lot of luck. His formej
in research and exhibits at the An'
Museum of Natural History and
rent nature photography have
Mendez to combine three loves: i
mal behavior, and entomology. V

since the ants violently attack anything

with a peripatus (page 56) was a case of
pure serendipity. He encountered the

habitat,

crickets,

the Caribbean, and Mexico. His Triis

Asa Wrig

ture Centre in Trinidad with a

to the

umph of the Darwinian Method

to create

ing a peripatus at the

academic
realms of Stanford, Harvard, and Berkeley (among other schools) and into the
field in

(pa

an ambian(
lighting, a gentle tropical bree
food, a moist, mossy clay bank. B

Peripatus. Ghiselin's ca-

reer has taken

Raymond A. Mendez

knew he had

of Sex, Michael Ghiselin (page 54) unearthed information on modes of reproduction in various animals, among them

Mendez

05-mm macro lens with extensia

and strobes and, for extreme clos
Nikon-adapted Zeiss Luminar
1.35 microscope lens. His work (
be seen on pages 62 and 98 of th

been many books about Africa, but few have captured so well the
landscape and also the fragile details of its animal life. Specially
had by both Elspeth Huxley, the author, and photographer Baron Hugo
ive

fits ancient
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MAN AND HIS GOLD, A SERIES
When you realize what gold can do,
you'll know wiiy dentists use so much of i.
It is almost beyond belief, this
scene from the Middle Ages. A fire
burns in a dark corner of a room. At
the other end sits a toothache victim
with an open mouth. Bending over
him, a man pours into the cavity in
his tooth a molten lead alloy. You
can imagine the ensuing sound

effects.

Things were better farther back,

when

in the 6th century B.C.,

in

Etruscans practiced the art
of wiring loose teeth together with

developed that could be fused
gold alloys,

making

ev-

is

hardnesses, melting points al
expansions. They give the di-

_

and
other ways, more

tal

than twelve tons

select

of gold were used

hardnesses depending on
job they have to do.

In this

in

gold alloys in varies

Though the price of gold !s

strips of gold.

The ancient Greeks

What is it
that makes

also used gold in their

gold so useful?
It

laboratory technician a lo i

work with. For instance, he (a

1984 by U.S.

dentists.

crude prostheses.

gold

alloys are available with diffen

^f

restoration.

And

sures of biting.
lasting.

Today, standardized gold castij

The gold is not

visible in the finished

Italy the

and Romans

to

possible for

look abso-

artificial teeth to

lutely natural.

it

will

increased over the years,

e

main cost in dentistry
labor and services,
metal. Only small amouj
i

not
Taggart s original

corrode or

tar-

machine

for high-precision casting

nish in the of dental gold.
mouth. It has no injurious effect on
gums and other tissues. It takes a
high {X)lish. It is malleable and can
be shaped easily without breaking.
Being malleable, it can be made to
fit tightly around the edges of a
Ancient Etruscan gold bridgework
gleams like new.

cavity, sealing

still

fracture

But only recently, in this cenhas the use of gold been perfected with the high-quality

tury,

The breakthrough came
with the development

— of

the

in

— or

1907

rather

wax"

"lost

casting process by the American

W.H. Taggart. For examcrown or inlay is first carefully shaped out of wax. It is then
surrounded by a heat-resistant
dentist,
ple, a

hardens, it
heated and the wax melts out of it.

plaster. After the plaster
is

Into the resulting hollow

is

Upon

poured

molten gold

alloy.

the plaster

broken open, leaving

is

in gold. This, very

won't

restorations are

made

much

oi'
k

average crown.

Cheaper, base-metal alloys h(

been developed to replace gold,
gold has unsurpassed

Some

are even suspect: there

particular concern about the
itv

j

reliabily,
ii

to:>

of nickel, which

tain of these alloys.

is used in 'T
Other probl

such as miscastings, discolorau
of teeth, and inadequate adhes

more frequent

^\.

these substitutes.

No metal

is

more trustwortho

has a longer history of usiii
dentistry than gold. Instc
tively we know how prec J
gold is; it has been prizeia
jewelry since ancient tirs
But gold is even more prec u
when it is the jewelry ofii
mouth, for nothing is more
cious than one's health.

cooling,

an exact duplicate of the restoration
fied, is the

It

restorations, typically

twentieth of an ounce or less in

to porcelain are

restoration of teeth.

rediscovery

perfectly.

under the powerful pres-

The most durable
of gold.

it

of gold alloy are usedr

simpli-

way gold crowns,

This advertisement

is

part

produced in the interest
wider knowledge of mans most
cious metal. For more informal
write to The Gold I nfor motion In-

series

'

iki

inlays

and other dental restorations are
molded.
Another breakthrough occurred
in the 1950's when porcelain was

M

ter, Dept. H15, P.O. Box 934,
son Square Station, New York,

10010.
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Letters

Fund

Lazy Beds and Washerboard Ridges

of the Peregrine

"One Potato, Two Potato," by John
Omohundro (June 1985), documents well

peregrine as

much as

portance of

illegal

the ecological soundness of "lazy bed"

the

Newfoundland. Lazy beds
are an efficient system for potato gardening, providing drainage, warmth, and high

dred birds and released them into the

cultivation in

yields per acre in marginal environments.

Such

New-

benefits are not restricted to

foundland but are found throughout the

Europe (Ireland, Scotand elsewhere) even today.
Lazy beds were an integral part of Ireland and Scotland's combined tillage and
grazing economy, which became increasingly dependent on potatoes after 1700. In
this mixed agrarian context, lazy beds pro-

The

actual

raised several hun-

number

at the

end of

1984 was about 1,400, and several hundred more have been released in 1985.
Robbins also reports, without evaluation.
Fish and Wildlife Service accusations

Fund

Celtic fringe of

against the Peregrine

land,

nated with the

vided another, subtle benefit to rapidly ex-

and appear to be based on nothing but
hearsay and conjecture. It is not only disconcerting that the Law Enforcement Division of the Fish and Wildlife Service has
been broadcasting derogatory statements
from a source of such dubious credibility,

panding rural populations.

When

farmers

that origi-

German Lothar

thus risking serious

damage

Ciesielski

to the Pere-

program

allowed lazy bed plots to go back into

grine Fund's effective

grassland, the beds crumbled and eroded

an endangered species, but also that Robbins has been willing to spread them fur-

into soft, washerboard-like ridges.

These

statements cause even a 10

ther. If those

area of grassland where the lazy beds had

percent decrease in donations to the Pere-

been. In any particular plot, the surface

grine Fund, the Service will have done

depend-

more damage to the wild peregrine population by reducing the rate of release of

1

5 percent,

ing on the erosion pattern. Thus,

more

grass was produced by the plot of land.
In nineteenth-century Ireland, the sur-

captive-bred peregrines to the wild than
the illegal taking described in the Ser-

all

—claims

face area expansion caused by old lazy

vice's claims

beds was not restricted to small

greatly exaggerated.

some

plots; in

cases, entire village hinterlands

were

Many of these areas may
still be seen today. An extreme example of
transformed.

"washerboard" land is on the slopes of
Killary Harbor, a deep valley in County

Mayo. The

ridges are fossil testimony to

the struggles of farmers

who

survived the

famine and postfamine decades.
Eric Almquist

Belmont, Massachusetts

Who's Stung?
In "Anatomy of a Sting" (July 1985),
Jim Robbins understates the importance

2
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we

believe to be

In

Good Odor
In

Mill Valley, California

information on the Peregrine Fund was
hearsay. Because the reputation of the

Fund had already been damaged to the
point that it had lost funding, I felt this
was an opportunity for Fund officials to
air their side of the story. In

Fund remains

ganization that

is

C

sense of smell

he read Trygg Engen's 1982 book
Perception of Odors, Colwell would
better. The human nose is exquisite
sitive to

many

odors and plays an

tant (if generally misunderstood)

human

affairs.

One

we

reason

tend

derestimate the importance of

Engen

notes,

is

olfc

that most sensory

inj

the nose go directly to the emotion;
ters of the brain, not to the cortex,

the influence of smells on

and

activities

human

c

typically unconscic

is

James V. McC
Ann Arbor, Mic
Robert K. Colwell

As a

replies:

and c(
and as a firm believer in the role of 1
pheromones in daily life, I certain
lover of wine, food,

not intend to"denigrate" the

humar

of smell in any absolute sense.

No

an hour spent watching coatin
a tropical forest, or even just a

less,

in

olfactorily

humbling experience,
is without dou

perception of odors
derrated, but isn't

who cannot

it

curious that

see "blind,"

and

cannot hear "deaf," yet there

replies:

took great pains to point out that the

Peregrine

human

denigrates the

one

I

"Stowaways on the Hummii

Express" (July 1985), Robert K.

the woods with the family dog,

Williston Shor
North American Falconers Association

Jim Robbins

falcon in the

States.

to restore

ridges effectively increased the surface

area increased by 5 to

of the peregrine

taking in saying that

Fund has "already

wild."

to survival of the

he overstates the im-

my mind,

the

a professional or-

crucial to the restoration

in

our

common

is

v

oi
nc

speech for the inab

smell?

The

contrast

I

intended

aways," however, was not so

in

mu

tween human and other animals,
tween the sensory world of hummi
flower mites
which see nothing
the sensory world of hummingb
which smell nothing (as far as we

—

Lenox.
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^ars of Astronomy

Fifty

Hayden Planetarium reaches the half-century mark

by Isaac Asimov
In October 1935, the Hayden Planetarium opened. Astronomy seemed a highly
developed subject. There were huge telescopes. Distant Pluto had been discovered. The universe contained vast numbers of galaxies, each as crowded with
stars as our own Milky Way, and the
whole of it was expanding. It seemed there
was little more to expect.

As

happened, however, astronomy
its golden age. Fifty years of
revolutionary development lay ahead. So
it

was entering

much

we can only

has taken place that

sketch the major developments here.

tonics) that

accounted for mountain build-

They even helped explain

the course

and had days as long as their yea
1965, radar reflections from Men
surface showed that it revolved in
thirds of its year. Every portion of ili
face had both day and night. Similar,
ies of Venus showed that the length;
day was longer that that of its yea
that it rotated in the "wrong" direi
from east to west. Moreover, micni
radiation from Venus was detecteii
gave the first hint that it was hotter
had been thought. The surface ten(

noes.

of evolution.

Human

beings hurled themselves off

the earth, too, something no one but a few

science fiction writers took seriously in

The

1935.

first

artificial

A

satellite

in

1957.

moon

in

1959 and sent back the

the

was

probe went around

launched

first

photographs of the far side, something no
human being had ever seen until then.
Eventually, the entire

moon was mapped

in as nearly great detail as the earth

is.

Global Rift was discovered, and with time

earth,

of course, the earth

knew

it

surprisingly

itself,

little

body

but in 1935

of

its

is,

we

geological

came to be realized that the earth's crust

was thought that Mercury an

nus faced one side to the sun at

development. In 1953, however, the Great

familiar astronomical

it

and volca-

man was placed in orbit, and in 1969, the first men set foot on
the moon. Eventually, many pounds of
moon rocks were brought back to the

The most

tury,

ing, island chains, earthquakes,

In 1961, the

first

and the moon became part of the

human

ture throughout the planet

it.

Its

composed of

is

dilute sulfuric acid, a

atmosphere, ninety times the den;
the earth's,

range.

hot e

no liquid
thick, unbroken cloud la

to melt lead so that there

on

is

all

is

mostly carbon dioxid

and probes ad-

Probes have mapped most of Mer

well fitted to-

vanced our knowledge of the solar system

surface in detail, and radar obsei]

was

as has nothing else since the invention of

has

these plates and their motions (plate tec-

the telescope. For three-quarters of a cen-

crudely. Probes have also studied

consisted of half a dozen large plates, with

a

number of smaller ones,

gether and

all in

all

very slow motion.

Hayden Planetarium under
4
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It

The advent

of rockets

construction in 1934, one year before

it

opened

mapped

Venus's

surface

i
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is

and,

1976, even landed on

in

it.

dreamed of canals of Mars do

The

long

not exist,

In

1

spray

958,

became

it

clear that a constant

charged

rapid

of

was

particles

but craters do. (Indeed, craters exist on ev-

emerging from the sun

ery airless world, with a few understood

the so-called solar wind. Also emerging

exceptions.) Extinct volcanoes also exist

from the sun

on Mars (and possibly on Venus). Mars's

called neutrinos (which were only

atmosphere is one percent as thick as the
earth's and is mostly carbon dioxide. Its
temperature is as low as that of Antarctica. Analysis of Martian soil makes it
doubtful that any life exists there.
Finally, probes have taken photographs
of Jupiter and Saturn at close quarters
and shown us those giants in far greater
detail than could be hoped for from Earthbased observations. In a way, the surroundings of the planets were the subject

tioned in theory

of more startling discoveries than the plan-

netic field containing charged

mag-

particles

tron stars.

number

only one-third of the expected
neutrinos have been found

mean

that

—which
in

great surprise in connection with

which turned out to
be extraordinarily complex, being made
up of hundreds or even thousands of concentric ringlets. Dark "spokes" were
present, and some of the ringlets even
seemed "braided." Much of the detail of
the rings remains to be explained. Titan,
the
largest
Saturnian satellite, was
thought, from Earth-based observations,
to have a thin, methane atmosphere but
was found to have one that was smoggy,
half again as dense as the earth's, and con-

is

the verification of the

minimum, which had

der

rings,

in

the

1

first

been sug-

890s but which no one

through

decades-long

periods

Maunder minimum (1645

siege of unusually cold temperatures.

1

we began by being dependent

system,

lar

only on the light radiated from the stars.

far smaller than
first

discovered,

it

was thought

to

the
light

basic

information

—even

in

1935,

still

when

came from
Hayden

the

Planetarium was opened.

To be

were discovered
til

after

waves from the stars
1931, but it was not un-

sure, radio
in

World War

II

that the technique

as large

be when

considerably smaller

than our moon.
In 1935, the source of the sun's energy
still

had an

air of

mystery about

it.

In

1938, however, the details of the hydrogen
fusion at

worked

6

its

center seemed to have been

The earth as seen from the moon

out.

Natural
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They

stars, the

sions,

Ha

they are k

compr

remnants of supernova

made up

condensed

Now

are extremely

of neutrons in contal

that a star of the
into

mass of our sun wou]

an object only about

miles across.

An

even more condensed object

be a black hole. This would be a

v

st;

any object) that would be condens|
the point where even neutrons \
smash together and break down scj
the resultant matter would collapse to
volume (a "singularity"). The existeili
black holes was first suggested in
but there was no chance of detectin
until
satellites
were
designed
launched beyond the earth's atmos
for the

Pluto turned out to be

it is

to exist.

space.

it from the
neighborhood of Saturn out to that of Uranus. In 1978, Pluto was found to have a

itself.

been spok

1934, a year before the

in

Although astronomers developed the use

of UraNeptune. In

named Charon, almost

first

Planetarium was founded, but they

of telescopes, spectroscopes, and cameras,

977. a large asteroid, Chiron, was discov-

as the planet

had

j

In studying the universe outside our so-

ered, with an orbit that carried

satellite,

We

must therefore take seriously the effect
upon us of a sun far less stable and well behaved than it was thought to be in 1935.

fifth satellite

satellite of

to

1715) seems to have coincided with a

Saturn, but since 1935, Earth-based stud-

have discovered a

in

evidently alTects the earth's weather, for
last

soning

virtually no sunspots. This

mostly of nitrogen.

nus and a second

Maun-

then took seriously. Apparently, the sun

the

stars

were

as possible out of purely theoretica

not taken seriously.

Probes have not yet reached beyond
ies

in-

the cen-

ter of the sun.

ing the sun

Neutron

of

may

we don't yet have the correct

formation about what goes on

which there are

sisting

they could be prop-

to the realization that pulsars

in

goes

its

if

i

made

from the earth. Ganymede and Callisto, its two giant outer satellites, were
cratered and icy. Europa, the smallest of
the four giants, was covered with a worldwide glacier, crisscrossed by cracks, and
probably had a liquid ocean beneath. lo
was the great surprise. It had active volcanoes that spewed out sulfur so that the surface was red-orange in color.

The

ol'

ation of the properties of those pulse

men-

1935 and which very

in

and studied. Attempts were
the 1970s and 1980s, but so far,

also possessed a thin ring of debris invisi-

Saturn was

an entirely new kind

erly trapped

gested back

ble

In 1969,

workings of the sun

would make human exploration extremely difficult, if not impossible, and it
that

ai

portant branch of the science.

few took seriously). These solar neutrinos
emerge from the fusion regions at the center and could tell us a great deal about the

in all directions are particles

Another point of uncertainty concern-

Jupiter was surrounded by a giant

sufficiil

developed to make radio astronomy

was detected through radiotelesc'
Rapid radio pulsations with a period
second range were discovered and sec
to originate in what were called pulsi
stars, or pulsars. More and more of
were detected in the sky, and a con;

themselves were.

ets

in all directions,

of detecting such waves was

purpose of picking up X-rays,

In 1971, an X-ray source called

C

X-1 was found to be an invisible obje
cling a massive star.

From

the orbit, the X-ray source
to

be massive, and

and

invisible

if it

it

the nat

was

itsel

could only be

m

were a black hoi
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find
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comfort against the skin. So,
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thicker sock than most, it can be
worn comfortably year-round. All
fibers are anti-allergenic, and of
course, heels and toes are

sock we could
the kind of search typical of
Lands' End took us all the

—

us at

way

—

to the

Dore Dore

knitting

mills in France.

Here, with a
easy to come by

skill

no longer

in this country,

some of
the most comfortable socks we
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this fine mill is turning out

To be a
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more

specific...
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—
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the manufacturer uses, he
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—

reinforced.

To

this,
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they
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if

this

weak yams, uneven

lengths, a lack of elasticity

speaking of elasticity, the

ands, buts or

maybes.

seems like more than

you want to know about socks,
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comfort
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add our
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Radio astronomy has shown that many
galaxies are "active"; that

is,

usually strong radio emitters.
sions tend to

come from

they are un-

Such emis-

various jets ex-

Even quiet

seem

fact, farther off

own, have

quantities. Apparently, black holes
exist at the cencer of most,

if

not

all,

may

galax-

possibly, at the center of

globular clusters.

Under those

These enormous red

lion light-years

galaxies, such as our

and even,

red.

shifts

meant

quasars are tremendously far away

Some

concentrated spots at the center that emit
radio-wave
radiation
in
considerable

ies,

unbelievably far toward the

to be exploding.

tending from a galaxy's center.
galaxies actually

peculiar spectra turned out to consist of
lines shifted

—

and more. They

that

a

bil-

are, in

In

between us and
which pulsars, under

lie

in

pearance of the night sky as seen by light
alone, whether by eye or telescope,

seem

in a

to split in

two or more parts

offers

sense, a

sham. By means of instruments
that have only become available to us in

proof that Einstein's general theory of

the last generation, the universe appears

dence, yet

be an unimaginably violent place. It
may even be that in most areas life as we
know it would be impossible, and we are

exist at the

to

because our sun circles the gacenter in an orbit that keeps it safely

alive only
lactic

the spiral

in

arm

outskirts.

vast majority of stars did not emit detect-

able quantities of radio waves. Astrono-

mers suspected, therefore, that they were
something more than stars, and they were
quasistellar (that

sources,
In
far

1

or, for short,

starlike) radio

is,

quasars.

963, these quasars were found to be

more than they seemed

High Altituae Observatory and

correct. This

is
it

to be, for their

is

excellent evi-

involves objects not

known

time that Einstein evolved

to

his

theory.

As for
known as

the universe as a whole,
far

back as

The

details of the big

discussion, however.

in

tions

about the big bang deal with
events that took place

in

th(

the

t

fractions of a second after the actui

ginning.

To understand those events, advij
had to be made in our understandi
the most basic particles of matter. I
1970s,

new

theories about these pan

were worked

and these theories
work out the scena'

out,

it

began many

the evolution of the galaxies and the

the form of a giant

eral properties of the universe thai

evidence to support

it,

and

in

1948, a

been murky before.

And

K

so from the earth to the fa

competing theory of continuous creation
(the slow creation of matter that formed
new galaxies between older galaxies that
pulled away from each other) was intro-

bounds and earliest times of the uni
our understanding has grown enorn

duced.

edge of astronomy

In 1949, scientists suggested that

big

bang had taken

the

have learned

in that

Subtract

i

time and our

k

in

1935 would

small indeed.

place, the fiery ener-

gies that existed at first

out and cooled

if

in the last half-century.

down

would have spread

as the universe ex-

Isaac Asimov has written more

i

books, dozens of them on astronorMk

NASA
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bang are

The important

what is called the inflationary uni
which explains a great many things

it

explosion. This big bang, however, had no
real

most all astronomers accept the big
theory of the beginnings of the uni\

expand, and

there was a suggestion that

ago

was

rj

was detected, and no

to

935

1

the

1964, precisely this sort of
radiation

used, in turn, to

billions of years

Some radio sources seemed at first to be
rather dim stars in our own galaxy, and
this made them unusual indeed since the

named

relativity

—

temperature near absolute zero.

wave

hind galaxies that

parts of the sky

all

of radio waves that would be expecte(

and are the farthest objects known.
Some quasars are more than ten billion
light-years away from us.
Some pulsars exist in pairs and revolve
about each other. Some quasars exist beaxies

such conditions, slow down and quasars,
under such conditions, yield images that

is,

equally from

than any of the visible gal-

them. The manner

conditions, the placid ap-

panded. Nowadays, those energies wi
as radio-wave radiation co

exist

.
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all,
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This View of Lil

Not Necessarily a Wing
Which came first,

thefiinction or the form?

by Stephen Jay Gould
From Flesh Gordon to Alex in Wonderland,

title

parodies have been a stock-in-

trade of low comedy.

We may

not antici-

between the
mayhem of Mad magazine's movie reviews and the titles of major scientific
works, yet two important nineteenth-cenpate a tactical

similarity

tury critiques of Darwin parodied his most

famous phrases

in their headings.

In 1887, E.D. Cope, the

American pa-

known best for his fossil feud
with O.C. Marsh but a celebrated evolutionary theorist in his own right, published
The Origin of the Fittest a takeoff on
leontologist

—

Herbert Spencer's phrase, borrowed by
Darwin as the epigram for natural selection: survival

of the

fittest.

Britain.

He

Genesis of Species had a major imp;
time. Darwin himself offered stroi

tried to unite his biology with

his religion in a series of

books and essays

its

and ended up excommunicated for his
trouble six weeks before his death.
Mivart shared Cope's major criticism
of Darwin
that natural selection could
explain the preservation and increase of
favored traits but not their origin. But he
went gunning for a higher target than Dar-

—

win's epigram.

naming

his

He

shot for the

On

critic,

even

of Species primarily

to counter Mi'

attack.

Mivart gathered, and
admirable
all

art

and

illustrated

force"

(Dar

objections to the theory

selection

—"a

(Darwin's words again). Yet one
lar

o:

formidable

theme, urged with special

pa:

attentii

Mivart, stood out as the centerpiece

Species.)

and

any other

ing a chapter to later editions of the

ural

the

Genesis of Species. (Darwin, of course,
had called his classic On the Origin of
Mivart's

seriously than

words),

title itself,

major book (1871)

grudging, praise and took Mivart far

life

may have ended in sadness

criticism. It

remains today the

stumbling block

rejection thirty years later, but his

among

pri

thoughtful
ill

(Natural selec-

4

Cope argued, could only preserve favorable traits that must arise in some
other manner, unknown to Darwin. The
dilemma of evolution became, therefore,
tion.

1.

The Evolution of Insect Wings

In

not the differential survival of adaptive

but

traits,

hence the
St.

their

title

unexplained

origin

el

parody.)

George Mivart (1817-1900), a

II,

»

fine

British zoologist, tried to reconcile his un-

iio;

conventional views on religion and biology

but ended his

life in tragedy, rejected by
both camps. At age seventeen, he abandoned his Anglican upbringing, became a

Roman

and consequently (in a
age of state religion) lost his

Catholic,

less tolerant

opportunity for training in natural history

Oxford or Cambridge. He became a
lawyer but managed to carve out a distinguished career as an anatomist nonetheat

less.

He embraced

M

evolution and was be-

friended by the powerful T.H. Huxley,

but his strongly expressed and idiosyncratic anti-Darwinian views led to his rejection by the biological establishment of

0.2

0.4

0.6

Relative

0.i

1.0

Wing Length
«lf
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s
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of

is

or office, or as a
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friendly scrutinizers of Darwinism.

|;'

other criticism seems so troubling, so
ously and evidently "right" (again
Darvi'inian claim that

'j...*'"'^*

superb introduction to ttie most
fascinating group of animals on
earf/?"- Desmond Morris

rate chapter in his book, right after th

Mivart awarded

membered

THE NATURAL
HISTORY OF
THE PRIMATES
J.

P.

R. Napier and
H. Napier

black and white and
packed with information about primates from lemurs

This natural history, richly illustrated

color

is

and marmosets
social behavior

in

to chimpanzees and gorillas-their evolution,
and descriptions of individual primate spe-

The authors are distinguished primatologists who run the
Twycross Zoo in Leicestershire, England, famed throughout the
cies.

world for

193

illus.,

its

primate collection.

22 color plates

intuiti

paradoxical and improbable).

troduction.

'/

seems

"A

He

also gave

ever since.

it

He

s

a name'

called

it

Incompetency of 'Natural Selectioi!
Account for the Incipient Stages of
11

ful Structures." If this

phrase sounds

a mouthful, consider the easy transla

we can
and

readily understand

fully

how com

developed structures worki

owe their maintenance and preservatii

—

a wing, an eye, th
semblance of a bittern to a branch or
insect to a stick or dead leaf. But ho'
you get from nothing to such an elabc
something if evolution must pro'
through a long sequence of intermec
stages, each favored by natural selec
natural selection

<

can't fly with 2 percent of a wii#^

gain

much

larity

protection from an iota's

with a potentially concealing

How,

in

i

i

other words,'

natural selection explain these

incijl

stages of structures that can only be

available at bookstores
or directly from

THE MIT PRESS
28 Carleton Street

Cambridge.

(as

MA 02142

it

You

of vegetation.

$19.95

this criticism a

in

much

this issue in

many

we now observe them)

I

i

elaborated form?

have treated
ous essays and
I

—

p'

imp
enormous volun
mail from sincere and thoughtful rea
who are trying to work through the
plexities of evolution and run adrift or'
argument or another. (Often, of couf
reason.

I

for a definite,

receive an

cannot help because we professional!
adrift ourselves in

made a semiformal
shoals,

the

many

areas.) I

tally of these reefs

and one point stands high

rest:

the

dilemma of

incipient

a!

sti

Mivart identified this problem as prir
and it remains so today.
I take up this subject again for twc
sons. First, I believe that Darwinism
and has long had, an adequate and i

k

esting resolution to Mivart's challengi

though we have obviously been
unsuccessful in getting

it

bless

across). Sec

a paper just published in the tech
journal Evolution has provided coii
ling experimental evidence for this re

tion applied to

its

most famous

case-j

origin of wings.

The dilemma

of wings

—perhaps
—

standard illustration of Mivart's
point about incipient stages

is

te

set

i|

h

particularly well in a perceptive letter
I

received from a reader just last

we

He

wri

medical doctor

How

in California.

does evolutionary theory as

uii

stood by Darwin explain the emergeni!
items such as wings, since a small mo\t
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wing could hardly promote survival?

1

stuck with the idea that a sigof wing would have to

to be

\5^HAT WORD TELLS YOU THIS

quality

t

forth all at

restingly,

once to have any survival

my

IS

A LONDON GIN?
(

reader's proposal that

HINT: IT ISN'T

THE WORD LONDON.)

most of the wing must arise all at
ecause incipient stages could have
iptive value follows Mivart's own

for

Mivart

ion.

first

dilemma (1871,

1

A

enunciated the

the

p. 23):

lot

of gins have

word "London" on

their labels. But that
selection utterly fails to account

il

does not necessarily

conservation and development of the

mean

and rudimentary beginnings, the

md

infinitesimal

commencements

in

of

however useful those structures
fterwards become.

Actually there

ires,

;r fifty

pages of

illustration,

he con-

"Arguments may yet be advanced
of the view that new species have
to

distilled,

time manifested themselves

last

at once."

Advocating

wings

for

in

the Avian limb

way than by

her

modification of a

1

he con-

that identifies that gin

was developed

in

a comparatively

marked and im-

BEEFEATER* GIN

kind."

it
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'

creative role. Selection, at best, be-

an executioner, eliminating the un-
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coun-
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in closet.
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i
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THE YORK MINSTER CATHEDRAL CLOC

—

.

ijoy

—

-

the satisfaction of building this classic collector's

en ifyouve never done anything
fretted pillars

...

capement, and

and pawl

a rachet

bell

like

it

es-

top of
ornate

chime,

at the

the soaring towers. Finally, its
dial recalls the rose window that dominates the facade of York Minster.
And this precision-made kit includes
everything
even special jeweler's
tools. It arrives with all the component

—

parts in separate compartments.

And

carefully written instructions that take

the mystery out of clockmaking.
These instructions guide you step-

you each
You can work at your own pace,
and pick up
stop whenever you like
again right where you left off.
by-step. Illustrations show

step.

clock...

before.
two to four times more than The
York Minster Cathedral Clock kit
which is priced at $295, and payable in
convenient monthly installments.
But of greater value are the creative
cost

rewards of building

heirloom clock

this

on your own. And the compliments
you'll receive.

To begin, simply complete and
return the accompanying form. No
payment is required at this time. But
please be sure to mail your order form
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—

You'll also receive a maker's plate
for
with your name etched in brass
the base of your clock. And a fascinating booklet that contains a glossary of
terms, explains the movement, deeverything to
scribes the gearing
make you the expert.

—

CENTURIES, collectors have taken
pride in displaying beautiful
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to all the other parts of the same
creature and to the surrounding conditions,

felt

have been suddenly produced; and of such
complex and wonderful co-adaptations, he
will not be able to assign a shadow of an explanation .... To admit all this is, as it
seems to me, to enter into the realms of mir-

ering transitions of organs,

adapted

and

acle,

in

other direc-

from

conversion

probability of

one

function

to

Darwin presented numerous examples
chapters 5 and 7 of the final edition of

He

He

coordination in sudden origins.

did not

think that any old complex set of changes
all at once when needed
that
would be tantamount to miracle. Most of
Mivart's book studies the regularities of
embryology and comparative anatomy to
learn which kinds of complex changes
might be possible as expressions and
elaborations of developmental programs

could arise

formerly

inconspicuous

then examined the

—

separate organs

both lungs and

organ

is

as pretty an intermediate a

complex melange of

features. Scientists are

still

fin

and

i

arguing

a

reptilian

—

win's principle of functional shift for

pri-

relin-

quish the main use and elaborate the

nomenon

bird,

functions performed by two

mary, the other subsidiary, then

and

ci

side of this phe-

discussed or-

word

Mivart did ap-

Let us return, as we must, to the

case of wings. Archaeopteryx, the

whether or not it could fly if
worked like the Wrights' biplane to a
em eagle's Concorde. But what did tl
discovered ancestors of Archaeopter
with wing rudiments that surely coul
fly? Evolutionists have been invoking

the Origin of Species.

gans that perform two functions, one

in Mivart's defense.

function at the various stages.

leontology could ever hope to

tions but not without a small, tangential

preciate the problem of complexity

lack a rigorous mechanical analys

so impor-

it is

another."

in

now go

mind the

tant to bear in

to leave those of Science.

(This essay must

so strongly about this principle of

functional shift that he wrote: "In consid-

.

flip

(fishes

He

gills).

may assume

He

operation.

breathing with

than 100 years, and the

argues that one

long. Protowings

the entire function,

list

.<

of propos

have been reconstri

as stabilizers, sexual attractors, or

i

leaving the other free for evolution to

catchers. But the most popular hypoi

some other role (lungs for conversion to air

identifies

bladders, for example, with respiration

function of incipient

thermoregulation as the or
stages

that

already present in ancestors.

He

advo-

maintained entirely by

cates these changes as possible

and

elimi-

of course, neglect the classic example of

modified reptilian scales, and they

wings, arguing that insects evolved their

very well as insulating devices. Mor(

nates others as fanciful.)

Darwin then faced

his

dilemma and de-

veloped the interestingly paradoxical reso-

been orthodox ever since

lution that has

organs of

—

He does

from tracheae

flight

ing organs

gills).

not,

(or breath-

a minority theory today, but

He

into organs of flight."

how can we

ever get from here to there? Darwin re-

we must

reject

hidden assumption

in this

plies that

an unnecessary
argument the

—

We will all

notion of functional continuity.
freely grant that no creature

percent of a wing, but

can

fly

with 2

why must the incipi-

highly probable that in

Darwin's

critical

that this principle has

and

cal

have so

difficult,
little

function suited to their small size and min-

little

imal development, natural selection might

The

superintend their increase as adaptations

lent

other words,
stages

because

these

adapted something-elses. This principle of
functional change in structural continuity
represents Darwin's elegant solution to the
incipient stages.

beau geste of argument,
even thanked Mivart for characterizing
the

in a

dilemma

so well

—

all

the better to

grant Darwin a chance to elaborate his solution.

for

writes: "A good opportubeen afforded [by Mivart]

Darwin

nity has thus

on gradations of
changed
an important subject, which

enlarging a

little

structure, often associated with

functions

—

believe

it is

head-

paradoxi-

but mainly because

Our

such

technical literature

facile verbal

more than

we

Most dinosaurs could probably

warm enough just by being large. Su
area (length

X

length, or length squ

increases

more slowly than volume

X

X

length

jects grow. Since animals generate

over their volumes and lose

arguments

plausible "just-so" stories.

record also presents some excel-

examples of sequential development
through intermediary stages that could
not work as modern organs do
but we

—

(1

length, or length cubed)

it

thi

their surfaces, small animals (with
relatively large surface areas)

trouble keeping

There

I

criticized.

have

warm.

—

go again doing what
have presented a pla

I

early

steps were not inadequate wings but well-

Darwin,

I

little

the problem of incipient

disappears

dilemma of

many

fossil

so

firm, direct evidence for

contains

reached a

made

way, not primarily because

functional shifts.

for this original role until they

theory of functional

usually (and most unfortunately)

shift,

stages originally performed

stage suitable for their current use. In

this

great class organs which once served for

ent stages be used for flight? If incipient
a dilferent

(as

believe), they

tion.

respiration have been actually converted

and the dilemma of incipient
stages forbids gradual development in
functional continuity, then

from dinosaurs

now

has been with us for a century.

is

ary theory). If complexity precludes sudorigin,

birds evolved

paleontologists

called the principle of "preadaptation,"*

writes: "It

therefore

den

if

from a lineage particularly subje
problems with temperature control
chaeopteryx is smaller than any din
and probably arose from the tiniest
nosaur lineages. Small animals, as a c
quence of high ratios of surface ai
volume, lose heat rapidly and may re
supplementary devices for thermore

not without supporters).

more poorly understood and appreciated than any other principle in evolution(but

evolved into feathered wings. Feathe

was not treated

at sufficient length in the

former editions of

this

work." Darwin,

who

rarely

18
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added

intensifiers to his prose,

*This dreadful

name has made

a difficult

principle even harder to grasp and understand. Preadaptation seems to imply that

the protowing, while doing something else
in its incipient stages,

ing

— predestined

knew where

it

was go-

for a later conversion to

Textbooks usually introduce the
word and then quickly disclaim any odor of
foreordination. (But a name is obviously illchosen if it cannot be used without denying
its literal meaning.) Of course, by "preadaptation" we only mean that some strucflight.

tures are fortuitously suited to other roles

if

elaborated, not that they arise with a differnow there I go with
ent, future use in view

—

the standard disclaimer.
tant

limitation,

As another impor-

preadaptation

does

not

cover the important class of features that
arise without functions (as developmental

consequences of other primary adapts
for example) but remain available foi
co-optation. I suspect, for example
many important functions of the h
brain are co-opted consequences of bu
such a large computer for a limited
adaptive uses. For these reasons, Eliz
Vrba and I have proposed that the p
tive and confusing word preadaptati
dropped in favor of the more inclusivi
exaptation
for any organ not evolvi

—

der natural selection for

its

current us

performed a different
tion in ancestors (classical preadapt
or because it represented a nonfunc
ther because

it

part available for later co-optation.
technical article, "Exaptation:

S

A M

Term

in the

Science of Form," Paid

ogy, vol. 8, 1981).

a

:
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His tour of duty was over. This was his final
good-bye. He remembered all the good times, the joking
and that special closeness that comes from sharing
not only victory, but defeat.
As he shook hands with Willi, Rolf, Dieter and the
others, he realized they had become brothers.
And that was something he'd never forget.
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The
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—
origi-

mitting a falling insect to land in a suitable

unction of organs that later evolved

traditionally used to illustrate Dar-

position for quick escape from predators;
and a proposal of the great British entomologist Sir Vincent Wigglesworth (wonderful name for an insect man, 1 always
thought) that such first stages might act

principle of functional shift only

as stabilizing or controlling devices during

de mieux

takeoff in small, passively aerial insects.

about thermoregulation as the
wings

—but Where's the chicken,

ichicken. Science
all tales.

is

or

tested evidence,

mode

This lamentable

— because we

has

didn't have

cods so ardently desired. At least unit month, when my colleagues Joel G.

Flower proceeded by performing aerodynamic calculations on consequences of

shift

wings to simple body shapes
when dropped and he quickly argued

flight as

a sce-

himself into an inextricable logical corner.

for the evolution of wings.

They
same

and M.A.R. Koehl published

solver

hard evidence to support a

irst

thermoregulation to
ed insects, not birds

—but

the

ment has long been favored for nasmaller and far more abundant
s (see their article, "Aerodynamics,
moregulation, and the Evolution of

Wings: Differential Scaling and

;t

incipient

He

—

found,

of

first

that tiny outgrowths

all,

might help, as Wigglesworth, Hinton, and
others had suggested. But the argument
foundered on another observation: the
same advantages could be far more easily
and effectively gained by another, readily
available alternative route

985, pp. 488-504).

ume
I

spent several

of insect flight

ition

—and emerged

a deeper understanding of just

how

Darwin's principle of functional

:ult

can be, even for professionals. Most

reached the

e literature hasn't even

base of applying functional shift in

mention the

place, not to

irst

later sta-

of substituting direct evidence for

speculation.

al

Most reconstructions

trying to explain the incipient

still

of insect wings as

;s

somehow

in-

airborne performance from the

;d in

—not
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study (probably the best and most

Journal

As a general rule in science, one should
examine basic premises when arguments
founder. But Flower never considered an

Physiology) presented aerody-

alternative to his assumption of functional

ly cited)

and the

logical

quandaries

a claim of functional continuity en-

Flower

In 1964, J.W.

li

f'lsect
1 ic

arguments

r St first

for

(in the

wings evolved from

to elaborate last in the interest

Flower argues, supng an orthodox view, that wings
/ed from tiny outgrowths of the body

[iirborne motion.
a
J-

for gliding prior to elaboration for

si

mined

flight.

But Flower recognizes

V these incipient
;!

)

:s

structures must them-

evolve from antecedents too small

nction as gliding planes.

V; very
6
'

first,

slight

What

could

outgrowths of the

be for? Ignoring Darwin's principle

nctional shift. Flower searches for an
dynamic meaning even at this very
U:t. He tries to test two suggestions:
'' Hinton's argument that initial out-

upon some aspect of

continuity based
rial

He

locomotion.

ae-

concluded:

first

they [protowings] would affect

atti-

tude; later they could increase to a larger
size

and act as a true wing, providing

their

own

right.

lift

1

800 874-4000

Eventually they could

could "flap," achieving sustained

As an

alternative to such speculative re-

constructions

terms,

flight.

only

may

that

work,

in

their

own

uncomfortable special
suggest Darwin's old prin-

by

pleading,

ciple of functional shift (preadaptation

served for "attitude control," per-

in

move, giving the insect greater maneuverability during descent, and finally they

f

'ths
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efficiency of

in presenting, for

modern

area to the sun for quick heating (see B.
Heinrich, Insect Thermoregulation, Aca-

demic

Press.

can perform

why not
mary

New

York, 1981).

If

wings

this subsidiary function

now,

suspect thermoregulation as a pri-

role at the outset?

M.M.

Douglas,

example {Science, 1981, vol. 211, pp.
84-86), showed that, in Colias butterflies,
only the basal one-third of the wing operfor

ates

in

thermoregulation

Douglas then cut down some Colias

insect wings:

example, a large surface

—an

area

ap-

wings

and found that insects so bedecked showed a 55 percent greater increase in body temperature than bodies
deprived of wings entirely. These manufactured protowings measured 5 by 3 millimeters on a body 5 millimeters long. Finally, Douglas determined that no further
thermoregulatory advantage could be
cestral lobes

1

gained by wings longer than 10 millimeters

ancestral to

fossil

insects considered

modern forms.

on a

1

5-millimeter body.

As with

sect protowings.

so

many

ex

pies of excellent science producing c

•

and interesting outcomes, the results
be summarized briefly and cleanly.
Kingsolver and Koehl begin by tabi,.
ing all the aerodynamic hypotheses
i

i

ally

presented

the literature as pu

in

verbal speculations.

They arrange

tl

proposals of functional continuity (the.
planations that do not follow DarwinVt
lution of Mivart's

(aerofoils

for

dilemma)

into three

protowings

categories:

sic

Kingsolver and Koehl performed a host

proximately equal to the thoracic lobes
(protowings) of

to the actual size of these fossil an-

steady-state

for

i-

glicf

motion),

»

of elaborate and elegant experiments to

parachuting (slowing the rate of des((

support a thermoregulatory origin of

in

in-

a falling insect), and attitude stab

(helping an insect to land right side

They then transcended the purely
by

tradition

Zeiss.

equations

how protow

exactly

for

\c

aerodxna

developing

should help an insect under these three

For a lifetime of unforgettable moments.

potheses of continuity

in

adaptation

m

creasing the lift/drag ratio as the

boost to gliding, increasing drag to

moment about

ing the

duced by wings

^l

mean

the descent rate in parachuting,

the body axis

>

for the hypothesis of

\

tude stability).

They then constructed

insect

mode

and other appropriate ma
als to match the sizes and body shape
flying and nonllying forms among e
insect fossils. To these models, they
tached wings (made of copper wire em
wire, epoxy,

ing thin, plastic

membranes) of var

lengths and measured the actual aen

namic

effects for properties predictec

various hypotheses of functional con^
it\. The results of many experiment
wind tunnels are consistent and co
nant: aerodynamic benefits begin
wings above a certain size, and the\
crease as wings get larger. But at the si
sizes of insect protowings, aerodyna

advantages are absent or insignificant
do not increase with growing wing len

These

results are

independent of

shape, wind velocity, presence or

mcnt of

legs,

and mounting

t

pi

positio

wings. In other words, large wings

v

and larger wings work better—
small wings (at the undoubted size;
well

(i

Mivart's troubling incipient stages

Suddenly he seems touchingly close. His markings startlingly clear Warbler body, black
mask, bead-like eyes and, yes, that unmistakable breast of blazing orange... all defined
with unsurpassed clarify in the first light of dawn.
An unforgettable moment. Made possible by the uncompromising optical standards of
Zeiss... the binoculars preferred by ornithologists and birders around the world.
Zeiss. Offering unique Zeiss T* multi-layer lens coatings, compensated optics and rubber eyecups for full-field viewing with eyeglasses,

and center focusing. And a
moments.

lifetime warranty... for

a

lifetime of un-

ZEISS

forgettable

Zeiss.

Petersburg,

VA 23804

•

(800) 446-1807

Kingsolver and Koehl then tested

models

West Germany

for

thermoregulatory

t

effects,

structing wings from two materials
different

thermal

struction paper

conductivities

and aluminum

(

foil)

measuring the increased temperatur
bodies supplied with wings of vai
lengths

The Performance Binocular.

Zeiss Optical, Inc.

vide no aerodynamic edge.

versus

wingless

models,

li

achieved results symmetrically oppi
to the aerodynamic experiments. For

I

moregulation, wings work well

at

smallest sizes, with benefits increasir
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wing

aerodynamic advantages pick up the relay
from waning thermoregulation to con-

Kingsolver

tinue the evolutionary race to increasing

wing grows. However, beyond a mea-

I

length, further increase of the

;d

I

ifcrs no additional

effect.

wing

KochI conclude:

body size, there is a relative wing
above which there is no additional
\ mal elTecl, and below which there is no
aerodynamic effect.
iilieant
in\

;

til

We

:

the transition?

due

)

I

wings (solid

all

why

ma.ximum

beyond simple accumulation?
improvement or alteration must require an extensive and explicit redesign, a complex reordering of
Surely, any major

not just

benefit ap-

new

parts with invention of

present an interesting speculation based

Nature does not always match our
faulty intuitions. Truly complex objects
often display the interesting and paradoxical property of major eflTect for apparently

aerial effects varied

niermediate wing length. Conversely,

systematically with body size: the larger

trifling

aerodynamic

the body, the sooner the transition (in

translate

effect of lift/drag ratio

Why

proached? Here, Kingsolver and Koehl

tween thermal and

above

difference.

jor effect

pri-

on another aspect of their data. They
found that the domain of transition be-

line) increases rap-

small wing sizes but not at

at

:

to

make no profound

should just more of the same have any ma-

reach this crucial do-

marily for thermoregulation,

accompanying chart illustrates these
Note how the thermojjalory effect of excess body tempera-

i

Why

wings originally worked

stop as the length of

(ibined results.
i

at all? If

wing

often think, naively, that size itself

should

size.

main

relative

length.

But what might push an insect across
^

body shape or

ing change of

input.

items.

complexity can

Internal

simple quantitative change

a

wondrous

.(>

not increase at all until intermediate

terms of relative wing length). For a 2-

into a

fs.

length and grows rapidly thereafter.

centimeter body length, the transition oc-

haps that greatest and most effective of all

could not hope for a more elegant

curred with wings 40 to 60 percent of body

evolutionary inventions, the origin of hu-

v'e

;rimenlal confirmation of Darwin's so-

J

j3n to Mivart's challenge. Kingsolver

aerodynamic

(

benefit

—while

man

tion

and had reached a

oomph but

stable,

optimum

Natural selection

would not favor larger wings and a transition to the available domain of aerodynamic advantage. But if body size increased for other reasons, an insect might
reach the realm of aerial effects simply by
growing larger, without any accompany-

initiate aerodynamic adand increase the benefits steadily
f eafter. The crucial intermediate wing
where thermoregulatory gain
; :lh,
i;es and aerodynamic benefits begin,
£ escnts a domain of functional shift, as

by the
erican Museiun of
Natural History.

more

little

where internal connections became rich
and varied enough to force this seminal
transition. The story may be more complex, but we have no proof that it must be.
Voltaire quipped that "God is always

suppose that incipient ancestral

size for greatest benefit.

consciousness, required

than an increase of brain power to a level

wings worked primarily for thermoregula-

larger

[age

i

at only 10 per-

Now

lis provide no further thermoregula;

aerodynamic advantage
cent of body length.

by showing that incipient

thermoregulation but provide

is aid

;

body switches

to

Koehl have actually measured the

I

L.tional shift

length; but a 10-centimeter

alteration of quality. Per-

for the big battalions."

better, but

More

is

more can be very

not always

different.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geology,

and the history of science at Harvard

Universitv.
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Ancestors of Burma

To document the origin of the higher primates,
paleoanthropologists have retraced the steps of a 1923 expedition

by Russell L. Ciochon
"On

the road to Mandalay,/

Where

the

An' the dawn comes up
thunder outer China "crost the Bay!"

flyin' fishes play,/

like

So wrote Kipling at the turn of the century
of the wonders and enchantment of

Burma and

simians to anthropoids have been hard to

Lilian Brown, they

come

ing"

An

by.

early discoverer of the

"Burmese
was

link" that demonstrates this transition

the

legendary

fossil

the

were "rainbow-cl
sedimentary re

shaded yellow, gray,

red,

purple,

green, seeking a prehistoric pot of gol

When Brown

Barnum

collector

— following

Burma,

arrived in

vi

nothing was known about the

groups of primates on the earth today. The

Brown, a paleontologist at the American
Museum of Natural History. In the spring
of 1923, Brown and his wife, Lilian, arrived in Rangoon, the capital of Burma.
They journeyed by river steamer up the
broad, muddy Irrawaddy to the port of
Pakokku. From there they mounted a

and

minie.xpedition to the little-explored Pon-

million-year-old) fossils in support of

Pondaung, as Brown spelled
it) Hills, located deep in the teak-bamboo
forest of Upper Burma. Outfitted with
four bullocks, two small, mat-covered
carts, and a pair of sway-backed saddle

"Garden of Eden"

horses, they rode in search of the varicol-

cart caravan creaked along the dirt tra

ored sandstones of the Pondaung Forma-

the only

its

city of

Mandalay. Today,

as enchanting as ever, the road to

Manda-

lay beckons

because

Burma

is

to

paleontologists

the only place in the world that

evidence of an important

has yielded

fossil

link in the

primate order. There are two

higher

primates

humans

—

—monkeys,

apes,

are the most familiar.

They

are

sometimes called the Anthropoidea, or
humanlike primates. The lower primates the lemurs, lorises, and tarsiers
make up the second group. These primi-

—

tive

primates, often called Prosimii, or

pre-apes, were the

first

the forerunners of
ever, fossils

all

to evolve

and were

How-

later forms.

showing the beginning of the
branch leading from pro-

evolutionary

In 1923, Bannini

Natural History

26

Brown mounted
I

in 1925, with
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j

nyadaung

tion,

(or

rock deposits that had been discov-

ered earlier

economic

collected fossils in

in

century by

the

geologists.

In

the

Burma's Ponnyadaung

a caption noting that the

ser\'ant

Man

(in

British

words of

ally

prehistoric

life

of southern Asia.

was that

vailing scientific opinion

was the mother of
ter of origin for

/I

continents, the

much

Brown had been

Museum

all

e;

The

of the earth's

Ameri
Eocene (40- to

sent by the

to collect late

He

theory.

specific

sought to collect large skulls and skele
of extinct animals that could be exhib'
at the

American Museum.

For two months. Brown's small bulf
roads

this

in

remote par

Burma. Because the resident comi
sioner of Burma had provided a lette
introduction to

Hills. This

all

village

photograph (here

headmen

tinted}

ar

was print'

the cart) died of malaria contracted on the journe

.
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-ustralia

awl*
the route,

New Zealand

Brown was able

to

camp

in vil-

and down

under! Join our ^cial
expedition combining the
opportunit)' to experience

the

most highly anticipated

astronomical

Pondaung sandstones. One
such stop brought him to the outskirts of
Mogaung village, where he set up camp
with Lilian and their two servants, Mari
and Dos. Early each morning Brown
would ride off in search of new fossil sites.

for the origin of the

One

phenomenon of

Comet-with the extraordinar)' wildlife of Australia and the
inaedible Great Barrier Reef. Comet
observations will be made from within
tiie Southern Alps of New Zealand, one
Halley's

of the best places in the woild to

view
'

Halley's

J)2395

Comet ini986.

16

days from San Francisco

March o, March

12

he came upon a locality where he
saw a number of small bones and teeth
eroding out of the rock. Here he picked up
part of a jaw with three teeth
a piece

—

and

April 16

Educational programs available

Barnum Brown probably did

not realize

what he had discovered was an early
primate. But Edwin Colbert,
Brown's colleague at the American Museum, did, and in 1937 he named the jaw
Amphipithecus mogaungensis (near-ape
of Mogaung). Amphipithecus joined the
ranks of another Burmese fossil primate,
that

discovered
For iTX)re infonnation

—

about the size of a fifty cent coin that
belonged to a medium-size primate.

higher

1986 departure dates: February
26,

day, a short distance northwest of the

village,

the 20th century-the return of

and free broduire

call

Independence Ct.
Birmingham, .\labama 35216
Siiitej04. 1776

205/870-5;

G.D.F

in

1913

by

paleontologist

had explored the
southern exposures of Burma's Ponnyadaung Hills while working for Britain's
Geological Survey of India. A description
of this specimen (a piece of upper jaw and
two pieces of lower jaw) was published in
Cotter. Cotter

1927 by Guy Pilgrim, who named it Pondaungia cotteri. Pilgrim thought it could
be an Eocene higher primate, but the fragments were too scrappy for precise identi-

With Colbert's more confident
description oi Amphipithecus in 1937, the
late Eocene beds of the Ponnyadaung
Hills became known as the source of the
fication.

earliest record of the

INTERNATIONAL
EXeEDITIONSi^

Anthropoidea.

More

Was

fossil

pri-

i!

k

achievement of independence, and
emergence of nationalistic policies

n
j

followed.
I first

visited

Burma

1975, to

in

disis

the possibility of a joint U.S.-Burns

paleoanthropological

research

With U.S. involvement

in the

proji

Vietu

War drawing to a close, my proposals;!
on receptive ears. After discussing pi
with geologists at the Mandalay Arts
Sciences University, 1 submitted a ka
ii

to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

ply

stated

that

the

Tbe

Ministry had

«

objection to a
visit."

On my

planned paleontolop
return to the United Sta;

teamed up with Donald E. Savage, a i
soned paleontologist, and in March I'l
having obtained the necessary fund]

and entry

visas,

we

set

off"

on a two-mdi

research tour of Burma.

Upon arrival in Rangoon, however*!
were only given permission to prospec a
fossils along the Irrawaddy River dm
age, where the sediments date fromii
Pleistocene epoch (the last 2 million y n
of earth history). Ministry officials e

dared that the area around the moren
cient Ponnyadaung Hills was so darr
ous that we would need a police esd
which could not be provided at the
t

Swallowing our disappointment, wc
north to Mandalay, where we were mt'

U

Maw

U Thaw

with a geology student

they really the world's earliest higher

il

higher prima

one was able to work in the Ponnyadai;
Hills during the years embracing the .j
anese invasion, World War II, Burr'i

daungia

Were

;i

to

evidence was needed, bu

leagues at

for the next four decades.

anthropoid

Asia even the place

Anthropologists debated the evolutionary affinities of Amphipithecus and Pon-

mates or were they prosimians with a few
South American cdmei observations also available

evolved

features?

fossil-bearing

Rar out

independently

lages that were nearest to exposures of the

Ba

field

and

Mandalay

coordinator, Tin

likes to

Tint, our

University,

who was

Maung Oo

be called "Tin").

a-

to be

f

{\
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weeks we explored a
300-mile section of the Irrawaddy River,
collecting fossils along its banks and terraces. This fieldwork was rewarding, but
we yearned to visit the Ponnyadaung
Hills, a mere 200 miles to the west. To impress upon our Burmese colleagues how
eager we were for information about the
For the next

six

we left our
Barnum Brown's field maps and
publications with them. They promised to

40-million-year-old fossil beds,

copies of

attempt a reconnaissance of the region
the late

Savage

in

dry season.

fall

and

I

returned

home and

awaited further word on our research pro-

Burmese government and on
results from our Burmese collaborators'
visit to the Ponnyadaung Hills. We had
heard nothing for almost a year when sud-

Our knowledge o/Amphipithecus come
from fragments of two separate jaws.
portion (left) was found in 1 923, anolhei
(shown overlapping)

in 1 977.

posal to the

denly a small package arrived from
dalay.

It

Man-

contained plaster casts of jaws

to turn

time back 40 n

lion years!

After several days of preliminaries,

made

the short hop by air to

i

Mandal

and teeth of several Eocene mammals,
one of which was a nicely preserved jaw of
Pondaungia. U Ba Maw and U Thaw Tint
had not only found Brown's locahties: they
had also succeeded in recovering a new
fossil primate. An accompanying letter
stated that they had found many more fossil mammal specimens, several of which

and prepared for our journey to the Pc
nyadaung Hills. U Ba Maw and U Th;

safari

they thought could also be primates. They

excavation equipment, four geology

since

encouraged us
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to return to

Burma

as soon

and to
work with them on publication of the
as possible to visit the localities

finds. In December 1978, arrangements
were made, and we departed once again
for Burma.
On our approach into Mingaladon Airport in Rangoon we were asked to set our
watches back thirty minutes in accordance with Burma Standard Time. The
British businessman sitting next to me intoned, "Set your watch back thirty minutes and turn time back thirty years." Indeed, little has changed in Burma since its
independence in 1948. But our minds
were set on a much longer time frame, for

call

1776 Independence Court
Birmingham, Alabama 35216
Suite 104,

1

we were hoping

Tint could not

this

t:

exams, but they sent some of their s
dents with us. Before dawn on Decern!
20, our small caravan

—two World

V\

Il-vintage jeeps loaded with camping a
dents, a cook, a mechanic,

Savage, and myself

Tin.

—

s

two drive
for

left

ti

field.

To reach the Ponnyadaung

Hills

we

h;

two great rivers of Burn
Crossing the Irrawaddy was a simple m
to cross the

/

ter of driving over a steel-girder bridj,

but at the Chindwin River our two

had

to

be loaded onto a flatbed

jee;

bar;,

along with chickens, goats, bicycles, am.
large

number of other

passengers.

A smi

tug then towed us across the mile-wi:!
river.

After several more hours of

we reached

drivi:

the Pale Township Peopl;

we checked in and pick
up an escort of several armed policcmOur Burmese colleagues had assured
that the only danger in the Ponnyadauii
Hills was an unlikely encounter witfi'
Council, where

Bengal

but for the sake of appe-

tiger,

we decided

ances,

205/870-5550

accompany us on

since they were in the middle of univers

to

accept the otfer of

i

escort.

On

our five-hour climb from Pale

i)

Ponnyadaung Hills, the road deteirated rapidly from a graded gravel tn;
into a series of potholes and dust bowls
terspersed by washboard. The open scnbrush and farmland near the Chind\i
the

•

way to gently roll
As we climbed still fartl.
the road became very steep, and the tt>
and bamboo forest surrounding us ca."
River quickly gave

forested

INTERNATIONAL
EXPEDITIONS!^

This c//-aiv/;!go/ Amphipithecus is based
on fossil evidence and an interpretation of
the order of evolution of anatomical

features found in living higher primates.

KLM

alive

hills.

with azure butterflies, screech!,

parakeets,

jungle fowl.

and scampering

We

red-orai-'

encountered young B-
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mese men driving oxcarts loaded down

leaf tea.

with teak logs, but not a single motorized

Gyo greeted us graciously and sugge;(
we use the new village schoolhouse

At the

vehicle.

fifty-five-mile

post the

road became impassable for even a fourwheel-drive jeep.

We

transferred our sup-

two oxcarts, each pulled by two

plies onto

grunting oxen, and began the eight-mile
hike

down an old cart road into Mogaung
The oxcart wheels creaked and

village.

squeaked
was told:

—but not

as a result of neglect,

1

rather, the local villagers never

grease the wheels because they feel the
noise keeps

Late

away

in the

evil spirits.

evening of our daylong trek

—

we reached our destination Mogaung, a
village of some nine hundred people. Surrounding the

village,

which

consists of

small teak huts raised off the ground on
poles,

is

a

bamboo

fence. Inside, banana,

base camp.

was rice-planting time,

We

field

chii

bedded down.

Early the next morning, with

Brown's

i

were

hausted, and after a quick meal of
curry, everyone

map

in

B^ir

hand, we procei

on foot northwest from Mogaung,

thri:

paddy fields, across s
streams, and along well-worn paths ir
forest. After we had walked about
flooded

mile through the lush forest co\er,
rainbow-banded sediments of the

d

daung Formation suddenly appeared.

':

local

villagers

called

these

areas

chaimg. "places without vegetation."
ing to the chemical properties of the

ments,

abundance, and pigs and chickens roam
freely. We were led to the hut of U Gyo,
the village headman, where we were fed a

young
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A family tree of the primates lists living groups at the top.
some of which

INTERNATIONAL
EXPEDITIONS!^
7i-»g'!8i

The majorfossil species

no descendants, are represented vertically by the branching tree.
The Anthropoidea. or higher primates, are shown in orange: the Prosimii. or lower
primates, which comprise all other primates, form a less unified group (yellow).
Some early prosimians. perhaps a group related to lemurs and lorises. gave rise to
Anthropoidea. A.m^\\\Yi\\.\\tcViS. andVondiMngiSi are transitional forms that posses,
a number of anthropoidfeatures but also retain afew prosimian characteristics.
left

.
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mulate a treasure trove of fossils. The Burmese geology students also showed us the
spot where the new primate jaw had been
found. Over the next couple of days. Savage and
collected the remains of many
I

animals,

including

and

hippo-

small

theres,

deerlike

artiodactyls,

and croco-

dents, lizards, turtles, fishes,

R

diles.

From

ro-

studies of this fauna and

some

associated plant remains, together with an

which was

partially covered

by a

for-

canopy, anthracotheres, brontotheres.

Mogaung

hi

fossil

we

decic:

Brown had discove

to hike to a locality

some

village,

six miles to the northeast,

village of Gyat.

We

near
found some excell

Brown published

Natural Histoni
we were not ablu

in

1925. Unfortunately,

In the trees above, the ancestors of the

was preparing a special holiday meal^
roast chicken and potatoes. It was ChrS
mas Eve. Savage and rested and sippei

our second night

headman,

visit to

U

in

Mogaung

vil-

Gyo, honored us

"get better acquainted."

As

and chief administrator of
Mogaung, U Gyo had considerable power,
but being sixty-five years of age, he had

spiritual leader

learned to use

spoke

of

how

his

position

Mogaung

wisely.

village

He
had

changed over the past half century ("actually, very little").
then asked him when
Mogaung had last been visited by WestI

erners, "people like ourselves."

U Gyo

any

fossils.

In the late afternoon

sweet alcoholic drink

the fruit of the toddy

palm

distilled frr

tree.

As the

sank behind the mountains, the

came

teakwood smoke and frying

As darkness
in the distance.

who had

fell

we heard

One

two of

a

commoti

of our police guau

not returned with the field

camp brandishing
He led a procession

burst into
proudly.

whom

1

on horse-

back with several oxcarts of supplies. With

pa.'

his wca;:

of villag

The deer

'i

p:i

The following day
proceeded to our next camp, at nea?
Legan village. There, the deer meat \.
roasted that night.
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oil.

immediately butchered and some

man and woman coming
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chilled, bringing out the smell of

pole carrying a small deer.
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air

the following story:

When was a young boy often. remember

(

ci|

I

clear,

thought a while and then began to recount

a white

34

i

exposures near a large lotus pond, whi
we could recognize from a photograph]

trekked back to Mogaung, where our

with a

Box

(

find

On

small island.

After several more days of

and small artiodactyls came to drink. Turcrocodiles, and fish swam in the river.

lage, the

a tall
ship to a

1

tles,

higher primates romped.

Sail

later

ing around

est
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Barnum and Lilian Browr
showed him a photograph of Brc
taken in Burma in 923, and he confirn:
describing

paleoenvironment of this part of Burma in
the late Eocene. The sediments were de-

farther north. .Along the banks of this

U Gyo v

immediately realized that

the identification.
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We

understanding of the type of rocks in
which they occur, we can reconstruct the

by a medium-size river that
drained seaward toward the Burmese
Gulf, which in the past was located much

-

i

piglike anthracotheres, rhinolike bronto-

posited

for Catalogne

morning and return late in the evening v,
his horse packed with odd-shaped roc
The woman, who wore pants but was sti
ingly beautiful, would stay in camp
play with a small dog, whose hair she
constantly combing.
\

extinct
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Send $1

Mogaung villagers, they set
camp only a few hundred yards from wh,
we are sitting. The man would ride off ei
the help of

—
Chrislmas Day

d a magniliccnt

i

party and

lur entire field

all

least

the village

rs.

I

another week of

.Tier

back

iicsed

was

lenient

;

to

fossil

we

hunting,

Mandalay, where more
store

in

for us.

At the

,

ndalay Arts and Sciences University

)

net with

U Ba Maw and U Thaw Tint.

produced a box of small

ji

fossil

jaws

Ponnyadaung
They weren't sure what the six
;es were, but they had an idea they
were alht be primates. Savage and
t breathless as each jaw was removed
n the box. The first was a primate, the
had collected

I'

in

the

1

of the cast they had previously
Three of the others also proved to
;arly anthropoids. U Ba Maw and U
w Tint had tripled the early anthroi sample of Burma. Of the four prie jaws they had discovered, two were
daiingia and one was Amphipithecus.
inal
us.

may

fourth

e previously

represent a type of pri-

unknown

Our

to science.

mese colleagues asked us to help them
lish these finds in Western journals.
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returning to the United States,

lifter

age and

to study the casts

and

new Ponnyadaung

fos-

began

I

»tographs of the

TOSH RA

making comparisons with Brown's
<phipithecus jaw and Cotter's Pon-

inc

S'ngia

,

specimens. Since several of the

specimens are more complete than
older fossils, the characteristics of the

becoming

species are

clearer.

Both

higher primate features, with the

considerably

more predominant,
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Migration of the Early Anthropoids

The

original

Amp

specimen of the

pithecus lower jaw contained the root
the canine tooth, the root of the

first p-

molar, the second and third premoia,

and the first molar. Luckily, the new sp
imen has helped complete the pictu,
it contains the first and second^,i
and part of the third. The squ;'
shape of the second molar (viewed fn

since
lars

above)

significant,

is

because

this

characteristic of anthropoids. In contrj

among

the lower primates there is a
rowing toward the front of this tooth.

n-

1

newly discovered first molar has resoh
a rather arcane controversy over the po
ble position of a rearward cusp know n

A

the hypoconulid.

nick in the origi

specimen, where some believed

had broken

was not

off,

this

ci:

in the posit,

characteristic of higher primates. As

new specimen shows ther
no hypoconulid cusp at all on the first ;;
second molars. In this feature, Anifpithecus differs from all Old World
turns out, the

thropoids

resembles

but

many

N

World monkeys.

The

fossil

that the

first

Asia some 40

finds

from Burma sugg

higher primates evolved]

1

45 million years ago

to

i.

spread from there to the other parts of

e

world. This geographic spread could h

e

occurred by way of a number of rou

i,

I believe that the most likely seque
was the following one. At the end of

e

but

The relative positions of continents, oceans, and shallow seas 40 million years ago are
map of the earth 's surface. Before higher primates (anthropoids)
evolved, lower primates were present in Europe. Asia, North America, and probably
Africa. The Burma fossil finds suggest that the higher primates arose from lower
primates in Asia. Early forms probably then spread to Africa and, by way of volcanic
islands, to South America (red arrows). Those in Africa subsequently gave rise to all
the Old World monkeys, apes, and humans, while the New World monkeys evolved on
their own in South America. .Another possibility indicated by the blue band) is that a
population of early higher primates came to occupy parts of both Asia and North
America, which were connected by a land bridge. When this connection was severed, the
New World and Old World groups began to evolve independently, the New World
group eventually migrating to South .America. No one has discoveredfossils of higher
primates in North .America to support this second hypothesis.
reconstructed in a

I

Eocene, early anthropoids, the Ponri

daung primates or their close

relatives,

grated across Asia into Africa by cross

wh
One

the narrow, swamplike Tethys Sea,

then separated the two continents.

Africa, these early higher primates con

ued to evolve, with some populations
coming ancestors of the 30- to 35-mill:
year-old Fayum primates of Egypt (:
ultimately of all Old World monki
apes, and humans). Other populati
crossed the then-narrow equatorial At
tic Ocean by island hopping along a ses
of volcanic

islands.

In

this

way

ty

reached South America and became
mastication.

As

in

all

anthropoids, the

(see

"Dawn Ape of the Fayum," by Hlwyn

jaws of Amphipithecus are buttressed
where they join by two horizontal, shelf-

L. Simons, Natural History, May 1984).
Another important consideration is the

like thickenings of bone, called tori. (In

number

of teeth in the jaw.

mates

general, there

contrast, the minority of

Eocene lower

pri-

in

is

Among

pri-

a long evolution-

mates that have fused jaws exhibit only

ary trend toward reduction in the

one torus, suggesting they are unrelated to
Amphipithecus.)

of teeth. Amphipithecus has three premo-

The cusps, or elevations, on the chewing
surfaces of the teeth are relatively

trend found in fruit eaters.
teeth, instead,

fiat,

a

Most prosimian

have a very crested cutting

surface, useful for a diet of insects or
leaves. In this respect,

Amphipithecus

re-

sembles 30- to 35-million-year-old anthropoids found in Egypt's Fayum province

^6
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lars, a relatively

primitive feature

with some prosimians and

number
it

New

monkeys. Old World monkeys
this

respect,

Amphipithecus

closely allied species)

is

(or

New

World and Old World anthropoids
other words, of all higher primates.

our Burmese colleagues,
search for more

—

in

fossil

o'^

who

continutd

evidence. Althofl

have returned to Burma several

I

some

is

in large part to the discoveries madetjl

since

a suitable candi-

date as a forerunner of both the

these events in primate evolution

World

(as well as

le

New

World monkeys
The increasing clarity with which W (
ern paleontologists are now able to vw
ancestors of the

shares

apes and humans) have two premolars. In

e

lage,

ti

3

my memorable visit to Mogaungih
I

have not been granted fur
to visit the Ponnyadaig

opportunity

Hills. While a field trip to southern Clia
was arranged in 983, and one to Vietim
1

planned for next year (both countes
have related geological deposits), the rid
is

to

Mandalay

still

beckons.
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Barbados Odyssey
Many emigrants fulfill their dreams by returning home
by George Gmelch
Wayne

1968,

In

II

Beckles, age twenty,

and without prospects of a steady
job, emigrated from his native Barbados
to the United States, to live in New York
City's borough of Brooklyn. Over the next
nine years he held various manual jobs
single,

handyman

family grocery story, ma-

in a

—while

chine operator, deliveryman

at-

tending night classes at the City University of

New York.

After receiving his B.A.

degree, he was hired as an accountant by a

small firm

in

He

Queens.

Cumberbatch,

a

Norma

married

Barbadian emigrant, and

they started a family.

On
mas

a

visit to

Barbados during Christ-

1980, the couple started to talk seri-

ously about going home.

Norma

didn't

want to raise her children in urban America, and Wayne missed the Caribbean climate and outdoor living. So he began to
apply for jobs advertised

in

The Advocate,

new housing

in rural areas,

and population

increases beyond natural growth

turn migration

is

—

rising sharply in

that re-

much

of

1982,

Wayne

savings,

Beckles, with a profession,

and fourteen years experience

in

a metropolitan society, took his family

home to the West Indies.
The Beckleses are among
sands of emigrants who in

1960s, the destination of Barbadian

larly Spain, Portugal, Italy,

grants

North

America.

has also seen the tide turn.

Britain, competition in the

workplace

and Turkey,
The 1973-74

shifted

and resentment toward "color
immigrants led to the passage in I96j
the Commonwealth Immigration /t
hostility

since rebounded, at least partly, but the

between 1951 and 1970, 14 perceno
Barbados' population of 230,000 left \

return flow has not abated.

The

Portu-

which

restricted further emigration,

the late 1960s, the flow of emigrants
the

West Indies

had

however, the

time,

Canada opened

1

3

all

left

the island as

mass migration from the Englishspeaking Caribbean to Britain and North
America following World War II. Most
sought jobs; some went to attend university. In the 1950s Britain began actively
recruiting workers from its former colonies
the West Indies, India, and Pakistan
to obtain labor needed to fuel postpart of a

—
—

throughout

ished

abroad

in Britain or

number

and widespread.

a

ic

<n

tury.

the

evidence from other sources

One

—

re-

ample

the transfer

of foreign bank deposits, construction of

38
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A

Caribbean.

In

1905

isk-J

mv

signed up with American recruiters

of emigrants returning for good

is

is

Barbadians went to larger

within

each year to countries like Barbados can
only be estimated because, as they pass
through airport customs and immigration,
But there

Barbados and o

essary safety valve. In the nineteenth

many women, have
more than a year, mostly
the United States. The actual

visit.

On

and scarce resources, emigration

for

turning solely to

English-spea!

islands with similarly dense populatin

Barba-

they are indistinguishable from those

the

i

Caribbean, migration has been com:

dian men, and half as
lived

ii

their doors. Altogetn

This was not the first time Barbad
had emigrated from their island. E|
since the 1830s, when slavery was a

many

islands.

percent of

sa(

United States

island.

its

Rico, Jamaica, and Trinidad, as well as

Barbados and several smaller

United Kingcii

At about the

that 30,000, or about 6 percent, of

parts of the Caribbean, including Puerto

survey found that

i)

fii

guese government, for example, estimates

recent years

to

to the

virtually ended.

tens of thou-

and North American

to

recession in Europe, induced by the oil
embargo, contracted the northern European labor market, slowing emigration
from the south to a trickle and causing
many emigrant workers to go home. Some
went of their own accord; others were encouraged to go home with cash incentives
from governments that no longer needed
their labor. The European economies have

have returned to their native lands. During the past decade there has been a
counterstream of migrants returning from
Britain

1

ductors and ticket collectors. In the n

each year.
Barbadian emigrants

company. "1 agonized over the decision,"
he said. "The salary was only half what 1
was making in the U.S., but my wife insisted that what mattered was which country we wanted to rear our children in." In

Bridgeto

The phenomenon is not unique to the
West Indies. Southern Europe, particu-

among

emigrant friends. Eventually

office in

the capital of Barbados, to recruit bus

500,000 expatriates are returning home

his

example, opened an

the Caribbean.

a Barbadian newspaper that circulated

he landed a job as accountant for a sugar

war reconstruction and a booming ec
omy. The London Transport Agency,

"board" house, the typical Barbadian village home

i(

easons for seeing Europe
this fall keep piling up.

^

As the leaves turn russet gold
ad cover Europe with a winter

.

throngs of summer vishead for home. The long lines

oat, the
iDrs

^anish.

1fi.if

And Europe goes native once again.

London fills with bowler hats and brollies. The Champs Elysees
and peace settles over the Sistine Chapel.
The crazy, heady summer sun gives way to gentle autumn. And
^ith the heat go the prices.
An already reasonable Europe now becomes ridiculously good
klue, in the shape of TVW^ Getaway" Vacations.
Book before December 1, 1985, and a fifty dollar rebate will give
you eight days in London for $79 -$198, Rome for
$68 -$168, Paris for $139 -$228, or the
Costa del Sol for $99 -$189,
]ngs with Parisian gossip,

^ "\
ependingwhen F*
3u travel. That doesn't include your

air-

but it does include a budget hotel (per ^^^^^jl^- erson, double occupancy), breakfast every
loming, a sightseeing tour, and, where possible, free theatre, musial and nightclub tickets. For a copy of our fall and winter vacation
rochure, call 800-G-ET-A-W-A-Y or your travel agent.
Then watch while the summer hordes turn quietly green. BUROfJy
ire,
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WM.

emigrated to Panama to dig the canal. Ac-

Bonham Richard-

cording to geographer

by the time the canal was completed

son,

approximately one-quarter of

in 1914,

scarce that,

own

in

an ironic reversal of their

some who were
England are now leav-

parents' emigration,

born and raised

in

all

ing to seek their fortune in the Caribbean.

Barbadians had traveled to Panama. In

West Indians have been disturbed by

the

920s, Barbadians emigrated to Cura-

1

§ao, Trinidad,

and Venezuela

the newly developing

work

to

fields.

oil

in

Others

to Cuba to work in the sugar indusAnd even before World War II, a

new

signs of racism in Britain, such as the

popularity of extreme right-wing

rising

groups

like the

National Front. The rheto-

went

ric

try.

conservative administration have also con-

small

—

number had emigrated

to

Eng-

—and

"mother country"
North America. But the flow
land

the

to these

"metropolitan" countries, as they are
ferred to in the Caribbean,
trickle

compared with the

to

re-

was only a

torrent that fol-

After working abroad
to thirty

twelve years

anywhere
years (the average was

among

policies of

tributed to the

West Indians' growing un-

Some

easiness.

Margaret Thatcher's

members

right-wing

of

Parliament have recently proposed that
the government encourage West Indians
to

go home by offering them money.

One

forty-year-old returnee said that the final

straw for him was the British Nationality

lowed after the war.

from one

and

the

1

for

35 emigrants

in-

my study), Barbadians are
home. A few are pushed home

Act of 1981, which determined that children born in Britain of West Indian parents would no longer qualify for British

"The notion

my

terviewed for

citizenship.

returning

dren," he said, "would not be citizens of

—

by unfavorable conditions abroad unemployment, racial tension, and personal
problems. The British economy has been
recovering slowly from the last recession
(1979-82), and what gains have been
made have done little for West Indians.

The unemployment
dians

British

in

whites. Jobs for

739

among West

rate

cities

is

triple

young West Indians are so
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life

Some

to

I

return migration

C.F

dren,

ill

health.

resort town,

A

who

hotel

(367

ft.)

it

was just
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in

an English

returned after being

me and

my

di-

I

when

Oflice returned

his wife developi,

severe allergies; a construction worker

Toronto came home after suffering
stroke;

and

brought

his

in

mechanic

a

family back

in

when

Brookl
his mothi

Barbados, was diagnosed as having

cer. In Britain,

doctors often advise

c;'

W(

Indians with serious health problems,
pecially mental disorders, to reemigra

of scene and climate may
good for the patient, but it also helps to
duce the burden on the National Heal

The change

Service.

While some emigrants go home
cause they are unhappy with their

1

li\

abroad, the vast majority return becai
of their attachments to Barbados and
people.

One

elderly

man, chewing a

sti

of sugar cane as he spoke, told me, "T

money was good
pie treated

end

I

wanted

to

[in

to

Canada] and the
,

be

home with my own

land."

t

p(

Many emigra

be near aging parents and

friends again. Others have patriotic
sons.

pi

with fairness. But in

my own

pie, in

want

me

A woman who

graduated

(

r
fri

husband

left,

Colgate University and worked as a ho

kids in the house,

and

ing research analyst in Washington, D,

For the ornithologist, Swift is the natural choice.
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In

40

maid

vorced, told me, "After

(367ft.)

R.LF.290

precipitated

is

by a personal crisis: breakup of a marriage, death of a spouse, trouble with chil-

R.L.E.51.7

CONDOR wide angle

275

In-

that of

my

chil-

had given the best years
was a slap in the face."

the country that

of

that

that's not good for anybody.
was lone
and bored. We needed more relativ
around." An engineer in the London Pc

Assoc. Islington, Ontario

-jN

M9C 1A8

.

rncd lo Barbados to leach high school.
is a developing country," she
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rbados

"and

,

akc

fell

1

my

in

. .

any contribution that
want to make
Hfctimc,
that

I

Emigrants also miss the warm,
iniy Caribbean chmate. Returnees
icwed frequently complained about
;."

1

long, cold,

dark winters of the northern

—

New York,
where they had settled
3nto, Montreal, London. Birmingham,
;s

many

or
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emigrants, return migration

understood as merely the fulfillof what they had always intended to

rest
it

the natural completion of the migracycle.

At the time of

their initial emi-

jon, most Barbadians only plan to be

money

long enough to save

ly

ege degree or a trade. Despite such
ions,

manages

home

for good.

Some

riy

i

ausc they will lose face

—

all
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ugh money to buy a

M

unless they are receiving a pension,

isl

migrants

will not

return

home
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Hellenic.
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500
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they

ployed,
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better
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of
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You can see the Mediterranean from
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That's why Swan Hellenic takes
along guest lecturers. They offer

come home with at least
home of their own.

expected to

)

on the empires you'll trace.
You'll leam so much listening to
these experts, you don't need to be
historian or an archeologist to

overseas are disinclined to return

\f

»'

authoritative and relevant information

Islamic civilizations.

back

any case, those who fare

ilkirbados. In

;i

to

simply can-

afTord the passage or plane ticket

1

in-

however, only one of every four

grants from Barbados ever
irn

Each Swan Hellenic vacation
combines places you know about with
others you'll want to learn about.
These sites and settings are linked to
ancient legends, myths and history You
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oad. Conversely, the very successful

seldom return. To do so would mean
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mg up

well-salaried

positions

and
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a
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can also mean costly obshare the wealth with less-well-

3arbados.
itions to

home.

kinsmen

at
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who

those
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create jobs or benefit the re-

But most of these conclusions have

drawn from research conducted in
areas, where the focus has been on
isant or worker migrants. College-edu-

r
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of foreigners visiting the island each ye

exceeds the population), and travel
there

is little

th

that migrants can introdu

that the locals have not already seen.

in

But return emigrants do have an imps
another way. ,/\fter years of hard woi

most emigrants arrive home with a

sizal

amount of capital, from savings and

frc

the sale of overseas assets, such as a hou:
a car, and furniture.

To save money, ma

emigrants set aside a fixed percentage
their

weekly paychecks

to

a savings account or sent

be deposited

home

to Barl

dos for safekeeping. Blue-collar emigrai

up small, informal credit assoc
known as a partner or meeting,
which each of a dozen or so members ci

often set
tions,

tributes about S8 to S
cally,

grants say

Young Barbadian men

returnees are

nun shop

at a village

more "broadminded" and

experienced than people

who have never

introduced window screens and improved
sanitation.

But today's returnees are

intro-

1

per week. Perio

member gets a lump sum.

each

it

is

Er

sm
whereas the lump p;

difficult

to

save

amounts of cash,
ment is large enough to put away.
Most returnees use their savings to p
chase a house. Those who already o
homes add a room or buy new furnishir.
and appliances. Those who can afford
also buy a car, an important status synil

emigrated. They generally have a height-

ducing

ened sense of justice, stand for better
treatment of women, are less tolerant of

other than their curious use in a tropical

among

climate of wallpaper and wall-to-wall car-

racism, and have a more developed sense

which has been imitated
by other Barbadians. As a group, however,
the returnees who have become accustomed to new technology abroad are
themselves quicker to accept new ideas
and goods when they appear in Barbados.
One problem with assessing the influence of returnees in the larger community

shun public transportation. This dispki\
wealth, where locals remember the ei-

of West Indian nationalism.
said to be

more

They

willing to support

are also

unpopu-

Many

Barbadians also believe

that returnees are

more ambitious, harder

lar causes.

working, and more goal oriented.

But

it

difficult to

is

ees" attitudes

Barbados

is

prove that return-

rub off on their neighbors.

a conservative society

where

people are slow to accept change, especially "foreign"

their

ideas brought back by

own countrymen. "When proposing

some change

to

my

parishioners," said an

have

Anglican

rector, "I

not to

let

them think

land."

One middle-aged

I

to

be very careful

learned
civil

it

little

in

the

way

of

new items

peting, neither of

is

trying to disentangle their role as agents

of culture change from

all

the other exter-

on Barbadian society. Barbadians today have so much contact \\ ith
the outside world through films, foreign
television programs, tourism (the number
nal influences

middle-class

grant's

w

Barbadians,

humble backgrounds, sometin;

causes jealousy and friction. Gran\

Hunt,
his

for

boyhood

village

the island, an area
ist

on the Atlantic

still

sidef

untouched by

to-

development. With their overseas

s

who

had returned from London talked about
his superiors who had never been awav:
"Because you've been away and maybe
know more about something, they feel
threatened. They don't want to admit that
you have the answer, especially when
you've been on the job half as long as
them." Another man said of emigrants:

They have

the

Americans who

same

ideas as the North

live here.

The

difference

what the

that local people will listen to

"Who is he to tell

he's only a

Barbadian

As
more

own

kind.
to do.

like us!"

a general rule, material items are

from
an earlier pe-

easily transferred than ideas

one culture
riod.

us

is

for-

what

eigner has to sa\, but not to their
They'll say.

to another. In

Barbadians returning from work on

Panama Canal with what local Barbadians referred to as "Panama money"
the
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A

•

Hunts refurbished the fan
rum shop, which had stood vacant dur
their absence, and bought a house o\looking the Pentacostal Church. Unh
most houses in the village, which are bil
of wood and have corrugated iron rO(
the Hunts" house is masonrv with a
ings, the

Eng-

in

servant

;

example, resettled his famihi

"wall" house under construction for a return emigrant from Liverpool, Englai

BRUNCH
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BRONTOSAJRUS.
AttheAmerican Museum of Natural
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we now have a beautiful
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A

taxidermist can stuff herself on

challah bread french toast.

And

a zoologist

can go ape over our ratatouille omelette.
Even a regular West Sider can have
taste

buds

tickled.

his

Imagine that.
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1
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Sat.

& Sun.

Free Admission to

1

1:30

Museum

PM

AM-4:00 PM

after 5
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&
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George Gmelch

away." Barbados' past three prime mi
ters, more than half the current memb

HilffVliBailBpBS^,

of

its

parliament, and most of the prol

sors at the island's University of the

W

campus are return emigrants.
Those who have had the most imp
have been professionals and manag
Indies

with the authority and freedom to put

i

practice the ideas and techniques t

learned abroad.

on the shop

The

others, the work

than the bosse

floor rather

the front office, usually lack the

powe

change things. A diesel mechanic trail
in England and now employed in one
Barbados'
pie,

six

sugar factories, for ex;

much more

found that he knew

ab

job than his workmates but nonet

his

had little effect. His fellow work
were not interested, he said.
less

In Barbados, once a slave colony, houses represent freedom, security,

and high status

them something new, they th
The guys
don't wear protective clothing when the;
welding, and the factory won't make t?
If

you

tell

you're trying to fool them.
roof.

It is

twice the size of the other

homes

and equipped with modern
i<itchen appliances and a stereo. Painted
cornflower blue, it stands on the hillside
like a beacon, beaming to one and all the
in the village

Hunts' success as emigrants. The family's
Oldsmobile, which dwarfs local vehicles

and

is

more than

half the width of most

vil-

This
ally

largely the reason emigrants usu-

is

purchase or build "wall," or masonry,

houses,

than

rather

the

lower-status

"board" houses that resemble those they
were raised in.

Only one

in

seven Barbadian returnees

invests his savings in a business.

year-old

migrant,

for

example,

A

45-

spent

until there

is

a serious accident. I've

show some of them

triei

that they should d

the right way, to look after themselves
they'll get injured.

Some

listen,

but n

don't.

impact of the blue-co

In short, the

returnee to Barbados

is

like that of reti

reminder that the

$16,000 he had saved during five years in
Montreal to set up an auto body repair

ees in rural areas in other parts of

The Hunts' ostentatious return has
brought them trouble. Relatives and
friends who had always been friendly during vacation visits are now jealous. Village

shop. Another returnee opened a type-

returnees have

lage streets,

is

also a

Hunts have made

it.

and
not of hard work and

that the Oldsmobile

innc

tions in their jobs, generally in the area

money earned on an
England; he now employs

computers, medicine, and engineering,

fishing boat built with
line in

made numerous

man had a

writer repair shop. Still another

assembly

world. But white-collar, college-educa

men to work it
who brought

which no graduate training

An

ofFere<

is

from our church don't shop here," said

Other migrants
cars home from
abroad are now taxi drivers. Although the
businesses the returnees have established
do provide needed services and contribute
to the smooth running of the economy,

Mrs. Hunt.

they generally are not novel enterprises

introduced a new audit procedure he

They don't want us to have their business.
You can't win. If you come back with
money, they are jealous. If you come back

and do not employ many people.
But many emigrants have returned
take professional and highly skilled jobs

learned while working in London. Poll

gossip has

it

house are the result

saving but of winning a lottery. Villagers
rarely

come

to the

rum

to the family's weath.

shop,

lest

they add

"Even the people

with nothing, they ridicule you.

.

.

.

When

I

was a poor shopkeeper [before emigration]
we had more friends than we have today.
You see, then we were all at the same level.

Some

anthropologists

argue

that

it

would be better if emigrants like the
Hunts invested their savings in enterprises
that create new jobs and capital in their

home

societies.

In

such criticisms carry
all

Barbados, however,
little

weight.

As

in

former Caribbean slave colonies, prop-

erty ownership

is

associated with freedom,

economic security, and high status. The
reason most Barbadians go abroad in the
first place is to earn enough money to
someday buy a home of their own. And it
is through home ownership that returning
emigrants communicate to friends and
neighbors that they have been successful.
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several

for him.

Barbados.
tant,

now

American-trained acco

the head of the accounting

in a Bridgetown firm, in
duced electronic processing of the fir
accounts, following the model he
learned in New York. Another account

partment

to

ing his return from Montreal, an obstf

in

cian introduced

new techniques

A

for

m

the workplace, benefiting their society in

toring babies before birth.

important ways. Most emigrants return to

returned from England to assume the

Barbados with a higher level of work skills
and training than they had before they
left. One third of those in my sample had
gone to college while abroad and nearly as

many

others received on-the-job technical

rector

nior position in one of Barbados' ele

parishes instituted

new policies to incn

the participation of parishioners in chu
services.

A

movement

ize child care in

to deinstitutio

Barbados came from

i

training. Fifty-five of the migrants inter-

viduals in the Ministry of Social Servi

viewed (about 40 percent) work at professional or technical jobs in Barbados,
whereas only 9 percent of the total Barba-

Board of Child Care who had become
miliar with a new approach while worl
in Canada. 1 n these and other ways, ret
migrants have shared their gains abr

dian population

And

while 3

lation

work

turing, only

The
firm

1

fall

at unskilled jobs in

said,

one percent of returnees do.
with

is

in

some

with their fellow Barbadians.

manufac-

president of a Bridgetown computer

"There's nobody

who

into this job category.

percent of the island's popu-

exaggeration,

business in Barbados

moving up, who has not been

George Gmelch is an associate profe.
of anthropology at Union College, Si
nectady.

New

York.

He

has also done

search on return migration in Newfou

land and Ireland.
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a

ild radish
t,
,L.

Ik

lacks the swollen root of its cultivated relative

like many weeds, produces showy wild/lowers.

c
Natures lm;in(4
Image
Balthis, Mptiirp';
S Roithic

iladishes

Go Wild

country cousin of the garden radish
a weed with a difference
he

Norman

/

C. Ellstrand

You see one weed, you've seen them all.
have you? At first glance, every danden in a lot, every clump of crab grass in
jr yard, looks pretty

me plants may be a
ew more

much like the next,
little

bigger or have

leaves, but these superficial

e differences,

due

to the vagaries of the

environment, are about the only

int's

among memweed population. The basic

variations apparent

ijor
rs

of a local

d

dramatic differences of genetic

1,

while well

ori-

known between separate

ed populations, for example, those a

among

miles apart, are not expected

V

eds of the

ne

same

species growing in the

field.

have long accepted this patn of nonvariability. The quick growth,
ick demise weedy life style affords sepaEcologists

e plant populations little

opportunity to

;hange seeds and thereby acquire gediversity.

.ic

^pty lot

:nded

The black mustard

across the street

may

in the

be de-

from only one or just a few seeds,

id

only a few seeds from that population

ly

go on to start a colony in the next

like

;

lot.

planting your garden with multi-

color, petals differ in shape, vein color,

ents contributing to those seeds. All the

and even angle of spread. Leaf shape and
hairiness, as well as the texture, shape, and

seeds share the

color of the multiseeded pods,

These differences are

vary.

genetically, rather

single father).

is,

the

sur-

considering the analogy of giving zinnia

can be distinguished almost as easily as
faces in a room. The presence of such

seeds to your neighbors. If you gave each

abounding diversity

plant, all of the neighbors' resultant plants

is

as surprising to

color than

Why, and how, do wild radishes break
how do our assumptions
about uniformity of weed populations
hold up in light of this evidence? The

from

the rules, and

my

and how
and seeds

likely are

fruit,

gene-bearing pollen

be transported from one weed
population to another? Although both of
to

these factors

—

genetic information within

and long-distance mating
any natural plant

—can

cre-

measured

The

seeds of most

persed individually

in

weed

single-seeded fruits,

from the grains of grass stuck

in

your

—

—

n for those of us

never opens, called a loment

a rule,

bears from two to eight seeds. Since the

inspection

reveals

that,

beyond

fruit

founding a new

away

will repre-

fruit

is

generally

the vehicle for founding a popula-

tion, radishes will

sired

the seeds are

nization" will involve genetic information

from several

individuals.

Can we expect

radish pods to pack an

assortment of genes? Until recently, virtually nothing

was known about the pater-

nity of seeds within the multiseeded fruits

always start with more

lination ecology offered

number

seeds of a fruit
the

number

is

The

biologically analogous to

brood of an animal species. Multiple
is now known to exist in a wide

in the

paternity

array of animals from sowbugs to lobsters,
fruit

to spiders, snails to squirrels.

flies

Futhermore, pollination ecologists have
discovered

that

pollinators

weedy

rather than unloading

But the amount of genetic information
each fruit depends on both the number
of seeds in the fruit and the number of par-

clues.

contributing to the offspring

carry pollen from a

species.

some

of fathers contributing to the

individuals per vehicle than the typical

in

if

by several fathers, then each "colo-

of any plant species, but zoology and pol-

species.

plants are dis-

tear-shaped, thick, styrofoamlike pod that

)se

each

population some distance

single-seeded fruits. But

borne by the seeds within the radish

head. But in wild radishes, the fruit

the vacant lots

single father,

very different from other weeds with their

genetic information can be

only one or two generations. Thus,

—deck

same way,

how much

of the yards would have a uniform

fallow fields of California each spring.

six different plants. In the

a radish fruit bears the seeds sired by a

these two questions by asking two more:

st all

i

if

sent a fairly narrow array of genes, not

_nd in

—

if

have the same flower
you gave them one seed each

likely to

research has been to answer

thrust of

socks to the plumes blown off a dandelion

bronze, brick

more

are

carton marked Grade A, Large White.

ighbors seeds in a similar fashion, al-

pink, white, yellow, pur-

neighbor half a dozen seeds from a single

plant ecologists as finding Easter eggs in a

directly in

wild radish

effects of single versus

vidual plants in a wild radish population

all

if you
good deal of variety, your
ghbors would end up with one or two
dominant colors. And if they gave their

party, the multicolored flowers

The

multiple paternity can be compared by

rted with a

Eve

off-

as nine parents (the

of their variety, indi-

With

roundings.

fruits

ir's

many

spring of as

fruit

coaxed out by the plant's immediate

ate variation, neither had been

who love them, weeds,
can be monotonous.
3ut wild radish flagrantly breaks the
s. Like confetti blown in from a New

A radish

containing eight seeds can carry the

mother plus a different father for each
seed) or as few as two (the mother plus a

y a few seeds produced by your plants
start their

same mother, but they

different fathers.

differences are coded in the genes, not

than environmentally, based. That

ored zinnias and giving your neighbors

own garden. Even

may

may have

pollen

onto another.

number
all

frequently
of plants,

of one plant's

Both observations

suggest that multiple paternity could be

common

in plants.
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A painted lady butterfly alights on a wild radish blossom. Such flying pollinators may
be carrying pollen from distant, as well as nearby, flowers. Ifpollen grains from
different sources are deposited at the same time, the seeds in the resultant radish fruit

may have several different
Maureen Stanton

'father" plants.

Most weeds show little variety; wild radishes are an exception because no one plant
typifies the species. Wild radish/lowers blooming in the same field often vary in hue,
shape, and even vein color.
Diane

L.

Marshall

But other studies show that after being
deposited on the stigma of the "mother
plant," pollen

may germinate and produce

tubes that grow at different speeds. For

example, a bee

may deliver a mix of pollen

the mother's genotype,

the father's genetic contribution.

compared the

We

then

father's contribution with

the genotype of every plant that had flow-

ered

fastest.

the

research associate Janet Lee

able to

The remaining genotype comprises

seed.

from a variety of sources, but most likely
all or most of the seeds of a fruit will share
the one father whose pollen tubes grow the

When my

we were

subtract that from the genotype of the

in the

population because these com-

prise the possible fathers. Geneticists use

same approach

to exclude a possible

father (or fathers) in a paternity

we were

suit.

and I asked whether multiple paternity
was possible in wild radish, we had no preconceptions. Our goal was to identify the

seed to one or a few possible fathers.

father of each seed within a fruit in order

for the seeds

to directly count the

contributing to that

number

of fathers

radish population at the University of
California's Agricultural Field Station in

Moreno

When

these possibilities were

from a single

Valley. All of the flowering

More than 85
thers. In

many

cal allozymes, instead of characteristics
fruit

shape or flower

color,

is

that

allozymes are inherited simply, expressed
in

both parent (flower) and progeny (seed)

tissue.

Furthermore,

cheap and
the mature

efficient.

this

procedure

is

After we harvested

we identified the genotype (genetic makeup) of each of the seeds
of several fruits. Because we already knew
fruits,

we

cases, three or four fathers

colonizes a

of using chemi-

percent of the fruits

tested contained seeds having diff"erent fa-

typed for chemical genetic markers called

such as

multiple

shared the same father

contributed to a

The advantage

compared

fruit,

paternity was identified in those fruits in

plants within this radish population were

allozymes.

able to assign each

which two or more seeds could not have

fruit.

We chose to study a small, isolated wild

the

In this way,

for

fruit.

A

radish fruit that

new site, landing

example,

will often

in

a new

field,

contain the genetic

information of three or more parents.

My

associate Diane Marshall,

now

of

New

Mexico, devised a
series of experiments to determine how
multiple paternity comes about. Marshall
the University of

and

1

agreed that multiple paternity could

a flower by a
mix of pollen
from a number of plants or from repeated

result either

from a

visit to

single pollinator bearing a

49

Wild mustard and wild radish belong to the same family and are commonly found
together in weedy fields, right. Unlike radish flowers, wild mustardflowers are alwc
yellow. Below:

The wild radish

is

a hybrid descendant of the cultivated radish and t,

jointed charlock, closely related plants that were introduced into California in the
nineteenth century.
Steve Solum; Bruce Coleman.

by

visits

flower,

ent

Inc.

different pollinators to a single

each bearing pollen from a differMarshall's experiments re-

plant.

vealed that fruits produced from a single
pollination involving a mixture of pollen

from

different father plants very often re-

sulted in one fruit containing seeds with

But

different fathers.

fruits

produced by

sequential pollinations with pollen from a

had fewer

variety of donors

when

fathers,

pollen from a second source

layed by as

little

even

was de-

as fifteen minutes. If the

delay was more than an hour, there was

hardly ever more than one father per

fruit.

Because the average interval between

pol-

linator visits to a single flower in nature

more than two
that the

most

is

hours, Marshall concluded

likely

cause of natural multi-

was transport of pollen from
plants by the same pollinator.

ple paternity
different

The

ecological advantage of multiple

paternity later

became clear Marshall

found that multifathered

fruits

produced

both more and larger seeds than those

by any

single father, even the father

phid

flies,

and

the odd
The primary

even

pollinate wild radish.

Lee, Marshall, and

studied a

beetle

lation.

insect

ferent population of wild radishes in

The

I

i

two populat

species responsible for pollinating these

of three years.

producing the largest and most numerous

weeds can vary over a few miles or a few

Maureen Stanton of the University
of California at Davis had already shown

weeks.

that large wild radish seeds have a better

of long-distance flights

were isolated from the next nearest ra
by well over half a mile, the third by
than one hundred yards.
We found the frequency of long
tance matings to be more than 8 pen
for the first two populations and almos

sired

seeds.

seeds. Frequently pro-

duced, multiply sired

fruits are therefore

be the better at colonizing new
because they bear the larger seeds.

while

all

of these insects are

capable of flying for miles, the frequency

opportunity to germinate, grow, and repro-

duce than do small

And

is

hard to measure.

pollination

Traditionally,

ecologists

have described mating patterns for insectpollinated plants by watching insects as

likely to

they

fields

move among mapped

plants within a

first

i

'

percent for the third. Such rates are

enough

to introduce plenty of genetic

ored zinnias. Each of the neighbors had

Compiling these plant-toplant moves, ecologists have inferred that
the vast majority of mating distances are
very short, generally on the order of one to
a few yards. Interpopulation matings,

only one or two colors of zinnias in their

then, should be extremely rare, represent-

tremendous genetic variation

gardens, but taken together, the gardens

ing far less than one percent of the total

ish populations, explain

have dozens of

seeds produced in any generation. But epi-

stands apart. Other factors, however,

sodes of these matings are next to impossi-

also be involved.

by following insects, as this
would involve simultaneous monitoring of

genetic

Long-distance pollen exchange could

We

can return again to
the case of the neighborhood's multicolalso foster variety.

began
a program of exchanging even a few seeds
each year, in a few years most of the variation available would be present in every
garden. Similarly, pollen exchanged between natural populations could create a
colors. If neighbors

blend of diverse wild radish genotypes.

population.

ble to count

all

of the edges of a population for the ar-

rival of pollinators.

The

just a

few years.

Why

does wild radish break the

Multiple

paternity

and

:

long-dist;

matings, our two possible sources of

tions.

why

in wild

wild ra
i

A bank of previously

germinated seeds

fruits

genetic approach to paternity, in

^

ation into a wild radish population wi

in

the

soil

may add

"memory" from former pop

Also,

may

long-distance

migratior

take place more often tha

commonly thought.
You can expect

Are wild radishes from different populations likely to mate? The answer de-

contrast,

those seeds resulting from interpopulation

to be hearing
about the ecology of the wild radish

pends on the activity of the radish's pollinators. Insects such as butterflies and

mating. Because the father's genetic con-

eluding

makes

for easy identification of

tribution can be described directly

moths (for example, painted ladies, cabbage butterflies, skippers), bees (honey-

contribution that doesn't

bees, bumblebees, carpenter bees), syr-

these
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compared with

all

and

possible local fathers, a

match any of

must have come from another popu-

how

maintained
find,

once achievec

wild populations. Eas;

easy to grow, and easy to manipul

wild radish
still

diversity,

in

retains

is

an ideal research plant

some

secrets.

%

Whales That Go to Extremes
North Pacific humpback whales bang heads on the mating ground,
but when they get to the feeding ground, they put their heads together

by C. Scott Baker and Louis M. Herman
Often portrayed as a gentle giant, wooits mate with a song, or as a solitary nomad, wandering the oceans in search of

ing

humpback whale is proving to be
we are finding that these
leviathans are, by turns, more contentious
and more cooperative than we ever imagined them to be.

food, the

neither. Instead,

Humpback

whales are a cosmopolitan
major populations in the Pacific, the Atlantic, and the oceans of the
Southern Hemisphere. Like most baleen
(filter-feeding) whales, they migrate between summer feeding grounds in nearpolar waters and winter breeding grounds
species, with

in

warm

equatorial waters. Nearly 6,000

trip, this annual migration is
one of the longest made by any mammal.
The thousands of humpback carcasses
studied by biologists over the years have

miles round

provided evidence that the species repro-

duces seasonally and
other words,

little

fasts seasonally. In

or no feeding takes

place on the breeding grounds during the
winter and little or no breeding takes place

on the feeding grounds during the summer. For up to six months each year, during migration and while on the wintering
grounds, humpback whales rely on vast
stores of lipids, in their blubber and other
tissues, to meet their energy demands.

They feed on the enormous schools of prey

summer retreat from June
October to replenish their fat reserves and prepare them for another mi-

found

in their

to early

gration south.

Along with our associates Anjanette
Gordon Bauer, and Paul Forestell
of the University of Hawaii, we have studied the migration and social organization
Perry,

humpback whales in
Ocean for the past
summer this study takes

of

cific

shore

waters

of

the northern Paten years. In the

us to the calm

southeastern

in-

Alaska,

an estimated 300 humpback
whales go to feed each summer and fall. In
the winter we return to Hawaii, where per-

where

haps 500 to 1,000 whales gather to breed
and raise their newborn.
Until recently, a major obstacle to understanding the social behavior of hump-

back whales was the difficulty in determining the sex of individuals. Male and
female humpbacks look almost exactly
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Afeeding group of humpback whales lunges through the

— usually schooling
—and sea water By coordinating

surface, taking great mouthfuls offood

fish or krill

movements, groups of whales

their

may feed more efficiently than

Humpbacks fight during the winter breeding
Hawaii, but they tolerate each other on their

solitary eaters.

season

in

Alaskan feeding grounds from June to October; many team
up year after year to fish collectively.
Jan and Jonn Straley

•'^'m>'

Mark

alike; the only

ual's sex

is

Eanhviews

Ferrari;

way to be sure of an

individ-

While

to inspect its genitals.

whalers could easily

make

this sort of in-

spection on their flensing decks, the task

considerably more difficult

with whales

in

when

is

dealing

the wild.

Fortunately, repeated sightings of indi-

vidual whales can provide indirect evi-

dence of an animal's gender. By examining photographs of the unique blackand-white patterns on the underside of the
tail flukes, we have been able to identify
more than 1 ,200 individual whales in the
eastern and central North Pacific. Details

of where the animal was sighted,

was associating

who

it

and what it was doa computer library at the

with,

ing are stored in

University of Hawaii. From these records
we can now surmise the sex of several hun-

dred whales.
Observations of the individually identi-

whales in Hawaii and southeastern
Alaska reveal a complex and variable sofied

organization linked to seasonal migra-

cial

tion. In

Hawaii, the structure of hump-

back groups centers on male competition
for mature females. We often observe aggression when a cow-calf pair is joined by
one or more adults. But since the behavior
of such escorts is sometimes defensive and
sometimes aggressive, we were initially
unable to figure out whether they were
males courting the cow or females related
to her
calf.

—"aunts"

helping to protect the

Related females

cies of long-lived

phins,

in

many

mammals,

chimpanzees,

other spe-

including dol-

and African

phants, help each other in this way.

in a row. If the escorts

may have originated as a specialized

fil-

cal contact, occurs

ing strategy. In southeastern Alaska,

f

difficult to see.

under water and is thus
But if the situation heats

ing

mature males courting the cows. More direct evidence of this has come from
Debbie Glockner-Ferrari, an independent
researcher in Hawaii, who has determined
the sex of escorts by photographing them
under water.

more

escorts.

Ha-

cort typically stays behind,

A lone

and a

little

es-

be-

low, the cow-calf pair. If another escort
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noted

doesn't bring the whales into actual physi-

ciations suggest instead that escorts are

waii have one or

its appa
The Exp
and Anin\

attempting to increase

As Darwin

sion of Emotions in

were

of cow-calf pairs in

sibly

and keep the intruder behind him. But if
the new whale persists in trying to approach the cow, he is met by an escalating
series of threats from the original suitor.
The first step taken by the aggrieved
male in these hostilities is usually to intercept the challenger and block his approach to the cow-calf pair. This preliminary act of aggression, which probably

we would expect them to be with
cow on a regular basis. The brief asso-

The majority

the lead escort

We

aunts,

the

trio,

maintain his proximity to the cow

tries to

have observed, however, that the same escort rarely accompanies a cow-calf pair

two days

attempts to join the

ele-

up a little more, the initial escort may try
head lunges as a way of displacing the interloper. A head-lunging whale erupts
through the surface and engorges the
pleats of its throat with water and air, pos-

size.

one of the most

first

in

Man

common

elements

oi

gressive or defensive displays in v(

brates

is

that the animals try to

n:

themselves look bigger by puffing up

by inhaling to inflate body size
Along with head lunging, compe
male humpbacks also release air ui
fur or

water. This behavior,

humpback whales

known

as bubblg,!

fl-

often blow a c;n

drical or spiral-shaped curtain of bubes
to help contain or concentrate planl

and small fish. Bubble trails in Hawaii
formed along a straight or slightly cui'

ri

path, but the intent

may

^

be similar

1

t

^1BI»

humpback breeding ground is often the site of violent
between males and of spectacular aerial displays,
hts often begin when a male escort accompanying a female

'

jlicts

haltenged by an intruder attempting to displace him.
ow: An underwater scrap between two males bursts out

The original escort

the open.

J

(right)

was tagging along

a cow-calfpair when the antagoriisl arrived. Left: A
tale that was being pursued by several sparring males
h

aches out of the group. The mountaitis of western
visible in the background.
Humpback

Ferrari;

Maui

Wriale Fund

male's

moved

quickly

escort

initial

to

block the newcomer, and the four whales

moved

ofi"

uneasily, the

males sparring

in-

tensely in an attempt to get in the lead.

Unlike head lunges and charge-strikes,
however, a whale's aerial behavior

used

solely

lobtailing,

is

not

Breaching,

aggression.

for

and finning also are used

in

ap-

parently amicable situations in Hawaii

when whales come
the

may

Alaska, a whale

On

together or split up.

grounds

feeding

southeastern

in

breach as

other whale in feeding.

it

joins an-

When

feeding

whales disperse, we often see aerial displays. Hal Whitehead, in his work with

humpback whales

feeding off Newfound-

land, found a similar correlation

and changes

aerial displays
sition of

whale groups.

Aerial behavior

is

other circumstance

related to at least one

—human

which

net,

is

thought to

the whale's prey, bubbling

may

grounds

scribed breaching, lobtailing, and finning

disori-

on the mat-

accurately,

what they were seeing were "gambols," or
play. A breaching whale hurls itself out of
the water, twisting its body in mid-air, and

confuse a whale's oppo-

Having been caught

bubble trails
selves while observing whales under
ler, we can affirm that even a thin curit.

ly
f

in

then

—

often to only a few feet,

head lunging and bubbling still don't
male may es-

h

form of
which one whale butts another

The

tips of a

thunderous splash.

whale slaps

its

tail

similar to lobtailing except that

While the
be play (a

some

whale's flukes and

its

its

long

flip-

flukes.

aerial behavior of a calf

may

difficult situation to define),

aerial displays

by adults are clearly

part of aggressive encounters.

On March

near the island of Maui,

we saw

may

breach or otherwise react strongly to

passing ships or boats.

Once we watched

as a 600-foot cruise ship passed

by a pod of

three adults and a calf feeding in a small
cove. Although the ship remained

more

than a mile away from the pod, the whales

breached twenty-two times in a row as it
approached. From underwater recordings
at the time, we found that the
breaching was closely correlated with sud-

made

den increases
changes in the
Because

many

noise

in

resulting

from

ship's engine speed.

aerial

situations

display

—changes

is

part of so

in

group com-

position, play, aggression,

and human

turbance

to

—

dis-

pinpoint

adding a "brass knuckle" effect to

15, 1981,

extreme cases, two butting
may rise vertically out of the water

a cow-calf pair with four aggressive es-

ing, finning,

lobtailing

posture that early whalers described

male with an extensive history of escorting. For more than an hour. Arrow
lunged and physically displaced the other
escorts, driving them back from the
mother and calf. Following a violent

ferent

in different contexts.

charge-strike by Arrow, one of the trailing

only once every two to three years, so there

;les,

blow. In
ales

;opulation.
ales,

led

y

is

pers instead of

trum are sometimes spotted with bar-

1

lobtailing, a

Finning

rostrum (chin) or strikes out with

its

a

the whale slaps the water with

ate to a violent charge-strike, a

flukes.

with

flukes against the surface of the water.

alve the conflict, the lead

ault in

lands

When

of bubbles reduces visibility drasti-

1

but most of them thought

In

activity.

humpback whales

southeastern Alaska,

bubble

between

the compo-

in

Our photographs of vertical

stomach

which

to back,

not the

is

known
some instances we

copulate.

And

in

)w that both individuals were males.
likely,

the whalers simply mistook

between males

iting

for mating,

ales'

humpback

spectacular aerial displays

—other

asures the whales sometimes adopt in
putes

with

rivals.

The whalers

,

de-

identified the lead escort as Ar-

escorts lobtailed six times

and

left

the pod.

Within a few minutes the others also
leaving

iarly whalers also misinterpreted, in

ny cases, the function of the

We

row, a

however, show that they are posi-

other whales and dolphins are

.)st

corts.

On

Arrow alone with

left,

the pair.

another occasion, we found a cow-

it

is

difficuit

and
meanings

may have

dif-

Aggressive encounters between male

humpbacks
pairs, but

often take place near cow-calf

males also

males. Most female

are seasons

when

fight

over single

humpbacks give
adult

females

fe-

birth

come

alone to Hawaii. Large pods of whales

without cow-calf pairs are often "surface
active," with frequent head lunging, bub-

and charge-strikes. In some cases,
a mature female in the

calf pair resting near the surface with a

bling,

Another whale rapidly approached the trio and breached when it
was a few hundred feet away. The fe-

we have discovered

single escort.

its

function. Like the bark of a dog, breach-

lead of these pods with males trailing her.
This suggests that surface-active pods are
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Ojfthe west coast of Maui, a humpback female and her calf
move slowly under water. Calves often remain above their
mothers. Females reproduce once every two or three years, so
they sometimes

come to Hawaii without any young. Whether

alone or with calves, females are approached by males that
fight to become their escorts and, presumably, their mates.
Deborah A.GIockner-Ferrari; Humpback Whale Fund

A humpback male blows bubbles, one of lis strategies for
driving of/opponents. Bubbling, the release of air from the
whale 's blowhole or mouth, may confise a male 's rival, for
the bubbles drastically reduce visibility. But
simply be a threat to an intruding whale.

it

may also

Deborah A Glockner-Ferran. Humpback Whale Fund

many mammals, the apparhumpback whales is really

aggregations of males competing for prox-

very brief in

imity to a mature female.

ent modesty of

The behavior
pairs

of escorts with cow-calf

and males

closely resembles that of "tending" males
in

many

and

ungulate species.

gazelles, for

not too surprising.

We do have a good idea of when mating

surface-active pods

in

Among moose

example, a tending male

takes

place.

In

a

few cases, we have

documented that a female accompanied
by males one winter was back with a calf

humpback whale gestation

temporarily associates with a preestrous

the next. Since

female during rutting season and defends

is

her against other prospective suitors. Like

have occurred sometime near the period
that the female was associated with the

the

humpback whale

escort with his cow-

between the tendmale and female ungulate is brief, lasting from less than an hour to at most a few
days. If he is undisturbed by rivals, the
tending male simply follows the female
until she signals her intent to mate by stopping; at this point, the male mounts and

eleven to twelve months, mating must

March 2, 98 we
humpback near the is-

calf pair, the association

males. For example, on

ing

spotted a female

1

1

,

land of Maui, accompanied by a single

male.

We

next sighted her a

month

later

near the island of Kauai, 240 miles away.

At

this

time she was leading a surface-ac-

tive pod,

which included

five

other adults

copulates. Since no one has ever docu-

aggressively competing to get near her.

mented copulation between humpback

She returned to Maui the next year, accompanied by a newborn calf.
Not only are the associations between
cow-calf pairs and escorts transitory but

whales, however, any equating of escorting

and tending must remain

tentative.

The absence of documented matings
between humpback whales is disappointing but not inexplicable. The whales are
minutes out of each hour. Underwater ob-

humpback whale
Hawaii is very fluid. Joseph
Mobley, who worked with us there, found
pods gain or lose a member about once ev-

servations of whales are limited by the

ery seven hours. Larger pods tend to gain

speed and depth of the whale

and

usually visible at the surface for only a few

sible for a

human

slow-moving whale

—

it is

impos-

diver to follow even a
for

more than a few

minutes. Considering that copulation

is

the whole structure of

pods

in

members more rapidh than
we have sighted
and identified whales extensively, but we
have rarelv seen the same two whales tolose

smaller ones. Likewise,
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Breaching, in which whales hurl themselves vertically out of
the water and land with a thunderous crash, can be aggressive,
but whales also breach in seemingly amicable situations. For
example, humpback whales may breach when they meet up or
separate on the feeding grounds, and young humpbacks may
breach as a form ofplay. Thus a breach, such as the one
below, may have different meanings in different contexts.

gether twice on the breeding grounds.
In the past,

commercial whalers and

prey ranging from half-inch-long euphauplanktonic crustacean), to

siids, or krill (a

whaling biologists believed that all baleen
whales formed monogamous pairs or

fish ten

small family groups. But this assumption

the varying sizes and types of prey.

was based upon the sexual composition of
a few groups of whales that had been

have found

killed.

Our

observations of pod structure

and

aggressive
competition
between
males now suggest quite a different mating system for humpbacks. Sighting his-

tories of individual

whales show that dur-

ing a single winter, females are seen both

and simultaneously with many
males, whereas males are seen serially, but
serially

not simultaneously, with

This pattern

indicates

many females.
that humpback

whales are either polygynous or promiscuous. In a polygynous mating system, males

many females but
females usually mate with a single male.
attempt to mate with

In a promiscuous system, both females

and males may mate with several individuals. Until we are able to document copulation between identified whales, we cannot determine which of these two mating
systems accurately describes

humpback

inches long. Social organization

during feeding

patterns

—

is

strongly influenced by

at least

two

We

distinct feeding

between indiswarming euphausiids,

fluid associations

viduals feeding on

and stable associations among individuals
feeding on schooling fish.
Early in the summer, when euphausiids
are scarce, most humpback whales are solitary or form small pods. As euphausiids
begin to swarm and concentrate during
late summer and early fall, up to forty
whales
in

may aggregate

in areas only a mile

diameter. Early whalers referred to

Within these
shoals, whales casually join and leave
smaller pods of four or fewer members.
Although both feeding groups and mating groups are fluid in terms of individual
membership, their sexual composition
and behavior differ markedly. There are
no rigid rules for associations between the
these

groups

as

shoals.

sexes in southeastern Alaska, for example.

Feeding groups

may be

all

males,

all fe-

And cowsolitary. When

whales show

little

evidence of aggrsion

or competition on the feeding groun^.

each other. They

may

even engage

ing.

As first described by biologist Cirb

Jurasz, echelon feeding involves

chrony. During each lunge, the wha
parallel to

presumably increases the feedin
ciency of the individuals involved.
But humpback cooperation can

beyond

this casual level.

we have observed

For the pa

of six whales that establishes a

they do spend time with other whales, the

home range

mer, serious attention turns from mating

others can be of either sex.

cier
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is

that

humpback

are

a

length.

calf pairs are generally

striking to us

to

The echelon formatii requires loosely coordinated movemer and
body

As the whales arrive in southeastern
Alaska during late spring and early sum-

Most

;

each other, separated by ill

years

feed on

to

four whales lunge feeding in clos syn-

males, or males and females.

Humpback whales will

co-

operative strategies such as echelor ced-

behavior.

to feeding.

In-

stead, they appear to be quite tolentol

in

3 far

four

a cohesive roup

Icy Strait, just

Bay National Park.

effi-

Seconal

outsi( Gla-

In 1981 wwere

able to observe the group on only o

day,

uge

tail

tluke of a Southern

Hemisphere humpback

disappears into waters near Antarctica. The southern
ation
V

of humpbacks feeds in icy antarctic waters and
warmer oceans to the north.

in the

Crieeseman

Jr

.

Peler Arnold Inc

face,

we could

the water

see herring leaping out of

an unsuccessful attempt

in

to

avoid their gaping jaws. Three days later

we found

the group feeding in the same loThen, two months later, we found

cation.

them lunge feeding in Chatham Strait,
more than eighty-five miles away. In 1984
we again found roughly the same feeding
group

in

three diR"erent areas of southeast-

many

ern Alaska. Photographs show that

same whales were in all
groups. Adult females seemed

of the

nate

among

six

to

of these

predomi-

the regulars in these groups,

but males were also present. To our knowledge, this

is

one of the most remarkable

records of social stability and coordinated

movement among baleen whales.
The group's method of feeding was also
mtriguing. By monitoring underwater
sounds, we found that one or two whales
would give a series of trumpetlike calls as
the group was ascending to the surface.
These calls were rhythmic and lasted
about forty-five seconds, rising
near the end.

We

and 1984 and found they were

pitch

in

recorded them

1981

in

identical.

humpback vocalizations on

In general,

the

feeding ground are sporadic and are not as
long and complicated as the better-know n

"song" from the mating grounds. Given
the circumstances,

we

believe the feeding

have one of three possible functions.
They either help synchronize the whales
in their surfacings, help the caller to maincalls

know

I

e

I

ler

that the six whales

during the

summers

Studies conducted by

'

:•

of

remained
982 and
1

Ken Krieger

Auke Bay LaboraMarine Fisheries Serthese whales were feeding

ruce Wing, of the

ifthe National

.how that

I

I:

rily

on schools of herring at a depth

140

to

:

group ap-

be affected by an animal's sex and

ii

10

I

iuctive stage.

From our own

serve to disorient the schools of fish the

and are feeding together with the same

group

prit

killer

I!

I

X of the sixth

1

In the years

member was accompanied by

.he

did not join the group. In 1984

'jil
>'.

member.

ny

n
)t

a

members returned to southAlaska with calves, and the group
form at all. The remaining mem-

of the

ftvithout calves

did not associate with

whales.

is

Why

feeding groups travel

to-

gether like a pack of wolves or a pod of

On

July

1

7,

1

98

1 ,

in

Freder-

preying on.

do humpbacks bother
schooling

elusive

fish

to feed

on

when slow-swim-

ming euphausiids are easier to catch?
Swarming euphausiids may not be readily
all

times

recent studies of

Wing

available each season or during

of the season.

The

Sound, we saw eight to ten whales divand lunging together as a group
through the center of a single bubble net

and Krieger show that the abundance and
distribution of whale pre\' vary signifi-

nearly seventy-five feet in diameter. This

tional value of

coordinated feeding behavior was similar

far superior to that of euphausiids

ing

•:

es-

de corps.

While the Icy Strait feeding group
tends to remain together in a small home

ick

earlier observations

dominance over the group, or

tain social

data, as

s

(1985), five of

out a calf. These five whales have rejoined

by Jurasz, we
ie that five of these whales are mai.:males. We have not yet determined

1

summer

the six whales returned to Icy Strait with-

range, other

feet.

mission to the Icy Strait

'

other whales. This

to

what Jan and John Straley observed

their study of late-season

whales

in

in

nearby

cantly.

We

ring, for

more

have also found that the

some schooling

example,

may

fish

nutri-

may

—

be

her-

provide 50 percent

calories in equal volumes. This

is

an

Seymour Canal (see "Whales at Table,"
by James W. Grecnough, Natural History, December 1981). As the whales

attractive benefit for an animal with only

lunged simultaneously through the sur-

of social carnivores, cooperative feeding

a few months to gather
tire year.

its

food for the en-

Like the pack-hunting strategy

59

C.

Scon Baker

The return of the whales from Hawaii to the waters of
southeast Alaska marks the end of hostilities. The

humpbacks begin tofraternize again. Early in the summer
they may form small pods, below, that feed on krill. a
planktonic crustacean. A little later, when schools offish
appear, the whales may band together in larger, more stable
groups. These cliques sometimes remain together the entire

summer

Right: A vertical club of humpbacks gorge on

herring in a synchronized lunge-feeding maneuver

may

allow

humpback whales

to exploit a

rich source of energy unavailable to soli-

tary feeders.

While migration has a profound influence on seasonal changes in the social behavior of humpbacks, the basic social re-

quirements

of

may

whales

in

turn

determine the pattern of migration. By
comparing identification photographs collected by researchers working in other re-

we have begun to trace the movement of humpback whales throughout the
central and eastern North Pacific. The results, so far, suggest that North Pacific
gions,

humpback whales form

a

structured

stock, a series of geographically isolated

feeding herds that

may

include groups of

The waters of southeastern
example, seem to support one

of this implies

all

the North Pacific.
this

Humpback

whales

in

region were intensively hunted by

shore-based whalers until the early

1

960s.

But now almost nothing is known about
their distribution or numbers. Early whalers believed that these whales formed an
"Asian stock," which remained isolated
from an "American stock" in the eastern
North Pacific. But it also seems possible

humpback whales throughout

the

segregated from

Whales from southeast-

herds traveling to any of the three breed-

is

ern Alaska assemble with other feeding

herds on the Hawaiian wintering grounds

form a large breeding group. From photographs taken by biologist William Lawto

that

some whales from

southeastern Alaska migrate to a second
wintering ground near the Baja California
peninsula of Mexico. Research by Jim
Darling and Charles Jurasz has shown

some individuals may go to Hawaii
one year and to Mexico in another. What
that

60

and breeding grounds of

feeding

form a single structured
stock, with whales from several feeding

such feeding herd that

know

this

humpback w hales along the Asian coast of

North

also

—and

We hope to expand our study to include
the

that

we

humpbacks

may explain their pattern of migration.

Alaska, for

ton,

that the

strangers for breeding partners

related whales.

others to the west.

is

have evolved a strategy of feeding cooperatively with relatives and competing with
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Pacific

ing grounds

— Mexico, Hawaii,

or Asia.

we are just beginning to
of humpback whale behav-

After ten years,

form a picture
ior and migration in the eastern and central North Pacific. But when one is studying an animal with a life span of possibly
forty years or more, ten years

beginning.

By

following the

of individual whales,

can only be a
life histories

we can continue

ex-

ploring for decades the role of competition

and cooperation

in this species.
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Nicknamed petticoat palms because of
the skirts oj

dead leaves

that

hang around

their trunks, fan palms are the largest

native palm trees

of the continental

United States.

Reading the Fan Palms
We know where these trees grow, but
how they got there

we're not sure

by James W. Cornett

—

The Colorado Desert which reaches
from the edge of Arizona into southeastern California and down into Baja California
is an arid, low-lying region of shifting sand dunes and stony flats. In July the
temperature often rises above
degrees

stops" on their migratory journeys.

Fahrenheit, and the average annual rain-

cies are

—

1

fail

1

barely reaches three inches.

the last places on the North

It is

one of

American

tory nesting sites for miles around.

ing doves, owls, roadrunners,

verdant groves of palm trees, yet desert

finches frequently rear their

here.

The

(

Washingtoniafilifera) do exist

trees thrive near the occasional

thick skirts of the

palm

trees. Brightly col-

ored hooded orioles use palm leaf fibers
for their basketlike nests,

ing to seventy-six feet in height

tach to the underside of a palm

and

forty

inches in width. Their stout trunks are

by ground-length skirts
of dead fronds, but sometimes those
coverings have been burned away This
species is the only endemic palm in the
western United States and the most massive in all of North America.
These palm oases "tropical islands"
tucked away in such remote places as Lost
Palms Canyon, Hidden Spring, and Sur-

—

—

Canyon had piqued my curiosity
two decades.
wondered how the
palms had become established in such outprise
for

I

of-the-way

sites.

Were

new

arrivals?

residents or

mined the

How

size

and

the trees ancient

And what deter-

vitality of the

groves?

did they spread from one distant

spring to another,

if

indeed they did? With

Mourn-

and house
young in the

stream, spring, or seep, sometimes grow-

typically shrouded

Oases

many

also attract

Where

mals.

which they

at-

leaf.

mam-

kinds of

there are palms, there

is

of-

ten drinking water nearby, and the trees'

great height

—

the equivalent of a six- or

seven-story building

—can

serve as a dis-

tant visual signal to birds, coyotes,

bighorn sheep.

Rams and ewes

and

are occa-

near the oases, and their

sionally seen

droppings are regularly observed. The
western yellow bat, as far as is known, is
restricted to the vicinity of

where

it

roosts

under the

palm oases

trees' skirts dur-

The ubiquitous

ing daylight hours.

rac-

coon, although not really a desert animal,

has been able to disperse into the largest of
these remote

sites.

In several cases the rac-

coons must have crossed miles of inhospitable desert

and then become trapped

in

the aid of a grant from the R.K. Mellon

the islandlike environment of an oasis.

my co-workers at the Palm
Museum in California and

Coyotes are the most conspicuous large

Foundation,

Springs Desert

mammals drawn

were able to embark on a three-year
search for answers to these questions.

they gorge themselves on the palm

I

The
which

desert can be a lonely place in

conduct ecological studies, but to
our delight, we were seldom alone in an oasis. These verdant outposts attract an

""=sn'

Nearly two dozen other bird speknown to nest in the oases, and for
most of them there are no other satisfac-

fishers.

continent where one might expect to find
fan palms

Some

more startling sightings included
snow geese coming down their flyway on
the way from Canada to the Salton Sea, as
well as American avocets and belted kingof our

to

abundance of birds, which come to feed,
drink, and rest among the palms. More
than eighty avian species use these "pit

they

visit

to

palm

oases.

Because
fruits,

every grove, even those where

drinking water

is

not available.

Healthy, mature fan palms produce up
to half a million fruits

each

fall.

These pea-

sized dates possess a sweet-tasting flesh,
similar to that of commercially

marketed
humans, the seed
occupies most of the fruit and is rock-hard.
dates. Unfortunately for

65

The house finch is one of at

least eighty

bird species sighted infanpalm oases.
often nests and rears

its

It

offspring in the

trees' leaf skirts.
Alan Morgan

That makes the

fruit nearly

impossible to

—western
bluebirds and cedar waxwings — feed
Two

eat.

migratory

species

Mountains and

at Castle

Creek, both

in

the Sonoran Desert of Arizona. These

ex-

three sites have had palms for as long as

tensively on the rind but consistently dis-

anybody can remember, and each is more
than seventy miles from the next nearest
palm oasis, too far for coyote dispersal.
Since the seeds are too heavy to be transported by the wind, how did these isolated

card the seeds. In the laboratory, cactus

mice and antelope ground

squirrels also

consume the seeds if
the alternative is starvation. Only the
spiny pocket mouse eats the entire fruit,

groves

yet even this species loses weight on a diet

One

eat the rind but only

come

into being?

explanation for their existence

is

of nothing but palm fruits and would prob-

that they are relict populations, left over

ably die without supplementary foods.

from a time when palms were more abundant and more widely distributed. Fifty

Coyotes digest only the flesh of the date
and pass the intact seeds in their droppings. In the late fall

and winter, when the

million years ago, during the Tertiary pe-

seeds germinate after their intestinal trav-

western North Amerwas warmer and more humid than it is
now. Springs, streams, and lakes were relatively common and provided the large
quantities of water required by palms.

but they also did so in less time and
with twice the success of unconsumed

were widespread and existed as

palms are in fruit, coyote droppings may
contain hundreds of palm seeds. We were
surprised to learn that not only did these

els

Coyotes are also known to travel up
to thirty-six miles in three days, probably
the maximum time that palm seeds can
remain in the digestive tract of a healthy
seeds.

animal.

Thus coyotes may be the most im-

riod, the climate in

ica

Palm

fossils

as Alaska.

indicate that these conditions

Much

later,

far north

during the Pleisto-

cene epoch, about two million years ago,
increasing aridity and periods of cooler

temperatures forced the palms, as well as

many

other types of subtropical vegeta-

portant dispersal agents of the palms'

tion,

seeds and could have transported

ran Desert. With the drying out of the

only three exceptions are a group of five

Southwest since the Pleistocene, many,
and ultimately most, of the springs and

them to
almost all of the known fan palm sites. The
trees at

Mopah

Spring

in California's

tle

Mountains and oases

66
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in

the

Tur-

Kofa

southward into what

seeps disappeared.
restriction

is

now the Sono-

The result has been

the

of palms to the few places

'

w'JCotlonwouds have lunger routs than
fun palms and therefore have a
competitive edge even where water
collects, as in this region

Canyon in Baja

of Guadalupe

Califurnia.

David Cavagnaro

^-/

where

faults

and fractures allow ground

water to reach the surface and along
streams that drain the mountain peaks

forming the western edge of the Colorado
Desert.

Are
tion,

palm

all

tions? In

oases, then, relict popula-

an attempt to answer

we searched

for

some clue

this ques-

that

would

help us determine whether a specific palm
oasis

was indeed a

relict

population or the

result of a recent, possibly

human

intro-

Palms are almost impossible to
date because they don't produce growth
rings in their trunks. Even if we had enduction.

countered a very old tree, we could not
have assigned an age to it that might have
placed

it

at a spring prior to Indian occu-

pation or at least the very recent arrival of

white
sils

Nor could we

settlers.

near the

sites

any

fos-

of present-day oases.

We

had nearly given up trying

find

to

determine

when Kenneth Coo-

the question of origin

per, a retired biology professor

from the

University of California, suggested that
the answer might

deadly parasite

lie

—

with the palm's only

the giant palm-boring

beetle.

Almost without exception, mature fan
palms possess one or more half-inch holes
in their trunks. These are the exit burrows
of the parasitic beetle

^/''"^>.s:^.

)t:^^mJ

^,_-'-A>v:-'v

known

to

entomolo-

Dinapate wrightii. The larvae of
these beetles spend up to six years feeding
on the woody interior of a trunk (sometimes killing the tree) before pupating and
chewing their way out. Upon emergence,
males and females fly off" to mate in the
crown of a palm. We have found only
three oases in which we saw no exit holes
and where the palm borers did not exist.
These were the three most isolated sites:
Castle Creek, Kofa Palm Canyon, and
Mopah Spring. If those groves had been
around when palms had a continuous distribution, the beetles should have reached
gists as

them. The absence of the beetles suggests
these palm oases were not present during
past geological epochs and therefore are
not relict populations.
If their

seeds were not dispersed by coy-

otes,

how then

fully

brought

did the palms reach these
remote locations? The most likely explanation is that the seeds were purposein

by humans.

We know that
67
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A fan palm oasis thrives in a desert area.
Wherever palms grow, water, although
not always seen, cannot be far away.
Peter Menzel

—

Undeterred by the spiky edges of a fan

palm frond, a roadriinner eats a small
lizard it has caught.
James

w

Cornett

knew

that burning in-

Native Americans often transported seeds

The Indians

from one place to another, as demonstrated by the spread of corn throughout
the New World. The abundant potsherds,
bedrock mortars, and rock carvings

creased fruit production and killed the

in south-

hanced the harvest of palm fruit but also
favored the survival of the palms by elimi-

around palm oases indicate that

ern California, Indians did live in or near

beetle larvae

Setting

rior.

fully

also

gnawing
fires,

managed

at the tree's inte-

probably under care-

conditions, not only en-

the oases, and other archeological and eth-

nating or reducing competitor tree species

nographic evidence indicates that they

that are less tolerant of heat.

ground the palm fruits into flour, made
baskets from the palm leaf fibers, and covered their homes with palm fronds.

seems reasonable, therefore,

It

assume

to

same Indians introduced the usefan palm to new regions. Today's Ca-

that the
ful

When my

co-workers and

I

began our

research on the ecology of desert fan palm
oases in 1981, we knew that many oases

had been named

at the turn of the century

number of palms they contained
example, Una Palma, Dos Palmas,

for the
for

Colorado

Five Palms, Twelve Apostles, Seventeen

Desert, have told us that their ancestors

Palms, and Twenty-nine Palms. But when

Indians,

huilla

distributed

moved

fan

living

in

the

palm seeds when they

Although the dispersal of seed

is

neces-

sary for the spread of most plant species,

Indians played an even
role in

palm

oasis ecology.

more important
The Cahuiila of

southern California regularly set

fire

to

palm oases to clean debris from an oasis
floor. (Most mature trees are rarely killed
by

fire

since their vascular bundles are

strewn throughout the trunk, but

this

is

not true of conifers and such trees as oaks,

which are prone

to heat

damage because

they possess a vulnerable layer of
called a

cambium, just beneath

we

visited those sites

between 1981 and

names did not jibe with our
counts. Una Palma had 3 trees, Dos Palmas had 308, the Twelve Apostles had
vanished, and Seventeen Palms was more
like the Twenty-nine Palms site, which
had 36 trees. At first, we did not know how
to interpret our count. Two earlier palm
1984, the

from one region to another.

cells.

the bark.)

researchers had outlined a bleak picture,
stating that

palm oases were "being

dis-

turbed or destroyed h\ urban development and a reduction of natural water supplies."

We

also

knew

b\'

of

destruction

by vandals,
the introduction of the invasive tama-

caused by countless

fires set

69

Hooded orioles build their basketlike
nests out of the fibers offan palm leaves.
They attach the nests to the undersides of
leaves high above the ground, where the

young are safefrom predators.
James W. Cornett

*~<*t

which crowds out other plants,
and by the incursion of hikers and campers into many oases each weekend. But our
preliminary results suggested that palm
populations might nevertheless be growrisk shrub,

ing rather than shrinking.
studies, we visited most of
palm oases within the natural range of

During our
the

Washingtonia

filifera.

Fortunately,

the

three

new

oases in the center of the Colo-

rado Desert just east of the huge inland

body of brackish water known as the Salwe discovered two new oases
in Anza-Borrego Desert State Park in the
eastern half of San Diego County. Fan
palms have spread into southern Nevada
at Rogers and Moapa springs, now the
most northerly sites of this species. Our es-

Randall Henderson, editor and publisher of Desert magazine, had visited

timates place the current population of

those oases decades before and had pains-

individuals,

takingly counted the palms in nearly every

What had been happening

oasis in the Southwest, describing their

count for such an impressive increase

late

condition, their associated vegetation,

the location and

and

amount of water. His arti-

wild fan palms at approximately 19,000

up 40 percent

since

1945.

that could acin

numbers and distribution of this plant?
As already mentioned, we knew that In-

the

which appeared over a 25-year period, were the basis for our comparisons.
We were surprised by what we found.
Palm numbers were increasing at a dra-

dians set

matic

palm oases that Henderson had investigated now had more adult trees. In some

and trunks pile up again, making it difficult to walk through an oasis. Twenty
years after a fire, the debris is so deep and

cases the increases were staggering. Willis

unstable that walking through an oasis can

cles,

rate. Sixty-five

percent of the 110

Palms, which had 370 trees

bris

fires to

clean oases floors of de-

and permit the harvesting of the

palms'

fruit.

We learned

that ten years af-

ter a fire, the fallen flower stalks, fronds,

1964, had

actually be hazardous: one step on the end

grown to 612 individuals by 1983. Andreas Canyon, near Palm Springs, California, grew from 3 22 palms in 1935 to 1,157
in 1984, an increase of 259 percent in

of an eight-foot flower stalk can result in a

in

forty-nine years. In several instances

new

groups of palms had sprung up where
none existed before. There were at least

70

1^^;.

ton Sea, and

blow to the head that
a hoe.

(It

is

akin to stepping on

took our team an embarrassing

number of mishaps to learn this bit of
palm lore.) In addition, rattlesnakes use
the litter as shelter and we met up with
these oasis inhabitants

many times.

It

was

Natural History 10/85
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Despite the obvious aridity of this region
ofAnza-Borrego Desert State Park, a
flourishing fan palm oasis has evolved in

a shallow trough.

,

Fifty years ago there were 322 pah:
Andreas Canyon, near Palm Sprin

1984, the oasis

Coyotes are among the large mammals
attracted tofan palms. They feed on the
trees' sweet,

1

j,,

B\<

had 1,157 palms. Horfjf

of above-average rainfall are large

\

responsible for this impressive incihei

pea-sized fruit and pass the

Muench

David

seeds in their feces. Because the seeds are
still

: 1

able to germinate, coyotes are

deemed an important agent in the spread
ofpalms to new oases.
John s Fiannerv. Bruce Coleman,

Inc.

palms. Cottonwoods and sycamoreic.

mon

plant

associates,

appeared:,

crowding out the palms. The

formili,

longer, but less dense, root systerj

probably had a competitive adv
over the palms throughout the

i

Ion

•

drought that lasted from the 19>
1939. Then, after World War II,

A

~.r,.

suddenly began expanding.

ses

Two things
sion. First,

set the stage for that

from 1939 through

was a twofold increase

'p

1945!i

in precipitai'i

southeastern California. This chan;

accompanied and followed by an
in

in

the frequency of wildfires. (T

from the buildu
accumulation of vegetation, which
crease resulted

:i

'

and the influx of settlers in
Southwest. Most palm oases firt
started by people.) The sudden 1.
as fuel,

transpiring plants after a

1

.

fire also re h

an increase of water flow at the su
Palm seeds sprout like weeds wher:
in

;i

tered over moist, barren
eral, those

in

many

soil

and,

iiiu.

were the prevailing cone

on-

oases in the 1940s. Althoh

thirty-year drought began
young palms were already

in 1946, n
establish,;

t

that time. Today, the postwar boor

be seen as a

distinct generation of

to forty-foot trees

and accounts

1

fctlic

large increases observed in our stud

In 1976 the rains returned with

geance
gion,

to the

and

e

;

same Colorado Desejj

greater-than-normal

ailuai

rainfall persisted

through 1983. Ni

new generation

of

emerged.

A

young

palms

a

las

cyclic pattern of char

iB

not u

|ua

the size of a tree population

is

it is a common form o urn
many organisms that live ire^

to fan palms;
vival of

gions with extremes of rainfall. In
it is

the scarcity of water,

more

derts,

than

easy for us to understand

why

Indians

burned oases, perhaps every ten years, certainly every twenty. But with the permanent departure of Indians from the vicinity

of palm oases in the late nineteenth

century, the pattern of burning
tered,

absent

and

for fifty years fire

in the

palm

was

was
all

al-

but

72

from 1 890

until

creased

slightly.

The absence

1

940 the

size

of

fire al-

lowed the palm litter to accumulate to
depths that inhibited the germination and
growth of young palms. Photographs
taken

in

the Colorado Desert by Stephen

Willard, one of the West's

landscape photographers,

oases.

Henderson's articles and photographs
indicate that

of palm oases had either stabilized or de-

show stands of adult
to the ground and

in

few,

if

and individuals. The succelof
most desert species depends on theirraity to expand their populations rally
lations

during periods of above-average
so that

some

raijali

individuals will be able

lijhe

vlet

desert

case of the desert fan palm, both

the

1930s

and

any,

young

tdif:

vive the inevitable drought ahead,

first

trees with leaf skirts

iy<

m<

thing else, that limits the growth of

fire

determine

its

success or

maintaining a foothold

in

failujin

the remote

(|e

of the Colorado Desert.
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workmen digging a trench for a new waterline in Arica. Chile, disturbed a preColumbian burial site. Archeologists who were summonedfollowing the discovery
salvaged nearly one hundred mummies, including this familylike group.
In 1983,

Marvin

J

Allison

m^

'^'m

!.WfT«qy^\^

Chile's Ancient

Mummies

More than 7,000 years ago,

hunter-gatherers used

elaborate techniques to preserve their dead

by Marvin
Chile's

Arica,

J.

Allison

northernmost

port,

thrives in defiance of the arid lands that
it. The lifeline for the city and its
more than 100,000 inhabitants is the San
Juan River, a tiny line of fresh, sweet water that threads its way out of the Andean
foothills and across some seventy-five

surround

miles of the world's driest desert to the Pacific

Ocean.

A

tall promontory. El Morro, looms
above the southern edge of the city. Late
in 1983, a ditch-digging machine was cutting a trench for a new waterline on El

»--i>;

^?i

Morro's lower slopes when its blades began to churn up the legs and broken bodies
of men, women, and children. The pipeline project had intruded into a pre-Columbian graveyard. Work stopped, an archeologist from Arica's University of
Taracapa was called in, and a salvage operation was begun. In time, teams of archeologists and students uncovered the remains of 96 individuals, a most valuable
addition to the growing collection of more
than 1,500

Museum

mummies

at the university's

where

of Archeology,

I

and

other investigators have been studying

them for years.
With ever improving techniques of
analysis and dating, these mummies,
along with smaller collections at other institutions in Chile, are providing unprece-

dented insights into the early history of

human

disease, nutrition,

and culture,

in-

cluding a practice of mummification more

complex than the Egyptian process, even
though it is two to three thousand years
older. Our oldest specimens are, by far,
the oldest-known

mummies

in the world.

Mummification can occur

naturally,

with the right environmental conditions,
or artificially, when humans take steps to
preserve a corpse.

The conditions

in north-

ern Chile are excellent for natural
mification.

current upwells off the coast, the
air collects little
}

mum-

Because the cold Humboldt

warmer

moisture from the Pacific

Ocean. Thus, from the coast to the foothills of the Andes, it almost never rains.
Years pass without rain, and in those rare

'TW/''

years

when some

rain does

fall, it is

—

for years or centuries

it"'

not

heavy enough to penetrate a foot or more
not just
of soil. The absence of moisture
but for millennia

—

is
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A pelican beak, below, was one ofseveral contained in grave sites. Its sharpened end
was an effective toolfor skinning sea lions and alsofor removing the skins from human
bodies to prepare them for mummification. The
of a male Indian, right, is
well preserved after some 4,000 years of burial in arid soil.

mummy

main reason

the

lection of

for this

unsurpassed

col-

Bodies discovered

in

an unmarked

colo-

importance of aridity. The small
church is next to an ancient Indian burial
site where people have been interred
mostly without artificial mummificatrate the

—

tion
for nearly 3,000 years. The corpses
of the ancient Indians are dehydrated, but

their bones are

and hair

still

Chinchorro, or
tices.

water around

the

keep down the dust. Moisture,
penetrating the soil and the graves, had
caused the corpses to deteriorate.
church

to

The burial practices of the ancient Indians probably helped preserve the corpses.
Bodies were usually placed in shallow
holes in seated, huddled positions,

and

netters,

gill

recognizing

maritime location and fishing prac-

We

still

use Uhle's

name

for these

eariy Americans, as well as his classifications for

mummy

types, but carbon 14
dating has revealed two surprises.
First, the oldest

Chinchorro are four

times older than Uhle's estimate.
est

Our old-

mummy has been dated at 7,8 10 years

(before the present), plus or minus
80 years. Hans Niemeyer, who has excavated Chinchorro sites in the Camarones
B.p.
1

Valley sixty-five miles south of Arica, has
obtained carbon dates of 7,420 b.p. and
7,000 B.p. With a series of carbon 14
dates, using material

Under

we now

were, in

archeolo-

mummies he found were

then covered with cloth and reed mats.
the strong sun, these grave sites

first

mummies, assumed

were more recent. Without the benefits of
modem dating methods, he estimated the
primitive mummies were about 2,000
years old. Uhle named these people the

present. In contrast, the

irrigation

Uhle, the

the oldest and most primitive, while the
elaborately prepared artificial mummies

we discovered that attendants always

sprinkled

Max

study these

that the natural

their

remains of the colonials, buried in front of
the church, were mostly nothing but
bones. We were puzzled by this difference
until

gist to

firmly attached, their

still

acted as natural preservatives.

In 1919,

nial graveyard about ten miles east of
Arica at the Church of San Miguel illus-

skin

in the soil

mummies.

from the mummies,

estimate the Chinchorro culture
extended roughly from 7,800 to 3,800 b.p.

eflfect, solar ovens in which the
corpse quickly dried out. In time, wind-

The Chinchorro were probably

blown sand drifted over the grave, further

lated to another preceramic culture of the

preserving the cadaver. And finally, the
large amounts of salts, including nitrates,

to the Faldas
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closely re-

area, the Quiani (3,400 to 3,200 b.p.),

and
de Morro, a group with the

Chinchorro

Mummy

Sites in

Northern

("hik'

Joe LeMonnier

first

ceramics and metals

(2,800

B.P.).

have found

in

the area

In short, in one small area

human and

we

cultural remains

that span a 5,000-year period.

And some

preliminary genetic and anthropometric
studies indicate that

these people were

all

closely related.

The second surprise from the dating
was that the 7,800-year-old body, a man of
about thirty-five years, was not a natural
mummy but was instead an example of
one of the most complex forms of mummification.

This discovery raises

all sorts

of

Are there older mummies yet to
be found? Where did the idea and the

questions:

skills

come from? How
humans with complex cultures

of mummification

long have

been in the Americas? These questions,
and others, lead to interesting speculations;

spend

I am a paleopathologist, I
my time studying the bodies and the

but since

artifacts

found with them. The data they

contain are fascinating enough for me.

The ninety-six bodies from El Morro, as
indicated by carbon 14 dates, were
terred over a period of
years.

They

fication,

represent

all

from simple

in-

more than 3,000
types of

air

mummi-

drying to the

elaborate classic style. While there are

many variations, all thirty-five classic
mummies show the Chinchorro had techniques and a knowledge of anatomy that

77

Below: Two projectile points and a throwing stick, used to
propel a spear, were removedfrom one grave site. Right: A fishnet
fragment, found in a grave, is woven out of reeds.

contradict any notion that they were primitive,

even though they had neither metal

nor ceramics.

The

first

step for a classic

mummifica-

tion involved a careful incision in the ca-

daver and the removal of the internal organs, which deteriorate quickly.

The

skin

and hair were cut away from the corpse,
and major muscles were removed. The
brain was removed through an opening
cut in the skull or by hooking it out
through the foramen magnum (the opening at the base of the skull). All this was
done without metal knives. The embalmers used sharpened stones and shells and

We have
found a number of these beaks in grave
sites. After 5,000 years they are still sharp,
the sharpened beaks of pelicans.

strong,

and

effective tools.

The body was quickly

dried by

filling

it

The skin and hair
probably were soaked in salt water. Then
the mummy makers
who were most
likely specialists in the tribe
took a number of steps to make the corpse rigid. They
with hot coals and ashes.

—

—

sharpened stick under the
spinal

column and

flesh along the

tied the vertebrae to

this stake. Two other sticks were inserted
from each ankle to the skull.
When the body was rigid and dry, the
mummy makers wrapped reed matting
along the legs and arms, and across the
shoulders. They filled the body cavity with
wool, feathers, grass, shells, and earth. Af-

ter binding the halves of the skull together
with fiber cord, they wedged it on the ends
of wooden poles at the neck and over

the rope-bound vertebrae. To give the

mummy

a

lifelike

shape,

this

dren was cut

the collarbones to prevent the chest cav-

their bodies like a bandage.
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from flopping open. They drove a
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Indians

procedure. Children were often sim-

rubbed the elbow and knee joints with
abrasive stones until the bones were flat
and then bound them together with fiber
ropes. Another fiber rope ran down the
arms and across the chest at the level of
ity

the

molded clay over the limbs. Since the
kneecaps had been discarded, the skin at
the knees was cut and sewed tight.
The mummy makers sculpted a face
mask of clay, with holes for the eyes and
mouth. They tied the corpse's hair in
bunches and bound it to the mask with
rope. They painted the mummy black during some periods, red during others.
There were many minor variations from
ply eviscerated through an incision in the

abdomen and
coals. Poles

under the

filled

were

with ashes and hot

tied to the legs or slipped

skin. In other cases, skin

mummies,

in strips

on

chil-

and wrapped around

With some

the skins of other animals

—

of-

—were

ten pelicans or sea lions

cover the bodies. In
to

make

lifelike

all

us

to

cases, the ide

vas

the body rigid and rebuild

to

dimensions.

When

the

mummy was finished,

not buried. Apparently as

ancestor worship,

some

i

vas

for of

mummies were pro led

up in groups and continued to inhabi.he
community; perhaps in a spiritual :ise
they helped to bring good hunting nd

—

mf:mm^mi

\j\'^^

X-

'^f^^XT^imsmvf.-

I

to their

descendants. In return, the

kept the dead in good condition, as

by the repairs on

ted

Eventually, possibly

many mumwhen certain

people died, the older

ntial

mum-

were buried in small groups. Since
burial
en,
1

:

groups contained adults and

perhaps the deceased were

in-

as a family.
also

found

many

remains at the grave sites. These materials, along with the mummies and even the
campsite

many

mummies,

clues about

The

the daily lives of the Chinchorro.
early Indians were hunters
living

and gatherers,

mainly on products from the

They used
fish off

plant and animal

dirt stuffed into the

have provided us with

sophisticated

the beaches (a

some Indians

in the

gill

sea.

nets to catch

method

still

used by

area today).

They

hunted sea birds and marine mammals,
particularly the sea lion, which they
speared with a barbed harpoon.

The Chinchorro
culture, with

growing reeds

did not practice agri-

the possible exception of
for

mats and

fiber.

They

used the products of their environment
pelican beaks and feathers, seashells, sea
lion hides,
tically

all

and even whalebone
their

needs.

We

—

for prac-

have found
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The small wooden mortar and pestle, below, was usedfor the
preparation of narcotic substances, which the Indians may have used for
ceremonial purposes. Opposite page: A wooden effigy placed in one grave

;

may have

had religious significance for its carvers.

Among

the Chinchorro, 31

p,x.

the population had osteoporosis

|\i

were women, and two-lr
them were under forty a muchbi
involvement than in any other

sufferers

—

Ij:

The reasons

for the prevalence of Is

disease are not yet known. The p
childbearing, the workload, and L

probably

women

elderly

L

involved. Perhaps

all

vere cases can shed light on the

Because of

prllt

today.

my

interest in patfe;

usually focus on diseases and

c|,e

do not want to givelc
pression that the Chinchorro wer|i.
They appeared to eat a relatively hlitein diet and to lead active, heahli
As one of my younger associatesV'
death, but

I

holding up a skull of a middle-ag^;
the

mummy's

teeth were in mucliic

condition than his own. In later

when
some use of rhea

The

and feathers and

skin

origin of syphilis has fascinated

Indians ate

valley,

llama wool, which would indicate the

medical investigators ever since a Barce-

and

coastal Chinchorro traded with the inhab-

lona physician, Rodrigo Ruiz de la

later Indians

itants of the

Andean

The Chinchorro men suffered from one
known occupational diseases; one-quarter of them had a bony
in the

of

sult

would have led

common

are

tently

for

fish.

Osteoporosis, a bone disease in which
bone tissue becomes porous and fragile, is
a widespread health problem for elderly

dants of earlier tribes that lived

women

else in the world.

did,

lesions

occur

a squatting posi-

in

probably opening

shell-

women had an

ar-

probably from carrying heavy loads.
This division of labor, as well as the

means

processes

,;

cate these Indians were the direct d

apparently

degeneration of the neck vertebrae,

complex

not

the organs or skin.

that

The women

These

Nearly half the

thritic

if

water,

joint.

in this case,

the agony of a toothache.

For perhaps 15,000 years,

Chile. We do not know if we are seeing evidence of the venereally transmitted disease syphilis or whether we are dealing
with an early nonvenereal form such as
yaws, or pinta. This will be difficult to answer until we find evidence of disease in

—

however, have "squatting facets" at the

—

knew

Since none of the

did not go shellfishing.

tion

c:

Unlike the Chinchorro, their sue.

ans, clustered

the re-

Such growths

who

people

when people work

cr

early inhabitants of the north coast of

infections

this lesion, they

ankle-shinbone

carboh;-

dive persis-

ear

shellfish.

women had

more

And the teeth
have many more

less protein.

hundreds of miles north and sojh
Arica has been dominated by inhos'

—probably

to deafness.

in

i

might be related to syphilis are
found in human remains dating back at
least 5,000 years. Bone lesions from a
syphilislike disease appear in four of these

ear canal

multiple

new disease brought back from
America by some of Columbus's sailors.
Throughout the Andean region, bone leported a

highlands.

of the earliest

growth

Isla, re-

c'

irrigation agriculture cameh

of

that individuals

mummification,

among

the Chin-

sions that

in industrialized nations. In virtu-

ally all individuals

forty

and

fifty,

women

chorro had specialized jobs and clear roles

decline, but in

according to sex. This

possibly because of

is

unusual for such

early, small, and isolated group of
humans. In later cultures, the practice of
mummification degenerated, and judging
from the hunting and fishing gear we find
buried with both women and men, the
roles of the sexes merged.

an
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As

between the ages of

the skeletal mass begins to

such, osteoporosis

mon

is

Only a few isolated groups u
around rare sources c

o

v
^

managed to eke out a livi
narrow niche, these Indians li\

their

ferently

and apart from the major

and Indian civilizations of the
highlands and the continental

Some

.

\

;

Ai.
irn

preliminary genetic survey;

gion for

many

continuity

And

is

thousands of

in

n
;.

i

years,

i.

without precedent any

ir
I

the arid conditions that so

their lives also preserved

them

sfpee
'

in

i

As our techniques of analysis imprc
will learn more about the daily live'

com-

conditions of these obscure Indiana";

is

faster,

today's most

metabolic bone disease, but only

in a

small percentage of the population does

it

cause serious medical problems. Even

so,

1968 there were 700,000 fractures
women in the United States.

in

in

desert.

\o

deficiency.

the rate

hormone

the western coast of South Amerii

>

we know about any

other group

in p

After nearly 8,000 years of

tory.

the Chinchorro are beginning to

and we have much
them and ourselves.

story,

—

tell

to learn

'

i

si

i;.

\-'U'

t

/:.:

>«*'f^

^
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This Land

ount Magazine, Arkansas

/

M oh len brock

Fhert H.

,i

S23

>.

highest

b;id
id

Mount Magazine

feci.

Artcansas Valley.
outline

west,

ist to

is

and

about seven miles
less

than one mile

moun-

Lining the north side of the

sandstone

e

overlook

that

wooded ravines more than one

V

below. E.J. Palmer, a bota-

feet

rid

m

Harvard's Arnold Arboretum,

"Nowhere else in this
picturesque part of America

.'nied in

I

cliffs

lly

927,

1

anything that approaches

seen

Magazine]

I

beauty,

variety,

for

views."

'C

north rim
red oak,

\.

ii.ir

is

dense with shagbark

chestnut oak, basswood,

maple.

A

from Cameron

trail

most prominent

ihc

cliff,

leads over

mountain to a broad ledge,
nch, where some of the United
largest specimens of black walnut,
of the

ac

'

oak. red oak, sour

found.

re

ain for

a

What

gum, and white

lured

visit in late

number of

I

susceptibility to

growing along the shaded

the plant an oak species that had evolved

wood-rotting fungi.

nat-

thern Ozarks,

reminded Palmer of the leaves of the
sugar maple, he coined the common name
maple-leaved oak. The choice of a scien-

jeopardy because of

The plateaulike sumOzark National Forest in

!,-ated in

fu-

member of the pea

Its size, isola-

day.

10 this

ture of this

Two

me

ferns

The

is in

the smooth-trunked yellowwood.

early

— which
French
resembled
magasin
— have attracted

storehouse)

)r

ri

|i>

Ar-

a

thought

I

is

mountain, towering above

its

family

tific

north face of the bluffs also attracted

my

Hay-scented fern, with four-

attention.

foot fronds, looks like a tropical species

but

is

truly a plant of

Arkansas

In

it

is

temperate climates.

found only on Mount

Magazine and one other

A

more unexpected find is the much smaller Rocky
Mountain woodsia fern. Mount Magazine
cliff.

grows between the
Appalachian Mountains to the east and
the Rockies to the west. The population in
west-central Arkansas may be left over
from ages ago when this delicate-looking
fern had a more continuous range.
But the most enigmatic plant to me was
the maple-leaved oak, a small, shrublike
tree that
had wanted to see ever since 1
had learned of its existence a few years
is

the only place

it

I

earlier.

not so easy, however.

Mount Magazine?

only on

A

hybrid

Was
off-

spring of two other oak species that lived
in

the area?

Or

a form of another species

that developed odd-looking leaves because

of the local habitat?

Palmer wanted

mapleand had he
similar habitats on other Ar-

leaved oak as a

found

it

in

to describe the

new

species,

kansas or Missouri mountains, he probably would have done so in an instant. But

he hesitated to because the tree grew only
on one mountain, and it was an oak. Bota-

name new

nists

species

of

hawthorn,

blackberry, or milk vetch at the drop of a
hat.

But oaks have the reputation of being

highly variable and even "promiscuous,"

when two

different species cross to

form a

hybrid.

A

discovered this oak

there

nearly irrefutable evidence of

Mount Magazine

in

jor physical distinctions, such as unique

it,

acorns. (The acorns of the maple-leaved

has not been found anywhere

oak, incidentally, are viable, unlike the

Palmer,

who

along the north rim of

1925, had never before encountered

and

it

else.

Because some of the leaves of this oak

still

name was

is

new oak

is

rarely

named

seeds of most plant hybrids.

unless

ma-

The young

the

to

May, however,

rare plants that live on

north-facing bluffs.

I

needed

to take

few steps toward the rim from the
taintop
is to
le
irl

parking

,

I

Brown

Ozark Mountains.

proceeded

I

at

Ozark spiderwort, one of four spispecies that have evolved in isola-

the ancient

1

area

notice a plant with purple flow-

down toward

the

first

passed two kinds of trees that the

-ish

and Wildlife Service

ling as
'zark

is

consider-

endangered species. One was

chinquapin, a close relative of

American chestnut, which is
by the same chestnut
has devastated most American

ajestic

cntly affected
that

nuts in the country.
I

The other

tree,

hung
from slender branchlcls, was

loot-long clusters of flowers

fully

The Ozark spiderwort

Roberl H MonienDrocK
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little in

my

botanical studies in

where the Shumard oak

My

forest tree.

common

first

impres-

oak was that

it

with the Shumard.

habitat was wrong, the growth form
was stunted, and the leaves, acorns, and
buds were not really similar. Based on my

own

observations,

I

felt

the maple-leaved

oak was a distinct species.
There is one bit of research that can be
done to try to unravel this oak's identity
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Palmer ruled out the possibility that the
maple-leaved oak was a genetic freak because dozens of the plants lived on the rim
of the mountain. He also found it difficult
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could have hybrid oflfspring with leaves
like those of the maple-leaved oak. Palmer
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Kids

by Brian Sutton-Smith
what Nasaw gives us is only a rather dismal, and somewhat deterministic, story of

class

city streets

920. Cliildren are seen

the transformation of sober immigrants

cal record.

into leisure-hungry consumers.

not wither

Children of I he City paints a vivid picture of child

life in

between 1 900 and
as

laborers,

1

American

hustlers,

newsies, junkers,

scavengers, and petty thieves, as

"little

But Nasaw has another and more

mothers" watching over younger siblings,
and as battlers for their own spending
money. They are seen at play, and they are
seen taking part in unions and strikes and
defending themselves from the reformers
who would coop them up in schools and

mantic story to tell.

More than sixty black-andwhite photographs accompany the text

crement, the darkness, the

playgrounds.

It is

about the sheer

ro-

were able

vi-

their

tality of these city-street children, a vitality that

transcends the miserable condi-

tions of their lives, the overcrowding, the

lack of privacy, the multistory tenements,
the lack of ventilation, the stench from ex-

ease.

rats,

the dis-

Those "who portray the working-

and convey the atmosphere of the time
with great power.

The

descriptive material alone

have been

sufficient for a book, but

Nasaw, who teaches history
versity of

New

at

would
David

City Uni-

York, injects a social and

historical analysis as well.

He

contends

was a
immigrant strangers. Since most of
its inhabitants had been born or raised
elsewhere, only the children were really at
home; and it was they who became the
new Americans. They learned that if you
could raise money, ever so little, teisure
time could be a constant round of excitement. Unlike their rural forebears, who
lived in a slower and less colorful world.
that the early twentieth-century city
city of

Children of the City: At Work and
AT Play, by David Nasaw. Anchor Press/
Doubleday. $18.95; 244pp..

illiis.

these children were forced out into the
street,

with

its

crowds of children

to play

with as well as myriad spectacles and
entertainments.
streetcars,

There

skyscrapers,

were
lobster

subways,
palaces,

vaudeville palaces, movie palaces, depart-

ment stores, bridges, ferries, nickelodeons.
It was these children, Nasaw argues, who
grew up to become the consumer generation of subsequent American culture.
They were the first to discover the purchase of goods and the purchase of leisure
as a compensation for the miserable conditions of living
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and working. Put
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this

way,

immigrants as helpless, hopelc

uprooted victims have misread the

Roxbury. Massachusetts. August 1912
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and die
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3

histo a
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the urban air b

carve out a social space

... the street

made

the childn 6

and the children made the street.'
Literally hundreds of children played
the same side streets, and they form
quickly into gangs to protect their turf a
their activities from other children, fn
adults, and in particular, from policem<
The cops were sworn enemies. Most oft

a»
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to
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—
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by

because

probably

these

efforts of the

play

and reformers to save children
from what were seen as the abominable

theorists

conditions of their

"The reformers'

move

lives.

As Nasaw

priority

first

was

says,

to re-

these children from the contaminat-

ing effect of

life

on the city streets." But

Children of the City portrays the reformers as almost complete failures. Children
valued their

own

turf too

dropped
seldom

in

much

to

go to the

They might have

clubs or playgrounds.

out of curiosity, but they would

The

stay.

figures for playground

attendance then were about the same as
those today; only about 5 percent of a
child's playtime

Interestingly,

play theory

is

is

spent at such places.

most modern academic
derived more from what

children do in nurseries, playrooms, laboratories,

on

and

clinics

than from what goes

Street gang. Springfield. Massachusetts. 1916

tips

—

all

of which

been great "fun"

Many

Nasaw

sees as having

for those involved.

other children went into "junk-

street trading often barred girls

streets until sixteen years of

—

from|

age

ing" (salvaging) for wood, ice, iron, or coal

were allowed on at ten and elder sis
were typically employed in raising y(

challenges the relevance of play theory.

on the railroad tracks,

ger babies. Every increase

What we

furniture and

in their habitats in the

on the city

street.

countryside or

Children of the City

learn in this book sounds

more

like the

barnyard play of a Rabelais than

sounds

like the play

it

described by a Piaget

or a Freud.
is

mainly about the

of children as workers, not as players.

life

Most working-class
could not

live

mary wage

families of the day

on the income of the priBetween 1900 and

earner.

1920, child labor kept working-class families

solvent

and together, even

as children

were being steadily driven out of the work
force by immigrant adults and by child la-

What

parts, for bones,

rags, bottles in alleys, for faucets

and lead

pipes in vacant houses, for overripe fruit,
rotten meat,

But Nasaw's book

for old clothing, for

machine

and other food

legislation.

did

The

were usually regarded as off
though not entirely so, for
were street traders along with

streets

limits for girls,

many

girls

their brothers. Legislation that regulated

dialects or

customers were more likely to buy.
Older children managed groups of younsell

papers on their looks alone.

Hundreds of thousands of childen who
grew up in America in the first decades of
century sold newspapers. Circulation

managers fought with one another to build
up their stocks of children. Some estimates are that as much as 5 percent of
1

the ten- to thirteen-year-old age group of
city boys

were involved. And

in

the mean-

time, these children learned that morality
didn't exist in the workplace. Their Horatio

Alger

stories involved deceit, the steal-

ing of tips, shameless soliciting, hustling

the supposed last paper, and begging for
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bor
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stars as the

Marx

:

a

brothers, Cagney,

pages

Edmund

These superlative hucksters

hardly be taken as representative
this century,

and

to

oversimplifies our

first

Yes, send

me

make them so, gn
modern predicai

in

of our

NJ 08007

free catalog today.

Name
Address

Address.
City

State

Zip

City

Coldwater Creek
Box 2069, Dept. C5, Sandpoint, Idaho 83864
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-Zip_

SERVING HOBBYISTS SINCE 1942

Working

girls.

of|

decad'

Scientific Co.

Dept, 2111
5211 Edscorp BIdg., Barrington,

Btl

Cantor, Burns, Silvers, Jolson, Brown,

the office.
colorful

gtjij

such famous

child huckstering of the

'

;

I

views were a very selective

— namely

•"

that his souk

more enjoyable.
Write today for your FREE copy.

D

Name

contritjtj

catalog, chock full of unique and fascinating
values for the hobbyist, student and educator
Read about our many telescopes that will
bring Halley's Comet in view for this once-ina-lifetime event; microscopes that range from
pocket-size to 4-objective; 8x10" color enlargements you can make from slides in less
than 3 minutes in daylight; high-tech electronics plus an array of arcade-action toys.
Also featured are products for health and
physical fitness, and the unusual in hard-tofind useful tools designed to make jobs
around the home and business easier and

MC

Exp. Date

life style, somtii

of either history or science mi

Perhaps the problem
for these

^

The Kwakiutl-style raven

City, early

otherwise excellent small-scale histor^

others.

A powerful symbol

York

consumerist

of survivors

a

New

Nasaw's sweeping assertions

Member's Book Program, American Mu-

city

State

$12.95,

Name:
Address:

Name.
Address

Only

plus $1 shipping. (Check payable to Ameri-

Saint Louis. 1910

-^

Jacob

Riis Collection, Library ol

Congress

SOLID

WOOD DECOYS

Reg. $65

NOW

SET OF 8
DECOYS
ALL 14" LONG

WOOD DUCK DRAKE
flakes

ij

1

away from an otherwise

iccounl.

ii,

—given

aren't

that his-

worth

while good stories are eternal

very

—

it is

jinces us
i t

what great

little

urchins were and then

A unique purchase
decoys

they

became

at

pound enables us to offer this set of eight
which will certainly make them a solid investment for
the future. Made in heavy oak, mahogany and pine (2-3 lbs.)
plus the very low British

an incredible

price,

$1 6.95 each, 2 or

heroes those
tells

WOOD DUCK HEN

This set of traditional decoys are hand-painted in authentic colors and all are handsculptured having the details of similar decoys costing up to $300.

disappointing to have a book that

j-:

i

Worst of all

predictions

al

excel-

more only

$1 4.95

each

Plus $3.50 postage and handling ($2.50 per additional)

us what

Check/M.O., Visa, MasterCard. Send name, number & expiration date.

as adults.

ORDER TOLL FREE:

;i

n Sutton-Sniith is a professor ofedu\m and folklore at the University of
I sylvania and author of A History of
i

Hren's Play,

LONDON ANTIQUES
2-4

1840-1950 (University

l?misylvania Press).
Lewis Hinp Coflpction Naiional Chtid Labor Commiltee Papers

^BF

weeks

1 -800-223-8579 In CA call 61 9-238-9274
(Dept. 251) 930 E Street, San Diego, CA 92101

delivery. Full

money-back guarantee

if

not completely satisfied.

I^K FADING FEAST
iP^
[

1

A Compendium of Disappearing

1
"

American Regional Foods

by Raymond Sokolov

"If you care about American
cooking, as
do, you w/ill find
Fading Feast an enormously
rewarding book."
—Craig Claiborne
1

if

^1^1

w

jOm

The

^H
MM

can past

culinary
in

wisdom of our Amenover 100 recipes and

their stories.

$1 7 95 ($14.36 for Members) plus $1 .50 shipping and
handling per order To order: call toll-free. (800) 247-5470;
MasterCard and VISA accepted. Or, mail check, payable to the
American Museum of Natural History, to the address below

|V|etIlt>ers' American

jJBook
rrogram

Museum

ol Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

^g^

york,

ny 10024
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The magnificent
wildlife painting of

Robert

Bateman
An entirely new selection
of his finest paintings

— gathered

and sumptuously reproduced in
color

full

A Domeful of Stars
The

original

nineteenth-century plan

American Museum of Natural
History called for a soaring, Romanesque-

for the

revival tower rising

from the center of the

Museum's complex

of buildings.

The

inte-

tower was to contain (approprienough) a vast Hall of the Heavens.
But the great spire was never built, and it
wasn't until 1935
some sixty years

in the night sky.

nearly perfect.

Sky Shows consisted of
stellations.

the

—

that the true "hall of the heavens"

opened: the Hayden Planetarium.

An

early article about the Planetarium

first

Zeiss projector.

When

the lights went

the stars appeared, the

com-

mentator wrote, an "involuntary gasp"
arose from the audience.
tor,

a marvel of

German

The

Zeiss projec-

engineering, du-

plicated on the Planetarium

dome

thou-

illusion as

a lecturer tal ig

stars, planets,

The only

and

"special effect"

used to identify various

as

stars.

Today, as the Planetarium celebi
its fiftieth

anniversary,

much

of that

es

as

the universe a nch.

is

vaster place than earlier thought, but

is

populated with complex phenomei—

such as black holes and exploding gaxies

—

that cannot be simulated withhe

Zeiss projector alone.

mere domeful of

raised on television
cial effects.

And

no longer

ci a

stars satisfy an audiice

and Lucasfilms'pe-

Today, one recent Sky Sow

—

nearly one
hundred of Robert Bateman 's movgift for naturalists

landscapes de-

ing, richly detailed

pict birds cind

mammals

in their

from East Africa's big game animals to North
America's coastal birds.
Robert Bateman provides his
own commentary, and the text is
by Ramsay Deny
Printed on collector's quality art
paper, luxuriously bound in a
lavish 11" X 11%" format
natural habitats

.

.

.

"If I could paint like another

wildlife artist

it

would be

Robert Bateman.'

—ROGER TORY PETERSON
$50, now at your bookstore, or use coupon to
order
or call toll free (credit cards only)

—

1-800-638-6460
h.
A Random House/Madison Press Book CllB
RANDOM HOUSE MAIL SERVICE, Dept 11-2 NAH
i 201East50thSt.,NewYorkl0022
Please send me THE WORLD OF ROBERT BATEMAN
m

I

(54654-7)-

I

enclose S50 plus applicable sales tax (publisher

pays postage and handling) Ana, if not satisfied, I may return
the book postpaid within 10 days for a fiill refund,

'

I

Enclosed

is

my check/money order OR

chaise

D American Express D VISA D MasterCard
-

my

Exp. Date _

Signature _

Name

City.

i

Price applies to

US. and territories

only. In

_Zip _
Canada, available

through bookstores only

I 002 22 NAH
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in-

flashlight pointer the lecter

changed. Not only

described the spectacle presented by the

down and

little

they w(l3

The

At the time, Planetarm

about the various

ately

—

—

appear

rior of this

later

In the year's outstanding art
book and the year's outstanding

sands of stars exactly as

The space shuttle Discovery assembling Star Lab. as depicted

in

a recent

Sky

ho^

.

Living

Museum

Sendme

.

.

Burpee^s free 1986^

garden catalog!
1

want your

full-color

garden

catalog describing more than
1.600 vegetables, flowers, trees,
shrubs, bulbs, and garden aids.

you ordered from Burpee

(If

Ha\'den Planetarium included the

rihe

supernova and expanding

:iuiation of a
;)ula,
I

a glowing

sting olT.

and a

[face of the

comet coma, rockets
panoramic view of the

sun with a vast solar

flare

and
Planetarium

ing across the sky. Images, sound,

elTects

cial

—which

,ne

is

y-five feet in
1

filled

the

forty-eight feet high, scv-

diameter

—

|.

creation of a modern Sky Show at
Hayden Planetarium takes several
nths and involves model building, art-

vrk,
i

I

.

flower varieties that are easier
to grow and more productive.

backed by Burpee's famous
guarantee: your money back or
replacement
a
if you are not
completely satisfied. Special
offer for ordering early
All

special photography, four

comput-

Burpee
2156Burpee Building, Warminster, PA 18974

Name.

sound and music synthesis, complex

ical

lll

effects, several

hundred custom-

projectors, specially designed eiec-

Jniccircuitry, and, of course, the
|i

Since 1876, Burpee has been
developing new vegetable and

for the dura-

of the forty-minute show.

ifhe
I'

in

1985, your new catalog will be
sent to you automatically in
January.)

Zeiss VI Star Projector

—

Address
-State

City

$2 mil-

the sixth-

JUST WRITE
We'll

send you

all

FOR A VACATION.

the colorful facts

about our

fall

and winter Caribbean
Canbbean ports. All

cruises 11 different itineraries, 5 to 16 days, 2 to 10

aboard the mv Atlantic (Libenan resistr/).\X4ite Home Lines HOME UNES
Nev\' OELEBRATH)
Free Brochure, One World Trade Center, Suite 3969,
York,

NY

10048.

And

see your

travel asent. Whte

no^v

OHASES
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remarkable

of this

version

generation

machine.
Today, scripts narrated

by Chariton

Heston. Leonard Nimoy. William Shat-

and others have replaced the live lecWilliam A. Gutsch, Jr., the Planetarium's chairman, is a professional Sky
ner,

turer.

Show

writer (in addition to holding a

Ph.D.

in

science education) and creates

The Planetarium

is

commemorating

anniversary with Hayden:
The Golden Years. Narrated by Charlton Heston. this Sky Show looks at
what we have learned about the universe over the last fifty years. The Planits fiftieth

etarium

is

also presenting Halley's

Comet: Once in a Lifetime, narrated bv
William Shatner. Both shows are offered as a double feature. For more information about the Planetarium call
(212)873-8828.

most of the

scripts himself.

"The shows

are written," he says, "with special effects
in

mind.

ment

in

We

want

to create

an environ-

the dome. We're right there, float-

ing in space.

Or

we're standing on the sur-

face of lo ne.xt to a volcanic eruption.

Or

we're peering into a black hole."

Black holes and other exotic environments are created in the Planetarium's
basement.

When Gutsch

has finished a

A detailfrom Helmut Wlmmer's depiction of a black hole

TRINIDAD&TOBAGO ^'—-"^

the world hasn't discoverel.

In Trinidad & Tobago, you can have
a bird in the hand, two in the bush,
and a Picoplat in a zaboca pear tree.
Not to mention over 400 other bird
species that are yours for the watching in our lush tropical sanctuaries.
_Our Caroni Bird Sanctuary boasts
1130 species of bird. You'll see the
legendary Scarlet Ibis fly in at dusk to
roost in this vast area of mangrove

and marshland. And our Asa Wright
Nature Centre hosts the world's most
accessible colony of Oilbirds
the
only nocturnal fruit-eating bird in the
world. Tobago shelters 106 bird spe-

—

cies,

including the only nesting colony

of the Frigate Bird in the Southern
Caribbean. The Tropic Bird, Noddy
and Booby terns are indigenous to
Tobago's Bird of Paradise Island.
If you're a butterfly lover, there are

622 spectacular species

And
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be seen

if

aquarium of tropical

fish ad

Friedrich Guppy, who first identifi
and named the common guppy ri it
here in Trinidad & Tobago.
So come and discover the natu
of Trinidad & Tobago
a world thf
1

—

world hasn't discovered.

two charming wonderlands
and subtropical plants. You
can wander down our many nature
trails, guided by a local nature society.
Venture out in a glass-bottomed
boat to our famous Buccoo Reef, a
offer

of tropical

Come discover a world
94

to

plants are your fancy, the
Botanic Gardens in Trinidad & Tobago
here.

natural

breathtaking coral gardens. You
may even follow in the footsteps c

the world hasn't discovered

down

with a

the

mem-

olTor lloating

shuttle to

of

—

may have

Sky Show are of spacecraft blasting
in orbit. The models of these
spacecraft
as intricate and fantastic as
any used in the movie Star Wars are

els,

technicians and other stalT

nvented for carhcr shows, while oth-

created by Brian Sullivan. In addition to

material for his models.

all of the script, he sits
if

nd they discuss

and compile a

Some

cd cITects.

of these

The

be dreamed up.

vc to

list

list

of ef-

one brief segment, written

for

in

idyascope

rotating

chord

th

on

itch

dome

all

all

in

NASA

and

Time, Omni, and on

"As

engineer until

I

wanted to be a train
saw the movie 2001." SulI

livan's ofiice in the
ce ring of lire

ment

is

Sullivan

tic

forever on the lookout for

is

He

has used

pla.s-

parts from model kits, cut-up Tuppcr-

ware, light bulbs, and miscellaneous junk.

One

of his orbiting space stations started

cream lid, which he embelPT-109 model torpedoes and
finished off with parts of model tanks. A
replica of the Soviet comet probe Vega

as a plastic ice
lished with

a kid," Sullivan says, "I was just

nuts about models.

sky clouds and brute

six

Discover magazine covers.

strobes

nk fade to burned-out forest pan-

ma and

builds spacecraft models for

has appeared

add

asteroid,

Planetarium, Sullivan

the European Space Agency, and his work

ariumese, might read as follows:

orbiting space stations and starships.

—

his projects at the

from several replicas of the space
complex and fanciful visions of

Planetarium's base-

mod-

cluttered with his foot-long

started with a light bulb.

"The only

dilTer-

ence between us and Lucasfilms," says
Sullivan, "is a $25 million budget."

Most

scenario calls for a huge, pitted as-

s

plunging toward the earth, followed
rilliant flash

of hght and a deafening

panorama
perimeter of the dome; the

Then the scene cuts to a
the

i

sees a burned-out forest, flickering

and clouds. This entire sequence

;,

might take all of fifteen sec-and is accomplished entirely with-

Jarless Total Bod\^ Cardiovascular Exerciser

Builds Cardiovascular Fitness

More

Effectively

Than Any Other Exerciser

:cts

e use of film or video.
i:am's

job

is

to translate a scenario

images on the

this into realistic

IS

The produc-

Each member of the team
ble for certain

Than Running

NordicTrack duplicates the smooth, rhythmic
motion of cross country skiing, recognized by
health authorities as the most effective fitness

Does not cause joint or back problems.
More complete. Resistance on arm motion
provides a superior upper body exercise.

building exercise available.

ner, is

a

artist,

Adds important upper body exercise and
provides more uniform leg muscle usage.

considered the dean of planetarium

immer

\\
;

Higher pulse

started his career sculpt-

making architectural models in
lany before World War II. Six days
the war ended, Wimmer was capby the Soviets and transported

fitness,

id

labor

th

camps

in

Romania, and

iry,

1

camps

loads imposed.

at-

He
T

F ling

2

emigrated

lly

artist to

He

commissioned

for a 1971

nmer's paintings are the basis for

f

ilaxics,

n
'

^'

?

Minnesota 612-448-6987

nebulae, wraparound pan-

and other scenes on the Sky Show
Combining airbrush and sculptural
qucs, Wimmer creates an uncanny
^,

dimensional

illusion.

He

usually

Exclusive Flywheel Action

cardboard just
loot square. The completed paintre photographed with 35-mm color
ilni

^ordtcjrack

Provides unmatched smoothness and
continuity from stride to stride. Motion
resistances are

same

and

as in real skiing.

on a black piece of

on the dome.
|ne of the most dramatic scenes
ji

800-328-5888

Phys-

day cover.

•'

Free Brochure. Call

depict a black hole,

\

I

For effective weight control.

everything from

I

1

Burns off 200 - 600 Calories
per 20 Minute Workout

United

galaxies to alien landscapes.

first

because

legs loaf.

Germany and
to the

effective

rowing overworks your arms while your

has worked for the Planetar-

vcr since, painting

IMC

baroque castle

949, he returned to

More

NordicTrack has separate arm and leg
resistance settings. All rowing machines use
equal arm and leg resistance. Since your
legs are 3 times as strong as your arms,

theater complex. After his re-

ears later

more muscles

Safer because no dangerous back strain

A

work on the restoration of an elabo-

n

necessary for building

More Effective and Safer Than
Rowing Machines

ecognized his talent and assigned

ter a

rates,

easier because

share the exercise.

d the attention of Soviet officials,

iighteenth-ccntury

seem

Czechoslovakia,
finally Russia.

he built of one of the

I

Better

Exercise Bikes

Helmut
vigorous German-American

Planetarium's chief

is

More Complete Than

according to his or her specialty.

'k

1

re-

is

kinds of effects and

DupUcates X-C Skiing For The
Way To Fitness

Jarless Action

Best

Folds Compactly
Requires only 15" x 17" floor space.

141L Jonathan Boulevard North
Chaska. Minnesota 55318
«

PSI

1985

for projection

in

95

—
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REX:

T.

The Dinosaur Survival Adventure! For Members

Museum of Natural

of the

Amencan

History

ITS'

niogram
With

lifelike

recommends

graphics, this remark-

able software program lets you

experience, firsthand, howTyrannosaurus lived and survived in its
harsh environment. Winner of the
1 985 Critic's Choice Award for "Best
Science Simulation" from Family Computing Magazine. The magazine wrote:

"A terrific educational simulation game
an example of how the computer can serve
as a telescope into fascinating and remote
worlds." Accurately based on our latest scientific
knowledge of dinosaurs, it introduces kids to the whys and wonders of
the Tyrannosaurus rex! A
nature through a most exciting creature
learning game that is also great fun. Highly recommended by the Museum, For ages 8 and up, one oT more players, Apple family of comput-

—

II

ers. Joystick optional.

D

YESi Send

me T-REX

at the special

Museum Member

price of $44.95 (Regular price

$49 95) Add $2 shipping.

Name

Check payable to Keren Productions.
Send to: Keren Productions. Box 21010,
Columbus Circle Station, New York, NY

Address:
City

01 sw

10023

.Zip

State:

Enjoy BIRD

BIOLOGY

at

Home

the Laboratory of Ornithology

CORNELL UNIVERSITY
Presents

Home Study Course

ancient Egypt the Sacred Ibis symbolgod of wisdom. Sculptured
over 4.000 years ago, the original is
a treasure at the Louvre in Paris.
In

ized Thoth,

Artisans Guild now/ offers a
quality 4" replica

in solid

anteed or

full

museum

For information on enrollment,
please fill in the coupon and send

cold cast bronze

U.S.

a

California

1-800-231-6334

it

Sacrett Ibis
I

I

$25.00

—
D
|

|

Catalog only, $5.00
(apply to first order)

tic result.

ill

the dark and

theilh

is

in

a model

is

finishe

black and while,

airbrushed and painted

ii

al

h-

iroli

The final product is reproduced as
Once in the projectors, these sliddie

lit

:

Yes;

Please send in/ormation
on Bird Biology Course

be rotated and the image moved :ri
the dome to simulate space flight. 'W
optical elTects add rockets and if
to

Name
City,

96

in

When

photographed

Address
Zip_

ligloii

case, a double-exposed photograp o

photo

Address
City. State.

."'

with a flash, will give a remarkabb-al

in

'
"-"
"ARTISANSCuiLD "NTERNATioNAL
1005 S. Santa Fe Ave.. Los Angeles, CA 90021

to

While Lucasfilms might use expen c
ber optics to simulate windows on a xi
station, Sullivan paints the window Ji.
the model with a projector. In the

Ornithology
NH Laboratory of Ornithology
Ithaca, New York 14850
Tel. 607-256-5564

phone orders:

of his models cost less than $10

exposure shot

Seminars

Hawaii 1-800-231-4921

The original Zeiss Star Projector,

plastic overlay or shines dots of

to:

$25. Satisfaction guar-

refund.

free Visa. MasterCard

Toll

Bird Biology

American ornithologists and
lavishly illustrated by well-known
bird artists and photographers.

plus a catalog of outstanding historical
collectibles for

in

Enrich your understanding of the
world around you with this home
study course in ornithology. One of
the world's leading centers for the
study of birdlife offers you nine
seminars written by prominent

State-

Zip-

when
NH

appropriate.

Using custom-built projectors,

n

ro
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CHINA
Stay in the best hotels
on the best-selling tours.

Pacific Delight, number one to China and the Onent, offers
China's leading luxury hotels on every one of its best-selling tours in
1986. All at unbeatable value. Choose among 23 different fullyescorted itineraries, 17 to 25 days, with frequent weekly departures.
All visit the must-see Golden Route cities. Then you may cruise the
Yangtze or journey to Tibet. Venture on to other Asian capitals, or to
Russia on a round-the-world adventure. Send for our 1986 China
Experience" brochure with complete details. Then talk to your
travel agent.

Only

— GO WITH THE REAL EXPERTS
Pacific Delight Tours, inc.,

(212)

684-7707 (N.Y) or

me your

Please rush
Name

132 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10016
(800) 221-7179 (U.S. and Canada).

toll-free

1986

CHINA EXPERIENCE®

brochure.

.

Address—
City

My

travel

-Zip_
agent is_

^pAanC DELIGHT TOURS, INC.
NH-10

ic

ONLY ONCE IN A LIFETIME'
ENJOY

SEE.. .EXPERIENCE.
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.
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*
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*
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lenses,

1

Joe

i

i\

'

and
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images on the

slides

object in the space that normally
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rf

the slide.

»

x

by invisible

The

the

projected

IT

is

f».

6j

a

projector.

on

to

the

Planetarium

huge, pitted asteroid whirling

by a
',

tiny

in

which is slowly
motor With. an array of pro-
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MOai

ISUirt

•

»*YC 10151

^

«i_

stjn

IH mj* ntwn kst

•

ptkb oc oma^ muMm

!

Llndblad TVavel introduces

mirror,

motors, mirrors, rotators,

can simulate

ENGLISH

MARA INTREPIDS CLUB

WAXED COTTON
RAINWEAR

Located in the center of Kenya's Masai
Mara Game Reserve, litis luxurious tented
camp oflers exclusivity and comfort. Fit
lings, -including four-poster beds are re
mindful of the grand safari style from
bygone days. There are superb vehicles for
game viewing, excellent guides and natu
ralists. Hurrv lo see your Travel Agent,

BY BRITTON
Send or telephone tor our catalog showing the Bnlton range
ol English waxed cotton rainwear, meticulously designed
and detailed Or tor starters,
order the Dovedale, an untined
hooded lacket in supertme waxed cotton, light enough to
carry, yet protection against the
wettest storm

write or call 8nn-2'13-.S6.S7.

LINDBLAD TRAVEL,
I

T a tiny

^ c like, the technicians

I

result,

To send the asteroid spinning
the dome, Maddi bounces the im-

^•l'

installs a tiny

inside

It

"

Maddi then

of an asteroid, rotated

^

inc

745 Frfm Av«

The

mentioned earlier is
led by an cpidyascope projector,
can hold a minute three-dimen-

li

752-8096

800-221-1289

into fail-

ring asteroid
1

(212)

TOPLINE Travel

crew translate

landscapes and special elTects,

le

$1325 to
$6095 m

tiny motors, chief tech-

Maddi and

34 DAYS

OCEANIS

Stella

FREE Brochure

Via

Rivers

on

SUNLMI

* TRANSATLANTIC CruiseS

CARIBBEAN
YUCATAN, Mexico

if

Sylvan Road

N

.
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such phenomena as supernovae, rot inj
planets, snow blizzards, expanding lou

Lindblad TVavel's exquisite

NILE CRUISES

&

Lindblad's comfortable Nile tours bring
those astonishing archaeological treasures
into easy view. Expert Egyptologists en-

educauonal catalog shows neariy 100 beautiful aarapio of

mounted

buffalo skuDs,

and dk

robes, shields,

bow and arrow

war

shin, coyote fang necklace

axes.

and more unique

stunning decoratioris and coDeaor's

between Cairo and Aswan Abu
Simbel. It's a trip no one should miss.
See vour Travel Agent, write or call 8002-13-5657. You'll be glad vou did.
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Ghost Dance

gifts,

tire length

sets,

auroras, meteors, rip

comet coma, and explosions al
sorts
about 200 special effects in alNi
matter what the script calls for, ^dd
and his assistant, Joe Doti, can usill
build some sort of Rube Goldberg or
pling

Colorfiil,

lighten us about this historic river the en-

LINDBLAD TRAVEL,

lae, solar flares,

Plains Indian art,
jewelry.
artifacts

are educational eye openers.
Away I'rom the immense tourist hordes.

fit

it.

Their current piec

calls for creating a "globular cluste n;

chine" by modifying several projecti
Sfl.

starlike dots.

A

special lens, called
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shooter, duplicates the star image

Address.

times.

The audience experiences

tl

cluster.

Greenland

Brian Sullivan 's vision of a starship
approaching Earth orbit

few who accept the challenge

for the

THE SNOW LEOPARD
of this cndangcrtd car is captured by wildlife
Gretchcn Daiber. A\-ai!abIe on a charcoal grey
corton-poly sweatsfiirt, elcganth- rendered in bold colore.
100% of the profits go to snow leopard conservatioiL
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FREE BOOKLET!
"Your Complete Guide To
Aerobic Health & Fitness!"
Now
life

you can lead a

(
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more productive
And do in less

healttiier.

ttirougfi aerobic exercise.

irs

it

time than you ever imagined! Ttiis Free Booklet
shows you how you can get the most complete
aerobic workout

in less

time.

Send

for

yours today!
You'll be amazed at how |ust a few minutes of
aerobic exercise each day can make a difference
in the way you feel, look and perform.

Were

giving

away

this valuable booklet to

introduce you to the
Lifecycle-the fast, easy

way

to aerobic fitness!

YOUR COMPLETE

With a Lifecycle Aerobic
Trainer in your home or
office you can cut your
exercise time in half and
get one of the most complete workouts available.

GUIDE TO
AEROBIC HEALTH

& FITNESS
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just

one
short
step

^1
9

between
floors

with

u%' "Elevette"!

To get your FREE BOOK-

LfT rehim

coupon or

oall Toil-Free

1-800-544-3004, Dept,M019

G YES.

I

want

Please send
Lifecycle

to lead a healthier

Step into this
more productive

Irfe!

me more information on owning my own
my FREE BOOkLETi

and

modem home

elevator in-

stead of climbing up and down the hard
way. "Elevette" is a life-saver for the
handicapped or elderly ... is a convenience for the whole farmly. And the variety

of color-coordinated designs includes one
complement your decor.
Wr/te for iree color-illustrated catalog.
Facts on "Elevette";
^^
to

budget-priced,

single-seat

StairLlFT; Inclinette, the

deluxe single-seat

INCLIN-ATOR,

lift

lift;

for

Tax deductible
recommended by

2 people.

when
doctor.
Bally Fitness Products

a^fyec^

10

Thomas Road

Irvine, California

92714

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA
DEPT. 17
BOX 1557

P. O.

HARRISBURG, PA 17105-1557
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Very Unusual Dictionary
of the Origin of Symbols.

\1addi and his associates, line the

\

and a single speor environiiienl can require up

Ilium's perimeter,

,

cct

projectors

'
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I
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Si<y

,000 or

operating

more

easily run

20 years ago, Juan Eduardo Cirlot, the leader of the School of Barcelona
modern art movement, assembled a fascinating dictionary of symbolic words
and imagery. This dictionary soon became a classic These mysterious and
famihar symbols, drawn from the religions, ans and beliefs of East and West,
cover literally centuries of symbolic imagery spanning ancient times to modern.

That comes
every two sec-

slides.

i\crage of one slide
ir

sintiilta-

Show can

the forty-minute show,

Learn about the universal fascination with the dragon; the subtle power of colon
Tarol, and the Cabala; about

and numbers; the ancient mysteries of alchemy, the
mythology, cosmology, and dreams and more.

accompanied by
sized sound effects, music, and narOne of the most complicated parts
h

special elTect

is

Here are

about symbols you

reversal, with the

power

will find in this

The Crow. The

•

cxaetly the right time. "In the old

•

The Dance The universal symbol for creation.
Number Nina The triplication of the triple— a complete image

\1addi explained, "they used to

•

The

Show

is

timing the efTects to ap-

io."

Now

Eagle

II

much

that a

OHer good only

man

in

of the three

the conlinental U.S.A.

Pub. at $22.50
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& Noble
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performed by a
computers, with a third

the task

great civilizer and the creator of the visible world.

worlds: the corporeal, the intellectual, and the spiritual.
Stranger. Stands for the possibility of unseen change.

guy turning knobs and pushing butul there's only so

book:

to upset the established

order.
•
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backup. The producer of the
Larry Brown, writes a program to
;

just a few surprising facts

•The Acrobat. The symbol of

as a

ORDER ONLY
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Fifth Ave..

$9.95

N.Y., N.Y. 10011

1026004. Please rush
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N
American Museum-Hayden Planetarium
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A

Dictionary ol Symbols
your special sale price of $9.95 (plus $1,25 shipping and insurance).
Y and NJ. residents: Please add sales tax 30-Day Money-Back
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Career programs leading to
AA, B.S. andM.S. degrees
You can't fully learn about the environment by sitting in a classroom.

Our expeditions

are small groups of
inquiring college, high school, grad-

uate students and faculty

who

travel

across America as a learning community. As we camp out SeptemberMay or summers— hiking, canoeing

and skiing— we

people and
places to encounter deep ecological
problems, society and self. Our 4week to 4-year cross-cultural studies

—Newfoundland
to naturalist,

visit

to California— lead

outdoor and educa-

tional livelihoods.

Ih

The Expedition Education Advantage.

Q

incorporates

all

previous

undergraduate coursework. f^

of-

fers accredited

career internships,
independent study life experience

and transferable coursework.
Tj awards financial aid and career

r.

T7TPT7T? EDDIE BAUER
XVCyriy CATALOG

J/

Prime goose down coats and comforters,
fine woolens, unique accessories for
home and travel. ..these are the kinds
of treasures you'll find in the brand
new Eddie Bauer catalog. Every item is
guaranteed 100% satisfactory or your
money back. Send for your free catalog.

WRITE TO EDDIE BAUER, DEPT. JNH.
FIFTH & UNION. SEATTLE, WA 98124

credit

Name

startup funding.

Address
Send for complete infiirmation packet or inquire

National

Audubon

City

Society

Expedition Institute
Dept. H

Sharon Conn. 06069
(203) 364-0522

State

.

Zip

•

;

Students arc admrtt<:d ri-gorJUss ol'thar ro
sex. rcliykm nr nulional origin.

jSec£d2y^S<;uu<aA^
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control the show.
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The computer irrui
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tape that holds the sound track, so th tl
computers send their commands to tl
equipment at precisely the right mcer
When the system was first design!,
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electronic device existed that woul co

India

is

the experience of a lifetime.

It's

nect the Eagle computer to a sped

a

where you can take an
elephant thafs a taxi. Climb the mighty

fects projector.

colorful festival

out coded instructions, which ob\us
the motor on a projector could not

Himalayas. Discover 5,000 years of
India

is

modern

also a place

where

enjoy

you'll

air-conditioned hotels, excellent

and people who speak
English and who want to see you.
See the Festival of India in the
United States. Then come see the

^
^

festival that

is

—
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keeping with the ornithogic
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terfaces,
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each projector.

& Tobago
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the one that turns
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Zeiss,
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York,
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DINOSAURS!
The 1 986 calendar of the American

Museum of Natural History

At the
American

Museum
Museum

Lecture Series

about the architecture, tombs, ansae
life

Stay at the world-renowned Asa

Wright Nature Centre, famous for

The Centre's

chives, featuring rare anthropologaia

expedition films from

For information,

incredible

species.

Individual visits and group tours are

conducted from the Centre throughout
Trinidad, and to its sister island of
Tobago, year-round.

THE CLASSIC SETTING
FOR TROPICAL BIRDING ...
,f;
f>krj. TOLL FREE: (800) 235-1216

...

paintings

other prehistoric

lite

dinosaurs

of

brilliant

in

and
color!

Painted by Charles R, Knight, acknowledged to be the greatest paleontological
artist ever. Shows scenes of brontosaurs.
battling carnosaurs, much more! Only

S6.50 plus $1 shipping. (Check payable to
.American Museum ot Natural History.)

CT: (203) 622-8989

Caligo Ventures
Unique Caribbean Travel
405 Greenwich Ave., DPT. B
Greenwich, CT 06830
the Trinidad & Tobago Tourist Board
400 Madison Ave.. New York, NY 10017

Or

BWIA International
100

call

1

908

on;

anijj

(212) 873-'

oropendolas,

and numerous other

in

History, aboutewi

communities worldwide, from Ethpia
China; Films from the Museums /

antshrikes, mottled owls, trogons, tanag-
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in

its

grounds and trails will lead you from
your room to visit a colony of oilbirds,
several species of hummingbirds, channel-

ers, bellbirds,

of this ancient civilization; ewt

Communities

ideal location in the midst of a 200 acre
wildlife sanctuary in Trinidad's rainfor-

billed toucans, crested

-

lectures are Sunier: Roots ofCivinuu

And Lodge

ested Northern Range.
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The Asa Wright
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never been computerized, as
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3550 Wilshire Blvd Los Angeles. CA 90010 (213) 380-8855:
230 N Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60601 (312) 236-6899;
Suite 1016 Royal Tnjst Tower, Post Box 342 ID. Centre,
Toronto, Canada (416) 362-3188.
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stand.

and art

culture, tradition, architecture
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People Center
The People Center is celebratH
with a series of programs in Octt-ra

November. The events includemus
dances, storytelling, and slide

many a.spects of

Indian

life
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Members' Book Program, American Museum ot Natural History, Central Park
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Comet
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Sky Show
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of Natural History
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On Your Own!
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considering the special ef-

Fhc Planetarium produces three
Sky Shows per year, as well as a
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of special lectures
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,

magic on a tight budget. It just
Icverness and a little genius," The
icnl of a Sky Show, Gutsch feels,
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he viewers into the subject matter
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up leaching them more about
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y than a
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makes sure that all special efTects,
ipes, and models are as scientili-
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.'curate as possible.
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lage represents a visualization of
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When

Discover the world's outstanding
ancient

sites, architecture,
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tional cultures, exotic wildlife

and mountain ranges

with
Museum art historians, archeologists, geologists and natu-

— not

It:

teach

astronomy,"

"and the best way
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EGYPT THE
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February 19-March 4

D ANTHROPOLOGY TOUR TO
MOROCCO:
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21 -April 5
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WILDLIFETOUR:

discuss what

we can

ex-

discover as Halley approaches
The program is $3 for members, $6
'members, and takes place on
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7, at 7:30 p.m. in the
num. Advance registration is re-

I

April

1

nil
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please

(212) 873-1327

call

for
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25 minutes a day. Your cassette player tiecomes
your "teaching machine," You learn where and
when you want to, and at your own pace.
The course was developed by the Foreign Service Institute to train US, State Department personnel. In addition,

it

has tieen used successfully

by thousands of our mail-order customers.
Packaged in handsome vinyl binders, the course
is available in two parts. Order either, or save
10% by ordering both:

D

I: Basic. 12 cassettes ( 17 hr,), manand 464-p, text, $135,
Volumell: Intermediate: 8 cassettes ( 12 hr.),
manual and 6 1 4-p, text, $ 1 20.

Volume

ual

D

(CT

residents

add sales tax)

call toU-fiee:

I

To

1-800-243-1234
|

order by mail, clip this ad and send with

your name and address, and a check or money
or charge to your credit card (VISA, MasterCard, AmEx, Dineis) by enclosing card number,
(expiration date, and your signature.
we promise
Try it for 3 weeks at no risk
order

—

—

I

prompt refund if not completely satisfied. We offer
courses in 42 languages; send for free catalog,

14-23

^ Room

N13, 96 Broad

St..

Guaford,

CT 06437

May 2-15

CAVES:

TO ISRAEL AND JORDAN:
May 10-22

D AMAZON WILDLIFE
ADVENTURE:

)

irl

and accompanying textbook. You'll learn to
way you learned English
by
listening and repeating. It's easy, and takes only
ers,

D ART AND ARCHEOLOGY TOUR

about the origins of the solar syse will aLso

consists of a series of cassettes

7

n FRENCH CASTLES AND

i

course

to learn Spanish,

I

February 16— March 6

Singapore to Athens:

g what they are and what ihey can

The course

Phone orders

i^ ORIENTAL PASSAGE-

ustrated lecture about cornels, ex-

way

a truly effective

1

D TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

i

I

January 6-30, 1986
NILE AND AN

Douglas J. Preston

'

I

VOYAGE THROUGH
MELANESIA-New Guinea to
HAWAII:

use special effects to

hat these things look like."

ov

I

indicates luxury cruise

D THE NATURAL HISTORY OF

Besides, the universe has

of recorded material

speak Spanish the

ANCIENT CULTURE:

that,

be entertaining as well

complicated

so

:

is

I

D ARCHEOLOGY TOUR TO
i^

More than 29 hour^

this self-instructional cassette/txxjk

I

Fiji:

jpinion,

... all

February

to

just a phrasehKX)k, but a real language

recorded by native L.atin-American Spanish speak-

ralists.

•i^

the throat of a black hole.

here

'rc

tradi-

areas, coral reefs, volcanic islands

^ts fantasy.

;i

I

the audi-

knowledge of black holes

;st

r

make

and children's

"The Planetarium stalf," says
become rather adept at

ns.

III

ii:

Not
course!

June21-28

Natural History & Cultural
Expeditions

n ALASKA WILDLIFE
ADVENTURE:

June27-July

14

1^ VOYAGE OF THE VIKINGSOslo to Dublin:
August 12-28
n ART OF TIBET AND CHINA:
Aug, 16-Sept, 13

iiirmation.

n CHINA-The Ancient Silk Route:
Sept 17-Oct, 10

Symposium

Klure

II

^Vednesday, October 9, the First

^->

Synipusiimi of AcupuncTherapy will be held
Museum. (Four other sessions will
ce at the Pcnta Hotel.) At this

D ZAMBIA, ZIMBABWE AND
BOTSWANA SAFARIS:

'iioiial

•It'

<>

'd

li

y.
'is ill

<"

l-U'clrical

and informed layperabout the latest developthe held of acupuncture. The
free to all

iiional

Museum

visitors.

Sept,

26-Oct,

MEDITERRANEAN ABOARD
-M

SEA CLOUD:
October 10-26
CARIBBEAN CHRISTMAS
ABOARD SEA CLOUD:
Dec 22,1986-Jan,5,1987

information, call (21 2)873-

American

Museum of
"1

Young People
Iducation Department
lall.

•
'

the

'.

'^

I''

'

programs Tor young pcoin October and Noworkshops include Through

Starting

for
'/

^1

ollcring

very

Human

young children: In

Central Park W/est at 79th Street

Games

and many more. For informabrochure call (212) 873-7507.

Geo Expeditions
Address

",/'.?.

fati a

GEO EXPEDITIONS

prini)

Origins: Origami: Se-

Sea: A'ar/vc American

ihe

(Please

with

Tanzania Kenya Tanzania/Kenya
Tanzania/ Rwanda /Zaire
Ecuador Peru Galapagos Islands
Behze Mexico Indonesia Thailand

New York. NY 10024
(212)873-1440

Name

Explore

natural en\ironments and cultures in
exceptional and often remote areas of
the world. Our expedition leaders are
experts in the regions where they lead
groups. Our groups are small and personal. For the experience of a Ufetime
join us on the following expeditions:

Discovery Tours

of a Child, an introduction to the

'' "1

''

is

range of

«i

'"

Natural
History

liops for

1

12

Sept 25-Oct, 19

learn

is

12-28 or

-« THE CLASSICAL

scientists

111

II

Sept

D EAST AFRICAN SAFARI:

Cily Slate

Zip

G

1

:

For free literature please write or call:
P.O. Box 27136-C2 Oakland, CA 94602
Telephone 415/530-4146
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Go

Planets

by Thomas D. Nicholson
During October the planets are more or
between the morning and
the evening skies. Venus is still high
enough and sufficiently bright to be conspicuous in the southeast during morning
less in transition

twilight.

As

the sun continues to

ther to the east of

Mars

in

move

far-

the sky, the

October
Leo,
star,

I

but dim.

its

Mercury

is

sunset sojourn. Conse-

brij

October 12: The late crescent
Venus and Mars, which contin
be close to each other, in the momin
Venus and the slender moon are vq
tractive.

the evening stars.

moori

constellation's

joins

planet becomes easier to see in the south-

Among

The morning

Regulus.

east just before sunup.

just beginning

10:

near the

Mars

is

also there, to theii]

October 13: New moon, at 11:33
EST. is just above Spica in Virgo.
October 14: Perigee moon occuila

(Designed exclusively for
Members of the American

quently,

i^useum of

after sunset

today, less than twenty-four hours

to

last night's

riatural History)

Whether your

first

love

is

art or

archeology, elegance or evolution, stars of the heavens or
stars of Broadway, you'll find it
in our Members' Mew York Weekend. For three exciting days and
two wonderful nights, a great
Museum and a great city will be
all yours.

The Weekend program includes:
• Two nights in one of New York's finest hotels: The Waldorf Astoria,
The Plaza, or The Parker Meridien.
• A complimentary lunch
breakfast.

and

•A

free

copy of the

Official

remain very' low in the west
and will be extremely difficult
observe. The chances for viewing Merwill

it

cury improve, however,

November

in the first

Saturn, in Libra,

Museum

Guide.

is

week of

ending

its

appearance in the evening sky.
During the early part of the month, Saturn may be glimpsed very low in the
southwest just after sundown. By month's
end it will be lost in the sun's glare. Only
Jupiter, in Capricornus, adds spice to the
evening sky: it outshines any star in the
night sky and can be seen low in the southeast after sunset.

The

first-quarter

will pass close to Jupiter

• Free tickets to the Hayden Planetarium and the extraordinary
Naturemax Theater.

moon

on the 20th.

• Personalized Ser\'ice to help customize your weekend to suit your

needs and tastes.
• Special Discount Airfares.

Only $92.50 per person per night,
tax included (based on two nights,
double occupancy). Special discount rates also available for individuals and families.
For

more Information:

Call:
(in Pi.Y.

Write

800 435-8776

State call 212 595-1567)

to:

Members Mew York Weekend
108 West 81st Street

new

York, flew York

10024

in local

in the

calendar below are given

time unless otherwise indicated.

October 1 The harvest moon lingers on.
Although nearly three days past full, the
moon rises only about an hour later than
when it was full (September 28). The two
stars above it, alpha and beta Arietis. are

the spring

high tides on the morning of the

October

15:

The moon's

\:\.

disk,

re

past new. slips across the face of Mt:ui.
to occult the planet over northerr\si,

and the Pacific.
October 16: The sliver of a cr:ei
moon that may be visible after sund n
not quite three days old. Saturn

is

aKe

and to its right, but the sky may it t
dark enough to see the moon before ietOctober 17: The moon is ie<
Scorpius's Antares tonight (below :d
its

right)

but the lunar crescents

Ophiuchus.

known

It

passes through

this

October

2:

Apogee moon

{farthest

from

i-

ttli-'
'

constellation along the zodi:

f(

nearly half a day.

October 18-19:

Look

for

the ioc~

among

the stars of Sagittarius orMl

nights.

The

not quite first-quarter

shouldn't be bright enough to

in .^ries.

stars of the

Teapot that identify

loc

hi(

tt

thcoi

the earth) crosses into Taurus.

stellation.

October 3: Jupiter takes up its easterly
drift through Capricornus.
October 4: Venus and Mars rendezvous

October 20: First-quarter moon,
EST, moves from Sagittarii inl
Capricornus, where it will be after sise
October 21: Dust left behind bHa
ley's comet when it passed through e
lar system long ago races toward usJt(
the comet's orbit each fall, appearii as
shower of meteors from the consteitio
Orion. The Orionids reach maxima- th

in eastern Leo.

low

in

Venus, the bright planet,

is

Mars

is

the southeast this morning;

much dimmer and

close by to the

left.

Af-

Venus passes Mars tonight, they return
on the morning of the 6th, still close toter

gether, but in reverse order.

October 6-7: The moon

rises

10:00 P.M. in Gemini and reaches

after
last-

quarter phase just four minutes past midnight,
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fti

new moon, raising the ra e^
tides. Look for excepti^aldil

i

Events

:

• A free highlights Tour.

102

Wa

Their

EST.

M

;,

P.M.,

>'

morning, when we

may be able tosejp'--

twenty-five meteors per

hour

look bright because their

moving so

swiftly.

The;'fte

particl^,

Introducing the first and only complete
hardcover collection of Agatha Christie's mysteries
'Jow you can enjoy the greatest
nysteries ever written in a mag-

Home

lificent

Vgatha Christie

Ride the Orient Express for 10
days without obligation, lb introduce you to the Collection, we're inviting you to examine the classic mystery
Murder on the Orient Express without

Library Edition.
is

the

most popular
Her classic

nystery writer of all time.

murder and suspense have sold
500 million copies worldwide,
ind now, for the first time ever, you
an build a complete library of her
imeless works with The A g atha
'hristie Mystery Collection
ales

or

risk or obligation. If you're not

ver

pletely satisn^ed, just return

days and you'll
The (lasiii Devonshire Edition you 7/ he juouJ
it's

yours every

.

Agatha Christie's world
'f mystery, adventure and inrigue. The A g atha Christie Mystery

Ag atha

Christie

)iscover

is your passworld where
lystery reigns su-

'oilection

ort to a

reine.

Volume after volme, you and your famy will enjoy mystery 'A''*™YSTEiw*^r
collection
-ading at its very best.
[

|

meet Agatha Christie's world
uncus detectives includmg Hercule
oirot and Jane Marple. In your readigs, you'll visit Egypt, Paris, England
lid other exciting destinations where
lurder is always on the itinerary. And
/herever you travel, you'll become inolved in some of the most ingenious
You'll

month with The

M ystery Collection

.

Solve the greatest mysteries of all
time. The collection includes all of
Agatha Christie's classic works including Murder on the Orient Express, Death
on the Nile, And Then There Were None,
The ABC Murders and her ever-popular
thriller. The Murder of Ro^er Ackroyd.
Each provides exciting and satisfying
reading that will stretch your powers
of deduction to their

limits!

A beautiful addition to your home
library.

The A g atha

Christie Mystery'

Collection is published in a magnificent Devonshire Edition that willprovide beauty and enjoyment for years to

mid create!
Each Agatha Christie mystery proides reading that's so exciting and so
idictmg

den.

.

. .

it's

almost criminal.

And

However,

Jisplay.

come.
Each hardcover volume is Smythe
sewn and printed on high quality acidfree paper that can withstand even the
most murderous treatment. Bound in
Sussex blue simulated leather with gold
titling, the Collection will make a
tasteful addition to your living room or

ad diabolical plots ever invented...
clift-hangers" only Dame Agatha

I

i<>

owe

if

it

com-

within 10

nothing.

you're like millions of

other readers around the world

who

Agatha Christie's thrilling tales of
mystery and suspense, keep Murder on
the Orient Express and pay just $9.95 plus
postage and handling.
love

You will then automatically receive
future volumes once a month as they
are published.

No minimum

purchase

required and you can cancel your
subscription at any time. To begin your
subscription, Just mail us the coupon
is

below today.

The A g atha Christie Mystery Collection
Bantam Books, Box 957, Hicksvillc, NY 11802
me Murder on the Orient E.vlO-day tree exaoiination and enter
my subscription to The A g atha Christie
ystery Collection If I keep Murder on the
Orietit Express, I will pay just S9.95 plus postage and handling. Eacli month. I will receive
one additional volume on a tully returnable
10-day tree-examination basis. There is no
Yes! Please send
pre^s for a

M

.

minimum number ot volumes to buy and
may cancel my subscription at any time. 75010
I

Name
Address

Gty

State
Zip
Send No Money... Bui Ace Today! 4CA29

9 inch solid copper tube
rainbow of stained glass
chips and mirrors.

(S18.00(p.p.d.)
of Glass
P.O. Box 16037 -K

A Touch

Asheville, N.C.

28816

October 2 1-22: The moon accompanies
Jupiter as they

BOOKS

EST.

1963

Natural History: Used, Out-of-Print

and

Rare.

Free Catalog

write

-

to:

MORRIS HELLER
BOX 529, MONTICELLO, NY 12701

it

works

its

INDIANA JONES™ risked his
arm for this fedora in

TEMPLE OF

DOOM™-

butyou can get

it

with

ease, for just $24.95!
This is the genuine article from

Stetson

thentically

Ik,

'"^^\^\

'

,

fashioned

auof

premium 100% wool

\

felt

exactly

like

own. even

deep brown grosgram band Sizes

Ind/s

by the 25th. On the
nights of the 23d, 24th, and 25th, the
Square of Pegasus is above the moon, the
star Fomalhaut is below it on the 23d and
Diphda, in Cetus, is below it on the 25th.
October 26-27: After passing briefly

residents add

4.5%

When
appear

through Cetus, the moon returns
these nights as

it

approaches

Note how rapidly the brightness
around

it

October 27; Communities usinii
time gain an hour when they Ij

their clocks to standard time
(Clocks are set back one hour.)

October 28: Full moon (the

moon)

is

at 12:38 p.m.,

when

d

hit(

it is d;:i|

over most of North America. Biio
Alaska and parts of northwestern Ci;
sunrise has yet to occur, so the bej n

comets are first discovered, they
be little more than faint hazy

Comets come of age, however!
they develop the two structures til

specks of light in astronomers' telescopes
or on photographic plates. The only sign

tinguish

them from other

jects

coma and

that they are not stars is that they move,
slowly changing their positions amid the

and

myriad of

dust

This slight motion makes

comets and their orbits

identifiable.

—

a

a

tail.

already had a discernible
it

celestl

Halley'sj

coma lastS

should show the beginning jf

tail this month. Toward the em if
month, the comet should also ho

to the

Nov. 15

Dept NH-105,Box 1600
Chapel Hill NC 27515

'15

•Jan.

15

•

Feb. 15
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increases.

sales tax.
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in

Comeback

to

stars.

to %

full

S(6'/4-€'/a), M(7-7'/e),

UJ'U-Vls). \{ri2-T'k) Only $24.95. Discover how much
adventure a man in a fedora can find.
Money-back guarantee. VISA & MasterCard Accepted.
Call Toll-Free 800-334-5474. Write for FREE catalog.

NC

way eastward through

into Pisces

Halley's
AUTHENTIC
HAT

moon

moving to the east of the planet.
October 23-25: The waxing gibbous
moon grows fatter nightly and stays up
Aquarius

EST,

across the sky to-

night, separating slowly, with the

later as

1963

move

I";

atal

ef

;

ic

the

lunar eclipse can be seen there

Only NRI teaches you to

moon goes down. Elsewhere, in
Hemisphere where the moon

istcrn

up,

,s

it

will

shadow

ar s

service and repair all

be completely within the
few minutes dur-

for just a

relatively shallow total eclipse.

igi is

moon

(

ober 29: Apogee

(

ober 30: Mercury and Saturn are

on iction

computers as you build your

again.

but within a very short

in

own

dis-

m( of the sun.
C!

ober 31: The

iTirus, not far
xii

moon ends

16-bit IBM-compatible

month

the

micro

from the constellation's

h star Aldebaran.

As com-

1

move

puters

into offices

fiomes by

and

tfie

millions, the de-

mand

for trained

computer
rig

enough

to

be seen with binoculars.

seiA'ice

technicians surges

for-

The Department of
Labor estimates that com-

ward.

ap

becomes
ma and the tail is in the comet all
in the form of frozen gases and
d dust. When a comet comes close

itl

sun, the outer gases evaporate, ex-

T
le

Ion

material that eventually

and

jn*

'Utward,

urt

ht reflected

puter service jobs will actually
in the next ten years—
a faster growth than any other

double

occupation.

Total

System Training

As an NRI

free the dust particles.

student, you'll get

hands-on training as you
actually build your own
total

from the dust and the

Sanyo MBC-550 series
computer from the
keyboard up. Only a
person who knows a/I
the underlying fundamentals can cope

with

all the significant

brands of computers.
And as an NRI

Your NRI course includes a
Sanyo 16-btt microcomputer

'

learn at your

monitor,
lollowing step,

Retail— and More.

own

by-step

convenience,

directions.

in your own home, at your own comfortable pace. Without classroom pressures,
without rigid night-school schedules, without

you a total mastery of computer operations
and servicing techniques. You'll do programming
in BASIC language. Vbu'll prepare interfaces for
peripherals such as printers and joysticks. Using
utility programs, you'll check out 8088 functioning.
And the entire system, including all the bundled
software and e.\tensive data manuals, is yours to
will give

wasted time. Your own personal NRI instructor
and NRl's complete tectinical staff will answer
your questions, give you guidance and special
help whenever you may need it.
r/ie Exciting Sanyo 16-bit IBM com-

patible
Helmut Wimmer

Computer— Yours

Critics hail ttie

ing" of

diagram traces Halley's path
'ft to right as it moves across the
le circles and dates indicate where
let will be on the fifteenth of each
from this October to June 1986,
will have completed its journey
the sun. The comet will continue
from view, returning to the cold

iiop

the

all

same 8088 microprocessor

as the

MS/DOS operating system.

So, you'll

It

uses

IBM-PC and

build the Sanyo from the keyboard up,
perform demonstrations and e.\periments that
IBfvl is

Tells More
Send the coupon today for NRl's big 100-page
color catalog, which gives you all the facts alxiut NRI
training in Microcomputers. Robotics, Data Cotiv

munications, TV A'ideo/ Audio Servicing, and other
growing high-tech career fields. If the coupon is
missing write to NRI at 3939 Wisconsin Ave.. NW.
Washington, DC 20016.

a Registered Trademark of international Business fvlachines Corporation.

For Career courses
approved under Gl bill.

McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center
"''il^
3939 Wisconsin Avenue. Washington, DC 20016 |ljii||
We'll give you tomorrow.

gives the exact

E' check one free catalog only

comet 's positions as it passes
of Taurus and Gemini,
ap will be updated each month to
know where Halley's comet will
Until mid-January 1 986. at least
Northern Hemisphere, binocu-

CI Computer Electronics witli Microcomputers
LI Data Communicalions
Robotics & industrial Controls

D
D Video
D
n

training.

100-Page Free Catalog

^^r^^m^sc
SCHOOLS

the stars

i

keep as pari of your

As you
you'll

the

>r

Keep

be able to
choose thousands of off-the-shelf software programs
to run on your completed Sanyo.
the

interplanetary space,
left

To

as the "most intrigu-

the IBM-PC compatible computers.

'

enlargement at

new Sanyo

and

check Iteyboard.
power supply,
disli drive and

|Sarw"o*o'.n?^'
at

You

Install

Mullimeten Bundled Spread

the job.

a

top-brand
computer. You'll

a Digital

experience that wi
lead you to success on

the only

you assemble

"inteiliqent" Keyboard;

of theory

is

study
school that
you as

trains

minute combination
The NHi Discovery Lab'.
Cin:uit (Design
and practical Teaching
and Operations:

June 15

May-15QO..

NRI

home

wilh 128K RAiW, monitor,
witti doubie-densfty/doubiesided disl( dnve, and

graduate, you'll
possess the up-to-the-

D
D
D
n
D

Satellite

n

lor details.

Communicalions

Communications Electronics
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Servicing

Industrial Electronics

AlrCondilioning, Heating,

Basic Electronics
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Electronic Design Technology
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Digital Electronics

Appliance Servicing
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check
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D
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Solar Technokigy
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Electronic
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Name

a telescope will be necessary to
? comet. Under a good dark, clear

may reach naked-eye
mid-January 1986.

comet
'

Age

(Please Print)

visiI

Gity/StalefZIp
Gil

Accrediled by the National

Home Study

Council

^
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.

combine

'

coma

to appear. Still

developed more slowly before perihelion
and reached its greatest length six to seven

later in the comet's race

toward the sun,

weeks

gases

of the

fluorescence

cause the halolike

to

when

edy

tralia,

and

comet

will

form a sharply curving tail, and the
ionized gases are deflected by the solar
wind into a long, straight tail of fluores-

suggests that the longest

explains

cing matter.

earth on April

the material

is

swept away, the dust

is

dif-

fused by the sunlight's pressure of radiation to

tail

vary widely from comet to

will

comet, reflecting diflTerences

in the ratio

and density of the gases and dust. A comet
may also vary from one appearance to the
next because on each time around, it
presents different layers of matter to the
sun and the old layers are blown away.
Should the coma and tail be closely replicated from one solar pass to the next, their
appearance would still depend on the com-

occur

in

March

fore the comet's close

What can we expect of Comet Halley's
coma and tail this time around? These
structures

may

trip

it

1

during this

tail

1986, shortly be-

approach

to the

when Comet

Halley's

may

this

this

f

watchers

coming winter

i

their

i-i

before perihelion, as Hall'

comet approaches and then passes opjij
tion from the sun in late November. Fn

away from the earth than it was in
1910 under the same circumstances. That

approach to the earth before jn
helion) and until mid-January (whenn
comet moves too close to the sun to be ;i
from the earth), we in the north havebi

it

farther

doesn't bode well for the
in

our

skies.

Worse

tail's

still

appearance
Northern

for

Hemisphere viewers, the comet

will

be

in

the direction of Sagittarius and Scorpius

March and eariy April. If you know
summer evening sky, you will realize

now through November 27

(the con.';

closest

decided edge. True, the comet
bly not have

much

of a

tail,

pna

will

but

it

wi

in late

virtually as bright for us in January

the

will

be

in late

equator.
will

from

Judging by

During the comet's last passage around
the sun, its coma was estimated to be
40,000 miles or more in diameter. The tail

i(

visible all night long, w]

be at its longest next spring, we
be looking at it virtually head-on, and
will be more than two and a half times

above our southern horizon (see the July
Sky Map). Neither will Halley's comet.
We can expect it to be up in the dark sky

past

be

,•'3.

Zealand, however,

why eager comet

fall,

that these constellations never rise very far

its

New

migrate south late

when seen head-on

a great distance.

Fn

early spring.

path relative to the earth. .\nd even

appearances, Halley's comet should produce a spectacular coma and tail.

the night sky

the southern parts of South America,

the best of tails palls

et's

in

Northern comet seekers get

1

Unfortunately,

will see all three

and higher

grew to be about 50
million miles long, more than half the distance between the sun and the earth. That
later,

we

latitudes,

earlier

for only about two hours or so in the early
morning, with its tail preceding and tower-

ing above
tions

it.

As we view

those constella-

and Halley's comet from more south-

Orbit of

March

for those south

bi

i

hi

By mid-October, Halley's cciehave come to within 1 50 million ri«-

of the earth and should brighten to

magnitude

10, within

inch-aperture telescope.

month,

it

am

range for a the

By

the end

brightens by another

ob

full m;ni

tude, bringing it within reach of exr
enced skywatchers with binoculars.

Uranus
Orbit of Saturn

Neptune

-Klaccury===^

Earth

O

C

Venus
ftn

Orbit

orf

Pluto

^

Comet

FSdit

rM
Orbit of Jupiter
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Expeditions. Natural history and cul-

modern home elevator

lon

|itry

Geo

180 places. Free bro-

tural trips worldwide, including Tanzania,

16.

Noble Bookstores. Unique catalog

"world's largest bookstore" offering

ic

13.

visit

Brochures.

lur ivn!

as,'

vacation voyages

and anthropology book.s at 10% to 50%
Limited and autographed
V new and classical books, many subend for free catalog.
,

lishors" prices.

I

the Mediterranean with 5 Guest Lecturers. 22

more information on
number 30.

Swift Instrument Binoculars, circle

31. Traders Collection. Free Sweater/Sportsfinest collection of
Boston traders distinctively classic apparel for
men and women. .Ml natural fibers and hand-

wear Catalog featuring the

somely color coordinated.

Cay Beach Hotel & \ illas, AbaBahamas. The western hemisphere's nearest
faraway place. Complimentary greens fees,
snorkcling gear, sailing, tennis and much more.
32. Treasure
co,

33. Trinidad & Tobago Tourist Board. Discover the nature of Trinidad & Tobago through
it's a woHd
our "Natural Wonders" brochure

—

the world hasn't discovered!
34. \ iking Sloane. Inc. Free! Send for latest
facts on collecting/ investing in coins for fun

&

Reported number
years! Write Dcpl. Nil 10.
profit!

I

investment

last

10

Zeiss. The Zeiss 10 x 40 binocular (available with or without rubber armor coating).
Rubber eyecups fold back for eyeglass wearers.
Call for brochure covering complete line of

35.

Zeiss binoculars.
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A Matter of Tali

The Way

We Eat Now

Lacking a traditional cuisine, Americans are
using ideas from a variety of national pasts

by Raymond Sokolov
In the fuggy heat of late spring this
year,

one thousand people

trooped

down

to

New

in

formal dress

York's Rockefeller

Plaza to eat the splashiest buffet dinner in

comcake
Prudhomme, the

That would be impossible,

eclectic note of today with blue

sense.

with

exception of Native American

caviar.

Paul

bearded and Beard-size

New Orleans res-

overwhelmed Rockefeller Center's ventilation system with the smoke
from his Cajun blackened redfish. At

eluding Aztec dishes that

reciis.(

may

havbt

taurateur,

eaten here before geopolitics cor;n

other buffets, representing other restau-

them into Mexican food), nothing m o
sume has evolved in the autochtFno
slow manner that produced the cuisies

gourmet memory. Each diner paid a minimum of $250 for the privilege of tasting
food prepared by a dozen innovative chefs
from around the country. The contributions, every last cent of them, went to City
Meals On Wheels, a program sponsored
by the New York City Department for the
Aging that brings hot food to the housebound elderly. All in all, it made a dignified and appropriate wake for James

bulatory feast, he would surely have been

gional dishes did develop

struck by two things: the emphasis on re-

creative

Beard.

gional or ethnic specialties and the readi-

lonial cities

Beard had died, at age eighty-two, a few
months before this memorial celebration,
after years of intermittent illness and
many decades as the uncrowned king of

ness to combine ideas and ingredients that

and southern plantatics.s
when pioneers adapted European (jsit

had never been mixed before. If cooking
had ever had a "modem" period, it would

these short periods of culinary inmt-

new menu

did not survive the homogenizing fee-

American culinary world. This portly,
sensual buddha of food had thrown his
great influence behind City Meals On
Wheels with the same generosity that had
launched and fostered the careers of
the

scores of people in the food field. Indeed,
several of his

come

more recent proteges had
from their own

to Rockefeller Plaza

newly famous restaurants to serve their
specialties.

This food,

much

of

it

squarely in the

center of what has been called

nouvelle cuisine,

made

American

a fitting tribute to

Beard's crucial role in guiding and refining the nation's growing culinary sophistication.

No

one had done more

serve traditional

American food

to pre-

ideas, but

no one had ever supported the creativity of
young chefs with greater energy and intelligence than Beard.

The menu
from the

that night ran the

gamut

solidly old to the tremulously

new. Larry Forgione of Manhattan's

An

American Place prepared a well-known
Beard recipe for strawberry shortcake
(see recipe). Bradley Ogden of San Francisco's

108
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struck the

rants, there

suckling

was orthodox Spanish roast
and unorthodox grilled

pig

shrimp-and-scallop brochette with peanut
chili

butter (see recipe).

Had Beard been

be appropriate to call
postmodern. Certainly

this
it

shares

am-

with

was, in fact, in the American

—

to the natural

patriotism.

Now, however, given

the evi-

dence of the Rockefeller Plaza evening
and certain recent experiences in other
restaurants, and after reading some of the
new cookbooks coming out of the West, I
begin to think that Beard had sensed the

wave of the future long before

it

actually

swelled.

What is afoot in our land is not the birth
of a vernacular cuisine in the traditional

world of the

;

-

frontir. lu

settlement. Regional dishes survedrelics,

bout of gastro-

in therit-

moments of princely wealtin

out mostly for

to a delusionary

anijgi_

of royal and peasant kitchens thatar

zest for slapping together classic motifs

cumbed

ftb

lack,

f

postmodern architecture an unabashed

and elements of the past in unexpected
and ostentatious ways. None of this would
have escaped Beard, who had so lovingly
wallowed in classic American cookery and
watched it coalesce into a cuisine.
That was the trend, at any rate, that
Beard proclaimed more than a decade
ago. He thought he saw a national cuisine
evolving out of all the bits and pieces, the
snickerdoodles and flautas and scrapples,
that until then had resisted confederation
into a coherent, European- or Asian-style
cuisine. At the time, I thought he had suc-

We

more, the standard focuses of cuiss
mation; we have no court and no pear
It

present for this

cultures.

traditional

endangered items on a menu'ot
visitors.

A typical example of this kind cshi
case regionalism flourishes near
ver

yards.

rail

bills itself

rant

The Buckhom

€D

Ejhai

as a "historic museum.fisi

-

and saloon." The two-story Vtor

building

is

chock-full of

game

apt.

and frontier art. The menu featureRo
Mountain oysters (sheep testicles)bli
chewy, and insipid), buffalo, and k

.

In the real world outside, a morrct
efficient

agribusiness

network,

farming regions by truck with

ink

bigiity

permarket chains, has long sinciun(
mined true gastronomic regionssm
most completely. As a creative ro[>
tion,

regionalism dried up

immigration swamped the
pristine colonial cultures

when

:

v
;

-:
~

olyi

eastei

cit

and whf

in£

anization sent farm families paiij
find jobs in town.

™j,.
But the regional foods did ibK|>,
pletely perish, and knowledge ab™
persisted

1980.

By

and spread,

especial

a

then, a generation of Asric

INOUNCING

ioldilock§
Lawson

Carol

first doll in

?

t

suite

•)

renowned British

h 'his

ifted in

(

an enchanting

offairy tale dolls
artist.

fine porcelain,

i'ividually hand-painted. $60.

ase mail by October 31, 1985.

upon a time there was a little girl who
a wonderful world of make-believe.
little girl grew up to become an artist of

fi

/

in

i wn, re-creating that fairy-tale

some

U jgain in

world again

of her finest work.

)w Carol Lawson, for that

is

i name, has created her very

the

little

first

costume

Goldilocks. Inaugurating a suite of dolls

Ic

portrays the

h

most

delightful heroines firom

best-loved fairy tales.

h /Grid's

Lawson's Goldilocks is thoroughly
She has been handcrafted with all
harm and care of the fine collector dolls of
ryear. Her bisque porcelain head, hands
eet have been sculptured in meticulous
and her lovely face painted by hand.
rol

n inting.
hi

e
n
.e

,

costume has been designed just
all the special little touches one
expect from a Carol Lawson creation.
e, the blue satin bow perched atop her
Idilocks'

.

With

?r.

)i

'(

1

c

her ruffled pink-and- white

,3

n curls ...

tj

dot dress accented with tiny satin
uds. Even her own pet teddy bear.

'IS

i

'

iff
-<

a
:
'

fi
.

result is a

combines the finest
manship with the very special magic of a
Lawson original.

li

lin

exclusively from
Heirloom Dolls, and only by direct

The

Lawson
1

price for this delightftil

—

$60
which may be
convenient monthly installments.
doll is just

J

1
.

s

It

'

'

*C

h imported doll will

bear the
juishing mark of Franklin Heirloom Dolls
ill be individually
crafted under their
supervision. Each vkoil be accompanied by
lificate

" )n's

'

Doll

shown much smaller than

actual size of approximalely 12" in height.

RESERVATION APPLICATION

GOLDILOCKS

idilocks is available

itation.

J

completely entrancing

;ollector doll that

:^ n

Limit:

One

doll to

j

•Hi

j!

,,

1

•

Please mail by October 31, 1985.

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my commission for "Goldilocks," a collector doll of fine hand-painted bisque
porcelain designed by the internationally renowned artist, Carol Lawson.
I

need send no money now. I will be billed in 3 equal monthly instalhnents of $20.*
first payment due when my doll is ready to be sent to me.

each, with the

of Authenticity bearing Carol

*Plus

my

state

saks tax and a

total of $3. for shipping

signature, together with a specially

commentary about the

fairy tale that

work. In addition, a stand
provided on which to display the doll at

litional

Signature.
ALL APPLICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE.

jf-iired

Mr./Mrs./MissPLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

charge.

acquire Goldilocks,

Rition

collector

Franklin Heirloom Dolls

;d this lovely
jj

a

no advance payment
now. However, the accompanying
should be returned by October 31st.

Address
City, State, Zip_

Telephone No.

(_
IF

FURTHER ORDER INFORMATION

IS

REQUIRED.

and handling.

.

^BOOK HUNTING?^
—

no matter how
Virtually any book located
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.
we'll
All authors, subjects. Name the book
find it! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,
Since
please. Write: BOOKS-Ot4-FILE

—

1958
Boxl95Dept75
UNION CITY. NEW JERSEY 07087-0195

One

of the

34 places where

travel with

For Tour Directory

wnte or

S:

NY NY

lived through the so-called culinary

bizarre food combinations presented with

ing,

a Japanese flair

relleno, stufl'ed with

to

Europe and

sines

By

10010 (212) 673-3120

34 places where

of the

travel with

Questers

a learning experience.

becomes

For Tour Direiitory write or

call:

Questers worldwide nature tours
Dept. NH: 257 Parts Ave

S:

NY NY

10010 (212) 673-3120

1980, French nouvelle cuisine res-

WILDLIFE
T-SHIRTS
WOLF

Beautiful art and information about endangered species and environmental issues on

100%

cotton T-SHIRTS. S8.95

discounts),

and

in

JIM

MORRIS

tan Beach, California.

in

French ideas comgrammar with an

American vocabulary. Especially in California this meant mixing ingredients with
ahistorical abandon and putting special

T-Shirts,

yellow

exquisite

Two recipes slightly adapted from A

over the
1

From China

world of people,
anthropology,
2.

for

An unusual maga-

send S16!50 to FACES Magazine,
20 Grove Street, Peterborough,

by

Museum

(or give a

gift)

Room

2,

NH 03458.

Museum Members

entitled to S2.50 discount off subscription price!
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they don't,

over

Cele-

h

it is

the approacth

medium

Add

heat.

large cisj

butter and beat with a wooden*.,
until

homogenized. Adjust
brochettes

Grill

over

seasifl

,:

mediuihi'

flame on a charcoal grill 2 to
utes. turning once. Transfer to
plate. Spoon sauce beside bro(;ii
and sprinkle with parsley.
;

Yield: 4 brochettes

James Beard's Shortcake
Biscuits

cups shelled roasted peanuts
cup sweet butter cut into small cubes
Salt and pepper
cup sweet butter cut into large cubes

Mix shrimp and scallops with juice of

2

teaspoons

6

ounces unsalted butter,

lime and tablespoon olive oil. Skewer
shrimp and scallops on four brochettes. alternating shrimp and scallops. Marinate for one hour.
Deseed and stem the chili, then chop
fine. Put peanuts into the jar of a food
processor, followed by chili, small
cubes of butter, and remaining tablespoon of olive oil. Pulse machine to puree. Season to taste with salt and pep-

Transfer to a medium saucepan.
Make a sauce by adding : cup ice-cold
'.

water to puree from processor Place

salt
chill'

cut in small bits

1

per.
3.

4 cups all-purpose flour
Vi
cup plus 2 tablespoons sugar
3 'A teaspoons cream of tartar
1 -y*
teaspoons baking soda

tablespoons chopped parsley

1

ex-

plores the

To order

if

Serrano chili

'4

2

Cobblestone with the American

not convinced that her crarjt-

any of the other concoctions

matters.

4 ounces shelled Key West shrimp
4 ounces fresh sea scallops
1
lime
2 tablespoons olive oil

Vi

of Natural History.

Even

Butter

FACES:
The magazine about

zine for unusual children. Published

-

and the health food "tradim

^'

children!

archeology, and far

-o

rcp-

book will survive into the next ceur.
But I do think that some of the dishi'
and her wild western colleagues arci
rently making up will turn into clsii.

Jonathan Waxraan's Grilled Shrimp-andScallop Brochette with Peanut Chili

','4

children 8 to 14 years old!

am

I

4.

new

away places

the

San Diego. Her

to

stress local products, the Pacific coa:st

bration of James Beard (a booklet distributed at the City Meals On Wheels dinner)

1

FACES

Among

cho, mint aioli. rillettes of smoked fish,
and oysters with spicy lamb sausages.
You don't have to travel to California to

magarine for

ro Peru,

cuisine she sees pullulating

salsa or

P.O. Box

EVCES
all

new

At Rockefeller Plaza, one of the practinew eclecticism, Jeremiah
Tower, passed out menus from his San

1

—

a

nic mix,

Share the Earth.

people
world!

jalapeiio hollandaise. Eckhardt exp'n-

native chestnuts, fiddlehead ferns.

Francisco restaurant, Stars.

Maij

'

Vancouver

daily specials listed were lobster gazpa-

in

There is more of the same in v
West Eckhardt's The New West im'
Cuisine (Tarcher), from saffron chalti

emphasis on ingredients of a markedly lowild mushrooms,
cal and recherche sort

—

li

11

garlic chevre sauce h

both coasts. But at the same time, Ameri-

2308, Dept.CK5. Boulder, Co. 80306. (303)
444-6430- Satisfaction guaranteed.

Exciting

and served with

ea. (quantity-

tan, blue,

FREE CATALOG. Many

lilac.

designs.

S-M-L-XL,

by the green
mushrooms du

as exemplified

he prepares at Saint Estephe

tioners of this

SAVE THE

i

taurants had opened in this country on

bined the new European

OKePEROKee

isf

had learned firsthand what traditional cuiwere and how to cook them. They
had also observed how the most famous
French and Italian restaurants prided
themselves on keeping regional foods and
food ideas alive on their tables. By 1980, a
new freedom had also swept through previously conservative and culture-bound
French restaurant kitchens. The nouvelle
cuisine reveled in exotic ingredients and

They had been

cans well grounded

One

sink your teeth into this nouvelle

mash. You can try it yourself at hm
thanks to two new books. Should you is
to sample the deep-fried catfish in .pi
nese sauce made from sake, rice vira
and soy sauce that Wolfgang Puckn
vides diners at Chinois on Main in 5ni
Monica, there is a recipe for it in I u
and Paul von Welanetz's L.A. Cun
The New Culinary Spirit (Tarcher) 1
same primer will open the way for \
taste John Sedlar's Franco-Santa Fe o

revolution.

call:

Questers worldwide nature tours
Dept NH; 257 Park Ave

had

Questers

a learning experience.

becomes

:

:

cups heavy cream
4 hard-cooked egg yolks, mash
4 tablespoons unsalted butter,

1 Vi

3

pints

Berry Filling
such as rasp

berries,

blackberries, or strawberries

2

tablespoons sugar

1

pint English double

cream
heavy cream, whipped

1.

Heat oven

2.

For

the

cream of

to

o,

375 degrees.

biscuits,
tartar,

sift

flour,

baking soda,

i

^

L

—

J

von Welanetzes are definitely on to

t

when they talk about
spirit. The Californian

£

ing

1

y

experiment

THE

willing-

MUSEUM

OFFICIAL GUIDE

not just an unbridled

is

SHOP

TOTHE

into

interesting act are building

-y

FROM

new

Most of the people getting

jre.

;

the

American Museum
d

on

lowledge of several vernacular traand mixing them up with a good

I

il

what

'

e

cm

I

follows logi-

a garlic mayonnaise, points to-

not" hollandaise.

il

it

age-old Proven9al practice

oli,

f

not barbaric;

is

lili

work and what won't. To
French emulsified sauces

will

classic

c le

With the

an newcomer, something

;;

but something

lii,

is

fiercer
is

gained.

nain interest of postmodern

h

isine, at this

I

lost,

early stage,

Amerfree

is its

CL
75C; for

iormed attitude toward the rich
possibilities open to American
Perhaps

vocabulary

a

ii

can" dishes

0:

11

shake

I

the process that counts.

is

copies of

Guide

for

enclose a check payable to the Ameri-

can

the fervid experimentation. But

it

[i(

will ultimately

each additiona 1)

Please send me _
the Museum's Official
$

new

of

a

10% discount.

To help you organize a pleasant and
informative visit, pijrchase the
Museum's Official CSulde. $2.50
each. ($1.50 postage.and handling;

!cif
[S

Members are
entitled to

Museum

of

Natural History for

The

lation of local ingredients with cu-

lil

inherited from

rj'ieas

many

national

a sensible extension of the notion

%

hdielting pot
ei

an

way

7!

\d

Sokolov

—and an

City

Stale

a writer with a spethe history and prepara-

rest in

(i

Malta goes to bed
hungry every night.

intrinsically

to go.

is

Mail

L

Zip

to:

Museum Shop •American Museum of Natural History
Central Park West at 79th Street. New York, NY 10024

when

I

I

Marta goes to bed hungry,
much hope she can forget
the bad things that have happened

there's
!

c ''ood.

all

Cut

with a
II|y cutter or by working quickly
pieces of butter
( fingertips. The
bowl.

1

ihc

\c

dough

ly until

fu

out on a floured board,

ev

imes,

THE EARTH
IN 30

WAYS.

knead a
it

roll

With

out to
a

Vi- to

int/jth

11

a 2'/2-inch cutler, cut another

Choose your

while the shortcake

is

wildlife or cultural

A

n
D

a

wildlife

safari

in

East

Africa.

A
with biscuits in a preoven on middle shelf. Bake un10 the touch and golden brown,

lokie sheet
J
1

16
!cr

minutes.

all

— .« — -.^

to:

adven-

natural history trek through Bhutan. An
archeological tour to Peru &. Easter Island.

ture:

let sit

And

month.

Mrs. Jeanne Clarke Wood
Children, Incorporated. P.O.Box 5381
Dept. NH10M5, Richmond. Va. 23220 USA
Write

poon of melted butter. Top with
and brush tops with

nd

just $18 a

p........

ch rounds

bowl, mix berries and sugar,

is

remember, when you help
be doing more than nourishing a frail little body You'll also be
nourishing a mind.

\rrange larger rounds on lightly
red cookie sheet. Brush each with

nail

attention and schooling.

costs

you'll

Sr nds. If needed, use scraps to refol

hope.

is

And

3-inch,

cookie cutter, cut 6 rounds,

toi :d

help, there

Through our sponsorship program,
you can help provide a hungry child
with nourishing food, clothing, medical

and pat or

thickness.

h

But with your

EXPLORE

clings together,

|u

i4-i

to her.

in butter bits

d be blended until quite small.
cream and mashed yolks and stir

not

walking expedition in New Zealand.
This year, our experts will lead these and
26 other expeditions, spanning 5 continents.

Write for free color brochure. And discover 30 new ways to explore the earth.

the biscuits to serving plates

wish 10 sponsor a D boy. D girl, in
D Asia, D Latin America, D Middle East.
D Africa. D USA, D Greatest Need.
1

I

will give $18 a

month (S216

my

gift for a full

Enclosed

is

a year).

year

month Q. Please send me the
name, story, address and picture
first

D
D

I

Q

.

the

child's

can't sponsor, but will help $

Please send

me

further information.

SAME
ADDRESS

omove the top (smaller) layers
er :arefully. Spoon the berries over
lie ntom
layers and put a dollop of
'I

on each one. Place the smaller
on top of the cream and serve

>'
int

diately.

Serve the

rest

of the

STATE

DCk/Money Order

^^\ NATURE EXPEDITIONS
INTERNATIONAL

*'
I

on the side.
Yield: 6 servings

LXPOATE

CARD NO

crrY, STATi. ztr

j^

P.O.

BOX 1H%,

DEFT.

EUGENE, OREGON
503/484-6529

NH

^7-»40

1-800-538-5381

CHILDREN, INC
L

S

gilts .ivc !ulU

U\

deductible
available on request

— .... .—

Annual linancul suicmcnis

L-.-....

I

zir-

aVisa DMaster Card

.ire

111

'

!

Hie Marl^t
Art/Cratts

Books/Publications

Financial

AAA QUALITY AUDUBON ORIGINALS from

the Havell,
Bien and Bowen editions. Also Amsterdam reproductions. Catalog $2 Wnte Audubon. Spnngndge Lane,
Vienna, VA 22180 (202) 484-3334

BOOKFINDING LIBRARIANS locate any subject or title.

CASH GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS

150.000 different titles in stock, indexed by author.
subject&title'PAB,' 2918 Atlantic Ave.. Atlantic City,
NJ 08401 or (609) 344-1943

able from nonprofit foundations! 340 sources/ap-,—

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS.

PUBLISHERS'

OVERSTOCKS. BARGAIN BOOKS

2.000

subjects! Free catalog

Free booklet
available. Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 220 Fifth Avenue, NYC 10001

AtvlERICAN INDIAN ART: Northwest Indian masks
Graphics Eskimo sculpture Hopi kachinas Nava|0
rugs Box 5896, Sherman Oaks. CA 91413 (818) 789-

2559

AUDUBON ELEPHANT FOLIO

titles, all

15-Y, Falls Village.

Hamilton. Box

CT 06031

PUBLISH YOUR BOOKi

Join our successful authors.
All subjects invited
Publicity, advertising, beautiful
books Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report Carlton Press, Dept NHJ, 11 West 32 Street,

New

York 10001

up

Washington.

DC

REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS OF AUSTRALIA, by HarCogger Complete coverage— 660 pages, 880

old

jf;

L

GET CASH GRANTS— from Government.

pay ) Also, loans Information. $2 (refundable). Si'i
Funds-NH. 1000 Connecticut Ave. NW. Washirj--}
DC 20036
!

Foreign Newspapers
65 Coi

9

Sampler 4/$2 98 Free brochure Multinewsi
Box DE-200, Dana Point. CA 92629

Gardening

SACRED EYE OF HORUS

- A most

FL 33957

revered

protective

YESTERDAYS BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation Out
of-State Book Service. Box 3253J. San Clemente. CA
92672(714)492-2976

amulet.

Egyptian

Painted

gold,

black,

white

on

6"
handmade papyrus, 5
$23 ppd.
Lucite frame odd J1S. Check/Charge.
.

.

,

—

BROCHURE
showing gods, symbols,
'Book of the Deod' panels
25c.

—

jAI

I

JvUi

50 W. 76
Gallery

BUTTERFLIES

.

.

.

(ulonarch.

St. •

NY

10023 -Depi. N1085

open by appointmenl only,—

Painted

Lady.

6-color

screenpnnted original Greeting Cards. No verse. $4 00
each. $3 50 each 10 or more Sunset Art Service, 15
Lone Oak Trail, Austin, TX 78745

GIVE A GIFT of lasting value Brochure and catalog
$3 00 Guards' Navajo Rugs, 820 Camino Del Rex, Las
Cruces,

Ntul

88001

"CATALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS"

BIRDS.

many
Ford.

Marcos.

FLOWERS. ANIMALS on postage stamps

countries 60 diff $1 00 All three $2 65.
Box 5203-N. Gulfport. FL 33737

CA 92069

from

George

Gourmet

Interests

PO

SAVE FINE TEAS, Coffees, Spices, Herbs, Pol
Free Catalogue Grandmas Spice Shop. RR
]

Correspondence

448-NH. Burlington. North Carolina 27215

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA

Make

lasting

friend-

ships through correspondence. Send age, interests
Free reply Harmony. Box 37955NH. Phoenix. AZ 85069

WORLDS GREATEST PENPAL
Brooklyn.

ORGANIZATION

welcome Wnte

lectors, groups, seniors

IPF-C,

Col-

Box

65,

Ocean Fresh Maine Lob
Now have your own live lobster
guaranteed to arrive overnight
from the fisherman to your door!
FREE BROCHURE

NY 11229

write or call free

SOTHEBY'S
FOUNDED
1744

John James Audubon's
Birds of America
October 18 and

Education

BOX

loan, grant, scholarship opportunities— plus all government programs. $4 95 Unifunds, Box 19749-RX.
Indianapolis. IN 46219

/Aud
Audio-cassette/book

courses

A
Arabic,
Hebrew, Chinese,
French, German, Spanish.
Sk

f

in
in

by U.S. State Dept. Wnte us

BVUIU PUtU/lll

complete, original Havell edition
wiU be auctioned in 435 separate lots
to benefit the City of New York's
Municipal Archives, Reference and

Vf'

_

Learnt

138,

BRGOKSVILLE. I^AINE 04617

Government Surplus

ers Guide/Directory"— $2 00. Disposal,
RX, Washington, DC 20036

TOrGIQIl

for free catalog.

Merchandise/Gifts

AMERICAN INDIAN DESIGNS, Cave Art, Si
Symbols, Museum replicas. Nautical Inspiratiof
and clothing Fall Catalog $2 00 Amator,
23038-NH, Santa Barbara, CA 93121
eiry

Guilford.

CT 06437
X3tJ

DONT HAVE ENOUGH

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU!

SABER-TOOTH TIGERl
Museum Display Ql

Jobs' Big Pay' Transporta-

Newest Handbook. $2 00 Australian
Box 19107-RX, Washington, DC 20036
tion!

International.

Inexpensive. Realistil
Grizzly Skulls, Goif

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES— Monthly
tin

bulle-

Lions,

environmental job openings throughout the
Free details: EOV. PO Box 684, Fitzwilliam, NH

lists

US
INDONESIAN MASKS, $30-$120. request photos, other
masks available, McCoy Imports. Liberty. NY 12754

Lap

Robes. Bedcovers, Blankets, Shawls, etc in traditional
Welsh Tapestry and other unique designs, all 100%
Pure Wool Selected items are crafted from the undyed
wool of the rare Jacob breed Swatches and Bro-

chure— $300 (Refundable)
Box

112

48,

to

Heywood

Potter,

Dept NH10. Brooklyn. New York 11217

Natural History 10/85

RO

for

i

Cal

SKULLduggetf
P,0. Box 1021, Brea,

OVERSEAS— ALL OCCUPATIONS!

Worldwide Direc-

—

and complete information $3 00 International
Opportunities, Box 19107-RX, Washington, DC 20036
tory

MAYA DESIGNS;

Cross stitch and needlepoint Belts,
cards and more! Brochure $1 00. Classic Renditions.
Dept. NH85. 661 1 Spnng Brook. San Antonio, TX 78249

Humans,

Send $1,00

03447

distinctive

|

50.000 jobs! Big pay All
occupations Transportation Latest reports. $2 00
Jobworld. Box 681 -NH, Cypress. CA 90603

Bartow, (212) 606-7117.
Sotheby's, 1334 York Avenue at
72nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10021.

feature

DINOSAURS'? We haL
Box 546NH, TallijB*,

AUSTRALIA— THE WORLD!

Mary

We

(

sands Dinosaur catalog
10982 Send $100

Research Fund.

"WELSH WOOLENS'

Bo)?

,

Employment Opportunities

Catalogue: 1-800-255-9898,
with credit card. (In Massachusetts,
caU 1-617-229-2282.)
Inquiries:

-800-556-2326

MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS' Many 1%J
cost Jeeps included! "Nationwide Governma

Exhibition opens Saturday, October 12

The

includes other fine

CASH FOR COLLEGE. New Directory describes 400

a'nT34'orer"

19.

1

DOWNEAST SEAFOOD EXPRESS

laHguagc on
Comprehensive. Used
yOUF OWfl!

Auction: Friday and Saturday,

Dil

largest selection of weird and unusual succuli
over 150 photographs of succulent crests, variC
living stones, and oddballs Send $1 00. "Catl
Unusual Succulents." Dept 4 553 BuenaCreJ

—

Collectors' Items

ANCIENT WORLD ARTS

OXOI/niTr
'

':

(NevT,::

photos, 230 in color, 830 Distribution Maps. $59 50
Postpaid Ralph Curtis Publishing, Box 183. Sanibel.

ancient

i

ISICiJ-

20036

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS,

PRINT, -Amsterdam

Edition," Extraordinary gifts, investments. $100
List Ornithologist, Box 663, Vienna. VA 22102

Fundsearch. Box

tion instructions. $3.00.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyomingi Current openings
All
occupations!
Free
information'
Intermountain-4Y, 3115N Hancock, Colorado Springs, CO
80907 1 303-630- 7478ex425

—

ENAMEL ANIMAL PINS. PENDANTS, EARRINl
sheep, pigs lions and tigers and bears. OhI
200 handcrafted kiln-fired, signed onginals.
Teddy Bear $11 50, Raccoon $12, Brontosd
MC, Visa or check accepted For complea
send 22<t stamp to Rachel Val Cohen,
Minisink

TEACH HERE— ABROAD School, College openings,
USA $6 00: Overseas $6 00 England, Japan, Saudi
Australia

02162

$600 each

EISF,

Box 662, Newton.

MA

Hills,

PA 18341

(717) 424-6668

FISHES OF HAWAII and other designs on

100%

t|

cotton T shirts For free descnptionO
Cartes, PO Box 9081, Honolulu, HI 96835
'

COMET!

6

;

:f

3071

tl

Whale

10 Pins, TShirts Pinboys, 71663N,
$1 SASE: Catalog + Gift. Also

Send

NEW! NATURE AND SCIENCE DISCOVERY

Catalog!

Tools, books, gifts for naturalists and astronomers of all
ages Free' Write: Horizons, Dept NH, PO. Box 9286,
Santa Fe,
87504-9286

NM

!

t

I

I

.

11572

/I

HERS WORLDWIDE— For

—

if
I

X

\

90266

CA 93755

Nest, Box 5491 (NH), Fresno,

m. ARMADILLO

OFFICIAL HALLEYS COMET KIT: Includes 40 power
Tasco telescope with tripod. Rand McNally poster and
book Great Gift! Regularly $49.95, Only $29 95 postpaid GSC MarketingH, RO Box 30278, Raleigh, NC
27622

fiobbies, sports,

dence, vacations friends nearby, worldDtronic Excfnange, Box 68-H1, Manfiattan

1986 Owl Calendar $10 Bumper
collector's newsletter $2 50 Owl's

Sample

sticker $1

POLAROID

FILM, Duracell batteries,
audio tape (TDK, Maxell, Sony, etc.) Buy at
'tiolesale prices. Visa & M/C Send for price
251 Merrick Road, Dept. NH, Oceanside,
ILM,

\\

OWL LOVERS

T-SHIRTS, GIFTS,

CURIOUS THINGS

FREE CATALOG

0ILL0V6AR
OLYMPIC PINS & MEMORABILIA,
Family,

PO

Sam i
CA 90405

Free Catalog

Box 5694, Santa Monica,

Dept H

P

•

O

Box

1

522

•

Gainesville. FL

32602

SEA SHIRTS — Marine life designs silkscreened on premium garments. Catalogue Sea Shirts, 25W611
Durfee, Wheaton,

IL

60187

BEAUTIFUL BACKPACKS

HAND MADE tN COLORADO
STURDY CORDUROY OUILTEO TO
CALICO PRINTS SI9.9S
,.-

.•M--: B'Ol

I,:.,.;

M-.r,

.

,

To Order: |800| 525-0890
QURANGO
UUKr\IV

THREADWORKS

98 Everen Dept rjH

CO 61301
(303) 247-9468

Durango,

M/C VISA AMEX
.

.

U.S WILDLIFE CARDS Five species Pen and ink Five
cards. Note sheets and envelopes Excellent gift, returnable Send $6 50 to Michelle Kaptur, Fall River Dr.,
Bend,

OR

97707

Miscellaneous

DO YOU SPEAK A FOREIGN LANGUAGE'' Enjoy multilingual soirees sponsored by The Language
change. (212) 255-1096, 7-10 RM

Ex-

FLORIDA

LIVING! Lively, accurate information. What's
isn't. For subscription information wnte:
Wall's Florida Newsletter, Dept. EE. Box 347. Mims,

good, wtiat
Florida

32754

IDEAS, INVENTIONS, new products wanted! Presentation to industry

National exposition. Call free 1-800-

528-6050 Canada, 1-800-528-6060

LLAMAS will
hill

and

dale,

831

and sleeping bag over
wine and lobster tails

transport your tent

and carry the

x

chilled

your campsite dinner Send $1 00 for information
and breeders list to: Llama Association of North Amerfor

Dept NH-M, Box 1174, Sacramento, CA 95806
us October 12 & 13 in Grants Pass, Oregon at
"The Great Llama Expo 1985'

ica,

Visit

Photo/Optical

BINOCULARS— SWAROVSKI,
Free

Fu|inon.

Machine

Tool,

Optics

ZEISS, B&L, Bushnell.

catalog.

Mack

Optical

&

Box 541-H, Scranton. PA 18501 (717)

961-2542
LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON
Optolyth, Celestron binoculars, telescopes and accessories. Send stamp for discount list Specify literature
desired Large stock Orders filled postpaid day received Birding, Box 5N, AMsterdam, NY 12010

Real Estate

COSTA RICA MONTEVERDE

Beautiful

home and

guest house set on 35 acre self sufficient farm Reforested for limber and fruit harvests: vegetables, etc
Near Monteverde Cloud Forest Preserve Conservationists

haven Wnte Hollander, Apartado 549, San Pe-

dro de Monies de Oca, San Jose, Costa Rica

ESCAPE
reports

Live or vacation on a tropical island Monthly

list

homes

for sale/rent,

months, $9 Tropical Island
101 -NH, Arlington.

jobs and more' Three
1600 Wilson, Suite

Living,

VA 22209

FROM
LANDS
$7 SO/ACRE'
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
nationwide
listings—
Buyer's Guide" plus
$3 00
Lands, Box 19107RX, Washington, DC 20036
GOVERNMENT

"'

mon

scales.

Rosahio. Mexi

113
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PERUVI AN AMAZON WILDERNESS ADVENT URE

Rentals
SPECIAL

ESCAPES— Tropical

Villas,

Mountain Cha-

Condos— Worldwide.

Free BrochureHideaways International, Box 1459L, Concord, MA
lets,

Luxury

01742(800)843-4433

BIOLOGICAL. ORNITHOLOGICAL, PICTORIAL. HIKING-BOATING
EXCURSION THRU 100.000 ACRE PERSERVES IN SCENIC PERUVIAN JUNGLE. EXCITING VISIT TO YAGUA INDIAN VILLAGECRUISE INTO THE DEPTHS OF AMAZON VIRGIN FOREST. TOUR
LIMA AND HER GOLD AND ARCHEOLOGICAL MUSEUMS. INDIVIDUALS OR SM. GROUPS WILL ENJOY THIS YEAR ROUND TRIP TO
SUPPORT LOCAL
WILDE
EXPEDITIONS, SA
4^^^s^ WILDERWESS
CONSERVATIONS &
310 WASHINGTON AVE.
ORPHANAGES .
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA 2A016
.BLE:
SIDE TRIPS AVAILABLE
MACHU PICCHU & OTHERS
rHERS__\^^^^ (703) 342-5630

^^^fik

rV«OA

Resorts

BELIZE— RUM POINT INN— small

oasis of calm on the

Western Canbbean Diving Maya Rums, Birds, Library.
Access to Coxscomb Jaguar Reserve. Dine on the veranda.

banas

Retire to spacious, private, beachfront
Bevier, Placencia, Belize (415) 752-8008

ca-

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS Virgin Gorda deluxe seaside villas. Two kingsize bedrooms with private baths
Spectacular view. Private beaches Tradewinds Villas,
2213 Bond Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15237

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY:
tion

on

Beautiful small inn on planta-

Grenadines

island of Bequia, St Vincent

Come

Explore Pool, tennis, beach Call or write Spring on
Bequia, Box 19251 Minneapolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS b

corted and independent nature and hiking tour likj
in New Zealand's scenic National Parks and lorj
Track: Explore Australia's Outback, Far Nortland
Great Barner Reef Extensions to Fi)i, Tahiti fen

Guinea South Pacific itineraries designed for via
uals and groups. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3'+i
Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282
i

NEW ZEALAND— HALLEY'S COMET

Hike

&

C p-

the exciting extras March 20 to April 7, 1986 Am
for Free Brochure. Include $5 00 and size for Co >!

All

ARGENTINA

nature tour, $2887 00, Iguazu Falls to
emphasis on birds, October 1 to No-

shirt

c/o Comet. 93 Brant Ave

,

Clark,

NJ

0706.

Tierra del Fuego;

November, 1985 Coming in
1986: Wintering Cranes in China, Costa Rica. Galapagos. Trinidad & Tobago. Puerto Rico. Texas, Arizona,
South and West China, Europe Write for free brochure:
World Nature Tours, Box 693a, Silver Spnng, MD 20901

vember

3,

1985

Florida,

AUSTRALIAN TROPICAL BIRDS. The

i5iT_fiiT.JV/l

17 day advenlure on

4WD vehic. and camel. Spectacular rock and sanr"
and prehistoric

art.

Small groups guided by

nomads with English speaking escort. MonlhiM
departures i>egin Oct. From $2,450 all inclus.

best of small

Call or write (212) 355-1404.
''"
'"""""""""""''"'"''"'iiiii:''"
I UlVi LiC

group tours. 17 days birding Far North Queensland
from outback to Gt Barrier Reef Wnte Goanna Tour,
55 Guide Street, Clifton Beach, 4871 Old. Australia

IX-pt.

NH

2S1 E SlstSt.NTl'C.N^' 10022

,

SAILING

1202

AUSTRALIA— 21 day

tour with natural history/birding
led by Australian naturalist-photographer

emphasis
Len Robinson February departure. Global Quest, 120
East Buffalo St Ithaca, NY 14850 (800) 336-6635. In

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURES WORLDWIDE

SolomcSe

Islands in traditional Melanesian outrigger Alaslsli
side Passage whale research aboard 93' brig tin

schooner Galapagos and Greek Isles yacht trip nJo
wegian fjords and Artie Ocean, Hawaii. Over 8( ip;

,

A BEAUTIFUL EXPERIENCE LEARN sailing aboard 50'
ketch 'Palisander,' Enjoy sumptuous dining, swimming
and relaxing in the Caribbean this winter Ten day
course $1450 per person. Cuttyhunk Marine Adventures, C/0 Gray, 177 Tweed Blvd
Nyack, NY 10960
,

ABOVE THE CLOUDS TREKKING otters worldwide adventure for the discerning traveler Destinations include Nepal, Japan, Yemen, Madagascar, Peru, Transylvania Alps, Yugoslavia Call or write for information
PO. Box 398N, Worcester, MA 01602 (617) 799-4499

NYS

(607) 272-0105 collect

small groups. Free color catalog Wilderness ive
1760-NB Solano Avenue. Berkeley, CA 94707111

524-5111

HUMPBACK AND GRAY WHALES in Baja CaliWe have provided outstanding whale, bird and
nature study trips for over 15 years. Biological Journeys, 1876B Ocean Dr McKinleyville, CA 95521 (707)
BLUE,

fornia

,

Himalayan ^^E'"'^^"*'
11

839-0178
Himalayan Excursions offers a wide variety of Irs,
and wildlife safaris in all parts of Ne
For brochure please write or cable

river rafting

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic tours from $1666
including airfare 8, 1 & 5 days Galapagos, all meals.
Special Halley's Comet/Galapagos Tours. March and
1

1

Himalayan Excursions or Himalayan Excurs
P. O. Box 11204
P. 0. Box 1221
Midland, Texas 79
Kathmandu, Nepal

s

G.

Ecuador/Peru options. University credit
available Joseph Colley, Last, Inc 43 Millstone Road,
Randallstown, MD 21 133 (301 ) 922-31 1
April

I.

1986

]

,

CALIFORNIA
NATURAL HISTORY

TOURS

cruises to the

Canbbean

or

in

a

fabulous
River. Lecturer/

lifetime

Onnoco

to guide you. Alicia Brockway,
Closter Plaza Travel, Closter Plaza. Closter, NJ 07624

astronomers on board
Tours by professional naturalists, tiistorians,
astronomers, photographers, etc to the
unique of California and Baja; Halley's
Comet; Gray Whales; Condors; Eagles; Channel Islands;
Big Sur; GoldAVine Countries; Indian Rock Art; Pioneers;
Giant Sequoia; Bristlecone; Wlldflowers; Volcanoes;
2 weeks.
Death Valley, etc. 1 day
Fossils;
Small/medium/large groups. Country/Victorian Inns.
historic hotels, mountain lodges, research stations &
Gourmet picnics in picturesque
'living with nature"

—

settings (213) 274-3025.
P.O. Box 3709, Beverly Hills,

CA

90212.

ADVENTURE BELIZE— Very small

party lungle, cave &
Maya site exploring in wildlife paradise Tikal and island
extensions Truly an enjoyable expenence (813) 3461997 Wildman, 5059 Commonwealth Drive, Sarasota,
Florida

34242

AFRICA. AMAZON, ASIA,

ITALY ART, ARCHITECTURE, ARCHAEOLOGY Tour1986
Rome, Florence,
June 17,
May 29
Ravenna. Tuscan hill towns Two weeks in enchanting
medieval castle (restored, all modern comforts): day
tnps: Siena, Assisi, Arrezzo, Pisa, San Gimignano,
Chiusi. Free brochure: Jacqueline Moss Museum
131
Davenport Ridge Lane,
Tours,
Dept
N,
Stamford,CT 06903 or call (203) 322-8709

KENYA. 30 years experience Perry Mason
1643, Darien, CT 06820 (203) 838-3075

Safaris.

GALAPAGOS

Wildlife tours

Kenya and Tanzania safaris,
gorillas, Amazon dugout canoe exGalapagos sailing, hiking snorkel and scuba

Over 80 trips worldwide. Free color catalog. Wilderness Travel, 1760-NA Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA
94707(415)524-5111

Trekking (walking) expeditions to the foot
of Mt. Everest & Annapurna. Wildlife
safaris in search of rare Asian birds and

India
ALPS OF SWITZERLAND. "The

Hikers

Paradise"

Moderate optional length Day hiking tours Two or four
weeks Brochure. Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P
Cliffside Drive, Akron, OH 44313

mammals Explorations of remote Bhutan,
Sikkim, Ladakh and tropical Sri Lanka. 10

& Nepal

to

35 day programs from $670 00 +
Free Brochures

airfare.

HivmaIav^am TtavcI.

Inc.

PC BOX481-NH
Greenwich. CT 06830
(203) 622-0068

You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed
naturalist will sail by schooner to explore
more islands than any other Galapasos
expedition. 16 Trip dates. M. Picchu Option.
FREE BROCHURE
lAlCn GFLOHTS 415-435-4622
1606n3 Juanita.Tlburon.CA 94920
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Toll

Free (800) 225-2380

MEXICAN CIVILIZATION TOUR February

1-15, 1986.

Approach. Group limited to 14 Discover
Mexico City, Merida on the Yucatan, and
Join
in South Central Mexico
old colonial
Charles and Sophia Lane on their 16th tnp to Mexico.
Wnte for free brochure. The Mexican Experience, c/o
Journal of The Print World, 1000 Winona Road, Meredith, NH 03253 (603) 279-6479

Total Cultural

3 Centuries

in

Oaxaca

m

tra.

ai

in Singapore, Penang Island,
Limited to twelve Gibson Ventures. Box 590
Creek, AZ 85331

SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS

in Africa,

Latin ne

Mideast, Australia, Europe. Affordable ur
Expeditions. Hiking, Trekking, Biking. From Anp
Costarica, Galapagos, Peru, China. Kenya, Rv^d
Tanzania, Switzerland to Aldabra, Austha, Botitn
Madagascar, Morocco, Mongolia, Sahara, Seycfile
Outback/Barner Reef, French Guiana, Zambii'ar
ica, Asia,

More Forum Travel
Pleasant

Hill,

International, 91

California

Gregory

94523 (415) 671-2900

2'
'

Video

led

Unusual

caques, etc. Stays

Box

day tour with natural history/birding emby ornithologist Yvonne Malcolm-Coe.
March departure. Global Quest, 120 East Buffalo St.,
Ithaca, NY 14850 (800) 336-6635. In NYS (607) 2720105 collect
phasis

Rwanda mountain
ploration,

(201)768-8405

KENYA— 19

with expert naturalists

IN SUMATRA wi a
thropologist, photographer, and a Director
tt
Orangutan Rehabilitation Program Also gibbon m

SEE WILD ORANGUTANS

COMET— Once

HALLEY'S

"GRAND CANYON" 2-hour helicopter explclK
video Breathtaking music. Cntically acclaime D
tails Free Beerger Productions, 3217 Arville, L V
gas, NV 89102 (702) 876-2328
"ORCHIDS VS. HAMBURGERS" 30 mm. docum la
on Rainforest destruction $250 Jack Schmidlir^r
ductions, 4501 Moody, Chicago 60630 (312) 68: 8:

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION
$2 50 per word; 1 6 word ($40) minimum D/sp/ay >!s!
fed is $275 per inch All advertisements must tor
paid Rates are not structured for agency or freq ni
discounts. All advertisements are accepted at Tl
RAL HISTORY'S discretion Send check/moneyfd
payable to NATURAL HISTORY to The Market,
RAL HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West s{9
St New York, NY 10024 Please include your
address and telephone number, issue preferrefar
suggested heading Deadline 1st of the montW
months prior to cover date (the January issue '.sf
Nov 1 ) Camera-ready art is required for display s.
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will b^ei

W
pm

,

—

upon publication

Museum

of Natural History
Voyage of the Vikings

nerican

Oslo to Dublin
August 12 to 28, 1986

I
I

Cruise with five expert lecturers of the American
Museum through the breathtaking fjords of Norway and
the remote islands of the North Sea and Scotland. Join
Dr. Thomas D. Nicholson, American Museum Director
and astronomer, along with a Museum art historian, anthropologist, geologist, and ornithologist. Learn of the
symbolism of Celtic and Norse art; the geological formation of Hords, firths, and forths; and share splendid blrding excursions. Our exclusively chartered vessel, Iliirio,
is the finest small passenger cruise ship In the world
(only 74 cabins). To receive a detailed brochure call the
Museum at (212) 873-1440, or send us the coupon below.

American

Please send
the Vikings.

me

a detailed

brochure describing the Voyage of

Museum of
Natural
History

)i;covery Tours
W
*

Park
rk,

West

New

at 79th Street
York 10024. (212) 873-1440

Name

(please print)

Address
City

State

Zip

VI23J

The Catcher
Photographs by Townsend
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P.

in the

Dickinson

Marsh

The Natural Moment

y

The Natural Moment

May

Early one
slowly

morning, while

through Chincoteague

Wildlife Refuge on the eastern

Chesapeake Bay. photographer!
send Dickinson spotted a great eg
aging near a dike at the edge of a

impoundment.

ter

I

Dickinson

sinn.^.

turned off the engine, got out of

and using the car as a blind, KiH
camera on a shoulder holster and [;iik
ti

on the bird.
Suddenly, the egret plunged
the

marsh vegetation

water. Then, stepping back,
a

its

ml

at the edgejfrt
it

broihtu

medium-sized rodent (whether

meadow vole or a Norway rat wa lew
determined because the animal sin h
came
tion).

inaccessible for positive ide

The animal struggled

briefly,

ilic;

itfi

and soon went limp.
The bird then maneuvered the rolnts

tilely,

as to swallow

it

headfirst, but app

was not quite ready to
holding the dead animal in its
decided

it

great egret dipped

it

Sti

b

til

in the water, g eit

powerful squeeze, and repositione(
swallowing.

The

;ntl

e;

k

t

dipping, crushin an

positioning sequence

was repeated

times over until the egret

.'ei!

finall}

lowed the rodent.
The whole procedure took less thafou
minutes. To take this series,

used a

400-mm

•icnfl
Di'

lens on his hand-hel
el lij

era and shot the photographs at

hi^

shutter speed to minimize any p>iU

camera movement.
The great egret (Casmerodius
usually feeds on crustaceans,

fishes,

snakes, and an occasional small
In this case

it

had

to

usual mouthful, but

handle a

large]

up to it:
tation as an opportunistic and omni
predator.
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Additional Reading

Burma

mate from the Upper Eocene Pondaung
Formation of Burma" (American Museum .\ovitates. No. 951. 1937). was also

Fossils (p. 26)

"The Search for
Asia" {The Explorer. Win-

Russell L. Ciochon"s

Man

Fossil

in

7-17)

ter 1976, pp.

is

a lively account of

man

the

Burma. and
who
Primaie Eroliiiion and Hu-

the quest for early

Asia.

carried

sils

it

out.

by Ciochon and John G.
(Menlo Park. CA: Benjamin

Origins,

Fleagle

Cummings

Publishing

Co.,

1985),

make

a strong

case for the origin of the anthropoids in

in

other parts of Asia and the explorers

man

this article, to

first, in

Barnum Brown, who

for the

first

Museum

.\merican

during the

half of the twentieth century,

account

popular

Burma

in-

collected fos-

for

of

w rote a

expedition

his

to

Natural History (Ma\-June

cludes a pertinent review of prosimian and

1925. pp. 294-308). .Mso interesting

early anthropoid e\olution. as well as sec-

The Great Dinosaur Hunters
and Their Discoveries (New York: Dover
Publications, 1984), which recounts some
of Brown's most famous discoveries and
Colbert's

on the origin and evolution of the hulineage. Ciochon and .\.B. Chiarelli

tions

man

edited Evoluiionary Biology

of the

is

New

World Monkeys and Continental Drift
^'ork: Plenum Press. 1980). which
looks at these monkeys from a wide perspective, ranging from anatomy and paleontology to biogeography and continen-

scription of

Amphipithecus.

r^o^-.^-.^.

Flight to

u.s.A

%

'

eludes recipes.

availabl< n pa

CA.

ai

even

Panetsos d

Baker uncover the unusual

H.

sp:ies-«

variation in wild radish in "Tht)ngii

Variation in 'Wild'

Raphanus

California" (Genoiica.

itivn

vol. 38.^p.

Weeds

Martin's

is
It

(New

is

suitable for

children as well as adults, and

ably

inexpensive.

Clarke's Edible

Pri-

York:

one of the best
provides a good

introduction to the subject,

is

reason-

Weeds.

Like

C.B.

and Useful Plants of

[

Biology, vol.

7.

pp.

1

39-220).

is ecla

review of dispersal of pollen and:edi
tailing

and evaluating hundreds

mental and descriptive

"ex|

studies.

V\ hales (p. 52)

Wings

in the

Winn and Howard
Sea (Hanover,

Wi

NFL'ni

Press of New England, 1985

;ai

ough. reliable, and up-to-date a

oui

sity

the

humpback

tor,

edited by Louis

whales. CetaceaBe

M. Hermi

a

number of chapters about

hu:3b;

Oriental PassJ
April 4 to May 7,
l).

^ean SE^
Petra
^f

Cairo

EGYPT
'

JORDAN

fAqaba
Monastery of

Suez

St.

Catherine
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Kings**
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^^OlA
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or write the Museum's Discovery Tours office for
Halley's

detailed information.

('

York: Wiley-Interscience. 1980)icl

GREECE
Athens

offers
food,

2

"Gene Flow in Seed Plants by
Levin and H.W. Kerster (Evaliot

74).

Lois King

A^,

^^A'%/
^F^A

is

chock-full of informs on

wild radish and other weeds ai

46)

(p.

Golden Press. 1972)
guidebooks available.

published the original de-

"A New

Radishes

.•\.C.

Amphipithecus and Pondaungia. Edwin
Colbert, the noted American Museum pa-

who

it is

Humpback

W ild

Several chapters discuss

leontologist

back:

accomplishments.

(New

tal drift theory.

California (Berkeley: Universi oil
fornia Press. 1977)

"icg coverage on the whales' comic'ion systems and songs as well as
'""rfrtinent topics.
'

Roger Payne edited

winkation and Behavior of Whales

Skr

Wcstview Press,

:^

I

AAAS

a

1983), a

based on lectures pre-

articles

^

Inc.,

symposium

that deal

Inipback songs, vocalizations, be-

grounds, and patThe humpbacks" social

n the breeding

01

scmigration.
in ition at

their wintering

grounds

in

Desert Palm Oases

When

or so in total, appeared from

64)

(p.

sometime late in
November, James W. Cornett's Ecology
of the Desert Palm Oasis, published by
the Palm Springs Museum, iOl Museum
Drive, Palm Springs, CA 92263, will constitute the most exhaustive treatment of
palm oases to date. The book's nine chapters will

it

is

cover the hydrology of the oases,

the growth and development of fan palms
as well as their ecology,

and the birds and
Palm aticio-

Chilean

965.

74)

mummies

bulk only

in

can read Spanish: Chungara
nal put out

logia

Hnpback Whales" (Behaviour,

66044), which publishes a quarterly jour-

gist

vol.

1

re-

much has been written about
them yet. An excellent source of information, however, is available to those who

the

The whales' broadside

to

cently, not

nados may wish to contact the Palm Soci(PO. Box 368, Lawrence, Kansas

ety

(p.

have been rediscovered

other animals that

live there.

Mummies

Since most of the Chilean

Caribbean is treated in PeTi:k and Hal Whitehead's "Male
np ition in Large Groups of Wintervaiind the

938

1

released

at

,4/-/fa.

a jour-

by the Instituto de Antropo-

the

Universidad de Tarapaca,

The November 1984 issue (volume
contains a number of articles about
Chinchorro. The late noted archcolo-

Chile.
13)

Junius

B.

Bird

di.scussed

the

to anec-

Chinchorro and described his unearthing
of a grave site in "Excavation in Northern

eriaracteristic aggressive behaviors

dotal reports of personal experiences with

Chile" (Anthropological Papers of the

by C. Scott

palms, and fan palms are. often covered.

American Museum of Natural
vol. 38, part 4, 1943). Marvin J.

p 132-54).
)l3

,

head lunges, charge-strikes, and

thijrounds are discussed
<e:

nd Louis

M. Herman

in their tech-

nal, Principes. especially for

cles range

The

from technical papers

Randall Henderson,

late

who

care-

counted individual trees and kept

"Aggressive Behavior Beal rticle
lerHumpback Whales [Megaptera
Wintering in Hawaiian
'at igliae)
(Canadian Journal of Zoology,
ite

fully

.(.pp. 1922-37).

edited and published.

'

them. Arti-

in Peru" (Natural HisFebruary 1979, pp. 74-82) reports

"Paleopathology

records on the palm oases of the Colorado

tory.

Desert, wrote a series of articles about

on

them

which revealed that some

for

Desert

magazine,

The

which

he

articles, forty

History.
Allison's

his studies of ancient Indian

eases are

mummies,

industrial dis-

more than 2,000 years

old.
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In 1975, Russell L. Ciochon (page 26)
laid plans for

an expedition
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search of
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Norman Elistrand (page 46) suspected
that California wild radishes were

up to
something more than simple mating. His
interest in the sexual practices of this un-

usually varied

weed

species

was sparked

during a general study of the breeding

systems of other plants. Convinced that
basic questions could be answered only

by

parent

of

identification

plants,

Elistrand brought the precision of genetics to

bear on his fieldwork. His research

confirms that multiple paternity occurs

and also delineates its possible
mechanisms. An assistant professor of
in plants

plant ecology at the University of California

at

tion of the

Elistrand

Riverside,

launched a plan

New

has

commercial producWorld fruit cherimoya

for

on the West Coast.

When

not in the field

or the lab, Elistrand devours fiction
fantasies, mysteries,

A

and science

cherished ambition

cessful novel himself.
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Plant and animal ecologist James W.
Cornett (page 64) says, "1 have been enthralled by the beauty of desert
ses since
until
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I

I

was a teen-ager, but
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In 1969, while on an

the Standard

Marvin

oa-
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how he came
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write about
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The Human Sto

Thanksgiving in the Monte
In the dense forest of Paraguay, an anthropologist

by Kevin
I

T.

took one

and was
as a child

Jones
glance back at the truck

Until recently, the Ache, traditional

with the same mingled

roamed the neotropical
forests between the Parana and Paraguay
rivers, subsisting on wild game, fruits, vegetables, and honey. Their technology was

last

filled

anticipation

and dread

I

had experienced

when my mother

bus station for a
this

left

me

at the

trip to visit relatives.

time Hillard Kaplan,

my

But

anthropolo-

from the University of
Utah, had dropped me off, and I was
heading into the jungle on a hunting and
gathering expedition with a band of Ache
Indians. Kaplan had driven me, Kim Hill,
the leader of our research group, and
colleague

gist

twenty-four

Ache

as far

down

the road

past the newly cut fields as the pickup

could go.

From

there

into the heart of the
ritory,

we

set

out on foot

Ache's traditional

ter-

the thick forest, or monte. of east-

ern Paraguay.

It

was Thanksgiving Day,

We

had walked

for only

about

fifteen

minutes when Kuaregi, the oldest of three
brothers whose families

made up

the core

of the group, took an ax and began chop-

ping into the rotting
tree.

wood of a

fallen

pindo

Several people gathered excit-

edly nearby, and

I

soon found out why:

Kuaregi was chopping out the big, fat,
white palm beetle larvae know^i as buchu.

Someone handed me one, and I held it
awkwardly, amazed at the strength of the
1

'/2-inch-long

grub and aware of

looking jaws.

its

nasty-

Kim showed me how

pinch off the head and said, "Just pop
into

your mouth.

corn."

It

tastes like

The Ache were

1

put the larva
It

in

to
it

creamed

eating the grubs

with gusto, and rather than think about

away.

it,

my mouth

did taste like

and chewed
creamed corn, but

was unexpectedly tough, something like I imagine raw chicken skin
might be. "Welcome to the monte," Kim
the skin

said.

"Happy Thanksgiving."

We were

Paraguay to study the ecology, demography, child care, and archeology of the Ache, research sponsored by
the National Institutes of Heakh. Hill had
lived and worked with the Ache for more
than three years since 1978; Kaplan had
spent nine months with them in 1981 and
1982. This was my first visit.

2

hunter-gatherers,

simple but perfected to exploit the
gion's resources.
ful

The men

re-

carried power-

palmwood bows and long, barbed arThe women managed large burden

rows.

or

baskets,

palm

nokos, plaited from pindo

leaves, as well as stone-bladed axes,

beeswax-covered baskets for transporting

in
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men

the other five
forest to hunt.

slipped quiei

The women,

nto

chil

followed Kuaregi.

We

wove our way,

single

fil

the forest, squeezing through s
ings

vegetation,

the

in

climbing over

vines,

due

fallen

waded through the waist-deep
wide,
steep,
girls,

swampy bog and scrambl]
muddy bank on the other

each about twelve years

oli

water,

nearby tree and climbed quic
spreading branches some forty f

course, children.

the ground.

woven mats and fans, and of
The Ache love pets and
often keep young capuchin monkeys, coatis, birds, or peccaries and carry them on
their

heads or

The

in baskets.

forests of eastern

Paraguay are

dense and hard to traverse. This physical

1984.

palm

and afamily of hunter-gatherers share a feast

and,

barrier

until

recently,

the

rather

They shook

the tree

forth until a volley of bright ora

peppered

nut-sized

fruits

around

A woman handed me

us.

juicy fruit and said, "This

very sweet."

I

tasted

the fruit also stung

it,

it

toxin in the fruit or seeds.

twentieth century.

make

Many Ache

did not

Paraguayans
and some, including most

friendly contact with

until the 1970s,

members of our foraging band,
came into peaceful contact only in 1978.
The group we work with, known as the
Northern Ache, number approximately
300 and now live on a parcel of land called
Chupa Pou, or New Camp, provided by
the Catholic Church. They are learning
how to farm and raise domestic animals,
but many still spend a considerable
of the

amount

of time foraging in the surround-

ing forests, living in the old way. Although

they

now

possess metal axes, machetes,

Ache still obtain food in
monte by traditional methods, using
their hands, bows and arrows, and axes for
most hunting and gathering tasks.
While I was still chewing my first
and

knives, the

the

buchu, Kuaregi declared that there were
no more larvae in that tree, and everyone
quickly resumed walking. Kuaregi led the

way, carrying his

bow and arrows

hand, a machete

in

the other.

He

one
cut an
in

occasional branch or vine, but otherwise

wound

his

way

expertly through the un-

dergrowth. After a few minutes

Kim and

contained a small amount

sl

grape-sized red

hundreds of these
spot.

s\\

1:

le,

ofici(
r

is

am ilsi

fruit. \fe

fruits in the ist

days, usually consuming nearly

on the

a.

Novem

height of the season for virella
pretylla,

piu

vir

my mouth a

Ache

mid-

is

and thou

small Paraguayan population, kept the
in relative isolation until the

thegro

h\

al

A few were gathered

id

camp.
At times during the day we hea h
pitched calls from the men who wt h
ing. Kuaregi or the women would ns
ried to the evening's

I

;

tell me what had been co rft
"They have found a peccai in
"They are chasing monkeys." 1 as

and then
cated:
or,

tounded by their ability to underst id
calls, which seemed to come from g
distance. Kim estimates that the Aie
call

and exchange information

on

tances of up to three-fifths of a

r

e

impressive feat in forests so profus

'^

etated that light scarcely penetrate h

As we walked behind Kuaregi
down hills, through thick, thorny
of

bamboo, across small milky

streams

—

I

thought that we

hai

Convinced of th
gan to doubt the accuracy of my col
which indicated that we had hardlj
ated from a straight south-soulv
walking

in circles.

course.

I

realized that although
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BUCKLE UP FOR SAFET

1
'

spent a lot of time hiking and camping in
the United States,

me

my

sense of direction

The vegetation
more than about thirty
away and even makes locating the sun

failed

in the jungle.

blocks anything
feet

the side of a gently sloping

women

stopped walking and the

hill

we

took off

nokos and sat down. One of them
kindled a fire, and then others took burning branches from the blaze and started
their

own

their
fires

The women

fires.

often light

during their frequent rest stops, espe-

when mosquitoes

cially

or other insects

smoke deters
the bugs. These days the Ache have access
are bothersome, because the

to

through the twelve-inch palm. She told

me

move out of the
more blows,
down. She next moved to

the children and

difficult.

On

and came in a smooth, powerful cadence,
each blow cleanly slicing free a large chip
of the palm wood.
In five minutes Kry'ygi was nearly

matches and

lighters,

but these niceties

are rarely used on foraging trips.

Ache prefer to carry a

The

way and

to

then, with about six

brought the tree
the crown, pushed back the outer fronds,
and chopped at the center. In a few minutes she pulled out an eighteen-inch-long,

four-inch-wide white cylinder, the palm
heart.

She ripped

off

and discarded a few

strips of the stringy material that
it

sheathed

and tossed the heart on the ground near

her daughter,

and offered
moist, and

who broke

me one;

off several pieces

"This

is

tangy." Cool,

delicious, tangy

immediately

Ask your travel agent
on the following:

BEACHES Over 6,000

start a fire

much more quickly than can matches or a

stopped for a minute to play with the

lighter.

who hadn't been pleased to have
been left in the care of his sister. She then
went back to the tree and chopped a small
square "window" through the bark. Flipping the ax over, she pounded the fibrous

ARCHAEOLOGY

wood with the blunt end of the axhead. Af-

our ancient cultures

about a dozen blows she pulled out and
sampled a handful of the stringy orange

sites. Visit

wood, which can be used to

We

baby,

had been

resting for a few minutes

when Kuaregi picked up an ax and headed
up the hill. "He is going to chop some
honey," one of the women told me. At the
same time two of the women hefted axes
and walked

the

in

opposite

direction.

ter

"They are going to chop palms," I was
told. I got up and followed Kuaregi. He
walked a short distance back along the
way we had come, then went about thirty

which the Ache

feet off the path to the foot of a large hard-

three-foot-long section of the trunk. All in

wood

tree,

about two feet

in diameter.

He

sweet," she said. Apparently

pulp. "It

is

satisfied

with the quality of the

all,

call krakii,

of kraku that day.

above us, and I could see a hole through
which bees were coming and going. Apparently I had been the only one not to no-

the

when we passed by it earlier.
was wondering how he was going
reach the hive, Kuaregi began chopping

While
to

1

at the base of the tree.

knew

it would take a while to fell the
and hearing the sound of axes hard at
work from near our resting spot, I left the
honey tree to see what the women were doing. I walked toward the sound and found
I

tree,

fence because

when

I

finally

reached an

opening, Kuaregi's wife, Kry'ygi, and several

children

laughing. "It

were looking

at

Kry'ygi [also

is

me and
my Ache

simply placing a large handful

mouth and sucking on

it

in

the

was gone. Another common way of
kraku is to squeeze the fiber in water and to use the broth for boiling meat.
I was noisily enjoying my fifth mouthful
of kraku (eating it is something like suck-

hemp

ing on a wet, sweet, frayed

when

rope),

heard branches cracking, quickly

I

followed by a very loud crash.
forgotten about Kuaregi

bled for

all

and then we hurried toward the tree.
Kuaregi was leaning against the trunk

of the fallen tree, taking a short breather
after felling the

cause

skill

that

comes with

even children of

five or six

practice,

and

years held a

great advantage over me.

As

brushed myself off, Kry'ygi picked
up her ax and resumed chopping. I was
taken by the ease with which she handled
I

the ax.

4

The

strokes were perfectly placed
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the available pots and contain-

ers,

joined in the laughter. Walking in the juna

Mexico City

r-

until the sweet-

ness

and upper

is

cun

MEXm

eating

name]; he doesn't know how to walk in the
forest yet," one young girl giggled. I
gle

1

U. S. A.

Most of it was eaten by

ple of burning sticks, the children scram-

must have

I

over

in
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women and children at the rest stop by
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The myster-
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like
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she opened a

I had nearly
and the honey
tree. Kuaregi called for someone to bring
fire. As one of the women picked up a cou-

sounded
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r

noticed this primarily be-

Ache

perspire

very

little,

was constantly dripping in the
hot, humid climate. The woman who had
brought the burning sticks thrust them
into a pile of dry leaves and wood that
Kuaregi had gathered and blew on them
until the mass burst into flames. Kuaregi
took a smoldering piece of wood in one
whereas
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Bees
then

Some was from

a type of bee so aggressive that

10016

tree

when

the

was being opened and the honey

taken, the

and

Two

small, stingless "sweat"

bees and were quite sour.

10 East 40th Street

New York, New York

into the hole.

tree, pulled out huge
chunks of comb, and dropped them on a
pallet of leaves that the women had placed
on the ground at his feet. He was stung a
few times on the hand and arms but not
nearly as often as I would have expected.
The women and children gathered the
pieces of comb as Kuaregi dropped them
and put them in buckets and pans. Some
of the pieces were dripping with honey,
while others were dry, being either empty
or containing only undeveloped bee larvae. Everyone was eating both honey and
larvae. Extra honey was put in containers
for later use, but the larvae were all consumed on the spot. The honey was eaten
by putting a piece of the comb in the
mouth, chewing and sucking until only
wax was left, and then spitting it out. The
larvae were slightly sour-tasting and quite
good, while the honey rivaled the best I
have ever tasted.
The six quarts of honey not eaten at the
tree would be carried to the evening's
camp, mixed with water, and drunk. The
Ache warned me not to eat too much
"straight" honey or I would get a stomach
ache. When it was mixed with water, they
said, I could drink as much honey as I
could hold with no problem.
Honey was in season, and we ate it ev-

special interest(s)

and

smoke

over him, covering his head

reached into the

Lapland
Castles

all

and torso
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the window, blowing occasion-
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me
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away.
CITY

STATE

When all of the honey had been taken
from the hive and the pieces of comb
stashed away in containers, Kuaregi
joined the children in licking and sucking
the last of the honey from the leaves it had
rested on. Then Kuaregi showed me how
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He

found a dry, rotting log,
then broke off a chunk, crushed it in his
hands, and vigorously rubbed the powdery
to clean up.

I

gether with the sticky substance.

We

carried the honey-filled

poi

pans back to our resting spot, whi

women packed them away

in their

ing through the forest, following in

took more burning sticks and held

were now

free informative bro-

arms, che;

it

bare chest, head, and back.

his

He

pleasures of the sophisticated cities

tried

I

While they were getting ready, K|
headed off, and we once again bega:

on

FINNAIR and its travel partners are
proud to offer the rewarding experience of travel, expertly tailored to
your special interest, in a variety of
tours for Winter 1985 - Spring 1986.
Each high quality package is rich
in its cultural theme as well as the

it

the palm tree, he

his sticky

and was delighted
that the honey was completely ab
and removed, even from between i
gers, which had been nearly fus
face.

appeared undaunted by the
bees, although there were dozens of them
opening.

them over

mail

on the tree and began

cut a square "window" around the hive

SPRING 1986

in the

it

way Kry'ygi had opened

WINTER 1985-

fill

thick, noisy

rather nonchalantly

wood dust on

chopping. In a manner very similar to the

TOURS

chure,

He

of bees.

held the stick near the opening for a few

INTEREST

For a

only a few feet above the

ground and surrounded by a

SPECIAL

visited.

the other, and headed for

in

now

the hive,

file.

We

walked

for a couple of

mostly through thick stands of bi
with needlelike thorns and razorl

was begini
and began

leaves. Just as the light

fade, Kuaregi stopped

the undergrowth

down

to grouni

with his machete. This was to

t

camp.

He

cleared an area about fifteen

woman

diameter, then each

went

to I

ferent spot along the perimeter of

tl

and took off her noko. The womei
headed into the forest to gather fire

Each

collected

wood

I
f

for her owi

around which she and her family
prepare food, eat, and sleep. They

1

for dead, dry, partly rotten logs frcjl

inches to one foot in diameter andj
three to eight feet long.

The

each family, consisted of

wood extending

pieces of

camp and burning
nermost
I

made

tips.

a

fire

ol

fires,

five to tl

out

froiT

at their convergj

Following the women'f

and cleared

sleeping

Kim and me.
When we completed camp,

]

for

the

i

sent three older children to get wated

the trickle of a stream that ran in a sq
gully about fifty feet

from camp,

they were gone, Jamo, the grandfl

who had been out with the rest of the|
ers,

He walked silentljl
down, and picked up al

returned.

camp,

sat

peka, one of the small plaited faif
Ache make for fanning fires and sw|
insects.

He

sat quietly, occasionalljT

ping his back with the davepeka, ana
ing off into the forest. After a few ml

two of his grandchildren went to hiif
began searching his body for ticM
specting his back, neck, and armpilj
remained silent and no one spoke ta
After about ten minutes he said, "TH
no meat." Everyone was disappointel
spite

having had palm beetle larvae,!

heart and fiber, two kinds of fruit, arf
larvae

and honey,

I

was hungry,

parently so was everyone
later

just

we heard Kim and
outside camp. The

else.

aiijap

Mi

two of the

Ache

stopped, leaned their bows and

«
a''

against a tree, and each dropped a

bundle from

his shoulders.

Two

-

k
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The end pages

ity binding.

typography.
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is

"The
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illustrations are
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dition of book binding.
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Each of the fifty volumes is individ-

tions.

each cover is a work of
each binding distinct in size, grain,

ually designed;
art,
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The page edges are gUdedthe
paper, itself, is crisp, opaque ecia
milled and acid free to last for jjner

Many

were commisjDne
the illustrationiare
nificent. (The color paintings byCho
artists

the project.

And

Rowlandson

in

TOM JONES mie u

gle with pleasure.)

color.

Distinctive endpapers,

Superb

designed for the
collection, and varied among
the volumes.

specially

specially

effect in

Each volume
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Oil
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York Post

WRONG. WRONG. WRONG
The

mill

illustrations,

many

commissioned,

including a

number

in full color.

Each binding

is in./idi

designed: the cop
dies are

hand

r c

finis;d.-

1^

nil

Rubbing
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the traditional

bookbinder's

art.

Page edges
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protection
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for generations.
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Kevin

T.

Jones

a

camp while the men took bows am

and stood ready to fend off an
which fortunately never came. Loi
hunters are sometimes attacked
uars, and many have been killed
y
cats. The father of one of the mem
party was killed when he was (jij
from the camp by a jaguar in theliJ
'v

of the night as the others looked on

^i

wished that they hadn't killed thei
I wished it even more strongl

Jamo, the grandfather (all old n
called Jamo, which means,
"grandfather" but also means "jau:
>

r

berated the hunters for killing

.

the:

and bringing it back to camp
mother will be angry and will go Ihkii^
for her baby," he said. "She will ell*
here and come into our camp."
Once, in the middle of the nij %
:

.i|

;,

heard some noises

men sat up and
ing back

down

in the forest,

to sleep.

I

was

scare

secure knowing that the

felt

keeping watch.

i i

iMl

listened intently be re^

I

was

bil

Achw

also very

tire

the long day and slept soundly. The

no further noises, but in the morni
men found fresh jaguar tracks nee

Ache women and children begin a trek into theforest. The women carry large burden

We

spent another six days

before walking back to

bags called nckos.

notebooks

full

The men ambled
sat

down, as

re-

camp and quietly
had Jamo. One of them mointo

tioned to his son, a boy sitting by me, to go

over to the bundles.

The boy jumped up
ran to the spot. They

and he and a friend
returned beaming, one carrying a large
adult female armadillo and one of her
young; the other, two capuchin monkeys.
We would not go hungry tonight after all.
Kim came over to our fire and sat down.
He looked horrible. He had been stung
four or five times by wasps and one eye
was swollen shut. Small wasp nests in the
vegetation were very active at this time of
the year, and we all got stung several times
a day. Kim's encounter was by far the
worst of the entire band so far and reflected the higher risk of injury hunters

take by running through the thick forest.

The women and

I

picked our way through

the brush and looked out for each other,

but the

men

could not afford such luxu-

and were much more vulnerable to
snakebites, and even jaguar attacks. Luckily, the stings were not from
the wasp the Ache call cue'e pura, whose
ries,

stings,

sting allegedly causes nausea, difficulty in

breathing, and sometimes a lapse into

deep

sleep)

—

classic

symptoms

of allergic

shock.

The Ache immediately began prepar-

10
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The

was singed off the
monkeys, which were then cut up and
placed in pots to boil. The armadillos were
gutted, and the tail and internal organs
were placed in the fire, then eaten as aping the meal.

petizers. Either

hair

men

or

women may cook

meat, although a hunter

will rarely

cook

and distribute game that he has killed.
While the meat was cooking the two remaining hunters strode into camp, carrying a baby jaguar they had killed. While
tracking peccaries, they had apparently
come upon a female jaguar and her cub
feeding on a freshly killed peccary. The
adult jaguar fled, but the cub ran up a tree
and was killed by the hunters. The men
also brought what was left of the peccary
back to camp with them. There would be
plenty of meat tonight.
The baby jaguar was a beautiful animal, and I felt more than a twinge of uneasiness when I saw it being carried into
camp, and even more when I actually ate
the animal (it was light, tender, juicy, and
very tasty). Jaguars are, of course, an endangered species. The Ache, however,
have no remorse about killing them and
take every opportunity to do so. They look
upon jaguars as fierce predators. Kim was
with a group of Ache several years ago
when a jaguar was heard circling camp in
the middle of the night. Women and children huddled crying in the middle of the

Chupa

jresi

P(

i

of information on th

collected by the

by me exchanged excited grins but
mained silent.

ting

y.

in ths

Ache and

the

dm

p|

searching for and processing the
collected

also

data on child

butchering of game, and the

cai

till

disc d

ol

bones and other refuse.

We

are particularly interested

Ache because they

still

practice

th(

hitinj

and gathering, as did all of our am'ston
for most of the evolutionary past of r ge
nus. We have focused on their ecohy
i

ii

an attempt to learn about the ways o
with simple technology cope witlihcii
environments. And although our epha
sis is

on quantitative data

has not kept us from

coUectioj

thii

establishinf:loii

friendships.

One

of the bonuses of anthropo ,;ica

fieldwork
live

is

the opportunity to me'ara

with people like the Ache.

Sir;

«i

have returned from the field, oucon
versations have not been about the :ver
ity

of the living conditions in the

fo5t o

even about the strange foods we al bu
about the Ache themselves their (rios
ity, humor, strength, and knowledge tb

—

forest

and the good times we share M;
Day in the monte was leo

Thanksgiving
the best.

Kevin T. Jones is a research asMii
professor of anthropology and ptia
Hunter-Gatherer Re:VCi
Group at the University of Utah iSd

pant

in the

Lake

City.
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This View of

Geoffroy

and the Homeobox
The art offinding timeless essences in apparent
the kind ofperception that we call genius

trifles

is

by Stephen Jay Gould
As Dickens said about another moment
French

1830 was both the
best and the worst of times. From July 27
in

to 29,

history, July

known ever

Frenchmen as
citizens manned the

no mean journalist: Johann Wolfgang von
Goethe. Geoffroy's son, writing later
about the great debate, spoke of Goethe's

general argument that Geoffroy

vocated for animals.
Goethe's

morphc

idealistic

gj'

involvement:

plants,

At the very dawn of events that would overthrow a throne and change the face of

century, tried to understand th

vari(

parts, particularly the diverse s

ictun

France, he immersed himself in this peaceful revolution occurring in the pure realm of

of flowers, by conceiving

ideas.

theme

ticulars

friend in previous times of trouble, draped

Goethe was no incidental bystander,
roped in on a lark. The great poet was also

himself in the tricolor banner, embraced

a fine scientist, a student of organic form,

was the

the due d'Orleans, and proclaimed

and inventor, incidentally, of the word
morphology. He was also a partisan of

since to

les trots glorieuses,

barricades in Paris and finally forced the

abdication of despotic Charles X, younger

On

brother of Louis XVIII.

July 31, on

the balcony of the Hotel de Ville, the aging

marquis

de

Louis-Philippe,

Lafayette,

the

new,

America's

him

constitutional

monarch of France.

Geoffroy's side in the great debate.

In the midst of this upheaval, a noted

German

observer wrote with brimming

enthusiasm about a great Parisian

battle:

"We

differ-

find in conflict here

two such

ways of thinking
It has often happened before in the history of this antagonism, and the phenomenon must occur
again and again
When such different
ent

elements are forced into contact, where
they touch, every time an explosion must
result."

The observer, we assume, must have
been writing about the age-old strife of
monarchists and republicans, then playing
its latest version on the streets of Paris. He
was not. He described, in these dispatches,
an argument then raging in I'Academie
des

Sciences

—"of

such

great

impor-

tance," he wrote, "that the history of sci-

ence

may

never experience a second ex-

ample."

This famous struggle, often portrayed
quite wrongly as a debate about evolution

(which Cuvier opposed to the core and
Geoffroy supported in a fitful way), began

as

that could generate

jstra

all exis ig pa

through a set of geometrii
formations. For Goethe, this ide;

visic toai

ideal

realm of pure form

me

phologist, he sought nature's order in a sin-

mals are

is,

philosophically speaking, only a single

in

tl

d bo

no matter ow
good as their evii nceand Geoffroy proposed an elabora set
ble, are only as

maintained, virtually as a motto, "There

—motiva

anic

scientific visions,

had a vision perhaps the boldest, the
most noble, the most comprehensive idea
ever promoted in biology. As a pure mor-

He

pe

form for moving things the same le th
Goethe ascribed to leaves as the lund
tion of form in plants. The dreanhat
apparently overwhelming diversii|mig
be reduced to one underlying geneility-

men.
But

gle abstract plan for all organic design.

souri

mals, arguing that vertebrae cc d

tudes about the nature of organic form.

—

trar

;

leaf itself.

Geoffroy applied the same

terms of physics and chemistry b

Geoffroy, a romantic and a dreamer,

niai

i

a foundation sought not in the

ii

hypotheses to affirm his claim

tit ai

and

rodifii

built as repeated

vertebrae.

ogy

—

that

common

He sought to establish aomi
is,

a true similarity bed

origin, rather than a me;

i

an:

ducible diversity of form matches the par-

ogy or likeness developed indepdeni
by two groups in response to shari fun
tional needs
between the comple se
mentation of insects and the part; rep

ticular functions that organisms perform.)

tition of vertebrates (seen primariijin

animal." (Cuvier, as a functional morphologist, denied the utility or reality of

such abstractions and argued that an

irre-

Goethe hoped against hope that Geof-

Natural History 11/85

them

expressions of one underlying,

argument about anatomy and ended
between the
two most general and irreconcilable atti-

froy could beat the silver-tongued Cuvier,

12

in the ei teem

as an unresolvable- conflict

and around the July revolution, featured France's two greatest zoologists as
adversaries: Georges Cuvier and Etienne
Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire. The observer was

late

as an

The debate, running throughout 1830
in

proposed

one

of

France's

greatest

orators.

For

Goethe shared Geoffroy's vision and had,
himself, advanced for plants the same

—

tl

vertebral column and paired ribs)

Such a proposed homology
segments of an

betv'entl

insect's external

selet'

and a vertebrate's internal spine ;ad
some mighty peculiar comparisor if ^

^

^1
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pledge to follow the basic model in a forthas Geoffroy cerright and rigorous way

—

tainly did.

We're q

He

wrote

1822, with a firm

in

assurance that others

will interpret as

bold

or foolhardy according to their prejudices:

Touch
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own

within their

—

vertebrae. Geof-

Guoronreed
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"vertebrae"

same

—and

structures as the ribs of
insects

walk on

their
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CATALOGUE & SWATCHES 50 cenrs

proverbial thousand words, consider as an

expression of Geoffroy's bona fides his
lustration

of a lobster's segment,

il-

pub-

1 822. Note the subtle positioning
and proportions that make the lobster's

lished in

Trinidad

& Tobago

external girdle look so

much

like

vertebra with a substantial hole in

a large
its

ter for living tissue, while the legs

and begin

to

wrap forward

cen-

bend

The comparison

Sta\ at the world-renowned Asa
Wright Nature Centre, famous for its
ideal location in the midst of a 200 acre

wildlife sanctuary in Trinidad's rainfor-

ested Northern Range.

The Centre's

grounds and trails will lead you from
your room to visit a colony of oilbirds,
several species of hummingbirds, channeloropendolas.
antshrikes. mottled owls, trogons. tanagers. bellbirds. and numerous other
billed toucans, crested

species.

Individual visits and group tours are
conducted from the Centre throughout
Trinidad, and to its sister island of
Tobago, year-round.
...

vision

froy's

And Lodge

And

in conv^ti

so history has judged

complex animals are divided

into

jor branches, the protostomes (inudin
insects)

and the deuterostomes (inudin
and never the twa stia

vertebrates)

—

meet. As a graduate student
ics

twenty years ago,

I

in sy

learned

of organic

unity.

But he

are built as vertebrates doubled

phylum

overtly

and

of mollusks (including such

unsegmented creatures

snails) into line

clams
with arthropods and
as

:

arthropods has no homology with
ited

;

and imperfect segmentation cene

brates, confined primarily to mu:eso:

the trunk and their associated

nervous

systems.

skel(

Geoffroy's
1

vi;

aim

.1

n »

50 ye <aga

But big ideas developed by grea hink
ers rarely disappear completely Ff ma
of vision are so profoundly wrong tit ih
motivating dream of an intellectu life
time contains nothing worthy of L;r at
an intriguingly

tention, often in

form. Sure enough,

news

in

last

tera

year's

developmental genetics

ages

exjima

Geoffroy's old vision of homolc

be

cles

and secondary reports devotee

) thi

subject of the so-called homeobt,

hi

drawn the obvious connection witl jeel
froy's ancient vision). The stor>', s w
shall see,

particularly interest;

is

cause a superficial interpretation

"homeobox"
its

b(

th

j"

revives Geoffroy's drjm

overt form.

We shall see,

this interpretation

howevl,

cannot stand

—

i

thi

t:th;

victory may yet be snatched
jaws of Geoffroy's second defeat tcffin
something deeper about his curio yi

fron:hei

,

profound, vision.

vertebrates.

This was too

I

]5J

proved by Cuvier against Gffroi
that the full and complete segment

ished that no one. in scores of prima an

back on themselves, thus bringing the
great

tioit

'om

of insect and verte-

wanted more and went further, provoking
Cuvier's ire and his own downfall. Early in
1830, two of Geoffroy's young disciples
tried to extend the grand homology by arguing that cephalopods (squids and their
allies)

lis en

rious event. In our current classifi

tween the segmentation of arthropi s am
vertebrates (although I have beer

brate caused difficulty enough for Geof-

Nature Centre

terms).

like a pair of

vertebral ribs.

The Asa Wright

simply "won" or "lost"

unity in organic design died

ribs.

Since pictures are so often worth the

DoxNRH

fish

tion,

all

sci

were analogies indepder
built as good, hydrodynamic soli Dm
the problems of swimming. The gai
bate had begun.
Goethe, from the sidelines, roi;c
:Cil
Geoffroy, but most observers seeddJl
match as a decided victory for Cu;r
.rijl
though debates of such abstractiorre

and

with greater assurance than the

are also homologous, then the legs of in-
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chine woshobie, no-

Offered
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moving on the contrary with sureness.

Two

of

oil

have never ceased to follow nature's great

I

thought: the unity of organic composition:
and, in the confidence that this funda-

eminent

much

for Cuvier, the pre-

In the fruit

fly

Drosophila, bestno«
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of

all

complex animals in genetic
segments (why so.

differentiation of

velop mouthparts, others wings am
still others abdominal structures) fa|

der the control of two gene comple:
cated on the right arm of the third

mosome. Each complex contains
The antennapedia complex

sj

genes.

ANT-C

(•

for short) influences anted

ments of the head and thorax, while
thorax complex (BX-C) works
fly's

u^

rear end, from the back part

thorax through the numerous abdo|

segments. Well-known mutations
eral of these genes have the peculiar
i

erty of placing normal structures

i

wrong places. (In the namesakes
two complexes, flies with the ant
pedia mutant grow legs where their
nae should be, while bithorax indi
develop a second pair of wings in o]
tion to their

—

own name

ing

expected

flies

are Di]

Such mutations,

or two-winged.)

organs

with

n

homol

parts that should develop in other

pi

are called homeotic, a term coined

the century by William Bateson,

gave genetics

name. (See

its

October 1980 for more
homeotic mutations.)

wh

my colui

informatii

Early in 1984, molecular geneticis

nounced a remarkable discovery
the fine structure of three genes

homeotic complexes.
midst of a revolution
genetics that

is

in technique

about genetic engi

The methods of research

recombinant

in

are living

spilling into public

tion via debates
ing.

We

DNA

in

S'

have permitted

learn, in a routine way, albeit with

amount of hard work, the sequen
base pairs that builds the genetic
of DNA.

ma

We can, in other words, no'

the detailed structure of genes

A very short region, only

180 base

long and located within the antenna^
gene, showed such remarkable

si

am
gene of the antennapedia complex (
fushi tarazu. or "futz," for short, a
to a unit of identical length in

the cognoscenti) that both must

shi

common evolutionary origin

si

ities

—

the

are too complex and detailed for

pendent

evolution

under similar

straints of function (see

my

colu

April 1985 for an explicit discussi

when and why

detailed molecular

si:

must record homology, or unity o
lutionary origin). Soon afterward
same short sequence was detected
ity
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gene of the other homeotic comple:
trabithorax of BX-C.
This short, highly conserved
received the

was

first

name homeobox

found only

in

seqi

beca

genes ofte'

i
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copies of themselves and

suggested a discrete unit (a "cassette," as

sitions).

one discoverer wrote) that might be cop-

conserved,

and inserted

ied precisely

into various

parts of an organism's genetic material.

make
new po-

1981 on the ability of some genes to

homeotic complexes and because its trim,
tight composition of but 180 base pairs

The presence

to

of such a highly

sequence within so

shared

many homeotic

move

genes provides strong sup-

port for Lewis's theory (an alternative, or

other copies of the

complementary, idea might hold that only
the homeobox cassette duplicates and in-

sophila genes.

serts itself in

This discovery provoked a search for

homeobox within DroThe work continues, but a

The simple

recent report (a review by W.J. Gehring in

new

organism containing them

existence of such a highly

—

requires a hypothesis of functiorM

DNA

is

or

silent,

many

ence to

untranscrib,

(so called) wi

for organisms,

its utility

The homeobox

Cell,

January 1985, pp. 3-5) mentions
additional genes containing
homeoboxes. The homeotic complexes

conserved sequence

more than ten

vided enough excitement, but the story

and translated

goes deeper

for function holds. Since

have emerged as preferred "homes" for
five genes of
this conserved sequence

Geoffrey's old vision.

outset of this linear account of events that

ANT-C, and

I

—

three within

BX-C, contain

in so

—thus

am

forging

places pro-

the

link

to

should say at the

(I

not describing discoveries in their

agaii,ei;
urri

much may be junk

places).

—

column of November 1981). Ana
for function must first determine ici
or not the homeobox gets transcri;d
RNA and then translated to prote oi
zyme and the link to Geoff"royvi(

code, the

1

—

is,

i
-

rrf

i

in fact, tranrft

so this basic

DNA

-

am™
is

riii

80 base pairs of the ho Mi

produce a so-called homeodomaiofi

amino

acids.

The

strongest argur.ntij

homeoboxes. The copies found outside the
homeotic complexes lie in genes that also

chronological order but in a logical se-

important function rests upon

quence of my own construction that allows

ery that this

seem

me

theisooj

organization in the embryonic segments.

ceeding

The homeobox first inspired
ment because it seemed to confirm

excite-

cading simultaneously

a long-

All these discoveries occurred or were

homeodomain (the 6i.ini|acids) is even more highly conserv tht
the parent homeobox (the 180 ba pail
of DNA). The foregoing stateme ml
seem puzzling that higher ami aoi

published during 1984

than code similarity indicates

to

code for some aspects of spatial

standing hypothesis about the evolution-

Ed

least eight),

arrayed

along the right

arm

in

of

linear

sense of

much

fine

work, pro-

in several laboratories
in

and cas-

many directions.

—

a good sign of

(at

sequence

thing important for the organism (some

Lewis of CalTech, world's expert on the
homeotic genes of Drosophila. had pro-

many genes

make

how quickly an exciting field can move.)
The presence of so many copies
throughout the Drosophila genome does
not prove that the homeobox does any-

ary origin of the homeotic complexes.

posed that the

to

BX-C

of the third chromo-

repeated elements

may

act as "selfish

some, arose as repetitions of a single an-

DNA," able to replicate, move, and insert,

my column of November

but performing no function for the larger

cestral

gene (see

—

meaning

for a stretch of

justification arises

DNA

fui.ionj

DNA—

from the

t til

naturnfth

code.

i

The genetic code

is,

in technic

pai

"redundant" at the third posonil
most cases that is, the first twbst
pairs of any triplet determine the
acid that will be translated, while thhir)
lance,

—

m
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iji
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-s' ilar

-

a

discovered

J.S

in

Drosophila. ho-

ranged between 75

-oo' similarities

79 ;rcent of base pairs, while

homeo-

conservation rose to 87 percent of

ail

The basis of this difference
—and indeed is, as we now know

lol.'ids).

\

Ij

— GO WITH THE REAL EXPERTS —

idect sequencing of the base pairs

—

many silent muta(cumulate among the different

amo acids
5

the

esi

that

homeobox

-in^irity

down, but that something

conserving

tlj

amino acid seand second-pochange the structure

natural selection, operating to

sei;

the protein structure of the ho-

jd lain. If

natural selection

is

My

-State-

^

work-

ng

le'

protein

its

right

travel

for

—

the

ranslated mutations

is

developed for the homeo-
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homeobox

5ression of

i

u' its

copies

is

a key to the control

segmentation.

lie in

Why else

genes of the home-

•mplexes and rarely elsewhere?
^

might gain further clues about

-

homeobox by scanning
Tganisms to see where it does and
n of the

:

sot occur. Initial results

on other inmight be viewed as enhancing

ates

t

homeoboxes are regulasegmentation. The homeobox se-

picion that

s

has been found in other species of

r

in

Tenebrio molilor (a bee-

id in an

earthworm of the genus
segmented animals. It

'<hila.

icius
i

—

all

been detected

in a

nematode, a sea
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urchin, and the bacterium E. coli,

un-

all

As discovery cascaded upon

segmented creatures (see W. McGinnis
and others. Cell, vol. 37. 984, pp. 403-8).
But the biggest surprise, and the source
of popular appeal for the homeobox, ar-

many

rived with

forth:

1

discovery in yet another

its

group of organisms
sophila

—our

own.

Dro-

If

the standard invertebrate of lab-

is

disvei),]

and commentators skai
theme lay behind the ob-

scientists

what common

viously interrelated observations, n

triguing

possibility

inevitably

homeoboxes are primarily

fojid

Drosophila; they ar

in

in

m of

genes that regulate the differentia

segments

in-

biibled

also

South

present in other segmented inverte-ates

American toad Xenopus has been granted

and absent from unsegmented creures.
Vertebrates also have homeoboxes id at
least some form of imperfect segr station. Of course, we had all learne that
segmentation in insects and verte ates
can only be analogous a product o ndependent evolution in lineages longeparate. Or must segmentation be only lalogous? Could it possibly be homo »ous
after all? The homeoboxes of insec and
vertebrates are clearly homologo If

oratories throughout the worid, the

dubious

this

among

distinction

cold-

blooded vertebrates (mice play the part

mammals).

for

Inevitably,

geneticists

turned their search for homeoboxes upon

Xenopus

—with

Homeoboxes

success.

have been found, so far, in two Xenopus
genes. (Our knowledge of vertebrate
development is so poor that we do not
know, for certain, how any single gene operates to regulate the position or differentiation of structures in embryology.

we have some

But

preliminary hints

pitifully

that the homeobox-containing genes of

Xenopus may play some

One

ment.

role in develop-

gene, for example, produces

RNA transcripts in egg cells and again at
the crucial stage of gastrulation in early

—

embryology where the transcripts might
be translated to proteins involved in the
determination of embr>'onic

types.

cell

(See Miiller and others. Cell.

—

.

they regulate segmentation

.

.

.

well hen.

by God. could Geoffroy have beenjight
all along and after all (following ISOsars
of calumny and the kind of dismiss; that
so erased his name from the history science that not a single geneticist re embered this link with the past while so anv
discussed the potential homology

olseg-

mentation)?
Press reports poured forth.

Some jgan

overblown terms, aboi

the

1984, pp. 157-62.)

Rosetta stone of development, bio

ay's

The similarity between these Xenopus
homeoboxes and those discovered earlier
in Drosophila is startling. The homeodomain of one Xenopus gene is identical to
the corresponding homeodomain ofanten-

greatest mystery. Scientists tended

napedia

in

Drosophila

amino acid

sixty

at

39,

vol.

fifty-nine

of

positions! This frog-fly

concordance is far stronger than the similarity between the two frog homeodo-

mains

(fifty-four

of sixty

amino

acids,

to speak, in

more

cautious, but several floated

be
he-

tl

homology for the segmtaand vertebrates eoffroy's common ground plan of anal
development. W. McGinnis and colleagues wrote, for example {Cell, vc 38,
retical idea of

tion

—

of insects

1984.

p.

679):

conserved homeodomain

If the

in fruiiies,

with twenty-three silent third-position mu-

mice and humans is involved ithe
control of segmental development, theit is

between any pair of

possible that the segmentally organize ml-

homeodomains within Drosophila. Some-

mals in both the protostome and decrostome classes had a common ancestound
that the metameric body plan has evved
only once in metazoa. [Metamerism ers
to the complete segmentation of aiiropods: metazoa are the multicelluianni-

tations in addition), or

thing

is

working awfully hard

to

conserve

one of the most profound phylogenetic gaps in the histor>' of
this similarity across

life

(the

common

ancestr>' of insect

and

vertebrate predates the establishment of

our adequate

fossil

Cam-

record in the

brian explosion nearly 600 million years
ago).

Further scrutiny then revealed homeo-

boxes

in

other vertebrate genes.

mouse chromosome

A gene on

6 contains a homeo-

box with a 66 to 70 percent base pair similarity to Drosophila and 66 percent to Xenopus (W. McGinnis and others. Cell, vol.
38, 1984, pp. 75-80).

Two human

genes

homeoboxes, yielding an average of 90 percent amino acid similarity
also sport

with the three homeodomains
ered
Cell.

first

discov-

Drosophila (see Levine and others.
vol. 38, 1984. pp. 667-73).

in

frogs,

i

mals.]

This explicit vindication of Geoffn

re-

mains a possible interpretation of th homeobox. but proper caution has beg to
replace overextended enthusiasm, md
i

other less flashy (but in
intriguing)

ble

—

—and,

I

explanations have

The

many ways

suspect,

ore

more p ba-

now been

superficial interpretation

offed.

—

if iii"

homeotic genes and homeotic genes 2Ulate segments, then it must regulateeg-

ments

—

is

logically flawed, in fact o of

the classically false syllogisms of
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an art beyond a science.
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surprise you.
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After
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affect focusing performance.
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camera bodies
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built

Leica lens per-

formance. They're designed

and

Again, take focusing.
Focusing depends on the

to ultimate optical
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homeobox performs an impor-

Sure, the

port for the conjecture that homeobi

argument that would

perform a more basic function comm(
yeast and segmented organisms si

GeofFroy's vision

in

its

explicit

form)? Think of the more basic activities

must superintend before we
can even talk about such overt morphologthat genes

phenomena

ical

as segmentation (just as

basketball players have to cover their feet

with something before they can display

any fancy
shots)

—

artistry with drives

particularly

and jump

production

the

of

proteins in the right places, at the right
times,

and

in the right

homeobox works
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amounts. Perhaps
one of these
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deeply basic functions acting as a
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pine savannahs, mangrove
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the great barrier reef of the Caribbean this is Belize, a land of natural wonders
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Raff (Nat ure, ml 3U, 1985, p. 185) have
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(their word) function for the
homeobox. Translation of RNA to proteins occurs in the cytoplasm. But proteins
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ment by turning other genes on and off
must get back into the nucleus (where the
genes reside on their chromosomes). Perhaps, they suggest, the

homeodomain sim-

—

a role

more general than the production of
ments. By the time segments form in
sects and (imperfectly) in vertebral
most of what really matters in the reg)
tion of
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more general than segmentation lei
Geoffrey's dream of a common gro
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radical notion of homology between si
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mentation

other regulating proteins that must enter

seemed on the verge of

the nucleus and, perhaps, facilitating their
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do not know whether this hypothesis has any validity, but it represents the
kind of proposal more likely to prove use-

doubting Thomases of biological

entry.
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than the superficially attractive idea

homeoboxes build segmentation
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rectly.

for

we have some
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function.
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vision of unity

his century

knew
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the generating rules
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yeast, obviously, are not segmented. (This

of something deeper than external form

argument, however, does not preclude the

some underlying

homeoboxes regulate segmentation in insects and vertebrates. After all, the homeobox didn't arise mysteriously from nothing. It must have developed from some precursor in an ancestral
unsegmented organism. This ancestral
proto-homeobox may have worked in one
way for ancestors and then been co-opted

similarities of

as a regulator of segmentation in descen-

tended to the

notion
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Good Scents
And Bad
Odors can be a mammalian aphrodisiac
or a turnoff

by Adrian Forsyth

My wife smells smells that are lost on
me. Just yesterday she sniffed out a tree, a
tropical tree some hundred yards away,
exclaiming the power of the scent. I
smelled nothing until

Educational

deep, creamy white blossoms flush with

programs

my

avculable

musky

T

msi.
and

tranquility

a haven

beauty and

flora, its

make this last frontier

for the

smell. It

is

mushrooming: she

the
is

same when we go
always the

first

to

guess that there are stinkhoms about,
readily reading their rank signature on the

Stinkhorns are dramatic mushrooms (with names like Phallus impudicus) that rise from the soil in a form so

sheer immensity, abundance

of fauna

nose and then detected only a mild,

wind.

JUNGLES OF PERU
Its

pushed one of the

I

nature lover

Adapted from the book A Natural History of
Sex. by Adrian Forsyth. Copyright
1986 by
.Adrian Forsyth. Used with permission of
Charles Scribner's Sons.
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In some

mammals, a whijfofa single chemical compound

triggers sexual interest.

EXPLORAMA
PEHyViANAffiCWES

LODGE

S)r«.
be-

tween my wife and myself has nothg tu
do with, say, the considerable difT^ r
in the size of our noses. It is simph
and female in its division.
Women can smell some scents thar;
are only dimly aware of. It is probal
accident that the tree I mentioned s
tered on my wife's nasal nerve ending /
not on mine. It is pollinated by batv
like most bat-pollinated flowers, its
is a heavy, musty musk. Musk, of ciis a male-generated scent. The oorr
cial musk of perfumes is milked
mammal glands. It is, or used to be, k

possesses more species of plants

•«

scarcely cnir

baiting the :;

difference in olfactory acums

Representing the world's greatest
wilderness area, the

it is

rottenly,

i.
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ual signal, a fact that

\

may

or

may

not be

a single chemical

compound

is

i

appreciated by perfume purchasers. Eu-

suddenly induce sexual interest

gene Marais, the visionary biologist who
wrote The Soul of the White Ant and The

female. If a female dog, one not

Soul of the Ape, commented: "Ask a
young woman why she uses the heavenly
perfumes the chemist of our day has

ate, all the

learned in such exquisite perfection.

answer
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be misleading, because she

know the subconscious
She would be embarrassed

does not
.

.

.

Her

reason.
if
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in

i

in (I

dabbed with methyl p-hydroxyl
male dogs in the vicini|

immediately aroused into harassinj
with vigorous sexual advances.

Mammals
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are well
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for their ability at readinl
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large grazing ungulal

—

either sniff or \

They

mouths and draw back
trils in

A male

bighorn sheep tests the

reproductive condition of a ewe.
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a characteristic grimace, a po
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for

it ir
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wine about
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condil
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example,
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and even
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|
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insight to invest another

$1000 each year

(in

$250

quarterly investments)—
you'd have $37,468.93 today'
In fact, you would have seen
the idea of Equity-Income Fund

service

On

and the

flexibility to switch"

among a complete range

^m

of investments with a simple
phone call. Call now for a free

r— -— — — — —— -n

Equity-Income Eiind
Fidelity Distributors Corporation

82 Devonshire

St.,

Boston,

MA 02103

CALL COLLECT 617-523-1919

in action.

IN MASS.

Equity-Income, the incomeoriented stock fund, achieved this
impressive record through all kinds

For more complete information, including management fees and expenses,
call, write, or visit Fidelity for a free
prospectus. Read it carefully before you
invest or send money.

of market conditions

Equity-Income is not the fund
that'll earn you $37,000 overnight.
It is the fund for investors looking
for the potential of high returns
over the years. Which can also
make it a good choice for your IRA.
Start with $1000. Just $500
forlRAs.
You'll get prompt, professional

the other hand, the odor of truf h

and androsterone may have

human

sexual behavior Shakespeare

attempting to bioassay an effect of andi

.^y

Some p

[ijj

terone border on the bizarre.
port to

show

that seats sprayed with

drosterone are more attractive to

womj

m

w^

jil

as

more

attractive

when

observers

One

exposed to androsterone.
failed to find any sweetening had

Name

test thf'™

studei

reading an erotic piece of literature whi!
breathing through a mask containing ej
City

Zip

State

ther androsterone or a control rose watt^
solution.

023/JOT

Fidelity Investments
CaUn«el-800-544-M66
1. Cumulative returns on year end dates through 6/30/85 from an initial investment of $1,000 and subsequent quarterly investments of $250. Figures reflect reinvestment of all dividends and capital gains, change
in share price, and 2% sales charge, updating page 5 of the Fund's Statement of Additional Information.
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results.

afcclui

than to men. In another study, both mal
and females rated photographs of worn!

Needless to

say,

no arousal

wi;
k\

detected. Similarly, a study published

unusual

no guarantee of future

^i*"

:

King Lear saying, "Give me an ounce '•
„
civet, good apothecary, to sweeten
imagination." And some cosmetic fir
have taken to selling colognes and cosn
BBC
ics containing androsterone. But quanti
ing the effect is difficult. A few of the te 't^

the prestigious journal Science with

is

'"'

Wpi(

little effeci

;

fact kit.

PO. Box 832,

'li^'^'

'

title

"Changes

in the

ij

th|

Intensit]

and Pleasantness of Human Vagina
Odors During the Menstrual Cycle" rt
ported that the intensity of vaginal odo
declined as ovulation approached and tha
the male and female subjects both foun(

the odor less pleasant at that time.

The in n

your chance to achieve
a small moral victory.

rlere's
'"Ht

;,

liiestij

meii
Jpociin

Gabriel Cortez
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Age 4

t would you do if you saw
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ifd

Please don't wait.

a
vou saw

on the street, you wouldn't
wait You'd help that instant. Please don't wait now,
If

bu'd probably stop, pick him up, brush away
tears, and help him find his way. Without
,j^:n thinking about it. And there's a reason.

a helpless child

either Send in the

And achieve

toll-free 1-800-556-7918.

moral victory
needy child.

make

that can

a small

big difference to a

You know w^hat's right.

coupon—or call

a

lb start helping even faster, call toll-free:

now, you can do just that. You can act
by reaching out to one desperately
or child, thousands of miles away.
J
[Through Foster Parents Plan, you'll be help[•5 a chOd who almost never has enough to
A decent place to sleep. Medical care.
|ie chance to learn. Or hope.
Jid right

instinct...

1-800-556-7918
InRI
r

call

401-"'38-5600

F352''

1
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Phillips,

Nanonal Executive Director

Foster I'arents Plan, Inc.

It's

LS7 Plan
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can even choose the child you'd like to sponsor A boy
In a country where you'd like to help. You'U be helping
at child within his own family. And more, helping that
mily to work with other families to make a better life for
lU

:girl.

eir children.

In retum, you'U receive pictures of the cliild. Detailed
ogress reports.

And

letters

wntten

in the child's

how much

own

words.

you're changing your

3u'll

see for yourself just

)ster

Child's Ufe for the better Forever

And

for so

little.

$22 a month, you'll make it possible for a
lild to have food, medical care, schooling— and hope. That's
nly 72c a day. Imagine. Your spare change could change a
In fact, for just

1

wish to become

n3-6

Akc:

Wav, Warwick, Rl 02887

a Foster

Parent to a

D

n7.10

:

D Boy D Girl D Either

nAnva,ee3-14
is greatest, or as indicited below;
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n wherever the need
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D
D Honduras D Nepal
DHoIivki
DEIS-ilvador
D India
D The Philippines
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D tnclosed a check for S22 for my month suppon ol niv Foster
Ei;\pt

me

Parent Sponsorship

D

1

am

not yet sure

Within

10

davs

QMr,

DMix

DMs

1

a photograph, case histoo',

and complete

Ftister

Kjt,
if

me

I

want

to

become

a Foster Parent, but

information about the child
will make niv decision.

ested Please send

DMr

s

first

is

Child. Please send

1

1

am

inter-

would ho sponsoring.

.lild's life.

Apt

was toiiiidcd in 1937 and tins year will aid over 223,000
Btcr Children and dieir families m more than 20 countnes. Wc arc
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the right thine to do.
It's
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.
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vestigators concluded that the data!

TODAY'S EGYPT:

not support the notion that such odori

AWESOME, EXCITING,
AMAZINGLY AFFORDABLE.

particularly attractive to
vitro

situation."

test

means

humans

That

in

last

\,,.

ph:

that sniffing vaginal swabs

w

an air-conditioned room

n

sitting in

','

a'

is

particularly enjoyable task.

Human
thirty

vaginal odor involves at

compounds derived from

'f,,

it

(1) vul

vaginal secretions from sebaceous sw

and Bartholin's and Skene's glands,
mucus from the cervix, (3) compou
from endometrial and oviductal glai
(4) transudate from the vaginal walls,

(SIS

i

(5) exfoliated cells of the vaginal

Any

muc<

or these

all

,

f

components may j
duce or provide substrates from bacte:
production of volatiles. Taken out of th
natural context, such strong and comp
odors are no more likely to be perceived
pleasant than a whiflf of Limburger or
chovy paste, fragrances that many find
or

*,

;

-'l
"•"'

(

There's never been a better time to visit Egypt.
'^"''
Tell me more about affordable Egypt.
Imagine, cruising the Nile. .scuba diving in
Name
the Red Sea... shopping at fabulous bazaars...
dining in regal splendor. playing golf or tennis Address.
at a deluxe hotel within sight of the Pyramids.
State
Zip
and still not exhausting your vacation budget.
Egyptian Tourist Autliority
Right now, your dollar buys more than ever
650 Fifth Ave, New York, NY 10111
before. And airfares to Egypt are more attractive
(212) 246-6960.
than ever For details, see your travel agent or
323 Geary St, San Franciscp, CA 94102
use the coupon.
(415) 781-7676.

'

tremely appetizing in the right place. Sc

.

.

is

excitatory role of such odors.

.

.

^

[

'

data indicating a pheromonal, attract!^

.

,

(St

impossible to say whether there are a

The

^*'°

litei

human emotions certainly contai

ture of

'^'

i

I

]

much
idea.

anecdotal evidence

That

in

favor of

^^^

t
"'''

why attempts by cosmei

is

i

EGYPT. The past in an unexpected present.

corporations to patent and market hum;

pheromones

continue.

Reportedly,

fatty acids in vaginal secretions,

*;

tl

known

copulins, have been patented but not cor

mercially marketed. This

much because
smell as

may

not be

;

somewhat fisl:
because these compounds are c;
of their

pable of attracting the attentions of moi

and other inapproprial
But whether or nc
do anything to human males

keys, billy goats,

mammalian
they will

suitors.

.

unproved.

Our continued use of perfumes suggest
that there

is

some

olfactory

our sexual interactions.

component

t

What is surprisini I

how different modern perfumes arij
from what must have been the ancestra
perfumes, the oozes of glands and orifices

is

still

we

used by mammals.

still

It is

strange tha

sprout armpit hairs, which like

thi

exude a scent mos
efficiently through the huge evaporative
surface area of hundreds of bristles. Bu
that scent is not marketed; indeed it is no\i
almost everywhere an anathema.
hair pencils of moths,

Olfactory coercion, the strong bendins
the will of the
smell,

other dictionar)' responds to so

say

it,

how

to use

it.

And

it's

many

calls for

help-how

the only dictionary to

tell

you

to spell

how

it,

old a

how

to

word

is.
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sense

ol

that were responsible for the evolution of

menstrual synchrony. Rodents are especially sensitive to the scent signatures in

A Genuine Merriam-Webster"
More people take our word for it

weak through the

a specialty of rats, mice, and

many other social rodents. As social mammals, they may give us some insights into
the forces, even if they are now irrelevant,

America's favorite to the rescue.
No

is

urine,
© Merriafn-Webster 1985

and they adjust their reproductive
what they read. Juve-

state according to

.

lale

f

le

II

lefore

dominants may signal

unexposed females. If an
is exposed to the urine
within twenty minutes her

freedom from

tack by producing the accelerating phero-

In prairie voles this effect

is

On

so pro-

the other

"ect is

female urine

It,

will inhibit estrus

female reproductive physiology

by

no male around, the
tion will last as long as four weeks.
ffect also operates on males. Urine
Ldays; if there

is

male maturation
from other males inhibits it.

Ifemales accelerates

that
r
s

named

ered that

for

daughters or groups of females

in-

each other reproductively.
ilogists have shown that the urine of

Norway

irne

rats contains

two different

cues that tend to cause menstrual

irony within the social group.

One

U;.hortens the cycle and enhances the
>r.

ability

it

r

of

coming

into

the

estrus;

suppresses estrus and lengthens the

Dominant and subdominant

fe-

is

another form of

ready as a receptacle for his own

genes.

At

first,

this

seems

to

be

it

may be

a

way

and they do so by use of

ploding populations.

their

their noses.

an hour, or a

And since it is a herimany rodents, there

table characteristic of

probably some value for females

is

choosing winners over

example,

for

in

losers.

Rodent smells are not merely
Beavers,

totally

urine.

produce phero-

mones containing more than

maladaptive from the female's point of
view. Yet

inlluences

day after the fight. Aggressiveness is important for lemmings, which periodically
undergo intense crowding as a result of ex-

embryos

estrus,

battles

losers within five minutes,

are either not implanted or are spontane-

male infanticide whereby a male destroys
the offspring fathered by another male
and attempts to bring the female back into

their

They can distinguish between winners and

Hilde Bruce. She discov-

the urine of a strange male, the

of

capable of mating), they choose win-

ners,

pregnant mice are exposed to

if

ously aborted. This

able to suppress the re-

still

to the fe-

a mother

is

come

male's detriment via the famous Bruce effect,

suffers as a result of the

attractiveness.When females are given a
choice between winners and losers (both

fe-

natural ecological conditions, this

jction of her daughters until she dies,

5r le

many

should be designed to bring as

males into estrus as fast as possible.
We know that male urine can influence

more than one female is present,
reduced. When male urine is

if

at-

mone, while dominant females may
produce the suppressing compound. And
male urine ought to attempt to chemically
countermand these signals. Male urine

into

ed that the weight of the female

doubles in two days.

for

still

male strategy.
Sympathizers of female rodents will be
gladdened by the way the olfactory acumen of female brown lemmings influences
male behavior. Females can smell success.
Male brown lemmings often light for access to females, and apparently the outinfanticidal

their submissivc-

nale,

weight begins to shoot up and her

:jj,;.

payment

ness as the

hormones are triggered

ertheless, she

differ in the proportion of the

two chemical cues ihcy produce. Sub-

jmale mouse

active

ir

may

males

house mice that are e:;posed to

of males will reach estrus twenty

fifty differ-

ent molecules. Variations in the concen-

for her to mini-

mize her loss of investment. If the new
male owner of the territory will destroy
her offspring (as males do in takeovers of
monkey and lion troops), then she can cut
her losses by aborting immediately. Nev-

trations of this

many components make

it

possible for every individual to have a distinctive olfactory signature. This enables

various rodents to recognize individuals

and even

to

avoid incestuously mating

THE
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Are smells the guideposts that lead salmon from oceans
with individuals whose odor signifies they
are too closely related.

These seem
textbooks
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tell

like

us

valuable

abilities.

But

we humans have aban-

doned them; our sense of smell has grown
superfluous while our eyes have grown
keen. Yet I think it is too soon to abandon
the idea that human odors might not influence human behaviors. Smell may still be
bound strongly to unconscious imprinting
and memory associations. We have a good
example in how one man, an American
specialist in fish migration, Arthur Hasused

ler,

his

experience

of

olfactory

imprinting to gain insight into the biology

in

The Compleat An-

of tagging salmon
with a piece of string "has inclined many

gler, that the practice

to think that every

salmon usually returns

same river in which it was bred."
Yet how could a salmon swimming in the
ocean ever find its way back to a tiny
to the

spawning grounds?

the details of this waterfall and its sfting
on the face of the mountain sucitnlyi
leaped into my mind's eye. In fact, a impressive was this odor that it sudnly
evoked a flood of memories of bolood
chums and deeds long since vanishecfrom

conscious memory.

The

association

so

\ls

immediately applied it Ithe
problem of salmon homing. The conniion
caused me to formulate the hypothesijhai
each stream contains a particular boluel:
of fragrances to which salmon becorrjim^^
printed before immigrating to the claii,(
and which they subsequently use as pue'
strong that

I

for identifying their natal tributary onieit'

return from the sea.

of salmon homing. Three centuries ago

Izaak Walton noted,

to

to

Our sense of smell

is still

haunt and beguile

us.

some
or

strong

erjighl

Who has nopd:

brief fragrance, the smell of a

summer

rain,

fiver

unleash memorieand

images of scenes and emotions longjast,
which come surging back in detailedjiarity. What memories may be filed ii|ier,
and conjured up so richly by, the scet of

mountain stream bed?
Hasler argued correctly that salmon
snifi" their way home. Here is his account
of how he came on the idea:

orange blossoms, while

As hiked along a mountain trail in the Wasatch Range of the Rocky Mountains,

power of these associations we
an inkling of how it used to be.

ries

may

still

other

nj|nO'

await the scent of nutmeg r

a

thousand other redolences for the: re
lease. This link between smell and rmory may now be mere atavism. But the
i

I

I grew up, my reflections about the
migratory behavior of salmon were soon interrupted by wonderful scents that I had
not smelled since I was a boy. Climbing up
towards the alpine zone on the eastern slope

mayiain

where

of

Mount Timpanogos,

waterfall which

I had approached a
was completely obstructed

cliff; yet when a cool breeze
bearing the fragrances of mosses and columbine swept around the rocky abutment,

from view by a
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is a Canadian authoi 'ho
holds a Ph.D. in biology from Hanrd

Adrian Forsyth

University. He has been awarded thCanadian Periodicals Association's old
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science writing several
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Nature;
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Very Volcanic Venus
The Venusian surface bears an uncanny resemblance
to sonie hot spots

by Stephen
"I
is

P.

on the earth's sea floor

Maran

may venture to say that no eye which

not considerably better than mine, or as-

sisted

by much better instruments,

will

swamps were teeming with
ish

Nobel

Swed-

who thought

astronomers

omer William Herschel

continents are distributed on Venus

the late eight-

were

laureate, however, there

ever get a sight of them." So wrote astronin

those

life, like

of the prehistoric earth. Unlike the

and

that oceans

much

region called Beta, which

is

charac rizec

by two large mountains, are higand«
Some Venusian mountains appear ha.
depressions near their summits 1:; tht
itop

calderas of terrestrial volcanoes, al

it

i;

eenth century, denying claims that moun-

as they are on Earth. Critics of the latter

widely supposed that these mountcis

had been glimpsed poking
through the permanent clouds of Venus.
Today we know that Venus indeed has
lofty mountains, although none as tall

theory were divided for the most part into

shield volcanoes like the large volcaxs

two diametrically opposed
thought. According to the

Hawaii.

(twenty-seven miles) as the one that the

cover the entire surface of Venus so that

cinity of Beta

German

there

no land and there are no mounnone that rise above the surface of the sea). This remarkable concept
of a watery planet was proposed only a few

tographs of the Venusian surface.

B:aiise

some astronomers thought

i.

decades ago by two noted astronomers at
Harvard University. Disagreeing with the

floodlights

taintops

schel's

observer

J.

H. Schroeter, Her-

contemporary, claimed he had

seen. Herschel's words, however,
true.

The mountains

still

ring

of Venus surely have

never been seen because their summits are
located far below the uppermost cloud

deck of the planet. Instead, the presence
is inferred from radar
scans. Radar waves penetrate Venus's
clouds and reveal the planet's features just

of the mountains

as

air

traffic

controllers

use

radar to

search for aircraft through clouds in the
earth's atmosphere.

may

oceans

schools
first

be present, but

of

school,

they

if so,

is

tains (at least,

Venus

is

a broiling desert, with not a drop

of water to be found.

Radar astronomers began

a generation

1963.

The

eas on the planet reflect radar

more

first

ar-

eff'ec-

from these areas, the observers were able
to measure the rotation of Venus for the
first

than others. Tracking the echoes

time. In the mid-1960s, however, the

nature of the Venusian surface remained

much
mer at

telescopes, astronomers speculated about

so

the nature of the Venusian surface. In-

the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology could only report that the radar echoes received from Venus were due
to reflections of the radar waves at "the

other work,

some astronomers favored the

theory that Venus was a humid,
world,

its

swampy

surface resembling that of the

earth in the Carboniferous era, about 300
million years ago. Certain writers embellished this concept

34

by supposing that the
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the thick clouds, the lander probes

'rried

and

their

cameras

w.;

di-

mountains can be seen in the distaie, although at least one of the probes, nera
9, may have touched down on the speof
a volcano. In any case, the Venera and
10 photographs showed a barrel dry,

dar antennas carried by

by the musings of a Swedish
chemist who won the Nobel Prize for

x to

stead, they maintained that the surface of

tively

spired in part

sur- wt\

lit

face might be only very dimly

less

Goldstone, California, and with small rathat

that

vi-

pho-

graphs, where visible at
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^m§^

Monogamy on the Rocks
For the

an African dwarj anwlopc,
fidelity is a life and death issue

klipspringer,

by Robin Dunbar
From somewhere high above me on
a single shrill whistle breaks the

clitT,

ness of the African dawn.
the

I

stop and scan

through

carefully

clifT

ihe

still-

binoculars,

searching for the pair of zebra-striped ears

should

that

twitching

be

my

nervously,

Below those ears,
almost indistinguishable in the jumble of
rock and vegetation, will be the rest of a
pointed

in

direction.

small fawn-colored antelope called a klipspringer.

The

trick

is

walk slowly enough along

to

the cliff to attract the animal's attention

but to

make

sure you don't frighten

disappearing over the cliffs top.
it

right,

it

will

I

stand there

f

it

into

you get

stock-still,

sounding intermittent alarm calls, while it
considers the stranger on its territory. This
gives you your chance to find

shape nes-

its

camouflaging background. So
long as you remain still, the animal will
stay there, peering down at you over its
pointed, cone-shaped muzzle, head to one
tled in the

side, ears

probing for the slightest

stir

of

danger. I've seen klipspringers stand like
that for an hour, poker-faced, waiting to

who would

see

It

be the

was the Dutch

first

to

move.
on the

settlers landing

rocky shores of the Cape of Good Hope
three centuries ago who gave these small
antelopes their name. (In .^frikaans. klip-

means

springer

have

to

hopper")

"cliff

They

be one of the best-named creatures

the animal kingdom, for they leap from
rock to rock with delicate hops, pausing
now and again to gaze quizzically over
in

their shoulders at you.
est of the

Among

the small-

African antelopes, klipspringers

weigh no more than thirty pounds and
stand barely two feet high at the shoulder.

They
thick

are stockily built, with powerful,

Umbs

mal that

absolutely essential to an ani-

lives

on steep

ent for climbing can

cliffs,

mean

where

a tal-

the difference

between safety and ending up as a meal
for

some other animal.

first came across klipspringers in the
Simen Mountains of central Ethiopia a
1

decade and a half ago, was up at an altitude of 1,000 feet, and the local population was so dense that every where moved
1

1

1

heard a choir oi cautionary whistles.
When you encounter an animal that often.
1

Nou

start to

wonder about

it.

at first idl\'

Klipspringers pair off early and remain

Monogamy

faithful to each other

enables one animal to feed while the other
acts as a lookout, but females need more
food than males and thus do less

guarding.
Anthony Bannister; Animals Ammals

predators was the highest of the

five tes)

Kenya where I studie thei
(In Ethiopia's Simen N im-'

Ethiopia and

in

klipspringer.

on the other hand, predators

tains,

rare,

s'

and the mile-high escarpment r

vided a safe refuge. Here, the male
the female often fed together.)
I

i

first

jid

.

realized the significance ofh

when I watched one parti4lar.
The female of this paii

behavior

pair at Tsavo.

rzs,

barely grown up and had taken up

:s

dence with the male only recently, r.c
the death of his previous mate. As u'a
the male took his turn standing gird

When

she was |ne
up to stand bede
muzzle with the sii;

while the female fed.

feeding, she climbed

him, nuzzling

his

often used to express a readiness to ch;g.
roles.

After a

moment or two, the malde-

scended and fed, while the female sefed
down to ruminate and keep watch. B
few minutes later, she became distrafeo
admiring

its skill

at negotiating sheer rock

faces where a missed footing

would send

it

the pair

bond

is

the

way

turns standing guard.

the animals take

While one guards,

and wandered

off to feed in another

The male, suddenly

ata.

noticing that she

as

spinning into oblivion, later puzzling over

the other eats, and roles are alternated ev-

gone, bounded up onto the lookout

the details of

ery fifteen minutes or so until each has

take over once more. This happened

e-

Then they rest (and sometimes doze) on some prominent boulder or
cliff ledge that gives them a good view of

peatedly, and the poor

n-

What

biology.

its

struck

able strength of

me
its

was the remark-

first

pair bond. Field guides

had always described the klipspringer
solitary species, but

wherever

I

I

saw one,

I

as a

soon realized that

was sure

other of the opposite sex.

When

to see anI first

en-

countered them, silhouetted on the skyline,

only one animal was ever visible. But

and watched patiently for fifteen
minutes or so, the other would inevitably
materialize from under a bush where it
had been resting, just a few yards away.

if I sat

When

I

studied this

I

found that the aver-

age distance separating the pair is only
about four yards. Indeed, the klipspringer
is

of

strictly monogamous
mammals. Like many monogamous

probably the most
all

on a small terriwhich they defend against intruders,

species, klipspringers live
tory,

using their sharp

little

horns to drive

the message of ownership

when

home

necessary.

eaten

its

fill.

the surroundings. This cycle

is

repeated

every four hours day and night.

aged

to get a full

Evidently,

the

male hardly

hungry rather than leave the pair

One of the sites I worked at in
Kenya was Tsavo West National Park.

develop.

Here, the animals lived on a large, boulto the

hill

many

that

was

easily accessible

predators, such as leopards,

This incident underlines an impornt
feature of the klipspringer relationshipit
is

not something that

comes

naturally, ae

it,

time for a well-coordinated

and

it

relationshi|io

opposite sex that has recently

many

lost its

ma.

In

dry savanna. The ground cover was very

are of different ages, though few mat

woody shrubs

and

tall grass, and an animal feeding there
soon disappeared from view. In a predator-rich habitat like Tsavo, animals had al-

most no warning of approaching enemies.
klipspringers were particularly vigi-

before the age of two.

mals mesh very poorly

At
in

first

the

their ne'V

lant in this habitat.

of Ethiopia and Kenya, territories are only

offspring.

but klipspringers

would stand on a high boulder above its
feeding partner, intently watching the sur-

living in the deserts of southern Africa of-

rounding landscape for signs of danger.

the male and female coordinate their

The

havior

much larger territories.
One of the most conspicuous features of
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seemed to be unusuTsavo, and the number of

division of labor

ally strict at

e

;i-

formed pairs. But with time, things ben
to improve as the newcomer makes e
transition from being a juvenile witho
responsibilities to being an adult that m^t
defend its own territory and raise its on

three days. In the relatively rich habitats

ten keep

Another example of the way
is

:

couples, therefore, the aninis v

The

The "lookout" animal

•

Most klipspringer pairs are forrd
when an immature animal joins one of e

hyenas, and even baboons, that stalked the
dense, consisting mainly of

t

ta;s

Such disputes occur about once every

five to ten acres in area,

n-

guarded.

animals have to work at

der-strewn

n

meal for days at a ti e.
male preferred to lo

The significance of this was impressed
on me when I carried out more detailed
comparative studies in Kenya nearly a decade after I had seen my first klipspringer
in Ethiopia.

poii to

in

wh

given by the ritual of scent-ma

ing the territorial boundary.

Once

i
-

-

ev(.

.

1

Anthony Bannjsler

A

klipspringer,

left,

marks its

territory

by

pressing the end of a twig into an open
gland under its eye and wetting the twig
with a secretion.
below.

bead.

It

When the secretion dries,

hardens Into a smooth, black

The sight and smell of these

signposts

let

other antelopes

know that

they are trespassing.
Anihony Bannister

Another possible explanation
evolution of

males

monogamy

some

in

in

the

for

animals

is

species are forced into

that

it

be-

cause they cannot defend an area large

enough

The

to support several females.

klipspringer's preference for high-quality

browse plants, such as flowering shrubs

and herbs, may force the females

to

spread out, instead of forming groups as
larger grazing antelope

and deer

ever, the klipspringer's territory

big

—a

do.

is

How-

not that

male could certainly defend an

area large enough to cover the ranges of
or so, the pair will lay a trail of scent

/

along the edge of their territory.

rks

the female initiates the behavior

ually,

walking suddenly toward the bound-

I

There, she marks the area by insert-

i'.

i;

the tips of twigs

open gland just
ves a

and grass stems into
below each eye. This

drop of oily, colorless liquid on the

(ms that eventually dries into a glassy
ds his

ms
2y

The male immediately
marks on top of hers. The same

coating.

'i.ck

are used over

and over again, and

acquire small, hard beads of secre-

non

their tips.

To me, these marks have

odor, but to klipspringers, they

convey

good deal of information. They warn
ighbors and intruders alike that the ter-

occupied and

ory

is

lo's

there.

may even

tell

them

In

most species of birds and mammals,
is associated with male paren-

monogamy
tal care. It

in

tends to occur in those species

which the male's help

is

crucial to the

survival of the young. For this reason,

mo-

several females.

Even

wouldn't explain

if

why

he couldn't,

it still

klipspringers have

such an extraordinarily strong attachment
to each other. The need to insure that the
male be around once a year to mate with

nogamy is common among birds but rare
among mammals. It occurs in dogs and

the female

wolves, for example, because the male

is

required to maintain such proximity year-

able to help feed the pups by bringing

round. Something over and above these

meat back

to the den.

Some monkeys,

such as the tiny South American marmoset,

are also

monogamous:

in this case, the

male helps the female by carrying the twin
infants and caring for them in all ways except for suckling them, .\ntelopes, however, cannot carry their infants around in
the way that primates do, nor do they eat
the kinds of foods that can be easily
brought back to a female and her young.

when she comes

into estrus

hardly seems to justify the immense effort

factors

must be making

it

worth the

male's while to invest so heavily

in

his

mate.

Many

hours spent peering through

glasses have convinced
lies in

predation.

field

me that the answer

So small an animal is inw ide range of ene-

evitably susceptible to a

mies that includes

many

large eagles as

well as terrestrial predators.
larly at risk

on the

flat

It is

ground

particu-

at the base

43

;

;

of the

cliffs. This is the best area for feedbut the shrubs are so dense that the
animal's field of view is greatly restricted.

ing,

Ron

who

Tilson,

Namib

the

studied klipspringers in

Desert, found that almost

all

the attacks on adult animals took place
while they were feeding on the flat land.

My own data from
this.

Kenya tend

confirm

to

In addition, a comparison of klip-

springer death rates with those of dik-dik,

another small antelope that lives exclusively on the flat ground in the same habitats as the klipspringer.

much

dik suffer

Once

realized this,

I

showed that

dik-

higher predation rates.

virtually everything

I

started to see that

about klipspringers

reflects predation as a selection pressure.
Their whole preference for steep cliffs
probably stems from a need to have both a

refuge of almost unassailable safety from

most
leled

terrestrial animals and an unparalvantage point from which to survey

the landscape.

Predation even seems to account for one
of the klipspringer's most extraordinary
characteristics
its unique habit of walk-

—

ing on the tips of
springer's hoof

weight of
tip.

its

its

The

hoofs.

klip-

turned under so the full
step is taken on the conical
is

This gives the animal a characteristic,

mincing sort of gait as it walks along. The
I have learned, is that it

value of this gait,

creates ten times

more

friction

surfaces than walking on the

on rough

flat

of the

hoof would. This enables the animal to
move more quickly and with much greater
sure-footedness

seem

up

vertical

cliffs

that

no footholds. They are
treacherous to walk along, and even fourfooted animals are liable to slip. Klipspringers, however, get on much better
than all others because their pointed hoof
to

offer

tips dig into the loose

same way

surface

that a mountaineer's

much

the

crampons

dig into snow.

But what has monogamy got

to

do with

A buffalo or a zebra is big
defend itself and its offspring
against most predators, but there is little
an animal as puny as the klipspringer can
do to defend itself or its mate. One thing it
predation?

enough

to

can do, however, is to act as its partner's
eyes and ears. This allows its mate to get
on with the time-consuming business of
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feeding without

having to check con-

The

klipspringer always reacted to tf .e

stantly for predators stalking through the

people as though they were predator

dense vegetation.

was able

Does the male help the female by depredators more often than she

to satisfy

myself that

1

this wa: o

tecting

because now and again real predatis,
such as jackals, hyenas, and baboc5.

does? Circumstantial evidence suggested
was indeed so, but the hypothesis

pie as

was

ators,

that this

difficult

to test directly

because

I

saw predators get near the everalert klipspringer. What I needed was
some way of knowing in advance when
predators were coming.
My main study area, near Lake Elementeita in Kenya, provided me with an
rarely

unexpected solution to this problem. A
rough dirt road ran along the base of the
mile-long
lived.

cliff

where the study population

During the course of the day, about

a dozen people walked this road in ones
and twos, on their way from their home-

steads in the

hills to

a nearby market town.

came down
I

the track too.

By

defining p>

randomly occurring pseudoprlcould watch several hundred ca,

fully controlled responses.

The road curved around
cliffs at

either end, so

see people
did.

I

I

the base of I

was usually abla

coming before the klipspring

could then see which of the two

mals detected the pseudopredator fi^
I found that

and how soon it did so.
male detected predators

first

much

mil

often than the female did. In fact, the

male sometimes saw the person only as'-"
drew even with her position on t;
cliff'.
MK:
or she

am

Part of the reason for the male's acul

springers live

I^\

If

I

mainly on steep cliffs,

mm which they descend in order to
[he animals are vegetarians and
mrefood on the fiat ground, but

I,

ti

iMtlsowhere predators find

<i

I

A couple of cliff hoppers feed on sparse
shrubs. The conical tip of the animal's

hoof is the key

to its sure-footedness.

Anthony Bannister

j

that he spent

s

much more time

than

female standing guard. Females had

,;

spend about twice as

much time feeding

males did because of the severe enercosts of bearing

lic

young and producthem. But there

the milk to nurture

;

more

..s

to

it

than just the time factor,

hen couples were resting side by side
d facing in the
i

male

still

same general

lan the female. In

seems

lie

direction,

picked out passers-by better

to relax

other words, the

fe-

more, conserving her

ergies for reproduction.

So
nt
is

it

seems one of the male's impor-

contributions to the pair bond

be constantly on her guard.
»vs

is

that

able to relieve the female of the need

the

ring

than

to sire

more surviving

al-

off-

if he deserted the female after
and became polygynous. By helpprotect the female (the main care

ating

g to

male

Doing so

he will produce more descendants.
The male's level of vigilance is even
greater when the young fawn is nursing. In

giver),

Kenya, klipspringers give birth to a single
fawn in March or April. Like many ante-

and deer, klipspringers leave their
newborns hidden in the vegetation while
the mother spends her time feeding. The
fawns are not sufficiently mobile to move
around with their parents until they are
about three months old. In the meantime,
they are easy prey for any passing predator. The fawn instinctively curls itself into
a ball as soon as its mother leaves and remains motionless until the mother comes
back to nurse it, often many hours later.

lopes

As it

is,

about one

before reaching

in

every eight faw ns dies

its first

birthday, though

ing cautiously through the scrub searching for scent

check the surroundings for
1 must have been
standing there for several minutes w hen I
suddenly realized I was being watched.

signs of klipspringers.

Not two feet from me, in the center of the
bush, was a small fawn, no more than a
week old. It lay absolutely still, e_\eing me
with an unblinking stare. At first, I
thought it was dead because it did not
seem to be breathing. But I hesitated to
pick it up because antelopes often abandon their fawns if they have been disturbed too much. It was just as well. Looking closer,

I

could just

make

out the faint

movement

of the fawn's rib cage as

breathed.

edged away

1

not always because of predators.

it

into flight.

once stumbled by accident on a tiny
fawn lying under a thick bush. was mov-

it

finds

Once

I

1

marks and had stopped be-

side a bush to

little

more mobile,

hiding place.

.\\ this stage,

the infant

its

own

it

so as not to startle

is

a

45

—
A klipspringer pair check for predators in
the area around a cliff. The antelopes
sound an alarm whistle when they sense
trouble, but they don't necessarily take

off immediately. They may simply wait
and watch, whistling intermittently.
Anthony Bannister

the mother does not

seem

to

know

exactly

where her fawn is, only the general
tion where she saw it last. I suppose
springers do this because the
likely to

fawn

be found by a predator

locaklipless

is

keeps

if it

moving: odors that might attract a passing
predator cannot build up so

When

the female

is

easily.

ready to suckle her

fawn, she goes back to where she

and begins

left

it

around carefully, but
she does not seem to be actively searching
under bushes and rock overhangs. I suspect that she probably gives some kind of
"milk" call to summon the fawn to her,
but

to look

never could get close enough to be

I

sure of

this.

After several minutes, the

fawn suddenly appears, runs across to its
mother, and begins to nurse. It nurses for a
surprisingly long time for such a small ani-

mal, some seven or eight minutes in

all.

probably because the female only
comes to suckle it once or at most twice a
This

day

is

at this stage

—

possibly to reduce the

risk of predation.

Throughout

this

exchange, the male

stands tense and alert on a prominent rock
nearby, scanning the surroundings with

A

unusual intensity.

male klipspringer

is

normally quite relaxed while doing guard
duty, but his whole demeanor changes
during nursing. So intense is his concentration that,

when

I

saw

first

it,

I

thought the male must have detected a
predator and I kept looking around to see

what

it

might

be.

I

was so distracted that

never saw the fawn emerge from
place and run across to

its

its

mother

only several minutes later that

I

I

hiding
It

was

suddenly

became aware of the small brown creature
butting away at the mother's side, and
then, what I was witnessing finally
dawned on me.
The klipspringer's is a story of singleminded dedication to solving a problem
how to avoid being caught by a predator
when you are too small to do anything useful to

defend yourself.

It is

an extraordi-

nary example of a species' total commit-

ment

to solving that problem so that it can
reproduce successfully. To be sure, every
species has to avoid predators or reproduc-

becomes impossible. But few have
done it with such unremitting devotion to
duty as this little antelope.
D
tion
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The Case of the
Vanishing Caterpillar
A butterfly larva's fate depends on who finds
its

first-

it

ant friends or ant foes

Text and photographs by Gary N. Ross
Twenty-four years ago,

I

was a gradu-

they had apparently been eaten by mature

—

ate student researching ecology in the Si-

caterpillars

erra de Tuxtla. an isolated volcanic range

caterpillar or a chrysalis, the

from the Gulf coastal plain of
Mexico, one hundred miles southeast of
Veracruz. One remote habitat in the Si-

tal

that rises

erra especially intrigued
ologists

me

had never noticed

small pine

it.

because

bi-

This was a

community found only on sevdown the

eral of the steep ridges radiating

southeastern

of

slope

Volcan

Santa

Marta, a dormant, 5,250-foot-high
cano. There

I

vol-

discovered a new species of

couldn't find a single large

I

developmen-

stage in which the caterpillar metamor-

phoses into a butterfly.

Where were

the

culprits?
I
spent my days crawling about on
hands and knees, often in rough terrain,

searching for large caterpillars. Not finding any,

became very discouraged and

I

resorted to hatching butterfly eggs and

rearing the young larvae myself.

My com-

home and

was

bination

laboratory

a

metalmark butterfly (lepidopterist Harry
Clench of the Carnegie Museum honored
me in 1962 by naming it Ross's metal-

thatch-roofed, mud-floored hut, provided

mark. Anatole rossi).
During the first month of my work in
the tropics, when I began unraveling the
metalmark's life history, some of the par-

ing the local Popoluca Indian culture.

ticulars

came

easily

I

rapidly learned that

the butterflies live in colonies

and that

ican missionary-linguists

who were

study-

Reared in plastic sandwich-box nurserthe young green larvae grew into large,

ies,

plump
six

caterpillars,

times

After the second

fe-

molt, each caterpillar began to secrete
droplets of clear fluid from two openings

species of croton, a ground-covei" plant

on

common

front

the region.

few young larvae, or

my

luck ran out.

many

severely

I

even discovered a

But then
Even though I found
caterpillars.

damaged croton

plants
Joe LeMonnier

STATES

Near

J^I

its

end a pair of tentaclelike organs
were periodically protruded and withdrawn. In addition, a pair of hard,
bladelike structures, which constantly

VA'^

vi-

projected over the caterpillar's

brated,

head.

UNITED

back, near the hind end.

its

-»vf.

shedding their skins

in the process.

males lay their eggs only on a particular
in

X V'

my hosts, John and Royce Lind, Amer-

by

At the time

I

hadn't a clue as to the

functions of these organs, but

my

"<*.

in-house

experiments at least proved that the tiny
larvae did

couldn't

One
one of

I

grow into larger versions.
any in the field?

Why

find

day, as

I

sat

on a log

my metalmark

in the

midst of

colonies, nibbling a

i-^:

peanut butter and jelly sandwich (my
lunch each day for several months) and
pondering the mysterious absence of cat-

my reverie was disturbed by moon a croton plant just three feet from
where I sat. I dropped to the ground and
drew closer There, to my surprise, was a
fully mature caterpillar, which I recognized from my "nursery" research.
erpillars,

tion
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Two Ross 's metalmark caterpillars,
accompanied by wood ants, emerge from
the base of a croton plant.

.

Below: One of two honeydewsecreting glands projects from a
caterpillar's

glands with

hind end. An ant stroking the
antennae will be rewarded

its

with a sweet droplet.

Swarming over

it

dish black ants.

moved me
its

were several

My

large, red-

protective instinct

from

to rescue the caterpillar

predicament, but then

I

noticed that

the ants were not attacking the caterpillar,

which was feeding
probing
nae.

docilely;

caressing

it,

it

they were

with their anten-

day.

my

Had

it

their hiding

the Popolucas believe to be buried in

not been for

area.

chance encounter with what

I

like to

life history.

Following this revelation,

— now
—on

my hours

I

spent most

the caterpillars and their ant attendants.

its

hind end!

shrub's base
before.

The

—something

day

At night

I

at night, as well as dur-

the pine ridges observing

used a flashlight covered with

red cellophane, since

my

lantern, like

any

white light that the insects could interpret

1

Following this disaster,

had never seen

as

ants followed,

some hitching

Even my camera's electronic flash had to
be used sparingly and on intermittent
nights in order to maintain nearly normal

grubs on plants, and that

field conditions.

continued,

on the caterpillar's back. Once they
were all inside the chamber, the ants
closed it with dirt pellets, and all vestiges
insect

ing the

my study plants and their un;rground inhabitants. Since the Popohas
were unaware of the insects, they i|id.
them no heed as they dug where I id
been crouching and peering the prev js
night. They only wanted to see what
sure I had found.

I

rides

of

chuckle from me, but then the situa

eral of

probably would

uid that

released at

adrenalin soared!

I

dawn, disturbed the

insects' activity.

disappeared.

My

My nighttime excursions into the forest

quickly checked

some

with camera, tripod, flashlight, and writ-

Adja-

infestation

partly defoliated crotons nearby.

and

I

my

although

niche containing from one to three cater-

ity

large
caterpillars
and
ants;
some of the chambers even contained
chrysalises. Here was the solution to the
mystery, and it had come about so unex-

repertoire of folklore regarding "evils" of

spy on

the night discourages nocturnal ventures.

In

—

pectedly Although I've spent many years
observing butterflies, caterpillars, and

have never again seen these ants
and caterpillars above ground during the
anis,
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Within a short time I became the talk of
the community, and speculation about my
activities reached my American hosts. I
learned that the most common theory
about my wanderings was that I was
searching for lost Spanish treasure, which

I

continued to

I

many

ruitd
disrt-

disturlJ.

elicit

strafe

Popolucas, especi

who

ly

continuei.o

from the nearby shadows.

the years since

life history,

my

discovery)!

have worked outts
which is probably the n>t

Ross's metalmark,

I

complex of any known

The

their digjig

was not

the village witch doctor,

me

if

would be

to leave the area

pointed. Thereafter,

glances from

—

project

would have

rential thunderstorms,

of the Popoluca villagers, whose large

hosts a|

interested in simple things like ants 13

ing paraphernalia, sometimes during tor-

aroused the curios-

my

met with several of the village leaders.}
assured them I was only a "nature loy

cent to each plant was a subterranean

pillars

t

oij

have given up the project of completing

I

of

it

this reaction elicited

first,

the metalmark butterfly's

ing in an extra meal,

climbed
aboard and drank droplets of the clear liq-

The caterpillar then began crawling
down the plant, and within moments, it
was in an underground chamber at the

At

became serious. One day I noticed
someone had been digging in one of ly
colonies and had actually destroyed v-

think of as a gluttonous caterpillar sneak-

The caterpillar was protruding its ten-

tacles in response, while the ants

They come out from

places only at night.

butterfly

is

butterfly specs.

relatively

small,

vh

checkered brown, orange, white, :id
black markings. Like most other mel-

Protuberances over the caterpillar's head,

left,

shield

two short sword-shaped beaters. These specialized
appendages produce faint clicking sounds that attract wood
Below: An ant grasps a globule of honeydew in its jaws.

ks

around the world, the adults spend

of their time flitting rapidly

t

two to

above the ground or clinging to
and bottoms of leaves, where they
b\ in the sun with their wings outiched. In clear weather the butterflies
feet

ft

lops

I

s'

particularly visible late in the after-

a

r n,

when they dart about

se

erratically

each other for short distances

in

and
the

rays of the setting sun.

larva develops the specialized structures
that

I

had noticed

enable

my

in

nursery.

These

to attract its ant associates.

it

pair of glands near the larva's hind

A

end

produce a sugary secretion known as honeydew, which ants eat with the gusto of
children devouring candy.
sects

—

many

A variety of in-

and to
and moth
produce similar honeydew

aphids,

scale insects,

a lesser degree, certain butterfly
caterpillars

—

secretions.

The

ants.

during a nocturnal foray, the ant uses

antennae to stroke the caterpillar

honeydew glands. The

cinity of the
pillar

its

in the vi-

cater-

responds by secreting tiny drops of

moisture, which the ant imbibes. Usually

within a few minutes, the ant worker
joined by several others of

its

kind,

all

is

of

which consume the seemingly endless supply of treats. The wood ants do the caterpillar no harm, and after some thirty min-

tentaclelike organs near

utes of feasting, depart in relays to dig a

on the nectar from the white flowers

the front of the caterpillar secrete a gas-

small, shallow trench around the base of

Croton repens, a wild relative of the

eous chemical pheromone, or scent, which

the croton. This excavation takes several

showy crotons raised indoors by
ny Americans and Europeans. The

also attracts the ants.

'he adult
;ly

insects feed almost exclu-

re

is

nts
^

structures

hours but usually

produce

The

humans

two inches deep. The ants then swarm
about the caterpillar, constantly stroking

are widely distributed, the butter-

Not long after these specialized organs
become active in a newly molted larva, the

is

in

small, isolated colonies.

faint clicking sounds, inaudible to

it

with their antennae. The caterpillar

associates, ants of

Camponotus abdominalis.
commonly referred to as wood ants or car-

of dirt from their previous digging. In a

penter ants because they nest

sense, the ant ranchers have herded their

caterpillar attracts

mcnts

fence posts, and even house beams. This

"cow"

species can be found throughout most of

that the milking

colonies,

butterflies, are

in the

area

—

five

small Popoluca

lian villages.

Within the butterfly colonies, the
.le

insects lay their eggs

i'accs

of croton leaves.

fe-

on the under-

Hidden on the

the

old logs,

into

its

pen and closed the gate so

night these ants scour the countryside

above

the pen and the ants emerge, temporarily

Mexico and Central America. At

(and villagers' kitchens) looking

ispicuous green caterpillars spend their

say,

and nights nibbling the plants' tisEight to ten days after hatching, a

in

the entrance to the hole with small pellets

becomes a private atTair.
At dusk, between 7;00 and 7:10. the pellets of dirt are removed from the roof of

tropical

all else,

ys

its

species

dcrside of the leaves, the very young, in-

lis.

is

induced to crawl down and soon finds itself underground. The ants quickly seal

which contain eight to
found only on certain
my ridge crests and upper slopes and
y in the vicinity of the few human set\

complete by dawn.
is one to

but within the range of insect perception.

unusual

congregate

:sc

is

resultant circular excavation

that, while the croton

indication that the butterfly's life cy-

t

bladelike

vibrating,

And the caterpillar's

sweet things to

eat.

for,

Needless

to

the Anatole caterpillars with their

honeydew glands

When

it

first

fill

the

bill.

encounters a caterpillar

leaving their captive behind.

They run

back and forth over the leaves of the plant
in

a

manner

that suggests a search for po-

tential enemies.

To

test

if

this

was the
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Below: In a subterranean chamber,
a caterpillar attaches itself to a
croton stem, sheds its skin, and

becomes a chrysalis, or pupa. Although
produces no honeydew, the chrysalis
will be tended

by the ants for nine days of

the eleven-day

case,

it

pupa

stage.

on several occasions

placed small

I

predatory arthropods, such as bugs and

on the plants. The ants immedipow-

spiders,

ately seized these victims with their

them from their
abdomens with formic acid an acrid liqerful mandibles, sprayed

—

uid that smells something like vinegar

and carried them down the

plant, deposit-

ing the virtually lifeless forms on the

ground a few inches away. (Incidentally,
the Popolucan name for these ants means
"the sour-smelling ones."

language
for

is

The

villagers'

rich with descriptive

names

most common plants and animals;

however,

name

quently emits
its

its

pheromone and

vibrates

bladelike beaters, causing the ants to

become more

active

and

attentive.

Be-

months
Then,

to

complete their

like all butterfly

developi'finly

and moth Ism

they enter a resting and transformai
stage called the pupa. Unlike

nean enclosure and vigorously stroke the

tween 4:30 and 4:45, just before dawn, the
ants herd their charge downward and into
the underground chamber. The roof is replaced, and even before the first streaks of
light cross the tropical sky, both cow and

with their antennae, appar-

elusive

it

doesn't contain a

metalmark

for the

caterpillar.)

After about ten minutes of running over
the plant, the ants return to the subterra-

butterfly caterpillars
selves in cocoons.
their

abdomens

n;:

moth la;at

do not encase

ti;rr

Instead, they aic

to stationary objectum

shed their skins to reveal a new forn th

Then, one of the greatest lai
world occurs: the *!
transformed into a winged er

herders are secure within their corral until

chrysalis.

move. The caterpillar
now ascends the stem, shepherded by its
carpenter ants, and eventually settles on a

the next twilight.

vels of the insect

rupted

of the skies.

tender leaf near the top of the plant to be-

The metamorphosis of Ross's nta
mark takes eleven days. The procesibe

throughout the night, with the ants con-

months. Even torrential rains do not have
any observable deterrent effect. The underground pens are always located on
sloping terrain of heavy red clay that pro-

stantly in attendance, crawling over the

vides excellent drainage, so the pens are

portion of the croton stem or to

pausing occasionally to imbibe

rarely flooded. Besides, the insects are on

though the organism does not prcic

caterpillar

ently coaxing

it

to

gin feeding.

The feeding continues

caterpillar,

droplets of honeydew,

down

and running up and

the croton plant in search of ma-

rauders.
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intermittently

The

caterpillar,

meanwhile,
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fre-

The daily cycle is rarely altered or interduring the summer and fall

the croton plants during the night,

when

caterpillars

require

gins

is

with the Anatole chrysalis

chamber, attached

honeydew

in

nearly

two

tion to the

iiit

to the subterrajai,

this stage,

it

its

roo A!

does

glandular openings corresponding

most of the rains occur.

The

crawler

pheromone-producing

pc^es
inpsioiaii

>

—

,

:.

pupa becomes

nsformed. the

A

iilerfly. left.

newly emerged

metalmark

,/|„v'.s-

m\ dries

its

butterfly,

wings.

Then I removed

several caterpillars

and

placed them on croton plants that were
outside the butterfly-caterpillar colonies.

Left unattended, the caterpillars were
variably attacked by workers of

in-

Ectatoma

tuberculatum, large reddish ants festooned with numerous hairs and spines.
This species is a member of a widespread

group of

known

ants, the Ponerinae,

their fierce stinging ability

predatory habits.

for

and voracious

The Popoluca's name

for this species translates as "the robbers,"

appropriate for sinister-looking creatures
that are frequently seen carrying assorted
insect prey to their tree-hole nests.
I was personally well acquainted with
Ectatoma. Just a few days prior to my relocation experiments, I had been stung on
the thumb as I leaned against an oak tree.

My

finger

was numb

for nearly twenty-

four hours and swollen for another day.

could imagine the
;he caterpillar,

chemical

illar

and
is

conclude that a

I

released into the

air.

any rate, the ants remain in the pen for

—

two days before the butemergence. Then, as the adult

days

e

Sy's

until

nears

tn

perfection,

pen open.

the bright,

caterpillars

its

which

ce,

sunny world of the pine

i'Hth,

nest

enjoys for as long as a

apparently oblivious to

its

past ant

Vlany questions arose in the course of
observations.
:ir

Do the

ants remain with

charge throughout

development

its

do they sometimes return to their
it

site?

'lars

What would happen

if

own

the cater-

were isolated from their ants? Is the
between ants and caterpillars

ociation

benefit to

both species?

experimented.

I

First,

I

carefully

5ned a pen, and taking out the ants one
one,
•)p

I

not

dabbed each on

of quick-drying paint.

its
I

back with a
repeated this

)cedure with four nearby pens, using a
ferent color for each.

Three days

later

I

I

have since

stung, a larva under-

goes extensive tissue destruction within a

The

relationship between the carpenter

confirm

The

pine ridge crests and upper slopes, exclu-

its

inhabit-

ants' response

have

been specifically

evolved to cope with the Anatole caterpillar. Similar behavior has been observed in
several species of ants.

ociates.

i

— may

learned that,

caterpillar.

when

be just one source of

away,

secreting the unwieldy prize in a hole instead of attempting to carry it back to the

newly formed wings, the

it

to

food they encounter.

departs for a free, aerial exis-

terfly

seem

on a

and other sweets. The

fifty feet

saps, flower nectars,

After an hour or so of drying and

:rcising

I

be up to

inflict

I

a sting

metalmark caterpillars thus
in which the larvae furnished the ants with tasty sweets and in return received protection from a vicious
armed predator, another ant species. To

learned that the ants' nest

ants exploiting a variety of resources

hours for nearly two months, and en-

ges.

few minutes.

may

m the old pupal skin, climbs out of the
kness it has inhabited during the dayit

There evidently was a changing of the

Eventually

The ants depart, leaving
The butterfly later emerges

atrophy.

jlnds

would

guard as the ants circulated to and from
their central nest and over their territory.

pheromone

its

observed that all of the painted ants had
either been replaced by unpainted ones or
else had moved to different chambers.

damage such

The herding behav-

ants and the

appeared

to

be one

this,

I

carefully investigated the

sive habitats of the

The Ectatoma ants

metalmark

butterfly.

infested these open ar-

eas and spent the daylight hours solitarily
stalking potential prey.

At

they remained secluded

night, however,

in their nests.

The

wood

ant

.Anatole caterpillars and their

the ants that evolved in association with

guardians were prime targets, but they
were hidden beneath the ground during

these caterpillars.

the day

ior

may

be a more specialized feature of

when

the predators were on patrol.
as the

removed the
attending ants from several crotons and
placed net cages around the plants to keep
them out. When thus isolated from their

At night, with the plundering halted
Ectatoma ants stayed in their own

caretakers, the caterpillars did not return

the relationship between the carpenter

In another

to their

experiment

subterranean

I

cells after

feeding

but, instead, remained on the leaves and
fed intermittently throughout the day and
night. Evidently the daily journeys up and

down

the plants were forced on the cater-

pillars

by the

ants.

nests,

the caterpillars could feed in complete
safety,

exposed on their plants. Therefore,

ants and

metalmark

caterpillars

ally beneficial. Biologists call

biotic relationship, in

is

mutu-

such a sym-

which both parties

mutualism.
There is one other chapter to this story.
During the cooler months of winter and

benefit,
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early spring, the ant-caterpillar activities

are

somewhat

Between Novem-

altered.

No more

period.

ber and April, nighttime temperatures
may drop to 50°. Adult butterflies are no

fire

longer on the wing, having died as the

more weeks

damp weather

cool,

set

in.

The

ants

deepen the pens into five- to six-inch vertical tunnels, probably to increase insulation from the cold air. The butterfly's larval

stage

is

come
will

greatly lengthened as the

and

caterpillars

their attending ants be-

sluggish. Frequently a caterpillar

crawl up a plant during the early night

hours, take a few bites,

than twelve days after

passes through a colony,

—

May

all

the cater-

transform into chrysalises. In two

pillars

—by

April

late

or

early

a fresh generation of butterflies

is

flying about.

I

Soon mating occurs and the females begin to lay their eggs. They select only the
small shoots of croton plants that have recently sprouted from the bare, scorched

patches of ground near their original

The newly emerged

val food plants.

much

lar-

cro-

and then be herded
immediately back into the pen. At times,

growing

in

particulariy during very cool spells, the

shorter,

brighter green, and have rela-

do not emerge

caterpillars

at all for

many

look

tons

stinctively

subsist on stored nutrients because of a re-

larger,

duced metabolism.

leaves.

spring, with

warmer tempera-

its

field

than

healthier

unburned

smooth

tively

consecutive nights, presumably able to

As

leaves.

localities.

The

others

They

are

butterflies in-

avoid placing their eggs on

more spindly plants with hairy
While rearing caterpillars in my
laboratory, I observed that the young

tures, begins in the Sierra

de Tuxtla, so

larvae could not penetrate the velvety sur-

Much

of the under-

face of these larger plants; they soon be-

does the dry season.

growth

communiAt this time,

in the various ecological

ties rapidly

withers and dries.

humans become an important

came emaciated and

life

died,

presumably

from starvation.

The

factor in

the perpetuation of the metalmark's

growth form of the crometalmark colonies may be a

distinctive

tons in the

The Popoluca men toss lighted
matches alongside the numerous trails on

response to the increased sunlight that

the pine ridges adjacent to their villages.

burned, grassy areas, even new-grown cro-

The pine needles and dried undergrowth
make excellent tinder, and the flames
spread rapidly along and down the ridges.

tons produce hairier leaves. This

Because the ground is only sparsely covered, there is no widespread inferno, only
low ground fires that creep in irregular

year.

cycle.

patterns.

The goal

of this annual activity

is

from the ground in order to
encourage the growth of fresh grasses that
to clear clutter

will serve as

fodder for mules, burros, and

horses. This allows the

work animals

to

be

pastured only short distances from the

Popoluca

villages.

By mid-

or late April, selected sections

of the pine ridges

—and

practically

—

all

but-

colonies
have
been
However, because the wood
ants previously deepened the pens during
the cool months, the fires do not harm the
secluded insects. They emerge the night
after the firing and find a new world, one
devoid of food plants and littered with
burned debris. The absence of food for
terfly-caterpillar

burned

over.

these '.inter-season caterpillars
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now

trig-

i^

gers the onset of their long-delayed pupal

pours into the burned-over areas. In un-

diff"er-

ence. so important to the young caterpillars,

remains

in effect

throughout the

Thus, both the spring burning car-

ried out

by the

villagers

and the

selectivity

of the egg-laying butterflies insure colony
stability

and are

critical to the survival of

the species.

With the successful reproduction of the
"spring crop" of butterflies, the cycle

metalmark seems to reproduce exclusively in an environment that is
hostile to most other defenseless insects. It
lives and breeds in a tiny habitat
pine
ridges close to Popoluca Indian villages
that is burned regulariy and systematically by the indigenous population and is
closes. Ross's

—

the hunting territory of a potentially devastating
thrives,
its

ant

predator.

The

pact with a specific wood ant

that,

if

butterfly

where others cannot, because of

somehow

—

a pact

broken, would almost

surely spell the butterfly's immediate extinction.

D

t

-

The cycle is renewed as two
metalmarks male. The female
on the underside of a croton

will lay the eggs

leaf.

If the resultant caterpillars are not found

and

hidden by wood ants, they are
frequently destroyed by stinging ants and
other predatory insects.
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It's

The new suspension

the
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The hood is lower for aerodynamic
efficiency. Also, you can see better over it.
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is that the car has a unique suspension.
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the first time this suspension system has
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does morelhai
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It givesii ja

lovely ride, too. The handling
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is
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You'll also

is
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You'll also see
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noise.
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power steering takes the
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Wind River, Wyoniing>/,S70;
Albert Biersladt drew field sketches while travelingwith Gen.
Frederick Lander 's 1 859 expedition to survey the cross-country

wagon route later known as the Oregon

Trail.

From these

sketches, he created many of hixp.aintings. rearranging scenery

and introducing additional elementsfor pictorial effect.

"

The vast area of land

loosely

termed the

West stretches from the Mississippi River
west to the Pacific Coast, across the Great
Plains and past the

Rocky Mountains

to

the coastline of Washington, Oregon, and
California.
prairies

to a yet greater

From

the seemingly endless

Still,

and high, soaring mountains bow
expanse

the time of the

—

the big sky.

westward

first

peditions, painters have

ex-

been portraying

these awe-inspiring vistas. In the mid-

nineteenth century, explorer-artists used a
flat

horizon line that broke across the

painting below the center. This device,

more commonly used by marine

painters,

allowed such artists as William Tylee

Ranney, George Inness, and William Jacob Hays to emphasize the vastness of
space and the clarity of the sky in the
Great Plains. Attempting to re-create the
emotional impact that such spaciousness
had on him, Inness also used shadows and
grayish colors to evoke the mystical qualof the western landscape.

ity

In the 1870s and 1880s,

monumental

landscapes, such as those by Albert Bier-

Thomas Moran, and Jules Taverhuman isolation in a natural
setting of immense scale. Dramatic skies,
stadt,

nier, stressed

mountains of exaggerated height, and dihuman figures were the charac-

minutive

teristic features of these
felt

works. Bierstadt

he needed a huge canvas

by ten

large as six feet

—

—

often as

to interpret the

true proportions of the western wilderness.

Moran, who

Hayden

traveled west with the

first

scientific expedition in

1871 to

explore the Yellowstone region, produced

spectacular watercolors that played an important role in persuading Congress to set
aside the area as a national park. Tavernier's paintings, with their

luminous

col-

Indian Village of Acoma (1879)
In 1873 Harper's

Weekly commissioned

Jules Tavernier to

tell the story of the
West by making a pictorial record of

those regions "where the railroads have
not yet penetrated, where
squatter, the pioneer

.

.

.

even the

of civilization,

has

not yet erected his rude log-cabin.

Children of the Mountain (1886)
Thomas Moran's watercolors of the

Yellowstone region prompted the Hayt

survey expediton of 1871 to name a
1 2,000-foot peak in the Grand Tetons i
his honor.
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Desert Southwest (1944)
In 1917, Louis Hill, owner of the Great Northern Railroad, commissioned

Maynard Dixon to execute paintings of the Blackfoot Indians and Glacier
National Park. Later, Cubist realism, as in Desert Southwest, became the
trademark of Dixon's landscapes.

Red Hills, Grey Sky f/9i5j
1 929 visit to New Mexico inspired the first of numerous semiabstract

A

paintings by Wisconsin-born Georgia O'Keeffe.

huge landmasses, and images of cavedwelhng
Indians,
reflect
the
late

ors,

nineteenth century's preoccupation with
the exotic nature of the West.
In the early twentieth century, illustrators-turned-artists,

Herbert Dunton
trations of

—

typified

best

by William

known

Zane Grey's books

for his illus-

—recorded

the rigors of the great outdoors in depic-

cowboys wrestling with animals
and struggling against the elements. This
tradition of recording
and romanticizing
human exploits in the West dates at
least from the time of Ranney, who was
greatly influenced by popular accounts of
the feats of Daniel Boone and Davy
tions of

—

—

Crockett.

Modernism and abstraction have
;•»•

.>«
>»,

touched the

art of the

in the last fifty years.

nard Dixon reflects

also

West, particularly

The work

of

May-

this direction in his

use of vivid color and simplified geometric
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Browning, Montana, Bicentennial Indian Encampment (1 976)
Wolfgang Pogzeba's fascination with the Indian powwow

encampment led him to travel across Wyoming, Montana,
and western Canada in 1 976 to photograph and paint this
vanishing tradition of the American West.

The First Iron Horse (/90/j
Frank Sauerwein captures a moment of transition in the
settlement of the West, as a group of Indians encounter the
railroad. He is best known for his sketches and paintings of
the Indians of Colorado

and New Mexico.

f
Known for his portrayal of Indians
among various tribes) and for his

form.

(he lived

landscapes, Dixon was an illustrator for

popular eastern magazines until

when he returned
determined

1912,

to his native California

to capture the realistic

West

he knew rather than the mythic West de-

manded by New York

editors.

Georgia

O'Keeffe's personal vision of the West

emerges

in the

recurring images of the

empty sky and red

of

hills

New

Mexico,

where, she says, "one seems to have more
sky than earth

in

one's world."

The sky

is

the overpowering feature of her paintings

—

a constant juxtaposed against

hills,

bones, and other elements of the land-

The recent work of Chuck Forsman
draws on two elements of modernism realism and abstraction
to convey the exscape.

—

—

panse of the western landscape.

Maynard Dixon

before

him,

Like

Forsman

rebels against the romanticization of the

West.

A

former ranch worker and park

ranger, Forsman's declared artistic pur-

pose

is

to depict the precariousness of the

current ecological situation

in

the West.

While exploding urbanization and agricultural technology have brought many
changes to the West, much remains unchanged: wanderers may still roam the
plains and mountains undisturbed: the
vastness continues to inspire awe.

Above

the sprawling land, as far as the eye can
see, the big skv remains.

Cunningham is the curator and
of exhibitions for the .Anschutz

Elizabeth
director

Collection. Denver. Colorado.
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Masterpieces of the American West, a visual history of the
frontier, will be at the American Museum of Natural History
from November 29. 1985, through February 16, 1986.
This selection of paintings from the Anschutz Collection in
Denver will travel to Honolulu, Chicago, Birmingham,
Little Rock, and six other cities before ending its tour in
August 1988.

Dirt Rider

f

7

950j

of Chuck Forsman's painting refers to the unseen
motorcycle rider whose tracks have scarred this desert scene

The

title

and, metaphorically, to each

human who despoils the earth.

.iMSaf^miir^.

I

The Gathering of the Herds (1866)
who was horn in New York City
In I860 William Jacob Hays
and spent his life there made an 1.800-mile steamboat trip up
the Missouri River, a journey that had an enduring influence on
his work. Today he is chiefly remembered for his many large

—

—

canvases of the animals of the Great Plains.
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Although the village of Santa Maria now has tractors, some farmers continue to use
teams ofyoked cows. The art of training cows to the yoke is being lost by the younger
generation of villagers.

Past and Present in the

Spanish Countryside
Land consolidation is dismantling community practices
that have been in place since medieval times

Text and photographs by Ruth Behar
In

the

of

foothills

Cantabrian

the

Mountains of northern Spain

lie

hundreds

of unity, of union, long impor-

was expressed

in the reci-

tant to villagers,

Christian Spanish kings "reconquered" lands that were under Moorish

system of land tenure, which in Santa Maria survived until recently. During several

first

rule.

Early colonists settled

in

the largely

deserted areas and took possession of the
land they could clear and cultivate, while

woods, meadows, and wastes became community property. Today in Leon, a province of the southern

foothills, the larger,

procity and cooperation of the traditional

the village from 1978 to 1981, I
saw farmers still following communal agricultural and pastoral practices that were
once widespread throughout Spain and

visits to

Europe. These included the yearly

alter-

nation of planting and fallowing the grain

which the entire community

fol-

greener villages stretch alongside the nar-

fields,

descend from the mountains; upslope from the river banks are
smaller, arid hamlets, austerely golden

lowed; the opening up of the harvested
fields to all of the village's cattle for graz-

and brown. The village of Santa Maria del
Condado, neither wholly green nor wholly
arid, lies above the river banks yet is amply
watered by springs and a communal dam.
With 120 permanent residents, Santa

(what

Maria is distinguished by the common
woods that surround the village (the community's historical name, still often used,
Saint Mary of
is Santa Maria del Monte
the Woods). The woods, which in the past
secluded the village somewhat from

land to village families.

neighboring communities, have long af-

enforce land consolidation through special
and other measures that sought to
laws

row
1

The ideal

Most came into being during the eighth to tenth centuries, when the

of tiny villages.

V

mies to the Civil Guards.

rivers that

—

fected the tone of

communal

life.

At the

ing; the imposition of

Roman

community

rights

law called "servitudes") on

various private properties,

making them

subject to village use; taking turns

for

herding and irrigation; and finally, the
allocation of common pasture and woodIn

England and elsewhere many of

these practices disappeared in the eight-

eenth and nineteenth centuries as a result
of the destruction of the

closure

movement

—an

commons,

the en-

early attempt to

—

The

end of the nineteenth century, when the

rationalize the old agrarian system.

population more than doubled, the avail-

people of Santa Maria, though, like most
other Leonese villagers, were barely

ability of spare

woodland, which could be

cleared for planting, cushioned the divi-

and
families from going hungry or

sive effects of population expansion

kept village

sinking into the ranks of the rural proletariat.

Santa Maria is well known in the area
having maintained a solid front during

touched by this agricultural revolution
then sweeping western Europe. They continued to farm into this decade in ways
that agrarian reformers had pronounced

differences, unlike neighboring villages, in

This article is based on the epilogue to Ruth
Behar's forthcoming book. Saiiia Maria del
Monte: The Presence of the Past in a Spanish
Village, to be published in the spring of 1986 by

which some people denounced

Princeton University Press.

for

the Spanish Civil

War

despite political

their ene-
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Older people make up the majority of the villagers. Manyyoungmen and
women left for Leon. Madrid, and Bilbao during the rural exodus of the
1 960s and 1 970s. Below: .4n older woman works in her kitchen garden.

and outmoded two
hundred years before.
Returning to Santa Maria in July of
1984, I passed through the landscape I
had known so well, just thirteen miles
away by highway from the city of Leon. I
saw the familiar valleys and heather
irrational, barbaric,

bushes, the yellow fields brimming with
stalks of rye, the burnt red soil, the fallows

overgrown with wildflowers and weeds,
the strange wavelike patterns sewn into
the hillsides by erosion, water, and time.

Nearing the

however,

village,

I

began

to

notice the unfamiliar, to see things that
tested the vision
I

held

I

was not surprised

the land changed.

with several people

m\'

memory.

had corresponded

I

in

in

to find the layout of

the village, and their

had charted the gradual, but immitoward land consolidaDuring my previous stays in the vilthe question of whether to accept the

letters

nent, progression
tion.

lage,

government-sponsored

consolidation

the scattered parcels that

-^e

had been discussed
numerous village counmeetings. The program's aim is to

family's landholding

and battled over
cil

X

FRANC

of

made up each

in

transform the dozens of tiny

fields

%

belong-

ing to a household into three or four larger,

more regular

make

plots, as well as to build

CASTABRIAN MO[/JV^^

cow
team or, increasingh' now, by tractor
Even before my first visit, the village had
roads to

the plots accessible by

SPAIN

W/4/J,

Sana

Mari'a del

Condado

Madrid

requested this service, yet people acted as
if

the plan would never go into effect. Year

after year

I

PORTUGAL

Leon

watched as people scrutinized

the series of maps the engineers brought to
the village meeting house at ever\' stage of
the process; there were so

many

and complaints that

factions

I,

forever.

But

began
would re-

too,

to believe the layout of the land

main the same

f

dissatis-

finally, in

100 miles

Jan-

uary 1984. the bulldozers finished the major roadwork. and the people were given

computer printouts identifying the fields
that the engineers had devised for them.
Information about the changes that
were taking place had come to me in bits
and pieces, but it was difficult for me to
imagine exactly how the landscape had
been altered. As I drew closer to Santa
Maria.

I

could see, with the sort of inten-

sity that only first

that the village

70

impressions can call up.

was exposed,
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like a

sheep

just sheared of

been more

its

trees,

wool. Before there had

more hedges, more

gar-

study the

way

of

ing told, by the

life

lived that year, that theirs

practically touching them.

very brutal."

That things had changed radically, irrevocably, was not simply my own perception; it was also that of the farmers of
Santa Maria. I remember explaining, in
1978. that I had come to Santa Maria to

the phrase la tierra es

for the

work they had

A

to

number

1

in

now there were large fields of barley
and oats reaching right up to the houses,
dens:

and
whose housi
was a harsh if
do was "brut,

of the village

woman

of times

muy

I

hesi

sehorita, "t:

—

in otl'
land is a very spoiled girl"
words, the land will not do a thing for yc,

you have

my

to

work and

slave "for

her"

(i

return to Santa Maria, the remark

—

two months." He was raised in the
Basque country, where his family had
moved in the 1960s. Although only
twenty-two, he could remember coming
back to Santa Maria when he was a child
in

to help bring in his grandparents' harvest

with sickle, scythe, and threshing sledge.

The changes he has seen in his short lifetime, he said, amounted to a progression
from "the Stone Age to modern times." In
1981 a few people had tentatively called
upon the combine to harvest a field or two;
before then no one had. Since then, everyone has used the combine for the rye harvest if not always for barley, oats, and

wheat, which are grown

in

smaller quanti-

work the way we used to
any more," Leonardo Mirantes, a retired
farmer, said to me as we stood around one
Sunday talking. Sixto Mirantes, another
retired farmer, added, "These days no one
wants to work the way we used to!"
Until 1981 there were three tractors in
ties.

"You

can't

the village;

now

there are seven, serving

twenty-six working families.

ird

I

I

most frequently, almost

was

daily,

no one wants to work anymore, no one

I

I

how

work anymore.
August, as I remembered
)ws

Finding the threshing grounds virtually

was the

innocently

I

asked

people

winnowed, with machines twenty and
irty years old, almost until midnight,
le threshing grounds would be crowded

whether they had already brought in the
rye harvest or if they were somehow starting late this year. I was told, by everyone,
that they had not yet touched the rye, that
they had contracted for combine harvesters to do the job. They would get there any
day now, people kept saying, as the first
week, then the second week of August
passed by. People always spoke of the
combines alone, not of the men with the
combines, as if those imposing machines
had a life of their own. It was strange to

cows, piles of hay and

see people waiting for the harvest to be

le

it,

of greatest agricultural activity in the

month long one would

All

ir

see people

urning from the fields with carts brim-

ng with stalks of rye, the
;ed of

ly
;

cows

be seen

— intended

A

the load.

;

in

number

new Leonese

for

milk

—

pull-

of people could

the fields or on the thresh-

grounds, and

some

families threshed

d

ih people, carts,
iin.

A young man from
bar

ns a

shed past
)rse

than

in

the village,

Madrid with

me

New

who

his brothers,

one day, saying, "This

York

City,

is

what do you

Ruth?" Theirs was hard, exhaustg work, yet everyone was quick to point
that although they worked hard, their
irents and grandparents, not to mention
ink,

It

ose
.

wind.
deserted,

to

irder.

who came

before,

had

worked

In a past not too distant, the rye

as

mowed

e

threshing sledge,

with the sickle, threshed with

winnowed with

the

brought

man

The

tractor

owners are the ones who, with their families, raise ten or twenty head of cattle

home

for

said, "that

it

them; strange, as one
should be August and

not a soul in the fields or on the threshing

grounds."

When

just after the

the combines arrived,
middle of the month, every-

one breathed easier:

until

then there had

been a great deal of an.xiety in the air
what if hail had fallen or too much sun
scorched the grain? So many things could
have destroyed the harvest.
"In four days," Luis Puente told me,

"they harvested what they used to harvest

each and work as

much

land as strength

and time will allow. These families rent
parcels from retired villagers or from
those who have emigrated to the cities.
Even the people who continue to work in a
more traditional way, with a team of cows
(oxen were given up in the 1930s), recognize that their way of life is dying and that
Santa Maria's future as a farming village
depends on increasing mechanization.
One morning, while walking through
the deserted threshing grounds, met two
1

brothers from the village, each leading a

yoked cows. Both teams were made
up of an older cow accustomed to the yoke
and a calf wearing it for the first time.
Froilan and Emiliano Mirantes led the
cows around the threshing grounds for an
hour or so; this, they told me, was to get
pair of

the calves used to the yoke.
along, and

we

talked about

followed

I

how

it

would

soon be impossible to find any beasts of

burden
that

in

when

tractor,

the village; Froilan
his neighbor,

remarked

who works

with a

needs a team, he always borrows

one from him.

A

certain patience

is

re-

quired to train a team, a certain sense of

71
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Before the consolidation offarmlands, everyone in Santa Maria had a little bit of every
type of land
meadows. fields, and plots close to home for planting kitchen gardens,

—

The shaded portions of the map at left show the scattered parcels of land worked
by one family before consolidation. The map at right shows the holdings oj the same
family after the government-sponsored reforms. Below: Women sift garbanzos and
sweep the threshing ground.
left.

with string beans on runners, onions, cab-

thirty, one
hundred years, maybe those people who
left will return to where they used to be,
which is the pueblos."
This is wishful thinking. Save for an
economic disaster, those who left the vil-

bages, and potatoes

lages are not going to return to cultivate

There
res,

I

encountered Felicisimo Llamaza-

a farmer in his seventies,

who was

be-

ginning to irrigate with the runoff flowing

down from

the fields above

his.

He had

carved out a miniature garden plot

—

in the

—

lush

middle of a

meadow. The upper part of the
field, higher on the slope, was covered
with weeds and dry grass. It could produce if it were plowed, he told me, but he

of a

wasn't going to bring in the plow.

tions, are not a

large inert

children wanted
le
It

and work and the bringing of things

|For the older people,
in

the village

who are

the major-

(many young people

left

Leon, Madrid,

and Bilbao in search of
pore comfortable, urban way of life durh the rural exodus of the 1960s and
lj'70s),

the three, four, or five fields the

l|igineers
.i.ne

gave them just don't seem the

as the forty, fifty,

ice, destiny,
It

and

sixty plots that

had accumulated through

'iiJy

and

their

inheri-

own hard work.

they have accepted land consolidation

th a

mixture of resignation and defeat, a

ise of its historical inevitability.

Once I went to observe the irrigation of
me hillside lands close to the village
m. could still see the borders of the old
1

all plots
if

ien

a

engraved

map

in

the

new landscape,

of the fields in the past had

placed on top of a

map of the present.

to,

probably wouldn't

If his

they could, but they

either.

He

said that he

had already worked hard all
winter cutting down trees and pulling out
the old hedges to refashion their new plots.
I
asked if he was pleased with the
consolidation that had been carried out.
He shrugged his shoulders and said that
he thought that in the long run it was for
the best. He had owned fifty plots, but his
children no longer knew where most of
them were; now, with five, they could keep
track of their property more easily. Not
that his children would ever work the land,
he added, but who knows? And he cited a
proverb; For los ahos mil. las aguas vueT
van a ir por donde saltan ir (Every thousand years the waters flow again where
they once flowed). He explained that you
can force water to go in a certain direction,

and

fruition.

words," he said, "in twenty,

his wife

but after a while,
flowing the

way

if left
it

alone,

used

to.

it

reverts to

"In other

the land. This realization

is

behind the

The

lage's approval of consolidation.

vil-

scat-

tered plots of the past, which formed part

web

children

With

made

of persons, rights, and obliga-

meaningful inheritance to

who have moved
consolidation,

larger,

to the cities.

the

fields

were

the irrigation canals were

widened, and bulldozers enlarged the old
roads and plowed

new ones where there
land. To accom-

had once been cultivated
plish all this, to

make

every

field accessi-

by road and not just by footpath, many
trees were cut down. The tree-lined lanes
that led to the two communal meadows
ble

are

now completely

bare.

When

people

ceived their new parcels, they cut

re-

down

the trees and hedges within them, and

many even removed the borders oi foliage
and knitted twigs and put up barbed-wire
fences. A number of people spoke of how
strange the village seems now,
eign.

New

how

for-

trees will be planted as lime

moment

goes by, but for the

it is

the bare-

ness that impresses.

The wastefulness
opposed

to the old

is

of the new system as
often noted

— how

in
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Rye, once harvested with sickles and scythes, below,

is

now harvested by machines.

A combine, right, is loading the han'ested grain onto a tractor wagon.

the past every ear of wheat, every stick of

50,000 and some who win 500,000." The

wood mattered, but how today thoroughness is sacrificed for speed. Those who are

the land. For example, just after the fields

reference here

is

to the real estate value of

were consolidated, a woman who no longer

accustomed to working in the old style still
approach the land with patience, giving it
intensive attention every day without fail.
But the large fields demand an extensive
manner of working the land. As people

ing to earn as

point out, the very idea of plowing one of

cated some distance from the settlement,

speaking always of

but no one offered her more than 50,000

or "lucked into" choice property.

new fields with a donkey or a pair of
cows is exhausting. Nevertheless, villagers
now recognize that modern farming calls
for a dehumanized landscape.
the

A popular slogan about consolidation
"He who

loses,

is

wins" (El que pierde,

gana). In other words, even

if

the fields

the engineers gave you do not total

acreage

to

up in
what you had before, because

your property is now brought together,
it is worth more to you
whether or not
you work it yourself. For those who remain
all

—

and manage some,

managed

lives in the village

to sell a plot

located on the edge of the settlement for

500,000 pesetas. Another woman, expect-

pesetas.

The

and probably
cation of a

much,

tried to sell a plot lo-

serve one day as the

summer

house, since

easily linked into existing water

lo-

it can be
and sew-

age lines. The plot at a distance, however,
has value only as agricultural land, and
such land

is

easy to

When, with

come

by.

the help of a few villagers,

the engineers rated

all

of the village lands,

they took only the productive value of the
land into account.

The

plots people

have

all,

received with consolidation are no doubt

new parcels are
more convenient. Those who are too old to
farm or no longer live in the village lease

as productive as the ones they had before,

their fields to the handful of tractor-own-

has sprouted up across the highway from
Santa Maria, on lands that were once part
of the communal woods. And the young
people who have moved to the city also de-

in the village

if

not

of their property, the large

now they can charge a proper
them because they no longer have

ing families;
rent for

cachines,

little

pieces everywhere, but

buenas parcelas, good-sized parcels.
Consolidation has produced certain inequalities and irrationalities, however. As
one man put it, "They say that those who
lose win, but there are

74

some who win
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but their real estate value
ter.

In the last five years, a

is

another mat-

summer retreat

summer home, a chalet, in
village. This demand for land

'

so-and-so

Other inequities have come about

plot near the village could,
will,

how

consolidation.

One

si

of the rationales"

hind the old agrarian regime was thalv

eryone ought to have land of every typh
at least a

grow

meadow,

a

garden

plot, a fiellK

grow chickpeas, mao(
wheat or oats. The pt:

rye, a field to

even a field for
were scattered, partly through destiny

i(

inheritance (which, in Leon, has alwyi

been equal between male and female b

because people belie:(
was better not to have all of the Ir
vest in one small area, where a bursr
hail or a sudden frost could destroy it
The engineers who drew up the plu
lings) but also

that

it

for consolidation fashioned nice, squ'f
fields

out of the long thin strips and jag; c

plots that

had existed before. The notr

that everyone should have a

little bitil

made no sense to the v

sire a

their na-

land of every type

tal

near the

gineers; instead, they gave people thi

settlement has grown, and will continue to

No

wonder people use images from
the lottery to talk about consolidation,

grow.

new

fields

where they had previously Ic
Wlr

the greatest concentration of plots.
I

was

at the threshing

grounds one

c)

two

h

;z,

:

ve,

d

sisters,

who were

;

Ines

and Amparo Rodri-

chickpeas with a
Ines remarked on the small yield.
sifting

not been a good harvest?

it

I

asked.

was just
It, with consolidation, they had gotten
iny sandy fields that were good for
lin, but hardly any of the thick clayey
it

K

id

wasn't that, she told me;

that

is

it

ideal for chickpeas. Before,

all ties

to the

But no change

away

at

in land tenure can do
one stroke with the patterns, con-

ceptions,

and

ideals of the past. Attitudes

toward time, work, and the land are
changing in Santa Maria, but these new
attitudes have not replaced the old ones;

instead, they

now

coexist,

sometimes

m

nowing and

a kitchen garden.

Now
id,

that every field has access to a

there

is

no longer any need or excuse

communal woodlands
ery

strange juxtaposition, with peasant

said,

com-

munity.

you had a bit of every kind of
id. Today there are people who don't
en have a little land close to home to
int "four onions," in other words, to
;

in

fall

are distributed ev-

so no one will lack fuel for the

woodstoves that

warm

the houses during

the cold winter months. In the
time, most families

still

summer-

pasture their cows

on the communal grazing lands, and participating villagers take turns caring for
this

communal

All the

herd,

known

as the vecera.

900 or so sheep belonging

to village

atti-

families are taken to pasture in a single

tudes that have been passed on for genera-

herd by a shepherd from the community.

tions.

Some

couples

still

thresh chickpeas

with the threshing sledge, the
sifting the

women

win-

crop with the sieve.

Many families still bring the harvest home
in their

cow

carts,

and some farmers, long

These are customs that took form in the
in the words of historian Teofilo Ruiz, villagers "either worked
medieval era, when,

together or died separately."

They con-

tinue to be practiced today in small

com-

cross a neighbor's field to reach one's

past retirement age, milk their five or six

munities such as Santa Maria, where peo-

were always prob-

cows by hand every morning and evening.
Men still train cows for the yoke, while
miniature jewels of gardens are set in
fields too large for those accustomed to

ple are linked by kinship

n.

In the past there

ns with teams and carts causing
e to a

dam-

neighbor's crops. Yet there was a

no one, no matter what degree
self-importance he or she possessed,

nse that

uld
Ts.

remain aloof from

his or her neigh-

The layout of the land prevented

it.

3nsolidation represents the very opposite
'

holder of all servitudes,

such a conception;

it

frees the land-

The common

lands have not disap-

peared. Shares of the

communal

rye fields

are given out every ten years to those families

that can

older attitudes and forms of social organi-

zation persist only as fragments of what

The
doomed them to exand they will pass away with the

was once

close contact with the earth.

and close

relations with their neighbors. Yet the

a unified cultural system.

land consolidation has
tinction,
last

of the old peasant farmers.

D

work them, and shares of the
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Ramsey's Draft, Virginia
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock
The timber in the western, mountainous
was cut extensively near
the turn of the century, and by 1910 very
little of the original forest was left. Among
the harvested trees were Canadian hemlocks, but they were not particularly valued for their wood. Instead, lumbermen
stripped the tannin-rich bark from the
part of Virginia

trunks to

to the tanning industry. Be-

sell

cause the tissues that conduct water and

way upstream, crosstwo
from

first

miles, the trail climbs imperceptibly

where Ramsey's Draft
Prong and the
Left Prong (the Left Prong is Jerry's
Run). The forest in the ravine bottom is

2,252 to 2,9 1 4

Run

feet,

forks into the Right

deeply shaded by thick stands of coniferous Canadian hemlocks and white pines,
occasionally punctuated by deciduous

—cucumber

American

timbered since shortly after the turn of the

still

stand.

The name Ramsey's Draft attracted me

One

was able

to visit the place

it-

of the definitions of draft

is

long before
self.

1

"gorge," and

I

had

trouble envision-

little

ing a deep ravine filled with stately trees

Mountain

Draft Run.

Run

has an air of excitement

not usually conveyed to

it

that

when

I

hear the word creek.

is

me

Ramsey's Draft is a lush ravine nearly
one thousand feet below Shenandoah
Mountain to the west and Bald Ridge to
the east. Through the ravine, Ramsey's
Draft

Run tumbles and

sparkles over a

in several places.

Records indicate that the forest along
first two miles of the run has not been

the

century. But the part of the forest that has
lies beyond the fork of
Ramsey's Draft Run, stretching for three
miles along the Right Prong. It was probably spared because of its remoteness and

never been cut

its

previous owners appreciated

magnificence. This virgin forest con-

its

Canadian hemlocks nearly 1 50 feet
and up to 4 feet in diameter. Occasional specimens of broad-leaved yellow
and gray birches provide a contrast to the
dark green needles of the hemlocks.
Canadian hemlock is common in the
Maritime Provinces of Canada, as well as
tall

in

much

of

New

England, northern

rain-fed streams,

mountainside springs,

lock

is

and a major tributary known as Jerry's
Run, which begins as a trickle high up on
Shenandoah Mountain. A primitive,
dead-end road once followed Ramsey's

The

long, slender

Run

for nearly five miles, but in

1972, Hurricane Agnes washed away
some of its stone fords. Today, this route is
the main basis for a hiking trail that begins
at a

parking area off U.S. 250.

it

away as
southern Indiana and northern Alabama.
During its early years, the Canadian hem-

also occurs in isolated areas as far

rocks. The waters
come from temporary

Draft

New

York, and western Pennsylvania, but

that feed the run

bed of smooth, polished

whose woody

autumn, hangs gracefully

ing sound in

over the run

tains

about

adds a dash of color dur-

seed capsules explode with a sharp crack-

has carved the draft through centuries of

named Ramsey's

laurel

ing June, while witch hazel,

because

is

magnolia,

beech, shagbark hickory, and red maple.

and colorful mountain flowers. Looking at
a geologic map, I noted that the creek that
cutting and washing

AN

its

federate breastworks

—

.e

wends

trees

the bark, the

lie in

tilated trees soon perished.

-'

trail

muToday only a
single stand of virgin hemlock forest survives in Virginia
Ramsey's Draft, in
George Washington National Forest. Just
a few hours' drive from Washington, D.C.,
and Richmond, Virginia, Ramsey's Draft
is nestled below the summit of Shenandoah Mountain, where the ruins of Condissolved nutrients

^IF- r....

The

ing the run sixteen times. For the

shaped

like

a broad-based pyramid.
branches on the lower

part of the trunk are usually horizontal or

even pendulous, while those higher up are
ascending. In the dense shade of Ramsey's
Draft, however, the lower branches die off

few years, leaving the trunks nearly
naked for up to two-thirds their length.
Except for a dense covering of the evergreen spinulose woods fern on the forest
after a
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Ramsey's Draft

Name

Pareni's

is more conducive to the get]
maples and other tree specie
a few years, however, as the c:op

est floor

tion of
Address
Citv

State

Chiids Ajie-

^

Zip—

Grjde

_

For visitor information write:

ter

Forest Supervisor

closes overhead, the seedlings of

George Washington National Forest
210 Federal Building
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801

other trees die.

(703)433-2491

a significant foothold.

As long

as the

les

hemlosc

Ramsey's Draft are protected fromUir
bering and

fire,

other species will no

;ai

While the spinulose woods fern "m
floor,

p^CKPACKING AMISH FAR/i^
•

places to encounter deep ecological

and

sell'.

Our

4-

week to 4-year cross-cultural studies
—Newfoundland to California— lead
to naturalist, outdoor and educa-

on the branches

in flat

maximum

expo-

sure to the limited sunlight.

Individual

hemlock for three
They emerge from tiny buds a light

leaves persist on the
years.

yellow-green, but during their

first

year

they become deep green and shiny.

mot a:

several

The delicate bloodroot an >e\

the fronds.

eral kinds of white
first to

bloom

and purple

viole ar

the spring,

in

follve

by jack-in-the-pulpit, cucumber rootso
omon's seal, and clintonia. In summe th
dainty enchanter's nightshade puts
its

tiny white flowers.

As

the

>rt

trail cctir

ues ever higher along the Right Pron

a

casional patches of flame azalea ancos

azalea

fill

in the

shrub layer of the

f(es

After passing through the virgin
lock forest, the

trail

climbs

1

;n

,400 k\

i

T,

May,

In early

millions of yellow pollen

grains develop in small, spherical clusters
at the

base of the year-old leaves. While

most of the pollen
ground, some

falls uselessly to

lands

tional livelihoods.

erect, green,

The Expedition Education Advan-

ers." Self-pollination

the

on the hemlock's

Vs-inch-long female "flow-

less

than two miles to Hardscrabble

Yd

The knob

is very steep and covered it
packed gray and green fossil- ai
ing sandstone rocks. Hiner Spring, vie
feeds Ramsey's Draft Run, seeps ct
few feet below the summit. The ig

loosely

previous
undergraduate coursework.
offers accredited career internships,

tree's

shade-forming trees found at lower ev<
tions are absent on Hardscrabble Kol

independent study, life experience
credit and transferable coursework.
Ij awards financial aid and career

ing pollination, tiny cones begin to de-

With more sunshine, red maples
black, white, and red oaks become

tage.

^

incorporates

all

j

startup funding.
Send

lor completL' infoTTuation

is unlikely because a
female parts do not mature until a
few days after pollen is released. Follow-

By the end of the

velop.

Audubon Society
Expedition Institute
Dept. H Sharon Conn, 0«)69
;

(203) 364-0522
Studcnls arc admilled regardless of their race.
sex. re/igion or national origin.

servatories -wild rivev*
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year, they are

three-quarters of an inch long and hang

Most of their
during the winter and are dis-

mon and

and an abundance of

May

'ii

apples, yfO\

and

star

seeds

wildflowers grow beneath the trees.

fall

.n

thickets of black hucklelrr

gracefully on slender stalks.
packet or inquire.

National

78

floor,

travel

May or summers— hiking, canoeing
and skiing— we visit people and
societ)'

which discourages insects. The tree's
narrow leaves, each less than one inch

sprays, giving each leaf

across America as a learning coramunit>'. As we camp out September

problems,

nates the forest

the

long, are arranged

inquiring college, high school, grad"-

who

is

red, contains high concentrations of tan-

flat,

You can't fuiiy team about the environment by sitting in a classroom.
Our expeditions are smaD groups of
uate students and faculh'

underbrush, so there

wildflowers occasionally emerge thmg

J

AA, B.S. ondMS. degrees

is little

an e-xtensive view through the forest, interrupted only by the large tree trunks.
The hemlock's bark, often cinnamon
nin,

Career programs leading to

there

grass,

wild

geranium,

(le

persed on transparent wings by the wind.

Although each mature hemlock produces thousands of seeds annually, only
those that land in dense shade are likely to

"This Land" highlights the biolopo
phenomena of the 153 U.S. nationals

germinate.

If

canopy

where a giant

gidshed professor of botany at Soufi
Illinois University at Carbondale.

left

there

is

an opening
tree

fell,

in the

the for-

ests.

Robert H. MohlenbrocJi

is di'n

lie
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Arthur Godfrey, and coproduced by
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audio library at the Cornell Laborator<
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it
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Academy
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species in characteristic
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the viewer

let
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duction.
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much time
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familiar shore bird.

perb teacher
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reening through a thicket as she chc
an intruder that had approached hei
too closely. It could do a great many
things. And simply by being a shee
light to watch and listen to, it would

field
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produced the
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result of the process that

stead of telling applies particularly
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commercial
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better
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in

tape collections, this video guide offer 'e
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more than what a
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good printed field guiicertainly not 74 dollars and 95 citi
worth more. Television is the next g
ground for bird identification aid; a
could find
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books on birds, is coauthor with his f
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The Living Museu

Jungle Maintenance
by Marshall Schwartzman
For twenty years now, Ray deLucia has
been cleaning Africa. Sixty-nine years old,
bespectacled, and sporting a waxed handlebar mustache ("to let people know I'm
the artistic type"), deLucia, chief preparator emeritus of the

Museum,

has been

storing the habitat groups of the

Hall of African

Mammals

re-

Akeley

one by one.

Museum

explorer, taxidermist,

parator, the hall

NEW YORK
WEEKEND
Museum

to be a

By

and pre-

monument

to

the second de-

cade of the twentieth century, the "great
white hunters" of Europe and America

and the spread of agriculture were already

(Designed exclusively for

Members

was

the wildlife of Africa.

of the American
of natural History)

threatening Africa's big

game with extinc-

Akeley lamented this prospect in a
926 letter to the Museum from Africa: "I
have not appreciated the absolute neces-

tion.
1
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sity of

carrying on the African Hall,

if it is

I do now after this painThe old conditions, the
story of which we want to tell, are now all
gone, and in another decade the men who
knew them will all be gone."

ever to be done, as
ful

revelation.

A few months later Akeley died of dys-

• Two nights in one of Mew York's finest hotels: The Waldorf Astoria,
The Plaza, or The Parker Meridien.

entery in Africa. But he

• A complimentary lunch and

death as the hall that bears his name.

behind plans

blueprints, realized ten years after his

The presentation of Akeley's twenty-

breakfast.

• Free tickets to the Hayden Planetarium and the extraordinary
riaturemax Theater.
• A free copy of the Official
Guide.

and

left

eight habitat groups in specially designed
cases,

known

as

dioramas,

chance marriage of the work of two

seum
still

marked a

pioneers. In 1902, while Akelej

at the

mi
n

together in the
little, if

its

When Chapman was
seum

in

1

nithology and

.

l,

h;

,

hired by the

888 as an assistant curator

mammals,

birds in groupings as they

ilu-

cor-

the placinof

would be

sey

in

had already become popul? in
the Museum. These arrangements rtresented an advance over the haphazarc;uthe wild

rio-cabinet-type of display

seen on his childhood

was an improvement,
tion of displays

still

Chapman ad

visit.

this

Althouj

it

second geiW-

lacked the

realtic

foregrounds and backgrounds that wild
set off the animals.

tions

gave birth
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any, attempt to place the exhil

Mew York, Mew York 10024
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same group, and

natural environment.
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the first floor

Suae

from disparate parts of the world or

Museum

The bongo group on

Jersey.

little

widely differing climates might be f
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Field

Frank Chapman, a colleague at the A r-'
ican Museum, was busy designing a iv^
means of displaying birds. As a young
Chapman had visited the Museuiftoi
learn

As originally conceived by Carl Akeley,
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complete
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Museum the Cobb's IsChapman added a concave

group at the

land group.

background mural

to enclose the entire

display space behind a glass front and set
in a wall.

it

set

Within

this space.

Chapman

breeding terns on a shell-strewn beach,

which receded into the background mural
and created the illusion of three dimensions. The effect was that of a window into
nature, and the object, as Chapman later
said, was to present the subject "in such a

manner

as to render apparent the bird's

place in nature and

its

relation to

man."

The diorama method of display quickly
became a favorite of curators and the public alike. The three-dimensional, naturalistic

presentations offered viewers an un-

precedented experience

Nothing

in the

in

museum-going.

Museum approached

the

dioramas' aesthetic appeal and educa-

and crowds came to see the
new exhibits in record numbers.
This was just the type of prominence
and striking realism that Akeley envisioned for his collections, and the dioramas created for the African hall were the
finest examples of their kind. Although
previous Museum dioramas had achieved
their aim of scientific accuracy, few
reached the level of realism Akeley demanded. Often the mural painters lacked
tional value,

the

skill to

create the illusion of three di-

mensions on a flat canvas and the foreground and background were imperfectly

integrated, leaving a sharp line

wher

foreground ended and the mural bet

So where some dioramas in other
with a flat background n
and one, two, or even three glass
(making them more like cases than d r.
mas), every display in the Akeley hal
a fully enclosed and realized natura
ting. Specially selected and trained a

made do

..

re-created exact locations, seasons,

time of day.

More than

ten years

spent collecting specimens

and

giraff"es

Boulders

to

and

—

from z^
gemsboks and ok
couldn'i

b;

brought back from Africa were sket

ic:

trees

that

or photographed in the field

and

late

re-

Museum. The methc
preparing the mountings had been dc

created in the

by Akeley. Previously, skins had
with almost any material at
(straw and cloth, for example).
Akeley method started with a clay n
of the animal sculpted onto the posed
eton and anatomically correct to the
muscle. From this a plaster model
cast and the hide fitted, creating a nn
stuflfed
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still
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gorilla habitat
first

floor

and other dioramas or he
and later Stejen

—deLucia,

Quinn, an artist-preparator with the
seum, set to work. Once the 8- by 141
pane of glass that enclosed the exhibit]^
removed, the lush underbrush and
tainsides of the Kivu volcanoes of
Africa beckoned. DeLucia entered|
place that Akeley had once called
most beautiful spot in the world." Bij
had to tread carefully. "Once you g|
I

:

there,

you think you're

in the jungle,"

deLucia, "but you have to know wj

you can step and where you can't."
Airbrush in hand, deLucia gin^

made
the

his

way along

mountainside.

a path leading

<

Beginning with

foreground, he cleaned the foliage
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he

Akeley hall could not protect their re
ations from the eff"ects of time, and b;;Jie
early 1960s, the dioramas were sho|ng
signs of age. Dirt accumulated on he
background murals, dust settled on he
mountings, leaves drooped and shrived,
and the brilliant colors of the aninJs'
hides faded. Something had to be cie.
and for the first time in thirty years thdioramas were opened. To do the work he

I

Mount Gay Is Helping America

- Win a Naial Engagemen'
WiTFTAustralia.

It

seems only

right that

tions of $10 or

Mount
should

*
help America win back the
America's Cup, a prized possession
which was hers for over 132 years. But to win back
the Cup, America needs your support, now.
Send tax-deductible donations to the
United States Yacht Racing Union, P.O. Box
803821, Houston, Texas 77280-3821. For dona-

we'll

send

and handling. Allow4-6weeks

.

80 Proof Rum,

more

you a beautiful "Regain the
Cup" poster, include $2 postage

Gay, valued as the world's finest

irum for over 175 years,

'

©1985. Imported

for delivery. For

major credit card

1-800-543-1300.

donations, call
Act today. Because America
deserves to win back the Cup,^Even

she has to engage a fofeign
pcwertodoit.
if

by "21 Brands."

Inc.. N.Y., N.Y.

i

|
\
'^

SOLID

WOOD DECOYS

Reg. $65

NOW

The four corners of the Akeley hall ji.
most exotic dioramas, le
three Grevy zebras above are part cth
the largest,

SET OF 8
DECOYS
ALL 14" LONG

WOOD DUCK DRAKE

WOOD DUCK HEN

water hole group.

in authentic colors and all are handsculptured having the details of similar decoys costing up to $300.

This set of traditional decoys are hand-painted

A unique purchase
decoys

at

pound enables us to offer this set of eight
which will certainly make them a solid investment for
in heavy oak, mahogany and pine (2-3 lbs.)

plus the very low British

an incredible
the future.

price,

Made

I

S1 6.95 each, 2 or more only S1 4.95 each
Plus S3. 50 postage and handling (S2.50 per additional)
Check/M.O., Visa. MasterCard. Send name, number & expiration

mountings, careful not to damage the A
date.

cate and sometimes brittle models.

ORDER TOLL FREE:

LONDON ANTIQUES
2-4

weeks

1-800-223-8579 In CA call 619-238-9274
(Dept. 251 ) 930 E Street, San Diego, CA 921 01

delivery. Full

money-back guarantee

if

not completely satisfied.

1^

the scene, a large blackberry bush

H10
rv

A

and water removec
dust and grime from cotton and wax
plants and pendent ferns. In the cent
tion of detergent

shriveled

FADING FEAST
1

A Compendium of Disappearing

Ssffi*^
w^^nrnT''
"

American Regional Foods

B

<

by Raymond Sokolov

1

rewarding book."

—Craig Claiborne

if

^M
^H

Tlie culinary

wisdom

can past

over 100 recipes and

in

of

our Ameri-

tlieir stories.

$1 7.95 ($14.36 for Members) plus $1 .50 shipping and
handling per order. To order: call toll-free, (800) 247-5470;

MasterCard and VISA accepted Or. nnail check, payable to the
American Museum of Natural History, to the address below.

1

h
c
c
ai

from years of neglect. \\':
deLucia directed a std

hot-air gun,

stream of heat at the leaves, whiclri
sponded like newly blossoming flower 1
his right,

he doused a small female gcU

munching on wild celery, and fane
down the path, a rare mountain squn
hidden

in a

lichen-covered tutsan

pi)

To his left, he aimed his airbrush at a
some male gorilla beating his breast.
To reach beyond the jungle f3
deLucia constructed a raised wooden ]«
form on stilts, just high enough to cleaih
ill

you care about American
cooking, as
do, you will find
Fading Feast an enormously
"if

i^l

li

gorillas.

From

there he sprayed the

e

limbs that hung above the scene and[

mix to the sky 1
background murals.
After about a month, the gorilla gn
was renewed, and deLucia moved ot
the adjoining Libyan desert scene. Hf
there was no nettlesome foliage to clea]
repair, just a trio of addax antelope
scimitar-horned oryx, and an addra
zelle foraging on a leafy green dei
plant, set against a sandy landscape pu
plied the detergent

i

]Vienibers' American Museum

pJBOOk

rroQi^^m

Central Parl<

fjg„ y^^i^

West

of Natural History
at

^y 0024

79th Street

1

tuated by a few rocks. After a sinl
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IN FOCUS
Prizewinning photos from Natural
History Mazagine!

FOCUS

/ auDia-PGRum
tfie

best

\

Offers

in self-Instructional

language courses using
featuring
audio cassettes
foreign

—

used

tfiose

to train U.S. State

Dept. personnel

in

Spanisfi,

German, Portuguese,
Japanese, Greek, Hebrew,
Frencfi,

Arabic, Cfiinese,

and

Italian,

l_AO^n
fcfSCilli

^ foreigii

more

language on
your OWnlcafaog
Call (203)

453-9794, or

till

out

and send this ad toAudio-Forum

Room
The

finest

T22, On-the-Green

Guilford,

from Natural History photo

CT 06437

contest winners in a lavish 1986 wall calendar.

Huge, glossy color reproductions. Per-

fect gift for a photographer.

Only

plus $1 shipping. (Check payable to Ameri-

can
ig, a

h

new

light

box was installed

heat, the greatest

enemy

Heat fades the pigments of hides,
and the aniifur, and causes plants to wither.
of this heat came from giant incanat bulbs, which were the standard
dust into the murals

»

Address

of Natural History.)

to

of the di-

tS.

!

Museum

Name

$12.95,

Name:
Address:

State/Zip

City:

-

_Zip_

State:

I

Member's Book Program, American Museum of Natural History, Central Park
West at 79th Street, New York, NY 10024.
03 IF

am

particularty interestsd in (check choics):

D French D German Q Polish
D Russian D Vietnamese
Bulgarian
D Turkish D Hausa
Bi

Spanish

D
D
D

\a

Greek

i

Other
Ol

of illumination in the 1930s. Since

cooler fluorescent lights have be-

prevailing

the

means of

lighting

ght boxes in each of the dioramas

DINOSAURS!

INDIA. NEPAL,
SRI LANKA,

rebuilt to incorporate these fixtures.

The 1986 calendar of the American

BHUTAN, BURMA,

Museum of Natural History

THAILAND

displays,

and

as a matter of course

combining incandescent and
-nt types

W

make

flu-

the settings

h fluorescent

more dramatic.

brought out the

lights

> e\en light of the

cd rays, cast shadows and created

ii

ilusion of

ight

sunbeams. But once this
box was installed in the Libyan

\

entirely

in

new problem appeared:

ii

yen light of the fluorescent bulbs cast

s

dow under each of the
j\\ s

H

ide of

of the setting sun. Luckily, the

II

sand

and deLucia was
paint out these unwanted shadows.

Eiot real but plaster,
to

:|

Has he might, though, he could not
(t

away the shadow

Incredible

Hers of the largest of the addax. Not
to be defeated by a mere shadow,

paintings

other prehistoric

life

of

dinosaurs
brilliant

in

and

edged to be the greatest paleontologicol
artist ever.

Shows

scenes of brontosaurs,

carnosaurs,

Palace On Wheels:
Luxury Train journey

13 Days.

In India.

color!

Painted by Charles R. Knight, acknowl-

battling

cast from the hind

India.

FESTIVAL OF
TOURS SERIES.

antelopes, but

were only supposed to appear to
each animal, simulating the ef-

II

The Trinity:
Nepal & Sri Lanka
The Yatri:
22 Days. India & Nepal
The Nirvana:
17 Days. India & Nepal.
The Himalayan:
16 Days. India & Bhutan.

26 Days.

with their strong,

K

'

TRINITY SERIES:

DINOi

African sky, while

K icandescent lights,

:

& SINGAPORE.

of lighting, the artists were

much more! Onlv

S6.50 plus $1 shipping. (Check payable to
.American Museum ol Natural History.)

The Connoisseur:
17 Days. India & Nepal.
The Road To Burma:
17 Days. India. Nepal & Burma.
The Orient Connection:
17 Days. India. Nepal. Thailand

&

Singapore.

i

new bush on the mural
shaded spot and molded a new rock

jcia painted a
e

ace before the bush.

I

|jch artful innovations served

1/

ii

Address:
Citv:

deLucia

during the course of the restoration,

1

Name:

samples of soil cannot be obtained
Africa for every faded patch, and

.

State:

Zip:

Membets' Book Program, American Museum of Natural Histoty, Central Park
West

at

70rh Street,

New

York,

NY

10024

itinGtion.iDG.
141 East 44iii Street

New York.
Tel.

N.Y.

(212) 661

10017

4680
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ji

800-243-5657,

call

to
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that.

the rear simulated
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Sylvan Road N,, Westporl,

Inc.

sunbeams

shiningiu

the background of the setting, bmbi

06881

original artist

had

left

unpainted twc»

of sky from the edge of the box to theiu

_

ral.

Cilv_

.

DeLucia had an

idea. First he pa.a

the unfinished portion and

Zip.

filled irj»

open space with leaves and brane
made of paper and chicken wire. Th( hi

M, L

Regularly ,5160
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Sale $85

Natural

Way To
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Sleep
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Shipping and
handling,
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hundred paintings, dating from 183ti
1 980, the exhibit is part of the Ansc X
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of the Anschutz Corporation and
ber of the American Museum of Nat a
History's board of trustees. George
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rBOOK HUNTING?
—
Virtually

no matter how

any book located

old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.
we'll
All authors, subjects. Name the book

—

find

iti

(Title

please. Write:

alone

is

sufficient.)

BOOK&-ON-FILE
Box 195 Dept
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NEW JERSEY
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6
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Ghost Stories
Master storyteller Laura Simms K
musician Steven Gom return to the b
seum with a Halloween program of su*

^

the

veh creating

ive revitalized the

nts

has to

still

;mergency repairs from time

;ik

These are not toys.

his assis-

dioramas of the

The Museum

hall.

kel

of sunlight

way Ray deLucia and

is

In

illusion

through the treetops.

ijm ;ring

to

me ;asonal expansion and contraction
th vails crack the murals, burst pipes

damage, beetles

/ater

lUS'

infiltrate the

and chew on the protein-rich hide
intings, and an occasional mouse

,spf s
'

in'

way

lak; its

into a setting, leaving be-

droppings across a

signature

ind

[s

rigl

white patch of snow. But thanks to

le I

n with the

ichi

in

may

sit(

find "the

still

most beautiful

the world."

lot

Iar< ill
latt

itu

waxed handlebar mus-

a small corner of the Mu.seum,

Schwartzman is a staff member of

History magazine.
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Collect Authentic Dinosaur Models from
the British Museum of Natural History
You are looking at four authentic dinosaur models designed by
the curators of the British Museum of Natural History. Each
was sculptured to scale (1:45) by the craftsmen of the Museum
duplicating the original down to the skin texture! They have been
beautifully reproduced in solid, unbreakable, self<olored plastic
in sizes as large as 19'/2 inches! Thousands of these fascinating
and educational, Ufe-Uke models have been sold by Museums
throughout the world. We are proud to offer them to collectors
for the very first time through this advertisement.
Set includes Diplodocus, 19 '/2 "; lyiannosaurus, 10"; THceratops, 6"; Stegosaurus, 5". Only $14.95 for all four, including a
detailed description and history of each. Sold with an unconditional 30 day moneyback guarantee.
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Relive
2,500 years of

By Nick Korolev

civilization
in Sri Lanka.

Side of the Rainbow

!r

November family program

for

Another Side of the Rainbow,

ng the

Rainbow Road Dancers.

performances, geared toward chilvc to twelve years old, will

be given

and 3:30 p.m. on Sunlovember 24. The program is free
mbers and $2.50 for nonmembers.
)0 A.M.,

I

in

runs from October 23 to January

-r ;rs is

p

Hindu

Vijayanagra:

he Akeley Gallery.

T
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will
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i

good only
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MARINE MAMMALS
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from the 5th Century A. D.. Polonnaruwa's Buddhist shrines and K;ind\'s
temple of the sacred tooth relic
Experience all this amidst the tea
gardens, wildlife parks and miles of
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Orcitnis Orca
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newest work.

m
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color prints ot this painting are
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^^^^^^^ T-SHIRTS

chapter on

the factors that influence the distribution

unsurpassed introductory

Parlour

and filmmake
Cooke, who will show his film Cori
My Parlour on Wednesday, Novener

Main Auditoriu

at 7:30 p.m. in the

film captures spiders as they spin

shapes and

sizes,

prey, mate, molt,

\ b.-

hunt and tn

and become the
The program is

the eggs of others.

1 ,t

e

]

members and $3.00 for nonmembe
registration

is

call

For
(212) 873-1327
required.

1

tick

Gem

of a Weekend
The Education Department,

ation with the Gemological

in

i

Instil

America (G.I. A.), will sponsor a si
on gemology from November 15

Two

G.I. A. instructors will prese

tures, films,

and slide shows on 1
and on the origin, sc

identify gems,

and mining of gemstones. The w(
begins with a social hour on Frida
vember 15, at 7:00 p.m. at the Mi
Sessions on Saturday and Sunda
vember 1 6 and 1 7, begin at 1 0:00 a,
end at 5:30 p.m. The cost of the seir
$190 per person (including lunch) f
ticipating, donor, and contributing
bers and G.I. A. students; $215 fo
ciates and others. For informatic
(212)873-7507.

sfiips to

Ricketts

Jack Calvin
Revised by

explore this historic river.
Cruise through fabulous Gorges, visit
ancient towns, meet hospitable people. Enjoy delicious cuisine. Lindblad
staff & Sinologist aboard. Tour includes Beijing, Xian, Shanghai. See
your Travel Agent, write or call 800243-5657. You'll be glad you did.

My

tures photographer

formation

• 350 glorious pages, big 8' 2" x " size.
• Beautiful and Informative.
• Numerous Illustrations.
• All maps and Guides are AVAILABLE

P.O.

and Information!

Into

The November member's progn

all

our catalog.

postage & handling
CA res. add 6' i% sales

life-

style of riverine villages. Exclusive services at affordable prices.

around the world are

ORDER YOUR CATALOG TODAY.

Take a

travelers.

river safari to a tribal longhouse, hike
through primeval forests to pre- historic

• Over 10,000 BEAUTIFUL COLOR
MAPS and travel guides of cities and
LISTED

Borneo on a Joumey-

and independent

maps and travel guides before you go.

all

island of

comp

disciplinj:

information, call (212) 873-1327.

Come

world tour designed for small groups

• ENJOY your trip— PLAN ahead.
• Avoid disappointment - PURCHASE

countries

psychology, and related

Explore startling different Malaysia

and the

anthropology,

biology,

in

MALAYSI/^

with 425 photographs

and drawings. $29.50

Support
wildlife

The Education Department

pi

Fables from Far and Near, a progi
tales

from Africa, the Caribbeai

Black America, on Sunday,
10, at 2:00

and 4:00

p.m. in the

Kwame Nkrumah,

Theater.

Nov
Kau

a nat

Ghana, will tell tales of Africa; Chei
ron, an actress from Trinidad, will
story from the Caribbean; and Yoc
Bat-Imedt will tell Uncle Remus s
The program is designed for childn
their parents.

At the Hayden Planetarium
Wonderful Sky, the Planetarium'

by

show,

returns wit

wearing

ular preschool

environmental

Cookie Monster, Grover, and
Sesame Street Muppets. Througl
logue, song, and audience particip

t-shirts.

go

to

(10%

Bird,

of profits'

environmental

groups.)

FREE
CATALOG

children will explore rainbows, si

I

Many designs. $9.45 ea. Heavy
weight, 100% cotton t-shirls in S,
L,

Stanford University Press

Fables from Far and Near

XL

in tan,

blue, lilac

&

and
first

yellow.

MORRIS P.O. BOX 2308 DEPT CL5
BOULDER. CO 80306 (303) 444-6430
JIM

stars.

Shows

are at 10:00 a.m.

Saturday of every month

<

thij

June 1986; reservations are stronglr
ommended. For prices and infornii

1

^
92

Natural History 11/85

Satisfaction Guaranteed!

'-

BS Jim Morris

call the

Planetarium at (212) 873-5|

WITH A
BRONTOSAURUS.
At theAmencan

Museum of

Natural History,

you can brunch with the animals. Because

we now have a beautiful
we call (what else?) the
American Museum Restaurant. Here an
downstairs
restaurant

anthropologist can dig up surprises

like

angel hair pasta with broccoli and goat
cheese.

A

taxidermist can stuff herself on

And

challah bread french toast.

a zoologist

can go ape over our ratatouille omelette.
Even a regular West Sider can have
taste

buds

tickled.

Imagine

his

that.

AMERICAN MUSEUM

RESTAURANT
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
CENTRAL PARK WEST AT 79TH STREET
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10024
(212)

874-3436

LUNCH;

Mon.-Fri.

1

1:30

AM-4:00 PM

AFTERNOON

TEA: Every day 4:00 PM-5:00
DINNER: Wed., Fn., Sat. 5:00 PM-7:30 PM

BRUNCH:

Sat.

&Sun.

Free Admission to

Due

to

1

1:30

Museum

PM

AM-4:00 PM

ofter 5

PM

a generous grant from Mobil

Fn

.

&

Sot.

nh-ii

"

.

The MarK^t
Art/Crafts

REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS OF AUSTRALIA, by HarComplete coverage— 660 pages, 880
photos. 230 in color, 830 Distribution Maps. $59.50
Postpaid. Ralph Curtis Publishing. Box 183, Sanibel.
FL 33957

GET CASH GRANTS— from Government,

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation.

Foreign Newspapers

old Cogger.

AAA QUALITY AUDUBON ORIGINALS from

the Havell,
Bien and Bowen editions. Also Amsterdam reproductions- Catalog $2. Write Audubon. Springridge Lane.
Vienna, VA 22180 (202) 484-3334

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS

Free booklet

of-State

available. Gallery of Prehistonc Paintings

220

92672 (714) 492-2976

NYC

enue.

Fifth Av-

Book

Service.

Out-

CA

Box 3253J, San Clemente,

Computers

HAWK

—

GET A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON THE GALAXY Check

Egyptian sky

Ancient

(jod

white on
SIS ppd.
handmade papyrus, 5°xS''
Check/Charge.
Lucite frome odd $16
showing gods, symbols,
BROCHURE
25<.
'Book of the Dead' panels
painted

blue,

black,

red,

—

—

—

ANCIENT WORLD ARTS
50 W. 76

SI.

•

NY 10023

•

DepL

the view from the Pleiades. Study the constellations
from our sun See how the familiar stars would look
from anywhere in the Galaxy. New for the C-64. Send

$19.95 to

73135

Interstellar,

OK

4921 Mackelman. Okia City,

PPD

Correspondence
PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Make

fnend-

lasting

Send age, interests
Harmony, Box 37955NH, Phoenix, AZ 85069

AFRICAN MASKS AND FIGURES, $15 $475, request
photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

Free reply.

AMERICAN INDIAN ART: Northwest

lectors, groups, seniors

-

masks.
Graphics Eskimo sculpture. Hopi kachinas. Navajo
rugs. Box 5896, Sherman Oaks. CA 91413 (818) 7892559
Indian

AUDUBON ELEPHANT FOLIO

PRINT, "Amsterdam
investments. $100 up.

cotton paper.

Hand

Woodland, Kansas

VA 22180

Screen pnnted on 100%

MO

City,

25 COLOR IMAGES OF MAYA RUINS Catherwood
1844 set reproduction portfolio. Booklet US $5 (refundable) ACASPP. PO. Box 260, Harpers Ferry WV 25425

WHALES. SHARKS,
carved New catalog

$2.00

74. Burlington,

MANATEES, hand(refundable) Doug Lind,

Wl 53105

CARDS for holiday greetings/gifts. Pen and

ink squirrel

$6.00- Healing Environments, 1423 Royal,
leans.

—

Blank inside. Package of 10

design

New

Or-

LA 70116

BOOKFINDING LIBRARIANS

locate any subject or title,
150,000 different titles in stock, indexed by author,
subject & title PAB. 2918 Atlantic Ave.. Atlantic City.
NJ 08401 or (609) 344-1943
'

'

FREE "PROPOLIS" BOOK/BROCHURES!

Investigate
"presen/er
Hawaii. 96782-0391

"multibeneficial". secret Health

RC.

Selectline.

Box 391 (NHM).

HALLEY'S

COMET WATCHER'S GUIDE— Enjoy

Fact Book $10.95 Petty.

ficial

ington.

it!

Of-

PO. Box 18434. Wash-

DC 20036

65,

NY 11229

07036

ernment programs, $4.95
Indianapolis, IN 46219

—

plus

govUnifunds, Box 19749-RY,
all

OVERSTOCKS. BARGAIN BOOKS.
subjects! Free catalog. Hamilton,

CT

Box

06031

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK!

Join our successful authors
All subjects invited. Publicity, advertising, beautiful
books. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report Carlton Press, Dept NHK, 1 1 West 32 Street,
New York 10001

RARE, OUT-OF-PRINT natural history books. Free catalogs, '..'archer's Books. 6204 N. Vermont. Oklahoma

OK

"3 112

N.\TUR.-\L

-

and unusual sue

over 150 photographs of succulent crests
living stones, and oddballs. Send $1 .00
Unusual Succulents, Dept. 5 553 Buena
Marcos, CA 92069

—

-

.

:

;

GOPHER PROOF GARDEN
relief.

Send $5.00

really brings C:;r-

Box

for plans.

68, Sunol, Gate

JOIN THE INTERNATIONAL SEED SOCIETY :ec«
free quarterly selections of exotic flower anc-nus
plant seeds. Newsletter; Seedfinders servicAni

Membership $25
92045

PO. Box

276,

Lemon G

<e

Interests

BAKE AN INTERNATIONAL CHRISTMAS witsix
thentic cookie recipes. One each from Frar:. (
many. Italy. Norway. Poland, Sweden, $2),
Joanie Recipes, PO Box 112, Richmond Hill, 1 11

YOU ARE NOT INTLMID.^TED

IF

by science

History 11/85

Ocean Fresh Maine

Lobie

Now

V

have your own hve lobster
guaranteed to arrive overnight
from the fisherman to your door!

and math and want a secure career path, look
into the undergraduate or graduate program in
en\-iromnental science at Llniwrsity' of San Francisco.

FREE BROCHURE

T

^^^°o?caN'?rYe'

Call (415)666-6553

TCI"I7|S^'

U)jJ ^S»'

or

(800)CALLUSF

BIOLOGY

GRADUATE

includes other fine

1-800-556-2326
DOWNEAST SEAFOOD EXPRESS
BOX

MARINE

i

138,

,^

V^

L

BROOKSVILLE, MAINE 04617

<P

STUDIES— The

Charleston Higher Education Consortium (College of
Charleston South Carolina Wildlife and Manne Resources Department, Medical University of South Carolina, and the Citadel) offers a unique graduate program leading to a Master of Science in Marine Biology.
A wide variety of research and training opportunities
are available in such areas as marine ecology, biological systematics, fisheries biology, mariculture, physiol-

MINNESOTA WILD RICE

ogy, parasitology, developmental biology, and invertebrate immunology. Wnte: Director— Code NH, CHEC
Graduate Program in Marine Biology, Grice Marine Biological Laboratory, 205 Fort Johnson, Charleston. SC

Government Surplus

$6.00 per pound

pound minimum shipment
Blackduck. MN 56630

Fioura Bros.

prtiit

Be 4

SAVE: FINE TEAS, Coffees, Spices, Herbs, Pcjj
Free Catalogue. Grandma's Spice Shop, RR
448-NH, Burlington, North Carolina 27215

MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS! Many 1 %
Jeeps included! "Nationwide Governmen
tory"— $2.00. Disposal, Box 19107-RY, Wash
DC 20036

cost.

Employment Opportunities
AUSTRALIA— THE WORLD!

50,000 jobsi Big pay. All
occupations. Transportation. Latest reports. $2.00
Jobworld, Box 681 -NH, Cypress, CA 90603

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU!

Jobs! Big Pay! Transporta-

Newest Handbook, $2.00. Australian
Box 19107-RY, Washington, DC 20036
tion!

International,

bulle-

environmental job openings throughout the
Free details: EOV, PO. Box 684, Fitzwilliam, NH

lists

03447

OVERSEAS— ALL OCCUPATIONS!

—

iVIerchandise/Gifts

AMERICAN INDIAN DESIGNS, Cave Art. Shi
Symbols, Museum replicas. Nautical Inspiration
and clothing. Fall Catalog $2 00 Amator.
23038-NH, Santa Barbara, CA 93121
eiry

P.

ANTIQUE MEDICAL, SURGICAL, DENTAL,

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES— Monthly

Worldwide Direc-

and complete information $3.00. International
Box 19107-RY. Washington, DC 20036

Opportunities,

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado. Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current openings
All
occupations!
Free
information!
Intermountain-4Y, 3115N Hancock, Colorado Springs, CO
80907. 1-303-630-7478 ex 425

—

PUBLISHERS'
2,000

15-Y, Falls Village,

"CATALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS
largest selection of weird

"

tory

NEW! Authontative guide to winter bird feeding First in
a series by former director NJ Audubon Send $2.65
The Wood Estate, Dept NH-11, Box 588, Linden, NJ

titles, all

,„

Gardening

Gourmet

CASH FOR COLLEGE, New Directory describes 400
loan, grant, scholarship opportunities

US

used, out-of-pnnt and rare. Free
Catalog. Morris Heller— Books, PO Box 529, Monticello, NY 12701

94

Col-

Box

Education

tin

NATURAL HISTORY:

City.

IPF-C,

29412

Books/Publications

Natures

Brooklyn,

welcome Write

SEALS,

WILDLIFE ART IN SOLID 14K GOLD, photo-realistic,
hand crafted jewelry. Striking depth and detail, heirloom quality Act now. Send $100 for catalog to: A C.
Wildlife Goldsmiths, PO. Box 3004 No. 4. Corvallis, OR
97339
WILDLIFE

WORLD'S GREATEST PENPAL ORGANIZATION.

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

64131

Cross stitch and needlepoint Belts,
cards and more' Brochure $100 Classic Renditions,
Dept NH85, 661 1 Spring Brook. San Antonio, TX 78249

Box

65

signed. Bo-Tree Graphics, 8940

MAYA DESIGNS:

PC

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS.

"

ships through correspondence

COLORFUL BOTANICALS.

20036

K1185

— Cillery open by appomtzziexu only.

Edition." Extraordinary gifts,
List Ornithologist, Box 663, Vienna,

DC

Sampler 4/$2-98 Free brochure. Multine'pa&
'^
Box DE-20A. Dana Point, CA 92629.

10001

FArVRUS-

svet

pay.) Also, loans. Information, $2 (refundabli'Surc
Funds NH, 1000 Connecticut Ave NW, Wiin-i

ments. Microscopes Nauticalia. Three illustrate
logues $10.00. Alex Peck, POB 710-5, Charles]

61920(217)348-1009

I

CHILDREN LOVE our soft sculpture DinosauJ
cause they are made by you! Sew one, you'll
ll

Sample

and catalog only $1 .00 for postage an]
11706C Orebaugh Avenue. Wh
Maryland 20902
kit

dling Dinosaur,

SABER-TOOTH TIGER SKI
Museum Display Qualit
Inexpensive, Realistic, Ai

TEACH HERE— ABROAD: School, College openings.
USA $600: Overseas $6 00. England, Japan, Saudi.

Grizzly Skulls, Gorillas

MA

Send S1.00 for Catalog
SKULLduggery.

Australia $6.00 each.

EISF.

Box

662.

Newton.

Lions,

02162

Humans,

P.O. Box 1021. Brea,

etc.

CA9:

Financial

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE

from nonprofit founda-

340 sources.'application instructions, $3.00
Fundsearch, Box 19107-RY, Washington, DC 20036
tions!

DON'T HAVE ENOUGH DINOSAURS' We have
sands. Dinosaur catalog
10982. Send $1.00

Box 546NH, Tallmai

.

HAWAII and other designs on top quality
T stiirts For free description write Art
0. Box 9081 Honolulu. HI 96835

'*>B,if

ton

.

CALENDAR, 1753 to 2152, Compile family
Donald
Dian future travel, business. $5
=0. Box 8063. Ft Lauderdale. FL 33310

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE

FLORIDA a BAHAMAS

Repairing binocusince 1923. Alignment performed on our IJ S Navy
collimator. Free catalog and our article 'Know Your
Binoculars." published in Audubon Magazine Mirakel
Optical Co Inc. 331 Mansion SI West Coxsackie. NY
lars

.

VACATION RENTALS
AT

,

;

DISCOUNT PRICES!

12192(518)731-2610

LUXURY OCEANFRONT
APARTMENTS, ALL
LAVISHLY FURNISHED

'Perhaps the best pair of
binoculars on the maricet."

OUTDOOR

and/or Bird Feeder Tfiermomreadings Hand screened color designs
suction cups Special $6 00 eacfi; 4 or more
Drop shipments welil $5.50 each, prepaid
itylophot. PO Box 1203 (NH11). Aberdeen,
C°,

BAREFOOT MAILMAN -

—Audubon Magazine

LEITZ TRINOVID

Hillsboro Beach, Florida.
4 Occupancy, only $299 per week.

binoculars ore rhe
choice of those who
rhe obsolure besf. Wirh

Leirz Thnovjd'^'

singulor

ARMADILLO

demond

T-SHIRTS. GIFTS.

CURIOUS THINGS
TV*

PO

See

Box 1522

•

Gainesville.

«

H

FL 32602

tripod.

KIT Includes 40 power
Rand McNally poster and

Regularly $49.95. Only $29 95 postC tularketing-H, P.O. Box 30278. Raleigh. NO
Gift'

-ii\

.

p

)VERS.

1986 Owl Calendar $10. Bumper
collector's newsletter $2 50, Owl's
CA 93755

Sample

1

5491 (NH). Fresno.

X

IH'S

SCARAB:

Imported

Hand

Egyptian

Amulet with Historical Narrative $600. Dr
)X 1689N, Dover. DE 19903

Handcrafted plush, onginal characters,
legends Free brochure Mooki Creations
tvit
Rd Sanborn. NY 14132

Cay. Abaco, Bahamas,
4 Occupancy. 100 yards to one of
the world's finest beaches.
Only $499 weekly.
These special rates effective
thru

ZEISS. B&L, Bushnell.
Optics catalog. Mack Optical &
Machine Tool. Box 541-H, Scranton. PA 18501 (717)
961-2542

ENJOY NATURE

at far out prices.

Complete inventory

cameras, lenses, binoculars & telescopes & many
more of the worlds fine optics at discount pnces. Buy
of the month: B/L compact waterproof 7x24 only_
$139 95 For your free catalog call or write Garden Discount Optics (est 1969) 135 W. 29th St.. NY. NY 10001
(212)868-1420
of

RTS

NATURE POST CARDS— Close-up

—

/Vheaton, IL

60187

1

$14,75 (Not related to

rates available

DOLPHIN
JEWELRY
designs. Color
Christmas Catak>g$ 1.00
Write Whitfieki Jack,
Fitly original

Jewelry Genius.

1 1 1

CARDS Five species Pen and ink Five
sheets and envelopes Excellent gift, reSend $6 50 to Michelle Kaptur, Fall River Dr

.DLIFE
Jote
iR

97707

S.

DOLPHINS and

Alton, IL

rk.

other soft toy animals. Free

Box 20634, Midtown

Station,

NY 10129

SAFARIS IN NATURAL HISTORY Escorted/inde
pendent, Africa: Kenya. Tanzania. Rwanda. Zambia
Zimbabwe, Botswana. Trans-Sahara Asia India. Ne
pal. Malaysia. Indonesia S Amenca Brazil. Ecuador
Peru. Galapagos Islands Alaska Safaricentre International, Nationwide (800) 223 6046. California (800) 624
A BEAUTIFUL EXPERIENCE LEARN sailing aboard 50'
ketch Palisander,' Enjoy sumptuous dining, swimming
and relaxing in the Canbbean this winter Ten day
course $1450 per person Cuttyhunk Marine Adventures, C/0 Gray, 177 Tweed Blvd
Nyack NY 10960
.

,

Himalayan

Real Estate

GOVERNMENT LANDS

FROM

.

^ Excursions

$19/ACREi Homewide vanely o( Ireks.
and wildlife safaris in all parts of Nepal.
For brochure please '.vnte or cable
HifTialayan Excursions offers a

campsites, farming, investment! "Land Buyer's
plus nationwide listings
$3,00 Lands. Box
19107-RY. Washington. DC 20036

river rafting

Rentals

Himalayan Excursions or Himalayan Excursions
P. O. Box 11204
G. P. O, Box 1221
Midland. Texas 79702
Kathmandu. Nepal

sites,

Guide

—

"

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS Virgin Gorda deluxe seaside villas Two kingsize bedrooms with private baths
Spectacular view Private beaches. Tradewinds Villas.
2213 Bond Street. Pittsburgh, PA 15237

lets.

ESCAPES— Tropical

Luxury

Condos

Villas.

— Worldwide

Mountain ChaFree

Brochure,

Hideaways International. Box 1459L, Concord,
01742(800)843-4433

ABOVE THE CLOUDS TREKKING offers worldwide adventure for the discerning traveler Destinations include Nepal. Japan. Yemen, Madagascar. Peru. Transylvania Alps. Yugoslavia. Call or wnte for information.
RO Box 398N, Worcester. MA 01602 (617) 799-4499

MA

SOUTH AMERICAN NATURAUST
kiionn
ItrazHs
ADVENTURE
nisc»vi-r

Resorts

^laneous

Tours/Trips
A-1

62002

SPECIAL
e Dyrisk Design.

all

addresses. Wholesale
states.) Nature Press, 628 E 20th St
Illinois

Duval,

Key West, Rorida 33040

1

color photos of

birds and animals $1050 for 112. all different Birds
and Animals, plus all our other Nature Cards, 75 cards
for

PA.\TA.N'.\1. Cniisi' silent rivers
.

J

SPEAK A FOREIGN LANGUAGE"? Enjoy

soirees

by The

sponsored

{212)255-1096. 7-10

multi-

Language

Ex-

PM

BELIZE— RUM POINT INN— small oasis of calm on the
Western Caribbean. Diving Maya Ruins. Birds. Library
Access to Coxscomb Jaguar Reserve Dine on the veranda.

LIVING! Lively, accurate information. What's
vhat isn't. For subscription information write
-lorida Newsletter. Dept EE. Box 347. Mims.
132754
lA

>0

Canada.

1

800-528-6060 x831

OTHERS WORLDWIDE— For
tondence. vacations
ilectronic

CA 90266
/Optical

— friends

hobbies, sports,
nearby, world-

Exchange. Box 68-H1. Manhattan

to

spacious,

private,

little

hOO S|H'cies of binls.

cainiaas. capyb;ir.i.s. pinmlias. Vliinder amiini; pen.nuins.

.sc-.i

beachfront ca-

BLUE WATERS

INN. Batteaux Bay. Tobago Rustic Informal Hideaway Resort opposite Bird of Paradise Island Exotic Plants. Wildlife. Birds. Swimming. Snorkeling

Call tree 1-800-

Retire

rich in iner

banas Bevier, Placencia, Belize (415) 752-8008

INVENTIONS, new products wanted' Presentaindustry. National exposition

call

5342

Post Cards

.

Marine life designs silkscreened on prearments Catalogue; Sea Shirts, 25W611

1985.

call toll free

Flonda 800-432-8257, U.S.A.
800-327-1584.

Free

;ARS!!

supper

December 14,

For reservations,

BINOCULARS— SWAROVSKI.
Fujinon.

to

SUNCREST VILLAS -Treasure

B

BIRDINC

COMET

j5copewith

Beach, Nassau, Bahamas.
4 Occupancy, walking distance
Casino. Only $299 per week.

Order now ond
receive rhe "no quesrions oslsed" 2 year damage
prorecrion. Up ro 61% discounr P.equesr lirerorure on o
complere line of sporting opncs

335 Vassar,

to

WESTWIND CLUB -Cable

v^tiy

produced by

liferime.

44035

HALLEY'S

-"

Iron Waterfowl.

Cast

order

1st

a
-i

Beach, Nassau, Bahamas,
6 Occupancy, walking distance
Casino. Only $499 per week.

rhe monufocrurers of rhe
famous Leico - comeros,
hove eorned rhe repurorion as
rhe world's finesr, ond why
rhey ore quoronreed for o

ATHERS 201b hand-painted ducW & geese
lers Send $1 00 plus SASE for brochure re-

'i

yourself

for

Trinovid's,

FREE CATALOG

'

GUANAHANI VILLAGE -Cable

Trinovid binoculars every
movemenr, every derail, every
color hue becomes vividly real.

(809) 639-4341

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY:

Beautiful small inn

on planta-

Vincent Grenadines, Come
Explore Pool, tennis, beach. Call or write Spring on
Bequia. Box 19251. Minneapolis. MN 55419 (612) 8231202
tion

on island

of Bequia. St,

TOBAGO. RENT PRIVATE BEACH COTTAGES

stone's
throw from sea. on cocoa plantation. Swimming, snorkeling. fishing, scuba. Birdwatchers paradise. Brochure, Charles A. Turpin, Charlotteville, Tobago, West
Indies

ADIRONDACK SKI TOURS Explore the East s greatest wilderness on crosscountry skis and snowshoes
with naturalist guides. Experience the peaceful beauty
of a northern winter and pristine lakes, forests and
mountains in the land of deer, bear, beaver, otter, pine
marten, bobcat, coyotes and great-horned owls. Each
five-day session is limited to 12 adult guests and
geared to both novices and experts. Daily excursions
followed by relaxed evenings in cozy backwoods
lodge Hearty meals, congenial company, fireside pro
grams featuring distinguished ecologists. photogra
phers and conservationists For brochure write or ca'i
Adirondack Ski Tours. Saranac Lake, NY 12983 (5i3)
891-1080

95

6

6

1

J

:

H^ Mflrl^t
ADVENTURE-BELIZE— Very small party jungle, cave &
Maya site exploring in wildlife paradise. Tikal and island
extensions. Truly an enjoyable experience (813) 3461997. Wildman, 5059 Commonwealth Drive Sarasota
Florida

34242

AMAZON,

AFRICA,
witfi

ASIA,

GAU\PAGOS-

^/Lfx/Llv/l

and prehistoric art. Small groups guided by Itaareg
nomads with English speaking escort Monthly NY
departures b^n Oct. From $2,450 all inclis.

4313 258

Wildlife tours

Amazon dugout canoe

gorillas,

le (212) 355-1404.

NH

Dtpt.

ploration,

EAST AFRICA
programs

nia

NYS

OH

Cliffside Drive. Akron,

Trails

Tours 783P

44313

BICYCLING IN FRANCE. Small groups, staying hotels,
10 speeds provided. May 1986: Dordogne Valley; September '86; Provence. Nan Rheault, RFD, 111 Vine-

IF

WHY

In

(607) 272-0105 collect.

02568

tours from $1666
including airfare. 8. 1 1 & 1 5 days Galapagos, all meals.
Special Halley's Comet/Galapagos Tours, March and
April 1986 Ecuador/Peru options. University credit
available. Joseph Colley, Last, Inc., 43 Millstone Road
Randallstown,
21 1 33 (301 ) 922-31 1

MD

You, 9 Other adventurers and our licensed
naturalist will sail by schooner to explore
more islands than any other Galapagos
expedition. 16 Trip dates. M. Picchu Option.
FREE BROCHURE

INCa «FLOnTS 41543S^22

outstanding photographs hand-printed by
award-winner professional photographer
will
them into works of art. Prints, from 30"x40"
to 8x10 are mounted, sealed & frame-ready Call or
write for a price-list. Satisfaction guaranteed
It

LA MOITTE TEUNISSEN STUDIO
NY 1030 51 6- 627-2062 031
TOURS

1

Australia led by Len Robinson, FebKenya led by Yvonne Malcolm-

ruary, 1986, July, 1986:

Coe. March, 1986: Papua New Guinea led by Len Robinson, June, 1986 Global Quest, 120 East Buffalo St
Ithaca, NY 14850 (800) 336-6635 In NYS (607) 272-

0105

collect

BORNEO! Singapore and Hong Kong.

Unusual
India

& Nepal

Ith-

Trekking (walking) expeditions to ttie foot
of Ml, Everest & Annapurna. Wildlife
safaris in search of rare Asian birds and
mammals. Explorations of remote Bfiutan.
Sikkim. Ladakh and tropical Sn Lanka. 10

35 day programs from S670 00
Free Brochures
to

-^

airfare.

PO

KENYA. INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS 30 years
Mason Safans, Box 1643, Darien, CT
06820 (203) 838-3075
experience. Perry

18-days $1995. 25-days $2395. 32-days $2695.
January 15 lodge and camping safari $2195. Includes
air. Plus deluxe photographic workshops with top nature photographers. Voyagers. Box 915. Ithaca. NY
14851
safaris.

Es-

corted and independent nature and hiking tours. Hike
in New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford
Track: Explore Australia's Outback, Far North, and
Great Barrier Reef. Extensions to Fiji. Tahiti, New
Guinea. South Pacific itineraries designed for individuals and groups. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,
Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

CHINA NATURE TOURS:

rare wintering waterfowl: far
west, tropical south, as well as cultural highlights.
Other lours to Trinidad. Puerto Rico. Texas. Anzona.
Britain. Europe, and more. World Nature Tours Box
693a, Silver Spring. MD 20901

96

NATURAL HISTORY
TOURS

In

South China Supersaver, 18 days, $1950 including
airfare from West Coast. Optional 4-day extension to
Beijing— $400 Four departures: 9 Dec, 23 Dec. 13 Jan,
17 Feb. China Passage, 320 5th Ave., New York. NY
10001 (212) 564-4099

Natural History 11/85

BICYCLE

TOURS— Worid's

firs

ic

tours of Tibet! 10 days in the fabled Lhasa \' =
eluding a 4-day excursion to the ancient walle
tery city of Xigaze. All tours begin in Beijinc
departures Apr-Oct, 1986,21 days, $4775. in'oi ••
West Coast China Passage, 302 5th Ave.. N. n

NY

10001 (212)564-4099

^
TUSCANY./FLORENCE-ROME-RAVENNA
chitecture. Archaeology Tour — May 29-Junt
in

enchanting mediev

7

zi

all

WE UNCOVER

CT069C:'

EXCITING TRAVEL. Uncomm

tinations. Offbeat Expeditions.

C

Free Details Ljl

Box 98833-N, Taco

Exotic Travel Reporter,

i

PERUVIAN AMAZON ADVENTURE VACATION
ENJOY MOONLIGHT E.KCURSIONS L'P THE .AM-^ZON RIVER a.*:
GUIDED BIOLOGICAL, BIRDINIG. PICTORIAL AND ZOC
TOURS INTO THE DEPTHS OF THE AJIAZON VIRGIN FORJ
VIE'w OF HALLEY'S COHET, AN UNFORGETABLE SIGHT.|
LIMA AND HER GOLD AND ARCHEOLOGICAL HL'SEUMS.
.ALL INCLUSIVE FROM MI.A.VI
51,198.00. YEAR ROUl
TO SUPPORT LOCAL
WILDERNESS EXPEDITB
CONSERVATION AND ^^^^.^ WILDI
WASHINGTON A\l
PERUVIAN CHILDREN'S
ROANOKE, VA. 2a
FOUNDATION.
:

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS:

CALIFORNIA

CHINA BIKE TOURS— WINTER SALE. Save up to 15%:

York, N.Y. 10017(212)4(05:
(800)336-5500

98499

KENYA! Low-cost camping adventures and walking

Free (800) 225-2380

depth, leisurely exploration of the Chinese countryside Yangtse Valley, South
China, Inner Mongolia, Silk Road, plus exciting new
Great Wall itinerary— includes 6 days bicycling North
to the coast following the route of the Great Wall of
China. Small groups. Fully escorted. Frequent departures throughout the year, 18-25 days. China Passage
302 5th Ave., New York, NY 10001 (212) 564-4099

TIBET,,'CHINA

New

131 Davenport Ridge Lane, Stamford,
(203) 322-8709

Box 481-NH
CT 06830

CHINA BICYCLE TOURS.

49tt> St.,

1986 Special itinerary. Princeton Nature Tours
282 Western Way, Princeton. NJ 08540 (609) 683-1 1 1

Greenwich,

Toll

'^

HALLEYS COMET/NEW ZEALAND & AUSTRALIA
April

Hi>ma1a\<a>i TtavcI. Imc.
(203) 622-0068

5 day

SAFARIWORLD!
40 East

(restored,

March, August.

September departures, 1986. Voyagers Box 915
aca NY 14851

Safari Without Getting Snni

CLASSIC SAFARI in Keny
Day GREAT COMBINATION to Kenya and Tanza, a:,
our plush 1 8 day WINGS OVER MARA Safaris drer
adventure, luxury and value. Priced from S209'icluding airfare. Call or write for 1 985/86 brochi
1

days including 2 weeks

606nh Juanita.Tiburon. CA 94920

Have your
an

.

'

modern comforts), day trips Si a
sisi, Arezzo, San Gimignano, Chiusi and mo F.
brochure: Jacqueline Moss Museum Tours, Ip"

1

turn

BIRDING

Safariworld's

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic

YOU HAD A TERRIFIC TRIP
IS IT ANY OF MY BUSINESS?

8 Park Ave h/anhasset.

Buy The Finest

'

Hikers Paradise
hiking tours Two or four

best of small
group tours, 17 days birding Far North Queensland
from outback to Gt Barrier Reef. Wnte Goanna Tour
55 Guide Street. Clifton Beach, 4871 Old Australia

MA

Global Quest, 120
(800) 336-6635.

—

AUSTRALIAN TROPICAL BIRDS The

yard Haven,

NY 14850

(619)452-4578

The

Moderate optional length Day
weeks. Brochure Alpine Adventure

Ithaca,

MS

Ave. Berkeley,
(800) 247-6700 (415) 524 5111

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND

St.,

La

Mideast, Australia, Europe. Affordal:
Expeditions, Hiking, Trekking, Biking From
Costarica, Galapagos, Peru, China. Kenya
Tanzania. Switzerland to Aldabra, Austna, B
Madagascar, Morocco, Mongolia, Sahara, Se
Outback/Barner Reef, French Guiana, Zarr
More. Forum Travel International, 91 Gregc
Pleasant Hill, California 94523 (415) 671-29Cl

EXPLORE POLYNESIA WITH SCRIPPS AQUARIUM.

WILDERNESS TRAVEL
760-NC Solano
CA 94707
CA

Kenya and Tanzaand groups. Lodge

safaris.

the Marquesas, Tuamotus and Society Islands
with Scripps scientists on board the
Society Explorer. March 15-29. Dive and snorkel and collect coral
reef fishes for our exhibits. Bonus
see Halley's
comet! Scripps Aquarium. A-007. La Jolla, CA 92093

?^hure
1

individuals

in Africa,

Te c

ica, Asia,

at affordable prices.
for

Kingdom

SPECTACUL7\R DESTINATIONS

VlC. NT 10022

Visit

Australia, Peru, Galapagos
Expert astronomer leaders . daily sightseeing

outside

2=.! E. Slst St..

accomodated and camping
East Buffalo

to best comet
observation spots:

Kinbrace, Sutherland, United

TURTLE TOURS

ex-

Galapagos sailing, hiking, snorkel and
scuba. Over 80 trips worldwide Free color catalog. Wilderness Travel, 1760-NA Solano Avenue Berkeley CA
94707(415)524-5111

Birdinc*~
professionally guided tours, parties up to
in remote baronial lodge on larc
estate, inclusive prices. Brochure M. Wigan "

comfortably

expert naturalists. Kenya and Tanzania safaris,

Rwanda mountain

SCOTTISH HIGHLjANDS. May— July
17 day adventnre on foot,

4WD Tcfaic. and canid. Spectacular rock and sandscapes

(703) 342-563(1

WHALE WATCHING— WILDLIFE
fornia,

Kenya,

Galapagos

Sri

naturalists Sr
groups. Free catalogue of year round expeiC'
Oceanic Society Expeditions, Fort Mason n:
Building E-235. San Francisco. CA 94123 (41 4

Video
2-hour spectacular heiic;:
Breathtaking music. CntC;
claimed. Details Free. Beerger Productions 3
Arville. Las Vegas. NV 89102. (702) 876-2328
ploration

"

Video.

-

GoldWine

Countries: Indian Rock Art: Pioneers:
Bristlecone: Wildflowers; Volcanoes:
Death Valley, etc. 1 day — 2 weeks
Smaii/medium/iarge groups. Country/Victorian Inns,
historic hotels, mountain lodges, research stations &
Big Sur:

Giant

Professional

1106

"GRAND CANYON

irs by professional naturalists, historians,
astronomers, photographers, etc. to the
unique of California and Baja: Halley's
Comet: Gray Whales: Condors: Eagles: Channel Islands:

SAFARIS. B^

Lanka, Patagonia, Hawaii,

Islands.

Sequoia:

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

Fossils:

living

with

nature".

Gourmet picnics

in

picturesque

settings.

Comet viewing in S California & Baja!
Box 3709, Beverly Hills, CA 90212. (213) 274-3025.

Great
P.O.

SAILING

ADVENTURES WORLDWIDE. Solomon Sea

Islands in traditional Melanesian outrigger. Alaska's Inside Passage whale research aboard 93' brigantine

schooner. Galapagos and Greek Isles yacht trips. Norwegian fjords and Arctic Ocean. Hawaii Over 80 tnps.
small groups. Free color' catalog. Wilderness Travel.
1760-NB Solano Avenue. Berkeley. CA 94707 (415)
524-5111

$2.50 per word: 16 word ($40) minimum. DispJa, sf
fed is $275 per inch. All advertisements must c
paid. Rates are not structured for agency or freisr
discounts All advertisements are accepted atAT
RAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send check.'moneire
-"
payable to NATURAL HISTORY to The Marke
RAL HISTORY Magazine, Central Park We;
St., New York, NY 10024 Please include your p address and telephone number, issue preferrs »
suggested heading. Deadline 1st of the mon t>
months pnor to cover date (the January issue
Nov. 1) Camera-ready art is required for display Js
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will s£

—

»

I

upon publication

—

T

AIURAL
ISTORY Members' Market
URAL HISTORY Magazine offers members a free service. Certain advertisers indicated they will send you additional
To obtain this, simply fill out the postage-paid card and drop it in any U.S. mailbox. Circle the numbers on the card
nding to the numbers beside the advertisers in whom you are interested. Please allow up to six weeks for replies. Although
dvertiser has assured us that it will respond to each request, the magazine is not responsible for any failure to do so.
lermore, the listing of an advertiser does not constitute any affiliation with, or endorsement by, the American Museum of
HISTORY Magazine.
al History or

mation.

NATURAL

rican Wildlife

"f
1

Foundation.

The only

sight of the Pyramids. Right now, your dollar

inter-

conservation organization working

lal

You can

sly to

protect Africa's wildlife.

jciting

AWF safaris and learn about

wild-

13. Epirotiki

information.

le

Museum

1

Museum

Natural History.
oers" Book Program. Fine natural history,
e, and anthropology books at 10% to 50%
blishers' prices. Limited and autographed
nerican

new and

,ns,

— Send

classical books,

many

sub-

for free catalog.

sanctuary setting for year-round
Trinidad
Tobago. Summer Work-

For the price of

Amazon.

Begin Dec. 22, from $2,095 including

airfare.

THE LEARN BOAT^m

Hellenic. Learn your

from

way around on

a 17

chure.

&

to

Ornithology, Botany, Entomology, Tropi'ology.

a

Nature Photography and Art. Free

on quality travel, expertly tailored for special interests: Lapland New Year's music, art, crafts,
cuisines and architecture from Finland to Thailand.

Species lithograph series

&

Noble. Unique catalog from the
I's largest bookstore" offering book barin every category, records
tapes, videote, and desk accessories, with savings up

•mes

&

17. General Tours.

able:

;h

t

eighth grade. Educate your child at

approved home study courses, or use
ichment. Start any time, transfer to other
s. Write for free catalogue.
with

)j

n ifi^lon

11!

(Sri

Lanka) Tourist Board.

Visit the

of Ceylon (Sri Lanka). See ancient

isle

,

;s,

monuments

palaces.

Explore

ling

tea gardens, wild life parks

and end-

and

Cross Cultural Adventures,
itelligent alternative for the independent;d, sophisticated traveler Small-group, exid cultural odysseys to Morocco, Zanskar,
than, Belize, Tunisia, Arabia.
iss Cultural.

Morgan. English waxed cotton rainwool and cotton clothing, jewelry, and

ivid

jf ethnic survival items. Send for free cata-

Deva handcrafts

a unique collection
simple clothing for men and women
textured pure cotton. Comfort, dura-

Santly

Send

German National

for

our brochure on

In-

Scandinavia

and

shopping.

The

Tourist Office.
in

Now

is

a

Germany! The

The winter sports. It's
more information today.

culture.

wunderbar! Send

for

—

19. Grand Hotel
Paradise Island. Every room
has an ocean view. Next door to casino. Variety
of dinner and entertainment; tennis, water

sports

and more year round. Packages

available.

Brochures.

Home

Lines.

Home

day cruises

Lines

celebrated

Caribbean
from Florida. Free round-trip airfare and early
purchase discounts available.
21. Jeffrey

to the

Norton Publishers/ Audio-Forum.

LEARN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE ON
YOUR OWN! Cassette/book courses in 42 languages from Audio-Forum. Free catalog.

KLM Royal Dutch Airlines & KLR International. KLM Royal Dutch Airlines & KLR
22.

you explore Africa your way.
from the adventurous to the luxurious. Send
your free African Safaris brochure.

International
.

.

.

for

let

Eastern can fly you to
South America from more of North
ica than any other airline. Send for inlion about affordable vacation packages.

fers exciting journeys of exploration to all four
corners of the worid. Look for our wildlife and
aviary expeditions in current advertising.

gypt.

Today's Egypt

is

awesome,

exciting,

ngly affordable. Cruise the Nile.
1

the

Red

Scuba

Sea. Play golf or tennis within

and people as sunny as

ists in wildlife,

natural history and cultural expe-

ditions worldwide,

combining adventure, learnand vacation. Expert leaders, small groups.

Free color brochure.

Newfoundland & Labrador Tourism. Discover the oldest city in North America, now a
thriving metropolis. Discover a thousand year
27.

reconstructed

UNESCO

viking

settlement,

world heritage

site.

now

a

Free brochures.

Night Star is an exclusive easily
used tool that allows you to interpret the night
sky from anywhere on earth. Send for free bro28. Night Star.

North Country. RENT MOTHER NALease a maple tree, bee-hive or lobster
trap. Unique gift provides personalized lease
document, progress reports, guaranteed harvest.
We do the work, friends get the bounty, you get
29.

TURE:

the raves.
30. Pacific Delight Tours.

—

12

full

China Experience®

escorted tours, 17-25 days. Lux-

ury hotels. Golden Route

Yangtze River

cities.

cruise, Tibet, more. Free color brochure.

31. Point Pleasant. This unique

and natural

re-

sort includes free car, snorkeling gear, sunfish,

tennis, scuba
lessons, panoramic
ocean views with private balconies, spacious airconditioned rooms and fully equipped kitchens.

sailboats,

32. St. George's Club,

Bermuda. Exclusive

members

cot-

3 pools, tennis, club

house, beach club, plus golf course next door

Send

for

free

acquainted

brochure and details of get-

visit.

33. Tours of Distinction. India, Nepal, Bhutan,

Burma,

Lanka, exciting selection of tours,
weekly departures. Philadelphia
Zoological Society's special Wild Life Tour of
India/Nepal, February 1986. Call 212-661Sri

guaranteed

4680.

you away to a
Greek vacation, with the most exciting
and affordable tours available. Send for your
34. Traveline. Let Traveline take

great
free

1986 brochure.

& Tobago Tourist Board. Discover the nature of Trinidad & Tobago through
our "Natural Wonders" brochure
it's a world
the world hasn't discovered!
35. Trinidad

23. Lindblad Travel, Inc. Lindblad Travel of-

of

.

26. Nature Expeditions International. Special-

tage colony offers

and gentle prices keynote our collection.
astern Airlines.

.

their climate.

1986

good time

for a

cruises. 7 to 16

ily

and Endangered
upon re-

available

is

Egypt/Israel,

India,

good time

20.

eaches. Free colorful brochures.

eva.

on the

"Untour" the World.)
18.

School. Calvert School kindergarten

Ivert

literature

including Price-Saver tours. (Also avail-

dia,

off original prices.

'o

.

chure.

Gamma Graphics. Free
Gamma Graphics Wildlife
16.

quest.

brochure.

Mexico Ministry of Tourism. Feel the
of Mexico
the rich cultural heri-

old
15. Finnair Special Tours. Free color brochure

raej'^ropical
»SS!

25.

Warmth

ing

day Mediterranean vacation with 5 guest lecturers. 22 vacation voyages visit 180 places. Bro-

of

Wright Nature Centre and Lodge, Trini-

la

CARIBAZON: MOST

the Caribbean, Epirotiki includes the

Swan

free brochure.

at-

tage, beautiful beaches

Lines.

14. Exprinter.

learn about unique world cultures,

lildlife,
ifor

more

airfares are

POPULAR NEW CRUISE.

of Natural History. DisV Tours. Travel with Museum scientists
;her experts. Explore ancient sites, see exirican

And

buys more than ever
tractive than ever

e,\-

24.

London Antiques. Great buy

bargain hunters. Ideal gifts for
price to suit

all

pockets.

Send

formation (Free brochure).

for
all

Christmas
ages and a

for further in-

—

Zambia .4irways. Photo safaris through
Zambia's game preserves and National Parks
by foot or in open Land Rover Tours include
Victoria Falls. Free brochures on tour packages
and departure dates.
36.
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1

Celestial

Ever

EXPLORE

THE EARTH
i

IN 30 WAYS.

I
Choose your
ture:

wildlife or cultural

wildlife

a

safari

East

in

adven-

A

Africa.

natural history trek through Bhutan. An
Easter Island.
archeological tour to Peru

&

A

walking expedition in New Zealand.
This year, our experts will lead these and
26 other expeditions, spanning 5 con-

Out

Jupiter Stands

tinents.

Write for
cover 30

free color

new wavs

brochure.

And

dis-

by Thomas D. Nicholson

to explore the earth.

The

planets

become increasingly diffimonth as they gather

cult to observe this

around the sun. Jupiter
Cmf. STATt,

is

the only planet

ZIP

NATURE EXPEDITIONS
INTERNATIONAL
NH

BOX

1H96, DEPT.
EUGENE,
97440
503/484-6529
P.O.

OREGON

easily seen; actually

Look

limited edition:

hard to miss.

x)ii

nently in the south after sundown, setting

with them during the night. Before aw

the west-southwest before midnight.

makes an

The

planet

the

moon on

attractive scene with

the 17th
in

amid the

bikini-

Capricornus.

right (west), rises about four hours before

including walnut base.

of our national
captured in this handcrafted
sculpture brought to you by the same artional Wildlife Federation to

"Autumn

dramatic,

the

Na-

produce the

Flight" of'Canada

geese.

*

Individually cast,

numbered and

*

*
To
S379.

using

lost

wax method,

registered.

Personal letter hand-signed by the
Certificate of authenticity

planet

near

the

the onset of morning twilight.

east at

is

who was commissioned by

the

artist

order your Bronson 'American Eagle" at only
fill out the application with payment by check or

Many of the planets

are not well placed

for our viewing this

month, but we can

enjoy the beautiful

autumn

still

International Arts Gallery, 315 West Center St.,
PocateUo, Idaho 83204.
Please send us 'American Eagle" at S379. plus S5 to
cover insured UPS shipping and handling.

C

D

Mastercard Exp. Date

tins

November 5: Last-quarter moonSit
EST) is in Cancer but slides in Lf

before rising in the east after

1

LOC'.m

November 6-7: The waning crcei
moon drifts through Leo, passii|:
i

bright star Regulus while below thpoi

zon on the 6th. The view is best
morning with the moon to Regulus'
on the 6th and to

November

8:

tumn, however, the path of the
is

I

f

on the 7tlif
Mercury reach

its left

greatest distance east of the sun. In

the sky

ttl

t

;

i

a

plarts

at a very low angle with thuoi

zon at sunset, so Mercury

will

be

lar

impossible to observe.

in the

south during the early evening hours

with

Andromeda, Perseus, Cassiopeia,

Spica

constellations.

great Square of Pegasus passes high

Cepheus. and Pisces nearby. Because of
lengthening

summer

autumn

the bright

nights,

stars linger in the west following

sunset; in the east are the brilliant stars of

Orion, Taurus, Auriga, and Canis Major,

which

will

soon dominate our skies during

ing

is

even lower.

November

1 1
The crescent moonid
Venus from Earth (an occultation) x)i
6:00 A.M., EST, for sky watchers soih
the equator. But viewers in the Noiiei
Hemisphere can't even see the pier
much less the drama, since Venus ar tl

following events are given in local

they

fade quickly in the twilight ft

rise.

November

time unless otherwise noted.

:

>

moon will

the long cold nights of winter.

The

Signature

making the

November 9: The moon helps irin
Mars in the dawn sky just below 12
nar crescent in Virgo. The brighst;

The

credit card.

Check enclosed
Charge my !_: VISA
Card .No.
Nzune

passes below Pollux,

threesome.

.

The power and majesty

tist

for

brighter star Spica in Virgo in the south-

_^
symbol

Look

sunup.

H x9" VVx6" D

15"

it

3:

P.M.,

either. Venus
was a good morning star earlier in the fall,
but this month it rises only about one hour
ahead of the sun and will thus be difficult
to view. Mars, more distant to the sun's

wildlife artists.

The moon

cjsir

but are not conspicuous as

sculpture created by one
of the world's foremost

November

rises

During November, Mercury and Sat-

quality, cast bronze

n

9:00 P.M., near Pollux and Castor,

urn are both evening and morning stars

Original, investment

'*

Hyades) to itrigl
and below; and Pollux and Caste tt
twin stars of Gemini, rising below.

for the brightest starlike object in

shaped star group

Jonathan Bronson's

is

Capella above; Aldebaran in

(look for the V-shaped

the sky after dusk. Jupiter shines promi-

in

International Arts Gallery presents an exclusiit

it

riga's

12:

Spring tides and

aDl:
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.
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Phone orders
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1:

The gibbous moon,

in

Taurus, trundles above the horizon two

hours past sundown.

When

it

rises higher,

a triangle of bright stars surrounds

it;

Au-

eclipse

accompany

the

new moon

(a

':I

EST). Perigee (when the mci
nearest Earth) comes about an hou;a
lier and is bound to prime high tid
A.M.,

t'

Permanent pleasvires.

n

Choose one of these

five sets

You simply agree

and save up to ^305^^

buy 4 books within the next two

to

years.

The Second World War
by Winston S. Churchill
for $27.50 (Pub. price $295)

The Nine
imphonies & The Five
sethoven:

New Chartwell Edition of this six-volume Nobel
Prize-winning masterwork, in genuine leather
quarter-bindings, with a foreword by William L.
Shirer. Churchill's Olympian wisdom, passion
and wit— and his unique role as a wartime leadermake his account of World War II unforgettable
reading. Frontispiece photographs. 3-color
battle-map endpapers, 195 additional maps,
charts and diagrams.

ano Concertos
^ililll$19.95 (List prices total $120.74)

most celebrated recordings
works. Sir Georg Solti
r ducts the Chicago Symphony in the
m. i-record set of Beethoven's complete
1 iphonies. "A glorious musical combusiiof

i)loil

the

..€ethoven's

(jjK

The Compact Edition of
The Oxford English Dictionary

I

for

$24.95

(Pub. price $175)

[jsfj

I
:ilor,iP.

Ijfjjjj
^

,

I

;laei((

:

—Time. In collaboration with soloist
Jimir Ashkenazy, Solti and the Chicago
iphony perform Beethoven's five con;os. 'A major addition to the Beethoven
-ography'

—High

Fidelity. Available

on

ecords or 8 cassettes.

"The most complete, most

scholarly dictionary of
the English language"—7"/!^ Christian Science
Monitor. Through photoreduction, the original
13-volume set has been reproduced in this twovolume Compact Edition. ABausch & Lomb

magnifying glass

is

included.

The Encyclopedia
for

$24.95

of Philosophy

(Pub. price $225)

Regarded as the most comprehensive
|»e

Story of Civilization by Will and Ariel Durant

"•$29.95 (Pub. prices total $335.45)
almost half a century Will and Ariel Durant
ted the continuity of world history— the reli-

as and philosophies, the political and economic
its, the arts and sciences, the customs and con-

quests— to show the foundations of society today.
A Book-of-the-Month Club exclusive for almost 50
years, the Durants' illustrated masterwork is
history

come

Membershi p. As a member you will receive the
-Month ClubNews/^ 15 times a year (about every
•weeks). Every issue reviews a Selection and more than
"Other books that we call Alternates, which are carefully
isen by our editors. If you want the Selection, do nothing.
be shipped to you automatically. If you want one or
re Alternates— or no book at all— indicate your decision on
Reply Form and return it by the specified date. Return
lUSS 'vilege:\ii\\e News is delayed and you receive the Selection
i$ ,ihout having had 10 days to notify us, you may return it for
Hit at our expense. Cancellations: Membership may be disitinued, either by you or by the Club, at any time after you
e bought four additional books. Join today. With savings
choices like these, no wonder Book-of-the-Month Club is

alive.

encyclopedia of philosophy ever published,
this superb set— compiled in collaboration
with the world's foremost philosophersencompasses all aspects of ancient, medieval,
modern. Eastern and Western thought. The
four volumes represent an essential aid for
students and a rewarding reference source.
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Book-of-the-Month Club,
Check one box only.
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\'l!

I'ill
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erica's

Bookstore.

912.

Compact

OED $24.95
913.

The Story

America's Bookstore" since 1926.

Camp Hill,

Pennsylvania 17012

Aua-ii

of Civ. $29.95

917.Ency.of
Philosophy $24.95
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932. Beethoven

Address-

-.5-64
(Please print plainly)

-Apt..

(13 Records) $19.95

933. Beethoven
(8 Cassettes)

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB

Inc.,

Please enroll me as a member of Book-of-the-Month Club
and send me the set I have checked at left, billing me for the
appropriate amount, plus shipping and handling charges. I
agree to buy four books during the next two years. A shipping
and handling charge is added to each shipment.

The Second
World War $27.50

959.

City-

$19.95
state-

-Zip-

Prices shown are US. prices. Outside the US., prices are generally higher.

THERE'S SOMETHING

NEW UNDER THE

night and tomorrow.

The eclipse is austral,

however, covering Antarctica and the waters around it, with totality limited to a

STARS!

small path in the South Pacific.

November
cury

in the

13:

The moon

Mer-

southern Eastern Hemisphere,

weather co-

past Saturn. After coming in line

1

November
all

month

and

is

17:

The beacon

joins

the south

Jupiter, drifting into the west

setting before midnight.

moon

in

it

The

crescent

tonight in Capricornus.

:

22:

At

last!

The only dome-shaped

star

above the moon tonight after

from Earth)

25:

« MARCH 24

>^*^

ORBIT OF MERCURY
3RSIT OF VENUS

this high

Durable

1985-1986

enough to have
once the

feel at

significance of your beautifully
designed product."
Included with NightStar are a 60 page
'slep-by-step'

handbook

{with notes for the
Dial

and Latitude

Finder plus both Halley's Comet and Planet
Finder overlays! All handsomely packaged.

NightStar makes a wonderful gift! At
your request, we will ship to the person you
specify and forward your receipt to you.
Special introductory price $44.00 plus

shipping

& handling

U.S & Canada $3.50;
foreign $7 surface, $1 4 air. All U.S. orders
sent prompf/y UPS
sfreef address given.
-

if

California residents

add 6% sales

tax.

Please send check or money order

NightStar

Company

1334 Brommer Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95062, U.S.A.
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to:

ir

( rthi

1

I

younger stargazer). Time

mo:s

t

R. Bucl^minster Fuller wrote:

made me

t

26: The gibbous mm
Taurus again, where it was atie
ginning of the month. The Pleiacs (t

November

and compact (just 8" across, yet equal in area
to a 20"x1 0" flat star map!) NIghtStar lets
you follow the stars as never before. After
viewing a prototype of NightStar, the late

astro-aides,

stei

vth

in Aries.

map

"I am deeply Impressed with
the excellence of your pocket
planetarium.
have very many

it

Apogee moon

is still

ters

NightStar's patented sliding flexible
surface adjusts instantly for any location, time
or date! The secret lies in a slippery film of
quality four-co/or star-hemisphere.

Pes

the constellation.

you an undistorted \iiew of the
heavens from anywhere on Planet Earth!

sealed permanently within

ii

(

becomes a mornir sta
November 24: Sheratan and am
the two bright stars of Aries the Rn, 2

affording

oil,

al

Arie^is

The sun moves

_,^MAY 20

Ni^tgtar^

equirn,

sun, the planet

November

bright, bursting objects.

Ottewell,

1

November
If the

Leonid meteor shower. The moon sets
The shower usually produces up to fifteen meteors per hour from
about :00 a.m. to dawn. They are often

Astronomical
Calendar

Capricornus and Aquarius.

evening sky, in the

crescent

early both nights.

publisher,

1

above the moon, and the Square
sus is above both.

The young

in the

le t\

November 19: First-quarter mo;
EST) is just over the border tw e

A.M.,

November
moon appears

14:

ito

ning sky.

November 2 The vernal
known as the First Point of

operates, conditions will be ideal for the

author and

Mercury loops
way out of

but the two are above the horizon only
during daylight and twilight.

November 16-17:

Guy

18:

(4:i

occults

southwest at dusk.

"ITS A THING
OF GENIUS!"

November

retrograde path on the

ORBIT OF MARS

^\

^

ORBIT OF MERCURY
ORBIT OF VENUS

—

T
Sisters) are slightly

%i n

Now

above it and
through the

this

The closest preperipassage of Comet Halley with

ivember

'iffnioi'

visible

glare,

I's

,

dimly

be

'Woif d

'sdeiitin

.

27:

you can own
historic commemorative

of a once-in-a-lifetime event

occurs today at a distance of 57 mil-

1

The comet

"Ifiliijiiiles.

on

t\rieij.i

(still

il»art|

now

is

closest to

journey toward the sun; an-

its

approach occurs in
The comet is west

closer)

after perihelion.
I

Wesl;

moon, above the bright stars of Arthe

mori^is

of moonlight,

glare

iiiitarhe

comet impossible

however,

to see with

nal^aked eye.

Mercury

Mhl )vember 28:

is

in inferior

between Earth and
jn and entering the morning sky.
;^)vember 29-30: The bright gibbous
ends the month in Gemini, drifting
!oiis»|.r to Pollux and Castor on these everising shortly after sundown and reBsill
'ing in the sky past dawn.
'f:iij

notion, passing

I

i

ACTUAL SIZE

,

HALLEY'S COMET

COMMEMORATIVE MEDAL
Comeback

[[alley's
livember
Jit

is

an important month

Halley calendar.

The comet

in

in solid sterling silver

its journey toward the
moves north of the ecliptic plane on
[mber 9, comes closest to Earth on
Imber 27, and moves inside Mars's

Issued

in

Advance orders are being accepted until November 30, 1985.
To acquire the medal
to share
with your family and keep as a

a Limited Edition.

Advance ordering deadline:

November

—

30, 1985.

It

Ion
I

he

November 28. Most important of
first "window" in its viewing
the

begins,

llule

liern

one

Hemisphere viewers.

of the solar system's visible de-

Isst

and dust) are

(sun, planets, gas,

ls

favors

that

Intrated near the ecliptic (the plane

Earth orbits the sun). Most obImove around the sun (and rotate) in
liich

lime direction, easterly (that
nckwise),
li's

North

is,

coun-

viewed

as
Pole.

from above
Some comets are out-

ling exceptions.

I

comets that have been observed are

lar orbits; their paths

show no

Jfor the ecliptic plane.
Ired or so short-period
in

prefer-

Except for a
comets cap-

the inner solar system, the orbits

fese celestial

vagrants incline, essen-

1910 Comet Halley was fairly
to the sun when it passed the earth,
iiagram. That relative nearness acIs for its recorded brightness. This
iaround, bottom diagram, the comet
.n

hass the earth twice, but on neither
Ivill

it

be as close to either the sun or

hrth. That

hr dimmer

may

by The Franklin Mint

the

passes

milestones in

1

Minted

cause the comet to

was last seen in 1910 ... and
won't be seen again until the
year 2061.
But you can see it this year!
It
it

Halley's Comet. The celestial event of the century. And a
once-in-a-lifetime experience.
To celebrate this spectacular

lasting

remembrance

— please mail

your order to The Franklin Mint.
Franklin Center, PA 19091, by

November

30, 1985.

It's

The Franklin Mint

event.

©

HALLEYS COMET
COMMEMORATIVE
MEDAL

will

special limited edition
medal
so that you may preserve
this memorable occasion for today
and for future generations.

—

HaUey'.s

39mm

in

minted

in solid sterling silver.

be exceptionally large
diameter
and will be

—

The

onh if postmarked
November 30. I9S5.

Valid

Comet Commemorative

will

by

The Franklin Mint
Franklin Center.

face will portray Halley's Comet
as it streaks across the surface of
the earth. The reverse will show
the comet's orbit through the entire period of its sighting, month by
month, moving ever closer to us.

Please send

This magnificent medal is an
original design by the master
sculptors of The Franklin Mint,
and will be struck by the mint's
engravers and craftsmen. Each
medal will be accompanied by a
Certificate of Authenticity and a

charge.)

fascinating reference folder.
To show the medal to best advantage, it will be sent in a hand-

some display stand. The

issue

FM

ADVANCE ORDER FORM

strike a

Medal

1985

I

me

PA

19091

QTY

of the Hallev's

Comet Commemorative Medal
(39mm).

to be

minted

in solid sterling

silver with a proof-qntiliry finish.

issue price

is $37.50"'-

The

per medal. (Dis-

play stand included at no added
*Plus my stale sales lax and
St. for slapping and liandting.
1

prefer to pay as follows:

n

DIRECTLY.
payment in

IJ B'l

I

enclose S

CREDIT CARD.

amount of

as

full.

Bill

to

S

the total

my

credit

card, after shipment.
ul

D
Accl.

American Express
MasterCard

G
U

Diners Cltib

VISA

No

price for this solid sterling silver

medal with a frosted
finish,

is

Expiration Date

proof-qiialitv

$37.50.

signature^

This important commemorative
medal will be issued in a strictly
limited edition. It is being offered
only until April 11, 1986. the date
Halley's

Comet comes

the earth. After that,

be

made

it

ALL ORDERS ARE SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE.

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

closest to
will

available again.

never

City
State,

Zip_

17
101

s

random,

tially at

as likely to

all

move

over the

lot.

They are
Thus it

westerly as not.

the early 1960s, that of Uranus in 1977,
Saturn's in 1983, and Jupiter's only ten

isn't surprising that Comet Halley curves
toward us from a direction opposite that of

days into 1985. Speeding up on

(now

flying

sunward

Earth's revolution about the sun and on a

per hour),

tilted orbit.

months

For most of each solar journey; Comet
Halley is well south of the solar system's

ber 28. Yet to

principal plane.
sun,

it is

When

farthest

from the

930 million miles south of Earth's

it

still

come

sun once more.

spends only 121 days of
bital journey,
lion miles

climbing

its

9,

where

27.700-day

less

than 16 mil-

north of the ecliptic plane be-

fore returning south again

on March

10,

1986.

On
tem.

the way in from the outer solar sysComet Halley moves past the orbits

of seven planets, having started its present
journey from beyond distant Neptune in
1948.

It

passed inside Neptune's orbit

in

this journey,
in

its

own

it

encounters Earth (moving

orbit)

in

dilferent

circum-

Depending on where Earth is located, one or two points may occur during
each comet journey when Earth and the
comet come nearest to one another.
stances.

In 1910, Earth

miles of

came

Comet Halley

within 14 million
less

than a month

comet had passed the sun. This
single passage of the comet past Earth
while it was still relatively close to the sun
after the

accounts for the comet's

brilliant

appear-

ance that year. But the 1986 orbit of
Comet Halley will encounter Earth quite

The comet

differently.

The diagram, below, traces Halley'
path from left to right as it moves across
the sky. The circles and dates indicate
where the comet will be on the fifteenth of
each month until June 1986. when it will
have completed its journey around the
sun. The comet will continue to fade from

sun as seen from the comet.
On our close approach to the con
November 27. Comet Halley will no
much of a tail, but it will be bright e
to

be seen easily with binoculars,
Earth and comet separate,

after.

comet approaches the sun

Each time Comet Halley goes round on

it

or-

are Earth's orbit,

comet "turns the cormove away from the

1986), before the

from the

November

in

which the comet will pass on New Year's
Day, 1986, and that of Venus (January 20,
ner" on February 9 to

sun). It eventually crosses north

way

Mars's orbit on Novem-

to reach

orbital plane (ten times Earth's distance

of the plane on

its

about 56,000 miles
took more than ten
at

the comet will be relatively far fro
sun as well as from Earth, as con
with 1910. At or near the comet's
\
lion on February 9, when it is bri'j
Earth will be on the opposite side

passes

close

to

Earth twice, once on the way in (November 27. at 57 million miles distance) and

once on the way out (April

to brighten, but at the

will coi

it

same time

dark hours above the horizon. By mi
uary, it will simply be too low at dusl
seen no matter how bright it becon

From now
ber,

until the

binoculars

needed.

or

From then

middle of

telescopes
until

D
w

mid-Janu

conditions are good, sharp-eyed

vi

should be able to pick out the comet
evening sky with the unaided eye.

means
sky,

—

dark skies no local
no obstructions in the

clear,

city glow,

lig

w

and no moonlight. From the

point of view, the best viewing perio{

be from about

11. 1986, at

November 30 to Dec(
and again from December 3 1 to
January 15. At other times, the earl

Both times

ning moonlight will be an interferei

39 million miles distance).

1

5

view, returning to interplanetary space.

The enlargement at right gives the excomet 's positions as it
passes through the stars of Taurus and
Gemini. This map will be updated each
month to let you know where Hal lev's
comet will appear Until mid-December
1985, at least from the Northern Hemiact dates for the

sphere, binoculars or a telescope will be

PLEIADES
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iNuv. 14
14

•NOV: 9

^.|v,ov.i9

ADiccARIES

HAMAL

ALDEBARAN

/^ NOV. 29

TAURUS-.
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necessary to view the comet. Under a
good, dark, clear sky the comet mav be
visible with the naked eye from then until

'^DEC.4

iXETUS

mid- January 1986.

Nov. 15

^Jan. 15

°<C^
:
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tance from the sun in the sky w
crease; thus the comet will spend

Feb. 15

•'^X^ March '15.

June1

May

1.5

(P
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it's

the perfect time to start using this Atlas.
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Dr. Leipoldt's

Afrikaner Cookery
The gap between whites and blacks

turns

up

even in a classic cookbook

by Raymond Sokolov
have recently come into possession of
Cape Cookery, a scholarly ac-

I

Leipoldt's

count of Afrikaner cuisine, a hybrid of
the very colonial culture

may

be

ultimate

its

C[hristiaan

life

American

Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours
Central Park West at 79th St.
10024
New York,
(212) 873-1440 or (212) 799-7157

NY

—a leading

facing what

The

crisis.

Frederick]

was a prominent

now

author,

Louis Leipoldt,

South African

figure in

physician, a poet in both

Afrikaans and English, a popular quiz-

show personality on radio, a pundit, and a
curmudgeon.
Born in 880 in a remote mission station
1

in

Cape Colony, Leipoldt developed

man

an intellectual and a

into

of the world.

to write

He

about food.

was, moreov

a

,

witness, albeit a late one, to the flowtnj

of

Cape

cookery, and lived to see

fade at the end of World
is

War IL

it st£ tc

(Tod

ii

'

experiencing a revival.)

Cape Cookery has a special interesfoi
American readers because it investii;e!
and documents a colonial cuisine inve ec
by and for colonizers in a rural so'it)
where the white, European few domin a
the nonwhite, non-European many,

indigenous (blacks) and imported
lays). In

itl

ifo

reading Leipoldt, American; /il

inevitably think of the cuisine of the

;te

magnate Joseph Pulitzer once retained him nominally as his
physician but really as a companion on his
yacht. But Leipoldt did not turn his back
on the Cape. And when he returned home
from Europe in 1914, he resettled there,

bellum South. Here we had the samere

essentially for

further, certainly not politically.

The American

Cooking,

press

life.

the

especially

traditional

cooking of Cape Colony, became one of

He

new ingredients h(
same European culinary structure. h(
same openness to new ideas from m
ative collision with

white cooks.

The

parallels cannot be carried ncl

terms of cuisine, we seem

to

Ar

have

up with a heavy African admixture

e

ii

e(

itm:

collected

food, although the indigenous Ameriini

manuscript cookbooks and pored over

were originally Asiatic, while the Af<a
ners adopted the spicy sambals of S(|th

his

chief preoccupations.

early printed collections of recipes. Lei-

much accou

o

Nevertheless, white Americans wil

;c

made no claim and no serious attempt to be an anthropologist among the
Zulu and Xhosas cooks of South Africa.
He was interested in the food eaten by his

east Asia, without taking

own people

naive, paean to his

poldt

try,

in his

where

own

section of the coun-

food ideas, mainly those current in the
early nineteenth century, to

South Afri-

can plants and animals and to the exotic
their

Malay-run households.

Leipoldt published a cookbook in Afrikaans,
alive,

Kos

English
script

Vir Die Kenner, while he

but he

left

first

was

a separate manuscript in

when he died

was

in

1947. That

published

in

manu-

1976 and

re-

American

printed in 1983. Although the recipes did

Museum of

not pass through the hands of a

Natural
History

economist and do not
ties

mo If
Malay "mammy'

ognize Leipoldt's admiring, but

adapted European

colonists

methods of

native African recipes.

list

home

precise quanti-

of ingredients or specify cooking times

My interest
when, as a

in

cookery dates from the n

little

the last century,

boy
I

in the late eighli a

assisted in a very

and suppressed capacity,

rrio

at the culinar jp

erations of a very expert Colored wciai

cook who bore the reputation of
of the best in the

beinjin

Cape Colony. Fat

t'.h

verge of obesity, she presided over a kitiei
whose cleanliness could have served
'

>

model

an operating theater of a mc,;ri
hospital, largely because she insisted ia
punctilious, painstaking ablution was i in
for

dispensable preliminary in the preparioi
of food. Her inculcation of these elepn
tary principles, often accompanied |
good-natured but nevertheless pajfu
i

Discovery Tours
Central Park

West

at 79th St.

York, NY 10024
(212) 873-1440 or (212) 799-7157

New

seems unlikely that Leipoldt's
elegant little book will ever be surpassed
as a record of a peculiar and fascinating
or yields,

it

frontier cuisine.

Few

people of Leipoldt's

capacities have ever troubled themselves

1^^
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large
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better
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me
my
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in later
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that
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how any infringement
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cookery.

The

explore some n( Ihc nrosi exolic siglits cm earlh and off! In

Ihe conipam'of expert naluralisis and aslronomcis, myage aboard

to realize

inevitably impairs the excellence of

ayah's art was the result of

many

and experience in the
methods of Malay cookery,

Duckitt, the South African Mrs. Be(

n.

spent her Victorian youth on a farm

w

re

whose outstanding characteristics are the
free, almost heroic, use of spices and aro-

Duckitt's

but slow application of moist heat to

Hilda's Where

Zip

of each.
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portant persons, were

memory,
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made from

her

in

for she never referred to written

vanguard of the Dutch Reformed
at Leipoldt's

recipe for Jerusalem artichoke and ba-
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nana or at his quince sambal (see below).
These recipes show the Asian ayah at
work, turning the Mediterranean quince
into a pungent relish and mixing the humble, earthy, crunchy Jerusalem artichoke
with mushy, sun-yellow banana. All of this
is

surprisingly

as

—

gumbo

with

un-American

its

un-African

okra

as

African beginnings

—

is

at base.

Leipoldt definitely strives to give the

impression that
ported hybrid:

Cape cookery is an imone part Dutch or Ger-

manic with English

Malay

PARIS TO PEKING
liy Private

An

exclusive luxury

rail

or "Oriental." Biltong.

famous jerked, or

ca's

Enjoy a

ciillai^'

as water

hawthorn stewnc

made from veld plants."
Nowhere in this chapter on the or re
of Cape cuisine is there any mentic ot
"local" people, in Leipoldt's sense o

word.

No

he

black Africans play Squan

t(

Dutch East liJ!
Company pilgrims, and blacks renii
mysterioush' absent from the book

the sixteenth-century

.

whole.

It is

true that in Leipoldt's re^n

the Southwest Cape, blacks are evetff

day a minority, but he shows no intes
whatever in indigenous Hottentot 3d

Then

again, perhaps the colonists sni

bled on water hawthorn stew

all on el
own, not to mention the other wild an iii
European, un-Asian, purely local l)d

that Leipoldt loved most.

Here he

is,

in his best, high-aestlic

nostalgic vein, lamenting the passing

certain market in

fi

Cape Town:

South Afri-

air-dried,

meat,

is

In that cool, inviting colonnade, one

i

(W.J. Flesch and Partners, P.O.

enough to allow a fork to pierce it ea;y!
Take it out and cut it up into pieces ah U

Quince Sambal
NH

1

!

7_'2i

Expeditions

Bruad\ii3y E- Seattle.

WA

yslnj

.Name

Peel and grate a ripe quince.

Cin-

Zip

State

D Aniardica D .Amazon D Chilean Fjords D Halto'sComel

[It]

should

be snowy white.

Mix

Street

chili

the size of flattened apricots (abou
inches square) which you

the grated flesh with lemon juice,

powdered

and white pepper and a

lit-

tle salt.
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may either

2
11

j

pan with a little fat. Put on
some pepper and salt and sem
table with plenty of rice, and lemons ci

or fry in a

e

pieces

o
n

halves.

Porcupine Cracklings

Banana Artichokes

JECT SPACE VOYAGE

Plunge the animal, as you would a suckling pig. into boiling water: scrape off the

pens and the hairs; scrub the skin until

it is

smooth and white. Now skin the
animal and discard the meat, which is not
very nice to eat. Put the skin in a jar in salt
water to which you have added a little vinegar, and let it lie in it overnight. Take it
out the next day. dry it, rub it with a clove
of garlic and put it in a saucepan with a litperfectly

incti solid copper tube
rainbow of stained glass

9

chips and mirrors.

(S18.00(p.p.d.)
Toucti of Glass
P.O. Box 16037 -K
Asheville. N.C. 28816
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Three Recipes from Leipoldt's Cape Cookery, by C. Louis Leipoldt
Box 3473, Cape Town 8000, South Africa)
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ctety
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any recipes "maniic-
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infusions: the other

;i-

Train

aiheiiture! Jruirnev thniutji Ihc heart

l;uriipe hi the exotic I'ar list-

says, to include

the purees

northern Europe brought to Africa by the

It? contains,

Duckitt unaccountably failed, Leiidi

local

spiced the homelier, blander cuisine of

is

hancing the savor of the dish." But

Anyone wanting to get an idea of how
the tropical Malay touch broadened and

Church should take a look

S()IMl'li-77<l4.

old reci-

or printed directives.

austral

14

which were eaten by

diverse constituents into a combina-

Slate

influential

holds the essential goodness

many

Cm

extremely

by
poldl's count, fifty exclusively South .lican recipes, which "show the influent of
Oriental cooking methods, combined th

all

tion that

W'A ySI02

was "an East Indian, an ade at
making curry and Malay dishes." .ss
the cook

matic flavorings; the prolonged, steady

Street

F.- Se;i!Lli:.

c^

about the origins of the Cape cui e,
"was predominant." Hildagonda Joh;u

traditional

Name

72.1 Broail\\^i\

1
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Dutch

years' instruction
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Mil
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ental influence," he writes in his
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tle

boiling water.

Boil

till

it

is

tender

Dice some [Jerusalem] artichokes lit
have been steamed in wine; put the pics
of artichoke in a saucepan, slice on tin
the bananas; add a lump of butter, a lile
salt, pepper, and parsley; let them sim sr
for a few minutes; add a glass of shey,
and a little flour to thicken; shake well id
add some more salt if required, and finlv
a cup of boiling thin cream. Serve \ d

nutmeg grated

over.

,M

anything that one could think of
out-of-the-way herbs, tor-

lost

Icitchen

—

id turtles;

the tasty

little

"klip fish";

came from bushes

malic berries that

Odiin^ Video Rhythms^fTh^Bi^^^

.

on the edge of the Green Point
jn Lake; the succulent fennel roots

^r^

i

•

such delicious preserve; the debut rather vulgar, rose apples that
oik liked to mingle in their sweet

AH on one
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"^OT available in stores!
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ide

ONLIT $19.95

,

immense

the

nder

which one no

Government has taken

sees, since

protection and tried to teach
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What was it about the Big Bands that captured the
ears and heartsof Americans so many years ago?
Why do they sound as great today as they did way
back then? For the lowest price ever, you can put
away those scratchy 78's and watch the Big Bands
swing into action, exactly as they were filmed in
the 1940s. The entire collection is yours for only
$19.95 plus shipping and handling. Order today
and we 11 send you our giant video catalogue abso-

crayfish [langoustes or

(the like of

ibsters]

crawfish);

^"^

malagas eggs

than those of the penguin);
;n that most delectable of all delicae prepared skin of a porcupine. [See
tasty

FREEI

lutely

and watch LOUIS ARMSTRONG blow off the
roof GEHEKRU PA beat it out, FATS WALLER tickle
the ivories, CAB CALLOWAY hide ho up to Har
Listen

of course, theoretically possible

,

was first discovand passed on to
1 especially doubt

these things

ine of

native Africans

(

But

ts.

I

doubt

it.

And

case of porcupine cracklings.

;

COUhT BASIE and LIOHEL HAMPTOD swing
JIMMY DORSEY, LARRY CLIHTOM, and STAM
KEMTOn front their Big Bands and many more!
lem

out,

Our complete catalogue $1.75. Sent FREE with your order

more glaring case of

s

the even

\.

wild food from the veld, that

is,

wild or uncultivated part of the
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more "local" than

hing could be

ubers and berries, these bulbs and
'an

be that their culinary use was

it

some clever Euroby Malay slaves in their

every case by

in

1

Drager or

und land? This

n his

scholarly

this

happens belimited him-

ATJtten sources that ignored aborig-

okery and food knowledge.

may

it

,

And, of

be that such substances as

he seeds of the wild almond, Brabe-

were independently
3n by natives and by colonists as
'casting and then brewing into a co-

'ellatifolium)

beverage called ghoo coffee.
are surely
1

One

an omission here.

nevertheless,

ways of looking beyond

sources and deducing which wild

vcre traditional in southern Africa

advent of the colonist.

ihe

interesting to

know

the

It

were the workers

Grey's Pass,

at
dt's

who

would

modern

of these indigenous foods.
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Lease
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and a copy of an autfienlic 1890
Cfirlstmas. a gift Announcement Card from you
Treasury Dept. Lease, tiand personalized, and suitable for framing. Then, in Spring
'86, when all the sap has been gathered and processed, each tree tenant will receive

A

—

—

33 ounces
at least 65 ounces of 100% pure Maple Syrup in decorated jugs
guaranteed to Bucket Borrowers — even more if Mother Nature yields an abundant
supply! We do all the work — your friends get progress reports and Ihe delicious
natural syrup
you gel all the raves! 100% satisfaction money back guarantee.
Tree Lease $29,00 or Bucket Lease $19,00
Send ckeck plus $4.00 handling per gift to

—

NORTH COUNTRY CORP. Dept. NC13
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Date_

the impression

way he

Perhaps

gives.
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is

Check Format: u VHS
name

V

persuaded that nothing men-

by Leipoldt in his charming and

book was eaten by black Africans
contact with Europeans. But then,
iid
ly

le

1.1

"'

was
and why did Leipoldt ig-

native Africans eat that
theirs

subject?

md Sokolov
'erests

on 'food.
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The

Up
As

Moment

Natural

in Ontario

a lumberjack,

Wayne Lankinen generally

more on
when Lan-

focuses

the trunks of trees than on their upper branches. But

kinen spotted a marten in a jack pine he was about to cut, he

dropped

his

power saw and ran

camera

for his

—

telling the other

jacks to keep the marten there until he got back.

The marten,

temporarily up a tree, started exploring the place and soon

—

—above

dis-

There was a
brief chase; but by the time Lankinen got back, the marten had
done to the squirrel what the lumberjacks had done to the marten
and everybody was trapped.
covered a fellow inmate

a squirrel

it.

—

Actually, Lankinen was a

little

surprised to see a marten at

They are rare in his part of Canada
Ontario

—

as they are in

—

many places

the
in

Thunder Bay

all.

section of

the northwestern United

and Canada. The American pine marten used to
be called American sable, and the creature was trapped intensively during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. By the
940s pelts were bringing as much as S 1 00 each, but populations
were way down. Regulations to protect the animal helped its
States, Alaska,

1

population recover in

gone

The marten
and

many

places. In

some

spots, however,

it is

for good.

ferrets,

it

lives in pine forests.

A relative of weasels,

partly arboreal, although

it

spends a

lot

minks,

The marten

is

of time on the ground.

It

builds dens in hollow trees or logs.

on small mammals, birds, insects, and fruit.
Lankinen got back in time to get this shot of the marten's encounter with the squirrel, which ended a few minutes later when
the mammal population of the jack pine was reduced by one.
lives

Lankinen,

who

had no such

is

interested in animals' habits, not their hides,

fate in

mind

for the

marten.

Once he had taken

the

was the last tree
in its row, and the marten eventually scrambled down from it
and chased after the woods which had retreated a little bit just
photos he wanted, he

left

the jack pine alone.

It

—

in

the course of the morning.

Photograph by Wayne Lankinen
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The Bontany Department
at the University of Vermont
The Botany Department

is
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for high-quality, serious, field-oriented
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Field Naturalism.

support

fellowship

FIVE very serious

available to

dents

a unique Master's

in

in

back-

science

strong

with

is

stu-

grounds, willing to give their full time
and effort for a 2-year rigorous pro-

Klipspringers and

gram.

For a comparative review of the ethology and behavioral ecology of klipspring-

Deadline:

March

1986

1,

Contact: Dr. H.W. Vogelmann. Chairman,

ers

Botany Department

see

Oniversity of Vermont
Burlington, Vt.

05405 (802) 656-2930

Monogamy

40)

(p.

and other hoofed mammals of Africa,
W. Leuthold's African Ungulates

(Berlin: Springer- Verlag, 1977, vol. 8 of

and Ecology

the Zoophysiology

Series).

have small but good sections on

ant-(

pages 339-

pillar interrelations (see

Wheeler and 1 38-42 in Klots). Whd
book continues to be the standby i
despite

field,

its

age; Klots's study

is

primary source of reference.

Robin Dunbar discusses the significance
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World
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Oakland. CA 946 11
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of fidelity and long-term pair bonds in

Spanish Village (page 68)

"The Ecology of Monogamy" {New Scientist, vol. 103, No. 1419, pp. 12-15).

scheduled to appear from Princeton'

When

versity Press, Princeton, in the spri

they

encounter predators,

klip-

springer male-female pairs deliver a spe-

Ronald L. Tilson and Peter M. Norton report on their
research on this warning signal in "Alarm
Duetting and Pursuit Deterrence in an African Antelope" {American Naturalist,
cialized

alarm

vol. 118, pp.

call in duet.

455-62). Tilson explores the

animal's methods of dealing with predators in "Klipspringer Social Structure

Predator Avoidance

{Journal

in a

and

Desert Canyon"

of Madoqua,

vol.

II,

pp.

303-14).

American

Museum of
l>cii
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travel
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lecturers
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world!
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FACES

3,

pp.
arti-

.

I,'

ex-

plores the

anthropology,
archeology, and far
for

children 8 to 14 years old!

logical Society

life

history:

of America,

vol. 59, pp.

985-1004) and "Early Stages o^ Anatole
a New Myrmecophilous Metalmark" {Journal of Research on the Lepidoptera, vol. 3, pp. 81-94). H.E. Hinton's
"Myrmecophilous Lycaenidae and Other

An unusual maga-

A

a detailed study of the tradi

is

life styles

of peasant

fa:

Leonese village. Neighbors
Social Contract in a Castilian H,
in a small

(Chicago: University of Chicago
1970), by Susan

Tax Freeman, high

the importance of communal agraric
ditions in the Spanish countryside,

discussion of the recent transformatij
life, see Carmelo Lis( R
Belmonte de los Caballero: ^
thropology and History in an Ara^

Spanish rural
losana's

(Princeton: Princeton'|«'

picture

is

provided

in

na':?"

Joseph Acevti,

William Douglass's The Changing',of Rural Spain (Cambridge: Schen
'

i

1976). Susan Harding's Remaking 1
Rural Life in Aragon under Franco l~
pel Hill: University of North Cail
Press,

term

1984) concentrates on theo

effects of agrarian

reform on

and cultural

life

of peasants,

Wolfs Peasants (Englewood

see.
,*t

tice-Hall, 1966); for a historical ove,

see D. B. Grigg's

The Agricultural

tems of the World: An Evolutional:
proach (London: Cambridge Uni'i
Press,

1974).

Dorothy

(New

Hartley's!

Pan

Country

Entomological Natural History Society.
1949-50, pp. 1 1-75), continues to be the

cle in old Europe. Also relevant are

l

Redcliff s "The Future of Agricultu'

i

1

Life

York:

1979) reconstructs of the agrarian

Spanish Pyrenean Village and the

Both W.M. Wheeler's
Ants: Their Structures, Development and
Behavior (New York: Columbia University Press, 1910) and A.B. Klots's The
World of Butterflies and Moths (London:
George G. Harrap and Co., Ltd., 1958)

of

NH

pillar relationships.

vol.

Communal
12, pp.

Nutting's

Common:
Tenure

in
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li

Dj s;

Institutions" {Etht\

193-202) and Robert

"What Alpine Peasants Wtk
Observations

on Com|

a Swiss Village"

{Human

ogy, vol. 4, pp. 135-46).
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definitive general description of ant-cater-
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20 Grove Street, Peterborough,
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Jp

general treatment of the social, ecoiif-

Museum

of Natural History.

~

t

of a Spanish farming population.

zine for unusual children. Published by

Cobblestone with the American

j

Summary," published in
1951 {Transactions of the South London

Lepidoptera:

world of people,

away places

on the species'

rossi.

over the

FACES

vol.

"The Ecology and Ethology of Anatole rossi, a Myrmecophilous Metalmark (Lepidoptera:
Rioginidae)" ( The Annals of the Entomo-

magazine for

986,

versity Press, 1983); the larger,

48)

73-80). Ross wrote the two important
cles

all

(p.

search on the Lepidoptera,

New York, NY 10024

(212)873-1440

Exciting

Metalmark

The first description of Ross's metalmark was published in 1964 by Harry K.
Clench, who named the butterfly after
Gary N. Ross: see "A New Species of Rioginidae from Mexico" {Journal of Re-
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In the

summer

of 1984. Ruth Behar

While studying the

(page 68) returned to the Spanish village

social bio

gelada baboons in Ethiopia, Robin

she had com-

(page 40) became interested in

tl

pleted fieldwork for her doctorate in an-

antelopes darting shyly about

hi

thropology. Behar (left) found that in her

site.

absence a land consolidation program had

ally paired off,

where, three years

begun

to erase

earlier,

community

relations

Klipspringers, he learned, w(

and

their fierce

each other made him wonder

and

fi(

ab(

the conse-

nogamy. As he reports, the klips
bond is founded not on love but on
of predators. Originally from Lr
England, Dunbar recently returns

quences of altering the ancient pattern of

as a research fellow at the Unive

had sur\'ived
from medieval times. In her article in this
issue, she describes how government engiagricultural practices that

neers did not anticipate

all

Liverpool. Using his klipspringer

land ownership. Currently a Rockefeller

Residence Fellow
at

in the

Atlantic

hopes to develop models of the

Program

The Johns Hopkins University, in 1986
will become an assistant professor

socioecological

Her most

When he began his graduate work in bi-

recent research has been

on witchcraft, magic, and male-female
relations in colonial and contemporar)Mexico. Her future plans include studying a religious revitalization

movement

in

Dunbar,

New Scientis

zine in London, says he enjoys

of anthropology at the University of Michigan.

system.

quent contributor to

Behar

ology at Louisiana State University

in

1962, Garj' N. Ross (page 48) went on a

working

(

i

liv

in isolated wildernesses,

ing the behavior of

my

fellow sd

and challenging accepted conveni

six-month expedition to investigate butterfly

populations in Mexico's relatively un-

northern Mexico and southern Texas and

known

continuing to document changes taking

ize that

place in rural Spain.

the process. This butterfl}-.

Sierra de Tuxtla. Little did he real-

he w'ould discover a new species

metalmark

in his honor,

in

named Ross's
became the sub-

ject of his master's thesis

and

is

the basis

of his article in this issue. His doctoral dissertation dealt with

all

of the region's but-

Ross has also done fieldwork elsewhere in Mexico and in Central America.
terflies.

At present, he is studying the natural dyes
and biological motifs used in the weavings
of the Zapotec Indian culture of Oaxaca,

Mexico. Recently he arranged for a major
of these textiles in Baton
Rouge, Louisiana, where he is professor of

exhibition

biology at Southern University.

Some

naturalist-photographers started

out as school teachers and later yielded to

a stubborn artistic impulse. Others

—

per-

haps those enamored more with the techhave backnolog}'
of photography
grounds in electronics. But a lumberjack?

—

"I just

says

runs

saw

all

these nice pictures around,"

Wayne Lankinen (page 108), who
his own woodcutting company in
Township.

Pearson

"and

I

ently

it's

lives in

thought

Ontario,

I'd give

it

been a nice try: Lankinen, who
the area where he was bom and

does the work his father did,
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Canada,

a try." Appar-

is

selling

more and more photographs and

.'

creasingly involved with his secont

He

certainly spends

field, five

enough

tim^

or six days a week, cuttg

and jack pine into eight-flt-i
which he sells to the locgpf
company. He does his work on J
lar

blocks,

ment land designated for logging
handle a power saw a lot," Lank
"and there's still lots to do. But I'l
of doing photography fu
Lankinen was logging when
across the marten featured in this|
"Natural Moment."
ing

for cameras.

i

«
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Symbiosis Unabashed

As an unabashed
tists

enthusiast of the pro-

(protozoans, algae, and the hke),

was disturbed by the introduction

Anne Rasa's

to

I

O.

otherwise interesting article

on dwarf mongoose/hornbill mutualism
(September 1985). Particularly jarring

—were

by the boys

ous in their appearance. In these characteristics, they are more analogous to the

dry

Wild Drivers and Bamboo Shoots than

doggie diamonds has remained inly fai
ily's vocabulary ever since.

Mr. Littleton

Group
members,

may

deference

to

senior

a tidy appearance, and an orga-

nizational structure are as

to tajers

And

life

tei

f

suppose.

loyalty,

sold

fine glove leather in the city.

much

a part of

Author Sutton-Smith seemed'o im
cate that shoeshine boys went ou )f fas
ion in U.S. cities far earlier thaiD knc

My late

husband,

they did.

tionships that cross taxonomic class lines

American youth gangs as they are characteristics of Wild Drivers and Bamboo

are especially rare." In fact there are few,

Shoots. These cross-cultural comparisons

high school in the late 1920s

do not harbor bacterial, viral, and/or protistan symbionts. Examples range from the metabolically vital zooanthellae and zoo-

should be noted as clear similarities.

shoes and running errands that dinot

chlorellae of coral reefs to the darling of

Food Qiain: Who's on Top?
The solution to the problem of the
"Lake Bottom Tyrant" (August 1985) is

was the

if

assertion that "mutualistic rela-

any, animals or protists that

molecular

biologists

Escherichia

mal gut

coli,

—

which

bacterium

the

is

part of our nor-

Gary Delanoeye
Carpinteria, California

Nor is symbiosis foreign to either plants
or fungi. The roots of most groups of vascular plants rely on their associated

my-

corrhizae (literally "fungus roots") for the

uptake of essential elements

like

rus. In turn, the fungi receive

phospho-

organic car-

bon from the associated plant Of course
the finest example of plant/fungal symbi-

severts chi

widowed mother, put himself iirou;
bjihini

elude deliveries of contraband ha
to

prominent

f

liqu

citizens, as well

otl

edge-of-the-law pursuits.

so obvious,

flora.

of a

I

It

seems to

make

their

am surprised that none of the

men and women who are studying
crawfish problem have come up with

me

that times and

i^ess;

own mores for all of \.
Verna Forbes Alsi
Salt Lake C'.Ui

learned
this
it

yet.

Since the rusty "crayfish" (as the rest of
the country refers to what
crawfish)

is

we know

as

at the top of the food chain in

Wisconsin lakes, the only logical
thing to do is to put man (women and children) at the top of the food chain. This can
their
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eat them.

(Section 132.122, Postal Service Manual). Tlavera

oses

is

the lichens.

Finally,

nineteenth-century

the

pro-

easily

be done by sending several Cajun
from southern Louisiana to Wis-

posal that mitochondria and chloroplasts

families

originated as prokaryotic symbionts has

consin:

many adherents.

decrease rapidly.

If

mitochondria did orig-

The

rusty crawfish population will

Cajun know 102
ways to

Kathleen Kilgen

Lynn J. Rothschild
Providence,

We

Rhode Island

Cut

Off,

Louisiana

i
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Slioots

Although I have not been to Japan and
have not observed the weekend dancing in
Yoyogi Park described by C. Scott Littleton in "Tokyo Rock and Role" (August
1985), I must react to some of the comparisons made with American and specifically southern California youth gangs.
As a correctional educator, I work daily
with youths who are members of gangs in
East Los Angeles. These gangs are not
lacking in organization, show both loyalty
to senior members and to group values,
and can generally be described as fastidi-

,_M.
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Brian Sutton-Smith's review of Chil-

dren of the City, by David Nasaw (October 1985) did not mention or failed to
one lucrative employment of the
list

—

—

big city

impressions of

when her family moved

life in

a

to Phila-

900 was seeing boys fighting on the street over what they termed
delphia about
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1

.
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G. Total; 540.195. The actual number of copidf sing
issue published nearest to filing date are; A. 1 il nui
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tion;

Sales through dealers and carriers, street vents,

mother, born 1887, said that one of
first

D. Free distribution by mail, carrier, or oth mear
not d
1 3,034. E. Total distribution; 523,959. E Cop;

ber of copies printed; 542,542. B, Paid circ

street children described in the book.

her most vivid

car

6. 2, (ail su

scriptions; 504.509. C. Total paid circulation 10.9;

Street Children

My
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Sales through dealers d
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ers. street
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number of copies
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leftover,
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made by me aboMte a

certify that the statements

doggie diamonds.

She learned

that these

reel

dog droppings

particularly those with a white color when

and complete.
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For a decade now, Robin MacNeil and Jim Lehrer have helped
many of us better understand the complex world we live in.
Through in-depth analysis and interviews with expert guests,
they've exposed news issues from every vantage point.
At AT&T, we've always admired their unbiased journalism. That's
why in 1979, we began to support them. And why today we're the sole
corporate underwriter for The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour.
At AT&T, we look forward to
more outstanding news
coverage. And to the next
ArfitT
10,000 viewpoints MacNeil
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and Lehrer explore.
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Ambivalence in Toyland
Playthings can both isolate and socialize

by Brian Sutton-Smith
For most of

what we give

us, toys are

children at Christmastime. Sixty percent
of

all

toys (seven billion dollars worth) are

and most of the
on birthdays. So whatever
have stood for in history and

flicts in

any given

sion that the family

rest are given

cial

may

whatever they

may

nature, toys are

mas

tell

first

All our celebrations

—

not only Christ-

also Thanksgiving, family birth-

Day, and

thing in

common.
were

Halloween
Originally

—have

one

some of these

and in
various quarters, they still are. Others celebrated the change of seasons, and their
rituals were concerned with the magic of
survival in the face of changes in nature.
Still others were celebrations of nationhood. During this century, however, the
festivals

into

is

we

an endangered
celebrate

modem

so-

these

we fear that in the

world, the family

By many standards

all

is

religious occasions,

observation of these holidays has

become

on

many

of these functions are

attended to elsewhere
litical parties,

—

in factories, po-

churches, schools, and fam-

planning centers. In addition, modern

ily

all,

seldom repe

busy parents committed to

much

they do not have

modem

world

generally a

is

tively lonely pursuit.

In

modern

society the rise of the

toy

is

that

it

does just that

when

society prizes individualistic ambition in

does television

school and in business. People are re-

alone.

warded

American homes (98 percent) hav
and children from two to five years c
watch it an average of twenty-eight
per week. Those from six to eleven
y

one side their marriages, children, families, communities,
and churches in favor of the public worlds
of

for putting to

work and

success.

But the giving of

An

children wati

estimated eighty-three

hours per week.

the family.

and children.

computer-based activity

Holidays usually reflected those parts
flicts

are felt to be the greatest. Thus, in

the past,

when

as in the traditional

many

many

which

modified

New

be relatively worthless

necklaces masquerading as the

Adapted from Toys as Culture.
Gardner Press, New York.
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all

li

by themsehi,

only the latest of a whole series of toya

games

that have been criticized for

\.

training in traditional child care.

in

crown jewels, but there remains an echo of
those social divisions that, though mocked
in the festival, have not changed in everyday life.
If festivals usually reveal the major con-

f.

hours

I

which ch

in

kinds of personal and religious dedication

Mardi Gras,

people dress up as royalty

may

many

onjp

and soft toys are as much a model
suagement for loneliness as they e

bounty from their floats, which
the crowds scramble for. What they are
plastic

spend

and

six

The video game,

other than Christmas, and

toss

tossing out

an average of twenty

class division,

©

1985 by

other ways in which

ern families hang together,

here

and

soci-

for

there are

queens and often shouted insults at, and
even physically injured, those of higher sofestival,

modem

threaten to tear families apart. Obviously

that serve the

Orleans

forces of

including divorce and ambition, that

ety,

"lowly" people pretended to be kings and

cial status. In the current,

bond between parents
Toys represent a bulwark

were a great
a festival was

class divisions

burden on the lower classes,
likely to be a reversal of that

against the

Christmastime, helps to

rr

i

restore the social

of society where the pressures and con-

—makes

dren too solitary and too unsociabl]

toys, especially at

not

to;

can be seen as the rise
means to accustom children to so.
preoccupation and solitary strivinj
achievement. One criticism of the m(
child's gift

widely

centered,

leftover tin

to play with their children. Su(

shared cultural or religious values, but on

increasingly

their

or their success in the larger society

in the

is

usually doing a most ren

—something

during the rest of the year. These are,

indeed

the family

is

able thing

which

Three hundred years ago it
was the center of most work life, most political life, most religious life, any educational life, and most reproductive life. In
this century,

mas Day

falling apart.

falling apart.

days, presidents' birthdays, Easter, Valentine's

form. Perhaps

family festivals because

and foremost Christ-

presents.

mas but

human

us about

all festivals

family festivals could lead to the conclu-

sold during this season,

they

then the mod-

society,

ern tendency of turning

is

mod-

many festivals
many other

same purpose. But the point

that toys are one of the contribu-

one of the ways that remind family
members of the "togetherness" they wish
tors;

to preserve.

Paradoxically,

the family

that

gives

Christmas celebration of togetherness does not expect to spend any great
amount of time with the children on whom
they have bestowed these playthings. On
toys at

ing children unsociable.

its

In effect the

Even

girls'|(

human condition hasu

icked the scientific condition. The

built up by detached and often seta
examination and inspection of the d a
is

hand.

We

isolate

variables in orcr

carry out experiments, and

we

isola c

thinking selves in order to be capa

We

the contrary, despite the hoped-for family

carrying out experiments.

bond, one of the purposes of toys

same analytical and impersonal

is

to in-

With

we

sure that children can occupy themselves

in industry.

without making any great demands on the

minds and we habituate the

parents' time.

on the

The parent who

floor to play with a child

gets

down

on Christ-

i\

w

we have done with atoms, we
with individuals. The frame of minitl
makes the abstractions of science pcil
ing

toys,

us

e
t

pro;ss

train chil

ei

child n

impersonal activity. What ;gi
with Locke's blocks has been comui
solitary,

»
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We're also interested in computers.

many art exhibitions, musical events, and
IBM has supported ovei" the years.
that
television specials
goes to show that a company known for state-of-tiie-ait teclinology
can also be interested in the state of tlie arts.

These are some

Which
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TOTAL SYSTEM FOR

CARDIOVASCULAR
Simulates cross-country skiing,
regarded by fitness authorities
as the top cardiovascular exercise. Rated higher than jogging,

swimming, biking or rowing.

—

Fluid motion
jarring impact

no

on

bones and joints.
Avoids running related injuries.

Excellent for weight
control and body
tone.

sets.

Tinker Toys, and a hundred plastic simulations advertised

FITNESS.

<D

with puzzles, clay, trains, Erector

on

The

television.

years

of play with toys, followed by years of aca-

is little

in the his-

is

were constructed for
and bows and arrows or spears

tribal societies dolls
little girls

mud,

for little boys; children played with

and stones and made facsimile

twigs,

houses and

cattle.

But, in general, their

01

BACKPACKING AMISH FAR/l,
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had no toys, although

a few

in

B.S.

andMS.

degrees

You can't fuBy learn about the environment by sitting in a classroom.

Our expeditions

uate students and faculty

who

travel

across America as a learning community.

As we camp out September-

May or summers— hiking, canoeing
and skiing— we visit people and
places to encounter deep ecological

problems, society and

self.

Our

4-

week to 4-year cross-cultural studies
—Newfoundland to California— lead
to naturalist, outdoor and educational livelihoods.

tage.

Qi incorporates

all

previous

undergraduate coursework. [^

of-

fers accredited career internships,

independent study, life experience
credit and transferable coursework,
[^ awards financial aid and career
startup funding.
Send for complete information packet or inquire

National

Audubon

Society

Expedition Institute
Dept.

H Sharon Conn. 06069
•

;

months. At about nine months they

s

)\

some anxiety in the presence of stranjtJr
and at about thirteen months, if h'
mother leaves them, they show some s yc
ration anxiety.

While very few psychologists have
sidered

instinctive,

it

)r

attachment has

;v;

remained the primary top

ertheless

i,

the science of infant social developnii'
this

enlightening because

is

modern

society has been

ti

to'ir

detachment and alienation, rather thatq^
ward attachment and closeness. 'TiiE
growth of the city-state, beginning :ai,,|

roots in village, religion, ethnicity, ar,

al-

its

members from

nally, the family.

greater part of their time playing alone.

ecology of infancy serve both to isola

even more true of suburban

is

chil-

more

likely they are to

be

usually stuffed with
ten, the child will

best, only

making

Our
lation

or, at

one sibling of a different age,

satisfactory play difficult.

and individuation
well.

as possible
life

stimulate
increase

it

its

in

The modern

proach to the baby

this

kinds of toys. Of-

is

many

other

physical ap-

to isolate

it

as

much

from the ongoing events of
and yet, contradictorily, to
as

much as possible in order to

intellectual responsiveness. In

way, the general desire for solitariness

united with the desire for achievement,

which

is

intensive

thought to require continual and
intellectual

modern baby

stimulation.

(the bedroom, crib, pla

jump

and

seat)

to increase its stimu

through physical objects (wallpapei

and

tures, plants,
ter sense of

how

are in a child's

The

cent.

From

about A.D.

We

toys).

recent

life if

can get

all

we

these o

realize th

the

the time of ancient
1

homes

500,

mounds of

besides a trestle

grj

The wealthy hai
table. In Moslem c

m

a couch, a divan, or an ottoman W(
symbol of the ruler and his court,
asked what they value most in
homes, modern parents more oftei
not indicate the furniture, and the;

tin-

suggest that these objects are syml

Every modern manual advocates that the
parents themselves should stimulate and
play with the child; yet no one advocates

affairs

where
the mother carries the baby constantly on
her back, even while she works in the
fields, until such time as she hands the

Egyp

typical fa

straw.

that children

miliar with, namely, that of tribes

was not

of the wealthy to be furn

quire the participation of another person.

are fa-

it

People sat and slept on sacks of

their personal

we

mechanisms

infant seat, walker, wind-up swing

compromise is to have the stimulation carried out by physical devices that do not re-

the kind of historical closeness

I'

jects in the parents' lives are also far

culture emphasizes childhood iso-

ways as

family

all

have no siblings

Various modern

si

le;;;

ways prefer playing with other children to
playing on their own, they spend the

task over to the baby's older female sib-

Hic-rr,i>v 19/8';

caret;.

Today, even though children nearly

is

The Expedition Education Advan-

will Itwj

them. They usually begin to demonst.t(l

5,000 years ago, has led to a cumuli\

are small groups of

inquiring college, high school, grad-

mother

later to fear that the

detachment of

confined to their houses and a bedroom

AA,

att;hj

nantly play with others, not play with toys.

This

|

attachectii

play throughout history has been predomi-

the children, the

Career programs leading to

become

ment, they begin to fear strangers m

thrust of

dren than of city children. The wealthier

S

babies

mothers; how, as a result of this

Again,

female adults and female children played with babies. The nature of

8am-5pm

how

is

ing by adults or of play with other chil-

societies

1-612-474-0992 Mon-Fri

sue

use of objects was social, a part of teachdren. Babies

MN

development has been attachment. Th .s

over others by about the age of v-

not because there were no playthings. In

Fitness Master, Incorporated
1387 Park Road Dept. L6-NH
Chanhassen, Minnesota 55317

m;3i

a clear preference for the main

and skill.
mention of toys

times nor in cross-cultural studies. This

In

to increase intelligen;.

no accident that the

it is

velop themselves as resources, as reposi-

There

call:

Perhaps

topic in the scientific study of infant so a

tory of play, neither in earlier historical

For a Free Brochure

meant primarily

demic study (which has to be done largely
with one's own mind going over and over
material), are what lead to the expert who
has within his or her head banks of information to be called on when needed.
Even individuals who work in such social
fields as medicine or business must detories of information

TOLL FREE 1-800-328-8995

The modem emphasis on interadm
has a much more specific focus. lis

ling.

It

was

not,

accomplishment.
however, until

this cltur^

began to inherit this steiO
and to have privacy from tl; n^[

£
||,

«'

ment of

birth.

ing their

own bedrooms is

Furthermore,

infanfihifji

largely a

tei

eth-century phenomenon, a final s^e
the evolution of privacy since

days when everyone slept

room or those days when

in

searchers believe that

it

was

.af]

nif|^';fj(;p

theiai

upper-cla: d

dren slept with the servants.

I

Soi.;
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Don't Buy a
Big Tiller...

Buy a Mantis!

For a Small Job!

...-a.-

3i- .-

.*>-

.-.

-n<

Mantis cuts your weeding time by up to 90%I It gently
cultivates the top V-3" of your soil without harming
the delicate root systems of your flowers and
vegetables.

Dig
just

tillers

20

lbs.

weigh almost 300 lbs. Mantis weighs
(women and older gardeners love
it)!

Simply turning a 300 lb. tiller in a bacl^yard
garden is a challenge. Mantis starts with a flick
the wrist

...

turns

on a dime

.

.

of

and weeds between

narrow rows and along fence lines.
The Mantis takes the work out of growing flowers and vegetables ... so you can have more time
to enjoy the results!
Most big tillers were designed to |ust till. Mantis
was designed from the beginning for a variety of
jseful attachments. Tiller. Weeder. Furrower.
Edger. Lawn Aerator. Lawn De-Thatcher. Hedge

Mantis quickly cuts neat
borders to give that lovely
landscaped look.

Trimmer.

Best of

all,

3ay for a big

Mantis costs a fracf/on of what you
tiller.

3-Week In-Your-Garden

Trial!

Mantis has a Lifetime Warranty on the tines (if
ihey ever break, we'll replace them). A Lifetime
Replacement agreement on the engine. And a3Veek In-Your-Garden Trial (if you don't like we'll
ake
back and give you a full refund).

Mantis tills to 8" deep,
cuts up sod, mixes in old!
vegetation, fluffs up soil, f

it,

It

EARLY ORDER BONUS
LAST, LAST CHANCE
To Buy Your Mantis
At the

LOWEST PRICE

Of The Year!
and beat the January
.

.

.

price increase, too!

.and
receive a $41 Border Edger

...FREE!

"li

.

.
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Please send

me

Tiller/Cultivator

Mantis Manufacturing Co.
1458 County Line Road, Dept. 807
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

information on the Mantis

and your 3

Week

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

Trial!
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half of the eighteenth century that chil-

They

England first came to be regarded
as consumers and agents for the ambition
of middle-class parents. This was the time
when books were first written specifically
for children, using large print and simple
language. It was also the time when toys
became industrialized, when toy shows
traveled around like circuses, and when
toy shops were established in major cities.
By 800 some children were being dressed

rental ambition for the

dren

in

1

for the first time specifically in children's

And most

of the children of midwere being sent to elementary schools whose major function
was to prepare the pupils for the new comclothes.

dle-class parents

mercial (boys) and social

(girls)

opportu-

are the most recent reflection of pa-

achievement of

frame of conventional niceness animals or flowers on the walls and the mov-

—

this

ing mobiles over the cribs

—

taking place

places great emphasis on learning to
\

rebellions,

whatever earthly concerns. In

this solitary

haven, embodying the par-

In time the child graduates from a crib

played
filled

in,

which can be

moved

slept

and

to the backyard, or put

room.

It

decorated and

is

may learn to

with toys, and the baby

presumably play happily by

lest

Still,

itself for

a

parents are ad-

the playpen resemble a prison.

We justify the devices we

cal light sockets,

dog

dishes, cat

lamp

haps see a bird feeder behind plants grow-

jects

effect.

An

room's soothing

grown up around
bedroom
probably has more to do

industry has

the development of the infant's

and

crib,

but

this

with the culture's statement about

than about

its

knowledge of the

itself

elTects

on

likely to focus

on the

toys.

W|
wj

with other children but

left

i

the other children than to play alone.
therefore

seem

to decrease the sociabJ

of play. Nevertheless,
time,

make

new

a contribution to

toys also|

new

forn

social play. Earlier studies of playgrou

also

1

i

aggression.

Throughout the educational and
peutic communities there

is

tli

a pereil

need to "socialize" children and to exj
that those who do cooperate with ot|
are in better developmental shape,

has led to the unnecessary contrastin

use to isolate

turning outside in a slight breeze," or per-

to the

are less likely to play with other childl

played together more often but with

room other than the one
if the baby
can see the parents, it will want to play
with them rather than by itself. Left alone
in another room, however, the baby will

dow, see colored pieces of glass or mobiles

background adds

sh_

they are working in because

Experts recommend that parents put

—with

sounds, and a radio going quietly in the

But experiments

the playpen in a

around

home

Wind chimes hanging near an
can make interesting

play.

showed that if children had
ground apparatus, they played in a
solitary way and with less aggression;]
if they had no playground apparatus

railing

the playpen's sides.

ger of the modern

conditioner

group

out toys, they are more likely to play

cubated.

placed so that the child can look out a win-

the ceiling.

in

when toys are present, young child!

they are

children by pointing out the relative dan-

air

that

and more

is in-

suggest that the crib be

window sill. Small lamps hangdown may cast light spots on

gage

future behavior, sane or monstrous,

vised not to leave the child alone too long

ing upside

|

ents' first vote for tranquillity, the child's

room from complete darkness.
Based on the view that babies enjoy
novelty and like to explore their worlds vi-

ing on the

in

are, of course,

operate and to share, children would

long period of time.

sually, experts

Children with siblings or peers

neighborhood

chil-

of light at bedtime, or a night light saves

the

to get things.

dren can harbor whatever private wishes
they choose, whatever fancies, whatever

walk by hanging on to the

modification

is

one spot where, over the years,

in the

schools.

dimmer switch, which allows

and going

more likfl
to convert play with toys into some for
social play. Accordingly, we would expl
that when they go to nursery school, whl

in the living

bedroom is typically a place for both privacy and stimulation. Some experts think the rooms should
be light and have fanciful wallpaper. One
study has shown that parents tend to put
animals on the walls of boys' bedrooms
and floral decorations on those of girls. A

nothl

activity,

have sought access to reading for their
children and in some cases access to
child's

doing

mastery,

eating, passing time, preparing
j

which first became noticeable about 200 years ago.
Here again, we have the paradox that

to a playpen,

The modern

much,

their young,

of the Industrial Revolution. Even
some working-class parents appear to
nities

accomplishing

its electri-

litter,

cords, low coffee tables, small ob-

solitary

and

social play, whereas, in

the healthy child

is

capable of both,

disturbed or maladjusted children

have enormous

difficulties in social

but their problems should hardly be
disturbed children.

set knobs, ashtrays, cigarette lighters, ta-

cial" children be used to obscure the

blecloths,

radiators,

wastebaskets (con-

to

i

judge the functions of play amon^

on the floor (pins, pennies, buttons,
paper clips, screws, matches), television-

torical drift

Nor should these

toward isolation

in

the

pli

We began with the

taining razor blades and spoiled food),

children with toys.

plastic bags, stairs, plants, and bottom
cupboards filled with soaps, cleansers, and

adox that parents use toys not only foil
purpose of bonding but also, contraqtt
rily, for the purpose of shaping their
|
dren into solitary self-sufficient in(

poisons. This array

makes

it

feasible to ar-

gue that we isolate the baby for its own
safety, not because isolation is an endemic
characteristic of
lating the

modern

society; that iso-

baby shows our common

common

sense,

uals;

now, however,

we

find that

children are in school, their teacher;
therapists try to resolve this parade

baby Perhaps a baby in a more stimulating environment will become a livelier
aduh than otherwise, but that is by no
means certain. More likely, the infant's
bedroom and crib are a statement about

not our

the thesis that an essential function of

bond you to us, now gAn
play with them by yourselves," thepi

the parents as well as an influence on their

modern

conveying to them an important

the

children.
their

Parents decorate and furnish

homes

to reflect those styles of ar-

chitecture or painting they are particu-

fond of or feel are fashionable. In this
they satisfy their interests and prove

larly

way
their

worth

friends.

and their
Similarly, infant bedrooms may
to

themselves

demonstrate a parental concern for children and a belief in their early educability.

10
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The

character.

physical seclusion of the child

is

emphasizing the cooperative purposli
When parents implp

play with toys.

also consistent with the use of toys to iso-

say to their children,

late the learning processes. This supports

toys in order to

child rearing

is

to turn children

"We

give you

p

meW

capable of functioning by

about civilization. That message m|l
subsequently undermined by therls

Although not many studies tell us just
children spend their time after infancy, at least one study, which focused on
children in small nuclear families, found
that in the second year of life children
spend as much as 80 percent of their time
by themselves. That involves exploring.

and educators who must deal with thie
fortunate outcomes of our "civilp

into

adults

themselves.

how

loneliness.

is a profess
education and folklore at the Univ

Brian Sutton-Smith,

of Pennsylvania.
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for cameras.
And suddenly
the

mind and

the
camera are one.
Because the

new Olympus

OM-PC has been
With

ESP

blessed with ESP
(Electro Selective Pattern metering).
So now you can skip that awkward stage
known as beginner.
ESP is a mini-computer brain that intuitively
knows what the eye is seeing, and automatically adjusts for light intensity and contrast.
All the way horn backlit to overlit.
And after you find the exact image you
in the viewfinder, Off-the-Film metej
'^^)
lifts it out of the air on to
I(OTF
film the instant you see it.
*
*
Just as you see it.
i

1

w

Since the

OM-PC also features a choice of

Program, Automatic, or Manual modes and
prevents

all

common lighting mistakes,

it

advances the beginner automatically. While
offering the option of over 300 compatible
System accessories.

OM

ESP when you
up your first set of photos. And discover
rich, natural colors instead of washed out or
murky prints.
Of course, if you were born with ESP this
whole ad was unnecessary
You'll see the true value of

pick

You already know the
35mm SLR.

OM-PC will be your

first

"

OUTMPUS

i

There

IS

no longer n choice.
more alvitt the uetv OM-PC. Write
Olympus, Dept. 65, WooiU'iiri/. NY 11797.
hiCamcia, W. CnrsenCo.'Ltit.TuroiitiK
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The fiat
of coit

Obviously this is a new Honda Accord.
just not all that obvious. Or is it.^

Hie

front of the car

is

It's

apparently low. Yet

Both have their advantages.
Better aerodynamics so less power is needed.
And more power when you need it.
The lower front offers less wind resistance.
the engine

is larger.

The streamlined shape contains

retractable

halogen headlamps. We've increased the size
of the engine to two liters. The engine mounts
have been redesigned to absorb vibrations.

Moving ahead
roofline

is

to the rear, you'll notice the

lower. Inside, however, you'll find

more headroom.That's perfectly logical. Honda
?

^^
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Honda MocorCo..

Inc.

engineers choose to give

room

to peo{

room to the car.
important part of the comfor
ride you enjoy inside is found outside
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The Babylonians Saw
That Comet, Too
Clay tablets show that the comet was noted nearly two millennia before Halley

by

Richard Stephenson

F.

While space

scientists

have been pre-

paring for the forthcoming return of Hal-

comet

ley's

system after

to the inner solar

a lapse of seventy-six years,

other re-

searchers have been investigating ancient
records of the comet's

visits.

The most

re-

markable achievement has been the discovery of observations from both 1 64 and
87 B.C. recorded on Babylonian clay tabare

lets that

now

in the British

Museum

in

the

of Babylon, and

site

Museum through London dealbetween 1876 and 1 882. Then the sup-

the British
ers

ply ceased.
In the late nineteenth century, Assyriologists

who were

studying the Babylonian

tablets in the British

Museum, and

written, recognized that a
tablets

mers

to test current theories regarding the

Until about a century ago, very

little

was known about the great astronomical
tradition of Babylon. However, the famous astronomer of Alexandria, Claudius

Ptolemy

—author

of

the

Almagest

—

tury, researchers spent

B.C.).

Practically

our knowledge of Bab-

all

ylonian astronomy has

come

as the result

of the discovery of ancient Babylonian
texts.

Somewhat

surprisingly, very

few of

these texts were purposely excavated. In-

came to the notice of the sciencommunity in a haphazard way. Dur-

stead, they
tific

eighteenth century, European
remarked on the pillaging of the
vast ruins of what had been Babylon by
gangs of laborers from nearby villages.
ing

the

travelers

This

vandalism

large-scale

throughout
tur)' as

much

continued

of the nineteenth cen-

building after building was demol-

remove

The

texts

have been

classified intol

distinct groups: diaries, "goal year tej

excerpts,

and

almanacs.

Babyla

diaries,

More than a thousand
astronomy were copied.
Regrettably, most of these drawings were
placed in the museum archives and re-

tablet fragments.

tablets devoted to

ring to

he stated that he had access to astronomi-

from Babylon going back
King Nabonassar (747

years labori-

lization flourished.

hand; they also joined hundreds of broken

We now know

to the reign of

many

was produced by pressing a reed
form a series of triangj
wedges. The clay was then sun-driei
baked in ovens. Cuneiform writing
first introduced by the Sumerians, an
earliest known documents date
about 3100 B.C. The choice of matel
was probably dictated by availabi
both clay and reeds are very commd
southern Iraq where the Sumerian
East,

lus into clay to

sightings of comets are noted only

mained forgotten

cal observations

of the

of writing, prevalent in the ancient

ously copying the Babylonian texts by

tronomy

about a century after the time of Christ,

number

were concerned with astronomy. In
the last two decades of the nineteenth cen-

hinted at the true scale of observational asas practiced in Babylon. Writing

could

read the cuneiform in which they were

world. Apart from their historical interest,

comet's orbital motion.

their

most all of the available material, numbering some 10.000 tablets, was bought by

London. These are the earliest reliable accounts of the comet from any part of the
the observations have enabled astrono-

somehow

value as curios had been recognized. Al-

until the early

1950s.

that several tablets refer-

Comet Halley were among them.

After

Edmond

Halley in the early

]

chadnezzar, during the exile of the
ites in

comet that now bears his name, historians
and astronomers found records of its visits

come from between 380 and 6(1
However, it seems likely that they
nally covered the entire interval fron

dating as early as 12 b.c. Before the Euro-

B.C. (as attested

pean Renaissance, Chinese dynastic histories were the main source of observa-

A.D. 75. In his

1700s recognized the periodicity of the

until

tions:

recently,

however,

the

investigation of possible sightings before
1

2 B.C.

drew a

virtual blank.

The expected

ries

|

by Ptolemy) to atl
Almagest, Ptolemyl
three Babylonian reports of eclipses!
years corresponding to 721 and 721

Although there are no extant
this

early

period,

tablets

diariesT

contj

dates of the three previous appearances,

records of lunar eclipses, which thd

based on modern calculations, are 240.
164, and 87 b.c Ancient Greek and Roman writers mention several comets, but

ylonians excerpted from their

the dates are very vague. These difficulties led

me

to initiate a

search of the Bab-

ylonian astronomical texts in the British

Museum. Among

ancient

civilizations,

own d|

go back at least as far as 702 b.c.
any diaries are extant before aboil
B.C. or after about 60 b.c, but the re^
not known.
'.

From

the diaries

it is

possible to

Babylonian astron

baked

only the Babylonians practiced stargazing

servations

as enthusiastically as the Chinese, but the

were making.

1870s,

study of their observations has been very

diary contains astronomical obser

clay tablets bearing inscriptions began to

Baghdad. These
had evidently been dug up accidentally at
reach antique dealers

14

in

Natural History 12/85

The Babylonian

the

A

for half a year.

limited.
texts

cuneiform script on clay

were written
tablets.

in a

This type

i

struct a detailed picture of the kind]

new construction. In the
however, large numbers of broken

their fine

I|

Babylon). Most of the surviving

bricks for reuse in

ished in order to

id

which are day-to-day sumr
made by astronomers.
The diaries all originate from wh
known as the Late Babylonian period!
earliest datable fragment comes froif
year 652 B.C. and the next most ri
from 568 b.c. (in the reign of King

typical Late

Baby

The Babylonians

each month with the

young crescent moon

I

first visibility!

in

the weste

II

Available wherever

cameras ana

sporting goods are sold.

Hatleyscopd'

w

1

some twenty-four hours

after

Their day therefore began
rather than at midnight.
the crescent

observations

new moon.

in the

evening

The search

for

moon closely resembles the
made today in Islamic coun-

at the beginning and end of the
month of Ramadan. The Babylonian
month had either twenty-nine or thirty

mated. The most accurate account of a
tal eclipse from the ancient world is frci
-

Babylon and was translated as

Daytime of the 29th

[of

follows:

month Addaru

1

1

the year 175 of the Seleucid era], 24 usi

tries

unit of time representing the interval for

days, depending on whether or not the

sky to apparently turn through one degr
and hence four minutes] after sunrise, a
lar eclipse began on the southwest s
Venus, Mercury, and the normal st
were visible. Jupiter and Mars, which u

crescent

moon was

sighted at the close of

the twenty-ninth day.

Night after night
conjunctions of the

in

each month, the

moon

with the

five

bright planets (Mercury, Venus, Mars,

.

.

:,

.

in their period of

from southwest
35

Mi" for

.

disappearance were

shadow] mou
[Time intej
obscuration and clearing

ible in that eclipse

of]

and Saturn), as well as with
thirty-one selected bright stars, were
noted. These stars all lie in the zodiac, the
apparent path of the sun, moon, and plan-

c

.

.

.

[the

to northeast.

i

Jupiter,

The recorded date corresponds
B.C.

April 15, on which day

to

modem

culations indicate a total solar eclipse
|

ets

Educational

programs
available

tiLH
acacia-dotted Serengeti plains,

the majestic peaks of Mt. Kenya,
the

sky.

The angular

distance

between the moon and each of these planets and stars was estimated in cubits and
fingers, a cubit corresponding to an angle
of about 2 or 2.5 degrees and a finger to
one twenty-fourth of this amount. Other
observations that involved the moon were
of eclipses
both solar and lunar and of
the time interval between the rising and
setting of the sun and moon at the beginning, middle, and end of the month.
Eclipses were carefully observed, and
both times and magnitudes were esti-

—

NATURAL WONDERS
OF KENYA
The

through the

—

visible in Babylon.

were very close
implies.

Both Jupiter and

to the sun, as the

The estimates

sunrise at the start

]

recj

of 96 minutes

and

1

40 minutes

<

(

tion agree well with the calculated vall

The

tablet text

is

badly broken, but

f

account forms only a small part of the I
ious kinds of astronomical informatioi

corded on a small fragment of clay
about two square inches. Many careful
servations of lunar eclipses have also!
vived.

These data are of great value

inl

rent studies of long-term changes in|

awesome escarpments and
-'' -'*

flamingo-fringed soda lakes of the
^

Great Rift Valley are but a few of

air

:

.'.-<#

magnificence of Kenya. The feeling

open

':*- -f'"--

'X

the spectacles that create the
of the tented

./.

':"

Fe'«'Jff-r^*^3^''

camp immersed in the

and sounds

of the wild

13d

creates a genuine safari

atmosphere never to be forgotten.
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Babylonian stargazers noted alley 's comet
in this 164 b.c. cuneiform diary.
•
.
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to the

—
due

earth's rate of rotation

to tides

and

other causes.

For the planets, the diaries give the
dates of

first

and

last visibility, stationary

be reliably identified as comets
from the various observations. The

indicate that the motions of sallumri

were followed

many

days, and not

frequently the direction in which the

Some

support

of this information

calculated

is

rather than observed. Other calculated

in-

{mishu) was pointing

comes from the Chinese

interpretati

records. Th(

doubt that sallummu

formation relates to the dates of the spring

can be

ported in 157 and 138 B.C. are identi

setting of the bright star Sirius.

sighted in China and described as "bu;

On each day we also find a brief
weather report for both the daylight and

stars."

nighttime hours. This details instances of

damaged though they are,

clouds, rain, hail, thunder, lightning, rain-

astronomers specifically noted the da

bows, halos, and even wind direction. Cu-

of first and last sighting of a

tioned;

weather

is

never men-

can only be inferred from the

it

little

comets that were

with

independen

Judging from the preserved recoi
the Babylon

comet and
which it appeared
a comet was tempora

constellations in

disappeared. If

Educational

lack of information to the contrary.

lost to

programs

At the end of each month's day-to-day
entries, there is a monthly summary.

the sun, the dates of setting and

available

Based on calculation rather than observation, this

summary

the various signs

lists

of the zodiac in which the planets were

NATURE'S BEST KEPT SECRET

uated.

The Babylonians were

the

sit-

first _to

divide the zodiac belt into twelve signs,

of this "Island

These names may
the Hired Man (cor-

probably about 450

b.c.

be translated

Over 700 species
of birds, unique marsupials and
monotremes, and the incredible
Great Barrier Reef make this an

responding to Aries), the Bull of Heaven

are

(Taurus), the Great Twins (Gemini), the

down

extraordinaiy experience in natural

as:

view because of conjunction v

to

known

further

eight

87

b.c.

The

observat'r
It™

represent the earliest and latest

Stalk (Virgo), the Balance (Libra), the

records

—a

god

comets

of

in

any

dat;Ji,'s

cuneifjS

source. This obviously represents a ra|

spectacular desert outback, and

names, derived from the star catalog in
Ptolemy's Almagest, are mostly direct

narrow range of time. However, in
probability comets attracted just as
interest in Babylon during earlier cej
ries even though the records are now
Two separate Babylonian tableil

cruise the Great Barrier Reef.

translations of the Babylonian names, via

copies of the

Monthly Departures

the
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Greek of Ptolemy, with certain

obvi-

important commodities

also provide

—

barley, pep-

same

different readings

1

translated

follows:

as

Anu

Ea

mind

front of Jupiter

major

local

A particularly

and

national

interesting piece of
is

a notice of the

death of Alexander the Great (who died at
Babylon).

The

slig

contain overlap!

diaries allow us to date this

"... the

which had previously been seen

obviously with the risk of flooding in

—and

diary but with

—

comet in the autum'J
64 B.C. The first of these accounts ma^

in the

historical information

path of

in

in

cci^

then

the area of Pleile

[br.k
and Taurus, to the west
and passed along in the path of I
The other text, from a much more en
aged fragment, begins almost whenli
.

.

.

.'

.

.

.

previous record ends: "... in the pa
in the

area of Sagittarius,

and

1

<

cut

i

3 cubits high to

ir

seen, the surviving porti

<

the north."

As can be

the second text does not mention the ^
comet. However, the use of the term i

The

Babyliia

event precisely as June 13 in 323 b.c. (Ju-

sufficient

lian calendar).

astronomers divided the sky into r(
zones named after gods: Enlil, Anuir

Despite the irregular movements of

comets,

Babylonian records show that

they were carefully observed. Descriptions of comets are

found

entries in the diaries.

in the

day-to-day

That the objects

termed sallummu by the Babylonians

AIRWAYS

]

dates, cress, sesame, and wool
which could be bought for one shekel of
silver. If prices changed during the course
of a month, this was also indicated. Other
details reported included changes in the
level of the Euphrates River at Babylon
per,

events.

TIGNAL

i

descriptions of a

The monthly summaries
six

TOLL FREE

our modern Latin

evidence.

Of these, Enlil was the northenk
Anu the equatorial region, and EitJ
Ea.

southern sky. These terms were

vi

motion of pli"'
but they were regularly used when ccie
used

'

years 234 and 87 ,q,

Crab (Cancer), the Lion (Leo), the Barley
Scorpion (Scorpio), Pabilsag

ris

were noted, together with the appropr
constellations. The Babylonians do
seem to have intended to give a comp
account of a comet's motion through
sky, as was the policy of Chinese astn
mers in later centuries. The earliest n
tion of a comet in the Babylonian dial
was in 234 b.c, but after this date tlT

Continent" has created a distinctive
flora.

t

specified. Furtl

cometary

a

for

is

and autumn equinoxes and summer and
winter solstices, as well as to the rising and

riously enough, fine

fauna and

for

and conjunctions with the abovementioned thirty-one reference stars.
points,

Long isolation

may
clear
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last sightings.

For 87

B.C.,

we found

only a single bril

record of a comet on a small fragment on

The

tablet.

may

text

be translated as

f(|

tween moonrise and sunset was measurJ

re-

1

3th, the interval

verse side gives details for two further

as 8 us. In the

successive months. Both of the cometary

comet
[break]
which in month
day beyond day one cubit
[brea
between north and west its tail 4 cubl

in the

summary

at the

me

phenomena.

It

.

to verify that date

.

part of the night|

first
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Once

became

and to
make sure that the same comet was re-
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in
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of

style

lows: "... on the

ing the planetary

days $

1

diaries. In

This would

lu-

end of the first side. A date for each tablet
of 164 B.C. had been deduced by calculat-
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ma

toward the north"

the tablet contains records for parts of two

accounts are found
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3 cubits high

well represent the position at last visibilitlK

of the tablets under discussion carries a

same

and

again, neither year nor month|

However, there are

preserved.

sevei

lunar and planetary obse:

valuable

including an eclipse.

A

ferred to in both diaries; otherwise, the

tions,

whole argument would have collapsed.
The key observation proved to be a lunar eclipse that was described on the reverse of both tablets. This was brought to
my attention by the keeper in charge of
the Babylonian texts at the British Museum, who along with my student,
Kevin Yau contributed greatly to this

och

is

cia,

a city that was not founded until

investigation. Fortunately, a record of the

the Babylonians to keep their calendail

same

eclipse, duplicating

step

tails,

was

—
—

also found

most of the de-

on a goal-year

text.

B.C. Investigation of

makes

to

The

lunar

be the

the astronomical

di

in

of the appropriate year

fifth

with

—August 24

month can be readily sho|

scheme of

the

Sell

possible the derivation of a uni

date for the diary entry
B.C.

starting

provided by the mention of

intercalation adopted

the

The

seasons.

surviv

record of the comet seems to relate aim

This record gives the precise year of ob-

entirely to the previous

servation (148 of the Selucid era, cor-

to
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information,

los

to identify Coi

Halley with confidence.
All three Babylonian accounts of

i

e

The composite record
164

B.C.

of the comet of

agrees extremely well with the

comet are of considerable

interest, since

—87

turns

b.c.

and 164

b.c.

histors

These

the comet's orbital motion. Despite

According to those calculations, Halley's comet should have been first sighted
between the Pleiades and Aldebaran (the
principal star of Taurus) toward the end of
September, and about a month later it
should have passed about seven degrees

apparent crudity, the observations

in Sagittarius.

The comet would

si

^m

reports are also valuable in the studj

calculated motion based on orbital theo-

then

\

thercj

record of the comet by two additiona

us to date the perihelion passage

enj

(cl(

approach to the sun) in ancient times
accurately than modern computationi
permit. It is my hope that the missing Mtm
ylonian observations from even earliei
its of this most famous of all comets ¥
yet

come

to light.

then be approaching conjunction with the

sun and would soon be

is

lost in

the evening

The agreement with observation

thus excellent, and there can be no

doubt regarding the identity of the comet
as Halley's.

l776lndeptrfdenceCouit

valuable

and the same description.
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ter,
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daily, while

ley's

(roughly three cubits) to the north of Jupi-
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the custom

one another. Hence it is evident that the
two references to the comet are part of one

ries.

NTb NATIONAL

is

evening twilight. Despite the

enough evidence here

that the tablets are essentially copies of
Prices include international airfare

but this

would have pointed roughly northwest.'
August 24, the day of the diary entry,;
comet would have been difficult to disc

much

each diary were identical, proving

1 ),

proximately "1 cubit"

21 (Julian

tions in

1

much of month IV, Halk
comet should have been moving at

calendar) in 164 b.c. Equally important,
several of the lunar

Educational programs available.

August

The rather precise location, "

cubit in front of [that

is,

to the

west

1

of]

Richard Stephenson is an astronct
and senior research fellow in the De].'
ment of Physics at the University ofif'.J-'
F.

,

ham in England. His research is cent |(jj"
on historical astronomical records h
have value for present-day astronorr
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This View of

Lil

Treasures in a

Taxonomic Wastebasket
i

As scientists restudy the Burgess Shale fossils,
life in

Cambrian gets curiouser and curiouser

the

by Stephen Jay Gould
I

little John
French Lieutenant's
reverse
and why not, since

begin by playing a

shall

Fowles

CI

(of

Woman)

in

The

—

may

he finds the rarest and most precious of all
paleontological gifts

—

exquisite preserva-

tion with soft parts intact.

(Any recovery

cause for hosan-

be
most famous paleontologist. Fowles's
book has two endings; this essay has two

of soft parts

is

nas in

but this fauna inhabited the

introductions.

stood in Walcott's day

the hero of that novel

Introduction
Journal
(their

:

Canadian Alpine

In the

Charles

1908,

for

Walcott,

1

literature's

Doolittle

and secretary
boss) of the Smithsonian

paleontologist

name

Institution,

for

described

the

appropriate

technology for collecting from the great

Ogygopsis

The

best

fossil

way

to

bed of British Columbia:

make

a collection from the

itself,

sufficient

oldest rocks of our fossil record as under-

this

name

as the old cop-out or garl

above the Ogygopsis bed and seven to
eight feet thick. He excavated the entire
lentil
now called the Burgess Shale
during the next two seasons, as a family af-

bag

for a

major problem of invertel

fair

before the days of "big" science.

Stuart ...

my

we finally

two

camp on pack

romantic),

Mrs.

Sidney and

ing band. After that, for 30 days
side in blocks to a trail,

more

sons,

located the fossil-bear-

tain.

(the

—a

—

ried the shale, slid

version

it

down

we quar-

the mountain

and transported

it

to

by

horses, where, assisted

Mrs. Walcott, the shale was split, trimmed
and packed, and then taken down to the
railway station at Field, 3,000 feet below.

Introduction

2:

My office occupies

the

wing of Harvard's Museum of
Comparative Zoology. When we washed

oldest

the walls in preparation for the

job

in

anyone's memory,

swirling

Victorian

I

paint

we uncovered,

in

a taxo-

calligraphy,

nomic dictionary of the 1870s.
ered that

first

I

discov-

inhabit the former focus and

entering exhibit of Louis Agassiz's origi-

museum.

was doubly delighted be-

Walcott's horse slides going downslope

nal

and

cause we then didn't have to cover the

last

—

up the celebrated slab the one
rock shat Walcott must then examine.
tu;

;i,s

In the other version, the slab

lies in

the

middle of the path, blocking their way
and Walcott must dismount to push it
aside. In either case, he looks as he pushes
(the trademark of any good geologist), and
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chuckled when I read the connec
between "lower" (sponges and coi

shale lentil

source

saddle,

Walcott's ineluctable choice of horse-

I

link

errant block to

its

(I

walls in sparkling white
life

as only painters can.)

and disrupt

The

my

headline to

each section reads: "Synopsis of the Animal Kingdom," and the order progresses,
by the conventional chain of being, from
"Sponges and Protozoa" just under my

ll

Agassiz's view) of organisms.

brates.

Accompanied by

power led directly to his accidental discovery, the following year, of the most famous
and important of all fossil localities (see
following article, page 34). I have read
two versions of the story. Both agree that
the great moment occurred on the final
day of the 1 909 field season, as Walcott
and party led their horses down the slope
toward the railroad for the last time. Snow
and night had both begun to fall. In one

(

on God's arrangement

take

short

room housed the

to the entire collection-

and "higher"

to

day's trip, 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Cambrian pe-

ome and key

Walcott bided his time anxiously, returned the next summer, and traced the

"fossil

and lead the pony down the mounA fine lot can be secured in a long

the

wall. Evidently, this

riod.)

Walcott wrote:

bed" is to ride up the trail on a pony
about 2,000 feet above the railroad, collect specimens, securely wrap them in paper, place them in a bag, tie the bag to the

—

"Mammals" on thi

desk all the way to

The

or worms.

taxonomy.

I

(lobsters

and clams)

invi

laughed because

Some

I

recogn

ex

pla

coral, a sponge, a bug, or a snail wit

But invertebrate life inclui
wide and frustratingly diverse arra

difficulty.

elongated,

soft-bodied,

bilaterally

metrical animals with sensory organs

mouths up

front.

they

We know
a

represent

that, cc

genealol

hodgepodge as wide as invertebrate

li

self.

Animals sharing

may have no

this basic archit©

closer affinity than a b

and a squid. We now have many nami
them chaetognaths, gnathostomi
priapulids, kinorhynchs, and so foi

—

but we still don't know their relations
Our predecessors, following a trac
dating to Linnaeus himself, tende

dump them

ITS:

phyla are large, dist

and well bounded; we can usually

tively,

[|l

label read, simply, "Vernr

all together into an incl
group called Vermes and I had dij
ered an example of this ancient pri
on my own wall. The older taxon(
knew that Vermes housed an array
ferent creatures, united by an anatoj
plan so basic and generalized that it
evolve again and again in unrelated

—

They knew,

in short, that

unnatural

assemblage

Vermes

—a

w|

taxoi

wastebasket for the invertebrates i
one understood.

its
"j

f
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The conjunction
troductions

is

of these disparate

in-

quite simple. Waicott found

an array of unique, soft-bodied animals in
bilaterally symmetrithe Burgess Shale
cal creatures of anatomical designs found

—

nowhere

else

among

living or fossil organ-

isms. This discovery defines the greatest

nificance in science

—

for Walcott's

de-

thumbnail
sketches (he did have other things to do as
are

scriptions

merest

the

boss of the world's largest

museum), while

the Burgess animals are the world's most

important
in

(Our inordinate

fossils.

Lucy and her

ilk is

interest

only parochial con-

cleaned out the original
scientists didn't

lentil

—

so ma,

pursue the Burgess for t

mundane reason

that nothing

new

coi

be collected (or so they thought). Harvi
paleontologist Percy Raymond had fo
another

unit

sixty-five

ab

feet

Walcott's quarry in the early 1930s,

proper appreciation of the Burgess Shale

never sensed the richness. For him, the

second lentil had yielded much
and nothing new and rumor held tl
Raymond had demolished his find w
the same thoroughness and avidity
Waicott had displayed in eliminating
own. But the Geological Society of
ada reopened the quarries in the mid
1960s, while the Royal Ontario Muse
collected more intensively and sought r
sites in 1975 and from 1981 to 1984 (
D. Collins, D. Briggs, and S. Com;

more than fifty years. Most well-informed scientists still don't know what

in their preservation,

were beautiful and unusual
but not unique in
Waicott simply placed them

These Canadian teams found soft-bod
fossils at about a dozen sites represent

interest,

and transcendant importance, of

the Burgess for our understanding of evo-

and the history of

lution

life.

But Waicott

He

never appreciated what he had found.

new
He man-

cern,

Burgess animals represent

aged

taxonomic convention.

in

shoehorn every Burgess animal

to

modern taxonomic group, and he

into a

placed

all

the real oddballs

worms. This

among

the

fateful decision delayed a

for

treasures the Burgess really contains.

to

ponder the cascading implications

—an

must occupy this
next two columns and still only

exercise so broad that

my

and

We

now beginning to see properly and

are only

it

main

several

The

followed the usual road and buried his

world

however appropriate,

for

twig of the evolutionary tree

all

the

we have

of

trunks.)

many and

varied (including

stands out.

what he had

Burgess

among

paleon-

one intellectual factor
Waicott simply didn't recog-

but

tologists),

—and

others, therefore,

fossils

their biology.

modern groups.

I

could find not the

papers.

(I shall

devote next month's col-

to the reasons for Walcott's decision

to the interesting fallacy underlying

A massive

ness

Cathedral

the

towered

Formation,

ing Middle

Cambrian times near the edge
became part of British Co-

222, 1983,

it.)

In his greatest single burial of unique-

within
conventional
taxonomy,
Waicott put almost every bizarre Burgess
organism into the traditional wastebucket.

Vermes

{Smithsonian

Collections, vol. 57, 191

Miscellaneous
1, p.

109), in par-

phylum Annelida

p.

1^

four additional stratigraphic levels

calities

and

above deep and quiet bottom waters dur-

vol.

close to Walcott's original).

alternative, throughout his

umn

of

Morris, Science,

any possible

The unusual setting of the Burgess
Shale explains why it has preserved the realgal reef, represented today as dolomites

II

—

slightest flicker of a doubt, not a hint of

scratch the surface.

mains of soft-bodied creatures.

this

t'

the sociology of territory

in

little

reasons for this curious lack of at-

tention are

nize

one

—while

share

the

same

These

new'

—

setting

si

units deposited in deepish water at

base of an algal reef. (If one unstable

r

bank could slide into a stagnant basii
form Walcott's original lode, why not
ers as well

—

thus explaining the multij

of soft-bodied bounties in such a

ity

The new localities exten(j
some fifteen miles along the Cathei
Reef escarpment.)

stricted area.

of a sea that

ticular into the

lumbia. These deep and stagnant waters

mented worms, including earthworms and

But our recent Burgess breakthrc]
was not primarily provoked by new sp

were depleted of oxygen (and therefore
devoid of complex life), presumably as a

leeches).

mens

(seg-

The last decade has marked a great leap
study and understanding of the

result of

poor or nonexistent circulation.

forward

mud

banks accumulated at the edge

Burgess Shale. Waicott thought he had

But

stagnant

the

of

basin,

adjoining

the

in

Smithsonian Archives

—

for the additional localities did

substantially
list.

Rather, proper attention has

fir

—

study has yielded a new and striking

shallower waters, the varied fauna of the

pretation.

Many

some

ii;!

paleontologists, inc(

most knv

Burgess thrived. Every once in a while,

ing

perhaps as a consequence of small earth-

edgable anatomists of invertebrates,

quakes or other tectonic movements, perhaps simply as a result of sediments accumulating beyond their own point of
stability, these muddy banks foundered

led the restudy of Walcott's fossils—

sin

slid into

—a

that has

mud bank

endured

for

entered a

some 530

From

tomb

cannot be classified into any mc;i
group; their anatomies are unique.^

million

other suite of fossils contains nearl.1^

many

several j-osthumous papers), Waicott de-

We

scribed

until after his

nri^sl

death

in

1927

represents

24

I

the

know between

most

anomalous
and sig-

attention
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should

have acknowledged

all lay hidden within Wab
Vermes. About 37 percent of all Bui
organisms are arthropods, the most pigS

forms of

oi' articles for the Smithsonian
Miscellaneous Collections. This set of pa-

match

oddballs.

uniqueness long ago, even when the oi

of the Burgess animals in a

long series

pers

)C

:;

the time he discovered the Burle

t

I

at

(in

;

Harry

The new ideas about Burgess Shalo
ganisms can be summarized in a sentf
one that turns Walcott's interpretatiod
rectly on its head: Many Burgess ania

years.

gess S;

to

I

in a quiet

to decay, the soft-bodied creatures

of the Burgess

goes

h

Cambridge, England, and to Si c
Conway Morris, now also at Cambrig
The promise of Walcott's material h;
nally been realized.

and stagnant basin devoid of organisms
that could eat their remains or even cause

them

world's

Whittington, professor emeritus of

ogy

the adjoining stagnant ba-

Suddenly buried

of the

praise

special

so-called turbidity flow in geologi-

cal parlance.

I

descended upon Walcott's precious oj
and their first adeq.l
nal specimens

projecting reef. Here, in well-oxygenated,

and

c

augment Walcott's fau

Walcott at Burgess Shale

nent element of the fauna. Some,

pi

-1~l

-I"

I

1'

I'l

I

I

I

I

'

I

'

'

I

'

I

I

I

'
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within well-known groups. But many,
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Burgess organisms, are acutely discon-

their aggregate anatomical diversity

span the entire range of invertebrate d

order: arthropods they clearly are, but like

sign.

strategy: they erected yet another waste-

them

all

(or trilobite-like creatures).

Trilobitoidea

But

this

name

hid a diversity of disparate animals, just as

Vermes had provided a verbal rug

to cover

wider discomfort.
If many Burgess organisms represent
unique designs within established phyla,

then

we need

only crank up the argument

one step to dismantle Walcott's Vermes
Trilobitoidea

as

(for

among

hid

the

oddballs

arthropods. Vermes sheltered the

Conway

Morris,

(''

Annual Reviews ofEa

'

ogy and Systematics, vol. 10, 1979, ^
327). Simon drew this figure to illustrj""
representative Burgess organisms, not

focus upon oddballs

(it

doesn't even

elude Hallucigenia, weirdest creature

all—see

)'

''^^

"i

my

column of July 1983). E™S
Marrella splendens, most common of
Burgess animals and obviously an arth ""'
*•'

pod, but of a kind unto
priapulid

itself.

C

worm, a dominant group

iS")

witl PI

the Burgess, but a minor component"'

most invertebrate faunas today. The
three creatures are mysteries.
sagittiformis (A)

otl

Amish

Wi

had been called a ch

tognath, but the similarities are supe RODi

and the combination of characters ''^
known elsewhere. Dinomischus isold^^'^
(B) supports a swollen calyx upon a si
der stem. Elongate plates arise from lie

among

animals).

the most overused word in science today,
I

shudder to write

it

—but how appro-
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Consider just one picture from Simo#'
review of the Burgess Shale fauna

Simon Conway

and

26

*

mi

Morris has pioneered this revolutionary
interpretation. ("Revolutionary" may be

oddballs

GEO Expeditions
P.O.Box 3656-C3, Sonora,

thJ

certing for anyone with a passion for tidy

basket and called

Natural History
Cultural Expeditions

Simon estimates

cluding the most complex and exquisite of

no others. They bear the distinctive bits
and pieces, but in arrangements, numbers,
and proportions unknown elsewhere. Paleontologists responded to this assault
upon taxonomic comfort by the usual
Moi(n[(jrin GoTilla.

priate in this case.)

about a dozen Burgess genera cannot I
placed into any modern phylum, and thi

in-

of Ecology

and Sys(ema(;cs,vol.

10,

1979

cial

>

HI

end of the calyx, while both ends of a

)nt

rved

open

gut

the

at

^mbina regalis (D), with
of a frontal process

iSe

edge,

its

top

five

surface.

eyes at the

armed with

teeth

anybody's guess.

is

meters

in

champ that
away measures fifty-two millilength. The basic form of the

spicuous and intricate of Burgess Shale or-

body

simple: no segments, no demarca-

ganisms: the body (except for the naked

height (excluding spines); the

waxia corrugata

didn't get

ture that places

I

could focus this column directly upon

I

and produce a kind of

s diversity,

i

my

besti-

gans

—

no sensory

or-

basically an uninterrupted oval in

outline.

(We can make

a reasonable infer-

belly)

is

sue),

stiff,

ence about fronts and backs and tops and

the

bottoms because a food-gathering apparatus occupied the front end of an appar-

pointed root.

ently straight gut; one surface, presum-

difl"erent

way.

I

able as their building stones. I have
nted to write about the Burgess faunas
years, but was only inspired by a par-

Simon Conway

study,

jlar

Morris's

tis-

body surface by a

The

sclerites of

single

rounded or

Wiwaxia grew

flattened

in

two

scales

(orna-

parallel ridges) cover

most of

styles:

mented with

opposite side carried two projecting rows

the body, while two rows of spines emerge

of spines.)

rugata, yet another Burgess oddball

Upon

Morris,

but nonmineralized,

ably the bottom, was naked, while the

nograph, hot off the press, of Wiwaxia

Conway

the most con-

each attached into an indentation of

prefer clear

not

is

among

covered with sclerites (projecting

blades of
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',
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tion of head, trunk, or tail,
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this uninspiring basic

body, Wi-

the central axis (see figure of Simon's re-

The Middle Cam-
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The

sclerites

dered arrangement

—a

grew

field

in

an

or-

of overlap-

ping blades on top, arrayed as six parallel

mit the leisurely pace and complex development that such presentations require.)
Simon may have reconstructed the
anatomy of Wiwaxia and inferred its

mode
are

of

left

What

life

with signal success, but

with the biggest of

is it,

all

we

mysteries.

genealogically speaking?

Walcott christened the genus Wiwaxia

rows (top view of the figure) and two regions on each side (bottom view), two up-

in

per rows with sclerites pointing upward

boring group of small mountain peaks).

and two lower rows with
backward.

Just

From

ot Wiwaxia corrugala.

We

sclerites pointing

however, no sign of

find,

1911 (after the local

He

placed

it

among

name

the

other Burgess mysteries

for a neigh-

worms, with

—

in this

all

case into

regular segmentation within these ordered

the class Polychaeta (the dominant group

fields.

of segmented marine worms).

Simon could
ternal anatomy

see

little

—some

gut perhaps, but not
ture, however,

may

of Wiwaxia's

in-

hints of a straight

much

else.

One

be important

in

fea-

judg-

of Wifrom the
anterior end, Simon found two arcuate
bars, each carrying a row of simple, conical teeth directed toward the rear. The
front bar bears a notch at its center, marking the

biological

waxia. About

relationships

five millimeters

An

ironic

and first, discovery of Wiwaxia. In 1899, G. F. Matthew described a single spine of Wiwaxia
from the Ogygopsis bed below Walcott's
story surrounds an earlier,

Burgess quarry (then undiscovered). (Isolated sclerites of

Wiwaxia are

stitT

enough

decay and be preserved in ordinary fossil beds, but complete specimens
are known only from the Burgess Shale
to resist

ing a toothless area between side regions

bearing seven to eight teeth (see figure);
the rear bar has a straight margin with

along the other edge. These strucwere probably attached to the bottom of the gut. By this evidence of form
and position, their interpretation as feeding devices seems well founded.

teeth

all

tures
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Simon could make other

inferences be-

yond adult anatomy. The absent or relatively small spines of small specimens indicate change of form with growth. Two
juxtaposed specimens seem to represent

From

the Royal Society's Transactions, p.
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—

Fossil collecting in

1913 at the Burgess Shale on the west slope of Mount Wapta, British Columbia

Matthew described

lentils.)

this

single

spine as a hyolithid of the genus
thotheca. Hyolithids are

Or-

now regarded

as

yet another oddball group of uncertain affinity,

lum

probably meriting a separate phytheir

in

begin

then,

,.
,

own right. Did Matthew,
Wiwaxia's history with a

proper note of genealogical uniqueness,

one

—

the true mollusks

As an

radiating.

—

surviving and

more

alternative of even

plans of low diversity and limited range.'
the

may

first

be illusory and based on independent evo-

life,

mystery, the tenuous link to mollusks
lution of a similar feeding organ

—and

Wiwaxia may bear no recognizable
tionship,

however vague and

rela-

distant, to

any modern group.

Cambrian explosion represented

modem

flowering of

tJ

multicellur

then we might anticipate an initl
phase of vigorous experimentation with 1

permutations of possible designs andi
later restriction

and sorting out of best
merely of lucky sui

i-

-

lutions (or, perhaps,

the wrong scale? Scarcely. Mat-

Thus, the Burgess story gets curiouser

thew, applying the conventional shoehorn

and curiouser as the restudy of Walcott's

cussed

among the an-

specimens proceeds apace. The new invertebrate phyla from this single locality may

pattern, primarily contrasting the hypci-

though

in

of his day, placed hyolithids
nelids

—

Wiwaxia resided

so

from the

in

Vermes

eventually reach half the

start.

As Simon argues

number of those

vors

among

eses of

varied opportunities).

possible

explanations

improvement

in

anatomical

will not treat this fascinating topic

waxia won't work as an annelid (segmented) worm. Beyond the meaningless
externality of its oval shape and bilateral
symmetry, nothing about Wiwaxia says
annelid or any kind of recognized worm.
Neither its body nor its sclerites show the

twenty to thirty by various counts).
I must emphasize
to define the depth

ther here.

slightest sign of

segmentation (a defining

character of Annelida);

it

lacks setae (the

most annelids), and its
sclerites are not built like plates and spines
that adorn some annelids.
Might another modem phylum be a
possible candidate? The two feeding bars
do recall a defining character of mol-

movable

lusks

—

bristles of

the radula (also a bar of teeth lying

end of the

But

of this intellectual puzzle
gess

is

fauna.

no ordinary

—

that the Bur-

soft-bodied

Such faunas are

famous

several exist (including the

graphic limestone of Solnhofen,

Archaeopteryx, the

fossil

rare indeed, but

first bird),

litho-

home

of

and none

ts

eri-

neering versus simple good fortune

inhabiting our entire earth today (about

—

c;-

for

Wi-

convincingly,

I

cussing

I

id

any hr
want, instead, to close by ij-

a

different

previoiy,

issue,

how could early multicellular
generate so many radically different b|
avoided:

plans so fast? Life

is

not producing

kind of diversity today.

This dilemma has two potential kind:
solutions.

The

first,

traditional for

ir.x[!

contains anything like the diversity of the

than a century and only recently undeis-

Burgess Shale. In particular, no other

rious challenge, holds that

soft-

—

no prob n

bodied fauna collection includes more

really exists

than one or two unplaceable oddballs,

usually rapid evolution at the Cambiil

while the Burgess
dozen.

Why

may

house more than a

this difference?

The Burgess

explosion

is

fossil record.

(fortunately for us) occu-

that the appearance of o

an

artifact of our

The

imper cl

artifact theory comeii

several versions (I will discuss Walcotti

The most

little

pies a crucial time in life's history. It rep-

next month's column).

else suggests affinities with clams, snails,

"window" upon the first
great radiation of complex life on earth.
All but one or two modern phyla origi-

scenario holds that Precambrian multl

nated in a burst of evolutionary activity as-

the products of the

at the anterior

gut).

Wiwaxia's body form and
seem most unmolluscan
(though a little-known group, the Apla-

and

their

mode

ilk.

of

life

resents our only

cophora, does include unshelled, basically

sociated with the so-called

wormlike creatures with radulae). But

plosion

some 570

Cambrian exThe

million years ago.

mollusks do not grow by molting, and none

Burgess provides our only peek at the

has a structure anything like the defining

bodied forms of

sclerites of

Wiwaxia.

Simon concludes

that

other soft-bodied

Wiwaxia and

allies (the isolated sclerites

found

in

its

other

much younger;
Cambrian

to other living groups, but

of the Burgess mystery (July 1983).

,

still

distinct.

Perhaps, hr argues, several related body
plans of a "supermoUuscan" lineage vied

during these early days of

most dying

in the

life's history,

low diversity of youth

(wiwaxiids and hyoliths, for example);
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I

times.

wrote a previous column on

this

aspect
I

ar-

gued that a pattern of "early experimentation and later standardization" underlies
this initial burst and later restriction of
taxonomic mysteries the Burgess Shale
should abound with phylum-level body

—

all

^|

Cambrian explosion only marks the evil
hard parts (perhaps reflectir
oceanic chemistry or the eMi
tion of predators that might encog
tion of

they represent faunas well

m

exploi

bodied and, therefore, not preserved

change

past the initial burst and sorting out of

Cambrian

but that Precambrian faunas were

assemblages are

fossil

in

such a defensive response), not the
of anatomical complexity.

oisii

If the artifact theory is correct, therJi
get the rest of this essay (but don't bar

noyed; I've given you a fair amour

o

But several even
the past two decades have seriously v. ik
ened this venerable theory, perhap:f3
tally. Our knowledge of Precambriarm

good

«fs

had a long history of gra|

development, leading in continuity tc

this first flowering. All

Caniorian deposits) deserve a phylum of
their o n perhaps closer to mollusks than
,

soft-

lular life

plausl

stuff already).
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animals are not, as previously argued, anstrikingly

interpretation,

Cambrian fauna, but a
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we bear such ar
Our exploc
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knowledge of development and the
chanics of genetic action should prov
within a decade, the facts and ideal

such a conception. Valen

flesh out
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Were C
genomes simpler and more flexi

mentions some

possibilities.

Does the evolution of multiple
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month's column on the homeobox),

genomes
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webs of interaction not
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translation of gene to product, permitj

such animals to interchange and
their parts separately? Most importan
increased complexities and regularize

L

of development from egg to adult p
brake upon potential changes of f

»

magnitude?

We cannot yet go beyond such c
and preliminary suggestions. I have i
new or useful to offer in this area, liii,

empty. Even after the great Permian ex-

been overlooked

tinction,

which removed 96 percent of all
marine species by one estimate, no com-

important.

parable radiation greeted the subsequent

tion underlies our preference for the td

Triassic because at least one of every

Museum of

but simply plead that

ing

jor design survived the debacle,

American

for

Cambrian explosion, such
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have no profound suggestions
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a response to this eco-
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into a range of related functions (see

erything
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logical uniqueness.
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wiped out in a previously unrecorded mass

^1

L

Darwinian views, mi

der traditional

blage
see my column of February 1984),
and they neither match in diversity nor

Ediacara

(the

rate

A.

oceans to earliest Cambrian lev

Genetic systems do not "age." Diff

creatures

cestral to the

\ »

tied the

of organic complexity and diversity.)

assem-

seem

Discover with Museum experts the tributaries and rain
UJIiiippy of the AmazQi

we

extensive fauna of soft-bodied Precam-

brian

Adventure

but

yet" becomes increasingly more

it

implausible. Moreover,

;;ii

Wildlife

"it's there,

ma-

and basic

wish to present, as a

final point,

an

^

ment for the unconventional view thajji

A

false

tional

—one

that strikes

and usually unstated

view that ecological

alone spawned the

trU.

assit|:

opporti,itj|^'

Cambrian

explooi

body plans did not disappear.
The unconventional theme does not
deny this powerful impetus from an empty

When evolutionists note that several iri

world, but argues that genetic systems, as

ternal to the genetics of organisms ha; n

might have been difCambrian. (The conventional

same way a !
we assume that some force:

lated lineages react in the

same

time,

common

well as environments,

voked the

ferent in the

netic systems are too unlike,

.

response (for

thg'

and a

sii

1<

explanation looks only to environments

push from outside seems the only

pi

is

and implies that a similar explosion would
occur now if a mass extinction ever emp-

ble

common cause). We have aU)
viewed the creatures that made the 'n
i

rian explosion as unrelated in just this

profound way. After
!

of

jpresentatives

they included

all,

nearly

all

modern

and what could be more different
lan a trilobite, a snail, a brachiopod, and
n echinoderm. These morphological degns were as distinct in the Cambrian as
ley are today, so we assume that genetic
'Stems were equally unlike
and the
hyla,

—

)mmon behavior of

all

simultaneous vigor

leir

groups, that
in

must therefore record the

;signs,

is,

new

evolving

exter-

push of ecological opportunity.

il

But

remind everyone

I

that, particu-

Seilacher's view of the Ediacara

rly if

una holds (the claim

for their

nonan-

nonlink to modern designs), then

istral

Cambrian animals, despite their diverlittle removed in time
Dm their union in a common ancestor.
Cambrian animals may have sported a
ry similar genetic mechanism by virtue

(

y of form, were

il

time of separate

'their strictly limited

No

;.

ties

bind so strong as the links of

iieritance. In
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other words (and in the biothe similar response of

ical jargon),
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in

common,

of a response

I
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not only the anal-

by different systems
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life

ded the external push of ecological
do not deny this part of the

lortunity (I

litional claim),

may

nd

but

its

ability to re-

record a genetic heritage, then

imon and now

dissipated,

prospect suggests an intriguing re-

"his

;rpretation of life's history.

We

A4aestros,Maskrs&A4eislersingers.

know

the quirky and opportunistic paths of

t

ory shape the patterns of
diversity through time.

life's

form

But we have

imed that the basic machinery (gec systems and their response to natural
iction)
t

has operated in the same way, at

since the evolution of our

ila.

IS,

As

continents

wander

modern

in curious

but principles of plate tectonics re-

n the

same, we have argued that

or-
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Terror of the Trilobites
Paleontologists took a second look at a famed fossil site

and

unearthed the giant predator of the Cambrian period

by Derek E. G. Briggs and Harry B. Whittington
The discovery

of British Columbia's

Burgess Shale, as well as other fossil-bearing shales nearby,

is

one of the most im-

portant events ever to occur in paleontol-

two radial divisions, as well as a large, isolated appendage bearing a long, comblike
series of blades, each with an array of
spines. This limb, informally

dubbed ap-

unknown to science.
By studying these fossils, we are opening a large window on life 540 million

pendage F, was adapted for capturing
prey. Because it was jointed, Walcott
guessed that the limb belonged to an arthropod. Arthropods, such as modem insects and crustaceans, have an exoskeleton, segmented body, and jointed limbs.
Walcott even assigned the limb, incorrectly, to the genus Sidneyia, which also

Cam-

occurs in the Burgess Shale. Appendage

The

ogy.

shale's great value arises partly

from the rare and exquisite preservation
of soft-bodied creatures, but the find

is

even more remarkable because two-thirds
of the fossils are from animals that were
virtually

years ago, during the middle of the
brian period.

We

have also solved some

F,

Since Charles Doolittle Walcott discovered the Burgess Shale three-quarters of a

22),

some 140

species from

Only

these rocks have been identified.

about one-third of these species have the
skeletons or shells

commonly preserved in
Cambrian pe-

fossil-bearing rocks of the

The

riod.
sil

rest,

being soft-bodied, are a

fos-

cache of great rarity and value and are

still

providing paleontologists with clues to

middle Cambrian

and times.
In 1966, the Geological Survey of Canada began a reinvestigation of the Burgess
life

Shale with a new excavation of Walcott's
quarry.

As

part of the team,

we have

stud-

ied new, as well as previously collected,
fossil

specimens,

creatures

first

among them

the unusual

described by Walcott.

One

of the most puzzling organisms, from the

famed

Fossil

Beds of Mount Stephen,

about two miles southeast of the Burgess
Shale, had been described in 1 892 by a pa-

Canadian Geological
name Whitthe fossil, Anomalocaris

leontologist of the

Survey,

J.

Whiteaves. The

eaves chose for
("unlike

shrimp"),

revealed

his

uncer-

but noth-

classified,

more was learned about them during

ing

the next seventy years.

Our

century ago (see Stephen Jay Gould's col-

umn, page

Ano-

the jellyfish, and the segmented

malocaris were thus

fascinating puzzles in the fossil record.

observations

make

it

clear that

Whiteaves and Walcott were mistaken
when they labeled the segmented Anomalocaris as the body of an arthropod.
None of the fossils shows any traces of a
gut, a part often preserved in other ani-

mals in the shale. Moreover, the joints are
hinged in a most unusual manner for those

supposed to be of the trunk skeleton. We
realized that what Whiteaves, Walcott,

and later authors thought to be a complete
body was just an isolated limb. This "tip of
the iceberg" led us to speculate on the size
of the whole organism. Some of the limbs
reached lengths of eight inches gigantic
by Cambrian standards.
In 1981, Whittington began work at
Cambridge University on specimens of a
large undescribed animal from Walcott's
collection and on one specimen from the
Geological Survey of Canada collection.

—

As he

applied a dental

drill to

overlying the Geological Survey

the stone
fossil,

he

discerned a pair of Anomalocaris limbs

attached to the specimen's head.

Anomal-

Further investigation fleshed out the

ocaris fossils from both the Burgess Shale

creature and solved longstanding puzzles.

and Mount Stephen were tapered and segmented, with each segment bearing a pair
of spines. Both Whiteaves and Walcott believed the fossils to be the body of a large,
bivalved crastacean, from which both

When we examined

sides of the protective covering, or cara-

Walcott's jellyfish.

tainty about the animal's status.

pace, had

become detached

(a

carapace

was never found attached

to the body).

Walcott also described a

"jellyfish,"

a

flattened, circular structure with thirty-

-14
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we saw

Walcott's material,

that other specimens

had

pre-

served head limbs that matched appen-

F One had

a circlet of plates where

mouth ought

to be, a ring identical to

dage
the

in

a

Its

consistent position

number of specimens

ruled out

its

ac-

cidental superimposition on any other fossil

animal.

Not a jellyfish, but

part of the

body, the ring was a circlet of jaw plates.

The Cathedral Crags of British
Columbia, below, are the remains of a
massive limestone reef deposited by

I

millions of generations of lime-secreting

marine algae. A belt of limestone fringed
the American continent in the mid- to late
Cambrian, 540 to 505 million years ago.
The Burgess Shale animals lived on and
in muddy sediments that accumulated
along the reeffront.
All

Ml

photographs by Derek E. G. Briggs and Harry B. Whittington

A fossil ofan Anomalocarisy'atv, below, reveals a ring ofjaw plates and an inner battery

X'

of teeth The jaw plates are more often preserved than soft parts o/Anomalocaris
because they are more resistant to decay. The giant of the Cambrian period,
Anomalocaris, right, reached lengths of eighteen inches The jaw circlet and the
grasping appendages on the head indicate that the animal was a predator, while the
flat lobes flanking the trunk (incomplete due to breakage of the slab) attest to its

swimming skills.

The

largest of the

complete Anomaloabout seven inches

plates leads us to believe that individuals

was typical of Cambrian
The discovery of soft-bodied Burgess
Shale animals at more than a dozen new
localities, nine yielding parts of Anomalo-

reached lengths of eighteen inches. This

caris, provides further

caris specimens

is

long, but the size of isolated limbs

animal

is

the largest

and jaw

Cambrian creature

ever found and was the giant predator of
its

time.

isted,

We

think two similar species ex-

one having a pair of Anomalocaris-

the rock contains

seas.

Burgess Shale

fossils

representative of

How

evidence that the

are widespread and

Cambrian

life.

did Anomalocaris operate in

Cambrian world, and how did

it

its

interact

type limbs at the front; the other, a pair of

with the animals sharing

appendage

show it to have been an agile swimmer and an efficient predator.
Spiny, segmented limbs flanked the jaw
plates, and a pair of large eyes sat well
back on the sides of the head. The trunk

The

relative

its

habitat?

Our

reconstructions

F's.

abundance of

isolated

limbs and jaw circlets indicates that they

were more resistant than the rest of the
body to decay. These parts are rarely
found in association, however. Limbs and
jaws, shaped respectively like hollow
tubes and disks, would behave very differently when carried by water currents.
Were soft-bodied animals, though

bore a series of large overlapping
lobes; overlying these lobes
gills.

The

lobes probably

fins,

or

were possible

moved up and

down in succession, creating a propulsive
wave running the length of the trunk; thus

swam like a fish with a long lat-

common denizens of the ancient Cambrian
environment? While the Burgess Shale,

the animal

the only site yielding complete specimens

which also uses undulations of the lateral
fins for maneuvering, although jet propulsion is its normal mode of swimming. The

scarce in the

fossil

of Anomalocaris,

is

record, actually

exceptional, evidence

indicates that the assemblage of animals

—Is[AiLmALHisTORYJ2y85_
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eral fin,

such as a stingray's. The body outresembles that of a cuttlefish,

line also

triangular, horizontal lobes of

Anoma

caris could hardly have been used as o
to paddle the

would not

animal along because

fold or collapse during a

t)

re<

ery stroke, to reduce drag in the mannej
a "feathered" oar. Rather, Anomaloci
was unique in swimming by generatii
wave with a series of separate lobes ral

than along a continuous fin. The
caused by the gaps between the lobes

have been offset by the thrust create(
water was forced out from between thj
The animal may have been coordin.

enough to reverse the propulsive wave
swim backward, to adjust the waves oi
posite sides of the trunk to turn, and
to hover.

leiial

The tough exoskeleton of trilobites, such
as Ogygopsis, below, was no guarantee

The specialized jaws of
Anomalocaris may have acted as a
nutcracker to penetrate the hard covering.
against attack.

The bite mark on the right side of this
animal's

of Cambrian

localities,

of the

tail shield tells the story

trilobite that got

away.

including the Fos-

Beds on Mount Stephen, are marked by
bites, usually in the tail shield. These trilo-

sil

bites are the survivors of attacks,

seals or other

marine

mammals

much as
bear

evi-

dence of shark or Orca strikes. The
wounds have healed around the margins;
less fortunate victims were presumably
bitten in critical areas. While Anomalocaris is likely to have fed extensively on
the abundant arthropods that lacked the
heavily mineralized skeleton of trilobites,
its

bulk and efficient toothed jaws

make

it

probable that Cambrian trilobites were
part of

its diet.

Circumstantial evidence also suggests a
in armored animals.
Because the "teeth" did not meet, the jaw
could not have bitten clean through prey
but may, in combination with the appendages, have worked like a nutcracker to
break the exoskeleton of trilobites. The
shape and overlap of the jaw plates form
two wider openings, aligned diagonally

predacious interest

across the circlet. If a large trilobite

was

and the edge pulled

into

turned on

ted

The

as

pair of front limbs cap-

carnivorous role; the bitten trilobites show

into related groups,

that it (and perhaps other large predators)
were capable of breaking mineralized

great debate for paleontologists.

prey and pushed

it

life

toward the

cir-

making up the jaw. Its graspappendages and swimming skills
jrly enabled Anomalocaris to capture
[

of plates

Inals of the sea bottom.

Ipe most abundant bottom dwellers
lierved in the
|lrilobites,
1

1

Cambrian

fossil

record

marine creatures that had a

exoskeleton divided into three sec-

and that grew, like modern crusta!s, by molting, thereby producing nubus fossils. Although preserved traces
Unomalocaris gut contain no recog|ble prey fragments (such as broken
[sf shell), trilobites found at a number

|i

side

one of those openings, the resultant break
would be shallow. The bite itself was probably in the form of an asymmetric W.
Some marks inflicted on trilobites found
at Mount Stephen and in middle Cambrian rocks in Utah (where Anomalocaris
also occurs) have such an outline.
Predation is important to an understanding of ancient ecology because the
food chain helps determine the structure
of biological communities. The jaws and
appendages of Anomalocaris attest to its

inomalocaris was well suited to
|rirnivore.

its

known

tal factor controlling

the structure of com-

munities and promoting the evolution of
protective strategies.

The pressure

to de-

velop defense tactics ultimately served at

some of the prey

well, as they flour-

ished throughout the

Cambrian period

least

and beyond. The armored

trilobites, for

example, survived about another 300 million years into the

Taxonomy, the

Permian period.

classification of
is

animals

often a matter of

Much

of

the discussion of arthropod evolution has

as durophagy.

centered on the problem of whether the

Other animals from the Burgess Shale
also had limb structures or gut remains
suggesting they were predators. The limbs
of one fossil trilobite indicate that it was a

groups indicates relationship (common
ancestry) or independent evolution of a

skeletons, a process

own

presence of a particular character in two

trait in

response to similar environmental

grazed on organic matter from the sea

and selection pressures (convergent e\ olution). Anomalocaris provides striking evidence that at least one important charac-

feeders that gathered food

ter of arthropods, the jointed limb, could

predator

in its

right; other trilobites

were scavengers, deposit
floor,

or

particles

filter

suspended

feeders

in the water.

that

Ways

of

and ways to
keep from being eaten proliferated. Even
by the Cambrian, then, predation was a vi-

eating, such as carnivory,

have evolved independently in two or
more major groups of animals.

Apart from the limbs and segmentation
is unlike any

of the trunk, Anomalocaris

_21.

.

.

An

astounding variety of shelled and

bodied animals inhabited Cambrian

Nisusia, brachiopod

soft-

7.

seas.

8.

Opabinia, affinity uncertain

9.

Dinomischus,

10.
1

2.

The combination of plated jaw
and overlapping trunk lobes and consearthropod.

quent

mode

of

swimming precludes the

assignment of Anomalocaris to any living
group. If

we

discovered such a creature in

we would readily desnew phylum to house it.
Anomalocaris was one of a great mo-

the deep sea today,
ignate a

saic of
late

body forms that evolved during the

Precambrian/early Cambrian,

time of the

first

the

great adaptive radiation of

multicelled animals, arguably the most

important event in the entire evolutionarycourse of multicelled

life.

Early

in this ra-

diation, or filling of ecological niches

new forms

of

derived from

life

by

common

ancestors, competition between different

may have been

kinds of animals

limited,

giving rise to the evolution of an unsur-

when a
phylum (such as that including Anomalocaris) became extinct, no new, unique
passed variety of body plans. But

group seems to have replaced it. Rather,
the vacated niche was filled by diversification of other existing stocks,

and the range
Why some

of phyla was thereby reduced.

phyla succeeded and others failed-^why
arthropods, Anomalocaris's prey, should

include the most abundant and diverse
ing groups, such as

modern

Anomalocaris disappeared
dle

Cambrian

—

is

unclear.

liv-

insects, while

after the mid-

Chance may

have played a role, but we surmise that the
body plan of Anomalocaris, with one pair
of jointed limbs, overlapping lobes, and radial jaw,
tential

had

less

long-term adaptive po-

than that of arthropods, with

repetition of

Modern

serial

branched limbs.

perception of the diversity of

Cambrian depends largely
on the quality and extent of the fossil
record. The Burgess Shale helps balance a
fossil record biased toward animals with
hard parts and offers a rare, three-dimensional view of Cambrian life. Trilobites, so
abundant as fossils, were just a part of a
broad scenario and were stalked by the
Tyrannosaurus rex of their time. The
Burgess Shale has revealed the unsuspected abundance of soft-bodied Cambrian creatures and has shown that more
than 500 million years ago, forces familiar
today, such as predation, were already
animals

in

the

shaping the evolution of ancient

-1.9.
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life.

D

worm

affinity

uncertain

Waptia, arthropod

1 1

Yohoia, arthropod

Burgessochaeta, annelid

12.
13.

Canadaspis, arthropod
Molaria, arthropod

Ottoia, priapulid

worm
worm

3.

Louisella, priapulid

4.

Hyolithus, mollusklike animal

14. Pikaia,

5.

Aysheaia, arthropod

15.

6.

Leanchoilia, arthropod

16. Scenella,

chordate

Marrella, arthropod

moUusk

17.

Sidneyia, arthropod

18.

Olenoides, arthropod (trilobite)

19.

Burgessia, arthropod

23.

sponge
Echmatocrinus, echinoderm
Vauxia, sponge
Wiwaxia. affinity uncertain

24.

Anomalocaris,

25.

Choia, sponge

26.

Ogygopsis. arthropod (trilobite)

20. Pirania,
21.
22.

affinity

uncertain

J
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A Brazilian couple collect fruit of the babassu palm, which provides many landless
people with food, fuel, and shelter The palm takes over any cleared area and now
occupies large sections ofMaranhao.

A "Tree of Life" Grows in Brazil
ofMaranhao, the poor carve out a living

In the Brazilian state

from an all-purpose palm

By Anthony and Suely Anderson
Anthony Anderson

Agriculture has never been an easy
)roposition in the

humid tropics. Trying to

?row a crop and simultaneously hold off
he bewildering

number

of plants that

in-

ade any cleared area requires enormous

Of course, many of the

ffort.

people

who

farm in the tropics are shiftag cultivators. These growers minimize
heir efforts by clearing small patches of
orest, which they use for a year or two

raditionally

nd then abandon. The

fields are

quickly

iken over again by the forest.

This ephemeral form of agriculture

when population

orks fine

densities are

But in recent years more and more
Jttlers have poured into the tropical low)w.

At the same time, much land has

nds.

iiUen into

the hands of a wealthy few.

suit is that shifting cultivation

The

has bro-

down: with more people using less
farmers cannot give sites a long
)iough rest. This reduces their harvests
ad eventually degrades the soil.
In many places, ranchers have taken
;n

nd,

They acquire

'er.

id

large tracts of forest

clear them, turning

res for cattle.

them

into pas-

Like the cultivated land,

hold. In fact, the forests

it

forms are so

plantations on bottom lands

pure and uniform that travelers who have
never seen them before often mistake

state.

them

bottom-land areas. But

for plantations.

That

is

a reasonable

conclusion because local inhabitants can
often be seen working

among

these palms,

all

The stands were probably

sive initially

over the

not exten-

and were largely confined
in

to

1888, slavery

was abolished and the plantation economy
collapsed. Former slaves, and later their

ese areas are subject to degradation-

gathering fruit and cutting leaves.

descendants, spilled out of the lowlands

am

But the immense stands of babassu in
Maranhao occur naturally, and most of

and entered the original forests, which
they cleared. Wherever these shifting cul-

erosion, trampling of soil,

And

''estation.

ultimately,

and weed

both these

"ms of land use have had the

same

re-

the people

who

use them are landless. For

tivators left a field fallow,

babassu took
back into for-

wide areas of some of the most biologilly rich places in the world have be-

these people, babassu palms are a crucial

over and turned the

source of food, fuel, shelter, and income.

ests.

me

The

spread across the landscape.

it:

agriculturally

unproductive

and

Dnomically impoverished.
[But in frontier areas along the
,ges

of the

iy in

Amazon

southern

and particuof Maranhao,

Basin,

the Brazilian state

way to resurrect the
land. Abandoned fields and croplands
/e been taken over by palm trees. The
m tree known as babassu (Orbignya

iure

has found a

t

Jlerata)
!ps

is

a stubborn competitor that

other species from gaining a foot-

where the palm came from
and how people have come to depend on it
tells something about life in frontier areas
of the Brazilian Amazon and how human
story of

ways

may

point to

nists set

up

in

area roughly equal to the state of Virginia.

the 1600s.

rice, cotton,

forests cover ex-

with a nat-

tensive

areas of Brazil.

How do young babassu palms capture a

to use land in the tropics.

of Europeans

Today babassu palm

palm

more successful

Pure stands of babassu palm probably
started to form in Maranhao after the arrival

In time, pure stands of the

In Maranhao,
where we recently spent two years studying the palm, these forests now occupy an

activities there, in conjunction

ural process,

fields

The

colo-

and sugar cane

deforested site? To understand that, one
first

has to

know something about

palm's ecology

in

the

the uncut forest. There

are tremendous numbers of vouna ba-
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Human colonization of the Amazon Basin has sped the spread of the babassu palm, for
wherever originalforests are cut down for farming, babassu eventually takes

over.

Almost everything that grows on the plant has proved useful to local people. At right, a
family heads into a hilly forest to gather babassu fruit. The husks of the fruit are used
to make charcoal, below. People burn the husks in a shallow pit and continue to add
organic material until carbonization occurs. In one district ofMaranhdo, more than 96
percent of the homes use babassu charcoal as the sole energy source.
Anthony Anderson

bassu plants growing in the primary
est.

When we

for-

surveyed an undisturbed,

species-rich forest in central

Maranhao,

we found more than 2,500 juvenile palms
per acre. One reason the babassu palm
does so well there
inch-thick husk.

is

It

that

its fruit

has a two-

takes five and one-half

tons of force to break one open; no

mam-

mal currently in Maranhao (or anywhere
else in the American tropics) has that kind
of strength. Only human beings with axes
can get

at the oil-rich seeds.

predator

is

bruchid

the

beetle

Pachymerus nuclearum. The larvae of
this beetle skirt the thick fruit wall and
slip in

through the germination pores

cated at the base of the
rarely eat all the seeds.

fruit. Still,

Our

lo-

they

studies have

shown that although 70 percent of the
fruit are colonized by bruchid beetles,
only about 20 percent of them lose all their
seeds. At least one seed per fruit usually
escapes predation and is able to germinate. In other words, just

about every

sin-

gle time a babassu fruit drops in the pri-

mary forest, the result, sooner or
new palm tree.
Germination

begins

later, is

a

approximately

three months after a fruit falls and

key to the success of the juveniles

—

—

also

in the

is
actually enhanced in the
shaded understory. But babassu grows ex-

forest

—

palm simply

When
a forest,

Today the only important nonhuman
seed

We found that palms
growing in a mature forest often didn't
start reproducing until they were more
than 70 years old. Babassu apparently can
withstand long periods of low light. And it
lives an unusually long time
the oldest
tree we found was, by our estimates, 1 84
years old. Rather than usurping resources
by rapid dispersal or growth, the babassu
tremely slowly.

outlasts

its

farmers come

all

competitors.

in to cut

and

bum

the vegetation on the surface

is

destroyed and few plants can regenerate
quickly.

But the babassu palm has an un-

Ife.

usual feature not shared by most other
species

the

—

its

plant

apical meristem, the part of

that

is

actually

growing,

is

pushed underneath the surface during
germination. This adaptation allows most
juveniles to survive being cut and burned,
even if their aboveground portions are
completely destroyed. We had firsthand
experience with babassu's extraordinary
capacity to regenerate while setting up ex-

periments

that

required

removing

all

palms from a site. We cut the juvenile
palms repeatedly, to no avail. Finally, in
frustration, we attempted to eradicate
them by driving wooden stakes into their
underground palm hearts. But the palms
kept regenerating, which forced us to conclude that young babassu are harder to kill
than Count Dracula. And once they domi-

nate a
site

site,

that

they are there to stay: at

had been cleared

years earlier,

thirty-th

if^jj

we found that the populat

of babassu was

still

increasing.

Thus

babassu palm, a strong latent presenc
the uncut forest, stands alone in

jinj

fcy,

cleared forest.

For

many

people living in Maranl

the formation of pure babassu stands
Id;

been a blessing. In one rural district of
state, 86 percent of the households use C
bassu leaves as thatch for their huts. Fi
July to December, the dry season in M;
nhao, people scale the palms and ren ,^,
their leaves, which are often twentyfeet long.

When

ery four years,

on the

tree's

it

>C0I(

leaves are harvested

seems

to

have

y

little ef

growth, although

fruit
Pi
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I
I

:tion

drops

off

the

following

year.

from thatch, people use the leaves
make baskets, rugs, mats for drying
'ins, fans for tending fires, and sieves
sifting cassava flour and rice. In addi-

Ide

they make fences, window frames,
forms for herb gardens, birdcages,

,

1 fish

blinds

i:e

^as,

*

traps.

Hunters use the leaves

when they

and porcupines,

to

are after agoutis,
all

of which feed

labassu fruit. Finally, cattle

and don-

feed on the leaves of babassu during

i

spells.
|he

il

work. People build

bridges and benches out of them.
trunks also attract weevil larvae,

ih

local people fry

babassu seeds.

and

eat.

People also

When

fried, these larvae

bacon and are considered a delicacy. After felling a palm, people sometimes extract its heart and feed it to pigs.
Babassu fruit is also amazingly useful.
taste like

In the state of

Maranhao

alone, 300,000

families participate in a cottage industry

devoted to extracting the

from the

fruit,

which

the dry season. Since

is

oil-rich kernels

harvested during

men are usually busy

them with water. This liquid is then
strained. The milk
and its mineral com-

—

similar to that of mother's

position

is

milk

fed to infants.

—

is

To make

oil.

the

kernels are roasted, crushed, and cooked;
the

oil is

then skimmed off the surface.

When we surveyed

local households in our
study area, we found that 54 percent of

the people used

homemade babassu oil

for

cooking and soap production. Even the
residue from these domestic products has

clearing and burning agricultural plots at

a use:

most of the people who break
babassu fruit are women and children.
The kernels extracted from the fruit
have many uses in the home. People make
babassu "milk" by roasting kernels, then
crushing them in a mortar and mixing

and chickens.

this time,

trunks of babassu palms are often

for construction

eat the bruchid beetle larvae that attack

it

provides a nutritious feed for pigs

The husks from babassu
thrown away

— these

fruit are not

dr)' shells, like

every-

thing else about babassu, are a valuable

commodity. The husks consist of a fibrous
outer layer (the epicarp), a starchy middle

_il3_

'

An Apinaja Indian woman, below, peels
off the starchy mesocarp of babassu fruit.
This middle layer is used to makeflour

The mat she is sitting on and the basket
next to her are made from babassu leaves.

At right,

local

women break thefruit to

get at the oil-rich kernels. These seeds are

also roasted, crushed,

and mixed with

water to make a milk substitute.

layer (the mesocarp),

and a woody inner

layer (the endocarp). Livestock eat the

mesocarp; people also use
for cooking.

The

it

rest of the

to

make flour
is made

husk

Husks are placed in a shaland burned in a hot fire. As the fire
burns, people continue to add more debris
and this gradually promotes carbonization. In one district of Maranhao, we
found that 96 percent of the homes used
babassu charcoal as their exclusive source
into charcoal.

low

pit

of fuel. People frequently
in the

make

charcoal

evening because the smoke

And

is

an

ef-

middlemen

involved in the sale. But regardless of the
price level, a fruit breaker rarely

more than
reason,

makes

a dollar a day. Perhaps for this

93 percent of the people

ering and breaking fruit. Families
stockpile fruit in the

kernels during periods
vest

small. This gives

is

ol

home and extl
when the fruit

J

them a moi

source of income throughout the yeai

who

For

all

of these reasons, babassu has

^
»a|,

iiaij

ia|

j

i-lej

icl

o

Basin, the fruit of this

lyjjj

used to smoke rubber.

palms belong to the poorest class in Maranhao the landless.
For people who have few economic options, gathering and breaking fruit is
sometimes the only way to make a living.
Many of the women who work with babassu are widows or are separated from

ranhao. But the palm has also foun(

palm

way into the market economy and the

\^]^

nels are used in scores of local indust

sip,j

is

Breaking into a babassu palm

an upturned ax blade and beat
it

hit the fruit

fruit is

no

breaks.

with a

A fruit breaker has to

an average of twenty-six times

splits,

With

it

yielding three to five ker-

this technique,

a fruit breaker

can get about nine pounds of babassu kernels each day. Most of the kernels are sold
to local industries, which use them to produce oil, soap, and feed cake. Prices fluc-
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of

Amazon

easy task. People place the fruit on top of

nels.

number

the

come a contemporary "tree of life" in

all-purpose

it

and

gather and break the fruit of babassu

eas of the

before

tions

in certain ar-

fective insect repellent.

club until

tuate wildly, depending on market condi-
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—

their husbands.

They

find that the work,

while not particularly lucrative,
for other reasons.

is

suitable

They can do it after they

have finished their housework and taken
care of their children.

When

the children

get older, they join their mothers in gath-

Until recently, these industries were
largest single source of tax revenues

ir

economy. The oil, which make
about 70 percent of the kernel weigl
similar to coconut oil. The babassu o\
state's

dustry,

which has grown rapidly

past sixty years,
its

is

ovei

currently the large

|crj(

\^
'<^^

io|u

1,^
tojj

^<^.
^^^^^

kind entirely dependent on a wild p \^
industrial products come
'^s
,

Other
the

fruit's

:

husk.

Among these are eth;

^^

^,

Although not crucialfor survival, palm
fans make life more comfortable in the

humid tropics. A local craftsman in the
area ofSao Jose weaves one from
babassu

leaves.

shifting cultivators will completely clear a

forested site and then use the leaves

wood

as fuel for a burn.

nutrients

steps

if

The burn

and controls weeds,

and

recycles
essential

farmers are to successfully grow

their usual crops

—

rice, corn,

beans, and

cassava. After one or two years they abanIthanol, coke, acetic acid, reactivated

combustible

Because

it

tends to grow in pure stands,

and tar,
taken together have hundreds of in-

manage. Indeed, people have been managing it for a

For a long time
ild-be manufacturers were stymied by

long time. In the northeastern state of Ce-

ifcoal,

ich

itrial

gases,

applications.

lack of machinery that could
itly

crack the hard

lery has recently
it

fruit.

effi-

But new ma-

been developed, mak-

possible to exploit a wide range of

babassu

is

relatively easy to

ara, now-extinct aboriginal groups prob-

ably planted groves of babassu thousands
of years ago, using seeds carried from hun-

dreds of miles away. The Kayapo Indians
of southern

Amazonia

plant babassu on

don the site for a fallow period, during
which the forest regenerates, eventually
allowing another cycle of farming.

But with babassu, farmers never have
want to
plant. This is because babassu stands contain a tremendous amount of fuel in the
form of leaves. In one stand, we found that
the biomass of living leaves was thirty-one
tons per acre. Thus, the leaves themselves
provide ample material for a good burn. In
a forest dominated by babassu, a shifting
to actually clear the area they

assu products on a large scale.

shifting cultivation plots

babassu increasingly becomes in;rialized, some hard questions will
J to be answered about managing the
Ifi forest. For example, can the forests
lanaged as they are or should they be

us suspect that the Indians have selected

cultivator only has to thin the trees

high-yield strains. Ranchers

and shifting
cultivators frequently remove unproductive palms from the stands and thus have
done some selecting themselves.
Not only is babassu easy to manage, but
it also seems to have a crucial role in sus-

ately, not cut

taining agriculture. Generally speaking,

quickly

iS

iced by high-yield plantations?
B questions are

answered

How

will deter-

not only the future of the palm's
in the

oeople

landscape but also the fate of

who depend on

it.

and tend them
during the fallow period. These stands are
often extremely productive, which makes

moder-

them down. The babassu

stand can thus be maintained during the
entire agricultural

cycle and provide a

continual source of support for local people.

And because

leaves,

not

the farmers are cutting

stems,

the

forest

—producing enough

recovers

fuel for a

new
45
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Anthony Andersor

A babassu palm stand is burned, below, to recycle nutrients and kill weeds, so that
crops can be planted. Probably the most important feature of babassu

is

that

it

lends

Local farmers plant crops among the palm trees,
and after a fallow period, they can use the leaves of the palm asfuelfor a new burn and
begin another cycle ofplanting. Thus even while they are farming babassu plantations,
itself easily to shifting cultivation.

shifting cultivators continue to benefit from the wild palm.
in

At right, children help bring

a load offruit.

bum

in

build

up

about four years. Ordinarily, a
cleared forest takes seven or eight years to

is

plagued by a number of serious limitations.

the palm grows extremely
Even under optimal conditions it

First,

takes a dozen years to mature. In addition,
yields

from the wild stands are low, av1 ,800 pounds of fruit per

eraging less than
acre annually.

The African

oil

we

possible to

would certainly be
improve the palm for use in the
believe

it

marketplace.

sufficient fuel for a burn.

In spite of these attributes, babassu

slowly.

search

palm, by

the very attributes that

make babassu

unique. Pure stands of the palm form
spontaneously, require

little

maintenance,

believe babassu's

and can produce 22,000 pounds per acre.
Finally, collecting fruit from wild stands

introducing

of babassu

is extremely time consuming,
which reduces the palm's competitiveness
in both domestic and world markets.
These factors have led some people to
suggest that plantations of the palm

those

should be established using genetically

overcome through better management of
existing stands. Selective thinning can enhance yields. Rather than gathering fruit
from the ground as they do now, people
could be encouraged to harvest fruit from
the crowns. This would reduce losses. And
if superior strains were developed, they

way have
ready begun, and based upon our own

domesticate babassu this
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al-

re-

products

ventional

productivity could be improved without

strains of the plant. Efforts to

cal people, they could produce-subsistei

exclude the landless people now depen-

comparison, takes four years to mature

improved

-

bly

We

intensive,

high-technology

systems of agriculture and shutting out

who need it.
Some of the palm's

limitations could be

if

-

-

the current techr

ogy that has been developed for pr
essing fruit could be adapted for use by -

and are already used by people. Intensive
plantations of babassu would inevitably
dent on the plant.

An

eas or even in degraded sites in the

zon Basin. Finally,

This approach, however, would ignore

-

could be planted in pastures or fallow

sell

much more

efficiently

and

po^j,

the excess to distributors.

These suggestions might seem um

when compared with

the

s'

dard approach that developers take in
Third World which usually involve

—

e
a

complete transformation of the land id
But the cui
its native vegetation.
breakdown in land uses throughout
humid tropics calls for radical changer
the

way agriculture

is

practiced. In

p\&

that are undergoing rapid settlement,
trick

is

not to maximize agricultural

put but simply to maintain

it.

ffi

ft

Standpl

wild babassu palm, an extraordinary

fi>

sidy from nature, represent one solutio
this

problem.

.
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BUCKLE UP FOR SAFETY

t

4

—
Horatio Greenough 's sculpture The Rescue stood on the east portico of the U. S.
Capitolfrom 1 853 to 1 958. By contrasting the roles of male andfemale, red and white,
the sculptor celebrated the triumph of 'civilization "over' 'savagery. " but distorted the
'

reality

of captivity in frontier times.

Architect ot

ttie

Capitol

Captive Images
Stereotypes that justified colonial expansion on the American frontier
were a legacy ofa seventeenth-century war

by Pauline Turner Strong
As

the white

woman, baby clutched

to

the

tiersman overpowers a tomahawk-wield-

(present-day Bristol,

The Rescue, this marsculpture by Horatio Greenough was

Rhode Island),
Wampanoag'

the

ing Indian. Entitled

largest village in the

ble

ance, one of several Algonquian groups in

commissioned by the United States Congress and installed in 1853 at the eastern
entrance to the Capitol. Adapting classical forms to an American theme
the
frontiersman is draped and helmeted
Greenough sought to create an image, as
he wrote to the secretary of state, that

—

commemorated "the triumph

of the
whites over the savage tribes, at the same

time that

it

illustrates the

pling the country."

He

dangers of peo-

Indian race, and an embodying of the In-

dian character."

As substantiated by its scale, execution,
and placement, the monument does not
depict the rescue of any particular mother
and child. The marble figures embody
mythic archetypes: the vulnerable white
victims, the brutal Indian aggressor, the

heroic male redeemer. The raised hatchet
demonstrates the Indian's ferocious character: savagery threatens to dominate civilization

ling

by wrenching

members from an

southern

its

weak and

fledg-

orderly, protective

environment and holding them hostage

in

the wilderness. This threat justifies not

New

alli-

England. During the war,

Philip's forces captured

and children from
One, a clergyman's

some

forty adults

frontier settlements.

wife, wrote a

remark-

able account of her experience, published
in 1682 as The Sovereignty and Goodness
of God. Together, with the Faithfulness
of His Promises Displayed; Being a Narrative of the Captivity and Restoration of
Mrs. Mary Rowlandson.

Among

also intended that

the sculpture serve as "a memorial of the

i

most adversary, Metacomet. Philip was
sachem, or leader, of Pokanoket

her breast, cowers below, a towering fron-

the foremost popular works of

Mary Rowlandson's narrative
an iconography of captivity that
eventually reduced complex colonial frontier history to the relationship between a
white female captive and a red male captor.
Ironically, however, Rowlandson's
primary antagonist was not a man, but a
powerful woman. And Rowlandson's
sufferings and those of her compatriots
pale in comparison to the devastation several thousand red captives suffered at the
hands of the English.
Mary Rowlandson left a vivid and detailed record of her twelve weeks of captivity because, as a devout Puritan, she
considered the most mundane occurits

century,

initiated

only the act of rescue but, ultimately,

rences to be signs of the will of God.

white expansion at Indian expense.

observations are especially significant his-

The iconography of The Rescue was a
legacy of the late seventeenth century, a

ognizing that a clergyman's wife was an

time when the
the

New

surrounding

torically

Her

because the Algonquians, rec-

England colonies and

exceptional prize, strategically placed her

Algonquian-speaking

in

the care of one of their major leaders,

peoples were embroiled in unprecedented

the Narragansett sachem, Quanopin.

The height of conflict, from June
1675 to August 1676, was known to the
English as King Philip's War, for Philip

her "master," Quanopin, calling him "the

was the name the English gave

cold and in hunger," but she despised his

violence.

their fore-

Mary Rowlandson thought
best friend that

I

highly of

had of an Indian both

in

51

—
The Newberry

Library

Wetamo. A "severe and proud
dame," Wetamo seemed to delight in
playing upon her captive's anxieties and
wife

arbitrarily depriving her of food, fire, shelter,

and the solace of the

Bible.

Although

Mary Rowlandson realized that Quanopin
was a sachem and learned that Wetamo's
sister was Philip's wife, she was unaware
the sachem of the

own right,
Wampanoag village of

Pocasset (on the

modem

that her "mistress" was, in her

Massachusetts,

River,

Rhode

of Fall

sites

and

Tiverton,

Island).

Wetamo was one of several female
sachems who came into prominence during King Philip's War. "Squaw sachems,"
as the English called

them

(using the Al-

gonquian term for woman), could attain
authority

as

the

Wetamo, however,
achieved

widows of sachems;
like a male sachem,

leadership

through

descent

Whether
male or female, the Algonquian sachems
within

a

ruling

patrilineage.

governed their villages through persuasion, regulating internal matters such as
the production of food, the distribution of
resources,

Sachems

and the resolution of

disputes.

also established alliances with

other villages through diplomacy, trade,
tribute,
hostility,

and marriage. During times of
leadership might pass to a sepa-

rate authority with demonstrated profi-

ciency in warfare, but sachems could be

war as well as in peace; this
was the case with Wetamo, whose warriors reportedly numbered three hundred
influential in

at the outbreak of the war, arousing great

among the English colonial settlers.
Wetamo, like Quanopin, was drawn
into King Philip's War through a series of

preserving the

suffered ruthless colonial attacks in 1637

his actions.

events that preceded the conflict. Philip's

and 1643,

ter this episode

fear

father, Massasoit,

friendship

with

had signed a treaty of

the

Pilgrims

in

1621,

shortly after their landing at Plymouth.

the

Wampanoags,

To

recently decimated by

a European-borne epidemic, the new colonists represented valuable support against
their enemies to the west, the Narragansetts.

The

Pilgrims, in turn, perceived the

alliance as a protectorate allowing

establish a claim over

them to

Wampanoag

land

(although Massasoit insisted on his right
to sell land to other colonies).

The

alliance

survived until Massasoit's death in 1662,

_i2
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Wampanoags from the fate
who

of the Pequots and Narragansetts,

The

respectively.

alliance

became

particularly sig-

nificant to the Pilgrims after the Restoration of 1660,

fend

its

when Plymouth had

to de-

land claims before Charles

II in

the face of competing claims from the

Massachusetts Bay, Connecticut, New
Haven, and Providence colonies, all estab-

and forties.
Plymouth pressured Massasoit's son and
lished in the sixteen thirties

successor,

English) to

Wamsutta (Alexander,
sell

to the

land only to Plymouth. In-

deed, in 1664, after Alexander had

initi-

ated independent land dealings with Prov-

was seized at gunpoint a
march to Plymouth to answer

idence, he

forced to

ill, Alexander died
and was succeeded by

Already

brother Philip. Alexander's widow

v

none other than the "squaw sachem
Pocasset," who took the name WetamcSi
mark her change in marital status. Ph:3
married Wetamo's sister, thus preservg
the alliance between the towns
Pokanoket and Pocasset.
Relations with Plymouth worsened
ing Philip's tenure as sachem, as PI;
outh encroached on Philip's authority]
well as on his people's land. In 1667 PI;
outh established a new town, Swansea,
land claimed by both Philip and Prt

p

There are no authentic portraits of the Algonquian leader Metacomet, or Philip, the
Indian protagonist in what the colonists called King Philip 's War. Paul Revere 's
woodcut of Philip, left, published in 1 772, was based on a famous 1 7 10 painting of a
Mohawk. The map below shows the locations of the major Algonquian groups in
southern New England at the time of King Philip's War (1675-1676). Important
settlements that featured in the war's history are also shown. The woodcut, bottom, is
from the 1 791 edition of Mary Rowlandson's narrative of her captivity by the Indians
during King Philip's War It depicts the attack on Lancaster, Massachusetts, during
which she was taken hostage.
Joe LeMonnier

Algonquian-speaking Groups in
Seventeenth-century Southern New England

— —— —
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Modem State Boundaries

O

dence. Philip protested, only to see Swan-

expand.

sea
Colonial Settlement

Four

Indian Settlement

Wampanoag men

years

later,

after

brandished weapons

near Swansea, Philip was forced to sign a
^'-^

OCEAN

treaty acknowledging subjugation to colonial authority.

This marked a significant

loss

of independence for the

ags,

who had

Wampano-

considered themselves sub-

ject only to the king of England.

Rumors

of an Indian conspiracy against the colonists

had surfaced periodically since Al-

exander's brief tenure, and more than a

decade of mounting tension

finally cli-

maxed in 1675, when a Christian Indian
who had accused Philip of conspiracy was
murdered. By June, Plymouth had declared

war on

Philip

and fighting began

in

the troublesome Swansea area.

Wetamo, who

controlled nearby lands

that several of the colonies desired, allied
herself with Philip early in the war, part-

ing with her husband,

who maintained

and forces for
at the end of June, Philip fled
territory to hers, where together

provisions

paign,

from

his

She supplied
Philip's cam-

allegiance to the English.

and

his

their peoples hid in the Pocasset cedar

end of July,
an alliance
with the Nipmuck, while Wetamo and her

swamp. Driven out
Philip

headed north

at the

to seek

people took refuge to the west

among

the

Narragansetts. There she became Quanopin's third wife, sealing

an alliance be-

tween their peoples.
Although the Narragansetts had been
enemies of the Wampanoags, the refugees
could expect they would be adopted and
furnished with houses, goods, and fields.

Such was

the indigenous pattern of war-

fare: while certain captives, generally the

and executed
and others might be held for ransom, a
population was commonly
displaced
adopted. Each of these alternatives was a
way of compensating those who had lost
warriors, might be tortured

relatives in war.

In July 1675, the English

managed

to

get four powerless Narragansetts to promise that

the

Wampanoag

refugees would

be handed over. The legitimate leaders
stalled; alrtiough eager to maintain neutrality,

they

knew from

past experience

that refugees could expect harsh treat-

ment from the

colonists.

After the con-
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Popular, cheap,

and readily available, dime novels werefirst marketed in 1859. Novels

such as The Long Trail, below, sensationalized and spread stories of capture by
Indians. The theme of rescue, which illustrates Simple Phil, opposite page, echoes
Greenough 's sculpture by casting the white woman as victim, thefrontiersman as hero,

and the Indian as depraved villain.
Rare Book Divisron The

New

York Public Lrbrarv

firming the Narragansetts' worst fears

b;

hundred Algonquians
slave traders heading for Spain and th
Azores and retaining another hundred a
selling several

domestic slaves. The majority of thes
unfortunates were at peace

when

the

were captured or had voluntarily submi
ted themselves to colonial authority.

In

December 1675, using the Nam
Wampanoai

gansetts' protection of the

as a pretext to conquer land they

had

lo:

coveted, the United Colonies of Plyi

and Connec
now encompassed New Hi

outh, Massachusetts Bay,

cut (which

ven) joined in a massive attack on

t:

Narragansetts' major swamplands stronj

from three hundred to s|
hundred men, women, and children. (Di
sident Providence
allied to the Nai
gansetts and excluded from the Unit
Colonies was not involved in the attacl
This, the Great Swamp Fight, forced t
hold, killing

—

—

majority of the Narragansetts into
hostilities.

Quanopin took a leading

a series of offensive strikes against

role

frontij

The first of these, an attack in
February on Lancaster, Massachusetl
was the one in which Mary Rowlands]
was captured, along with three of her cl
dren and as many as twenty neighbors!
Mary Rowlandson's suffering durij
captivity was profound: she witnessed
towns.

deaths of her wounded six-year-old dau]
ter,

her

and a number of her neij
was separated from her husbi

sister,

bors; she

and her other children; she withstood
cold, hunger, and grueling travel that wi
the lot of her displaced captors; and

^.'

endured the hostility and torments of a 1sieged squaw sachem. Her ability to dvey these experiences in simple and vi'i.

r

prose contributed to the enduring popul

ity

of her

through

narrative,

forty

editions

which has gcs;
and numens

anthologies in the three centuries since s

But her success in achievg
(she was only the so
woman to do so in New England) and
publication.

publication

ii

ating

quest of the Pequots in 1637, the Narra-

lies

gansetts had seen the several hundred

fifteen

of the English

or, in

the case of at least

boys and two women,

months

in the

West

Pequot survivors of a horrifying slaughter

Indies.

driven from their lands and consigned to

pressed the Narragansetts to return the

slavery in the colonies,
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Indian

al-

For

Wampanoag

five

refugees,

all

the

English

the while con-

an

influential ideology of capti'

was especially

tied to her

penchant

for

exam n,
of "the strange providence of God"
ward his chosen people.
In her narrative, Mary Rowlandj
terpreting the entire affair as an

ijjj

indsuf

Rare Booh Division. The

New

York Public Library

Wetamo's hostile stance was no doubt
exacerbated by Mary Rowlandson's failure to recognize Wetamo's status and her
refusal to defer to her mistress as readily
as she did to her master. The product of a

Mary Rowlandson inWetamo's authoritative stance
as vanity and insolence. She openly disobeyed her orders refusing, for example, to hand over a piece of her apron for
use as a child's loincloth
and was critical
of her for "bestowing every day in dressing
herself near as much time as any of the
patriarchal society,

terpreted

—

—

gentry of the land."
In April

1

676, about two months after

the attack on Lancaster, two Christian Al-

gonquian intermediaries were sent
ip's

camp

to Phil-

to negotiate for the release of

the English captives.

When

they arrived,

"though they were Indians," Mary
Rowlandson "got them by the hand and
burst out into tears," inquiring after her

husband and
three

friends. Early in

rounds

of

May,

negotiations,

after

Mary

Rowlandson was returned to the English
exchange for a ransom payment. Her
fourteen-year-old son and ten-year-old
in

daughter, along with about twenty other

English captives, were ransomed during
the summer. Their
ing

been

home and

destroyed,

village hav-

the

reunited

Rowlandson family lodged with friends
until, in the spring of 1677, the Reverend
Mr. Rowlandson received a new pulpit in
Wethersfield, Connecticut.

the months after Mary
ransom were disastrous
ones for Philip and his relatives. The major
Narragansett leader, Quanopin's
cousin, was captured and killed early in
April by Indian allies of the English.
Quanopin took over the leading role in
June, but was captured in mid-July, and
the following month he was courtmartialed and shot for treason against the
king of England. Wetamo and her three
dozen remaining followers were ambushed while trying to return to their
home at Pocasset. As the tale was told by
Rev. Increase Mather:
In

contrast,

Rowlandson's

ts

no attention to her captors' griev-

mo's subservience to that diabolical mas-

les or to possible motivations for their

ter,

Ions, whether abusive or merciful. In-

between Quanoand Wetamo's treatment of Mary
Rowlandson had a more mundane basis.

|d she presents her captors as

instru-

of Providence intended to provide
|with a spiritual trial and an opportuBits

for
|inesses

The

numerous
of Quanopin, Philip, and oth-

redemption.

|as well as the complete lack of sexual

Mary Rowlandson, evGod was restraining the Indi-

Satan.

In reality, the disparity

pin's

Apparently the couple disagreed as to the
value of their captive, with each following

an alternative cultural pattern. Quanopin
was primarily interested in using Mary

Issment, are, to

Rowlandson

|ce that

Wetamo assumed

Jinnate depravity. Conversely, she sees
aunts and deprivations she suffered at
I

Kiands of

Wetamo

—

I depravity

as confirmations of

indeed, as signs of Weta-

as a bargaining chip, while

a role

(common

to fe-

male lineage heads among northeastern
Indians) of abusing her captive as a

way of

compensating herself and her lineage
heavy wartime losses.

for

Only the Squaw-Sachem of Pocasset, who
was next unto Philip in respect of the mischief that hath been done, and the blood
that hath been shed in this Warr, escaped

—
Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford

The Death of Jane McCrae was painted by American artist John Vanderlyn in 1804.
The artist used conventional imagery, such as the upraised tomahawk and highlighted
contrasts in sexuality and ethnicity.

alone; but not long after

finding an Indian

some of Taunton

Squaw

Metapoiset
newly dead, cut off her head, and it
happned to be Weetamoo, i.e. Squaw-Sa-

chem her head. When
in

it

was

in

set

upon

a pole

who were prisoners
presently, and made a most

Taunton, the Indians

knew

there,

it

and diabolical Lamentation, crying out that it was their Queens head. Now
horrible

here

by

it is

his

be observed, that

to

own hand, brought

this

God

himself

enemy

to de-

where the last
year, she furnished Philip with Canooes for
his men, she her self could not meet with a
Canoo, but venturing over the River upon a
Raft, that brake under her, so that she was
drowned, just before the English found her.
struction. For in that place,

Surely Philips turn will be next.

killed or captured, at least a thousand
were enslaved, and the few who remained
at liberty were deprived of their fertile
homelands and dispersed.
To the victors belonged not only the
spoils but also the symbols of the war.
Captivity became the primary metaphor
for conveying the tragedy of King Philip's
War, but the hundreds of Algonquian captives, such as Philip's wife and son
who
were indentured or sold into slavery
were forgotten. Rather, it was the ordeal
of Mary Rowlandson that came to epitomize the meaning of the war and, by ex-

—

tension, to legitimize all violence against

As

Indians.

a vulnerable gentlewoman in

the hands of a ferocious heathen,

Mary

Mather was correct: within the week,
was killed by an ally of the English
from Wetamo's town of Pocasset. The

Rowlandson personified the settlers' fear
that colonial "civility" and "godliness"
would be overcome by the "savagery" of
the American wilderness and its native in-

commander

habitants.

In his prophecy, at least, the gloating

Philip

of the English forces ordered

body to be drawn and quartered,
the head being sent to Plymouth, where it
was displayed on a pole for more than
twenty years. Philip's wife (Wetamo's sister) was sent into slavery in the West Indies, as was their young son, a decision
Philip's

made

after considerable debate

the Puritan clerics,
scriptural

among

some of whom

cited

precedents in recommending

that the boy receive the punishment of

execution for his father's treason.

Numerous other Algonquian leaders
and warriors were executed in August and
September, and armed resistance soon
The colonies moved to recoup the
heavy costs of the war, first, by appropriating Algonquian lands and, second, by
selling captives in West Indian or European slave markets. The enslaved Algonquians included about four hundred who
surrendered near the end of the war with
ended.

the expectation of leniency;

still

other cap-

were sold to colonists as indentured
servants. The remaining New England Algonquians either fled to Canada or were
settled on small reservations. As costly as
the war had been for the English
about
six hundred colonists died, some forty
more were captured, and perhaps twenty
frontier towns were destroyed
the price
pales in comparison with the Algonquian
losses: three to five thousand people were
tives

—

—
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In the years following the publication of

the Rowlandson narrative, the theme of
captivity

became a conventional way

contrast white

civilization

to

with Indian

barbarism. Narratives describing actual

and fictional captivity became a popular
and distinctively American genre, which
was realized in visual form in drawings,
paintings, and sculpture. As the frontier
moved westward there were significant
variations upon the theme: tales took on a
secular character and sometimes featured
a heroic rescuer, a male captive, or even
an acculturated captive. The most typical,
however, resembled Greenough's sculpture, taking their power from contrasting
a white female captive to an Indian male
captor.

The complexity of captivity on the fron-

—

where Indians, too, were captives
and the captors included women such as
Wetamo was reduced to stereotypes
that sharply divide civility and savagery,
aggression and vulnerability, along the
lines of ethnicity and gender. The Rescue,
a prominent example of this deceptive iconography, was removed from the United
States Capitol in 1958, but similar images
remain enshrined in other public monuments, as well as in the folklore, drama,
art, and literature of popular American
tier

—

culture.
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The Sense and Nonsense of
Edward Lear
Best

known for his limericks and verse, Lear was also a versatile portrayer of natural and unnatural history

Noakes

py Vivien

The Houghton

Library.

Harvard University

Edward Lear was described by one of his contemporaries as
a man of versatile and original genius." He was an
rnithological draftsman, compared in his own time with
.udubon; a superb landscape

artist;

a traveler

and musician;

nd the creator of a genre of children's writing in which, as
(onsense poet, he stands supreme.
It is

not only his versatility that

atercolors

is

extraordinary but also his

When Lear died he left at least seven thousand

oductivity.

made on his travels; about two thousand studio

atercolors, including the sets of illustrations to

)ems;
1

more than three hundred oil

am six

paintings,

Tennyson's

which vary in size

inches to fifteen feet; two books of natural history

ustrations;
I

more than a hundred additional published
and five or six travel

nithological lithographs; six travel books

anuscripts prepared for publication; four books of Nonsense; a

zen published songs; extensive diaries; and several thousand
lightful letters.

Born

in

1

8 1 2, the twentieth of twenty-one children, Lear was

He began to earn his living at the
making "uncommon queer shop-sketches
ling them for prices varying from ninepence to four shillings:
curing prints, screens, fans; awhile making morbid disease
iwings for hospitals and certain doctors of physic." In 1 828 or
29 he became an ornithological draftsman, publishing his first
)k. Illustrations of the Family ofPsittacidae, or Parrots,
en he was nineteen years old. The format of this book, and

ought up by his sister Ann.
e

of sixteen,

UO&eL
erpted from

-"<-
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Edward Lear 1812-1888 © Royal Academy of Arts 985
1

The Absolutely Abstemious hs&Jrom a Nonsense
alphabet. 1870

Argus (Eyed Tyrse),from Gleanings
Aviary at Knowsley Hall, 1846
I
lie

From the Menagerie

59

'

Private Collection

Private Collection

Strix perspicillata (Spectacled Owl),

1836
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Lear's bold style of drawing, set a

new pattern of ornithological

work that was to be followed with great success by others,
particularly John Gould. Perhaps the most important part of his
contribution was his insistence on drawing from living birds
rather than from stuffed skins. This made his task difficult but
resulted in more truthful representations, both anatomically and
in the characteristics of the birds he portrayed. In 1 83 1 Lear was
invited by Lord Stanley, heir to the earl of Derby, to make
drawings of the animals and birds in his menagerie at Knowsley
Hall, just outside Liverpool. There Lear mixed with "half the
fine people of the day," establishing a network of patronage on
which he was to depend for the rest of his life.
By the time he was twenty-five he had abandoned his

become a landscape painter. His next
Rome, a city that at the time attracted
artists from all over Europe, with an English community that

ornithological career to

ten years were spent in

buy and commission paintings. During these
1837 and 1 848, Lear progressed steadily
and found a ready market for his work. He returned to England
twice
in 1 84 1 and 1 845-6. In 1 84 he published a book of
lithographs. Views in Rome and its Environs, and in 1 846 his
was prepared

to

Roman years, between

—

1

travel book. Illustrated Excursions in Italy, appeared. In
849 he returned to England, where he planned to settle

first
1

permanently.
Lear's strength lay particularly in two areas of draftsmanship:
in the best of the many thousands
made on his travels. Lear himself said, "I
am certain, whatever good I may get by 'colour from nature' I

in his ornithological

work and

of landscape drawings

get

more by

pencil,"

and

it

was

in his

drawing rather than

in his

use of paint that he built up form. This can be seen most clearly
in his travel

drawings, but these works were not offered for sale.

Lear regarded them as his working capital, the basis of his oil
paintings and what he described as his finished watercolors.
As for his work in Nonsense, Lear wrote that it "is the breath
of my nostrils." It was inseparable from his life and expresses
both his merriment and his most deeply held

beliefs.

Lear was a man of courage not only in his travels through
remote and difficult countryside but more particularly in his
constant struggle to overcome the constraints imposed upon him
by epilepsy, with the isolation and loneliness it brought. "Alas!
Alas! how fearful a birthright was mine," he wrote in the last

Italian landscape,

1844

61
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Library,
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Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library. Yale University

Multipeoplea Upsidownia, /rem a Nonsense botany, 1870
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Unidentified Parrot, from a preliminary study for Illustrations
of

The Family

of Psittacidae, or Parrots,

1830-32
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year of his

life. "I wonder if others suffer similarly? Yet
I dare
endeavour to know." Living at a time when sufferers
from epilepsy were still considered social outcasts, Lear told no

Trustees of The Victoria and Alt>ert

Museum

not ask or

one of his disease.
Lear's first epileptic attack came when he was five or six.
From the age of seven he also suffered bouts of acute depression.

"The earliest of all the morbidnesses I can recollect must have
1 8 1 9— when my Father took
me to a field near
iHighgate, where was a rural performance of gymnastic clowns
and a band. The music was good, at least it attracted
me:— and the sunset and twilight I remember as if yesterday.
\nd I can recollect crying half the night after all the small
been about

—

.

—and

aiety broke up

he past scene."
n

It

also suffering for days at the

memory of

Me

StacA, Sc^d.

"^

Tle^B^rd,

was some years before Lear discovered a way

which he could re-create this clownish gaiety himself; he did
through his Nonsense, and in particular his limericks.
Understanding the constraints of his epilepsy, Lear observed

ther forces in Victorian society that destroyed the fullness
of

The most pervasive of these, one whose influence spread
pward through society as the century progressed, was the
rangelical church of the time, with its inordinate emphasis
on
n and damnation. To strict evangelical Christians, life
ving.

resented

many dangers.

If

they wished to achieve salvation

was too terrible to contemplate— they must
;ny those aspects of their humanity that were sent
to beguile
lem back into their essential sinfulness. The human will, a
id

the alternative

monstration of pride, must be broken. The body, the
iremitting occasion for sin, must be curbed of all excess;
the
easures of food and dress, of song and dance, laughter and
play
re vanities of the world that must be denied.
Such denial

gan
ity,

JLW^^BonL.

in earliest childhood, when joy was synonymous
with
and merriment was a step along the broad road to

struction.

From

this

anxious narrowness, where hypocrisy might parade
could grow a harsh intolerance. For Lear, aware

virtue, there

vays of his own shortcomings, human failures were less
to be
ademned than to be understood. His ideal of Christianity was
plain worship of God,

and perpetual endeavour at progress."

God to knock Religion on the head and
)stitute charity, love and common sense?" he
asked. In a
'hen will

irld

it

please

of distorted values he longed to see hypocrisy replaced
by

Colored Birds. 1880

leornis

melanorhynchus

f.?

Parakeet). 1835

^ 7L^^^^

honesty, intolerance

by charity, ostentation by simphcity,

misery by merriment.
allowed to laugh
In his

"My dear child,

I'm sure we shall be

Heaven!" he reassured a small girl.
limericks, Lear offered children, to an extent difficult
in

now to imagine, the liberation of unaffected high spirits.
With a simplicity endorsed by a drawing, the short verse sets the
scene and tells the story. The whole
the verse and the
drawing constitutes a clownish act, and the two parts are
inseparable. Here are grown-ups doing silly things, the kind of
things grown-ups never do. They jump and leap and spin,
unabashed both by their unseemly abandon and the sheer folly
of what they are doing. They play on crude, rustic instruments
and dance hornpipes and jigs, they dress in huge bonnets and
wigs, they eat and drink vastly, they are immense and
immoderate, strange and impulsive. The limericks do not
for us

—

—

deceive but share with the children the reality of the

human

characteristics they display; for all their incongruity, the

limericks have a truth that

is

lacking in the improving literature

when children were loaded with shame,
Lear attempted to free them from it. By facing both the good
and the bad without criticism, he gave them an opportunity to
come affectionately to terms with both themselves and other
of the time. In an age

people.
I

n Lear's Nonsense songs, the message of tolerance and

understanding was joined by another: the excitement of opening
one's eyes and exploring the world around, of discovering

undreamed-of lands and wonders not only unseen but scarcely
even imagined. For Lear, travel was more than a search for
paintable views, important though that was. Brought up as a
sickly child, he faced hardships in often harsh

countries that

drew

forth

and unwelcoming

unknown abilities and powers. The

more primitive ways of life he observed, and the
magnificent grandeur of many remote places scarcely ever

strange,

by foreigners, made him realize the rewards that might
come from taking adventurous risks. In a process of selfdiscovery, which greater caution would have made impossible,
visited

he demonstrated to himself that his

life need not be ruled by his
saw that, for all its suffering, the world was full of
beauty and wonder Above all, he found in these journeys a
physical and spiritual freedom he had never imagined possible
and which he sought to share in his Nonsense songs.

epilepsy; he

f.

'ie^
v/^f^y^ceA

Viverra Binotata {Civet). 1836.
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of Alexander of
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in

the

Roman Empire

reached

its

height

323 B.C. precipitated the dissolution of an
empire that stretched from the Mediterra-

the West.

of the trade routes critical to the coi

Name

nean Sea to the Indus River. Bactria, a
province of that empire, then became an
independent state ruled by the Greek and
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left

there on Alexander's trek to India.

merce of Asia. Indeed, no other area
Asia has been exposed to as

first

century

Bactria then passed to a

among

B.C.

Control of

number

of other

these rulers were

the Kushans, central Asian pastoral no-

mads who invaded India from bases in
Bactria and elsewhere. The Kushans were
dominant in central Asia at the same time

ent cultural influences,

many

diffi

coming from

many

directions. Later Bactrian Gree
were Buddhists, for example, and the f
of their state was due in part to Parthi
Persians and central Asian nomads.
Kushans were descendants of the Yiii
Chi, a pastoral group in close contact w

the

Han

Chinese.

Because the history of post-AIexi
drian events in this remote area
sketchy
based as it is on passing ref
ences in ancient texts, coins, and 1

—

ends

V^HIUWEhp/

—

archeological research in Bactrii

especially important. French, British, I

—the newest

ian,

JEAN M. AUEL'S

and American missions have

fr

time to time conducted research in

B

But because some Bactrian sites
in their country and others are in Afgl
areas controlled by their armed forces,
viet archeologists have been able to c
tria.

unforgettable epic of life at the
of humanity. A novel of
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Clan of the Cave Bear and The
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How at your bookstore.

dawn

i

It

illus.

vived into the

(but independent) novel in

I

Harry N. Abrams,

western part of northern Afghanistan) sur-
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a portion of Soviet central Asia and the

Immoth
-^ -^

The Golden Hoard of Bactria, by Vi

This Bactrian state (now encompassed by

peoples. Chief

The book you've all
been waiting for!

garrisons

For centuries Bactria lay athwart mai

duct the season-to-season digs necess]
for

substantial

results

—producing

haps the only silver lining after five d|
years of warfare in Afghanistan. Nu:
ous reports on Soviet archeology in Bai
ana have been published, but mainl;
Russian journals inaccessible to the
eral public in the West. This present

ume

is

therefore

all

In 1969, a Soviet
tor

Gold figurine of an ibex
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Sarianidi

—an

more welcome
team headed by
the

exuberant, consci

tious archeologist well

known

for his wj

j,

|]

j,

jji

jj

ifl

—

R eviews;

.

BRONICA645
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strewn with such mounds, most of

dating from late periods in the his-

—
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of Bactriana. Tillya Tepe, however,

n

remains indicating earlier
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Unable to begin work at the site,
?oviet team waited until the following
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numerous sites in Soviet central Asia
be upon a low mound known locally as
ya Tepe in the vicinity of the city of
barghan.

6)

Dn only to find

on their return that

* h of Tillya Tepe was being destroyed
Mlrovide earthen material for a new
tiiiway
'b t

nearby.

Their

one half of the

site,

protests
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in the

ruins of a fortified temple of an earlier ori-

tom, most of which were wrapped in

cic

shrouds decorated with hundreds of gc

and silver disks. The graves were th
boarded over and dirt was shoveled on
leaving no trace of what was beneai
t(i

Eventually the board covers coUapsi;
crushing the mortuary contents bek

Careful excavation, however, revealed
treasure trove of the art of the heirs of \

Greco-Bactrian world.

The dead were buried
of

clothes

extraordinary

funerary

in

Al-

richness.

though the cloth had long since disappeared,

made

abundant

the

The

the original dress.
sleeves,

and so

many

in

much

of

existence of hems,

forth could be ascertained

cases by the position of the origi-

attached

ornaments

—a

complex
and often frustrating labor. These ornaments plaques, beads, rosettes, and ban-

nally

gles

AFESnVAL

ornamentation

possible to reconstruct

it

^^^^^^^^^^^Hl~^

^K

—
—along with the personal belongings

^
1

the deceased that were placed in the

)f

sumptuousness of the

;raves, reveal the

wssessions of the

Kushan

elite.
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is

a mag-

presentation of these mortuary
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inds,
Jte

4ound.
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catalog of the finds,
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and aesthetic expression of a pe-
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THERE'S SOMETHING

NEW UNDER THE
STARS!

Early to Rise
by Thomas D. Nicholson
Four planets are

in the

month but none can be

morning sky this
Three

easily seen.

should be visible just above the bright sr

near the sun, rising in the morning twilight

before

and

moves

transiting the sky mostly in daylight.

2:30 a.m. Al-

though quite high in the southeast before
dawn. Mars is still very far from the earth

lightweight star

map that goes

NightStar is the only
domed star-finder affording you an
undistorted vlevi of the heavens from
anywhere on Planet Earth! NightStar's
patented sliding flexible surface adjusts
instantly for any location, time or date! The
secret lies in a slippery oil film, sealed within
this high quality four-cotor

star-hemisphere.
Durable & compact Qusl 8" across, yet equal
in area to a 20"x10" flat map!) NightStar
lets you follow the stars, planets (ancf Comet
Halley) as never before! After viewing an
early prototype of NightStar, the late R.
Buckminster Fuller wrote:

am

deeply impressed with the
excellence of your pocket
planetarium.
have very mpny
"I

month.

December 3-4: The waning moon
Leo, to the right of its brightest

star,

in-

It will

lus,

the

lion.

moon

be several months before the promise
of the morning planets becomes a reality.

December
A.M., EST) is

still

in

And

before that, even Jupiter will join

quarters and

tail

(the triangle above cd

them

in relative obscurity.

left

For now, Jupiter remains an evening

though reduced to only a few hours
above the horizon in dark skies. These
waning weeks of its evening cycle, howstar,

among the most interesting.

ever, are

ter

Jupi-

very bright, outshining every star in

is

the night sky.

It

appears in the dwindling

twilight of the southwest on

December

an hour after sundown,
and remains in the sky for a while, glimmering in the fading sunlight. These circumstances also make one of the prettiest
nights, less than

Last-quarter

5:

Leo but near

(4

its

rise too late in

the morning to be

visit

December 6-8: The crescent moon
Virgo when it rises each morning, and
bright star below
star

it is

and Mars on the

'

December 8: The moon
Mars this morning. The event can be s
over parts of North America. Mars dis

E!

pears behind the moon's bright limb wi

;[;

the two are below the horizon, but

:<i

occults (cov

planet reappears after

joining a bright planet. That takes

A.M.,

me feel

place this

Ca< 'irnia residents

Pleao

:

add 6% sales tax.
money

-emit by $U.S. check or

Company

1334BrommerSt.,
Santa Cruz,

CA

95062, USA.

month on the evenings of the
when the moon brackets Ju-

5th

from one night

to the next. Unfortu-

IT/gS

m,

cation.

December

the

close

moon
above

doesn't

move

This morning

in the sunrise

is

probi

glow

in Libra. Spiti;:

it.

December

scene that poets immortalize.

9:

the last chance to see the waning cresd

to the planet to create the kind of

10:

The moon

is

at per^j

(nearest the earth).

following events are given in local

time unless otherwise noted.

December
up

1

:

A waning gibbous moon is

at dusk, in Cancer, but virtually in line

with Pollux and Castor, the twin stars of

Gemini. Watch closely after dark and you
should notice the

from Pollux

December

moon

drift slowly

away

to the left (east).
2:

December
P.M.,

Mars has been moving

slowly to the east through Virgo since Oc-

XT.Ti.n.i HicTr.n v

ik

EST. The time varies slightly wit]

enough

moon

u

'

nately,

The
order.

Vlt and MASTERCARD welcome;
please c
(408) 462-1049, N/londay-Friday
9am-5pm r :iCific Time.
NightStar makes a wonderful gift! At
your request, we will ship to the person you
specify and forward your receipt to you.

NightStar

piter

1

i

along

rises

it

moon

4th and

t

i

8th.

astro-aides,

1

i

i

Spica. It passes

east coast of the United States, about

at

il

plar.s

evening scenes: a slender crescent

your beautifully designed product."
Included with NightStar are a 60 page
'step by step' handbook (which includes a
brief chapter for children), Time Dial and
Latitude Finder plus Planet & Comet Halley
Finders - all handsomely packaged. Price
344.00 plus shipping & handling: U.S and
C: ^ada $3.50; foreign $7 surface, $1 4 by air.

h-d

of the moon). Venus passes Saturn

passed Mercury on the 3d) but the

all

enough to have made
once the significance of

isi

Re)^

mark, forming the head and front halff

of

I

_T2

morning. The plait

than half a magnitude, remaining

still

A

this

on the 3d, and to the left on the 4i.
Regulus and the circular group of st s
above it make up a backward quest S:

less

last.

dawn

into Libra late in the

and thus very dim. Since conjunction with
the sun last July, Mars has brightened by
conspicuous near Spica in Virgo.

At

star Spica. It shps past Spica today, ai

(Mercury, Venus, and Saturn) are too

The fourth, Mars, rises about

everywhere you go!

toward the constellation's brightit

tober,

The

1 1

:

The moon

EST, only 24 hours

is

new

moon primes both

close-in

at

h

after pei

the

and the height of the spring tide, cai
tomorrow morning's high tide to be hi]
and earlier than usual.

December

14:

The second-best m(

shower of the year, the Geminids,

maximum
hours,

when

today.

The

the sky

is

early

moi

moonless, an

ii"

Celestial Events

time for viewing. You

est

meteors per hour after
4th and

1

iright as

1

may

see

up

to

on the

:00 a.m.

5th, but they are usually not as

the meteors of that paragon of

lowers, the Perseids.
:

December 13-16: The chances of seewaxing moon are poor on the

fg the thin,

iUh, but good on the
ght, the

moon appears

ng twilight and stays up
ipiter until

the

1

America's favorite to the rescue.

Night by

14th.

higher in the eve-

below

later. It is

5th and then

is

higher

No

other dictionary responds to so

say

it,

how

an the planet.

December

16:

Too bad we

to use

it.

And

it's

many

calls for

help-how

the only dictionary to

to spell

how

you

tell

how

to

word

is.

it,

old a

A Genuine Merriam-Webster"

can't see

More people take our word for it

ercury and Saturn in the morning sky.

e Me™m-webs,e„985

ercury passes Saturn, only a moon's di-

away, just about

leter

when

it is

at its

:atest westerly elongation (to the sun's

This morning. Mercury

ht).

is

American Museum of Natural History

actually

ghter than Saturn and becomes even

HALLEY'S

#

COMET TOURS

ghter during the rest of December. But
estial
rise

geometry

against us: the plan-

is

too late in the morning twilight to

ke an appearance.

December

EST)

is

moon

18: First-quarter
in Pisces.

Because

it

has gone

way around the sun
the time of new moon, and the sun is
he winter solstice, we should see the

;ti

near the vernal equinox. Indeed, the

em

edge of the Square of Pegasus is
above the moon tonight, and its two

s

point

downward very close to the ver-

equinox.

ecember 21 The sun reaches the win-

Australia

-

Halley's

Comet and

)tic

along the

(the sun's apparent path through

tars) 23.5 degrees south of the equa-

plane, at 5:08 p.m.,

1

er

season

lisphere.

EST, and the
Northern

occurred on December
will

8,

.''^S'~^''^

':;#;'.

Australian ski resort
, ,j-^!:¥i
-^^y^i^S
is our base for viewing
Halley's
Trinidad & Tobago Comet at the peak of its visiblli;ffi
'*
u
Halley's Comet &
ty.
Other highlights include
#f
Wildlife Adventure:
national parks with kanga;?f''
April
'v:-'.$^^,rocs, koalas, penguins
.^..v."
..r--- 11-20, 1986
Arnos
|*^jTobago's exquiste
exq
and deluxe accommo'i:s:0$t"
-

at Heron Island
on the Great Barrier
Reef. $3,471
per

re
is our
Vale beach resort
viewir
Halley's
base for viewing
visibility.
it
at the peak of Its

tions

person Including
round-trip airfare from San

V

H^^^'

Francisco.

;:i#^
i?;^*:i*fe^
.

;.

swimmmg and snorkeling
Enjoy swimming
amidst exquisite coral reefs, and
Trinu
$1,895
superb birding in Trinidad.
:„^.^;„„ .^..
round-trip airper person Including
tare from Miami.'
American

earliest sunset of the

he latest sunrise

i!?
-f^

A world famous

begins in the

The

3

Wildlife

Adventure: April 5-19, 1986

:

olstice, a point in Sagittarius

;';

;

.

(8:58

-quarter of the

)n

join Museum scientists on outstanding
tours at the best times and locations for
viewing Halley's Comet.

Museum of

however,

be on January

4.

;cember 22: The Ursid (named for
Major) meteor shower is at maxiwith no moon in the morning. Not
productive (15 meteors per hour),
onetheless something to see.

>fl0>'Hii

/

Natural
History

Discovery Tours
Central Park West at 79th St. •
(212)873-1440 or outside New York State

New

York,

call toll

New

York 10024

free (800)462-TOUR

December 23-25: Taurus
fattening gibbous

is

host to the

moon, moving out of Ar-

on the 23d, close to the Pleiades; swinging past the Hyades and Aldebaran on the
ies

and nestling between the Bull's
horns on the 25th. On the 24th Jupiter
makes a handsome Christmas star, low in
the southwest at dusk. Too bad all that

ley,

but

It

won't bother Jupiter,

does add to the problems of finding

it

Halley's comet, a dim, fuzzy object, with-

much

above Jupiter in
Aquarius, just about on the equatorial
out

of a

five

December 27: Full moon (at 2:30 a.m.,
EST) in Gemini, above the twin stars (Pollux and Castor). Tomorrow night at the
same hour, it rises with the twins, in line
with them below Pollux, just about where
it

was

at the

beginning of December.

December 30-3 1 The moon is back in
Leo again to end the month, rising well after sundown, riding up the eastern sky

The

following guide summarizes

1985:

Comet Halley

is

a

ing in the evening sky from the Northern

Moving

Hemisphere.

through

south of Pegasus (see map),

it

Pisces,

should be

very easy to locate in relation to the bright
stars of
it

Pegasus above

December

is

it,

from dusk

until

later.

Early

best; the brightening

moon

sets at least several

hours

shows up during the latter part of the
month. The comet resembles a fuzzy star,
drifting slowly to the right in the field of
stars

a

around

tail.

moon

it,

with

little

on the 27th)

with

it

moved

j

February 1986: The comet is lost froi
all month because it is virtually in tl

same

direction as the sun, above the hoi

zon only
ruary 9

in twilight

it

and daylight.

On Fe

passes nearest to the sun (perih

54 million miles distar
it comes
in the east at just about dawn for Southe
Hemisphere viewers; it is at its brighte
and has its longest tail, but it is too low
be seen easily before the sky brightensJ
lion),

about

Toward the end of the month

March

1

986:

The view

should be at

its

of

il

Comet

best.

H;

But evei

thing favors southerly viewing locatioi

The comet is now well south of the equai
plane and moving southward. It is
morning object, coming up before daw
Toward the end of the month it mo\

the realm of the

November

but binoculars are probably necessary in

tions

Comeback

inner planets at the end of

when

from the waxing moon wJ

January 1986: The best opportunity for
Northern Hemisphere viewers will be in
the first two weeks. The comet is low in the
southeast at dusk, setting within a few
hours, but there will be no moonlight in
the early evening hours until mid-month.
The comet is brighter than it was in December, technically bright enough for naked-eye viewing under ideal conditions,

with the Lion in the late evening.

Comet Halley entered

light

view

or no evidence of

will interfere

it

interfere after the 10th or 12th.

ley's tail
(full

brightens slowlj

too low at sunset and sets before dark. I

After the middle of December, the

viewing.

It

during January, but after mid-month

binocular object in good position for view-

:

Halley's

most circumstances.

any case,

months.

December

tail yet,

plane.

it.

what these chances may be over the next

24th;

moonlight's there.

the only chance most of us will have of

seeing

rial

through the easily recognized stars of S;
ittarius,

the full
latitude

and mornings

be dark ur

will

moon approaches on
40° north, there

is

I

the 26th.
virtually

chance of seeing the comet before

moP

ing twilight brightens the sky, but con)

improve farther south.

il

It is definit

inside the orbital distance

of Mars, about 140 million miles from the
sun. It

moves out again when it passes the
Mars in late April 1 986, on its way

orbit of

out of the inner solar system.
nity to see

it

Our opportu-

limited to that interval.

is

What are our chances?
If we consider all the

possibilities that

can result from the way in which the orbits
of the comet and the earth interact, they

As a matter of fact, they
we had to pick just
one of Comet Halley's 29 known returns
to see, we certainly chose a bad one. From
are not very good.

couldn't be worse. If

all

accounts, the

best.

visit

of a.d. 837 was the

The comet then passed

within 4 mil-

lion miles of the earth, displayed a tail that

ALPHERATZ

must have stretched halfway across the
sky, and had a coma that was probably
bright enough to be seen in daylight
and

"

—

:;SCHEAT

certainly in twilight.

The visit in 1910 was also one of the
good ones, even though the earth didn't
come nearly as close as it did in 837 and on
othc
visits. However, the comet was

mucK
by

in

to its

ioser to the
1

:

0,

sun when earth passed

appearance. I'm afraid that the writ-

maining from that relatively recent event
have built up expectations that the 1985/
86 event cannot possibly realize. Nevertheless, no matter how unfavorable things
may be, this is our one shot at Comet HalXL.T-T.n.
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worth looking for from latitude 30° north

Below the equator

southward.

and

should be possible to see the comet's

600 MILES AND 4,000 YEARS

it

tail in

INTO HISTORY.

he morning sky, a dim cloud of brightness

downward toward

Dointing

the east from

he early morning hours until daybreak.
April

1

986;

:arth to the

The

closest

comet on April

1 1

niles) gives us the brightest

and morning

lours,

Jy

then the

will

(39 million

view

in

have dimmed as

ince from the sun increases.

worthy of the Sphinx

a

Duthern sky object, too low for anyone

context the places you will be visiting.

bove latitude 20° north to see but offer•\g Southern Hemisphere viewers the best

departures.

pportunity of the whole show from about

offers a
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color brochure.

And
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past that will surely

become the

experience of your lifetime.

again as well, giving northern viewwith binoculars another shot at the
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met

as

it
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will be

until

June

on the fifteenth of
1

986,

when

it

will

completed its journey around the
The comet will continue to fade from

returning to interplanetary space,
he enlargement at right gives the e.x-
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Leon

Sinks, Florida

by Robert H. Mohlenbrock
The low

hills

of sandy, red clay that sur-

round Tallahassee, Florida, drop off to the
delta plains a few miles south of the city.
To the casual observer, the plains, which
slope gently for almost twenty miles to the

Gulf of Mexico, seem a monotonous sea of
sand that supports large numbers of longleaf pines

some

and

little

else.

But there are

surprises beneath the surface.

der the loose quartz sands

is

Un-

a bed of easily

The abundant rains
humid, subtropical region

dissolved limestone.
that

fall in this

(an average of fifty-seven inches annually)

through the permeable sands into

trickle

underlying layer. Percolating ground
water dissolves the limestone, rapidly lowthis

ering parts of the terrain.
pressions, or sinks,

The resultant de-

pock the landscape.

Shallower sinks are filled with sand, but
deeper ones often accumulate water.

A cluster of water-filled sinks perforate
the sandy plains in the Apalachicola
tional Forest at the

Na-

southern edge of Leon

County and are known collectively as the
Leon Sinks. A circular route that follows
an old sand road for about a mile and a
half passes by the five major sinks in the
Leon Sinks Geological Area. Each sink
has

its

Sink

own

is

distinctive feature.

Hammock

a large, circular depression that

drops sixty-five feet from the surrounding
pinelands. Its basin, filled with clear, tur-

quoise blue water, reflects the silhouettes
of

some of the surrounding

Sink

is

trees.

Black

a funnel-shaped depression that

drops into a deep, dark abyss. Gopher
Sink, a cavernous hole lined with rocks,
its name from its vague resemblance
den inhabited by gopher tortoises.
Natural Bridge Sink includes a tree-covered Hmestone bridge. Fisher Creek runs
bene?th the bridge and disappears underground only to resurface 1 50 feet away.
Dism.. Sink is the most impressive of

takes

to a

the Leon Sinks. Two hundred feet from
rim to rim, it drops abruptly seventy-five
feet to a dark pool of unknown depth. For
twenty feet above the water surface, the
sheer, dripping walls are of solid rock.

Handsome

ferns,

whose

roots

have found narrow crevices

7fi

Nathrat HisTHpy 17/SS

somehow

in the rock,

Sweet

gum

is

a southern

hardwood

species.

This Land

display their feathery fronds above the

tomland woods adjacent to the Mississippi

There is no safe way to descend into
Dismal Sink, and extreme care should be

while

water.

taken even

when walking near

its

The abundant water in the sinks nourcommunity of plants that contrasts
surrounding

the

Where

drier

pinelands.

the steep slopes of the sink are per-

manently moist, large specimens of laurel
oak, water oak, white oak, southern magnolia, sweet gum, American beech, basswood, sweet bay, and sour gum may be

found.

On somewhat

dominant
hickories,
species,

drier

slopes,

the

mockernut and pignut
red oak, and persimmon. These

trees are

known

its

first

six years of its life,

roots are developing, the

longleaf pine looks like a

rim.

ishes a

with

River. For the

collectively as southern

young

mounded clump

Its main bud remains level with the ground, where it
forms long needles in dense clusters.

of bright green grass.

When
old,

the

little

however,

it

tree
loses

is

about seven years
grasslike appear-

its

ance and begins a rapid upward growth,
which continues until the tree begins to
decline in vigor after three or four hun-

dred years. Under optimal growing conditions, a longleaf pine

may

attain a height

of 120 feet and have a trunk diameter of

nearly 3 feet.

mixed hardwoods, are found over much of

Because

it

cannot tolerate shade, the

the southeastern United States but are un-

longleaf pine does not withstand compe-

sandy coastal plains of
Beneath the hardwoods is a layer of shrubs that consists of
two gnarled members of the heath family,
farkleberry and squaw huckleberry; a yellow-flowered shrub known as horse sugar;
and small, symmetrical dogwoods. An entanglement of creepers often makes hiking difficult, while at ground level are
wildflowers not found in the sandy sur-

tition

roundings.

growth of wiregrass.

expected

in the

Florida's Panhandle.

The hike from one

its

from other

kind.

The

trees, including others of

mature longleaf
fifty to one
beneath the tree, and seedroots of a

pine radiate for a distance of

hundred

feet

ling longleaf pines that

germinate within

this radius survive only a short time.
result, trees in a

As

a

stand of longleaf pines are

widely spaced. Considerable sunlight penetrates to the sandy
trees, providing

ground between the

an ideal situation

for the

Fred WhileheacJ, Eanh Scenes

sink to the next takes

the visitor through a different world of

sand and sand-tolerant species. The

rela-

tively nonorganic, unconsolidated quartz

sand primarily supports a sparse forest of
longleaf pine and blackjack and turkey
oaks.

The

pines

may approach

one hun-

grow
more slowly and seldom reach twenty feet.
The herbaceous undergrowth is sparse,
and large patches of sand remain exposed
to the sun. Colonies of bracken fern, which
dred feet

in

height, but the oaks

can prosper under adverse conditions, give
a false hope that the sand community can
support lush vegetation.

Longleaf pine, whose mature needles

up
adapted
are

to

fifteen

grow

inches

long,

is

well

deep sand of
the coastal plain. It is found from North
Carolina, around peninsular Florida, and
to

in the often

over to eastern Texas, skipping only the
R.

F.

Head; Earth Scenes

Florida Keys, the Everglades, and the bot-

A

longleaf pine germinates.
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The

wiregrass and the millions of pine

needles that

fall

to the

sand provide rapid-

burning fuel for surface

fires.

Lightning

which burn
over wide areas of the pine community.
frequently ignites such

One
is

fires,

reason for the longleaf pine's success

that

it

is

Natural History 12/85

visit to

A

growth stage, the dense cluster of needles
protects the terminal bud from fire damage. Once the thick, flaky bark has
formed on the trunk, the tree resists hot
fires as if it had a covering of asbestos. In
an experiment at Florida State University,
a slab of bark from a mature longleaf pine
was exposed to an acetylene torch for one
minute. A thermometer placed on the side
away from the flame registered only a
three degree rise in temperature, and
there was little damage to the bark.
The branches of the longleaf pine, unlike those of

many other

long enough,

many

of the trees that

n<J

nate there and eventually choke out

1;

shade-intolerant pines, ultimately formic

continuous community of
mixed hardwood species.
a

south(

"This Land" highlights the biologi
phenomena of the 153 U.S. national]
ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is dist

guished professor of botany at South
Illinois University at Carbondale.

pines, are widely

spaced, often giving the tree an appear-

ance of spindliness.

-

only Hne the limestone sinks would gen -

the most fire-resistant tree in

the eastern United States. In the early

If the lower

branches

of a longleaf pine should ignite, the

fire

usually cannot advance to the branches

The wide separation of the trees
makes it unlikely that fire could spread
from the crown of one tree to another.
The success of the longleaf pine actu-

above.

depends on fire because periodic fires
young saplings of other trees that
might eventually provide competition. In

ally
kill

addition, longleaf pine cones fall to the

78

on a

bama. Several ecologists believe thatf
fire were kept out of a longleaf pine stal

place.
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Erratum: In the map accompanying Nc'
ember's "This Land," some highways we|
wrongly labeled. They are corrected abov
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close to wholesale prices Visa & M/C Send for price
list
PL D 251 Merrick Road, Dept NH, Oceanside
New York 11572

BEAUTIFUL PUERTO RICO. 3 bedroom, 3 bath con15 acres planted in tropical flowers and

crete home,

5 minutes to beach, $96,000 write

fruitrees
tures.

Box 858,

Luquillo,

for pic-

PR 00673

,

HERE— ABROAD:

i\CH

A $6

00: Overseas $6.00, England, Japan, Saudi
stralia $6 00 each
EISF, Box 662, Newton IvIA
162

LARGE BUNCH

stems) of mountain-grown dried
glowing colors, 18" stems,
$1495 ppd Nick Woodin, Aquidanick Farm Star
Route, Ausable Forks, NY 12912
flowers

four

OWL LOVERS

SH GRANTS AVAILABLE from

nonprofit foundainstructions. $3 00

340 sources/application
idsearch. Box 19107-RZ, Washington,
is'

DC

\TALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS" Discover
and unusual succulents—

150 photographs of succulent crests, variegates,
stones, and oddballs Send $1,00. "Catalog of
jsual Succulents," Dept 12—553 Buena Creek
r

Ivlarcos,

CA 92069

AN INTERNATIONAL CHRISTMAS with six auitic cookie recipes
One each from France, Ger;E

Italy,

Norway, Poland, Sweden, $2 50
11 2,

Richmond

Hill,

Our

NY 11418

live

BROCHURE

r;°o?ca^'?rr

DO YOU SPEAK A FOREIGN LANGUAGE? En)oy multichange

by The Language

sponsored

soirees

lingual

(212) 255-1096, 7-10

Ex-

PM

FLORIDA

LIVING! Lively, accurate information What's
good, what isn't For subscription information write
Wall's Florida Newsletter, Dept EE, Box 347 Mims

32754

and easily— with the

Lunatime— The only 24 hr 50'/2 min clock made (It's
Circadian!) Money back guarantee by the makers of
the Tide Timer, the World's largest selling Tide Clock
Immediate shipment Send $50. U.S -i- $2. UPS (or
$10 overseas air). Schelling Research Corp.,
Box
177, Newton, NJ 07860 (201) 383-8467

randa

Retire

banas

Bevier. Placencia. Belize (415) 752-8008

spacious, pnvate. beachfront ca-

to

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY
tion

Beautiful small inn on plantaof Bequia, St Vincent Grenadines
Pool, tennis, beach Call or wnte Spring on

on island

Come

1

9251 Minneapolis.
.

MN

5541 9

(61 2) 823-

1202

SAINT THOMAS. V I— WATER ISLAND Pnvate secluded studio apts and 3 Bedroom house Limestone
Reef Terraces. R D 4, Princeton, NJ 08540 (201) 3296309, (800) 872-8784

Tours/Trips
National exposition

Call free 1-800-

528-6050 Canada, 1-800-528-6060 x831

MEET OTHERS WORLDWIDE— For

hobbies, sports,
correspondence, vacations friends nearby, worldwide Electronic Exchange, Box 68-Hl, Manhattan

1-800-556-2326

—

=,

fgg'

JESOTA WILD RICE $6 00 per pound prepaid 5
d minimum shipment. Floura Bros Box 44C
(duck, MN 56630
FINE TEAS, Coffees, Spices, Herbs, Potpourri.
Catalogue Grandma s Spice Shop, RR 10, Box

;:

North Carolina 27215

Beach,

A BEAUTIFUL EXPERIENCE LEARN sailing aboard 50'
ketch Palisander Enjoy sumptuous dining, swimming
and relaxing in the Canbbean this winter Ten day
'

includes other fine

BROOKSVILLE, MAINE 04617

JH, Burlington,

BELIZE— RUM POINT INN— small oasis of calm on the
Western Caribbean Diving Maya Rums. Birds. Library
Access to Coxscomb Jaguar Reserve Dine on the ve-

Explore
Bequia. Box

FOLLOW THE MOON— Simply

tion to industry

3WNEAST SEAFOOD EXPRESS
)X 136,

Villas,

Condos— Worldwide

Luxury

lets.

IDEAS, INVENTIONS, new products wanted! Presenta-

lobster

jaranteed to arrive overnight
Dm the fisherman to your door!

lEE

Mountain ChaFree Brochure.
Hideaways International. Box 1459L. Concord MA

Resorts

PO

tcean Fresh Maine Lobster
ow have your own

refuge on horse farm Miles

ESCAPES— Tropical

SPECIAL

Miscellaneous

urmet Interests

nieRecipes,PO Box

wildlife

01742(800)843-4433

Florida

ly,

450-acre pnvate

1986 Owl Calendar $10. Bumper
Sample collectors newsletter $2 50 Owl's
Nest, Box 5491 (NH), Fresno, CA 93755
sticker $1

ig

I

in

of walking, skiing trails: spectacular views: solitude
Weekly rental also Cabot, VT 05647 (802) 563-2235

20036

rdening
selection of weird

SUMMER FARM GUEST HOUSE B&B cottage

INDIAN

(fifty

(Statice),

lancial

jest

Rentals

School, College openings

course $1450 per person Cuttyhunk Marine Adventures. C/0 Gray. 177 Tweed Blvd Nyack. NY 10960
.

CA 90266

u/\-tLc\J.\/\. 17 day adwnlure on foot,
4WDveliic. and camel. Speclanilar rock and sandscapcs
and prehisloiic art. Small groups guided by Itaareg
nomads with English speaking escort. Monthly NY

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE.

Repairing binocusince 1923 Alignment performed on our U S Navy
Free catalog and our article "Know Your
Binoculars." published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel
Optical Co Inc 331 Mansion St West Coxsackie. NY

departures begin Oct. From $2,450

lars

Call

collimator

.

I

Dqit

NH

all inclns.

or write (212) 355-1404.

UlVl
J=i|

1

LC 1V/U]\3
SIM

St

.

\1(

^^ llilUJ

,

12192(518)731-2610

ernment Surplus
ONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS' Many

1

% original

Jeeps included' "Nationwide Government Direc-$2 00 Disposal, Box 19107-RZ, Washington
)036

i^m[ Lighter-Brighter
AUDUBON 804R

ihandlse/GJfts
)UE

MEDICAL,

SURGICAL,

DENTAL,

ExclusivelySwid's, the Audubon
binocular
was designed tn
collaboration wittiinlernational-

instru-

ly

famous

Microscopes Nauticalia. Three illustrated cata$10 00 Alex Peck, POB 710-5, Charleston IL
(217)348-1009

The

-AURS! DINOSAURS! DINOSAURS' T-shirts,
Rare Books, More Free informative catalog
Dept NH3, 530 South 400 East, Centerville, UT

amber

ornithologists.

revised model uses the
same optical formula lo produce
an extremely wide field (430 ft )
but IS more compacl and gives a
brighter image, A new hard
ing,

coating, plus multicoal-

produce

sharp,

crisp

.,

images

easier to track birds
n flight or animals on the run
with
the new fine-focusing
It

is

ADIRONDACK SKI TOURS. Explore the East's greatest wilderness on crosscountry skis and Showshoes
with naturalist guides. Experience the peaceful beauty
of a northern winter

Inexpensive, Realistic. Also
Grizzly Skulls, Gorillas,

FOR LITERATURE AND DISCOUNT LISTS ON A
LINE OF SPORTING OPTICS WRITE TO

Unusual
India

& Nepal

Brea.CA 92621

HAVE ENOUGH DINOSAURS? We have

Dinosaur catalog. Box 546NH, Tallman
I Send $1 00

Mt Everest & Annapurna Wildlife
m search of rare Asian birds and
Explorations of remote Bhutan
Sikkim, Ladakh and tropical Sn Lanka 10
to 35 day programs from S670 00 • airfare
Free Brochures
ot

mammals

«5D^

BINOCULARS— SWAROVSKI.
thou-

NY

Fujinon

Free

Optics

Machine Tool. Box 541
961 2542

ZEISS. B&L. Bushnell.
catalog
Mack Optical &
PA 18501 (717)

H. Scranton

Inc.

PO eoK481-NH
Greenwicn.

CT 06S30

12031 622-0068

SKULLduggery,

]

TreKKing (walking) expeditions lo Ihe rooi
safaris

HIvhaIai^am TrAvcI.

Lions, Humans, etc.
Send $1.00 for Catalog.

P.O. Box 1021.

and

891-1080

Close-focusing to 13 ft.8.5x.44 C.F -(430ft.)-29.5oz.-R.L,E 44 2
Safe Price: S120 00 ppd

COMPLETE

pristine lakes, forests

in the land of deer, bear, beaver, otter, pine
marten, bobcat, coyotes and great-horned owls Each
five-day session is limited to 12 adult guests and
geared lo both novices and experts Daily excursions
followed by relaxed evenings in cozy backwoods
lodge. Hearty meals, congenial company, fireside programs featuring distinguished ecologists, photographers and conservationists. For brochure write or call
Adirondack Ski Tours. Saranac Lake. NY 12983 (518)

mechanism.

SABER-TOOTH TIGER SKULLS
Museum Display Quality

and

mountains

Toll

Free (800) 22S-2380

A-1 SAFARIS IN NATURAL HISTORY Escorted.'independent Africa: Kenya. Tanzania. Rwanda. Zambia.
Zimbabwe. Botswana. Trans-Sahara. Asia India. Nepal. Malaysia. Indonesia. S Amenca: Brazil, Ecuador,
Peru, Galapagos Islands, Alaska Safaricentre International.

5342

Nationwide (800) 223-6046. California (800) 624-

1

Jll^MarKpt
AFRICA,

AMAZON,

ASIA,

GALAPAGOS.

Wildlife tours

Kenya and Tanzania safaris,
Amazon dugout canoe exGalapagos sailing, hiking, snorkel and

with expert naturalists

Rwanda mountain
ploration,

gorillas.

scuba. Over 80 tnps worldwide. Free color catalog. Wilderness Travel, 1760-NA Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA
94707(415)524-5111
PERUVIAN AMAZON ADVEHTURE VACATION
ENJOY MOONLIGHT EXCURSIONS UP THE AMAZON RIVER. TAKE
GUIDED BIOLOGICAL, BIRDINIG, PICTORIAL AND ZOOLOGICAL
TOURS INTO THE DEPTHS OF THE AMAZON VIRGIN FOREST.
VIEW OF HALLEY'S COMET, AN UNFORGETABLE SIGHT. TOUR
LIMA AND HER GOLD AND ARCHEOLOGICAL MUSEUMS. 8 DAYS,
ALL INCLUSIVE FROM MIAMI: $1,198.00. YEAR ROUND TRIPS
TO SUPPORT LOCAL
WILDERNESS EXPEDITIONS, SA
WILDI
CONSERVATION AND ^^^^.^
WASHINGTON AVE.,SW
PERUVIAN CHILDREN'
ROANOKE, VA. 24016
FOUNDATION.
(703) 342-5630

RICA, A NATURALIST'S DREAM. Unsurvariety of wildlife and plants (Ex 850 bird speExplore spectacular habitats including primary
tropical rainforest, rare mountain cloud forest, and lush
Pacific beaches Small group with two expert leaders
Relaxed pace, glorious weather, and delightful accom
modations including at least four nights in an ocean
front inn. March 28-April 5 and December 20-31 in 1986
Nature World Explorations, 1 1442 High Hay Drive NH,
Columbia, MD 21044 (301) 7300877

NEW ZEALAND Motorhome tour A wonderful expi
ence. Lowest rates Free brochure B&R Tours, P.
Box 3000-168, Palm Desert, CA 92261

EAST AFRICA

SAILING

COSTA
passed

cies!)

nia

Kenya and Tanzaand groups Lodge ac-

at affordable prices

programs

for individuals

commodated and camping safaris.
East Buffalo St., Ithaca NY 14850

NYS

Global Quest, 120
(800) 336-6635

EXPERIENCE THE REAL EAST AFRICA on an
ALASKA'S FINEST: SPECTACULAR Lake
Guided boat

Clark Park.

comfortable tent camps. Affordable wilderness adventure. Distant Shores, 421 W.
88th Ave Anchorage, AK 99515
travel, hiking,

,

ALASKA WILD WINGS. Thousands

of shorebirds,

wa-

and gulls, puffins, eagles, seals, and
sea otters $750-$1500/week. Starting 26 April The
Mickelsons, Goose Cove Lodge, Box 325N, Cordova,
Alaska 99574

In

(607) 272-0105 collect
exciting

through Kenya or Tanzania From
Optional Kilimanjaro climbs Also
South Africa, Egypt, Botswana, more. Free 12 page
color brochure. US agents for Britain's Tracks Travel,
pioneers in Afncan adventure travel, Himalayan Travel,
Box 481 -NH, Greenwich, CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

camping

safari

$85000 +

PERU ADVENTURES:

Trek the spectacular Cordilld
Blanca or ancient Inca Trail to Machu Picchu. Overlap
expeditions by 4WD vehicle. Amazon wildlife ext^
sions. Complete Peru travel service. Free illustrat)
brochure. Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH, Greenwic
CT 06836 Toll Free (800) 225-2380

ADVENTURES WORLDWIDE Solomon

Hikers Paradise"
Moderate optional length Day hiking tours Two or four
weeks. Brochure Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P

Akron,

Cliffside Drive,

OH

"

airfare.

CALIFORNIA

NATURAL HISTORY
TOURS

EXPLORE POLYNESIA WITH SCRIPPS AQUARIUM
the Marquesas, Tuamotus and Society Islands
Schpps scientists on board the MS Society Explorer, March 15-29. Dive and snorkel and collect coral
reef fishes for our exhibits
Bonus see Halley's
comefi Schpps Aquarium, A-007, La Jolla, CA 92093
Visit

with

—

(619)452-4578

44313

AUSTRALIAN TROPICAL BIRDS. The best

of small

group tours, 17 days birding Far North Queensland
from outback to Gt. Barrier Reef Write Goanna Tour,
55 Guide Street. Clifton Beach, 4871 Old Australia

Smoll

Frost.

groups.

18

Frost,

Newholl, CA 91321

(805) 255-7577

43 Millstone Road,
21133 (301) 922-3116

Colley, Last, Inc

MD

I

"living

with

P.O.

Gourmet picnics in picture;
Comet viewing in S. California & Baja!

nature"

settings. Great

Box 3709. Beverly

,

IN FRANCE, Small groups, staying hotels,
10 speeds provided May 1986: Dordogne Valley: September '86: Provence. Klan Rheault, RED, 111, Vineyard Haven, MA 02568

lAICn 7L0nTS 41 5^3M622
1606nl Juanitajiburon, CA 94980

BICYCLING

BIRDING TOURS,

Joseph

Australia led by Len Robinson, FebKenya led by Yvonne Malcolm-

ruary, 1986, July, 1986:

New Guinea led by Len Robinson, June, 1986. Global Quest, 120 East Buffalo St.,
Ithaca, NY 14850 (800) 336-6635. In NYS (607) 2720105 collect
Coe, March, 1986: Papua

BLUE, HUMPBACK AND GRAY WHALES in Baja CaliOrcas and Jumpbacks in Alaska We have provided outstanding whale, bird and nature study trips
for over 15 years. Biological Journeys, 1876B Ocean
Dr., McKinleyville, CA 95521 (707)839-0178

Hills,

CA

90212. (213) 274-3025.
)ita

Amenca,
ditions.

Afnca,

Asia

Australia, Europe, Affordable Tours, E>
Biking, Hiking, Skitounng. From Amai

Costanca, China, Galapagos. Kenya, Peru, Swit
land, Tanzania to Aldabra, Austria, Botswana. Me
gascar, Morocco, Nepal, New Zealand, Sahara,
chelles, Zambia, And More! Forum Travel, 91 Grec
(#21), Pleasant Hill, California 94523 (415) 671-29!

and Halley's

13-30— Land cost all inclusive $2850 00 per
person double Limited space available so act Now!
Semjon Lass Associates,.? 0. Box 657, Lexington, MA
02173(617)862-2165
too March

—

Himalayan Excursions offers a wide variety of treks,
river rafting and wildlife safaris in all parts of Nepal
For brochure please write or cable'

Africa and North AmerColor brochure with many pictures and detailed
descriptions We have a guest ranch in Wyoming
where we raise Arabians and we lead winter rides in
Kenya. Equitour, Bitlerroot Ranch, 14 East Fork, Dubois,
82513, call toll free (800) 545-0019
ica.

WY

KENYA, INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS 30 years
experience Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, Darien, CT
06820 (203) 838-3075

CANOE CANADA'S ARCTIC Remote
canoe expeditions

7-19 day

14851

1986 Nature Adventures, Featu

the Whales of the World Expert naturalists! Cruij
expeditions to Australia, Baja, Alaska, Sea of Co(
Galapagos, Antarctica Free Catalog! Whale Get

3929 Piedmont Avenue, Oakland,

CA 9461

1

(415)

fU

I

6621

WYOMING HIGH COUNTRY EXPERIENCE. H

ifleic

pack trips for families and/or groups of friends. P
Stephens Outfitter, Beaver Creek Road, Shell
82441 (307) 765-4377

—

ilispl;

Spectacular fishing Groups of 6 to 8 persons assembled and guided by Alex Hall, wildlife biologist and veteran arctic canoeing guide Can accommodate a limited number with no previous canoeing experience.
Our 12th year of operation. For brochure write: Canoe
Arctic Inc., Box 130C, Fort Smith, N WT, Canada, XOE

OPO

Video

'Cki

"CATAUNA CALLING", a 30 minute

narrated

lofCI
vil

Avalon and Santa Catalina Island An enter
ing view of California's unique Mediterranean-typjj

visit to

soni

With full musical accompaniment; marvelousj
VHS or Beta format. $35 ppd. The
green Press. Box 306, Avalon, CA 90704
sort.

Naturalist

Hosted!

California,

Photography!

Whales!

Baia's Frontier Tours, 3683-A12
Cactusview Drive. San Diego, California 92105
Birding!

Islands!

SOUTH AMERICAN NATURALIST
ADVENTURE Discover
known
Brazil's

PANTANAL Cniise sftenl

rivers rich in over

caimans, capybaras, piranbas. Wander
elephants, sea lions in Argentina's wild

in

—

Jfji

for gift-giving!

NATURALIST'S DELIGHTi Experience Baja

251

E. 51st St..

Dept. .NH, NY,

among

nt

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

audi,

$2 50 per word: 16 word ($40) minimum Displaycl
lied IS $275 per inch All advertisements must b^
paid Rates are not structured for agency or frequ
discounts. All advertisements are accepted at H

y

penguins, sea

VALDES PEMiN'SULA.

m 10022

"GRAND CANYON" 2-hour spectacular helicoptd
Video Breathtaking music Chticallit/|((
claimed Details Free. Beerger Productions, 321k"j5Arville, Las Vegas, NV 89102. (702) 876-2328
lu,j ,,j
ploration

lillle

600 species of birds,

fly-in

the heart of North America's last
great wilderness
the tundra and taiga of Canada's
Northwest Terntories. Photograph canbou herds,
white wolves, muskoxen, moose, grizzlies, rich birdlife

J

iidn

KENYA! Low-cost camping adventures and walking
safans. 18-days $1995. 25-days $2395 32-days $2695.
January 15 lodge and camping safari $2195. Includes
air. Plus deluxe photographic workshops with top nature photographers. Voyagers, Box 915, Ithaca. NY

.

malayan Excursions or Himalayan Excursions
P. O. Box 11204
Ik p. Box 1221
Midland. Texas 79702
Wiandu, Nepal

a,

it Si

WHALE CENTER

HORSEBACK TRIPS in Europe,

Mexico!

Himalayan ^-Excursions

m

!

fornia.

BOTSWANA BIRDING EXTRAORDINAIRE

Hi

Fossils;
Death Valley, etc. 1 day
2 we
Small/medium/large groups. Country/Victorian
historic hotels, mountain lodges, research station

SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS:

experience.

Gordon

Contoct:

Box 471-NHD,
Tel:

yeors

$1666

You, 9 Other adventurers and our licensed
naturalist will sail by schooner to explore
more Islands than any other Galapagos
expedition. 16 Trip dates. M. Picchu Option.
FREE BROCHURE

Travel with folk ort collector/photographer

Gordon

tours from

including airfare. 8, 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals.
Special Halley's Comet/Galapagos Tours, March and
April 1986. Ecuador/Peru options University credit

Randallstown,

'IS

ours by professional naturalists, histori*
astronomers, photographers, etc. to
unique of California and Baja: HalK
Comet; Gray Whales; Condors; Eagles; Channel Isia
Big Sur; GoldAWIne Countnes; Indian Rock Art; Pions
Giant Sequoia; Bristlecone; Wildflowers; Volcan

—

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic

available

^ PERU •GUATEMALA
• CHIAPAS MEXICO

S

Islands in traditional Melanesian outngger. Alaska's
side Passage whale research aboard 93' briganti
schooner, Galapagos and Greek Isles yacht tnps Nwegian fjords and Arctic Ocean, Hawaii. Over 80 tri|.
small groups Free color catalog Wilderness Tra«
1760-NB Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707 (4ll)|,
524-51 1

terfowl, seabirds,

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND. "The

-

(212) 355-1404

I%H
'

sMnj^

RAL HISTORY'S discretion Send check/money L
payable to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market. N .JjOls
RAL HISTORY Magazine. Central Park West atf t
"
St New York, NY 10024 Please include your per||i
,,

j

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS:

Es-

corted and independent nature and hiking tours Hike
in New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford
Track. Explore Australia's Outback, Far North, and
Great Barrier Reef. Extensions to Fi|i, Tahiti, New
Guinea South Pacihc itineraries designed for individuals and groups Pacific Exploration Co Box 3042-N,
Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282
,

I,

jj

,

address and telephone number, issue preferredl''''£2Slt
suggested heading. Deadline 1st of the month|i]jj)
months prior to cover date (the January issue cr ear
Nov 1 ) Camera ready art is required for display a
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will br

—

upon publication

'm,
82
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The Living Museum

Brontosaurus's Asian Cousin

.

On

the cavernous second floor of the

luseuin's Roosevelt

Rotunda are

casts of

vo dinosaurs, put on display this past

OcOne, known as Mamenchisaurus, is
;venty-two feet long and eleven and one-

iber.

feet high at the shoulders. Its neck,

iilf

irty-five feet in length, is

the longest of

dinosaur ever discovered.

ly

weighed

ive
her,

lifty

The
dinosaur known as

tons

a duck-billed

when

must

It

alive.

iintaosaunis. stands eighteen feet

between China and the United States

billed dinosaur, or hadrosaur, that lived

during

1979, scientific contacts with Westernbloc nations increased, and in 1982 ar-

preceding the extinction of the dinosaurs.

rangements were made to bring these skeletons to Australia for a special exhibit.
As part of the exchange agreement, the

the Upper Cretaceous period
(95-65 million years ago), immediately
Until early in this decade, these dino-

saurs

were

known

to

the

West only

Australians agreed to

in

make polyurethane

through illustrations and scientific papers
published by Dr, Young. But following

Because the cost of prospecting for new dino-

the normalization of diplomatic relations

saurs

replicas

is

of the dinosaur skeletons.

so high,

and the chances of finding

tall

stretches twenty-three feet from the

id

of

)

sented another distinct species, a duck-

its

duck

bill

to the

eager compared with

Tsinlaosaurus

end of

its tail.

Mamenchisau-

probably

weighed
exam;s of their kind, and are two of the most
portant dinosaur skeletons ever found

s,

out three tons. Both are the only

China.

\ petroleum exploration team discovd the Mamenchisaurus in 1957 at
imenchi, in Sichuan Province, western
ina. The nearly complete skeleton (only
tip of its tail is missing) was excavated
the Sichuan Provincial Museum, and
bones were taken to the Institute of
tebrate Paleontology and Paleoanthro-

There they were careand
skeleton was then mounted for perma-

)gy in Beijing.
y

chiseled from their rocky matrix,

t

display.

he Mamenchisaurus had been identi-

and named as early as 1954 by Dr.
ng-Chien Young, who is known as the
er of Chinese paleontology. Basing his
mgs on the isolated bones of several inI'

uals. Dr. Young had determined that
nenchisaurus was a distinct species of

opod,

giant

plant-eating

flourished during the

dinosaurs

Upper

Jurassic

(155-140 million years ago), when
I'saurs were the dominant animals on
id

This new skeleton, though, was the
-and subsequently the only Ma-

hisaurus complete

enough

to

be

ited.

party from the Institute of PaDlogy discovered the Tsinlaosaurus
field

Shandong Province,
The skelalso extraordinarily complete, was
back to Beijing, where it was named
repared for exhibit by Dr Young in
The Tsinlaosaurus skeleton repre-

51, in Tsintao,

the eastern Chinese coast.

Mamenchisaurus

is

inslalled in the Rolunda.

MarilyniK lee N'lTPictures

83

any

specific species are so low, replicas of

reach for soft leaves at the tops of giant

Besides ducklike

made by one

fern trees, but this particular sauropod

skull, in the

existing specimens are often

mode

low

sauropods, the neck

On
gle

hall

an angle, facilitating its
reaching ability. In the Mamenchisaurus,
a rather rigidly constructed neck extends
almost horizontally from the body, imply-

shop.

ing a certain lack of flexibility.

another The completeness
Mamenchisaurus and the Tsintaosaurus made them excellent subjects. The
work was done at the National Museum of
institution for

seems

of the

of foraging. In

many

meets the body

at

Victoria in Melbourne, where a display

was closed and converted to a workUnder the combined supervision of
the museum's preparators and vertebrate
paleontologists, rubber and plastic molds
were made of each bone, and the polyure-

less suited

than others to

this

bills,

projections atop tn

shape of spikes, ridges, or hq

crests, characterize the hadrosauij

Tsintaosaurus, this projection

or perhaps, covered with flesh

fill

thane poured into these molds. Once the

Museum's Hall

rus replicas will be on display in the

polyurethane hardened, the new "bone"

hadrosaurs probably also lived near water,

was removed and colored to make it indistinguishable from the original. The process took several days for each bone, and
more than three months for an entire skeleton. (Both Mamenchisaurus and Tsintaosaurus are composed of more than two
hundred bones.)
Four casts were made of each of the two
dinosaurs. One set was returned to China
with the skeletons, and the second was
kept by the Australians. The last two sets
were offered for sale to the American Museum of Natural History and the Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History, at a price of $100,000 per set. The
Los Angeles museum, which at the time
was preparing a new dinosaur hall, bought
one set, and the American Museum en-

and standing erect on their hind legs, they
used their duck bills and four, clawed fingers to collect pine needles, cycad fronds,
and any other available plant material.

tered into negotiations for the other In the

meantime, the American Museum has
borrowed Los Angeles's casts and has deferred a final decision on purchasing a set
of its own.
If the American Museum decides to
buy the two casts, they will join the world's

largest collection of dinosaurs,

one that

The

being continually expanded.

tion includes several skeletons

is

collec-

found

in

North America that are relatives of the
Chinese finds. During the time of the di-

At
As

walked on

much

like

Bronto-

and probably waded through the ponds of its
swampy environment, either to keep its
enormous body cool or to relieve it of the
strain of its tremendous weight.
Its
cranelike neck may have enabled it to

saurus.
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It

all

fours,
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in-

on permanent

display.

Marshall Schwartzm

Tuba.

the

formation

call

Kwanzaa
Kwanzaa

For additional

ir

(212) 873-1300, ext. 55S

in this year's free festival

focus on diverse aspects of Native Amer-

is

a unique Afro-America

holiday dedicated to the African ancei
try of present-day black

celebrated from

to

Americans.

It

December 26 throug

1
The Museum will pay tribul
Kwanzaa by celebrating Seed Da

January

.

Elders Day, and Regeneration Day,

December

c

and 30, respective!
Free programs, cosponsored by the Edi
cation Department and the New Yoi

Urban

Native American Film Festival

ican

M

January 6. Then they will
dismantled, packed in crates, and shipp
to Los Angeles, where they will be plac
until

crystal-

eff'ects,

dered in advance. For additional
formation call (212) 873-1327.

28, 29,

Coalition, will take place in se

eral areas of the

Museum. For

call(212)873-1300,

detai

ext. 514.

such as dance styles throughout

life,

North America, the Hopi-Navajo land
dispute, indigenous rights, and Venezue-

The Star of Christmas
This holiday Sky Show,

Ha

at the

who live on the edge of a geoand cultural frontier. The festibe held on December 14, and

den Planetarium through January
takes viewers back in time nearly 2,0(
years to view the skies of the first Chrii

begins at 10:15 a.m. with a screening of

mas. The show explores astronomic

Alan Lomax's Rhythm of the Earth.
The final film, Connie Poten and Pamela

and mythological mysteries such

lan Indians

val will

rus probably behaved

the Hay-

,

graphic

Hall of Early Dinosaurs. Mamenchisau-

fills

and images of the seasons will flash upon the
dome. The Four Seasons, on Wednesday, December 11 at 7:00 and 9:00 p.m.,
will feature Bach's Concerto no. 5 in F
Major and Vivaldi's The Four Seasons.
Tickets are $6.00 for members, and
$9.00 for nonmembers, and must be or-

The six films

seum

Tubby

clear night skies, laser

present continents

the earth's

Sky

baroque music

den Planetarium's Sky Theater,

were connected in one great land mass
known as Pangaea. The climate across this
supercontinent was almost uniformly
tropical and subtropical. The parallel conditions evidently caused the dinosaurs to
coevolve, and related species are often discovered in areas now separated by oceans
and thousand of miles of land.
Mamenchisaurus was closely related to
and resembled the Museum's own Brontosaurus (more correctly called Apatosauriis), on display in the center of the

nosaurs,

in the

live

The Mamenchisaurus and Tsintaosa

American Museum

the

Seasons

The

Robert's Contrary Warriors:
the

\

the Ian

sonorous tones.

of Late Dinosaurs.

tl

scape of late Cretaceous China with dee

was related to the numerous duck-billed dinosaurs that fill the
million years later,

[.\

'

when

dinosaur was alive, a resonating chamb( J
allowing Tsintaosaurus to

Tsintaosaurus, which lived some sixty

a sil

is

bony spike pointed forward. The spi^
may have been a weapon, a sexual displa

Crow

films will

A Story of

Tribe, begins at 4:45 p.m. All

be shown

in the

Kaufmann

"star" that led the three wise

as

men

ti

fro

the East to Bethlehem. For time

ai

ticket information call the Planetariu
at (212) 873-8828.

*!

Theater. For additional information call

(212)873-1300,

Courses for Stargazers

ext. 559.

The Hayden Planetarium's coun

Who Gives a Toot?
On Sunday, December

begin in early January. Topics
15,

at 3:00

Bloomingdale Chamber Orchestra will present a free musical conP.M.

the

cert designed to appeal to

young people.

this

se

son include the mysteries of Hallej

comet,

life

beyond the

earth, planeta

weather, navigation, aviation, the

•Di
ofl

sol

system, and more. For a free brochu

The program will take place in the Kauf-

please call (212) 873-1300, ext. 206

mann Theater and includes works by Al-

write:

exander Bizet, Edvard Grieg, and oth-

etarium, 81st Street at Central Pa

I**

nigt,

ers.

A

special feature

is

Joe Szerly as

West,

American Museum-Hayden Pli

New

York, N. Y. 10024.

Can,

C4

t^^%P9
Whether your first love is art or archaeology, elegance or
evolution. Tiffany or Tyrannosaurus rex, the stars of the
heavens or the stars of Broadway, you'll find it in our
Members' New York Weekend. For three exciting days and
two wonderful nights, a great city and a great Museum
will be all yours.
•

Two nights in one of New York's

finest hotels: Stay at The Waldorf
Astoria, The Parker Meridien, or The Plaza. Minutes away from new York's
famed theater, shopping, and eating districts and only a short ride away

from the

Museum

itself.

Two complimentary meals: Enjoy a full breakfast at your hotel and a
leisurely lunch in the Museums charming greenhouse-style restaurant.
• The Official Guide and a Highlights Tour: As soon as you make your
reservations, we will send you the Museums Official Guide to introduce you
•

our fabulous treasures. And when you arrive at the Museum, take a Highwhich provides fascinating insights Into the Museum's most popular halls. Or savor the Museum at your own pace. Journey through halls
filled with gems, dinosaurs, myriad life forms, and peoples from all over the
world. The Star of India sapphire, wolves hunting in the night, ancient
totems of the northwest Coast, and Mayan sculptures are just a few of the
Museum's varied wonders. At the end of your visit, relax in our private
Members' Lounge or take advantage of your Members' discounts at Museum
to

lights Tour,

gift

shops.

• Special Exhibitions: The Museum presents an exciting schedule of special
exhibitions throughout the year.

• Free Planetarium and Naturemax Tickets: Journey through the heavens
in the Planetarium's famed sky theater and enjoy the film experience of a
lifetime at haturemax, with its movie screen sixty feet wide and over four
stories high.

• Personalized Service: The Members' Service Desk will help customize your
weekend to suit your needs and tastes. They'll be glad to arrange theater or
concert tickets, reservations at hew York's top restaurants, a carriage ride
through Central Park, or tours of the town.
• Discount air fares: Special rates are available on American Airlines, the
official airline of the Members' Mew York Weekend.

Tour Program Price: $92.50 per person, per

night. Tax included. Based on two
nights double occupancy. Rates also available for families and individuals.
Call or write

today

for reservations,

CALL
800 435-87
M V c^„^„
Tn coc 76
n.,
(In n.Y.

=c-i>
State ^„ii
call 212-595-1567)
1

brochures and more information.

(Toll
Free)'
^

WRITE TO:

weekend
^!5";^'f«'^1;':
^°l^
108 Wcst 81 Street
^^^ York, Hew York

10024

A

i^^atter

of Taste

Tofu or Not Tofu
Is

it

nobler to consume bean curd or to eat meat in a protein-deficient world?

by Raymond Sokolov
While most of us weren't watching, the
soybean multiplied in the fields of the
Corn Belt and became America's third
cash crop after corn and marijuana. In-

now produces

deed, this country

three-

quarters of the world's supply of this

Asian legume. This

is all

the

more remark-

able because the vast majority of Ameri-

cans

know nothing

almost nothing

or

is

In fact,

form

some

guise Glycine

II,

any form,

is

eaten by people

we

feed

to

it

in

animals

protein deficiency called kwashiorkor,

we

cast mountains of soy protein before swine

the Ethiopians for this apparently suicid
stance.

Food preference

a deep-seat(

is

conviction, especially in a traditional ci
ture.

And we Americans,

superficial

quick to latch on to new food fads,

ha'

only to consider our collective lack of e

thusiasm for soy protein foods to symp
thize with the culinary "recalcitrance"
the Ethiopians.

livestock.

If logic

could prevail in such matte:

we would have

By and
show up on our

the embarrassing inefficiencies and waste-

steak and burger for soybean curd. The

easily identifiable as soy.

fulness of our meat-centered cuisine. For

pure white, delicate

do not

effort

is

usually

made

to dis-

max as something else. This

practice goes back at least as far as

War

in

and then eat them. To a vocal minority of
intelligent and well-meaning folk, this is
shocking. While the Third World totters
from malnutrition and African children's
hair turns red before they die from the

brutally simple.

large, soy products

tables in a

it,

this country. Instead,

and other

about soybeans.

The reason

of

tie

World

when soy-based margarine came

I

will not

bore you with a recitation of

at least twenty years,

we have

been exposed to the highly cogent arguments of
ecological zealots, such as Frances Moore
Lappe, who want to maximize world agriall

long ago abandoned

little

t

cakes, oft

form of th
Chinese name, doufu), are an

called tofu (the Japanese
original

most

ideal protein source.

They are chej

they are free of cholesterol, and they are
C.E

on the market as an ersatz butter that had
to fight for fair treatment in markets
against stiff lobbying and discriminatory

cultural resources.

They make

the irrefra-

neutral in taste that they go with alm(

What is mo

gable point that soy and other vegetable

any other food or

protein sources are the frugal, sensible

they are widely available, not just

laws fomented by the dairy industry.

route to nutritional sufficiency for

health-food stores, but in supermarke

So the national soy crop grew quietly,
but it grew. Oil pressed from soybeans
crept anonymously onto shelves where
corn and peanut oil had previously dominated
and it surpassed them in sales, although most consumers did not realize

man

—

salad

oils

many still don't. They know, however,
the price of soy

though they

may

oil

is

attractive,

hu-

And

Unfortunately, logic has run up against

human

the most dismal of obstacles, the
factor.

On the one hand, it has proved very

difficult to

spread food, even surplus food,

among hungry

and

nations. Politics, economand the physical difficulties of distribution all work against the best impulses

that

of agriculturally successful

that they were opting for a soy product

over more "American"

all

beings.

even

continue to think that

main culinary use of soybeans is to produce exotic soy sauce, which actually is a
"ermented form of soy meal and a source
the

ics,

nations,

of

which we are the surpassing example.
Even when donated food does reach
needy populations, it is often a mixed
blessing. They have accustomed themselves over generations to other staples

what we send.

of protein in Asian cuisines.

and do not take

word in any informed
discussion of soybeans. They are a spec-

Ethiopia
tional

tacular source of protein, five times richer

against an ingrained local food prefer-

Protein

is

the key

And

amino acid makeup
is dazzlingiy close to that of meat (unlike
most grains or legumes, which have to be
mixed or supplemented to insure the necessar\- amount of complete protein in a
nonmeat diet). None of this valuable soy
protein makes its way into soy oil. Very litthan corn.

86

their
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ence.
is

is

food

As

I

easily to

a tragic example of interna-

barking

charity

wrote

in the

its

September

shins

issue,

it

requiring the force of a totalitarian re-

gime

to induce starving Ethiopians to eat

donated sorghum instead of the vanishing
grain called teff that

is

a linchpin of their

culture.

No

one

in this

culture should scoff at

up

to

flavoring.

an evangelical literature has spru
educate a carnivorous and reacti<

ary populace in the mysteries of tofu

This preaching has won an impress
number of converts. The Book of Tofu,

William Shurtless and Akiko Aoyagi (1
Speed Press, Berkeley), had sold 340,C
copies when it went back to press in 19
according to information on its cover. 1 t
same authors have also written guides
other soy products, the fermented fla\
ing miso, and the cultured Indones
"soyfood" tempeh.
It is tofu, however, that enjoys thev '.».,
est

acceptance

in

American

life,

to

point where a soy-based, ice cream a

logue called Tofutti

is

now compel

I can see,
^^.^^
any identifiable form are VI" ~
"
likely to cure us of our addiction to spj
ribs or even combread.

with yogurt. But so far as

products

I

in

say this while absolutely doting on

tofu dishes

I

have come

to

know

*«
in (

nese restaurants. Perhaps the greatest

;^

Szechuan specialty called mapo doufu

^j,.,^

i

,

FROM THE
HOME OF THE

DINOSAURS

A.

PREHISTORIC ANIMALS FOR CHILDREN OF ALL AGES
A.

Large red cotton Pteranodon
by Overly-Raker, wing span
39", great for hanging (comes
with attached strings)...
$29.50 each ($5.00 postage

&
B.

handling).

Set of 3 prehistoric plush
animals by Dakin, average
height 7", grey Stegosaurus,

brown Wooly Mammoth

& green

Tyrannosaurus...
$21.00 set ($3.50 postage

&

handling).
C. Set of 3 plush prehistoric animals by Dakin, average

height 7", burgundy Dimetrodon, brown Brontosaurus &
tan Triceratops. $21 .00 set
($3.50 postage & handling).
.

.

NO SUBSTITUTIONS ON ABOVE
D. For a complete set of the 6
prehistoric animals ( B.& C.)
a special price of $39.00

($5.00 postage
E.

&

"Dinosaurs," a pop-up book for
the young reader. $5.95 each
($2.50 postage & handling).
.

I

i
,

shown) For the more
advanced reader, "A Field
Guide to Dinosaurs," the
(not

handling).

.

first complete guide to every
dinosaur now known... $8. 95
($2.50 postages handling).

enclose a check payable to the American Museum of Natural History
Please add N Y. sales tax where applicable.
.

Charge

to

for

MEMBERS ARE ENTITLED TO A 10% DISCOUNT ON MERCHANDISE
PRICE

.

DESCRIPTION

ITEIvt

D American Express D MasterCard D Visa

EACH

OTY

TOTAL

SHIPPING

PRICE

HANDLING

Exp dale
ignalure
II

(if

using credit card)

member

D non-member
...^

SuD

^^^
l^g^

10% WemDers Discount
Merchandise

J

Stale

lail

to;

Museum Shop

•

American Museum

Zip

of Natural History

Total

N Y Sales Tax

vl^a\
'ly

Total

Total

t#H

Shipping & Handling

TOTAL
Central Park

West

at

79th Street

•

New York,

N.Y 10024-9981

"

Explore

mushrooms, ground

meat, and water chestnuts, as well as the

can be eaten after soaking and boiling,
roasted, or ground into flour. But in tl

typical spices of Szechuan,

enliven the

tofu process, beans are soaked overnig

and modest medium of bean curd.
Bean curd cuisine in China is a large
subject. There is deep-fried bean curd and
fermented bean curd and bean curd

and then ground, usually with more wat^

this fiery preparation,

all

cool

Questers

sheets

Search out
and flowers In-

Travel with a purpose.
plants

and

aninnals, birds

and antiquities Study rain forests, mountains and tundra, seashores,
lakes and swamps With Questers you have
guide

is

a

Your

—

all

prepared with a multiplicity of

Once you begin reading about bean
wonder how you could ever have

curd, you

thought

was a limited and

it

boring food.

A blender does an ideal job.
called

go in Japanese.

Its possibilities

intrinsically

have been ex-

It is

because

and thus prevents

When

tion of soy protein.

brought to a

boil,

;i!

sc

this

t

digi

mash

wh

separates into a

it

y
nji

This puree

beans contain a substance that inhibits
trypsin

^

useless as a pi

tein source unless cooked,

enzyme

sauces and garnishes.

vestigate art

time to photograph, absorb, reflect

m

j

"milk" and a fibrous, sawdustlike

!,,,

si

j„i

stance called okara. In American heal

naturalist, tour parties are small,

accommodations first-class.
Our current Directory of Worldwide
Nature Tours describes 32 tours to the
Americas. Europe. Asia. Africa. Oceania
and Australasia. Among them are Alaska.
Galapagos. Patagonia. Iceland. Norway
Scotland. Japan. Bhutan, China,
Ivladagascar. Tanzania. Botswana, Australia. New Zealand and
Hawaii.
Learn about them all

^

j

|

haustively worked out over centuries, especially in Japan,

food stores, you will find frozen okara p
ties and also various forms of soy mi

as diverse

Seasonings and potato

and they are, in concept,
and enticing as the European

tried reasonably palatable.

repertory for chicken.

The Book of Tofu at ranhave come across several pages of

Just opening

dom,

I

made

recipes for bean curd cut into pouches and

from salad

1,1

the pattie

A

^

,

carton,
jf,

"Soy Moo" was flavored with hoi^
which was the only detectable flavori
the drink.

'ijj

(,

|

|j|,j

to so-

In standard tofu making, the okarc^

mushroom, bamnoodles, and quail eggs. There

strained out of the milk. Then, very mi|

stuffed with everything

yf,

ijkj

Send

phisticated mixtures of

for

Questers World

boo shoots,
is

smoked

kiyaki,

tofu, tofu diced in

and on and

Each

soup or

in su-

stage of the basic process of

categories of foods.

added

to

mammal

milk

in

njji

cheesemak

to cause the curds to coagulate out of

on.

mak-

ing tofu out of soybeans has generated entire

as rennet or other curdling agents

The whole beans

whey, the tofumaker

stirs

into soy milk. For the

(calcium sulfate) or

a sah or an

most

Epsom

!„„

ijmi

1

iq\

aj

jj^

part, gyps!
salts

g^^

(mag

^^

,

Dept-

NH

257 Park Ave Soulh
New York, NY 10010
(212) 673-3120

QUESTERS

lofi

Worldwide Nature Tours

ilfnj
!

iJai;

Spicy Bean Curd
(Slightly adapted

°

ARCHEOLOGY
TOUR TO-

Cooking, by Stella Lau Fessler.
Plume, 1981)

°
3

squares fresh soft bean curd

2

Vi

tablespoons oil
teaspoon minced ginger
tablespoons chopped scallion
tablespoon Szechuan hot bean paste
tablespoon soy sauce
teaspoon salt
teaspoon sugar

Vi

cup stock

1

3

o

1
1

Discover with, an expert
Museum guide a wealth
of Judaic,

Two to four servings, depending q
other dishes

jj

^

i^^
'"

Note: To produce powder, toast 3 tabi
spoons of whole Szechuan peppercorns'
a dry skillet over medium heat for about "^'t^
minutes. Grind with mortar and pest!*"
then sift through a strainer.
'

ISRAEL

& JORDAN

Yield:

from Chinese Meatless

Roman,

ByzanSie; and .Crusader .sites:
SKiStSHSfS^i

;Islamic, Turkish,

Vi

IV:

1
'/4

i|i;apiFii;ii|i|i
1.

2.

American

Museum of

3.

Natural
History

Discovery Tours
Central Park West at 79th St.
New York, NY 10024
(212) 873-1440 or (212) 799-7157

4.

teaspoons cornstarch dissolved in 2
tablespoons water

Shira

Ae

'M

from At Home with
Japanese Cooking, by Elizabeth Ando||
Knopf, 1980)
(Slightly adapted

teaspoon sesame oil
teaspoon Szechuan peppercorn

powder

will

(see note)

Add

and stock
and bring to a full boil. Thicken sauce
with dissolved cornstarch, then add
sesame oil and peppercorn powder
Immediately transfer everything from
the

soy sauce,

wok

salt, sugar,

(or skillet) to a serving platter

Sprinkle with remaining scallion and
serve.

ail

pal lie

This thick white dressing looks son
thing like cottage cheese and, Mrs. And
suggests, can be used to stuff tomatoes|

Rinse bean curd and drain. Cut into 1inch-square pieces.
Set a wok (or skillet) over high heat
and add oil. When oil is hot (and gives
off a wisp of smoke), stir in ginger and
2 tablespoons scallion and cook for 20
seconds. Add hot bean paste and bean
curd. With a spatula, stir bean curd
very gently.

in

keep under refrigeration, covered,
day or two.

a

ifeui

I

ilspr,

bean curd cake (about 6 ounces)

V2

If a

teaspoons superfine sugar

1 '/4

air

Pinch of

salt

Drop of soy sauce (preferably u^
kiichi shoyu)
teaspoon sake (rice wine)

Vi

iciij

ise

1

.

bean curd in water to coverl
2 to 3 minutes and then drain it
cloth-lined colander Gathering up tk,
Boil the

lis

edges of the cloth to make a bag, tw
and squeeze to wring out all ej

Hi

'"'

Mlj

moisture.

Mash
it

the bean curd before seasdx
with the remaining ingredients.
Yield: Two-thirds of a cup
^'trt,
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.

um

sulfate) are the solidifiers in

.

modern

se.

The

cause tofu curds to pre-

solidifiers

The curds

pitate out of hot soy milk.

white flecks

jat like little

sea of clear

in a

;llow whey. Aficionados try to use as
solidifier as possible in

2

lit-

order to produce

most delicate curds.

e

To make standard tofu, you then strain
the whey and let the curds drain in a
lander or perforated mold until they set-

It

did

I

and

this,

all

I

say that

will

it

Ided a most delicate, soft tofu, better
in

can buy even

I

ges in the process.

the earlier

all

had no better

It

fla-

than the milk or the okara or even the

•

ey. In

other words,

it

tasted very bland,

ich

blander than unsweetened oatmeal,

t it

did have a splendid texture.

ding to figures

in

And ac-

The Book of Tofu,

happening

cake that could be stored

t

water

in

my

liked

tofu.

I

of

I

and the look of

it

I

liked the

much more

it

am

I

it

as a food in the mouth.

willing to eat

in dishes that

it

means

now

sense, a desire to help,

and a sense of

teach you the

Ca

combine

it

that

I

am

rest.

|

Your expedition

Food

is

it

Our

Lease

A

we

taste in food helps us

make

ourselves, helps

le

us feel at
'

and

£,

iwim

may

X

be wasteful, but

ure

thrift

The

ic

with as

manly
|\g its

much

best policy in ag-

of what they want as

possible.

A

world resigned to

most people define pleasure,
in Japan, young children think of
is something that is good for them,

are as

BE

i^ip.

iH

Tree Or
Sap Bucket For One Year

A

P
-J

really different Christmas gift idea. First, we'll send each lucky friend, in time for
Christmas, a gift Announcement Card from you
and a copy of an authentic 1890
Treasury Dept, Lease, hand personalized, and suitable for framing. Then, in Spring
"86. when all the sap has been gathered and processed, each tree tenant will receive
33 ounces
at least 65 ounces of 100% pure Maple Syrup in decorated jugs
guaranteed to Bucket Borrowers
even more if Mother Nature yields an abundant
supply! We do all the work
your friends get progress reports and the delicious
natural syrup— you get all the raves! 100°o satisfaction money back guarantee.
Tree Lease $29.00 or Bucket Lease S19.00
Send ckeck plus $4.00 handling per gift to
NORTH COUNTRY CORP. Dept. NC 1-1
106 Appleton St.. Box 193, Cambridge, MA 02238
Include full name and address of gift recipient.
VISA. M,C. & Amex Accepted with Expiration Date
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Cuisine
The southern
Land's End and

tip of
it's

Baja Cahfornia

is

the place people call

a pretty unceremonious ending.

rock: cliffs drop seventy feet to water

and

there's

It's mostly
no beach to

speak

of. But below the surface the wall of rock continues, descending perhaps another sixty feet to the floor of the Sea of
Cortez. This place, where the sea begins, is a lot livelier, at least

from the photographer's point of view. Lots of sea lions paw
around through the surf, and manta rays, big flat-headed creatures, frequently jet by. There are enormous schools of bait fish,
and as naturalist-photographer Doc White learned one day last
winter, there are cormorants

down

there too, taking the bait.

Cormorants, which are related to pelicans, anhingas, and
other seaworthy birds of the order Pelecaniformes, fish for a liv-

They

ing.

And

eat fish, crabs, squids,

and some amphibian

larvae.

they are excellent divers, partly because their bodies are

swimming underwater and their feathers are wapermeable, which reduces buoyancy. Cormorants have been
known to swallow stones to help themselves gain depth. In fact,
well adapted to
ter

cormorants are so good at fishing that people in some parts of
Africa and Asia use them as hunters. They tie a collar around
the bird's neck so that it can't swallow. Then they let it loose on a
long leash, the bird dives, and

when

it

surfaces, they take the fish

mouth.
Doc White was diving and photographing off Land's End
when he noticed this cormorant tracking schools of fish. One
thing that intrigued him about its technique was that the bird
seemed to pick out one fish from the crowd and concentrate on
it. White's impression was that this helped the bird avoid being
distracted by the quick, glittery maneuverings of the larger mass
of fish. Whenever it caught a fish, the cormorant swam up to the
surface to eat it. A few minutes later, the photographer was rejoined by the hunter and the hunt continued.
Unlike a bird, a naturalist-photographer doesn't find out the
out of

its

results of a

that

hunt right away, so

Doc White found

it wasn't for another day or two
out just what he had caught: a dark bird

pointed at a fish cloud just beyond Land's End.
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Palm of Brazil," by K.S. Markley (vol.
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first biography of Edward Lear
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Authors, continued

Vivien

Noakes (page

who

58), a freelance

London, has enjoyed
the works of Edward Lear since childhood. In 1963, she began to study Lear
professionally and in 1968 she published
writer

lives in

Edward Lear: The Life of a Wanderer,
now in its third edition. Considered the
leading authority on Lear,

Noakes was
"Edward

,

'

guest curator for the exhibition

Lear: 1812-1888" at the Royal Acad-

emy of Arts in London and The National; /
Academy of Design in New York City.
She hopes next to turn her attention ta
the First World War and is at present da]
ing research on that subject.
left

Any

over from research projects

time

is

de-

voted to reading, music, and her family.

Pauline Turner Strong (page 50) says
her concern with the stereotyping of social groups dates back to her student
days at inner city schools in the late
1960s a time when the nation's con-

—

science was aroused by racial discrimination.

Her

scholarly interest in the sub-

began after college, when she
worked as a research assistant to Alfonso
Ortiz,
an anthropologist who was
documenting how fixed notions about

ject

American Indians developed. Strong became especially intrigued with the way
narratives written by early American
colonists taken captive by Indians influenced the creation of these stereotypes.
In 1977, when she began graduate work
in anthropology at the University of Chicago, she decided to delve into this topic
for her dissertation. Strong is currently
an instructor of anthropology at Colorado College in Colorado Springs.

Doc White (page 90), whose firs
name is really Shelton, specializes in ur
derwater photography.

He began

diving

was "utterl;
amazed" by what he saw. Those sight
led him to begin spearfishing and tha
led him to take up underwater photogrs
for

fun

phy.

When

1958

in

he

is

and

not diving himself, h

runs a charter boat service for othel

«asili

divers off the southern California coasi

The most important

characteristic

fqj

undenvater photographer;
White says, is to be a good diver and t
would-be
get to

know

the environment.

got to get there
a picture.

first"

"YouV

before you can tak

The photograph

published

i

month's "The Natural Momentj
was taken with a Nikonos II camera an'
this

a

QA

M,-r, o^, Hk^TI-IPV

n/SS

1

5-mm underwater Nikkor

lens.

'"lind.

THIS VACATION

OMES WITH A NEW
SET OF DISHES.

ante de Ave.

Boned chicken with

I

Ajiaco Chicken stew with potato,

m>sla del PacfUco. Pacific lotxier with

\STERN AND THE AMERICAN EXPRESS® CARD CAN
HELP YOU SAVOR SOUTH AMERICA.
In

South America, the local cuisines are as fascinating

ore as the local scenery.
In fact, the food is so appealing, you

ad <e "travel is
VQ

mind.
But never

c4 A/ork off

may

to

think the old

broadening" refers to your waistline as well as

South America, you
the pounds by hiking to see
fear. In

with master's of baroque architecture, jogging
altJ!? sandy beaches, skiing down the
W'(|i's highest slopes and dancing to the beat of a tango.
And because of Eastern, you won't have to spend as
he American Express® Card.

home

without

com

it?

much mone\'

Argentina, Chile, Paraguay Bolivia, Colombia and Ecuador
in South America. As well as to Mexico, Guatemala, Panama

and Costa Rica. In fact, to more of Latin America from more
of North America than any other airline. With packages that

make your vacation affordable.
For more facts, see Eastern or \our Travel Agent.
And be sure to charge your South .\merican trip with
American Express- Card—which is welcomed almost
fine restaurants.

home

Eastern can

fly

you

without

it

It

for

shopping, nightclubbing and dining

shows you ha\e

to

enjoy a vacation that's
fulfilling in every way

terrific taste.
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With Eastern
and the American
Express Card, you can

as you think.

filled potato tortilla

and peanut sauce.

Bife de Chonzo. Broiled Argentine beef served
with Chimichurri sauce. (Parsley, garlic and oilJ

everywhere. Use

ihluins, touring cities filled

)on't leave

with egg

and capers.

mayonnaise

f>

Yapingachos Cheese

Machas a la Parmesana. Pacific clams with white
wine and cheese.

paprika sauce.

OUR WINGS BERN'

D.\i'

Just a word about

how to giveThe Glenlivet
Selectively*
The hardest part about
giving The Glenlivet is deciding
who deserves it most. Your favor
ite

uncle? Your hard-to-please

boss?

Your

closest friend?

This steadfast
dedication to the single malt
tradition gives

unsurpassed character. Produced
at Scotland's oldest licensed

The list should be very
selective. Because The Glenlivet

distillery,

the Scotch without equal.
Most IZ-year-old Scotches

Scotch.

is

strive for

Glenlivet.

perfect

Not The

We achieve a supe-

and smoothness

A

taste so
with a single malt.
perfect that we've never
blended it, and never will.

© 1985. mE GLENUVET DISTILLING CO..
To send a

gift

is

truly

Scotland's finest single malt

blending a variety of malt and

rior taste

The Glenlivet

And that makes it the

gift.

So make your

smoothness by

grain whiskies.

The Glenlivet an

N.Y.

of Tfie Glenlivet, dial 1-800-243-3787. Void wfiere prohibited.

check

it

twice.

.

list

and

.maybe even

three times. Because only those

who deserve the best deserve
The Glenlivet.

The Glenlivet
12-year-old unblended Scotch.

I

